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TITLE 1

CHAPTER 1.  GENERAL PROVISIONS

ART.  1.01.  SHORT TITLE

This Act shall be known, and may be cited, as the “Code of
Criminal Procedure”.

ART.  1.02.  EFFECTIVE DATE

This Code shall take effect and be in force on and after Janu-
ary 1, 1966. The procedure herein prescribed shall govern all
criminal proceedings instituted after the effective date of this
Act and all proceedings pending upon the effective date hereof
insofar as are applicable.

ART.  1.03.  OBJECTS OF THIS CODE

This Code is intended to embrace rules applicable to the pre-
vention and prosecution of offenses against the laws of this
State, and to make the rules of procedure in respect to the pre-
vention and punishment of offenses intelligible to the officers
who are to act under them, and to all persons whose rights are
to be affected by them. It seeks:
(1) To adopt measures for preventing the commission of crime;
(2) To exclude the offender from all hope of escape;
(3) To insure a trial with as little delay as is consistent with the
ends of justice;
(4) To bring to the investigation of each offense on the trial all
the evidence tending to produce conviction or acquittal;
(5) To insure a fair and impartial trial; and
(6) The certain execution of the sentence of the law when de-
clared.

ART.  1.04.  DUE COURSE OF LAW

No citizen of this State shall be deprived of life, liberty, prop-
erty, privileges or immunities, or in any manner disfranchised,
except by the due course of the law of the land.

ART.  1.05.  RIGHTS OF ACCUSED

In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall have a speedy pub-
lic trial by an impartial jury. He shall have the right to demand
the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and to have
a copy thereof. He shall not be compelled to give evidence
against himself. He shall have the right of being heard by him-
self, or counsel, or both; shall be confronted with the witnesses
against him, and shall have compulsory process for obtaining
witnesses in his favor. No person shall be held to answer for a
felony unless on indictment of a grand jury.

ART.  1.051.  RIGHT TO REPRESENTATION BY

COUNSEL

(a) A defendant in a criminal matter is entitled to be repre-
sented by counsel in an adversarial judicial proceeding. The
right to be represented by counsel includes the right to consult
in private with counsel sufficiently in advance of a proceeding
to allow adequate preparation for the proceeding.
(b) For the purposes of this article and Articles 26.04 and
26.05 of this code, “indigent” means a person who is not fi-
nancially able to employ counsel.

(c) An indigent defendant is entitled to have an attorney ap-
pointed to represent him in any adversary judicial proceeding
that may result in punishment by confinement and in any
other criminal proceeding if the court concludes that the in-
terests of justice require representation. Subject to Subsection
(c-1) [Except as otherwise provided by this subsection], if an
indigent defendant is entitled to and requests appointed coun-
sel and if adversarial judicial proceedings have been initiated
against the defendant, a court or the courts’ designee autho-
rized under Article 26.04 to appoint counsel for indigent de-
fendants in the county in which the defendant is arrested shall
appoint counsel as soon as possible, but not later than:

(1) the end of the third working day after the date on which
the court or the courts’ designee receives the defendant’s re-
quest for appointment of counsel, if the defendant is ar-
rested in a county with a population of less than 250,000; or
(2) [. In a county with a population of 250,000 or more, the
court or the courts’ designee shall appoint counsel as required
by this subsection as soon as possible, but not later than] the
end of the first working day after the date on which the court
or the courts’ designee receives the defendant’s request for ap-
pointment of counsel, if the defendant is arrested in a county
with a population of 250,000 or more.

(c-1) If an indigent defendant is arrested under a warrant issued
in a county other than the county in which the arrest was made
and the defendant is entitled to and requests appointed coun-
sel, a court or the courts’ designee authorized under Article
26.04 to appoint counsel for indigent defendants in the county
that issued the warrant shall appoint counsel within the periods
prescribed by Subsection (c), regardless of whether the defen-
dant is present within the county issuing the warrant and even
if adversarial judicial proceedings have not yet been initiated
against the defendant in the county issuing the warrant. How-
ever, if the defendant has not been transferred or released into
the custody of the county issuing the warrant before the 11th
day after the date of the arrest and if counsel has not otherwise
been appointed for the defendant in the arresting county under
this article, a court or the courts’ designee authorized under Ar-
ticle 26.04 to appoint counsel for indigent defendants in the ar-
resting county immediately shall appoint counsel to represent
the defendant in any matter under Chapter 11 or 17, regardless
of whether adversarial judicial proceedings have been initiated
against the defendant in the arresting county. If counsel is ap-
pointed for the defendant in the arresting county as required by
this subsection, the arresting county may seek from the county
that issued the warrant reimbursement for the actual costs paid
by the arresting county for the appointed counsel.
(d) An eligible indigent defendant is entitled to have the trial
court appoint an attorney to represent him in the following ap-
pellate and postconviction habeas corpus matters:

(1) an appeal to a court of appeals;
(2) an appeal to the Court of Criminal Appeals if the appeal
is made directly from the trial court or if a petition for dis-
cretionary review has been granted;
(3) a habeas corpus proceeding if the court concludes that
the interests of justice require representation; and
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(4) any other appellate proceeding if the court concludes
that the interests of justice require representation.

(e) An appointed counsel is entitled to 10 days to prepare for
a proceeding but may waive the preparation time with the con-
sent of the defendant in writing or on the record in open court.
If a nonindigent defendant appears without counsel at a pro-
ceeding after having been given a reasonable opportunity to re-
tain counsel, the court, on 10 days’ notice to the defendant of
a dispositive setting, may proceed with the matter without se-
curing a written waiver or appointing counsel. If an indigent
defendant who has refused appointed counsel in order to re-
tain private counsel appears without counsel after having been
given an opportunity to retain counsel, the court, after giving
the defendant a reasonable opportunity to request appoint-
ment of counsel or, if the defendant elects not to request ap-
pointment of counsel, after obtaining a waiver of the right to
counsel pursuant to Subsections (f ) and (g), may proceed with
the matter on 10 days’ notice to the defendant of a dispositive
setting.
(f ) A defendant may voluntarily and intelligently waive in
writing the right to counsel. A waiver obtained in violation of
Subsection (f-1) or (f-2) is presumed invalid.
(f-1) In any adversary judicial proceeding that may result in
punishment by confinement, the attorney representing the
state may not:

(1) initiate or encourage an attempt to obtain from a de-
fendant who is not represented by counsel a waiver of the
right to counsel; or
(2) communicate with a defendant who has requested the
appointment of counsel, unless the court or the court’s de-
signee authorized under Article 26.04 to appoint counsel
for indigent defendants in the county has denied the re-
quest and, subsequent to the denial, the defendant:

(A) has been given a reasonable opportunity to retain
and has failed to retain private counsel; or
(B) waives or has waived the opportunity to retain pri-
vate counsel.

(f-2) In any adversary judicial proceeding that may result in
punishment by confinement, the court may not direct or en-
courage the defendant to communicate with the attorney rep-
resenting the state until the court advises the defendant of the
right to counsel and the procedure for requesting appointed
counsel and the defendant has been given a reasonable oppor-
tunity to request appointed counsel. If the defendant has re-
quested appointed counsel, the court may not direct or
encourage the defendant to communicate with the attorney
representing the state unless the court or the court’s designee
authorized under Article 26.04 to appoint counsel for indigent
defendants in the county has denied the request and, subse-
quent to the denial, the defendant:

(1) has been given a reasonable opportunity to retain and
has failed to retain private counsel; or
(2) waives or has waived the opportunity to retain private
counsel.

(g) If a defendant wishes to waive the right to counsel for pur-
poses of entering a guilty plea or proceeding to trial, the court
shall advise the defendant of the nature of the charges against
the defendant and, if the defendant is proceeding to trial, the
dangers and disadvantages of self-representation. If the court
determines that the waiver is voluntarily and intelligently

made, the court shall provide the defendant with a statement
substantially in the following form, which, if signed by the de-
fendant, shall be filed with and become part of the record of
the proceedings:

“I have been advised this ____ day of ______, 2___, by the
(name of court) Court of my right to representation by coun-
sel in the case pending against me. I have been further ad-
vised that if I am unable to afford counsel, one will be
appointed for me free of charge. Understanding my right to
have counsel appointed for me free of charge if I am not fi-
nancially able to employ counsel, I wish to waive that right
and request the court to proceed with my case without an at-
torney being appointed for me. I hereby waive my right to
counsel. (signature of defendant)”

(h) A defendant may withdraw a waiver of the right to coun-
sel at any time but is not entitled to repeat a proceeding previ-
ously held or waived solely on the grounds of the subsequent
appointment or retention of counsel. If the defendant with-
draws a waiver, the trial court, in its discretion, may provide
the appointed counsel 10 days to prepare.
(i) Subject to Subsection (c-1) [Except as otherwise provided
by this subsection], with respect to a county with a population
of less than 250,000, if an indigent defendant is entitled to and
requests appointed counsel and if adversarial judicial proceed-
ings have not been initiated against the defendant, a court or
the courts’ designee authorized under Article 26.04 to appoint
counsel for indigent defendants in the county in which the de-
fendant is arrested shall appoint counsel immediately follow-
ing the expiration of three working days after the date on
which the court or the courts’ designee receives the defendant’s
request for appointment of counsel. If adversarial judicial pro-
ceedings are initiated against the defendant before the expira-
tion of the three working days, the court or the courts’
designee shall appoint counsel as provided by Subsection (c).
Subject to Subsection (c-1), in [In] a county with a population
of 250,000 or more, the court or the courts’ designee shall ap-
point counsel as required by this subsection immediately fol-
lowing the expiration of one working day after the date on
which the court or the courts’ designee receives the defendant’s
request for appointment of counsel. If adversarial judicial pro-
ceedings are initiated against the defendant before the expira-
tion of the one working day, the court or the courts’ designee
shall appoint counsel as provided by Subsection (c).
(j) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, if an
indigent defendant is released from custody prior to the ap-
pointment of counsel under this section, appointment of
counsel is not required until the defendant’s first court appear-
ance or when adversarial judicial proceedings are initiated,
whichever comes first.
(k) A court or the courts’ designee may without unnecessary
delay appoint new counsel to represent an indigent defendant
for whom counsel is appointed under Subsection (c), (c-1), or
(i) if:

(1) the defendant is subsequently charged in the case with
an offense different from the offense with which the defen-
dant was initially charged; and
(2) good cause to appoint new counsel is stated on the
record as required by Article 26.04(j)(2).
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Amendments to (c), (i) & (k) and addition of (c-1) effective Sept.
1, 2015 (SB 1517, §1). Section 5 of SB 1517 provides: “The
change in law made by this Act applies only to a person who is
arrested on or after the effective date of this Act. A person ar-
rested before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law
in effect on the date the person was arrested, and the former law
is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  1.052.  SIGNED PLEADINGS OF DEFENDANT

(a) A pleading, motion, and other paper filed for or on behalf
of a defendant represented by an attorney must be signed by at
least one attorney of record in the attorney’s name and state the
attorney’s address. A defendant who is not represented by an at-
torney must sign any pleading, motion, or other paper filed for
or on the defendant’s behalf and state the defendant’s address.
(b) The signature of an attorney or a defendant constitutes a
certificate by the attorney or defendant that the person has
read the pleading, motion, or other paper and that to the best
of the person’s knowledge, information, and belief formed
after reasonable inquiry that the instrument is not groundless
and brought in bad faith or groundless and brought for ha-
rassment, unnecessary delay, or other improper purpose.
(c) If a pleading, motion, or other paper is not signed, the court
shall strike it unless it is signed promptly after the omission is
called to the attention of the attorney or defendant.
(d) An attorney or defendant who files a fictitious pleading in a
cause for an improper purpose described by Subsection (b) or
who makes a statement in a pleading that the attorney or defen-
dant knows to be groundless and false to obtain a delay of the
trial of the cause or for the purpose of harassment shall be held
guilty of contempt.
(e) If a pleading, motion, or other paper is signed in violation of
this article, the court, on motion or on its own initiative, after
notice and hearing, shall impose an appropriate sanction, which
may include an order to pay to the other party or parties to the
prosecution or to the general fund of the county in which the
pleading, motion, or other paper was filed the amount of rea-
sonable expenses incurred because of the filing of the pleading,
motion, or other paper, including reasonable attorney’s fees.
(f ) A court shall presume that a pleading, motion, or other
paper is filed in good faith. Sanctions under this article may not
be imposed except for good cause stated in the sanction order.
(g) A plea of “not guilty” or “no contest” or “nolo contendere”
does not constitute a violation of this article. An allegation that
an event took place or occurred on or about a particular date
does not constitute a violation of this article.
(h) In this article, “groundless” means without basis in law or
fact and not warranted by a good faith argument for the ex-
tension, modification, or reversal of existing law.

ART.  1.06.  SEARCHES AND SEIZURES

The people shall be secure in their persons, houses, papers and
possessions from all unreasonable seizures or searches. No war-
rant to search any place or to seize any person or thing shall
issue without describing them as near as may be, nor without
probable cause supported by oath or affirmation.

ART.  1.07.  RIGHT TO BAIL

All prisoners shall be bailable unless for capital offenses when
the proof is evident. This provision shall not be so construed
as to prevent bail after indictment found upon examination of
the evidence, in such manner as may be prescribed by law.

ART.  1.08.  HABEAS CORPUS

The writ of habeas corpus is a writ of right and shall never be
suspended.

ART.  1.09.  CRUELTY FORBIDDEN

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines im-
posed, nor cruel or unusual punishment inflicted.

ART.  1.10.  JEOPARDY

No person for the same offense shall be twice put in jeopardy
of life or liberty; nor shall a person be again put upon trial for
the same offense, after a verdict of not guilty in a court of com-
petent jurisdiction.

ART.  1.11.  ACQUITTAL A BAR

An acquittal of the defendant exempts him from a second trial
or a second prosecution for the same offense, however irregu-
lar the proceedings may have been; but if the defendant shall
have been acquitted upon trial in a court having no jurisdic-
tion of the offense, he may be prosecuted again in a court hav-
ing jurisdiction.

ART.  1.12.  RIGHT TO JURY

The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate.

ART.  1.13.  WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY

(a) The defendant in a criminal prosecution for any offense
other than a capital felony case in which the state notifies the
court and the defendant that it will seek the death penalty shall
have the right, upon entering a plea, to waive the right of trial
by jury, conditioned, however, that, except as provided by Ar-
ticle 27.19, the waiver must be made in person by the defen-
dant in writing in open court with the consent and approval of
the court, and the attorney representing the state. The consent
and approval by the court shall be entered of record on the
minutes of the court, and the consent and approval of the at-
torney representing the state shall be in writing, signed by that
attorney, and filed in the papers of the cause before the defen-
dant enters the defendant’s plea.
(b) In a capital felony case in which the attorney representing
the State notifies the court and the defendant that it will not
seek the death penalty, the defendant may waive the right to
trial by jury but only if the attorney representing the State, in
writing and in open court, consents to the waiver.
(c) A defendant may agree to waive a jury trial regardless of
whether the defendant is represented by an attorney at the
time of making the waiver, but before a defendant charged
with a felony who has no attorney can agree to waive the jury,
the court must appoint an attorney to represent him.

ART.  1.14.  WAIVER OF RIGHTS

(a) The defendant in a criminal prosecution for any offense
may waive any rights secured him by law except that a defen-
dant in a capital felony case may waive the right of trial by jury
only in the manner permitted by Article 1.13(b) of this code.
(b) If the defendant does not object to a defect, error, or irreg-
ularity of form or substance in an indictment or information
before the date on which the trial on the merits commences,
he waives and forfeits the right to object to the defect, error, or
irregularity and he may not raise the objection on appeal or in
any other postconviction proceeding. Nothing in this article
prohibits a trial court from requiring that an objection to an
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indictment or information be made at an earlier time in com-
pliance with Article 28.01 of this code.

ART.  1.141.  WAIVER OF INDICTMENT FOR

NONCAPITAL FELONY

A person represented by legal counsel may in open court or by
written instrument voluntarily waive the right to be accused by
indictment of any offense other than a capital felony. On
waiver as provided in this article, the accused shall be charged
by information.

ART.  1.15.  JURY IN FELONY

No person can be convicted of a felony except upon the verdict
of a jury duly rendered and recorded, unless the defendant,
upon entering a plea, has in open court in person waived his
right of trial by jury in writing in accordance with Articles 1.13
and 1.14; provided, however, that it shall be necessary for the
state to introduce evidence into the record showing the guilt of
the defendant and said evidence shall be accepted by the court
as the basis for its judgment and in no event shall a person
charged be convicted upon his plea without sufficient evidence
to support the same. The evidence may be stipulated if the de-
fendant in such case consents in writing, in open court, to
waive the appearance, confrontation, and cross-examination of
witnesses, and further consents either to an oral stipulation of
the evidence and testimony or to the introduction of testimony
by affidavits, written statements of witnesses, and any other
documentary evidence in support of the judgment of the court.
Such waiver and consent must be approved by the court in
writing, and be filed in the file of the papers of the cause.

ART.  1.16.  LIBERTY OF SPEECH AND PRESS

Every person shall be at liberty to speak, write or publish his
opinion on any subject, being liable for the abuse of that priv-
ilege; and no law shall ever be passed curtailing the liberty of
speech or of the press. In prosecutions for the publication of
papers investigating the conduct of officers or men in public
capacity, or when the matter published is proper for public in-
formation, the truth thereof may be given in evidence. In all
indictments for libels, the jury shall have the right to deter-
mine the law and the facts, under the direction of the court, as
in other cases.

ART.  1.17.  RELIGIOUS BELIEF

No person shall be disqualified to give evidence in any court of
this State on account of his religious opinions, or for the want
of any religious belief; but all oaths or affirmations shall be ad-
ministered in the mode most binding upon the conscience,
and shall be taken subject to the pains and penalties of perjury.

ART.  1.18.  OUTLAWRY AND TRANSPORTATION

No citizen shall be outlawed, nor shall any person be transported
out of the State for any offense committed within the same.

ART.  1.19.  CORRUPTION OF BLOOD, ETC.
No conviction shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture of
estate.

ART.  1.20.  CONVICTION OF TREASON

No person shall be convicted of treason except on the testi-
mony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on confession
in open court.

ART.  1.21.  PRIVILEGE OF LEGISLATORS

Senators and Representatives shall, except in cases of treason,
felony or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during the
session of the Legislature, and in going to and returning from the
same, allowing one day for every twenty miles such member may
reside from the place at which the Legislature is convened.

ART.  1.22.  [REPEALED]

ART.  1.23.  DIGNITY OF STATE

All justices of the Supreme Court, judges of the Court of Crim-
inal Appeals, justices of the Courts of Appeals and judges of the
District Courts, shall, by virtue of their offices, be conservators
of the peace throughout the State. The style of all writs and
process shall be “The State of Texas”. All prosecutions shall be
carried on “in the name and by authority of The State of Texas”,
and conclude, “against the peace and dignity of the State”.

ART.  1.24.  PUBLIC TRIAL

The proceedings and trials in all courts shall be public.

ART.  1.25.  CONFRONTED BY WITNESSES

The defendant, upon a trial, shall be confronted with the wit-
nesses, except in certain cases provided for in this Code where
depositions have been taken.

ART.  1.26.  CONSTRUCTION OF THIS CODE

The provisions of this Code shall be liberally construed, so as
to attain the objects intended by the Legislature: The preven-
tion, suppression and punishment of crime.

ART.  1.27.  COMMON LAW GOVERNS

If this Code fails to provide a rule of procedure in any partic-
ular state of case which may arise, the rules of the common law
shall be applied and govern.

CHAPTER 2.  GENERAL DUTIES OF
OFFICERS

ART.  2.01.  DUTIES OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

Each district attorney shall represent the State in all criminal
cases in the district courts of his district and in appeals there-
from, except in cases where he has been, before his election,
employed adversely. When any criminal proceeding is had be-
fore an examining court in his district or before a judge upon
habeas corpus, and he is notified of the same, and is at the time
within his district, he shall represent the State therein, unless
prevented by other official duties. It shall be the primary duty
of all prosecuting attorneys, including any special prosecutors,
not to convict, but to see that justice is done. They shall not
suppress facts or secrete witnesses capable of establishing the in-
nocence of the accused.

ART.  2.02.  DUTIES OF COUNTY ATTORNEYS

The county attorney shall attend the terms of court in his
county below the grade of district court, and shall represent
the State in all criminal cases under examination or prosecu-
tion in said county; and in the absence of the district attorney
he shall represent the State alone and, when requested, shall
aid the district attorney in the prosecution of any case in be-
half of the State in the district court. He shall represent the
State in cases he has prosecuted which are appealed.
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ART.  2.021.  DUTIES OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

The attorney general may offer to a county or district attorney
the assistance of the attorney general’s office in the prosecution
of an offense described by Article 60.051(g) the victim of
which is younger than 17 years of age at the time the offense
is committed. On request of a county or district attorney, the
attorney general shall assist in the prosecution of an offense de-
scribed by Article 60.051(g) the victim of which is younger
than 17 years of age at the time the offense is committed. For
purposes of this article, assistance includes investigative, tech-
nical, and litigation assistance of the attorney general’s office.

ART.  2.022.  ASSISTANCE OF TEXAS RANGERS

(a) The attorney representing the state may request the Texas
Rangers division of the Department of Public Safety to provide
assistance to a local law enforcement agency investigating an
offense that:

(1) is alleged to have been committed by an elected officer
of the political subdivision served by the local law enforce-
ment agency; and
(2) on conviction or adjudication, would subject the elected
officer to registration as a sex offender under Chapter 62.

(b) For purposes of this article, “assistance” includes investiga-
tive, technical, and administrative assistance.

ART. 2.025.  SPECIAL DUTY OF DISTRICT OR

COUNTY ATTORNEY RELATING TO CHILD

SUPPORT

If a district or county attorney receives money from a person
who is required by a court order to pay child support through
a local registry or the Title IV-D agency and the money is pre-
sented to the attorney as payment for the court-ordered child
support, the attorney shall transfer the money to the local reg-
istry or Title IV-D agency designated as the place of payment
in the child support order.

ART.  2.03.  NEGLECT OF DUTY

(a) It shall be the duty of the attorney representing the State to
present by information to the court having jurisdiction, any
officer for neglect or failure of any duty enjoined upon such of-
ficer, when such neglect or failure can be presented by infor-
mation, whenever it shall come to the knowledge of said
attorney that there has been a neglect or failure of duty upon
the part of said officer; and he shall bring to the notice of the
grand jury any act of violation of law or neglect or failure of
duty upon the part of any officer, when such violation, neglect
or failure is not presented by information, and whenever the
same may come to his knowledge.
(b) It is the duty of the trial court, the attorney representing
the accused, the attorney representing the state and all peace
officers to so conduct themselves as to insure a fair trial for
both the state and the defendant, not impair the presumption
of innocence, and at the same time afford the public the ben-
efits of a free press.

ART.  2.04.  SHALL DRAW COMPLAINTS

Upon complaint being made before a district or county attor-
ney that an offense has been committed in his district or
county, he shall reduce the complaint to writing and cause the
same to be signed and sworn to by the complainant, and it
shall be duly attested by said attorney.

ART.  2.05.  WHEN COMPLAINT IS MADE

If the offense be a misdemeanor, the attorney shall forthwith
prepare an information based upon such complaint and file
the same in the court having jurisdiction; provided, that in
counties having no county attorney, misdemeanor cases may
be tried upon complaint alone, without an information, pro-
vided, however, in counties having one or more criminal dis-
trict courts an information must be filed in each misdemeanor
case. If the offense be a felony, he shall forthwith file the com-
plaint with a magistrate of the county.

ART.  2.06.  MAY ADMINISTER OATHS

For the purpose mentioned in the two preceding Articles, dis-
trict and county attorneys are authorized to administer oaths.

ART.  2.07.  ATTORNEY PRO TEM

(a) Whenever an attorney for the state is disqualified to act in
any case or proceeding, is absent from the county or district,
or is otherwise unable to perform the duties of his office, or in
any instance where there is no attorney for the state, the judge
of the court in which he represents the state may appoint any
competent attorney to perform the duties of the office during
the absence or disqualification of the attorney for the state.
(b) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, if the ap-
pointed attorney is also an attorney for the state, the duties of
the appointed office are additional duties of his present office,
and he is not entitled to additional compensation. Nothing
herein shall prevent a commissioners court of a county from
contracting with another commissioners court to pay expenses
and reimburse compensation paid by a county to an attorney
for the state who is appointed to perform additional duties.
(b-1) An attorney for the state who is not disqualified to act
may request the court to permit him to recuse himself in a case
for good cause and upon approval by the court is disqualified.
(c) If the appointed attorney is not an attorney for the state, he
is qualified to perform the duties of the office for the period of
absence or disqualification of the attorney for the state on fil-
ing an oath with the clerk of the court. He shall receive com-
pensation in the same amount and manner as an attorney
appointed to represent an indigent person.
(d) In this article, “attorney for the state” means a county at-
torney, a district attorney, or a criminal district attorney.
(e) In Subsections (b) and (c) of this article, “attorney for the
state” includes an assistant attorney general. 
(f ) In Subsection (a) of this article, “competent attorney” in-
cludes an assistant attorney general.
(g) An attorney appointed under Subsection (a) of this article
to perform the duties of the office of an attorney for the state
in a justice or municipal court may be paid a reasonable fee for
performing those duties.

ART.  2.08.  DISQUALIF IED

(a) District and county attorneys shall not be of counsel ad-
versely to the State in any case, in any court, nor shall they,
after they cease to be such officers, be of counsel adversely to
the State in any case in which they have been of counsel for the
State.
(b) A judge of a court in which a district or county attorney
represents the State shall declare the district or county attorney
disqualified for purposes of Article 2.07 on a showing that the
attorney is the subject of a criminal investigation by a law en-
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forcement agency if that investigation is based on credible ev-
idence of criminal misconduct for an offense that is within the
attorney’s authority to prosecute. A disqualification under this
subsection applies only to the attorney’s access to the criminal
investigation pending against the attorney and to any prosecu-
tion of a criminal charge resulting from that investigation.

ART.  2.09.  WHO ARE MAGISTRATES

Each of the following officers is a magistrate within the mean-
ing of this Code: The justices of the Supreme Court, the judges
of the Court of Criminal Appeals, the justices of the Courts of
Appeals, the judges of the District Court, the magistrates ap-
pointed by the judges of the district courts of Bexar County,
Dallas County, or Tarrant County that give preference to crim-
inal cases, the criminal law hearing officers for Harris County
appointed under Subchapter L, Chapter 54, Government
Code, the criminal law hearing officers for Cameron County
appointed under Subchapter BB, Chapter 54, Government
Code, the magistrates or associate judges appointed by the
judges of the district courts of Lubbock County, Nolan
County, or Webb County, the magistrates appointed by the
judges of the criminal district courts of Dallas County or Tar-
rant County, the associate judges appointed by the judges of
the district courts and the county courts at law that give pref-
erence to criminal cases in Jefferson County, the associate
judges appointed by the judges of the district courts and the
statutory county courts of Brazos County, Nueces County, or
Williamson County, the magistrates appointed by the judges
of the district courts and statutory county courts that give pref-
erence to criminal cases in Travis County, the criminal magis-
trates appointed by the Brazoria County Commissioners
Court, the criminal magistrates appointed by the Burnet
County Commissioners Court, the county judges, the judges
of the county courts at law, judges of the county criminal
courts, the judges of statutory probate courts, the associate
judges appointed by the judges of the statutory probate courts
under Chapter 54A, Government Code, the associate judges
appointed by the judge of a district court under Chapter 54A,
Government Code, the magistrates appointed under Subchap-
ter JJ, Chapter 54, Government Code, as added by H.B. No.
2132, Acts of the 82nd Legislature, Regular Session, 2011, the
justices of the peace, and the mayors and recorders and the
judges of the municipal courts of incorporated cities or towns.

ART.  2.10.  DUTY OF MAGISTRATES

It is the duty of every magistrate to preserve the peace within
his jurisdiction by the use of all lawful means; to issue all
process intended to aid in preventing and suppressing crime; to
cause the arrest of offenders by the use of lawful means in order
that they may be brought to punishment.

ART.  2.11.  EXAMINING COURT

When the magistrate sits for the purpose of inquiring into a
criminal accusation against any person, this is called an exam-
ining court.

ART.  2.12.  WHO ARE PEACE OFFICERS

The following are peace officers:
(1) sheriffs, their deputies, and those reserve deputies who hold
a permanent peace officer license issued under Chapter 1701,
Occupations Code;

(2) constables, deputy constables, and those reserve deputy
constables who hold a permanent peace officer license issued
under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code;
(3) marshals or police officers of an incorporated city, town, or
village, and those reserve municipal police officers who hold a
permanent peace officer license issued under Chapter 1701,
Occupations Code;
(4) rangers, [and] officers, and members of the reserve officer
corps commissioned by the Public Safety Commission and the
Director of the Department of Public Safety;
(5) investigators of the district attorneys’, criminal district at-
torneys’, and county attorneys’ offices;
(6) law enforcement agents of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission;
(7) each member of an arson investigating unit commissioned
by a city, a county, or the state;
(8) officers commissioned under Section 37.081, Education
Code, or Subchapter E, Chapter 51, Education Code;
(9) officers commissioned by the General Services Commission;
(10) law enforcement officers commissioned by the Parks and
Wildlife Commission; 
(11) airport police officers commissioned by a city with a pop-
ulation of more than 1.8 million located primarily in a county
with a population of 2 million or more that operates an airport
that serves commercial air carriers;
(12) airport security personnel commissioned as peace officers
by the governing body of any political subdivision of this state,
other than a city described by Subdivision (11), that operates
an airport that serves commercial air carriers;
(13) municipal park and recreational patrolmen and security
officers;
(14) security officers and investigators commissioned as peace
officers by the comptroller;
(15) officers commissioned by a water control and improve-
ment district under Section 49.216, Water Code;
(16) officers commissioned by a board of trustees under Chap-
ter 54, Transportation Code;
(17) investigators commissioned by the Texas Medical Board;
(18) officers commissioned by:

(A) the board of managers of the Dallas County Hospital
District, the Tarrant County Hospital District, the Bexar
County Hospital District, or the El Paso County Hospital
District under Section 281.057, Health and Safety Code;
(B) the board of directors of the Ector County Hospital
District under Section 1024.117, Special District Local
Laws Code; and
(C) the board of directors of the Midland County Hospital
District of Midland County, Texas, under Section
1061.121, Special District Local Laws Code;

(19) county park rangers commissioned under Subchapter E,
Chapter 351, Local Government Code;
(20) investigators employed by the Texas Racing Commission;
(21) officers commissioned under Chapter 554, Occupations
Code;
(22) officers commissioned by the governing body of a metro-
politan rapid transit authority under Section 451.108, Trans-
portation Code, or by a regional transportation authority
under Section 452.110, Transportation Code;
(23) investigators commissioned by the attorney general under
Section 402.009, Government Code;
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(24) security officers and investigators commissioned as peace
officers under Chapter 466, Government Code; 
(25) [an officer employed by the Department of State Health
Services under Section 431.2471, Health and Safety Code;]
[(26)] officers appointed by an appellate court under Sub-
chapter F, Chapter 53, Government Code;
(26) [(27)] officers commissioned by the state fire marshal
under Chapter 417, Government Code;
(27) [(28)] an investigator commissioned by the commissioner
of insurance under Section 701.104, Insurance Code; 
(28) [(29)] apprehension specialists and inspectors general
commissioned by the Texas Juvenile Justice Department as of-
ficers under Sections 242.102 and 243.052, Human Resources
Code;
(29) [(30)] officers appointed by the inspector general of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice under Section 493.019,
Government Code;
(30) [(31)] investigators commissioned by the Texas Commis-
sion on Law Enforcement under Section 1701.160, Occupa-
tions Code;
(31) [(32)] commission investigators commissioned by the
Texas Private Security Board under Section 1702.061
[1702.061(f )], Occupations Code;
(32) [(33)] the fire marshal and any officers, inspectors, or in-
vestigators commissioned by an emergency services district
under Chapter 775, Health and Safety Code;
(33) [(34)] officers commissioned by the State Board of Den-
tal Examiners under Section 254.013, Occupations Code, sub-
ject to the limitations imposed by that section; 
(34) [(35)] investigators commissioned by the Texas Juvenile
Justice Department as officers under Section 221.011, Human
Resources Code; and
(35) [(36)] the fire marshal and any related officers, inspectors,
or investigators commissioned by a county under Subchapter
B, Chapter 352, Local Government Code.

Amendments to (5) & (31) and repeal of former (25) effective
Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 11, §1),

ART.  2.121.  RAILROAD PEACE OFFICERS

(a) The director of the Department of Public Safety may ap-
point up to 250 railroad peace officers who are employed by a
railroad company to aid law enforcement agencies in the pro-
tection of railroad property and the protection of the persons
and property of railroad passengers and employees.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this article, a rail-
road peace officer may make arrests and exercise all authority
given peace officers under this code when necessary to prevent
or abate the commission of an offense involving injury to pas-
sengers and employees of the railroad or damage to railroad
property or to protect railroad property or property in the cus-
tody or control of the railroad.
(c) A railroad peace officer may not issue a traffic citation for a
violation of Chapter 521, Transportation Code , or Subtitle C,
Title 7, Transportation Code.
(d) A railroad peace officer is not entitled to state benefits nor-
mally provided by the state to a peace officer.
(e) A person may not serve as a railroad peace officer for a rail-
road company unless:

(1) the Texas Railroad Association submits the person’s ap-
plication for appointment and certification as a railroad

peace officer to the director of the Department of Public
Safety and to the executive director of the Texas Commission
on Law Enforcement;
(2) the director of the department issues the person a cer-
tificate of authority to act as a railroad peace officer; and
(3) the executive director of the commission determines
that the person meets minimum standards required of
peace officers by the commission relating to competence,
reliability, education, training, morality, and physical and
mental health and issues the person a license as a railroad
peace officer; and
(4) the person has met all standards for certification as a
peace officer by the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement.

(f ) For good cause, the director of the department may revoke
a certificate of authority issued under this article and the exec-
utive director of the commission may revoke a license issued
under this article. Termination of employment with a railroad
company, or the revocation of a railroad peace officer license,
shall constitute an automatic revocation of a certificate of au-
thority to act as a railroad peace officer.
(g) A railroad company is liable for any act or omission by a
person serving as a railroad peace officer for the company that
is within the person’s scope of employment. Neither the state
nor any political subdivision or agency of the state shall be li-
able for any act or omission by a person appointed as a railroad
peace officer. All expenses incurred by the granting or revoca-
tion of a certificate of authority to act as a railroad peace offi-
cer shall be paid by the employing railroad company.
(h) A railroad peace officer who is a member of a railroad craft
may not perform the duties of a member of any other railroad
craft during a strike or labor dispute.
(i) The director of the department and the executive director
of the commission shall have the authority to promulgate rules
necessary for the effective administration and performance of
the duties and responsibilities delegated to them by this article.

ART.  2.122.  SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS

(a) The following named criminal investigators of the United
States shall not be deemed peace officers, but shall have the
powers of arrest, search, and seizure under the laws of this state
as to felony offenses only:

(1) Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation;
(2) Special Agents of the Secret Service;
(3) Special Agents of the United States Immigration and
Customs Enforcement;
(4) Special Agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives;
(5) Special Agents of the United States Drug Enforcement
Administration;
(6) Inspectors of the United States Postal Inspection Service;
(7) Special Agents of the Criminal Investigation Division of
the Internal Revenue Service;
(8) Civilian Special Agents of the United States Naval
Criminal Investigative Service;
(9) Marshals and Deputy Marshals of the United States
Marshals Service;
(10) Special Agents of the United States Department of
State, Bureau of Diplomatic Security;
(11) Special Agents of the Treasury Inspector General for
Tax Administration; 
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(12) Special Agents of the Office of Inspector General of
the United States Social Security Administration;
(13) Special Agents of the Office of Inspector General of
the United States Department of Veterans Affairs; and
(14) a police officer with the Office of Security and Law
Enforcement of the United States Department of Veterans
Affairs.

(b) A person designated as a special policeman by the Federal
Protective Services division of the General Services Adminis-
tration under 40 U.S.C. Section 318 or 318d is not a peace of-
ficer but has the powers of arrest and search and seizure as to
any offense under the laws of this state.
(c) A Customs and Border Protection Officer or Border Patrol
Agent of the United States Customs and Border Protection or
an immigration enforcement agent or deportation officer of
the Department of Homeland Security is not a peace officer
under the laws of this state but, on the premises of a port fa-
cility designated by the commissioner of the United States
Customs and Border Protection as a port of entry for arrival in
the United States by land transportation from the United
Mexican States into the State of Texas or at a permanent es-
tablished border patrol traffic check point, has the authority to
detain a person pending transfer without unnecessary delay to
a peace officer if the agent or officer has probable cause to be-
lieve that the person has engaged in conduct that is a violation
of Section 49.02, 49.04, 49.07, or 49.08, Penal Code, regard-
less of whether the violation may be disposed of in a criminal
proceeding or a juvenile justice proceeding. 
(d) A commissioned law enforcement officer of the National
Park Service is not a peace officer under the laws of this state,
except that the officer has the powers of arrest, search, and
seizure as to any offense under the laws of this state commit-
ted within the boundaries of a national park or national recre-
ation area. In this subsection, “national park or national
recreation area” means a national park or national recreation
area included in the National Park System as defined by 16
U.S.C. Section 1c(a).
(e) A Special Agent or Law Enforcement Officer of the United
States Forest Service is not a peace officer under the laws of this
state, except that the agent or officer has the powers of arrest,
search, and seizure as to any offense under the laws of this state
committed within the National Forest System. In this subsec-
tion, “National Forest System” has the meaning assigned by 16
U.S.C. Section 1609. 
(f ) Security personnel working at a commercial nuclear power
plant, including contract security personnel, trained and qual-
ified under a security plan approved by the United States Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission, are not peace officers under the
laws of this state, except that such personnel have the powers
of arrest, search, and seizure, including the powers under Sec-
tion 9.51, Penal Code, while in the performance of their du-
ties on the premises of a commercial nuclear power plant site
or under agreements entered into with local law enforcement
regarding areas surrounding the plant site.
(g) In addition to the powers of arrest, search, and seizure under
Subsection (a), a Special Agent of the Secret Service protecting
a person described by 18 U.S.C. Section 3056(a) or investigat-
ing a threat against a person described by 18 U.S.C. Section
3056(a) has the powers of arrest, search, and seizure as to:

(1) misdemeanor offenses under the laws of this state; and
(2) any criminal offense under federal law.

ART.  2.123.  ADJUNCT POLICE OFFICERS

(a) Within counties under 200,000 population, the chief of
police of a municipality or the sheriff of the county, if the in-
stitution is outside the corporate limits of a municipality, that
has jurisdiction over the geographical area of a private institu-
tion of higher education, provided the governing board of such
institution consents, may appoint up to 50 peace officers who
are commissioned under Section 51.212, Education Code,
and who are employed by a private institution of higher edu-
cation located in the municipality or county, to serve as ad-
junct police officers of the municipality or county. Officers
appointed under this article shall aid law enforcement agencies
in the protection of the municipality or county in a geograph-
ical area that is designated by agreement on an annual basis be-
tween the appointing chief of police or sheriff and the private
institution.
(b) The geographical area that is subject to designation under
Subsection (a) of this article may include only the private in-
stitution’s campus area and an area that:

(1) is adjacent to the campus of the private institution;
(2) does not extend further than a distance of one mile from
the perimeter of the campus of the private institution; and
(3) is inhabited primarily by students or employees of
the private institution.

(c) A peace officer serving as an adjunct police officer may
make arrests and exercise all authority given peace officers
under this code only within the geographical area designated
by agreement between the appointing chief of police or sheriff
and the private institution.
(d) A peace officer serving as an adjunct police officer has all
the rights, privileges, and immunities of a peace officer but is
not entitled to state compensation and retirement benefits nor-
mally provided by the state to a peace officer.
(e) A person may not serve as an adjunct police officer for a
municipality or county unless:

(1) the institution of higher education submits the person’s
application for appointment and certification as an adjunct
police officer to the chief of police of the municipality or, if
outside a municipality, the sheriff of the county that has ju-
risdiction over the geographical area of the institution;
(2) the chief of police of the municipality or sheriff of the
county to whom the application was made issues the person
a certificate of authority to act as an adjunct police officer;
and
(3) the person undergoes any additional training required
for that person to meet the training standards of the mu-
nicipality or county for peace officers employed by the mu-
nicipality or county.

(f ) For good cause, the chief of police or sheriff may revoke a
certificate of authority issued under this article.
(g) A private institution of higher education is liable for any act
or omission by a person while serving as an adjunct police of-
ficer outside of the campus of the institution in the same man-
ner as the municipality or county governing that geographical
area is liable for any act or omission of a peace officer em-
ployed by the municipality or county. This subsection shall not
be construed to act as a limitation on the liability of a munic-
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ipality or county for the acts or omissions of a person serving
as an adjunct police officer.
(h) The employing institution shall pay all expenses incurred
by the municipality or county in granting or revoking a cer-
tificate of authority to act as an adjunct police officer under
this article.
(i) This article does not affect any duty of the municipality or
county to provide law enforcement services to a geographical
area designated under Subsection (a) of this article.

ART.  2.124.  PEACE OFFICERS FROM ADJOINING

STATES

(a) A commissioned peace officer of a state of the United States
of America adjoining this state, while the officer is in this state,
has under this subsection the same powers, duties, and immu-
nities as a peace officer of this state who is acting in the dis-
charge of an official duty, but only:

(1) during a time in which:
(A) the peace officer from the adjoining state has physi-
cal custody of an inmate or criminal defendant and is
transporting the inmate or defendant from a county in
the adjoining state that is on the border between the two
states to a hospital or other medical facility in a county in
this state that is on the border between the two states; or
(B) the peace officer has physical custody of the inmate
or defendant and is returning the inmate or defendant
from the hospital or facility to the county in the adjoin-
ing state; and

(2) to the extent necessary to:
(A) maintain physical custody of the inmate or defen-
dant while transporting the inmate or defendant; or
(B) regain physical custody of the inmate or defendant if
the inmate or defendant escapes while being transported.

(b) A commissioned peace officer of a state of the United
States of America adjoining this state, while the officer is in
this state, has under this subsection the same powers, duties,
and immunities as a peace officer of this state who is acting in
the discharge of an official duty, but only in a municipality
some part of the municipal limits of which are within one mile
of the boundary between this state and the adjoining state and
only at a time the peace officer is regularly assigned to duty in
a county, parish, or municipality that adjoins this state. A
peace officer described by this subsection may also as part of
the officer’s powers in this state enforce the ordinances of a
Texas municipality described by this subsection but only after
the governing body of the municipality authorizes that en-
forcement by majority vote at an open meeting. 

ART.  2.125.  SPECIAL RANGERS OF TEXAS AND

SOUTHWESTERN CATTLE RAISERS ASSOCIATION

(a) The director of the Department of Public Safety may ap-
point up to 50 special rangers who are employed by the Texas
and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association to aid law en-
forcement agencies in the investigation of the theft of livestock
or related property.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this article, a spe-
cial ranger may make arrests and exercise all authority given
peace officers under this code when necessary to prevent or
abate the commission of an offense involving livestock or re-
lated property.

(c) A special ranger may not issue a traffic citation for a viola-
tion of Chapter 521, Transportation Code, or Subtitle C, Title
7, Transportation Code.
(d) A special ranger is not entitled to state benefits normally
provided by the state to a peace officer.
(e) A person may not serve as a special ranger unless:

(1) the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association
submits the person’s application for appointment and certi-
fication as a special ranger to the director of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety and to the executive director of the
Texas Commission on Law Enforcement;
(2) the director of the department issues the person a cer-
tificate of authority to act as a special ranger;
(3) the executive director of the commission determines that
the person meets minimum standards required of peace offi-
cers by the commission relating to competence, reliability,
education, training, morality, and physical and mental health
and issues the person a license as a special ranger; and
(4) the person has met all standards for certification as a
peace officer by the Texas Commission on Law Enforce-
ment.

(f ) For good cause, the director of the department may revoke
a certificate of authority issued under this article and the exec-
utive director of the commission may revoke a license issued
under this article. Termination of employment with the asso-
ciation, or the revocation of a special ranger license, shall con-
stitute an automatic revocation of a certificate of authority to
act as a special ranger.
(g) The Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association is
liable for any act or omission by a person serving as a special
ranger for the association that is within the person’s scope of
employment. Neither the state nor any political subdivision or
agency of the state shall be liable for any act or omission by a
person appointed as a special ranger. All expenses incurred by
the granting or revocation of a certificate of authority to act as
a special ranger shall be paid by the association.
(h) The director of the department and the executive director
of the commission shall have the authority to promulgate rules
necessary for the effective administration and performance of
the duties and responsibilities delegated to them by this article.

ART.  2.126.  PEACE OFFICERS COMMISS IONED

BY THE ALABAMA-COUSHATTA INDIAN TRIBE

(a) The tribal council of the Alabama-Coushatta Indian Tribe
is authorized to employ and commission peace officers for the
purpose of enforcing state law within the boundaries of the
tribe’s reservation.
(b) Within the boundaries of the tribe’s reservation, a peace of-
ficer commissioned under this article:

(1) is vested with all the powers, privileges, and immunities
of peace officers;
(2) may, in accordance with Chapter 14, arrest without a
warrant any person who violates a law of the state; and
(3) may enforce all traffic laws on streets and highways.

(c) Outside the boundaries of the tribe’s reservation, a peace of-
ficer commissioned under this article is vested with all the pow-
ers, privileges, and immunities of peace officers and may arrest
any person who violates any law of the state if the peace officer:

(1) is summoned by another law enforcement agency to
provide assistance; or
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(2) is assisting another law enforcement agency.
(d) Any officer assigned to duty and commissioned under this
article shall take and file the oath required of peace officers and
shall execute and file a good and sufficient bond in the sum of
$1,000, payable to the governor, with two or more good and
sufficient sureties, conditioned that the officer will fairly, im-
partially, and faithfully perform the duties as may be required
of the officer by law. The bond may be sued on from time to
time in the name of the person injured until the whole amount
is recovered.
(e) Any person commissioned under this article must:

(1) meet the minimum standards required of peace officers
by the commission relating to competence, reliability, educa-
tion, training, morality, and physical and mental health; and
(2) meet all standards for certification as a peace officer by
the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement.

(f ) A peace officer commissioned under this article is not enti-
tled to state benefits normally provided by the state to a peace
officer.

ART.  2.127.  SCHOOL MARSHALS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a school marshal may
make arrests and exercise all authority given peace officers
under this code, subject to written regulations adopted by the
board of trustees of a school district or the governing body of
an open-enrollment charter school under Section 37.0811,
Education Code, or the governing board of a public junior col-
lege under Section 51.220, Education Code, and only act as
necessary to prevent or abate the commission of an offense that
threatens serious bodily injury or death of students, faculty, or
visitors on school premises.
(b) A school marshal may not issue a traffic citation for a vio-
lation of Chapter 521, Transportation Code, or Subtitle C,
Title 7, Transportation Code.
(c) A school marshal is not entitled to state benefits normally
provided by the state to a peace officer.
(d) A person may not serve as a school marshal unless the per-
son is:

(1) licensed under Section 1701.260, Occupations Code;
and
(2) appointed by the board of trustees of a school district or
the governing body of an open-enrollment charter school
under Section 37.0811, Education Code, or the governing
board of a public junior college under Section 51.220, Ed-
ucation Code.

Amendments to (a) & (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 386, §1).

ART.  2.13.  DUTIES AND POWERS

(a) It is the duty of every peace officer to preserve the peace
within the officer’s jurisdiction. To effect this purpose, the of-
ficer shall use all lawful means. 
(b) The officer shall:

(1) in every case authorized by the provisions of this Code,
interfere without warrant to prevent or suppress crime;
(2) execute all lawful process issued to the officer by any
magistrate or court;
(3) give notice to some magistrate of all offenses committed
within the officer’s jurisdiction, where the officer has good
reason to believe there has been a violation of the penal law;
and

(4) arrest offenders without warrant in every case where the
officer is authorized by law, in order that they may be taken
before the proper magistrate or court and be tried. 

(c) It is the duty of every officer to take possession of a child
under Article 63.009(g). 

ART.  2.131.  RACIAL PROFIL ING PROHIBITED

A peace officer may not engage in racial profiling.

ART.  2.132.  LAW ENFORCEMENT POLICY ON

RACIAL PROFIL ING

(a) In this article:
(1) “Law enforcement agency” means an agency of the
state, or of a county, municipality, or other political subdi-
vision of the state, that employs peace officers who make
motor vehicle stops in the routine performance of the offi-
cers’ official duties.
(2) “Motor vehicle stop” means an occasion in which a
peace officer stops a motor vehicle for an alleged violation
of a law or ordinance.
(3) “Race or ethnicity” means of a particular descent, in-
cluding Caucasian, African, Hispanic, Asian, Native Amer-
ican, or Middle Eastern descent.

(b) Each law enforcement agency in this state shall adopt a de-
tailed written policy on racial profiling. The policy must:

(1) clearly define acts constituting racial profiling;
(2) strictly prohibit peace officers employed by the agency
from engaging in racial profiling;
(3) implement a process by which an individual may file a
complaint with the agency if the individual believes that a
peace officer employed by the agency has engaged in racial
profiling with respect to the individual;
(4) provide public education relating to the agency’s com-
plaint process;
(5) require appropriate corrective action to be taken against
a peace officer employed by the agency who, after an inves-
tigation, is shown to have engaged in racial profiling in vi-
olation of the agency’s policy adopted under this article;
(6) require collection of information relating to motor ve-
hicle stops in which a citation is issued and to arrests made
as a result of those stops, including information relating to:

(A) the race or ethnicity of the individual detained;
(B) whether a search was conducted and, if so, whether
the individual detained consented to the search; and
(C) whether the peace officer knew the race or ethnicity
of the individual detained before detaining that individ-
ual; and

(7) require the chief administrator of the agency, regardless
of whether the administrator is elected, employed, or ap-
pointed, to submit an annual report of the information col-
lected under Subdivision (6) to:

(A) the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement; and
(B) the governing body of each county or municipality
served by the agency, if the agency is an agency of a county,
municipality, or other political subdivision of the state.

(c) The data collected as a result of the reporting requirements
of this article shall not constitute prima facie evidence of racial
profiling.
(d) On adoption of a policy under Subsection (b), a law en-
forcement agency shall examine the feasibility of installing
video camera and transmitter-activated equipment in each
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agency law enforcement motor vehicle regularly used to make
motor vehicle stops and transmitter-activated equipment in
each agency law enforcement motorcycle regularly used to
make motor vehicle stops. If a law enforcement agency installs
video or audio equipment as provided by this subsection, the
policy adopted by the agency under Subsection (b) must in-
clude standards for reviewing video and audio documentation.
(e) A report required under Subsection (b)(7) may not include
identifying information about a peace officer who makes a
motor vehicle stop or about an individual who is stopped or ar-
rested by a peace officer. This subsection does not affect the col-
lection of information as required by a policy under Subsection
(b)(6).
(f ) On the commencement of an investigation by a law en-
forcement agency of a complaint described by Subsection (b)(3)
in which a video or audio recording of the occurrence on which
the complaint is based was made, the agency shall promptly pro-
vide a copy of the recording to the peace officer who is the sub-
ject of the complaint on written request by the officer.
(g) On a finding by the Texas Commission on Law Enforce-
ment that the chief administrator of a law enforcement agency
intentionally failed to submit a report required under Subsec-
tion (b)(7), the commission shall begin disciplinary procedures
against the chief administrator.

ART.  2.133.  REPORTS REQUIRED FOR MOTOR

VEHICLE STOPS

(a) In this article, “race or ethnicity” has the meaning assigned
by Article 2.132(a).
(b) A peace officer who stops a motor vehicle for an alleged vi-
olation of a law or ordinance shall report to the law enforce-
ment agency that employs the officer information relating to
the stop, including:

(1) a physical description of any person operating the
motor vehicle who is detained as a result of the stop, in-
cluding:

(A) the person’s gender; and
(B) the person’s race or ethnicity, as stated by the person
or, if the person does not state the person’s race or eth-
nicity, as determined by the officer to the best of the of-
ficer’s ability;

(2) the initial reason for the stop;
(3) whether the officer conducted a search as a result of the
stop and, if so, whether the person detained consented to
the search;
(4) whether any contraband or other evidence was discov-
ered in the course of the search and a description of the
contraband or evidence;
(5) the reason for the search, including whether:

(A) any contraband or other evidence was in plain view;
(B) any probable cause or reasonable suspicion existed to
perform the search; or
(C) the search was performed as a result of the towing of
the motor vehicle or the arrest of any person in the
motor vehicle;

(6) whether the officer made an arrest as a result of the stop
or the search, including a statement of whether the arrest
was based on a violation of the Penal Code, a violation of a
traffic law or ordinance, or an outstanding warrant and a
statement of the offense charged;

(7) the street address or approximate location of the stop;
and
(8) whether the officer issued a written warning or a cita-
tion as a result of the stop.

ART.  2.134.  COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF

INFORMATION COLLECTED

(a) In this article:
(1) “Motor vehicle stop” has the meaning assigned by Arti-
cle 2.132(a).
(2) “Race or ethnicity” has the meaning assigned by Article
2.132(a).

(b) A law enforcement agency shall compile and analyze the in-
formation contained in each report received by the agency
under Article 2.133. Not later than March 1 of each year, each
law enforcement agency shall submit a report containing the
incident-based data compiled during the previous calendar
year to the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement and, if the
law enforcement agency is a local law enforcement agency, to
the governing body of each county or municipality served by
the agency.
(c) A report required under Subsection (b) must be submitted
by the chief administrator of the law enforcement agency, re-
gardless of whether the administrator is elected, employed, or
appointed, and must include:

(1) a comparative analysis of the information compiled
under Article 2.133 to:

(A) evaluate and compare the number of motor vehicle
stops, within the applicable jurisdiction, of persons who
are recognized as racial or ethnic minorities and persons
who are not recognized as racial or ethnic minorities; and
(B) examine the disposition of motor vehicle stops made
by officers employed by the agency, categorized according
to race or ethnicity of the affected persons, as appropriate,
including any searches resulting from stops within the ap-
plicable jurisdiction; and

(2) information relating to each complaint filed with the
agency alleging that a peace officer employed by the agency
has engaged in racial profiling.

(d) A report required under Subsection (b) may not include
identifying information about a peace officer who makes a
motor vehicle stop or about an individual who is stopped or
arrested by a peace officer. This subsection does not affect the
reporting of information required under Article 2.133(b)(1).
(e) The Texas Commission on Law Enforcement, in accor-
dance with Section 1701.162, Occupations Code, shall de-
velop guidelines for compiling and reporting information as
required by this article.
(f ) The data collected as a result of the reporting requirements
of this article shall not constitute prima facie evidence of racial
profiling.
(g) On a finding by the Texas Commission on Law Enforce-
ment that the chief administrator of a law enforcement agency
intentionally failed to submit a report required under Subsec-
tion (b), the commission shall begin disciplinary procedures
against the chief administrator.

ART.  2.135.  PARTIAL EXEMPTION FOR AGENCIES

USING VIDEO AND AUDIO EQUIPMENT

(a) A peace officer is exempt from the reporting requirement
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under Article 2.133 and the chief administrator of a law en-
forcement agency, regardless of whether the administrator is
elected, employed, or appointed, is exempt from the compila-
tion, analysis, and reporting requirements under Article 2.134 if:

(1) during the calendar year preceding the date that a report
under Article 2.134 is required to be submitted:

(A) each law enforcement motor vehicle regularly used
by an officer employed by the agency to make motor ve-
hicle stops is equipped with video camera and transmit-
ter-activated equipment and each law enforcement
motorcycle regularly used to make motor vehicle stops is
equipped with transmitter-activated equipment; and
(B) each motor vehicle stop made by an officer em-
ployed by the agency that is capable of being recorded by
video and audio or audio equipment, as appropriate, is
recorded by using the equipment; or

(2) the governing body of the county or municipality served
by the law enforcement agency, in conjunction with the law
enforcement agency, certifies to the Department of Public
Safety, not later than the date specified by rule by the de-
partment, that the law enforcement agency needs funds or
video and audio equipment for the purpose of installing
video and audio equipment as described by Subsection
(a)(1)(A) and the agency does not receive from the state
funds or video and audio equipment sufficient, as deter-
mined by the department, for the agency to accomplish
that purpose.

(b) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, a law en-
forcement agency that is exempt from the requirements under
Article 2.134 shall retain the video and audio or audio docu-
mentation of each motor vehicle stop for at least 90 days after
the date of the stop. If a complaint is filed with the law enforce-
ment agency alleging that a peace officer employed by the
agency has engaged in racial profiling with respect to a motor ve-
hicle stop, the agency shall retain the video and audio or audio
record of the stop until final disposition of the complaint.
(c) This article does not affect the collection or reporting re-
quirements under Article 2.132.
(d) In this article, “motor vehicle stop” has the meaning as-
signed by Article 2.132(a).

ART.  2.136.  LIABIL ITY

A peace officer is not liable for damages arising from an act re-
lating to the collection or reporting of information as required
by Article 2.133 or under a policy adopted under Article
2.132.

ART.  2.137.  PROVIS ION OF FUNDING OR

EQUIPMENT

(a) The Department of Public Safety shall adopt rules for pro-
viding funds or video and audio equipment to law enforce-
ment agencies for the purpose of installing video and audio
equipment as described by Article 2.135(a)(1)(A), including
specifying criteria to prioritize funding or equipment provided
to law enforcement agencies. The criteria may include consid-
eration of tax effort, financial hardship, available revenue, and
budget surpluses. The criteria must give priority to:

(1) law enforcement agencies that employ peace officers
whose primary duty is traffic enforcement;
(2) smaller jurisdictions; and

(3) municipal and county law enforcement agencies.
(b) The Department of Public Safety shall collaborate with an
institution of higher education to identify law enforcement
agencies that need funds or video and audio equipment for the
purpose of installing video and audio equipment as described
by Article 2.135(a)(1)(A). The collaboration may include the
use of a survey to assist in developing criteria to prioritize
funding or equipment provided to law enforcement agencies.
(c) To receive funds or video and audio equipment from the state
for the purpose of installing video and audio equipment as de-
scribed by Article 2.135(a)(1)(A), the governing body of a county
or municipality, in conjunction with the law enforcement agency
serving the county or municipality, shall certify to the Depart-
ment of Public Safety that the law enforcement agency needs
funds or video and audio equipment for that purpose.
(d) On receipt of funds or video and audio equipment from
the state for the purpose of installing video and audio equip-
ment as described by Article 2.135(a)(1)(A), the governing
body of a county or municipality, in conjunction with the law
enforcement agency serving the county or municipality, shall
certify to the Department of Public Safety that the law en-
forcement agency has installed video and audio equipment as
described by Article 2.135(a)(1)(A) and is using the equipment
as required by Article 2.135(a)(1).

ART.  2.138.  RULES

The Department of Public Safety may adopt rules to imple-
ment Articles 2.131-2.137.

ART.  2.1385.  CIVIL PENALTY

(a) If the chief administrator of a local law enforcement agency
intentionally fails to submit the incident-based data as required
by Article 2.134, the agency is liable to the state for a civil penalty
in the amount of $1,000 for each violation. The attorney general
may sue to collect a civil penalty under this subsection.
(b) From money appropriated to the agency for the adminis-
tration of the agency, the executive director of a state law en-
forcement agency that intentionally fails to submit the
incident-based data as required by Article 2.134 shall remit to
the comptroller the amount of $1,000 for each violation.
(c) Money collected under this article shall be deposited in the
state treasury to the credit of the general revenue fund.

Art. 2.139 as enacted by HB 3791, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

ART.  2.139.  VIDEO RECORDINGS OF ARRESTS

FOR INTOXICATION OFFENSES

A person stopped or arrested on suspicion of an offense under
Section 49.04, 49.045, 49.07, or 49.08, Penal Code, is entitled
to receive from a law enforcement agency employing the peace
officer who made the stop or arrest a copy of any video made
by or at the direction of the officer that contains footage of:
(1) the stop;
(2) the arrest;
(3) the conduct of the person stopped during any interaction
with the officer, including during the administration of a field
sobriety test; or
(4) a procedure in which a specimen of the person’s breath or
blood is taken.
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Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 3791, §1). Section 2 of HB
3791 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies only
to a recording of conduct that occurs on or after the effective
date of this Act.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 3791 creates this article entitling a DWI defendant to re-
ceive from the arresting law enforcement agency a copy of any
video footage of the defendant’s stop, arrest, field sobriety tests,
breath or blood tests, etc. The Legislature provided no sugges-
tions for how this is to be implemented, so how this new enti-
tlement will be addressed within the framework of existing
discovery through prosecutors’ offices is unclear. Note also that
it only applies to videos recorded on or after September 1, 2015.
While the number of this new article duplicates that of the un-
related article created by HB 1036, the two bills are not other-
wise in conflict and can both be given effect while we wait for
the Legislature to re-number one of these articles next session.

Art. 2.139 as enacted by HB 1036, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

ART.  2.139.  REPORTS REQUIRED FOR OFFICER-
INVOLVED INJURIES  OR DEATHS

(a) In this article:
(1) “Deadly weapon” means:

(A) a firearm or any object manifestly designed, made,
or adapted for the purpose of inflicting death or serious
bodily injury; or
(B) any object that in the manner of its use or intended
use is capable of causing death or serious bodily injury.

(2) “Officer-involved injury or death” means an incident
during which a peace officer discharges a firearm causing
injury or death to another.

(b) The office of the attorney general by rule shall create a writ-
ten and electronic form for the reporting by law enforcement
agencies of an officer-involved injury or death. The form must
include spaces to report only the following information:

(1) the date on which the incident occurred;
(2) the location where the incident occurred;
(3) the age, gender, and race or ethnicity of each peace of-
ficer involved in the incident;
(4) if known, the age, gender, and race or ethnicity of each
injured or deceased person involved in the incident;
(5) whether the person was injured or died as a result of the
incident;
(6) whether each injured or deceased person used, exhib-
ited, or was carrying a deadly weapon during the incident;
(7) whether each peace officer involved in the incident was
on duty during the incident;
(8) whether each peace officer involved in the incident was
responding to an emergency call or a request for assistance
and, if so, whether the officer responded to that call or re-
quest with one or more other peace officers; and
(9) whether the incident occurred during or as a result of: 

(A) the execution of a warrant; or
(B) a hostage, barricade, or other emergency situation.

(c) Not later than the 30th day after the date of an officer-in-
volved injury or death, the law enforcement agency employing
an officer involved in the incident must complete and submit
a written or electronic report, using the form created under
Subsection (b), to the office of the attorney general and, if the

agency maintains an Internet website, post a copy of the report
on the agency’s website. The report must include all informa-
tion described in Subsection (b).
(d) Not later than the fifth day after the date of receipt of a re-
port submitted under Subsection (c), the office of the attorney
general shall post a copy of the report on the office’s Internet
website.
(e) Not later than February 1 of each year, the office of the at-
torney general shall submit a report regarding all officer-in-
volved injuries or deaths that occurred during the preceding
year to the governor and the standing legislative committees
with primary jurisdiction over criminal justice matters. The re-
port must include:

(1) the total number of officer-involved injuries or deaths;
(2) a summary of the reports submitted to the office under
this article; and
(3) a copy of each report submitted to the office under this
article.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1036, §1). Section 2 of HB
1036 provides: “Not later than October 1, 2015, the office of the
attorney general shall create the reporting forms required under
Articles 2.139 and 2.1395, Code of Criminal Procedure, as
added by this Act.”

ART.  2.1395.  REPORTS REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN

INJURIES  OR DEATHS OF PEACE OFFICERS

(a) The office of the attorney general by rule shall create a writ-
ten and electronic form for the reporting by law enforcement
agencies of incidents in which, while a peace officer is per-
forming an official duty, a person who is not a peace officer
discharges a firearm and causes injury or death to the officer.
The form must include spaces to report only the following in-
formation:

(1) the date on which the incident occurred;
(2) the location where the incident occurred;
(3) the age, gender, and race or ethnicity of each injured or
deceased peace officer involved in the incident;
(4) if known, the age, gender, and race or ethnicity of each
person who discharged a firearm and caused injury or death
to a peace officer involved in the incident; and
(5) whether the officer or any other person was injured or
died as a result of the incident.

(b) Not later than the 30th day after the date of the occurrence
of an incident described by Subsection (a), the law enforce-
ment agency employing the injured or deceased officer at the
time of the incident must complete and submit a written or
electronic report, using the form created under that subsec-
tion, to the office of the attorney general and, if the agency
maintains an Internet website, post a copy of the report on the
agency’s website. The report must include all information de-
scribed in Subsection (a).
(c) Not later than February 1 of each year, the office of the at-
torney general shall submit a report regarding all incidents de-
scribed by Subsection (a) that occurred during the preceding
year to the governor and the standing legislative committees
with primary jurisdiction over criminal justice matters. The re-
port must include:

(1) the total number of incidents that occurred;
(2) a summary of the reports submitted to the office under
this article; and
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(3) a copy of each report submitted to the office under this
article.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1036, §1). See effective
note following Art. 2.139.

ART.  2.14.  MAY SUMMON AID

Whenever a peace officer meets with resistance in discharging
any duty imposed upon him by law, he shall summon a suffi-
cient number of citizens of his county to overcome the resis-
tance; and all persons summoned are bound to obey.

ART.  2.15.  PERSON REFUSING TO AID

The peace officer who has summoned any person to assist him
in performing any duty shall report such person, if he refuse to
obey, to the proper district or county attorney, in order that he
may be prosecuted for the offense.

ART.  2.16.  NEGLECTING TO EXECUTE PROCESS

If any sheriff or other officer shall wilfully refuse or fail from
neglect to execute any summons, subpoena or attachment for
a witness, or any other legal process which it is made his duty
by law to execute, he shall be liable to a fine for contempt not
less than ten nor more than two hundred dollars, at the dis-
cretion of the court. The payment of such fine shall be en-
forced in the same manner as fines for contempt in civil cases.

ART.  2.17.  CONSERVATOR OF THE PEACE

Each sheriff shall be a conservator of the peace in his county,
and shall arrest all offenders against the laws of the State, in his
view or hearing, and take them before the proper court for ex-
amination or trial. He shall quell and suppress all assaults and
batteries, affrays, insurrections and unlawful assemblies. He
shall apprehend and commit to jail all offenders, until an ex-
amination or trial can be had.

ART.  2.18.  CUSTODY OF PRISONERS

When a prisoner is committed to jail by warrant from a mag-
istrate or court, he shall be placed in jail by the sheriff. It is a
violation of duty on the part of any sheriff to permit a defen-
dant so committed to remain out of jail, except that he may,
when a defendant is committed for want of bail, or when he
arrests in a bailable case, give the person arrested a reasonable
time to procure bail; but he shall so guard the accused as to
prevent escape.

ART.  2.19.  REPORT AS TO PRISONERS

On the first day of each month, the sheriff shall give notice, in
writing, to the district or county attorney, where there be one,
as to all prisoners in his custody, naming them, and of the au-
thority under which he detains them.

ART.  2.195.  REPORT OF WARRANT OR CAPIAS

INFORMATION

Not later than the 30th day after the date the court clerk issues
the warrant or capias, the sheriff:
(1) shall report to the national crime information center each
warrant or capias issued for a defendant charged with a felony
who fails to appear in court when summoned; and
(2) may report to the national crime information center each
warrant or capias issued for a defendant charged with a misde-
meanor other than a Class C misdemeanor who fails to appear
in court when summoned.

ART.  2.20.  DEPUTY

Wherever a duty is imposed by this Code upon the sheriff, the
same duty may lawfully be performed by his deputy. When
there is no sheriff in a county, the duties of that office, as to all
proceedings under the criminal law, devolve upon the officer
who, under the law, is empowered to discharge the duties of
sheriff, in case of vacancy in the office.

ART.  2.21.  DUTY OF CLERKS

(a) In a criminal proceeding, a clerk of the district or county
court shall:

(1) receive and file all papers;
(2) receive all exhibits at the conclusion of the proceeding;
(3) issue all process; 
(4) accept and file electronic documents received from the
defendant, if the clerk accepts electronic documents from
an attorney representing the state;
(5) accept and file digital multimedia evidence received
from the defendant, if the clerk accepts digital multimedia
evidence from an attorney representing the state; and
(6) perform all other duties imposed on the clerk by law.

(a-1) A district clerk is exempt from the requirements of Sub-
sections (a)(4) and (5) if the electronic filing system used by
the clerk for accepting electronic documents or electronic dig-
ital media from an attorney representing the state does not
have the capability of accepting electronic filings from a de-
fendant and the system was established or procured before
June 1, 2009. If the electronic filing system described by this
subsection is substantially upgraded or is replaced with a new
system, the exemption provided by this subsection is no longer
applicable.
(b) At any time during or after a criminal proceeding, the
court reporter shall release for safekeeping any firearm or con-
traband received as an exhibit in that proceeding to: 

(1) the sheriff; or
(2) in a county with a population of 500,000 or more, the
law enforcement agency that collected, seized, or took pos-
session of the firearm or contraband or produced the
firearm or contraband at the proceeding.

(c) The sheriff or the law enforcement agency, as applicable,
shall receive and hold the exhibits consisting of firearms or
contraband and release them only to the person or persons au-
thorized by the court in which such exhibits have been re-
ceived or dispose of them as provided by Chapter 18.
(d) In this article, “eligible exhibit” means an exhibit filed with
the clerk that:

(1) is not a firearm or contraband;
(2) has not been ordered by the court to be returned to its
owner; and
(3) is not an exhibit in another pending criminal action.

(e) An eligible exhibit may be disposed of as provided by this
article:

(1) on or after the first anniversary of the date on which a
conviction becomes final in the case, if the case is a misde-
meanor or a felony for which the sentence imposed by the
court is five years or less; 
(2) on or after the second anniversary of the date on which
a conviction becomes final in the case, if the case is a non-
capital felony for which the sentence imposed by the court
is greater than five years;
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(3) on or after the first anniversary of the date of the ac-
quittal of a defendant; or
(4) on or after the first anniversary of the date of the death
of a defendant.

(f ) Subject to Subsections (g), (h), (i), and (j), a clerk may dis-
pose of an eligible exhibit or may deliver the eligible exhibit to
the county purchasing agent for disposal as surplus or salvage
property under Section 263.152, Local Government Code, if on
the date provided by Subsection (e) the clerk has not received a
request for the exhibit from either the attorney representing the
state in the case or the attorney representing the defendant.
(f-1) Notwithstanding Section 263.156, Local Government
Code, or any other law, the commissioners court shall remit 50
percent of any proceeds of the disposal of an eligible exhibit as
surplus or salvage property as described by Subsection (f ), less
the reasonable expense of keeping the exhibit before disposal
and the costs of that disposal, to each of the following:

(1) the county treasury, to be used only to defray the costs
incurred by the district clerk of the county for the manage-
ment, maintenance, or destruction of eligible exhibits in
the county; and
(2) the state treasury to the credit of the compensation to
victims of crime fund established under Subchapter B,
Chapter 56.

(g) A clerk in a county with a population of less than two mil-
lion must provide written notice by mail to the attorney repre-
senting the state in the case and the attorney representing the
defendant before disposing of an eligible exhibit.
(h) The notice under Subsection (g) of this article must:

(1) describe the eligible exhibit;
(2) give the name and address of the court holding the ex-
hibit; and
(3) state that the eligible exhibit will be disposed of unless
a written request is received by the clerk before the 31st day
after the date of notice.

(i) If a request is not received by a clerk covered by Subsection
(g) before the 31st day after the date of notice, the clerk may
dispose of the eligible exhibit in the manner permitted by this
article, including the delivery of the eligible exhibit for disposal
as surplus or salvage property as described by Subsection (f ).
(j) If a request is timely received, the clerk shall deliver the el-
igible exhibit to the person making the request if the court de-
termines the requestor is the owner of the eligible exhibit.
(k) In this article, “digital multimedia evidence” means evi-
dence stored or transmitted in a binary form and includes data
representing documents, audio, video metadata, and any other
information attached to a digital file.

ART.  2.211.  HATE CRIME REPORTING

In addition to performing duties required by Article 2.21, a
clerk of a district or county court in which an affirmative find-
ing under Article 42.014 is requested shall report that request
to the Texas Judicial Council, along with a statement as to
whether the request was granted by the court and, if so,
whether the affirmative finding was entered in the judgment in
the case. The clerk shall make the report required by this arti-
cle not later than the 30th day after the date the judgment is
entered in the case.

ART.  2.22.  POWER OF DEPUTY CLERKS

Whenever a duty is imposed upon the clerk of the district or
county court, the same may be lawfully performed by his deputy.

ART.  2.23.  REPORT TO ATTORNEY GENERAL

(a) The clerks of the district and county courts shall, when re-
quested in writing by the Attorney General, report to the At-
torney General not later than the 10th day after the date the
request is received, and in the form prescribed by the Attorney
General, information in court records that relates to a criminal
matter, including information requested by the Attorney Gen-
eral for purposes of federal habeas review.
(b) A state agency or the office of an attorney representing the
state shall, when requested in writing by the Attorney General,
provide to the Attorney General any record that is needed for
purposes of federal habeas review. The agency or office must
provide the record not later than the 10th day after the date the
request is received and in the form prescribed by the Attorney
General.
(c) A district court, county court, state agency, or office of an
attorney representing the state may not restrict or delay the re-
production or delivery of a record requested by the Attorney
General under this article.

ART.  2.24.  AUTHENTICATING OFFICER

(a) The governor may appoint an authenticating officer, in ac-
cordance with Subsection (b) of this article, and delegate to
that officer the power to sign for the governor or to use the
governor’s facsimile signature for signing any document that
does not have legal effect under this code unless it is signed by
the governor.
(b) To appoint an authenticating officer under this article, the
governor shall file with the secretary of state a document that
contains:

(1) the name of the person to be appointed as authenticat-
ing officer and a copy of the person’s signature;
(2) the types of documents the authenticating officer is au-
thorized to sign for the governor; and
(3) the types of documents on which the authenticating of-
ficer is authorized to use the governor’s facsimile signature.

(c) The governor may revoke an appointment made under this
article by filing with the secretary of state a document that ex-
pressly revokes the appointment of the authenticating agent.
(d) If an authenticating officer signs a document described in
Subsection (a) of this article, the officer shall sign in the fol-
lowing manner: “_________, Authenticating Officer for Gov-
ernor _____.”
(e) If a provision of this code requires the governor’s signature
on a document before that document has legal effect, the au-
thorized signature of the authenticating officer or an autho-
rized facsimile signature of the governor gives the document
the same legal effect as if it had been signed manually by the
governor.

ART.  2.25.  REPORTING CERTAIN ALIENS TO

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

A judge shall report to the United States Immigration and
Naturalization Service a person who has been convicted in the
judge’s court of a crime or has been placed on deferred adjudi-
cation for a felony and is an illegal criminal alien as defined by
Section 493.015(a), Government Code.
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ART. 2.26.  DIGITAL SIGNATURE AND

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS

(a) In this section, “digital signature” means an electronic iden-
tifier intended by the person using it to have the same force
and effect as the use of a manual signature. 
(b) An electronically transmitted document issued or received
by a court or a clerk of the court in a criminal matter is con-
sidered signed if a digital signature is transmitted with the doc-
ument. 
(b-1) An electronically transmitted document is a written doc-
ument for all purposes and exempt from any additional writ-
ing requirement under this code or any other law of this state.
(c) This section does not preclude any symbol from being valid
as a signature under other applicable law, including Section
1.201(39), Business & Commerce Code. 
(d) The use of a digital signature under this section is subject
to criminal laws pertaining to fraud and computer crimes, in-
cluding Chapters 32 and 33, Penal Code. 

ART.  2.27.  INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN

REPORTS ALLEGING ABUSE

(a) On receipt of a report that is assigned the highest priority in
accordance with rules adopted by the Department of Family
and Protective Services under Section 261.301(d), Family
Code, and that alleges an immediate risk of physical or sexual
abuse of a child that could result in the death of or serious harm
to the child by a person responsible for the care, custody, or
welfare of the child, a peace officer from the appropriate local
law enforcement agency shall investigate the report jointly with
the department or with the agency responsible for conducting
an investigation under Subchapter E, Chapter 261, Family
Code. As soon as possible after being notified by the depart-
ment of the report, but not later than 24 hours after being no-
tified, the peace officer shall accompany the department
investigator in initially responding to the report.
(b) On receipt of a report of abuse or neglect or other com-
plaint of a resident of a nursing home, convalescent home, or
other related institution under Section 242.126(c)(1), Health
and Safety Code, the appropriate local law enforcement agency
shall investigate the report as required by Section 242.135,
Health and Safety Code.

ART.  2.271.  INVESTIGATION OF CERTAIN

REPORTS ALLEGING ABUSE,  NEGLECT,  OR

EXPLOITATION

Notwithstanding Article 2.27, on receipt of a report of abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or other complaint of a resident of a
nursing home, convalescent home, or other related institution
or an assisted living facility, under Section 260A.007(c)(1),
Health and Safety Code, the appropriate local law enforce-
ment agency shall investigate the report as required by Section
260A.017, Health and Safety Code.

ART.  2.272.  LAW ENFORCEMENT RESPONSE TO

CHILD SAFETY CHECK ALERT

(a) If a peace officer locates a child or other person listed on
the Texas Crime Information Center’s child safety check alert
list established under Section 261.3022, Family Code, the of-
ficer shall:

(1) immediately contact the Department of Family and
Protective Services on the department’s dedicated law-en-

forcement telephone number for statewide intake;
(2) request information from the department regarding the
circumstances of the case involving the child or other per-
son; and
(3) request information from the child and the other per-
son regarding the child’s safety, well-being, and current res-
idence.

(b) The peace officer may temporarily detain the child or other
person to ensure the safety and well-being of the child.
(c) If the peace officer determines that the circumstances de-
scribed by Section 262.104, Family Code, exist, the officer
may take temporary possession of the child without a court
order as provided by Section 262.104, Family Code. If the
peace officer does not take temporary possession of the child,
the officer shall obtain the child’s current address and any
other relevant information and report that information to the
Department of Family and Protective Services.
(d) A peace officer who locates a child or other person listed on
the Texas Crime Information Center’s child safety check alert
list and who reports the child’s or other person’s current ad-
dress and other relevant information to the Department of
Family and Protective Services shall report to the Texas Crime
Information Center that the child or other person has been lo-
cated and to whom the child was released, as applicable.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2053, §6).

ART.  2.28.  DUTIES REGARDING MISUSED

IDENTITY

On receipt of information to the effect that a person’s identi-
fying information was falsely given by a person arrested as the
arrested person’s identifying information, the local law en-
forcement agency responsible for collecting identifying infor-
mation on arrested persons in the county in which the arrest
was made shall:
(1) notify the person that:

(A) the person’s identifying information was misused by an-
other person arrested in the county;
(B) the person may file a declaration with the Department
of Public Safety under Section 411.0421, Government
Code; and
(C) the person is entitled to expunction of information
contained in criminal records and files under Chapter 55 of
this code; and

(2) notify the Department of Public Safety regarding:
(A) the misuse of the identifying information;
(B) the actual identity of the person arrested, if known by
the agency; and
(C) whether the agency was able to notify the person whose
identifying information was misused.

ART.  2.29.  REPORT REQUIRED IN CONNECTION

WITH FRAUDULENT USE OR POSSESS ION OF

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

(a) A peace officer to whom an alleged violation of Section
32.51, Penal Code, is reported shall make a written report to
the law enforcement agency that employs the peace officer that
includes the following information:

(1) the name of the victim;
(2) the name of the suspect, if known;
(3) the type of identifying information obtained, possessed,
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transferred, or used in violation of Section 32.51, Penal
Code; and
(4) the results of any investigation.

(b) On the victim’s request, the law enforcement agency shall
provide the report created under Subsection (a) to the victim. In
providing the report, the law enforcement agency shall redact
any otherwise confidential information that is included in the
report, other than the information described by Subsection (a).

ART.  2.295.  REPORT REQUIRED IN

CONNECTION WITH UNAUTHORIZED

ACQUIS ITION OR TRANSFER OF CERTAIN

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

(a) A peace officer to whom an alleged violation of Section
31.17, Penal Code, is reported shall make a written report to
the law enforcement agency that employs the peace officer that
includes the following information:

(1) the name of the victim;
(2) the name of the suspect, if known;
(3) the type of financial sight order or payment card infor-
mation obtained or transferred in violation of Section
31.17, Penal Code; and
(4) the results of any investigation.

(b) On the victim’s request, the law enforcement agency shall
provide the report created under Subsection (a) to the victim. In
providing the report, the law enforcement agency shall redact
any otherwise confidential information that is included in the
report, other than the information described by Subsection (a).

ART.  2.30.  REPORT CONCERNING CERTAIN

ASSAULTIVE OR TERRORISTIC OFFENSES

(a) This article applies only to the following offenses:
(1) assault under Section 22.01, Penal Code;
(2) aggravated assault under Section 22.02, Penal Code;
(3) sexual assault under Section 22.011, Penal Code;
(4) aggravated sexual assault under Section 22.021, Penal
Code; and
(5) terroristic threat under Section 22.07, Penal Code.

(b) A peace officer who investigates the alleged commission of an
offense listed under Subsection (a) shall prepare a written report
that includes the information required under Article 5.05(a).
(c) On request of a victim of an offense listed under Subsec-
tion (a), the local law enforcement agency responsible for in-
vestigating the commission of the offense shall provide the
victim, at no cost to the victim, with any information that is:

(1) contained in the written report prepared under Subsec-
tion (b);
(2) described by Article 5.05(a)(1) or (2); and
(3) not exempt from disclosure under Chapter 552, Gov-
ernment Code, or other law.

ART.  2.31.  COUNTY JAILERS

Art. 2.31 as enacted by SB 604, effective Sept. 1, 2011:

If a jailer licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, has
successfully completed a training program provided by the sher-
iff, the jailer may execute lawful process issued to the jailer by any
magistrate or court on a person confined in the jail at which the
jailer is employed to the same extent that a peace officer is au-
thorized to execute process under Article 2.13(b)(2), including:
(1) a warrant under Chapter 15, 17, or 18;

(2) a capias under Chapter 17 or 23;
(3) a subpoena under Chapter 20 or 24; or
(4) an attachment under Chapter 20 or 24.

Art. 2.31 as enacted by SB 1233, effective June 17, 2011:

A jailer licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, may
execute lawful process issued to the jailer by any magistrate or
court on a person confined in the jail at which the jailer is em-
ployed to the same extent that a peace officer is authorized to
execute process under Article 2.13(b)(2), including:
(1) a warrant under Chapter 15, 17, or 18;
(2) a capias under Chapter 17 or 23;
(3) a subpoena under Chapter 20 or 24; or
(4) an attachment under Chapter 20 or 24.

� 2011 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

If these competing versions are considered to be irreconcilable (a
question we cannot answer with certainty), then Government
Code §311.025 states that the later change prevails, as deter-
mined by the bills’ dates of enactment. Here, the legislative
record shows that SB 1233 was enacted two weeks after SB 604,
meaning that SB 1233 would trump SB 604’s training require-
ment. However, sheriffs may want to play it safe by providing
training anyway—although we note that SB 604 is silent regard-
ing what kind of training must be completed.

CHAPTER 3.  DEFINITIONS

ART.  3.01.  WORDS AND PHRASES

All words, phrases and terms used in this Code are to be taken
and understood in their usual acceptation in common lan-
guage, except where specially defined.

ART.  3.02.  CRIMINAL ACTION

A criminal action is prosecuted in the name of the State of Texas
against the accused, and is conducted by some person acting
under the authority of the State, in accordance with its laws.

ART.  3.03.  OFFICERS

The general term “officers” includes both magistrates and
peace officers.

ART.  3.04.  OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT

In this code:
(1) “Official misconduct” means an offense that is an inten-
tional or knowing violation of a law committed by a public
servant while acting in an official capacity as a public servant.
(2) “Public servant” has the meaning assigned by Section 1.07,
Penal Code.

ART.  3.05.  RACIAL PROFIL ING

In this code, “racial profiling” means a law enforcement-initiated
action based on an individual’s race, ethnicity, or national origin
rather than on the individual’s behavior or on information iden-
tifying the individual as having engaged in criminal activity.

CHAPTER 4.  COURTS AND CRIMINAL
JURISDICTION

ART.  4.01.  WHAT COURTS HAVE CRIMINAL

JURISDICTION

The following courts have jurisdiction in criminal actions:
1. The Court of Criminal Appeals;
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2. Courts of appeals;
3. The district courts;
4. The criminal district courts;
5. The magistrates appointed by the judges of the district
courts of Bexar County, Dallas County, Tarrant County, or
Travis County that give preference to criminal cases and the
magistrates appointed by the judges of the criminal district
courts of Dallas County or Tarrant County;
6. The county courts;
7. All county courts at law with criminal jurisdiction;
8. County criminal courts;
9. Justice courts;
10. Municipal courts; and
11. The magistrates appointed by the judges of the district
courts of Lubbock County.

ART.  4.02.  EXISTING COURTS CONTINUED

No existing courts shall be abolished by this Code and shall
continue with the jurisdiction, organization, terms and powers
currently existing unless otherwise provided by law.

ART.  4.03.  COURTS OF APPEALS

The Courts of Appeals shall have appellate jurisdiction coex-
tensive with the limits of their respective districts in all criminal
cases except those in which the death penalty has been assessed.
This Article shall not be so construed as to embrace any case
which has been appealed from any inferior court to the county
court, the county criminal court, or county court at law, in
which the fine imposed or affirmed by the county court, the
county criminal court or county court at law does not exceed
one hundred dollars, unless the sole issue is the constitutional-
ity of the statute or ordinance on which the conviction is based.

ART.  4.04.  COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Sec. 1. The Court of Criminal Appeals and each judge thereof
shall have, and is hereby given, the power and authority to
grant and issue and cause the issuance of writs of habeas cor-
pus, and, in criminal law matters, the writs of mandamus,
procedendo, prohibition, and certiorari. The court and each
judge thereof shall have, and is hereby given, the power and
authority to grant and issue and cause the issuance of such
other writs as may be necessary to protect its jurisdiction or en-
force its judgments.
Sec. 2. The Court of Criminal Appeals shall have, and is
hereby given, final appellate and review jurisdiction in crimi-
nal cases coextensive with the limits of the state, and its deter-
minations shall be final. The appeal of all cases in which the
death penalty has been assessed shall be to the Court of Crim-
inal Appeals. In addition, the Court of Criminal Appeals may,
on its own motion, with or without a petition for such discre-
tionary review being filed by one of the parties, review any de-
cision of a court of appeals in a criminal case. Discretionary
review by the Court of Criminal Appeals is not a matter of
right, but of sound judicial discretion.

ART.  4.05.  JURISDICTION OF DISTRICT COURTS

District courts and criminal district courts shall have original
jurisdiction in criminal cases of the grade of felony, of all mis-
demeanors involving official misconduct, and of misdemeanor
cases transferred to the district court under Article 4.17 of this
code.

ART.  4.06.  WHEN FELONY INCLUDES

MISDEMEANOR

Upon the trial of a felony case, the court shall hear and deter-
mine the case as to any grade of offense included in the in-
dictment, whether the proof shows a felony or a misdemeanor.

ART.  4.07.  JURISDICTION OF COUNTY COURTS

The county courts shall have original jurisdiction of all misde-
meanors of which exclusive original jurisdiction is not given to
the justice court, and when the fine to be imposed shall exceed
five hundred dollars.

ART.  4.08.  APPELLATE JURISDICTION OF

COUNTY COURTS

The county courts shall have appellate jurisdiction in criminal
cases of which justice courts and other inferior courts have
original jurisdiction.

ART.  4.09.  APPEALS FROM INFERIOR COURT

If the jurisdiction of any county court has been transferred to
the district court or to a county court at law, then an appeal
from a justice or other inferior court will lie to the court to
which such appellate jurisdiction has been transferred.

ART.  4.10.  TO FORFEIT BAIL BONDS

County courts and county courts at law shall have jurisdiction
in the forfeiture and final judgment of all bail bonds and per-
sonal bonds taken in criminal cases of which said courts have
jurisdiction.

ART.  4.11.  JURISDICTION OF JUSTICE COURTS

(a) Justices of the peace shall have original jurisdiction in crim-
inal cases:

(1) punishable by fine only; or punishable by:
(A) a fine; and
(B) as authorized by statute, a sanction not consisting of
confinement or imprisonment.

(2) arising under Chapter 106, Alcoholic Beverage Code,
that do not include confinement as an authorized sanction.

(b) The fact that a conviction in a justice court has as a conse-
quence the imposition of a penalty or sanction by an agency or
entity other than the court, such as a denial, suspension, or re-
vocation of a privilege, does not affect the original jurisdiction
of the justice court.
(c) A justice court has concurrent jurisdiction with a munici-
pal court in criminal cases that arise in the municipality’s ex-
traterritorial jurisdiction and that arise under an ordinance of
the municipality applicable to the extraterritorial jurisdiction
under Section 216.902, Local Government Code.

ART.  4.12.  MISDEMEANOR CASES;  PRECINCT IN

WHICH DEFENDANT TO BE TRIED IN JUSTICE

COURT

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, a misdemeanor
case to be tried in justice court shall be tried:

(1) in the precinct in which the offense was committed;
(2) in the precinct in which the defendant or any of the de-
fendants reside; 
(3) with the written consent of the state and each defendant
or the defendant’s attorney, in any other precinct within the
county; or
(4) if the offense was committed in a county with a popu-
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lation of 3.3 million or more, in any precinct in the county
that is adjacent to the precinct in which the offense was
committed.

(b) In any misdemeanor case in which the offense was com-
mitted in a precinct where there is no qualified justice court,
then trial shall be held:

(1) in the next adjacent precinct in the same county which
has a duly qualified justice court; or
(2) in the precinct in which the defendant may reside.

(c) In any misdemeanor case in which each justice of the peace in
the precinct where the offense was committed is disqualified for
any reason, such case may be tried in the next adjoining precinct
in the same county having a duly qualified justice of the peace.
(d) A defendant who is taken before a magistrate in accordance
with Article 15.18 may waive trial by jury and enter a written
plea of guilty or nolo contendere.
(e) The justices of the peace in each county shall, by majority
vote, adopt local rules of administration regarding the transfer
of a pending misdemeanor case from one precinct to a differ-
ent precinct.

ART.  4.13.  JUSTICE MAY FORFEIT BOND

A justice of the peace shall have the power to take forfeitures
of all bonds given for the appearance of any party at his court,
regardless of the amount.

ART. 4.14. JURISDICTION OF MUNICIPAL COURT

(a) A municipal court, including a municipal court of record,
shall have exclusive original jurisdiction within the territorial
limits of the municipality in all criminal cases that:

(1) arise under the ordinances of the municipality; and
(2) are punishable by a fine not to exceed:

(A) $2,000 in all cases arising under municipal ordi-
nances that govern fire safety, zoning, or public health
and sanitation, other than the [including] dumping of
refuse; [or]
(B) $4,000 in cases arising under municipal ordinances
that govern the dumping of refuse; or
(C) [(B)] $500 in all other cases arising under a munic-
ipal ordinance.

(b) The municipal court shall have concurrent jurisdiction
with the justice court of a precinct in which the munici- pality
is located in all criminal cases arising under state law that:

(1) arise within the territorial limits of the municipality and
are punishable by fine only, as defined in Subsection (c) of
this article; or
(2) arise under Chapter 106, Alcoholic Beverage Code, and
do not include confinement as an authorized sanction.

(c) In this article, an offense which is punishable by “fine only”
is defined as an offense that is punishable by fine and such
sanctions, if any, as authorized by statute not consisting of con-
finement in jail or imprisonment.
(d) The fact that a conviction in a municipal court has as a
consequence the imposition of a penalty or sanction by an
agency or entity other than the court, such as a denial, sus-
pension, or revocation of a privilege, does not affect the origi-
nal jurisdiction of the municipal court.
(e) The municipal court has jurisdiction in the forfeiture and
final judgment of all bail bonds and personal bonds taken in
criminal cases of which the court has jurisdiction.
(f ) A municipality with a population of 1.19 [1.9] million or

more and another municipality contiguous to that municipal-
ity may enter into an agreement providing concurrent juris-
diction for the municipal courts of either jurisdiction for all
criminal cases arising from offenses under state law that are:

(1) committed on the boundary of those municipalities or
within 200 yards of that boundary; and
(2) punishable by fine only.

(g) A municipality may enter into an agreement with a con-
tiguous municipality or a municipality with boundaries that
are within one-half mile of the municipality seeking to enter
into the agreement to establish concurrent jurisdiction of the
municipal courts in the municipalities and provide original ju-
risdiction to a municipal court in which a case is brought as if
the municipal court were located in the municipality in which
the case arose, for:

(1) all cases in which either municipality has jurisdiction
under Subsection (a); and
(2) cases that arise under Section 821.022, Health and
Safety Code[, or Section 25.094, Education Code].

Amendments to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 274, §1). Sec-
tion 4 of HB 274 provides: “The change in law made by this Act
applies only to an offense committed on or after the effective
date of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date
of this Act is governed by the law in effect when the offense was
committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that pur-
pose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
was committed before that date.”

Amendment to (f) effective June 19, 2015 (SB 631, §1). Section
3 of SB 631 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to an offense committed on or after the effective date
of this Act.  An offense committed before the effective date of
this Act is governed by the law in effect when the offense was
committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that pur-
pose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

Amendment to (g) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §1). Section
42 of HB 2398 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act
apply only to an offense committed or conduct that occurs on or
after the effective date of this Act. An offense committed or con-
duct that occurs before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the offense was committed or the
conduct occurred, and the former law is continued in effect for
that purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense is commit-
ted or conduct occurs before the effective date of this Act if any
element of the offense or conduct occurs before that date.”

ART.  4.15.  MAY SIT AT ANY TIME

Justice courts and corporation courts may sit at any time to try
criminal cases over which they have jurisdiction. Any case in
which a fine may be assessed shall be tried in accordance with
the rules of evidence and this Code.

ART.  4.16.  CONCURRENT JURISDICTION

When two or more courts have concurrent jurisdiction of any
criminal offense, the court in which an indictment or a com-
plaint shall first be filed shall retain jurisdiction except as pro-
vided in Article 4.12.
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ART.  4.17.  TRANSFER OF CERTAIN

MISDEMEANORS

On a plea of not guilty to a misdemeanor offense punishable
by confinement in jail, entered in a county court of a judge
who is not a licensed attorney, on the motion of the state or
the defendant, the judge may transfer the case to a district
court having jurisdiction in the county or to a county court at
law in the county presided over by a judge who is a licensed at-
torney. The judge may make the transfer on his own motion.
The attorney representing the state in the case in county court
shall continue the prosecution in the court to which the case is
transferred. Provided, in no case may any such case be trans-
ferred to a district court except with the written consent of the
judge of the district court to which the transfer is sought.

ART.  4.18.  CLAIM OF UNDERAGE

(a) A claim that a district court or criminal district court does
not have jurisdiction over a person because jurisdiction is exclu-
sively in the juvenile court and that the juvenile court could not
waive jurisdiction under Section 8.07(a), Penal Code, or did not
waive jurisdiction under Section 8.07(b), Penal Code, must be
made by written motion in bar of prosecution filed with the
court in which criminal charges against the person are filed.
(b) The motion must be filed and presented to the presiding
judge of the court:

(1) if the defendant enters a plea of guilty or no contest, be-
fore the plea;
(2) if the defendant’s guilt or punishment is tried or deter-
mined by a jury, before selection of the jury begins; or
(3) if the defendant’s guilt is tried by the court, before the
first witness is sworn.

(c) Unless the motion is not contested, the presiding judge
shall promptly conduct a hearing without a jury and rule on
the motion. The party making the motion has the burden of
establishing by a preponderance of the evidence those facts
necessary for the motion to prevail.
(d) A person may not contest the jurisdiction of the court on
the ground that the juvenile court has exclusive jurisdiction if:

(1) the person does not file a motion within the time re-
quirements of this article; or
(2) the presiding judge finds under Subsection (c) that a
motion made under this article does not prevail.

(e) An appellate court may review a trial court’s determination
under this article, if otherwise authorized by law, only after
conviction in the trial court.
(f ) A court that finds that it lacks jurisdiction over a case be-
cause exclusive jurisdiction is in the juvenile court shall trans-
fer the case to the juvenile court as provided by Section 51.08,
Family Code.
(g) This article does not apply to a claim of a defect or error in a
discretionary transfer proceeding in juvenile court. A defendant
may appeal a defect or error only as provided by Chapter 56,
Family Code [Article 44.47]. 

Amendment to (g) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 888, §1). Section
5 of SB 888 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to an order of a juvenile court waiving jurisdiction and
transferring a child to criminal court that is issued on or after the
effective date of this Act. An order of a juvenile court waiving ju-
risdiction and transferring a child to criminal court that is issued

before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law in ef-
fect on the date the order was issued, and the former law is con-
tinued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  4.19.  TRANSFER OF PERSON CERTIF IED TO

STAND TRIAL AS AN ADULT

(a) Notwithstanding the order of a juvenile court to detain a
person under the age of 17 who has been certified to stand trial
as an adult in a certified juvenile detention facility under Sec-
tion 54.02(h), Family Code, the judge of the criminal court
having jurisdiction over the person may order the person to be
transferred to an adult facility. A child who is transferred to an
adult facility must be detained under conditions meeting the
requirements of Section 51.12, Family Code.
(b) On the 17th birthday of a person described by Subsection
(a) who is detained in a certified juvenile detention facility
under Section 54.02(h), Family Code, the judge of the crimi-
nal court having jurisdiction over the person shall order the per-
son to be transferred to an adult facility.

CHAPTER 5.  FAMILY VIOLENCE
PREVENTION

ART.  5.01.  LEGISLATIVE STATEMENT

(a) Family violence is a serious danger and threat to society and
its members. Victims of family violence are entitled to the
maximum protection from harm or abuse or the threat of
harm or abuse as is permitted by law.
(b) In any law enforcement, prosecutorial, or judicial response
to allegations of family violence, the responding law enforce-
ment or judicial officers shall protect the victim, without regard
to the relationship between the alleged offender and victim.

ART.  5.02.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter, “family violence,” “family,” “household,” and
“member of a household” have the meanings assigned by
Chapter 71, Family Code.

ART.  5.03.  FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD

RELATIONSHIP DOES NOT CREATE AN

EXCEPTION TO OFFICIAL DUTIES

A general duty prescribed for an officer by Chapter 2 of this code
is not waived or excepted in any family violence case or investi-
gation because of a family or household relationship between an
alleged violator and the victim of family violence. A peace offi-
cer’s or a magistrate’s duty to prevent the commission of crimi-
nal offenses, including acts of family violence, is not waived or
excepted because of a family or household relationship between
the potential violator and victim.

ART.  5.04.  DUTIES OF PEACE OFFICERS

(a) The primary duties of a peace officer who investigates a fam-
ily violence allegation or who responds to a disturbance call that
may involve family violence are to protect any potential victim
of family violence, enforce the law of this state, enforce a pro-
tective order from another jurisdiction as provided by Chapter
88, Family Code, and make lawful arrests of violators.
(a-1) A peace officer who investigates a family violence allega-
tion or who responds to a disturbance call that may involve
family violence shall determine whether the address of the per-
sons involved in the allegation or call matches the address of a
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current licensed foster home or verified agency foster home
listed in the Texas Crime Information Center.
(b) A peace officer who investigates a family violence allegation
or who responds to a disturbance call that may involve family
violence shall advise any possible adult victim of all reasonable
means to prevent further family violence, including giving
written notice of a victim’s legal rights and remedies and of the
availability of shelter or other community services for family
violence victims.
(c) A written notice required by Subsection (b) of this article is
sufficient if it is in substantially the following form with the re-
quired information in English and in Spanish inserted in the
notice:

“NOTICE TO ADULT VICTIMS OF FAMILY 
VIOLENCE

“It is a crime for any person to cause you any physical injury
or harm EVEN IF THAT PERSON IS A MEMBER OR
FORMER MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY OR HOUSE-
HOLD.
“Please tell the investigating peace officer:
“IF you, your child, or any other household resident has been
injured; or
“IF you feel you are going to be in danger when the officer
leaves or later.
“You have the right to:
“ASK the local prosecutor to file a criminal complaint against
the person committing family violence; and
“APPLY to a court for an order to protect you (you should con-
sult a legal aid office, a prosecuting attorney, or a private attor-
ney). If a family or household member assaults you and is
arrested, you may request that a magistrate’s order for emer-
gency protection be issued. Please inform the investigating offi-
cer if you want an order for emergency protection. You need
not be present when the order is issued. You cannot be charged
a fee by a court in connection with filing, serving, or entering a
protective order. For example, the court can enter an order that:

“(1) the abuser not commit further acts of violence;
“(2) the abuser not threaten, harass, or contact you at
home;
“(3) directs the abuser to leave your household; and
“(4) establishes temporary custody of the children and di-
rects the abuser not to interfere with the children or any
property.

“A VIOLATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF
COURT-ORDERED PROTECTION (such as (1) and (2)
above) MAY BE A FELONY.
“CALL THE FOLLOWING VIOLENCE SHELTERS OR
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS IF YOU NEED PROTEC-
TION:
“____________________________.”

ART.  5.045.  STANDBY ASSISTANCE;  LIABIL ITY

(a) In the discretion of a peace officer, the officer may stay with a
victim of family violence to protect the victim and allow the vic-
tim to take the personal property of the victim or of a child in the
care of the victim to a place of safety in an orderly manner.
(b) A peace officer who provides assistance under Subsection (a)
of this article is not:

(1) civilly liable for an act or omission of the officer that
arises in connection with providing the assistance or deter-

mining whether to provide the assistance; or
(2) civilly or criminally liable for the wrongful appropria-
tion of any personal property by the victim.

ART.  5.05.  REPORTS AND RECORDS

(a) A peace officer who investigates a family violence incident or
who responds to a disturbance call that may involve family vio-
lence shall make a written report, including but not limited to:

(1) the names of the suspect and complainant;
(2) the date, time, and location of the incident;
(3) any visible or reported injuries; 
(4) a description of the incident and a statement of its dis-
position; and
(5) whether the suspect is a member of the state military
forces or is serving in the armed forces of the United States
in an active-duty status.

(a-1) In addition to the written report required under Subsec-
tion (a), a peace officer who investigates a family violence in-
cident or who responds to a disturbance call that may involve
family violence shall make a report to the Department of Fam-
ily and Protective Services if the location of the incident or call,
or the known address of a person involved in the incident or
call, matches the address of a current licensed foster home or a
verified agency foster home as listed in the Texas Crime Infor-
mation Center. The report under this subsection may be made
orally or electronically and must:

(1) include the information required by Subsection (a); and
(2) be filed with the Department of Family and Protective
Services within 24 hours of the beginning of the investiga-
tion or receipt of the disturbance call.

(a-2) If a suspect is identified as being a member of the mili-
tary, as described by Subsection (a)(5), the peace officer shall
provide written notice of the incident or disturbance call to the
staff judge advocate at Joint Force Headquarters or the provost
marshal of the military installation to which the suspect is as-
signed with the intent that the commanding officer will be no-
tified, as applicable.
(b) Each local law enforcement agency shall establish a depart-
mental code for identifying and retrieving family violence re-
ports as outlined in Subsection (a) of this section. A district or
county attorney or an assistant district or county attorney ex-
ercising authority in the county where the law enforcement
agency maintains records under this section is entitled to access
to the records. The Department of Family and Protective Ser-
vices is entitled to access the records relating to any person who
is 14 years of age or older and who resides in a licensed foster
home or a verified agency foster home.
(c) In order to ensure that officers responding to calls are aware
of the existence and terms of protective orders, each municipal
police department and sheriff shall establish procedures within
the department or office to provide adequate information or ac-
cess to information for law enforcement officers of the names
of persons protected by a protective order and of persons to
whom protective orders are directed.
(d) Each law enforcement officer shall accept a certified copy of
an original or modified protective order as proof of the validity
of the order and it is presumed the order remains valid unless:

(1) the order contains a termination date that has passed;
(2) it is more than one year after the date the order was is-
sued; or
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(3) the law enforcement officer has been notified by the
clerk of the court vacating the order that the order has been
vacated.

(e) A peace officer who makes a report under Subsection (a) of
this article shall provide information concerning the incident or
disturbance to the bureau of identification and records of the
Department of Public Safety for its recordkeeping function
under Section 411.042, Government Code. The bureau shall
prescribe the form and nature of the information required to be
reported to the bureau by this article.
(f ) On request of a victim of an incident of family violence, the
local law enforcement agency responsible for investigating the
incident shall provide the victim, at no cost to the victim, with
any information that is:

(1) contained in the written report prepared under Subsec-
tion (a);
(2) described by Subsection (a)(1) or (2); and
(3) not exempt from disclosure under Chapter 552, Govern-
ment Code, or other law.

ART.  5.06.  DUTIES OF PROSECUTING

ATTORNEYS AND COURTS

(a) Neither a prosecuting attorney nor a court may:
(1) dismiss or delay any criminal proceeding that involves a
prosecution for an offense that constitutes family violence
because a civil proceeding is pending or not pending; or
(2) require proof that a complaining witness, victim, or de-
fendant is a party to a suit for the dissolution of a marriage
or a suit affecting the parent-child relationship before pre-
senting a criminal allegation to a grand jury, filing an in-
formation, or otherwise proceeding with the prosecution of
a criminal case.

(b) A prosecuting attorney’s decision to file an application for
a protective order under Chapter 71, Family Code, should be
made without regard to whether a criminal complaint has been
filed by the applicant. A prosecuting attorney may require the
applicant to provide information for an offense report, relating
to the facts alleged in the application, with a local law en-
forcement agency.
(c) The prosecuting attorney having responsibility under Sec-
tion 71.04(c), Family Code, for filing applications for protec-
tive orders under Chapter 71, Family Code, shall provide
notice of that responsibility to all law enforcement agencies
within the jurisdiction of the prosecuting attorney.

ART.  5.07.  VENUE FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER

OFFENSES

The venue for an offense under Section 25.07 or 25.072, Penal
Code, is in the county in which the order was issued or, with-
out regard to the identity or location of the court that issued
the protective order, in the county in which the offense was
committed.

ART. 5.08.  MEDIATION IN FAMILY VIOLENCE

CASES

Notwithstanding Article 26.13(g) or Section 11(a)(16), Article
42.12, of this code, in a criminal prosecution arising from fam-
ily violence, as that term is defined by Section 71.004, Family
Code, a court shall not refer or order the victim or the defen-
dant involved to mediation, dispute resolution, arbitration, or
other similar procedures.

CHAPTER 6.  PREVENTING OFFENSES BY
THE ACT OF MAGISTRATES AND OTHER
OFFICERS;  EDUCATION CONCERNING

CONSEQUENCES OF CERTAIN OFFENSES

ART.  6.01.  WHEN MAGISTRATE HEARS THREAT

It is the duty of every magistrate, when he may have heard, in
any manner, that a threat has been made by one person to do
some injury to himself or the person or property of another,
including the person or property of his spouse, immediately to
give notice to some peace officer, in order that such peace of-
ficer may use lawful means to prevent the injury.

ART.  6.02.  THREAT TO TAKE LIFE

If, within the hearing of a magistrate, one person shall threaten
to take the life of another, including that of his spouse, or him-
self, the magistrate shall issue a warrant for the arrest of the
person making the threat, or in case of emergency, he may
himself immediately arrest such person.

ART.  6.03.  ON ATTEMPT TO INJURE

Whenever, in the presence or within the observation of a mag-
istrate, an attempt is made by one person to inflict an injury
upon himself or to the person or property of another, includ-
ing the person or property of his spouse, it is his duty to use all
lawful means to prevent the injury. This may be done, either
by verbal order to a peace officer to interfere and prevent the
injury, or by the issuance of an order of arrest against the of-
fender, or by arresting the offender; for which purpose he may
call upon all persons present to assist in making the arrest.

ART.  6.04.  MAY COMPEL OFFENDER TO GIVE

SECURITY

When the person making such threat is brought before a mag-
istrate, he may compel him to give security to keep the peace,
or commit him to custody.

ART.  6.05.  DUTY OF PEACE OFFICER AS TO

THREATS

It is the duty of every peace officer, when he may have been in-
formed in any manner that a threat has been made by one per-
son to do some injury to himself or to the person or property
of another, including the person or property of his spouse, to
prevent the threatened injury, if within his power; and, in
order to do this, he may call in aid any number of citizens in
his county. He may take such measures as the person about to
be injured might for the prevention of the offense.

ART.  6.06.  PEACE OFFICER TO PREVENT INJURY

Whenever, in the presence of a peace officer, or within his
view, one person is about to commit an offense against the per-
son or property of another, including the person or property of
his spouse, or injure himself, it is his duty to prevent it; and,
for this purpose the peace officer may summon any number of
the citizens of his county to his aid. The peace officer must use
the amount of force necessary to prevent the commission of
the offense, and no greater.

ART.  6.07.  CONDUCT OF PEACE OFFICER

The conduct of peace officers, in preventing offenses about to
be committed in their presence, or within their view, is to be
regulated by the same rules as are prescribed to the action of
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the person about to be injured. They may use all force neces-
sary to repel the aggression.

ART.  6.08.  PROTECTIVE ORDER PROHIBITING

OFFENSE CAUSED BY BIAS OR PREJUDICE

(a) At any proceeding in which the defendant appears in con-
stitutional county court, statutory county court, or district
court that is related to an offense under Title 5, Penal Code, or
Section 28.02, 28.03, or 28.08, Penal Code, in which it is al-
leged that the defendant committed the offense because of bias
or prejudice as described by Article 42.014, a person may re-
quest the court to render a protective order under Title 4, Fam-
ily Code, for the protection of the person.
(b) The court shall render a protective order in the manner
provided by Title 4, Family Code, if, in lieu of the finding that
family violence occurred and is likely to occur in the future as
required by Section 85.001, Family Code, the court finds that
probable cause exists to believe that an offense under Title 5,
Penal Code, or Section 28.02, 28.03, or 28.08, Penal Code,
occurred, that the defendant committed the offense because of
bias or prejudice, and that the nature of the scheme or course
of conduct engaged in by the defendant in the commission of
the offense indicates that the defendant is likely to engage in
the future in conduct prohibited by Title 5, Penal Code, or
Section 28.02, 28.03, or 28.08, Penal Code, and committed
because of bias or prejudice. 
(c) The procedure for the enforcement of a protective order
under Title 4, Family Code, applies to the fullest extent prac-
ticable to the enforcement of a protective order under this ar-
ticle, including provisions relating to findings, contents,
duration, warning, delivery, law enforcement duties, and mod-
ification, except that: 

(1) the printed statement on the warning must refer to the
prosecution of subsequent offenses committed because of
bias or prejudice;
(2) the court shall require a constable to serve a protective
order issued under this article; and
(3) the clerk of the court shall forward a copy of a protec-
tive order issued under this article to the Department of
Public Safety with a designation indicating that the order
was issued to prevent offenses committed because of bias or
prejudice.

(d) For an original or modified protective order rendered
under this article, on receipt of the order from the clerk of the
court, a law enforcement agency shall immediately, but not
later than the 10th day after the date the order is received,
enter the information required by Section 411.042(b)(6),
Government Code, into the statewide law enforcement infor-
mation system maintained by the Department of Public Safety.

ART.  6.09.  STALKING PROTECTIVE ORDER

(a) At any proceeding related to an offense under Section
42.072, Penal Code, in which the defendant appears before
the court, a person may request the court to render a protec-
tive order under Title 4, Family Code, for the protection of the
person. The request is made by filing “An Application for a
Protective Order” in the same manner as an application for a
protective order under Title 4, Family Code.
(b) The court shall render a protective order in the manner
provided by Title 4, Family Code, if, in lieu of the finding that
family violence occurred and is likely to occur in the future as

required by Section 85.001, Family Code, the court finds that
probable cause exists to believe that an offense under Section
42.072, Penal Code, occurred and that the nature of the
scheme or course of conduct engaged in by the defendant in
the commission of the offense indicates that the defendant is
likely to engage in the future in conduct prohibited by Section
42.072(a)(1), (2), or (3), Penal Code.
(c) The procedure for the enforcement of a protective order
under Title 4, Family Code, applies to the fullest extent prac-
ticable to the enforcement of a protective order under this ar-
ticle, including provisions relating to findings, contents,
duration, warning, delivery, law enforcement duties, and mod-
ification.

ART.  6.10.  EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

CONCERNING CERTAIN OFFENSES COMMITTED

BY MINORS;  MANDATORY COURT ATTENDANCE

(a) In this article, “parent” means a natural or adoptive parent,
managing or possessory conservator, or legal guardian. The
term does not include a parent whose parental rights have been
terminated.
(b) This article applies to a defendant who has not had the dis-
abilities of minority removed and has been charged with an of-
fense under Section 43.261, Penal Code.
(c) The judge of a county court:

(1) must take the defendant’s plea in open court; and
(2) shall issue a summons to compel the defendant’s parent
to be present during:

(A) the taking of the defendant’s plea; and
(B) all other proceedings relating to the case.

(d) If a county court finds that a defendant has committed an
offense under Section 43.261, Penal Code, the court may enter
an order requiring the defendant to attend and successfully
complete an educational program described by Section
37.218, Education Code, or another equivalent educational
program.
(e) A court that enters an order under Subsection (d) shall re-
quire the defendant or the defendant’s parent to pay the cost
of attending an educational program under Subsection (d) if
the court determines that the defendant or the defendant’s par-
ent is financially able to make payment.

CHAPTER 7.  PROCEEDINGS BEFORE
MAGISTRATES TO PREVENT OFFENSES

ART.  7.01.  SHALL ISSUE WARRANT

Whenever a magistrate is informed upon oath that an offense is
about to be committed against the person or property of the in-
formant, or of another, or that any person has threatened to
commit an offense, the magistrate shall immediately issue a war-
rant for the arrest of the accused; that he may be brought before
such magistrate or before some other named in the warrant.

ART.  7.02.  APPEARANCE BOND PENDING PEACE

BOND HEARING

In proceedings under this Chapter, the accused shall have the
right to make an appearance bond; such bond shall be condi-
tioned as appearance bonds in other cases, and shall be further
conditioned that the accused, pending the hearing, will not
commit such offense and that he will keep the peace toward
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the person threatened or about to be injured, and toward all
others, pending the hearing. Should the accused enter into
such appearance bond, such fact shall not constitute any evi-
dence of the accusation brought against him at the hearing on
the merits before the magistrate.

ART.  7.03.  ACCUSED BROUGHT BEFORE

MAGISTRATE

When the accused has been brought before the magistrate, he
shall hear proof as to the accusation, and if he be satisfied that
there is just reason to apprehend that the offense was intended
to be committed, or that the threat was seriously made, he
shall make an order that the accused enter into bond in such
sum as he may in his discretion require, conditioned that he
will not commit such offense, and that he will keep the peace
toward the person threatened or about to be injured, and to-
ward all others named in the bond for any period of time, not
to exceed one year from the date of the bond. The magistrate
shall admonish the accused that if the accused violates a con-
dition of the bond, the court, in addition to ordering forfeiture
of the bond, may punish the accused for contempt under Sec-
tion 21.002(c), Government Code.

ART.  7.04.  FORM OF PEACE BOND

Such bond shall be sufficient if it be payable to the State of
Texas, conditioned as required in said order of the magistrate, be
for some certain sum, and be signed by the defendant and his
surety or sureties and dated, and the provisions of Article 17.02
permitting the deposit of current United States money in lieu of
sureties is applicable to this bond. No error of form shall vitiate
such bond, and no error in the proceedings prior to the execu-
tion of the bond shall be a defense in a suit thereon.

ART.  7.05.  OATH OF SURETY;  BOND FILED

The officer taking such bond shall require the sureties of the
accused to make oath as to the value of their property as
pointed out with regard to bail bonds. Such officer shall forth-
with deposit such bond and oaths in the office of the clerk of
the county where such bond is taken.

ART.  7.06.  AMOUNT OF BAIL

The magistrate, in fixing the amount of such bonds, shall be
governed by the pecuniary circumstances of the accused and
the nature of the offense threatened or about to be committed.

ART.  7.07.  SURETY MAY EXONERATE HIMSELF

A surety upon any such bond may, at any time before a breach
thereof, exonerate himself from the obligations of the same by
delivering to any magistrate of the county where such bond
was taken, the person of the defendant; and such magistrate
shall in that case again require of the defendant bond, with
other security in the same amount as the first bond; and the
same proceeding shall be had as in the first instance, but the
one year’s time shall commence to run from the date of the
first order.

ART.  7.08.  FAILURE TO GIVE BOND

If the defendant fail to give bond, he shall be committed to jail
for one year from the date of the first order requiring such bond.

ART.  7.09.  DISCHARGE OF DEFENDANT

A defendant committed for failing to give bond shall be dis-
charged by the officer having him in custody, upon giving the

required bond, or at the expiration of the time for which he
has been committed.

ART.  7.10.  MAY DISCHARGE DEFENDANT

If the magistrate believes from the evidence that there is no
good reason to apprehend that the offense was intended or will
be committed, or that no serious threat was made by the de-
fendant, he shall discharge the accused, and may, in his discre-
tion, tax the cost of the proceeding against the party making
the complaint.

ARTS.  7 .11–7.12.  [REPEALED]

ART.  7.13.  WHEN THE DEFENDANT HAS

COMMITTED A CRIME

If it appears from the evidence before the magistrate that the de-
fendant has committed a criminal offense, the same proceedings
shall be had as in other cases where parties are charged with crime.

ART.  7.14.  COSTS

If the accused is found subject to the charge and required to
give bond, the costs of the proceedings shall be adjudged
against him.

ART.  7.15.  MAY ORDER PROTECTION

When, from the nature of the case and the proof offered to the
magistrate, it may appear necessary and proper, he shall have a
right to order any peace officer to protect the person or prop-
erty of any individual threatened; and such peace officer shall
have the right to summon aid by requiring any number of cit-
izens of his county to assist in giving the protection.

ART.  7.16.  SUIT ON BOND

A suit to forfeit any bond taken under the provisions of this
Chapter shall be brought in the name of the State by the district
or county attorney in the county where the bond was taken.

ART.  7.17.  LIMITATION AND PROCEDURE

Suits upon such bonds shall be commenced within two years
from the breach of the same, and not thereafter, and shall be
governed by the same rules as civil actions, except that the
sureties may be sued without joining the principal. To entitle
the State to recover, it shall only be necessary to prove that the
accused violated any condition of said bond. The full amount
of such bond may be recovered of the accused and the sureties.

ART.  7.18.  CONTEMPT

Violation of a condition of bond imposed under this chapter
is punishable by:
(1) forfeiture of the bond;
(2) imposition of the fine and confinement for contempt
under Section 21.002(c), Government Code; or
(3) both forfeiture of the bond and imposition of the fine and
confinement.

CHAPTER 7A.  PROTECTIVE ORDER FOR
VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT OR ABUSE,

STALKING, OR TRAFFICKING

ART.  7A.01.  APPLICATION FOR PROTECTIVE

ORDER

(a) The following persons may file an application for a protec-
tive order under this chapter without regard to the relationship
between the applicant and the alleged offender:
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(1) a person who is the victim of an offense under Section
21.02, 21.11, 22.011, 22.021, or 42.072, Penal Code;
(2) a person who is the victim of an offense under Section
20A.02, 20A.03, or 43.05, Penal Code;
(3) a parent or guardian acting on behalf of a person
younger than 17 years of age who is the victim of an offense
listed in Subdivision (1);
(4) a parent or guardian acting on behalf of a person
younger than 18 years of age who is the victim of an offense
listed in Subdivision (2); or
(5) a prosecuting attorney acting on behalf of a person de-
scribed by Subdivision (1), [or] (2), (3), or (4).

(b) An application for a protective order under this chapter
may be filed in:

(1) a district court, juvenile court having the jurisdiction of
a district court, statutory county court, or constitutional
county court in:

(A) the county in which the applicant resides;
(B) the county in which the alleged offender resides; or
(C) any county in which an element of the alleged of-
fense occurred; or

(2) any court with jurisdiction over a protective order under
Title 4, Family Code, involving the same parties named in
the application.

Identical amendments to (a)(2) & (a)(5) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(HB 1447, §1 and SB 630, §1). Section 4 of HB 1447 and SB
630 provide: “The change in law made by this Act applies to a
victim of criminally injurious conduct for which a judgment of con-
viction is entered or a grant of deferred adjudication is made on
or after the effective date of this Act, regardless of whether the
criminally injurious conduct occurred before, on, or after the ef-
fective date of this Act.”

ART.  7A.02.  TEMPORARY EX PARTE ORDER

If the court finds from the information contained in an appli-
cation for a protective order that there is a clear and present
danger of sexual assault or abuse, stalking, trafficking, or other
harm to the applicant, the court, without further notice to the
alleged offender and without a hearing, may enter a temporary
ex parte order for the protection of the applicant or any other
member of the applicant’s family or household.

ART.  7A.03.  REQUIRED FINDINGS;  ISSUANCE OF

PROTECTIVE ORDER

(a) At the close of a hearing on an application for a protective
order under this chapter, the court shall find whether there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the applicant is the victim of
sexual assault or abuse, stalking, or trafficking.
(b) If the court makes a finding described by Subsection (a), the
court shall issue a protective order that includes a statement of
the required findings.

ART.  7A.035.  HEARSAY STATEMENT OF CHILD

VICTIM

In a hearing on an application for a protective order under this
chapter, a statement that is made by a child younger than 14
years of age who is the victim of an offense under Section
21.02, 21.11, 22.011, or 22.021, Penal Code, and that de-
scribes the offense committed against the child is admissible as
evidence in the same manner that a child’s statement regarding

alleged abuse against the child is admissible under Section
104.006, Family Code, in a suit affecting the parent-child re-
lationship.

ART.  7A.04.  APPLICATION OF OTHER LAW

To the extent applicable, except as otherwise provided by this
chapter, Title 4, Family Code, applies to a protective order is-
sued under this chapter.

ART.  7A.05.  CONDITIONS SPECIF IED BY ORDER

(a) In a protective order issued under this chapter, the court
may:

(1) order the alleged offender to take action as specified by
the court that the court determines is necessary or appro-
priate to prevent or reduce the likelihood of future harm to
the applicant or a member of the applicant’s family or
household; or
(2) prohibit the alleged offender from:

(A) communicating:
(i) directly or indirectly with the applicant or any
member of the applicant’s family or household in a
threatening or harassing manner; or
(ii) in any manner with the applicant or any member
of the applicant’s family or household except through
the applicant’s attorney or a person appointed by the
court, if the court finds good cause for the prohibition;

(B) going to or near the residence, place of employment
or business, or child-care facility or school of the appli-
cant or any member of the applicant’s family or house-
hold;
(C) engaging in conduct directed specifically toward the
applicant or any member of the applicant’s family or
household, including following the person, that is rea-
sonably likely to harass, annoy, alarm, abuse, torment, or
embarrass the person; and
(D) possessing a firearm, unless the alleged offender is a
peace officer, as defined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, ac-
tively engaged in employment as a sworn, full-time paid
employee of a state agency or political subdivision.

(b) In an order under Subsection (a)(2)(B), the court shall
specifically describe each prohibited location and the minimum
distance from the location, if any, that the alleged offender
must maintain. This subsection does not apply to an order with
respect to which the court has received a request to maintain
confidentiality of information revealing the locations.
(c) In a protective order, the court may suspend a license to
carry a [concealed] handgun issued under Section 411.177,
Government Code, that is held by the alleged offender.

Amendment to (c) effective Jan. 1, 2016 (HB 910, §5).

ART.  7A.06.  WARNING ON PROTECTIVE ORDER

(a) Each protective order issued under this chapter, including
a temporary ex parte order, must contain the following promi-
nently displayed statements in boldfaced type, capital letters,
or underlined:

“A PERSON WHO VIOLATES THIS ORDER MAY BE
PUNISHED FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT BY A
FINE OF AS MUCH AS $500 OR BY CONFINEMENT
IN JAIL FOR AS LONG AS SIX MONTHS, OR
BOTH.”
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“NO PERSON, INCLUDING A PERSON WHO IS
PROTECTED BY THIS ORDER, MAY GIVE PERMIS-
SION TO ANYONE TO IGNORE OR VIOLATE ANY
PROVISION OF THIS ORDER. DURING THE TIME
IN WHICH THIS ORDER IS VALID, EVERY PROVI-
SION OF THIS ORDER IS IN FULL FORCE AND EF-
FECT UNLESS A COURT CHANGES THE ORDER.”
“IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR ANY PERSON, OTHER
THAN A PEACE OFFICER, AS DEFINED BY SEC-
TION 1.07, PENAL CODE, ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN
EMPLOYMENT AS A SWORN, FULL-TIME PAID
EMPLOYEE OF A STATE AGENCY OR POLITICAL
SUBDIVISION, WHO IS SUBJECT TO A PROTEC-
TIVE ORDER TO POSSESS A FIREARM OR AMMU-
NITION.”

(b) Each protective order issued under this chapter, except for
a temporary ex parte order, must contain the following promi-
nently displayed statement in boldfaced type, capital letters, or
underlined:

“A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER BY COMMISSION
OF AN ACT PROHIBITED BY THE ORDER MAY BE
PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF AS MUCH AS $4,000
OR BY CONFINEMENT IN JAIL FOR AS LONG AS
ONE YEAR, OR BOTH. AN ACT THAT RESULTS IN
A SEPARATE OFFENSE MAY BE PROSECUTED AS A
SEPARATE OFFENSE IN ADDITION TO A VIOLA-
TION OF THIS ORDER.”

ART.  7A.07.  DURATION OF PROTECTIVE ORDER

(a) A protective order issued under Article 7A.03 may be effec-
tive for the duration of the lives of the offender and victim or for
any shorter period stated in the order. If a period is not stated in
the order, the order is effective until the second anniversary of
the date the order was issued.
(b) The following persons may file at any time an application
with the court to rescind the protective order:

(1) a victim of an offense listed in Article 7A.01(a)(1) who
is 17 years of age or older or a parent or guardian acting on
behalf of a victim who is younger than 17 years of age; or
(2) a victim of an offense listed in Article 7A.01(a)(2) or a
parent or guardian acting on behalf of a victim who is
younger than 18 years of age.

(c) If a person who is the subject of a protective order issued
under Article 7A.03 is confined or imprisoned on the date the
protective order is due to expire under Subsection (a), the pe-
riod for which the order is effective is extended, and the order
expires on the first anniversary of the date the person is re-
leased from confinement or imprisonment.
(d) To the extent of any conflict with Section 85.025, Family
Code, this article prevails.

CHAPTER 8.  SUPPRESSION OF RIOTS
AND OTHER DISTURBANCES

ART.  8.01.  OFFICER MAY REQUIRE AID

When any officer authorized to execute process is resisted, or
when he has sufficient reason to believe that he will meet with
resistance in executing the same, he may command as many of

the citizens of his county as he may think proper; and the sher-
iff may call any military company in the county to aid him in
overcoming the resistance, and if necessary, in seizing and ar-
resting the persons engaged in such resistance.

ART.  8.02.  MILITARY AID IN EXECUTING

PROCESS

If it be represented to the Governor in such manner as to sat-
isfy him that the power of the county is not sufficient to en-
able the sheriff to execute process, he may, on application,
order any military company of volunteers or militia company
from another county to aid in overcoming such resistance.

ART.  8.03.  MILITARY AID IN SUPPRESS ING

RIOTS

Whenever, for the purpose of suppressing riots or unlawful as-
semblies, the aid of military or militia companies is called, they
shall obey the orders of the civil officer who is engaged in sup-
pressing the same.

ART.  8.04.  DISPERSING RIOT

Whenever a number of persons are assembled together in such
a manner as to constitute a riot, according to the penal law of
the State, it is the duty of every magistrate or peace officer to
cause such persons to disperse. This may either be done by com-
manding them to disperse or by arresting the persons engaged,
if necessary, either with or without warrant.

ART.  8.05.  OFFICER MAY CALL AID

In order to enable the officer to disperse a riot, he may call to
his aid the power of the county in the same manner as is pro-
vided where it is necessary for the execution of process.

ART.  8.06.  MEANS ADOPTED TO SUPPRESS

The officer engaged in suppressing a riot, and those who aid him
are authorized and justified in adopting such measures as are nec-
essary to suppress the riot, but are not authorized to use any
greater degree of force than is requisite to accomplish that object.

ART.  8.07.  UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY

The Articles of this Chapter relating to the suppression of riots
apply equally to an unlawful assembly and other unlawful dis-
turbances, as defined by the Penal Code.

ART.  8.08.  SUPPRESS ION AT ELECTION

To suppress riots, unlawful assemblies and other disturbances at
elections, any magistrate may appoint a sufficient number of
special constables. Such appointments shall be made to each
special constable, shall be in writing, dated and signed by the
magistrate, and shall recite the purposes for which such ap-
pointment is made, and the length of time it is to continue. Be-
fore the same is delivered to such special constable, he shall take
an oath before the magistrate to suppress, by lawful means, all
riots, unlawful assemblies and breaches of the peace of which he
may receive information, and to act impartially between all par-
ties and persons interested in the result of the election.

ART.  8.09.  POWER OF SPECIAL CONSTABLE

Special constables so appointed shall, during the time for
which they are appointed, exercise the powers and perform the
duties properly belonging to peace officers.
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CHAPTER 9.  OFFENSES INJURIOUS TO
PUBLIC HEALTH

ART.  9.01.  TRADE INJURIOUS TO HEALTH

After an indictment or information has been presented against
any person for carrying on a trade, business or occupation in-
jurious to the health of those in the neighborhood, the court
shall have power, on the application of anyone interested, and
after hearing proof both for and against the accused, to restrain
the defendant, in such penalty as may be deemed proper, from
carrying on such trade, business or occupation, or may make
such order respecting the manner and place of carrying on the
same as may be deemed advisable; and if upon trial, the de-
fendant be convicted, the restraint shall be made perpetual,
and the party shall be required to enter into bond, with secu-
rity, not to continue such trade, business or occupation to the
detriment of the health of such neighborhood, or of any other
neighborhood within the county.

ART.  9.02.  REFUSAL TO GIVE BOND

If the party refuses to give bond when required under the pro-
visions of the preceding Article, the court may either commit
him to jail, or make an order requiring the sheriff to seize upon
the implements of such trade, business or occupation, or the
goods and property used in conducting such trade, business or
occupation, and destroy the same.

ART.  9.03.  REQUIS ITES OF BOND

Such bond shall be payable to the State of Texas, in a reason-
able amount to be fixed by the court, conditioned that the de-
fendant will not carry on such trade, business or occupation,
naming the same, at such place, naming the place, or at any
other place in the county, to the detriment of the health of the
neighborhood. The bond shall be signed by the defendant and
his sureties and dated, and shall be approved by the court tak-
ing the same, and filed in such court.

ART.  9.04.  SUIT UPON BOND

Any such bond, upon the breach thereof, may be sued upon by
the district or county attorney, in the name of the State of Texas,
within two years after such breach, and not afterwards; and such
suits shall be governed by the same rules as civil actions.

ART.  9.05.  PROOF

It shall be sufficient proof of the breach of any such bond to
show that the party continued after executing the same, to
carry on the trade, business or occupation which he bound
himself to discontinue; and the full amount of such bond may
be recovered of the defendant and his sureties.

ART.  9.06.  UNWHOLESOME FOOD

After conviction for selling unwholesome food or adulterated
medicine, the court shall enter and issue an order to the sher-
iff or other proper officer to seize and destroy such as remains
in the hands of the defendant.

CHAPTER 10.  OBSTRUCTIONS OF
PUBLIC HIGHWAYS

ART.  10.01.  ORDER TO REMOVE

After prosecution begun against any person for obstructing
any highway, any one, in behalf of the public, may apply to the

county judge of the county in which such highway is situated;
and upon hearing proof, such judge, either in term time or in
vacation, may issue his written order to the sheriff or other
proper officer of the county, directing him to remove the ob-
struction. Before the issuance of such order, the applicant
therefor shall give bond with security in an amount to be fixed
by the judge, to indemnify the accused, in case of his acquit-
tal, for the loss he sustains. Such bond shall be approved by the
county judge and filed with the papers in the cause.

ART.  10.02.  BOND OF APPLICANT

If the defendant be acquitted after a trial upon the merits of
the case, he may maintain a civil action against the applicant
and his sureties upon such bond, and may recover the full
amount of the bond, or such damages, less than the full
amount thereof, as may be assessed by a court or jury; pro-
vided, he shows on the trial that the place was not in fact, at
the time he placed the obstruction or impediment thereupon,
a public highway established by proper authority, but was in
fact his own property or in his lawful possession.

ART.  10.03.  REMOVAL

Upon the conviction of a defendant for obstructing a public
highway, if such obstruction still exists, the court shall order
the sheriff or other proper officer to forthwith remove the same
at the cost of the defendant, to be taxed and collected as other
costs in the case.

CHAPTER 11.  HABEAS CORPUS

ART.  11.01.  WHAT WRIT IS

The writ of habeas corpus is the remedy to be used when any
person is restrained in his liberty. It is an order issued by a
court or judge of competent jurisdiction, directed to any one
having a person in his custody, or under his restraint, com-
manding him to produce such person, at a time and place
named in the writ, and show why he is held in custody or
under restraint.

ART.  11.02.  TO WHOM DIRECTED

The writ runs in the name of “The State of Texas”. It is ad-
dressed to a person having another under restraint, or in his
custody, describing, as near as may be, the name of the office,
if any, of the person to whom it is directed, and the name of
the person said to be detained. It shall fix the time and place
of return, and be signed by the judge, or by the clerk with his
seal, where issued by a court.

ART.  11.03.  WANT OF FORM

The writ of habeas corpus is not invalid, nor shall it be dis-
obeyed for any want of form, if it substantially appear that it is
issued by competent authority, and the writ sufficiently show
the object of its issuance.

ART.  11.04.  CONSTRUCTION

Every provision relating to the writ of habeas corpus shall be
most favorably construed in order to give effect to the remedy,
and protect the rights of the person seeking relief under it.

ART.  11.05.  BY WHOM WRIT MAY BE GRANTED

The Court of Criminal Appeals, the District Courts, the
County Courts, or any Judge of said Courts, have power to
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issue the writ of habeas corpus; and it is their duty, upon proper
motion, to grant the writ under the rules prescribed by law.

ART. 11.051.  FIL ING FEE PROHIBITED

Notwithstanding any other law, a clerk of a court may not re-
quire a filing fee from an individual who files an application or
petition for a writ of habeas corpus. 

ART.  11.06.  RETURNABLE TO ANY COUNTY

Before indictment found, the writ may be made returnable to
any county in the State.

ART.  11.07.  PROCEDURE AFTER CONVICTION

WITHOUT DEATH PENALTY

Sec. 1. This article establishes the procedures for an applica-
tion for writ of habeas corpus in which the applicant seeks re-
lief from a felony judgment imposing a penalty other than
death.
Sec. 2. After indictment found in any felony case, other than
a case in which the death penalty is imposed, and before con-
viction, the writ must be made returnable in the county where
the offense has been committed.
Sec. 3. (a) After final conviction in any felony case, the writ
must be made returnable to the Court of Criminal Appeals of
Texas at Austin, Texas.
(b) An application for writ of habeas corpus filed after final
conviction in a felony case, other than a case in which the
death penalty is imposed, must be filed with the clerk of the
court in which the conviction being challenged was obtained,
and the clerk shall assign the application to that court. When
the application is received by that court, a writ of habeas cor-
pus, returnable to the Court of Criminal Appeals, shall issue
by operation of law. The clerk of that court shall make appro-
priate notation thereof, assign to the case a file number (ancil-
lary to that of the conviction being challenged), and forward a
copy of the application by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, by secure electronic mail, or by personal service to the
attorney representing the state in that court, who shall answer
the application not later than the 15th day after the date the
copy of the application is received. Matters alleged in the ap-
plication not admitted by the state are deemed denied.
(c) Within 20 days of the expiration of the time in which the
state is allowed to answer, it shall be the duty of the convicting
court to decide whether there are controverted, previously un-
resolved facts material to the legality of the applicant’s con-
finement. Confinement means confinement for any offense or
any collateral consequence resulting from the conviction that
is the basis of the instant habeas corpus. If the convicting court
decides that there are no such issues, the clerk shall immedi-
ately transmit to the Court of Criminal Appeals a copy of the
application, any answers filed, and a certificate reciting the
date upon which that finding was made. Failure of the court to
act within the allowed 20 days shall constitute such a finding.
(d) If the convicting court decides that there are controverted,
previously unresolved facts which are material to the legality of
the applicant’s confinement, it shall enter an order within 20 days
of the expiration of the time allowed for the state to reply, desig-
nating the issues of fact to be resolved. To resolve those issues the
court may order affidavits, depositions, interrogatories, addi-
tional forensic testing, and hearings, as well as using personal rec-
ollection. The state shall pay the cost of additional forensic

testing ordered under this subsection, except that the applicant
shall pay the cost of the testing if the applicant retains counsel for
purposes of filing an application under this article. The convict-
ing court may appoint an attorney or a magistrate to hold a hear-
ing and make findings of fact. An attorney so appointed shall be
compensated as provided in Article 26.05 of this code. It shall be
the duty of the reporter who is designated to transcribe a hearing
held pursuant to this article to prepare a transcript within 15 days
of its conclusion. On completion of the transcript, the reporter
shall immediately transmit the transcript to the clerk of the con-
victing court. After the convicting court makes findings of fact or
approves the findings of the person designated to make them, the
clerk of the convicting court shall immediately transmit to the
Court of Criminal Appeals, under one cover, the application, any
answers filed, any motions filed, transcripts of all depositions and
hearings, any affidavits, and any other matters such as official
records used by the court in resolving issues of fact.
(e) For the purposes of Subsection (d), “additional forensic
testing” does not include forensic DNA testing as provided for
in Chapter 64.
Sec. 4. (a) If a subsequent application for writ of habeas cor-
pus is filed after final disposition of an initial application chal-
lenging the same conviction, a court may not consider the
merits of or grant relief based on the subsequent application
unless the application contains sufficient specific facts estab-
lishing that:

(1) the current claims and issues have not been and could
not have been presented previously in an original applica-
tion or in a previously considered application filed under
this article because the factual or legal basis for the claim
was unavailable on the date the applicant filed the previous
application; or
(2) by a preponderance of the evidence, but for a violation
of the United States Constitution no rational juror could
have found the applicant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

(b) For purposes of Subsection (a)(1), a legal basis of a claim is
unavailable on or before a date described by Subsection (a)(1) if
the legal basis was not recognized by and could not have been
reasonably formulated from a final decision of the United States
Supreme Court, a court of appeals of the United States, or a
court of appellate jurisdiction of this state on or before that date.
(c) For purposes of Subsection (a)(1), a factual basis of a claim
is unavailable on or before a date described by Subsection
(a)(1) if the factual basis was not ascertainable through the ex-
ercise of reasonable diligence on or before that date.
Sec. 5. The Court of Criminal Appeals may deny relief upon
the findings and conclusions of the hearing judge without
docketing the cause, or may direct that the cause be docketed
and heard as though originally presented to said court or as an
appeal. Upon reviewing the record the court shall enter its
judgment remanding the applicant to custody or ordering his
release, as the law and facts may justify. The mandate of the
court shall issue to the court issuing the writ, as in other crim-
inal cases. After conviction the procedure outlined in this Act
shall be exclusive and any other proceeding shall be void and
of no force and effect in discharging the prisoner.
Sec. 6. Upon any hearing by a district judge by virtue of this
Act, the attorney for applicant, and the state, shall be given at
least seven full days’ notice before such hearing is held.
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Sec. 7. When the attorney for the state files an answer, motion,
or other pleading relating to an application for a writ of habeas
corpus or the court issues an order relating to an application
for a writ of habeas corpus, the clerk of the court shall mail or
deliver to the applicant a copy of the answer, motion, pleading,
or order.

ART.  11.071.  PROCEDURE IN DEATH PENALTY

CASE

Sec. 1. Application to Death Penalty Case
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, this arti-
cle establishes the procedures for an application for a writ of
habeas corpus in which the applicant seeks relief from a judg-
ment imposing a penalty of death.
Sec. 2. Representation by Counsel
(a) An applicant shall be represented by competent counsel un-
less the applicant has elected to proceed pro se and the con-
victing trial court finds, after a hearing on the record, that the
applicant’s election is intelligent and voluntary.
(b) If a defendant is sentenced to death the convicting court,
immediately after judgment is entered under Article 42.01,
shall determine if the defendant is indigent and, if so, whether
the defendant desires appointment of counsel for the purpose
of a writ of habeas corpus. If the defendant desires appoint-
ment of counsel for the purpose of a writ of habeas corpus, the
court shall appoint the office of capital and forensic writs to
represent the defendant as provided by Subsection (c).
(c) At the earliest practical time, but in no event later than 30
days, after the convicting court makes the findings required
under Subsections (a) and (b), the convicting court shall appoint
the office of capital and forensic writs or, if the office of capital
and forensic writs does not accept or is prohibited from accept-
ing an appointment under Section 78.054, Government Code,
other competent counsel under Subsection (f ), unless the appli-
cant elects to proceed pro se or is represented by retained coun-
sel. On appointing counsel under this section, the convicting
court shall immediately notify the court of criminal appeals of
the appointment, including in the notice a copy of the judgment
and the name, address, and telephone number of the appointed
counsel. 
(d) Repealed
(e) If the court of criminal appeals denies an applicant relief
under this article, an attorney appointed under this section to
represent the applicant shall, not later than the 15th day after
the date the court of criminal appeals denies relief or, if the
case is filed and set for submission, the 15th day after the date
the court of criminal appeals issues a mandate on the initial ap-
plication for a writ of habeas corpus under this article, move
for the appointment of counsel in federal habeas review under
18 U.S.C. Section 3599. The attorney shall immediately file a
copy of the motion with the court of criminal appeals, and if
the attorney fails to do so, the court may take any action to en-
sure that the applicant’s right to federal habeas review is pro-
tected, including initiating contempt proceedings against the
attorney. 
(f ) If the office of capital and forensic writs does not accept or
is prohibited from accepting an appointment under Section
78.054, Government Code, the convicting court shall appoint
counsel from a list of competent counsel maintained by the
presiding judges of the administrative judicial regions under

Section 78.056, Government Code. The convicting court shall
reasonably compensate as provided by Section 2A an attorney
appointed under this section, other than an attorney employed
by the office of capital and forensic writs, regardless of whether
the attorney is appointed by the convicting court or was ap-
pointed by the court of criminal appeals under prior law. An
attorney appointed under this section who is employed by the
office of capital and forensic writs shall be compensated in ac-
cordance with Subchapter B, Chapter 78, Government Code.
Sec. 2A. State Reimbursement; County Obligation
(a) The state shall reimburse a county for compensation of coun-
sel under Section 2, other than for compensation of counsel em-
ployed by the office of capital and forensic writs, and for
payment of expenses under Section 3, regardless of whether
counsel is employed by the office of capital and forensic writs.
The total amount of reimbursement to which a county is enti-
tled under this section for an application under this article may
not exceed $25,000. Compensation and expenses in excess of
the $25,000 reimbursement provided by the state are the oblig-
ation of the county. 
(b) A convicting court seeking reimbursement for a county
shall certify to the comptroller of public accounts the amount
of compensation that the county is entitled to receive under
this section. The comptroller of public accounts shall issue a
warrant to the county in the amount certified by the convict-
ing court, not to exceed $25,000. 
(c) The limitation imposed by this section on the reimburse-
ment by the state to a county for compensation of counsel and
payment of reasonable expenses does not prohibit a county
from compensating counsel and reimbursing expenses in an
amount that is in excess of the amount the county receives
from the state as reimbursement, and a county is specifically
granted discretion by this subsection to make payments in ex-
cess of the state reimbursement. 
(d) The comptroller shall reimburse a county for the compen-
sation and payment of expenses of an attorney appointed by
the court of criminal appeals under prior law. A convicting
court seeking reimbursement for a county as permitted by this
subsection shall certify the amount the county is entitled to re-
ceive under this subsection for an application filed under this
article, not to exceed a total amount of $25,000.
Sec. 3. Investigation of Grounds for Application
(a) On appointment, counsel shall investigate expeditiously,
before and after the appellate record is filed in the court of
criminal appeals, the factual and legal grounds for the filing of
an application for a writ of habeas corpus.
(b) Not later than the 30th day before the date the application
for a writ of habeas corpus is filed with the convicting court,
counsel may file with the convicting court an ex parte, verified,
and confidential request for prepayment of expenses, including
expert fees, to investigate and present potential habeas corpus
claims. The request for expenses must state:

(1) the claims of the application to be investigated;
(2) specific facts that suggest that a claim of possible
merit may exist; and
(3) an itemized list of anticipated expenses for each claim.

(c) The court shall grant a request for expenses in whole or in
part if the request for expenses is timely and reasonable. If the
court denies in whole or in part the request for expenses, the
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court shall briefly state the reasons for the denial in a written
order provided to the applicant.
(d) Counsel may incur expenses for habeas corpus investiga-
tion, including expenses for experts, without prior approval by
the convicting court or the court of criminal appeals. On pre-
sentation of a claim for reimbursement, which may be pre-
sented ex parte, the convicting court shall order reimbursement
of counsel for expenses, if the expenses are reasonably necessary
and reasonably incurred. If the convicting court denies in whole
or in part the request for expenses, the court shall briefly state
the reasons for the denial in a written order provided to the ap-
plicant. The applicant may request reconsideration of the denial
for reimbursement by the convicting court.
(e) Materials submitted to the court under this section are a
part of the court’s record.
(f ) This section applies to counsel’s investigation of the factual
and legal grounds for the filing of an application for a writ of
habeas corpus, regardless of whether counsel is employed by
the office of capital and forensic writs.
Sec. 4. Filing of Application
(a) An application for a writ of habeas corpus, returnable to the
court of criminal appeals, must be filed in the convicting court
not later than the 180th day after the date the convicting court
appoints counsel under Section 2 or not later than the 45th
day after the date the state’s original brief is filed on direct ap-
peal with the court of criminal appeals, whichever date is later. 
(b) The convicting court, before the filing date that is applica-
ble to the applicant under Subsection (a), may for good cause
shown and after notice and an opportunity to be heard by the
attorney representing the state grant one 90-day extension that
begins on the filing date applicable to the defendant under
Subsection (a). Either party may request that the court hold a
hearing on the request. If the convicting court finds that the
applicant cannot establish good cause justifying the requested
extension, the court shall make a finding stating that fact and
deny the request for the extension. 
(c) An application filed after the filing date that is applicable
to the applicant under Subsection (a) or (b) is untimely. 
(d) If the convicting court receives an untimely application or
determines that after the filing date that is applicable to the ap-
plicant under Subsection (a) or (b) no application has been
filed, the convicting court immediately, but in any event
within 10 days, shall send to the court of criminal appeals and
to the attorney representing the state:

(1) a copy of the untimely application, with a statement of
the convicting court that the application is untimely, or a
statement of the convicting court that no application has
been filed within the time periods required by Subsections
(a) and (b); and 
(2) any order the judge of the convicting court determines
should be attached to an untimely application or statement
under Subdivision (1). 

(e) A failure to file an application before the filing date applic-
able to the applicant under Subsection (a) or (b) constitutes a
waiver of all grounds for relief that were available to the appli-
cant before the last date on which an application could be
timely filed, except as provided by Section 4A. 
Sec. 4A. Untimely Application; Application Not Filed
(a) On command of the court of criminal appeals, a counsel
who files an untimely application or fails to file an application

before the filing date applicable under Section 4(a) or (b) shall
show cause as to why the application was untimely filed or not
filed before the filing date. 
(b) At the conclusion of the counsel’s presentation to the court
of criminal appeals, the court may:

(1) find that good cause has not been shown and dismiss
the application;
(2) permit the counsel to continue representation of the ap-
plicant and establish a new filing date for the application,
which may be not more than 180 days from the date the
court permits the counsel to continue representation; or
(3) appoint new counsel to represent the applicant and es-
tablish a new filing date for the application, which may be
not more than 270 days after the date the court appoints
new counsel. 

(c) The court of criminal appeals may hold in contempt coun-
sel who files an untimely application or fails to file an applica-
tion before the date required by Section 4(a) or (b). The court
of criminal appeals may punish as a separate instance of con-
tempt each day after the first day on which the counsel fails to
timely file the application. In addition to or in lieu of holding
counsel in contempt, the court of criminal appeals may enter
an order denying counsel compensation under Section 2A. 
(d) If the court of criminal appeals establishes a new filing date
for the application, the court of criminal appeals shall notify
the convicting court of that fact and the convicting court shall
proceed under this article. 
(e) Sections 2A and 3 apply to compensation and reimburse-
ment of counsel appointed under Subsection (b)(3) in the
same manner as if counsel had been appointed by the convict-
ing court, unless the attorney is employed by the office of cap-
ital and forensic writs, in which case the compensation of that
attorney is governed by Subchapter B, Chapter 78, Govern-
ment Code. 
(f ) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the
court of criminal appeals shall appoint counsel and establish a
new filing date for application, which may be no later than the
270th day after the date on which counsel is appointed, for
each applicant who before September 1, 1999, filed an un-
timely application or failed to file an application before the
date required by Section 4(a) or (b). Section 2A applies to the
compensation and payment of expenses of counsel appointed
by the court of criminal appeals under this subsection, unless
the attorney is employed by the office of capital and forensic
writs, in which case the compensation of that attorney is gov-
erned by Subchapter B, Chapter 78, Government Code. 
Sec. 5. Subsequent Application
(a) If a subsequent application for a writ of habeas corpus is
filed after filing an initial application, a court may not consider
the merits of or grant relief based on the subsequent applica-
tion unless the application contains sufficient specific facts es-
tablishing that:

(1) the current claims and issues have not been and could
not have been presented previously in a timely initial appli-
cation or in a previously considered application filed under
this article or Article 11.07 because the factual or legal basis
for the claim was unavailable on the date the applicant filed
the previous application; 
(2) by a preponderance of the evidence, but for a violation of
the United States Constitution no rational juror could have
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found the applicant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt; or
(3) by clear and convincing evidence, but for a violation of
the United States Constitution no rational juror would
have answered in the state’s favor one or more of the special
issues that were submitted to the jury in the applicant’s trial
under Article 37.071, 37.0711, or 37.072.

(b) If the convicting court receives a subsequent application,
the clerk of the court shall:

(1) attach a notation that the application is a subsequent
application;
(2) assign to the case a file number that is ancillary to that
of the conviction being challenged; and
(3) immediately send to the court of criminal appeals a
copy of:

(A) the application;
(B) the notation;
(C) the order scheduling the applicant’s execution, if
scheduled; and
(D) any order the judge of the convicting court directs
to be attached to the application.

(c) On receipt of the copies of the documents from the clerk,
the court of criminal appeals shall determine whether the re-
quirements of Subsection (a) have been satisfied. The convict-
ing court may not take further action on the application before
the court of criminal appeals issues an order finding that the
requirements have been satisfied. If the court of criminal ap-
peals determines that the requirements have not been satisfied,
the court shall issue an order dismissing the application as an
abuse of the writ under this section.
(d) For purposes of Subsection (a)(1), a legal basis of a claim is
unavailable on or before a date described by Subsection (a)(1) if
the legal basis was not recognized by or could not have been rea-
sonably formulated from a final decision of the United States
Supreme Court, a court of appeals of the United States, or a
court of appellate jurisdiction of this state on or before that date.
(e) For purposes of Subsection (a)(1), a factual basis of a claim
is unavailable on or before a date described by Subsection
(a)(1) if the factual basis was not ascertainable through the ex-
ercise of reasonable diligence on or before that date.
(f ) If an amended or supplemental application is not filed
within the time specified under Section 4(a) or (b), the court
shall treat the application as a subsequent application under
this section. 
Sec. 6. Issuance of Writ
(a) If a timely application for a writ of habeas corpus is filed in
the convicting court, a writ of habeas corpus, returnable to the
court of criminal appeals, shall issue by operation of law. 
(b) If the convicting court receives notice that the require-
ments of Section 5 for consideration of a subsequent applica-
tion have been met, a writ of habeas corpus, returnable to the
court of criminal appeals, shall issue by operation of law. 
(b-1) If the convicting court receives notice that the require-
ments of Section 5(a) for consideration of a subsequent appli-
cation have been met and if the applicant has not elected to
proceed pro se and is not represented by retained counsel, the
convicting court shall appoint, in order of priority:

(1) the attorney who represented the applicant in the proceed-
ings under Section 5, if the attorney seeks the appointment;
(2) the office of capital and forensic writs, if the office rep-
resented the applicant in the proceedings under Section 5

or otherwise accepts the appointment; or
(3) counsel from a list of competent counsel maintained by
the presiding judges of the administrative judicial regions
under Section 78.056, Government Code, if the office of
capital and forensic writs:

(A) did not represent the applicant as described by Sub-
division (2); or
(B) does not accept or is prohibited from accepting the
appointment under Section 78.054, Government Code.

(b-2) Regardless of whether the subsequent application is ulti-
mately dismissed, compensation and reimbursement of ex-
penses for counsel appointed under Subsection (b-1) shall be
provided as described by Section 2, 2A, or 3, including com-
pensation for time previously spent and reimbursement of ex-
penses previously incurred with respect to the subsequent
application.
(c) The clerk of the convicting court shall:

(1) make an appropriate notation that a writ of habeas cor-
pus was issued;
(2) assign to the case a file number that is ancillary to that
of the conviction being challenged; and
(3) send a copy of the application by certified mail, return
receipt requested, or by secure electronic mail to the attor-
ney representing the state in that court.

(d) The clerk of the convicting court shall promptly deliver
copies of documents submitted to the clerk under this article
to the applicant and the attorney representing the state.
Sec. 7. Answer to Application
(a) The state shall file an answer to the application for a writ of
habeas corpus not later than the 120th day after the date the
state receives notice of issuance of the writ. The state shall serve
the answer on counsel for the applicant or, if the applicant is
proceeding pro se, on the applicant. The state may request
from the convicting court an extension of time in which to an-
swer the application by showing particularized justifying cir-
cumstances for the extension, but in no event may the court
permit the state to file an answer later than the 180th day after
the date the state receives notice of issuance of the writ. 
(b) Matters alleged in the application not admitted by the state
are deemed denied.
Sec. 8. Findings of Fact without Evidentiary Hearing
(a) Not later than the 20th day after the last date the state an-
swers the application, the convicting court shall determine
whether controverted, previously unresolved factual issues ma-
terial to the legality of the applicant’s confinement exist and
shall issue a written order of the determination.
(b) If the convicting court determines the issues do not exist, the
parties shall file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
for the court to consider on or before a date set by the court that
is not later than the 30th day after the date the order is issued.
(c) After argument of counsel, if requested by the court, the
convicting court shall make appropriate written findings of
fact and conclusions of law not later than the 15th day after
the date the parties filed proposed findings or not later than
the 45th day after the date the court’s determination is made
under Subsection (a), whichever occurs first.
(d) The clerk of the court shall immediately send to:

(1) the court of criminal appeals a copy of the:
(A) application;
(B) answer;
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(C) orders entered by the convicting court;
(D) proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law;
and
(E) findings of fact and conclusions of law entered by
the court; and

(2) counsel for the applicant or, if the applicant is proceed-
ing pro se, to the applicant, a copy of:

(A) orders entered by the convicting court;
(B) proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law;
and
(C) findings of fact and conclusions of law entered by
the court.

Sec. 9. Hearing
(a) If the convicting court determines that controverted, previ-
ously unresolved factual issues material to the legality of the
applicant’s confinement exist, the court shall enter an order,
not later than the 20th day after the last date the state answers
the application, designating the issues of fact to be resolved
and the manner in which the issues shall be resolved. To re-
solve the issues, the court may require affidavits, depositions,
interrogatories, and evidentiary hearings and may use personal
recollection.
(b) The convicting court shall hold the evidentiary hearing not
later than the 30th day after the date on which the court enters
the order designating issues under Subsection (a). The convict-
ing court may grant a motion to postpone the hearing, but not
for more than 30 days, and only if the court states, on the
record, good cause for delay. 
(c) The presiding judge of the convicting court shall conduct a
hearing held under this section unless another judge presided
over the original capital felony trial, in which event that judge,
if qualified for assignment under Section 74.054 or 74.055,
Government Code, may preside over the hearing.
(d) The court reporter shall prepare a transcript of the hearing
not later than the 30th day after the date the hearing ends and
file the transcript with the clerk of the convicting court.
(e) The parties shall file proposed findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law for the convicting court to consider on or before a
date set by the court that is not later than the 30th day after
the date the transcript is filed. If the court requests argument
of counsel, after argument the court shall make written find-
ings of fact that are necessary to resolve the previously unre-
solved facts and make conclusions of law not later than the
15th day after the date the parties file proposed findings or not
later than the 45th day after the date the court reporter files
the transcript, whichever occurs first.
(f ) The clerk of the convicting court shall immediately trans-
mit to:

(1) the court of criminal appeals a copy of:
(A) the application;
(B) the answers and motions filed;
(C) the court reporter’s transcript;
(D) the documentary exhibits introduced into evidence;
(E) the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law;
(F) the findings of fact and conclusions of law entered
by the court;
(G) the sealed materials such as a confidential request for
investigative expenses; and 
(H) any other matters used by the convicting court in
resolving issues of fact; and

(2) counsel for the applicant or, if the applicant is proceed-
ing pro se, to the applicant, a copy of:

(A) orders entered by the convicting court;
(B) proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law;
and
(C) findings of fact and conclusions of law entered by
the court.

(g) The clerk of the convicting court shall forward an exhibit
that is not documentary to the court of criminal appeals on re-
quest of the court.
Sec. 10. Rules of Evidence
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence apply to a hearing held
under this article.
Sec. 11. Review by Court of Criminal Appeals
The court of criminal appeals shall expeditiously review all ap-
plications for a writ of habeas corpus submitted under this ar-
ticle. The court may set the cause for oral argument and may
request further briefing of the issues by the applicant or the
state. After reviewing the record, the court shall enter its judg-
ment remanding the applicant to custody or ordering the ap-
plicant’s release, as the law and facts may justify.

Addition of “and forensic” to “office of capital and forensic writs”
in §§2, 2A, 3, 4A & 6 (SB 1743, §§1–5).

ART.  11.072.  PROCEDURE IN COMMUNITY

SUPERVIS ION CASE

Sec. 1. This article establishes the procedures for an applica-
tion for a writ of habeas corpus in a felony or misdemeanor
case in which the applicant seeks relief from an order or a judg-
ment of conviction ordering community supervision.
Sec. 2. (a) An application for a writ of habeas corpus under this
article must be filed with the clerk of the court in which com-
munity supervision was imposed.
(b) At the time the application is filed, the applicant must be,
or have been, on community supervision, and the application
must challenge the legal validity of:

(1) the conviction for which or order in which community
supervision was imposed; or
(2) the conditions of community supervision.

Sec. 3. (a) An application may not be filed under this article if
the applicant could obtain the requested relief by means of an
appeal under Article 44.02 and Rule 25.2, Texas Rules of Ap-
pellate Procedure.
(b) An applicant seeking to challenge a particular condition of
community supervision but not the legality of the conviction
for which or the order in which community supervision was
imposed must first attempt to gain relief by filing a motion to
amend the conditions of community supervision.
(c) An applicant may challenge a condition of community su-
pervision under this article only on constitutional grounds.
Sec. 4. (a) When an application is filed under this article, a
writ of habeas corpus issues by operation of law.
(b) At the time the application is filed, the clerk of the court
shall assign the case a file number ancillary to that of the judg-
ment of conviction or order being challenged.
Sec. 5. (a) Immediately on filing an application, the applicant
shall serve a copy of the application on the attorney represent-
ing the state, by either certified mail, return receipt requested,
or personal service.
(b) The state may file an answer within the period established
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by Subsection (c), but is not required to file an answer.
(c) The state may not file an answer after the 30th day after the
date of service, except that for good cause the convicting court
may grant the state one 30-day extension.
(d) Any answer, motion, or other document filed by the state
must be served on the applicant by certified mail, return re-
ceipt requested, or by personal service.
(e) Matters alleged in the application not admitted by the state
are considered to have been denied.
Sec. 6. (a) Not later than the 60th day after the day on which
the state’s answer is filed, the trial court shall enter a written
order granting or denying the relief sought in the application.
(b) In making its determination, the court may order affi-
davits, depositions, interrogatories, or a hearing, and may rely
on the court’s personal recollection.
(c) If a hearing is ordered, the hearing may not be held before
the eighth day after the day on which the applicant and the
state are provided notice of the hearing.
(d) The court may appoint an attorney or magistrate to hold a
hearing ordered under this section and make findings of fact.
An attorney appointed under this subsection is entitled to
compensation as provided by Article 26.05.
Sec. 7. (a) If the court determines from the face of an applica-
tion or documents attached to the application that the appli-
cant is manifestly entitled to no relief, the court shall enter a
written order denying the application as frivolous. In any other
case, the court shall enter a written order including findings of
fact and conclusions of law. The court may require the pre-
vailing party to submit a proposed order.
(b) At the time an order is entered under this section, the clerk of
the court shall immediately, by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, or by secure electronic mail, send a copy of the order
to the applicant and to the state.
Sec. 8. If the application is denied in whole or part, the appli-
cant may appeal under Article 44.02 and Rule 31, Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure. If the application is granted in whole
or part, the state may appeal under Article 44.01 and Rule 31,
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure.
Sec. 9. (a) If a subsequent application for a writ of habeas cor-
pus is filed after final disposition of an initial application under
this article, a court may not consider the merits of or grant re-
lief based on the subsequent application unless the application
contains sufficient specific facts establishing that the current
claims and issues have not been and could not have been pre-
sented previously in an original application or in a previously
considered application filed under this article because the fac-
tual or legal basis for the claim was unavailable on the date the
applicant filed the previous application.
(b) For purposes of Subsection (a), a legal basis of a claim is un-
available on or before a date described by that subsection if the
legal basis was not recognized by and could not have been rea-
sonably formulated from a final decision of the United States
Supreme Court, a court of appeals of the United States, or a
court of appellate jurisdiction of this state on or before that date.
(c) For purposes of Subsection (a), a factual basis of a claim is
unavailable on or before a date described by that subsection if
the factual basis was not ascertainable through the exercise of
reasonable diligence on or before that date.

ART.  11.073.  PROCEDURE RELATED TO CERTAIN

SCIENTIF IC EVIDENCE

(a) This article applies to relevant scientific evidence that:
(1) was not available to be offered by a convicted person at
the convicted person’s trial; or
(2) contradicts scientific evidence relied on by the state at
trial.

(b) A court may grant a convicted person relief on an applica-
tion for a writ of habeas corpus if:

(1) the convicted person files an application, in the manner
provided by Article 11.07, 11.071, or 11.072, containing
specific facts indicating that:

(A) relevant scientific evidence is currently available and
was not available at the time of the convicted person’s
trial because the evidence was not ascertainable through
the exercise of reasonable diligence by the convicted per-
son before the date of or during the convicted person’s
trial; and
(B) the scientific evidence would be admissible under
the Texas Rules of Evidence at a trial held on the date of
the application; and

(2) the court makes the findings described by Subdivisions
(1)(A) and (B) and also finds that, had the scientific evi-
dence been presented at trial, on the preponderance of the
evidence the person would not have been convicted.

(c) For purposes of Section 4(a)(1), Article 11.07, Section
5(a)(1), Article 11.071, and Section 9(a), Article 11.072, a
claim or issue could not have been presented previously in an
original application or in a previously considered application if
the claim or issue is based on relevant scientific evidence that
was not ascertainable through the exercise of reasonable dili-
gence by the convicted person on or before the date on which
the original application or a previously considered application,
as applicable, was filed.
(d) In making a finding as to whether relevant scientific evi-
dence was not ascertainable through the exercise of reasonable
diligence on or before a specific date, the court shall consider
whether the field of scientific knowledge, a testifying expert's
scientific knowledge, or a scientific method on which the rele-
vant scientific evidence is based has changed since:

(1) the applicable trial date or dates, for a determination
made with respect to an original application; or
(2) the date on which the original application or a previ-
ously considered application, as applicable, was filed, for a
determination made with respect to a subsequent applica-
tion.

Amendment to (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 3724, §1).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 3724 amends (d) to clarify that a court making a finding
under this article must consider whether there has been a
change in a relevant field of scientific knowledge, a testifying ex-
pert’s scientific knowledge, or a scientific method. This bill was
filed in response to the ongoing litigation involving the decision
in Ex Parte Robbins, 360 S.W.3d 446 (Tex. Crim. App. 2011),
cert. denied, 132 S.Ct. 2374 (2012), writ granted, 2014 Tex.
Crim. App. LEXIS 1900 (Tex. Crim. App. Nov. 26, 2014), reh’g
granted, 2015 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 567 (Tex. Crim. App.
May 13, 2015), which was also the reason for the creation of
this article in 2011. 
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ART.  11.074.  COURT-APPOINTED

REPRESENTATION REQUIRED IN CERTAIN CASES

(a) This article applies only to a felony or misdemeanor case in
which the applicant seeks relief on a writ of habeas corpus
from a judgment of conviction that:

(1) imposes a penalty other than death; or
(2) orders community supervision.

(b) If at any time the state represents to the convicting court
that an eligible indigent defendant under Article 1.051 who
was sentenced or had a sentence suspended is not guilty, is
guilty of only a lesser offense, or was convicted or sentenced
under a law that has been found unconstitutional by the court
of criminal appeals or the United States Supreme Court, the
court shall appoint an attorney to represent the indigent de-
fendant for purposes of filing an application for a writ of
habeas corpus, if an application has not been filed, or to oth-
erwise represent the indigent defendant in a proceeding based
on the application for the writ.
(c) An attorney appointed under this article shall be compen-
sated as provided by Article 26.05.

Enacted effective June 16, 2015 (SB 662, §1). Section 2 of SB
662 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act relating to
the application of writ of habeas corpus apply regardless of
whether the offense for which the applicant is in custody was
committed before, on, or after the effective date of this Act.”

ART.  11.08.  APPLICANT CHARGED WITH

FELONY

If a person is confined after indictment on a charge of felony, he
may apply to the judge of the court in which he is indicted; or
if there be no judge within the district, then to the judge of any
district whose residence is nearest to the court house of the
county in which the applicant is held in custody.

ART.  11.09.  APPLICANT CHARGED WITH

MISDEMEANOR

If a person is confined on a charge of misdemeanor, he may
apply to the county judge of the county in which the misde-
meanor is charged to have been committed, or if there be no
county judge in said county, then to the county judge whose
residence is nearest to the courthouse of the county in which
the applicant is held in custody.

ART.  11.10.  PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE WRIT

When motion has been made to a judge under the circum-
stances set forth in the two preceding Articles, he shall appoint
a time when he will examine the cause of the applicant, and
issue the writ returnable at that time, in the county where the
offense is charged in the indictment or information to have
been committed. He shall also specify some place in the
county where he will hear the motion.

ART.  11.11.  EARLY HEARING

The time so appointed shall be the earliest day which the judge
can devote to hearing the cause of the applicant.

ART.  11.12.  WHO MAY PRESENT PETITION

Either the party for whose relief the writ is intended, or any
person for him, may present a petition to the proper authority
for the purpose of obtaining relief.

ART.  11.13.  APPLICANT

The word applicant, as used in this Chapter, refers to the per-
son for whose relief the writ is asked, though the petition may
be signed and presented by any other person.

ART.  11.14.  REQUIS ITES OF PETITION

The petition must state substantially:
1. That the person for whose benefit the application is made is
illegally restrained in his liberty, and by whom, naming both
parties, if their names are known, or if unknown, designating
and describing them;
2. When the party is confined or restrained by virtue of any writ,
order or process, or under color of either, a copy shall be annexed
to the petition, or it shall be stated that a copy cannot be obtained;
3. When the confinement or restraint is not by virtue of any
writ, order or process, the petition may state only that the
party is illegally confined or restrained in his liberty;
4. There must be a prayer in the petition for the writ of habeas
corpus; and
5. Oath must be made that the allegations of the petition are
true, according to the belief of the petitioner.

ART.  11.15.  WRIT GRANTED WITHOUT DELAY

The writ of habeas corpus shall be granted without delay by
the judge or court receiving the petition, unless it be manifest
from the petition itself, or some documents annexed to it, that
the party is entitled to no relief whatever.

ART.  11.16.  WRIT MAY ISSUE WITHOUT

MOTION

A judge of the district or county court who has knowledge that
any person is illegally confined or restrained in his liberty
within his district or county may, if the case be one within his
jurisdiction, issue the writ of habeas corpus, without any mo-
tion being made for the same.

ART.  11.17.  JUDGE MAY ISSUE WARRANT OF

ARREST

Whenever it appears by satisfactory evidence to any judge au-
thorized to issue such writ that any one is held in illegal con-
finement or custody, and there is good reason to believe that
he will be carried out of the State, or suffer some irreparable
injury before he can obtain relief in the usual course of law, or
whenever the writ of habeas corpus has been issued and disre-
garded, the said judge may issue a warrant to any peace officer,
or to any person specially named by said judge, directing him
to take and bring such person before such judge, to be dealt
with according to law.

ART.  11.18.  MAY ARREST DETAINER

Where it appears by the proof offered, under circumstances
mentioned in the preceding Article, that the person charged
with having illegal custody of the prisoner is, by such act, guilty
of an offense against the law, the judge may, in the warrant,
order that he be arrested and brought before him; and upon ex-
amination, he may be committed, discharged, or held to bail, as
the law and the nature of the case may require.

ART. 11.19. PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE WARRANT

The officer charged with the execution of the warrant shall
bring the persons therein mentioned before the judge or court
issuing the same, who shall inquire into the cause of the im-
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prisonment or restraint, and make an order thereon, as in cases
of habeas corpus, either remanding into custody, discharging
or admitting to bail the party so imprisoned or restrained.

ART.  11.20.  OFFICER EXECUTING WARRANT

The same power may be exercised by the officer executing the
warrant in cases arising under the foregoing Articles as is exer-
cised in the execution of warrants of arrest.

ART.  11.21.  CONSTRUCTIVE CUSTODY

The words “confined”, “imprisoned”, “in custody”, “confine-
ment”, “imprisonment”, refer not only to the actual, corporeal
and forcible detention of a person, but likewise to any coercive
measures by threats, menaces or the fear of injury, whereby one
person exercises a control over the person of another, and de-
tains him within certain limits.

ART.  11.22.  RESTRAINT

By “restraint” is meant the kind of control which one person
exercises over another, not to confine him within certain lim-
its, but to subject him to the general authority and power of
the person claiming such right.

ART.  11.23.  SCOPE OF WRIT

The writ of habeas corpus is intended to be applicable to all
such cases of confinement and restraint, where there is no law-
ful right in the person exercising the power, or where, though
the power in fact exists, it is exercised in a manner or degree
not sanctioned by law.

ART.  11.24.  ONE COMMITTED IN DEFAULT OF

BAIL

Where a person has been committed to custody for failing to
enter into bond, he is entitled to the writ of habeas corpus, if
it be stated in the petition that there was no sufficient cause for
requiring bail, or that the bail required is excessive. If the proof
sustains the petition, it will entitle the party to be discharged,
or have the bail reduced.

ART.  11.25.  PERSON AFFLICTED WITH DISEASE

When a judge or court authorized to grant writs of habeas cor-
pus shall be satisfied, upon investigation, that a person in legal
custody is afflicted with a disease which will render a removal
necessary for the preservation of life, an order may be made for
the removal of the prisoner to some other place where his health
will not be likely to suffer; or he may be admitted to bail when
it appears that any species of confinement will endanger his life.

ART.  11.26.  WHO MAY SERVE WRIT

The service of the writ may be made by any person competent
to testify.

ART.  11.27.  HOW WRIT MAY BE SERVED AND

RETURNED

The writ may be served by delivering a copy of the original to
the person who is charged with having the party under re-
straint or in custody, and exhibiting the original, if demanded;
if he refuse to receive it, he shall be informed verbally of the
purport of the writ. If he refuses admittance to the person
wishing to make the service, or conceals himself, a copy of the
writ may be fixed upon some conspicuous part of the house
where such person resides or conceals himself, or of the place
where the prisoner is confined; and the person serving the writ

of habeas corpus shall, in all cases, state fully, in his return, the
manner and the time of the service of the writ.

ART.  11.28.  RETURN UNDER OATH

The return of a writ of habeas corpus, under the provisions of
the preceding Article, if made by any person other than an of-
ficer, shall be under oath.

ART.  11.29.  MUST MAKE RETURN

The person on whom the writ of habeas corpus is served shall
immediately obey the same, and make the return required by
law upon the copy of the original writ served on him, and this,
whether the writ be directed to him or not.

ART.  11.30.  HOW RETURN IS MADE

The return is made by stating in plain language upon the copy
of the writ or some paper connected with it:
1. Whether it is true or not, according to the statement of the
petition, that he has in his custody, or under his restraint, the
person named or described in such petition;
2. By virtue of what authority, or for what cause, he took and
detains such person;
3. If he had such person in his custody or under restraint at any
time before the service of the writ, and has transferred him to
the custody of another, he shall state particularly to whom, at
what time, for what reason or by what authority he made such
transfer;
4. He shall annex to his return the writ or warrant, if any, by
virtue of which he holds the person in custody; and
5. The return must be signed and sworn to by the person mak-
ing it.

ART.  11.31.  APPLICANT BROUGHT BEFORE

JUDGE

The person on whom the writ is served shall bring before the
judge the person in his custody, or under his restraint, unless
it be made to appear that by reason of sickness he cannot be
removed; in which case, another day may be appointed by the
judge or court for hearing the cause, and for the production of
the person confined; or the application may be heard and de-
cided without the production of the person detained, by the
consent of his counsel.

ART.  11.32.  CUSTODY PENDING EXAMINATION

When the return of the writ has been made, and the applicant
brought before the court, he is no longer detained on the orig-
inal warrant or process, but under the authority of the habeas
corpus. The safekeeping of the prisoner, pending the examina-
tion or hearing, is entirely under the direction and authority of
the judge or court issuing the writ, or to which the return is
made. He may be bailed from day to day, or be remanded to
the same jail whence he came, or to any other place of safe-
keeping under the control of the judge or court, till the case is
finally determined.

ART.  11.33.  COURT SHALL ALLOW TIME

The court or judge granting the writ of habeas corpus shall
allow reasonable time for the production of the person de-
tained in custody.

ART.  11.34.  DISOBEYING WRIT

When service has been made upon a person charged with the
illegal custody of another, if he refuses to obey the writ and
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make the return required by law, or, if he refuses to receive the
writ, or conceals himself, the court or judge issuing the writ
shall issue a warrant directed to any officer or other suitable
person willing to execute the same, commanding him to arrest
the person charged with the illegal custody or detention of an-
other, and bring him before such court or judge. When such
person has been arrested and brought before the court or
judge, if he still refuses to return the writ, or does not produce
the person in his custody, he shall be committed to jail and re-
main there until he is willing to obey the writ of habeas cor-
pus, and until he pays all the costs of the proceeding.

ART.  11.35.  FURTHER PENALTY FOR

DISOBEYING WRIT

Any person disobeying the writ of habeas corpus shall also be li-
able to a civil action at the suit of the party detained, and shall
pay in such suit fifty dollars for each day of illegal detention and
restraint, after service of the writ. It shall be deemed that a per-
son has disobeyed the writ who detains a prisoner a longer time
than three days after service thereof, unless where further time
is allowed in the writ for making the return thereto.

ART.  11.36.  APPLICANT MAY BE BROUGHT

BEFORE COURT

In case of disobedience of the writ of habeas corpus, the per-
son for whose relief it is intended may also be brought before
the court or judge having competent authority, by an order for
that purpose, issued to any peace officer or other proper per-
son specially named.

ART.  11.37.  DEATH,  ETC. ,  SUFFICIENT RETURN

OF WRIT

It is a sufficient return of the writ of habeas corpus that the per-
son, once detained, has died or escaped, or that by some supe-
rior force he has been taken from the custody of the person
making the return; but where any such cause shall be assigned,
the court or judge shall proceed to hear testimony; and the facts
stated in the return shall be proved by satisfactory evidence.

ART.  11.38.  WHEN A PRISONER DIES

When a prisoner confined in jail, or who is in legal custody,
shall die, the officer having charge of him shall forthwith report
the same to a justice of the peace of the county, who shall hold
an inquest to ascertain the cause of his death. All the proceed-
ings had in such cases shall be reduced to writing, certified and
returned as in other cases of inquest; a certified copy of which
shall be sufficient proof of the death of the prisoner at the hear-
ing of a motion under habeas corpus.

ART.  11.39.  WHO SHALL REPRESENT THE STATE

If neither the county nor the district attorney be present, the
judge may appoint some qualified practicing attorney to rep-
resent the State, who shall be paid the same fee allowed district
attorneys for like services.

ART.  11.40.  PRISONER DISCHARGED

The judge or court before whom a person is brought by writ
of habeas corpus shall examine the writ and the papers at-
tached to it; and if no legal cause be shown for the imprison-
ment or restraint, or if it appear that the imprisonment or
restraint, though at first legal, cannot for any cause be lawfully
prolonged, the applicant shall be discharged.

ART.  11.41.  WHERE PARTY IS INDICTED FOR

CAPITAL OFFENSE

If it appears by the return and papers attached that the party
stands indicted for a capital offense, the judge or court having
jurisdiction of the case shall, nevertheless, proceed to hear such
testimony as may be offered on the part of the State and the
applicant, and may either remand or admit him to bail, as the
law and the facts may justify.

ART.  11.42.  IF COURT HAS NO JURISDICTION

If it appear by the return and papers attached that the judge or
court has no jurisdiction, such court or judge shall at once re-
mand the applicant to the person from whose custody he has
been taken.

ART.  11.43.  PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE

No presumption of guilt arises from the mere fact that a crim-
inal accusation has been made before a competent authority.

ART.  11.44.  ACTION OF COURT UPON

EXAMINATION

The judge or court, after having examined the return and all
documents attached, and heard the testimony offered on both
sides, shall, according to the facts and circumstances of the
case, proceed either to remand the party into custody, admit
him to bail or discharge him; provided, that no defendant shall
be discharged after indictment without bail.

ART.  11.45.  VOID OR INFORMAL

If it appears that the applicant is detained or held under a war-
rant of commitment which is informal, or void; yet, if from
the document on which the warrant was based, or from the
proof on the hearing of the habeas corpus, it appears that there
is probable cause to believe that an offense has been commit-
ted by the prisoner, he shall not be discharged, but shall be
committed or held to bail.

ART.  11.46.  IF PROOF SHOWS OFFENSE

Where, upon an examination under habeas corpus, it appears
to the court or judge that there is probable cause to believe that
an offense has been committed by the prisoner, he shall not be
discharged, but shall be committed or admitted to bail.

ART.  11.47.  MAY SUMMON MAGISTRATE

To ascertain the grounds on which an informal or void warrant
has been issued, the judge or court may cause to be summoned
the magistrate who issued the warrant, and may, by an order, re-
quire him to bring with him all the papers and proceedings
touching the matter. The attendance of such magistrate and the
production of such papers may be enforced by warrant of arrest.

ART.  11.48.  WRITTEN ISSUE NOT NECESSARY

It shall not be necessary, on the trial of any cause arising under
habeas corpus, to make up a written issue, though it may be
done by the applicant for the writ. He may except to the suf-
ficiency of, or controvert the return or any part thereof, or al-
lege any new matter in avoidance. If written denial on his part
be not made, it shall be considered, for the purpose of investi-
gation, that the statements of said return are contested by a de-
nial of the same; and the proof shall be heard accordingly, both
for and against the applicant for relief.
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ART.  11.49.  ORDER OF ARGUMENT

The applicant shall have the right by himself or counsel to
open and conclude the argument upon the trial under habeas
corpus.

ART.  11.50.  COSTS

The judge trying the cause under habeas corpus may make such
order as is deemed right concerning the cost of bringing the de-
fendant before him, and all other costs of the proceeding, award-
ing the same either against the person to whom the writ was
directed, the person seeking relief, or may award no costs at all.

ART.  11.51.  RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

If a writ of habeas corpus be made returnable before a court in
session, all the proceedings had shall be entered of record by the
clerk thereof, as in any other case in such court. When the mo-
tion is heard out of the county where the offense was commit-
ted, or in the Court of Criminal Appeals, the clerk shall
transmit a certified copy of all the proceedings upon the motion
to the clerk of the court which has jurisdiction of the offense.

ART.  11.52.  PROCEEDINGS HAD IN VACATION

If the return is made and the proceedings had before a judge of
a court in vacation, he shall cause all of the proceedings to be
written, shall certify to the same, and cause them to be filed
with the clerk of the court which has jurisdiction of the of-
fense, who shall keep them safely.

ART.  11.53.  CONSTRUING THE TWO

PRECEDING ARTICLES

The two preceding Articles refer only to cases where an appli-
cant is held under accusation for some offense; in all other
cases the proceedings had before the judge shall be filed and
kept by the clerk of the court hearing the case.

ART.  11.54.  COURT MAY GRANT NECESSARY

ORDERS

The court or judge granting a writ of habeas corpus may grant
all necessary orders to bring before him the testimony taken
before the examining court, and may issue process to enforce
the attendance of witnesses.

ART.  11.55.  MEANING OF “RETURN”
The word “return”, as used in this Chapter, means the report
made by the officer or person charged with serving the writ of
habeas corpus, and also the answer made by the person served
with such writ.

ART.  11.56.  EFFECT OF DISCHARGE BEFORE

INDICTMENT

Where a person, before indictment found against him, has
been discharged or held to bail on habeas corpus by order of a
court or judge of competent jurisdiction, he shall not be again
imprisoned or detained in custody on an accusation for the
same offense, until after he shall have been indicted, unless sur-
rendered by his bail.

ART.  11.57.  WRIT AFTER INDICTMENT

Where a person once discharged or admitted to bail is after-
ward indicted for the same offense for which he has been once
arrested, he may be committed on the indictment, but shall be
again entitled to the writ of habeas corpus, and may be admit-
ted to bail, if the facts of the case render it proper; but in cases

where, after indictment is found, the cause of the defendant
has been investigated on habeas corpus, and an order made, ei-
ther remanding him to custody, or admitting him to bail, he
shall neither be subject to be again placed in custody, unless
when surrendered by his bail, nor shall he be again entitled to
the writ of habeas corpus, except in the special cases men-
tioned in this Chapter.

ART.  11.58.  PERSON COMMITTED FOR A

CAPITAL OFFENSE

If the accusation against the defendant for a capital offense has
been heard on habeas corpus before indictment found, and he
shall have been committed after such examination, he shall not
be entitled to the writ, unless in the special cases mentioned in
Articles 11.25 and 11.59.

ART.  11.59.  OBTAINING WRIT A SECOND TIME

A party may obtain the writ of habeas corpus a second time by
stating in a motion therefor that since the hearing of his first
motion important testimony has been obtained which it was
not in his power to produce at the former hearing. He shall
also set forth the testimony so newly discovered; and if it be
that of a witness, the affidavit of the witness shall also accom-
pany such motion.

ART.  11.60.  REFUSING TO EXECUTE WRIT

Any officer to whom a writ of habeas corpus, or other writ, war-
rant or process authorized by this Chapter shall be directed, de-
livered or tendered, who refuses to execute the same according
to his directions, or who wantonly delays the service or execu-
tion of the same, shall be liable to fine as for contempt of court.

ART.  11.61.  REFUSAL TO OBEY WRIT

Any one having another in his custody, or under his power,
control or restraint who refuses to obey a writ of habeas corpus,
or who evades the service of the same, or places the person ille-
gally detained under the control of another, removes him, or in
any other manner attempts to evade the operation of the writ,
shall be dealt with as provided in Article 11.34 of this Code.

ART.  11.62.  REFUSAL TO GIVE COPY OF

PROCESS

Any jailer, sheriff or other officer who has a prisoner in his cus-
tody and refuses, upon demand, to furnish a copy of the
process under which he holds the person, is guilty of an of-
fense, and shall be dealt with as provided in Article 11.34 of
this Code for refusal to return the writ therein required.

ART.  11.63.  HELD UNDER FEDERAL AUTHORITY

No person shall be discharged under the writ of habeas corpus
who is in custody by virtue of a commitment for any offense
exclusively cognizable by the courts of the United States, or by
order or process issuing out of such courts in cases where they
have jurisdiction, or who is held by virtue of any legal engage-
ment or enlistment in the army, or who, being rightfully sub-
ject to the rules and articles of war, is confined by any one
legally acting under the authority thereof, or who is held as a
prisoner of war under the authority of the United States.

ART.  11.64.  APPLICATION OF CHAPTER

This Chapter applies to all cases of habeas corpus for the en-
largement of persons illegally held in custody or in any man-
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ner restrained in their personal liberty, for the admission of
prisoners to bail, and for the discharge of prisoners before in-
dictment upon a hearing of the testimony. Instead of a writ of
habeas corpus in other cases heretofore used, a simple order
shall be substituted.

ART.  11.65.  BOND FOR CERTAIN APPLICANTS

(a) This article applies to an applicant for a writ of habeas cor-
pus seeking relief from the judgment in a criminal case, other
than an applicant seeking relief from a judgment imposing a
penalty of death.
(b) On making proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law jointly stipulated to by the applicant and the state, or on
approving proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
made by an attorney or magistrate appointed by the court to
perform that duty and jointly stipulated to by the applicant
and the state, the convicting court may order the release of the
applicant on bond, subject to conditions imposed by the con-
victing court, until the applicant is denied relief, remanded to
custody, or ordered released.
(c) For the purposes of this chapter, an applicant released on
bond under this article remains restrained in his liberty.
(d) Article 44.04(b) does not apply to the release of an appli-
cant on bond under this article.

CHAPTER 12.  LIMITATION AND VENUE

ART.  12.01.  FELONIES

Except as provided in Article 12.03, felony indictments may
be presented within these limits, and not afterward:
(1) no limitation: 

(A) murder and manslaughter; 
(B) sexual assault under Section 22.011(a)(2), Penal Code,
or aggravated sexual assault under Section 22.021(a)(1)(B),
Penal Code;
(C) sexual assault, if:

(i) during the investigation of the offense biological mat-
ter is collected and subjected to forensic DNA testing
and the testing results show that the matter does not
match the victim or any other person whose identity is
readily ascertained; or
(ii) probable cause exists to believe that the defendant
has committed the same or a similar sexual offense
against five or more victims;

(D) continuous sexual abuse of young child or children
under Section 21.02, Penal Code;
(E) indecency with a child under Section 21.11, Penal
Code; 
(F) an offense involving leaving the scene of an accident
under Section 550.021, Transportation Code, if the acci-
dent resulted in the death of a person;
(G) trafficking of persons under Section 20A.02(a)(7) or
(8), Penal Code; [or]
(H) continuous trafficking of persons under Section
20A.03, Penal Code; or
(I) compelling prostitution under Section 43.05(a)(2),
Penal Code;

(2) ten years from the date of the commission of the offense:
(A) theft of any estate, real, personal or mixed, by an ex-

ecutor, administrator, guardian or trustee, with intent to
defraud any creditor, heir, legatee, ward, distributee, bene-
ficiary or settlor of a trust interested in such estate;
(B) theft by a public servant of government property over
which he exercises control in his official capacity;
(C) forgery or the uttering, using or passing of forged in-
struments;
(D) injury to an elderly or disabled individual punishable as
a felony of the first degree under Section 22.04, Penal Code; 
(E) sexual assault, except as provided by Subdivision (1);
(F) arson;
(G) trafficking of persons under Section 20A.02(a)(1), (2),
(3), or (4), Penal Code; or
(H) compelling prostitution under Section 43.05(a)(1),
Penal Code;

(3) seven years from the date of the commission of the offense:
(A) misapplication of fiduciary property or property of a fi-
nancial institution;
(B) securing execution of document by deception; 
(C) a felony violation under Chapter 162, Tax Code; 
(D) false statement to obtain property or credit under Sec-
tion 32.32, Penal Code; 
(E) money laundering;
(F) credit card or debit card abuse under Section 32.31,
Penal Code; 
(G) fraudulent use or possession of identifying information
under Section 32.51, Penal Code;
(H) Medicaid fraud under Section 35A.02, Penal Code; or
(I) bigamy under Section 25.01, Penal Code, except as pro-
vided by Subdivision (6);

(4) five years from the date of the commission of the offense:
(A) theft or robbery;
(B) except as provided by Subdivision (5), kidnapping or
burglary;
(C) injury to an elderly or disabled individual that is not
punishable as a felony of the first degree under Section
22.04, Penal Code;
(D) abandoning or endangering a child; or
(E) insurance fraud;

(5) if the investigation of the offense shows that the victim is
younger than 17 years of age at the time the offense is com-
mitted, 20 years from the 18th birthday of the victim of one
of the following offenses:

(A) sexual performance by a child under Section 43.25,
Penal Code;
(B) aggravated kidnapping under Section 20.04(a)(4),
Penal Code, if the defendant committed the offense with
the intent to violate or abuse the victim sexually; or
(C) burglary under Section 30.02, Penal Code, if the of-
fense is punishable under Subsection (d) of that section and
the defendant committed the offense with the intent to
commit an offense described by Subdivision (1)(B) or (D)
of this article or Paragraph (B) of this subdivision; 

(6) ten years from the 18th birthday of the victim of the offense: 
(A) trafficking of persons under Section 20A.02(a)(5) or
(6), Penal Code;
(B) injury to a child under Section 22.04, Penal Code; or
(C) [compelling prostitution under Section 43.05(a)(2),
Penal Code; or]
[(D)] bigamy under Section 25.01, Penal Code, if the in-
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vestigation of the offense shows that the person, other than
the legal spouse of the defendant, whom the defendant
marries or purports to marry or with whom the defendant
lives under the appearance of being married is younger than
18 years of age at the time the offense is committed; or

(7) three years from the date of the commission of the offense:
all other felonies.

Addition of (1)(C)(ii) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 189, §2). Sec-
tion 4 of HB 189 provides: “Article 12.01, Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure, as amended by this Act, does not apply to an offense if
the prosecution of that offense becomes barred by limitation be-
fore the effective date of this Act. The prosecution of that offense
remains barred as if this Act had not taken effect.”

Addition of (1)(I) and amendment deleting former (6)(C) effective
Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 10, §1). Section 15 of HB 10 provides: “The
change in law made by this Act to Article 12.01, Code of Crimi-
nal Procedure, does not apply to an offense if the prosecution of
that offense becomes barred by limitation before the effective
date of this Act. The prosecution of that offense remains barred
as if this Act had not taken effect.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 189 amends (1)(C) to eliminate the statute of limitation on
any sexual assault in which probable cause exists to believe that
the defendant has committed the same or a similar sexual of-
fense against five or more victims. How this “Bill Cosby rule”
will be pled and proved at trial remains to be seen, but it is con-
sistent with the Legislature’s continuing trend to allow the
courts to consider extraneous sex crimes for purposes other than
punishment. HB 10 adds (1)(l) to eliminate the statute of limi-
tation for compelling prostitution of a child younger than 18.
Prior to this change, the limitation period for that offense was
10 years from the victim’s 18th birthday per (6)(C). Both
changes do not apply to an offense if prosecution of that offense
became barred by a previous limitation period before these
changes go into effect.

ART.  12.02.  MISDEMEANORS

(a) An indictment or information for any Class A or Class B
misdemeanor may be presented within two years from the date
of the commission of the offense, and not afterward.
(b) A complaint or information for any Class C misdemeanor
may be presented within two years from the date of the com-
mission of the offense, and not afterward.

ART.  12.03.  AGGRAVATED OFFENSES ,  ATTEMPT,
CONSPIRACY,  SOLICITATION,  ORGANIZED

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

(a) The limitation period for criminal attempt is the same as
that of the offense attempted.
(b) The limitation period for criminal conspiracy or organized
criminal activity is the same as that of the most serious offense
that is the object of the conspiracy or the organized criminal
activity.
(c) The limitation period for criminal solicitation is the same
as that of the felony solicited.
(d) Except as otherwise provided by this chapter, any offense
that bears the title “aggravated” shall carry the same limitation
period as the primary crime.

ART.  12.04.  COMPUTATION

The day on which the offense was committed and the day on

which the indictment or information is presented shall be ex-
cluded from the computation of time.

ART.  12.05.  ABSENCE FROM STATE AND TIME

OF PENDENCY OF INDICTMENT,  ETC. ,  NOT

COMPUTED

(a) The time during which the accused is absent from the state
shall not be computed in the period of limitation.
(b) The time during the pendency of an indictment, informa-
tion, or complaint shall not be computed in the period of lim-
itation.
(c) The term “during the pendency,” as used herein, means
that period of time beginning with the day the indictment, in-
formation, or complaint is filed in a court of competent juris-
diction, and ending with the day such accusation is, by an
order of a trial court having jurisdiction thereof, determined to
be invalid for any reason.

ART.  12.06.  AN INDICTMENT IS “PRESENTED,”
WHEN

An indictment is considered as “presented” when it has been
duly acted upon by the grand jury and received by the court.

ART.  12.07.  AN INFORMATION IS “PRESENTED,”
WHEN

An information is considered as “presented,” when it has been
filed by the proper officer in the proper court.

CHAPTER 13.  VENUE

ART.  13.01.  OFFENSES COMMITTED OUTSIDE

THIS STATE

Offenses committed wholly or in part outside this State, under
circumstances that give this State jurisdiction to prosecute the
offender, may be prosecuted in any county in which the of-
fender is found or in any county in which an element of the
offense occurs.

ART.  13.02.  FORGERY

Forgery may be prosecuted in any county where the writing
was forged, or where the same was used or passed, or at-
tempted to be used or passed, or deposited or placed with an-
other person, firm, association, or corporation either for
collection or credit for the account of any person, firm, associ-
ation or corporation. In addition, a forging and uttering, using
or passing of forged instruments in writing which concern or
affect the title to land in this State may be prosecuted in the
county in which such land, or any part thereof, is situated.

ART.  13.03.  PERJURY

Perjury and aggravated perjury may be prosecuted in the
county where committed, or in the county where the false
statement is used or attempted to be used.

ART.  13.04.  ON THE BOUNDARIES OF

COUNTIES

An offense committed on the boundaries of two or more coun-
ties, or within four hundred yards thereof, may be prosecuted
and punished in any one of such counties and any offense
committed on the premises of any airport operated jointly by
two municipalities and situated in two counties may be prose-
cuted and punished in either county.
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ART.  13.045.  ON THE BOUNDARIES OF CERTAIN

MUNICIPALITIES

An offense punishable by fine only that is committed on the
boundary, or within 200 yards of the boundary, of contiguous
municipalities that have entered into an agreement authorized
by Article 4.14(f ) and Section 29.003(h), Government Code,
may be prosecuted in either of those municipalities.

ART.  13.05.  CRIMINAL HOMICIDE COMMITTED

OUTSIDE THIS STATE

The offense of criminal homicide committed wholly or in part
outside this State, under circumstances that give this State ju-
risdiction to prosecute the offender, may be prosecuted in the
county where the injury was inflicted, or in the county where
the offender was located when he inflicted the injury, or in the
county where the victim died or the body was found.

ART.  13.06.  COMMITTED ON A BOUNDARY

STREAM

If an offense be committed upon any river or stream, the
boundary of this State, it may be prosecuted in the county the
boundary of which is upon such stream or river, and the
county seat of which is nearest the place where the offense was
committed.

ART.  13.07.  INJURED IN ONE COUNTY AND

DYING IN ANOTHER

If a person receives an injury in one county and dies in another
by reason of such injury, the offender may be prosecuted in the
county where the injury was received or where the death oc-
curred, or in the county where the dead body is found.

ART.  13.075.  CHILD INJURED IN ONE COUNTY

AND RESIDING IN ANOTHER

An offense under Title 5, Penal Code, involving a victim
younger than 18 years of age, or an offense under Section
25.03, Penal Code, that results in bodily injury to a child
younger than 18 years of age, may be prosecuted in the county:
(1) in which an element of the offense was committed;
(2) in which the defendant is apprehended;
(3) in which the victim resides; or
(4) in which the defendant resides.

ART.  13.08.  THEFT;  ORGANIZED RETAIL

THEFT;  CARGO THEFT

(a) Where property is stolen in one county and removed to an-
other county, the offender may be prosecuted either in the
county in which the property was stolen or in any other county
through or into which the property was removed.
(b) An offense under Section 31.16 or 31.18, Penal Code, may
be prosecuted in any county in which an underlying theft
could have been prosecuted as a separate offense.

Amendments to heading and (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1828, §§1 & 2).

ART.  13.09.  HINDERING SECURED CREDITORS

If secured property is taken from one county and unlawfully
disposed of in another county or state, the offender may be
prosecuted either in the county in which such property was
disposed of, or in the county from which it was removed, or in
the county in which the security agreement is filed.

ART.  13.10.  PERSONS ACTING UNDER

AUTHORITY OF THIS STATE

An offense committed outside this State by any officer acting
under the authority of this State, under circumstances that give
this state jurisdiction to prosecute the offender, may be prose-
cuted in the county of his residence or, if a nonresident of this
State, in Travis County.

ART.  13.11.  ON VESSELS

An offense committed on board a vessel which is at the time
upon any navigable water within the boundaries of this State,
may be prosecuted in any county through which the vessel is
navigated in the course of her voyage, or in the county where
the voyage commences or terminates.

ART.  13.12.  TRAFFICKING OF PERSONS,  FALSE

IMPRISONMENT,  KIDNAPPING,  AND SMUGGLING

OF PERSONS

Venue for trafficking of persons, false imprisonment, kidnap-
ping, and smuggling of persons is in:
(1) the county in which the offense was committed; or 
(2) any county through, into, or out of which the person traf-
ficked, falsely imprisoned, kidnapped or transported may have
been taken.

ART.  13.13.  CONSPIRACY

Criminal conspiracy may be prosecuted in the county where
the conspiracy was entered into, in the county where the con-
spiracy was agreed to be executed, or in any county in which
one or more of the conspirators does any act to effect an ob-
ject of the conspiracy. If the object of the conspiracy is an of-
fense classified as a felony under the Tax Code, regardless of
whether the offense was committed, the conspiracy may be
prosecuted in any county in which venue is proper under the
Tax Code for the offense. If a conspiracy was entered into out-
side this State under circumstances that give this State juris-
diction to prosecute the offender, the offender may be
prosecuted in the county where the conspiracy was agreed to
be executed, in the county where any one of the conspirators
was found, or in Travis County.

ART.  13.14.  BIGAMY

Bigamy may be prosecuted:
(1) in the county where the bigamous marriage occurred;
(2) in any county in this State in which the parties to such biga-
mous marriage may live or cohabit together as man and wife; or
(3) in any county in this State in which a party to the biga-
mous marriage not charged with the offense resides.

ART.  13.15.  SEXUAL ASSAULT

Sexual assault may be prosecuted in the county in which it is
committed, in the county in which the victim is abducted, or
in any county through or into which the victim is transported
in the course of the abduction and sexual assault. When it shall
come to the knowledge of any district judge whose court has
jurisdiction under this Article that sexual assault has probably
been committed, he shall immediately, if his court be in ses-
sion, and if not in session, then, at the first term thereafter in
any county of the district, call the attention of the grand jury
thereto; and if the court be in session, but the grand jury has
been discharged, he shall immediately recall the grand jury to
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investigate the accusation. The district courts are authorized
and directed to change the venue in such cases whenever it
shall be necessary to secure a speedy trial.

ART.  13.16.  CRIMINAL NONSUPPORT

Criminal nonsupport may be prosecuted in the county where
the offended spouse or child is residing at the time the infor-
mation or indictment is presented.

ART.  13.17.  PROOF OF VENUE

In all cases mentioned in this Chapter, the indictment or in-
formation, or any pleading in the case, may allege that the of-
fense was committed in the county where the prosecution is
carried on. To sustain the allegation of venue, it shall only be
necessary to prove by the preponderance of the evidence that
by reason of the facts in the case, the county where such pros-
ecution is carried on has venue.

ART.  13.18.  OTHER OFFENSES

If venue is not specifically stated, the proper county for the
prosecution of offenses is that in which the offense was com-
mitted.

ART.  13.19.  WHERE VENUE CANNOT BE

DETERMINED

If an offense has been committed within the state and it can-
not readily be determined within which county or counties the
commission took place, trial may be held in the county in
which the defendant resides, in the county in which he is ap-
prehended, or in the county to which he is extradited.

ART.  13.20.  VENUE BY CONSENT

The trial of all felony cases, without a jury, may, with the consent
of the defendant in writing, his attorney, and the attorney for the
state, be held in any county within the judicial district or districts
for the county where venue is otherwise authorized by law.

ART.  13.21.  ORGANIZED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

The offense of engaging in organized criminal activity may be
prosecuted in any county in which any act is committed to ef-
fect an objective of the combination or, if the prosecution is
based on a criminal offense classified as a felony under the Tax
Code, in any county in which venue is proper under the Tax
Code for the offense.

ART.  13.22.  POSSESS ION AND DELIVERY OF

MARIHUANA

An offense of possession or delivery of marihuana may be pros-
ecuted in the county where the offense was committed or with
the consent of the defendant in a county that is adjacent to and
in the same judicial district as the county where the offense was
committed.

ART.  13.23.  UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A VEHICLE

An offense of unauthorized use of a vehicle may be prosecuted
in any county where the unauthorized use of the vehicle oc-
curred or in the county in which the vehicle was originally re-
ported stolen.

ART.  13.24.  ILLEGAL RECRUITMENT OF

ATHLETES

An offense of illegal recruitment of an athlete may be prosecuted
in any county in which the offense was committed or in the

county in which is located the institution of higher education in
which the athlete agreed to enroll or was influenced to enroll.

ART.  13.25.  COMPUTER CRIMES

(a) In this section “access,” “computer,” “computer network,”
“computer program,” “computer system,” and “owner” have the
meanings assigned to those terms by Section 33.01, Penal Code.
(b) An offense under Chapter 33, Penal Code, may be prose-
cuted in:

(1) the county of the principal place of business of the
owner or lessee of a computer, computer network, or com-
puter system involved in the offense;
(2) any county in which a defendant had control or posses-
sion of:

(A) any proceeds of the offense; or
(B) any books, records, documents, property, negotiable
instruments, computer programs, or other material used
in furtherance of the offense;

(3) any county from which, to which, or through which ac-
cess to a computer, computer network, computer program,
or computer system was made in violation of Chapter 33,
whether by wires, electromagnetic waves, microwaves, or
any other means of communication; or
(4) any county in which an individual who is a victim of the
offense resides.

ART.  13.26.  TELECOMMUNICATIONS CRIMES

An offense under Chapter 33A, Penal Code, may be prosecuted
in the county in which the telecommunications service origi-
nated or terminated or in the county to which the bill for the
telecommunications service was or would have been delivered.

ART.  13.27.  SIMULATING LEGAL PROCESS

An offense under Section 32.46, 32.48, 32.49, or 37.13, Penal
Code, may be prosecuted either in the county from which any
material document was sent or in the county in which it was
delivered.

ART.  13.271.  PROSECUTION OF MORTGAGE

FRAUD

(a) In this article, “real estate transaction” means a sale, lease,
trade, exchange, gift, grant, or other conveyance of a real prop-
erty interest.
(b) Any offense under Chapter 32, Penal Code, that involves a
real estate transaction may be prosecuted in:

(1) the county where the property is located; or
(2) any county in which part of the transaction occurred,
including the generation of documentation supporting the
transaction.

(c) An offense under Section 32.46, 32.48, or 32.49, Penal
Code, that involves a real estate transaction may also be pros-
ecuted in any county authorized by Article 13.27.

ART.  13.28.  ESCAPE;  UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCE

An offense of escape under Section 38.06, Penal Code, or
unauthorized absence under Section 38.113, Penal Code, may
be prosecuted in:
(1) the county in which the offense of escape or unauthorized
absence was committed; or
(2) the county in which the defendant committed the offense
for which the defendant was placed in custody, detained, or re-
quired to submit to treatment.
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ART.  13.29.  FRAUDULENT USE OR POSSESS ION

OF IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

An offense under Section 32.51, Penal Code, may be prosecuted
in any county in which the offense was committed or in the
county of residence for the person whose identifying informa-
tion was fraudulently obtained, possessed, transferred, or used.

ART.  13.295.  UNAUTHORIZED ACQUIS ITION OR

TRANSFER OF CERTAIN FINANCIAL

INFORMATION

An offense under Section 31.17, Penal Code, may be prose-
cuted in any county in which the offense was committed or in
the county of residence of the person whose financial sight
order or payment card information was unlawfully obtained or
transferred.

ART.  13.30.  FRAUDULENT,  SUBSTANDARD,  OR

FICTITIOUS DEGREE

An offense under Section 32.52, Penal Code, may be prose-
cuted in the county in which an element of the offense occurs
or in Travis County.

ART.  13.31.  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH SEX

OFFENDER REGISTRATION STATUTE

An offense under Chapter 62 may be prosecuted in:
(1) any county in which an element of the offense occurs;
(2) the county in which the person subject to Chapter 62 last
registered, verified registration, or otherwise complied with a
requirement of Chapter 62;
(3) the county in which the person required to register under
Chapter 62 has indicated that the person intends to reside, re-
gardless of whether the person establishes or attempts to estab-
lish residency in that county;
(4) any county in which the person required to register under
Chapter 62 is placed under custodial arrest for an offense sub-
sequent to the person’s most recent reportable conviction or
adjudication under Chapter 62; or
(5) the county in which the person required to register under
Chapter 62 resides or is found by a peace officer, regardless of
how long the person has been in the county or intends to stay
in the county.

ART.  13.315.  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH

SEXUALLY VIOLENT PREDATOR CIVIL

COMMITMENT REQUIREMENT

An offense under Section 841.085, Health and Safety Code,
may be prosecuted in the county in which any element of the
offense occurs or in the court that retains jurisdiction over the
civil commitment proceeding under Section 841.082, Health
and Safety Code [Montgomery County].

Amended effective June 17, 2015 (SB 746, §32). Section 40(a-1)
of SB 746 provides: “The jurisdiction of a district court, the repre-
sentation of the state by the civil division of the special prosecu-
tion unit, and the representation of a respondent by the Office of
State Counsel for Offenders or other court-appointed counsel in
any civil commitment trial, any review of a petition for release, or
any biennial review under Chapter 841, Health and Safety Code,
that is pending on the effective date of this Act remain unaffected
by this Act until the conclusion of that proceeding.”

ART.  13.32.  MISAPPLICATION OF CERTAIN

PROPERTY

(a) An offender who misapplies property held as a fiduciary or
property of a financial institution in one county and removes
the property to another county may be prosecuted in the
county where the offender misapplied the property, in any
other county through or into which the offender removed the
property, or, as applicable, in the county in which the fiduciary
was appointed to serve.
(b) An offense related to misapplication of construction trust
funds under Chapter 162, Property Code, must be prosecuted
in the county where the construction project is located.

ART.  13.34.  CERTAIN OFFENSES COMMITTED

AGAINST A CHILD COMMITTED TO THE TEXAS

JUVENILE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT [YOUTH

COMMISS ION]
An offense described by Article 104.003(a) committed by an
employee or officer of the Texas Juvenile Justice Department
[Youth Commission] or a person providing services under a
contract with the department [commission] against a child
committed to the department [commission] may be prose-
cuted in:
(1) any county in which an element of the offense occurred; or
(2) Travis County.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §2).

ART.  13.35.  MONEY LAUNDERING

Money laundering may be prosecuted in the county in which
the offense was committed as provided by Article 13.18 or, if
the prosecution is based on a criminal offense classified as a
felony under the Tax Code, in any county in which venue is
proper under the Tax Code for the offense.

ART.  13.36.  STALKING

The offense of stalking may be prosecuted in any county in
which an element of the offense occurred.

CHAPTER 14.  ARREST WITHOUT
WARRANT

ART.  14.01.  OFFENSE WITHIN VIEW

(a) A peace officer or any other person, may, without a war-
rant, arrest an offender when the offense is committed in his
presence or within his view, if the offense is one classed as a
felony or as an offense against the public peace.
(b) A peace officer may arrest an offender without a warrant
for any offense committed in his presence or within his view.

ART.  14.02.  WITHIN VIEW OF MAGISTRATE

A peace officer may arrest, without warrant, when a felony or
breach of the peace has been committed in the presence or
within the view of a magistrate, and such magistrate verbally
orders the arrest of the offender.

ART.  14.03.  AUTHORITY OF PEACE OFFICERS

(a) Any peace officer may arrest, without warrant:
(1) persons found in suspicious places and under circum-
stances which reasonably show that such persons have been
guilty of some felony, violation of Title 9, Chapter 42,
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Penal Code, breach of the peace, or offense under Section
49.02, Penal Code, or threaten, or are about to commit
some offense against the laws;
(2) persons who the peace officer has probable cause to believe
have committed an assault resulting in bodily injury to another
person and the peace officer has probable cause to believe that
there is danger of further bodily injury to that person;
(3) persons who the peace officer has probable cause to be-
lieve have committed an offense defined by Section 25.07,
Penal Code [(violation of Protective Order), or by Section
38.112, Penal Code (violation of Protective Order issued
on basis of sexual assault)], if the offense is not committed
in the presence of the peace officer;
(4) persons who the peace officer has probable cause to be-
lieve have committed an offense involving family violence; 
(5) persons who the peace officer has probable cause to be-
lieve have prevented or interfered with an individual’s abil-
ity to place a telephone call in an emergency, as defined by
Section 42.062(d), Penal Code, if the offense is not com-
mitted in the presence of the peace officer; or 
(6) a person who makes a statement to the peace officer that
would be admissible against the person under Article 38.21
and establishes probable cause to believe that the person has
committed a felony.

(b) A peace officer shall arrest, without a warrant, a person the
peace officer has probable cause to believe has committed an
offense under Section 25.07, Penal Code [(violation of Protec-
tive Order), or Section 38.112, Penal Code (violation of Pro-
tective Order issued on basis of sexual assault)], if the offense
is committed in the presence of the peace officer.
(c) If reasonably necessary to verify an allegation of a violation
of a protective order or of the commission of an offense involv-
ing family violence, a peace officer shall remain at the scene of
the investigation to verify the allegation and to prevent the fur-
ther commission of the violation or of family violence.
(d) A peace officer who is outside his jurisdiction may arrest,
without warrant, a person who commits an offense within the
officer’s presence or view, if the offense is a felony, a violation
of Chapter 42 or 49, Penal Code, or a breach of the peace. A
peace officer making an arrest under this subsection shall, as
soon as practicable after making the arrest, notify a law en-
forcement agency having jurisdiction where the arrest was
made. The law enforcement agency shall then take custody of
the person committing the offense and take the person before
a magistrate in compliance with Article 14.06 of this code.
(e) The justification for conduct provided under Section 9.21,
Penal Code, applies to a peace officer when the peace officer is
performing a duty required by this article.
(f ) In this article, “family violence” has the meaning assigned
by Section 71.004, Family Code.
(g)(1) A peace officer listed in Subdivision (1), (2), or (5), Ar-
ticle 2.12, who is licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations
Code, and is outside of the officer’s jurisdiction may arrest
without a warrant a person who commits any offense within
the officer’s presence or view, other than a violation of Subtitle
C, Title 7, Transportation Code.

(2) A peace officer listed in Subdivision (3), Article 2.12,
who is licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code,
and is outside of the officer’s jurisdiction may arrest with-
out a warrant a person who commits any offense within the

officer’s presence or view, except that an officer described in
this subdivision who is outside of that officer’s jurisdiction
may arrest a person for a violation of Subtitle C, Title 7,
Transportation Code, only if the offense is committed in
the county or counties in which the municipality employ-
ing the peace officer is located.
(3) A peace officer making an arrest under this subsection
shall as soon as practicable after making the arrest notify a
law enforcement agency having jurisdiction where the ar-
rest was made. The law enforcement agency shall then take
custody of:

(A) the person committing the offense and take the per-
son before a magistrate in compliance with Article
14.06; and
(B) any property seized during or after the arrest as if the
property had been seized by a peace officer of that law
enforcement agency.

Amendments to (a) & (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 147, §5).
Section 8 of SB 147 provides: “The change in law made by this
Act applies only to an offense committed on or after the effective
date of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date
of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the offense
was committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that
purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

ART.  14.031.  PUBLIC INTOXICATION

(a) In lieu of arresting an individual who is not a child, as de-
fined by Section 51.02, Family Code, and who commits an of-
fense under Section 49.02, Penal Code, a peace officer may
release the individual if:

(1) the officer believes detention in a penal facility is un-
necessary for the protection of the individual or others; and
(2) the individual:

(A) is released to the care of an adult who agrees to as-
sume responsibility for the individual; or
(B) verbally consents to voluntary treatment for chemi-
cal dependency in a program in a treatment facility li-
censed and approved by the Texas Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and the program admits the
individual for treatment.

(b) A magistrate may release from custody an individual who
is not a child, as defined by Section 51.02, Family Code, and
who is arrested under Section 49.02, Penal Code, if the mag-
istrate determines the individual meets the conditions required
for release in lieu of arrest under Subsection (a) of this article.
(c) The release of an individual under Subsection (a) or (b) of this
article to an alcohol or drug treatment program may not be con-
sidered by a peace officer or magistrate in determining whether
the individual should be released to such a program for a subse-
quent incident or arrest under Section 49.02, Penal Code.
(d) A peace officer and the agency or political subdivision that
employs the peace officer may not be held liable for damage to
persons or property that results from the actions of an individ-
ual released under Subsection (a) or (b) of this article.

ART.  14.04.  WHEN FELONY HAS BEEN

COMMITTED

Where it is shown by satisfactory proof to a peace officer, upon
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the representation of a credible person, that a felony has been
committed, and that the offender is about to escape, so that
there is no time to procure a warrant, such peace officer may,
without warrant, pursue and arrest the accused.

ART.  14.05.  RIGHTS OF OFFICER

In each case enumerated where arrests may be lawfully made
without warrant, the officer or person making the arrest is jus-
tified in adopting all the measures which he might adopt in
cases of arrest under warrant, except that an officer making an
arrest without a warrant may not enter a residence to make the
arrest unless:
(1) a person who resides in the residence consents to the entry; or
(2) exigent circumstances require that the officer making the
arrest enter the residence without the consent of a resident or
without a warrant.

ART.  14.051.  ARREST BY PEACE OFFICER FROM

OTHER JURISDICTION

(a) A peace officer commissioned and authorized by another
state to make arrests for felonies who is in fresh pursuit of a
person for the purpose of arresting that person for a felony
may continue the pursuit into this state and arrest the person.
(b) In this article, “fresh pursuit” means a pursuit without un-
reasonable delay by a peace officer of a person the officer rea-
sonably suspects has committed a felony.

ART.  14.06.  MUST TAKE OFFENDER BEFORE

MAGISTRATE

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, in each case enu-
merated in this Code, the person making the arrest or the per-
son having custody of the person arrested shall take the person
arrested or have him taken without unnecessary delay, but not
later than 48 hours after the person is arrested, before the mag-
istrate who may have ordered the arrest, before some magistrate
of the county where the arrest was made without an order, or, to
provide more expeditiously to the person arrested the warnings
described by Article 15.17 of this Code, before a magistrate in
any other county of this state. The magistrate shall immediately
perform the duties described in Article 15.17 of this Code.
(b) A peace officer who is charging a person, including a child,
with committing an offense that is a Class C misdemeanor,
other than an offense under Section 49.02, Penal Code, may,
instead of taking the person before a magistrate, issue a citation
to the person that contains written notice of the time and place
the person must appear before a magistrate, the name and ad-
dress of the person charged, the offense charged, and the fol-
lowing admonishment, in boldfaced or underlined type or in
capital letters:

“If you are convicted of a misdemeanor offense involving
violence where you are or were a spouse, intimate partner,
parent, or guardian of the victim or are or were involved in
another, similar relationship with the victim, it may be un-
lawful for you to possess or purchase a firearm, including a
handgun or long gun, or ammunition, pursuant to federal
law under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g)(9) or Section
46.04(b), Texas Penal Code. If you have any questions
whether these laws make it illegal for you to possess or pur-
chase a firearm, you should consult an attorney.”

(c) If the person resides in the county where the offense oc-
curred, a peace officer who is charging a person with commit-

ting an offense that is a Class A or B misdemeanor may, instead
of taking the person before a magistrate, issue a citation to the
person that contains written notice of the time and place the
person must appear before a magistrate of this state as de-
scribed by Subsection (a), the name and address of the person
charged, and the offense charged.
(d) Subsection (c) applies only to a person charged with com-
mitting an offense under:

(1) Section 481.121, Health and Safety Code, if the offense
is punishable under Subsection (b)(1) or (2) of that section;
(1-a) Section 481.1161, Health and Safety Code, if the of-
fense is punishable under Subsection (b)(1) or (2) of that
section;
(2) Section 28.03, Penal Code, if the offense is punishable
under Subsection (b)(2) of that section;
(3) Section 28.08, Penal Code, if the offense is punishable
under Subsection (b)(2) or (3) [(b)(1)] of that section;
(4) Section 31.03, Penal Code, if the offense is punishable
under Subsection (e)(2)(A) of that section;
(5) Section 31.04, Penal Code, if the offense is punishable
under Subsection (e)(2) of that section;
(6) Section 38.114, Penal Code, if the offense is punishable
as a Class B misdemeanor; or
(7) Section 521.457, Transportation Code.

Amendment to (d)(3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1396, §9).

CHAPTER 15.  ARREST UNDER WARRANT

ART.  15.01.  WARRANT OF ARREST

A “warrant of arrest” is a written order from a magistrate, di-
rected to a peace officer or some other person specially named,
commanding him to take the body of the person accused of an
offense, to be dealt with according to law.

ART.  15.02.  REQUIS ITES OF WARRANT

It issues in the name of “The State of Texas”, and shall be suf-
ficient, without regard to form, if it have these substantial req-
uisites:
1. It must specify the name of the person whose arrest is or-
dered, if it be known, if unknown, then some reasonably defi-
nite description must be given of him.
2. It must state that the person is accused of some offense
against the laws of the State, naming the offense.
3. It must be signed by the magistrate, and his office be named
in the body of the warrant, or in connection with his signature.

ART.  15.03.  MAGISTRATE MAY ISSUE WARRANT

OR SUMMONS

(a) A magistrate may issue a warrant of arrest or a summons:
1. In any case in which he is by law authorized to order ver-
bally the arrest of an offender;
2. When any person shall make oath before the magistrate
that another has committed some offense against the laws
of the State; and
3. In any case named in this Code where he is specially au-
thorized to issue warrants of arrest.

(b) A summons may be issued in any case where a warrant may
be issued, and shall be in the same form as the warrant except
that it shall summon the defendant to appear before a magis-
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trate at a stated time and place. The summons shall be served
upon a defendant by delivering a copy to him personally, or by
leaving it at his dwelling house or usual place of abode with
some person of suitable age and discretion then residing
therein or by mailing it to the defendant’s last known address.
If a defendant fails to appear in response to the summons a
warrant shall be issued.
(c) For purposes of Subdivision 2, Subsection (a), a person may
appear before the magistrate in person or the person’s image
may be presented to the magistrate through an electronic
broadcast system.
(d) A recording of the communication between the person and
the magistrate must be made if the person’s image is presented
through an electronic broadcast system under Subsection (c).
If the defendant is charged with the offense, the recording
must be preserved until:

(1) the defendant is acquitted of the offense; or
(2) all appeals relating to the offense have been exhausted.

(e) The counsel for the defendant may obtain a copy of the
recording on payment of an amount reasonably necessary to
cover the costs of reproducing the recording.
(f ) In this article, “electronic broadcast system” means a two-
way electronic communication of image and sound between a
person and magistrate and includes secure Internet videocon-
ferencing.

ART.  15.04.  COMPLAINT

The affidavit made before the magistrate or district or county
attorney is called a “complaint” if it charges the commission of
an offense.

ART.  15.05.  REQUIS ITES OF COMPLAINT

The complaint shall be sufficient, without regard to form, if it
have these substantial requisites:
1. It must state the name of the accused, if known, and if not
known, must give some reasonably definite description of him.
2. It must show that the accused has committed some offense
against the laws of the State, either directly or that the affiant
has good reason to believe, and does believe, that the accused
has committed such offense.
3. It must state the time and place of the commission of the of-
fense, as definitely as can be done by the affiant.
4. It must be signed by the affiant by writing his name or af-
fixing his mark.

ART.  15.051.  REQUIRING POLYGRAPH

EXAMINATION OF COMPLAINANT PROHIBITED

(a) A peace officer or an attorney representing the state may not
require a polygraph examination of a person who charges or seeks
to charge in a complaint the commission of an offense under Sec-
tion 21.02, 21.11, 22.011, 22.021, or 25.02, Penal Code.
(b) If a peace officer or an attorney representing the state re-
quests a polygraph examination of a person who charges or
seeks to charge in a complaint the commission of an offense
listed in Subsection (a), the officer or attorney must inform the
complainant that the examination is not required and that a
complaint may not be dismissed solely:

(1) because a complainant did not take a polygraph exami-
nation; or
(2) on the basis of the results of a polygraph examination
taken by the complainant.

(c) A peace officer or an attorney representing the state may
not take a polygraph examination of a person who charges or
seeks to charge the commission of an offense listed in Subsec-
tion (a) unless the officer or attorney provides the information
in Subsection (b) to the person and the person signs a state-
ment indicating the person understands the information.
(d) A complaint may not be dismissed solely:

(1) because a complainant did not take a polygraph exami-
nation; or
(2) on the basis of the results of a polygraph examination
taken by the complainant. 

ART.  15.06.  WARRANT EXTENDS TO EVERY

PART OF THE STATE

A warrant of arrest, issued by any county or district clerk, or
by any magistrate (except mayors of an incorporated city or
town), shall extend to any part of the State; and any peace of-
ficer to whom said warrant is directed, or into whose hands the
same has been transferred, shall be authorized to execute the
same in any county in this State.

ART.  15.07.  WARRANT ISSUED BY OTHER

MAGISTRATE

When a warrant of arrest is issued by any mayor of an incor-
porated city or town, it cannot be executed in another county
than the one in which it issues, except:
1. It be endorsed by a judge of a court of record, in which case
it may be executed anywhere in the State; or
2. If it be endorsed by any magistrate in the county in which the
accused is found, it may be executed in such county. The en-
dorsement may be: “Let this warrant be executed in the county
of ......”. Or, if the endorsement is made by a judge of a court of
record, then the endorsement may be: “Let this warrant be exe-
cuted in any county of the State of Texas”. Any other words of
the same meaning will be sufficient. The endorsement shall be
dated, and signed officially by the magistrate making it.

ART.  15.08.  WARRANT MAY BE FORWARDED

A warrant of arrest may be forwarded by any method that en-
sures the transmission of a duplicate of the original warrant,
including secure facsimile transmission or other secure elec-
tronic means [or a telegraph transmission from any telegraph
office to another in this State]. If issued by any magistrate
named in Article 15.06, the peace officer receiving the same
shall execute it without delay. If it be issued by any other mag-
istrate than is named in Article 15.06, the peace officer receiv-
ing the same shall proceed with it to the nearest magistrate of
the peace officer’s county, who shall endorse thereon, in sub-
stance, these words: 

“Let this warrant be executed in the county of ..........”,
which endorsement shall be dated and signed officially by
the magistrate making the same.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §1).

ART.  15.09.  COMPLAINT MAY BE FORWARDED

A complaint in accordance with Article 15.05, may be for-
warded as provided by Article 15.08 to any magistrate in the
State; and the magistrate who receives the same shall forthwith
issue a warrant for the arrest of the accused; and the accused,
when arrested, shall be dealt with as provided in this Chapter in
similar cases.
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[ART.  15.10.  COPY TO BE DEPOSITED]
[A certified copy of the original warrant or complaint, certified
to by the magistrate issuing or taking the same, shall be de-
posited with the manager of the telegraph office from which
the same is to be forwarded, taking precedence over other busi-
ness, to the place of its destination or to the telegraph office
nearest thereto, precisely as it is written, including the certifi-
cate of the seal attached.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §3).

[ART.  15.11.  DUTY OF TELEGRAPH MANAGER]
[When a warrant or complaint is received at a telegraph office
for delivery, it shall be delivered to the party to whom it is ad-
dressed as soon as practicable, written on the proper blanks of
the telegraph company and certified to by the manager of the
telegraph office as being a true and correct copy of the warrant
or complaint received at his office.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §3).

[ART.  15.12.  WARRANT OR COMPLAINT MUST

BE UNDER SEAL]
[No manager of a telegraph office shall receive and forward a
warrant or complaint unless the same shall be certified to
under the seal of a court of record or by a justice of the peace,
with the certificate under seal of the district or county clerk of
his county that he is a legally qualified justice of the peace of
such county; nor shall it be lawful for any magistrate to en-
dorse a warrant received by telegraph, or issue a warrant upon
a complaint received by telegraph, unless all the requirements
of the law in relation thereto have been fully complied with.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §3).

[ART.  15.13.  TELEGRAM PREPAID]
[Whoever presents a warrant or complaint to the manager of a
telegraph office to be forwarded by telegraph, shall pay for the
same in advance, unless, by the rules of the company, it may
be sent collect.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §3).

ART.  15.14.  ARREST AFTER DISMISSAL BECAUSE

OF DELAY

If a prosecution of a defendant is dismissed under Article 32.01,
the defendant may be rearrested for the same criminal conduct
alleged in the dismissed prosecution only upon presentation of
indictment or information for the offense and the issuance of a
capias subsequent to the indictment or information.

ART.  15.15 [REPEALED]

ART.  15.16.  HOW WARRANT IS EXECUTED

(a) The officer or person executing a warrant of arrest shall
without unnecessary delay take the person or have him taken
before the magistrate who issued the warrant or before the
magistrate named in the warrant, if the magistrate is in the
same county where the person is arrested. If the issuing or
named magistrate is in another county, the person arrested
shall without unnecessary delay be taken before some magis-
trate in the county in which he was arrested.
(b) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), to provide more expedi-
tiously to the person arrested the warnings described by Arti-

cle 15.17, the officer or person executing the arrest warrant
may as permitted by that article take the person arrested before
a magistrate in a county other than the county of arrest.

ART.  15.17.  DUTIES OF ARRESTING OFFICER

AND MAGISTRATE

(a) In each case enumerated in this Code, the person making
the arrest or the person having custody of the person arrested
shall without unnecessary delay, but not later than 48 hours
after the person is arrested, take the person arrested or have him
taken before some magistrate of the county where the accused
was arrested or, to provide more expeditiously to the person ar-
rested the warnings described by this article, before a magistrate
in any other county of this state. The arrested person may be
taken before the magistrate in person or the image of the ar-
rested person may be presented to the magistrate by means of
an electronic broadcast system. The magistrate shall inform in
clear language the person arrested, either in person or through
the electronic broadcast system, of the accusation against him
and of any affidavit filed therewith, of his right to retain coun-
sel, of his right to remain silent, of his right to have an attorney
present during any interview with peace officers or attorneys
representing the state, of his right to terminate the interview at
any time, and of his right to have an examining trial. The mag-
istrate shall also inform the person arrested of the person’s right
to request the appointment of counsel if the person cannot af-
ford counsel. The magistrate shall inform the person arrested of
the procedures for requesting appointment of counsel. If the
person does not speak and understand the English language or
is deaf, the magistrate shall inform the person in a manner con-
sistent with Articles 38.30 and 38.31, as appropriate. The mag-
istrate shall ensure that reasonable assistance in completing the
necessary forms for requesting appointment of counsel is pro-
vided to the person at the same time. If the person arrested is
indigent and requests appointment of counsel and if the mag-
istrate is authorized under Article 26.04 to appoint counsel for
indigent defendants in the county, the magistrate shall appoint
counsel in accordance with Article 1.051. If the magistrate is
not authorized to appoint counsel, the magistrate shall without
unnecessary delay, but not later than 24 hours after the person
arrested requests appointment of counsel, transmit, or cause to
be transmitted to the court or to the courts’ designee authorized
under Article 26.04 to appoint counsel in the county, the forms
requesting the appointment of counsel. The magistrate shall
also inform the person arrested that he is not required to make
a statement and that any statement made by him may be used
against him. The magistrate shall allow the person arrested rea-
sonable time and opportunity to consult counsel and shall, after
determining whether the person is currently on bail for a sepa-
rate criminal offense, admit the person arrested to bail if al-
lowed by law. A recording of the communication between the
arrested person and the magistrate shall be made. The record-
ing shall be preserved until the earlier of the following dates: (1)
the date on which the pretrial hearing ends; or (2) the 91st day
after the date on which the recording is made if the person is
charged with a misdemeanor or the 120th day after the date on
which the recording is made if the person is charged with a
felony. The counsel for the defendant may obtain a copy of the
recording on payment of a reasonable amount to cover costs of
reproduction. For purposes of this subsection, “electronic
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broadcast system” means a two-way electronic communication
of image and sound between the arrested person and the mag-
istrate and includes secure Internet videoconferencing.
(b) After an accused charged with a misdemeanor punishable
by fine only is taken before a magistrate under Subsection (a)
and the magistrate has identified the accused with certainty, the
magistrate may release the accused without bond and order the
accused to appear at a later date for arraignment in the applic-
able justice court or municipal court. The order must state in
writing the time, date, and place of the arraignment, and the
magistrate must sign the order. The accused shall receive a copy
of the order on release. If an accused fails to appear as required
by the order, the judge of the court in which the accused is re-
quired to appear shall issue a warrant for the arrest of the ac-
cused. If the accused is arrested and brought before the judge,
the judge may admit the accused to bail, and in admitting the
accused to bail, the judge should set as the amount of bail an
amount double that generally set for the offense for which the
accused was arrested. This subsection does not apply to an ac-
cused who has previously been convicted of a felony or a mis-
demeanor other than a misdemeanor punishable by fine only.
(c) When a deaf accused is taken before a magistrate under this
article or Article 14.06 of this Code, an interpreter appointed
by the magistrate qualified and sworn as provided in Article
38.31 of this Code shall interpret the warning required by
those articles in a language that the accused can understand,
including but not limited to sign language.
(d) If a magistrate determines that a person brought before the
magistrate after an arrest authorized by Article 14.051 of this
code was arrested unlawfully, the magistrate shall release the
person from custody. If the magistrate determines that the ar-
rest was lawful, the person arrested is considered a fugitive
from justice for the purposes of Article 51.13 of this code, and
the disposition of the person is controlled by that article.
(e) In each case in which a person arrested is taken before a mag-
istrate as required by Subsection (a) or Article 15.18(a), a record
shall be made of:

(1) the magistrate informing the person of the person’s right
to request appointment of counsel;
(2) the magistrate asking the person whether the person
wants to request appointment of counsel; and
(3) whether the person requested appointment of counsel.

(f ) A record required under Subsection (e) may consist of writ-
ten forms, electronic recordings, or other documentation as
authorized by procedures adopted in the county under Article
26.04(a).
(g) If a person charged with an offense punishable as a misde-
meanor appears before a magistrate in compliance with a cita-
tion issued under Article 14.06(b) or (c), the magistrate shall
perform the duties imposed by this article in the same manner
as if the person had been arrested and brought before the mag-
istrate by a peace officer. After the magistrate performs the du-
ties imposed by this article, the magistrate except for good
cause shown may release the person on personal bond. If a per-
son who was issued a citation under Article 14.06(c) fails to
appear as required by that citation, the magistrate before which
the person is required to appear shall issue a warrant for the ar-
rest of the accused.

Amendment to (e) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1517, §2). See ef-
fective note following Art. 1.051.

ART.  15.18.  ARREST FOR OUT-OF-COUNTY

OFFENSE

(a) A person arrested under a warrant issued in a county other
than the one in which the person is arrested shall be taken be-
fore a magistrate of the county where the arrest takes place or,
to provide more expeditiously to the arrested person the warn-
ings described by Article 15.17, before a magistrate in any
other county of this state, including the county where the war-
rant was issued. The magistrate shall:

(1) take bail, if allowed by law, and, if without jurisdiction,
immediately transmit the bond taken to the court having
jurisdiction of the offense; or
(2) in the case of a person arrested under warrant for an of-
fense punishable by fine only, accept a written plea of guilty
or nolo contendere, set a fine, determine costs, accept pay-
ment of the fine and costs, give credit for time served, de-
termine indigency, or, on satisfaction of the judgment,
discharge the defendant, as the case may indicate.

(a-1) If the arrested person is taken before a magistrate of a
county other than the county that issued the warrant, the mag-
istrate shall inform the person arrested of the procedures for re-
questing appointment of counsel and ensure that reasonable
assistance in completing the necessary forms for requesting ap-
pointment of counsel is provided to the person at the same time.
If the person requests the appointment of counsel, the magis-
trate shall, without unnecessary delay but not later than 24
hours after the person requested the appointment of counsel,
transmit, or cause to be transmitted, the necessary request forms
to a court or the courts’ designee authorized under Article 26.04
to appoint counsel in the county issuing the warrant.
(b) Before the 11th business day after the date a magistrate ac-
cepts a written plea of guilty or nolo contendere in a case under
Subsection (a)(2), the magistrate shall, if without jurisdiction,
transmit to the court having jurisdiction of the offense:

(1) the written plea;
(2) any orders entered in the case; and
(3) any fine or costs collected in the case.

(c) The arrested person may be taken before a magistrate by
means of an electronic broadcast system as provided by and
subject to the requirements of Article 15.17.
(d) This article does not apply to an arrest made pursuant to a
capias pro fine issued under Chapter 43 or Article 45.045.

Addition of (a-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1517, §3). See ef-
fective note following Art. 1.051.

ART.  15.19.  NOTICE OF ARREST

(a) If the arrested person fails or refuses to give bail, as provided
in Article 15.18, the arrested person shall be committed to the
jail of the county where the person was arrested. The [; and
the] magistrate committing the arrested person shall immedi-
ately provide notice to the sheriff of the county in which the
offense is alleged to have been committed regarding:

(1) the arrest and commitment, which notice may be given
by [telegraph,] mail[,] or other written means or by secure
facsimile transmission or other secure electronic means; and
(2) whether the person was also arrested under a warrant is-
sued under Section 508.251, Government Code.
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(b) If a person is arrested and taken before a magistrate in a
county other than the county in which the arrest is made and
if the person is remanded to custody, the person may be con-
fined in a jail in the county in which the magistrate serves for
a period of not more than 72 hours after the arrest before being
transferred to the county jail of the county in which the arrest
occurred.

Amendments to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2300, §2).

ART.  15.20.  DUTY OF SHERIFF RECEIVING

NOTICE

(a) Subject to Subsection (b), the sheriff receiving the notice of
arrest and commitment under Article 15.19 shall forthwith go
or send for the arrested person and have the arrested person
brought before the proper court or magistrate.
(b) A sheriff who receives notice under Article 15.19(a)(2) of a
warrant issued under Section 508.251, Government Code, shall
have the arrested person brought before the proper magistrate or
court before the 11th day after the date the person is committed
to the jail of the county in which the person was arrested.

ART.  15.21.  PRISONER DISCHARGED IF NOT

TIMELY DEMANDED

If the proper office of the county where the offense is alleged
to have been committed does not demand the arrested person
and take charge of the arrested person before the 11th day after
the date the person is committed to the jail of the county in
which the person is arrested, the arrested person shall be dis-
charged from custody.

ART.  15.22.  WHEN A PERSON IS ARRESTED

A person is arrested when he has been actually placed under re-
straint or taken into custody by an officer or person executing
a warrant of arrest, or by an officer or person arresting without
a warrant.

ART.  15.23.  TIME OF ARREST

An arrest may be made on any day or at any time of the day or
night.

ART.  15.24.  WHAT FORCE MAY BE USED

In making an arrest, all reasonable means are permitted to be
used to effect it. No greater force, however, shall be resorted to
than is necessary to secure the arrest and detention of the ac-
cused.

ART.  15.25.  MAY BREAK DOOR

In case of felony, the officer may break down the door of any
house for the purpose of making an arrest, if he be refused ad-
mittance after giving notice of his authority and purpose.

ART.  15.26.  AUTHORITY TO ARREST MUST BE

MADE KNOWN

In executing a warrant of arrest, it shall always be made known
to the accused under what authority the arrest is made. The
warrant shall be executed by the arrest of the defendant. The of-
ficer need not have the warrant in his possession at the time of
the arrest, provided the warrant was issued under the provisions
of this Code, but upon request he shall show the warrant to the
defendant as soon as possible. If the officer does not have the
warrant in his possession at the time of arrest he shall then in-

form the defendant of the offense charged and of the fact that
a warrant has been issued. The arrest warrant, and any affidavit
presented to the magistrate in support of the issuance of the
warrant, is public information, and beginning immediately
when the warrant is executed the magistrate’s clerk shall make a
copy of the warrant and the affidavit available for public in-
spection in the clerk’s office during normal business hours. A
person may request the clerk to provide copies of the warrant
and affidavit on payment of the cost of providing the copies.

ART.  15.27.  NOTIFICATION TO SCHOOLS

REQUIRED

(a) A law enforcement agency that arrests any person or refers a
child to the office or official designated by the juvenile board
who the agency believes is enrolled as a student in a public pri-
mary or secondary school, for an offense listed in Subsection
(h), shall attempt to ascertain whether the person is so enrolled.
If the law enforcement agency ascertains that the individual is
enrolled as a student in a public primary or secondary school,
the head of the agency or a person designated by the head of the
agency shall orally notify the superintendent or a person desig-
nated by the superintendent in the school district in which the
student is enrolled of that arrest or referral within 24 hours after
the arrest or referral is made, or before the next school day,
whichever is earlier. If the law enforcement agency cannot as-
certain whether the individual is enrolled as a student, the head
of the agency or a person designated by the head of the agency
shall orally notify the superintendent or a person designated by
the superintendent in the school district in which the student is
believed to be enrolled of that arrest or detention within 24
hours after the arrest or detention, or before the next school
day, whichever is earlier. If the individual is a student, the su-
perintendent or the superintendent’s designee shall immedi-
ately notify all instructional and support personnel who have
responsibility for supervision of the student. All personnel shall
keep the information received in this subsection confidential.
The State Board for Educator Certification may revoke or sus-
pend the certification of personnel who intentionally violate
this subsection. Within seven days after the date the oral notice
is given, the head of the law enforcement agency or the person
designated by the head of the agency shall mail written notifi-
cation, marked “PERSONAL and CONFIDENTIAL” on the
mailing envelope, to the superintendent or the person desig-
nated by the superintendent. The written notification must in-
clude the facts contained in the oral notification, the name of
the person who was orally notified, and the date and time of the
oral notification. Both the oral and written notice shall contain
sufficient details of the arrest or referral and the acts allegedly
committed by the student to enable the superintendent or the
superintendent’s designee to determine whether there is a rea-
sonable belief that the student has engaged in conduct defined
as a felony offense by the Penal Code. The information con-
tained in the notice shall be considered by the superintendent
or the superintendent’s designee in making such a determina-
tion.
(a-1) The superintendent or a person designated by the super-
intendent in the school district shall send to a school district
employee having direct supervisory responsibility over the stu-
dent the information contained in the confidential notice
under Subsection (a).
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(b) On conviction, deferred prosecution, or deferred adjudica-
tion or an adjudication of delinquent conduct of an individual
enrolled as a student in a public primary or secondary school,
for an offense or for any conduct listed in Subsection (h) of
this article, the office of the prosecuting attorney acting in the
case shall orally notify the superintendent or a person desig-
nated by the superintendent in the school district in which the
student is enrolled of the conviction or adjudication and
whether the student is required to register as a sex offender
under Chapter 62. Oral notification must be given within 24
hours of the time of the order or before the next school day,
whichever is earlier. The superintendent shall, within 24 hours
of receiving notification from the office of the prosecuting at-
torney, or before the next school day, whichever is earlier, no-
tify all instructional and support personnel who have regular
contact with the student. Within seven days after the date the
oral notice is given, the office of the prosecuting attorney shall
mail written notice, which must contain a statement of the of-
fense of which the individual is convicted or on which the ad-
judication, deferred adjudication, or deferred prosecution is
grounded and a statement of whether the student is required
to register as a sex offender under Chapter 62.
(c) A parole, probation, or community supervision office, in-
cluding a community supervision and corrections department,
a juvenile probation department, the paroles division of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice, and the Texas Juvenile
Justice Department [Youth Commission], having jurisdiction
over a student described by Subsection (a), (b), or (e) who
transfers from a school or is subsequently removed from a
school and later returned to a school or school district other
than the one the student was enrolled in when the arrest, refer-
ral to a juvenile court, conviction, or adjudication occurred
shall within 24 hours of learning of the student’s transfer or
reenrollment, or before the next school day, whichever is earlier,
notify the superintendent or a person designated by the super-
intendent of the school district to which the student transfers
or is returned or, in the case of a private school, the principal or
a school employee designated by the principal of the school to
which the student transfers or is returned of the arrest or refer-
ral in a manner similar to that provided for by Subsection (a) or
(e)(1), or of the conviction or delinquent adjudication in a
manner similar to that provided for by Subsection (b) or (e)(2).
The superintendent of the school district to which the student
transfers or is returned or, in the case of a private school, the
principal of the school to which the student transfers or is re-
turned shall, within 24 hours of receiving notification under
this subsection or before the next school day, whichever is ear-
lier, notify all instructional and support personnel who have
regular contact with the student.
(d) [Repealed]
(e)(1) A law enforcement agency that arrests, or refers to a ju-
venile court under Chapter 52, Family Code, an individual
who the law enforcement agency knows or believes is enrolled
as a student in a private primary or secondary school shall
make the oral and written notifications described by Subsec-
tion (a) to the principal or a school employee designated by the
principal of the school in which the student is enrolled.

(2) On conviction, deferred prosecution, or deferred adju-
dication or an adjudication of delinquent conduct of an in-
dividual enrolled as a student in a private primary or

secondary school, the office of prosecuting attorney shall
make the oral and written notifications described by Sub-
section (b) of this article to the principal or a school em-
ployee designated by the principal of the school in which
the student is enrolled.
(3) The principal of a private school in which the student is
enrolled or a school employee designated by the principal
shall send to a school employee having direct supervisory
responsibility over the student the information contained
in the confidential notice, for the same purposes as de-
scribed by Subsection (a-1) of this article.

(f ) A person who receives information under this article may
not disclose the information except as specifically authorized
by this article. A person who intentionally violates this article
commits an offense. An offense under this subsection is a Class
C misdemeanor.
(g) The office of the prosecuting attorney or the office or offi-
cial designated by the juvenile board shall, within two working
days, notify the school district that removed a student to a dis-
ciplinary alternative education program under Section 37.006,
Education Code, if:

(1) prosecution of the student’s case was refused for lack of
prosecutorial merit or insufficient evidence and no formal
proceedings, deferred adjudication, or deferred prosecution
will be initiated; or
(2) the court or jury found the student not guilty or made
a finding the child did not engage in delinquent conduct or
conduct indicating a need for supervision and the case was
dismissed with prejudice.

(h) This article applies to any felony offense and the following
misdemeanors:

(1) an offense under Section 20.02, 21.08, 22.01, 22.05,
22.07, or 71.02, Penal Code;
(2) the unlawful use, sale, or possession of a controlled sub-
stance, drug paraphernalia, or marihuana, as defined by
Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code; or
(3) the unlawful possession of any of the weapons or devices
listed in Sections 46.01(1)-(14) or (16), Penal Code, or a
weapon listed as a prohibited weapon under Section 46.05,
Penal Code.

(i) A person may substitute electronic notification for oral no-
tification where oral notification is required by this article. If
electronic notification is substituted for oral notification, any
written notification required by this article is not required.
(j) The notification provisions of this section concerning a per-
son who is required to register as a sex offender under Chapter
62 do not lessen the requirement of a person to provide any
additional notification prescribed by that chapter.
(k) Oral or written notice required under this article must in-
clude all pertinent details of the offense or conduct, including
details of any:

(1) assaultive behavior or other violence;
(2) weapons used in the commission of the offense or con-
duct; or
(3) weapons possessed during the commission of the of-
fense or conduct.

(l) If a school district board of trustees learns of a failure by the
superintendent of the district or a district principal to provide
a notice required under Subsection (a), (a-1), or (b), the board
of trustees shall report the failure to the State Board for Edu-
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cator Certification. If the governing body of a private primary
or secondary school learns of a failure by the principal of the
school to provide a notice required under Subsection (e), and
the principal holds a certificate issued under Subchapter B,
Chapter 21, Education Code, the governing body shall report
the failure to the State Board for Educator Certification.
(m) If the superintendent of a school district in which the stu-
dent is enrolled learns of a failure of the head of a law enforce-
ment agency or a person designated by the head of the agency
to provide a notification under Subsection (a), the superinten-
dent or principal shall report the failure to notify to the Texas
Commission on Law Enforcement.
(n) If a juvenile court judge or official designated by the juvenile
board learns of a failure by the office of the prosecuting attorney
to provide a notification required under Subsection (b) or (g),
the official shall report the failure to notify to the elected prose-
cuting attorney responsible for the operation of the office.
(o) If the supervisor of a parole, probation, or community su-
pervision department officer learns of a failure by the officer to
provide a notification under Subsection (c), the supervisor
shall report the failure to notify to the director of the entity
that employs the officer.

Amendment to (c) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §3).

CHAPTER 16.  THE COMMITMENT OR
DISCHARGE OF THE ACCUSED

ART.  16.01.  EXAMINING TRIAL

When the accused has been brought before a magistrate for an
examining trial that officer shall proceed to examine into the
truth of the accusation made, allowing the accused, however,
sufficient time to procure counsel. In a proper case, the magis-
trate may appoint counsel to represent an accused in such ex-
amining trial only, to be compensated as otherwise provided in
this Code. The accused in any felony case shall have the right
to an examining trial before indictment in the county having
jurisdiction of the offense, whether he be in custody or on bail,
at which time the magistrate at the hearing shall determine the
amount or sufficiency of bail, if a bailable case. If the accused
has been transferred for criminal prosecution after a hearing
under Section 54.02, Family Code, the accused may be
granted an examining trial at the discretion of the court.

ART.  16.02.  EXAMINATION POSTPONED

The magistrate may at the request of either party postpone the
examination to procure testimony; but the accused shall in the
meanwhile be detained in custody unless he give bail to be pre-
sent from day to day before the magistrate until the examina-
tion is concluded, which he may do in all cases except murder
and treason.

ART.  16.03.  WARNING TO ACCUSED

Before the examination of the witnesses, the magistrate shall in-
form the accused that it is his right to make a statement relative
to the accusation brought against him, but at the same time
shall also inform him that he cannot be compelled to make any
statement whatever, and that if he does make such statement, it
may be used in evidence against him.

ART.  16.04.  VOLUNTARY STATEMENT

If the accused desires to make a voluntary statement, he may

do so before the examination of any witness, but not after-
ward. His statement shall be reduced to writing by or under
the direction of the magistrate, or by the accused or his coun-
sel, and shall be signed by the accused by affixing his name or
mark, but shall not be sworn to by him. The magistrate shall
attest by his own certificate and signature to the execution and
signing of the statement.

ART.  16.05.  [REPEALED]

ART.  16.06.  COUNSEL MAY EXAMINE WITNESS

The counsel for the State, and the accused or his counsel may
question the witnesses on direct or cross examination. If no
counsel appears for the State the magistrate may examine the
witnesses.

ART.  16.07.  SAME RULES OF EVIDENCE AS ON

FINAL TRIAL

The same rules of evidence shall apply to and govern a trial be-
fore an examining court that apply to and govern a final trial.

ART.  16.08.  PRESENCE OF THE ACCUSED

The examination of each witness shall be in the presence of the
accused.

ART.  16.09.  TESTIMONY REDUCED TO WRITING

The testimony of each witness shall be reduced to writing by
or under the direction of the magistrate, and shall then be read
over to the witness, or he may read it over himself. Such cor-
rections shall be made in the same as the witness may direct;
and he shall then sign the same by affixing thereto his name or
mark. All the testimony thus taken shall be certified to by the
magistrate. In lieu of the above provision, a statement of facts
authenticated by State and defense counsel and approved by
the presiding magistrate may be used to preserve the testimony
of witnesses.

ART.  16.10.  ATTACHMENT FOR WITNESS

The magistrate has the power in all cases, where a witness re-
sides or is in the county where the prosecution is pending, to
issue an attachment for the purpose of enforcing the atten-
dance of such witness; this he may do without having previ-
ously issued a subpoena for that purpose.

ART.  16.11.  ATTACHMENT TO ANOTHER

COUNTY

The magistrate may issue an attachment for a witness to any
county in the State, when affidavit is made by the party apply-
ing therefor that the testimony of the witness is material to the
prosecution, or the defense, as the case may be; and the affi-
davit shall further state the facts which it is expected will be
proved by the witness; and if the facts set forth are not consid-
ered material by the magistrate, or if they be admitted to be
true by the adverse party, the attachment shall not issue.

ART.  16.12.  WITNESS NEED NOT BE TENDERED

HIS WITNESS FEES OR EXPENSES

A witness attached need not be tendered his witness fees or ex-
penses.

ART.  16.13.  ATTACHMENT EXECUTED

FORTHWITH

The officer receiving the attachment shall execute it forthwith
by bringing before the magistrate the witness named therein,
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unless such witness shall give bail for his appearance before the
magistrate at the time and place required by the writ.

ART.  16.14.  POSTPONING EXAMINATION

After examining the witness in attendance, if it appear to the
magistrate that there is other important testimony which may
be had by a postponement, he shall, at the request of the pros-
ecutor or of the defendant, postpone the hearing for a reason-
able time to enable such testimony to be procured; but in such
case the accused shall remain in the custody of the proper of-
ficer until the day fixed for such further examination. No post-
ponement shall take place, unless a sworn statement be made
by the defendant, or the prosecutor, setting forth the name and
residence of the witness, and the facts which it is expected will
be proved. If it be testimony other than that of a witness, the
statement made shall set forth the nature of the evidence. If the
magistrate is satisfied that the testimony is not material, or if
the same be admitted to be true by the adverse party, the post-
ponement shall be refused.

ART.  16.15.  WHO MAY DISCHARGE CAPITAL

OFFENSE

The examination of one accused of a capital offense shall be
conducted by a justice of the peace, county judge, county court
at law, or county criminal court. The judge may admit to bail,
except in capital cases where the proof is evident.

ART.  16.16.  IF INSUFFICIENT BAIL HAS BEEN

TAKEN

Where it is made to appear by affidavit to a judge of the Court
of Criminal Appeals, a justice of a court of appeals, or to a
judge of the district or county court, that the bail taken in any
case is insufficient in amount, or that the sureties are not good
for the amount, or that the bond is for any reason defective or
insufficient, such judge shall issue a warrant of arrest, and re-
quire of the defendant sufficient bond and security, according
to the nature of the case.

ART.  16.17.  DECIS ION OF JUDGE

After the examining trial has been had, the judge shall make an
order committing the defendant to the jail of the proper
county, discharging him or admitting him to bail, as the law
and facts of the case may require. Failure of the judge to make
or enter an order within 48 hours after the examining trial has
been completed operates as a finding of no probable cause and
the accused shall be discharged.

ART.  16.18.  WHEN NO SAFE JAIL

If there is no safe jail in the county in which the prosecution is
carried on, the magistrate may commit defendant to the near-
est safe jail in any other county.

ART.  16.19.  WARRANT IN SUCH CASE

The commitment in the case mentioned in the preceding Ar-
ticle shall be directed to the sheriff of the county to which the
defendant is sent, but the sheriff of the county from which the
defendant is taken shall be required to deliver the prisoner into
the hands of the sheriff to whom he is sent.

ART.  16.20.  “COMMITMENT”
A “commitment” is an order signed by the proper magistrate di-
recting a sheriff to receive and place in jail the person so com-
mitted. It will be sufficient if it have the following requisites:

1. That it run in the name of “The State of Texas”;
2. That it be addressed to the sheriff of the county to the
jail of which the defendant is committed;
3. That it state in plain language the offense for which the
defendant is committed, and give his name, if it be known,
or if unknown, contain an accurate description of the de-
fendant;
4. That it state to what court and at what time the defen-
dant is to be held to answer;
5. When the prisoner is sent out of the county where the
prosecution arose, the warrant of commitment shall state
that there is no safe jail in the proper county; and
6. If bail has been granted, the amount of bail shall be
stated in the warrant of commitment.

ART.  16.21.  DUTY OF SHERIFF AS TO

PRISONERS

Every sheriff shall keep safely a person committed to his cus-
tody. He shall use no cruel or unusual means to secure this
end, but shall adopt all necessary measures to prevent the es-
cape of a prisoner. He may summon a guard of sufficient num-
ber, in case it becomes necessary to prevent an escape from jail,
or the rescue of a prisoner.

ART.  16.22.  EARLY IDENTIF ICATION OF

DEFENDANT SUSPECTED OF HAVING MENTAL

ILLNESS OR MENTAL RETARDATION

(a)(1) Not later than 72 hours after receiving credible infor-
mation that may establish reasonable cause to believe that a de-
fendant committed to the sheriff ’s custody has a mental illness
or is a person with mental retardation, including observation
of the defendant’s behavior immediately before, during, and
after the defendant’s arrest and the results of any previous as-
sessment of the defendant, the sheriff shall provide written or
electronic notice of the information to the magistrate. On a
determination that there is reasonable cause to believe that the
defendant has a mental illness or is a person with mental re-
tardation, the magistrate, except as provided by Subdivision
(2), shall order the local mental health or mental retardation
authority or another qualified mental health or mental retar-
dation expert to:

(A) collect information regarding whether the defendant
has a mental illness as defined by Section 571.003,
Health and Safety Code, or is a person with mental re-
tardation as defined by Section 591.003, Health and
Safety Code, including information obtained from any
previous assessment of the defendant; and
(B)  provide to the magistrate a written assessment of the
information collected under Paragraph (A). 

(2) The magistrate is not required to order the collection of
information under Subdivision (1) if the defendant in the
year preceding the defendant’s applicable date of arrest has
been determined to have a mental illness or to be a person
with mental retardation by the local mental health or men-
tal retardation authority or another mental health or men-
tal retardation expert described by Subdivision (1). A court
that elects to use the results of that previous determination
may proceed under Subsection (c).
(3) If the defendant fails or refuses to submit to the collection
of information regarding the defendant as required under
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Subdivision (1), the magistrate may order the defendant to
submit to an examination in a mental health facility deter-
mined to be appropriate by the local mental health or men-
tal retardation authority for a reasonable period not to exceed
21 days. The magistrate may order a defendant to a facility
operated by the Department of State Health Services or the
Department of Aging and Disability Services for examina-
tion only on request of the local mental health or mental re-
tardation authority and with the consent of the head of the
facility. If a defendant who has been ordered to a facility op-
erated by the Department of State Health Services or the De-
partment of Aging and Disability Services for examination
remains in the facility for a period exceeding 21 days, the
head of that facility shall cause the defendant to be immedi-
ately transported to the committing court and placed in the
custody of the sheriff of the county in which the committing
court is located. That county shall reimburse the facility for
the mileage and per diem expenses of the personnel required
to transport the defendant calculated in accordance with the
state travel regulations in effect at the time.

(b) A written assessment of the information collected under
Subsection (a)(1)(A) shall be provided to the magistrate not
later than the 30th day after the date of any order issued under
Subsection (a) in a felony case and not later than the 10th day
after the date of any order issued under that subsection in a mis-
demeanor case, and the magistrate shall provide copies of the
written assessment to the defense counsel, the prosecuting at-
torney, and the trial court. The written assessment must include
a description of the procedures used in the collection of infor-
mation under Subsection (a)(1)(A) and the applicable expert’s
observations and findings pertaining to:

(1) whether the defendant is a person who has a mental ill-
ness or is a person with mental retardation;
(2) whether there is clinical evidence to support a belief that
the defendant may be incompetent to stand trial and
should undergo a complete competency examination under
Subchapter B, Chapter 46B; and
(3) recommended treatment.

(c) After the trial court receives the applicable expert’s written
assessment relating to the defendant under Subsection (b) or
elects to use the results of a previous determination as de-
scribed by Subsection (a)(2), the trial court may, as applicable:

(1) resume criminal proceedings against the defendant, in-
cluding any appropariate proceedings related to the defen-
dant’s release on personal bond under Article 17.032; 
(2) resume or initiate competency proceedings, if required, as
provided by Chapter 46B or other proceedings affecting the
defendant’s receipt of appropriate court-ordered mental
health or mental retardation services, including proceedings
related to the defendant’s receipt of outpatient mental health
services under Section 574.034, Health and Safety Code; or
(3)  consider the written assessment during the punishment
phase after a conviction of the offense for which the defen-
dant was arrested, as part of a presentence investigation re-
port, or in connection with the impositions of conditions
following placement on community supervision, including
deferred adjudication community supervision.

(d) This article does not prevent the applicable court from, be-
fore, during, or after the collection of information regarding
the defendant as described by this article:

(1) releasing a mentally ill or mentally retarded defendant
from custody on personal or surety bond; or
(2) ordering an examination regarding the defendant’s com-
petency to stand trial.

CHAPTER 17.  BAIL

ART.  17.01.  DEFINITION OF “BAIL”
“Bail” is the security given by the accused that he will appear
and answer before the proper court the accusation brought
against him, and includes a bail bond or a personal bond.

ART.  17.02.  DEFINITION OF “BAIL BOND”
A “bail bond” is a written undertaking entered into by the de-
fendant and the defendant’s sureties for the appearance of the
principal therein before a court or magistrate to answer a crim-
inal accusation; provided, however, that the defendant on exe-
cution of the bail bond may deposit with the custodian of funds
of the court in which the prosecution is pending current money
of the United States in the amount of the bond in lieu of hav-
ing sureties signing the same. Any cash funds deposited under
this article shall be receipted for by the officer receiving the
funds and, on order of the court, be refunded in the amount
shown on the face of the receipt less the administrative fee au-
thorized by Section 117.055, Local Government Code, after
the defendant complies with the conditions of the defendant’s
bond, to:
(1) any person in the name of whom a receipt was issued, [in
the amount reflected on the face of the receipt,] including the
defendant if a receipt was issued to the defendant; or
(2) the defendant, if no other person is able to produce a re-
ceipt for the funds. 

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2182, §1). Section 7 of HB
2182 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act apply only
to a fee that becomes payable on or after the effective date of
this Act. A fee that becomes payable before that date is governed
by the law in effect when the fee became payable, and the former
law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  17.025.  OFFICERS TAKING BAIL BOND

A jailer licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, is
considered to be an officer for the purposes of taking a bail
bond and discharging any other related powers and duties
under this chapter.

ART.  17.026.  ELECTRONIC FIL ING OF BAIL

BOND

In any manner permitted by the county in which the bond is
written, a bail bond may be filed electronically with the court,
judge, magistrate, or other officer taking the bond.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2499, §1).

ART.  17.03.  PERSONAL BOND

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b) of this article, a mag-
istrate may, in the magistrate’s discretion, release the defendant
on his personal bond without sureties or other security.
(b) Only the court before whom the case is pending may re-
lease on personal bond a defendant who:

(1) is charged with an offense under the following sections
of the Penal Code:

(A) Section 19.03 (Capital Murder);
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(B) Section 20.04 (Aggravated Kidnapping);
(C) Section 22.021 (Aggravated Sexual Assault);
(D) Section 22.03 (Deadly Assault on Law Enforcement
or Corrections Officer, Member or Employee of Board
of Pardons and Paroles, or Court Participant);
(E) Section 22.04 (Injury to a Child, Elderly Individual,
or Disabled Individual);
(F) Section 29.03 (Aggravated Robbery);
(G) Section 30.02 (Burglary);
(H) Section 71.02 (Engaging in Organized Criminal
Activity); 
(I) Section 21.02 (Continuous Sexual Abuse of Young
Child or Children); or
(J) Section 20A.03 (Continuous Trafficking of Persons);

(2) is charged with a felony under Chapter 481, Health and
Safety Code, or Section 485.033, Health and Safety Code,
punishable by imprisonment for a minimum term or by a
maximum fine that is more than a minimum term or max-
imum fine for a first degree felony; or
(3) does not submit to testing for the presence of a controlled
substance in the defendant’s body as requested by the court
or magistrate under Subsection (c) of this article or submits
to testing and the test shows evidence of the presence of a
controlled substance in the defendant’s body.

(c) When setting a personal bond under this chapter, on rea-
sonable belief by the investigating or arresting law enforcement
agent or magistrate of the presence of a controlled substance in
the defendant’s body or on the finding of drug or alcohol abuse
related to the offense for which the defendant is charged, the
court or a magistrate shall require as a condition of personal
bond that the defendant submit to testing for alcohol or a con-
trolled substance in the defendant’s body and participate in an
alcohol or drug abuse treatment or education program if such a
condition will serve to reasonably assure the appearance of the
defendant for trial.
(d) The state may not use the results of any test conducted
under this chapter in any criminal proceeding arising out of
the offense for which the defendant is charged.
(e) Costs of testing may be assessed as court costs or ordered
paid directly by the defendant as a condition of bond.
(f ) In this article, “controlled substance” has the meaning as-
signed by Section 481.002, Health and Safety Code.
(g) The court may order that a personal bond fee assessed
under Section 17.42 be:

(1) paid before the defendant is released;
(2) paid as a condition of bond;
(3) paid as court costs;
(4) reduced as otherwise provided for by statute; or
(5) waived.

ART.  17.031.  RELEASE ON PERSONAL BOND

(a) Any magistrate in this state may release a defendant eligible
for release on personal bond under Article 17.03 of this code
on his personal bond where the complaint and warrant for ar-
rest does not originate in the county wherein the accused is ar-
rested if the magistrate would have had jurisdiction over the
matter had the complaint arisen within the county wherein the
magistrate presides. The personal bond may not be revoked by
the judge of the court issuing the warrant for arrest except for
good cause shown.

(b) If there is a personal bond office in the county from which
the warrant for arrest was issued, the court releasing a defen-
dant on his personal bond will forward a copy of the personal
bond to the personal bond office in that county.

ART.  17.032.  RELEASE ON PERSONAL BOND OF

CERTAIN MENTALLY ILL DEFENDANTS

(a) In this article, “violent offense” means an offense under the
following sections of the Penal Code:

(1) Section 19.02 (murder);
(2) Section 19.03 (capital murder);
(3) Section 20.03 (kidnapping);
(4) Section 20.04 (aggravated kidnapping);
(5) Section 21.11 (indecency with a child);
(6) Section 22.01(a)(1) (assault);
(7) Section 22.011 (sexual assault);
(8) Section 22.02 (aggravated assault);
(9) Section 22.021 (aggravated sexual assault);
(10) Section 22.04 (injury to a child, elderly individual, or
disabled individual); 
(11) Section 29.03 (aggravated robbery); 
(12) Section 21.02 (continuous sexual abuse of young child
or children); or
(13) Section 20A.03 (continuous trafficking of persons).

(b) A magistrate shall release a defendant on personal bond un-
less good cause is shown otherwise if the:

(1) defendant is not charged with and has not been previ-
ously convicted of a violent offense;
(2) defendant is examined by the local mental health or
mental retardation authority or another mental health ex-
pert under Article 16.22 of this code;
(3) applicable expert, in a written assessment submitted to
the magistrate under Article 16.22:

(A) concludes that the defendant has a mental illness or
is a person with mental retardation and is nonetheless
competent to stand trial; and
(B) recommends mental health treatment for the defen-
dant; and

(4) magistrate determines, in consultation with the local
mental health or mental retardation authority, that appropri-
ate community-based mental health or mental retardation
services for the defendant are available through the Texas De-
partment of Mental Health and Mental Retardation under
Section 534.053, Health and Safety Code, or through an-
other mental health or mental retardation services provider.

(c) The magistrate, unless good cause is shown for not requir-
ing treatment, shall require as a condition of release on per-
sonal bond under this article that the defendant submit to
outpatient or inpatient mental health or mental retardation
treatment as recommended by the local mental health or men-
tal retardation authority if the defendant’s:

(1) mental illness or mental retardation is chronic in nature; or
(2) ability to function independently will continue to dete-
riorate if the defendant is not treated.

(d) In addition to a condition of release imposed under Sub-
section (c) of this article, the magistrate may require the de-
fendant to comply with other conditions that are reasonably
necessary to protect the community.
(e) In this article, a person is considered to have been convicted
of an offense if:
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(1) a sentence is imposed;
(2) the person is placed on community supervision or re-
ceives deferred adjudication; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the case.

ART.  17.033.  RELEASE ON BOND OF CERTAIN

PERSONS ARRESTED WITHOUT A WARRANT

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a person who is ar-
rested without a warrant and who is detained in jail must be
released on bond, in an amount not to exceed $5,000, not later
than the 24th hour after the person’s arrest if the person was
arrested for a misdemeanor and a magistrate has not deter-
mined whether probable cause exists to believe that the person
committed the offense. If the person is unable to obtain a
surety for the bond or unable to deposit money in an amount
of the bond, the person must be released on personal bond.
(a-1) Notwithstanding Subsection (a) and except as provided
by Subsection (c), a person who, in a county with a population
of three million or more, is arrested without a warrant and who
is detained in jail must be released on bond, in an amount not
to exceed $5,000, not later than the 36th hour after the per-
son’s arrest if the person was arrested for a misdemeanor and a
magistrate has not determined whether probable cause exists to
believe that the person committed the offense.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a person who is ar-
rested without a warrant and who is detained in jail must be
released on bond, in an amount not to exceed $10,000, not
later than the 48th hour after the person’s arrest if the person
was arrested for a felony and a magistrate has not determined
whether probable cause exists to believe that the person com-
mitted the offense. If the person is unable to obtain a surety for
the bond or unable to deposit money in the amount of the
bond, the person must be released on personal bond.
(c) On the filing of an application by the attorney representing
the state, a magistrate may postpone the release of a person
under Subsection (a), (a-1), or (b) for not more than 72 hours
after the person’s arrest. An application filed under this sub-
section must state the reason a magistrate has not determined
whether probable cause exists to believe that the person com-
mitted the offense for which the person was arrested.
(d) The time limits imposed by Subsections (a), (a-1), and (b)
do not apply to a person arrested without a warrant who is
taken to a hospital, clinic, or other medical facility before
being taken before a magistrate under Article 15.17. For a per-
son described by this subsection, the time limits imposed by
Subsections (a), (a-1), and (b) begin to run at the time, as doc-
umented in the records of the hospital, clinic, or other medical
facility, that a physician or other medical professional releases
the person from the hospital, clinic, or other medical facility.
(e) Subsection (a-1) and this subsection expire on September
1, 2013.

ART.  17.0331.  IMPACT STUDY

(a) This article applies only to a county with a population of
three million or more.
(b) Each county to which this article applies shall conduct an
impact study to determine the effect of Article 17.033(a-1) on
the county’s ability to control and process the county’s misde-
meanor caseload, including a specific assessment of the effect
of that subsection on:

(1) the average number of hours a person who is arrested
for a misdemeanor is detained in jail before being released
on bond;
(2) bonding practices, including the number of persons re-
leased on personal bond;
(3) the inmate population in a county jail and in each mu-
nicipal jail located in the county;
(4) the number of arrests for misdemeanor offenses;
(5) public safety;
(6) costs to the criminal justice system; and
(7) the number of applications filed by the attorney repre-
senting the state under Article 17.033(c).

(c) The county shall also determine whether a more cost-effec-
tive method of controlling and processing misdemeanor case-
loads exists than an extension of the period for which a person
may be detained after a misdemeanor arrest.
(d) Not later than October 15, 2012, the county must file the
impact study with:

(1) the commissioners court of the county;
(2) the Senate Committee on Criminal Justice;
(3) the Senate Committee on Jurisprudence; and
(4) the House Criminal Jurisprudence Committee.

(e) The county shall make the results of the impact study avail-
able to the public.
(f ) This article expires on September 1, 2013.

ART.  17.04.  REQUIS ITES OF A PERSONAL BOND

A personal bond is sufficient if it includes the requisites of a
bail bond as set out in Article 17.08, except that no sureties are
required. In addition, a personal bond shall contain:

(1) the defendant’s name, address, and place of employ-
ment;
(2) identification information, including the defendant’s:

(A) date and place of birth;
(B) height, weight, and color of hair and eyes;
(C) driver’s license number and state of issuance, if any;
and
(D) nearest relative’s name and address, if any; and

(3) the following oath sworn and signed by the defendant:
“I swear that I will appear before (the court or magistrate) at
(address, city, county) Texas, on the (date), at the hour of
(time, a.m. or p.m.) or upon notice by the court, or pay to the
court the principal sum of (amount) plus all necessary and rea-
sonable expenses incurred in any arrest for failure to appear.”

ART.  17.045.  BAIL BOND CERTIF ICATES

A bail bond certificate with respect to which a fidelity and
surety company has become surety as provided in the Auto-
mobile Club Services Act, or for any truck and bus association
incorporated in this state, when posted by the person whose
signature appears thereon, shall be accepted as bail bond in an
amount not to exceed $200 to guarantee the appearance of
such person in any court in this state when the person is ar-
rested for violation of any motor vehicle law of this state or or-
dinance of any municipality in this state, except for the offense
of driving while intoxicated or for any felony, and the alleged
violation was committed prior to the date of expiration shown
on such bail bond certificate.

ART.  17.05.  WHEN A BAIL BOND IS GIVEN

A bail bond is entered into either before a magistrate, upon an
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examination of a criminal accusation, or before a judge upon
an application under habeas corpus; or it is taken from the de-
fendant by a peace officer or jailer if authorized by Article
17.20, 17.21, or 17.22.

ART.  17.06.  CORPORATION AS SURETY

Wherever in this Chapter, any person is required or authorized
to give or execute any bail bond, such bail bond may be given
or executed by such principal and any corporation authorized
by law to act as surety, subject to all the provisions of this Chap-
ter regulating and governing the giving of bail bonds by per-
sonal surety insofar as the same is applicable.

ART.  17.07.  CORPORATION TO FILE WITH

COUNTY CLERK POWER OF ATTORNEY

DESIGNATING AGENT

(a) Any corporation authorized by the law of this State to act as
a surety, shall before executing any bail bond as authorized in the
preceding Article, first file in the office of the county clerk of the
county where such bail bond is given, a power of attorney des-
ignating and authorizing the named agent, agents or attorney of
such corporation to execute such bail bonds and thereafter the
execution of such bail bonds by such agent, agents or attorney,
shall be a valid and binding obligation of such corporation.
(b) A corporation may limit the authority of an agent designated
under Subsection (a) by specifying the limitation in the power
of attorney that is filed with the county clerk.

ART.  17.08.  REQUIS ITES OF A BAIL BOND

A bail bond must contain the following requisites:
1. That it be made payable to “The State of Texas”;
2. That the defendant and his sureties, if any, bind themselves
that the defendant will appear before the proper court or mag-
istrate to answer the accusation against him;
3. If the defendant is charged with a felony, that it state that he
is charged with a felony. If the defendant is charged with a mis-
demeanor, that it state that he is charged with a misdemeanor;
4. That the bond be signed by name or mark by the principal
and sureties, if any, each of whom shall write thereon his mail-
ing address;
5. That the bond state the time and place, when and where the
accused binds himself to appear, and the court or magistrate
before whom he is to appear. The bond shall also bind the de-
fendant to appear before any court or magistrate before whom
the cause may thereafter be pending at any time when, and
place where, his presence may be required under this Code or
by any court or magistrate, but in no event shall the sureties be
bound after such time as the defendant receives an order of de-
ferred adjudication or is acquitted, sentenced, placed on com-
munity supervision, or dismissed from the charge;
6. The bond shall also be conditioned that the principal and
sureties, if any, will pay all necessary and reasonable expenses
incurred by any and all sheriffs or other peace officers in rear-
resting the principal in the event he fails to appear before the
court or magistrate named in the bond at the time stated
therein. The amount of such expense shall be in addition to
the principal amount specified in the bond. The failure of any
bail bond to contain the conditions specified in this paragraph
shall in no manner affect the legality of any such bond, but it
is intended that the sheriff or other peace officer shall look to
the defendant and his sureties, if any, for expenses incurred by

him, and not to the State for any fees earned by him in con-
nection with the rearresting of an accused who has violated the
conditions of his bond.

ART.  17.085.  NOTICE OF APPEARANCE DATE

The clerk of a court that does not provide online Internet ac-
cess to that court’s criminal case records shall post in a desig-
nated public place in the courthouse notice of a prospective
criminal court docket setting as soon as the court notifies the
clerk of the setting.

ART.  17.09.  DURATION;  ORIGINAL AND

SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS;  NEW BAIL

Sec. 1. Where a defendant, in the course of a criminal action,
gives bail before any court or person authorized by law to take
same, for his personal appearance before a court or magistrate,
to answer a charge against him, the said bond shall be valid and
binding upon the defendant and his sureties, if any, thereon,
for the defendant’s personal appearance before the court or
magistrate designated therein, as well as before any other court
to which same may be transferred, and for any and all subse-
quent proceedings had relative to the charge, and each such
bond shall be so conditioned except as hereinafter provided.
Sec. 2. When a defendant has once given bail for his appear-
ance in answer to a criminal charge, he shall not be required to
give another bond in the course of the same criminal action ex-
cept as herein provided.
Sec. 3. Provided that whenever, during the course of the ac-
tion, the judge or magistrate in whose court such action is
pending finds that the bond is defective, excessive or insuffi-
cient in amount, or that the sureties, if any, are not acceptable,
or for any other good and sufficient cause, such judge or mag-
istrate may, either in term-time or in vacation, order the ac-
cused to be rearrested, and require the accused to give another
bond in such amount as the judge or magistrate may deem
proper. When such bond is so given and approved, the defen-
dant shall be released from custody.
Sec. 4. Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the
judge or magistrate in whose court a criminal action is pend-
ing may not order the accused to be rearrested or require the
accused to give another bond in a higher amount because the
accused:
(1) withdraws a waiver of the right to counsel; or
(2) requests the assistance of counsel, appointed or retained.

ART.  17.091.  NOTICE OF CERTAIN BAIL

REDUCTIONS REQUIRED

Before a judge or magistrate reduces the amount of bail set for
a defendant charged with an offense listed in Section 3g, Arti-
cle 42.12, an offense described by Article 62.001(5), or an of-
fense under Section 20A.03, Penal Code, the judge or
magistrate shall provide:
(1) to the attorney representing the state, reasonable notice of
the proposed bail reduction; and
(2) on request of the attorney representing the state or the de-
fendant or the defendant’s counsel, an opportunity for a hear-
ing concerning the proposed bail reduction.

ART.  17.10.  DISQUALIF IED SURETIES

(a) A minor may not be surety on a bail bond, but the accused
party may sign as principal.
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(b) A person, for compensation, may not be a surety on a bail
bond written in a county in which a county bail bond board
regulated under Chapter 1704, Occupations Code, does not
exist unless the person, within two years before the bail bond
is given, completed in person at least eight hours of continu-
ing legal education in criminal law courses or bail bond law
courses that are:

(1) approved by the State Bar of Texas; and
(2) offered by an accredited institution of higher education
in this state.

(c) A person, for compensation, may not act as a surety on a
bail bond if the person has been finally convicted of:

(1) a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude; or
(2) a felony.

ART.  17.11.  HOW BAIL BOND IS TAKEN

Sec. 1. Every court, judge, magistrate or other officer taking a
bail bond shall require evidence of the sufficiency of the secu-
rity offered; but in every case, one surety shall be sufficient, if
it be made to appear that such surety is worth at least double
the amount of the sum for which he is bound, exclusive of all
property exempted by law from execution, and of debts or
other encumbrances; and that he is a resident of this state, and
has property therein liable to execution worth the sum for
which he is bound.
Sec. 2. Provided, however, any person who has signed as a
surety on a bail bond and is in default thereon shall thereafter
be disqualified to sign as a surety so long as the person is in de-
fault on the bond. It shall be the duty of the clerk of the court
where the surety is in default on a bail bond[,] to notify in
writing the sheriff, chief of police, or other peace officer[,] of
the default. If a bail bond is taken for an offense other than a
Class C misdemeanor, the clerk of the court where the surety
is in default on the bond shall send notice of the default by cer-
tified mail to the last known address of the surety.
Sec. 3. A surety is considered to be in default from the time ex-
ecution may be issued on a final judgment in a bond forfeiture
proceeding under the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, unless
the final judgment is superseded by the posting of a super-
sedeas bond.

ART.  17.12.  EXEMPT PROPERTY

The property secured by the Constitution and laws from
forced sale shall not, in any case, be held liable for the satisfac-
tion of bail, either as to principal or sureties, if any.

ART.  17.13.  SUFFICIENCY OF SURETIES

ASCERTAINED

To test the sufficiency of the security offered to any bail bond,
unless the court or officer taking the same is fully satisfied as
to its sufficiency, the following oath shall be made in writing
and subscribed by the sureties: 

“I, do swear that I am worth, in my own right, at least the
sum of (here insert the amount in which the surety is bound),
after deducting from my property all that which is exempt by
the Constitution and Laws of the State from forced sale, and
after the payment of all my debts of every description,
whether individual or security debts, and after satisfying all
encumbrances upon my property which are known to me;
that I reside in ............... County, and have property in this
State liable to execution worth said amount or more.

(Dated ..........., and attested by the judge of the court,
clerk, magistrate or sheriff.)”

Such affidavit shall be filed with the papers of the proceedings.

ART.  17.14.  AFFIDAVIT NOT CONCLUSIVE

Such affidavit shall not be conclusive as to the sufficiency of
the security; and if the court or officer taking the bail bond is
not fully satisfied as to the sufficiency of the security offered,
further evidence shall be required before approving the same.

ART.  17.141.  ELIGIBLE BAIL BOND SURETIES IN

CERTAIN COUNTIES

In a county in which a county bail bond board regulated under
Chapter 1704, Occupations Code, does not exist, the sheriff
may post a list of eligible bail bond sureties whose security has
been determined to be sufficient. Each surety listed under this
article must file annually a sworn financial statement with the
sheriff.

ART.  17.15.  RULES FOR FIXING AMOUNT OF

BAIL

The amount of bail to be required in any case is to be regulated
by the court, judge, magistrate or officer taking the bail; they
are to be governed in the exercise of this discretion by the Con-
stitution and by the following rules:
1. The bail shall be sufficiently high to give reasonable assur-
ance that the undertaking will be complied with.
2. The power to require bail is not to be so used as to make it
an instrument of oppression.
3. The nature of the offense and the circumstances under
which it was committed are to be considered.
4. The ability to make bail is to be regarded, and proof may be
taken upon this point.
5. The future safety of a victim of the alleged offense and the
community shall be considered.

ART.  17.151.  RELEASE BECAUSE OF DELAY

Sec. 1. A defendant who is detained in jail pending trial of an
accusation against him must be released either on personal
bond or by reducing the amount of bail required, if the state is
not ready for trial of the criminal action for which he is being
detained within:
(1) 90 days from the commencement of his detention if he is
accused of a felony;
(2) 30 days from the commencement of his detention if he is
accused of a misdemeanor punishable by a sentence of impris-
onment in jail for more than 180 days;
(3) 15 days from the commencement of his detention if he is
accused of a misdemeanor punishable by a sentence of impris-
onment for 180 days or less; or
(4) five days from the commencement of his detention if he is
accused of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine only.
Sec. 2. The provisions of this article do not apply to a defen-
dant who is:
(1) serving a sentence of imprisonment for another offense
while the defendant is serving that sentence;
(2) being detained pending trial of another accusation against
the defendant as to which the applicable period has not yet
elapsed; 
(3) incompetent to stand trial, during the period of the defen-
dant’s incompetence; or
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(4) being detained for a violation of the conditions of a previ-
ous release related to the safety of a victim of the alleged of-
fense or to the safety of the community under this article.

ART.  17.152.  DENIAL OF BAIL FOR VIOLATION

OF CERTAIN COURT ORDERS OR CONDITIONS

OF BOND IN A FAMILY VIOLENCE CASE

(a) In this article, “family violence” has the meaning assigned
by Section 71.004, Family Code.
(b) Except as otherwise provided by Subsection (d), a person
who commits an offense under Section 25.07, Penal Code, re-
lated to a violation of a condition of bond set in a family vio-
lence case and whose bail in the case under Section 25.07,
Penal Code, or in the family violence case is revoked or for-
feited for a violation of a condition of bond may be taken into
custody and, pending trial or other court proceedings, denied
release on bail if following a hearing a judge or magistrate de-
termines by a preponderance of the evidence that the person
violated a condition of bond related to:

(1) the safety of the victim of the offense under Section
25.07, Penal Code, or the family violence case, as applica-
ble; or
(2) the safety of the community.

(c) Except as otherwise provided by Subsection (d), a person
who commits an offense under Section 25.07, Penal Code,
other than an offense related to a violation of a condition of
bond set in a family violence case, may be taken into custody
and, pending trial or other court proceedings, denied release
on bail if following a hearing a judge or magistrate determines
by a preponderance of the evidence that the person committed
the offense.
(d) A person who commits an offense under Section
25.07(a)(3), Penal Code, may be held without bail under Sub-
section (b) or (c), as applicable, only if following a hearing the
judge or magistrate determines by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the person went to or near the place described in
the order or condition of bond with the intent to commit or
threaten to commit:

(1) family violence; or
(2) an act in furtherance of an offense under Section
42.072, Penal Code.

(e) In determining whether to deny release on bail under this
article, the judge or magistrate may consider:

(1) the order or condition of bond;
(2) the nature and circumstances of the alleged offense;
(3) the relationship between the accused and the victim, in-
cluding the history of that relationship;
(4) any criminal history of the accused; and
(5) any other facts or circumstances relevant to a determi-
nation of whether the accused poses an imminent threat of
future family violence.

(f ) A person arrested for committing an offense under Section
25.07, Penal Code, shall without unnecessary delay and after
reasonable notice is given to the attorney representing the
state, but not later than 48 hours after the person is arrested,
be taken before a magistrate in accordance with Article 15.17.
At that time, the magistrate shall conduct the hearing and
make the determination required by this article.

ART.  17.153.  DENIAL OF BAIL FOR VIOLATION

OF CONDITION OF BOND WHERE CHILD

ALLEGED VICTIM

(a) This article applies to a defendant charged with a felony of-
fense under any of the following provisions of the Penal Code,
if committed against a child younger than 14 years of age:

(1) Chapter 21 (Sexual Offenses);
(2) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct); 
(3) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child);
(4) Section 20A.02 (Trafficking of Persons), if the defen-
dant is alleged to have:

(A) trafficked the child with the intent or knowledge
that the child would engage in sexual conduct, as de-
fined by Section 43.25, Penal Code; or
(B) benefited from participating in a venture that in-
volved a trafficked child engaging in sexual conduct, as
defined by Section 43.25, Penal Code; or

(5) Section 43.05(a)(2) (Compelling Prostitution).
(b) A defendant described by Subsection (a) who violates a con-
dition of bond set under Article 17.41 and whose bail in the
case is revoked for the violation may be taken into custody and
denied release on bail pending trial if, following a hearing, a
judge or magistrate determines by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the defendant violated a condition of bond related
to the safety of the victim of the offense or the safety of the
community. If the magistrate finds that the violation occurred,
the magistrate may revoke the defendant’s bond and order that
the defendant be immediately returned to custody. Once the
defendant is placed in custody, the revocation of the defendant’s
bond discharges the sureties on the bond, if any, from any fu-
ture liability on the bond. A discharge under this subsection
from any future liability on the bond does not discharge any
surety from liability for previous forfeitures on the bond.

ART.  17.16.  DISCHARGE OF LIABIL ITY;
SURRENDER OR INCARCERATION OF PRINCIPAL

BEFORE FORFEITURE;  VERIF ICATION OF

INCARCERATION

(a) A surety may before forfeiture relieve the surety of the
surety’s undertaking by:

(1) surrendering the accused into the custody of the sheriff
of the county where the prosecution is pending; or
(2) delivering to the sheriff of the county in which the pros-
ecution is pending and to the office of the prosecuting at-
torney an affidavit stating that the accused is incarcerated in
federal custody, in the custody of any state, or in any county
of this state.

(b) On receipt of an affidavit described by Subsection (a)(2),
the sheriff of the county in which the prosecution is pending
shall verify whether the accused is incarcerated as stated in the
affidavit. If the sheriff verifies the statement in the affidavit,
the sheriff shall notify the magistrate before which the prose-
cution is pending of the verification.
(c) On a verification described by this article, the sheriff shall
place a detainer against the accused with the appropriate offi-
cials in the jurisdiction in which the accused is incarcerated.
On receipt of notice of a verification described by this article,
the magistrate before which the prosecution is pending shall
direct the clerk of the court to issue a capias for the arrest of
the accused, except as provided by Subsection (d).
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(d) A capias for the arrest of the accused is not required if:
(1) a warrant has been issued for the accused’s arrest and re-
mains outstanding; or
(2) the issuance of a capias would otherwise be unnecessary
for the purpose of taking the accused into custody.

(e) For the purposes of Subsection (a) (2) of this article, the
bond is discharged and the surety is absolved of liability on the
bond on the verification of the incarceration of the accused.
(f ) An affidavit described by Subsection (a)(2) and the docu-
mentation of any verification obtained under Subsection (b)
must be:

(1) filed in the court record of the underlying criminal case
in the court in which the prosecution is pending or, if the
court record does not exist, in a general file maintained by
the clerk of the court; and
(2) delivered to the office of the prosecuting attorney.

(g) A surety is liable for all reasonable and necessary expenses
incurred in returning the accused into the custody of the sher-
iff of the county in which the prosecution is pending.

ART.  17.17.  WHEN SURRENDER IS MADE

DURING TERM

If a surrender of the accused be made during a term of the court
to which he has bound himself to appear, the sheriff shall take
him before the court; and if he is willing to give other bail, the
court shall forthwith require him to do so. If he fails or refuses
to give bail, the court shall make an order that he be commit-
ted to jail until the bail is given, and this shall be a sufficient
commitment without any written order to the sheriff.

ART.  17.18.  SURRENDER IN VACATION

When the surrender is made at any other time than during the
session of the court, the sheriff may take the necessary bail
bond, but if the defendant fails or refuses to give other bail, the
sheriff shall take him before the nearest magistrate; and such
magistrate shall issue a warrant of commitment, reciting the
fact that the accused has been once admitted to bail, has been
surrendered, and now fails or refuses to give other bail.

ART.  17.19.  SURETY MAY OBTAIN A WARRANT

(a) Any surety, desiring to surrender his principal and after no-
tifying the principal’s attorney, if the principal is represented
by an attorney, in a manner provided by Rule 21a, Texas Rules
of Civil Procedure, of the surety’s intention to surrender the
principal, may file an affidavit of such intention before the
court or magistrate before which the prosecution is pending.
The affidavit must state:

(1) the court and cause number of the case;
(2) the name of the defendant;
(3) the offense with which the defendant is charged;
(4) the date of the bond;
(5) the cause for the surrender; and
(6) that notice of the surety’s intention to surrender the
principal has been given as required by this subsection.

(b) In a prosecution pending before a court, if the court finds
that there is cause for the surety to surrender the surety’s prin-
cipal, the court shall issue a capias for the principal. In a prose-
cution pending before a magistrate, if the magistrate finds that
there is cause for the surety to surrender the surety’s principal,
the magistrate shall issue a warrant of arrest for the principal. It
is an affirmative defense to any liability on the bond that:

(1) the court or magistrate refused to issue a capias or war-
rant of arrest for the principal; and
(2) after the refusal to issue the capias or warrant of arrest,
the principal failed to appear.

(c) If the court or magistrate before whom the prosecution is
pending is not available, the surety may deliver the affidavit to
any other magistrate in the county and that magistrate, on a
finding of cause for the surety to surrender the surety’s principal,
shall issue a warrant of arrest for the principal.
(d) An arrest warrant or capias issued under this article shall be
issued to the sheriff of the county in which the case is pending,
and a copy of the warrant or capias shall be issued to the surety
or his agent.
(e) An arrest warrant or capias issued under this article may be
executed by a peace officer, a security officer, or a private in-
vestigator licensed in this state.

ART.  17.20.  BAIL IN MISDEMEANOR

In cases of misdemeanor, the sheriff or other peace officer, or a
jailer licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, may,
whether during the term of the court or in vacation, where the
officer has a defendant in custody, take of the defendant a bail
bond.

ART.  17.21.  BAIL IN FELONY

In cases of felony, when the accused is in custody of the sheriff
or other officer, and the court before which the prosecution is
pending is in session in the county where the accused is in cus-
tody, the court shall fix the amount of bail, if it is a bailable case
and determine if the accused is eligible for a personal bond; and
the sheriff or other peace officer, unless it be the police of a city,
or a jailer licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, is
authorized to take a bail bond of the accused in the amount as
fixed by the court, to be approved by such officer taking the
same, and will thereupon discharge the accused from custody.
The defendant and the defendant’s sureties are not required to
appear in court.

ART.  17.22.  MAY TAKE BAIL IN FELONY

In a felony case, if the court before which the same is pending
is not in session in the county where the defendant is in cus-
tody, the sheriff or other peace officer, or a jailer licensed under
Chapter 1701, Occupations Code, who has the defendant in
custody may take the defendant’s bail bond in such amount as
may have been fixed by the court or magistrate, or if no
amount has been fixed, then in such amount as such officer
may consider reasonable.

ART.  17.23.  SURETIES SEVERALLY BOUND

In all bail bonds taken under any provision of this Code, the
sureties shall be severally bound. Where a surrender of the
principal is made by one or more of them, all the sureties shall
be considered discharged.

ART.  17.24.  GENERAL RULES APPLICABLE

All general rules in the Chapter are applicable to bail defen-
dant before an examining court.

ART.  17.25.  PROCEEDINGS WHEN BAIL IS

GRANTED

After a full examination of the testimony, the magistrate shall,
if the case be one where bail may properly be granted and
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ought to be required, proceed to make an order that the ac-
cused execute a bail bond with sufficient security, conditioned
for his appearance before the proper court.

ART.  17.26.  TIME GIVEN TO PROCURE BAIL

Reasonable time shall be given the accused to procure security.

ART.  17.27.  WHEN BAIL IS NOT GIVEN

If, after the allowance of a reasonable time, the security be not
given, the magistrate shall make an order committing the ac-
cused to jail to be kept safely until legally discharged; and he
shall issue a commitment accordingly.

ART.  17.28.  WHEN READY TO GIVE BAIL

If the party be ready to give bail, the magistrate shall cause to
be prepared a bond, which shall be signed by the accused and
his surety or sureties, if any.

ART.  17.29.  ACCUSED LIBERATED

(a) When the accused has given the required bond, either to
the magistrate or the officer having him in custody, he shall at
once be set at liberty.
(b) Before releasing on bail a person arrested for an offense
under Section 42.072, Penal Code, or a person arrested or held
without warrant in the prevention of family violence, the law
enforcement agency holding the person shall make a reason-
able attempt to give personal notice of the imminent release to
the victim of the alleged offense or to another person desig-
nated by the victim to receive the notice. An attempt by an
agency to give notice to the victim or the person designated by
the victim at the victim’s or person’s last known telephone
number or address, as shown on the records of the agency, con-
stitutes a reasonable attempt to give notice under this subsec-
tion. If possible, the arresting officer shall collect the address
and telephone number of the victim at the time the arrest is
made and shall communicate that information to the agency
holding the person.
(c) A law enforcement agency or an employee of a law enforce-
ment agency is not liable for damages arising from complying or
failing to comply with Subsection (b) of this article.
(d) In this article, “family violence” has the meaning assigned
by Section 71.004, Family Code.

ART.  17.291.  FURTHER DETENTION OF CERTAIN

PERSONS

(a) In this article:
(1) “family violence” has the meaning assigned to that
phrase by Section 71.004, Family Code; and
(2) “magistrate” has the meaning assigned to it by Article
2.09 of this code.

(b) Article 17.29 does not apply when a person has been ar-
rested or held without a warrant in the prevention of family vi-
olence if there is probable cause to believe the violence will
continue if the person is immediately released. The head of the
agency arresting or holding such a person may hold the person
for a period of not more than four hours after bond has been
posted. This detention period may be extended for an addi-
tional period not to exceed 48 hours, but only if authorized in
a writing directed to the person having custody of the detained
person by a magistrate who concludes that:

(1) the violence would continue if the person is released;
and

(2) if the additional period exceeds 24 hours, probable
cause exists to believe that the person committed the in-
stant offense and that, during the 10-year period preceding
the date of the instant offense, the person has been arrested:

(A) on more than one occasion for an offense involving
family violence; or
(B) for any other offense, if a deadly weapon, as defined
by Section 1.07, Penal Code, was used or exhibited dur-
ing commission of the offense or during immediate flight
after commission of the offense. 

ART.  17.292.  MAGISTRATE’S ORDER FOR

EMERGENCY PROTECTION

(a) At a defendant’s appearance before a magistrate after arrest
for an offense involving family violence or an offense under
Section 20A.02, 20A.03, 22.011, 22.021, or 42.072, Penal
Code, the magistrate may issue an order for emergency pro-
tection on the magistrate’s own motion or on the request of:

(1) the victim of the offense;
(2) the guardian of the victim;
(3) a peace officer; or
(4) the attorney representing the state.

(b) At a defendant’s appearance before a magistrate after arrest
for an offense involving family violence, the magistrate shall
issue an order for emergency protection if the arrest is for an
offense that also involves:

(1) serious bodily injury to the victim; or
(2) the use or exhibition of a deadly weapon during the
commission of an assault. 

(c) The magistrate in the order for emergency protection may
prohibit the arrested party from:

(1) committing:
(A) family violence or an assault on the person protected
under the order; 
(B) an act in furtherance of an offense under Section
20A.02 or 42.072, Penal Code;

(2) communicating:
(A) directly with a member of the family or household
or with the person protected under the order in a threat-
ening or harassing manner; [or]
(B) a threat through any person to a member of the fam-
ily or household or to the person protected under the
order; or
(C) if the magistrate finds good cause, in any manner
with a person protected under the order or a member of
the family or household of a person protected under the
order, except through the party’s attorney or a person ap-
pointed by the court;

(3) going to or near:
(A) the residence, place of employment, or business of a
member of the family or household or of the person pro-
tected under the order; or
(B) the residence, child care facility, or school where a
child protected under the order resides or attends; or

(4) possessing a firearm, unless the person is a peace officer,
as defined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, actively engaged in
employment as a sworn, full-time paid employee of a state
agency or political subdivision.

(c-1) In addition to the conditions described by Subsection (c),
the magistrate in the order for emergency protection may im-
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pose a condition described by Article 17.49(b) in the manner
provided by that article, including ordering a defendant’s par-
ticipation in a global positioning monitoring system or allow-
ing participation in the system by an alleged victim or other
person protected under the order.
(d) The victim of the offense need not be present when the
order for emergency protection is issued.
(e) In the order for emergency protection the magistrate shall
specifically describe the prohibited locations and the mini-
mum distances, if any, that the party must maintain, unless the
magistrate determines for the safety of the person or persons
protected by the order that specific descriptions of the loca-
tions should be omitted.
(f ) To the extent that a condition imposed by an order for
emergency protection issued under this article conflicts with
an existing court order granting possession of or access to a
child, the condition imposed under this article prevails for the
duration of the order for emergency protection.
(f-1) To the extent that a condition imposed by an order issued
under this article conflicts with a condition imposed by an
order subsequently issued under Chapter 85, Subtitle B, Title
4, Family Code, or under Title 1 or Title 5, Family Code, the
condition imposed by the order issued under the Family Code
prevails.
(f-2) To the extent that a condition imposed by an order issued
under this article conflicts with a condition imposed by an
order subsequently issued under Chapter 83, Subtitle B, Title
4, Family Code, the condition imposed by the order issued
under this article prevails unless the court issuing the order
under Chapter 83, Family Code:

(1) is informed of the existence of the order issued under
this article; and
(2) makes a finding in the order issued under Chapter 83,
Family Code, that the court is superseding the order issued
under this article.

(g) An order for emergency protection issued under this article
must contain the following statements printed in bold-face
type or in capital letters:

“A VIOLATION OF THIS ORDER BY COMMIS-
SION OF AN ACT PROHIBITED BY THE ORDER
MAY BE PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF AS MUCH AS
$4,000 OR BY CONFINEMENT IN JAIL FOR AS
LONG AS ONE YEAR OR BY BOTH. AN ACT THAT
RESULTS IN FAMILY VIOLENCE OR A STALKING
OR TRAFFICKING OFFENSE MAY BE PROSE-
CUTED AS A SEPARATE MISDEMEANOR OR
FELONY OFFENSE, AS APPLICABLE. IF THE ACT IS
PROSECUTED AS A SEPARATE FELONY OFFENSE,
IT IS PUNISHABLE BY CONFINEMENT IN PRISON
FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS. THE POSSESSION OF
A FIREARM BY A PERSON, OTHER THAN A PEACE
OFFICER, AS DEFINED BY SECTION 1.07, PENAL
CODE, ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN EMPLOYMENT AS
A SWORN, FULL-TIME PAID EMPLOYEE OF A
STATE AGENCY OR POLITICAL SUBDIVISION,
WHO IS SUBJECT TO THIS ORDER MAY BE PROS-
ECUTED AS A SEPARATE OFFENSE PUNISHABLE
BY CONFINEMENT OR IMPRISONMENT.

“NO PERSON, INCLUDING A PERSON WHO IS
PROTECTED BY THIS ORDER, MAY GIVE PERMIS-

SION TO ANYONE TO IGNORE OR VIOLATE ANY
PROVISION OF THIS ORDER. DURING THE TIME
IN WHICH THIS ORDER IS VALID, EVERY PROVI-
SION OF THIS ORDER IS IN FULL FORCE AND EF-
FECT UNLESS A COURT CHANGES THE ORDER.”

(h) As soon as possible but not later than the next business day
after the date the [The] magistrate issues [issuing] an order for
emergency protection under this article, the magistrate shall
send a copy of the order to the chief of police in the munici-
pality where the member of the family or household or indi-
vidual protected by the order resides, if the person resides in a
municipality, or to the sheriff of the county where the person
resides, if the person does not reside in a municipality. If the
victim of the offense is not present when the order is issued,
the magistrate issuing the order shall order an appropriate
peace officer to make a good faith effort to notify, within 24
hours, the victim that the order has been issued by calling the
victim’s residence and place of employment. The clerk of the
court shall send a copy of the order to the victim at the victim’s
last known address as soon as possible but not later than the
next business day after the date the order is issued.
(h-1) A magistrate or clerk of the court may delay sending a
copy of the order under Subsection (h) only if the magistrate
or clerk lacks information necessary to ensure service and en-
forcement.
(i) If an order for emergency protection issued under this arti-
cle prohibits a person from going to or near a child care facil-
ity or school, the magistrate shall send a copy of the order to
the child care facility or school.
(i-1) The copy of the order and any related information may
be sent under Subsection (h) or (i) electronically or in another
manner that can be accessed by the recipient.
(j) An order for emergency protection issued under this article
is effective on issuance, and the defendant shall be served a
copy of the order by the magistrate or the magistrate’s designee
in person or electronically. The magistrate shall make a sepa-
rate record of the service in written or electronic format. An
order for emergency protection issued under Subsection (a) or
(b)(1) of this article remains in effect up to the 61st day but
not less than 31 days after the date of issuance. An order for
emergency protection issued under Subsection (b)(2) of this
article remains in effect up to the 91st day but not less than 61
days after the date of issuance. After notice to each affected
party and a hearing, the issuing court may modify all or part
of an order issued under this article if the court finds that:

(1) the order as originally issued is unworkable;
(2) the modification will not place the victim of the offense
at greater risk than did the original order; and
(3) the modification will not in any way endanger a person
protected under the order.

(k) To ensure that an officer responding to a call is aware of the
existence and terms of an order for emergency protection issued
under this article, not later than the third business day after the
date of receipt of the copy of the order by the applicable law en-
forcement agency with jurisdiction over the municipality or
county in which the victim resides, the law enforcement agency
shall enter the information required under Section
411.042(b)(6), Government Code, into the statewide law en-
forcement information system maintained by the Department
of Public Safety [each municipal police department and sheriff
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shall establish a procedure within the department or office to
provide adequate information or access to information for
peace officers of the names of persons protected by an order for
emergency protection issued under this article and of persons to
whom the order is directed. The police department or sheriff
may enter an order for emergency protection issued under this
article in the department’s or office’s record of outstanding war-
rants as notice that the order has been issued and is in effect].
(k-1) A law enforcement agency may delay entering the infor-
mation required under Subsection (k) only if the agency lacks
information necessary to ensure service and enforcement.
(l) In the order for emergency protection, the magistrate shall
suspend a license to carry a [concealed] handgun issued under
Subchapter H, Chapter 411, Government Code, that is held
by the defendant. 
(m) In this article:

(1) “Family,” “family violence,” and “household” have the
meanings assigned by Chapter 71, Family Code.
(2) “Firearm” has the meaning assigned by Chapter 46,
Penal Code.
(3) “Business day” means a day other than a Saturday, Sun-
day, or state or national holiday.

(n) On motion, notice, and hearing, or on agreement of the
parties, an order for emergency protection issued under this ar-
ticle may be transferred to the court assuming jurisdiction over
the criminal act giving rise to the issuance of the emergency
order for protection. On transfer, the criminal court may mod-
ify all or part of an order issued under this subsection in the
same manner and under the same standards as the issuing
court under Subsection (j).

Amendment of (a), (c), (g), (h), & (k) and addition of (h-1), (i-1), 
(k-1), & (m)(3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 737, §§1 & 2). Sec-
tion 6 of SB 737 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act
apply to a protective order or magistrate’s order of emergency
protection issued on or after the effective date of this Act, re-
gardless of whether the conduct on which the order is based oc-
curred before, on, or after that date.”

Addition of (c)(2)(C) effective May 23, 2015 (SB 112, §1).

Amendment to (l) effective Jan. 1, 2016 (HB 910, §6).

ART. 17.293.  DELIVERY OF ORDER FOR

EMERGENCY PROTECTION TO OTHER PERSONS

The magistrate or the clerk of the magistrate’s court issuing an
order for emergency protection under Article 17.292 that sus-
pends a license to carry a [concealed] handgun shall immedi-
ately send a copy of the order to the appropriate division of the
Department of Public Safety at its Austin headquarters. On re-
ceipt of the order suspending the license, the department shall:
(1) record the suspension of the license in the records of the
department;
(2) report the suspension to local law enforcement agencies, as
appropriate; and
(3) demand surrender of the suspended license from the li-
cense holder. 

Amended effective Jan. 1, 2016 (HB 910, §7).

ART.  17.30.  SHALL CERTIFY PROCEEDINGS

The magistrate, before whom an examination has taken place

upon a criminal accusation, shall certify to all the proceedings
had before him, as well as where he discharges, holds to bail or
commits, and transmit them, sealed up, to the court before
which the defendant may be tried, writing his name across the
seals of the envelope. The voluntary statement of the defen-
dant, the testimony, bail bonds, and every other proceeding in
the case, shall be thus delivered to the clerk of the proper court,
without delay.

ART.  17.31.  DUTY OF CLERKS WHO RECEIVE

SUCH PROCEEDINGS

If the proceedings be delivered to a district clerk, he shall keep
them safely and deliver the same to the next grand jury. If the
proceedings are delivered to a county clerk, he shall without delay
deliver them to the district or county attorney of his county.

ART.  17.32.  IN CASE OF NO ARREST

Upon failure from any cause to arrest the accused the magis-
trate shall file with the proper clerk the complaint, warrant of
arrest, and a list of the witnesses.

ART.  17.33.  REQUEST SETTING OF BAIL

The accused may at any time after being confined request a
magistrate to review the written statements of the witnesses for
the State as well as all other evidence available at that time in
determining the amount of bail. This setting of the amount of
bail does not waive the defendant’s right to an examining trial
as provided in Article 16.01.

ART.  17.34.  WITNESSES TO GIVE BOND

Witnesses for the State or defendant may be required by the
magistrate, upon the examination of any criminal accusation
before him, to give bail for their appearance to testify before
the proper court. A personal bond may be taken of a witness
by the court before whom the case is pending.

ART.  17.35.  SECURITY OF WITNESS

The amount of security to be required of a witness is to be reg-
ulated by his pecuniary condition, character and the nature of
the offense with respect to which he is a witness.

ART.  17.36.  EFFECT OF WITNESS BOND

The bond given by a witness for his appearance has the same
effect as a bond of the accused and may be forfeited and re-
covered upon in the same manner.

ART.  17.37.  WITNESS MAY BE COMMITTED

A witness required to give bail who fails or refuses to do so
shall be committed to jail as in other cases of a failure to give
bail when required, but shall be released from custody upon
giving such bail.

ART.  17.38.  RULES APPLICABLE TO ALL CASES

OF BAIL

The rules in this Chapter respecting bail are applicable to all
such undertakings when entered into in the course of a crimi-
nal action, whether before or after an indictment, in every case
where authority is given to any court, judge, magistrate, or
other officer, to require bail of a person accused of an offense,
or of a witness in a criminal action.

ART.  17.39.  RECORDS OF BAIL

A magistrate or other officer who sets the amount of bail or
who takes bail shall record in a well-bound book the name of
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the person whose appearance the bail secures, the amount of
bail, the date bail is set, the magistrate or officer who sets bail,
the offense or other cause for which the appearance is secured,
the magistrate or other officer who takes bail, the date the per-
son is released, and the name of the bondsman, if any.

ART. 17.40.  CONDITIONS RELATED TO VICTIM

OR COMMUNITY SAFETY

(a) To secure a defendant’s attendance at trial, a magistrate may
impose any reasonable condition of bond related to the safety
of a victim of the alleged offense or to the safety of the com-
munity. 
(b) At a hearing limited to determining whether the defendant
violated a condition of bond imposed under Subsection (a), the
magistrate may revoke the defendant’s bond only if the magis-
trate finds by a preponderance of the evidence that the violation
occurred. If the magistrate finds that the violation occurred, the
magistrate shall revoke the defendant’s bond and order that the
defendant be immediately returned to custody. Once the de-
fendant is placed in custody, the revocation of the defendant’s
bond discharges the sureties on the bond, if any, from any fu-
ture liability on the bond. A discharge under this subsection
from any future liability on the bond does not discharge any
surety from liability for previous forfeitures on the bond.

ART.  17.41.  CONDITION WHERE CHILD

ALLEGED VICTIM

(a) This article applies to a defendant charged with an offense
under any of the following provisions of the Penal Code, if
committed against a child younger than 14 years of age:

(1) Chapter 21 (Sexual Offenses) or 22 (Assaultive Of-
fenses);
(2) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct) ; or
(3) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child). 

(b) Subject to Subsections (c) and (d), a magistrate shall require
as a condition of bond for a defendant charged with an offense
described by Subsection (a) that the defendant not:

(1) directly communicate with the alleged victim of the of-
fense; or 
(2) go near a residence, school, or other location, as specifi-
cally described in the bond, frequented by the alleged vic-
tim.

(c) A magistrate who imposes a condition of bond under this
article may grant the defendant supervised access to the alleged
victim.
(d) To the extent that a condition imposed under this article con-
flicts with an existing court order granting possession of or access
to a child, the condition imposed under this article prevails for a
period specified by the magistrate, not to exceed 90 days.

ART.  17.42.  PERSONAL BOND OFFICE

Sec. 1. Any county, or any judicial district with jurisdiction in
more than one county, with the approval of the commissioners
court of each county in the district, may establish a personal
bond office to gather and review information about an accused
that may have a bearing on whether he will comply with the
conditions of a personal bond and report its findings to the
court before which the case is pending.
Sec. 2. (a) The commissioners court of a county that establishes
the office or the district and county judges of a judicial district
that establishes the office may employ a director of the office.

(b) The director may employ the staff authorized by the com-
missioners court of the county or the commissioners court of
each county in the judicial district.
Sec. 3. If a judicial district establishes an office, each county in
the district shall pay its pro rata share of the costs of adminis-
tering the office according to its population.
Sec. 4. (a) If a court releases an accused on personal bond on
a recommendation of a personal bond office, the court shall as-
sess a personal bond fee of $20 or three percent of the amount
of the bail fixed for the accused, whichever is greater. The court
may waive the fee or assess a lesser fee if good cause is shown.
(b) Fees collected under this article may be used solely to de-
fray expenses of the personal bond office, including defraying
the expenses of extradition.
(c) Fees collected under this article shall be deposited in the
county treasury, or if the office serves more than one county,
the fees shall be apportioned to each county in the district ac-
cording to each county’s pro rata share of the costs of the office.
Sec. 5. (a) A personal bond pretrial release office established
under this article shall:

(1) prepare a record containing information about any ac-
cused person identified by case number only who, after re-
view by the office, is released by a court on personal bond;
(2) update the record on a monthly basis; and
(3) file a copy of the record with [in the office of ] the dis-
trict or county clerk, as applicable based on court jurisdic-
tion over the categories of offenses addressed in the records,
[of the county court] in any county served by the office.

(b) In preparing a record under Subsection (a), the office shall
include in the record a statement of:

(1) the offense with which the person is charged;
(2) the dates of any court appearances scheduled in the
matter that were previously unattended by the person;
(3) whether a warrant has been issued for the person’s arrest
for failure to appear in accordance with the terms of the
person’s release;
(4) whether the person has failed to comply with conditions
of release on personal bond; and
(5) the presiding judge or magistrate who authorized the
personal bond.

(c) This section does not apply to a personal bond pretrial re-
lease office that on January 1, 1995, was operated by a com-
munity corrections and supervision department.
Sec. 6. (a) Not later than April 1 of each year, a personal bond
office established under this article shall submit to the commis-
sioners court or district and county judges that established the
office an annual report containing information about the oper-
ations of the office during the preceding year.
(b) In preparing an annual report under Subsection (a), the of-
fice shall include in the report a statement of:

(1) the office’s operating budget;
(2) the number of positions maintained for office staff;
(3) the number of accused persons who, after review by the
office, were released by a court on personal bond; and
(4) the number of persons described by Subdivision (3):

(A) who were convicted of the same offense or of any
felony within the six years preceding the date on which
charges were filed in the matter pending during the per-
son’s release;
(B) who failed to attend a scheduled court appearance;
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(C) for whom a warrant was issued for the person’s arrest
for failure to appear in accordance with the terms of the
person’s release; or
(D) who were arrested for any other offense while on the
personal bond.

(c) This section does not apply to a personal bond pretrial re-
lease office that on January 1, 1995, was operated by a com-
munity corrections and supervision department.

Amendments to §5(a)(3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 965, §1).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 965 amends §5(a) to require a personal bond office to file its
personal bond records with a district or county clerk based on
the category of offenses addressed. Prior law required all of
those records to be filed with the county court clerk regardless
of whether that court had jurisdiction over that offender.

ART.  17.43.  HOME CURFEW AND ELECTRONIC

MONITORING AS CONDITION

(a) A magistrate may require as a condition of release on per-
sonal bond that the defendant submit to home curfew and
electronic monitoring under the supervision of an agency des-
ignated by the magistrate.
(b) Cost of monitoring may be assessed as court costs or or-
dered paid directly by the defendant as a condition of bond.

ART. 17.44. HOME CONFINEMENT, ELECTRONIC

MONITORING, AND DRUG TESTING AS CONDITION

(a) A magistrate may require as a condition of release on bond
that the defendant submit to:

(1) home confinement and electronic monitoring under the
supervision of an agency designated by the magistrate; or
(2) testing on a weekly basis for the presence of a controlled
substance in the defendant’s body.

(b) In this article, “controlled substance” has the meaning as-
signed by Section 481.002, Health and Safety Code.
(c) The magistrate may revoke the bond and order the defen-
dant arrested if the defendant:

(1) violates a condition of home confinement and elec-
tronic monitoring;
(2) refuses to submit to a test for controlled substances[,] or
submits to a test for controlled substances and the test in-
dicates the presence of a controlled substance in the defen-
dant’s body; or
(3) fails to pay the costs of monitoring or testing for con-
trolled substances, if payment is ordered under Subsection
(e) as a condition of bond and the magistrate determines
that the defendant is not indigent and is financially able to
make the payments as ordered.

(d) The community justice assistance division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice may provide grants to counties to imple-
ment electronic monitoring programs authorized by this article.
(e) The cost of electronic monitoring or testing for controlled
substances under this article may be assessed as court costs or
ordered paid directly by the defendant as a condition of bond.

ART.  17.441.  CONDITIONS REQUIRING MOTOR

VEHICLE IGNITION INTERLOCK

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a magistrate shall re-
quire on release that a defendant charged with a subsequent of-
fense under Sections 49.04-49.06, Penal Code, or an offense
under Section 49.07 or 49.08 of that code:

(1) have installed on the motor vehicle owned by the defen-
dant or on the vehicle most regularly driven by the defendant,
a device that uses a deep-lung breath analysis mechanism to
make impractical the operation of a motor vehicle if ethyl al-
cohol is detected in the breath of the operator; and
(2) not operate any motor vehicle unless the vehicle is
equipped with that device.

(b) The magistrate may not require the installation of the de-
vice if the magistrate finds that to require the device would not
be in the best interest of justice.
(c) If the defendant is required to have the device installed, the
magistrate shall require that the defendant have the device in-
stalled on the appropriate motor vehicle, at the defendant’s ex-
pense, before the 30th day after the date the defendant is
released on bond.
(d) The magistrate may designate an appropriate agency to ver-
ify the installation of the device and to monitor the device. If
the magistrate designates an agency under this subsection, in
each month during which the agency verifies the installation of
the device or provides a monitoring service the defendant shall
pay a fee to the designated agency in the amount set by the
magistrate. The defendant shall pay the initial fee at the time
the agency verifies the installation of the device. In each sub-
sequent month during which the defendant is required to pay
a fee the defendant shall pay the fee on the first occasion in
that month that the agency provides a monitoring service. The
magistrate shall set the fee in an amount not to exceed $10 as
determined by the county auditor, or by the commissioners
court of the county if the county does not have a county audi-
tor, to be sufficient to cover the cost incurred by the designated
agency in conducting the verification or providing the moni-
toring service, as applicable in that county.

ART.  17.45.  CONDITIONS REQUIRING AIDS
AND HIV INSTRUCTION

A magistrate may require as a condition of bond that a defen-
dant charged with an offense under Section 43.02, Penal
Code, receive counseling or education, or both, relating to ac-
quired immune deficiency syndrome or human immunodefi-
ciency virus.

ART.  17.46.  CONDITIONS FOR A DEFENDANT

CHARGED WITH STALKING

(a) A magistrate may require as a condition of release on bond
that a defendant charged with an offense under Section
42.072, Penal Code, may not:

(1) communicate directly or indirectly with the victim; or
(2) go to or near the residence, place of employment, or
business of the victim or to or near a school, day-care facil-
ity, or similar facility where a dependent child of the victim
is in attendance.

(b) If the magistrate requires the prohibition contained in Sub-
section (a) (2) of this article as a condition of release on bond,
the magistrate shall specifically describe the prohibited loca-
tions and the minimum distances, if any, that the defendant
must maintain from the locations.

ART.  17.47.  CONDITIONS REQUIRING

SUBMISS ION OF SPECIMEN

(a) A magistrate may require as a condition of release on bail
or bond of a defendant that the defendant provide to a local
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law enforcement agency one or more specimens for the pur-
pose of creating a DNA record under Subchapter G, Chapter
411, Government Code.
(b) A magistrate shall require as a condition of release on bail
or bond of a defendant described by Section 411.1471(a),
Government Code, that the defendant provide to a local law
enforcement agency one or more specimens for the purpose of
creating a DNA record under Subchapter G, Chapter 411,
Government Code.

ART.  17.48.  POSTTRIAL ACTIONS

A convicting court on entering a finding favorable to a con-
victed person under Article 64.04, after a hearing at which the
attorney representing the state and the counsel for the defen-
dant are entitled to appear, may release the convicted person
on bail under this chapter pending the conclusion of court
proceedings or proceedings under Section 11, Article IV, Texas
Constitution, and Article 48.01.

ART.  17.49.  CONDITIONS FOR DEFENDANT

CHARGED WITH OFFENSE INVOLVING FAMILY

VIOLENCE

(a) In this article:
(1) “Family violence” has the meaning assigned by Section
71.004, Family Code.
(2) “Global positioning monitoring system” means a system
that electronically determines and reports the location of an
individual through the use of a transmitter or similar device
carried or worn by the individual that transmits latitude
and longitude data to a monitoring entity through global
positioning satellite technology. The term does not include
a system that contains or operates global positioning system
technology, radio frequency identification technology, or
any other similar technology that is implanted in or other-
wise invades or violates the individual’s body.

(b) A magistrate may require as a condition of release on bond
that a defendant charged with an offense involving family vio-
lence:

(1) refrain from going to or near a residence, school, place
of employment, or other location, as specifically described
in the bond, frequented by an alleged victim of the offense;
(2) carry or wear a global positioning monitoring system
device and, except as provided by Subsection (h), pay the
costs associated with operating that system in relation to the
defendant; or
(3) except as provided by Subsection (h), if the alleged vic-
tim of the offense consents after receiving the information
described by Subsection (d), pay the costs associated with
providing the victim with an electronic receptor device that:

(A) is capable of receiving the global positioning moni-
toring system information from the device carried or
worn by the defendant; and
(B) notifies the victim if the defendant is at or near a lo-
cation that the defendant has been ordered to refrain
from going to or near under Subdivision (1).

(c) Before imposing a condition described by Subsection
(b)(1), a magistrate must afford an alleged victim an opportu-
nity to provide the magistrate with a list of areas from which
the victim would like the defendant excluded and shall con-
sider the victim’s request, if any, in determining the locations
the defendant will be ordered to refrain from going to or near.

If the magistrate imposes a condition described by Subsection
(b)(1), the magistrate shall specifically describe the locations
that the defendant has been ordered to refrain from going to
or near and the minimum distances, if any, that the defendant
must maintain from those locations.
(d) Before imposing a condition described by Subsection
(b)(3), a magistrate must provide to an alleged victim infor-
mation regarding:

(1) the victim’s right to participate in a global positioning
monitoring system or to refuse to participate in that system
and the procedure for requesting that the magistrate termi-
nate the victim’s participation;
(2) the manner in which the global positioning monitoring
system technology functions and the risks and limitations
of that technology, and the extent to which the system will
track and record the victim’s location and movements;
(3) any locations that the defendant is ordered to refrain
from going to or near and the minimum distances, if any,
that the defendant must maintain from those locations;
(4) any sanctions that the court may impose on the defen-
dant for violating a condition of bond imposed under this
article;
(5) the procedure that the victim is to follow, and support
services available to assist the victim, if the defendant vio-
lates a condition of bond or if the global positioning mon-
itoring system equipment fails;
(6) community services available to assist the victim in ob-
taining shelter, counseling, education, child care, legal rep-
resentation, and other assistance available to address the
consequences of family violence; and
(7) the fact that the victim’s communications with the court
concerning the global positioning monitoring system and
any restrictions to be imposed on the defendant’s move-
ments are not confidential.

(e) In addition to the information described by Subsection (d),
a magistrate shall provide to an alleged victim who participates
in a global positioning monitoring system under this article
the name and telephone number of an appropriate person em-
ployed by a local law enforcement agency whom the victim
may call to request immediate assistance if the defendant vio-
lates a condition of bond imposed under this article.
(f ) In determining whether to order a defendant’s participation
in a global positioning monitoring system under this article,
the magistrate shall consider the likelihood that the defen-
dant’s participation will deter the defendant from seeking to
kill, physically injure, stalk, or otherwise threaten the alleged
victim before trial.
(g) An alleged victim may request that the magistrate termi-
nate the victim’s participation in a global positioning monitor-
ing system at any time. The magistrate may not impose
sanctions on the victim for requesting termination of the vic-
tim’s participation in or refusing to participate in a global po-
sitioning monitoring system under this article.
(h) If the magistrate determines that a defendant is indigent,
the magistrate may, based on a sliding scale established by local
rule, require the defendant to pay costs under Subsection
(b)(2) or (3) in an amount that is less than the full amount of
the costs associated with operating the global positioning
monitoring system in relation to the defendant or providing
the victim with an electronic receptor device.
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(i) If an indigent defendant pays to an entity that operates a
global positioning monitoring system the partial amount or-
dered by a magistrate under Subsection (h), the entity shall ac-
cept the partial amount as payment in full. The county in
which the magistrate who enters an order under Subsection (h)
is located is not responsible for payment of any costs associated
with operating the global positioning monitoring system in re-
lation to an indigent defendant.
(j) A magistrate that imposes a condition described by Subsec-
tion (b)(1) or (2) shall order the entity that operates the global
positioning monitoring system to notify the court and the ap-
propriate local law enforcement agency if a defendant violates
a condition of bond imposed under this article.
(k) A magistrate that imposes a condition described by Sub-
section (b) may only allow or require the defendant to execute
or be released under a type of bond that is authorized by this
chapter.
(l) This article does not limit the authority of a magistrate to
impose any other reasonable conditions of bond or enter any
orders of protection under other applicable statutes.

CHAPTER 17A.  CORPORATIONS AND
ASSOCIATIONS

ART.  17A.01.  APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS

(a) This chapter sets out some of the procedural rules applica-
ble to the criminal responsibility of corporations and associa-
tions. Where not in conflict with this chapter, the other
chapters of this code apply to corporations and associations.
(b) In this code, unless the context requires a different defini-
tion:

(1) “Agent” means a director, officer, employee, or other
person authorized to act in behalf of a corporation or asso-
ciation.
(2) “Association” means a government or governmental
subdivision or agency, trust, partnership, or two or more
persons having a joint or common economic interest.
(3) “High managerial agent” means:

(A) an officer of a corporation or association;
(B) a partner in a partnership; or
(C) an agent of a corporation or association who has du-
ties of such responsibility that his conduct may reason-
ably be assumed to represent the policy of the
corporation or association.

(4) “Person,” “he,” and “him” include corporation and as-
sociation.

ART.  17A.02.  ALLEGATION OF NAME

(a) In alleging the name of a defendant corporation, it is suffi-
cient to state in the complaint, indictment, or information the
corporate name, or to state any name or designation by which
the corporation is known or may be identified. It is not neces-
sary to allege that the defendant was lawfully incorporated.
(b) In alleging the name of a defendant association it is suffi-
cient to state in the complaint, indictment, or information the
association’s name, or to state any name or designation by
which the association is known or may be identified, or to state
the name or names of one or more members of the association,
referring to the unnamed members as “others.” It is not neces-
sary to allege the legal form of the association.

ART.  17A.03.  SUMMONING CORPORATION OR

ASSOCIATION

(a) When a complaint is filed or an indictment or information
presented against a corporation or association, the court or
clerk shall issue a summons to the corporation or association.
The summons shall be in the same form as a capias except that:

(1) it shall summon the corporation or association to ap-
pear before the court named at the place stated in the sum-
mons; and
(2) it shall be accompanied by a certified copy of the com-
plaint, indictment, or information; and
(3) it shall provide that the corporation or association ap-
pear before the court named at or before 10 a.m. of the
Monday next after the expiration of 20 days after it is
served with summons, except when service is made upon
the secretary of state or the Commissioner of Insurance, in
which instance the summons shall provide that the corpo-
ration or association appear before the court named at or
before 10 a.m. of the Monday next after the expiration of
30 days after the secretary of state or the Commissioner of
Insurance is served with summons.

(b) No individual may be arrested upon a complaint, indict-
ment, information, judgment, or sentence against a corpora-
tion or association.

ART.  17A.04.  SERVICE ON CORPORATION

(a) Except as provided in Paragraph (d) of this article, a peace
officer shall serve a summons on a corporation by personally
delivering a copy of it to the corporation’s registered agent.
However, if a registered agent has not been designated, or can-
not with reasonable diligence be found at the registered office,
then the peace officer shall serve the summons by personally
delivering a copy of it to the president or a vice-president of
the corporation.
(b) If the peace officer certifies on the return that he diligently
but unsuccessfully attempted to effect service under Paragraph
(a) of this article, or if the corporation is a foreign corporation
that has no certificate of authority, then he shall serve the sum-
mons on the secretary of state by personally delivering a copy
of it to him, or to the deputy secretary of state, or to any clerk
in charge of the corporation department of his office. On re-
ceipt of the summons copy, the secretary of state shall imme-
diately forward it by certified or registered mail, return receipt
requested, addressed to the defendant corporation at its regis-
tered or principal office in the state or country under whose
law it was incorporated.
(c) The secretary of state shall keep a permanent record of the
date and time of receipt and his disposition of each summons
served under Paragraph (b) of this article together with the re-
turn receipt.
(d) The method of service on a corporation regulated under
the Insurance Code is governed by that code.

ART.  17A.05.  SERVICE ON ASSOCIATION

(a) Except as provided in Paragraph (b) of this article, a peace
officer shall serve a summons on an association by personally
delivering a copy of it:

(1) to a high managerial agent at any place where business
of the association is regularly conducted; or
(2) if the peace officer certifies on the return that he diligently
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but unsuccessfully attempted to serve a high managerial agent,
to any employee of suitable age and discretion at any place
where business of the association is regularly conducted; or
(3) if the peace officer certifies on the return that he dili-
gently but unsuccessfully attempted to serve a high man-
agerial agent, or employee of suitable age and discretion, to
any member of the association.

(b) The method of service on an association regulated under
the Insurance Code is governed by that code.

ART.  17A.06.  APPEARANCE

(a) In all criminal actions instituted against a corporation or as-
sociation, in which original jurisdiction is in a district or
county-level court:

(1) appearance is for the purpose of arraignment;
(2) the corporation or association has 10 full days after the
day the arraignment takes place and before the day the trial
begins to file written pleadings.

(b) In all criminal actions instituted against a corporation or
association, in which original jurisdiction is in a justice court
or corporation court:

(1) appearance is for the purpose of entering a plea; and
(2) 10 full days must elapse after the day of appearance be-
fore the corporation or association may be tried.

ART.  17A.07.  PRESENCE OF CORPORATION OR

ASSOCIATION

(a) A defendant corporation or association appears through
counsel.
(b) If a corporation or association does not appear in response
to summons, or appears but fails or refuses to plead:

(1) it is deemed to be present in person for all purposes; and
(2) the court shall enter a plea of not guilty in its behalf;
and
(3) the court may proceed with trial, judgment, and sen-
tencing.

(c) If, having appeared and entered a plea in response to sum-
mons, a corporation or association is absent without good
cause at any time during later proceedings:

(1) it is deemed to be present in person for all purposes; and
(2) the court may proceed with trial, judgment, or sentencing.

ART.  17A.08.  PROBATION

The benefits of the adult probation laws shall not be available
to corporations and associations.

ART.  17A.09.  NOTIFYING ATTORNEY GENERAL

OF CORPORATION’S CONVICTION

If a corporation is convicted of an offense, or if a high man-
agerial agent is convicted of an offense committed in the con-
duct of the affairs of the corporation, the court shall notify the
attorney general in writing of the conviction when it becomes
final and unappealable. The notice shall include:
(1) the corporation’s name, and the name of the corporation’s
registered agent and the address of the registered office, or the
high managerial agent’s name and address, or both; and
(2) certified copies of the judgment and sentence and of the
complaint, information, or indictment on which the judgment
and sentence were based.

CHAPTER 18.  SEARCH WARRANTS

ART.  18.01.  SEARCH WARRANT

(a) A “search warrant” is a written order, issued by a magistrate
and directed to a peace officer, commanding him to search for
any property or thing and to seize the same and bring it before
such magistrate or commanding him to search for and photo-
graph a child and to deliver to the magistrate any of the film
exposed pursuant to the order.
(b) No search warrant shall issue for any purpose in this state
unless sufficient facts are first presented to satisfy the issuing
magistrate that probable cause does in fact exist for its issuance.
A sworn affidavit setting forth substantial facts establishing
probable cause shall be filed in every instance in which a search
warrant is requested. Except as provided by Article 18.011, the
affidavit is public information if executed, and the magistrate’s
clerk shall make a copy of the affidavit available for public in-
spection in the clerk’s office during normal business hours. 
(b-1)(1) For purposes of this article, a magistrate may consider
information communicated by telephone or other reliable elec-
tronic means in determining whether to issue a search warrant.
The magistrate may examine an applicant for a search warrant
and any person on whose testimony the application is based.
The applicant or other person must be placed under oath be-
fore the examination.

(2) If an applicant for a search warrant attests to the con-
tents of an affidavit submitted by reliable electronic means,
the magistrate must acknowledge the attestation in writing
on the affidavit. If the magistrate considers additional testi-
mony or exhibits, the magistrate must:

(A) ensure that the testimony is recorded verbatim by an
electronic recording device, by a court reporter, or in
writing;
(B) ensure that any recording or reporter’s notes are tran-
scribed and that the transcription is certified as accurate
and is preserved;
(C) sign, certify the accuracy of, and preserve any other
written record; and
(D) ensure that the exhibits are preserved.

(3) An applicant for a search warrant who submits infor-
mation as authorized by this subsection must prepare a pro-
posed duplicate original of the warrant and must read or
otherwise transmit its contents verbatim to the magistrate.
A magistrate must enter into an original search warrant the
contents of a proposed duplicate original that are read to
the magistrate. If the applicant transmits the contents by re-
liable electronic means, the transmission received by the
magistrate may serve as the original search warrant.
(4) The magistrate may modify a search warrant that is sub-
mitted as described by Subdivision (3). If the magistrate
modifies the warrant, the magistrate must:

(A) transmit the modified version to the applicant by re-
liable electronic means; or
(B) file the modified original and direct the applicant to
modify the proposed duplicate original accordingly.

(5) A magistrate who issues a search warrant for which in-
formation is provided by telephone or reliable electronic
means must:

(A) sign the original documents;
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(B) enter the date and time of issuance on the warrant; and
(C) transmit the warrant by reliable electronic means to the
applicant or direct the applicant to sign the judge’s name
and enter the date and time on the duplicate original.

(6) Evidence obtained pursuant to a search warrant for
which information was provided in accordance with this
subsection is not subject to suppression on the ground that
issuing the warrant in compliance with this subsection was
unreasonable under the circumstances, absent a finding of
bad faith.

(c) A search warrant may not be issued under Article
18.02(10) unless the sworn affidavit required by Subsection
(b) sets forth sufficient facts to establish probable cause: (1)
that a specific offense has been committed, (2) that the specif-
ically described property or items that are to be searched for or
seized constitute evidence of that offense or evidence that a
particular person committed that offense, and (3) that the
property or items constituting evidence to be searched for or
seized are located at or on the particular person, place, or thing
to be searched. Except as provided by Subsections (d), (i), and
(j), only a judge of a municipal court of record or a county
court who is an attorney licensed by the State of Texas, a statu-
tory county court judge, a district court judge, a judge of the
Court of Criminal Appeals, including the presiding judge, a
justice of the Supreme Court of Texas, including the chief jus-
tice, or a magistrate with jurisdiction over criminal cases serv-
ing a district court may issue warrants under Article 18.02(10).
(d) Only the specifically described property or items set forth
in a search warrant issued under Subdivision (10) of Article
18.02 of this code or property, items or contraband enumer-
ated in Subdivisions (1) through (9) or in Subdivision (12) of
Article 18.02 of this code may be seized. A subsequent search
warrant may be issued pursuant to Subdivision (10) of Article
18.02 of this code to search the same person, place, or thing
subjected to a prior search under Subdivision (10) of Article
18.02 of this code only if the subsequent search warrant is is-
sued by a judge of a district court, a court of appeals, the court
of criminal appeals, or the supreme court. 
(e) A search warrant may not be issued under Subdivision (10)
of Article 18.02 of this code to search for and seize property or
items that are not described in Subdivisions (1) through (9) of
that article and that are located in an office of a newspaper,
news magazine, television station, or radio station, and in no
event may property or items not described in Subdivisions (1)
through (9) of that article be legally seized in any search pur-
suant to a search warrant of an office of a newspaper, news
magazine, television station, or radio station.
(f ) A search warrant may not be issued pursuant to Article
18.021 of this code unless the sworn affidavit required by Sub-
section (b) of this article sets forth sufficient facts to establish
probable cause:

(1) that a specific offense has been committed;
(2) that a specifically described person has been a victim of
the offense;
(3) that evidence of the offense or evidence that a particu-
lar person committed the offense can be detected by pho-
tographic means; and
(4) that the person to be searched for and photographed is
located at the particular place to be searched.

(g) A search warrant may not be issued under Subdivision
(12), Article 18.02, of this code unless the sworn affidavit re-
quired by Subsection (b) of this article sets forth sufficient facts
to establish probable cause that a specific felony offense has
been committed and that the specifically described property or
items that are to be searched for or seized constitute contra-
band as defined in Article 59.01 of this code and are located at
or on the particular person, place, or thing to be searched.
(h) Except as provided by Subsection (i) of this article, a war-
rant under Subdivision (12), Article 18.02 of this code may
only be issued by:

(1) a judge of a municipal court of record who is an attor-
ney licensed by the state;
(2) a judge of a county court who is an attorney licensed by
the state; or
(3) a judge of a statutory county court, district court, the
court of criminal appeals, or the supreme court.

(i) In a county that does not have a judge of a municipal court
of record who is an attorney licensed by the state, a county
court judge who is an attorney licensed by the state, or a statu-
tory county court judge, any magistrate may issue a search
warrant under Subdivision (10) or Subdivision (12) of Article
18.02 of this code. This subsection is not applicable to a sub-
sequent search warrant under Subdivision (10) of Article
18.02 of this code.
(j) Any magistrate who is an attorney licensed by this state may
issue a search warrant under Article 18.02(10) to collect a
blood specimen from a person who:

(1) is arrested for an offense under Section 49.04, 49.045,
49.05, 49.06, 49.065, 49.07, or 49.08, Penal Code; and
(2) refuses to submit to a breath or blood alcohol test.

Addition of (b-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 326, §1). Section 2
of HB 326 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies
only to a search warrant that is issued on or after the effective
date of this Act. A search warrant that was issued before the ef-
fective date of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the
date the warrant was issued, and the former law is continued in
effect for that purpose.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

In an attempt to modernize Texas’ process for obtaining search
warrants, HB 326 adds (b-1) to allow and regulate the use of
modern communications technology for presenting search war-
rants applications to a magistrate who may be in a different
physical location. The Court of Criminal Appeals gave tentative
approval to such warrants in Clay v. State, 391 S.W.3d 94 (Tex.
Crim. App. 2013) but invited the Legislature to “specifically and
comprehensively regulate the process of obtaining search war-
rants by telephonic or other electronic means, as so many other
states have now done.” HB 326 accepts that invitation by enact-
ing a law similar to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 4.1
(Complaint, Warrant, or Summons by Telephone or Other Reli-
able Electronic Means).

ART.  18.011.  SEALING OF AFFIDAVIT

(a) An attorney representing the state in the prosecution of
felonies may request a district judge or the judge of an appel-
late court to seal an affidavit presented under Article 18.01(b).
The judge may order the affidavit sealed if the attorney estab-
lishes a compelling state interest in that:

(1) public disclosure of the affidavit would jeopardize the
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safety of a victim, witness, or confidential informant or
cause the destruction of evidence; or
(2) the affidavit contains information obtained from a court-
ordered wiretap that has not expired at the time the attorney
representing the state requests the sealing of the affidavit.

(b) An order sealing an affidavit under this section expires on
the 31st day after the date on which the search warrant for
which the affidavit was presented is executed. After an original
order sealing an affidavit is issued under this article, an attor-
ney representing the state in the prosecution of felonies may
request, and a judge may grant, before the 31st day after the
date on which the search warrant for which the affidavit was
presented is executed, on a new finding of compelling state in-
terest, one 30-day extension of the original order.
(c) On the expiration of an order issued under Subsection (b)
and any extension, the affidavit must be unsealed.
(d) An order issued under this section may not:

(1) prohibit the disclosure of information relating to the con-
tents of a search warrant, the return of a search warrant, or the
inventory of property taken pursuant to a search warrant; or
(2) affect the right of a defendant to discover the contents
of an affidavit.

ART.  18.02.  GROUNDS FOR ISSUANCE

(a) A search warrant may be issued to search for and seize:
(1) property acquired by theft or in any other manner
which makes its acquisition a penal offense;
(2) property specially designed, made, or adapted for or
commonly used in the commission of an offense;
(3) arms and munitions kept or prepared for the purposes
of insurrection or riot;
(4) weapons prohibited by the Penal Code;
(5) gambling devices or equipment, altered gambling
equipment, or gambling paraphernalia;
(6) obscene materials kept or prepared for commercial distri-
bution or exhibition, subject to the additional rules set forth
by law;
(7) a drug, controlled substance, immediate precursor,
chemical precursor, or other controlled substance property,
including an apparatus or paraphernalia kept, prepared, or
manufactured in violation of the laws of this state;
(8) any property the possession of which is prohibited by
law;
(9) implements or instruments used in the commission of a
crime;
(10) property or items, except the personal writings by the ac-
cused, constituting evidence of an offense or constituting evi-
dence tending to show that a particular person committed an
offense;
(11) persons;
(12) contraband subject to forfeiture under Chapter 59 of
this code; [or]
(13) electronic customer data held in electronic storage, in-
cluding the contents of and records and other information
related to a wire communication or electronic communica-
tion held in electronic storage; or
(14) a cellular telephone or other wireless communications
device, subject to Article 18.0215.

(b) For purposes of Subsection (a)(13), “electronic communi-
cation,” “electronic storage,” and “wire communication” have

the meanings assigned by Article 18.20, and “electronic cus-
tomer data” has the meaning assigned by Article 18.21.

Addition of (a)(14) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1396, §1).

ART.  18.021.  ISSUANCE OF SEARCH WARRANT

TO PHOTOGRAPH INJURED CHILD

(a) A search warrant may be issued to search for and photograph
a child who is alleged to be the victim of the offenses of injury
to a child as prohibited by Section 22.04, Penal Code; sexual as-
sault of a child as prohibited by Section 22.011(a), Penal Code;
aggravated sexual assault of a child as prohibited by Section
22.021, Penal Code; or continuous sexual abuse of young child
or children as prohibited by Section 21.02, Penal Code.
(b) The officer executing the warrant may be accompanied by
a photographer who is employed by a law enforcement agency
and who acts under the direction of the officer executing the
warrant. The photographer is entitled to access to the child in
the same manner as the officer executing the warrant.
(c) In addition to the requirements of Subdivisions (1), (4),
and (5) [and (4)] of Article 18.04 of this code, a warrant issued
under this article shall identify, as near as may be, the child to
be located and photographed, shall name or describe, as near
as may be, the place or thing to be searched, and shall com-
mand any peace officer of the proper county to search for and
cause the child to be photographed.
(d) After having located and photographed the child, the peace
officer executing the warrant shall take possession of the exposed
film and deliver it forthwith to the magistrate. The child may
not be removed from the premises on which he or she is located
except under Subchapters A and B, Chapter 262, Family Code.
(e) A search warrant under this section shall be executed by a
peace officer of the same sex as the alleged victim or, if the of-
ficer is not of the same sex as the alleged victim, the peace of-
ficer must be assisted by a person of the same sex as the alleged
victim. The person assisting an officer under this subsection
must be acting under the direction of the officer and must be
with the alleged victim during the taking of the photographs.

Amendment to (c) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 644, §2). Section
4(a) of HB 644 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act
in amending Articles 18.04 and 18.021(c), Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure, apply to a search warrant issued on or after the effective
date of this Act. A search warrant issued before the effective
date of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the
warrant was issued, and the former law is continued in effect for
that purpose.”

ART.  18.0215.  ACCESS  TO CELLULAR

TELEPHONE OR OTHER WIRELESS

COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE

(a) A peace officer may not search a person’s cellular telephone
or other wireless communications device, pursuant to a lawful
arrest of the person without obtaining a warrant under this ar-
ticle.
(b) A warrant under this article may be issued only by a judge
in the same judicial district as the site of:

(1) the law enforcement agency that employs the peace of-
ficer, if the cellular telephone or other wireless communica-
tions device is in the officer’s possession; or
(2) the likely location of the telephone or device.
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(c) A judge may issue a warrant under this article only on the
application of a peace officer. An application must be written
and signed and sworn to or affirmed before the judge. The ap-
plication must:

(1) state the name, department, agency, and address of the
applicant;
(2) identify the cellular telephone or other wireless com-
munications device to be searched;
(3) state the name of the owner or possessor of the tele-
phone or device to be searched;
(4) state the judicial district in which:

(A) the law enforcement agency that employs the peace
officer is located, if the telephone or device is in the of-
ficer’s possession; or
(B) the telephone or device is likely to be located; and

(5) state the facts and circumstances that provide the appli-
cant with probable cause to believe that:

(A) criminal activity has been, is, or will be committed;
and
(B) searching the telephone or device is likely to produce
evidence in the investigation of the criminal activity de-
scribed in Paragraph (A).

(d) Notwithstanding any other law, a peace officer may search
a cellular telephone or other wireless communications device
without a warrant if:

(1) the owner or possessor of the telephone or device con-
sents to the search;
(2) the telephone or device is reported stolen by the owner
or possessor; or
(3) the officer reasonably believes that:

(A) the telephone or device is in the possession of a fugi-
tive from justice for whom an arrest warrant has been is-
sued for committing a felony offense; or
(B) there exists an immediate life-threatening situation,
as defined by Section 1, Article 18.20.

(e) A peace officer must apply for a warrant to search a cellu-
lar telephone or other wireless communications device as soon
as practicable after a search is conducted under Subsection
(d)(3)(A) or (B). If the judge finds that the applicable situation
under Subsection (d)(3)(A) or (B) did not occur and declines
to issue the warrant, any evidence obtained is not admissible in
a criminal action.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1396, §2).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

Last year, the U.S. Supreme Court held in Riley v. California,
134 S.Ct. 2473 (2014), that a search for digital information on
a cell phone generally requires a warrant. In response to that
opinion, HB 1396 creates this article requiring an officer to ob-
tain a warrant before searching a person’s cell phone or other
similar device pursuant to a lawful arrest. However, it goes be-
yond merely requiring an evidentiary search warrant under exist-
ing Texas law by laying out additional rules.

There are several unusual aspects of this new language (origi-
nally filed as SB 1864 but failed to pass and was therefore
amended onto HB 1396 at the end of session). For instance:
* its procedures and requirements only apply to searches con-

ducted “pursuant to a lawful arrest,” leaving unanswered the
question whether other types of searches could be conducted
under general warrant provisions to avoid some of the more
onerous requirements of this article;

* the warrant may be signed by a “judge” in that judicial dis-
trict, rather than a magistrate—the latter term being defined
in Art. 2.09, but not the former—but it is not limited to a
district judge (the “district” modifier was removed in confer-
ence committee); and 

* there is ambiguity regarding the application of HB 326’s new
procedures regarding telephonic or electronic search warrants
to this new statute. 
These and other drafting oddities will require careful compli-

ance by officers using this new statute.

ART.  18.03.  SEARCH WARRANT MAY ORDER

ARREST

If the facts presented to the magistrate under Article 18.02 of
this chapter also establish the existence of probable cause that
a person has committed some offense under the laws of this
state, the search warrant may, in addition, order the arrest of
such person.

ART.  18.04.  CONTENTS OF WARRANT

A search warrant issued under this chapter shall be sufficient if
it contains the following requisites:
(1) that it run in the name of “The State of Texas”;
(2) that it identify, as near as may be, that which is to be seized
and name or describe, as near as may be, the person, place, or
thing to be searched;
(3) that it command any peace officer of the proper county to
search forthwith the person, place, or thing named; [and]
(4) that it be dated and signed by the magistrate; and
(5) that the magistrate’s name appear in clearly legible hand-
writing or in typewritten form with the magistrate’s signature.

Addition of (5) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 644, §1). See effec-
tive note following Art. 18.021.

ART.  18.05.  WARRANTS FOR FIRE,  HEALTH,
AND CODE INSPECTIONS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (e) of this article, a search
warrant may be issued to a fire marshal, health officer, or code
enforcement official of the state or of any county, city, or other
political subdivision for the purpose of allowing the inspection
of any specified premises to determine the presence of a fire or
health hazard or unsafe building condition or a violation of
any fire, health, or building regulation, statute, or ordinance.
(b) A search warrant may not be issued under this article ex-
cept upon the presentation of evidence of probable cause to
believe that a fire or health hazard or violation or unsafe build-
ing condition is present in the premises sought to be inspected.
(c) In determining probable cause, the magistrate is not lim-
ited to evidence of specific knowledge, but may consider any
of the following:

(1) the age and general condition of the premises;
(2) previous violations or hazards found present in the
premises;
(3) the type of premises;
(4) the purposes for which the premises are used; and
(5) the presence of hazards or violations in and the general
condition of premises near the premises sought to be in-
spected.

(d) Each city or county may designate one or more code en-
forcement officials for the purpose of being issued a search
warrant as authorized by Subsection (a) of this article. A polit-
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ical subdivision other than a city or county may designate not
more than one code enforcement official for the purpose of
being issued a search warrant as authorized by Subsection (a)
of this article only if the political subdivision routinely inspects
premises to determine whether there is a fire or health hazard
or unsafe building condition or a violation of fire, health, or
building regulation, statute, or ordinance.
(e) A search warrant may not be issued under this article to a
code enforcement official of a county with a population of 3.3
million or more for the purpose of allowing the inspection of
specified premises to determine the presence of an unsafe
building condition or a violation of a building regulation,
statute, or ordinance.

ART.  18.06.  EXECUTION OF WARRANTS

(a) A peace officer to whom a search warrant is delivered shall
execute the warrant without delay and forthwith return the
warrant to the proper magistrate. A search warrant issued under
Section 5A, Article 18.21, must be executed in the manner pro-
vided by that section not later than the 11th day after the date
of issuance. In all other cases, a search warrant must be exe-
cuted within three days from the time of its issuance. A warrant
issued under this chapter shall be executed within a shorter pe-
riod if so directed in the warrant by the magistrate.
(b) On searching the place ordered to be searched, the officer ex-
ecuting the warrant shall present a copy of the warrant to the
owner of the place, if he is present. If the owner of the place is not
present but a person who is present is in possession of the place,
the officer shall present a copy of the warrant to the person. Be-
fore the officer takes property from the place, he shall prepare a
written inventory of the property to be taken. He shall legibly en-
dorse his name on the inventory and present a copy of the inven-
tory to the owner or other person in possession of the property. If
neither the owner nor a person in possession of the property is
present when the officer executes the warrant, the officer shall
leave a copy of the warrant and the inventory at the place.

ART.  18.065.  EXECUTION OF WARRANT ISSUED

BY DISTRICT JUDGE FOR DNA SPECIMEN

(a) A warrant issued by the judge of a district court under Article
18.02(10) to collect a DNA specimen from a person for the pur-
pose of connecting that person to an offense may be executed in
any county in this state.
(b) This article does not apply to a warrant issued by a justice of
the peace, judge, or other magistrate other than a judge of a dis-
trict court.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2185, §1). Section 2 of HB
2185 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies only
to a search warrant issued on or after the effective date of this
Act. A search warrant issued before the effective date of this Act
is governed by the law in effect on the date the warrant was is-
sued, and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  18.07.  DAYS ALLOWED FOR WARRANT TO

RUN

(a) The period allowed for the execution of a search warrant, ex-
clusive of the day of its issuance and of the day of its execution, is:

(1) 15 whole days if the warrant is issued solely to search for
and seize specimens from a specific person for DNA analy-
sis and comparison, including blood and saliva samples; 

(2) 10 whole days if the warrant is issued under Section 5A,
Article 18.21; or
(3) three whole days if the warrant is issued for a purpose
other than that described by Subdivision (1) or (2).

(b) The magistrate issuing a search warrant under this chapter
shall endorse on the search warrant the date and hour of its is-
suance.
(c) If a warrant is issued to search for and seize data or infor-
mation contained in or on a computer, disk drive, flash drive,
cellular telephone, or other electronic, communication, or data
storage device, the warrant is considered to have been executed
within the time allowed under Subsection (a) if the device was
seized before the expiration of the time allowed. Notwith-
standing any other law, any data or information contained in
or on a device seized may be recovered and analyzed after the
expiration of the time allowed under Subsection (a).

ART.  18.08.  POWER OF OFFICER EXECUTING

WARRANT

In the execution of a search warrant, the officer may call to his
aid any number of citizens in his county, who shall be bound
to aid in the execution of the same.

ART.  18.09.  SHALL SEIZE ACCUSED AND

PROPERTY

When the property which the officer is directed to search for
and seize is found he shall take possession of the same and
carry it before the magistrate. He shall also arrest any person
whom he is directed to arrest by the warrant and immediately
take such person before the magistrate. For purposes of this
chapter, “seizure,” in the context of property, means the re-
straint of property, whether by physical force or by a display of
the officer’s authority, and includes the collection of property
or the act of taking possession of property.

ART.  18.095.  SEIZURE OF CIRCUIT BOARD OF

GAMBLING DEVICE,  EQUIPMENT,  OR

PARAPHERNALIA

For purposes of this chapter, an officer directed under a search
warrant to search for and seize a gambling device or equip-
ment, altered gambling equipment, or gambling paraphernalia
in the discretion of the officer may:
(1) seize only the programmable main circuit board of the de-
vice, equipment, or paraphernalia if that circuit board is de-
signed as a subassembly or essential part of the device,
equipment, or paraphernalia to provide the information nec-
essary for the device, equipment, or paraphernalia to operate as
a gambling device or equipment, altered gambling equipment,
or gambling paraphernalia;
(2) carry the circuit board before the magistrate; and
(3) retain custody of the circuit board as the property seized
pursuant to the warrant as required under this chapter.

ART.  18.10.  HOW RETURN MADE

Upon returning the search warrant, the officer shall state on
the back of the same, or on some paper attached to it, the man-
ner in which it has been executed and shall likewise deliver to
the magistrate a copy of the inventory of the property taken
into his possession under the warrant. The officer who seized
the property shall retain custody of it until the magistrate is-
sues an order directing the manner of safekeeping the property.
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The property may not be removed from the county in which
it was seized without an order approving the removal, issued by
a magistrate in the county in which the warrant was issued;
provided, however, nothing herein shall prevent the officer, or
his department, from forwarding any item or items seized to a
laboratory for scientific analysis.

ART.  18.11.  CUSTODY OF PROPERTY FOUND

Property seized pursuant to a search warrant shall be kept as
provided by the order of a magistrate issued in accordance with
Article 18.10 of this code.

ART.  18.12.  MAGISTRATE SHALL INVESTIGATE

The magistrate, upon the return of a search warrant, shall pro-
ceed to try the questions arising upon the same, and shall take
testimony as in other examinations before him.

ART.  18.13.  SHALL DISCHARGE DEFENDANT

If the magistrate be not satisfied, upon investigation, that there
was good ground for the issuance of the warrant, he shall dis-
charge the defendant and order restitution of the property
taken from him, except for criminal instruments. In such case,
the criminal instruments shall be kept by the sheriff subject to
the order of the proper court.

ART.  18.14.  EXAMINING TRIAL

The magistrate shall proceed to deal with the accused as in
other cases before an examining court if he is satisfied there
was good ground for issuing the warrant.

ART.  18.15.  CERTIFY RECORD TO PROPER

COURT

The magistrate shall keep a record of all the proceedings had
before him in cases of search warrants, and shall certify the
same and deliver them to the clerk of the court having juris-
diction of the case, before the next term of said court, and ac-
company the same with all the original papers relating thereto,
including the certified schedule of the property seized.

ART.  18.16.  PREVENTING CONSEQUENCES OF

THEFT

Any person has a right to prevent the consequences of theft by
seizing any personal property that has been stolen and bring-
ing it, with the person suspected of committing the theft, if
that person can be taken, before a magistrate for examination,
or delivering the property and the person suspected of com-
mitting the theft to a peace officer for that purpose. To justify
a seizure under this article, there must be reasonable ground to
believe the property is stolen, and the seizure must be openly
made and the proceedings had without delay.

ART.  18.17.  DISPOSITION OF ABANDONED OR

UNCLAIMED PROPERTY

(a) All unclaimed or abandoned personal property of every
kind, other than contraband subject to forfeiture under Chap-
ter 59 of this code and whiskey, wine and beer, seized by any
peace officer in the State of Texas which is not held as evidence
to be used in any pending case and has not been ordered de-
stroyed or returned to the person entitled to possession of the
same by a magistrate, which shall remain unclaimed for a pe-
riod of 30 days shall be delivered for disposition to a person
designated by the municipality or the purchasing agent of the
county in which the property was seized. If a peace officer of a

municipality seizes the property, the peace officer shall deliver
the property to a person designated by the municipality. If any
other peace officer seizes the property, the peace officer shall
deliver the property to the purchasing agent of the county. If
the county has no purchasing agent, then such property shall
be disposed of by the sheriff of the county.
(b) The county purchasing agent, the person designated by the
municipality, or the sheriff of the county, as the case may be,
shall mail a notice to the last known address of the owner of
such property by certified mail. Such notice shall describe the
property being held, give the name and address of the officer
holding such property, and shall state that if the owner does
not claim such property within 90 days from the date of the
notice such property will be disposed of and the proceeds, after
deducting the reasonable expense of keeping such property
and the costs of the disposition, placed in the treasury of the
municipality or county giving the notice.
(c) If the property has a fair market value of $500 or more and
the owner or the address of the owner is unknown, the person
designated by the municipality, the county purchasing agent,
or the sheriff, as the case may be, shall cause to be published
once in a paper of general circulation in the municipality or
county a notice containing a general description of the prop-
erty held, the name of the owner if known, the name and ad-
dress of the officer holding such property, and a statement that
if the owner does not claim such property within 90 days from
the date of the publication such property will be disposed of
and the proceeds, after deducting the reasonable expense of
keeping such property and the costs of the disposition, placed
in the treasury of the municipality or county disposing of the
property. If the property has a fair market value of less than
$500 and the owner or the address of the owner is unknown,
the person designated by the municipality, the county pur-
chasing agent, or the sheriff may sell or donate the property.
The person designated by the municipality, the purchasing
agent, or the sheriff shall deposit the sale proceeds, after de-
ducting the reasonable expense of keeping the property and
costs of the sale, in the treasury of the municipality or county
selling or donating the property.
(d) The sale under this article of any property that has a fair
market value of $500 or more shall be preceded by a notice
published once at least 14 days prior to the date of such sale in
a newspaper of general circulation in the municipality or
county where the sale is to take place, stating the general de-
scription of the property, the names of the owner if known,
and the date and place that such sale will occur. This article
does not require disposition by sale.
(d-1) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), (b), (c), or (d), if prop-
erty described by Subsection (a), other than money, is seized by
a peace officer at the time the owner of the property is arrested
for an offense punishable as a Class C misdemeanor, the law
enforcement agency may provide notice to the owner at the
time the owner is taken into or released from custody. On re-
ceiving the notice, the owner must sign the notice and attach
a thumbprint to the notice. The notice must include:

(1) a description of the property being held;
(2) the address where the property is being held; and
(3) a statement that if the owner does not claim the prop-
erty before the 31st day after the date the owner is released
from custody, the property will be disposed of and the pro-
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ceeds of the property, after deducting the reasonable ex-
pense of keeping and disposing of the property, will be
placed in the treasury of the municipality or county pro-
viding the notice.

(d-2) If the property for which notice is provided under Sub-
section (d-1) is not claimed by the owner before the 31st day
after the date the owner is released from custody, the law en-
forcement agency holding the property shall deliver the prop-
erty for disposition to a person designated by the municipality
or to the purchasing agent or sheriff of the county in which the
property was seized, as applicable. The person designated by
the municipality, the purchasing agent, or the sheriff may sell
or donate the property without mailing or publishing an addi-
tional notice as required by Subsection (b), (c), or (d). The sale
proceeds, after deducting the reasonable expense of keeping
and disposing of the property, must be deposited in the trea-
sury of the municipality or county disposing of the property.
(e) The real owner of any property disposed of shall have the
right to file a claim to the proceeds with the commissioners
court of the county or with the governing body of the munic-
ipality in which the disposition took place. A claim by the real
owner must be filed not later than the 30th day after the date
of disposition. If the claim is allowed by the commissioners
court or the governing body of the municipality, the munici-
pal or county treasurer shall pay the owner such funds as were
paid into the treasury of the municipality or county as pro-
ceeds of the disposition. If the claim is denied by the commis-
sioners court or the governing body or if said court or body
fails to act upon such claim within 90 days, the claimant may
sue the municipal or county treasurer in a court of competent
jurisdiction in the county, and upon sufficient proof of own-
ership, recover judgment against such municipality or county
for the recovery of the proceeds of the disposition.
(f ) For the purposes of this article:

(1) “Person designated by a municipality” means an officer
or employee of a municipality who is designated by the mu-
nicipality to be primarily responsible for the disposition of
property under this article.
(2) “Property held as evidence” means property related to a
charge that has been filed or to a matter that is being inves-
tigated for the filing of a charge.

(g) If the provisions of this section have been met and the prop-
erty is scheduled for disposition, the municipal or county law
enforcement agency that originally seized the property may re-
quest and have the property converted to agency use. The
agency at any time may transfer the property to another munic-
ipal or county law enforcement agency for the use of that agency.
The agency last using the property shall return the property to
the person designated by the municipality, county purchasing
agent, or sheriff, as the case may be, for disposition when the
agency has completed the intended use of the property.
(h) If the abandoned or unclaimed personal property is money,
the person designated by the municipality, the county pur-
chasing agent, or the sheriff of the county, as appropriate, may,
after giving notice under Subsection (b) or (c) of this article,
deposit the money in the treasury of the municipality or
county giving notice without conducting the sale as required
by Subsection (d) of this article.
(i) While offering the property for sale under this article, if a
person designated by a municipality, county purchasing agent,

or sheriff considers any bid as insufficient, the person, agent,
or sheriff may decline the bid and reoffer the property for sale.
(j) Chapters 72, 74, 75, and 76, Property Code, do not apply to
unclaimed or abandoned property to which this article applies.

ART.  18.18.  DISPOSITION OF GAMBLING

PARAPHERNALIA,  PROHIBITED WEAPON,
CRIMINAL INSTRUMENT,  AND OTHER

CONTRABAND

(a) Following the final conviction of a person for possession of
a gambling device or equipment, altered gambling equipment,
or gambling paraphernalia, for an offense involving a criminal
instrument, for an offense involving an obscene device or ma-
terial, for an offense involving child pornography, or for an of-
fense involving a scanning device or re-encoder, the court
entering the judgment of conviction shall order that the ma-
chine, device, gambling equipment or gambling paraphernalia,
instrument, obscene device or material, child pornography, or
scanning device or re-encoder be destroyed or forfeited to the
state. Not later than the 30th day after the final conviction of
a person for an offense involving a prohibited weapon, the
court entering the judgment of conviction on its own motion,
on the motion of the prosecuting attorney in the case, or on
the motion of the law enforcement agency initiating the com-
plaint on notice to the prosecuting attorney in the ease if the
prosecutor fails to move for the order shall order that the pro-
hibited weapon be destroyed or forfeited to the law enforce-
ment agency that initiated the complaint. If the court fails to
enter the order within the time required by this subsection,
any magistrate in the county in which the offense occurred
may enter the order. Following the final conviction of a person
for an offense involving dog fighting, the court entering the
judgment of conviction shall order that any dog-fighting
equipment be destroyed or forfeited to the state. Destruction
of dogs, if necessary, must be carried out by a veterinarian li-
censed in this state or, if one is not available, by trained per-
sonnel of a humane society or an animal shelter. If forfeited,
the court shall order the contraband delivered to the state, any
political subdivision of the state, or to any state institution or
agency. If gambling proceeds were seized, the court shall order
them forfeited to the state and shall transmit them to the
grand jury of the county in which they were seized for use in
investigating alleged violations of the Penal Code, or to the
state, any political subdivision of the state, or to any state in-
stitution or agency.
(b) If there is no prosecution or conviction following seizure,
the magistrate to whom the return was made shall notify in
writing the person found in possession of the alleged gambling
device or equipment, altered gambling equipment or gambling
paraphernalia, gambling proceeds, prohibited weapon, ob-
scene device or material, child pornography, scanning device
or re-encoder, criminal instrument, or dog-fighting equipment
to show cause why the property seized should not be destroyed
or the proceeds forfeited. The magistrate, on the motion of the
law enforcement agency seizing the prohibited weapon, shall
order the weapon destroyed or forfeited to the law enforce-
ment agency seizing the weapon, unless a person shows cause
as to why the prohibited weapon should not be destroyed or
forfeited. A law enforcement agency shall make a motion
under this section in a timely manner after the time at which
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the agency is informed in writing by the attorney representing
the state that no prosecution will arise from the seizure.
(c) The magistrate shall include in the notice a detailed de-
scription of the property seized and the total amount of alleged
gambling proceeds; the name of the person found in posses-
sion; the address where the property or proceeds were seized;
and the date and time of the seizure.
(d) The magistrate shall send the notice by registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested, to the person found in possession at
the address where the property or proceeds were seized. If no one
was found in possession, or the possessor’s address is unknown, the
magistrate shall post the notice on the courthouse door.
(e) Any person interested in the alleged gambling device or
equipment, altered gambling equipment or gambling para-
phernalia, gambling proceeds, prohibited weapon, obscene de-
vice or material, child pornography, scanning device or
re-encoder, criminal instrument, or dog-fighting equipment
seized must appear before the magistrate on the 20th day fol-
lowing the date the notice was mailed or posted. Failure to
timely appear forfeits any interest the person may have in the
property or proceeds seized, and no person after failing to
timely appear may contest destruction or forfeiture.
(f ) If a person timely appears to show cause why the property
or proceeds should not be destroyed or forfeited, the magis-
trate shall conduct a hearing on the issue and determine the
nature of property or proceeds and the person’s interest
therein. Unless the person proves by a preponderance of the
evidence that the property or proceeds is not gambling equip-
ment, altered gambling equipment, gambling paraphernalia,
gambling device, gambling proceeds, prohibited weapon, ob-
scene device or material, child pornography, criminal instru-
ment, scanning device or re-encoder, or dog-fighting
equipment and that he is entitled to possession, the magistrate
shall dispose of the property or proceeds in accordance with
Paragraph (a) of this article.
(g) For purposes of this article:

(1) “criminal instrument” has the meaning defined in the
Penal Code;
(2) “gambling device or equipment, altered gambling
equipment or gambling paraphernalia” has the meaning de-
fined in the Penal Code;
(3) “prohibited weapon” has the meaning defined in the
Penal Code; 
(4) “dog-fighting equipment” means:

(A) equipment used for training or handling a fighting
dog, including a harness, treadmill, cage, decoy, pen,
house for keeping a fighting dog, feeding apparatus, or
training pen;
(B) equipment used for transporting a fighting dog, in-
cluding any automobile, or other vehicle, and its appur-
tenances which are intended to be used as a vehicle for
transporting a fighting dog;
(C) equipment used to promote or advertise an exhibi-
tion of dog fighting, including a printing press or similar
equipment, paper, ink, or photography equipment; or
(D) a dog trained, being trained, or intended to be used
to fight with another dog;

(5) “obscene device” and “obscene” have the meanings as-
signed by Section 43.21, Penal Code; 

Subsection (g)(6) & (7) as amended by HB 2278, effective
Sept. 1, 2007:

(6) “re-encoder” has the meaning assigned by Section
522.001, Business & Commerce Code; 
(7) “scanning device” has the meaning assigned by Section
522.001, Business & Commerce Code; and

Subsection (g)(6) & (7) as amended by HB 3167, effective
Sept. 1, 2007:

(6) “re-encoder” has the meaning assigned by Section
35.60, Business & Commerce Code;
(7) “scanning device” has the meaning assigned by Section
35.60, Business & Commerce Code; and
(8) “obscene material” and “child pornography” include
digital images and the media and equipment on which
those images are stored.

(h) No provider of an electronic communication service or of
a remote computing service to the public shall be held liable
for an offense involving obscene material or child pornography
under this section on account of any action taken in good faith 

ART.  18.181.  DISPOSITION OF EXPLOSIVE

WEAPONS AND CHEMICAL DISPENSING DEVICES

(a) After seizure of an explosive weapon or chemical dispens-
ing device, as these terms are defined in Section 46.01, Penal
Code, a peace officer or a person acting at the direction of a
peace officer shall:

(1) photograph the weapon in the position where it is re-
covered before touching or moving it;
(2) record the identification designations printed on a
weapon if the markings are intact;
(3) if the weapon can be moved, move it to an isolated area
in order to lessen the danger to the public;
(4) if possible, retain a portion of a wrapper or other pack-
aging materials connected to the weapon;
(5) retain a small portion of the explosive material and sub-
mit the material to a laboratory for chemical analysis;
(6) separate and retain components associated with the
weapon such as fusing and triggering mechanisms if those
mechanisms are not hazardous in themselves;
(7) destroy the remainder of the weapon in a safe manner;
(8) at the time of destruction, photograph the destruction
process and make careful observations of the characteristics
of the destruction;
(9) after destruction, inspect the disposal site and photo-
graph the site to record the destructive characteristics of the
weapon; and
(10) retain components of the weapon and records of the
destruction for use as evidence in court proceedings.

(b) Representative samples, photographs, and records made
pursuant to this article are admissible in civil or criminal pro-
ceedings in the same manner and to the same extent as if the
explosive weapon were offered in evidence, regardless of
whether or not the remainder of the weapon has been de-
stroyed. No inference or presumption of spoliation applies to
weapons destroyed pursuant to this article.

ART.  18.183.  DEPOSIT OF MONEY PENDING

DISPOSITION

(a) If money is seized by a law enforcement agency in connec-
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tion with a violation of Chapter 47, Penal Code, the state or
the political subdivision of the state that employs the law en-
forcement agency may deposit the money in an interest-bear-
ing bank account in the jurisdiction of the agency that made
seizure or in the county in which the money was seized until a
final judgment is rendered concerning the violation.
(b) If a final judgment is rendered concerning a violation of
Chapter 47, Penal Code, money seized in connection with the
violation that has been placed in an interest-bearing bank ac-
count shall be distributed according to this chapter, with any
interest being distributed in the same manner and used for the
same purpose as the principal.

ART.  18.19.  DISPOSITION OF SEIZED WEAPONS

(a) Weapons seized in connection with an offense involving the
use of a weapon or an offense under Penal Code Chapter 46
shall be held by the law enforcement agency making the
seizure, subject to the following provisions, unless:

(1) the weapon is a prohibited weapon identified in Penal
Code Chapter 46, in which event Article 18.18 of this code
applies; or
(2) the weapon is alleged to be stolen property, in which
event Chapter 47 of this code applies.

(b) When a weapon described in Paragraph (a) of this article is
seized, and the seizure is not made pursuant to a search or ar-
rest warrant, the person seizing the same shall prepare and de-
liver to a magistrate a written inventory of each weapon seized.
(c) If there is no prosecution or conviction for an offense in-
volving the weapon seized, the magistrate to whom the seizure
was reported shall, before the 61st day after the date the mag-
istrate determines that there will be no prosecution or convic-
tion, notify in writing the person found in possession of the
weapon that the person is entitled to the weapon upon written
request to the magistrate. The magistrate shall order the
weapon returned to the person found in possession before the
61st day after the date the magistrate receives a request from
the person. If the weapon is not requested before the 61st day
after the date of notification, the magistrate shall, before the
121st day after the date of notification, order the weapon de-
stroyed, sold at public sale by the law enforcement agency
holding the weapon or by an auctioneer licensed under Chap-
ter 1802, Occupations Code, or forfeited to the state for use
by the law enforcement agency holding the weapon or by a
county forensic laboratory designated by the magistrate. If the
magistrate does not order the return, destruction, sale, or for-
feiture of the weapon within the applicable period prescribed
by this subsection, the law enforcement agency holding the
weapon may request an order of destruction, sale, or forfeiture
of the weapon from the magistrate. Only a firearms dealer li-
censed under 18 U.S.C. Section 923 may purchase a weapon
at public sale under this subsection. Proceeds from the sale of
a seized weapon under this subsection shall be transferred, after
the deduction of court costs to which a district court clerk is
entitled under Article 59.05(f ), followed by the deduction of
auction costs, to the law enforcement agency holding the
weapon.
(d) A person either convicted or receiving deferred adjudica-
tion under Chapter 46, Penal Code, is entitled to the weapon
seized upon request to the court in which the person was con-
victed or placed on deferred adjudication. However, the court

entering the judgment shall order the weapon destroyed, sold
at public sale by the law enforcement agency holding the
weapon or by an auctioneer licensed under Chapter 1802, Oc-
cupations Code, or forfeited to the state for use by the law en-
forcement agency holding the weapon or by a county forensic
laboratory designated by the court if:

(1) the person does not request the weapon before the 61st
day after the date of the judgment of conviction or the
order placing the person on deferred adjudication;
(2) the person has been previously convicted under Chap-
ter 46, Penal Code;
(3) the weapon is one defined as a prohibited weapon under
Chapter 46, Penal Code;
(4) the offense for which the person is convicted or receives
deferred adjudication was committed in or on the premises
of a playground, school, video arcade facility, or youth cen-
ter, as those terms are defined by Section 481.134, Health
and Safety Code; or
(5) the court determines based on the prior criminal history
of the defendant or based on the circumstances surround-
ing the commission of the offense that possession of the
seized weapon would pose a threat to the community or
one or more individuals.

(d-1) Only a firearms dealer licensed under 18 U.S.C. Section
923 may purchase a weapon at public sale under Subsection
(d). Proceeds from the sale of a seized weapon under Subsec-
tion (d) shall be transferred, after the deduction of court costs
to which a district court clerk is entitled under Article
59.05(f ), followed by the deduction of auction costs, to the
law enforcement agency holding the weapon.
(e) If the person found in possession of a weapon is convicted
of an offense involving the use of the weapon, before the 61st
day after the date of conviction the court entering judgment of
conviction shall order destruction of the weapon, sale at pub-
lic sale by the law enforcement agency holding the weapon or
by an auctioneer licensed under Chapter 1802, Occupations
Code, or forfeiture to the state for use by the law enforcement
agency holding the weapon or by a county forensic laboratory
designated by the court. If the court entering judgment of con-
viction does not order the destruction, sale, or forfeiture of the
weapon within the period prescribed by this subsection, the
law enforcement agency holding the weapon may request an
order of destruction, sale, or forfeiture of the weapon from a
magistrate. Only a firearms dealer licensed under 18 U.S.C.
Section 923 may purchase a weapon at public sale under this
subsection. Proceeds from the sale of a seized weapon under
this subsection shall be transferred, after the deduction of
court costs to which a district court clerk is entitled under Ar-
ticle 59.05(f ), followed by the deduction of auction costs, to
the law enforcement agency holding the weapon.

ART.  18.191.  DISPOSITION OF FIREARM SEIZED

FROM CERTAIN PERSONS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS

(a) A law enforcement officer who seizes a firearm from a per-
son taken into custody under Section 573.001, Health and
Safety Code, and not in connection with an offense involving
the use of a weapon or an offense under Chapter 46, Penal
Code, shall immediately provide the person a written copy of
the receipt for the firearm and a written notice of the proce-
dure for the return of a firearm under this article.
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(b) The law enforcement agency holding a firearm subject to
disposition under this article shall, as soon as possible, but not
later than the 15th day after the date the person is taken into
custody under Section 573.001, Health and Safety Code, pro-
vide written notice of the procedure for the return of a firearm
under this article to the last known address of the person’s clos-
est immediate family member as identified by the person or
reasonably identifiable by the law enforcement agency, sent by
certified mail, return receipt requested. The written notice
must state the date by which a request for the return of the
firearm must be submitted to the law enforcement agency as
provided by Subsection (h).
(c) Not later than the 30th day after the date a firearm subject
to disposition under this article is seized, the law enforcement
agency holding the firearm shall contact the court in the
county having jurisdiction to order commitment under Chap-
ter 574, Health and Safety Code, and request the disposition
of the case. Not later than the 30th day after the date of this
request, the clerk of the court shall advise the requesting
agency whether the person taken into custody was released
under Section 573.023, Health and Safety Code, or was or-
dered to receive inpatient mental health services under Section
574.034 or 574.035, Health and Safety Code.
(d) Not later than the 30th day after the date the clerk of the
court informs a law enforcement agency holding a firearm sub-
ject to disposition under this article that the person taken into
custody was released under Section 573.023, Health and
Safety Code, the law enforcement agency shall:

(1) conduct a check of state and national criminal history
record information to verify whether the person may law-
fully possess a firearm under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g); and
(2) provide written notice to the person by certified mail
that the firearm may be returned to the person on verifica-
tion under Subdivision (1) that the person may lawfully
possess the firearm.

(e) Not later than the 30th day after the date the clerk of the
court informs a law enforcement agency holding a firearm sub-
ject to disposition under this article that the person taken into
custody was ordered to receive inpatient mental health services
under Section 574.034 or 574.035, Health and Safety Code,
the law enforcement agency shall provide written notice to the
person by certified mail that the person:

(1) is prohibited from owning, possessing, or purchasing a
firearm under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g)(4);
(2) may petition the court that entered the commitment
order for relief from the firearms disability under Section
574.088, Health and Safety Code; and
(3) may dispose of the firearm in the manner provided by
Subsection (f ).

(f ) A person who receives notice under Subsection (e) may dis-
pose of the person’s firearm by:

(1) releasing the firearm to the person’s designee, if:
(A) the law enforcement agency holding the firearm con-
ducts a check of state and national criminal history record
information and verifies that the designee may lawfully
possess a firearm under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g);
(B) the person provides to the law enforcement agency a
copy of a notarized statement releasing the firearm to the
designee; and

(C) the designee provides to the law enforcement agency
an affidavit confirming that the designee:

(i) will not allow access to the firearm by the person
who was taken into custody under Section 573.001,
Health and Safety Code, at any time during which
the person may not lawfully possess a firearm under
18 U.S.C. Section 922(g); and
(ii) acknowledges the responsibility of the designee
and no other person to verify whether the person has
reestablished the person’s eligibility to lawfully pos-
sess a firearm under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g); or

(2) releasing the firearm to the law enforcement agency
holding the firearm, for disposition under Subsection (h).

(g) If a firearm subject to disposition under this article is
wholly or partly owned by a person other than the person
taken into custody under Section 573.001, Health and Safety
Code, the law enforcement agency holding the firearm shall re-
lease the firearm to the person claiming a right to or interest in
the firearm after:

(1) the person provides an affidavit confirming that the per-
son:

(A) wholly or partly owns the firearm;
(B) will not allow access to the firearm by the person
who was taken into custody under Section 573.001,
Health and Safety Code, at any time during which that
person may not lawfully possess a firearm under 18
U.S.C. Section 922(g); and
(C) acknowledges the responsibility of the person and
no other person to verify whether the person who was
taken into custody under Section 573.001, Health and
Safety Code, has reestablished the person’s eligibility to
lawfully possess a firearm under 18 U.S.C. Section
922(g); and

(2) the law enforcement agency holding the firearm con-
ducts a check of state and national criminal history record
information and verifies that the person claiming a right to
or interest in the firearm may lawfully possess a firearm
under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g).

(h) If a person to whom written notice is provided under Sub-
section (b) or another lawful owner of a firearm subject to dis-
position under this article does not submit a written request to
the law enforcement agency for the return of the firearm be-
fore the 121st day after the date the law enforcement agency
holding the firearm provides written notice under Subsection
(b), the law enforcement agency may have the firearm sold by
a person who is a licensed firearms dealer under 18 U.S.C. Sec-
tion 923. The proceeds from the sale of a firearm under this
subsection shall be given to the owner of the seized firearm,
less the cost of administering this subsection. An unclaimed
firearm that was seized from a person taken into custody under
Section 573.001, Health and Safety Code, may not be de-
stroyed or forfeited to the state.

ART.  18.20.  DETECTION,  INTERCEPTION,  AND

USE OF WIRE,  ORAL,  OR ELECTRONIC

COMMUNICATIONS

Sec. 1. Definitions
In this article:
(1) “Wire communication” means an aural transfer made in
whole or in part through the use of facilities for the transmis-
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sion of communications by the aid of wire, cable, or other like
connection between the point of origin and the point of re-
ception, including the use of such a connection in a switching
station, furnished or operated by a person authorized to engage
in providing or operating the facilities for the transmission of
communications as a communications common carrier. 
(2) “Oral communication” means an oral communication ut-
tered by a person exhibiting an expectation that the commu-
nication is not subject to interception under circumstances
justifying that expectation. The term does not include an elec-
tronic communication.
(3) “Intercept” means the aural or other acquisition of the con-
tents of a wire, oral, or electronic communication through the
use of an electronic, mechanical, or other device.
(4) “Electronic, mechanical, or other device” means a device
that may be used for the nonconsensual interception of wire,
oral, or electronic communications. The term does not include
a telephone or telegraph instrument, the equipment or a facil-
ity used for the transmission of electronic communications, or
a component of the equipment or a facility used for the trans-
mission of electronic communications if the instrument,
equipment, facility, or component is:

(A) furnished to the subscriber or user by a provider of wire
or electronic communications service in the ordinary course
of the provider’s business and being used by the subscriber
or user in the ordinary course of its business;
(B) furnished by a subscriber or user for connection to the fa-
cilities of a wire or electronic communications service for use
in the ordinary course of the subscriber’s or user’s business;
(C) being used by a communications common carrier in
the ordinary course of its business; or
(D) being used by an investigative or law enforcement offi-
cer in the ordinary course of the officer’s duties.

(5) “Investigative or law enforcement officer” means an officer
of this state or of a political subdivision of this state who is em-
powered by law to conduct investigations of or to make arrests
for offenses enumerated in Section 4 of this article or an attor-
ney authorized by law to prosecute or participate in the prose-
cution of the enumerated offenses.
(6) “Contents,” when used with respect to a wire, oral, or elec-
tronic communication, includes any information concerning
the substance, purport, or meaning of that communication.
(7) “Judge of competent jurisdiction” means a judge from the
panel of nine active district judges with criminal jurisdiction
appointed by the presiding judge of the court of criminal ap-
peals as provided by Section 3 of this article.
(8) “Prosecutor” means a district attorney, criminal district at-
torney, or county attorney performing the duties of a district
attorney, with jurisdiction in the county within an administra-
tive judicial district described by Section 3(b).
(9) “Director” means the director of the Department of Public
Safety or, if the director is absent or unable to serve, the assis-
tant director of the Department of Public Safety.
(10) “Communication common carrier” means a person en-
gaged as a common carrier for hire in the transmission of wire
or electronic communications.
(11) “Aggrieved person” means a person who was a party to an
intercepted wire, oral, or electronic communication or a per-
son against whom the interception was directed.
(12) “Covert entry” means any entry into or onto premises

which if made without a court order allowing such an entry
under this Act, would be a violation of the Penal Code.
(13) “Residence” means a structure or the portion of a struc-
ture used as a person’s home or fixed place of habitation to
which the person indicates an intent to return after any tem-
porary absence.
(14) “Pen register,” “ENS reader,” “trap and trace device,” and
“mobile tracking device” have the meanings assigned by Arti-
cle 18.21.
(15) “Electronic communication” means a transfer of signs,
signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence of any na-
ture transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, electro-
magnetic, photoelectronic, or photo-optical system. The term
does not include:

(A) a wire or oral communication;
(B) a communication made through a tone-only paging de-
vice; or
(C) a communication from a tracking device.

(16) “User” means a person who uses an electronic communi-
cations service and is authorized by the provider of the service
to use the service.
(17) “Electronic communications system” means a wire, radio,
electromagnetic, photo-optical or photoelectronic facility for
the transmission of wire or electronic communications, and
any computer facility or related electronic equipment for the
electronic storage of those communications.
(18) “Electronic communications service” means a service that
provides to users of the service the ability to send or receive
wire or electronic communications.
(19) “Readily accessible to the general public” means, with re-
spect to a radio communication, a communication that is not:

(A) scrambled or encrypted;
(B) transmitted using modulation techniques whose essen-
tial parameters have been withheld from the public with the
intention of preserving the privacy of the communication;
(C) carried on a subcarrier or other signal subsidiary to a
radio transmission;
(D) transmitted over a communication system provided by
a common carrier, unless the communication is a tone-only
paging system communication;
(E) transmitted on frequencies allocated under Part 25,
Subpart D, E, or F of Part 74, or Part 94 of the rules of the
Federal Communications Commission, unless, in the case
of a communication transmitted on a frequency allocated
under Part 74 that is not exclusively allocated to broadcast
auxiliary services, the communication is a two-way voice
communication by radio; or
(F) an electronic communication.

(20) “Electronic storage” means any storage of electronic cus-
tomer data in a computer, computer network, or computer
system, regardless of whether the data is subject to recall, fur-
ther manipulation, deletion, or transmission, and includes any
storage of a wire or electronic communication by an electronic
communications service or a remote computing service.
(21) “Aural transfer” means a transfer containing the human
voice at any point between and including the point of origin
and the point of reception.
(22) “Immediate life-threatening situation” means a hostage,
barricade, or other emergency situation in which a person un-
lawfully and directly:
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(A) threatens another with death; or
(B) exposes another to a substantial risk of serious bodily
injury.

(23) “Member of a law enforcement unit specially trained to re-
spond to and deal with life-threatening situations” means a peace
officer who, as evidenced by the submission of appropriate doc-
umentation to the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement:

(A) receives a minimum of 40 hours a year of training in
hostage and barricade suspect situations; or
(B) has received a minimum of 24 hours of training on kid-
napping investigations and is:

(i) the sheriff of a county with a population of 3.3 mil-
lion or more or the sheriff ’s designee; or
(ii) the police chief of a police department in a munici-
pality with a population of 500,000 or more or the po-
lice chief ’s designee.

(24) “Access,” “computer,” “computer network,” “computer
system,” and “effective consent” have the meanings assigned by
Section 33.01, Penal Code.
(25) “Computer trespasser” means a person who:

(A) is accessing a protected computer without effective con-
sent of the owner; and
(B) has no reasonable expectation of privacy in any com-
munication transmitted to, through, or from the protected
computer. The term does not include a person who accesses
the computer under an existing contractual relationship
with the owner or operator of the protected computer.

(26) “Protected computer” means a computer, computer net-
work, or computer system that is:

(A) owned by a financial institution or governmental entity; or
(B) used by or for a financial institution or governmental
entity and conduct constituting an offense affects that use.

Sec. 2. Prohibition of Use as Evidence of Intercepted Com-
munications
(a) The contents of an intercepted communication and evi-
dence derived from an intercepted communication may be re-
ceived in evidence in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in
or before any court, grand jury, department, officer, agency,
regulatory body, legislative committee, or other authority of
the United States or of this state or a political subdivision of
this state unless:

(1) the communication was intercepted in violation of this
article, Section 16.02, Penal Code, or federal law; or
(2) the disclosure of the contents of the intercepted com-
munication or evidence derived from the communication
would be in violation of this article, Section 16.02, Penal
Code, or federal law.

(b) The contents of an intercepted communication and evi-
dence derived from an intercepted communication may be re-
ceived in a civil trial, hearing, or other proceeding only if the
civil trial, hearing, or other proceeding arises out of a violation
of a penal law.
(c) This section does not prohibit the use or admissibility of
the contents of a communication or evidence derived from the
communication if the communication was intercepted in a ju-
risdiction outside this state in compliance with the law of that
jurisdiction.
Sec. 3. Judges Authorized to Consider Interception Appli-
cations
(a) The presiding judge of the court of criminal appeals, by order

filed with the clerk of that court, shall appoint one district judge
from each of the administrative judicial districts of this state to
serve at his pleasure as the judge of competent jurisdiction
within that administrative judicial district. The presiding judge
shall fill vacancies, as they occur, in the same manner.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a judge appointed
under Subsection (a) may act on an application for authoriza-
tion to intercept wire, oral, or electronic communications if
the judge is appointed as the judge of competent jurisdiction
within the administrative judicial district in which the follow-
ing is located:

(1) the site of:
(A) the proposed interception; or
(B) the interception device to be installed or monitored;

(2) the communication device to be intercepted;
(3) the billing, residential, or business address of the sub-
scriber to the electronic communications service to be in-
tercepted;
(4) the headquarters of the law enforcement agency that
makes a request for or executes an order authorizing an in-
terception; or
(5) the headquarters of the service provider.

(c) If the judge of competent jurisdiction for an administrative
judicial district is absent or unable to serve or if exigent circum-
stances exist, the application may be made to the judge of com-
petent jurisdiction in an adjacent administrative judicial
district. Exigent circumstances does not include a denial of a
previous application on the same facts and circumstances. To be
valid, the application must fully explain the circumstances jus-
tifying application under this subsection.
Sec. 4. Offenses for Which Interceptions May be Autho-
rized
A judge of competent jurisdiction may issue an order autho-
rizing interception of wire, oral, or electronic communications
only if the prosecutor applying for the order shows probable
cause to believe that the interception will provide evidence of:
(1) a felony under Section 19.02, 19.03, or 43.26, Penal Code;
(2) a felony under:
(A) Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code, other than felony
possession of marihuana;
(B) Section 485.032, Health and Safety Code; or
(C) Chapter 483, Health and Safety Code;
(3) an offense under Section 20.03 or 20.04, Penal Code;
(4) an offense under Chapter 20A, Penal Code;
(5) an offense under Chapter 34, Penal Code, if the criminal ac-
tivity giving rise to the proceeds involves the commission of an
offense under Title 5, Penal Code, or an offense under federal
law or the laws of another state containing elements that are sub-
stantially similar to the elements of an offense under Title 5;
(6) an offense under Section 38.11, Penal Code; [or]
(7) an offense under Section 43.04 or 43.05, Penal Code; or
(8) an attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation to commit an of-
fense listed in this section.
Sec. 5. Control of Intercepting Devices
(a) Except as otherwise provided by this section and Sections
8A and 8B, only the Department of Public Safety is authorized
by this article to own, possess, install, operate, or monitor an
electronic, mechanical, or other device. The Department of
Public Safety may be assisted by an investigative or law en-
forcement officer or other person in the operation and moni-
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toring of an interception of wire, oral, or electronic communi-
cations, provided that the officer or other person:

(1) is designated by the director for that purpose; and
(2) acts in the presence and under the direction of a com-
missioned officer of the Department of Public Safety.

(b) The director shall designate in writing the commissioned
officers of the Department of Public Safety who are responsi-
ble for the possession, installation, operation, and monitoring
of electronic, mechanical, or other devices for the department.
(c) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice may own elec-
tronic, mechanical, or other devices for a use or purpose au-
thorized by Section 500.008, Government Code, and the
inspector general of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice,
a commissioned officer of that office, or another person acting
in the presence and under the direction of a commissioned of-
ficer of that office may possess, install, operate, or monitor
those devices as provided by Section 500.008.
(d) The Texas Juvenile Justice Department may own elec-
tronic, mechanical, or other devices for a use or purpose au-
thorized by Section 242.103, Human Resources Code, and the
inspector general of the Texas Juvenile Justice Department, a
commissioned officer of that office, or another person acting
in the presence and under the direction of a commissioned of-
ficer of that office may possess, install, operate, or monitor
those devices as provided by Section 242.103.
Sec. 6. Request for Application for Interception
(a) The director may, based on written affidavits, request in
writing that a prosecutor apply for an order authorizing inter-
ception of wire, oral, or electronic communications.
(b) The head of a local law enforcement agency or, if the head
of the local law enforcement agency is absent or unable to
serve, the acting head of the local law enforcement agency may,
based on written affidavits, request in writing that a prosecu-
tor apply for an order authorizing interception of wire, oral, or
electronic communications. Prior to the requesting of an ap-
plication under this subsection, the head of a local law en-
forcement agency must submit the request and supporting
affidavits to the director, who shall make a finding in writing
whether the request and supporting affidavits establish that
other investigative procedures have been tried and failed or
they reasonably appear unlikely to succeed or to be too dan-
gerous if tried, is feasible, is justifiable, and whether the De-
partment of Public Safety has the necessary resources available.
The prosecutor may file the application only after a written
positive finding on all the above requirements by the director.
Sec. 7. Authorization for Disclosure and Use of Intercepted
Communications
(a) An investigative or law enforcement officer who, by any
means authorized by this article, obtains knowledge of the
contents of a wire, oral, or electronic communication or evi-
dence derived from the communication may disclose the con-
tents or evidence to another investigative or law enforcement
officer, including a federal law enforcement officer or agent or
a law enforcement officer or agent of another state, to the ex-
tent that the disclosure is appropriate to the proper perfor-
mance of the official duties of the officer making or receiving
the disclosure.
(b) An investigative or law enforcement officer who, by any
means authorized by this article, obtains knowledge of the
contents of a wire, oral, or electronic communication or evi-

dence derived from the communication may use the contents
or evidence to the extent the use is appropriate to the proper
performance of his official duties.
(c) A person who receives, by any means authorized by this ar-
ticle, information concerning a wire, oral, or electronic com-
munication or evidence derived from a communication
intercepted in accordance with the provisions of this article
may disclose the contents of that communication or the deriv-
ative evidence while giving testimony under oath in any pro-
ceeding held under the authority of the United States, of this
state, or of a political subdivision of this state.
(d) An otherwise privileged wire, oral, or electronic communi-
cation intercepted in accordance with, or in violation of, the
provisions of this article does not lose its privileged character
and any evidence derived from such privileged communication
against the party to the privileged communication shall be
considered privileged also.
(e) When an investigative or law enforcement officer, while en-
gaged in intercepting wire, oral, or electronic communications
in a manner authorized by this article, intercepts wire, oral, or
electronic communications relating to offenses other than those
specified in the order of authorization, the contents of and evi-
dence derived from the communication may be disclosed or
used as provided by Subsections (a) and (b) of this section. Such
contents and any evidence derived therefrom may be used under
Subsection (c) of this section when authorized by a judge of
competent jurisdiction where the judge finds, on subsequent ap-
plication, that the contents were otherwise intercepted in accor-
dance with the provisions of this article. The application shall be
made as soon as practicable.
Sec. 8. Application for Interception Authorization
(a) To be valid, an application for an order authorizing the in-
terception of a wire, oral, or electronic communication must
be made in writing under oath to a judge of competent juris-
diction and must state the applicant’s authority to make the
application. An applicant must include the following informa-
tion in the application:

(1) the identity of the prosecutor making the application
and of the officer requesting the application;
(2) a full and complete statement of the facts and circum-
stances relied on by the applicant to justify his belief that an
order should be issued, including:

(A) details about the particular offense that has been, is
being, or is about to be committed;
(B) a particular description of the nature and location of
the facilities from which or the place where the commu-
nication is to be intercepted;
(C) a particular description of the type of communica-
tion sought to be intercepted; and
(D) the identity of the person, if known, committing the
offense and whose communications are to be inter-
cepted;

(3) a full and complete statement as to whether or not other
investigative procedures have been tried and failed or why
they reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed or to be
too dangerous if tried;
(4) a statement of the period of time for which the inter-
ception is required to be maintained and, if the nature of
the investigation is such that the authorization for inter-
ception should not automatically terminate when the de-
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scribed type of communication is first obtained, a particu-
lar description of facts establishing probable cause to believe
that additional communications of the same type will occur
after the described type of communication is obtained;
(5) a statement whether a covert entry will be necessary to
properly and safely install the wiretapping or electronic sur-
veillance or eavesdropping equipment, and if a covert entry
is requested, a statement as to why such an entry is neces-
sary and proper under the facts of the particular investiga-
tion, including a full and complete statement as to whether
other investigative techniques have been tried and have
failed or why they reasonably appear to be unlikely to suc-
ceed or to be too dangerous if tried or are not feasible under
the circumstances or exigencies of time;
(6) a full and complete statement of the facts concerning all
applications known to the prosecutor making the applica-
tion that have been previously made to a judge for autho-
rization to intercept wire, oral, or electronic
communications involving any of the persons, facilities, or
places specified in the application and of the action taken
by the judge on each application; and
(7) if the application is for the extension of an order, a state-
ment setting forth the results already obtained from the in-
terception or a reasonable explanation of the failure to
obtain results.

(b) The judge may, in an ex parte hearing in chambers, require
additional testimony or documentary evidence in support of
the application, and such testimony or documentary evidence
shall be preserved as part of the application.

Sec. 8A. Emergency Installation and Use of Intercepting
Device
(a) The prosecutor in a county in which an electronic, me-
chanical, or other device is to be installed or used to intercept
wire, oral, or electronic communications shall designate in
writing each peace officer in the county, other than a commis-
sioned officer of the Department of Public Safety, who:

(1) is a member of a law enforcement unit specially trained
to respond to and deal with life-threatening situations; and
(2) is authorized to possess such a device and responsible for
the installation, operation, and monitoring of the device in
an immediate life-threatening situation.

(b) A peace officer designated under Subsection (a) or under
Section 5(b) may possess, install, operate, or monitor an elec-
tronic, mechanical, or other device to intercept wire, oral, or
electronic communications if the officer:

(1) reasonably believes an immediate life-threatening situa-
tion exists that:

(A) is within the territorial jurisdiction of the officer or
another officer the officer is assisting; and
(B) requires interception of communications before an
order authorizing the interception can, with due dili-
gence, be obtained under this section;

(2) reasonably believes there are sufficient grounds under
this section on which to obtain an order authorizing the in-
terception; and
(3) obtains oral or written consent to the interception be-
fore beginning the interception from:

(A) a judge of competent jurisdiction;
(B) a district judge for the county in which the device
will be installed or used; or

(C) a judge or justice of a court of appeals or of a higher
court.

(c) An official described in Subsection (b)(3) may give oral or
written consent to the interception of communications under
this section to provide evidence of the commission of a felony,
or of a threat, attempt, or conspiracy to commit a felony, in an
immediate life-threatening situation. Oral or written consent
given under this section expires 48 hours after the grant of
consent or at the conclusion of the emergency justifying the
interception, whichever occurs first.
(d) If an officer installs or uses a device under Subsection (b),
the officer shall:

(1) promptly report the installation or use to the prosecu-
tor in the county in which the device is installed or used;
and
(2) within 48 hours after the installation is complete or the
interception begins, whichever occurs first, obtain a written
order from a judge of competent jurisdiction authorizing
the interception.

(e) A judge of competent jurisdiction under Section 3 or under
Subsection (b) may issue a written order authorizing intercep-
tion of communications under this section during the 48-hour
period prescribed by Subsection (d)(2). A written order under
this section expires on the 30th day after execution of the order
or at the conclusion of the emergency that initially justified the
interception, whichever occurs first. If an order is denied or is
not issued within the 48-hour period, the officer shall termi-
nate use of and remove the device promptly on the earlier of:

(1) the denial;
(2) the end of the emergency that initially justified the in-
terception; or
(3) the expiration of 48 hours.

(f ) The state may not use as evidence in a criminal proceeding
any information gained through the use of a device installed
under this section if authorization for the device is not sought
or is sought but not obtained.
(g) A peace officer may certify to a communications common
carrier that the officer is acting lawfully under this section.
Sec. 8B. Detection of Cellular Telephone or Other Wireless
Communications Device in Correctional or Detention Fa-
cility
(a) In this section, “correctional facility” means:

(1) any place described by Section 1.07(a)(14), Penal Code;
or
(2) a “secure correctional facility” or “secure detention facil-
ity” as defined by Section 51.02, Family Code [has the
meaning assigned by Section 39.04(e), Penal Code].

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article or Ar-
ticle 18.21, the office of the inspector general of the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice may:

(1) without a warrant, use electronic, mechanical, or other
devices to detect the presence or use of a cellular telephone
or other wireless communications device in a correctional
facility;
(2) without a warrant, intercept, monitor, detect, or, as au-
thorized by applicable federal laws and regulations, prevent
the transmission of any communication transmitted
through the use of a cellular telephone or other wireless
communications device in a correctional facility; and
(3) use, to the extent authorized by law, any information ob-
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tained under Subdivision (2), including the contents of an in-
tercepted communication, in any criminal or civil proceeding
before a court or other governmental agency or entity.

(c) Not later than the 30th day after the date on which the of-
fice of the inspector general uses an electronic, mechanical, or
other device under Subsection (b), the inspector general shall
report the use of the device to:

(1) a prosecutor with jurisdiction in the county in which
the device was used; or
(2) the special prosecution unit established under Subchap-
ter E, Chapter 41, Government Code, if that unit has ju-
risdiction in the county in which the device was used.

(d) When using an electronic, mechanical, or other device
under Subsection (b), the office of the inspector general shall
minimize the impact of the device on any communication that
is not reasonably related to the detection of the presence or use
of a cellular telephone or other wireless communications de-
vice in a correctional facility.
(e) A person confined in a correctional facility does not have an
expectation of privacy with respect to the possession or use of a
cellular telephone or other wireless communications device lo-
cated on the premises of the facility. The person who is con-
fined, and any person with whom that person communicates
through the use of a cellular telephone or other wireless com-
munications device, does not have an expectation of privacy
with respect to the contents of any communication transmitted
by the cellular telephone or wireless communications device.
Sec. 9. Action on Application for Interception Order
(a) On receipt of an application, the judge may enter an ex
parte order, as requested or as modified, authorizing intercep-
tion of wire, oral, or electronic communications if the judge
determines from the evidence submitted by the applicant that:

(1) there is probable cause to believe that a person is com-
mitting, has committed, or is about to commit a particular
offense enumerated in Section 4 of this article;
(2) there is probable cause to believe that particular com-
munications concerning that offense will be obtained
through the interception;
(3) normal investigative procedures have been tried and
have failed or reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed or
to be too dangerous if tried;
(4) there is probable cause to believe that the facilities from
which or the place where the wire, oral, or electronic com-
munications are to be intercepted are being used or are
about to be used in connection with the commission of an
offense or are leased to, listed in the name of, or commonly
used by the person; and
(5) a covert entry is or is not necessary to properly and
safely install the wiretapping or electronic surveillance or
eavesdropping equipment.

(b) An order authorizing the interception of a wire, oral, or
electronic communication must specify:

(1) the identity of the person, if known, whose communi-
cations are to be intercepted;
(2) the nature and location of the communications facilities
as to which or the place where authority to intercept is
granted;
(3) a particular description of the type of communication
sought to be intercepted and a statement of the particular
offense to which it relates;

(4) the identity of the officer making the request and the
identity of the prosecutor;
(5) the time during which the interception is authorized,
including a statement of whether or not the interception
will automatically terminate when the described communi-
cation is first obtained; and
(6) whether or not a covert entry or surreptitious entry is
necessary to properly and safely install wiretapping, elec-
tronic surveillance, or eavesdropping equipment.

(c) On request of the applicant for an order authorizing the in-
terception of a wire, oral, or electronic communication, the
judge may issue a separate order directing that a provider of
wire or electronic communications service, a communication
common carrier, landlord, custodian, or other person furnish
the applicant all information, facilities, and technical assistance
necessary to accomplish the interception unobtrusively and
with a minimum of interference with the services that the
provider, carrier, landlord, custodian, or other person is provid-
ing the person whose communications are to be intercepted.
Any provider of wire or electronic communications service,
communication common carrier, landlord, custodian, or other
person furnishing facilities or technical assistance is entitled to
compensation by the applicant for reasonable expenses incurred
in providing the facilities or assistance at the prevailing rates.
The interception order may include an order to:

(1) install or use a pen register, ESN reader, trap and trace
device, or mobile tracking device, or similar equipment that
combines the function of a pen register and trap and trace
device;
(2) disclose a stored communication, information subject
to an administrative subpoena, or information subject to
access under Article 18.21, Code of Criminal Procedure.

(d) An order entered pursuant to this section may not autho-
rize the interception of a wire, oral, or electronic communica-
tion for longer than is necessary to achieve the objective of the
authorization and in no event may it authorize interception for
more than 30 days. The issuing judge may grant extensions of
an order, but only on application for an extension made in ac-
cordance with Section 8 and the court making the findings re-
quired by Subsection (a). The period of extension may not be
longer than the authorizing judge deems necessary to achieve
the purposes for which it is granted and in no event may the
extension be for more than 30 days. To be valid, each order
and extension of an order must provide that the authorization
to intercept be executed as soon as practicable, be conducted
in a way that minimizes the interception of communications
not otherwise subject to interception under this article, and
terminate on obtaining the authorized objective or within 30
days, whichever occurs sooner. If the intercepted communica-
tion is in code or a foreign language and an expert in that code
or language is not reasonably available during the period of in-
terception, minimization may be accomplished as soon as
practicable after the interception.
(e) An order entered pursuant to this section may not autho-
rize a covert entry into a residence solely for the purpose of in-
tercepting a wire or electronic communication.
(f ) An order entered pursuant to this section may not autho-
rize a covert entry into or onto a premises for the purpose of
intercepting an oral communication unless:

(1) the judge, in addition to making the determinations re-
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quired under Subsection (a) of this section, determines that:
(A)(i) the premises into or onto which the covert entry is
authorized or the person whose communications are to be
obtained has been the subject of a pen register previously
authorized in connection with the same investigation;

(ii) the premises into or onto which the covert entry is
authorized or the person whose communications are
to be obtained has been the subject of an interception
of wire or electronic communications previously au-
thorized in connection with the same investigation;
and
(iii) that such procedures have failed; or

(B) that the procedures enumerated in Paragraph (A)
reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed or to be too
dangerous if tried or are not feasible under the circum-
stances or exigencies of time; and

(2) the order, in addition to the matters required to be spec-
ified under Subsection (b) of this section, specifies that the
covert entry is for the purpose of intercepting oral commu-
nications of two or more persons and that there is probable
cause to believe they are committing, have committed, or
are about to commit a particular offense enumerated in
Section 4 of this article.

(g) Whenever an order authorizing interception is entered pur-
suant to this article, the order may require reports to the judge
who issued the order showing what progress has been made to-
ward achievement of the authorized objective and the need for
continued interception. Reports shall be made at any interval
the judge requires.
(h) A judge who issues an order authorizing the interception of
a wire, oral, or electronic communication may not hear a crim-
inal prosecution in which evidence derived from the intercep-
tion may be used or in which the order may be an issue.
Sec. 9A. Interception Order for Communication by Speci-
fied Person
(a) The requirements of Sections 8(a)(2)(B) and 9(b)(2) relating
to the specification of the facilities from which or the place
where a communication is to be intercepted do not apply if:

(1) in the case of an application for an order authorizing the
interception of an oral communication:

(A) the application contains a full and complete state-
ment as to why the specification is not practical and
identifies the person committing or believed to be com-
mitting the offense and whose communications are to be
intercepted; and
(B) a judge of competent jurisdiction finds that the spec-
ification is not practical; and

(2) in the case of an application for an order authorizing the
interception of a wire or electronic communication:

(A) the application identifies the person committing or
believed to be committing the offense and whose com-
munications are to be intercepted;
(B) a judge of competent jurisdiction finds that the appli-
cant has made an adequate showing of probable cause to
believe that the actions of the person identified in the ap-
plication could have the effect of thwarting interception
from a specified facility; and
(C) the authority to intercept a wire or electronic com-
munication under the order is limited to a period in
which it is reasonable to presume that the person identi-

fied in the application will be reasonably proximate to the
interception device.

(b) A person implementing an order authorizing the intercep-
tion of an oral communication that, in accordance with this sec-
tion, does not specify the facility from which or the place where
a communication is to be intercepted may begin interception
only after the person ascertains the place where the communica-
tion is to be intercepted.
(c) A provider of wire or electronic communications that re-
ceives an order authorizing the interception of a wire or elec-
tronic communication that, in accordance with this section,
does not specify the facility from which or the place where a
communication is to be intercepted may move the court to
modify or quash the order on the ground that the provider’s as-
sistance with respect to the interception cannot be performed in
a timely or reasonable fashion. On notice to the state, the court
shall decide the motion expeditiously.
Sec. 10. Procedure for Preserving Intercepted Communica-
tions
(a) The contents of a wire, oral, or electronic communication
intercepted by means authorized by this article shall be
recorded on tape, wire, or other comparable device. The
recording of the contents of a wire, oral, or electronic commu-
nication under this subsection shall be done in a way that pro-
tects the recording from editing or other alterations.
(b) Immediately on the expiration of the period of the order
and all extensions, if any, the recordings shall be made available
to the judge issuing the order and sealed under his directions.
Custody of the recordings shall be wherever the judge orders.
The recordings may not be destroyed until at least 10 years
after the date of expiration of the order and the last extension,
if any. A recording may be destroyed only by order of the judge
of competent jurisdiction for the administrative judicial dis-
trict in which the interception was authorized.
(c) Duplicate recordings may be made for use or disclosure
pursuant to Subsections (a) and (b), Section 7, of this article
for investigations.
(d) The presence of the seal required by Subsection (b) of this
section or a satisfactory explanation of its absence is a pre-
requisite for the use or disclosure of the contents of a wire,
oral, or electronic communication or evidence derived from
the communication under Subsection (c), Section 7, of this
article.
Sec. 11. Sealing of Orders and Applications
The judge shall seal each application made and order granted
under this article. Custody of the applications and orders shall
be wherever the judge directs. An application or order may be
disclosed only on a showing of good cause before a judge of
competent jurisdiction and may not be destroyed until at least
10 years after the date it is sealed. An application or order may
be destroyed only by order of the judge of competent jurisdic-
tion for the administrative judicial district in which it was
made or granted.
Sec. 12. Contempt
A violation of Section 10 or 11 of this article may be punished
as contempt of court.
Sec. 13. Notice and Disclosure of Interception to a Party
(a) Within a reasonable time but not later than 90 days after
the date an application for an order is denied or after the date
an order or the last extension, if any, expires, the judge who
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granted or denied the application shall cause to be served on
the persons named in the order or the application and any
other parties to intercepted communications, if any, an inven-
tory, which must include notice:

(1) of the entry of the order or the application;
(2) of the date of the entry and the period of authorized in-
terception or the date of denial of the application; and
(3) that during the authorized period wire, oral, or elec-
tronic communications were or were not intercepted.

(b) The judge, on motion, may in his discretion make available
to a person or his counsel for inspection any portion of an in-
tercepted communication, application, or order that the judge
determines, in the interest of justice, to disclose to that person.
(c) On an ex parte showing of good cause to the judge, the
serving of the inventory required by this section may be post-
poned, but in no event may any evidence derived from an
order under this article be disclosed in any trial, until after
such inventory has been served.
Sec. 14. Preconditions to Use as Evidence
(a) The contents of an intercepted wire, oral, or electronic
communication or evidence derived from the communication
may not be received in evidence or otherwise disclosed in a
trial, hearing, or other proceeding in a federal or state court
unless each party, not later than the 10th day before the date
of the trial, hearing, or other proceeding, has been furnished
with a copy of the court order and application under which the
interception was authorized or approved. This 10-day period
may be waived by the judge if he finds that it is not possible to
furnish the party with the information 10 days before the trial,
hearing, or proceeding and that the party will not be preju-
diced by the delay in receiving the information.
(b) An aggrieved person charged with an offense in a trial,
hearing, or proceeding in or before a court, department, offi-
cer, agency, regulatory body, or other authority of the United
States or of this state or a political subdivision of this state may
move to suppress the contents of an intercepted wire, oral, or
electronic communication or evidence derived from the com-
munication on the ground that:

(1) the communication was unlawfully intercepted;
(2) the order authorizing the interception is insufficient on
its face; or
(3) the interception was not made in conformity with the
order.

(c) A person identified by a party to an intercepted wire, oral,
or electronic communication during the course of that com-
munication may move to suppress the contents of the com-
munication on the grounds provided in Subsection (b) of this
section or on the ground that the harm to the person resulting
from his identification in court exceeds the value to the prose-
cution of the disclosure of the contents.
(d) The motion to suppress must be made before the trial,
hearing, or proceeding unless there was no opportunity to
make the motion or the person was not aware of the grounds
of the motion. The hearing on the motion shall be held in
camera upon the written request of the aggrieved person. If the
motion is granted, the contents of the intercepted wire, oral, or
electronic communication and evidence derived from the
communication shall be treated as having been obtained in vi-
olation of this article. The judge, on the filing of the motion
by the aggrieved person, shall make available to the aggrieved

person or his counsel for inspection any portion of the inter-
cepted communication or evidence derived from the commu-
nication that the judge determines, in the interest of justice, to
make available.
(e) Any judge of this state, upon hearing a pretrial motion re-
garding conversations intercepted by wire pursuant to this ar-
ticle, or who otherwise becomes informed that there exists on
such intercepted wire, oral, or electronic communication iden-
tification of a specific individual who is not a party or suspect
to the subject of interception:

(1) shall give notice and an opportunity to be heard on the
matter of suppression of references to that person if identi-
fication is sufficient so as to give notice; or
(2) shall suppress references to that person if identification
is sufficient to potentially cause embarrassment or harm
which outweighs the probative value, if any, of the mention
of such person, but insufficient to require the notice pro-
vided for in Subdivision (1), above.

Sec. 15. Reports Concerning Intercepted Wire, Oral, or
Electronic Communications
(a) Within 30 days after the date an order or the last extension,
if any, expires or after the denial of an order, the issuing or
denying judge shall report to the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts:

(1) the fact that an order or extension was applied for;
(2) the kind of order or extension applied for;
(3) the fact that the order or extension was granted as ap-
plied for, was modified, or was denied;
(4) the period of interceptions authorized by the order and
the number and duration of any extensions of the order;
(5) the offense specified in the order or application or ex-
tension;
(6) the identity of the officer making the request and the
prosecutor; and
(7) the nature of the facilities from which or the place
where communications were to be intercepted.

(b) In January of each year each prosecutor shall report to the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts the follow-
ing information for the preceding calendar year:

(1) the information required by Subsection (a) of this sec-
tion with respect to each application for an order or exten-
sion made;
(2) a general description of the interceptions made under
each order or extension, including the approximate nature
and frequency of incriminating communications inter-
cepted, the approximate nature and frequency of other
communications intercepted, the approximate number of
persons whose communications were intercepted, and the
approximate nature, amount, and cost of the manpower
and other resources used in the interceptions;
(3) the number of arrests resulting from interceptions made
under each order or extension and the offenses for which
arrests were made;
(4) the number of trials resulting from interceptions;
(5) the number of motions to suppress made with respect
to interceptions and the number granted or denied;
(6) the number of convictions resulting from interceptions,
the offenses for which the convictions were obtained, and a
general assessment of the importance of the interceptions;
and
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(7) the information required by Subdivisions (2) through (6) of
this subsection with respect to orders or extensions obtained.

(c) Any judge or prosecutor required to file a report with the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts shall for-
ward a copy of such report to the director of the Department
of Public Safety. On or before March 1 of each year, the direc-
tor shall submit to the governor; lieutenant governor; speaker
of the house of representatives; chairman, senate jurisprudence
committee; and chairman, house of representatives criminal
jurisprudence committee a report of all intercepts as defined
herein conducted pursuant to this article and terminated dur-
ing the preceding calendar year. Such report shall include:

(1) the reports of judges and prosecuting attorneys for-
warded to the director as required in this section;
(2) the number of Department of Public Safety personnel
authorized to possess, install, or operate electronic, me-
chanical, or other devices;
(3) the number of Department of Public Safety and other
law enforcement personnel who participated or engaged in
the seizure of intercepts pursuant to this article during the
preceding calendar year; and
(4) the total cost to the Department of Public Safety of all
activities and procedures relating to the seizure of intercepts
during the preceding calendar year, including costs of
equipment, manpower, and expenses incurred as compen-
sation for use of facilities or technical assistance provided to
the department.

Sec. 16. Recovery of Civil Damages Authorized
(a) A person whose wire, oral, or electronic communication is
intercepted, disclosed, or used in violation of this article, or in
violation of Chapter 16, Penal Code, has a civil cause of action
against any person who intercepts, discloses, or uses or solicits
another person to intercept, disclose, or use the communication
and is entitled to recover from the person:

(1) actual damages but not less than liquidated damages
computed at a rate of $100 a day for each day of violation
or $1,000, whichever is higher;
(2) punitive damages; and
(3) a reasonable attorney’s fee and other litigation costs rea-
sonably incurred.

(b) A good faith reliance on a court order or legislative autho-
rization constitutes a complete defense to an action brought
under this section.
(c) A person is subject to suit by the federal or state govern-
ment in a court of competent jurisdiction for appropriate in-
junctive relief if the person engages in conduct that:

(1) constitutes an offense under Section 16.05, Penal Code,
but is not for a tortious or illegal purpose or for the purpose
of direct or indirect commercial advantage or private com-
mercial gain; and
(2) involves a radio communication that is:

(A) transmitted on frequencies allocated under Subpart
D of Part 74 of the rules of the Federal Communications
Commission; and
(B) not scrambled or encrypted.

(d) A defendant is liable for a civil penalty of $500 if it is shown
at the trial of the civil suit brought under Subsection (c) that the
defendant:

(1) has been convicted of an offense under Section 16.05,
Penal Code; or

(2) is found liable in a civil action brought under Subsec-
tion (a).

(e) Each violation of an injunction ordered under Subsection
(c) is punishable by a fine of $500.
(f ) The attorney general, or the county or district attorney of
the county in which the conduct, as described by Subsection
(c), is occurring, may file suit under Subsection (c) on behalf
of the state. 
(g) A computer trespasser or a user, aggrieved person, sub-
scriber, or customer of a communications common carrier or
electronic communications service does not have a cause of ac-
tion against the carrier or service, its officers, employees, or
agents, or other specified persons for providing information,
facilities, or assistance as required by a good faith reliance on:

(1) legislative authority; or
(2) a court order, warrant, subpoena, or certification under
this article.

Sec. 17. Nonapplicability
This article does not apply to conduct described as an affirma-
tive defense under Section 16.02(c), Penal Code, except as oth-
erwise specifically provided by that section.

Addition of §4(7) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 11, §2). Section 18
of HB 11 provides: “The change in law made by this Act to Sec-
tion 4, Article 18.20, Code of Criminal Procedure, applies only to
an application for an interception order filed on or after the ef-
fective date of this Act. An application for an interception order
filed before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law
in effect on the date the application was filed, and the former law
is continued in effect for that purpose.”

Amendments to §8B(a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 511, §2).
Section 3 of HB 511 provides: “The change in law made by this
Act applies only to an offense committed on or after the effective
date of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date
of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the offense
was committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that
purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

ART.  18.21.  PEN REGISTERS AND TRAP AND

TRACE DEVICES;  ACCESS TO STORED

COMMUNICATIONS;  MOBILE TRACKING DEVICES

Sec. 1. Definitions
In this article:
(1) “Aural transfer,” “communication common carrier,” “com-
puter trespasser,” “electronic communication,” “electronic
communications service,” “electronic communications sys-
tem,” “electronic storage,” “immediate life-threatening situa-
tion,” “member of a law enforcement unit specially trained to
respond to and deal with life-threatening situations,” “readily
accessible to the general public,” “user,” and “wire communi-
cation” have the meanings assigned by Article 18.20.
(2) “Authorized peace officer” means:

(A) a sheriff or a sheriff ’s deputy;
(B) a constable or deputy constable;
(C) a marshal or police officer of an incorporated city;
(D) a ranger or officer commissioned by the Public Safety
Commission or the director of the Department of Public
Safety;
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(E) an investigator of a prosecutor’s office;
(F) a law enforcement agent of the Alcoholic Beverage
Commission;
(G) a law enforcement officer commissioned by the Parks
and Wildlife Commission; 
(H) an enforcement officer appointed by the inspector gen-
eral of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice under Sec-
tion 493.019, Government Code, as added by Chapter
321, Acts of the 74th Legislature, 1995; [or]
(I) an investigator commissioned by the attorney general
under Section 402.009, Government Code; or
(J) a member of an arson investigating unit commissioned
by a municipality, a county, or the state.

(3) “Department” means the Department of Public Safety.
(3-a) “Designated law enforcement office or agency” means:

(A) the sheriff ’s department of a county with a population
of 3.3 million or more; 
(B) a police department in a municipality with a population
of 500,000 or more; or
(C) the office of inspector general of the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice.

(3-b) “Domestic entity” has the meaning assigned by Section
1.002, Business Organizations Code.
(3-c) “Electronic customer data” means data or records that:

(A) are in the possession, care, custody, or control of a
provider of an electronic communications service or a re-
mote computing service; and
(B) contain:

(i) information revealing the identity of customers of the
applicable service;
(ii) information about a customer’s use of the applicable
service;
(iii) information that identifies the recipient or destina-
tion of a wire communication or electronic communica-
tion sent to or by the customer;
(iv) the content of a wire communication or electronic
communication sent to or by the customer; and
(v) any data stored by or on behalf of the customer with
the applicable service provider.

(4) “ESN reader” means a device that records the electronic se-
rial number from the data track of a wireless telephone, cellu-
lar telephone, or similar communication device that transmits
its operational status to a base site, if the device does not in-
tercept the contents of a communication.
(5) “Mobile tracking device” means an electronic or mechani-
cal device that permits tracking the movement of a person, ve-
hicle, container, item, or object. 
(6) “Pen register” means a device or process that records or de-
codes dialing, routing, addressing, or signaling information
transmitted by an instrument or facility from which a wire or
electronic communication is transmitted, if the information
does not include the contents of the communication. The term
does not include a device used by a provider or customer of a
wire or electronic communication service in the ordinary
course of the provider’s or customer’s business for purposes of:

(A) billing or recording as an incident to billing for com-
munications services; or
(B) cost accounting, security control, or other ordinary
business purposes.

(7) “Prosecutor” means a district attorney, criminal district at-

torney, or county attorney performing the duties of a district
attorney.
(8) “Remote computing service” means the provision to the
public of computer storage or processing services by means of
an electronic communications system.
(9) “Supervisory official” means:

(A) an investigative agent or an assistant investigative agent
who is in charge of an investigation;
(B) an equivalent person at an investigating agency’s head-
quarters or regional office; and
(C) the principal prosecuting attorney of the state or of a
political subdivision of the state or the first assistant or chief
assistant prosecuting attorney in the office of either.

(10) “Trap and trace device” means a device or process that
records an incoming electronic or other impulse that identifies
the originating number or other dialing, routing, addressing,
or signaling information reasonably likely to identify the
source of a wire or electronic communication, if the informa-
tion does not include the contents of the communication. The
term does not include a device or telecommunications network
used in providing:

(A) a caller identification service authorized by the Public
Utility Commission of Texas under Subchapter E, Chapter
55, Utilities Code;
(B) the services referenced in Section 55.102(b), Utilities
Code; or
(C) a caller identification service provided by a commercial
mobile radio service provider licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission.

Sec. 2. Application and Order
(a) A prosecutor with jurisdiction in a county within a judicial
district described by this subsection may file an application for
the installation and use of a pen register, ESN reader, trap and
trace device, or similar equipment that combines the function
of a pen register and a trap and trace device with a district
judge in the judicial district. The judicial district must be a dis-
trict in which is located:

(1) the site of the proposed installation or use of the device
or equipment;
(2) the site of the communication device on which the de-
vice or equipment is proposed to be installed or used;
(3) the billing, residential, or business address of the sub-
scriber to the electronic communications service on which
the device or equipment is proposed to be installed or used;
(4) the headquarters of:

(A) the office of the prosecutor filing an application
under this section; or
(B) a law enforcement agency that requests the prosecu-
tor to file an application under this section or that pro-
poses to execute an order authorizing installation and
use of the device or equipment; or

(5) the headquarters of a service provider ordered to install
the device or equipment.

(b) A prosecutor may file an application under this section or
under federal law on the prosecutor’s own motion or on the re-
quest of an authorized peace officer, regardless of whether the
officer is commissioned by the department. A prosecutor who
files an application on the prosecutor’s own motion or who
files an application for the installation and use of a pen regis-
ter, ESN reader, or similar equipment on the request of an au-
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thorized peace officer not commissioned by the department,
other than an authorized peace officer employed by a desig-
nated law enforcement office or agency, must make the appli-
cation personally and may not do so through an assistant or
some other person acting on the prosecutor’s behalf. A prose-
cutor may make an application through an assistant or other
person acting on the prosecutor’s behalf if the prosecutor files
an application for the installation and use of:

(1) a pen register, ESN reader, or similar equipment on the
request of:

(A) an authorized peace officer who is commissioned by
the department; or
(B) an authorized peace officer of a designated law en-
forcement office or agency; or

(2) a trap and trace device or similar equipment on the re-
quest of an authorized peace officer, regardless of whether
the officer is commissioned by the department.

(c) The application must:
(1) be made in writing under oath;
(2) include the name of the subscriber and the telephone
number and location of the communication device on
which the pen register, ESN reader, trap and trace device,
or similar equipment will be used, to the extent that infor-
mation is known or is reasonably ascertainable; and
(3) state that the installation and use of the device or equip-
ment will likely produce information that is material to an
ongoing criminal investigation.

(d) On presentation of the application, the judge may order
the installation and use of the pen register, ESN reader, or sim-
ilar equipment by an authorized peace officer commissioned
by the department or an authorized peace officer of a desig-
nated law enforcement office or agency, and, on request of the
applicant, the judge shall direct in the order that a communi-
cation common carrier or a provider of electronic communi-
cations service furnish all information, facilities, and technical
assistance necessary to facilitate the installation and use of the
device or equipment by the department or designated law en-
forcement office or agency unobtrusively and with a minimum
of interference to the services provided by the carrier or service.
The carrier or service is entitled to compensation at the pre-
vailing rates for the facilities and assistance provided to the de-
partment or a designated law enforcement office or agency.
(e) On presentation of the application, the judge may order the
installation and use of the trap and trace device or similar
equipment by the communication common carrier or other
person on the appropriate line. The judge may direct the com-
munication common carrier or other person, including any
landlord or other custodian of equipment, to furnish all infor-
mation, facilities, and technical assistance necessary to install or
use the device or equipment unobtrusively and with a mini-
mum of interference to the services provided by the communi-
cation common carrier, landlord, custodian, or other person.
Unless otherwise ordered by the court, the results of the trap
and trace device or similar equipment shall be furnished to the
applicant, designated by the court, at reasonable intervals dur-
ing regular business hours, for the duration of the order. The
carrier is entitled to compensation at the prevailing rates for the
facilities and assistance provided to the designated law enforce-
ment office or agency.
(f ) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, an order

for the installation and use of a device or equipment under this
section is valid for not more than 60 days after the earlier of
the date the device or equipment is installed or the 10th day
after the date the order is entered, unless the prosecutor applies
for and obtains from the court an extension of the order before
the order expires. The period of extension may not exceed 60
days for each extension granted, except that with the consent
of the subscriber or customer of the service on which the de-
vice or equipment is used, the court may extend an order for a
period not to exceed one year.
(g) The district court shall seal an application and order
granted under this article.
(h) A peace officer is not required to file an application or ob-
tain an order under this section before the officer makes an
otherwise lawful search, with or without a warrant, to deter-
mine the contents of a caller identification message, pager mes-
sage, or voice message that is contained within the memory of
an end-user’s identification, paging, or answering device.
(i) A peace officer of a designated law enforcement office or
agency is authorized to possess, install, operate, or monitor a
pen register, ESN reader, or similar equipment if the officer’s
name is on the list submitted to the director of the department
under Subsection (k).
(j) Each designated law enforcement office or agency shall:

(1) adopt a written policy governing the application of this
article to the office or agency; and
(2) submit the policy to the director of the department, or
the director’s designee, for approval.

(k) If the director of the department or the director’s designee
approves the policy submitted under Subsection (j), the in-
spector general of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
the inspector general’s designee, or the sheriff or chief of a des-
ignated law enforcement agency or the sheriff ’s or chief ’s de-
signee, as applicable, shall submit to the director a written list
of all officers in the designated law enforcement office or
agency who are authorized to possess, install, monitor, or op-
erate pen registers, ESN readers, or similar equipment.
(l) The department may conduct an audit of a designated law
enforcement office or agency to ensure compliance with this
article. If the department determines from the audit that the
designated law enforcement office or agency is not in compli-
ance with the policy adopted by the office or agency under
Subsection (j), the department shall notify the office or agency
in writing that it is not in compliance. If the department de-
termines that the office or agency still is not in compliance
with the policy 90 days after the date the office or agency re-
ceives written notice under this subsection, the office or agency
loses the authority granted by this article until:

(1) the office or agency adopts a new written policy govern-
ing the application of this article to the office or agency; and
(2) the department approves the written policy.

(m) The inspector general of the Texas Department of Crimi-
nal Justice or the sheriff or chief of a designated law enforce-
ment agency, as applicable, shall submit to the director of the
department a written report of expenditures made by the des-
ignated law enforcement office or agency for the purchase and
maintenance of a pen register, ESN reader, or similar equip-
ment, authorized under this article. The director of the de-
partment shall report those expenditures publicly on an annual
basis via the department’s website, or other comparable means.
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Sec. 3. Emergency Installation and Use of Pen Register or
Trap and Trace Device
(a) A peace officer authorized to possess, install, operate, or
monitor a device under Section 8A, Article 18.20, may install
and use a pen register or trap and trace device if the officer:

(1) reasonably believes an immediate life-threatening situa-
tion exists that:

(A) is within the territorial jurisdiction of the officer or
another officer the officer is assisting; and
(B) requires the installation of a pen register or trap and
trace device before an order authorizing the installation
and use can, with due diligence, be obtained under this
article; and

(2) reasonably believes there are sufficient grounds under
this article on which to obtain an order authorizing the in-
stallation and use of a pen register or trap and trace device.

(b) If an officer installs or uses a pen register or trap and trace
device under Subsection (a), the officer shall:

(1) promptly report the installation or use to the prosecutor
in the county in which the device is installed or used; and
(2) within 48 hours after the installation is complete or the
use of the device begins, whichever occurs first, obtain an
order under Section 2 authorizing the installation and use.

(c) A judge may issue an order authorizing the installation and
use of a device under this section during the 48-hour period pre-
scribed by Subsection (b)(2). If an order is denied or is not issued
within the 48-hour period, the officer shall terminate use of and
remove the pen register or the trap and trace device promptly on
the earlier of the denial or the expiration of 48 hours.
(d) The state may not use as evidence in a criminal proceeding
any information gained through the use of a pen register or trap
and trace device installed under this section if an authorized
peace officer does not apply for or applies for but does not ob-
tain authorization for the pen register or trap and trace device.
Sec. 4. Requirements for Government Access to Stored
Communications
(a) An authorized peace officer may require a provider of an
electronic communications service or a provider of a remote
computing service to disclose electronic customer data that is
in electronic storage by obtaining a warrant under Section 5A.
(b) An authorized peace officer may require a provider of an
electronic communications service or a provider of a remote
computing service to disclose only electronic customer data
that is information revealing the identity of customers of the
applicable service or information about a customer’s use of the
applicable service, without giving the subscriber or customer
notice:

(1) by obtaining an administrative subpoena authorized by
statute;
(2) by obtaining a grand jury subpoena;
(3) by obtaining a warrant under Section 5A;
(4) by obtaining the consent of the subscriber or customer
to the disclosure of the data;
(5) by obtaining a court order under Section 5; or
(6) as otherwise permitted by applicable federal law.

(c) A provider of telephonic communications service shall dis-
close to an authorized peace officer, without any form of legal
process, subscriber listing information, including name, ad-
dress, and telephone number or similar access code that:

(1) the service provides to others in the course of providing

publicly available directory or similar assistance; or
(2) is solely for use in the dispatch of emergency vehicles
and personnel responding to a distress call directed to an
emergency dispatch system or when the information is rea-
sonably necessary to aid in the dispatching of emergency
vehicles and personnel for the immediate prevention of
death, personal injury, or destruction of property.

(d) A provider of telephonic communications service shall pro-
vide an authorized peace officer with the name of the sub-
scriber of record whose published telephone number is
provided to the service by an authorized peace officer.
Sec. 5. Court Order to Obtain Access to Stored Communi-
cations
(a) A court shall issue an order authorizing disclosure of con-
tents, records, or other information of a wire or electronic
communication held in electronic storage if the court deter-
mines that there is reasonable belief that the information
sought is relevant to a legitimate law enforcement inquiry.
(b) A court may grant a motion by the service provider to quash
or modify the order issued under Subsection (a) of this section
if the court determines that the information or records re-
quested are unusually voluminous in nature or that compliance
with the order would cause an undue burden on the provider.
Sec. 5A. Warrant Issued in this State for Stored Customer
Data or Communications
(a) This section applies to a warrant required under Section 4
to obtain electronic customer data, including the contents of a
wire communication or electronic communication.
(b) On the filing of an application by an authorized peace of-
ficer, a district judge may issue a search warrant under this sec-
tion for electronic customer data held in electronic storage,
including the contents of and records and other information
related to a wire communication or electronic communication
held in electronic storage, by a provider of an electronic com-
munications service or a provider of a remote computing ser-
vice described by Subsection (h), regardless of whether the
customer data is held at a location in this state or at a location
in another state. An application made under this subsection
must demonstrate probable cause for the issuance of the war-
rant and must be supported by the oath or affirmation of the
authorized peace officer.
(c) A search warrant may not be issued under this section un-
less the sworn affidavit required by Article 18.01(b) sets forth
sufficient and substantial facts to establish probable cause that:

(1) a specific offense has been committed; and
(2) the electronic customer data sought:

(A) constitutes evidence of that offense or evidence that
a particular person committed that offense; and
(B) is held in electronic storage by the service provider
on which the warrant is served under Subsection (i).

(d) Only the electronic customer data described in the sworn
affidavit required by Article 18.01(b) may be seized under the
warrant.
(e) A warrant issued under this section shall run in the name
of “The State of Texas.”
(f ) Article 18.011 applies to an affidavit presented under Arti-
cle 18.01(b) for the issuance of a warrant under this section,
and the affidavit may be sealed in the manner provided by that
article.
(g) The peace officer shall execute the warrant not later than
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the 11th day after the date of issuance, except that the officer
shall execute the warrant within a shorter period if so directed
in the warrant by the district judge. For purposes of this sub-
section, a warrant is executed when the warrant is served in the
manner described by Subsection (i).
(h) A warrant under this section may be served only on a ser-
vice provider that is a domestic entity or a company or entity
otherwise doing business in this state under a contract or a
terms of service agreement with a resident of this state, if any
part of that contract or agreement is to be performed in this
state. The service provider shall produce all electronic cus-
tomer data, contents of communications, and other informa-
tion sought, regardless of where the information is held and
within the period allowed for compliance with the warrant, as
provided by Subsection (j). A court may find any designated
officer, designated director, or designated owner of a company
or entity in contempt of court if the person by act or omission
is responsible for the failure of the company or entity to com-
ply with the warrant within the period allowed for compliance.
The failure of a company or entity to timely deliver the infor-
mation sought in the warrant does not affect the admissibility
of that evidence in a criminal proceeding.
(i) A search warrant issued under this section is served when the
authorized peace officer delivers the warrant by hand, by facsim-
ile transmission, or, in a manner allowing proof of delivery, by
means of the United States mail or a private delivery service to:

(1) a person specified by Section 5.255, Business Organiza-
tions Code;
(2) the secretary of state in the case of a company or entity
to which Section 5.251, Business Organizations Code, ap-
plies; or
(3) any other person or entity designated to receive the ser-
vice of process.

(j) The district judge shall indicate in the warrant that the
deadline for compliance by the provider of an electronic com-
munications service or the provider of a remote computing ser-
vice is the 15th business day after the date the warrant is served
if the warrant is to be served on a domestic entity or a com-
pany or entity otherwise doing business in this state, except
that the deadline for compliance with a warrant served in ac-
cordance with Section 5.251, Business Organizations Code,
may be extended to a date that is not later than the 30th day
after the date the warrant is served. The judge may indicate in
a warrant that the deadline for compliance is earlier than the
15th business day after the date the warrant is served if the of-
ficer makes a showing and the judge finds that failure to com-
ply with the warrant by the earlier deadline would cause
serious jeopardy to an investigation, cause undue delay of a
trial, or create a material risk of:

(1) danger to the life or physical safety of any person;
(2) flight from prosecution;
(3) the tampering with or destruction of evidence; or
(4) intimidation of potential witnesses.

(k) If the authorized peace officer serving the warrant under
this section also delivers an affidavit form to the provider of an
electronic communications service or the provider of a remote
computing service responding to the warrant, and the peace
officer also notifies the provider in writing that an executed af-
fidavit is required, then the provider shall verify the authentic-
ity of the customer data, contents of communications, and

other information produced in compliance with the warrant
by including with the information the affidavit form com-
pleted and sworn to by a person who is a custodian of the in-
formation or a person otherwise qualified to attest to its
authenticity that states that the information was stored in the
course of regularly conducted business of the provider and
specifies whether it is the regular practice of the provider to
store that information.
(l) On a service provider’s compliance with a warrant under
this section, an authorized peace officer shall file a return of the
warrant and a copy of the inventory of the seized property as
required under Article 18.10.
(m) The district judge shall hear and decide any motion to
quash the warrant not later than the fifth business day after the
date the service provider files the motion. The judge may allow
the service provider to appear at the hearing by teleconference.
(n) A provider of an electronic communications service or a
provider of a remote computing service responding to a warrant
issued under this section may request an extension of the period
for compliance with the warrant if extenuating circumstances
exist to justify the extension. The district judge shall grant a re-
quest for an extension based on those circumstances if:

(1) the authorized peace officer who applied for the warrant
or another appropriate authorized peace officer agrees to
the extension; or
(2) the district judge finds that the need for the extension
outweighs the likelihood that the extension will cause an
adverse circumstance described by Subsection (j).

Sec. 5B. Warrant Issued in Another State for Stored Cus-
tomer Data or Communications
Any domestic entity that provides electronic communications
services or remote computing services to the public shall com-
ply with a warrant issued in another state and seeking infor-
mation described by Section 5A(b), if the warrant is served on
the entity in a manner equivalent to the service of process re-
quirements provided in Section 5A(h).
Sec. 6. Backup Preservation
(a) A subpoena or court order for disclosure of certain elec-
tronic customer data held in electronic storage by a provider of
an electronic communications service or a provider of a remote
computing service under Section 4(b) may require that
provider to create a copy of the customer data sought by the
subpoena or court order for the purpose of preserving that
data. The provider may not inform the subscriber or customer
whose data is being sought that the subpoena or court order
has been issued. The provider shall create the copy within a
reasonable time as determined by the court issuing the sub-
poena or court order.
(b) The provider of an electronic communications service or
the provider of a remote computing service shall immediately
notify the authorized peace officer who presented the sub-
poena or court order requesting the copy when the copy has
been created.
(c) The authorized peace officer shall notify the subscriber or
customer whose electronic customer data is the subject of the
subpoena or court order of the creation of the copy not later
than three days after the date of the receipt of the notification
from the applicable provider that the copy was created.
(d) The provider of an electronic communications service or
the provider of a remote computing service shall release the
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copy to the requesting authorized peace officer not earlier than
the 14th day after the date of the peace officer’s notice to the
subscriber or customer if the provider has not:

(1) initiated proceedings to challenge the request of the
peace officer for the copy; or
(2) received notice from the subscriber or customer that the
subscriber or customer has initiated proceedings to chal-
lenge the request.

(e) The provider of an electronic communications service or
the provider of a remote computing service may not destroy or
permit the destruction of the copy until the electronic cus-
tomer data has been delivered to the applicable law enforce-
ment agency or until the resolution of any court proceedings,
including appeals of any proceedings, relating to the subpoena
or court order requesting the creation of the copy, whichever
occurs last.
(f ) An authorized peace officer who reasonably believes that
notification to the subscriber or customer of the subpoena or
court order would result in the destruction of or tampering
with electronic customer data sought may request the creation
of a copy of the data. The peace officer’s belief is not subject to
challenge by the subscriber or customer or by a provider of an
electronic communications service or a provider of a remote
computing service.
(g)(1) A subscriber or customer who receives notification as
described in Subsection (c) may file a written motion to quash
the subpoena or vacate the court order in the court that issued
the subpoena or court order not later than the 14th day after
the date of the receipt of the notice. The motion must contain
an affidavit or sworn statement stating:

(A) that the applicant is a subscriber or customer of the
provider of an electronic communications service or the
provider of a remote computing service from which the
electronic customer data held in electronic storage for
the subscriber or customer has been sought; and
(B) the applicant’s reasons for believing that the cus-
tomer data sought is not relevant to a legitimate law en-
forcement inquiry or that there has not been substantial
compliance with the provisions of this article in some
other respect.

(2) The subscriber or customer shall give written notice to
the provider of an electronic communications service or the
provider of a remote computing service of the challenge to
the subpoena or court order. The authorized peace officer
requesting the subpoena or court order must be served a
copy of the papers filed by personal delivery or by registered
or certified mail.

(h)(1) The court shall order the authorized peace officer to file
a sworn response to the motion filed by the subscriber or cus-
tomer if the court determines that the subscriber or customer
has complied with the requirements of Subsection (g). On re-
quest of the peace officer, the court may permit the response to
be filed in camera. The court may conduct any additional pro-
ceedings the court considers appropriate if the court is unable
to make a determination on the motion on the basis of the par-
ties’ initial allegations and response.

(2) The court shall rule on the motion as soon after the fil-
ing of the officer’s response as practicable. The court shall
deny the motion if the court finds that the applicant is not

the subscriber or customer whose electronic customer data
held in electronic storage is the subject of the subpoena or
court order or that there is reason to believe that the peace
officer’s inquiry is legitimate and that the customer data
sought is relevant to that inquiry. The court shall quash the
subpoena or vacate the order if the court finds that the ap-
plicant is the subscriber or customer whose data is the sub-
ject of the subpoena or court order and that there is not a
reason to believe that the data is relevant to a legitimate law
enforcement inquiry or that there has not been substantial
compliance with the provisions of this article.
(3) A court order denying a motion or application under
this section is not a final order and no interlocutory appeal
may be taken from the denial.

Sec. 7. Repealed
Sec. 8. Preclusion of Notification
(a) An authorized peace officer seeking electronic customer
data under Section 4 may apply to the court for an order com-
manding the service provider to whom a warrant, subpoena, or
court order is directed not to disclose to any person the exis-
tence of the warrant, subpoena, or court order. The order is ef-
fective for the period the court considers appropriate. The
court shall enter the order if the court determines that there is
reason to believe that notification of the existence of the war-
rant, subpoena, or court order will have an adverse result.
(b) In this section, an “adverse result” means:

(1) endangering the life or physical safety of an individual;
(2) flight from prosecution;
(3) destruction of or tampering with evidence;
(4) intimidation of a potential witness; or
(5) otherwise seriously jeopardizing an investigation or un-
duly delaying a trial.

Sec. 9. Reimbursement of Costs
(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this section, an au-
thorized peace officer who obtains electronic customer data
under Section 4 or other information under this article shall
reimburse the person assembling or providing the data or in-
formation for all costs that are reasonably necessary and that
have been directly incurred in searching for, assembling, re-
producing, or otherwise providing the data or information.
These costs include costs arising from necessary disruption of
normal operations of a provider of an electronic communica-
tions service or a provider of a remote computing service in
which the electronic customer data may be held in electronic
storage or in which the other information may be stored.
(b) The authorized peace officer and the person providing the
electronic customer data or other information may agree on
the amount of reimbursement. If there is no agreement, the
court that issued the order for production of the data or infor-
mation shall determine the amount. If no court order was is-
sued for production of the data or information, the court
before which the criminal prosecution relating to the data or
information would be brought shall determine the amount.
(c) Subsection (a) of this section does not apply to records or other
information maintained by a communications common carrier
that relate to telephone toll records or telephone listings obtained
under Section 4 (e) of this article unless the court determines that
the amount of information required was unusually voluminous or
that an undue burden was imposed on the provider.
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Sec. 10. No Cause of Action
A subscriber or customer of a provider of an electronic commu-
nications service or a provider of a remote computing service
does not have a cause of action against a provider or its officers,
employees, or agents or against other specified persons for pro-
viding information, facilities, or assistance as required by a court
order, warrant, subpoena, or certification under this article.
Sec. 11. Disclosure of Stored Communications
(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this section, a
provider of an electronic communications service may not
knowingly divulge the contents of a communication that is in
electronic storage.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this section, a
provider of remote computing service may not knowingly di-
vulge the contents of any communication that is:

(1) in electronic storage;
(2) stored on behalf of a subscriber or customer of the ser-
vice and is received by means of electronic transmission
from or created by means of computer processing of com-
munications received by means of electronic transmission
from the subscriber or customer; and
(3) solely for the purpose of providing storage or computer
processing services to the subscriber or customer if the
provider of the service is not authorized to obtain access to
the contents of those communications for purposes of pro-
viding any service other than storage or computer processing.

(c) A provider of an electronic communications or remote
computing service may divulge the contents of an electroni-
cally stored communication:

(1) to an intended recipient of the communication or that
person’s agent;
(2) to the addressee or that person’s agent;
(3) with the consent of the originator, to the addressee or
the intended recipient of the communication, or the sub-
scriber of a remote computing service;
(4) to a person whose facilities are used to transmit the
communication to its destination or the person’s employee
or authorized representative;
(5) as may be necessary to provide the service or to protect
the property or rights of the provider of the service;
(6) to a law enforcement agency if the contents were ob-
tained inadvertently by the service provider and the con-
tents appear to pertain to the commission of a crime; or
(7) as authorized under federal or other state law.

Sec. 12. Cause of Action
(a) Except as provided by Section 10 of this article, a provider
of an electronic communications service or a provider of a re-
mote computing service, or a subscriber or customer of that
provider, that is aggrieved by a violation of this article has a
civil cause of action if the conduct constituting the violation
was committed knowingly or intentionally and is entitled to:

(1) injunctive relief;
(2) a reasonable attorney’s fee and other litigation costs rea-
sonably incurred; and
(3) the sum of the actual damages suffered and any profits
made by the violator as a result of the violation or $1,000,
whichever is more.

(b) The reliance in good faith on a court order, warrant, sub-
poena, or legislative authorization is a complete defense to any
civil action brought under this article.

(c) A civil action under this section may be presented within
two years after the date the claimant first discovered or had rea-
sonable opportunity to discover the violation, and not after-
ward.
Sec. 13. Exclusivity of Remedies
The remedies and sanctions described in this article are the ex-
clusive judicial remedies and sanctions for a violation of this
article other than a violation that infringes on a right of a party
guaranteed by a state or federal constitution.
Sec. 14. Mobile Tracking Devices
(a) A district judge may issue an order for the installation and
use of a mobile tracking device in the same judicial district as
the site of:

(1) the investigation; or
(2) the person, vehicle, container, item, or object the move-
ment of which will be tracked by the mobile tracking de-
vice.

(b) The order may authorize the use of a mobile tracking de-
vice outside the judicial district but within the state, if the de-
vice is installed within the district.
(c) A district judge may issue the order only on the application
of an authorized peace officer. An application must be written
and signed and sworn to or affirmed before the judge. The af-
fidavit must:

(1) state the name, department, agency, and address of the
applicant;
(2) identify the vehicle, container, or item to which, in
which, or on which the mobile tracking device is to be at-
tached, placed, or otherwise installed; 
(3) state the name of the owner or possessor of the vehicle,
container, or item described in Subdivision (2);
(4) state the judicial jurisdictional area in which the vehicle,
container, or item described in Subdivision (2) is expected
to be found; and
(5) state the facts and circumstances that provide the appli-
cant with a reasonable suspicion that:

(A) criminal activity has been, is, or will be committed; and 
(B) the installation and use of a mobile tracking device
is likely to produce information that is material to an
ongoing criminal investigation of the criminal activity
described in Paragraph (A).

(d) Within 72 hours after the time the mobile tracking device
was activated in place on or within the vehicle, container, or
item, the applicant shall notify in writing the judge who issued
an order under this section.
(e) An order under this section expires not later than the 90th
day after the date that the device has been activated in place on
or within the vehicle, container, or item. For good cause
shown, the judge may grant an extension for an additional 90-
day period.
(f ) The applicant shall remove or cause to be removed a mo-
bile tracking device as soon as is practicable after the autho-
rization period expires. If removal is not practicable,
monitoring of the device shall cease on expiration of the au-
thorization order.
(g) This section does not apply to a global positioning or sim-
ilar device installed in or on an item of property by the owner
or with the consent of the owner of the property. A device de-
scribed by this subsection may be monitored by a private en-
tity in an emergency.
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Sec. 15. Subpoena Authority
(a) The director of the department or the director’s designee,
the inspector general of the Texas Department of Criminal Jus-
tice or the inspector general’s designee, or the sheriff or chief of
a designated law enforcement agency or the sheriff ’s or chief ’s
designee may issue an administrative subpoena to a communi-
cations common carrier or an electronic communications ser-
vice to compel the production of the carrier’s or service’s
business records that:

(1) disclose information about:
(A) the carrier’s or service’s customers; or
(B) users of the services offered by the carrier or service;
and

(2) are material to a criminal investigation.
(b) Not later than the 30th day after the date on which the ad-
ministrative subpoena is issued under Subsection (a), the in-
spector general of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
the sheriff or chief of a designated law enforcement agency, as
applicable, shall report the issuance of the subpoena to the de-
partment.
(c) If, based on reports received under Subsection (b), the de-
partment determines that a designated law enforcement office
or agency is not in compliance with the policy adopted by the
office or agency under Section 2(j), the department shall no-
tify the office or agency in writing that it is not in compliance.
If the department determines that the office or agency still is
not in compliance with the policy 90 days after the date the of-
fice or agency receives written notice under this subsection, the
office or agency loses the authority granted by this article until:

(1) the office or agency adopts a new written policy gov-
erning the application of this article to the office or agency;
and
(2) the department approves the written policy.

Sec. 16. Limitation
A governmental agency authorized to install and use a pen reg-
ister under this article or other law must use reasonably avail-
able technology to only record and decode electronic or other
impulses used to identify the numbers dialed, routed, ad-
dressed, or otherwise processed or transmitted by a wire or
electronic communication so as to not include the contents of
the communication.

Addition of §1(2)(J) effective June 19, 2015 (HB 3668, §1).

ART.  18.22.  TESTING CERTAIN DEFENDANTS OR

CONFINED PERSONS FOR COMMUNICABLE

DISEASES [FOLLOWING CERTAIN ARRESTS]

Subsection (a) as amended by HB 1595, effective June 17,
2015:

(a) A person who is arrested for a misdemeanor or felony and
who during the commission of that offense or the [an] arrest,
during a judicial proceeding or initial period of confinement
following the arrest, or during the person’s confinement after a
conviction or adjudication resulting from the arrest [commis-
sion of that offense] causes the person’s bodily fluids to come
into contact with a peace officer, a magistrate, or an employee
of a correctional facility where the person is confined [to come
into contact with the person’s bodily fluids] shall, at the direc-
tion of the court having jurisdiction over the arrested person,

undergo a medical procedure or test designed to show or help
show whether the person has a communicable disease. The
court may direct the person to undergo the procedure or test
on its own motion or on the request of the peace officer, mag-
istrate, or correctional facility employee. If the person refuses
to submit voluntarily to the procedure or test, the court shall
require the person to submit to the procedure or test. Notwith-
standing any other law, the person performing the procedure
or test shall make the test results available to the local health
authority, and the local health authority shall notify the peace
officer, magistrate, or correctional facility employee, as appro-
priate, of the test result. The state may not use the fact that a
medical procedure or test was performed on a person under
this article, or use the results of the procedure or test, in any
criminal proceeding arising out of the alleged offense.

Subsection (a) as amended by SB 1574, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(a) A person who is arrested for a misdemeanor or felony and
who during the commission of that offense or an arrest fol-
lowing the commission of that offense causes an emergency re-
sponse employee or volunteer, as defined by Section 81.003,
Health and Safety Code, [a peace officer] to come into contact
with the person’s bodily fluids shall, at the direction of the
court having jurisdiction over the arrested person, undergo a
medical procedure or test designed to show or help show
whether the person has a communicable disease. The court
may direct the person to undergo the procedure or test on its
own motion or on the request of the emergency response em-
ployee or volunteer [peace officer]. If the person refuses to sub-
mit voluntarily to the procedure or test, the court shall require
the person to submit to the procedure or test. Notwithstand-
ing any other law, the person performing the procedure or test
shall make the test results available to the local health author-
ity and the designated infection control officer of the entity
that employs or uses the services of the affected emergency re-
sponse employee or volunteer, and the local health authority or
the designated infection control officer of the affected em-
ployee or volunteer shall notify the emergency response em-
ployee or volunteer [peace officer] of the test result. The state
may not use the fact that a medical procedure or test was per-
formed on a person under this article, or use the results of the
procedure or test, in any criminal proceeding arising out of the
alleged offense.
(b) Testing under this article shall be conducted in accordance
with written infectious disease control protocols adopted by
the Department [Texas Board] of State Health Services that
clearly establish procedural guidelines that provide criteria for
testing and that respect the rights of the arrested person and
the peace officer, magistrate, or correctional facility employee.
(c) Nothing in this article authorizes a court to release a test re-
sult to a person other than a person specifically authorized by
this article, and Section 81.103(d), Health and Safety Code,
does not authorize that disclosure.
(d) In this article, “correctional facility” means:

(1) any place described by Section 1.07(a)(14), Penal Code; or
(2) a “secure correctional facility” or “secure detention facility”
as those terms are defined by Section 51.02, Family Code.

Amendments to heading, (a) & (b) and addition of (d) effective
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June 17, 2015 (HB 1595, §§1 & 2). Section 3 of HB 1595 pro-
vides: “The change in law made by this Act applies to a motion
by the court or request of a magistrate or correctional facility em-
ployee made on or after the effective date of this Act, regardless
of whether the offense for which the person was arrested or the
applicable contact with bodily fluids occurred before, on, or after
that date.”

Amendments to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1574, §1).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

On the heels of last year’s Ebola crisis, two different bills—one
from the House and one from the Senate—expand this law.
Naturally, they approach the same goal in different manners,
creating something of a mess. At first blush, the problem with
HB 1595 and SB 1574 is that they appear to amend the same
subsection in very different ways. However, code construction
laws require us to give effect to each provision and reconcile
their inconsistencies, which is possible despite their grammatical
and structural differences. Accordingly, HB 1595 will be the law
until September 1, 2015, at which time SB 1574 will add addi-
tional language to this article, and the two will live in confused
harmony until it can all be cleaned up (hopefully) next session.

ART.  18.23.  EXPENSES FOR MOTOR VEHICLE

TOWED AND STORED FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES

(a) A law enforcement agency that directs the towing and stor-
age of a motor vehicle for an evidentiary or examination pur-
pose shall pay the cost of the towing and storage.
(b) Subsection (a) applies whether the motor vehicle is taken
to or stored on property that is:

(1) owned or operated by the law enforcement agency; or
(2) owned or operated by another person who provides
storage services to the law enforcement agency, including:

(A) a governmental entity; and
(B) a vehicle storage facility, as defined by Section
2303.002, Occupations Code.

(c) Subsection (a) does not require a law enforcement agency
to pay the cost of:

(1) towing or storing a motor vehicle for a purpose that is
not an evidentiary or examination purpose, including tow-
ing or storing a vehicle that has been abandoned, illegally
parked, in an accident, or recovered after being stolen; or
(2) storing a motor vehicle after the date the law enforce-
ment agency authorizes the owner or operator of the prop-
erty to which the vehicle was taken or on which the vehicle
is stored to release the vehicle to the vehicle’s owner.

(d) This subsection applies only to a motor vehicle taken to or
stored on property described by Subsection (b)(2). After a law
enforcement agency authorizes the release of a motor vehicle
held for an evidentiary or examination purpose, the owner or
operator of the storage property may not refuse to release the
vehicle to the vehicle’s owner because the law enforcement
agency has not paid the cost of the towing and storage.
(e) Subchapter J, Chapter 2308, Occupations Code, does not
apply to a motor vehicle directed by a law enforcement agency
to be towed and stored for an evidentiary or examination pur-
pose.

ART.  18.24.  BODY CAVITY SEARCH DURING

TRAFFIC STOP

(a) In this article, “body cavity search” means an inspection

that is conducted of a person’s anal or vaginal cavity in any
manner, but the term does not include a pat-down.
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, a peace officer may not
conduct a body cavity search of a person during a traffic stop
unless the officer first obtains a search warrant pursuant to this
chapter authorizing the body cavity search.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 324, §1).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 324 creates this article to prohibit a peace office from con-
ducting a warrantless body cavity search during a traffic stop.
For purposes of this article, “body cavity search” applies only to
cavities below the waist and does not include a pat-down (but if
that last caveat makes a difference in how you conduct a pat-
down, you are doing it wrong).

CHAPTER 19.  ORGANIZATION OF THE
GRAND JURY 

ART.  19.01.  SELECTION AND SUMMONS OF

PROSPECTIVE GRAND JURORS [APPOINTMENT OF

JURY COMMISS IONERS;  SELECTION WITHOUT

JURY COMMISS ION]
[(a)] The [district judge, at or during any term of court, shall
appoint not less than three, nor more than five persons to per-
form the duties of jury commissioners, and shall cause the
sheriff to notify them of their appointment, and when and
where they are to appear. The district judge shall, in the order
appointing such commissioners, designate whether such com-
missioners shall serve during the term at which selected or for
the next succeeding term. Such commissioners shall receive as
compensation for each day or part thereof they may serve the
sum of Ten Dollars, and they shall possess the following qual-
ifications:]

[1. Be intelligent citizens of the county and able to read and
write the English language;]
[2. Be qualified jurors in the county;]
[3. Have no suit in said court which requires intervention
of a jury;]
[4. Be residents of different portions of the county; and]
[5. The same person shall not act as jury commissioner
more than once in any 12-month period.]

[(b) In lieu of the selection of prospective jurors by means of a
jury commission, the] district judge shall [may] direct that 20
to 125 prospective grand jurors be selected and summoned,
with return on summons, in the same manner as for the selec-
tion and summons of panels for the trial of civil cases in the
district courts. The judge shall try the qualifications for and ex-
cuses from service as a grand juror and impanel the completed
grand jury [in the same manner] as provided by this chapter
[for grand jurors selected by a jury commission].

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §1). Section 22(a)
of HB 2150 provides: “Except as provided by Subsection (b) of
this section, the changes in law made by this Act apply to a grand
jury impaneled on or after the effective date of this Act. A grand
jury impaneled before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the grand jury was impaneled,
and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”
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� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 2150 makes numerous changes to this chapter. The major
change made by the bill is the repeal of the use of grand jury
commissioners, also known as the “key man” system (or the
“pick-a-pal” system among those critical of the practice). Texas
was the last state to employ such a method for selecting grand
jurors, but no more. All future grand juries will be selected
using the jury wheel, or “cattle call,” method employed to bring
in jurors for petit juries (as provided by Government Code
Chapter 62)—but with a few important differences that will im-
pact even those district courts that quit using the key man sys-
tem before this session.

[ART.  19.02.  NOTIFIED OF APPOINTMENT]
[The judge shall cause the proper officer to notify such ap-
pointees of such appointment, and when and where they are to
appear.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.03.  OATH OF COMMISS IONERS]
[When the appointees appear before the judge, he shall ad-
minister to them the following oath: “You do swear faithfully
to discharge the duties required of you as jury commissioners;
that you will not knowingly elect any man as juryman whom
you believe to be unfit and not qualified; that you will not
make known to any one the name of any juryman selected by
you and reported to the court; that you will not, directly or in-
directly, converse with any one selected by you as a juryman
concerning the merits of any case to be tried at the next term
of this court, until after said cause may be tried or continued,
or the jury discharged”.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.04.  INSTRUCTED]
[The jury commissioners, after they have been organized and
sworn, shall be instructed by the judge in their duties and shall
then retire in charge of the sheriff to a suitable room to be se-
cured by the sheriff for that purpose. The clerk shall furnish
them the necessary stationery, the names of those appearing
from the records of the court to be exempt or disqualified from
serving on the jury at each term, and the last assessment roll of
the county.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.05.  KEPT FREE FROM INTRUSION]
[The jury commissioners shall be kept free from the intrusion
of any person during their session, and shall not separate with-
out leave of the court until they complete their duties.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.06.  SHALL SELECT GRAND JURORS]
[The jury commissioners shall select not less than 15 nor more
than 40 persons from the citizens of the county to be summoned
as grand jurors for the next term of court, or the term of court
for which said commissioners were selected to serve, as directed
in the order of the court selecting the commissioners. The com-

missioners shall, to the extent possible, select grand jurors who
the commissioners determine represent a broad cross-section of
the population of the county, considering the factors of race, sex,
and age. A commissioner is not qualified to be selected for or to
serve as a grand juror during the term of court for which the
commissioner is serving as a commissioner.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

ART. 19.07. EXTENSION BEYOND TERM OF

PERIOD FOR WHICH GRAND JURORS SHALL SIT

If prior to the expiration of the term for which the grand jury
was impaneled, it is made to appear by a declaration of the
foreman or of a majority of the grand jurors in open court, that
the investigation by the grand jury of the matters before it can-
not be concluded before the expiration of the term, the judge
of the district court in which said grand jury was impaneled
may, by the entry of an order on the minutes of said court, ex-
tend, from time to time, for the purpose of concluding the in-
vestigation of matters then before it, the period during which
said grand jury shall sit, for not to exceed a total of ninety days
after the expiration of the term for which it was impaneled,
and all indictments pertaining thereto returned by the grand
jury within said extended period shall be as valid as if returned
before the expiration of the term. [The extension of the term
of a grand jury under this article does not affect the provisions
of Article 19.06 relating to the selection and summoning of
grand jurors for each regularly scheduled term.]

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §2). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.08.  QUALIF ICATIONS

No person shall be selected or serve as a grand juror who does
not possess the following qualifications:
1. The person must be a citizen of the state, and of the county
in which the person is to serve, and be qualified under the
Constitution and laws to vote in said county, provided that the
person’s failure to register to vote shall not be held to disqual-
ify the person in this instance;
2. The person must be of sound mind and good moral charac-
ter;
3. The person must be able to read and write;
4. The person must not have been convicted of misdemeanor
theft or a felony;
5. The person must not be under indictment or other legal ac-
cusation for misdemeanor theft or a felony;
6. The person must not be related within the third degree of
consanguinity or second degree of affinity, as determined
under Chapter 573, Government Code, to any person selected
to serve or serving on the same grand jury;
7. The person must not have served as grand juror [or jury com-
missioner] in the year before the date on which the term of court
for which the person has been selected as grand juror begins;
8. The person must not be a complainant in any matter to be
heard by the grand jury during the term of court for which the
person has been selected as a grand juror.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §3). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.
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[ART.  19.09.  NAMES RETURNED]
[The names of those selected as grand jurors by the commis-
sioners shall be written upon a paper; and the fact that they
were so selected shall be certified and signed by the jury com-
missioners, who shall place said paper, so certified and signed,
in an envelope, and seal the same, and endorse thereon the
words, “The list of grand jurors selected at … term of the dis-
trict court”, the blank being for the month and year in which
the term of the court began its session. The commissioners shall
write their names across the seal of said envelope, direct the
same to the district judge and deliver it to him in open court.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.10.  LIST TO CLERK]
[The judge shall deliver the envelope containing the list of
grand jurors to the clerk or one of his deputies in open court
without opening the same.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.11.  OATH TO CLERK]
[Before the list of grand jurors is delivered to the clerk, the judge
shall administer to the clerk and each of his deputies in open
court the following oath: “You do swear that you will not open
the jury lists now delivered you, nor permit them to be opened
until the time prescribed by law; that you will not, directly or
indirectly, converse with any one selected as a juror concerning
any case or proceeding which may come before such juror for
trial in this court at its next term”.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.12.  DEPUTY CLERK SWORN]
[Should the clerk subsequently appoint a deputy, such clerk
shall administer to him the same oath, at the time of such ap-
pointment.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.13.  CLERK SHALL OPEN LISTS]
[The grand jury may be convened on the first or any subse-
quent day of the term. The judge shall designate the day on
which the grand jury is to be impaneled and notify the clerk of
such date; and within thirty days of such date, and not before,
the clerk shall open the envelope containing the list of grand ju-
rors, make out a copy of the names of those selected as grand
jurors, certify to it under his official seal, note thereon the day
for which they are to be summoned, and deliver it to the sher-
iff.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.14.  SUMMONING]
[The sheriff shall summon the persons named in the list at
least three days, exclusive of the day of service, prior to the day
on which the grand jury is to be impaneled, by giving personal
notice to each juror of the time and place when and where he
is to attend as a grand juror, or by leaving at his place of resi-

dence with a member of his family over sixteen years old, a
written notice to such juror that he has been selected as a grand
juror, and the time and place when and where he is to attend;
or the judge, at his election, may direct the sheriff to summon
the grand jurors by registered or certified mail.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

[ART.  19.15.  RETURN OF OFFICER]
[The officer executing such summons shall return the list on
the day on which the grand jury is to be impaneled, with a cer-
tificate thereon of the date and manner of service upon each
juror. If any of said jurors have not been summoned, he shall
also state in his certificate the reason why they have not been
summoned.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.16.  ABSENT JUROR FINED

A juror legally summoned, failing to attend without a reason-
able excuse, may, by order of the court entered on the record,
be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500.

[ART.  19.17.  FAILURE TO SELECT]
[If for any reason a grand jury shall not be selected or sum-
moned prior to the commencement of any term of court, or
when none of those summoned shall attend, the district judge
may at any time after the commencement of the term, in his
discretion, direct a writ to be issued to the sheriff command-
ing him to summon a jury commission, selected by the court,
which commission shall select not more than 40 persons, as
provided by law, who shall serve as grand jurors.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §21(1)). See effec-
tive note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.18.  IF LESS THAN SIXTEEN

[FOURTEEN] ATTEND

When less than sixteen [fourteen] of those summoned to serve
as grand jurors are found to be in attendance and qualified to
so serve, the court shall order the sheriff to summon such ad-
ditional number of persons as may be deemed necessary to
constitute a grand jury of twelve persons and four [two] alter-
nates. 

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §4). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.19.  JURORS TO ATTEND FORTHWITH

The jurors provided for in Article 19.18 [the two preceding
Articles] shall be summoned in person to attend before the
court forthwith.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §5). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.20.  TO SUMMON QUALIF IED PERSONS

On [Upon] directing the sheriff to summon grand jurors [not
selected by the jury commissioners], the court shall instruct
the sheriff [him] that the sheriff [he] must not summon any
[no] person to serve as a grand juror who does not possess the
qualifications prescribed by law.
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Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §6). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.21.  TO TEST QUALIF ICATIONS

When as many as fourteen persons summoned to serve as
grand jurors are in attendance upon the court, it shall proceed
to test their qualifications as such. 

ART.  19.22.  INTERROGATED

Each person who is presented to serve as a grand juror shall,
before being impaneled, be interrogated on oath by the court
or under his direction, touching his qualifications.

ART.  19.23.  MODE OF TEST

In trying the qualifications of any person to serve as a grand
juror, that person [he] shall be asked:
1. Are you a citizen of this state and county, and qualified to
vote in this county, under the Constitution and laws of this
state?
2. Are you able to read and write?
3. Have you ever been convicted of misdemeanor theft or any
[a] felony?
4. Are you under indictment or other legal accusation for mis-
demeanor theft or for any felony?

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §7). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.24.  QUALIF IED JUROR ACCEPTED

When, by the answer of the person, it appears to the court that
he is a qualified juror, he shall be accepted as such, unless it be
shown that he is not of sound mind or of good moral charac-
ter, or unless it be shown that he is in fact not qualified to serve
as a grand juror.

ART.  19.25.  EXCUSES FROM SERVICE

Any person summoned who does not possess the requisite qual-
ifications shall be excused by the court from serving. The follow-
ing qualified persons may be excused from grand jury service:
(1) a person older than 70 years;
(2) a person responsible for the care of a child younger than 18
years;
(3) a student of a public or private secondary school;
(4) a person enrolled and in actual attendance at an institution
of higher education; and
(5) any other person that the court determines has a reasonable
excuse from service.

ART.  19.26.  JURY IMPANELED

(a) When at least sixteen [fourteen] qualified jurors are found
to be present, the court shall select twelve fair and impartial
persons to serve as grand jurors and four additional persons to
serve as alternate grand jurors. The grand jurors and the alter-
nate grand jurors shall be randomly selected from a fair cross
section of the population of the area served by the court.
(b) The court shall proceed to impanel the grand jury, unless a
challenge is made, which may be to the array or to any partic-
ular person presented to serve as a grand juror or an alternate. 
[(b) The grand jury is composed of not more than twelve qual-
ified jurors.] In addition, the court shall [qualify and] impanel
four [not more than two] alternates to serve on disqualification
or unavailability of a juror during the term of the grand jury. On

learning that a grand juror has become disqualified or unavail-
able during the term of the grand jury, the attorney representing
the state shall prepare an order for the court identifying the dis-
qualified or unavailable juror, stating the basis for the disqualifi-
cation or unavailability, dismissing the disqualified or
unavailable juror from the grand jury, and naming one of the al-
ternates as a member of the grand jury. The procedure estab-
lished by this subsection may be used on disqualification or
unavailability of a second or subsequent grand juror during the
term of the grand jury. For purposes of this subsection, a juror
is unavailable if the juror is unable to participate fully in the du-
ties of the grand jury because of the death of the juror, [or] a
physical or mental illness of the juror, or any other reason the
court determines constitutes good cause for dismissing the juror.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §8). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 2150 amends this article to require a district judge to ran-
domly select 12 fair and impartial grand jurors and four alter-
nates “from a fair cross section of the population of the area
served by the court.” Grand jurors impaneled from the county’s
jury wheel should reflect a “fair cross section of the population,”
but if the first 16 people on the list are not representative of
that population, then the judge should be free to adjust the
panel’s composition accordingly to meet this requirement. The
bill also allows the dismissal of a grand juror for “any other rea-
son the court determines constitutes good cause.” This option
should provide the court with flexibility in situations involving
grand jurors who are unavailable or are challenged or recused
due to something other than illness or death.

ART.  19.27.  ANY PERSON MAY CHALLENGE

Before the grand jury has been impaneled, any person may
challenge the array of jurors or any person presented as a grand
juror. In no other way shall objections to the qualifications and
legality of the grand jury be heard. Any person confined in jail
in the county shall upon his request be brought into court to
make such challenge.

ART.  19.28.  “ARRAY”
By the “array” of grand jurors is meant the whole body of per-
sons summoned to serve as such before they have been impan-
eled.

ART.  19.29.  “IMPANELED” AND “PANEL”
A grand juror is said to be “impaneled” after his qualifications
have been tried and he has been sworn. By “panel” is meant the
whole body of grand jurors.

ART.  19.30.  CHALLENGE TO “ARRAY”
A challenge to the “array” shall be made in writing for these
causes only:
(1) That those summoned as grand jurors are not in fact those
selected by the method provided by Article 19.01 [19.01(b) of
this chapter or by the jury commissioners]; and
(2) That [In case of grand jurors summoned by order of the
court, that] the officer who summoned the grand jurors [them
had] acted corruptly in summoning any one or more of them.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §9). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.
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ART.  19.31.  CHALLENGE TO JUROR

(a) A challenge to a particular grand juror may be made orally
for any of the following causes [only]:

1. That the juror is insane;
2. That the juror has such defect in the organs of feeling or
hearing, or such bodily or mental defect or disease as to ren-
der the juror unfit for jury service, or that the juror is legally
blind and the court in its discretion is not satisfied that the
juror is fit for jury service in that particular case;
3. That the juror is a witness in or a target of an investiga-
tion of a grand jury;
4. That the juror served on a petit jury in a former trial of
the same alleged conduct or offense that the grand jury is
investigating;
5. That the juror has a bias or prejudice in favor of or
against the person accused or suspected of committing an
offense that the grand jury is investigating;
6. That from hearsay, or otherwise, there is established in the
mind of the juror such a conclusion as to the guilt or inno-
cence of the person accused or suspected of committing an
offense that the grand jury is investigating as would influence
the juror’s vote on the presentment of an indictment;
7. That the juror is related within the third degree by con-
sanguinity or affinity, as determined under Chapter 573,
Government Code, to a person accused or suspected of
committing an offense that the grand jury is investigating
or to a person who is a victim of an offense that the grand
jury is investigating;
8. That the juror has a bias or prejudice against any phase
of the law upon which the state is entitled to rely for an in-
dictment;
9. That the juror [he] is not a qualified juror; and
10. [2.] That the juror [he] is the prosecutor upon an accu-
sation against the person making the challenge.

(b) A challenge under Subsection (a)(3) may be made ex parte
and shall be reviewed and ruled on in an in camera proceed-
ing. The court shall seal any record of the challenge.
(c) In this article, “legally blind” has the meaning assigned by
Article 35.16(a).

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §10). See effective
note following Art. 19.01

ART.  19.315.  RECUSAL OF JUROR

(a) If, during the course of a juror’s service on the grand jury, the
juror determines that the juror could be subject to a valid chal-
lenge for cause under Article 19.31, the juror shall recuse him-
self or herself from grand jury service until the cause no longer
exists. A person who knowingly fails to recuse himself or herself
under this subsection may be held in contempt of court. A per-
son authorized to be present in the grand jury room shall report
a known violation of this subsection to the court. 
(b) The court shall instruct the grand jury as to the duty im-
posed by Subsection (a).

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2150, §11). See effective
note following Art. 19.01.

ART.  19.32.  SUMMARILY DECIDED

When a challenge to the array or to any individual has been
made, the court shall hear proof and decide in a summary
manner whether the challenge be well-founded or not.

ART.  19.33.  OTHER JURORS SUMMONED

The court shall order another grand jury to be summoned if
the challenge to the array be sustained, or order the panel to be
completed if by challenge to any particular grand juror their
number be reduced below twelve.

ART.  19.34.  OATH OF GRAND JURORS

When the grand jury is completed, the court shall appoint one
of the number foreman; and the following oath shall be admin-
istered by the court, or under its direction, to the jurors: “You
solemnly swear that you will diligently inquire into, and true
presentment make, of all such matters and things as shall be
given you in charge; the State’s counsel, your fellows and your
own, you shall keep secret, unless required to disclose the same
in the course of a judicial proceeding in which the truth or fal-
sity of evidence given in the grand jury room, in a criminal case,
shall be under investigation. You shall present no person from
envy, hatred or malice; neither shall you leave any person un-
presented for love, fear, favor, affection or hope of reward; but
you shall present things truly as they come to your knowledge,
according to the best of your understanding, so help you God”.

ART.  19.35.  TO INSTRUCT JURY

The court shall instruct the grand jury as to their duty.

ART.  19.36.  BAIL IFFS APPOINTED

The court and the district attorney may each appoint one or
more bailiffs to attend upon the grand jury, and at the time of
appointment, the following oath shall be administered to each
of them by the court, or under its direction: “You solemnly
swear that you will faithfully and impartially perform all the
duties of bailiff of the grand jury, and that you will keep secret
the proceedings of the grand jury, so help you God”. Such
bailiffs shall be compensated in a sum to be set by the com-
missioners court of said county.

ART.  19.37.  BAIL IFF ’S DUTIES

A bailiff is to obey the instructions of the foreman, to summon
all witnesses, and generally, to perform all such duties as the
foreman may require of him. One bailiff shall be always with
the grand jury, if two or more are appointed.

ART.  19.38.  BAIL IFF VIOLATING DUTY

No bailiff shall take part in the discussions or deliberations of
the grand jury nor be present when they are discussing or vot-
ing upon a question. The grand jury shall report to the court
any violation of duty by a bailiff and the court may punish him
for such violation as for contempt.

ART.  19.39.  ANOTHER FOREMAN APPOINTED

If the foreman of the grand jury is from any cause absent or
unable or disqualified to act, the court shall appoint in his
place some other member of the body.

ART.  19.40.  QUORUM

Nine members shall be a quorum for the purpose of discharg-
ing any duty or exercising any right properly belonging to the
grand jury.

ART.  19.41.  REASSEMBLED

A grand jury discharged by the court for the term may be re-
assembled by the court at any time during the term. 
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ART. 19.42.  PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT

GRAND JURORS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), information col-
lected by the court, court personnel, or prosecuting attorney
during the grand jury selection process about a person who
serves as a grand juror, including the person’s home address,
home telephone number, social security number, driver’s li-
cense number, and other personal information, is confidential
and may not be disclosed by the court, court personnel, or
prosecuting attorney.
(b) On a showing of good cause, the court shall permit disclo-
sure of the information sought to a party to the proceeding.

CHAPTER 20.  DUTIES AND POWERS OF
THE GRAND JURY

ART.  20.01.  GRAND JURY ROOM

After the grand jury is organized they shall proceed to the dis-
charge of their duties in a suitable place which the sheriff shall
prepare for their sessions.

ART.  20.011.  WHO MAY BE PRESENT IN GRAND

JURY ROOM

(a) Only the following persons may be present in a grand jury
room while the grand jury is conducting proceedings:

(1) grand jurors;
(2) bailiffs;
(3) the attorney representing the state;
(4) witnesses while being examined or when necessary to as-
sist the attorney representing the state in examining other
witnesses or presenting evidence to the grand jury;
(5) interpreters, if necessary; 
(6) a stenographer or person operating an electronic record-
ing device, as provided by Article 20.012; and
(7) a person operating a video teleconferencing system for
use under Article 20.151.

(b) Only a grand juror may be in a grand jury room while the
grand jury is deliberating.

ART.  20.012.  RECORDING OF CERTAIN

TESTIMONY

(a) Questions propounded by the grand jury or the attorney
representing the state to a person accused or suspected and the
testimony of that person to the grand jury shall be recorded ei-
ther by a stenographer or by use of an electronic device capa-
ble of recording sound.
(b) The validity of a grand jury proceeding is not affected by
an unintentional failure to record all or part of questions pro-
pounded or testimony made under Subsection (a).
(c) The attorney representing the state shall maintain posses-
sion of all records other than stenographer’s notes made under
this article and any typewritten transcription of those records,
except as provided by Article 20.02.

ART.  20.02.  PROCEEDINGS SECRET

(a) The proceedings of the grand jury shall be secret.
(b) A grand juror, bailiff, interpreter, stenographer or person
operating an electronic recording device, person preparing a
typewritten transcription of a stenographic or electronic
recording, or person operating a video teleconferencing system

for use under Article 20.151 who discloses anything transpir-
ing before the grand jury, regardless of whether the thing tran-
spiring is recorded, in the course of the official duties of the
grand jury, is liable to a fine as for contempt of the court, not
exceeding $500, imprisonment not exceeding 30 days, or both
the fine and imprisonment.
(c) A disclosure of a record made under Article 20.012, a dis-
closure of a typewritten transcription of that record, or a dis-
closure otherwise prohibited by Subsection (b) or Article
20.16 may be made by the attorney representing the state in
performing the attorney’s duties to a grand juror serving on the
grand jury before whom the record was made, another grand
jury, a law enforcement agency, or a prosecuting attorney, as
permitted by the attorney representing the state and deter-
mined by the attorney as necessary to assist the attorney in the
performance of the attorney’s duties. The attorney representing
the state shall warn any person the attorney authorizes to re-
ceive information under this subsection of the person’s duty to
maintain the secrecy of the information. Any person who re-
ceives information under this subsection and discloses the in-
formation for purposes other than those permitted by this
subsection is subject to punishment for contempt in the same
manner as persons who violate Subsection (b).
(d) The defendant may petition a court to order the disclosure
of information otherwise made secret by this article or the dis-
closure of a recording or typewritten transcription under Arti-
cle 20.012 as a matter preliminary to or in connection with a
judicial proceeding. The court may order disclosure of the in-
formation, recording, or transcription on a showing by the de-
fendant of a particularized need.
(e) A petition for disclosure under Subsection (d) must be filed in
the district court in which the case is pending. The defendant
must also file a copy of the petition with the attorney represent-
ing the state, the parties to the judicial proceeding, and any other
persons required by the court to receive a copy of the petition. All
persons receiving a petition under this subsection are entitled to
appear before the court. The court shall provide interested parties
with an opportunity to appear and present arguments for the
continuation of or end to the requirement of secrecy.
(f ) A person who receives information under Subsection (d)
or (e) and discloses that information is subject to punishment
for contempt in the same manner as a person who violates
Subsection (b).
(g) The attorney representing the state may not disclose any-
thing transpiring before the grand jury except as permitted by
Subsections (c), (d), and (e).
(h) A subpoena or summons relating to a grand jury proceeding
or investigation must be kept secret to the extent and for as long
as necessary to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of a matter
before the grand jury. This subsection may not be construed to
limit a disclosure permitted by Subsection (c), (d), or (e).

ART.  20.03.  ATTORNEY REPRESENTING STATE

ENTITLED TO APPEAR

“The attorney representing the State” means the Attorney
General, district attorney, criminal district attorney, or county
attorney. The attorney representing the State, is entitled to go
before the grand jury and inform them of offenses liable to in-
dictment at any time except when they are discussing the pro-
priety of finding an indictment or voting upon the same.
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ART.  20.04.  ATTORNEY MAY EXAMINE

WITNESSES

The attorney representing the State may examine the witnesses
before the grand jury and shall advise as to the proper mode of
interrogating them. No person other than the attorney repre-
senting the State or a grand juror may question a witness be-
fore the grand jury. No person may address the grand jury
about a matter before the grand jury other than the attorney
representing the State, a witness, or the accused or suspected
person or the attorney for the accused or suspected person if
approved by the State’s attorney.

ART.  20.05.  MAY SEND FOR ATTORNEY

The grand jury may send for the attorney representing the
State and ask his advice upon any matter of law or upon any
question arising respecting the proper discharge of their duties.

ART.  20.06.  ADVICE FROM COURT

The grand jury may also seek and receive advice from the court
touching any matter before them, and for this purpose, shall go
into court in a body; but they shall so guard the manner of pro-
pounding their questions as not to divulge the particular accu-
sation that is pending before them; or they may propound their
questions in writing, upon which the court may give them the
desired information in writing.

ART.  20.07.  FOREMAN SHALL PRESIDE

The foreman shall preside over the sessions of the grand jury,
and conduct its business and proceedings in an orderly man-
ner. He may appoint one or more members of the body to act
as clerks for the grand jury.

ART.  20.08.  ADJOURNMENTS

The grand jury shall meet and adjourn at times agreed upon
by a majority of the body; but they shall not adjourn, at any
one time, for more than three days, unless by consent of the
court. With the consent of the court, they may adjourn for a
longer time, and shall as near as may be, conform their ad-
journments to those of the court.

ART.  20.09.  DUTIES OF GRAND JURY

The grand jury shall inquire into all offenses liable to indict-
ment of which any member may have knowledge, or of which
they shall be informed by the attorney representing the State,
or any other credible person.

ART.  20.10.  ATTORNEY OR FOREMAN MAY

ISSUE PROCESS

The attorney representing the State, or the foreman, in term
time or vacation, may issue a summons or attachment for any
witness in the county where they are sitting; which summons
or attachment may require the witness to appear before them
at a time fixed, or forthwith, without stating the matter under
investigation.

ART.  20.11.  OUT-OF-COUNTY WITNESSES

Sec. 1. The foreman or the attorney representing the State may,
upon written application to the district court stating the name
and residence of the witness and that his testimony is believed
to be material, cause a subpoena or an attachment to be issued
to any county in the State for such witness, returnable to the
grand jury then in session, or to the next grand jury for the
county from whence the same issued, as such foreman or attor-

ney may desire. The subpoena may require the witness to ap-
pear and produce records and documents. An attachment shall
command the sheriff or any constable of the county where the
witness resides to serve the witness, and have him before the
grand jury at the time and place specified in the writ.
Sec. 2. A subpoena or attachment issued pursuant to this arti-
cle shall be served and returned in the manner prescribed in
Chapter 24 of this code. A witness subpoenaed pursuant to this
article shall be compensated as provided in this code.

ART.  20.12.  ATTACHMENT IN VACATION

The attorney representing the State may cause an attachment
for a witness to be issued, as provided in the preceding Article,
either in term time or in vacation.

ART.  20.13.  EXECUTION OF PROCESS

The bailiff or other officer who receives process to be served
from a grand jury shall forthwith execute the same and return
it to the foreman, if the grand jury be in session; and if the
grand jury be not in session, the process shall be returned to
the district clerk. If the process is returned not executed, the re-
turn shall state why it was not executed.

ART.  20.14.  EVASION OF PROCESS

If it be made to appear satisfactorily to the court that a witness
for whom an attachment has been issued to go before the grand
jury is in any manner wilfully evading the service of such sum-
mons or attachment, the court may fine such witness, as for
contempt, not exceeding five hundred dollars.

ART.  20.15.  WHEN WITNESS REFUSES TO

TESTIFY

When a witness, brought in any manner before a grand jury, re-
fuses to testify, such fact shall be made known to the attorney
representing the State or to the court; and the court may com-
pel the witness to answer the question, if it appear to be a proper
one, by imposing a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, and
by committing the party to jail until he is willing to testify.

ART.  20.151.  CERTAIN TESTIMONY BY VIDEO

TELECONFERENCING

(a) With the consent of the foreman of the grand jury and the
attorney representing the state, a peace officer summoned to tes-
tify before the grand jury may testify through the use of a closed
circuit video teleconferencing system that provides an en-
crypted, simultaneous, compressed full motion video and inter-
active communication of image and sound between the peace
officer, the attorney representing the state, and the grand jury.
(b) In addition to being administered the oath described by
Article 20.16(a), before being interrogated, a peace officer tes-
tifying through the use of a closed circuit video teleconferenc-
ing system under this article shall affirm that:

(1) no person other than a person in the grand jury room is
capable of hearing the peace officer’s testimony; and
(2) the peace officer’s testimony is not being recorded or
otherwise preserved by any person at the location from
which the peace officer is testifying.

(c) Testimony received from a peace officer under this article
shall be recorded and shall be preserved.

ART.  20.16.  OATHS TO WITNESSES

(a) The following oath shall be administered by the foreman,
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or under the foreman’s direction, to each witness before being
interrogated:  “You solemnly swear that you will not reveal, by
your words or conduct, and will keep secret any matter about
which you may be interrogated or that you have observed dur-
ing the proceedings of the grand jury, and that you will answer
truthfully the questions asked of you by the grand jury, or
under its direction, so help you God.”
(b) A witness who reveals any matter about which the witness
is interrogated or that the witness has observed during the
proceedings of the grand jury, other than when required to
give evidence thereof in due course, shall be liable to a fine as
for contempt of court, not exceeding $500, and to imprison-
ment not exceeding six months.

ART.  20.17.  HOW SUSPECT OR ACCUSED

QUESTIONED

(a) The grand jury, in propounding questions to the person ac-
cused or suspected, shall first state the offense with which he is
suspected or accused, the county where the offense is said to
have been committed and as nearly as may be, the time of
commission of the offense, and shall direct the examination to
the offense under investigation.
(b) Prior to any questioning of an accused or suspected person
who is subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury, the accused
or suspected person shall be furnished a written copy of the
warnings contained in Subsection (c) of this section and shall
be given a reasonable opportunity to retain counsel or apply to
the court for an appointed attorney and to consult with coun-
sel prior to appearing before the grand jury.
(c) If an accused or suspected person is subpoenaed to appear be-
fore a grand jury prior to any questions before the grand jury, the
person accused or suspected shall be orally warned as follows:

(1) “Your testimony before this grand jury is under oath”;
(2) “Any material question that is answered falsely before
this grand jury subjects you to being prosecuted for aggra-
vated perjury”;
(3) “You have the right to refuse to make answers to any
question, the answer to which would incriminate you in
any manner”;
(4) “You have the right to have a lawyer present outside this
chamber to advise you before making answers to questions
you feel might incriminate you”;
(5) “Any testimony you give may be used against you at any
subsequent proceeding”;
(6) “If you are unable to employ a lawyer, you have the
right to have a lawyer appointed to advise you before mak-
ing an answer to a question, the answer to which you feel
might incriminate you.”

ART.  20.18.  HOW WITNESS QUESTIONED

When a felony has been committed in any county within the
jurisdiction of the grand jury, and the name of the offender is
known or unknown or where it is uncertain when or how the
felony was committed, the grand jury shall first state to the
witness called the subject matter under investigation, then may
ask pertinent questions relative to the transaction in general
terms and in such a manner as to determine whether he has
knowledge of the violation of any particular law by any person,
and if so, by what person.

ART.  20.19.  GRAND JURY SHALL VOTE

After all the testimony which is accessible to the grand jury
shall have been given in respect to any criminal accusation, the
vote shall be taken as to the presentment of an indictment, and
if nine members concur in finding the bill, the foreman shall
make a memorandum of the same with such data as will en-
able the attorney who represents the State to write the indict-
ment.

ART.  20.20.  INDICTMENT PREPARED

The attorney representing the State shall prepare all indictments
which have been found, with as little delay as possible, and de-
liver them to the foreman, who shall sign the same officially, and
said attorney shall endorse thereon the names of the witnesses
upon whose testimony the same was found.

ART.  20.21.  INDICTMENT PRESENTED

When the indictment is ready to be presented, the grand jury
shall through their foreman, deliver the indictment to the
judge or clerk of the court. At least nine members of the grand
jury must be present on such occasion.

ART.  20.22.  PRESENTMENT ENTERED OF

RECORD

(a) The fact of a presentment of indictment by a grand jury
shall be entered in the record of the court, if the defendant is
in custody or under bond, noting briefly the style of the crim-
inal action, the file number of the indictment, and the defen-
dant’s name. 
(b) If the defendant is not in custody or under bond at the
time of the presentment of indictment, the indictment may
not be made public and the entry in the record of the court re-
lating to the indictment must be delayed until the capias is
served and the defendant is placed in custody or under bond.

CHAPTER 21.  INDICTMENT AND
INFORMATION 

ART.  21.01.  “INDICTMENT”
An “indictment” is the written statement of a grand jury ac-
cusing a person therein named of some act or omission which,
by law, is declared to be an offense.

ART.  21.011.  FIL ING OF CHARGING

INSTRUMENT OR RELATED DOCUMENT IN

ELECTRONIC FORM

(a) An indictment, information, complaint, or other charging
instrument or a related document in a criminal case may be
filed in electronic form with a judge or clerk of the court au-
thorized to receive the document.
(b) A judge or clerk of the court is authorized to receive for filing
purposes an information, indictment, complaint, or other charg-
ing instrument or a related document in electronic form in ac-
cordance with Subchapter I, Chapter 51, Government Code, if:

(1) the document complies with the requirements that
would apply if the document were filed in hard-copy form;
(2) the clerk of the court has the means to electronically store
the document for the statutory period of record retention;
(3) the judge or clerk of the court is able to reproduce the
document in hard-copy form on demand; and
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(4) the clerk of the court is able to display or otherwise
make the document available in electronic form to the pub-
lic at no charge.

(c) The person filing the document and the person receiving
the document must complete the electronic filing as provided
by Section 51.804, Government Code.
(d) Notwithstanding Section 51.806, Government Code, an
indictment, information, complaint, or other charging instru-
ment or a related document transmitted in electronic form is
exempt from a requirement under this code that the pleading
be endorsed by a natural person. The requirement of an oath
under this code is satisfied if:

(1) all or part of the document was sworn to; and
(2) the electronic form states which parts of the document
were sworn to and the name of the officer administering the
oath.

(e) An electronically filed document described by this section
may be amended or modified in compliance with Chapter 28
or other applicable law. The amended or modified document
must reflect that the original document has been superseded.
(f ) This section does not affect the application of Section
51.318, Government Code, Section 118.052(3), Local Gov-
ernment Code, or any other law permitting the collection of
fees for the provision of services related to court documents.

ART.  21.02.  REQUIS ITES OF AN INDICTMENT

An indictment shall be deemed sufficient if it has the follow-
ing requisites:
1. It shall commence, “In the name and by authority of The
State of Texas”.
2. It must appear that the same was presented in the district
court of the county where the grand jury is in session.
3. It must appear to be the act of a grand jury of the proper
county.
4. It must contain the name of the accused, or state that his name
is unknown and give a reasonably accurate description of him.
5. It must show that the place where the offense was commit-
ted is within the jurisdiction of the court in which the indict-
ment is presented.
6. The time mentioned must be some date anterior to the pre-
sentment of the indictment, and not so remote that the prose-
cution of the offense is barred by limitation.
7. The offense must be set forth in plain and intelligible words.
8. The indictment must conclude, “Against the peace and dig-
nity of the State”.
9. It shall be signed officially by the foreman of the grand jury.

ART.  21.03.  WHAT SHOULD BE STATED

Everything should be stated in an indictment which is neces-
sary to be proved.

ART.  21.04.  THE CERTAINTY REQUIRED

The certainty required in an indictment is such as will enable
the accused to plead the judgment that may be given upon it
in bar of any prosecution for the same offense.

ART.  21.05.  PARTICULAR INTENT;  INTENT TO

DEFRAUD

Where a particular intent is a material fact in the description
of the offense, it must be stated in the indictment; but in any
case where an intent to defraud is required to constitute an of-
fense, it shall be sufficient to allege an intent to defraud, with-

out naming therein the particular person intended to be de-
frauded.

ART.  21.06.  ALLEGATION OF VENUE

When the offense may be prosecuted in either of two or more
counties, the indictment may allege the offense to have been
committed in the county where the same is prosecuted, or in
any county or place where the offense was actually committed.

ART.  21.07.  ALLEGATION OF NAME

In alleging the name of the defendant, or of any other person
necessary to be stated in the indictment, it shall be sufficient
to state one or more of the initials of the given name and the
surname. When a person is known by two or more names, it
shall be sufficient to state either name. When the name of the
person is unknown to the grand jury, that fact shall be stated,
and if it be the accused, a reasonably accurate description of
him shall be given in the indictment.

ART.  21.08.  ALLEGATION OF OWNERSHIP

Where one person owns the property, and another person has
the possession of the same, the ownership thereof may be al-
leged to be in either. Where property is owned in common, or
jointly, by two or more persons, the ownership may be alleged
to be in all or either of them. When the property belongs to
the estate of a deceased person, the ownership may be alleged
to be in the executor, administrator or heirs of such deceased
person, or in any one of such heirs. Where the ownership of
the property is unknown to the grand jury, it shall be sufficient
to allege that fact.

ART.  21.09.  DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

If known, personal property alleged in an indictment shall be
identified by name, kind, number, and ownership. When such
is unknown, that fact shall be stated, and a general classifica-
tion, describing and identifying the property as near as may be,
shall suffice. If the property be real estate, its general locality in
the county, and the name of the owner, occupant or claimant
thereof, shall be a sufficient description of the same.

ART.  21.10.  “FELONIOUS” AND “FELONIOUSLY”
It is not necessary to use the words “felonious” or “feloniously”
in any indictment.

ART.  21.11.  CERTAINTY;  WHAT SUFFICIENT

An indictment shall be deemed sufficient which charges the
commission of the offense in ordinary and concise language in
such a manner as to enable a person of common understanding
to know what is meant, and with that degree of certainty that
will give the defendant notice of the particular offense with
which he is charged, and enable the court, on conviction, to pro-
nounce the proper judgment; and in no case are the words “force
and arms” or “contrary to the form of the statute” necessary.

ART.  21.12.  SPECIAL AND GENERAL TERMS

When a statute defining any offense uses special or particular
terms, indictment on it may use the general term which, in
common language, embraces the special term. To charge an
unlawful sale, it is necessary to name the purchaser.

ART.  21.13.  ACT WITH INTENT TO COMMIT AN

OFFENSE

An indictment for an act done with intent to commit some
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other offense may charge in general terms the commission of
such act with intent to commit such other offense.

ART.  21.14.  PERJURY AND AGGRAVATED

PERJURY

(a) An indictment for perjury or aggravated perjury need not
charge the precise language of the false statement, but may state
the substance of the same, and no such indictment shall be held
insufficient on account of any variance which does not affect the
subject matter or general import of such false statement; and it
is not necessary in such indictment to set forth the pleadings,
records or proceeding with which the false statement is con-
nected, nor the commission or authority of the court or person
before whom the false statement was made; but it is sufficient to
state the name of the court or public servant by whom the oath
was administered with the allegation of the falsity of the matter
on which the perjury or aggravated perjury is assigned.
(b) If an individual is charged with aggravated perjury before a
grand jury, the indictment may not be entered by the grand jury
before which the false statement was alleged to have been made.

ART.  21.15.  MUST ALLEGE ACTS OF

RECKLESSNESS OR CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE

Whenever recklessness or criminal negligence enters into or is a
part or element of any offense, or it is charged that the accused
acted recklessly or with criminal negligence in the commission
of an offense, the complaint, information, or indictment in
order to be sufficient in any such case must allege, with reason-
able certainty, the act or acts relied upon to constitute reckless-
ness or criminal negligence, and in no event shall it be sufficient
to allege merely that the accused, in committing the offense,
acted recklessly or with criminal negligence.

ART.  21.16.  CERTAIN FORMS OF INDICTMENTS

The following form of indictments is sufficient:
“In the name and by authority of the State of Texas: The
grand jury of ........... County, State of Texas, duly organized
at the .............. term, A.D. ......., of the district court of said
county, in said court at said term, do present that ..............
(defendant) on the ......... day of ........ A.D. ......., in said
county and State, did ........................ (description of of-
fense) against the peace and dignity of the State.
......................, Foreman of the grand jury.”

ART.  21.17.  FOLLOWING STATUTORY WORDS

Words used in a statute to define an offense need not be strictly
pursued in the indictment; it is sufficient to use other words
conveying the same meaning, or which include the sense of the
statutory words.

ART.  21.18.  MATTERS OF JUDICIAL NOTICE

Presumptions of law and matters of which judicial notice is
taken (among which are included the authority and duties of
all officers elected or appointed under the General Laws of this
State) need not be stated in an indictment.

ART.  21.19.  DEFECTS OF FORM

An indictment shall not be held insufficient, nor shall the trial,
judgment or other proceedings thereon be affected, by reason
of any defect of form which does not prejudice the substantial
rights of the defendant.

ART.  21.20.  “INFORMATION”
An “information” is a written statement filed and presented in
behalf of the State by the district or county attorney, charging
the defendant with an offense which may by law be so prose-
cuted.

ART.  21.21.  REQUIS ITES OF AN INFORMATION

An information is sufficient if it has the following requisites:
1. It shall commence, “In the name and by authority of the
State of Texas”;
2. That it appear to have been presented in a court having ju-
risdiction of the offense set forth;
3. That it appear to have been presented by the proper officer;
4. That it contain the name of the accused, or state that his
name is unknown and give a reasonably accurate description of
him;
5. It must appear that the place where the offense is charged to
have been committed is within the jurisdiction of the court
where the information is filed;
6. That the time mentioned be some date anterior to the filing
of the information, and that the offense does not appear to be
barred by limitation;
7. That the offense be set forth in plain and intelligible words;
8. That it conclude, “Against the peace and dignity of the
State”; and
9. It must be signed by the district or county attorney, offi-
cially.

ART.  21.22.  INFORMATION BASED UPON

COMPLAINT

No information shall be presented until affidavit has been made
by some credible person charging the defendant with an offense.
The affidavit shall be filed with the information. It may be
sworn to before the district or county attorney who, for that
purpose, shall have power to administer the oath, or it may be
made before any officer authorized by law to administer oaths.

ART.  21.23.  RULES AS TO INDICTMENT APPLY

TO INFORMATION

The rules with respect to allegations in an indictment and the
certainty required apply also to an information.

ART.  21.24.  JOINDER OF CERTAIN OFFENSES

(a) Two or more offenses may be joined in a single indictment,
information, or complaint, with each offense stated in a sepa-
rate count, if the offenses arise out of the same criminal episode,
as defined in Chapter 3 of the Penal Code.
(b) A count may contain as many separate paragraphs charging
the same offense as necessary, but no paragraph may charge
more than one offense.
(c) A count is sufficient if any one of its paragraphs is suffi-
cient. An indictment, information, or complaint is sufficient if
any one of its counts is sufficient.

ART.  21.25.  WHEN INDICTMENT HAS BEEN

LOST,  ETC.
When an indictment or information has been lost, mislaid,
mutilated or obliterated, the district or county attorney may
suggest the fact to the court; and the same shall be entered
upon the minutes of the court. In such case, another indict-
ment or information may be substituted, upon the written
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statement of such attorney that it is substantially the same as
that which has been lost, mislaid, mutilated, or obliterated. Or
another indictment may be presented, as in the first instance;
and in such case, the period for the commencement of the
prosecution shall be dated from the time of making such entry.

ART.  21.26.  ORDER TRANSFERRING CASES

Upon the filing of an indictment in the district court which
charges an offense over which such court has no jurisdiction,
the judge of such court shall make an order transferring the
same to such inferior court as may have jurisdiction, stating in
such order the cause transferred and to what court transferred.

ART.  21.27.  CAUSES TRANSFERRED TO JUSTICE

COURT

Causes over which justices of the peace have jurisdiction may
be transferred to a justice of the peace at the county seat, or in
the discretion of the judge, to a justice of the precinct in which
the same can be most conveniently tried, as may appear by
memorandum endorsed by the grand jury on the indictment
or otherwise. If it appears to the judge that the offense has
been committed in any incorporated town or city, the cause
shall be transferred to a justice in said town or city, if there be
one therein; and any justice to whom such cause may be trans-
ferred shall have jurisdiction to try the same.

ART.  21.28.  DUTY ON TRANSFER

The clerk of the court, without delay, shall deliver the indict-
ments in all cases transferred, together with all the papers re-
lating to each case, to the proper court or justice, as directed in
the order of transfer; and shall accompany each case with a cer-
tified copy of all the proceedings taken therein in the district
court, and with a bill of the costs that have accrued therein in
the district court. The said costs shall be taxed in the court in
which said cause is tried, in the event of a conviction.

ART.  21.29.  PROCEEDINGS OF INFERIOR COURT

Any case so transferred shall be entered on the docket of the
court to which it is transferred. All process thereon shall be is-
sued and the defendant tried as if the case had originated in the
court to which it was transferred.

ART.  21.30.  CAUSE IMPROVIDENTLY

TRANSFERRED

When a cause has been improvidently transferred to a court
which has no jurisdiction of the same, the court to which it has
been transferred shall order it to be re-transferred to the proper
court; and the same proceedings shall be had as in the case of
the original transfer. In such case, the defendant and the wit-
nesses shall be held bound to appear before the court to which
the case has been re-transferred, the same as they were bound
to appear before the court so transferring the same.

ART.  21.31.  TESTING FOR AIDS AND CERTAIN

OTHER DISEASES

(a) A person who is indicted for or who waives indictment for
an offense under Section 21.02, 21.11(a)(1), 22.011, or
22.021, Penal Code, shall, at the direction of the court on the
court’s own motion or on the request of the victim of the al-
leged offense, undergo a standard diagnostic test approved by
the United States Food and Drug Administration for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and other sexually

transmitted diseases. If the person refuses to submit voluntar-
ily to the test, the court shall require the person to submit to
the test. On request of the victim of the alleged offense, the
court shall order the defendant to undergo the test not later
than 48 hours after an indictment for the offense is presented
against the defendant or the defendant waives indictment. Ex-
cept as provided by Subsection (b-1), the court may require a
defendant previously required under this article to undergo a
diagnostic test on indictment for an offense to undergo a sub-
sequent test only after conviction of the offense. A person per-
forming a test under this subsection shall make the test results
available to the local health authority, and the local health au-
thority shall be required to make the notification of the test re-
sults to the victim of the alleged offense and to the defendant. 
(a-1) If the victim requests the testing of the defendant and a
law enforcement agency is unable to locate the defendant dur-
ing the 48-hour period allowed for that testing under Subsec-
tion (a), the running of the 48-hour period is tolled until the
law enforcement agency locates the defendant and the defen-
dant is present in the jurisdiction.
(b) The court shall order a person who is charged with an of-
fense under Section 22.11, Penal Code, to undergo in the
manner provided by Subsection (a) a diagnostic test designed
to show or help show whether the person has HIV, hepatitis A,
hepatitis B, tuberculosis, or any other disease designated as a
reportable disease under Section 81.048, Health and Safety
Code. The person charged with the offense shall pay the costs
of testing under this subsection.
(b-1) If the results of a diagnostic test conducted under Sub-
section (a) or (b) are positive for HIV, the court shall order the
defendant to undergo any necessary additional testing within
a reasonable time after the test results are released.
(c) The state may not use the fact that a test was performed on
a person under Subsection (a) or use the results of a test con-
ducted under Subsection (a) in any criminal proceeding aris-
ing out of the alleged offense.
(d) Testing under this article shall be conducted in accordance
with written infectious disease control protocols adopted by the
Texas Board of Health that clearly establish procedural guide-
lines that provide criteria for testing and that respect the rights
of the person accused and any victim of the alleged offense.
(e) This article does not permit a court to release a test result
to anyone other than those authorized by law, and the provi-
sions of Section 81.103(d), Health and Safety Code, may not
be construed to allow that disclosure.

CHAPTER 22.  FORFEITURE OF BAIL 

ART.  22.01.  BAIL FORFEITED

When a defendant is bound by bail to appear and fails to appear
in any court in which such case may be pending and at any time
when his personal appearance is required under this Code, or by
any court or magistrate, a forfeiture of his bail and a judicial de-
claration of such forfeiture shall be taken in the manner pro-
vided in Article 22.02 of this Code and entered by such court.

ART.  22.02.  MANNER OF TAKING A FORFEITURE

Bail bonds and personal bonds are forfeited in the following
manner: The name of the defendant shall be called distinctly at
the courthouse door, and if the defendant does not appear
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within a reasonable time after such call is made, judgment shall
be entered that the State of Texas recover of the defendant the
amount of money in which he is bound, and of his sureties, if
any, the amount of money in which they are respectively bound,
which judgment shall state that the same will be made final, un-
less good cause be shown why the defendant did not appear.

ART.  22.03.  CITATION TO SURETIES

(a) Upon entry of judgment, a citation shall issue forthwith no-
tifying the sureties of the defendant, if any, that the bond has
been forfeited, and requiring them to appear and show cause
why the judgment of forfeiture should not be made final.
(b) A citation to a surety who is an individual shall be served to
the individual at the address shown on the face of the bond or
the last known address of the individual.
(c) A citation to a surety that is a corporation or other entity shall
be served to the attorney designated for service of process by the
corporation or entity under Chapter 804, Insurance Code.
(d) By filing the waiver or designation in writing with the clerk of
the court, a surety may waive service of citation or may designate
a person other than the surety or the surety’s attorney to receive
service of citation under this article. The waiver or designation is
effective until a written revocation is filed with the clerk.

ART.  22.035.  CITATION TO DEFENDANT

POSTING CASH BOND

A citation to a defendant who posted a cash bond shall be
served to the defendant at the address shown on the face of the
bond or the last known address of the defendant.

ART.  22.04.  REQUIS ITES OF CITATION

A citation shall be sufficient if it be in the form provided for ci-
tations in civil cases in such court; provided, however, that a
copy of the judgment of forfeiture entered by the court, a copy
of the forfeited bond, and a copy of any power of attorney at-
tached to the forfeited bond shall be attached to the citation and
the citation shall notify the parties cited to appear and show
cause why the judgment of forfeiture should not be made final.

ART.  22.05.  CITATION AS IN CIVIL ACTIONS

If service of citation is not waived under Article 22.03, a surety
is entitled to notice by service of citation, the length of time
and in the manner required in civil actions; and the officer ex-
ecuting the citation shall return the same as in civil actions. It
shall not be necessary to give notice to the defendant unless he
has furnished his address on the bond, in which event notice
to the defendant shall be deposited in the United States mail
directed to the defendant at the address shown on the bond or
the last known address of the defendant.

ART.  22.06.  CITATION BY PUBLICATION

Where the surety is a nonresident of the State, or where he is
a transient person, or where his residence is unknown, the dis-
trict or county attorney may, upon application in writing to
the county clerk, stating the facts, obtain a citation to be served
by publication; and the same shall be served by a publication
and returned as in civil actions.

ART.  22.07.  COST OF PUBLICATION

When service of citation is made by publication, the county in
which the forfeiture has been taken shall pay the costs thereof,
to be taxed as costs in the case.

ART.  22.08.  SERVICE OUT OF THE STATE

Service of a certified copy of the citation upon any absent or
non-resident surety may be made outside of the limits of this
State by any person competent to make oath of the fact; and
the affidavit of such person, stating the facts of such service,
shall be a sufficient return.

ART.  22.09.  WHEN SURETY IS DEAD

If the surety is dead at the time the forfeiture is taken, the for-
feiture shall nevertheless be valid. The final judgment shall not
be rendered where a surety has died, either before or after the
forfeiture has been taken, unless his executor, administrator or
heirs, as the case may be, have been cited to appear and show
cause why the judgment should not be made final, in the same
manner as provided in the case of the surety.

ART.  22.10.  SCIRE FACIAS DOCKET

When a forfeiture has been declared upon a bond, the court or
clerk shall docket the case upon the scire facias or upon the
civil docket, in the name of the State of Texas, as plaintiff, and
the principal and his sureties, if any, as defendants; and, except
as otherwise provided by this chapter, the proceedings had
therein shall be governed by the same rules governing other
civil suits.

ART.  22.11.  SURETIES MAY ANSWER

After the forfeiture of the bond, if the sureties, if any, have
been duly notified, the sureties, if any, may answer in writing
and show cause why the defendant did not appear, which an-
swer may be filed within the time limited for answering in
other civil actions.

ART.  22.12.  PROCEEDINGS NOT SET ASIDE FOR

DEFECT OF FORM

The bond, the judgment declaring the forfeiture, the citation
and the return thereupon, shall not be set aside because of any
defect of form; but such defect of form may, at any time, be
amended under the direction of the court.

ART.  22.125.  POWERS OF THE COURT

After a judicial declaration of forfeiture is entered, the court
may proceed with the trial required by Article 22.14 of this
code. The court may exonerate the defendant and his sureties,
if any, from liability on the forfeiture, remit the amount of the
forfeiture, or set aside the forfeiture only as expressly provided
by this chapter. The court may approve any proposed settle-
ment of the liability on the forfeiture that is agreed to by the
state and by the defendant or the defendant’s sureties, if any.

ART.  22.13.  CAUSES WHICH WILL EXONERATE

(a) The following causes, and no other, will exonerate the de-
fendant and his sureties, if any, from liability upon the forfei-
ture taken:

1. That the bond is, for any cause, not a valid and binding un-
dertaking in law. If it be valid and binding as to the principal,
and one or more of his sureties, if any, they shall not be exon-
erated from liability because of its being invalid and not bind-
ing as to another surety or sureties, if any. If it be invalid and
not binding as to the principal, each of the sureties, if any,
shall be exonerated from liability. If it be valid and binding as
to the principal, but not so as to the sureties, if any, the prin-
cipal shall not be exonerated, but the sureties, if any, shall be. 
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2. The death of the principal before the forfeiture was
taken.
3. The sickness of the principal or some uncontrollable cir-
cumstance which prevented his appearance at court, and it
must, in every such case, be shown that his failure to appear
arose from no fault on his part. The causes mentioned in this
subdivision shall not be deemed sufficient to exonerate the
principal and his sureties, if any, unless such principal appear
before final judgment on the bond to answer the accusation
against him, or show sufficient cause for not so appearing.
4. Failure to present an indictment or information at the
first term of the court which may be held after the princi-
pal has been admitted to bail, in case where the party was
bound over before indictment or information, and the
prosecution has not been continued by order of the court.
5. The incarceration of the principal in any jurisdiction in
the United States:

(A) in the case of a misdemeanor, at the time of or not
later than the 180th day after the date of the principal’s
failure to appear in court; or
(B) in the case of a felony, at the time of or not later than
the 270th day after the date of the principal’s failure to
appear in court.

(b) A surety exonerated under Subdivision 5, Subsection (a), re-
mains obligated to pay costs of court, any reasonable and neces-
sary costs incurred by a county to secure the return of the
principal, and interest accrued on the bond amount from the date
of the judgment nisi to the date of the principal’s incarceration.

ART.  22.14.  JUDGMENT FINAL

When, upon a trial of the issues presented, no sufficient cause
is shown for the failure of the principal to appear, the judgment
shall be made final against him and his sureties, if any, for the
amount in which they are respectively bound; and the same
shall be collected by execution as in civil actions. Separate exe-
cutions shall issue against each party for the amount adjudged
against him. The costs shall be equally divided between the
sureties, if there be more than one.

ART.  22.15.  JUDGMENT FINAL BY DEFAULT

When the sureties have been duly cited and fail to answer, and
the principal also fails to answer within the time limited for an-
swering in other civil actions, the court shall enter judgment
final by default.

ART.  22.16.  REMITTITUR AFTER FORFEITURE

(a) After forfeiture of a bond and before entry of a final judg-
ment, the court shall, on written motion, remit to the surety the
amount of the bond, after deducting the costs of court and any
reasonable and necessary costs to the county for the return of the
principal, and the interest accrued on the bond amount as pro-
vided by Subsection (c) if the principal is released on new bail in
the case or the case for which bond was given is dismissed.
(b) For other good cause shown and before the entry of a final
judgment against the bond, the court in its discretion may remit
to the surety all or part of the amount of the bond after deduct-
ing the costs of court and any reasonable and necessary costs to
the county for the return of the principal, and the interest ac-
crued on the bond amount as provided by Subsection (c).
(c) For the purposes of this article, interest accrues on the bond
amount from the date of forfeiture in the same manner and at

the same rate as provided for the accrual of prejudgment in-
terest in civil cases.

ART.  22.17.  SPECIAL BILL OF REVIEW

(a) Not later than two years after the date a final judgment is
entered in a bond forfeiture proceeding, the surety on the
bond may file with the court a special bill of review. A special
bill of review may include a request, on equitable grounds, that
the final judgment be reformed and that all or part of the bond
amount be remitted to the surety, after deducting the costs of
court, any reasonable costs to the county for the return of the
principal, and the interest accrued on the bond amount from
the date of forfeiture. The court in its discretion may grant or
deny the bill in whole or in part.
(b) For the purposes of this article, interest accrues on the
bond amount from the date of:

(1) forfeiture to the date of final judgment in the same
manner and at the same rate as provided for the accrual of
prejudgment interest in civil cases; and
(2) final judgment to the date of the order for remittitur at
the same rate as provided for the accrual of postjudgment
interest in civil cases.

ART. 22.18.  LIMITATION

An action by the state to forfeit a bail bond under this chapter
must be brought not later than the fourth anniversary of the
date the principal fails to appear in court.

CHAPTER 23.  THE CAPIAS

ART.  23.01.  DEFINITION OF A “CAPIAS”
In this chapter, a “capias” is a writ that is:
(1) issued by a judge of the court having jurisdiction of a case
after commitment or bail and before trial, or by a clerk at the
direction of the judge; and
(2) directed “To any peace officer of the State of Texas”, com-
manding the officer to arrest a person accused of an offense
and bring the arrested person before that court immediately or
on a day or at a term stated in the writ.

ART.  23.02.  ITS REQUIS ITES

A capias shall be held sufficient if it have the following requi-
sites:
1. That it run in the name of “The State of Texas”;
2. That it name the person whose arrest is ordered, or if un-
known, describe him;
3. That it specify the offense of which the defendant is accused,
and it appear thereby that he is accused of some offense against
the penal laws of the State;
4. That it name the court to which and the time when it is re-
turnable; and
5. That it be dated and attested officially by the authority is-
suing the same.

ART.  23.03.  CAPIAS OR SUMMONS IN FELONY

(a) A capias shall be issued by the district clerk upon each in-
dictment for felony presented, after bail has been set or denied
by the judge of the court. Upon the request of the attorney
representing the State, a summons shall be issued by the dis-
trict clerk. The capias or summons shall be delivered by the
clerk or mailed to the sheriff of the county where the defen-
dant resides or is to be found. A capias or summons need not
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issue for a defendant in custody or under bond.
(b) Upon the request of the attorney representing the State a
summons instead of a capias shall issue. If a defendant fails to
appear in response to the summons a capias shall issue.
(c) Summons. The summons shall be in the same form as the
capias except that it shall summon the defendant to appear before
the proper court at a stated time and place. The summons shall be
served upon a defendant by delivering a copy to him personally,
or by leaving it at his dwelling house or usual place of abode with
some person of suitable age and discretion then residing therein or
by mailing it to the defendant’s last known address.
(d) A summons issued to any person must clearly and promi-
nently state in English and in Spanish the following: 

“It is an offense for a person to intentionally influence or
coerce a witness to testify falsely or to elude legal process. It
is also a felony offense to harm or threaten to harm a wit-
ness or prospective witness in retaliation for or on account
of the service of the person as a witness or to prevent or
delay the person’s service as a witness to a crime.”

ART.  23.031.  ISSUANCE OF CAPIAS IN

ELECTRONIC FORM

A district clerk, county clerk, or court may issue in electronic
form a capias for the failure of a person to appear before a
court or comply with a court order.

ART.  23.04.  IN MISDEMEANOR CASE

In misdemeanor cases, the capias or summons shall issue from
a court having jurisdiction of the case on the filing of an in-
formation or complaint. The summons shall be issued only
upon request of the attorney representing the State and on the
determination of probable cause by the judge, and shall follow
the same form and procedure as in a felony case.

ART.  23.05.  CAPIAS AFTER SURRENDER OR

FORFEITURE

(a) If a forfeiture of bail is declared by a court or a surety sur-
renders a defendant under Article 17.19, a capias shall be im-
mediately issued for the arrest of the defendant, and when
arrested, in its discretion, the court may require the defendant,
in order to be released from custody, to deposit with the cus-
todian of funds of the court in which the prosecution is pend-
ing current money of the United States in the amount of the
new bond as set by the court, in lieu of a surety bond, unless a
forfeiture is taken and set aside under the third subdivision of
Article 22.13, in which case the defendant and the defendant’s
sureties shall remain bound under the same bail.
(b) A capias issued under this article may be executed by a
peace officer or by a private investigator licensed under Chap-
ter 1702, Occupations Code.
(c) A capias under this article must be issued not later than the
10th business day after the date of the court’s issuance of the
order of forfeiture or order permitting surrender of the bond.
(d) The sheriff of each county shall enter a capias issued under
this article into a local warrant system not later than the 10th
business day after the date of issuance of the capias by the clerk
of court.

ART.  23.06.  NEW BAIL IN FELONY CASE

When a defendant who has been arrested for a felony under a
capias has previously given bail to answer said charge, his

sureties, if any, shall be released by such arrest, and he shall be
required to give new bail.

ART.  23.07.  CAPIAS DOES NOT LOSE ITS FORCE

A capias shall not lose its force if not executed and returned at
the time fixed in the writ, but may be executed at any time af-
terward, and return made. All proceedings under such capias
shall be as valid as if the same had been executed and returned
within the time specified in the writ.

ART.  23.08.  REASONS FOR RETAINING CAPIAS

When the capias is not returned at the time fixed in the writ,
the officer holding it shall notify the court from whence it was
issued, in writing, of his reasons for retaining it.

ART.  23.09.  CAPIAS TO SEVERAL COUNTIES

Capiases for a defendant may be issued to as many counties as
the district or county attorney may direct.

ART.  23.10.  BAIL IN FELONY

In cases of arrest for felony in the county where the prosecu-
tion is pending, during a term of court, the officer making the
arrest may take bail as provided in Article 17.21.

ART. 23.11. SHERIFF MAY TAKE BAIL IN FELONY

In cases of arrest for felony less than capital, made during vaca-
tion or made in another county than the one in which the pros-
ecution is pending, the sheriff may take bail; in such cases the
amount of the bail bond shall be the same as is endorsed upon
the capias; and if no amount be endorsed on the capias, the sher-
iff shall require a reasonable amount of bail. If it be made to ap-
pear by affidavit, made by any district attorney, county attorney,
or the sheriff approving the bail bond, to a judge of the Court of
Criminal Appeals, a justice of a court of appeals, or to a judge of
the district or county court, that the bail taken in any case after
indictment is insufficient in amount, or that the sureties are not
good for the amount, or that the bond is for any reason defec-
tive or insufficient, such judge shall issue a warrant of arrest and
require of the defendant sufficient bond, according to the nature
of the case.

ART.  23.12.  COURT SHALL FIX BAIL IN FELONY

In felony cases which are bailable, the court shall, before ad-
journing, fix and enter upon the minutes the amount of the
bail to be required in each case. The clerk shall endorse upon
the capias the amount of bail required. In case of neglect to so
comply with this Article, the arrest of the defendant, and the
bail taken by the sheriff, shall be as legal as if there had been
no such omission.

ART.  23.13.  WHO MAY ARREST UNDER CAPIAS

A capias may be executed by any peace officer. In felony cases,
the defendant must be delivered immediately to the sheriff of
the county where the arrest is made together, with the writ
under which he was taken.

ART.  23.14.  BAIL IN MISDEMEANOR

Any officer making an arrest under a capias in a misdemeanor
may in term time or vacation take a bail bond of the defen-
dant.

ART.  23.15.  ARREST IN CAPITAL CASES

Where an arrest is made under a capias in a capital case, the
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sheriff shall confine the defendant in jail, and the capias shall,
for that purpose, be a sufficient commitment. This Article is
applicable when the arrest is made in the county where the
prosecution is pending.

ART.  23.16.  ARREST IN CAPITAL CASE IN

ANOTHER COUNTY

In each capital case where a defendant is arrested under a
capias in a county other than that in which the case is pend-
ing, the sheriff who arrests or to whom the defendant is deliv-
ered, shall convey him immediately to the county from which
the capias issued and deliver him to the sheriff of such county.

ART.  23.17.  RETURN OF BAIL AND CAPIAS

When an arrest has been made and a bail taken, such bond, to-
gether with the capias, shall be returned forthwith to the
proper court.

ART.  23.18.  RETURN OF CAPIAS

The return of the capias shall be made to the court from which
it is issued. If it has been executed, the return shall state what dis-
position has been made of the defendant. If it has not been exe-
cuted, the cause of the failure to execute it shall be fully stated.
If the defendant has not been found, the return shall further
show what efforts have been made by the officer to find him,
and what information he has as to the defendant’s whereabouts.

CHAPTER 24.  SUBPOENA &
ATTACHMENT

ART.  24.01.  ISSUANCE OF SUBPOENAS

(a) A subpoena may summon one or more persons to appear:
(1) before a court to testify in a criminal action at a spec-
ified term of the court or on a specified day; or
(2) on a specified day:

(A) before an examining court;
(B) at a coroner’s inquest;
(C) before a grand jury;
(D) at a habeas corpus hearing; or
(E) in any other proceeding in which the person’s testi-
mony may be required in accordance with this code.

(b) The person named in the subpoena to summon the person
whose appearance is sought must be:

(1) a peace officer; or
(2) at least 18 years old and, at the time the subpoena is is-
sued, not a participant in the proceeding for which the ap-
pearance is sought.

(c) A person who is not a peace officer may not be compelled
to accept the duty to execute a subpoena, but if he agrees in
writing to accept that duty and neglects or refuses to serve or
return the subpoena, he may be punished in accordance with
Article 2.16 of this code.
(d) A court or clerk issuing a subpoena shall sign the subpoena
and indicate on it the date it was issued, but the subpoena need
not be under seal.

ART.  24.011.  SUBPOENAS;  CHILD WITNESSES

(a) If a witness is younger than 18 years, the court may issue a
subpoena directing a person having custody, care, or control of
the child to produce the child in court.
(b) If a person, without legal cause, fails to produce the child

in court as directed by a subpoena issued under this article, the
court may impose on the person penalties for contempt pro-
vided by this chapter. The court may also issue a writ of at-
tachment for the person and the child, in the same manner as
other writs of attachment are issued under this chapter.
(c) If the witness is in a placement in the custody of the Texas
Juvenile Justice Department, a juvenile secure detention facility,
or a juvenile secure correctional facility, the court may issue a
bench warrant or direct that an attachment issue to require a
peace officer or probation officer to secure custody of the person
at the placement and produce the person in court. When the
person is no longer needed as a witness or the period prescribed
by Subsection (d-1) has expired without extension, the court
shall order the peace officer or probation officer to return the
person to the placement from which the person was released.
(d) The court may order that the person who is the witness be
detained in a certified juvenile detention facility if the person
is younger than 17 years of age. If the person is at least 17 years
of age, the court may order that the person be detained with-
out bond in an appropriate county facility for the detention of
adults accused of criminal offenses.
(d-1) A witness younger than 17 years of age held in custody
under this article may be placed in a certified juvenile deten-
tion facility for a period not to exceed 30 days. The length of
placement may be extended in increments of 30 days by the
court that issued the original bench warrant. If the placement
is not extended, the period under this article expires and the
witness may be returned as provided by Subsection (c).
(e) In this article, “secure detention facility” and “secure cor-
rectional facility” have the meanings assigned by Section
51.02, Family Code.

ART.  24.02.  SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

If a witness have in his possession any instrument of writing or
other thing desired as evidence, the subpoena may specify such
evidence and direct that the witness bring the same with him
and produce it in court.

ART.  24.03.  SUBPOENA AND APPLICATION

THEREFOR

(a) Before the clerk or his deputy shall be required or permitted
to issue a subpoena in any felony case pending in any district or
criminal district court of this State of which he is clerk or
deputy, the defendant or his attorney or the State’s attorney
shall make an application in writing or by electronic means to
such clerk for each witness desired. Such application shall state
the name of each witness desired, the location and vocation, if
known, and that the testimony of said witness is material to the
State or to the defense. The application must be filed with the
clerk and placed with the papers in the cause or, if the applica-
tion is filed electronically, placed with any other electronic in-
formation linked to the number of the cause. The application
must also be made available to both the State and the defen-
dant. Except as provided by Subsection (b), as far as is practical
such clerk shall include in one subpoena the names of all wit-
nesses for the State and for defendant, and such process shall
show that the witnesses are summoned for the State or for the
defendant. When a witness has been served with a subpoena,
attached or placed under bail at the instance of either party in
a particular case, such execution of process shall inure to the
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benefit of the opposite party in such case in the event such op-
posite party desires to use such witness on the trial of the case,
provided that when a witness has once been served with a sub-
poena, no further subpoena shall be issued for said witness.
(b) If the defendant is a member of a combination as defined
by Section 71.01, Penal Code, the clerk shall issue for each wit-
ness a subpoena that does not include a list of the names of all
other witnesses for the State or the defendant.

ART.  24.04.  SERVICE AND RETURN OF

SUBPOENA

(a) A subpoena is served by:
(1) reading the subpoena in the hearing of the witness;
(2) delivering a copy of the subpoena to the witness; 
(3) electronically transmitting a copy of the subpoena, ac-
knowledgment of receipt requested, to the last known elec-
tronic address of the witness; or
(4) mailing a copy of the subpoena by certified mail, re-
turn receipt requested, to the last known address of the
witness unless:
(A) the applicant for the subpoena requests in writing that
the subpoena not be served by certified mail; or
(B) the proceeding for which the witness is being subpoe-
naed is set to begin within seven business days after the date
the subpoena would be mailed.

(b) The officer having the subpoena shall make due return
thereof, showing the time and manner of service, if served
under Subsection (a)(1) or (2) of this article, the acknowledg-
ment of receipt, if served under Subsection (a)(3) of this arti-
cle, or the return receipt, if served under Subsection (a)(4) of
this article. If the subpoena is not served, the officer shall show
in his return the cause of his failure to serve it. If receipt of an
electronically transmitted subpoena is not acknowledged
within a reasonable time or a mailed subpoena is returned un-
delivered, the officer shall use due diligence to locate and serve
the witness. If the witness could not be found, the officer shall
state the diligence he has used to find him, and what informa-
tion he has as to the whereabouts of the witness.
(c) A subpoena served under Subsection (a)(3) of this article
must be accompanied by notice that an acknowledgment of re-
ceipt of the subpoena must be made in a manner enabling ver-
ification of the person acknowledging receipt.

ART.  24.05.  REFUSING TO OBEY

If a witness refuses to obey a subpoena, he may be fined at the
discretion of the court, as follows: In a felony case, not ex-
ceeding five hundred dollars; in a misdemeanor case, not ex-
ceeding one hundred dollars.

ART.  24.06.  WHAT IS DISOBEDIENCE OF A

SUBPOENA

It shall be held that a witness refuses to obey a subpoena:
(1) If he is not in attendance on the court on the day set apart
for taking up the criminal docket or on any day subsequent
thereto and before the final disposition or continuance of the
particular case in which he is a witness;
(2) If he is not in attendance at any other time named in a writ;
and
(3) If he refuses without legal cause to produce evidence in his
possession which he has been summoned to bring with him
and produce.

ART.  24.07.  FINE AGAINST WITNESS

CONDITIONAL

When a fine is entered against a witness for failure to appear
and testify, the judgment shall be conditional; and a citation
shall issue to him to show cause, at the term of the court at
which said fine is entered, or at the first term thereafter, at the
discretion of the judge of said court, why the same should not
be final; provided, citation shall be served upon said witness in
the manner and for the length of time prescribed for citations
in civil cases.

ART.  24.08.  WITNESS MAY SHOW CAUSE

A witness cited to show cause, as provided in the preceding Ar-
ticle, may do so under oath, in writing or verbally, at any time
before judgment final is entered against him; but if he fails to
show cause within the time limited for answering in civil ac-
tions, a judgment final by default shall be entered against him.

ART.  24.09.  COURT MAY REMIT FINE

It shall be within the discretion of the court to judge of the suf-
ficiency of an excuse rendered by a witness, and upon the hear-
ing the court shall render judgment against the witness for the
whole or any part of the fine, or shall remit the fine altogether,
as to the court may appear proper and right. Said fine shall be
collected as fines in misdemeanor cases.

ART.  24.10.  WHEN WITNESS APPEARS AND

TESTIF IES

When a fine has been entered against a witness, but no trial of
the cause takes place, and such witness afterward appears and
testifies upon the trial thereof, it shall be discretionary with the
judge, though no good excuse be rendered, to reduce the fine
or remit it altogether; but the witness, in such case, shall, nev-
ertheless, be adjudged to pay all the costs accruing in the pro-
ceeding against him by reason of his failure to attend.

ART.  24.11.  REQUIS ITES OF AN “ATTACHMENT”
An “attachment” is a writ issued by a clerk of a court under
seal, or by any magistrate, or by the foreman of a grand jury,
in any criminal action or proceeding authorized by law, com-
manding some peace officer to take the body of a witness and
bring him before such court, magistrate or grand jury on a day
named, or forthwith, to testify in behalf of the State or of the
defendant, as the case may be. It shall be dated and signed of-
ficially by the officer issuing it.

ART.  24.12.  WHEN ATTACHMENT MAY ISSUE

When a witness who resides in the county of the prosecution
has been duly served with a subpoena to appear and testify in
any criminal action or proceeding fails to so appear, the State
or the defendant shall be entitled to have an attachment issued
forthwith for such witness.

ART.  24.13.  ATTACHMENT FOR CONVICT

WITNESSES

All persons who have been or may be convicted in this state,
and who are confined in an institution operated by the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice or any jail in this state, shall
be permitted to testify in person in any court for the state and
the defendant when the presiding judge finds, after hearing,
that the ends of justice require their attendance, and directs
that an attachment issue to accomplish the purpose, notwith-
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standing any other provision of this code. Nothing in this ar-
ticle shall be construed as limiting the power of the courts of
this state to issue bench warrants.

ART.  24.131.  NOTIFICATION TO DEPARTMENT

OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

If after the Texas Department of Criminal Justice transfers a
defendant or inmate to a county under Article 24.13 and be-
fore that person is returned to the department the person is re-
leased on bail or the charges on which the person was
convicted and for which the person was transferred to the de-
partment are dismissed, the county shall immediately notify an
officer designated by the department of the release on bail or
the dismissal.

ART.  24.14.  ATTACHMENT FOR

RESIDENT WITNESS

When a witness resides in the county of the prosecution,
whether he has disobeyed a subpoena or not, either in term-
time or vacation, upon the filing of an affidavit with the clerk
by the defendant or State’s counsel, that he has good reason to
believe, and does believe, that such witness is a material wit-
ness, and is about to move out of the county, the clerk shall
forthwith issue an attachment for such witness; provided, that
in misdemeanor cases, when the witness makes oath that he
cannot give surety, the officer executing the attachment shall
take his personal bond.

ART.  24.15.  TO SECURE ATTENDANCE BEFORE

GRAND JURY

At any time before the first day of any term of the district
court, the clerk, upon application of the State’s attorney, shall
issue a subpoena for any witness who resides in the county. If
at the time such application is made, such attorney files a
sworn application that he has good reason to believe and does
believe that such witness is about to move out of the county,
then said clerk shall issue an attachment for such witness to be
and appear before said district court on the first day thereof to
testify as a witness before the grand jury. Any witness so sum-
moned, or attached, who shall fail or refuse to obey a subpoena
or attachment, shall be punished by the court by a fine not ex-
ceeding five hundred dollars, to be collected as fines and costs
in other criminal cases.

ART.  24.16.  APPLICATION FOR OUT-COUNTY

WITNESS

Where, in misdemeanor cases in which confinement in jail is a
permissible punishment, or in felony cases, a witness resides out
of the county in which the prosecution is pending, the State or
the defendant shall be entitled, either in term-time or in vaca-
tion, to a subpoena to compel the attendance of such witness on
application to the proper clerk or magistrate. Such application
shall be in the manner and form as provided in Article 24.03.
Witnesses in such misdemeanor cases shall be compensated in
the same manner as in felony cases. This Article shall not apply
to more than one character witness in a misdemeanor case.

ART.  24.17.  DUTY OF OFFICER RECEIVING SAID

SUBPOENA

The officer receiving said subpoena shall execute the same by
delivering a copy thereof to each witness therein named. He
shall make due return of said subpoena, showing therein the

time and manner of executing the same, and if not executed,
such return shall show why not executed, the diligence used to
find said witness, and such information as the officer has as to
the whereabouts of said witness.

ART.  24.18.  SUBPOENA RETURNABLE

FORTHWITH

When a subpoena is returnable forthwith, the officer shall im-
mediately serve the witness with a copy of the same; and it shall
be the duty of said witness to immediately make his appearance
before the court, magistrate or other authority issuing the same.
If said witness makes affidavit of his inability from lack of funds
to appear in obedience to said subpoena, the officer executing
the same shall provide said witness, if said subpoena be issued
as provided in Article 24.16, with the necessary funds or means
to appear in obedience to said subpoena, taking his receipt
therefor, and showing in his return on said subpoena, under
oath, the amount furnished to said witness, together with the
amount of his fees for executing said subpoena.

ART.  24.19.  CERTIF ICATE TO OFFICER

The clerk, magistrate, or foreman of the grand jury issuing said
process, immediately upon the return of said subpoena, if is-
sued as provided in Article 24.16, shall issue to such officer a
certificate for the amount furnished such witness, together
with the amount of his fees for executing the same, showing
the amount of each item; which certificate shall be approved
by the district judge and recorded by the district clerk in a
book kept for that purpose; and said certificate transmitted to
the officer executing such subpoena, which amount shall be
paid by the State, as costs are paid in other criminal matters.

ART.  24.20.  SUBPOENA RETURNABLE AT FUTURE

DATE

If the subpoena be returnable at some future date, the officer
shall have authority to take bail of such witness for his appear-
ance under said subpoena, which bond shall be returned with
such subpoena, and shall be made payable to the State of Texas,
in the amount in which the witness and his surety, if any, shall
be bound and conditioned for the appearance of the witness at
the time and before the court, magistrate or grand jury named
in said subpoena, and shall be signed by the witness and his
sureties. If the witness refuses to give bond, he shall be kept in
custody until such time as he starts in obedience to said sub-
poena, when he shall be, upon affidavit being made, provided
with funds necessary to appear in obedience to said subpoena.

ART.  24.21.  STATING BAIL IN SUBPOENA

The court or magistrate issuing said subpoena may direct
therein the amount of the bail to be required. The officer may
fix the amount if not specified, and in either case, shall require
sufficient security, to be approved by himself.

ART.  24.22.  WITNESS FINED AND ATTACHED

If a witness summoned from without the county refuses to obey
a subpoena, he shall be fined by the court or magistrate not ex-
ceeding five hundred dollars, which fine and judgment shall be
final, unless set aside after due notice to show cause why it
should not be final, which notice may immediately issue, re-
quiring the defaulting witness to appear at once or at the next
term of said court, in the discretion of the judge, to answer for
such default. The court may cause to be issued at the same time
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an attachment for said witness, directed to the proper county,
commanding the officer to whom said writ is directed to take
said witness into custody and have him before said court at the
time named in said writ; in which case such witness shall receive
no fees, unless it appears to the court that such disobedience is
excusable, when the witness may receive the same pay as if he
had not been attached. Said fine when made final and all costs
thereon shall be collected as in other criminal cases. Said fine
and judgment may be set aside in vacation or at the time or any
subsequent term of the court for good cause shown, after the
witness testifies or has been discharged. The following words
shall be written or printed on the face of such subpoena for out-
county witnesses: “A disobedience of this subpoena is punishable
by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, to be collected as
fines and costs in other criminal cases.”

ART.  24.23.  WITNESS RELEASED

A witness who is in custody for failing to give bail shall be at
once released upon giving bail required.

ART.  24.24.  BAIL FOR WITNESS

Witnesses on behalf of the State or defendant may, at the re-
quest of either party, be required to enter into bail in an
amount to be fixed by the court to appear and testify in a crim-
inal action; but if it shall appear to the court that any witness
is unable to give security upon such bail, he shall be released
without security.

ART.  24.25.  PERSONAL BOND OF WITNESS

When it appears to the satisfaction of the court that personal
bond of the witness will insure his attendance, no security need
be required of him; but no bond without security shall be
taken by any officer.

ART.  24.26.  ENFORCING FORFEITURE

The bond of a witness may be enforced against him and his
sureties, if any, in the manner pointed out in this Code for en-
forcing the bond of a defendant in a criminal case.

ART.  24.27.  NO SURRENDER AFTER FORFEITURE

The sureties of a witness have no right to discharge themselves
by the surrender of the witness after the forfeiture of their bond.

ART.  24.28.  UNIFORM ACT TO SECURE

ATTENDANCE OF WITNESSES FROM WITHOUT

STATE

Sec. 1. Short Title
This Act may be cited as the “Uniform Act to Secure the At-
tendance of Witnesses from Without the State in Criminal
Proceedings”.
Sec. 2. Definitions
“Witness” as used in this Act shall include a person whose tes-
timony is desired in any proceeding or investigation by a grand
jury or in a criminal action, prosecution or proceeding. 
The word “State” shall include any territory of the United
States and the District of Columbia. 
The word “summons” shall include a subpoena, order or other
notice requiring the appearance of a witness.
Sec. 3. Summoning Witnesses in This State to Testify in
Another State
(a) If a judge of a court of record in any State which by its laws
has made provision for commanding persons within that State

to attend and testify in this State certifies under the seal of such
court that there is a criminal prosecution pending in such
court, or that a grand jury investigation has commenced or is
about to commence, that a person being within this State is a
material witness in such prosecution, or grand jury investiga-
tion, and that his presence will be required for a specified num-
ber of days, upon presentation of such certificate to any judge
of a court of record in the county in which such person is, such
judge shall fix a time and place for a hearing, and shall make
an order directing the witness to appear at a time and place cer-
tain for the hearing.
(b) If at a hearing the judge determines that the witness is mate-
rial and necessary, that it will not cause undue hardship to the
witness to be compelled to attend and testify in the prosecution
or a grand jury investigation in the other State, and that the laws
of the State in which the prosecution is pending, or grand jury
investigation has commenced or is about to commence, (and of
any other State through which the witness may be required to
pass by ordinary course of travel), will give to him protection
from arrest and the service of civil and criminal process, he shall
issue a summons, with a copy of the certificate attached, direct-
ing the witness to attend and testify in the court where the pros-
ecution is pending, or where a grand jury investigation has
commenced or is about to commence at a time and place spec-
ified in the summons. In any such hearing the certificate shall be
prima facie evidence of all the facts stated therein.
(c) If said certificate recommends that the witness be taken
into immediate custody and delivered to an officer of the re-
questing State to assure his attendance in the requesting State,
such judge may, in lieu of notification of the hearing, direct
that such witness be forthwith brought before him for said
hearing; and the judge at the hearing being satisfied of the de-
sirability of such custody and delivery, for which determina-
tion the certificate shall be prima facie proof of such
desirability may, in lieu of issuing subpoena or summons,
order that said witness be forthwith taken into custody and de-
livered to an officer of the requesting State.
(d) If the witness, who is summoned as above provided, after
being paid or tendered by some properly authorized person the
compensation for nonresident witnesses authorized and provided
for by Article 35.27 of this Code, fails without good cause to at-
tend and testify as directed in the summons, he shall be punished
in the manner provided for the punishment of any witness who
disobeys a summons issued from a court of record in this State.
Sec. 4. Witnesses From Another State Summoned to Testify
in This State
(a) If a person in any State, which by its laws has made provi-
sion for commanding persons within its borders to attend and
testify in criminal prosecutions, or grand jury investigations
commenced or about to commence, in this State, is a material
witness in a prosecution pending in a court of record in this
State, or in a grand jury investigation which has commenced or
is about to commence, a judge of such court may issue a cer-
tificate under the seal of the court stating these facts and speci-
fying the number of days the witness will be required. Said
certificate may include a recommendation that the witness be
taken into immediate custody and delivered to an officer of this
State to assure his attendance in this State. This certificate shall
be presented to a judge of a court of record in the county in
which the witness is found.
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(b) If the witness is summoned to attend and testify in this
State he shall be tendered the compensation for nonresident
witnesses authorized by Article 35.27 of this Code, together
with such additional compensation, if any, required by the
other State for compliance. A witness who has appeared in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the summons shall not be re-
quired to remain within this State a longer period of time than
the period mentioned in the certificate, unless otherwise or-
dered by the court. If such witness, after coming into this
State, fails without good cause to attend and testify as directed
in the summons, he shall be punished in the manner provided
for the punishment of any witness who disobeys a summons is-
sued from a court of record in this State.
Sec. 5. Exemption From Arrest and Service of Process
If a person comes into this State in obedience to a summons di-
recting him to attend and testify in this State he shall not while in
this State pursuant to such summons be subject to arrest or the ser-
vice of process, civil or criminal, in connection with matters which
arose before his entrance into this State under the summons.
If a person passes through this State while going to another State
in obedience to a summons to attend and testify in that State or
while returning therefrom, he shall not while so passing through
this State be subject to arrest or the service of process, civil or
criminal, in connection with matters which arose before his en-
trance into this State under the summons.

ART. 24.29. UNIFORM ACT TO SECURE RENDITION

OF PRISONERS IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Sec. 1. Short Title
This article may be cited as the “Uniform Act to Secure Ren-
dition of Prisoners in Criminal Proceedings.”
Sec. 2. Definitions
In this Act:

(1) “Penal institution” means a jail, prison, penitentiary,
house of correction, or other place of penal detention.
(2) “State” means a state of the United States, the District
of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any
territory of the United States.
(3) “Witness” means a person who is confined in a penal in-
stitution in a state and whose testimony is desired in an-
other state in a criminal proceeding or investigation by a
grand jury or in any criminal action before a court.

Sec. 3. Summoning Witness in This State to Testify in An-
other State
(a) A judge of a state court of record in another state, which by
its laws has made provision for commanding persons confined
in penal institutions within that state to attend and testify in
this state, may certify that:

(1) there is a criminal proceeding or investigation by a
grand jury or a criminal action pending in the court;
(2) a person who is confined in a penal institution in this
state may be a material witness in the proceeding, inves-
tigation, or action; and
(3) his presence will be required during a specified time.

(b) On presentation of the certificate to any judge having ju-
risdiction over the person confined and on notice to the attor-
ney general, the judge in this state shall fix a time and place for
a hearing and shall make an order directed to the person hav-
ing custody of the prisoner requiring that the prisoner be pro-
duced before him at the hearing.

Sec. 4. Court Order
(a) A judge may issue a transfer order if at the hearing the
judge determines that:

(1) the witness may be material and necessary;
(2) his attending and testifying are not adverse to the inter-
est of this state or to the health or legal rights of the witness;
(3) the laws of the state in which he is requested to testify
will give him protection from arrest and the service of civil
and criminal process because of any act committed prior to
his arrival in the state under the order; and
(4) as a practical matter the possibility is negligible that the
witness may be subject to arrest or to the service of civil or
criminal process in any state through which he will be re-
quired to pass.

(b) If a judge issues an order under Subsection (a) of this sec-
tion, the judge shall attach to the order a copy of a certificate
presented under Section 3 of this Act. The order shall:

(1) direct the witness to attend and testify;
(2) except as provided by Subsection (c) of this section, di-
rect the person having custody of the witness to produce
him in the court where the criminal action is pending or
where the grand jury investigation is pending at a time and
place specified in the order; and
(3) prescribe such conditions as the judge shall determine.

(c) The judge, in lieu of directing the person having custody of
the witness to produce him in the requesting jurisdiction’s
court, may direct and require in his order that:

(1) an officer of the requesting jurisdiction come to the
Texas penal institution in which the witness is confined to
accept custody of the witness for physical transfer to the re-
questing jurisdiction;
(2) the requesting jurisdiction provide proper safeguards on
his custody while in transit;
(3) the requesting jurisdiction be liable for and pay all ex-
penses incurred in producing and returning the witness, in-
cluding but not limited to food, lodging, clothing, and
medical care; and
(4) the requesting jurisdiction promptly deliver the witness
back to the same or another Texas penal institution as spec-
ified by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice at the
conclusion of his testimony.

Sec. 5. Terms and Conditions
An order to a witness and to a person having custody of the wit-
ness shall provide for the return of the witness at the conclusion
of his testimony, proper safeguards on his custody, and proper
financial reimbursement or prepayment by the requesting juris-
diction for all expenses incurred in the production and return
of the witness. The order may prescribe any other condition the
judge thinks proper or necessary. The judge shall not require
prepayment of expenses if the judge directs and requires the re-
questing jurisdiction to accept custody of the witness at the
Texas penal institution in which the witness is confined and to
deliver the witness back to the same or another Texas penal in-
stitution at the conclusion of his testimony. An order does not
become effective until the judge of the state requesting the wit-
ness enters an order directing compliance with the conditions
prescribed.
Sec. 6. Exceptions
This Act does not apply to a person in this state who is con-
fined as mentally ill or who is under sentence of death.
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Sec. 7. Prisoner from Another State Summoned to Testify
in This State
(a) If a person confined in a penal institution in any other state
may be a material witness in a criminal action pending in a
court of record or in a grand jury investigation in this state, a
judge of the court may certify that:

(1) there is a criminal proceeding or investigation by a
grand jury or a criminal action pending in the court;
(2) a person who is confined in a penal institution in the
other state may be a material witness in the proceeding, in-
vestigation, or action; and
(3) his presence will be required during a specified time.

(b) The judge of the court in this state shall:
(1) present the certificate to a judge of a court of record in
the other state having jurisdiction over the prisoner con-
fined; and
(2) give notice that the prisoner’s presence will be required
to the attorney general of the state in which the prisoner is
confined.

Sec. 8. Compliance
A judge of the court in this state may enter an order directing
compliance with the terms and conditions of an order specified
in a certificate under Section 3 of this Act and entered by the
judge of the state in which the witness is confined.
Sec. 9. Exemption From Arrest and Service of Process
If a witness from another state comes into or passes through
this state under an order directing him to attend and testify in
this or another state, while in this state pursuant to the order
he is not subject to arrest or the service of civil or criminal
process because of any act committed prior to his arrival in this
state under the order.
Sec. 10. Uniformity of Interpretation
This Act shall be so construed as to effect its general purpose
to make uniform the laws of those states which enact it.

CHAPTER 24A.  RESPONDING TO
SUBPOENAS AND CERTAIN OTHER

COURT ORDERS; PRESERVING CERTAIN
INFORMATION

Subchapter A. Responding to Subpoenas and
Certain Other Court Orders

ART.  24A.001.  APPLICABIL ITY OF SUBCHAPTER

This subchapter applies only to a subpoena, search warrant, or
other court order that:
(1) relates to the investigation or prosecution of a criminal of-
fense under Section 33.021, Penal Code; and
(2) is served on or issued with respect to an Internet service
provider that provides service in this state.

ART.  24A.002.  RESPONSE REQUIRED;  DEADLINE

FOR RESPONSE

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), not later than the
10th day after the date on which an Internet service provider
is served with or otherwise receives a subpoena, search warrant,
or other court order described by Article 24A.001, the Inter-
net service provider shall:

(1) fully comply with the subpoena, warrant, or order; or
(2) petition a court to excuse the Internet service provider

from complying with the subpoena, warrant, or order.
(b) As soon as is practicable, and in no event later than the sec-
ond business day after the date the Internet service provider is
served with or otherwise receives a subpoena, search warrant,
or other court order described by Article 24A.001, the Inter-
net service provider shall fully comply with the subpoena,
search warrant, or order if the subpoena, search warrant, or
order indicates that full compliance is necessary to address a
situation that threatens a person with death or other serious
bodily injury.
(c) For the purposes of Subsection (a)(1), full compliance with
the subpoena, warrant, or order includes:

(1) producing or providing, to the extent permitted under
federal law, all documents or information requested under
the subpoena, warrant, or order; or
(2) providing, to the extent permitted under federal law,
electronic access to all documents or information requested
under the subpoena, warrant, or order.

ART.  24A.003.  DISOBEYING SUBPOENA,
WARRANT,  OR ORDER

An Internet service provider that disobeys a subpoena, search
warrant, or other court order described by Article 24A.001 and
that was not excused from complying with the subpoena, war-
rant, or order under Article 24A.002(a)(2) may be punished in
any manner provided by law.

Subchapter B. Preserving Certain Information

ART.  24A.051.  PRESERVING INFORMATION

(a) On written request of a law enforcement agency in this
state or a federal law enforcement agency and pending the is-
suance of a subpoena or other court order described by Article
24A.001, an Internet service provider that provides service in
this state shall take all steps necessary to preserve all records or
other potential evidence in a criminal trial that is in the pos-
session of the Internet service provider.
(b) Subject to Subsection (c), an Internet service provider shall
preserve information under Subsection (a) for a period of 90
days after the date the Internet service provider receives the
written request described by Subsection (a).
(c) An Internet service provider shall preserve information
under Subsection (a) for the 90-day period immediately fol-
lowing the 90-day period described by Subsection (b) if the re-
questing law enforcement agency in writing requests an
extension of the preservation period.

CHAPTER 25.  SERVICE OF A COPY OF
THE INDICTMENT

ART.  25.01.  IN FELONY

In every case of felony, when the accused is in custody, or as
soon as he may be arrested, the clerk of the court where an in-
dictment has been presented shall immediately make a certi-
fied copy of the same, and deliver such copy to the sheriff,
together with a writ directed to such sheriff, commanding him
forthwith to deliver such certified copy to the accused.

ART.  25.02.  SERVICE AND RETURN

Upon receipt of such writ and copy, the sheriff shall immediately
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deliver such certified copy of the indictment to the accused and
return the writ to the clerk issuing the same, with his return
thereon, showing when and how the same was executed.

ART.  25.03.  IF ON BAIL IN FELONY

When the accused, in case of felony, is on bail at the time the
indictment is presented, it is not necessary to serve him with a
copy, but the clerk shall on request deliver a copy of the same
to the accused or his counsel, at the earliest possible time.

ART.  25.04.  IN MISDEMEANOR

In misdemeanors, it shall not be necessary before trial to fur-
nish the accused with a copy of the indictment or information;
but he or his counsel may demand a copy, which shall be given
as early as possible.

CHAPTER 26.  ARRAIGNMENT

ART.  26.01.  ARRAIGNMENT

In all felony cases, after indictment, and all misdemeanor cases
punishable by imprisonment, there shall be an arraignment.

ART.  26.011.  WAIVER OF ARRAIGNMENT

An attorney representing a defendant may present a waiver of
arraignment, and the clerk of the court may not require the
presence of the defendant as a condition of accepting the
waiver.

ART.  26.02.  PURPOSE OF ARRAIGNMENT

An arraignment takes place for the purpose of fixing his iden-
tity and hearing his plea.

ART.  26.03.  TIME OF ARRAIGNMENT

No arraignment shall take place until the expiration of at least
two entire days after the day on which a copy of the indictment
was served on the defendant, unless the right to such copy or to
such delay be waived, or unless the defendant is on bail.

ART.  26.04.  PROCEDURES FOR APPOINTING

COUNSEL

(a) The judges of the county courts, statutory county courts,
and district courts trying criminal cases in each county, by local
rule, shall adopt and publish written countywide procedures for
timely and fairly appointing counsel for an indigent defendant
in the county arrested for, charged with, or taking an appeal
from a conviction of a misdemeanor punishable by confine-
ment or a felony. The procedures must be consistent with this
article and Articles 1.051, 15.17, 15.18, 26.05, and 26.052. A
court shall appoint an attorney from a public appointment list
using a system of rotation, unless the court appoints an attor-
ney under Subsection (f ), (f-1), (h), or (i). The court shall ap-
point attorneys from among the next five names on the
appointment list in the order in which the attorneys’ names ap-
pear on the list, unless the court makes a finding of good cause
on the record for appointing an attorney out of order. An at-
torney who is not appointed in the order in which the attorney’s
name appears on the list shall remain next in order on the list.
(b) Procedures adopted under Subsection (a) shall:

(1) authorize only the judges of the county courts, statutory
county courts, and district courts trying criminal cases in
the county, or the judges’ designee, to appoint counsel for
indigent defendants in the county;

(2) apply to each appointment of counsel made by a judge
or the judges’ designee in the county;
(3) ensure that each indigent defendant in the county who
is charged with a misdemeanor punishable by confinement
or with a felony and who appears in court without counsel
has an opportunity to confer with appointed counsel before
the commencement of judicial proceedings;
(4) require appointments for defendants in capital cases in
which the death penalty is sought to comply with any ap-
plicable requirements under Articles 11.071 and 26.052;
(5) ensure that each attorney appointed from a public ap-
pointment list to represent an indigent defendant perform
the attorney’s duty owed to the defendant in accordance
with the adopted procedures, the requirements of this code,
and applicable rules of ethics; and
(6) ensure that appointments are allocated among qualified
attorneys in a manner that is fair, neutral, and nondiscrim-
inatory.

(c) Whenever a court or the courts’ designee authorized under
Subsection (b) to appoint counsel for indigent defendants in
the county determines for purposes of a criminal proceeding
that a defendant charged with or appealing a conviction of a
felony or a misdemeanor punishable by confinement is indi-
gent or that the interests of justice require representation of a
defendant in the proceeding, the court or the courts’ designee
shall appoint one or more practicing attorneys to represent the
defendant in accordance with this subsection and the proce-
dures adopted under Subsection (a). If the court or the courts’
designee determines that the defendant does not speak and un-
derstand the English language or that the defendant is deaf, the
court or the courts’ designee shall make an effort to appoint an
attorney who is capable of communicating in a language un-
derstood by the defendant.
(d) A public appointment list from which an attorney is ap-
pointed as required by Subsection (a) shall contain the names
of qualified attorneys, each of whom:

(1) applies to be included on the list;
(2) meets the objective qualifications specified by the judges
under Subsection (e);
(3) meets any applicable qualifications specified by the
Texas Indigent Defense Commission; and
(4) is approved by a majority of the judges who established
the appointment list under Subsection (e).

(e) In a county in which a court is required under Subsection
(a) to appoint an attorney from a public appointment list:

(1) the judges of the county courts and statutory county courts
trying misdemeanor cases in the county, by formal action:

(A) shall:
(i) establish a public appointment list of attorneys
qualified to provide representation in the county in
misdemeanor cases punishable by confinement; and
(ii) specify the objective qualifications necessary for
an attorney to be included on the list; and

(B) may establish, if determined by the judges to be ap-
propriate, more than one appointment list graduated ac-
cording to the degree of seriousness of the offense, the
attorneys’ qualifications, and whether representation
will be provided in trial court proceedings, appellate
proceedings, or both; and
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(2) the judges of the district courts trying felony cases in the
county, by formal action:

(A) shall:
(i) establish a public appointment list of attorneys
qualified to provide representation in felony cases in
the county; and
(ii) specify the objective qualifications necessary for
an attorney to be included on the list; and

(B) may establish, if determined by the judges to be ap-
propriate, more than one appointment list graduated ac-
cording to the degree of seriousness of the offense, the
attorneys’ qualifications, and whether representation
will be provided in trial court proceedings, appellate
proceedings, or both.

(f ) In a county in which a public defender’s office is created or
designated under Article 26.044, the court or the courts' de-
signee shall give priority in appointing [may appoint] that of-
fice to represent the defendant. However, the court is not
required to appoint the public defender’s office if:

(1) the court has reason to appoint other counsel; or
(2) a managed assigned counsel program also exists in the
county and an attorney will be appointed under that program
[in accordance with guidelines established for the office].

(f-1) In a county in which a managed assigned counsel pro-
gram is operated in accordance with Article 26.047, the man-
aged assigned counsel program may appoint counsel to
represent the defendant in accordance with the guidelines es-
tablished for the program.
(g) A countywide alternative program for appointing counsel
for indigent defendants in criminal cases is established by a
formal action in which two-thirds of the judges of the courts
designated under this subsection vote to establish the alterna-
tive program. An alternative program for appointing counsel
in misdemeanor and felony cases may be established in the
manner provided by this subsection by the judges of the
county courts, statutory county courts, and district courts try-
ing criminal cases in the county. An alternative program for
appointing counsel in misdemeanor cases may be established
in the manner provided by this subsection by the judges of the
county courts and statutory county courts trying criminal
cases in the county. An alternative program for appointing
counsel in felony cases may be established in the manner pro-
vided by this subsection by the judges of the district courts
trying criminal cases in the county. In a county in which an
alternative program is established:

(1) the alternative program may:
(A) use a single method for appointing counsel or a
combination of methods; and
(B) use a multicounty appointment list using a system of
rotation; and

(2) the procedures adopted under Subsection (a) must en-
sure that:

(A) attorneys appointed using the alternative program to
represent defendants in misdemeanor cases punishable
by confinement:

(i) meet specified objective qualifications for that rep-
resentation, which may be graduated according to
the degree of seriousness of the offense and whether
representation will be provided in trial court pro-
ceedings, appellate proceedings, or both; and

(ii) are approved by a majority of the judges of the
county courts and statutory county courts trying
misdemeanor cases in the county;

(B) attorneys appointed using the alternative program to
represent defendants in felony cases:

(i) meet specified objective qualifications for that rep-
resentation, which may be graduated according to
the degree of seriousness of the offense and whether
representation will be provided in trial court pro-
ceedings, appellate proceedings, or both; and
(ii) are approved by a majority of the judges of the
district courts trying felony cases in the county;

(C) appointments for defendants in capital cases in
which the death penalty is sought comply with the re-
quirements of Article 26.052; and
(D) appointments are reasonably and impartially allo-
cated among qualified attorneys.

(h) Subject to Subsection (f), in [In] a county in which an alter-
native program for appointing counsel is established as provided
by Subsection (g) and is approved by the presiding judge of the
administrative judicial region, a court or the courts’ designee may
appoint an attorney to represent an indigent defendant by using
the alternative program. In establishing an alternative program
under Subsection (g), the judges of the courts establishing the
program may not, without the approval of the commissioners
court, obligate the county by contract or by the creation of new
positions that cause an increase in expenditure of county funds.
(i) Subject to Subsection (f ), a [A] court or the courts’ designee
required under Subsection (c) to appoint an attorney to repre-
sent a defendant accused or convicted of a felony may appoint
an attorney from any county located in the court’s administra-
tive judicial region.
(j) An attorney appointed under this article shall:

(1) make every reasonable effort to contact the defendant
not later than the end of the first working day after the date
on which the attorney is appointed and to interview the de-
fendant as soon as practicable after the attorney is ap-
pointed;
(2) represent the defendant until charges are dismissed, the
defendant is acquitted, appeals are exhausted, or the attor-
ney is permitted or ordered by the court to withdraw as
counsel for the defendant after a finding of good cause is
entered on the record; 
(3) with respect to a defendant not represented by other
counsel, before withdrawing as counsel for the defendant
after a trial or the entry of a plea of guilty:

(A) advise the defendant of the defendant’s right to file
a motion for new trial and a notice of appeal;
(B) if the defendant wishes to pursue either or both
remedies described by Paragraph (A), assist the defen-
dant in requesting the prompt appointment of replace-
ment counsel; and
(C) if replacement counsel is not appointed promptly
and the defendant wishes to pursue an appeal, file a
timely notice of appeal; and

(4) not later than October 15 of each year and on a form
prescribed by the Texas Indigent Defense Commission,
submit to the county information, for the preceding fiscal
year, that describes the percentage of the attorney’s practice
time that was dedicated to work based on appointments ac-
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cepted in the county under this article and Title 3, Family
Code.

(k) A court may replace an attorney who violates Subsection
(j)(1) with other counsel. A majority of the judges of the
county courts and statutory county courts or the district
courts, as appropriate, trying criminal cases in the county may
remove from consideration for appointment an attorney who
intentionally or repeatedly violates Subsection (j)(1).
(l) Procedures adopted under Subsection (a) must include pro-
cedures and financial standards for determining whether a de-
fendant is indigent. The procedures and standards shall apply
to each defendant in the county equally, regardless of whether
the defendant is in custody or has been released on bail.
(m) In determining whether a defendant is indigent, the court
or the courts’ designee may consider the defendant’s income,
source of income, assets, property owned, outstanding obliga-
tions, necessary expenses, the number and ages of dependents,
and spousal income that is available to the defendant. The
court or the courts’ designee may not consider whether the de-
fendant has posted or is capable of posting bail, except to the
extent that it reflects the defendant’s financial circumstances as
measured by the considerations listed in this subsection.
(n) A defendant who requests a determination of indigency
and appointment of counsel shall:

(1) complete under oath a questionnaire concerning his fi-
nancial resources;
(2) respond under oath to an examination regarding his fi-
nancial resources by the judge or magistrate responsible for
determining whether the defendant is indigent; or
(3) complete the questionnaire and respond to examination
by the judge or magistrate.

(o) Before making a determination of whether a defendant is
indigent, the court shall request the defendant to sign under
oath a statement substantially in the following form:

“On this ________ day of ____________, 20 ___, I have
been advised by the (name of the court) Court of my right
to representation by counsel in connection with the charge
pending against me. I certify that I am without means to
employ counsel of my own choosing and I hereby request
the court to appoint counsel for me. (signature of the de-
fendant)”

(p) A defendant who is determined by the court to be indigent
is presumed to remain indigent for the remainder of the pro-
ceedings in the case unless a material change in the defendant’s
financial circumstances occurs. If there is a material change in
financial circumstances after a determination of indigency or
nonindigency is made, the defendant, the defendant’s counsel,
or the attorney representing the state may move for reconsid-
eration of the determination.
(q) A written or oral statement elicited under this article or ev-
idence derived from the statement may not be used for any
purpose, except to determine the defendant’s indigency or to
impeach the direct testimony of the defendant. This subsec-
tion does not prohibit prosecution of the defendant under
Chapter 37, Penal Code.
(r) A court may not threaten to arrest or incarcerate a person
solely because the person requests the assistance of counsel.

Amendment adding “15.18” to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1517, §4). See effective note following Art. 1.051.

Amendments to (f), (h), & (i) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 316,
§1). Section 2 of SB 316 provides: “The change in law made by
this Act applies only to a criminal proceeding that commences on
or after the effective date of this Act. A criminal proceeding that
commences before the effective date of this Act is governed by
the law in effect when the proceeding commenced, and the for-
mer law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  26.041.  PROCEDURES RELATED TO

GUARDIANSHIPS

(a) In this article:
(1) “Guardian” has the meaning assigned by Section
1002.012, Estates Code.
(2) “Letters of guardianship” means a certificate issued
under Section 1106.001(a), Estates Code. 

(b) A guardian who provides a court with letters of guardian-
ship for a defendant may:

(1) provide information relevant to the determination of in-
digency; and
(2) request that counsel be appointed in accordance with
this chapter.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 634, §1). Section 6 of HB
634 provides: “Article 26.041, Code of Criminal Procedure, as
added by this Act, applies to a defendant for whom indigency is
at issue, regardless of whether the defendant is arrested before,
on, or after the effective date of this Act.”

ART.  26.044.  PUBLIC DEFENDER’S OFFICE

(a) In this chapter:
(1) “Governmental entity” includes a county, a group of
counties, a department of a county, an administrative judi-
cial region created by Section 74.042, Government Code,
and any entity created under the Interlocal Cooperation
Act as permitted by Chapter 791, Government Code.
(2) “Office of capital and forensic writs” means the office of
capital and forensic writs established under Subchapter B,
Chapter 78, Government Code.
(3) “Oversight board” means an oversight board established
in accordance with Article 26.045. 
(4) “Public defender’s office” means an entity that:

(A) is either:
(i) a governmental entity;  or
(ii) a nonprofit corporation operating under a written
agreement with a governmental entity, other than an
individual judge or court; and

(B) uses public funds to provide legal representation and
services to indigent defendants accused of a crime or ju-
venile offense, as those terms are defined by Section
79.001, Government Code.

(b) The commissioners court of any county, on written ap-
proval of a judge of a county court, statutory county court, or
district court trying criminal cases or cases under Title 3, Fam-
ily Code, in the county, may create a department of the county
or by contract may designate a nonprofit corporation to serve
as a public defender’s office. The commissioners courts of two
or more counties may enter into a written agreement to jointly
create or designate and jointly fund a regional public de-
fender’s office. In creating or designating a public defender’s
office under this subsection, the commissioners court shall
specify or the commissioners courts shall jointly specify, if cre-
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ating or designating a regional public defender’s office:
(1) the duties of the public defender’s office;
(2) the types of cases to which the public defender’s office
may be appointed under Article 26.04(f ) and the courts in
which an attorney employed by the public defender’s office
may be required to appear;
(3) if the public defender’s office is a nonprofit corporation,
the term during which the contract designating the public
defender’s office is effective and how that contract may be re-
newed on expiration of the term; and
(4) if an oversight board is established under Article 26.045
for the public defender’s office, the powers and duties that
have been delegated to the oversight board.

(b-1) The applicable commissioners court or commissioners
courts shall require a written plan from a governmental entity
serving as a public defender’s office.
(c) Before contracting with a nonprofit corporation to serve as
a public defender’s office under Subsection (b), the commis-
sioners court or commissioners courts shall solicit proposals for
the public defender’s office.
(c-1) A written plan under Subsection (b-1) or a proposal under
Subsection (c) must include:

(1) a budget for the public defender’s office, including
salaries;
(2) a description of each personnel position, including the
chief public defender position;
(3) the maximum allowable caseloads for each attorney em-
ployed by the public defender’s office;
(4) provisions for personnel training;
(5) a description of anticipated overhead costs for the pub-
lic defender’s office;
(6) policies regarding the use of licensed investigators and
expert witnesses by the public defender’s office; and
(7) a policy to ensure that the chief public defender and
other attorneys employed by the public defender’s office do
not provide representation to a defendant if doing so would
create a conflict of interest that has not been waived by the
client.

(d) After considering each proposal for the public defender’s
office submitted by a nonprofit corporation under Subsection
(c), the commissioners court or commissioners courts shall se-
lect a proposal that reasonably demonstrates that the public
defender’s office will provide adequate quality representation
for indigent defendants in the county or counties.
(e) The total cost of the proposal under Subsection (c) may not
be the sole consideration in selecting a proposal.
(f ) A public defender’s office must be directed by a chief pub-
lic defender who:

(1) is a member of the State Bar of Texas;
(2) has practiced law for at least three years; and
(3) has substantial experience in the practice of criminal
law.

(g) A public defender’s office is entitled to receive funds for per-
sonnel costs and expenses incurred in operating as a public de-
fender’s office in amounts fixed by the commissioners court and
paid out of the appropriate county fund, or jointly fixed by the
commissioners courts and proportionately paid out of each ap-
propriate county fund if the public defender’s office  serves more
than one county.
(h) A public defender’s office ay employ attorneys, licensed in-

vestigators, and other personnel necessary to perform the du-
ties of the public defender’s office as specified by the commis-
sioners court or commissioners courts under Subsection
(b)(1).
(i) Except as authorized by this article, the chief public de-
fender and other attorneys employed by a public defender’s of-
fice may not:

(1) engage in the private practice of criminal law; or
(2) accept anything of value not authorized by this article
for services rendered under this article.

(j) A public defender’s office may not accept an appointment
under Article 26.04(f ) if:

(1) a conflict of interest exists that has not been waived by
the client;
(2) the public defender’s office has insufficient resources to
provide adequate representation for the defendant;
(3) the public defender’s office is incapable of providing
representation for the defendant in accordance with the
rules of professional conduct;
(4) the acceptance of the appointment would violate the
maximum allowable caseloads established at the public de-
fender’s office; or
(5) the public defender’s office shows other good cause for
not accepting the appointment.

(j-1) On refusing an appointment under Subsection (j), a chief
public defender shall file with the court a written statement
that identifies any reason for refusing the appointment. The
court shall determine whether the chief public defender has
demonstrated adequate good cause for refusing the appoint-
ment and shall include the statement with the papers in the
case.
(j-2) A chief public defender may not be terminated, removed,
or sanctioned for refusing in good faith to accept an appoint-
ment under Subsection (j).
(k) The judge may remove from a case a person who violates a
provision of Subsection (i).
(l) A public defender’s office may investigate the financial con-
dition of any person the public defender’s office is appointed
to represent. The public defender’s office hall report the results
of the investigation to the appointing judge. The judge may
hold a hearing to determine if the person is indigent and enti-
tled to representation under this article.
(m) If it is necessary that an attorney who is not employed by
a public defender’s office be appointed, the attorney is entitled
to the compensation provided by Article 26.05 of this code.
(n) An attorney employed by a public defender’s office may be
appointed with respect to an application for a writ of habeas
corpus filed under Article 11.071 only if:

(1) an attorney employed by the office of capital writs is not
appointed in the case; and
(2) the attorney employed by the public defender’s office is
on the list of competent counsel maintained under Section
78.056, Government Code.

Amendment to (a)(2) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1743, §6).

ART.  26.045.  PUBLIC DEFENDER OVERSIGHT

BOARD

(a) The commissioners court of a county or the commissioners
courts of two or more counties may establish an oversight
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board for a public defender’s office created or designated in ac-
cordance with this chapter.
(b) The commissioners court or courts that establish an over-
sight board under this article shall appoint members of the
board. Members may include one or more of the following:

(1) an attorney;
(2) the judge of a trial court in this state;
(3) a county commissioner;
(4) a county judge;
(5) a community representative; and
(6) a former client or a family member of a former client of
the public defender’s office for which the oversight board
was established under this article.

(c) The commissioners court or courts may delegate to the
board any power or duty of the commissioners court to pro-
vide oversight of the office under Article 26.044, including:

(1) recommending selection and removal of a chief public
defender;
(2) setting policy for the office; and
(3) developing a budget proposal for the office.

(d) An oversight board established under this article may not
gain access to privileged or confidential information.

ART.  26.047.  MANAGED ASSIGNED COUNSEL

PROGRAM

(a) In this article:
(1) “Governmental entity” has the meaning assigned by Ar-
ticle 26.044.
(2) “Managed assigned counsel program” or “program”
means a program operated with public funds:

(A) by a governmental entity, nonprofit corporation, or
bar association under a written agreement with a gov-
ernmental entity, other than an individual judge or
court; and
(B) for the purpose of appointing counsel under Article
26.04 of this code or Section 51.10, Family Code.

(b) The commissioners court of any county, on written ap-
proval of a judge of the juvenile court of a county or a county
court, statutory county court, or district court trying criminal
cases in the county, may appoint a governmental entity, non-
profit corporation, or bar association to operate a managed as-
signed counsel program. The commissioners courts of two or
more counties may enter into a written agreement to jointly
appoint and fund a governmental entity, nonprofit corpora-
tion, or bar association to operate a managed assigned counsel
program. In appointing an entity to operate a managed as-
signed counsel program under this subsection, the commis-
sioners court shall specify or the commissioners courts shall
jointly specify:

(1) the types of cases in which the program may appoint
counsel under Article 26.04 of this code or Section 51.10,
Family Code, and the courts in which the counsel ap-
pointed by the program may be required to appear; and
(2) the term of any agreement establishing a program and
how the agreement may be terminated or renewed.

(c) The commissioners court or commissioners courts shall re-
quire a written plan of operation from an entity operating a
program under this article. The plan of operation must in-
clude:

(1) a budget for the program, including salaries;

(2) a description of each personnel position, including the
program’s director;
(3) the maximum allowable caseload for each attorney ap-
pointed by the program;
(4) provisions for training personnel of the program and at-
torneys appointed under the program;
(5) a description of anticipated overhead costs for the pro-
gram;
(6) a policy regarding licensed investigators and expert wit-
nesses used by attorneys appointed under the program;
(7) a policy to ensure that appointments are reasonably and
impartially allocated among qualified attorneys; and
(8) a policy to ensure that an attorney appointed under the
program does not accept appointment in a case that in-
volves a conflict of interest for the attorney that has not
been waived by all affected clients.

(d) A program under this article must have a director. Unless
the program uses a review committee appointed under Sub-
section (e), a program under this article must be directed by a
person who:

(1) is a member of the State Bar of Texas;
(2) has practiced law for at least three years; and
(3) has substantial experience in the practice of criminal
law.

(e) The governmental entity, nonprofit corporation, or bar as-
sociation operating the program may appoint a review com-
mittee of three or more individuals to approve attorneys for
inclusion on the program’s public appointment list described
by Subsection (f ). Each member of the committee:

(1) must meet the requirements described by Subsection
(d);
(2) may not be employed as a prosecutor; and
(3) may not be included on or apply for inclusion on the
public appointment list described by Subsection (f ).

(f ) The program’s public appointment list from which an at-
torney is appointed must contain the names of qualified attor-
neys, each of whom:

(1) applies to be included on the list;
(2) meets any applicable requirements specified by the pro-
cedure for appointing counsel adopted under Article
26.04(a) and the Texas Indigent Defense Commission; and
(3) is approved by the program director or review commit-
tee, as applicable.

(g) A court may replace an attorney appointed by the program
for the same reasons and in the same manner described by Ar-
ticle 26.04(k).
(h) A managed assigned counsel program is entitled to receive
funds for personnel costs and expenses incurred in amounts
fixed by the commissioners court and paid out of the appro-
priate county fund, or jointly fixed by the commissioners
courts and proportionately paid out of each appropriate
county fund if the program serves more than one county.
(i) A managed assigned counsel program may employ person-
nel and enter into contracts necessary to perform the program’s
duties as specified by the commissioners court or commission-
ers courts under this article.

ART.  26.05.  COMPENSATION OF COUNSEL

APPOINTED TO DEFEND

(a) A counsel, other than an attorney with a public defender’s
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office or an attorney employed by the office of capital and
forensic writs, appointed to represent a defendant in a crimi-
nal proceeding, including a habeas corpus hearing, shall be
paid a reasonable attorney’s fee for performing the following
services, based on the time and labor required, the complexity
of the case, and the experience and ability of the appointed
counsel:

(1) time spent in court making an appearance on behalf of
the defendant as evidenced by a docket entry, time spent in
trial, and time spent in a proceeding in which sworn oral
testimony is elicited;
(2) reasonable and necessary time spent out of court on the
case, supported by any documentation that the court re-
quires;
(3) preparation of an appellate brief and preparation and
presentation of oral argument to a court of appeals or the
Court of Criminal Appeals; and
(4) preparation of a motion for rehearing.

(b) All payments made under this article shall be paid in accor-
dance with a schedule of fees adopted by formal action of the
judges of the county courts, statutory county courts, and district
courts trying criminal cases in each county. On adoption of a
schedule of fees as provided by this subsection, a copy of the
schedule shall be sent to the commissioners court of the county.
(c) Each fee schedule adopted shall state reasonable fixed rates
or minimum and maximum hourly rates, taking into consider-
ation reasonable and necessary overhead costs and the availabil-
ity of qualified attorneys willing to accept the stated rates, and
shall provide a form for the appointed counsel to itemize the
types of services performed. No payment shall be made under
this article until the form for itemizing the services performed
is submitted to the judge presiding over the proceedings or, if
the county operates a managed assigned counsel program under
Article 26.047, to the director of the program, and until the
judge or director, as applicable approves the payment. If the
judge or director disapproves the requested amount of pay-
ment, the judge or director shall make written findings stating
the amount of payment that the judge or director approves and
each reason for approving an amount different from the re-
quested amount. An attorney whose request for payment is dis-
approved or is not otherwise acted on by the 60th day after the
date the request for payment is submitted may appeal the dis-
approval or failure to act by filing a motion with the presiding
judge of the administrative judicial region. On the filing of a
motion, the presiding judge of the administrative judicial re-
gion shall review the disapproval of payment or failure to act
and determine the appropriate amount of payment. In review-
ing the disapproval or failure to act, the presiding judge of the
administrative judicial region may conduct a hearing. Not later
than the 45th day after the date an application for payment of
a fee is submitted under this article, the commissioners court
shall pay to the appointed counsel the amount that is approved
by the presiding judge of the administrative judicial region and
that is in accordance with the fee schedule for that county.
(d) A counsel in a noncapital case, other than an attorney with
a public defender’s office, appointed to represent a defendant
under this code shall be reimbursed for reasonable and necessary
expenses, including expenses for investigation and for mental
health and other experts. Expenses incurred with prior court ap-

proval shall be reimbursed in the same manner provided for cap-
ital cases by Articles 26.052(f) and (g), and expenses incurred
without prior court approval shall be reimbursed in the manner
provided for capital cases by Article 26.052(h).
(e) A majority of the judges of the county courts and statutory
county courts or the district courts, as appropriate, trying
criminal cases in the county may remove an attorney from
consideration for appointment if, after a hearing, it is shown
that the attorney submitted a claim for legal services not per-
formed by the attorney.
(f ) All payments made under this article shall be paid from the
general fund of the county in which the prosecution was insti-
tuted or habeas corpus hearing held and may be included as
costs of court.
(g) If the judge [court] determines that a defendant has finan-
cial resources that enable the defendant [him] to offset in part
or in whole the costs of the legal services provided to the de-
fendant in accordance with Article 1.051(c) or (d), including
any expenses and costs, the judge [court] shall order the de-
fendant to pay during the pendency of the charges or, if con-
victed, as court costs the amount that the judge [it] finds the
defendant is able to pay. The defendant may not be ordered to
pay an amount that exceeds:

(1) the actual costs, including any expenses and costs, paid
by the county for the legal services provided by an ap-
pointed attorney; or
(2) if the defendant was represented by a public defender’s
office, the actual amount, including any expenses and costs,
that would have otherwise been paid to an appointed attor-
ney had the county not had a public defender’s office.

(h) Reimbursement of expenses incurred for purposes of in-
vestigation or expert testimony may be paid directly to a pri-
vate investigator licensed under Chapter 1702, Occupations
Code, or to an expert witness in the manner designated by ap-
pointed counsel and approved by the court.

Amendment to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1743, §7).

Amendments to (g) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 3633, §1). Sec-
tion 4 of HB 3633 provides: “The change in law made by this Act
applies only to a criminal hearing or proceeding that commences
on or after the effective date of this Act, regardless of when the
defendant committed the underlying offense for which the de-
fendant became subject to the hearing or proceeding. A criminal
hearing or proceeding that commences before the effective date
of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the hear-
ing or proceeding commenced, and the former law is continued
in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  26.051.  INDIGENT INMATE DEFENSE

(a) In this article:
(1) “Board” means the Texas Board of Criminal Justice.
(2) “Correctional institutions division” means the correc-
tional institutions division of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice.

(d) A court shall:
(1) notify the board if it determines that a defendant before
the court is indigent and is an inmate charged with an offense
committed while in the custody of the correctional institu-
tions division or a correctional facility authorized by Section
495.001, Government Code; and
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(2) request that the board provide legal representation for
the inmate.

(e) The board shall provide legal representation for inmates de-
scribed by Subsection (d) of this section. The board may em-
ploy attorneys, support staff, and any other personnel required
to provide legal representation for those inmates. All personnel
employed under this article are directly responsible to the
board in the performance of their duties. The board shall pay
all fees and costs associated with providing legal representation
for those inmates.
(g) The court shall appoint an attorney other than an attorney
provided by the board if the court determines for any of the
following reasons that a conflict of interest could arise from the
use of an attorney provided by the board under Subsection (e)
of this article:

(1) the case involves more than one inmate and the repre-
sentation of more than one inmate could impair the attor-
ney’s effectiveness;
(2) the case is appealed and the court is satisfied that con-
flict of interest would prevent the presentation of a good
faith allegation of ineffective assistance of counsel by a trial
attorney provided by the board; or
(3) any conflict of interest exists under the Texas Discipli-
nary Rules of Professional Conduct of the State Bar of Texas
that precludes representation by an attorney appointed by
the board.

(h) When the court appoints an attorney other than an attor-
ney provided by the board:

(1) except as otherwise provided by this article, the inmate’s
legal defense is subject to Articles 1.051, 26.04, 26.05, and
26.052, as applicable; and
(2) the county in which a facility of the correctional insti-
tutions division or a correctional facility authorized by Sec-
tion 495.001, Government Code, is located shall pay from
its general fund the total costs of the aggregate amount al-
lowed and awarded by the court for attorney compensation
and expenses under Article 26.05 or 26.052, as applicable.

(i) The state shall reimburse a county for attorney compensa-
tion and expenses awarded under Subsection (h). A court seek-
ing reimbursement for a county shall certify to the comptroller
of public accounts the amount of compensation and expenses
for which the county is entitled to be reimbursed under this ar-
ticle. Not later than the 60th day after the date the comptrol-
ler receives from the court the request for reimbursement, the
comptroller shall issue a warrant to the county in the amount
certified by the court.

ART.  26.052.  APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL IN

DEATH PENALTY CASE,  REIMBURSEMENT OF

INVESTIGATIVE EXPENSES

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, this
article establishes procedures in death penalty cases for ap-
pointment and payment of counsel to represent indigent de-
fendants at trial and on direct appeal and to apply for writ of
certiorari in the United States Supreme Court.
(b) If a county is served by a public defender’s office, trial
counsel and counsel for direct appeal or to apply for a writ of
certiorari may be appointed as provided by the guidelines es-
tablished by the public defender’s office. In all other cases in
which the death penalty is sought, counsel shall be appointed
as provided by this article.

(c) A local selection committee is created in each administra-
tive judicial region created under Section 74.042, Government
Code. The administrative judge of the judicial region shall ap-
point the members of the committee. A committee shall have
not less than four members, including:

(1) the administrative judge of the judicial region;
(2) at least one district judge;
(3) a representative from the local bar association; and
(4) at least one practitioner who is board certified by the
State Bar of Texas in criminal law.

(d)(1) The committee shall adopt standards for the qualifica-
tion of attorneys to be appointed to represent indigent defen-
dants in capital cases in which the death penalty is sought.

(2) The standards must require that a trial attorney ap-
pointed as lead counsel to a capital case:

(A) be a member of the State Bar of Texas;
(B) exhibit proficiency and commitment to providing
quality representation to defendants in death penalty cases;
(C) have not been found by a federal or state court to
have rendered ineffective assistance of counsel during
the trial or appeal of any capital case, unless the local se-
lection committee determines under Subsection (n) that
the conduct underlying the finding no longer accurately
reflects the attorney’s ability to provide effective repre-
sentation;
(D) have at least five years of criminal law experience;
(E) have tried to a verdict as lead defense counsel a sig-
nificant number of felony cases, including homicide tri-
als and other trials for offenses punishable as second or
first degree felonies or capital felonies;
(F) have trial experience in:

(i) the use of and challenges to mental health or
forensic expert witnesses; and
(ii) investigating and presenting mitigating evidence
at the penalty phase of a death penalty trial; and

(G) have participated in continuing legal education
courses or other training relating to criminal defense in
death penalty cases.

(3) The standards must require that an attorney appointed
as lead appellate counsel in the direct appeal of a capital
case:

(A) be a member of the State Bar of Texas;
(B) exhibit proficiency and commitment to providing
quality representation to defendants in death penalty
cases;
(C) have not been found by a federal or state court to have
rendered ineffective assistance of counsel during the trial
or appeal of any capital case, unless the local selection
committee determines under Subsection (n) that the con-
duct underlying the finding no longer accurately reflects
the attorney’s ability to provide effective representation;
(D) have at least five years of criminal law experience;
(E) have authored a significant number of appellate
briefs, including appellate briefs for homicide cases and
other cases involving an offense punishable as a capital
felony or a felony of the first degree or an offense de-
scribed by Section 3g(a)(1), Article 42.12;
(F) have trial or appellate experience in:

(i) the use of and challenges to mental health or
forensic expert witnesses; and
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(ii) the use of mitigating evidence at the penalty
phase of a death penalty trial; and

(G) have participated in continuing legal education
courses or other training relating to criminal defense in
appealing death penalty cases.

(4) The committee shall prominently post the standards in
each district clerk’s office in the region with a list of attor-
neys qualified for appointment.
(5) Not later than the second anniversary of the date an at-
torney is placed on the list of attorneys qualified for ap-
pointment in death penalty cases and each year following
the second anniversary, the attorney must present proof to
the committee that the attorney has successfully completed
the minimum continuing legal education requirements of
the State Bar of Texas, including a course or other form of
training relating to criminal defense in death penalty cases
or in appealing death penalty cases, as applicable. The com-
mittee shall remove the attorney’s name from the list of
qualified attorneys if the attorney fails to provide the com-
mittee with proof of completion of the continuing legal ed-
ucation requirements.

(e) The presiding judge of the district court in which a capital
felony case is filed shall appoint two attorneys, at least one of
whom must be qualified under this chapter, to represent an in-
digent defendant as soon as practicable after charges are filed,
unless the state gives notice in writing that the state will not
seek the death penalty.
(f ) Appointed counsel may file with the trial court a pretrial ex
parte confidential request for advance payment of expenses to
investigate potential defenses. The request for expenses must
state:

(1) the type of investigation to be conducted;
(2) specific facts that suggest the investigation will result in
admissible evidence; and
(3) an itemized list of anticipated expenses for each investi-
gation.

(g) The court shall grant the request for advance payment of
expenses in whole or in part if the request is reasonable. If the
court denies in whole or in part the request for expenses, the
court shall:

(1) state the reasons for the denial in writing;
(2) attach the denial to the confidential request; and
(3) submit the request and denial as a sealed exhibit to the
record.

(h) Counsel may incur expenses without prior approval of the
court. On presentation of a claim for reimbursement, the
court shall order reimbursement of counsel for the expenses, if
the expenses are reasonably necessary and reasonably incurred. 
(i) If the indigent defendant is convicted of a capital felony and
sentenced to death, the defendant is entitled to be represented
by competent counsel on appeal and to apply for a writ of cer-
tiorari to the United States Supreme Court.
(j) As soon as practicable after a death sentence is imposed in
a capital felony case, the presiding judge of the convicting
court shall appoint counsel to represent an indigent defendant
on appeal and to apply for a writ of certiorari, if appropriate.
(k) The court may not appoint an attorney as counsel on appeal
if the attorney represented the defendant at trial, unless:

(1) the defendant and the attorney request the appointment
on the record; and

(2) the court finds good cause to make the appointment.
(l) An attorney appointed under this article to represent a de-
fendant at trial or on direct appeal is compensated as provided
by Article 26.05 from county funds. Advance payment of ex-
penses anticipated or reimbursement of expenses incurred for
purposes of investigation or expert testimony may be paid di-
rectly to a private investigator licensed under Chapter 1702,
Occupations Code or to an expert witness in the manner des-
ignated by appointed counsel and approved by the court. 
(m) The local selection committee shall annually review the list
of attorneys posted under Subsection (d) to ensure that each
listed attorney satisfies the requirements under this chapter.
(n) At the request of an attorney, the local selection committee
shall make a determination under Subsection (d)(2)(C) or
(3)(C), as applicable, regarding an attorney’s current ability to
provide effective representation following a judicial finding
that the attorney previously rendered ineffective assistance of
counsel in a capital case.

ART.  26.053.  [REPEALED]

Repeal effective June 9, 2015 (HB 2193, §1).

ART.  26.056.  CONTRIBUTION FROM STATE IN

CERTAIN COUNTIES

Sec. 1. A county in which a state training school for delin-
quent children is located shall pay from its general fund the
first $250 of fees awarded for court appointed counsel under
Article 26.05 toward defending a child committed to the
school from another county who is being prosecuted for a
felony or misdemeanor in the county where the training school
is located.
Sec. 2. If the fees awarded for counsel compensation are in ex-
cess of $250, the court shall certify the amount in excess of $250
to the Comptroller of Public Accounts of the State of Texas. The
Comptroller shall issue a warrant to the court-appointed coun-
sel in the amount certified to the comptroller by the court.

ART.  26.057.  COST OF EMPLOYMENT OF

COUNSEL FOR CERTAIN MINORS

If a juvenile has been transferred to a criminal court under Sec-
tion 54.02, Family Code, and if a court appoints counsel for the
juvenile under Article 26.04 of this code, the county that pays
for the counsel has a cause of action against a parent or other
person who is responsible for the support of the juvenile and is
financially able to employ counsel for the juvenile but refuses to
do so. The county may recover its cost of payment to the ap-
pointed counsel and may recover attorney’s fees necessary to
prosecute the cause of action against the parent or other person.

ART.  26.06.  ELECTED OFFICIALS NOT TO BE

APPOINTED

No court may appoint an elected county, district or state offi-
cial to represent a person accused of crime, unless the official
has notified the court of his availability for appointment. If an
official has notified the court of his availability and is ap-
pointed as counsel, he may decline the appointment if he de-
termines that it is in the best interest of his office to do so.
Nothing in this Code shall modify any statutory provision for
legislative continuance.
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ART.  26.07.  NAME AS STATED IN INDICTMENT

When the defendant is arraigned, his name, as stated in the in-
dictment, shall be distinctly called; and unless he suggest by
himself or counsel that he is not indicted by his true name, it
shall be taken that his name is truly set forth, and he shall not
thereafter be allowed to deny the same by way of defense.

ART.  26.08.  IF DEFENDANT SUGGESTS

DIFFERENT NAME

If the defendant, or his counsel for him, suggests that he bears
some name different from that stated in the indictment, the
same shall be noted upon the minutes of the court, the indict-
ment corrected by inserting therein the name of the defendant
as suggested by himself or his counsel for him, the style of the
case changed so as to give his true name, and the cause proceed
as if the true name had been first recited in the indictment.

ART.  26.09.  IF ACCUSED REFUSES TO GIVE HIS

REAL NAME

If the defendant alleges that he is not indicted by his true
name, and refuses to say what his real name is, the cause shall
proceed as if the name stated in the indictment were true; and
the defendant shall not be allowed to contradict the same by
way of defense.

ART.  26.10.  WHERE NAME IS UNKNOWN

A defendant described as a person whose name is unknown
may have the indictment so corrected as to give therein his true
name.

ART.  26.11.  INDICTMENT READ

The name of the accused having been called, if no suggestion,
such as is spoken of in the four preceding Articles, be made, or
being made is disposed of as before directed, the indictment
shall be read, and the defendant asked whether he is guilty or
not, as therein charged.

ART.  26.12.  PLEA OF NOT GUILTY ENTERED

If the defendant answers that he is not guilty, such plea shall be
entered upon the minutes of the court; if he refuses to answer,
the plea of not guilty shall in like manner be entered.

ART.  26.13.  PLEA OF GUILTY

(a) Prior to accepting a plea of guilty or a plea of nolo con-
tendere, the court shall admonish the defendant of:

(1) the range of the punishment attached to the offense;
(2) the fact that the recommendation of the prosecuting at-
torney as to punishment is not binding on the court. Pro-
vided that the court shall inquire as to the existence of a plea
bargain agreement between the state and the defendant and,
if an agreement exists, the court shall inform the defendant
whether it will follow or reject the agreement in open court
and before any finding on the plea. Should the court reject
the agreement, the defendant shall be permitted to withdraw
the defendant’s plea of guilty or nolo contendere;
(3) the fact that if the punishment assessed does not exceed
the punishment recommended by the prosecutor and
agreed to by the defendant and the defendant’s attorney, the
trial court must give its permission to the defendant before
the defendant may prosecute an appeal on any matter in the
case except for those matters raised by written motions filed
prior to trial;

(4) the fact that if the defendant is not a citizen of the
United States of America, a plea of guilty or nolo con-
tendere for the offense charged may result in deportation,
the exclusion from admission to this country, or the denial
of naturalization under federal law; and
(5) the fact that the defendant will be required to meet the reg-
istration requirements of Chapter 62, if the defendant is con-
victed of or placed on deferred adjudication for an offense for
which a person is subject to registration under that chapter.

(b) No plea of guilty or plea of nolo contendere shall be ac-
cepted by the court unless it appears that the defendant is
mentally competent and the plea is free and voluntary.
(c) In admonishing the defendant as herein provided, substan-
tial compliance by the court is sufficient, unless the defendant
affirmatively shows that he was not aware of the consequences
of his plea and that he was misled or harmed by the admon-
ishment of the court.
(d) The court may make the admonitions required by this ar-
ticle either orally or in writing. If the court makes the admo-
nitions in writing, it must receive a statement signed by the
defendant and the defendant’s attorney that he understands
the admonitions and is aware of the consequences of his plea.
If the defendant is unable or refuses to sign the statement, the
court shall make the admonitions orally.
(e) Before accepting a plea of guilty or a plea of nolo con-
tendere, the court shall, as applicable in the case:

(1) inquire as to whether a victim impact statement has
been returned to the attorney representing the state and ask
for a copy of the statement if one has been returned; and
2) inquire as to whether the attorney representing the state
has given notice of the existence and terms of any plea bar-
gain agreement to the victim, guardian of a victim, or close
relative of a deceased victim, as those terms are defined by
Article 56.01.

(f) The court must substantially comply with Subsection (e) of
this article. The failure of the court to comply with Subsection (e)
of this article is not grounds for the defendant to set aside the
conviction, sentence, or plea.
(g) Before accepting a plea of guilty or a plea of nolo con-
tendere and on the request of a victim of the offense, the court
may assist the victim and the defendant in participating in a
victim-offender mediation program.
(h) The court must substantially comply with Subsection (a)(5).
The failure of the court to comply with Subsection (a)(5) is not
a ground for the defendant to set aside the conviction, sentence,
or plea. 
(i) Notwithstanding this article, a court shall not order the
state or any of its prosecuting attorneys to participate in medi-
ation, dispute resolution, arbitration, or other similar proce-
dures in relation to a criminal prosecution unless upon written
consent of the state.

ART.  26.14.  JURY ON PLEA OF GUILTY

Where a defendant in a case of felony persists in pleading guilty
or in entering a plea of nolo contendere, if the punishment is not
absolutely fixed by law, a jury shall be impaneled to assess the
punishment and evidence may be heard to enable them to de-
cide thereupon, unless the defendant in accordance with Articles
1.13 or 37.07 shall have waived his right to trial by jury.
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ART.  26.15.  CORRECTING NAME

In any case, the same proceedings shall be had with respect to
the name of the defendant and the correction of the indict-
ment or information as provided with respect to the same in
capital cases.

CHAPTER 27.  THE PLEADING IN
CRIMINAL ACTIONS

ART.  27.01.  INDICTMENT OR INFORMATION

The primary pleading in a criminal action on the part of the
State is the indictment or information.

ART.  27.02.  DEFENDANT ’S PLEADINGS

The pleadings and motions of the defendant shall be:
(1) A motion to set aside or an exception to an indictment or
information for some matter of form or substance;
(2) A special plea as provided in Article 27.05 of this code;
(3) A plea of guilty;
(4) A plea of not guilty;
(5) A plea of nolo contendere, the legal effect of which shall be
the same as that of a plea of guilty, except that such plea may
not be used against the defendant as an admission in any civil
suit based upon or growing out of the act upon which the
criminal prosecution is based;
(6) An application for probation, if any;
(7) An election, if any, to have the jury assess the punishment
if he is found guilty; and
(8) Any other motions or pleadings that are by law permitted
to be filed.

ART.  27.03.  MOTION TO SET ASIDE

INDICTMENT

In addition to any other grounds authorized by law, a motion
to set aside an indictment or information may be based on the
following:
1. That it appears by the records of the court that the indict-
ment was not found by at least nine grand jurors, or that the
information was not based upon a valid complaint;
2. That some person not authorized by law was present when
the grand jury was deliberating upon the accusation against
the defendant, or was voting upon the same; and
3. That the grand jury was illegally impaneled; provided, how-
ever, in order to raise such question on motion to set aside the
indictment, the defendant must show that he did not have an
opportunity to challenge the array at the time the grand jury
was impaneled.

ART.  27.04.  MOTION TRIED BY JUDGE

An issue of fact arising upon a motion to set aside an indict-
ment or information shall be tried by the judge without a jury.

ART.  27.05.  DEFENDANT ’S SPECIAL PLEA

A defendant’s only special plea is that he has already been pros-
ecuted for the same or a different offense arising out of the
same criminal episode that was or should have been consoli-
dated into one trial, and that the former prosecution:
(1) resulted in acquittal;
(2) resulted in conviction;
(3) was improperly terminated; or
(4) was terminated by a final order or judgment for the defendant
that has not been reversed, set aside, or vacated and that neces-

sarily required a determination inconsistent with a fact that must
be established to secure conviction in the subsequent prosecution.

ART.  27.06.  SPECIAL PLEA VERIF IED

Every special plea shall be verified by the affidavit of the de-
fendant.

ART.  27.07.  SPECIAL PLEA TRIED

All issues of fact presented by a special plea shall be tried by the
trier of the facts on the trial on the merits.

ART.  27.08.  EXCEPTION TO SUBSTANCE OF

INDICTMENT

There is no exception to the substance of an indictment or in-
formation except:
1. That it does not appear therefrom that an offense against the
law was committed by the defendant;
2. That it appears from the face thereof that a prosecution for
the offense is barred by a lapse of time, or that the offense was
committed after the finding of the indictment;
3. That it contains matter which is a legal defense or bar to the
prosecution; and
4. That it shows upon its face that the court trying the case has
no jurisdiction thereof.

ART.  27.09.  EXCEPTION TO FORM OF

INDICTMENT

Exceptions to the form of an indictment or information may
be taken for the following causes only:
1. That it does not appear to have been presented in the proper
court as required by law;
2. The want of any requisite prescribed by Articles 21.02 and
21.21.
3. That it was not returned by a lawfully chosen or empaneled
grand jury.

ART.  27.10.  WRITTEN PLEADINGS

All motions to set aside an indictment or information and all
special pleas and exceptions shall be in writing.

ART.  27.11.  TEN DAYS ALLOWED FOR FILING

PLEADINGS

In all cases the defendant shall be allowed ten entire days, ex-
clusive of all fractions of a day after his arrest, and during the
term of the court, to file written pleadings.

ART.  27.12.  TIME AFTER SERVICE

In cases where the defendant is entitled to be served with a
copy of the indictment, he shall be allowed the ten days time
mentioned in the preceding Article to file written pleadings
after such service.

ART.  27.13.  PLEA OF GUILTY OR NOLO

CONTENDERE IN FELONY

A plea of “guilty” or a plea of “nolo contendere” in a felony
case must be made in open court by the defendant in person;
and the proceedings shall be as provided in Articles 26.13,
26.14 and 27.02. If the plea is before the judge alone, same
may be made in the same manner as is provided for by Articles
1.13 and 1.15.

ART.  27.14.  PLEA OF GUILTY OR NOLO

CONTENDERE IN MISDEMEANOR

(a) A plea of “guilty” or a plea of “nolo contendere” in a mis-
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demeanor case may be made either by the defendant or his
counsel in open court; in such case, the defendant or his coun-
sel may waive a jury, and the punishment may be assessed by
the court either upon or without evidence, at the discretion of
the court.
(b) A defendant charged with a misdemeanor for which the
maximum possible punishment is by fine only may, in lieu of
the method provided in Subsection (a) of this article, mail or
deliver in person to the court a plea of “guilty” or a plea of “nolo
contendere” and a waiver of jury trial. The defendant may also
request in writing that the court notify the defendant, at the ad-
dress stated in the request, of the amount of an appeal bond
that the court will approve. If the court receives a plea and
waiver before the time the defendant is scheduled to appear in
court, the court shall dispose of the case without requiring a
court appearance by the defendant. If the court receives a plea
and waiver after the time the defendant is scheduled to appear
in court but at least five business days before a scheduled trial
date, the court shall dispose of the case without requiring a
court appearance by the defendant. The court shall notify the
defendant either in person or by certified mail, return receipt
requested, of the amount of any fine assessed in the case and, if
requested by the defendant, the amount of an appeal bond that
the court will approve. The defendant shall pay any fine as-
sessed or give an appeal bond in the amount stated in the no-
tice before the 31st day after receiving the notice.
(c) In a misdemeanor case for which the maximum possible
punishment is by fine only, payment of a fine or an amount ac-
cepted by the court constitutes a finding of guilty in open court
as though a plea of nolo contendere had been entered by the de-
fendant and constitutes a waiver of a jury trial in writing.
(d) If written notice of an offense for which maximum possible
punishment is by fine only or of a violation relating to the man-
ner, time, and place of parking has been prepared, delivered, and
filed with the court and a legible duplicate copy has been given
to the defendant, the written notice serves as a complaint to
which the defendant may plead “guilty,” “not guilty,” or “nolo
contendere.” If the defendant pleads “not guilty” to the offense
or fails to appear based on the written notice, a complaint shall
be filed that conforms to the requirements of Chapter 45 of this
code, and that complaint serves as an original complaint. A de-
fendant may waive the filing of a sworn complaint and elect that
the prosecution proceed on the written notice of the charged of-
fense if the defendant agrees in writing with the prosecution,
signs the agreement, and files it with the court.
(e)(1) Before accepting a plea of guilty or a plea of nolo con-
tendere by a defendant charged with a misdemeanor involving
family violence, as defined by Section 71.004, Family Code,
the court shall admonish the defendant by using the following
statement:

“If you are convicted of a misdemeanor offense involving
violence where you are or were a spouse, intimate partner,
parent, or guardian of the victim or are or were involved in
another, similar relationship with the victim, it may be un-
lawful for you to possess or purchase a firearm, including a
handgun or long gun, or ammunition, pursuant to federal
law under 18 U.S.C. Section 922(g)(9) or Section
46.04(b), Texas Penal Code. If you have any questions
whether these laws make it illegal for you to possess or pur-
chase a firearm, you should consult an attorney.”

(2) The court may provide the admonishment under Subdivi-
sion (1) orally or in writing, except that if the defendant is
charged with a misdemeanor punishable by fine only, the state-
ment printed on a citation issued under Article 14.06(b) may
serve as the court admonishment required by this subsection.

ART.  27.15.  CHANGE OF VENUE TO PLEAD

GUILTY

When in any county which is located in a judicial district com-
posed of more than one county, a party is charged with a
felony and the maximum punishment therefor shall not exceed
fifteen years, and the district court of said county is not in ses-
sion, such party may, if he desires to plead guilty, or enter a
plea of nolo contendere, make application to the district judge
of such district for a change of venue to the county in which
said court is in session, and said district judge may enter an
order changing the venue of said cause to the county in which
the court is then in session, and the defendant may plead guilty
or enter a plea of nolo contendere to said charge in said court
to which the venue has been changed.

ART.  27.16.  PLEA OF NOT GUILTY,  HOW MADE

(a) The plea of not guilty may be made orally by the defendant
or by his counsel in open court. If the defendant refuses to plead,
the plea of not guilty shall be entered for him by the court.
(b) A defendant charged with a misdemeanor for which the
maximum possible punishment is by fine only may, in lieu of
the method provided in Subsection (a) of this article, mail to
the court a plea of not guilty.

ART.  27.17.  PLEA OF NOT GUILTY CONSTRUED

The plea of not guilty shall be construed to be a denial of every
material allegation in the indictment or information. Under
this plea, evidence to establish the insanity of defendant, and
every fact whatever tending to acquit him of the accusation
may be introduced, except such facts as are proper for a special
plea under Article 27.05.

ART.  27.18.  PLEA OR WAIVER OF RIGHTS BY

CLOSED-CIRCUIT VIDEO TELECONFERENCING

(a) Notwithstanding any provision of this code requiring that
a plea or a waiver of a defendant’s right be made in open court,
a court may accept the plea or waiver by broadcast by closed
circuit video teleconferencing to the court if:

(1) the defendant and the attorney representing the state
file with the court written consent to the use of closed cir-
cuit video teleconferencing;
(2) the closed circuit video teleconferencing system pro-
vides for a simultaneous, compressed full motion video,
and interactive communication of image and sound be-
tween the judge, the attorney representing the state, the de-
fendant, and the defendant’s attorney; and
(3) on request of the defendant, the defendant and the de-
fendant’s attorney are able to communicate privately with-
out being recorded or heard by the judge or the attorney
representing the state.

(b) On motion of the defendant or the attorney representing
the state or in the court’s discretion, the court may terminate an
appearance by closed circuit video telecon ferencing at any time
during the appearance and require an appearance by the defen-
dant in open court.
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(c) A record of the communication shall be made by the court
reporter and preserved by the court reporter until all appellate
proceedings have been disposed of. A court reporter or court
recorder is not required to transcribe or make a separate
recording of a plea taken under this article unless an appeal is
taken in the case and a party requests a transcript.
Amendments to (c-1) & (c-2) by SB 1233, effective June

17, 2011
(c-1) The defendant may obtain a copy of a record made under
Subsection (c) on payment of a reasonable amount to cover the
costs of reproduction or, if the defendant is indigent, the court
shall provide a copy to the defendant without charging a cost
for the copy.
(c-2) The loss or destruction of or failure to make a video record-
ing of a plea entered under this article is not alone sufficient
grounds for a defendant to withdraw the defendant’s plea or to
request the court to set aside a conviction, sentence, or plea.
Subsection (c-1) as added by HB 2847, effective Sept. 1,

2011:
(c-1) The loss or destruction of or failure to make a record of a
plea entered under this article is not alone sufficient grounds for
a defendant to withdraw the defendant’s plea or to request the
court to set aside a conviction or sentence based on the plea.
(d) A defendant who is confined in a county other than the
county in which charges against the defendant are pending
may use the teleconferencing method provided by this article
or the electronic broadcast system authorized in Article 15.17
to enter a plea or waive a right in the court with jurisdiction
over the case.
(e) A defendant who enters a plea or waiver under Subsection (d):

(1) consents to venue in the county in which the court re-
ceiving the plea or waiver is located; and
(2) waives any claim of error related to venue.

(f ) Subsection (e) does not prohibit a court from granting a de-
fendant’s motion for a change of venue during the trial of the
defendant.
(g) If a defendant enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere
under Subsection (d), the attorney representing the state may re-
quest at the time the plea is entered that the defendant submit a
fingerprint of the defendant suitable for attachment to the judg-
ment. On request for a fingerprint under this subsection, the
county in which the defendant is confined shall obtain a finger-
print of the defendant and use first-class mail or other means ac-
ceptable to the attorney representing the state and the county to
forward the fingerprint to the court accepting the plea.

ART.  27.19.  PLEA BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, a court
shall accept a plea of guilty or nolo contendere from a defen-
dant who is confined in a penal institution if the plea is made:

(1) in accordance with the procedure established by Article
27.18; or
(2) in writing, including a writing delivered by United States
mail or secure electronic or facsimile transmission, before the
appropriate court having jurisdiction in the county in which
the penal institution is located, provided that:

(A) the defendant is notified by the court of original ju-
risdiction of the right to counsel and the procedures for

requesting appointment of counsel, and is provided a rea-
sonable opportunity to request a court-appointed lawyer;
(B) if the defendant elects to proceed without counsel,
the defendant must waive the right to counsel in accor-
dance with Article 1.051;
(C) the defendant must waive the right to be present at
the taking of the plea or to have counsel present, if the
defendant has counsel; and
(D) if the defendant is charged with a felony, judgment
and sentence are rendered in accordance with the condi-
tions and the procedure established by Article 42.14(b).

(b) In this article, “penal institution” has the meaning assigned
by Section 1.07, Penal Code.
(c) Before accepting a plea submitted under Subsection (a)(2),
the court shall verify that the person submitting the plea is:

(1) the defendant named in the information or indictment;
or
(2) a person with legal authority to act for the defendant
named in the information or indictment.

CHAPTER 28.  MOTIONS, PLEADINGS
AND EXCEPTIONS

ART.  28.01.  PRE-TRIAL

Sec. 1. The court may set any criminal case for a pre-trial hear-
ing before it is set for trial upon its merits, and direct the defen-
dant and his attorney, if any of record, and the State’s attorney,
to appear before the court at the time and place stated in the
court’s order for a conference and hearing. The defendant must
be present at the arraignment, and his presence is required dur-
ing any pre-trial proceeding. The pre-trial hearing shall be to de-
termine any of the following matters:
(1) Arraignment of the defendant, if such be necessary; and ap-
pointment of counsel to represent the defendant, if such be
necessary;
(2) Pleadings of the defendant;
(3) Special pleas, if any;
(4) Exceptions to the form or substance of the indictment or
information;
(5) Motions for continuance either by the State or defendant;
provided that grounds for continuance not existing or not
known at the time may be presented and considered at any
time before the defendant announces ready for trial;
(6) Motions to suppress evidence — When a hearing on the
motion to suppress evidence is granted, the court may deter-
mine the merits of said motion on the motions themselves, or
upon opposing affidavits, or upon oral testimony, subject to
the discretion of the court;
(7) Motions for change of venue by the State or the defendant;
provided, however, that such motions for change of venue, if
overruled at the pre-trial hearing, may be renewed by the State
or the defendant during the voir dire examination of the jury;
(8) Discovery;
(9) Entrapment; and
(10) Motion for appointment of interpreter.
Sec. 2. When a criminal case is set for such pre-trial hearing,
any such preliminary matters not raised or filed seven days be-
fore the hearing will not thereafter be allowed to be raised or
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filed, except by permission of the court for good cause shown;
provided that the defendant shall have sufficient notice of such
hearing to allow him not less than 10 days in which to raise or
file such preliminary matters. The record made at such pre-
trial hearing, the rulings of the court and the exceptions and
objections thereto shall become a part of the trial record of the
case upon its merits.
Sec. 3. The notice mentioned in Section 2 above shall be suf-
ficient if given in any one of the following ways:
(1) By announcement made by the court in open court in the
presence of the defendant or his attorney of record;
(2) By personal service upon the defendant or his attorney of
record;
(3) By mail to either the defendant or his attorney of record
deposited by the clerk in the mail at least six days prior to the
date set for hearing. If the defendant has no attorney of record
such notice shall be addressed to defendant at the address
shown on his bond, if the bond shows such an address, and if
not, it may be addressed to one of the sureties on his bond. If
the envelope containing the notice is properly addressed,
stamped and mailed, the state will not be required to show that
it was received.

ART.  28.02.  ORDER OF ARGUMENT

The counsel of the defendant has the right to open and con-
clude the argument upon all pleadings of the defendant pre-
sented for the decision of the judge.

ART.  28.03.  PROCESS FOR TESTIMONY ON

PLEADINGS

When the matters involved in any written pleading depend in
whole or in part upon testimony, and not altogether upon the
record of the court, every process known to the law may be ob-
tained on behalf of either party to procure such testimony; but
there shall be no delay on account of the want of the testimony,
unless it be shown to the satisfaction of the court that all the
means given by the law have been used to procure the same.

ART.  28.04.  QUASHING CHARGE IN

MISDEMEANOR

If the motion to set aside or the exception to an indictment or
information is sustained, the defendant in a misdemeanor case
shall be discharged, but may be again prosecuted within the
time allowed by law.

ART.  28.05.  QUASHING INDICTMENT IN FELONY

If the motion to set aside or the exception to the indictment in
cases of felony be sustained, the defendant shall not therefor be
discharged, but may immediately be recommitted by order of
the court, upon motion of the State’s attorney or without mo-
tion; and proceedings may afterward be had against him as if
no prosecution had ever been commenced.

ART.  28.06.  SHALL BE FULLY DISCHARGED,
WHEN

Where, after the motion or exception is sustained, it is made
known to the court by sufficient testimony that the offense of
which the defendant is accused will be barred by limitation be-
fore another indictment can be presented, he shall be fully dis-
charged.

ART.  28.061.  DISCHARGE FOR DELAY

If a motion to set aside an indictment, information, or com-
plaint for failure to provide a speedy trial is sustained, the court
shall discharge the defendant. A discharge under this article is
a bar to any further prosecution for the offense discharged and
for any other offense arising out of the same transaction, other
than an offense of a higher grade that the attorney represent-
ing the state and prosecuting the offense that was discharged
does not have the primary duty to prosecute. 

ART.  28.07.  IF EXCEPTION IS THAT NO

OFFENSE IS CHARGED

If an exception to an indictment or information is taken and
sustained upon the ground that there is no offense against the
law charged therein, the defendant shall be discharged, unless
an affidavit be filed accusing him of the commission of a penal
offense.

ART.  28.08.  WHEN DEFENDANT IS HELD BY

ORDER OF COURT

If the motion to set aside the indictment or any exception
thereto is sustained, but the court refuses to discharge the de-
fendant, then at the expiration of ten days from the order sus-
taining such motions or exceptions, the defendant shall be
discharged, unless in the meanwhile complaint has been made
before a magistrate charging him with an offense, or unless an-
other indictment has been presented against him for such of-
fense.

ART.  28.09.  EXCEPTION ON ACCOUNT OF FORM

OR SUBSTANCE

If the exception to an indictment or information is sustained,
the information or indictment may be amended if permitted
by Article 28.10 of this code, and the cause may proceed upon
the amended indictment or information.

ART.  28.10.  AMENDMENT OF INDICTMENT OR

INFORMATION

(a) After notice to the defendant, a matter of form or substance
in an indictment or information may be amended at any time
before the date the trial on the merits commences. On the re-
quest of the defendant, the court shall allow the defendant not
less than 10 days, or a shorter period if requested by the defen-
dant, to respond to the amended indictment or information.
(b) A matter of form or substance in an indictment or infor-
mation may also be amended after the trial on the merits com-
mences if the defendant does not object.
(c) An indictment or information may not be amended over
the defendant’s objection as to form or substance if the
amended indictment or information charges the defendant
with an additional or different offense or if the substantial
rights of the defendant are prejudiced.

ART.  28.11.  HOW AMENDED

All amendments of an indictment or information shall be
made with the leave of the court and under its direction.

ART.  28.12.  EXCEPTION AND TRIAL OF SPECIAL

PLEAS

When a special plea is filed by the defendant, the State may ex-
cept to it for substantial defects. If the exception be sustained,
the plea may be amended. If the plea be not excepted to, it
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shall be considered that issue has been taken upon the same.
Such special pleas as set forth matter of fact proper to be tried
by a jury shall be submitted and tried with a plea of not guilty.

ART.  28.13.  FORMER ACQUITTAL OR

CONVICTION

A former judgment of acquittal or conviction in a court of
competent jurisdiction shall be a bar to any further prosecu-
tion for the same offense, but shall not bar a prosecution for
any higher grade of offense over which said court had not ju-
risdiction, unless such judgment was had upon indictment or
information, in which case the prosecution shall be barred for
all grades of the offense.

ART.  28.14.  PLEA ALLOWED

Judgment shall, in no case, be given against the defendant
where his motion, exception or plea is overruled; but in all
cases the plea of not guilty may be made by or for him.

CHAPTER 29.  CONTINUANCE

ART.  29.01.  BY OPERATION OF LAW

Criminal actions are continued by operation of law if:
(1) The individual defendant has not been arrested;
(2) A defendant corporation or association has not been served
with summons; or
(3) There is not sufficient time for trial at that term of court.

ART.  29.011.  RELIGIOUS HOLY DAY

(a) In this article:
(1) “Religious organization” means an organization that
meets the standards for qualifying as a religious organiza-
tion under Section 11.20, Tax Code.
(2) “Religious holy day” means a day on which the tenets of
a religious organization prohibit its members from partici-
pating in secular activities, such as court proceedings.

(b) If a defendant, an attorney representing the defendant, or
an attorney representing the state in a criminal action is re-
quired to appear at a court proceeding on a religious holy day
observed by the person, the court shall continue the action.
(c) A defendant or attorney seeking a continuance must file
with the court an affidavit stating:

(1) the grounds for the continuance; and
(2) that the person holds religious beliefs that prohibit him
from taking part in a court proceeding on the day for which
the continuance is sought.

(d) An affidavit filed under Subsection (c) of this article is
proof of the facts stated and need not be corroborated.

ART.  29.012.  RELIGIOUS HOLY DAY

(a) In this article:
(1) “Religious organization” means an organization that
meets the standards for qualification as a religious organi-
zation under Section 11.20, Tax Code.
(2) “Religious holy day” means a day on which the tenets of
a religious organization prohibit its members from partici-
pating in secular activities, such as court proceedings.

(b) If a juror in a criminal action is required to appear at a
court proceeding on a religious holy day observed by the juror,
the court or the court’s designee shall recess the criminal action
until the next day the court is in session after the conclusion of
the holy day.

(c) A juror seeking a recess must file with the court before the
final selection of the jury an affidavit stating:

(1) the grounds for the recess; and
(2) that the juror holds religious beliefs that prohibit him
from taking part in a court proceeding on the day for which
the recess is sought.

(d) An affidavit filed under Subsection (c) of this section is
proof of the facts stated and need not be corroborated.

ART.  29.02.  BY AGREEMENT

A criminal action may be continued by consent of the parties
thereto, in open court, at any time on a showing of good cause,
but a continuance may be only for as long as is necessary.

ART.  29.03.  FOR SUFFICIENT CAUSE SHOWN

A criminal action may be continued on the written motion of
the State or of the defendant, upon sufficient cause shown;
which cause shall be fully set forth in the motion. A continu-
ance may be only for as long as is necessary.

ART.  29.04.  FIRST MOTION BY STATE

It shall be sufficient, upon the first motion by the State for a
continuance, if the same be for the want of a witness, to state:
1. The name of the witness and his residence, if known, or that
his residence is unknown;
2. The diligence which has been used to procure his attendance;
and it shall not be considered sufficient diligence to have caused
to be issued, or to have applied for, a subpoena, in cases where
the law authorized an attachment to issue; and
3. That the testimony of the witness is believed by the appli-
cant to be material for the State.

ART.  29.05.  SUBSEQUENT MOTION BY STATE

On any subsequent motion for a continuance by the State, for
the want of a witness, the motion, in addition to the requisites
in the preceding Article, must show:
1. The facts which the applicant expects to establish by the wit-
ness, and it must appear to the court that they are material;
2. That the applicant expects to be able to procure the atten-
dance of the witness at the next term of the court; and
3. That the testimony cannot be procured from any other
source during the present term of the court.

ART.  29.06.  FIRST MOTION BY DEFENDANT

In the first motion by the defendant for a continuance, it shall
be necessary, if the same be on account of the absence of a wit-
ness, to state:
1. The name of the witness and his residence, if known, or that
his residence is not known.
2. The diligence which has been used to procure his atten-
dance; and it shall not be considered sufficient diligence to
have caused to be issued, or to have applied for, a subpoena, in
cases where the law authorized an attachment to issue.
3. The facts which are expected to be proved by the witness,
and it must appear to the court that they are material.
4. That the witness is not absent by the procurement or con-
sent of the defendant.
5. That the motion is not made for delay.
6. That there is no reasonable expectation that attendance of
the witness can be secured during the present term of court by
a postponement of the trial to some future day of said term.
The truth of the first, or any subsequent motion, as well as the
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merit of the ground set forth therein and its sufficiency shall
be addressed to the sound discretion of the court called to pass
upon the same, and shall not be granted as a matter of right. If
a motion for continuance be overruled, and the defendant
convicted, if it appear upon the trial that the evidence of the
witness or witnesses named in the motion was of a material
character, and that the facts set forth in said motion were prob-
ably true, a new trial should be granted, and the cause contin-
ued or postponed to a future day of the same term.

ART.  29.07.  SUBSEQUENT MOTION BY

DEFENDANT

Subsequent motions for continuance on the part of the defen-
dant shall, in addition to the requisites in the preceding Arti-
cle, state also:
1. That the testimony cannot be procured from any other
source known to the defendant; and
2. That the defendant has reasonable expectation of procuring
the same at the next term of the court.

ART.  29.08.  MOTION SWORN TO

All motions for continuance must be sworn to by a person hav-
ing personal knowledge of the facts relied on for the continu-
ance.

ART.  29.09.  CONTROVERTING MOTION

Any material fact stated, affecting diligence, in a motion for a
continuance, may be denied in writing by the adverse party. The
denial shall be supported by the oath of some credible person,
and filed as soon as practicable after the filing of such motion.

ART.  29.10.  WHEN DENIAL IS FILED

When such denial is filed, the issue shall be tried by the judge;
and he shall hear testimony by affidavits, and grant or refuse
continuance, according to the law and facts of the case.

ART.  29.11.  ARGUMENT

No argument shall be heard on a motion for a continuance,
unless requested by the judge; and when argument is heard,
the applicant shall have the right to open and conclude it.

ART.  29.12.  BAIL RESULTING FROM

CONTINUANCE

If a defendant in a capital case demand a trial, and it appears that
more than one continuance has been granted to the State, and
that the defendant has not before applied for a continuance, he
shall be entitled to be admitted to bail, unless it be made to ap-
pear to the satisfaction of the court that a material witness of the
State had been prevented from attendance by the procurement
of the defendant or some person acting in his behalf.

ART.  29.13.  CONTINUANCE AFTER TRIAL IS

BEGUN

A continuance or postponement may be granted on the mo-
tion of the State or defendant after the trial has begun, when it
is made to appear to the satisfaction of the court that by some
unexpected occurrence since the trial began, which no reason-
able diligence could have anticipated, the applicant is so taken
by surprise that a fair trial cannot be had.

ART.  29.14.  CONSIDERATION OF IMPACT ON

CERTAIN VICTIMS

(a) In this article, “victim” means the victim of an assault or

sexual assault who is younger than 17 years of age or whose
case involves family violence as defined by Section 71.004,
Family Code.
(b) On request by the attorney representing the state, a court
that considers a motion for continuance on the part of the de-
fendant shall also consider the impact of the continuance on
the victim. On request by the attorney representing the state or
by counsel for the defendant, the court shall state on the record
the reason for granting or denying the continuance.

CHAPTER 30.  DISQUALIFICATION OF
THE JUDGE

ART.  30.01.  CAUSES WHICH DISQUALIFY

No judge or justice of the peace shall sit in any case where he
may be the party injured, or where he has been of counsel for
the State or the accused, or where the accused or the party in-
jured may be connected with him by consanguinity or affinity
within the third degree, as determined under Chapter 573,
Government Code.

ART.  30.02.  DISTRICT JUDGE DISQUALIF IED

Whenever any case is pending in which the district judge or
criminal district judge is disqualified from trying the case, no
change of venue shall be made necessary thereby; but the judge
presiding shall certify that fact to the presiding judge of the ad-
ministrative judicial district in which the case is pending and
the presiding judge of such administrative judicial district shall
assign a judge to try such case in accordance with the provi-
sions of Article 200a, V.A.C.S.

ART.  30.07.  JUSTICE DISQUALIF IED

If a justice of the peace be disqualified from sitting in any
criminal action pending before him, he shall transfer the same
to any justice of the peace in the county who is not disquali-
fied to try the case.

ART.  30.08.  ORDER OF TRANSFER

In cases provided for in the preceding Article, the order of
transfer shall state the cause of the transfer, and name the court
to which the transfer is made, and the time and place, when
and where, the parties and witnesses shall appear before such
court. The rules governing the transfer of cases from the dis-
trict to inferior courts shall govern in the transfer of cases
under the preceding Article.

CHAPTER 31.  CHANGE OF VENUE

ART.  31.01.  ON COURT ’S OWN MOTION

Whenever in any case of felony or misdemeanor punishable by
confinement, the judge presiding shall be satisfied that a trial,
alike fair and impartial to the accused and to the State, cannot,
from any cause, be had in the county in which the case is pend-
ing, he may, upon his own motion, after due notice to accused
and the State, and after hearing evidence thereon, order a
change of venue to any county in the judicial district in which
such county is located or in an adjoining district, stating in his
order the grounds for such change of venue. The judge, upon
his own motion, after ten days notice to the parties or their
counsel, may order a change of venue to any county beyond an
adjoining district; provided, however, an order changing venue
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to a county beyond an adjoining district shall be grounds for
reversal if, upon timely contest by the defendant, the record of
the contest affirmatively shows that any county in his own and
the adjoining district is not subject to the same conditions
which required the transfer.

ART.  31.02.  STATE MAY HAVE

Whenever the district or county attorney shall represent in
writing to the court before which any felony or misdemeanor
case punishable by confinement, is pending, that, by reason of
existing combinations or influences in favor of the accused, or
on account of the lawless condition of affairs in the county, a
fair and impartial trial as between the accused and the State
cannot be safely and speedily had; or whenever he shall repre-
sent that the life of the prisoner, or of any witness, would be
jeopardized by a trial in the county in which the case is pend-
ing, the judge shall hear proof in relation thereto, and if satis-
fied that such representation is well-founded and that the ends
of public justice will be subserved thereby, he shall order a
change of venue to any county in the judicial district in which
such county is located or in an adjoining district.

ART.  31.03.  GRANTED ON MOTION OF

DEFENDANT

(a) A change of venue may be granted in any felony or misde-
meanor case punishable by confinement on the written mo-
tion of the defendant, supported by his own affidavit and the
affidavit of at least two credible persons, residents of the
county where the prosecution is instituted, for either of the fol-
lowing causes, the truth and sufficiency of which the court
shall determine:

1. That there exists in the county where the prosecution is
commenced so great a prejudice against him that he cannot
obtain a fair and impartial trial; and
2. That there is a dangerous combination against him insti-
gated by influential persons, by reason of which he cannot
expect a fair trial.

An order changing venue to a county beyond an adjoining dis-
trict shall be grounds for reversal, if upon timely contest by de-
fendant, the record of the contest affirmatively shows that any
county in his own and the adjoining district is not subject to
the same conditions which require the transfer.
(b) For the convenience of parties and witnesses, and in the in-
terest of justice, the court upon motion of the defendant and
with the consent of the attorney for the state may transfer the
proceeding as to him to another district.
(c) The court upon motion of the defendant and with the con-
sent of the attorney for the state may transfer the proceedings
to another district in those cases wherein the defendant stipu-
lates that a plea of guilty will be entered.

ART.  31.04.  MOTION MAY BE CONTROVERTED

The credibility of the persons making affidavit for change of
venue, or their means of knowledge, may be attacked by the af-
fidavit of a credible person. The issue thus formed shall be
tried by the judge, and the motion granted or refused, as the
law and facts shall warrant.

ART.  31.05.  CLERK’S DUTIES ON CHANGE OF

VENUE

Where an order for a change of venue of any court in any crim-

inal cause in this State has been made the clerk of the court
where the prosecution is pending shall make out a certified
copy of the court’s order directing such change of venue, to-
gether with a certified copy of the defendant’s bail bond or per-
sonal bond, together with all the original papers in said cause
and also a certificate of the said clerk under his official seal that
such papers are the papers and all the papers on file in said
court in said cause; and he shall transmit the same to the clerk
of the court to which the venue has been changed.

ART.  31.06.  IF DEFENDANT BE IN CUSTODY

When the venue is changed in any criminal action if the de-
fendant be in custody, an order shall be made for his removal
to the proper county, and his delivery to the sheriff thereof be-
fore the next succeeding term of the court of the county to
which the case is to be taken, and he shall be delivered by the
sheriff as directed in the order.

ART.  31.07.  WITNESS NEED NOT AGAIN BE

SUMMONED

When the venue in a criminal action has been changed, it shall
not be necessary to have the witnesses therein again subpoe-
naed, attached or bailed, but all the witnesses who have been
subpoenaed, attached or bailed to appear and testify in the
cause shall be held bound to appear before the court to which
the cause has been transferred, as if there had been no such
transfer.

ART.  31.08.  RETURN TO COUNTY OF ORIGINAL

VENUE

Sec. 1. (a) On the completion of a trial in which a change of
venue has been ordered and after the jury has been discharged,
the court, with the consent of counsel for the state and the de-
fendant, may return the cause to the original county in which
the indictment or information was filed. Except as provided by
Subsection (b) of this section, all subsequent and ancillary pro-
ceedings, including the pronouncement of sentence after ap-
peals have been exhausted, must be heard in the county in
which the indictment or information was filed.
(b) A motion for new trial alleging jury misconduct must be
heard in the county in which the cause was tried. The county
in which the indictment or information was filed must pay the
costs of the prosecution of the motion for new trial.
Sec. 2. (a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), on an order
returning venue to the original county in which the indict-
ment or information was filed, the clerk of the county in
which the cause was tried shall:

(1) make a certified copy of the court’s order directing the
return to the original county;
(2) make a certified copy of the defendant’s bail bond, per-
sonal bond, or appeal bond;
(3) gather all the original papers in the cause and certify
under official seal that the papers are all the original papers
on file in the court; and
(4) transmit the items listed in this section to the clerk of
the court of original venue.

(b) This article does not apply to a proceeding in which the
clerk of the court of original venue was present and performed
the duties as clerk for the court under Article 31.09.
Sec. 3. Except for the review of a death sentence under Section
2(h), Article 37.071, or under Section 2(h), Article 37.072, an
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appeal taken in a cause returned to the original county under this
article must be docketed in the appellate district in which the
county of original venue is located.

ART.  31.09.  CHANGE OF VENUE;  USE OF

EXISTING SERVICES

(a) If a change of venue in a criminal case is ordered under this
chapter, the judge ordering the change of venue may, with the
written consent of the prosecuting attorney, the defense attor-
ney, and the defendant, maintain the original case number on
its own docket, preside over the case, and use the services of
the court reporter, the court coordinator, and the clerk of the
court of original venue. The court shall use the courtroom fa-
cilities and any other services or facilities of the district or
county to which venue is changed. A jury, if required, must
consist of residents of the district or county to which venue is
changed.
(b) Notwithstanding Article 31.05, the clerk of the court of
original venue shall:

(1) maintain the original papers of the case, including the
defendant’s bail bond or personal bond;
(2) make the papers available for trial; and 
(3) act as the clerk in the case.

CHAPTER 32.  DISMISSING
PROSECUTIONS

ART.  32.01.  DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY AND NO

INDICTMENT PRESENTED

(a) When a defendant has been detained in custody or held to
bail for the defendant's [his] appearance to answer any crimi-
nal accusation, the prosecution, unless otherwise ordered by
the court, for good cause shown, supported by affidavit, shall
be dismissed and the bail discharged, if indictment or infor-
mation be not presented against the [such] defendant on or be-
fore the last day of the next term of the court which is held
after the defendant's [his] commitment or admission to bail or
on or before the 180th day after the date of commitment or
admission to bail, whichever date is later.
(b) A surety may file a motion under Subsection (a) for the
purpose of discharging the defendant’s bail only.

Amendments to (a) and addition of (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(HB 643, §1).

ART.  32.02.  DISMISSAL BY STATE’S ATTORNEY

The attorney representing the State may, by permission of the
court, dismiss a criminal action at any time upon filing a writ-
ten statement with the papers in the case setting out his rea-
sons for such dismissal, which shall be incorporated in the
judgment of dismissal. No case shall be dismissed without the
consent of the presiding judge.

CHAPTER 32A.  SPEEDY TRIAL

ART.  32A.01.  TRIAL PRIORITIES

(a) Insofar as is practicable, the trial of a criminal action shall
be given preference over trials of civil cases, and the trial of a
criminal action against a defendant who is detained in jail
pending trial of the action shall be given preference over trials
of other criminal actions not described by Subsection (b).

(b) Unless extraordinary circumstances require otherwise, the
trial of a criminal action in which the alleged victim is younger
than 14 years of age shall be given preference over other mat-
ters before the court, whether civil or criminal.

Amendment of (a) and addition of (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB
1396, §3).

CHAPTER 33.  THE MODE OF TRIAL

ART.  33.01.  JURY SIZE

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), in the district court, the
jury shall consist of twelve qualified jurors. In the county court
and inferior courts, the jury shall consist of six qualified jurors.
(b) In a trial involving a misdemeanor offense, a district court
jury shall consist of six qualified jurors.

ART.  33.011.  ALTERNATE JURORS

(a) In district courts, the judge may direct that not more than
four jurors in addition to the regular jury be called and im-
paneled to sit as alternate jurors. In county courts, the judge
may direct that not more than two jurors in addition to the
regular jury be called and impaneled to sit as alternate jurors.
(b) Alternate jurors in the order in which they are called shall
replace jurors who, prior to the time the jury renders a verdict
on the guilt or innocence of the defendant and, if applicable,
the amount of punishment, become or are found to be unable
or disqualified to perform their duties or are found by the court
on agreement of the parties to have good cause for not per-
forming their duties. Alternate jurors shall be drawn and se-
lected in the same manner, shall have the same qualifications,
shall be subject to the same examination and challenges, shall
take the same oath, and shall have the same functions, powers,
facilities, security, and privileges as regular jurors. An alternate
juror who does not replace a regular juror shall be discharged
after the jury has rendered a verdict on the guilt or innocence
of the defendant and, if applicable, the amount of punishment.

ART.  33.02.  FAILURE TO REGISTER

Failure to register to vote shall not disqualify any person from
jury service.

ART.  33.03.  PRESENCE OF DEFENDANT

In all prosecutions for felonies, the defendant must be person-
ally present at the trial, and he must likewise be present in all
cases of misdemeanor when the punishment or any part
thereof is imprisonment in jail; provided, however, that in all
cases, when the defendant voluntarily absents himself after
pleading to the indictment or information, or after the jury has
been selected when trial is before a jury, the trial may proceed
to its conclusion. When the record in the appellate court shows
that the defendant was present at the commencement, or any
portion of the trial, it shall be presumed in the absence of all
evidence in the record to the contrary that he was present dur-
ing the whole trial. Provided, however, that the presence of the
defendant shall not be required at the hearing on the motion
for new trial in any misdemeanor case.

ART.  33.04.  MAY APPEAR BY COUNSEL

In other misdemeanor cases, the defendant may, by consent of
the State’s attorney, appear by counsel, and the trial may pro-
ceed without his personal presence.
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ART.  33.05.  ON BAIL DURING TRIAL

If the defendant is on bail when the trial commences, such bail
shall be considered as discharged if he is acquitted. If a verdict
of guilty is returned against him, the discharge of his bail shall
be governed by other provisions of this Code.

ART.  33.06.  SURETIES BOUND IN CASE OF

MISTRIAL

If there be a mistrial in a felony case, the original sureties, if
any, of the defendant shall be still held bound for his appear-
ance until they surrender him in accordance with the provi-
sions of this Code.

ART.  33.07.  RECORD OF CRIMINAL ACTIONS

Each clerk of a court of record having criminal jurisdiction
shall keep a record in which shall be set down the style and file
number of each criminal action, the nature of the offense, the
names of counsel, the proceedings had therein, and the date of
each proceeding.

ART.  33.08.  TO FIX DAY FOR CRIMINAL

DOCKET

The district courts and county courts shall have control of
their respective dockets as to the settings of criminal cases.

ART.  33.09.  JURY DRAWN

Jury panels, including special venires, for the trial of criminal
cases shall be selected and summoned (with return on sum-
mons) in the same manner as the selection of panels for the
trial of civil cases except as otherwise provided in this Code.

CHAPTER 34.  SPECIAL VENIRE IN
CAPITAL CASES

ART.  34.01.  SPECIAL VENIRE

A “special venire” is a writ issued in a capital case by order of
the district court, commanding the sheriff to summon either
verbally or by mail such a number of persons, not less than 50,
as the court may order, to appear before the court on a day
named in the writ from whom the jury for the trial of such case
is to be selected. Where as many as one hundred jurors have
been summoned in such county for regular service for the week
in which such capital case is set for trial, the judge of the court
having jurisdiction of a capital case in which a motion for a spe-
cial venire has been made, shall grant or refuse such motion for
a special venire, and upon such refusal require the case to be
tried by regular jurors summoned for service in such county for
the week in which such capital case is set for trial and such ad-
ditional talesmen as may be summoned by the sheriff upon
order of the court as provided in Article 34.02 of this Code, but
the clerk of such court shall furnish the defendant or his coun-
sel a list of the persons summoned as provided in Article 34.04.

ART.  34.02.  ADDITIONAL NAMES DRAWN

In any criminal case in which the court deems that the venire-
men theretofore drawn will be insufficient for the trial of the
case, or in any criminal case in which the venire has been ex-
hausted by challenge or otherwise, the court shall order addi-
tional veniremen in such numbers as the court may deem
advisable, to be summoned as follows:
(a) In a jury wheel county, the names of those to be summoned
shall be drawn from the jury wheel.

(b) In counties not using the jury wheel, the veniremen shall
be summoned by the sheriff.

ART.  34.03.  INSTRUCTIONS TO SHERIFF

When the sheriff is ordered by the court to summon persons
upon a special venire whose names have not been selected
under the Jury Wheel Law, the court shall, in every case, cau-
tion and direct the sheriff to summon such persons as have
legal qualifications to serve on juries, informing him of what
those qualifications are, and shall direct him, as far as he may
be able to summon persons of good character who can read
and write, and such as are not prejudiced against the defendant
or biased in his favor, if he knows of such bias or prejudice.

ART.  34.04.  NOTICE OF LIST

No defendant in a capital case in which the state seeks the death
penalty shall be brought to trial until he shall have had at least
two days (including holidays) a copy of the names of the persons
summoned as veniremen, for the week for which his case is set
for trial except where he waives the right or is on bail. When
such defendant is on bail, the clerk of the court in which the case
is pending shall furnish such a list to the defendant or his coun-
sel at least two days prior to the trial (including holidays) upon
timely motion by the defendant or his counsel therefor at the of-
fice of such clerk, and the defendant shall not be brought to trial
until such list has been furnished defendant or his counsel for at
least two days (including holidays). Where the venire is ex-
hausted, by challenges or otherwise, and additional names are
drawn, the defendant shall not be entitled to two days service of
the names additionally drawn, but the clerk shall compile a list
of such names promptly after they are drawn and if the defen-
dant is not on bail, the sheriff shall serve a copy of such list
promptly upon the defendant, and if on bail, the clerk shall fur-
nish a copy of such list to the defendant or his counsel upon re-
quest, but the proceedings shall not be delayed thereby.

ART.  34.05.  MECHANICAL OR ELECTRONIC

SELECTION METHOD

A mechanical or electronic method of jury selection as pro-
vided by Chapter 62, Government Code, may be used under
this chapter.

CHAPTER 35.  FORMATION OF THE JURY

ART.  35.01.  JURORS CALLED

When a case is called for trial and the parties have announced
ready for trial, the names of those summoned as jurors in the
case shall be called. Those not present may be fined not less
than $100 nor more than $500. An attachment may issue on
request of either party for any absent summoned juror, to have
him brought forthwith before the court. A person who is sum-
moned but not present, may upon an appearance, before the
jury is qualified, be tried as to his qualifications and impaneled
as a juror unless challenged, but no cause shall be unreasonably
delayed on account of his absence.

ART.  35.02.  SWORN TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

To those present the court shall cause to be administered this
oath: “You, and each of you, solemnly swear that you will make
true answers to such questions as may be propounded to you
by the court, or under its directions, touching your service and
qualifications as a juror, so help you God.”
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ART.  35.03.  EXCUSES

Sec. 1. Except as provided by Sections 2 and 3 of this article,
the court shall then hear and determine excuses offered for not
serving as a juror, including any claim of an exemption or a
lack of qualification, and if the court considers the excuse suf-
ficient, the court shall discharge the prospective juror or post-
pone the prospective juror’s service to a date specified by the
court, as appropriate.
Sec. 2. Under a plan approved by the commissioners court of
the county in the same manner as a plan is approved for jury
selection under Section 62.011, Government Code, in a case
other than a capital felony case, the court’s designee may hear
and determine an excuse offered for not serving as a juror, in-
cluding any claim of an exemption or a lack of qualification.
The court’s designee may discharge the prospective juror or
postpone the prospective juror’s service to a date specified by
the court’s designee, as appropriate, if:

(1) the court’s designee considers the excuse sufficient; and
(2) the juror submits to the court’s designee a statement of
the ground of the exemption or lack of qualification or
other excuse.

Sec. 3. A court or a court’s designee may discharge a juror or
postpone the juror’s service on the basis of the juror’s observation
of a religious holy day or religious beliefs only if the juror pro-
vides an affidavit as required by Article 29.012(c) of this code.

ART.  35.04.  CLAIMING EXEMPTION

Any person summoned as a juror who is exempt by law from
jury service may establish his exemption without appearing in
person by filing a signed statement of the ground of his ex-
emption with the clerk of the court at any time before the date
upon which he is summoned to appear.

ART.  35.05.  EXCUSED BY CONSENT

One summoned upon a special venire may by consent of both
parties be excused from attendance by the court at any time
before he is impaneled.

ART. 35.06. CHALLENGE TO ARRAY FIRST HEARD

The court shall hear and determine a challenge to the array be-
fore interrogating those summoned as to their qualifications.

ART.  35.07.  CHALLENGE TO THE ARRAY

Each party may challenge the array only on the ground that
the officer summoning the jury has wilfully summoned jurors
with a view to securing a conviction or an acquittal. All such
challenges must be in writing setting forth distinctly the
grounds of such challenge. When made by the defendant, it
must be supported by his affidavit or the affidavit of any cred-
ible person. When such challenge is made, the judge shall hear
evidence and decide without delay whether or not the chal-
lenge shall be sustained.

ART.  35.08.  WHEN CHALLENGE IS SUSTAINED

The array of jurors summoned shall be discharged if the chal-
lenge be sustained, and the court shall order other jurors to be
summoned in their stead, and direct that the officer who sum-
moned those so discharged, and on account of whose miscon-
duct the challenge has been sustained shall not summon any
other jurors in the case.

ART.  35.09.  LIST OF NEW VENIRE

When a challenge to the array has been sustained, the defendant

shall be entitled, as in the first instance, to service of a copy of
the list of names of those summoned by order of the court.

ART.  35.10.  COURT TO TRY QUALIF ICATIONS

When no challenge to the array has been made, or if made, has
been overruled, the court shall proceed to try the qualifications
of those present who have been summoned to serve as jurors.

ART.  35.11.  PREPARATION OF LIST

The trial judge, on the demand of the defendant or his attor-
ney, or of the State’s counsel, shall cause a sufficient number of
jurors from which a jury may be selected to try the case to be
randomly selected from the members of the general panel
drawn or assigned as jurors in the case. The clerk shall ran-
domly select the jurors by a computer or other process of ran-
dom selection and shall write or print the names, in the order
selected, on the jury list from which the jury is to be selected
to try the case. The clerk shall deliver a copy of the list to the
State’s counsel and to the defendant or his attorney.

ART.  35.12.  MODE OF TESTING

(a) In testing the qualification of a prospective juror after the
juror has been sworn, the juror shall be asked by the court, or
under its direction:

1. Except for failure to register, are you a qualified voter in
this county and state under the Constitution and laws of
this state?
2. Have you ever been convicted of theft or any felony?
3. Are you under indictment or legal accusation for theft or
any felony?

(b) In testing the qualifications of a prospective juror, with re-
spect to whether the juror has been the subject of an order of
nondisclosure or has a criminal history that includes informa-
tion subject to that order, the juror may state only that the
matter in question has been sealed.

ART.  35.13.  PASS ING JUROR FOR CHALLENGE

A juror in a capital case in which the state has made it known
it will seek the death penalty, held to be qualified, shall be
passed for acceptance or challenge first to the state and then to
the defendant. Challenges to jurors are either peremptory or
for cause.

ART.  35.14.  A PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE

A peremptory challenge is made to a juror without assigning
any reason therefor.

ART.  35.15.  NUMBER OF CHALLENGES

(a) In capital cases in which the State seeks the death penalty
both the State and defendant shall be entitled to fifteen
peremptory challenges. Where two or more defendants are
tried together, the State shall be entitled to eight peremptory
challenges for each defendant; and each defendant shall be en-
titled to eight peremptory challenges.
(b) In non-capital felony cases and in capital cases in which the
State does not seek the death penalty, the State and defendant
shall each be entitled to ten peremptory challenges. If two or
more defendants are tried together each defendant shall be en-
titled to six peremptory challenges and the State to six for each
defendant.
(c) The State and the defendant shall each be entitled to five
peremptory challenges in a misdemeanor tried in the district
court and to three in the county court, or county court at law.
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If two or more defendants are tried together, each defendant
shall be entitled to three such challenges and the State to three
for each defendant in either court.
(d) The State and the defendant shall each be entitled to one
peremptory challenge in addition to those otherwise allowed
by law if one or two alternate jurors are to be impaneled and
two peremptory challenges if three or four alternate jurors are
to be impaneled. The additional peremptory challenges pro-
vided by this subsection may be used against an alternate juror
only, and the other peremptory challenges allowed by law may
not be used against an alternate juror.

ART.  35.16.  REASONS FOR CHALLENGE FOR

CAUSE

(a) A challenge for cause is an objection made to a particular juror,
alleging some fact which renders the juror incapable or unfit to
serve on the jury. A challenge for cause may be made by either the
state or the defense for any one of the following reasons:

1. That the juror is not a qualified voter in the state and
county under the Constitution and laws of the state; pro-
vided, however, the failure to register to vote shall not be a
disqualification;
2. That the juror has been convicted of misdemeanor theft
or a felony;
3. That the juror is under indictment or other legal accusa-
tion for misdemeanor theft or a felony;
4. That the juror is insane;
5. That the juror has such defect in the organs of feeling or
hearing, or such bodily or mental defect or disease as to ren-
der the juror unfit for jury service, or that the juror is legally
blind and the court in its discretion is not satisfied that the
juror is fit for jury service in that particular case;
6. That the juror is a witness in the case;
7. That the juror served on the grand jury which found the
indictment;
8. That the juror served on a petit jury in a former trial of
the same case;
9. That the juror has a bias or prejudice in favor of or
against the defendant;
10. That from hearsay, or otherwise, there is established in
the mind of the juror such a conclusion as to the guilt or in-
nocence of the defendant as would influence the juror in
finding a verdict. To ascertain whether this cause of chal-
lenge exists, the juror shall first be asked whether, in the
juror’s opinion, the conclusion so established will influence
the juror’s verdict. If the juror answers in the affirmative, the
juror shall be discharged without further interrogation by
either party or the court. If the juror answers in the nega-
tive, the juror shall be further examined as to how the juror’s
conclusion was formed, and the extent to which it will af-
fect the juror’s action; and, if it appears to have been formed
from reading newspaper accounts, communications, state-
ments or reports or mere rumor or hearsay, and if the juror
states that the juror feels able, notwithstanding such opin-
ion, to render an impartial verdict upon the law and the ev-
idence, the court, if satisfied that the juror is impartial and
will render such verdict, may, in its discretion, admit the
juror as competent to serve in such case. If the court, in its
discretion, is not satisfied that the juror is impartial, the
juror shall be discharged;

11. That the juror cannot read or write.
No juror shall be impaneled when it appears that the juror
is subject to the second, third or fourth grounds of chal-
lenge for cause set forth above, although both parties may
consent. All other grounds for challenge may be waived by
the party or parties in whose favor such grounds of chal-
lenge exist.
In this subsection “legally blind” shall mean having not
more than 20/200 of visual acuity in the better eye with
correcting lenses, or visual acuity greater than 20/200 but
with a limitation in the field of vision such that the widest
diameter of the visual field subtends an angle no greater
than 20 degrees.

(b) A challenge for cause may be made by the State for any of
the following reasons:

1. That the juror has conscientious scruples in regard to the
infliction of the punishment of death for crime, in a capital
case, where the State is seeking the death penalty;
2. That he is related within the third degree of consanguin-
ity or affinity, as determined under Chapter 573, Govern-
ment Code , to the defendant; and
3. That he has a bias or prejudice against any phase of the
law upon which the State is entitled to rely for conviction
or punishment.

(c) A challenge for cause may be made by the defense for any
of the following reasons:

1. That he is related within the third degree of consanguin-
ity or affinity, as determined under Chapter 573, Govern-
ment Code, to the person injured by the commission of the
offense, or to any prosecutor in the case; and
2. That he has a bias or prejudice against any of the law ap-
plicable to the case upon which the defense is entitled to
rely, either as a defense to some phase of the offense for
which the defendant is being prosecuted or as a mitigation
thereof or of the punishment therefor.

ART.  35.17.  VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

1. When the court in its discretion so directs, except as pro-
vided in Section 2, the state and defendant shall conduct the
voir dire examination of prospective jurors in the presence of
the entire panel.
2. In a capital felony case in which the State seeks the death
penalty, the court shall propound to the entire panel of
prospective jurors questions concerning the principles, as ap-
plicable to the case on trial, of reasonable doubt, burden of
proof, return of indictment by grand jury, presumption of in-
nocence, and opinion. Then, on demand of the State or de-
fendant, either is entitled to examine each juror on voir dire
individually and apart from the entire panel, and may further
question the juror on the principles propounded by the court.

ART.  35.18.  OTHER EVIDENCE ON CHALLENGE

Upon a challenge for cause, the examination is not confined to
the answers of the juror, but other evidence may be heard for
or against the challenge.

ART.  35.19.  ABSOLUTE DISQUALIF ICATION

No juror shall be impaneled when it appears that he is subject
to the second, third or fourth cause of challenge in Article
35.16, though both parties may consent.
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ART.  35.20.  NAMES CALLED IN ORDER

In selecting the jury from the persons summoned, the names
of such persons shall be called in the order in which they ap-
pear upon the list furnished the defendant. Each juror shall be
tried and passed upon separately. A person who has been sum-
moned, but who is not present, may, upon his appearance be-
fore the jury is completed, be tried as to his qualifications and
impaneled as a juror, unless challenged, but no cause shall be
unreasonably delayed on account of such absence.

ART.  35.21.  JUDGE TO DECIDE QUALIF ICATIONS

The court is the judge, after proper examination, of the quali-
fications of a juror, and shall decide all challenges without
delay and without argument thereupon.

ART.  35.22.  OATH TO JURY

When the jury has been selected, the following oath shall be
administered them by the court or under its direction: “You
and each of you do solemnly swear that in the case of the State
of Texas against the defendant, you will a true verdict render
according to the law and the evidence, so help you God”.

ART.  35.23.  JURORS MAY SEPARATE

The court may adjourn veniremen to any day of the term.
When jurors have been sworn in a felony case, the court may,
at its discretion, permit the jurors to separate until the court
has given its charge to the jury. The court on its own motion
may and on the motion of either party shall, after having given
its charge to the jury, order that the jury not be allowed to sep-
arate, after which the jury shall be kept together, and not per-
mitted to separate except to the extent of housing female jurors
separate and apart from male jurors, until a verdict has been
rendered or the jury finally discharged. Any person who makes
known to the jury which party made the motion not to allow
separation of the jury shall be punished for contempt of court.
If such jurors are kept overnight, facilities shall be provided for
female jurors separate and apart from the facilities provided for
male jurors. In misdemeanor cases the court may, at its discre-
tion, permit the jurors to separate at any time before the ver-
dict. In any case in which the jury is permitted to separate, the
court shall first give the jurors proper instructions with regard
to their conduct as jurors when so separated.

ART.  35.24.  [REPEALED]

ART.  35.25.  MAKING PEREMPTORY CHALLENGE

In non-capital cases and in capital cases in which the State’s at-
torney has announced that he will not qualify the jury for, or
seek the death penalty, the party desiring to challenge any juror
peremptorily shall strike the name of such juror from the list
furnished him by the clerk.

ART.  35.26.  LISTS RETURNED TO CLERK

(a) When the parties have made or declined to make their
peremptory challenges, they shall deliver their lists to the clerk.
Except as provided in Subsection (b) of this section, the clerk
shall, if the case be in the district court, call off the first twelve
names on the lists that have not been stricken. If the case be in
the county court, he shall call off the first six names on the lists
that have not been stricken. Those whose names are called
shall be the jury.
(b) In a capital case in which the state seeks the death penalty,

the court may direct that two alternate jurors be selected and
that the first fourteen names not stricken be called off by the
clerk. The last two names to be called are the alternate jurors.

ART.  35.261.  PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES BASED

ON RACE PROHIBITED

(a) After the parties have delivered their lists to the clerk under
Article 35.26 of this code and before the court has impaneled
the jury, the defendant may request the court to dismiss the
array and call a new array in the case. The court shall grant the
motion of a defendant for dismissal of the array if the court de-
termines that the defendant is a member of an identifiable
racial group, that the attorney representing the state exercised
peremptory challenges for the purpose of excluding persons
from the jury on the basis of their race, and that the defendant
has offered evidence of relevant facts that tend to show that
challenges made by the attorney representing the state were
made for reasons based on race. If the defendant establishes a
prima facie case, the burden then shifts to the attorney repre-
senting the state to give a racially neutral explanation for the
challenges. The burden of persuasion remains with the defen-
dant to establish purposeful discrimination.
(b) If the court determines that the attorney representing the
state challenged prospective jurors on the basis of race, the
court shall call a new array in the case.

ART.  35.27.  COMPENSATION OF NONRESIDENT

WITNESSES

Sec. 1. Expenses for Nonresident Witnesses
(a) Every person subpoenaed by either party or otherwise re-
quired or requested in writing by the prosecuting attorney or
the court to appear for the purpose of giving testimony in a
criminal proceeding who resides outside the state or the county
in which the prosecution is pending shall be reimbursed by the
state for the reasonable and necessary transportation, meal,
and lodging expenses he incurs by reason of his attendance as
a witness at such proceeding.
(b) The state may reimburse a witness for transportation only if
the transportation is provided by a commercial transportation
company or the witness uses the witness’s personally owned or
leased motor vehicle. In this article, “commercial transportation
company” means an entity that offers transportation of people
or goods to the public in exchange for compensation.
(c) The state may reimburse a witness for lodging only if the
lodging is provided by a commercial lodging establishment. In
this article, “commercial lodging establishment” means a
motel, hotel, inn, apartment, or similar entity that offers lodg-
ing to the public in exchange for compensation.
Sec. 2. Amount of Reimbursement for Expenses
Any person seeking reimbursement as a witness shall make an
affidavit setting out the transportation, meal, and lodging ex-
penses necessitated by his travel to and from and attendance at
the place he appeared to give testimony, together with the num-
ber of days that such travel and attendance made him absent
from his place of residence. A reimbursement paid by the state
to a witness for transportation, meal, or lodging expenses may
not be paid at a rate that exceeds the maximum rates provided
by law for state employees.
Sec. 2A. Direct Payment of Transportation or Lodging Ex-
penses
If this article requires the state to reimburse a witness for trans-
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portation or lodging expenses, the state may instead directly
pay a commercial transportation company or commercial
lodging establishment for those expenses.
Sec. 3. Other Expenses
In addition to reimbursement or payment for transportation,
meal, and lodging expenses, the comptroller, upon proper ap-
plication by the attorney for the state, shall reimburse or pay
the other expenses required by the laws of this state or the state
from which the attendance of the witness is sought.
Sec. 4. Application and Approval by Judge
A reimbursement to a witness as provided by this article shall
be paid by the state to the witness or his assignee. Claim shall
be made by sworn application to the comptroller, a copy of
which shall be filed with the clerk of the court, setting out the
facts showing entitlement as provided in this article to the re-
imbursement, which application shall be presented for ap-
proval by the judge who presided over the court or empaneled
the grand jury before whom the criminal proceeding was
pending. No fee shall be required of any witness for the pro-
cessing of his claim for reimbursement.
Sec. 5. Payment by State
The Comptroller of Public Accounts, upon receipt of a claim
approved by the judge, shall examine it and, if he deems the
claim in compliance with and authorized by this Article, draw
his warrant on the State Treasury for the amount due the wit-
ness, or to any person to which the certificate has been assigned
by the witness, but no warrant may issue to any assignee of a
witness claim unless the assignment is made under oath and ac-
knowledged before some person authorized to administer
oaths, certified to by the officer, and under seal. If the appro-
priation for paying the account is exhausted, the Comptroller
of Public Accounts shall file it away and issue a certificate in the
name of the witness entitled to it, stating therein the amount of
the claim. Each claim not filed in the office of the Comptroller
of Public Accounts within twelve months from the date it be-
came due and payable shall be forever barred.
Sec. 6. Advance by State
Funds required to be tendered to an out-of-state witness pur-
suant to Article 24.28 of this Code shall be paid by the Comp-
troller of Public Accounts into the registry of the Court in which
the case is to be tried upon certification by the Court such funds
are necessary to obtain attendance of said witness. The court
shall then cause to be issued checks drawn upon the registry of
the Court to secure the attendance of such witness. In the event
that such funds are not used pursuant to this Act, the Court shall
return the funds to the Comptroller of Public Accounts.
Sec. 7. Advance by County
The county in which a criminal proceeding is pending, upon re-
quest of the district attorney or other prosecutor charged with
the duty of prosecution in the proceeding, may advance funds
from its treasury to any witness who will be entitled to reim-
bursement under this article. The amount advanced may not ex-
ceed the amount that is reasonably necessary to enable the
witness to attend as required or requested. However, the amount
advanced may include sums in excess of the reimbursement pro-
vided for by this article if the excess is required for compliance
with Section 4 of Article 24.28 in securing the attendance of a
witness from another state under the Uniform Act. A county
that advances funds to a witness under this section is entitled to
reimbursement by the state as an assignee of the witness.

Sec. 8. Advance for Expenses for Witnesses of Indigent De-
fendant
Upon application by a defendant shown to be indigent and a
showing to the court of reasonable necessity and materiality for
the testimony of a witness residing outside the State, the court
shall act pursuant to Section 6 hereof to secure advance of
funds necessary for the attendance of such witness.
Sec. 9. Limitations
A witness, when attached and conveyed by a sheriff or other
officer, is not eligible to receive reimbursement of transporta-
tion, meal, or lodging expenses incurred while in the custody
of the officer. A court, in its discretion, may limit the number
of character witnesses allowed reimbursement under this arti-
cle to not fewer than two for each defendant and two per de-
fendant for the state.

ART.  35.28.  WHEN NO CLERK

In each instance in Article 35.27 in which the clerk of the court
is authorized or directed to perform any act, the judge of such
court shall perform the same if there is no clerk of the court.

ART.  35.29.  PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT

JURORS

(a) Except as provided by Subsections (b) and (c), information
collected by the court or by a prosecuting attorney during the
jury selection process about a person who serves as a juror, in-
cluding the juror’s home address, home telephone number, so-
cial security number, driver’s license number, and other
personal information, is confidential and may not be disclosed
by the court, the prosecuting attorney, the defense counsel, or
any court personnel.
(b) On application by a party in the trial, or on application by
a bona fide member of the news media acting in such capacity,
to the court for the disclosure of information described by Sub-
section (a), the court shall, on a showing of good cause, permit
disclosure of the information sought.
(c) The defense counsel may disclose information described by
Subsection (a) to successor counsel representing the same de-
fendant in a proceeding under Article 11.071 without applica-
tion to the court or a showing of good cause.

CHAPTER 36.  THE TRIAL BEFORE THE
JURY

ART.  36.01.  ORDER OF PROCEEDING IN TRIAL

(a) A jury being impaneled in any criminal action, except as
provided by Subsection (b) of this article, the cause shall pro-
ceed in the following order:

1. The indictment or information shall be read to the jury
by the attorney prosecuting. When prior convictions are al-
leged for purposes of enhancement only and are not juris-
dictional, that portion of the indictment or information
reciting such convictions shall not be read until the hearing
on punishment is held as provided in Article 37.07.
2. The special pleas, if any, shall be read by the defendant’s
counsel, and if the plea of not guilty is also relied upon, it
shall also be stated.
3. The State’s attorney shall state to the jury the nature of
the accusation and the facts which are expected to be
proved by the State in support thereof.
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4. The testimony on the part of the State shall be offered.
5. The nature of the defenses relied upon and the facts ex-
pected to be proved in their support shall be stated by de-
fendant’s counsel.
6. The testimony on the part of the defendant shall be offered.
7. Rebutting testimony may be offered on the part of each
party.
8. In the event of a finding of guilty, the trial shall then pro-
ceed as set forth in Article 37.07.

(b) The defendant’s counsel may make the opening statement
for the defendant immediately after the attorney representing
the State makes the opening statement for the State. After the
defendant’s attorney concludes the defendant’s opening state-
ment, the State’s testimony shall be offered. At the conclusion
of the presentation of the State’s testimony, the defendant’s tes-
timony shall be offered, and the order of proceedings shall con-
tinue in the manner described by Subsection (a) of this article.

ART.  36.02.  TESTIMONY AT ANY TIME

The court shall allow testimony to be introduced at any time
before the argument of a cause is concluded, if it appears that
it is necessary to a due administration of justice.

ART.  36.03.  INVOCATION OF RULE

(a) Notwithstanding Rule 614, Texas Rules of Evidence, a
court at the request of a party may order the exclusion of a wit-
ness who for the purposes of the prosecution is a victim, close
relative of a deceased victim, or guardian of a victim only if the
witness is to testify and the court determines that the testi-
mony of the witness would be materially affected if the witness
hears other testimony at the trial.
(b) On the objection of the opposing party, the court may re-
quire the party requesting exclusion of a witness under Sub-
section (a) to make an offer of proof to justify the exclusion.
(c) Subsection (a) does not limit the authority of the court on
its own motion to exclude a witness or other person to main-
tain decorum in the courtroom.
(d) In this article:

(1) “Close relative of a deceased victim” and “guardian of a
victim” have the meanings assigned by Article 56.01.
(2) “Victim” means a victim of any criminal offense.

(e) At the commencement of a trial, the court shall admonish
each witness who is to testify as to those persons whom the
court determines the witness may talk to about the case before
the trial ends and those persons whom the witness may not
talk to about the case. The court may punish as contempt a
witness who violates the admonishment provided by the court.

ART.  36.04.  [REPEALED]

ART.  36.05.  NOT TO HEAR TESTIMONY

Witnesses under rule shall be attended by an officer, and all
their reasonable wants provided for, unless the court, in its dis-
cretion, directs that they be allowed to go at large; but in no
case where the witnesses are under rule shall they be allowed to
hear any testimony in the case.

ART.  36.06.  INSTRUCTED BY THE COURT

Witnesses, when placed under rule, shall be instructed by the
court that they are not to converse with each other or with any
other person about the case, except by permission of the court,
and that they are not to read any report of or comment upon

the testimony in the case while under rule. The officer who at-
tends the witnesses shall report to the court at once any viola-
tion of its instructions, and the party violating the same shall
be punished for contempt of court.

ART.  36.07.  ORDER OF ARGUMENT

The order of argument may be regulated by the presiding
judge; but the State’s counsel shall have the right to make the
concluding address to the jury.

ART.  36.08.  NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS

The court shall never restrict the argument in felony cases to a
number of addresses less than two on each side.

ART.  36.09.  SEVERANCE ON SEPARATE

INDICTMENTS

Two or more defendants who are jointly or separately indicted
or complained against for the same offense or any offense grow-
ing out of the same transaction may be, in the discretion of the
court, tried jointly or separately as to one or more defendants;
provided that in any event either defendant may testify for the
other or on behalf of the state; and provided further, that in
cases in which, upon timely motion to sever, and evidence in-
troduced thereon, it is made known to the court that there is a
previous admissible conviction against one defendant or that a
joint trial would be prejudicial to any defendant, the court shall
order a severance as to the defendant whose joint trial would
prejudice the other defendant or defendants.

ART.  36.10.  ORDER OF TRIAL

If a severance is granted, the defendants may agree upon the
order in which they are to be tried, but if they fail to agree, the
court shall direct the order of the trial.

ART.  36.11.  DISCHARGE BEFORE VERDICT

If it appears during a trial that the court has no jurisdiction of
the offense, or that the facts charged in the indictment do not
constitute an offense, the jury shall be discharged. The accused
shall also be discharged, but such discharge shall be no bar in any
case to a prosecution before the proper court for any offense un-
less termination of the former prosecution was improper.

ART.  36.12.  COURT MAY COMMIT

If the want of jurisdiction arises from the fact that the defen-
dant is not liable to prosecution in the county where the in-
dictment was presented, the court may in felony cases order the
accused into custody for a reasonable length of time to await a
warrant for his arrest from the proper county; or if the offense
be bailable, may require him to enter into recognizance to an-
swer before the proper court; in which case a certified copy of
the recognizance shall be sent forthwith to the clerk of the
proper court, to be enforced by that court in case of forfeiture.

ART.  36.13.  JURY IS JUDGE OF FACTS

Unless otherwise provided in this Code, the jury is the exclu-
sive judge of the facts, but it is bound to receive the law from
the court and be governed thereby.

ART.  36.14.  CHARGE OF COURT

Subject to the provisions of Article 36.07 in each felony case
and in each misdemeanor case tried in a court of record, the
judge shall, before the argument begins, deliver to the jury, ex-
cept in pleas of guilty, where a jury has been waived, a written
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charge distinctly setting forth the law applicable to the case; not
expressing any opinion as to the weight of the evidence, not
summing up the testimony, discussing the facts or using any ar-
gument in his charge calculated to arouse the sympathy or ex-
cite the passions of the jury. Before said charge is read to the
jury, the defendant or his counsel shall have a reasonable time
to examine the same and he shall present his objections thereto
in writing, distinctly specifying each ground of objection. Said
objections may embody errors claimed to have been committed
in the charge, as well as errors claimed to have been committed
by omissions therefrom or in failing to charge upon issues aris-
ing from the facts, and in no event shall it be necessary for the
defendant or his counsel to present special requested charges to
preserve or maintain any error assigned to the charge, as herein
provided. The requirement that the objections to the court’s
charge be in writing will be complied with if the objections are
dictated to the court reporter in the presence of the court and
the state’s counsel, before the reading of the court’s charge to
the jury. Compliance with the provisions of this Article is all
that is necessary to preserve, for review, the exceptions and ob-
jections presented to the charge and any amendment or modi-
fication thereof. In no event shall it be necessary for the
defendant to except to the action of the court in over-ruling de-
fendant’s exceptions or objections to the charge.

ART.  36.15.  REQUESTED SPECIAL CHARGES

Before the court reads his charge to the jury, counsel on both
sides shall have a reasonable time to present written instructions
and ask that they be given to the jury. The requirement that the
instructions be in writing is complied with if the instructions are
dictated to the court reporter in the presence of the court and
the state’s counsel, before the reading of the court’s charge to the
jury. The court shall give or refuse these charges. The defendant
may, by a special requested instruction, call the trial court’s at-
tention to error in the charge, as well as omissions therefrom,
and no other exception or objection to the court’s charge shall
be necessary to preserve any error reflected by any special re-
quested instruction which the trial court refuses.
Any special requested charge which is granted shall be incor-
porated in the main charge and shall be treated as a part
thereof, and the jury shall not be advised that it is a special re-
quested charge of either party. The judge shall read to the jury
only such special charges as he gives.
When the defendant has leveled objections to the charge or has
requested instructions or both, and the court thereafter modi-
fies his charge and rewrites the same and in so doing does not
respond to objections or requested charges, or any of them,
then the objections or requested charges shall not be deemed
to have been waived by the party making or requesting the
same, but shall be deemed to continue to have been urged by
the party making or requesting the same unless the contrary is
shown by the record; no exception by the defendant to the ac-
tion of the court shall be necessary or required in order to pre-
serve for review the error claimed in the charge.

ART.  36.16.  FINAL CHARGE

After the judge shall have received the objections to his main
charge, together with any special charges offered, he may make
such changes in his main charge as he may deem proper, and
the defendant or his counsel shall have the opportunity to pre-
sent their objections thereto and in the same manner as is pro-

vided in Article 36.15, and thereupon the judge shall read his
charge to the jury as finally written, together with any special
charges given, and no further exception or objection shall be
required of the defendant in order to preserve any objections
or exceptions theretofore made. After the argument begins no
further charge shall be given to the jury unless required by the
improper argument of counsel or the request of the jury, or un-
less the judge shall, in his discretion, permit the introduction
of other testimony, and in the event of such further charge, the
defendant or his counsel shall have the right to present objec-
tions in the same manner as is prescribed in Article 36.15. The
failure of the court to give the defendant or his counsel a rea-
sonable time to examine the charge and specify the ground of
objection shall be subject to review either in the trial court or
in the appellate court.

ART.  36.17.  CHARGE CERTIF IED BY JUDGE

The general charge given by the court and all special charges
given or refused shall be certified by the judge and filed among
the papers in the cause.

ART.  36.18.  JURY MAY TAKE CHARGE

The jury may take to their jury room the charges given by the
court after the same have been filed. They shall not be permit-
ted to take with them any charge or part thereof which the
court has refused to give.

ART.  36.19.  REVIEW OF CHARGE ON APPEAL

Whenever it appears by the record in any criminal action upon
appeal that any requirement of Articles 36.14, 36.15, 36.16,
36.17 and 36.18 has been disregarded, the judgment shall not
be reversed unless the error appearing from the record was cal-
culated to injure the rights of defendant, or unless it appears
from the record that the defendant has not had a fair and im-
partial trial. All objections to the charge and to the refusal of
special charges shall be made at the time of the trial.

ART.  36.20.  [REPEALED]

ART.  36.21.  TO PROVIDE JURY ROOM

The sheriff shall provide a suitable room for the deliberation of
the jury and supply them with such necessary food and lodg-
ing as he can obtain. No intoxicating liquor shall be furnished
them. In all cases wherein a jury consists partly of male jurors
and partly of female jurors, the sheriff shall provide facilities
for the female jurors separate and apart from the facilities pro-
vided for the male jurors.

ART.  36.215.  RECORDING OF JURY

DELIBERATIONS

A person may not use any device to produce or make an audio,
visual, or audio-visual broadcast, recording, or photograph of
a jury while the jury is deliberating.

ART.  36.22.  CONVERSING WITH JURY

No person shall be permitted to be with a jury while it is de-
liberating. No person shall be permitted to converse with a
juror about the case on trial except in the presence and by the
permission of the court.

ART.  36.23.  VIOLATION OF PRECEDING ARTICLE

Any juror or other person violating the preceding Article shall
be punished for contempt of court by confinement in jail not
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to exceed three days or by fine not to exceed one hundred dol-
lars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

ART.  36.24.  OFFICER SHALL ATTEND JURY

The sheriff of the county shall furnish the court with a bailiff
during the trial of any case to attend the wants of the jury and
to act under the direction of the court. If the person furnished
by the sheriff is to be called as a witness in the case he may not
serve as bailiff.

ART.  36.25.  WRITTEN EVIDENCE

There shall be furnished to the jury upon its request any ex-
hibits admitted as evidence in the case.

ART.  36.26.  FOREMAN OF JURY

Each jury shall appoint one of its members foreman.

ART.  36.27.  JURY MAY COMMUNICATE WITH

COURT

When the jury wishes to communicate with the court, it shall
so notify the sheriff, who shall inform the court thereof. Any
communication relative to the cause must be written, prepared
by the foreman and shall be submitted to the court through
the bailiff. The court shall answer any such communication in
writing, and before giving such answer to the jury shall use rea-
sonable diligence to secure the presence of the defendant and
his counsel, and shall first submit the question and also submit
his answer to the same to the defendant or his counsel or ob-
jections and exceptions, in the same manner as any other writ-
ten instructions are submitted to such counsel, before the
court gives such answer to the jury, but if he is unable to se-
cure the presence of the defendant and his counsel, then he
shall proceed to answer the same as he deems proper. The writ-
ten instruction or answer to the communication shall be read
in open court unless expressly waived by the defendant. 
All such proceedings in felony cases, shall be a part of the
record and recorded by the court reporter.

ART.  36.28.  JURY MAY HAVE WITNESS RE-
EXAMINED OR TESTIMONY READ

In the trial of a criminal case in a court of record, if the jury dis-
agree as to the statement of any witness they may, upon apply-
ing to the court, have read to them from the court reporter’s
notes that part of such witness testimony or the particular point
in dispute, and no other; but if there be no such reporter, or if
his notes cannot be read to the jury, the court may cause such
witness to be again brought upon the stand and the judge shall
direct him to repeat his testimony as to the point in dispute, and
no other, as nearly as he can in the language used on the trial.

ART.  36.29.  IF A JUROR DIES OR BECOMES

DISABLED

(a) Not less than twelve jurors can render and return a verdict
in a felony case. It must be concurred in by each juror and
signed by the foreman. Except as provided in Subsection (b),
however, after the trial of any felony case begins and a juror
dies or, as determined by the judge, becomes disabled from sit-
ting at any time before the charge of the court is read to the
jury, the remainder of the jury shall have the power to render
the verdict; but when the verdict shall be rendered by less than
the whole number, it shall be signed by every member of the
jury concurring in it.

(b) If alternate jurors have been selected in a capital case in
which the state seeks the death penalty and a juror dies or be-
comes disabled from sitting at any time before the charge of
the court is read to the jury, the alternate juror whose name
was called first under Article 35.26 of this code shall replace
the dead or disabled juror. Likewise, if another juror dies or be-
comes disabled from sitting before the charge of the court is
read to the jury, the other alternate juror shall replace the sec-
ond juror to die or become disabled.
(c) After the charge of the court is read to the jury, if a juror  be-
comes so sick as to prevent the continuance of the juror’s  duty
and an alternate juror is not available, or if any accident of cir-
cumstance occurs to prevent the jury from being kept together
under circumstances under which the law or the instructions of
the court requires that the jury be kept together, the jury shall
be discharged, except that on agreement on the record by the
defendant, the defendant’s counsel, and the attorney represent-
ing the state 11 members of a jury may render a verdict and, if
punishment is to be assessed by the jury, assess punishment. If
a verdict is rendered by less than the whole number of the jury,
each member of the jury shall sign the verdict.
(d) After the jury has rendered a verdict on the guilt or inno-
cence of the defendant and, if applicable, the amount of pun-
ishment, the court shall discharge an alternate juror who has
not replaced a juror.

ART.  36.30.  DISCHARGING JURY IN

MISDEMEANOR

If nine of the jury can be kept together in a misdemeanor case
in the district court, they shall not be discharged. If more than
three of the twelve are discharged, the entire jury shall be dis-
charged.

ART.  36.31.  DISAGREEMENT OF JURY

After the cause is submitted to the jury, it may be discharged
when it cannot agree and both parties consent to its discharge;
or the court may in its discretion discharge it where it has been
kept together for such time as to render it altogether improb-
able that it can agree.

ART.  36.32.  RECEIPT OF VERDICT AND FINAL

ADJOURNMENT

During the trial of any case, the term shall be deemed to have
been extended until such time as the jury has rendered its ver-
dict or been discharged according to law.

ART.  36.33.  DISCHARGE WITHOUT VERDICT

When a jury has been discharged, as provided in the four pre-
ceding Articles, without having rendered a verdict, the cause
may be again tried at the same or another term.

CHAPTER 37.  THE VERDICT

ART.  37.01.  VERDICT

A “verdict” is a written declaration by a jury of its decision of
the issue submitted to it in the case.

ART.  37.02.  VERDICT BY NINE JURORS

In misdemeanor cases in the district court, where one or more
jurors have been discharged from serving after the cause has
been submitted to them, if all the alternate jurors selected
under Article 33.011 of this code have either been seated or dis-
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charged, and there be as many as nine of the jurors remaining,
those remaining may render and return a verdict; but in such
case, the verdict must be signed by each juror rendering it.

ART.  37.03.  IN COUNTY COURT

In the county court the verdict must be concurred in by each
juror.

ART.  37.04.  WHEN JURY HAS AGREED

When the jury agrees upon a verdict, it shall be brought into
court by the proper officer; and if it states that it has agreed,
the verdict shall be read aloud by the judge, the foreman, or
the clerk. If in proper form and no juror dissents therefrom,
and neither party requests a poll of the jury, the verdict shall be
entered upon the minutes of the court.

ART.  37.05.  POLLING THE JURY

The State or the defendant shall have the right to have the jury
polled, which is done by calling separately the name of each
juror and asking him if the verdict is his. If all, when asked, an-
swer in the affirmative, the verdict shall be entered upon the
minutes; but if any juror answer in the negative, the jury shall
retire again to consider its verdict.

ART.  37.06.  PRESENCE OF DEFENDANT

In felony cases the defendant must be present when the verdict
is read unless his absence is wilful or voluntary. A verdict in a
misdemeanor case may be received and read in the absence of
the defendant.

ART.  37.07.  VERDICT MUST BE GENERAL;
SEPARATE HEARING ON PROPER PUNISHMENT

Sec. 1. (a) The verdict in every criminal action must be gen-
eral. When there are special pleas on which a jury is to find
they must say in their verdict that the allegations in such pleas
are true or untrue.
(b) If the plea is not guilty, they must find that the defendant
is either guilty or not guilty, and, except as provided in Section
2, they shall assess the punishment in all cases where the same
is not absolutely fixed by law to some particular penalty.
(c) If the charging instrument contains more than one count or
if two or more offenses are consolidated for trial pursuant to
Chapter 3 of the Penal Code, the jury shall be instructed to re-
turn a finding of guilty or not guilty in a separate verdict as to
each count and offense submitted to them.
Sec. 2. (a) In all criminal cases, other than misdemeanor cases
of which the justice court or municipal court has jurisdiction,
which are tried before a jury on a plea of not guilty, the judge
shall, before argument begins, first submit to the jury the issue
of guilt or innocence of the defendant of the offense or offenses
charged, without authorizing the jury to pass upon the punish-
ment to be imposed. If the jury fails to agree on the issue of
guilt or innocence, the judge shall declare a mistrial and dis-
charge the jury, and jeopardy does not attach in the case.
(b) Except as provided by Article 37.071 or 37.072, if a find-
ing of guilty is returned, it shall then be the responsibility of
the judge to assess the punishment applicable to the offense;
provided, however, that (1) in any criminal action where the
jury may recommend community supervision and the defen-
dant filed his sworn motion for community supervision before
the trial began, and (2) in other cases where the defendant so
elects in writing before the commencement of the voir dire ex-

amination of the jury panel, the punishment shall be assessed
by the same jury, except as provided in Section 3(c) of this ar-
ticle and in Article 44.29. If a finding of guilty is returned, the
defendant may, with the consent of the attorney for the state,
change his election of one who assesses the punishment.
(c) Punishment shall be assessed on each count on which a
finding of guilty has been returned.
Sec. 3. Evidence of Prior Criminal Record in all Criminal
Cases After a Finding of Guilty
(a)(1) Regardless of the plea and whether the punishment be
assessed by the judge or the jury, evidence may be offered by
the state and the defendant as to any matter the court deems
relevant to sentencing, including but not limited to the prior
criminal record of the defendant, his general reputation, his
character, an opinion regarding his character, the circum-
stances of the offense for which he is being tried, and, notwith-
standing Rules 404 and 405, Texas Rules of Evidence, any
other evidence of an extraneous crime or bad act that is shown
beyond a reasonable doubt by evidence to have been commit-
ted by the defendant or for which he could be held criminally
responsible, regardless of whether he has previously been
charged with or finally convicted of the crime or act. A court
may consider as a factor in mitigating punishment the conduct
of a defendant while participating in a program under Chap-
ter 17 as a condition of release on bail. Additionally, notwith-
standing Rule 609(d), Texas Rules of Evidence, and subject to
Subsection (h), evidence may be offered by the state and the
defendant of an adjudication of delinquency based on a viola-
tion by the defendant of a penal law of the grade of:

(A) a felony; or
(B) a misdemeanor punishable by confinement in jail.

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), evidence may not be
offered by the state to establish that the race or ethnicity of
the defendant makes it likely that the defendant will engage
in future criminal conduct.
(3) Regardless of the plea and whether the punishment is as-
sessed by the judge or the jury, during the punishment phase
of the trial of an offense under Section 35A.02, Penal Code,
subject to the applicable rules of evidence, the state and the
defendant may offer evidence not offered during the guilt or
innocence phase of the trial concerning the total pecuniary
loss to the Medicaid program caused by the defendant’s con-
duct or, if applicable, the scheme or continuing course of
conduct of which the defendant’s conduct is part. Subject to
the applicable rules of evidence, an employee of the Health
and Human Services Commission’s office of inspector gen-
eral or the office of attorney general’s Medicaid fraud con-
trol unit may testify concerning the total pecuniary loss to
the Medicaid program. An employee who testifies under this
subdivision is subject to cross-examination. Evidence offered
under this subdivision may be considered by the judge or
jury in ordering or recommending the amount of any resti-
tution to be made to the Medicaid program or the appro-
priate punishment for the defendant.

(b) After the introduction of such evidence has been con-
cluded, and if the jury has the responsibility of assessing the
punishment, the court shall give such additional written in-
structions as may be necessary and the order of procedure and
the rules governing the conduct of the trial shall be the same
as are applicable on the issue of guilt or innocence.
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(c) If the jury finds the defendant guilty and the matter of pun-
ishment is referred to the jury, the verdict shall not be com-
plete until a jury verdict has been rendered on both the guilt
or innocence of the defendant and the amount of punishment.
In the event the jury shall fail to agree on the issue of punish-
ment, a mistrial shall be declared only in the punishment
phase of the trial, the jury shall be discharged and no jeopardy
shall attach. The court shall impanel another jury as soon as
practicable to determine the issue of punishment.
(d) When the judge assesses the punishment, he may order an
investigative report as contemplated in Section 9 of Article
42.12 of this code and after considering the report, and after
the hearing of the evidence hereinabove provided for, he shall
forthwith announce his decision in open court as to the pun-
ishment to be assessed.
(e) Nothing herein contained shall be construed as affecting
the admissibility of extraneous offenses on the question of guilt
or innocence.
(f ) In cases in which the matter of punishment is referred to a
jury, either party may offer into evidence the availability of
community corrections facilities serving the jurisdiction in
which the offense was committed.
(g) On timely request of the defendant, notice of intent to in-
troduce evidence under this article shall be given in the same
manner required by Rule 404(b), Texas Rules of Evidence. If
the attorney representing the state intends to introduce an ex-
traneous crime or bad act that has not resulted in a final con-
viction in a court of record or a probated or suspended
sentence, notice of that intent is reasonable only if the notice
includes the date on which and the county in which the al-
leged crime or bad act occurred and the name of the alleged
victim of the crime or bad act. The requirement under this
subsection that the attorney representing the state give notice
applies only if the defendant makes a timely request to the at-
torney representing the state for the notice.
(h) Regardless of whether the punishment will be assessed by
the judge or the jury, neither the state nor the defendant may
offer before sentencing evidence that the defendant plans to
undergo an orchiectomy.
(i) Evidence of an adjudication for conduct that is a violation
of a penal law of the grade of misdemeanor punishable by con-
finement in jail is admissible only if the conduct upon which
the adjudication is based occurred on or after January 1, 1996.
Sec. 4. (a) In the penalty phase of the trial of a felony case in
which the punishment is to be assessed by the jury rather than
the court, if the offense of which the jury has found the defen-
dant guilty is an offense under Section 71.02, Penal Code,
other than an offense punishable as a state jail felony under that
section, an offense under Section 71.023, Penal Code, or an of-
fense listed in Section 3g(a)(1), Article 42.12, or if the judg-
ment contains an affirmative finding under Section 3g(a)(2),
Article 42.12, unless the defendant has been convicted of an of-
fense under Section 21.02, Penal Code, an offense under Sec-
tion 22.021, Penal Code, that is punishable under Subsection
(f ) of that section, or a capital felony, the court shall charge the
jury in writing as follows:

“Under the law applicable in this case, the defendant, if sen-
tenced to a term of imprisonment, may earn time off the
period of incarceration imposed through the award of good
conduct time. Prison authorities may award good conduct

time to a prisoner who exhibits good behavior, diligence in
carrying out prison work assignments, and attempts at re-
habilitation. If a prisoner engages in misconduct, prison au-
thorities may also take away all or part of any good conduct
time earned by the prisoner.
“It is also possible that the length of time for which the de-
fendant will be imprisoned might be reduced by the award
of parole.
“Under the law applicable in this case, if the defendant is
sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the defendant will
not become eligible for parole until the actual time served
equals one-half of the sentence imposed or 30 years,
whichever is less, without consideration of any good con-
duct time the defendant may earn. If the defendant is sen-
tenced to a term of less than four years, the defendant must
serve at least two years before the defendant is eligible for
parole. Eligibility for parole does not guarantee that parole
will be granted.
“It cannot accurately be predicted how the parole law and
good conduct time might be applied to this defendant if
sentenced to a term of imprisonment, because the applica-
tion of these laws will depend on decisions made by prison
and parole authorities.
“You may consider the existence of the parole law and good
conduct time. However, you are not to consider the extent
to which good conduct time may be awarded to or forfeited
by this particular defendant. You are not to consider the
manner in which the parole law may be applied to this par-
ticular defendant.”

(b) In the penalty phase of the trial of a felony case in which
the punishment is to be assessed by the jury rather than the
court, if the offense is punishable as a felony of the first degree,
if a prior conviction has been alleged for enhancement of pun-
ishment as provided by Section 12.42(b), (c)(1) or (2), or (d),
Penal Code, or if the offense is a felony not designated as a cap-
ital felony or a felony of the first, second, or third degree and
the maximum term of imprisonment that may be imposed for
the offense is longer than 60 years, unless the offense of which
the jury has found the defendant guilty is an offense that is
punishable under Section 21.02(h), Penal Code, or is listed in
Section 3g(a)(1), Article 42.12, of this code or the judgment
contains an affirmative finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article
42.12, of this code, the court shall charge the jury in writing
as follows:

“Under the law applicable in this case, the defendant, if sen-
tenced to a term of imprisonment, may earn time off the
period of incarceration imposed through the award of good
conduct time. Prison authorities may award good conduct
time to a prisoner who exhibits good behavior, diligence in
carrying out prison work assignments, and attempts at re-
habilitation. If a prisoner engages in misconduct, prison au-
thorities may also take away all or part of any good conduct
time earned by the prisoner.
“It is also possible that the length of time for which the de-
fendant will be imprisoned might be reduced by the award
of parole.
“Under the law applicable in this case, if the defendant is
sentenced to a term of imprisonment, he will not become
eligible for parole until the actual time served plus any good
conduct time earned equals one-fourth of the sentence im-
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posed or 15 years, whichever is less. Eligibility for parole
does not guarantee that parole will be granted.
“It cannot accurately be predicted how the parole law and
good conduct time might be applied to this defendant if he
is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, because the appli-
cation of these laws will depend on decisions made by
prison and parole authorities.
“You may consider the existence of the parole law and good
conduct time. However, you are not to consider the extent
to which good conduct time may be awarded to or forfeited
by this particular defendant. You are not to consider the
manner in which the parole law may be applied to this par-
ticular defendant.”

(c) In the penalty phase of the trial of a felony case in which
the punishment is to be assessed by the jury rather than the
court, if the offense is punishable as a felony of the second or
third degree, if a prior conviction has been alleged for en-
hancement as provided by Section 12.42(a), Penal Code, or if
the offense is a felony not designated as a capital felony or a
felony of the first, second, or third degree and the maximum
term of imprisonment that may be imposed for the offense is
60 years or less, unless the offense of which the jury has found
the defendant guilty is listed in Section 3g(a)(1), Article 42.12,
of this code or the judgment contains an affirmative finding
under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, of this code, the court
shall charge the jury in writing as follows:

“Under the law applicable in this case, the defendant, if sen-
tenced to a term of imprisonment, may earn time off the
period of incarceration imposed through the award of good
conduct time. Prison authorities may award good conduct
time to a prisoner who exhibits good behavior, diligence in
carrying out prison work assignments, and attempts at re-
habilitation. If a prisoner engages in misconduct, prison au-
thorities may also take away all or part of any good conduct
time earned by the prisoner.
“It is also possible that the length of time for which the de-
fendant will be imprisoned might be reduced by the award
of parole.
“Under the law applicable in this case, if the defendant is sen-
tenced to a term of imprisonment, he will not become eligible
for parole until the actual time served plus any good conduct
time earned equals one-fourth of the sentence imposed. Eligi-
bility for parole does not guarantee that parole will be granted.
“It cannot accurately be predicted how the parole law and
good conduct time might be applied to this defendant if he
is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, because the appli-
cation of these laws will depend on decisions made by
prison and parole authorities.
“You may consider the existence of the parole law and good
conduct time. However, you are not to consider the extent
to which good conduct time may be awarded to or forfeited
by this particular defendant. You are not to consider the
manner in which the parole law may be applied to this par-
ticular defendant.”

(d) This section does not permit the introduction of evidence
on the operation of parole and good conduct time laws.

ART.  37.071.  PROCEDURE IN CAPITAL CASE

Sec. 1. If a defendant is found guilty in a capital felony case in
which the state does not seek the death penalty, the judge shall

sentence the defendant to life imprisonment or to life imprison-
ment without parole as required by Section 12.31, Penal Code.
Sec. 2. (a)(1) If a defendant is tried for a capital offense in
which the state seeks the death penalty, on a finding that the
defendant is guilty of a capital offense, the court shall conduct
a separate sentencing proceeding to determine whether the de-
fendant shall be sentenced to death or life imprisonment with-
out parole. The proceeding shall be conducted in the trial
court and, except as provided by Article 44.29(c) of this code,
before the trial jury as soon as practicable. In the proceeding,
evidence may be presented by the state and the defendant or
the defendant’s counsel as to any matter that the court deems
relevant to sentence, including evidence of the defendant’s
background or character or the circumstances of the offense
that mitigates against the imposition of the death penalty. This
subdivision shall not be construed to authorize the introduc-
tion of any evidence secured in violation of the Constitution
of the United States or of the State of Texas. The state and the
defendant or the defendant’s counsel shall be permitted to pre-
sent argument for or against sentence of death. The introduc-
tion of evidence of extraneous conduct is governed by the
notice requirements of Section 3(g), Article 37.07. The court,
the attorney representing the state, the defendant, or the de-
fendant’s counsel may not inform a juror or a prospective juror
of the effect of a failure of a jury to agree on issues submitted
under Subsection (c) or (e).

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), evidence may not be
offered by the state to establish that the race or ethnicity of
the defendant makes it likely that the defendant will engage
in future criminal conduct.

(b) On conclusion of the presentation of the evidence, the
court shall submit the following issues to the jury:

(1) whether there is a probability that the defendant would
commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a
continuing threat to society; and
(2) in cases in which the jury charge at the guilt or inno-
cence stage permitted the jury to find the defendant guilty
as a party under Sections 7.01 and 7.02, Penal Code,
whether the defendant actually caused the death of the de-
ceased or did not actually cause the death of the deceased
but intended to kill the deceased or another or anticipated
that a human life would be taken.

(c) The state must prove each issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this article beyond a reasonable doubt, and the jury
shall return a special verdict of “yes” or “no” on each issue sub-
mitted under Subsection (b) of this article.
(d) The court shall charge the jury that:

(1) in deliberating on the issues submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this article, it shall consider all evidence admit-
ted at the guilt or innocence stage and the punishment
stage, including evidence of the defendant’s background or
character or the circumstances of the offense that militates
for or mitigates against the imposition of the death penalty;
(2) it may not answer any issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this article “yes” unless it agrees unanimously
and it may not answer any issue “no” unless 10 or more
jurors agree; and
(3) members of the jury need not agree on what particular
evidence supports a negative answer to any issue submitted
under Subsection (b) of this article.
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(e)(1) The court shall instruct the jury that if the jury returns
an affirmative finding to each issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b), it shall answer the following issue:

Whether, taking into consideration all of the evidence, in-
cluding the circumstances of the offense, the defendant’s
character and background, and the personal moral culpa-
bility of the defendant, there is a sufficient mitigating cir-
cumstance or circumstances to warrant that a sentence of
life imprisonment without parole rather than a death sen-
tence be imposed.
(2) The court shall:

(A) instruct the jury that if the jury answers that a cir-
cumstance or circumstances warrant that a sentence of
life imprisonment without parole rather than a death
sentence be imposed, the court will sentence the defen-
dant to imprisonment in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice for life without parole; and
(B) charge the jury that a defendant sentenced to con-
finement for life without parole under this article is in-
eligible for release from the department on parole. 

(f ) The court shall charge the jury that in answering the issue
submitted under Subsection (e) of this article, the jury:

(1) shall answer the issue “yes” or “no”;
(2) may not answer the issue “no” unless it agrees unani-
mously and may not answer the issue “yes” unless 10 or
more jurors agree;
(3) need not agree on what particular evidence supports an
affirmative finding on the issue; and
(4) shall consider mitigating evidence to be evidence that a
juror might regard as reducing the defendant’s moral
blameworthiness.

(g) If the jury returns an affirmative finding on each issue sub-
mitted under Subsection (b) and a negative finding on an issue
submitted under Subsection (e)(1), the court shall sentence the
defendant to death. If the jury returns a negative finding on
any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or an affirmative
finding on an issue submitted under Subsection (e)(1) or is un-
able to answer any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or (e),
the court shall sentence the defendant to confinement in the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life imprisonment
without parole.
(h) The judgment of conviction and sentence of death shall be
subject to automatic review by the Court of Criminal Appeals.
(i) This article applies to the sentencing procedure in a capital
case for an offense that is committed on or after September 1,
1991. For the purposes of this section, an offense is commit-
ted on or after September 1, 1991, if any element of that of-
fense occurs on or after that date.

� 2013 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

In a 2nd special session, the Legislature passed SB 2, the proposed
solution to Texas’ lack of a legal punishment for 17-year-old capi-
tal murderers. See Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455 (2012).

ART.  37.0711.  PROCEDURE IN CAPITAL CASE

FOR OFFENSE COMMITTED BEFORE SEPT.  1,
1991

Sec. 1. This article applies to the sentencing procedure in a
capital case for an offense that is committed before September
1, 1991, whether the sentencing procedure is part of the orig-
inal trial of the offense, an award of a new trial for both the

guilt or innocence stage and the punishment stage of the trial,
or an award of a new trial only for the punishment stage of the
trial. For the purposes of this section, an offense is committed
before September 1, 1991, if every element of the offense oc-
curs before that date.
Sec. 2. If a defendant is found guilty in a case in which the
state does not seek the death penalty, the judge shall sentence
the defendant to life imprisonment.
Sec. 3. (a)(1) If a defendant is tried for a capital offense in
which the state seeks the death penalty, on a finding that the
defendant is guilty of a capital offense, the court shall conduct
a separate sentencing proceeding to determine whether the de-
fendant shall be sentenced to death or life imprisonment. The
proceeding shall be conducted in the trial court and, except as
provided by Article 44.29 (c) of this code, before the trial jury
as soon as practicable. In the proceeding, evidence may be pre-
sented as to any matter that the court deems relevant to sen-
tence. This subdivision shall not be construed to authorize the
introduction of any evidence secured in violation of the Con-
stitution of the United States or of this state. The state and the
defendant or the defendant’s counsel shall be permitted to pre-
sent argument for or against sentence of death.

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), evidence may not be
offered by the state to establish that the race or ethnicity of
the defendant makes it likely that the defendant will engage
in future criminal conduct.

(b) On conclusion of the presentation of the evidence, the
court shall submit the following three issues to the jury:

(1) whether the conduct of the defendant that caused the
death of the deceased was committed deliberately and with
the reasonable expectation that the death of the deceased or
another would result;
(2) whether there is a probability that the defendant would
commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a
continuing threat to society; and
(3) if raised by the evidence, whether the conduct of the de-
fendant in killing the deceased was unreasonable in re-
sponse to the provocation, if any, by the deceased.

(c) The state must prove each issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this section beyond a reasonable doubt, and the jury
shall return a special verdict of “yes” or “no” on each issue sub-
mitted.
(d) The court shall charge the jury that:

(1) it may not answer any issue submitted under Subsection
(b) of this section “yes” unless it agrees unanimously; and
(2) it may not answer any issue submitted under Subsection
(b) of this section “no” unless 10 or more jurors agree.

(e) The court shall instruct the jury that if the jury returns an
affirmative finding on each issue submitted under Subsection
(b) of this section, it shall answer the following issue:

Whether, taking into consideration all of the evidence, in-
cluding the circumstances of the offense, the defendant’s
character and background, and the personal moral culpa-
bility of the defendant, there is a sufficient mitigating cir-
cumstance or circumstances to warrant that a sentence of
life imprisonment rather than a death sentence be imposed.

(f ) The court shall charge the jury that, in answering the issue
submitted under Subsection (e) of this section, the jury:

(1) shall answer the issue “yes” or “no”;
(2) may not answer the issue “no” unless it agrees unani-
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mously and may not answer the issue “yes” unless 10 or
more jurors agree; and
(3) shall consider mitigating evidence that a juror might re-
gard as reducing the defendant’s moral blameworthiness.

(g) If the jury returns an affirmative finding on each issue sub-
mitted under Subsection (b) and a negative finding on the
issue submitted under Subsection (e), the court shall sentence
the defendant to death. If the jury returns a negative finding
on any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or an affirmative
finding on the issue submitted under Subsection (e) or is un-
able to answer any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or (e),
the court shall sentence the defendant to confinement in the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life.
(h) If a defendant is convicted of an offense under Section
19.03(a)(7), Penal Code, the court shall submit the issues
under Subsections (b) and (e) of this section only with regard
to the conduct of the defendant in murdering the deceased in-
dividual first named in the indictment.
(i) The court, the attorney for the state, or the attorney for the
defendant may not inform a juror or prospective juror of the
effect of failure of the jury to agree on an issue submitted
under this article.
(j) The Court of Criminal Appeals shall automatically review a
judgment of conviction and sentence of death not later than
the 60th day after the date of certification by the sentencing
court of the entire record, unless the Court of Criminal Ap-
peals extends the time for an additional period not to exceed
30 days for good cause shown. Automatic review under this
subsection has priority over all other cases before the Court of
Criminal Appeals, and the court shall hear automatic reviews
under rules adopted by the court for that purpose.

ART.  37.072.  PROCEDURE IN REPEAT SEX

OFFENDER CAPITAL CASE

Sec. 1. If a defendant is found guilty in a capital felony case
punishable under Section 12.42(c)(3), Penal Code, in which
the state does not seek the death penalty, the judge shall sen-
tence the defendant to life imprisonment without parole.
Sec. 2. (a)(1) If a defendant is tried for an offense punishable
under Section 12.42(c)(3), Penal Code, in which the state
seeks the death penalty, on a finding that the defendant is
guilty of a capital offense, the court shall conduct a separate
sentencing proceeding to determine whether the defendant
shall be sentenced to death or life imprisonment without pa-
role. The proceeding shall be conducted in the trial court and,
except as provided by Article 44.29(d) of this code, before the
trial jury as soon as practicable. In the proceeding, evidence
may be presented by the state and the defendant or the defen-
dant’s counsel as to any matter that the court considers rele-
vant to sentence, including evidence of the defendant’s
background or character or the circumstances of the offense
that mitigates against the imposition of the death penalty.
This subdivision may not be construed to authorize the intro-
duction of any evidence secured in violation of the Constitu-
tion of the United States or of the State of Texas. The state and
the defendant or the defendant’s counsel shall be permitted to
present argument for or against sentence of death. The intro-
duction of evidence of extraneous conduct is governed by the
notice requirements of Section 3(g), Article 37.07. The court,
the attorney representing the state, the defendant, or the de-

fendant’s counsel may not inform a juror or a prospective juror
of the effect of a failure of a jury to agree on issues submitted
under Subsection (b) or (e).

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), evidence may not be
offered by the state to establish that the race or ethnicity of
the defendant makes it likely that the defendant will engage
in future criminal conduct.

(b) On conclusion of the presentation of the evidence, the
court shall submit the following issues to the jury:

(1) whether there is a probability that the defendant would
commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a
continuing threat to society; and
(2) in cases in which the jury charge at the guilt or inno-
cence stage permitted the jury to find the defendant guilty
as a party under Sections 7.01 and 7.02, Penal Code,
whether the defendant actually engaged in the conduct pro-
hibited by Section 22.021, Penal Code, or did not actually
engage in the conduct prohibited by Section 22.021, Penal
Code, but intended that the offense be committed against
the victim or another intended victim.

(c) The state must prove beyond a reasonable doubt each issue
submitted under Subsection (b) of this section, and the jury
shall return a special verdict of “yes” or “no” on each issue sub-
mitted under Subsection (b) of this section.
(d)  The court shall charge the jury that:

(1) in deliberating on the issues submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this section, it shall consider all evidence admit-
ted at the guilt or innocence stage and the punishment
stage, including evidence of the defendant’s background or
character or the circumstances of the offense that militates
for or mitigates against the imposition of the death penalty;
(2) it may not answer any issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b) of this section “yes” unless it agrees unanimously
and it may not answer any issue “no” unless 10 or more
jurors agree; and
(3) members of the jury need not agree on what particular
evidence supports a negative answer to any issue submitted
under Subsection (b) of this section.

(e)(1) The court shall instruct the jury that if the jury returns
an affirmative finding to each issue submitted under Subsec-
tion (b), it shall answer the following issue:

Whether, taking into consideration all of the evidence, in-
cluding the circumstances of the offense, the defendant’s
character and background, and the personal moral culpa-
bility of the defendant, there is a sufficient mitigating cir-
cumstance or circumstances to warrant that a sentence of
life imprisonment without parole rather than a death sen-
tence be imposed.
(2) The court shall:

(A) instruct the jury that if the jury answers that a cir-
cumstance or circumstances warrant that a sentence of
life imprisonment without parole rather than a death
sentence be imposed, the court will sentence the defen-
dant to imprisonment in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice for life without parole; and
(B) charge the jury that a defendant sentenced to con-
finement for life without parole under this article is in-
eligible for release from the department on parole.

(f ) The court shall charge the jury that in answering the issue
submitted under Subsection (e) of this section, the jury:
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(1) shall answer the issue “yes” or “no”;
(2) may not answer the issue “no” unless it agrees unani-
mously and may not answer the issue “yes” unless 10 or
more jurors agree;
(3) need not agree on what particular evidence supports an
affirmative finding on the issue; and
(4) shall consider mitigating evidence to be evidence that a
juror might regard as reducing the defendant’s moral
blameworthiness.

(g) If the jury returns an affirmative finding on each issue sub-
mitted under Subsection (b) and a negative finding on an issue
submitted under Subsection (e)(1), the court shall sentence the
defendant to death. If the jury returns a negative finding on
any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or an affirmative
finding on an issue submitted under Subsection (e)(1) or is un-
able to answer any issue submitted under Subsection (b) or (e),
the court shall sentence the defendant to imprisonment in the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice for life without parole.
(h) The judgment of conviction and sentence of death shall be
subject to automatic review by the Court of Criminal Appeals.

ART.  37.073.  REPAYMENT OF REWARDS

(a) After a defendant has been convicted of a felony offense,
the judge may order a defendant to repay all or part of a reward
paid by a crime stoppers organization.
(b) In determining whether the defendant must repay the re-
ward or part of the reward, the court shall consider:

(1) the ability of the defendant to make the payment and
the financial hardship on the defendant to make the re-
quired payment; and
(2) the importance of the information to the prosecution of
the defendant as provided by the arresting officer or the at-
torney for the state with due regard for the confidentiality
of the crime stoppers organization records.

(c) In this article, “crime stoppers organization” means a crime
stoppers organization, as defined by Subdivision (2), Section
414.001, Government Code, that is approved by the Texas
Crime Stoppers Council to receive payments of rewards under
this article and Article 42.152.

ART.  37.08.  CONVICTION OF LESSER INCLUDED

OFFENSE

In a prosecution for an offense with lesser included offenses,
the jury may find the defendant not guilty of the greater of-
fense, but guilty of any lesser included offense.

ART.  37.09.  LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSE

An offense is a lesser included offense if:
(1) it is established by proof of the same or less than all the facts
required to establish the commission of the offense charged;
(2) it differs from the offense charged only in the respect that
a less serious injury or risk of injury to the same person, prop-
erty, or public interest suffices to establish its commission;
(3) it differs from the offense charged only in the respect that a
less culpable mental state suffices to establish its commission; or
(4) it consists of an attempt to commit the offense charged or
an otherwise included offense.

ART.  37.10.  INFORMAL VERDICT

(a) If the verdict of the jury is informal, its attention shall be
called to it, and with its consent the verdict may, under the di-
rection of the court, be reduced to the proper form. If the jury

refuses to have the verdict altered, it shall again retire to its
room to deliberate, unless it manifestly appear that the verdict
is intended as an acquittal; and in that case, the judgment shall
be rendered accordingly, discharging the defendant.
(b) If the jury assesses punishment in a case and in the verdict
assesses both punishment that is authorized by law for the of-
fense and punishment that is not authorized by law for the of-
fense, the court shall reform the verdict to show the
punishment authorized by law and to omit the punishment
not authorized by law. If the trial court is required to reform a
verdict under this subsection and fails to do so, the appellate
court shall reform the verdict as provided by this subsection.

ART.  37.11.  DEFENDANTS TRIED JOINTLY

Where several defendants are tried together, the jury may con-
vict each defendant it finds guilty and acquit others. If it agrees
to a verdict as to one or more, it may find a verdict in accor-
dance with such agreement, and if it cannot agree as to others,
a mistrial may be entered as to them.

ART.  37.12.  JUDGMENT ON VERDICT

On each verdict of acquittal or conviction, the proper judg-
ment shall be entered immediately. If acquitted, the defendant
shall be at once discharged from all further liability upon the
charge for which he was tried; provided that, in misdemeanor
cases where there is returned a verdict, or a plea of guilty is en-
tered and the punishment assessed is by fine only, the court
may, on written request of the defendant and for good cause
shown, defer judgment until some other day fixed by order of
the court; but in no event shall the judgment be deferred for a
longer period of time than six months. On expiration of the
time fixed by the order of the court, the court or judge thereof,
shall enter judgment on the verdict or plea and the same shall
be executed as provided by Chapter 43 of this Code. Provided
further, that the court or judge thereof, in the exercise of sound
discretion may permit the defendant where judgment is de-
ferred, to remain at large on his personal bond, or may require
him to enter into bail bond in a sum at least double the
amount of the assessed fine and costs, conditioned that the de-
fendant and sureties, jointly and severally, will pay such fine
and costs unless the defendant personally appears on the day,
set in the order and discharges the judgment in the manner
provided by Chapter 43 of this Code; and for the enforcement
of any judgment entered, all writs, processes and remedies of
this Code are made applicable so far as necessary to carry out
the provisions of this Article.

ART.  37.13.  IF JURY BELIEVES ACCUSED INSANE

When a jury has been impaneled to assess the punishment
upon a plea of guilty, it shall say in its verdict what the pun-
ishment is which it assesses; but if it is of the opinion that a
person pleading guilty is insane, it shall so report to the court,
and an issue as to that fact shall be tried before another jury;
and if, upon such trial, it be found that the defendant is insane,
such proceedings shall be had as directed in cases where a de-
fendant becomes insane after conviction.

ART.  37.14.  ACQUITTAL OF HIGHER OFFENSE

AS JEOPARDY

If a defendant, prosecuted for an offense which includes within
it lesser offenses, be convicted of an offense lower than that for
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which he is indicted, and a new trial be granted him, or the
judgment be arrested for any cause other than the want of ju-
risdiction, the verdict upon the first trial shall be considered an
acquittal of the higher offense; but he may, upon a second trial,
be convicted of the same offense of which he was before con-
victed, or any other inferior thereto.

CHAPTER 38.  EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL
ACTIONS

ART.  38.01.  TEXAS FORENSIC SCIENCE

COMMISS ION

Sec. 1. Creation. The Texas Forensic Science Commission is
created.
Sec. 2. Definitions. In this article:
(1) “Accredited field of forensic science” means a specific
forensic method or methodology validated or approved by the
commission under this article [public safety director of the De-
partment of Public Safety under Section 411.0205(b-1)(2),
Government Code, as part of the accreditation process for
crime laboratories established by rule under Section
411.0205(b) of that code].
(2) “Commission” means the Texas Forensic Science Commis-
sion.
(3) “Crime laboratory” has the meaning assigned by Article
38.35.
(4) “Forensic analysis” means a medical, chemical, toxicologic,
ballistic, or other expert examination or test performed on
physical evidence, including DNA evidence, for the purpose of
determining the connection of the evidence to a criminal ac-
tion, except that the term does not include the portion of an
autopsy conducted by a medical examiner or other forensic
pathologist who is a licensed physician.

Subsection (5) as enacted by SB 1743, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(5) “Office of capital and forensic writs” means the office of
capital and forensic writs established under Subchapter B,
Chapter 78, Government Code.

Subsection (5) as enacted by SB 1287, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(5) “Physical evidence” has the meaning assigned by Article
38.35.
Sec. 3. Composition. (a) The commission is composed of nine
members appointed by the governor as follows:

(1) two members who must have expertise in the field of
forensic science;
(2) one member who must be a prosecuting attorney that
the governor selects from a list of 10 names submitted by
the Texas District and County Attorneys Association; 
(3) one member who must be a defense attorney that the
governor selects from a list of 10 names submitted by the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association;
(4) one member who must be a faculty member or staff
member of The University of Texas who specializes in clin-
ical laboratory medicine that the governor selects from a list
of five [10] names submitted by the chancellor of The Uni-
versity of Texas System;
(5) one member who must be a faculty member or staff

member of Texas A&M University who specializes in clini-
cal laboratory medicine that the governor selects from a list
of five [10] names submitted by the chancellor of The Texas
A&M University System;
(6) one member who must be a faculty member or staff
member of Texas Southern University that the governor se-
lects from a list of five [10] names submitted by the chan-
cellor of Texas Southern University; 
(7) one member who must be a director or division head of
the University of North Texas Health Science Center at
Fort Worth Missing Persons DNA Database; and
(8) one member who must be a faculty or staff member of
the Sam Houston State University College of Criminal Jus-
tice and have expertise in the field of forensic science or sta-
tistical analyses that the governor selects from a list of five
[10] names submitted by the chancellor of the Texas State
University System.

(b) Each member of the commission serves a two-year term.
The terms expire on September 1 of:

(1) each odd-numbered year, for a member appointed
under Subsection (a)(1), (2), (3), or (4); and
(2) each even-numbered year, for a member appointed
under Subsection (a)(5), (6), (7), or (8).

(c) The governor shall designate a member of the commission
to serve as the presiding officer.
Sec. 3-a. Rules. The commission shall adopt rules necessary to
implement this article.
Sec. 4. Duties. (a) The commission shall:

(1) develop and implement a reporting system through
which a crime laboratory may report professional negli-
gence or professional misconduct;
(2) require a crime laboratory that conducts forensic analy-
ses to report professional negligence or professional mis-
conduct to the commission; and
(3) investigate, in a timely manner, any allegation of pro-
fessional negligence or professional misconduct that would
substantially affect the integrity of the results of a forensic
analysis conducted by a crime laboratory.

(a-1) The commission may initiate for educational purposes an
investigation of a forensic analysis without receiving a com-
plaint, submitted through the reporting system implemented
under Subsection (a)(1), that contains an allegation of profes-
sional negligence or professional misconduct involving the
forensic analysis conducted if the commission determines by a
majority vote of a quorum of the members of the commission
that an investigation of the forensic analysis would advance the
integrity and reliability of forensic science in this state.
(b) If the commission conducts an investigation under Subsec-
tion (a)(3) of a crime laboratory that is accredited [by the De-
partment of Public Safety] under this article [Section
411.0205, Government Code,] pursuant to an allegation of
professional negligence or professional misconduct involving
an accredited field of forensic science, the investigation:

(1) must include the preparation of a written report that
identifies and also describes the methods and procedures
used to identify:

(A) the alleged negligence or misconduct;
(B) whether negligence or misconduct occurred; 
(C) any corrective action required of the laboratory, fa-
cility, or entity; 
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(D) observations of the commission regarding the in-
tegrity and reliability of the forensic analysis conducted;
(E) best practices identified by the commission during
the course of the investigation; and
(F) other recommendations that are relevant, as deter-
mined by the commission; and

(2) may include one or more:
(A) retrospective reexaminations of other forensic analyses
conducted by the laboratory, facility, or entity that may
involve the same kind of negligence or misconduct; and
(B) follow-up evaluations of the laboratory, facility, or
entity to review:

(i) the implementation of any corrective action re-
quired under Subdivision (1)(C); or
(ii) the conclusion of any retrospective reexamination
under Paragraph (A).

(b-1) If the commission conducts an investigation under Sub-
section (a)(3) of a crime laboratory that is not accredited [by
the Department of Public Safety] under this article [Section
411.0205, Government Code,] or the investigation is con-
ducted pursuant to an allegation involving a forensic method
or methodology that is not an accredited field of forensic sci-
ence, the investigation may include the preparation of a writ-
ten report that contains:

(1) observations of the commission regarding the integrity
and reliability of the forensic analysis conducted;
(2) best practices identified by the commission during the
course of the investigation; or
(3) other recommendations that are relevant, as determined
by the commission.

(b-2) If the commission conducts an investigation of a foren-
sic analysis under Subsection (a-1), the investigation must in-
clude the preparation of a written report that contains:

(1) observations of the commission regarding the integrity
and reliability of the forensic analysis conducted;
(2) best practices identified by the commission during the
course of the investigation; and
(3) other recommendations that are relevant, as determined
by the commission.

(c) The commission by contract may delegate the duties de-
scribed by Subsections (a)(1) and (3) to any person the com-
mission determines to be qualified to assume those duties.
(d) The commission may require that a crime laboratory in-
vestigated under this section pay any costs incurred to ensure
compliance with Subsection (b), (b-1), or (b-2).
(e) The commission shall make all investigation reports com-
pleted under Subsection (b), (b-1), or (b-2) available to the
public. A report completed under Subsection (b), (b-1), or 
(b-2), in a subsequent civil or criminal proceeding, is not
prima facie evidence of the information or findings contained
in the report.
(f ) The commission may not make a determination of whether
professional negligence or professional misconduct occurred or
issue a finding on that question in an investigation initiated
under Subsection (a-1) or for which an investigation report
may be prepared under Subsection (b-1).
(g) The commission may not issue a finding related to the guilt
or innocence of a party in an underlying civil or criminal trial
involving conduct investigated by the commission under this
article.

(h) The commission may review and refer cases that are the
subject of an investigation under Subsection (a)(3) or (a-1) to
the office of capital and forensic writs in accordance with Sec-
tion 78.054(b), Government Code.
Sec. 4-a. Forensic Analyst Licensing. (a) Notwithstanding
Section 2, in this section:

(1) “Forensic analysis” has the meaning assigned by Article
38.35.
(2) “Forensic analyst” means a person who on behalf of a
crime laboratory accredited under this article technically re-
views or performs a forensic analysis or draws conclusions
from or interprets a forensic analysis for a court or crime
laboratory. The term does not include a medical examiner
or other forensic pathologist who is a licensed physician.

(b) A person may not act or offer to act as a forensic analyst
unless the person holds a forensic analyst license. The com-
mission by rule may establish classifications of forensic analyst
licenses if the commission determines that it is necessary to en-
sure the availability of properly trained and qualified forensic
analysts to perform activities regulated by the commission.
(c) The commission by rule may establish voluntary licensing
programs for forensic disciplines that are not subject to ac-
creditation under this article.
(d) The commission by rule shall:

(1) establish the qualifications for a license that include:
(A) successful completion of the education requirements
established by the commission;
(B) specific course work and experience, including in-
struction in courtroom testimony and ethics in a crime
laboratory;
(C) successful completion of an examination required or
recognized by the commission; and
(D) successful completion of proficiency testing to the
extent required for crime laboratory accreditation;

(2) set fees for the issuance and renewal of a license; and
(3) establish the term of a forensic analyst license.

(e) The commission by rule may recognize a certification is-
sued by a national organization in an accredited field of foren-
sic science as satisfying the requirements established under
Subsection (d)(1)(C) to the extent the commission determines
the content required to receive the certification is substantially
equivalent to the content of the requirements under that sub-
section.
(f ) The commission shall issue a license to an applicant who:

(1) submits an application on a form prescribed by the
commission;
(2) meets the qualifications established by commission rule;
and
(3) pays the required fee.

Sec. 4-b. Advisory Committee. (a) The commission shall es-
tablish an advisory committee to advise the commission and
make recommendations on matters related to the licensing of
forensic analysts under Section 4-a.
(b) The advisory committee consists of nine members as fol-
lows:

(1) one prosecuting attorney recommended by the Texas
District and County Attorneys Association;
(2) one defense attorney recommended by the Texas Crim-
inal Defense Lawyers Association; and
(3) seven members who are forensic scientists, crime labora-
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tory directors, or crime laboratory quality managers, selected
by the commission from a list of 20 names submitted by the
Texas Association of Crime Laboratory Directors.

(c) The commission shall ensure that appointments under
Subsection (b)(3) include representation from municipal,
county, state, and private crime laboratories that are accredited
under this article.
(d) The advisory committee members serve staggered two-year
terms, with the terms of four or five members, as appropriate,
expiring on August 31 of each year. An advisory committee
member may not serve more than two consecutive terms. A va-
cancy on the advisory committee is filled by appointing a
member in the same manner as the original appointment to
serve for the unexpired portion of the term.
(e) The advisory committee shall elect a presiding officer from
among its members to serve a one-year term. A member may
serve more than one term as presiding officer.
(f ) The advisory committee shall meet annually and at the call
of the presiding officer or the commission.
(g) An advisory committee member is not entitled to compen-
sation. A member is entitled to reimbursement for actual and
necessary expenses incurred in performing duties as a member
of the advisory committee subject to the General Appropria-
tions Act.
(h) Chapter 2110, Government Code, does not apply to the
advisory committee.
Sec. 4-c. Disciplinary Action. (a) On a determination by the
commission that a license holder has committed professional
misconduct under this article or violated this article or a rule or
order of the commission under this article, the commission may:

(1) revoke or suspend the person’s license;
(2) refuse to renew the person’s license; or
(3) reprimand the license holder.

(b) The commission may place on probation a person whose
license is suspended. If a license suspension is probated, the
commission may require the license holder to:

(1) report regularly to the commission on matters that are
the basis of the probation; or 
(2) continue or review continuing professional education
until the license holder attains a degree of skill satisfactory
to the commission in those areas that are the basis of the
probation.

(c) Disciplinary proceedings of the commission are governed
by Chapter 2001, Government Code. A hearing under this
section shall be conducted by an administrative law judge of
the State Office of Administrative Hearings.
Sec. 4-d [411.0205]. Crime Laboratory Accreditation
Process. (a) Notwithstanding Section 2, in this section [In this
section, “crime laboratory,”] “forensic analysis” has the mean-
ing [analysis,” and “physical evidence” have the meanings] as-
signed by Article 38.35[, Code of Criminal Procedure].
(b) The commission [director] by rule:

(1) shall establish an accreditation process for crime labora-
tories and other entities conducting forensic analyses of
physical evidence for use in criminal proceedings; and
(2) may modify or remove a crime laboratory exemption under
this section if the commission [director] determines that the
underlying reason for the exemption no longer applies.

(b-1) As part of the accreditation process established and imple-
mented under Subsection (b), the commission [director] may:

(1) establish minimum standards that relate to the timely
production of a forensic analysis to the agency requesting
the analysis and that are consistent with this article and ap-
plicable laws [code];
(2) validate or approve specific forensic methods or
methodologies; and
(3) establish procedures, policies, and practices to improve
the quality of forensic analyses conducted in this state.

(b-2) The commission [director] may require that a laboratory,
facility, or entity required to be accredited under this section
pay any costs incurred to ensure compliance with the accredi-
tation process.
(b-3) A [The director shall require that a] laboratory, facility,
or entity that must be accredited under this section shall, as
part of the accreditation process, agree to consent to any re-
quest for cooperation by the commission [Texas Forensic Sci-
ence Commission] that is made as part of the exercise of the
commission’s duties under this article [Article 38.01, Code of
Criminal Procedure].
(c) The commission [director] by rule may exempt from the ac-
creditation process established under Subsection (b) a crime lab-
oratory conducting a forensic analysis or a type of analysis,
examination, or test if the commission [director] determines that:

(1) independent accreditation is unavailable or inappropri-
ate for the laboratory or the type of analysis, examination,
or test performed by the laboratory;
(2) the type of analysis, examination, or test performed by
the laboratory is admissible under a well-established rule of
evidence or a statute other than Article 38.35[, Code of
Criminal Procedure];
(3) the type of analysis, examination, or test performed by
the laboratory is routinely conducted outside of a crime
laboratory by a person other than an employee of the crime
laboratory; or
(4) the laboratory:

(A) is located outside this state or, if located in this state,
is operated by a governmental entity other than the state
or a political subdivision of the state; and
(B) was accredited at the time of the analysis under an
accreditation process with standards that meet or exceed
the relevant standards of the process established [by the
director] under Subsection (b).

(d) The commission [director] may at any reasonable time enter
and inspect the premises or audit the records, reports, proce-
dures, or other quality assurance matters of a crime laboratory
that is accredited or seeking accreditation under this section.
(e) The commission [director] may collect costs incurred
under this section for accrediting, inspecting, or auditing a
crime laboratory.
(f ) If the commission [director] provides a copy of an audit or
other report made under this section, the commission [direc-
tor] may charge $6 for the copy, in addition to any other cost
permitted under Chapter 552, Government Code, or a rule
adopted under that chapter.
[(g) Funds collected under this section shall be deposited in the
state treasury to the credit of the state highway fund, and
money deposited to the state highway fund under this section
may be used only to defray the cost of administering this sec-
tion or Subchapter G.]
Sec. 5. Reimbursement. A member of the commission may
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not receive compensation but is entitled to reimbursement for
the member’s travel expenses as provided by Chapter 660,
Government Code, and the General Appropriations Act.
Sec. 6. Assistance. The Texas Legislative Council, the Legisla-
tive Budget Board, and The University of Texas at Austin shall
assist the commission in performing the commission’s duties.
Sec. 7. Submission. The commission shall submit any report
received under Section 4(a)(2) and any report prepared under
Section 4(b)(1) to the governor, the lieutenant governor, and
the speaker of the house of representatives not later than De-
cember 1 of each even-numbered year.
Sec. 8. Annual Report. Not later than December 1 of each
year, the commission shall prepare and publish a report that
includes:

(1) a description of each complaint filed with the commis-
sion during the preceding 12-month period, the disposition
of each complaint, and the status of any complaint still
pending on December 31;
(2) a description of any specific forensic method or
methodology the commission designates [recommends to
the public safety director of the Department of Public
Safety for validation or approval under Section
411.0205(b-1)(2), Government Code,] as part of the ac-
creditation process for crime laboratories established by rule
under this article [Section 411.0205(b) of that code];
(3) recommendations for best practices concerning the de-
finition of “forensic analysis” provided by statute or by rule
[of the Department of Public Safety];
(4) developments in forensic science made or used in other
state or federal investigations and the activities of the com-
mission, if any, with respect to those developments; and
(5) other information that is relevant to investigations in-
volving forensic science, as determined by the presiding of-
ficer of the commission.

Sec. 9. Administrative Attachment to Sam Houston State
University. (a) The commission is administratively attached to
Sam Houston State University.
(b) The Board of Regents of the Texas State University System
shall provide administrative support to the commission as nec-
essary to carry out the purposes of this article.
(c) Only the commission may exercise the duties of the com-
mission under this article. Except as provided by Subsection
(b), neither the Board of Regents of the Texas State University
System nor Sam Houston State University has any authority or
responsibility with respect to the duties of the commission
under this article.
Sec. 10. Open Records Limitation. Information that is filed as
part of an allegation of professional misconduct or professional
negligence or that is obtained during an investigation of an al-
legation of professional misconduct or professional negligence
is not subject to release under Chapter 552, Government
Code, until the conclusion of an investigation by the commis-
sion under Section 4.
Sec. 11. Report Inadmissible as Evidence. A written report
prepared by the commission under this article is not admissi-
ble in a civil or criminal action.
Sec. 12. Collection of Certain Forensic Evidence. The com-
mission shall establish a method for collecting DNA and other
forensic evidence related to unidentified bodies located less
than 120 miles from the Rio Grande River.

Amendments to §2(1), §3(a), §4(b) & (b-1), §8, addition of §2(5),
§3-a, §4-a, §4-b, §4-c & 12, and redesignation and transfer of for-
mer Gov’t Code §411.0205 as §4-d effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1287, §§1–7). Note that §4-a(b) takes effect Jan. 1, 2019 (see
SB 1287, §17(b)).

Section 14 of SB 1287 provides: “On the effective date of this
Act: (1) a certificate of accreditation issued by the Department of
Public Safety under former Section 411.0205, Government
Code, is continued in effect as a certificate of accreditation of
the Texas Forensic Science Commission; and (2) an application
or proceeding before the Department of Public Safety under for-
mer Section 411.0205, Government Code, that is pending on the
effective date of this Act is transferred without change in status
to the Texas Forensic Science Commission.”

Section 15 of SB 1287 provides: “Not later than January 1,
2016, the Texas Forensic Science Commission shall appoint the
members of the advisory committee in accordance with Section
4-b, Article 38.01, Code of Criminal Procedure, as added by this
Act. In making the appointments, the commission shall desig-
nate: (1) four members to serve terms expiring August 31, 2016;
and (2) five members to serve terms expiring August 31, 2017.”

Section 16 of SB 1287 provides: “Not later than January 1, 2017,
the Texas Forensic Science Commission shall make recommenda-
tions to the legislature regarding suggested changes to the licens-
ing of forensic analysts as established by this Act, including
recommendations regarding the issuance of licenses to individuals
practicing as forensic analysts on the effective date of this Act.”

Addition of §2(5) and §4(h) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1743,
§§8 & 9). 

ART.  38.02.  EFFECT UNDER PUBLIC

INFORMATION LAW OF RELEASE OF CERTAIN

INFORMATION

A release of information by an attorney representing the state
to defense counsel for a purpose relating to the pending or rea-
sonably anticipated prosecution of a criminal case is not con-
sidered a voluntary release of information to the public for
purposes of Section 552.007, Government Code, and does not
waive the right to assert in the future that the information is
excepted from required disclosure under Chapter 552, Gov-
ernment Code.

ART.  38.03.  PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE

All persons are presumed to be innocent and no person may be
convicted of an offense unless each element of the offense is
proved beyond a reasonable doubt. The fact that he has been
arrested, confined, or indicted for, or otherwise charged with,
the offense gives rise to no inference of guilt at his trial.

ART.  38.04.  JURY ARE JUDGES OF FACTS

The jury, in all cases, is the exclusive judge of the facts proved,
and of the weight to be given to the testimony, except where it
is provided by law that proof of any particular fact is to be
taken as either conclusive or presumptive proof of the exis-
tence of another fact, or where the law directs that a certain de-
gree of weight is to be attached to a certain species of evidence.

ART.  38.05.  JUDGE SHALL NOT DISCUSS

EVIDENCE

In ruling upon the admissibility of evidence, the judge shall
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not discuss or comment upon the weight of the same or its
bearing in the case, but shall simply decide whether or not it is
admissible; nor shall he, at any stage of the proceeding previ-
ous to the return of the verdict, make any remark calculated to
convey to the jury his opinion of the case.

ART.  38.06.  [REPEALED]

ART.  38.07.  TESTIMONY IN CORROBORATION

OF VICTIM OF SEXUAL OFFENSE

(a) A conviction under Chapter 21, Section 20A.02(a)(3), (4),
(7), or (8), Section 22.011, or Section 22.021, Penal Code, is
supportable on the uncorroborated testimony of the victim of
the sexual offense if the victim informed any person, other
than the defendant, of the alleged offense within one year after
the date on which the offense is alleged to have occurred. 
(b) The requirement that the victim inform another person of
an alleged offense does not apply if at the time of the alleged
offense the victim was a person:

(1) 17 years of age or younger;
(2) 65 years of age or older; or
(3) 18 years of age or older who by reason of age or physi-
cal or mental disease, defect, or injury was substantially un-
able to satisfy the person’s need for food, shelter, medical
care, or protection from harm.

ART.  38.071.  TESTIMONY OF CHILD WHO IS

VICTIM OF OFFENSE

Sec. 1. This article applies only to a hearing or proceeding in
which the court determines that a child younger than 13 years
of age would be unavailable to testify in the presence of the de-
fendant about an offense defined by any of the following sec-
tions of the Penal Code :

(1) Section 19.02 (Murder);
(2) Section 19.03 (Capital Murder);
(3) Section 19.04 (Manslaughter);
(4) Section 20.04 (Aggravated Kidnapping);
(5) Section 21.11 (Indecency with a Child);
(6) Section 22.011 (Sexual Assault);
(7) Section 22.02 (Aggravated Assault);
(8) Section 22.021 (Aggravated Sexual Assault);
(9) Section 22.04(e) (Injury to a Child, Elderly Individual,
or Disabled Individual);
(10) Section 22.04(f ) (Injury to a Child, Elderly Individ-
ual, or Disabled Individual), if the conduct is committed
intentionally or knowingly;
(11) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct);
(12) Section 29.03 (Aggravated Robbery);
(13) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child); 
(14) Section 21.02 (Continuous Sexual Abuse of Young
Child or Children);
(15) Section 43.05(a)(2) (Compelling Prostitution); or
(16) Section 20A.02(a)(7) or (8) (Trafficking of Persons).

Sec. 2. (a) The recording of an oral statement of the child
made before the indictment is returned or the complaint has
been filed is admissible into evidence if the court makes a de-
termination that the factual issues of identity or actual occur-
rence were fully and fairly inquired into in a detached manner
by a neutral individual experienced in child abuse cases that
seeks to find the truth of the matter.
(b) If a recording is made under Subsection (a) of this section

and after an indictment is returned or a complaint has been
filed, by motion of the attorney representing the state or the at-
torney representing the defendant and on the approval of the
court, both attorneys may propound written interrogatories
that shall be presented by the same neutral individual who
made the initial inquiries, if possible, and recorded under the
same or similar circumstances of the original recording with the
time and date of the inquiry clearly indicated in the recording.
(c) A recording made under Subsection (a) of this section is
not admissible into evidence unless a recording made under
Subsection (b) is admitted at the same time if a recording
under Subsection (b) was requested prior to the time of the
hearing or proceeding.
Sec. 3. (a) On its own motion or on the motion of the attorney
representing the state or the attorney representing the defen-
dant, the court may order that the testimony of the child be
taken in a room other than the courtroom and be televised by
closed circuit equipment in the courtroom to be viewed by the
court and the finder of fact. To the extent practicable, only the
judge, the court reporter, the attorneys for the defendant and
for the state, persons necessary to operate the equipment, and
any person whose presence would contribute to the welfare and
well-being of the child may be present in the room with the
child during his testimony. Only the attorneys and the judge
may question the child. To the extent practicable, the persons
necessary to operate the equipment shall be confined to an ad-
jacent room or behind a screen or mirror that permits them to
see and hear the child during his testimony, but does not per-
mit the child to see or hear them. The court shall permit the de-
fendant to observe and hear the testimony of the child and to
communicate contemporaneously with his attorney during pe-
riods of recess or by audio contact, but the court shall attempt
to ensure that the child cannot hear or see the defendant. The
court shall permit the attorney for the defendant adequate op-
portunity to confer with the defendant during cross-examina-
tion of the child. On application of the attorney for the
defendant, the court may recess the proceeding before or dur-
ing cross-examination of the child for a reasonable time to allow
the attorney for the defendant to confer with defendant.
(b) The court may set any other conditions and limitations on
the taking of the testimony that it finds just and appropriate,
taking into consideration the interests of the child, the rights
of the defendant, and any other relevant factors.
Sec. 4. (a) After an indictment has been returned or a com-
plaint filed, on its own motion or on the motion of the attor-
ney representing the state or the attorney representing the
defendant, the court may order that the testimony of the child
be taken outside the courtroom and be recorded for showing in
the courtroom before the court and the finder of fact. To the ex-
tent practicable, only those persons permitted to be present at
the taking of testimony under Section 3 of this article may be
present during the taking of the child’s testimony, and the per-
sons operating the equipment shall be confined from the child’s
sight and hearing as provided by Section 3. The court shall per-
mit the defendant to observe and hear the testimony of the
child and to communicate contemporaneously with his attor-
ney during periods of recess or by audio contact but shall at-
tempt to ensure that the child cannot hear or see the defendant.
(b) The court may set any other conditions and limitations on
the taking of the testimony that it finds just and appropriate,
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taking into consideration the interests of the child, the rights
of the defendant, and any other relevant factors. The court
shall also ensure that:

(1) the recording is both visual and aural and is recorded on
film or videotape or by other electronic means;
(2) the recording equipment was capable of making an ac-
curate recording, the operator was competent, the quality
of the recording is sufficient to allow the court and the
finder of fact to assess the demeanor of the child and the in-
terviewer, and the recording is accurate and is not altered;
(3) each voice on the recording is identified;
(4) the defendant, the attorneys for each party, and the ex-
pert witnesses for each party are afforded an opportunity to
view the recording before it is shown in the courtroom;
(5) before giving his testimony, the child was placed under
oath or was otherwise admonished in a manner appropriate
to the child’s age and maturity to testify truthfully;
(6) the court finds from the recording or through an in
camera examination of the child that the child was compe-
tent to testify at the time the recording was made; and
(7) only one continuous recording of the child was made or
the necessity for pauses in the recordings or for multiple
recordings is established at the hearing or proceeding.

(c) After a complaint has been filed or an indictment returned
charging the defendant, on the motion of the attorney repre-
senting the state, the court may order that the deposition of
the child be taken outside of the courtroom in the same man-
ner as a deposition may be taken in a civil matter. A deposition
taken under this subsection is admissible into evidence.
Sec. 5. (a) On the motion of the attorney representing the
state or the attorney representing the defendant and on a find-
ing by the court that the following requirements have been
substantially satisfied, the recording of an oral statement of the
child made before a complaint has been filed or an indictment
returned is admissible into evidence if:

(1) no attorney or peace officer was present when the state-
ment was made;
(2) the recording is both visual and aural and is recorded on
film or videotape or by other electronic means;
(3) the recording equipment was capable of making an ac-
curate recording, the operator of the equipment was com-
petent, the quality of the recording is sufficient to allow the
court and the finder of fact to assess the demeanor of the
child and the interviewer, and the recording is accurate and
has not been altered;
(4) the statement was not made in response to questioning
calculated to lead the child to make a particular statement;
(5) every voice on the recording is identified;
(6) the person conducting the interview of the child in the
recording is expert in the handling, treatment, and investiga-
tion of child abuse cases, present at the hearing or proceed-
ing, called by the state, and subject to cross-examination;
(7) immediately after a complaint was filed or an indict-
ment returned, the attorney representing the state notified
the court, the defendant, and the attorney representing the
defendant of the existence of the recording;
(8) the defendant, the attorney for the defendant, and the
expert witnesses for the defendant were afforded an oppor-
tunity to view the recording before it is offered into evi-
dence and, if a proceeding was requested as provided by

Subsection (b) of this section, in a proceeding conducted
before a district court judge but outside the presence of the
jury were afforded an opportunity to cross-examine the
child as provided by Subsection (b) of this section from any
time immediately following the filing of the complaint or
the returning of an indictment charging the defendant until
the date the hearing or proceeding begins;
(9) the recording of the cross-examination, if there is one,
is admissible under Subsection (b) of this section;
(10) before giving his testimony, the child was placed under
oath or was otherwise admonished in a manner appropriate
to the child’s age and maturity to testify truthfully;
(11) the court finds from the recording or through an in
camera examination of the child that the child was compe-
tent to testify at the time that the recording was made; and
(12) only one continuous recording of the child was made
or the necessity for pauses in the recordings or for multiple
recordings has been established at the hearing or proceeding.

(b) On the motion of the attorney representing the defendant,
a district court may order that the cross-examination of the
child be taken and be recorded before the judge of that court at
any time until a recording made in accordance with Subsection
(a) of this section has been introduced into evidence at the hear-
ing or proceeding. On a finding by the court that the following
requirements were satisfied, the recording of the cross-examina-
tion of the child is admissible into evidence and shall be viewed
by the finder of fact only after the finder of fact has viewed the
recording authorized by Subsection (a) of this section if:

(1) the recording is both visual and aural and is recorded on
film or videotape or by other electronic means;
(2) the recording equipment was capable of making an ac-
curate recording, the operator of the equipment was com-
petent, the quality of the recording is sufficient to allow the
court and the finder of fact to assess the demeanor of the
child and the attorney representing the defendant, and the
recording is accurate and has not been altered;
(3) every voice on the recording is identified;
(4) the defendant, the attorney representing the defendant,
the attorney representing the state, and the expert witnesses
for the defendant and the state were afforded an opportunity
to view the recording before the hearing or proceeding began;
(5) the child was placed under oath before the cross-exam-
ination began or was otherwise admonished in a manner
appropriate to the child’s age and maturity to testify truth-
fully; and
(6) only one continuous recording of the child was made or
the necessity for pauses in the recordings or for multiple
recordings was established at the hearing or proceeding.

(c) During cross-examination under Subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, to the extent practicable, only a district court judge, the
attorney representing the defendant, the attorney representing
the state, persons necessary to operate the equipment, and any
other person whose presence would contribute to the welfare
and well-being of the child may be present in the room with
the child during his testimony. Only the attorneys and the
judge may question the child. To the extent practicable, the
persons operating the equipment shall be confined to an adja-
cent room or behind a screen or mirror that permits them to
see and hear the child during his testimony but does not per-
mit the child to see or hear them. The court shall permit the
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defendant to observe and hear the testimony of the child and
to communicate contemporaneously with his attorney during
periods of recess or by audio contact, but shall attempt to en-
sure that the child cannot hear or see the defendant.
(d) Under Subsection (b) of this section the district court may
set any other conditions and limitations on the taking of the
cross-examination of a child that it finds just and appropriate,
taking into consideration the interests of the child, the rights of
the defendant, and any other relevant factors.
Sec. 6. If the court orders the testimony of a child to be taken
under Section 3 or 4 of this article or if the court finds the tes-
timony of the child taken under Section 2 or 5 of this article
is admissible into evidence, the child may not be required to
testify in court at the proceeding for which the testimony was
taken, unless the court finds there is good cause.
Sec. 7. In making any determination of good cause under this
article, the court shall consider the rights of the defendant, the
interests of the child, the relationship of the defendant to the
child, the character and duration of the alleged offense, any
court finding related to the availability of the child to testify, the
age, maturity, and emotional stability of the child, the time
elapsed since the alleged offense, and any other relevant factors.
Sec. 8. (a) In making a determination of unavailability under
this article, the court shall consider relevant factors including
the relationship of the defendant to the child, the character
and duration of the alleged offense, the age, maturity, and
emotional stability of the child, and the time elapsed since the
alleged offense, and whether the child is more likely than not
to be unavailable to testify because:

(1) of emotional or physical causes, including the con-
frontation with the defendant; or
(2) the child would suffer undue psychological or physical
harm through his involvement at the hearing or proceeding.

(b) A determination of unavailability under this article can be
made after an earlier determination of availability. A determi-
nation of availability under this article can be made after an
earlier determination of unavailability.
Sec. 9. If the court finds the testimony taken under Section 2
or 5 of this article is admissible into evidence or if the court or-
ders the testimony to be taken under Section 3 or 4 of this ar-
ticle and if the identity of the perpetrator is a contested issue,
the child additionally must make an in-person identification of
the defendant either at or before the hearing or proceeding.
Sec. 10. In ordering a child to testify under this article, the court
shall take all reasonable steps necessary and available to mini-
mize undue psychological trauma to the child and to minimize
the emotional and physical stress to the child caused by relevant
factors, including the confrontation with the defendant and the
ordinary participation of the witness in the courtroom.
Sec. 11. In a proceeding under Section 2, 3, or 4 or Subsection
(b) of Section 5 of this article, if the defendant is not represented
by counsel and the court finds that the defendant is not able to
obtain counsel for the purposes of the proceeding, the court shall
appoint counsel to represent the defendant at the proceeding.
Sec. 12. In this article, “cross-examination” has the same
meaning as in other legal proceedings in the state.
Sec. 13. The attorney representing the state shall determine
whether to use the procedure provided in Section 2 of this ar-
ticle or the procedure provided in Section 5 of this article.

ART.  38.072.  HEARSAY STATEMENT OF CERTAIN

ABUSE VICTIMS

Sec. 1. This article applies to a proceeding in the prosecution
of an offense under any of the following provisions of the Penal
Code, if committed against a child  younger than 14 years of
age or a person with a disability:

(1) Chapter 21 (Sexual Offenses) or 22 (Assaultive Of-
fenses);
(2) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct); 
(3) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child);
(4) Section 43.05(a)(2) (Compelling Prostitution);
(5) Section 20A.02(a)(7) or (8) (Trafficking of Persons); or
(6) Section 15.01 (Criminal Attempt), if the offense at-
tempted is described by Subdivision (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5)
of this section.

Section 2(a) as amended by HB 2846, effective Sept. 1,
2009:

Sec. 2. (a) This article applies only to statements that:
(1) describe:

(A) the alleged offense; or
(B) if the statement is offered during the punishment
phase of the proceeding, a crime, wrong, or act other
than the alleged offense that is:

(i) described by Section 1;
(ii) allegedly committed by the defendant against the
child who is the victim of the offense or another child
younger than 14 years of age; and
(iii) otherwise admissible as evidence under Article
38.37, Rule 404 or 405, Texas Rules of Evidence, or
another law or rule of evidence of this state;

(2) were made by the child against whom the charged of-
fense or extraneous crime, wrong, or act was allegedly com-
mitted; and
(3) were made to the first person, 18 years of age or older,
other than the defendant, to whom the child made a state-
ment about the offense or extraneous crime, wrong, or act.

Section 2(a) as amended by SB 643, effective June 11,
2009:

Sec. 2. (a) This article applies only to statements that describe
the alleged offense that:

(1) were made by the child or person with a disability
against whom the offense was allegedly committed; and
(2) were made to the first person, 18 years of age or older,
other than the defendant, to whom the child or person with
a disability made a statement about the offense.

(b) A statement that meets the requirements of Subsection (a) is
not inadmissible because of the hearsay rule if:

(1) on or before the 14th day before the date the proceeding
begins, the party intending to offer the statement:

(A) notifies the adverse party of its intention to do so;
(B) provides the adverse party with the name of the wit-
ness through whom it intends to offer the statement; and
(C) provides the adverse party with a written summary
of the statement;

(2) the trial court finds, in a hearing conducted outside the
presence of the jury, that the statement is reliable based on
the time, content, and circumstances of the statement; and
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(3) the child or person with a disability testifies or is avail-
able to testify at the proceeding in court or in any other
manner provided by law.

Sec. 3. In this article, “person with a disability” means a per-
son 13 years of age or older who because of age or physical or
mental disease, disability, or injury is substantially unable to
protect the person’s self from harm or to provide food, shelter,
or medical care for the person’s self.

ART.  38.073.  TESTIMONY OF INMATE

WITNESSES

In a proceeding in the prosecution of a criminal offense in which
an inmate in the custody of the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice is required to testify as a witness, any deposition or testi-
mony of the inmate witness may be conducted by a video tele-
conferencing system in the manner described by Article 27.18.

ART.  38.074.  TESTIMONY OF CHILD IN

PROSECUTION OF OFFENSE

Sec. 1. In this article:
(1) “Child” has the meaning assigned by Section 22.011(c),
Penal Code.
(2) “Support person” means any person whose presence would
contribute to the welfare and well-being of a child.
Sec. 2. This article applies to the testimony of a child in any
hearing or proceeding in the prosecution of any offense, other
than the testimony of a child in a hearing or proceeding in a
criminal case in which that child is the defendant.
Sec. 3. (a) A court shall:

(1) administer an oath to a child in a manner that allows the
child to fully understand the child’s duty to tell the truth;
(2) ensure that questions asked of the child are stated in lan-
guage appropriate to the child’s age;
(3) explain to the child that the child has the right to have
the court notified if the child is unable to understand any
question and to have a question restated in a form that the
child does understand;
(4) ensure that a child testifies only at a time of day when the
child is best able to understand the questions and to undergo
the proceedings without being traumatized, including:

(A) limiting the duration of the child’s testimony;
(B) limiting the timing of the child’s testimony to the
child’s normal school hours; or
(C) ordering a recess during the child’s testimony when
necessary for the energy, comfort, or attention span of
the child; and

(5) prevent intimidation or harassment of the child by any
party and, for that purpose, rephrase as appropriate any
question asked of the child.

(b) On the motion of any party, or a parent, managing con-
servator, guardian, or guardian ad litem of a child or special ad-
vocate for a child, the court shall allow the child to have a toy,
blanket, or similar comforting item in the child’s possession
while testifying or allow a support person to be present in close
proximity to the child during the child’s testimony if the court
finds by a preponderance of the evidence that:

(1) the child cannot reliably testify without the possession of
the item or presence of the support person, as applicable; and
(2) granting the motion is not likely to prejudice the trier
of fact in evaluating the child’s testimony.

(c) A support person who is present during a child’s testimony
may not:

(1) obscure the child from the view of the defendant or the
trier of fact;
(2) provide the child with an answer to any question asked
of the child; or
(3) assist or influence the testimony of the child.

(d) The court may set any other conditions and limitations on
the taking of the testimony of a child that it finds just and ap-
propriate, considering the interests of the child, the rights of
the defendant, and any other relevant factors.

ART.  38.075.  CORROBORATION OF CERTAIN

TESTIMONY REQUIRED

(a) A defendant may not be convicted of an offense on the tes-
timony of a person to whom the defendant made a statement
against the defendant’s interest during a time when the person
was imprisoned or confined in the same correctional facility as
the defendant unless the testimony is corroborated by other
evidence tending to connect the defendant with the offense
committed. In this subsection, “correctional facility” has the
meaning assigned by Section 1.07, Penal Code.
(b) Corroboration is not sufficient for the purposes of this ar-
ticle if the corroboration only shows that the offense was com-
mitted.

ART.  38.08.  DEFENDANT MAY TESTIFY

Any defendant in a criminal action shall be permitted to tes-
tify in his own behalf therein, but the failure of any defendant
to so testify shall not be taken as a circumstance against him,
nor shall the same be alluded to or commented on by counsel
in the cause.

ART.  38.09.  [REPEALED]

ART.  38.10.  EXCEPTIONS TO THE SPOUSAL

ADVERSE TESTIMONY PRIVILEGE

The privilege of a person’s spouse not to be called as a witness
for the state does not apply in any proceeding in which the
person is charged with:

(1) a crime committed against the person’s spouse, a minor
child, or a member of the household of either spouse; or
(2) an offense under Section 25.01, Penal Code (Bigamy).

ART.  38.101.  COMMUNICATIONS BY DRUG

ABUSERS

A communication to any person involved in the treatment or
examination of drug abusers by a person being treated volun-
tarily or being examined for admission to voluntary treatment
for drug abuse is not admissible. However, information de-
rived from the treatment or examination of drug abusers may
be used for statistical and research purposes if the names of the
patients are not revealed.

ART.  38.11.  JOURNALIST ’S QUALIF IED

TESTIMONIAL PRIVILEGE IN CRIMINAL

PROCEEDINGS

Sec. 1. Definitions. In this article:
(1) “Communication service provider” means a person or the
parent, subsidiary, division, or affiliate of a person who trans-
mits information chosen by a customer by electronic means,
including:
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(A) a telecommunications carrier, as defined by Section 3,
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 153);
(B) a provider of information service, as defined by Section
3, Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 153);
(C) a provider of interactive computer service, as defined by
Section 230, Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Sec-
tion 230); and
(D) an information content provider, as defined by Section
230, Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 230).

(2) “Journalist” means a person, including a parent, subsidiary,
division, or affiliate of a person, who for a substantial portion
of the person’s livelihood or for substantial financial gain, gath-
ers, compiles, prepares, collects, photographs, records, writes,
edits, reports, investigates, processes, or publishes news or in-
formation that is disseminated by a news medium or commu-
nication service provider and includes:

(A) a person who supervises or assists in gathering, prepar-
ing, and disseminating the news or information; or
(B) notwithstanding the foregoing, a person who is or was a
journalist, scholar, or researcher employed by an institution
of higher education at the time the person obtained or pre-
pared the requested information, or a person who at the time
the person obtained or prepared the requested information:

(i) is earning a significant portion of the person’s liveli-
hood by obtaining or preparing information for dissem-
ination by a news medium or communication service
provider; or
(ii) was serving as an agent, assistant, employee, or su-
pervisor of a news medium or communication service
provider.

(3) “News medium” means a newspaper, magazine or periodi-
cal, book publisher, news agency, wire service, radio or televi-
sion station or network, cable, satellite, or other transmission
system or carrier or channel, or a channel or programming ser-
vice for a station, network, system, or carrier, or an audio or
audiovisual production company or Internet company or
provider, or the parent, subsidiary, division, or affiliate of that
entity, that disseminates news or information to the public by
any means, including:

(A) print;
(B) television;
(C) radio;
(D) photographic;
(E) mechanical;
(F) electronic; and
(G) other means, known or unknown, that are accessible to
the public.

(4) “Official proceeding” means any type of administrative, ex-
ecutive, legislative, or judicial proceeding that may be con-
ducted before a public servant.
(5) “Public servant” means a person elected, selected, ap-
pointed, employed, or otherwise designated as one of the fol-
lowing, even if the person has not yet qualified for office or
assumed the person’s duties:

(A) an officer, employee, or agent of government;
(B) a juror or grand juror;
(C) an arbitrator, referee, or other person who is authorized
by law or private written agreement to hear or determine a
cause or controversy;

(D) an attorney or notary public when participating in the
performance of a governmental function; or
(E) a person who is performing a governmental function
under a claim of right, although the person is not legally
qualified to do so.

Sec. 2. Purpose. The purpose of this article is to increase the
free flow of information and preserve a free and active press
and, at the same time, protect the right of the public to effec-
tive law enforcement and the fair administration of justice.
Sec. 3. Privilege. (a) Except as otherwise provided by this arti-
cle, a judicial, legislative, administrative, or other body with
the authority to issue a subpoena or other compulsory process
may not compel a journalist to testify regarding or to produce
or disclose in an official proceeding:

(1) any confidential or nonconfidential unpublished infor-
mation, document, or item obtained or prepared while act-
ing as a journalist; or
(2) the source of any information, document, or item de-
scribed by Subdivision (1).

(b) A subpoena or other compulsory process may not compel
the parent, subsidiary, division, or affiliate of a communication
service provider or news medium to disclose the unpublished
information, documents, or items or the source of any infor-
mation, documents, or items that are privileged from disclo-
sure under Subsection (a).
Sec. 4. Privilege Concerning Confidential Sources. (a) A jour-
nalist may be compelled to testify regarding or to disclose the
confidential source of any information, document, or item ob-
tained while acting as a journalist if the person seeking the testi-
mony, production, or disclosure makes a clear and specific
showing that the source of any information, document, or item:

(1) was observed by the journalist committing a felony
criminal offense and the subpoenaing party has exhausted
reasonable efforts to obtain from alternative sources the
confidential source of any information, document, or item
obtained or prepared while acting as a journalist;
(2) is a person who confessed or admitted to the journalist
the commission of a felony criminal offense and the sub-
poenaing party has exhausted reasonable efforts to obtain
from alternative sources the confidential source of any in-
formation, document, or item obtained or prepared while
acting as a journalist;
(3) is a person for whom probable cause exists that the per-
son participated in a felony criminal offense and the sub-
poenaing party has exhausted reasonable efforts to obtain
from alternative sources the confidential source of any in-
formation, document, or item obtained or prepared while
acting as a journalist; or
(4) disclosure of the confidential source is reasonably nec-
essary to stop or prevent reasonably certain death or sub-
stantial bodily harm.

(b) If the alleged criminal conduct is the act of communicating,
receiving, or possessing the information, document, or item,
this section does not apply, and Section 5 governs the act.
(c) Notwithstanding Subsection (b), if the information, docu-
ment, or item was disclosed or received in violation of a grand
jury oath given to either a juror or a witness under Article 19.34
or 20.16, a journalist may be compelled to testify if the person
seeking the testimony, production, or disclosure makes a clear
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and specific showing that the subpoenaing party has exhausted
reasonable efforts to obtain from alternative sources the confi-
dential source of any information, document, or item obtained.
In this context, the court has the discretion to conduct an in
camera hearing. The court may not order the production of the
confidential source until a ruling has been made on the motion.
(d) An application for a subpoena of a journalist under Article
24.03, or a subpoena of a journalist issued by an attorney rep-
resenting the state under Article 20.10 or 20.11, must be
signed by the elected district attorney, elected criminal district
attorney, or elected county attorney, as applicable. If the
elected district attorney, elected criminal district attorney, or
elected county attorney has been disqualified or recused or has
resigned, the application for the subpoena or the subpoena
must be signed by the person succeeding the elected attorney.
If the elected officer is not in the jurisdiction, the highest rank-
ing assistant to the elected officer must sign the subpoena.
Sec. 5. Privilege Concerning Unpublished Information, Doc-
ument, or Item and Nonconfidential Sources. (a) After ser-
vice of subpoena and an opportunity to be heard, a court may
compel a journalist, a journalist’s employer, or a person with an
independent contract with a journalist to testify regarding or
to produce or disclose any unpublished information, docu-
ment, or item or the source of any information, document, or
item obtained while acting as a journalist, other than as de-
scribed by Section 4, if the person seeking the unpublished in-
formation, document, or item or the source of any
information, document, or item makes a clear and specific
showing that:

(1) all reasonable efforts have been exhausted to obtain the
information from alternative sources; and
(2) the unpublished information, document, or item:

(A) is relevant and material to the proper administration
of the official proceeding for which the testimony, pro-
duction, or disclosure is sought and is essential to the
maintenance of a claim or defense of the person seeking
the testimony, production, or disclosure; or
(B) is central to the investigation or prosecution of a
criminal case and based on something other than the as-
sertion of the person requesting the subpoena, reason-
able grounds exist to believe that a crime has occurred.

(b) The court, when considering an order to compel testimony
regarding or to produce or disclose any unpublished information,
document, or item or the source of any information, document,
or item obtained while acting as a journalist, should consider the
following factors, including but not limited to whether:

(1) the subpoena is overbroad, unreasonable, or oppressive;
(2) reasonable and timely notice was given of the demand
for the information, document, or item;
(3) in this instance, the interest of the party subpoenaing
the information outweighs the public interest in gathering
and dissemination of news, including the concerns of the
journalist; and
(4) the subpoena or compulsory process is being used to ob-
tain peripheral, nonessential, or speculative information.

(c) A court may not consider a single factor under Subsection
(b) as outcome-determinative in the decision whether to com-
pel the testimony or the production or disclosure of the un-
published information, document, or item, or the source of
any information, document, or item.

Sec. 6. Notice. An order to compel testimony, production, or
disclosure to which a journalist has asserted a privilege under
this article may be issued only after timely notice to the jour-
nalist, the journalist’s employer, or a person who has an inde-
pendent contract with the journalist and a hearing. The order
must include clear and specific findings as to the showing
made by the person seeking the testimony, production, or dis-
closure and the clear and specific evidence on which the court
relied in issuing the court’s order.
Sec. 7. Publication of Privileged Information. Publication or
dissemination by a news medium or communication service
provider of information, documents, or items privileged under
this article is not a waiver of the journalist’s privilege regarding
sources and unpublished information, documents, or items.
Sec. 8. Published Information. This article does not apply to
any information, document, or item that has at any time been
published or broadcast by the journalist.
Sec. 9. Reimbursement of Costs. The subpoenaing party shall
pay a journalist a reasonable fee for the journalist’s time and
costs incurred in providing the information, item, or docu-
ment subpoenaed, based on the fee structure provided by Sub-
chapter F, Chapter 552, Government Code.

ART.  38.111.  NEWS MEDIA RECORDINGS

Extrinsic evidence of the authenticity of evidence as a condi-
tion precedent to the admissibility of the evidence in a crimi-
nal proceeding is not required with respect to a recording that
purports to be a broadcast by a radio or television station that
holds a license issued by the Federal Communications Com-
mission at the time of the recording. The court may take judi-
cial notice of the recording license as provided by Rule 201,
Texas Rules of Evidence.

ART.  38.12.  RELIGIOUS OPINION

No person is incompetent to testify on account of his religious
opinion or for the want of any religious belief.

ART.  38.13.  [REPEALED]

ART.  38.14.  TESTIMONY OF ACCOMPLICE

A conviction cannot be had upon the testimony of an accom-
plice unless corroborated by other evidence tending to connect
the defendant with the offense committed; and the corrobora-
tion is not sufficient if it merely shows the commission of the
offense.

ART.  38.141.  TESTIMONY OF UNDERCOVER

PEACE OFFICER OR SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR

(a) A defendant may not be convicted of an offense under
Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code, on the testimony of a
person who is not a licensed peace officer or a special investi-
gator but who is acting covertly on behalf of a law enforcement
agency or under the color of law enforcement unless the testi-
mony is corroborated by other evidence tending to connect the
defendant with the offense committed.
(b) Corroboration is not sufficient for the purposes of this ar-
ticle if the corroboration only shows the commission of the of-
fense.
(c) In this article, “peace officer” means a person listed in Arti-
cle 2.12, and “special investigator” means a person listed in Ar-
ticle 2.122.
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ART.  38.15.  TWO WITNESSES IN TREASON

No person can be convicted of treason except upon the testi-
mony of at least two witnesses to the same overt act, or upon
his own confession in open court.

ART.  38.16.  EVIDENCE IN TREASON

Evidence shall not be admitted in a prosecution for treason as
to an overt act not expressly charged in the indictment; nor
shall any person be convicted under an indictment for treason
unless one or more overt acts are expressly charged therein.

ART.  38.17.  TWO WITNESSES REQUIRED

In all cases where, by law, two witnesses, or one with corrobo-
rating circumstances, are required to authorize a conviction, if
the requirement be not fulfilled, the court shall instruct the
jury to render a verdict of acquittal, and they are bound by the
instruction.

ART.  38.18.  PERJURY AND AGGRAVATED

PERJURY

(a) No person may be convicted of perjury or aggravated per-
jury if proof that his statement is false rests solely upon the tes-
timony of one witness other than the defendant.
(b) Paragraph (a) of this article does not apply to prosecutions
for perjury or aggravated perjury involving inconsistent state-
ments.

ART.  38.19.  INTENT TO DEFRAUD IN FORGERY

In trials of forgery, it need not be proved that the defendant
committed the act with intent to defraud any particular per-
son. It shall be sufficient to prove that the forgery was, in its
nature, calculated to injure or defraud any of the sovereignties,
bodies corporate or politic, officers or persons, named in the
definition of forgery in the Penal Code.

ART.  38.20.  PHOTOGRAPH AND LIVE LINEUP

IDENTIF ICATION PROCEDURES

Sec. 1. In this article, “institute” means the Bill Blackwood
Law Enforcement Management Institute of Texas located at
Sam Houston State University.
Sec. 2. This article applies only to a law enforcement agency of
this state or of a county, municipality, or other political subdi-
vision of this state that employs peace officers who conduct
photograph or live lineup identification procedures in the rou-
tine performance of the officers’ official duties.
Sec. 3. (a) Each law enforcement agency shall adopt, imple-
ment, and as necessary amend a detailed written policy re-
garding the administration of photograph and live lineup
identification procedures in accordance with this article. A law
enforcement agency may adopt:

(1) the model policy adopted under Subsection (b); or
(2) the agency’s own policy that, at a minimum, conforms
to the requirements of Subsection (c).

(b) The institute, in consultation with large, medium, and
small law enforcement agencies and with law enforcement as-
sociations, scientific experts in eyewitness memory research,
and appropriate organizations engaged in the development of
law enforcement policy, shall develop, adopt, and disseminate
to all law enforcement agencies in this state a model policy and
associated training materials regarding the administration of
photograph and live lineup identification procedures. The in-
stitute shall provide for a period of public comment before

adopting the policy and materials.
(c) The model policy or any other policy adopted by a law en-
forcement agency under Subsection (a) must:

(1) be based on:
(A) credible field, academic, or laboratory research on
eyewitness memory;
(B) relevant policies, guidelines, and best practices de-
signed to reduce erroneous eyewitness identifications
and to enhance the reliability and objectivity of eyewit-
ness identifications; and
(C) other relevant information as appropriate; and

(2) address the following topics:
(A) the selection of photograph and live lineup filler
photographs or participants;
(B) instructions given to a witness before conducting a
photograph or live lineup identification procedure;
(C) the documentation and preservation of results of a
photograph or live lineup identification procedure, in-
cluding the documentation of witness statements, re-
gardless of the outcome of the procedure;
(D) procedures for administering a photograph or live
lineup identification procedure to an illiterate person or
a person with limited English language proficiency;
(E) for a live lineup identification procedure, if practica-
ble, procedures for assigning an administrator who is
unaware of which member of the live lineup is the sus-
pect in the case or alternative procedures designed to
prevent opportunities to influence the witness;
(F) for a photograph identification procedure, proce-
dures for assigning an administrator who is capable of
administering a photograph array in a blind manner or
in a manner consistent with other proven or supported
best practices designed to prevent opportunities to in-
fluence the witness; and
(G) any other procedures or best practices supported by
credible research or commonly accepted as a means to re-
duce erroneous eyewitness identifications and to enhance
the objectivity and reliability of eyewitness identifications.

Sec. 4. (a) Not later than December 31 of each odd-numbered
year, the institute shall review the model policy and training
materials adopted under this article and shall modify the pol-
icy and materials as appropriate.
(b) Not later than September 1 of each even-numbered year,
each law enforcement agency shall review its policy adopted
under this article and shall modify that policy as appropriate.
Sec. 5. (a) Any evidence or expert testimony presented by the
state or the defendant on the subject of eyewitness identification
is admissible only subject to compliance with the Texas Rules of
Evidence. Evidence of compliance with the model policy or any
other policy adopted under this article or with the minimum re-
quirements of this article is not a condition precedent to the ad-
missibility of an out-of-court eyewitness identification.
(b) Notwithstanding Article 38.23 as that article relates to a vi-
olation of a state statute, a failure to conduct a photograph or
live lineup identification procedure in substantial compliance
with the model policy or any other policy adopted under this
article or with the minimum requirements of this article does
not bar the admission of eyewitness identification testimony in
the courts of this state.
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ART.  38.21.  STATEMENT

A statement of an accused may be used in evidence against him
if it appears that the same was freely and voluntarily made
without compulsion or persuasion, under the rules hereafter
prescribed.

ART.  38.22.  WHEN STATEMENTS MAY BE USED

Sec. 1. In this article, a written statement of an accused means:
(1) a statement made by the accused in his own handwriting; or
(2) a statement made in a language the accused can read or un-
derstand that:

(A) is signed by the accused; or
(B) bears the mark of the accused, if the accused is unable to
write and the mark is witnessed by a person other than a
peace officer.

Sec. 2. No written statement made by an accused as a result of
custodial interrogation is admissible as evidence against him in
any criminal proceeding unless it is shown on the face of the
statement that:
(a) The accused, prior to making the statement, either received
from a magistrate the warning provided in Article 15.17 of this
code or received from the person to whom the statement is
made a warning that:

(1) he has the right to remain silent and not make any state-
ment at all and that any statement he makes may be used
against him at his trial;
(2) any statement he makes may be used as evidence against
him in court;
(3) he has the right to have a lawyer present to advise him
prior to and during any questioning;
(4) if he is unable to employ a lawyer, he has the right to
have a lawyer appointed to advise him prior to and during
any questioning; and
(5) he has the right to terminate the interview at any time;
and

(b) the accused, prior to and during the making of the state-
ment, knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waived the
rights set out in the warning prescribed by Subsection (a) of
this section.
Sec. 3. (a) No oral or sign language statement of an accused
made as a result of custodial interrogation shall be admissible
against the accused in a criminal proceeding unless:

(1) an electronic recording, which may include motion pic-
ture, video tape, or other visual recording, is made of the
statement;
(2) prior to the statement but during the recording the ac-
cused is given the warning in Subsection (a) of Section 2
above and the accused knowingly, intelligently, and volun-
tarily waives any rights set out in the warning;
(3) the recording device was capable of making an accurate
recording, the operator was competent, and the recording is
accurate and has not been altered;
(4) all voices on the recording are identified; and
(5) not later than the 20th day before the date of the pro-
ceeding, the attorney representing the defendant is pro-
vided with a true, complete, and accurate copy of all
recordings of the defendant made under this article.

(b) Every electronic recording of any statement made by an ac-
cused during a custodial interrogation must be preserved until
such time as the defendant’s conviction for any offense relating

thereto is final, all direct appeals therefrom are exhausted, or
the prosecution of such offenses is barred by law.
(c) Subsection (a) of this section shall not apply to any state-
ment which contains assertions of facts or circumstances that
are found to be true and which conduce to establish the guilt
of the accused, such as the finding of secreted or stolen prop-
erty or the instrument with which he states the offense was
committed.
(d) If the accused is a deaf person, the accused’s statement
under Section 2 or Section 3(a) of this article is not admissible
against the accused unless the warning in Section 2 of this ar-
ticle is interpreted to the deaf person by an interpreter who is
qualified and sworn as provided in Article 38.31 of this code.
(e) The courts of this state shall strictly construe Subsection (a)
of this section and may not interpret Subsection (a) as making
admissible a statement unless all requirements of the subsec-
tion have been satisfied by the state, except that:

(1) only voices that are material are identified; and
(2) the accused was given the warning in Subsection (a) of
Section 2 above or its fully effective equivalent.

Sec. 4.When any statement, the admissibility of which is cov-
ered by this article, is sought to be used in connection with an
official proceeding, any person who swears falsely to facts and
circumstances which, if true, would render the statement ad-
missible under this article is presumed to have acted with in-
tent to deceive and with knowledge of the statement’s meaning
for the purpose of prosecution for aggravated perjury under
Section 37.03 of the Penal Code. No person prosecuted under
this subsection shall be eligible for probation.
Sec. 5. Nothing in this article precludes the admission of a
statement made by the accused in open court at his trial, be-
fore a grand jury, or at an examining trial in compliance with
Articles 16.03 and 16.04 of this code, or of a statement that is
the res gestae of the arrest or of the offense, or of a statement
that does not stem from custodial interrogation, or of a volun-
tary statement, whether or not the result of custodial interro-
gation, that has a bearing upon the credibility of the accused
as a witness, or of any other statement that may be admissible
under law.
Sec. 6. In all cases where a question is raised as to the volun-
tariness of a statement of an accused, the court must make an
independent finding in the absence of the jury as to whether
the statement was made under voluntary conditions. If the
statement has been found to have been voluntarily made and
held admissible as a matter of law and fact by the court in a
hearing in the absence of the jury, the court must enter an
order stating its conclusion as to whether or not the statement
was voluntarily made, along with the specific finding of facts
upon which the conclusion was based, which order shall be
filed among the papers of the cause. Such order shall not be ex-
hibited to the jury nor the finding thereof made known to the
jury in any manner. Upon the finding by the judge as a matter
of law and fact that the statement was voluntarily made, evi-
dence pertaining to such matter may be submitted to the jury
and it shall be instructed that unless the jury believes beyond a
reasonable doubt that the statement was voluntarily made, the
jury shall not consider such statement for any purpose nor any
evidence obtained as a result thereof. In any case where a mo-
tion to suppress the statement has been filed and evidence has
been submitted to the court on this issue, the court within its
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discretion may reconsider such evidence in his finding that the
statement was voluntarily made and the same evidence sub-
mitted to the court at the hearing on the motion to suppress
shall be made a part of the record the same as if it were being
presented at the time of trial. However, the state or the defen-
dant shall be entitled to present any new evidence on the issue
of the voluntariness of the statement prior to the court’s final
ruling and order stating its findings.
Sec. 7.When the issue is raised by the evidence, the trial judge
shall appropriately instruct the jury, generally, on the law per-
taining to such statement.
Sec. 8. Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a
written, oral, or sign language statement of an accused made as
a result of a custodial interrogation is admissible against the ac-
cused in a criminal proceeding in this state if:

(1) the statement was obtained in another state and was ob-
tained in compliance with the laws of that state or this state; or
(2) the statement was obtained by a federal law enforce-
ment officer in this state or another state and was obtained
in compliance with the laws of the United States.

ART.  38.23.  EVIDENCE NOT TO BE USED

(a) No evidence obtained by an officer or other person in vio-
lation of any provisions of the Constitution or laws of the State
of Texas, or of the Constitution or laws of the United States of
America, shall be admitted in evidence against the accused on
the trial of any criminal case. In any case where the legal evi-
dence raises an issue hereunder, the jury shall be instructed
that if it believes, or has a reasonable doubt, that the evidence
was obtained in violation of the provisions of this Article, then
and in such event, the jury shall disregard any such evidence so
obtained.
(b) It is an exception to the provisions of Subsection (a) of this
Article that the evidence was obtained by a law enforcement
officer acting in objective good faith reliance upon a warrant
issued by a neutral magistrate based on probable cause.

ART.  38.24.  [REPEALED]

ART.  38.25.  WRITTEN PART OF INSTRUMENT

CONTROLS

When an instrument is partly written and partly printed, the
written shall control the printed portion when the two are in-
consistent.

ART.  38.26 [REPEALED]

ART.  38.27.  EVIDENCE OF HANDWRITING

It is competent to give evidence of handwriting by compari-
son, made by experts or by the jury. Proof by comparison only
shall not be sufficient to establish the handwriting of a witness
who denies his signature under oath.

ARTS.  38.28–38.29.  [REPEALED]

ART.  38.30.  INTERPRETER

(a) When a motion for appointment of an interpreter is filed
by any party or on motion of the court, in any criminal pro-
ceeding, it is determined that a person charged or a witness
does not understand and speak the English language, an inter-
preter must be sworn to interpret for the person charged or the
witness. Any person may be subpoenaed, attached or recog-
nized in any criminal action or proceeding, to appear before

the proper judge or court to act as interpreter therein, under
the same rules and penalties as are provided for witnesses. In
the event that the only available interpreter is not considered to
possess adequate interpreting skills for the particular situation
or the interpreter is not familiar with use of slang, the person
charged or witness may be permitted by the court to nominate
another person to act as intermediary between the person
charged or witness and the appointed interpreter during the
proceedings.
(a-1) A qualified telephone interpreter may be sworn to inter-
pret for the person in any criminal [the trial of a Class C mis-
demeanor or a] proceeding before a judge or magistrate if an
interpreter is not available to appear in person at the proceed-
ing [before the court] or if the only available interpreter is not
considered to possess adequate interpreting skills for the par-
ticular situation or is unfamiliar with the use of slang. In this
subsection, “qualified telephone interpreter” means a telephone
service that employs:

(1) licensed court interpreters as defined by Section
157.001, Government Code; or
(2) federally certified court interpreters.

(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this article, inter-
preters appointed under the terms of this article will receive
from the general fund of the county for their services a sum
not to exceed $100 a day as follows: interpreters shall be paid
not less than $15 nor more than $100 a day at the discretion
of the judge presiding, and when travel of the interpreter is in-
volved all the actual expenses of travel, lodging, and meals in-
curred by the interpreter pertaining to the case the interpreter
is appointed to serve shall be paid at the same rate applicable
to state employees.
(c) A county commissioners court may set a payment schedule
and expend funds for the services of interpreters in excess of
the daily amount of not less than $15 or more than $100 es-
tablished by Subsection (b) of this article.

Amendments to (a-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1139, §8.01).

ART.  38.31.  INTERPRETERS FOR DEAF PERSONS

(a) If the court is notified by a party that the defendant is deaf
and will be present at an arraignment, hearing, examining trial,
or trial, or that a witness is deaf and will be called at a hearing,
examining trial, or trial, the court shall appoint a qualified in-
terpreter to interpret the proceedings in any language that the
deaf person can understand, including but not limited to sign
language. On the court’s motion or the motion of a party, the
court may order testimony of a deaf witness and the interpre-
tation of that testimony by the interpreter visually, electroni-
cally recorded for use in verification of the transcription of the
reporter’s notes. The clerk of the court shall include that
recording in the appellate record if requested by a party under
Article 40.09 of this Code.
(b) Following the filing of an indictment, information, or
complaint against a deaf defendant, the court on the motion
of the defendant shall appoint a qualified interpreter to inter-
pret in a language that the defendant can understand, includ-
ing but not limited to sign language, communications
concerning the case between the defendant and defense coun-
sel. The interpreter may not disclose a communication be-
tween the defendant and defense counsel or a fact that came to
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the attention of the interpreter while interpreting those com-
munications if defense counsel may not disclose that commu-
nication or fact.
(c) In all cases where the mental condition of a person is being
considered and where such person may be committed to a
mental institution, and where such person is deaf, all of the
court proceedings pertaining to him shall be interpreted by a
qualified interpreter appointed by the court.
(d) A proceeding for which an interpreter is required to be ap-
pointed under this Article may not commence until the ap-
pointed interpreter is in a position not exceeding ten feet from
and in full view of the deaf person.
(e) The interpreter appointed under the terms of this Article
shall be required to take an oath that he will make a true in-
terpretation to the person accused or being examined, which
person is deaf, of all the proceedings of his case in a language
that he understands; and that he will repeat said deaf person’s
answer to questions to counsel, court, or jury, in the English
language, in his best skill and judgment.
(f ) Interpreters appointed under this Article are entitled to a
reasonable fee determined by the court after considering the
recommendations of the Texas Commission for the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing. When travel of the interpreter is involved all
the actual expenses of travel, lodging, and meals incurred by
the interpreter pertaining to the case he is appointed to serve
shall be paid at the same rate applicable to state employees.
(g) In this Code:

(1) “Deaf person” means a person who has a hearing impair-
ment, regardless of whether the person also has a speech im-
pairment, that inhibits the person’s comprehension of the
proceedings or communication with others.
(2) “Qualified interpreter” means an interpreter for the deaf
who holds a current legal certificate issued by the National
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf or a current court in-
terpreter certificate issued by the Board for Evaluation of
Interpreters at the Department of Assistive and Rehabilita-
tive Services.

ART.  38.32.  PRESUMPTION OF DEATH

(a) Upon introduction and admission into evidence of a valid
certificate of death wherein the time of death of the decedent has
been entered by a licensed physician, a presumption exists that
death occurred at the time stated in the certificate of death.
(b) A presumption existing pursuant to Section (a) of this Ar-
ticle is sufficient to support a finding as to time of death but
may be rebutted through a showing by a preponderance of the
evidence that death occurred at some other time.

ART.  38.33.  PRESERVATION AND USE OF

EVIDENCE OF CERTAIN MISDEMEANOR

CONVICTIONS

Sec. 1. The court shall order that a defendant who is convicted
of a felony or a misdemeanor offense that is punishable by con-
finement in jail have a thumbprint of the defendant’s right
thumb rolled legibly on the judgment or the docket sheet in
the case. The court shall order a defendant who is placed on
probation under Section 5 of Article 42.12, Code of Criminal
Procedure, for an offense described by this section to have a
thumbprint of the defendant’s right thumb rolled legibly on
the order placing the defendant on probation. If the defendant

does not have a right thumb, the defendant must have a
thumbprint of the defendant’s left thumb rolled legibly on the
judgment, order, or docket sheet. The defendant must have a
fingerprint of the defendant’s index finger rolled legibly on the
judgment, order, or docket sheet if the defendant does not
have a right thumb or a left thumb. The judgment, order, or
docket sheet must contain a statement that describes from
which thumb or finger the print was taken, unless a rolled 10-
finger print set was taken. A clerk or bailiff of the court or
other person qualified to take fingerprints shall take the
thumbprint or fingerprint, either by use of the ink-rolled print
method or by use of a live-scanning device that prints the
thumbprint or fingerprint image on the judgment, order, or
docket sheet.
Sec. 2.This article does not prohibit a court from including in
the records of the case additional information to identify the
defendant.

ART.  38.34.  PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE IN

THEFT CASES

(a) In this article, “property” means any tangible personal
property.
(b) A photograph of property that  a person is alleged to have
unlawfully appropriated with the intent to deprive the owner
of the property is admissible into evidence under rules of law
governing the admissibility of photographs. The photograph is
as admissible in evidence as is the property itself.
(c) The provisions of Article 18.16 concerning the bringing of
stolen property before a magistrate for examination are com-
plied with if a photograph of the stolen property is brought be-
fore the magistrate.
(d) The defendant’s rights of discovery and inspection of tan-
gible physical evidence are satisfied if a photograph of the
property is made available to the defendant by the state on
order of any court having jurisdiction over the cause.

ART.  38.35.  FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE;
ADMISS IB IL ITY

(a) In this article:
(1) “Crime laboratory” includes a public or private labora-
tory or other entity that conducts a forensic analysis subject
to this article.
(2) “Criminal action” includes an investigation, complaint,
arrest, bail, bond, trial, appeal, punishment, or other mat-
ter related to conduct proscribed by a criminal offense.
(3) “Commission” [“Director”] means the Texas Forensic
Science Commission established under Article 38.01 [pub-
lic safety director of the Department of Public Safety].“Di-
rector” means the public safety director of the Department
of Public Safety.
(4) “Forensic analysis” means a medical, chemical, toxico-
logic, ballistic, or other expert examination or test performed
on physical evidence, including DNA evidence, for the pur-
pose of determining the connection of the evidence to a
criminal action. The term includes an examination or test re-
quested by a law enforcement agency, prosecutor, criminal
suspect or defendant, or court. The term does not include:

(A) latent print examination;
(B) a test of a specimen of breath under Chapter 724,
Transportation Code; 
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(C) digital evidence;
(D) an examination or test excluded by rule under Arti-
cle 38.01 [Section 411.0205(c), Government Code];
(E) a presumptive test performed for the purpose of de-
termining compliance with a term or condition of com-
munity supervision or parole and conducted by or under
contract with a community supervision and corrections
department, the parole division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice, or the Board of Pardons and
Paroles; or
(F) an expert examination or test conducted principally
for the purpose of scientific research, medical practice,
civil or administrative litigation, or other purpose unre-
lated to determining the connection of physical evidence
to a criminal action.

(5) “Physical evidence” means any tangible object, thing,
or substance relating to a criminal action.

(b) A law enforcement agency, prosecutor, or court may re-
quest a forensic analysis by a crime laboratory of physical evi-
dence if the evidence was obtained in connection with the
requesting entity’s investigation or disposition of a criminal ac-
tion and the requesting entity:

(1) controls the evidence;
(2) submits the evidence to the laboratory; or
(3) consents to the analysis.

(c) A law enforcement agency, other governmental agency, or
private entity performing a forensic analysis of physical evi-
dence may require the requesting law enforcement agency to
pay a fee for such analysis.
(d)(1) Except as provided by Subsection (e), a forensic analysis
of physical evidence under this article and expert testimony re-
lating to the evidence are not admissible in a criminal action if,
at the time of the analysis, the crime laboratory conducting the
analysis was not accredited by the commission [director] under
Article 38.01 [Section 411.0205, Government Code].

(2) If before the date of the analysis the commission [direc-
tor] issues a certificate of accreditation under Article 38.01
[Section 411.0205, Government Code], to a crime labora-
tory conducting the analysis, the certificate is prima facie
evidence that the laboratory was accredited by the commis-
sion [director] at the time of the analysis.

(e) A forensic analysis of physical evidence under this article
and expert testimony relating to the evidence are not inadmis-
sible in a criminal action based solely on the accreditation sta-
tus of the crime laboratory conducting the analysis if the
laboratory:

(A) except for making proper application, was eligible for
accreditation by the commission [director] at the time of
the examination or test; and
(B) obtains accreditation from the commission [director]
before the time of testimony about the examination or test.

(f ) This article does not apply to the portion of an autopsy
conducted by a medical examiner or other forensic pathologist
who is a licensed physician. 

Amendments to (a)(3) & (4), (d) & (e) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1287, §§8 & 9). See effective notes following Art. 38.01.

ART.  38.36.  EVIDENCE IN PROSECUTIONS FOR

MURDER

(a) In all prosecutions for murder, the state or the defendant

shall be permitted to offer testimony as to all relevant facts and
circumstances surrounding the killing and the previous rela-
tionship existing between the accused and the deceased, to-
gether with all relevant facts and circumstances going to show
the condition of the mind of the accused at the time of the of-
fense.
(b) In a prosecution for murder, if a defendant raises as a de-
fense a justification provided by Section 9.31, 9.32, or 9.33,
Penal Code, the defendant, in order to establish the defen-
dant’s reasonable belief that use of force or deadly force was
immediately necessary, shall be permitted to offer:

(1) relevant evidence that the defendant had been the vic-
tim of acts of family violence committed by the deceased,
as family violence is defined by Section 71.004, Family
Code; and
(2) relevant expert testimony regarding the condition of the
mind of the defendant at the time of the offense, including
those relevant facts and circumstances relating to family vi-
olence that are the basis of the expert’s opinion.

ART.  38.37.  EVIDENCE OF EXTRANEOUS

OFFENSES OR ACTS

Sec. 1. (a) Subsection (b) applies to a proceeding in the pros-
ecution of a defendant for an offense, or an attempt or con-
spiracy to commit an offense, under the following provisions
of the Penal Code:

(1) if committed against a child under 17 years of age:
(A) Chapter 21 (Sexual Offenses);
(B) Chapter 22 (Assaultive Offenses); or
(C) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct); or

(2) if committed against a person younger than 18 years of
age:

(A) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child); 
(B) Section 20A.02(a)(7) or (8); or
(C) Section 43.05(a)(2) (Compelling Prostitution).

(b) Notwithstanding Rules 404 and 405, Texas Rules of Evi-
dence, evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts committed by
the defendant against the child who is the victim of the alleged
offense shall be admitted for its bearing on relevant matters,
including:

(1) the state of mind of the defendant and the child; and
(2) the previous and subsequent relationship between the
defendant and the child.

Sec. 2. (a) Subsection (b) applies only to the trial of a defen-
dant for:

(1) an offense under any of the following provisions of the
Penal Code:

(A) Section 20A.02, if punishable as a felony of the first
degree under Section 20A.02(b)(1) (Sex Trafficking of a
Child);
(B) Section 21.02 (Continuous Sexual Abuse of Young
Child or Children);
(C) Section 21.11 (Indecency With a Child);
(D) Section 22.011(a)(2) (Sexual Assault of a Child);
(E) Sections 22.021(a)(1)(B) and (2) (Aggravated Sexual
Assault of a Child);
(F) Section 33.021 (Online Solicitation of a Minor);
(G) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child); or
(H) Section 43.26 (Possession or Promotion of Child
Pornography), Penal Code; or
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(2) an attempt or conspiracy to commit an offense de-
scribed by Subdivision (1).

(b) Notwithstanding Rules 404 and 405, Texas Rules of Evi-
dence, and subject to Section 2-a, evidence that the defendant
has committed a separate offense described by Subsection
(a)(1) or (2) may be admitted in the trial of an alleged offense
described by Subsection (a)(1) or (2) for any bearing the evi-
dence has on relevant matters, including the character of the
defendant and acts performed in conformity with the charac-
ter of the defendant.
Sec. 2-a. Before evidence described by Section 2 may be in-
troduced, the trial judge must:

(1) determine that the evidence likely to be admitted at trial
will be adequate to support a finding by the jury that the
defendant committed the separate offense beyond a reason-
able doubt; and
(2) conduct a hearing out of the presence of the jury for
that purpose.

Sec. 3. The [state shall give the defendant notice of the state’s
intent to introduce in the case in chief evidence described by
Section 1 or 2 not later than the 30th day before the date of
the defendant’s trial.
Sec. 4. This article does not limit the admissibility of evidence
of extraneous crimes, wrongs, or acts under any other applica

ART.  38.371.  EVIDENCE IN PROSECUTIONS OF

CERTAIN OFFENSES  INVOLVING FAMILY

VIOLENCE

(a) This article applies to a proceeding in the prosecution of a
defendant for an offense, or for an attempt or conspiracy to
commit an offense, that is committed under:

(1) Section 22.01 or 22.02, Penal Code, against a person
whose relationship to or association with the defendant is
described by Section 71.0021(b), 71.003, or 71.005, Fam-
ily Code; or
(2) Section 25.07 or 25.072, Penal Code, if the offense is
based on a violation of an order or a condition of bond in
a case involving family violence.

(b) In the prosecution of an offense described by Subsection
(a), subject to the Texas Rules of Evidence or other applicable
law, each party may offer testimony or other evidence of all rel-
evant facts and circumstances that would assist the trier of fact
in determining whether the actor committed the offense de-
scribed by Subsection (a), including testimony or evidence re-
garding the nature of the relationship between the actor and
the alleged victim.
(c) This article does not permit the presentation of character
evidence that would otherwise be inadmissible under the Texas
Rules of Evidence or other applicable law.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2645, §1). Section 4(a) of
HB 2645 provides: “The change in law made by this Act in adding
Article 38.371, Code of Criminal Procedure, applies to the ad-
missibility of evidence in a criminal proceeding that commences
on or after the effective date of this Act. The admissibility of evi-
dence in a criminal proceeding that commences before the ef-
fective date of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the
date the proceeding commenced, and the former law is contin-
ued in effect for that purpose.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 2645 enacts this article to allow either party in a family vio-
lence trial to offer testimony or other evidence about facts and
circumstances relevant to the offense that would help the fact-
finder determine guilt, including details about the nature of the
relationship between the actor and alleged victim. The admis-
sion of such evidence is still subject to the Rules of Evidence or
other related laws, but in practice, this article should help prose-
cutors give jurors a more complete picture of an alleged perpe-
trator’s history of violence with a particular victim. Other
analogous statutes are Art. 38.36 (Evidence in Prosecutions for
Murder), Art. 38.37 (Evidence of Extraneous Offenses or Acts),
Art. 38.46 (Evidence in Prosecutions for Stalking), and Art.
38.48 (Evidence in Prosecution for Tampering with Witness or
Prospective Witness Involving Family Violence)—although some
of these laws governing the admissibility of extraneous acts dif-
fer from that enacted by HB 2645, so read each one carefully
before comparing and contrasting them. Note also that this new
rule applies to the admissibility of evidence in any criminal pro-
ceeding commencing on or after September 1, 2015, regardless
of the date of the underlying offense or act.

ART.  38.38.  EVIDENCE RELATING TO

RETAINING ATTORNEY

Evidence that a person has contacted or retained an attorney is
not admissible on the issue of whether the person committed a
criminal offense. In a criminal case, neither the judge nor the
attorney representing the state may comment on the fact that
the defendant has contacted or retained an attorney in the case.

ART.  38.40.  EVIDENCE IN AN AGGREGATION

PROSECUTION WITH NUMEROUS VICTIMS

In trials involving an allegation of a continuing scheme of
fraud or theft alleged to have been committed against a large
class of victims in an aggregate amount or value, it need not be
proved by direct evidence that each alleged victim did not con-
sent or did not effectively consent to the transaction in ques-
tion. It shall be sufficient if the lack of consent or effective
consent to a particular transaction or transactions is proven by
either direct or circumstantial evidence.

SEC.  38.40.  EVIDENCE OF PREGNANCY

(a) In a prosecution for the death of or injury to an individual
who is an unborn child, the prosecution shall provide medical
or other evidence that the mother of the individual was preg-
nant at the time of the alleged offense.
(b) For the purpose of this section, “individual” has the mean-
ing assigned by Section 1.07, Penal Code.

ART.  38.41.  CERTIF ICATE OF ANALYSIS

Sec. 1. A certificate of analysis that complies with this article is
admissible in evidence on behalf of the state or the defendant
to establish the results of a laboratory analysis of physical evi-
dence conducted by or for a law enforcement agency without
the necessity of the analyst personally appearing in court.
Sec. 2. This article does not limit the right of a party to sum-
mon a witness or to introduce admissible evidence relevant to
the results of the analysis.
Sec. 3. A certificate of analysis under this article must contain
the following information certified under oath:
(1) the names of the analyst and the laboratory employing the
analyst;
(2) a statement that the laboratory employing the analyst is ac-
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credited by a nationally recognized board or association that
accredits crime laboratories;
(3) a description of the analyst’s educational background,
training, and experience;
(4) a statement that the analyst’s duties of employment in-
cluded the analysis of physical evidence for one or more law
enforcement agencies;
(5) a description of the tests or procedures conducted by the
analyst;
(6) a statement that the tests or procedures used were reliable
and approved by the laboratory employing the analyst; and
(7) the results of the analysis.
Sec. 4. Not later than the 20th day before the trial begins in a
proceeding in which a certificate of analysis under this article
is to be introduced, the certificate must be filed with the clerk
of the court and a copy must be provided by fax, secure elec-
tronic mail, hand delivery, or certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, to the opposing party. The certificate is not admissible
under Section 1 if, not later than the 10th day before the trial
begins, the opposing party files a written objection to the use
of the certificate with the clerk of the court and provides a
copy of the objection by fax, secure electronic mail, hand de-
livery, or certified mail, return receipt requested, to the offer-
ing party.
Sec. 5. A certificate of analysis is sufficient for purposes of this
article if it uses the following form or if it otherwise substan-
tially complies with this article:

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared
_______________, who being duly sworn, stated as follows:

My name is __________. I am of sound mind, over the age of
18 years, capable of making this affidavit, and personally ac-
quainted with the facts stated in this affidavit.

I am employed by the ___________, which was authorized to
conduct the analysis referenced in this affidavit. Part of my du-
ties for this laboratory involved the analysis of physical evi-
dence for one or more law enforcement agencies. This
laboratory is accredited by ___________.

My educational background is as follows: (description of edu-
cational background)

My training and experience that qualify me to perform the
tests or procedures referred to in this affidavit and determine
the results of those tests or procedures are as follows: (descrip-
tion of training and experience)

I received the physical evidence listed on laboratory report no.
_______ (attached) on the _____ day of _________, 20___.
On the date indicated in the laboratory report, I conducted the
following tests or procedures on the physical evidence: (de-
scription of tests and procedures)

The tests and procedures used were reliable and approved by
the laboratory. The results are as indicated on the lab report.

___________________________________
Affiant

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me on the ___ day
of _________, 20___.

___________________________________
Notary Public, State of Texas

ART.  38.42.  CHAIN OF CUSTODY AFFIDAVIT

Sec. 1. A chain of custody affidavit that complies with this ar-
ticle is admissible in evidence on behalf of the state or the de-
fendant to establish the chain of custody of physical evidence
without the necessity of any person in the chain of custody
personally appearing in court.
Sec. 2. This article does not limit the right of a party to sum-
mon a witness or to introduce admissible evidence relevant to
the chain of custody.
Sec. 3. A chain of custody affidavit under this article must con-
tain the following information stated under oath:
(1) the affiant’s name and address;
(2) a description of the item of evidence and its container, if
any, obtained by the affiant;
(3) the name of the affiant’s employer on the date the affiant
obtained custody of the physical evidence;
(4) the date and method of receipt and the name of the person
from whom or location from which the item of physical evi-
dence was received;
(5) the date and method of transfer and the name of the per-
son to whom or location to which the item of physical evi-
dence was transferred; and
(6) a statement that the item of evidence was transferred in es-
sentially the same condition as received except for any minor
change resulting from field or laboratory testing procedures.
Sec. 4. Not later than the 20th day before the trial begins in a
proceeding in which a chain of custody affidavit under this arti-
cle is to be introduced, the affidavit must be filed with the clerk
of the court and a copy must be provided by fax, secure elec-
tronic mail, hand delivery, or certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, to the opposing party. The affidavit is not admissible
under Section 1 if, not later than the 10th day before the trial
begins, the opposing party files a written objection to the use of
the affidavit with the clerk of the court and provides a copy of
the objection by fax, secure electronic mail, hand delivery, or
certified mail, return receipt requested, to the offering party.
Sec. 5. A chain of custody affidavit is sufficient for purposes of
this article if it uses the following form or if it otherwise sub-
stantially complies with this article:

CHAIN OF CUSTODY AFFIDAVIT

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared
___________, who being by me duly sworn, stated as follows:

My name is ______________________. I am of sound mind,
over the age of 18 years, capable of making this affidavit, and
personally acquainted with the facts stated in this affidavit.

My address is ________________________.

On the ____ day of ___________, 20___, I was employed by
___________________.

On that date, I came into possession of the physical evidence
described as follows: (description of evidence)

I received the physical evidence from ______________ (name
of person or description of location) on the _____ day of
________, 20___, by _______________ (method of receipt).

This physical evidence was in a container described and
marked as follows: (description of container)

I transferred the physical evidence to ______________ (name
of person or description of location) on the ____ day of
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_________, 20___, by _____________ (method of delivery).

During the time that the physical evidence was in my custody,
I did not make any changes or alterations to the condition of
the physical evidence except for those resulting from field or
laboratory testing procedures, and the physical evidence or a
representative sample of the physical evidence was transferred
in essentially the same condition as received.

_________________________
Affiant

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me on the _____
day of __________, 20___.

________________________
Notary Public, State of Texas

ART.  38.43.  EVIDENCE CONTAINING

BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

(a) In this article, “biological evidence” means:
(1) the contents of a sexual assault examination kit; or
(2) any item that contains blood, semen, hair, saliva, skin tis-
sue, fingernail scrapings, bone, bodily fluids, or any other
identifiable biological material that was collected as part of
an investigation of an alleged felony offense or conduct con-
stituting a felony offense that might reasonably be used to:

(A) establish the identity of the person committing the
offense or engaging in the conduct constituting the of-
fense; or
(B) exclude a person from the group of persons who
could have committed the offense or engaged in con-
duct constituting the offense.

(b) This article applies to a governmental or public entity or an
individual, including a law enforcement agency, prosecutor’s
office, court, public hospital, or crime laboratory, that is
charged with the collection, storage, preservation, analysis, or
retrieval of biological evidence.
(c) An entity or individual described by Subsection (b) shall
ensure that biological evidence collected pursuant to an inves-
tigation or prosecution of a felony offense or conduct consti-
tuting a felony offense is retained and preserved:

(1) for not less than 40 years, or until the applicable statute
of limitations has expired, if there is an unapprehended
actor associated with the offense; or
(2) in a case in which a defendant has been convicted,
placed on deferred adjudication community supervision, or
adjudicated as having engaged in delinquent conduct and
there are no additional unapprehended actors associated
with the offense:

(A) until the inmate is executed, dies, or is released on
parole, if the defendant is convicted of a capital felony; 
(B) until the defendant dies, completes the defendant’s
sentence, or is released on parole or mandatory supervi-
sion, if the defendant is sentenced to a term of confine-
ment or imprisonment in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice;
(C) until the defendant completes the defendant’s term
of community supervision, including deferred adjudica-
tion community supervision, if the defendant is placed
on community supervision;
(D) until the defendant dies, completes the defendant’s
sentence, or is released on parole, mandatory supervi-
sion, or juvenile probation, if the defendant is commit-

ted to the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Youth
Commission]; or
(E) until the defendant completes the defendant’s term
of juvenile probation, including a term of community
supervision upon transfer of supervision to a criminal
court, if the defendant is placed on juvenile probation.

(d) The attorney representing the state, clerk, or other officer in
possession of biological evidence described by Subsection (a)
may destroy the evidence, but only if the attorney, clerk, or of-
ficer by mail notifies the defendant, the last attorney of record
for the defendant, and the convicting court of the decision to
destroy the evidence and a written objection is not received by
the attorney, clerk, or officer from the defendant, attorney of
record, or court before the 91st day after the later of the fol-
lowing dates:

(1) the date on which the attorney representing the state,
clerk, or other officer receives proof that the defendant re-
ceived notice of the planned destruction of evidence; or
(2) the date on which notice of the planned destruction of
evidence is mailed to the last attorney of record for the de-
fendant.

(e) To the extent of any conflict, this article controls over Arti-
cle 2.21.
(f ) The Department of Public Safety shall adopt standards and
rules authorizing a county with a population less than 100,000
to ensure the preservation of biological evidence by promptly
delivering the evidence to the Department of Public Safety for
storage in accordance with Section 411.053, Government Code,
and department rules.
(g) The Department of Public Safety shall adopt standards and
rules, consistent with best practices, relating to a person de-
scribed by Subsection (b), that specify the manner of collec-
tion, storage, preservation, and retrieval of biological evidence.
(h) A person described by Subsection (b) may solicit and ac-
cept gifts, grants, donations, and contributions to support the
collection, storage, preservation, retrieval, and destruction of
biological evidence.
(i) Before a defendant is tried for a capital offense in which the
state is seeking the death penalty, subject to Subsection (j), the
state shall require either the Department of Public Safety
through one of its laboratories or a laboratory accredited under
Article 38.01 [Section 411.0205, Government Code,] to per-
form DNA testing, in accordance with the laboratory’s capa-
bilities at the time the testing is performed, on any biological
evidence that was collected as part of an investigation of the of-
fense and is in the possession of the state. The laboratory that
performs the DNA testing shall pay for all DNA testing per-
formed in accordance with this subsection.
(j) As soon as practicable after the defendant is charged with a
capital offense, or on a motion by the state or the defendant in
a capital case, unless the state has affirmatively waived the death
penalty in writing, the court shall order the state and the defen-
dant to meet and confer about which biological materials col-
lected as part of an investigation of the offense qualify as
biological evidence that is required to be tested under Subsection
(i). If the state and the defendant agree on which biological ma-
terials constitute biological evidence, the biological evidence
shall be tested in accordance with Subsection (i). If the state and
the defendant do not agree on which biological materials qual-
ify as biological evidence, the state or the defendant may request
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the court to hold a hearing to determine the issue. On receipt of
a request for a hearing under this subsection, the court shall set
a date for the hearing and provide written notice of the hearing
date to the state and the defendant. At the hearing, there is a re-
buttable presumption that the biological material that the de-
fendant requests to be tested constitutes biological evidence that
is required to be tested under Subsection (i). This subsection
does not in any way prohibit the state from testing biological ev-
idence in the state’s possession.
(k) If an item of biological evidence is destroyed or lost as a re-
sult of DNA testing performed under Subsection (i), the labo-
ratory that tested the evidence must provide to the defendant
any bench notes prepared by the laboratory that are related to
the testing of the evidence and the results of that testing.
(l) The defendant’s exclusive remedy for testing that was not
performed as required under Subsection (i) or (j) is to seek a
writ of mandamus from the court of criminal appeals at any
time on or before the date an application for a writ of habeas
corpus is due to be filed in the defendant’s case under Section
4(a), Article 11.071. An application for a writ of mandamus
under this subsection does not toll any period of limitations
applicable to a habeas petition under state or federal law. The
defendant is entitled to only one application for a writ of man-
damus under this subsection. At any time after the date an ap-
plication for a writ of habeas corpus is filed in the defendant’s
case under Section 4(a), Article 11.071, the defendant may file
one additional motion for forensic testing under Chapter 64.
(m) A defendant may have another laboratory accredited under
Article 38.01 [Section 411.0205, Government Code,] perform
additional testing of any biological evidence required to be
tested under Subsection (i). On an ex parte showing of good
cause to the court, a defendant may have a laboratory accredited
under Article 38.01 [Section 411.0205, Government Code,]
perform testing of any biological material that is not required to
be tested under Subsection (i). The defendant is responsible for
the cost of any testing performed under this subsection.

Amendment to (c)(2)(D) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §4).

Amendments to (i) & (m) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1287, §10.
See effective note following Art. 38.01.

ART.  38.44.  ADMISS IB IL ITY OF ELECTRONICALLY

PRESERVED DOCUMENT

An electronically preserved document has the same legal sig-
nificance and admissibility as if the document had been main-
tained in hard-copy form. If a party opposes admission of the
document on the grounds that the document has been materi-
ally altered, the proponent of the document must disprove the
allegation by a preponderance of the evidence.

ART.  38.45.  EVIDENCE DEPICTING OR

DESCRIBING ABUSE OF OR SEXUAL CONDUCT BY

CHILD OR MINOR

(a) During the course of a criminal hearing or proceeding, the
court may not make available or allow to be made available for
copying or dissemination to the public property or material:

(1) that constitutes child pornography, as described by Sec-
tion 43.26(a)(1), Penal Code;
(2) the promotion or possession of which is prohibited
under Section 43.261, Penal Code; or

(3) that is described by Section 2 or 5, Article 38.071, of
this code.

(b) The court shall place property or material described by
Subsection (a) under seal of the court on conclusion of the
criminal hearing or proceeding.
(c) The attorney representing the state shall be provided access
to property or material described by Subsection (a). In the
manner provided by Article 39.15, the defendant, the defen-
dant’s attorney, and any individual the defendant seeks to qual-
ify to provide expert testimony at trial shall be provided access
to property or material described by Subsection (a).
(d) A court that places property or material described by Sub-
section (a) under seal may issue an order lifting the seal on a
finding that the order is in the best interest of the public.

ART.  38.451.  EVIDENCE DEPICTING INVASIVE

VISUAL RECORDING OF CHILD

(a) During the course of a criminal hearing or proceeding con-
cerning an offense under Section 21.15, Penal Code, that was
committed against a child younger than 14 years of age, the
court shall not make available or allow to be made available the
copying or dissemination to the public property or material
that constitutes or contains a visual image, as described by Sec-
tion 21.15(b), Penal Code, of a child younger than 14 years of
age and that was seized by law enforcement based on a reason-
able suspicion that an offense under that subsection has been
committed.
(b) The court shall place property or material described by
Subsection (a) under seal of the court on the conclusion of the
hearing or proceeding.
(c) The attorney representing the state shall be provided access
to the property or material described by Subsection (a). In the
manner provided by Article 39.151, the defendant, the defen-
dant’s attorney, and any individual the defendant seeks to qual-
ify to provide expert testimony at trial shall be provided access
to the property or material provided by Subsection (a).
(d) A court that places property or material described by Sub-
section (a) under seal may issue an order lifting the seal on a
finding that the order is in the best interest of the public.

Enacted effective June 18, 2015 (SB 1317, §3). Section 5 of SB
1317 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies only
to an offense committed on or after the effective date of this Act.
An offense committed before the effective date of this Act is gov-
erned by the law in effect on the date the offense was commit-
ted, and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.
For purposes of this section, an offense was committed before
the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense oc-
curred before that date.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 1317 creates this new article to govern the handling of visual
material of a victim younger than 14 seized by law enforcement
in connection with a prosecution under amended Penal Code
§21.15 (Invasive Visual Recording). In a hearing on that kind of
case, a court must treat that material as it would treat child
pornography under Art. 38.45. 

ART.  38.46.  EVIDENCE IN PROSECUTIONS FOR

STALKING

(a) In a prosecution for stalking, each party may offer testimony
as to all relevant facts and circumstances that would aid the trier
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of fact in determining whether the actor’s conduct would cause
a reasonable person to experience a fear described by Section
42.072(a)(3)(A), (B), or (C), Penal Code, including the facts
and circumstances surrounding any existing or previous rela-
tionship between the actor and the alleged victim, a member of
the alleged victim’s family or household, or an individual with
whom the alleged victim has a dating relationship.
(b) This article does not permit the presentation of character
evidence that would otherwise be inadmissible under the Texas
Rules of Evidence or other applicable law.

ART.  38.47.  EVIDENCE IN AGGREGATION

PROSECUTION FOR FRAUD OR THEFT

COMMITTED WITH RESPECT TO NUMEROUS

MEDICAID OR MEDICARE RECIPIENTS

In trials involving an allegation of a continuing scheme of
fraud or theft that involves Medicaid or Medicare benefits and
is alleged to have been committed with respect to a large class
of Medicaid or Medicare recipients in an aggregate amount or
value, the attorney representing the state is not required to
prove by direct evidence that each Medicaid or Medicare re-
cipient did not consent or effectively consent to a transaction
in question. It is sufficient if the lack of consent or effective
consent to a particular transaction or transactions is proven by
either direct or circumstantial evidence.

ART.  38.48.  EVIDENCE IN PROSECUTION FOR

TAMPERING WITH WITNESS OR PROSPECTIVE

WITNESS INVOLVING FAMILY VIOLENCE

(a) This article applies to the prosecution of an offense under
Section 36.05, Penal Code, in which:

(1) the underlying official proceeding involved family vio-
lence, as defined by Section 71.004, Family Code; or
(2) the actor is alleged to have violated Section 36.05, Penal
Code, by committing an act of family violence against a
witness or prospective witness.

(b) In the prosecution of an offense described by Subsection (a),
subject to the Texas Rules of Evidence or other applicable law,
each party may offer testimony or other evidence of all relevant
facts and circumstances that would assist the trier of fact in de-
termining whether the actor’s conduct coerced the witness or
prospective witness, including the nature of the relationship be-
tween the actor and the witness or prospective witness.

ART.  38.49.  FORFEITURE BY WRONGDOING

(a) A party to a criminal case who wrongfully procures the un-
availability of a witness or prospective witness:

(1) may not benefit from the wrongdoing by depriving the
trier of fact of relevant evidence and testimony; and
(2) forfeits the party’s right to object to the admissibility of
evidence or statements based on the unavailability of the
witness as provided by this article through forfeiture by
wrongdoing.

(b) Evidence and statements related to a party that has engaged
or acquiesced in wrongdoing that was intended to, and did,
procure the unavailability of a witness or prospective witness
are admissible and may be used by the offering party to make
a showing of forfeiture by wrongdoing under this article, sub-
ject to Subsection (c).
(c) In determining the admissibility of the evidence or state-
ments described by Subsection (b), the court shall determine,

out of the presence of the jury, whether forfeiture by wrong-
doing occurred by a preponderance of the evidence. If practi-
cable, the court shall make the determination under this
subsection before trial using the procedures under Article
28.01 of this code and Rule 104, Texas Rules of Evidence.
(d) The party offering the evidence or statements described by
Subsection (b) is not required to show that:

(1) the actor’s sole intent was to wrongfully cause the wit-
ness’s or prospective witness’s unavailability;
(2) the actions of the actor constituted a criminal offense;
or
(3) any statements offered are reliable.

(e) A conviction for an offense under Section 36.05 or
36.06(a) [36.06], Penal Code, creates a presumption of forfei-
ture by wrongdoing under this article.
(f ) Rule 403, Texas Rules of Evidence, applies to this article.
This article does not permit the presentation of character evi-
dence that would otherwise be inadmissible under the Texas
Rules of Evidence or other applicable law.

Amendment to (e) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 923, §1). Section
3 of SB 923 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to an offense committed on or after the effective date
of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date of this
Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the offense was
committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that pur-
pose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

ART.  38.50.  RETENTION AND PRESERVATION OF

TOXICOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF CERTAIN

INTOXICATION OFFENSES

(a) In this article, “toxicological evidence” means a blood or
urine specimen that was collected as part of an investigation of
an alleged offense under Chapter 49, Penal Code.
(b) This article applies to a governmental or public entity or an
individual, including a law enforcement agency, prosecutor's
office, or crime laboratory, that is charged with the collection,
storage, preservation, analysis, or retrieval of toxicological evi-
dence.
(c) An entity or individual described by Subsection (b) shall
ensure that toxicological evidence collected pursuant to an in-
vestigation or prosecution of an offense under Chapter 49,
Penal Code, is retained and preserved, as applicable:

(1) for the greater of two years or the period of the statute
of limitations for the offense, if the indictment or informa-
tion charging the defendant, or the petition in a juvenile
proceeding, has not been presented;
(2) for the duration of a defendant’s sentence or term of
community supervision, as applicable, if the defendant is
convicted or placed on community supervision, or for the
duration of the commitment or supervision period applic-
able to the disposition of a juvenile adjudicated as having
engaged in delinquent conduct or conduct indicating a
need for supervision; or
(3) until the defendant is acquitted or the indictment or in-
formation is dismissed with prejudice, or, in a juvenile pro-
ceeding, until a hearing is held and the court does not find
the child engaged in delinquent conduct or conduct indi-
cating a need for supervision.
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(d) For each offense subject to this article, the court shall de-
termine as soon as practicable the appropriate retention and
preservation period for the toxicological evidence under Sub-
section (c) and notify the defendant or the child or child’s
guardian and the entity or individual charged with storage of
the toxicological evidence of the period for which the evidence
is to be retained and preserved. If an action of the prosecutor
or the court changes the applicable period under Subsection
(c), the court shall notify the persons described by this subsec-
tion about the change.
(e) The entity or individual charged with storing toxicological
evidence may destroy the evidence on expiration of the period
provided by the notice most recently issued by the court under
Subsection (d).
(f ) To the extent of any conflict between this article and Arti-
cle 2.21 or 38.43, this article controls.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1264, §1). Section 2 of HB
1264 provides: “Article 38.50, Code of Criminal Procedure, as
added by this Act, applies to all toxicological evidence stored by
an entity or individual on or after the effective date of this Act, re-
gardless of whether the evidence was collected before, on, or
after the effective date of this Act.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 1264 enacts this article to address a loophole in current law
regarding the disposal of toxicological evidence in alcohol-re-
lated offenses. Toxicological evidence is rarely introduced into
evidence as an “eligible exhibit” under Art. 2.21 and it does not
meet the definition of “biological evidence” in Art. 38.43, so
there has been no statute governing its preservation or destruc-
tion—until now. These procedures go into effect on September
1, 2015, and apply to all toxicological evidence stored before, or,
or after that date, regardless of the date of offense or collection.

CHAPTER 39.  DEPOSITIONS AND
DISCOVERY

ART.  39.01.  IN EXAMINING TRIAL

When an examination takes place in a criminal action before a
magistrate, the state or the defendant may have the deposition
of any witness taken by any officer authorized by this chapter.
The state or the defendant may not use the deposition for any
purpose unless that party first acknowledges that the entire ev-
idence or statement of the witness may be used for or against
the defendant on the trial of the case, subject to all legal ob-
jections. The deposition of a witness duly taken before an ex-
amining trial or a jury of inquest and reduced to writing or
recorded and then certified according to law, provided that the
defendant and the defendant’s attorney were present when that
testimony was taken and that the defendant had the privilege
afforded of cross-examining the witness, or taken at any prior
trial of the defendant for the same offense, may be used by ei-
ther the state or the defendant in the trial of the defendant’s
criminal case under the following circumstances:

When oath is made by the party using the deposition that
the witness resides outside the state; or that since the wit-
ness’s testimony was taken, the witness has died, or has re-
moved beyond the limits of the state, or has been prevented
from attending the court through the act or agency of the

other party, or by the act or agency of any person whose ob-
ject was to deprive the state or the defendant of the benefit
of the testimony; or that by reason of age or bodily infir-
mity, that witness cannot attend; or that the witness is a
Medicaid or Medicare recipient or a caregiver or guardian of
the recipient, and the recipient’s Medicaid or Medicare ac-
count was charged for a product or service that was not pro-
vided or rendered to the recipient. When the testimony is
sought to be used by the state, the oath may be made by any
credible person. When sought to be used by the defendant,
the oath must be made by the defendant in person.

ART.  39.02.  WITNESS DEPOSITIONS

Depositions of witnesses may be taken by either the state or
the defendant. When a party desires to take the deposition of
a witness, the party shall file with the clerk of the court in
which the case is pending an affidavit stating the facts neces-
sary to constitute a good reason for taking the witness’s depo-
sition and an application to take the deposition. On the filing
of the affidavit and application, and after notice to the oppos-
ing party, the court shall hear the application and determine if
good reason exists for taking the deposition. The court shall
base its determination and shall grant or deny the application
on the facts made known at the hearing. This provision is lim-
ited to the purposes stated in Article 39.01.

ART.  39.025.  DEPOSITIONS OF ELDERLY OR

DISABLED PERSONS

(a) In this article:
(1) “Disabled person” means a person with a disability as
defined by Section 3, Americans with Disabilities Act (42
U.S.C. 12102).
(2) “Elderly person” means a person 65 years of age or
older.

(b) The court shall order the attorney representing the state to
take the deposition of an elderly or disabled person who is the
alleged victim of or witness to an offense not later than the
60th day after the date on which the state files an application
to take the deposition under Article 39.02.
(c) The attorney representing the state and the defendant or
the defendant’s attorney may, by written agreement filed with
the court, extend the deadline for the taking of the deposition.
(d) The court shall grant any request by the attorney repre-
senting the state to extend the deadline for the taking of the
deposition if a reason for the request is the unavailability,
health, or well-being of the victim or witness.
(e) The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure govern the taking of the
deposition, except to the extent of any conflict with this code
or applicable court rules adopted for criminal proceedings, in
which event this code and the rules for criminal proceedings
govern. The attorney representing the state and the defendant
or defendant’s attorney may agree to modify the rules applica-
ble to the deposition by written agreement filed with the court
before the taking of the deposition.
(f ) If a defendant is unavailable to attend a deposition because
the defendant is confined in a correctional facility, the court
shall issue any orders or warrants necessary to secure the de-
fendant’s presence at the deposition. The sheriff of the county
in which a deposition under this subsection is to be taken shall
provide a secure location for the taking of the deposition and
sufficient law enforcement personnel to ensure the deposition
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is taken safely. The state’s application to take a deposition or
notice of deposition is not required to include the identity of
any law enforcement agents the sheriff assigns to the deposi-
tion and may not serve as a basis for the defendant to object to
the taking of the deposition.
(g) If a defendant is unavailable to attend a deposition for any
reason other than confinement in a correctional facility, the de-
fendant or defendant’s attorney shall request a continuance
from the court. The court may grant the continuance if the de-
fendant or defendant’s attorney demonstrates good cause for
the continuance and that the request is not brought for the
purpose of delay or avoidance. A defendant’s failure to attend
a deposition or request a continuance in accordance with this
subsection constitutes a waiver of the defendant’s right to be
present at the deposition.

ART.  39.026.  DEPOSITIONS OF MEDICAID OR

MEDICARE RECIPIENTS OR CAREGIVERS

(a) In this article:
(1) “Caregiver” means a person, including a guardian, who
is authorized by law, contract, or familial relationship to
care for a recipient.
(2) “Medicaid” means the state Medicaid program.
(3) “Medicaid recipient” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 36.001, Human Resources Code.
(4) “Medicare” means the federal health insurance program
that is operated under the Health Insurance for the Aged
Act (42 U.S.C. Section 1395 et seq.).
(5) “Medicare recipient” means an individual on whose be-
half a person claims or receives a payment under Medicare,
without regard to whether the individual was eligible for
benefits under Medicare.
(6) “Recipient” means a Medicaid recipient or a Medicare
recipient.

(b) The court may order the attorney representing the state to
take the deposition of a recipient or caregiver who is the al-
leged victim of or witness to an offense constituting fraud or
theft that involves Medicaid or Medicare benefits. Any order
under this subsection must be issued not later than the 180th
day after the date on which the state files an application to take
the deposition under Article 39.02.
(c) On the motion of either party, the court may order the at-
torney representing the state to take the deposition of a recip-
ient or caregiver by video recording. The person operating the
video recording device must be available to testify regarding
the authenticity of the video recording and the taking of the
deposition in order for the video recording to be admissible.
(d) If the court finds that the video recording of the deposition
is properly authenticated and that requiring the jury to view
the entire recording would unnecessarily prolong the trial, the
court may allow a party to offer the entire video recording into
evidence without requiring the jury to view the entire video
recording during the trial. This subsection does not preclude
the attorney representing the state, the defendant, or the de-
fendant’s attorney from offering into evidence and playing for
the jury a portion of a video-recorded deposition.
(e) The attorney representing the state and the defendant or the
defendant’s attorney, by written agreement filed with the court,
may extend the deadline for the taking of the deposition.
(f ) The court shall grant any request by the attorney repre-

senting the state to extend the deadline for the taking of the
deposition if a reason for the request is the unavailability,
health, or well-being of the recipient or caregiver.
(g) The Texas Rules of Civil Procedure govern the taking of the
deposition, except that, to the extent of any conflict with this
code or applicable court rules adopted for criminal proceed-
ings, this code and the rules for criminal proceedings govern.
The attorney representing the state and the defendant or the
defendant’s attorney may agree to modify the rules applicable
to the deposition by written agreement filed with the court be-
fore the taking of the deposition.
(h) If a defendant is unavailable to attend a deposition because
the defendant is confined in a correctional facility, the court
shall issue any orders or warrants necessary to secure the de-
fendant’s presence at the deposition. The sheriff of the county
in which a deposition is to be taken under this subsection shall
provide a secure location for the taking of the deposition and
sufficient law enforcement personnel to ensure that the depo-
sition is taken safely. The state’s application to take a deposi-
tion or notice of deposition is not required to include the
identity of any law enforcement agent the sheriff assigns to the
deposition under this subsection, and the defendant may not
object to the taking of the deposition based solely on the state’s
omission of the identity of that agent.
(i) If a defendant is unavailable to attend a deposition for any
reason other than confinement in a correctional facility, the de-
fendant or the defendant’s attorney shall request a continuance
from the court. The court may grant the continuance if the de-
fendant or the defendant’s attorney demonstrates good cause
for the continuance and that the request is not brought for the
purpose of delay or avoidance. A defendant’s failure to attend
a deposition or request a continuance in accordance with this
subsection constitutes a waiver of the defendant’s right to be
present at the deposition.

ART.  39.03.  OFFICERS WHO MAY TAKE THE

DEPOSITION

Upon the filing of such an affidavit and application, the court
shall appoint, order or designate one of the following persons
before whom such deposition shall be taken:
1. A district judge.
2. A county judge.
3. A notary public.
4. A district clerk.
5. A county clerk.
Such order shall specifically name such person and the time
when and place where such deposition shall be taken. Failure
of a witness to respond thereto, shall be punishable by con-
tempt by the court. Such deposition shall be oral or written, as
the court shall direct.

ART.  39.04.  APPLICABIL ITY OF CIVIL RULES

The rules prescribed in civil cases for issuance of commissions,
subpoenaing witnesses, taking the depositions of witnesses and
all other formalities governing depositions shall, as to the man-
ner and form of taking and returning the same and other for-
malities to the taking of the same, govern in criminal actions,
when not in conflict with this Code.

ART.  39.05.  OBJECTIONS

The rules of procedure as to objections in depositions in civil
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actions shall govern in criminal actions when not in conflict
with this Code.

ART.  39.06.  WRITTEN INTERROGATORIES

When any such deposition is to be taken by written interroga-
tories, such written interrogatories shall be filed with the clerk
of the court, and a copy of the same served on all other parties
or their counsel for the length of time and in the manner re-
quired for service of interrogatories in civil action, and the
same procedure shall also be followed with reference to cross-
interrogatories as that prescribed in civil actions.

ART.  39.07.  CERTIF ICATE

Where depositions are taken under commission in criminal ac-
tions, the officer or officers taking the same shall certify that
the person deposing is the identical person named in the com-
mission; or, if they cannot certify to the identity of the witness,
there shall be an affidavit of some person attached to the de-
position proving the identity of such witness, and the officer or
officers shall certify that the person making the affidavit is
known to them.

ART.  39.08.  AUTHENTICATING THE DEPOSITION

The official seal and signature of the officer taking the deposi-
tion shall be attached to the certificate authenticating the de-
position.

ART.  39.09.  NON-RESIDENT WITNESSES

Depositions of a witness residing out of the State may be taken
before a judge or before a commissioner of deeds and deposi-
tions for this State, who resides within the State where the de-
position is to be taken, or before a notary public of the place
where such deposition is to be taken, or before any commis-
sioned officer of the armed services or before any diplomatic or
consular officer. The deposition of a non-resident witness who
may be temporarily within the State, may be taken under the
same rules which apply to the taking of depositions of other
witnesses in the State.

ART.  39.10.  RETURN

In all cases the return of depositions may be made as provided
in civil actions.

ART.  39.11.  WAIVER

The State and defense may agree upon a waiver of any formal-
ities in the taking of a deposition other than that the taking of
such deposition must be under oath.

ART.  39.12.  PREDICATE TO READ

Depositions taken in criminal actions shall not be read unless
oath be made that the witness resides out of the state; or that
since the deposition was taken, the witness has died; or that the
witness has removed beyond the limits of the state; or that the
witness has been prevented from attending the court through
the act or agency of the defendant; or by the act or agency of
any person whose object was to deprive the state or the defen-
dant of the benefit of the testimony; or that by reason of age
or bodily infirmity, the witness cannot attend; or that the wit-
ness is a Medicaid or Medicare recipient or a caregiver or
guardian of the recipient, and the recipient’s Medicaid or
Medicare account was charged for a product or service that was
not provided or rendered to the recipient. When the deposi-
tion is sought to be used by the state, the oath may be made

by any credible person. When sought to be used by the defen-
dant, the oath shall be made by the defendant in person.

ART.  39.13.  IMPEACHMENT

Nothing contained in the preceding Articles shall be construed
as prohibiting the use of any such evidence for impeachment
purposes under the rules of evidence heretofore existing at
common law.

ART.  39.14.  DISCOVERY

(a) Subject to the restrictions provided by Section 264.408,
Family Code, and Article 39.15 of this code, as soon as practi-
cable after receiving a timely request from the defendant the
state shall produce and permit the inspection and the electronic
duplication, copying, and photographing, by or on behalf of
the defendant, of any offense reports, any designated docu-
ments, papers, written or recorded statements of the defendant
or a witness, including witness statements of law enforcement
officers but not including the work product of counsel for the
state in the case and their investigators and their notes or report,
or any designated books, accounts, letters, photographs, or ob-
jects or other tangible things not otherwise privileged that con-
stitute or contain evidence material to any matter involved in
the action and that are in the possession, custody, or control of
the state or any person under contract with the state. The state
may provide to the defendant electronic duplicates of any doc-
uments or other information described by this article. The
rights granted to the defendant under this article do not extend
to written communications between the state and an agent,
representative, or employee of the state. This article does not
authorize the removal of the documents, items, or information
from the possession of the state, and any inspection shall be in
the presence of a representative of the state.
(b) On [motion of] a party’s request made not later than the
30th day before the date that jury selection in the trial is sched-
uled to begin or, in a trial without a jury, the presentation of ev-
idence is scheduled to begin, the party receiving the request
shall [party and on notice to the other parties, the court in
which an action is pending may order one or more of the other
parties to] disclose to the requesting party [making the motion]
the name and address of each person the disclosing [other]
party may use at trial to present evidence under Rules 702, 703,
and 705, Texas Rules of Evidence. Except as otherwise provided
by this subsection, the disclosure must be made in writing in
hard copy form or by electronic means [The court shall specify
in the order the time and manner in which the other party must
make the disclosure to the moving party, but in specifying the
time in which the other party shall make disclosure the court
shall require the other party to make the disclosure] not later
than the 20th day before the date that jury selection in the trial
is scheduled to begin or, in a trial without a jury, the presenta-
tion of evidence is scheduled to begin. On motion of a party
and on notice to the other parties, the court may order an ear-
lier time at which one or more of the other parties must make
the disclosure to the requesting party [begins].
(c) If only a portion of the applicable document, item, or in-
formation is subject to discovery under this article, the state is
not required to produce or permit the inspection of the re-
maining portion that is not subject to discovery and may with-
hold or redact that portion. The state shall inform the
defendant that a portion of the document, item, or informa-
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tion has been withheld or redacted. On request of the defen-
dant, the court shall conduct a hearing to determine whether
withholding or redaction is justified under this article or other
law.
(d) In the case of a pro se defendant, if the court orders the
state to produce and permit the inspection of a document,
item, or information under this subsection, the state shall per-
mit the pro se defendant to inspect and review the document,
item, or information but is not required to allow electronic du-
plication as described by Subsection (a).
(e) Except as provided by Subsection (f ), the defendant, the at-
torney representing the defendant, or an investigator, expert,
consulting legal counsel, or other agent of the attorney repre-
senting the defendant may not disclose to a third party any
documents, evidence, materials, or witness statements received
from the state under this article unless:

(1) a court orders the disclosure upon a showing of good
cause after notice and hearing after considering the security
and privacy interests of any victim or witness; or
(2) the documents, evidence, materials, or witness state-
ments have already been publicly disclosed.

(f ) The attorney representing the defendant, or an investigator,
expert, consulting legal counsel, or agent for the attorney rep-
resenting the defendant, may allow a defendant, witness, or
prospective witness to view the information provided under
this article, but may not allow that person to have copies of the
information provided, other than a copy of the witness’s own
statement. Before allowing that person to view a document or
the witness statement of another under this subsection, the
person possessing the information shall redact the address,
telephone number, driver’s license number, social security
number, date of birth, and any bank account or other identi-
fying numbers contained in the document or witness state-
ment. For purposes of this article [section], the defendant may
not be the agent for the attorney representing the defendant.
(g) Nothing in this article [section] shall be interpreted to limit
an attorney’s ability to communicate regarding his or her case
within the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct,
except for the communication of information identifying any
victim or witness, including name, except as provided in Sub-
sections (e) and (f ), address, telephone number, driver’s license
number, social security number, date of birth, and bank ac-
count information or any information that by reference would
make it possible to identify a victim or a witness. Nothing in
this subsection shall prohibit the disclosure of identifying in-
formation to an administrative, law enforcement, regulatory,
or licensing agency for the purposes of making a good faith
complaint.
(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the
state shall disclose to the defendant any exculpatory, impeach-
ment, or mitigating document, item, or information in the
possession, custody, or control of the state that tends to negate
the guilt of the defendant or would tend to reduce the pun-
ishment for the offense charged.
(i) The state shall electronically record or otherwise document
any document, item, or other information provided to the de-
fendant under this article.
(j) Before accepting a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or be-
fore trial, each party shall acknowledge in writing or on the
record in open court the disclosure, receipt, and list of all doc-

uments, items, and information provided to the defendant
under this article.
(k) If at any time before, during, or after trial the state discov-
ers any additional document, item, or information required to
be disclosed under Subsection (h), the state shall promptly dis-
close the existence of the document, item, or information to
the defendant or the court.
(l) A court may order the defendant to pay costs related to dis-
covery under this article, provided that costs may not exceed
the charges prescribed by Subchapter F, Chapter 552, Govern-
ment Code.
(m) To the extent of any conflict, this article prevails over
Chapter 552, Government Code.
(n) This article does not prohibit the parties from agreeing to
discovery and documentation requirements equal to or greater
than those required under this article.

Amendments to (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 510, §1). Sec-
tion 2 of HB 510 provides: “The change in law made by this Act
applies to the prosecution of an offense committed on or after
the effective date of this Act. The prosecution of an offense com-
mitted before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law
in effect on the date the offense was committed, and the former
law is continued in effect for that purpose. For purposes of this
section, an offense is committed before the effective date of this
Act if any element of the offense occurs before the effective
date.”

Amendments to (f) & (g) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1296,
§4.001).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

Despite all the changes made to this article last session by the
Michael Morton Act, that legislation left the provisions of the
law relating to expert witnesses relatively unchanged. This left
those reciprocal discovery rules on experts out of step with many
other provisions of this article, so this session, HB 510 updates
(b) on expert witness discovery. Note that these changes apply to
the discovery of experts in the trial of an offense committed on
or after September 1, 2015; the offense date, not the date of the
proceeding, is the trigger for this procedural change.

ART.  39.15.  DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

DEPICTING OR DESCRIBING ABUSE OF OR

SEXUAL CONDUCT BY CHILD OR MINOR

(a) In the manner provided by this article, a court shall allow
discovery under Article 39.14 of property or material:

(1) that constitutes child pornography, as described by Sec-
tion 43.26(a)(1), Penal Code;
(2) the promotion or possession of which is prohibited
under Section 43.261, Penal Code; or
(3) that is described by Section 2 or 5, Article 38.071, of
this code.

(b) Property or material described by Subsection (a) must re-
main in the care, custody, or control of the court or the state
as provided by Article 38.45.
(c) A court shall deny any request by a defendant to copy, pho-
tograph, duplicate, or otherwise reproduce any property or
material described by Subsection (a), provided that the state
makes the property or material reasonably available to the de-
fendant.
(d) For purposes of Subsection (c), property or material is con-
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sidered to be reasonably available to the defendant if, at a fa-
cility under the control of the state, the state provides ample
opportunity for the inspection, viewing, and examination of
the property or material by the defendant, the defendant’s at-
torney, and any individual the defendant seeks to qualify to
provide expert testimony at trial.

ART.  39.151.  DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

DEPICTING INVASIVE VISUAL RECORDING OF

CHILD

(a) In the manner provided by this article, a court shall allow
discovery of property or material that constitutes or contains a
visual image, as described by Section 21.15(b), Penal Code, of
a child younger than 14 years of age and that was seized by law
enforcement based on a reasonable suspicion that an offense
under that subsection has been committed.
(b) Property or material described by Subsection (a) must re-
main in the care, custody, or control of the court or the state
as provided by Article 38.451.
(c) A court shall deny any request by a defendant to copy, pho-
tograph, duplicate, or otherwise reproduce any property or
material described by Subsection (a), provided that the state
makes the property or material reasonably available to the de-
fendant.
(d) For purposes of Subsection (c), property or material is con-
sidered to be reasonably available to the defendant if, at a fa-
cility under the control of the state, the state provides ample
opportunity for the inspection, viewing, and examination of
the property or material by the defendant, the defendant’s at-
torney, and any individual the defendant seeks to qualify to
provide expert testimony at trial.

Enacted effective June 18, 2015 (SB 1317, §4). See effective
note following Art. 38.451.

CHAPTER 40.  NEW TRIALS

ART.  40.001.  NEW TRIAL ON MATERIAL

EVIDENCE

A new trial shall be granted an accused where material evi-
dence favorable to the accused has been discovered since trial.

CHAPTER 42.  JUDGMENT AND
SENTENCE

ART.  42.01.  JUDGMENT

Sec. 1. A judgment is the written declaration of the court
signed by the trial judge and entered of record showing the
conviction or acquittal of the defendant. The sentence served
shall be based on the information contained in the judgment.
The judgment shall reflect:
1. The title and number of the case;
2. That the case was called and the parties appeared, naming
the attorney for the state, the defendant, and the attorney for
the defendant, or, where a defendant is not represented by
counsel, that the defendant knowingly, intelligently, and vol-
untarily waived the right to representation by counsel;
3. The plea or pleas of the defendant to the offense charged;
4. Whether the case was tried before a jury or a jury was
waived;

5. The submission of the evidence, if any;
6. In cases tried before a jury that the jury was charged by the
court;
7. The verdict or verdicts of the jury or the finding or findings
of the court;
8. In the event of a conviction that the defendant is adjudged
guilty of the offense as found by the verdict of the jury or the
finding of the court, and that the defendant be punished in ac-
cordance with the jury’s verdict or the court’s finding as to the
proper punishment;
9. In the event of conviction where death or any punishment
is assessed that the defendant be sentenced to death, a term of
confinement or community supervision, or to pay a fine, as the
case may be;
10. In the event of conviction where the imposition of sen-
tence is suspended and the defendant is placed on community
supervision, setting forth the punishment assessed, the length
of community supervision, and the conditions of community
supervision;
11. In the event of acquittal that the defendant be discharged;
12. The county and court in which the case was tried and, if
there was a change of venue in the case, the name of the county
in which the prosecution was originated;
13. The offense or offenses for which the defendant was con-
victed;
14. The date of the offense or offenses and degree of offense
for which the defendant was convicted;
15. The term of sentence;
16. The date judgment is entered;
17. The date sentence is imposed;
18. The date sentence is to commence and any credit for time
served;
19. The terms of any order entered pursuant to Article 42.08 of
this code that the defendant’s sentence is to run cumulatively or
concurrently with another sentence or sentences;
20. The terms of any plea bargain;
21. Affirmative findings entered pursuant to Subdivision (2) of
Subsection (a) of Section 3g of Article 42.12 of this code;
22. The terms of any fee payment ordered under Article
42.151 of this code;
23. The defendant’s thumbprint taken in accordance with Ar-
ticle 38.33 of this code;
24. In the event that the judge orders the defendant to repay a
reward or part of a reward under Articles 37.073 and 42.152
of this code, a statement of the amount of the payment or pay-
ments required to be made;
25. In the event that the court orders restitution to be paid to
the victim, a statement of the amount of restitution ordered and:

(A) the name and address of a person or agency that will ac-
cept and forward restitution payments to the victim; or
(B) if the court specifically elects to have payments made
directly to the crime victim, the name and permanent ad-
dress of the victim at the time of judgment;

26. In the event that a presentence investigation is required by
Section 9(a), (b), (h), or (i), Article 42.12 of this code, a state-
ment that the presentence investigation was done according to
the applicable provision;
27. In the event of conviction of an offense for which registra-
tion as a sex offender is required under Chapter 62, a statement
that the registration requirement of that chapter applies to the
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defendant and a statement of the age of the victim of the offense;
28. The defendant’s state identification number required by
Section 60.052(a)(2), if that number has been assigned at the
time of the judgment; and
29. The incident number required by Section 60.052(a)(4), if
that number has been assigned at the time of the judgment.
Sec. 2. The judge may order the prosecuting attorney, or the
attorney or attorneys representing any defendant, or the court
clerk under the supervision of an attorney, to prepare the judg-
ment, or the court may prepare the same.
Sec. 3. The provisions of this article shall apply to both felony
and misdemeanor cases.
Sec. 4. The Office of Court Administration of the Texas Judi-
cial System shall promulgate a standardized felony judgment
form that conforms to the requirements of Section 1 of this ar-
ticle. A court entering a felony judgment shall use the form
promulgated under this section.
Sec. 5. In addition to the information described by Section 1
of this article, the judgment should reflect affirmative findings
entered pursuant to Article 42.013 of this code.
Sec. 6. In addition to the information described by Section 1
of this article, the judgment should reflect affirmative findings
entered pursuant to Article 42.014 of this code.
Sec. 7. In addition to the information described by Section 1,
the judgment should reflect affirmative findings entered pur-
suant to Article 42.015.
Sec. 8. In addition to the information described by Section 1,
the judgment should reflect affirmative findings entered pur-
suant to Article 42.017.
Sec. 9. In addition to the information described by Section 1,
the judgment should reflect affirmative findings entered pur-
suant to Article 42.0197.
Sec. 10. In addition to the information described by Section
1, the judgment should reflect affirmative findings entered
pursuant to Article 42.0198.
Sec. 11. In addition to the information described by Section
1, the judgment should reflect whether a victim impact state-
ment was returned to the attorney representing the state pur-
suant to Article 56.03(e).

ART.  42.011.  JUDGMENT AFFECTING AN

OFFICER OR JAILER

If a person licensed under Chapter 1701, Occupations Code,
is charged with the commission of a felony and a court that
knows the person is licensed under that chapter convicts the
person or places the person on community supervision, the
clerk of the court shall send the Texas Commission on Law En-
forcement, by mail or electronically, the license number of the
person and a certified copy of the court’s judgment reflecting
that the person has been convicted or placed on community
supervision.

ART. 42.012.  FINDING THAT CONTROLLED

SUBSTANCE USED TO COMMIT OFFENSE

In the punishment phase of the trial of an offense under Chap-
ter 29, Chapter 31, or Title 5, Penal Code, if the court deter-
mines beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant
administered or provided a controlled substance to the victim of
the offense with the intent of facilitating the commission of the
offense, the court shall make an affirmative finding of that fact
and enter the affirmative finding in the judgment of that case.

ART.  42.013.  FINDING OF FAMILY VIOLENCE

In the trial of an offense under Title 5, Penal Code, if the court
determines that the offense involved family violence, as de-
fined by Section 71.004, Family Code, the court shall make an
affirmative finding of that fact and enter the affirmative find-
ing in the judgment of the case.

ART.  42.0131.  REQUIRED NOTICE FOR PERSONS

CONVICTED OF MISDEMEANORS INVOLVING

FAMILY VIOLENCE

If a person is convicted of a misdemeanor involving family vi-
olence, as defined by Section 71.004, Family Code, the court
shall notify the person of the fact that it is unlawful for the per-
son to possess or transfer a firearm or ammunition.

ART.  42.014.  FINDING THAT OFFENSE WAS

COMMITTED BECAUSE OF BIAS OR PREJUDICE

(a) In the trial of an offense under Title 5, Penal Code, or Sec-
tion 28.02, 28.03, or 28.08, Penal Code, the judge shall make
an affirmative finding of fact and enter the affirmative finding in
the judgment of the case if at the guilt or innocence phase of the
trial, the judge or the jury, whichever is the trier of fact, deter-
mines beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant intention-
ally selected the person against whom the offense was committed
or intentionally selected property damaged or affected as a result
of the offense because of the defendant’s bias or prejudice against
a group identified by race, color, disability, religion, national ori-
gin or ancestry, age, gender, or sexual preference.
(b) The sentencing judge may, as a condition of punishment,
require attendance in an educational program to further toler-
ance and acceptance of others.
(c) In this article, “sexual preference” has the following mean-
ing only: a preference for heterosexuality, homosexuality, or bi-
sexuality.

ART. 42.015.  FINDING OF AGE OF VICTIM

(a) In the trial of an offense under Section 20.02, 20.03, or
20.04, Penal Code, or an attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation to
commit one of those offenses, the judge shall make an affir-
mative finding of fact and enter the affirmative finding in the
judgment in the case if the judge determines that the victim or
intended victim was younger than 17 years of age at the time
of the offense.
(b) In the trial of a sexually violent offense, as defined by Arti-
cle 62.001, the judge shall make an affirmative finding of fact
and enter the affirmative finding in the judgment in the case if
the judge determines that the victim or intended victim was
younger than 14 years of age at the time of the offense.

ART. 42.016.  SPECIAL DRIVER’S LICENSE OR

IDENTIF ICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN

SEX OFFENDERS

If a person is convicted of, receives a grant of deferred adjudi-
cation for, or is adjudicated as having engaged in delinquent
conduct based on a violation of an offense for which a convic-
tion or adjudication requires registration as a sex offender
under Chapter 62, the court shall:
(1) issue an order requiring the Texas Department of Public
Safety to include in any driver’s license record or personal iden-
tification certificate record maintained by the department for
the person an indication that the person is subject to the reg-
istration requirements of Chapter 62;
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(2) require the person to apply to the Texas Department of
Public Safety in person for an original or renewal driver’s li-
cense or personal identification certificate not later than the
30th day after the date the person is released or the date the de-
partment sends written notice to the person of the require-
ments of Article 62.060, as applicable, and to annually renew
the license or certificate;
(3) notify the person of the consequence of the conviction or
order of deferred adjudication as it relates to the order issued
under this article; and
(4) send to the Texas Department of Public Safety a copy of the
record of conviction, a copy of the order granting deferred ad-
judication, or a copy of the juvenile adjudication, as applica-
ble, and a copy of the order issued under this article. 

ART.  42.017.  FINDING REGARDING AGE-BASED

OFFENSE

In the trial of an offense under Section 21.11 or 22.011, Penal
Code, the judge shall make an affirmative finding of fact and
enter the affirmative finding in the judgment in the case if the
judge determines that:
(1) at the time of the offense, the defendant was not more than
four years older than the victim or intended victim and the vic-
tim or intended victim was at least 15 years of age; and
(2) the conviction is based solely on the ages of the defendant
and the victim or intended victim at the time of the offense.

ART.  42.018.  NOTICE PROVIDED BY CLERK OF

COURT

(a) This article applies only:
(1) to conviction or deferred adjudication granted on the
basis of:

(A) an offense under Title 5, Penal Code; or
(B) an offense on conviction of which a defendant is re-
quired to register as a sex offender under Chapter 62; and

(2) if the victim of the offense is under 18 years of age.
(b) Not later than the fifth day after the date a person who holds
a certificate issued under Subchapter B, Chapter 21, Education
Code, is convicted or granted deferred adjudication on the basis
of an offense, the clerk of the court in which the conviction or
deferred adjudication is entered shall provide to the State Board
for Educator Certification written notice of the person’s convic-
tion or deferred adjudication, including the offense on which
the conviction or deferred adjudication was based.

ART.  42.0181.  NOTICE OF THEFT,  FRAUD,
MONEY LAUNDERING,  OR INSURANCE FRAUD

PROVIDED BY CLERK OF COURT

Not later than the fifth day after the date a person who holds a
certificate of authority, license, or other authority issued by the
Texas Department of Insurance is convicted of or granted de-
ferred adjudication for an offense under Chapter 31, 32, 34, or
35, Penal Code, the clerk of the court in which the conviction
or order of deferred adjudication is entered shall provide to the
Texas Department of Insurance written notice of the person’s
conviction or deferred adjudication, including the offense on
which the conviction or deferred adjudication was based.

ART.  42.0182.  FINDINGS REGARDING TAX

FRAUD

(a) In the trial of an offense under the Tax Code or an offense
under the Penal Code related to the administration of taxes, the

state may file a written request with the court in which the in-
dictment or information is pending for the court to make affir-
mative findings regarding the commission of tax fraud as
described by Subsection (b). The state must provide a copy of the
written request to the defendant before the date the trial begins.
(b) If the state requests affirmative findings in the manner re-
quired by Subsection (a), the court shall make the requested af-
firmative findings and enter the findings in the papers in the
case if the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that:

(1) the defendant's failure to pay a tax or file a report when
due, as required by Title 2 or 3, Tax Code, was a result of
fraud or an intent to evade the tax;
(2) the defendant altered, destroyed, or concealed any
record, document, or thing, or presented to the comptrol-
ler any altered or fraudulent record, document, or thing, or
otherwise engaged in fraudulent conduct for the apparent
purpose of affecting the course or outcome of an audit, in-
vestigation, redetermination, or other proceeding before
the comptroller; or
(3) the defendant's failure to file a report under Chapter
162, Tax Code, or to pay a tax under that chapter when the
tax became due is attributable to fraud or an intent to evade
the application of Chapter 162, Tax Code, or a rule
adopted under Chapter 111 or 162, Tax Code.

ART.  42.0183.  NOTICE OF FAMILY VIOLENCE

OFFENSES PROVIDED BY CLERK OF COURT

(a) This article applies only:
(1) to conviction or deferred adjudication granted on the
basis of:

(A) an offense that constitutes family violence, as de-
fined by Section 71.004, Family Code; or
(B) an offense under Title 5, Penal Code; and

(2) if the defendant is a member of the state military forces
or is serving in the armed forces of the United States in an
active-duty status.

(b) As soon as possible after the date on which the defendant
is convicted or granted deferred adjudication on the basis of an
offense, the clerk of the court in which the conviction or de-
ferred adjudication is entered shall provide written notice of
the conviction or deferred adjudication to the staff judge ad-
vocate at Joint Force Headquarters or the provost marshal of
the military installation to which the defendant is assigned
with the intent that the commanding officer will be notified,
as applicable.

ART.  42.019.  MOTOR FUEL THEFT

(a) A judge shall enter an affirmative finding in the judgment
in a case if the judge or jury, whichever is the finder of fact, de-
termines beyond a reasonable doubt in the guilt or innocence
phase of the trial of an offense under Section 31.03, Penal
Code, that the defendant, in committing the offense:

(1) dispensed motor fuel into the fuel tank of a motor ve-
hicle on the premises of an establishment at which motor
fuel is offered for retail sale; and
(2) after dispensing the motor fuel, left the premises of the
establishment without paying the establishment for the
motor fuel.

(b) If a judge enters an affirmative finding as required by Sub-
section (a) and determines that the defendant has previously
been convicted of an offense the judgment for which contains
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an affirmative finding under Subsection (a), the judge shall
enter a special affirmative finding in the judgment in the case.

ART.  42.0191.  FINDING REGARDING VICTIMS

OF TRAFFICKING OR OTHER ABUSE

(a) In the trial of an offense, on the motion of the attorney rep-
resenting the state the judge shall make an affirmative finding
of fact and enter the affirmative finding in the papers in the
case if the judge determines that, regardless of whether the
conduct at issue is the subject of the prosecution or part of the
same criminal episode as the conduct that is the subject of the
prosecution, a victim in the trial:

(1) is or has been a victim of a severe form of trafficking in
persons, as defined by 22 U.S.C. Section 7102(8); or
(2) has suffered substantial physical or mental abuse as a re-
sult of having been a victim of criminal activity described
by 8 U.S.C. Section 1101(a)(15)(U)(iii).

(b) That part of the papers in the case containing an affirma-
tive finding under this article:

(1) must include specific information identifying the vic-
tim, as available;
(2) may not include information identifying the victim’s lo-
cation; and
(3) is confidential, unless written consent for the release of
the affirmative finding is obtained from the victim or, if the
victim is younger than 18 years of age, the victim’s parent
or guardian.

ART.  42.0197.  FINDING REGARDING GANG-
RELATED CONDUCT

In the trial of an offense, on the motion of the attorney repre-
senting the state the judge shall make an affirmative finding of
fact and enter the affirmative finding in the judgment in the
case if the judge determines that the applicable conduct was
engaged in as part of the activities of a criminal street gang as
defined by Section 71.01, Penal Code.

ART.  42.0198.  FINDING REGARDING DELAY IN

ARREST OF DEFENDANT

In the trial of an offense under Section 19.02, 22.011, or
22.021, Penal Code, on the motion of the attorney represent-
ing the state the judge shall make an affirmative finding of fact
regarding the number of months that elapsed, if any, between
the date an arrest warrant was issued for the defendant follow-
ing an indictment for the offense and the date the defendant
was arrested for the offense. The judge shall enter the affirma-
tive finding in the judgment in the case.

ART.  42.0199.  FINDING REGARDING DILIGENT

PARTICIPATION CREDIT

If a person is convicted of a state jail felony, the judge shall
make a finding and enter the finding in the judgment of the
case regarding whether the person is presumptively entitled to
diligent participation credit in accordance with Section 15(h),
Article 42.12.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1546, §1). Section 3 of HB
1546 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies only
to a person confined in a state jail felony facility for an offense
committed on or after the effective date of this Act. A person con-
fined in a state jail felony facility for an offense committed before
the effective date of this Act is covered by the law in effect when

the offense was committed, and the former law is continued in
effect for that purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense
was committed before the effective date of this Act if any ele-
ment of the offense occurred before that date.”

ART.  42.02.  SENTENCE

The sentence is that part of the judgment, or order revoking a
suspension of the imposition of a sentence, that orders that the
punishment be carried into execution in the manner pre-
scribed by law.

ART.  42.023.  JUDGE MAY CONSIDER

ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING

Before pronouncing sentence on a defendant convicted of a
criminal offense, the judge may consider whether the defen-
dant should be committed for care and treatment under Sec-
tion 462.081, Health and Safety Code.

ART.  42.025.  SENTENCING HEARING AT

SECONDARY SCHOOL

(a) A judge may order the sentencing hearing of a defendant
convicted of an offense involving possession, manufacture, or
delivery of a controlled substance under Chapter 481, Health
and Safety Code, to be held at a secondary school if:

(1) the judge determines that the sentencing hearing would
have educational value to students due to the nature of the
offense and its consequences;
(2) the defendant agrees;
(3) the school administration agrees; and
(4) appropriate measures are taken to ensure:

(A) the safety of the students; and
(B) a fair hearing for the defendant that complies with
all applicable laws and rules.

(b) A judge may, at a secondary school, receive a plea of guilty
or nolo contendere from a defendant charged with an offense
described by Subsection (a) and place the defendant on de-
ferred adjudication under Section 5, Article 42.12, if:

(1) the judge makes the determination that the proceeding
would have educational value, as provided by Subsection
(a)(1);
(2) the defendant and the school agree to the location of the
proceeding, as provided by Subsections (a)(2) and (3); and
(3) appropriate measures are taken in regard to the safety of
students and the rights of the defendant, as described by
Subsection (a)(4).

ART.  42.03.  PRONOUNCING SENTENCE;  TIME;
CREDIT FOR TIME SPENT IN JAIL BETWEEN

ARREST AND SENTENCE OR PENDING APPEAL

Sec. 1. (a) Except as provided in Article 42.14, sentence shall
be pronounced in the defendant’s presence.
(b) The court shall permit a victim, close relative of a deceased
victim, or guardian of a victim, as defined by Article 56.01 of
this code, to appear in person to present to the court and to the
defendant a statement of the person’s views about the offense,
the defendant, and the effect of the offense on the victim. The
victim, relative, or guardian may not direct questions to the de-
fendant while making the statement. The court reporter may
not transcribe the statement. The statement must be made:

(1) after punishment has been assessed and the court has
determined whether or not to grant community supervi-
sion in the case;
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(2) after the court has announced the terms and conditions
of the sentence; and
(3) after sentence is pronounced.

Sec. 2. (a) In all criminal cases the judge of the court in which
the defendant is convicted shall give the defendant credit on the
defendant’s sentence for the time that the defendant has spent:

(1) in jail for the case, including confinement served as de-
scribed by Article 46B.009 and excluding confinement
served as a condition of community supervision, from the
time of his arrest and confinement until his sentence by the
trial court; 
(2) in a substance abuse treatment facility operated by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice under Section
493.009, Government Code, or another court-ordered res-
idential program or facility as a condition of deferred adju-
dication community supervision granted in the case if the
defendant successfully completes the treatment program at
that facility; or
(3) confined in a mental health facility or residential care fa-
cility as described by Article 46B.009.

(b) In all revocations of a suspension of the imposition of a
sentence the judge shall enter the restitution or reparation due
and owing on the date of the revocation.
Sec. 3. If a defendant appeals his conviction, is not released on
bail, and is retained in a jail as provided in Section 7, Article
42.09, pending his appeal, the judge of the court in which the
defendant was convicted shall give the defendant credit on his
sentence for the time that the defendant has spent in jail pend-
ing disposition of his appeal. The court shall endorse on both
the commitment and the mandate from the appellate court all
credit given the defendant under this section, and the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice shall grant the credit in com-
puting the defendant’s eligibility for parole and discharge.
Sec. 4. When a defendant who has been sentenced to impris-
onment in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice has spent
time in jail pending trial and sentence or pending appeal, the
judge of the sentencing court shall direct the sheriff to attach
to the commitment papers a statement assessing the defen-
dant’s conduct while in jail.
Sec. 5. Except as otherwise provided by Section 5(a-1), Article
42.12, the court after pronouncing the sentence shall inform
the defendant of the defendant’s right to petition the court for
an order of nondisclosure of criminal history record informa-
tion under Subchapter E-1, Chapter 411, Government Code,
unless the defendant is ineligible to pursue that right because
of the requirements that apply to obtaining the order in the de-
fendant’s circumstances, such as:

(1) the nature of the offense for which the defendant is con-
victed; or
(2) the defendant’s criminal history.

Addition of §5 effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1902, §15). Section
32 of SB 1902 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act
apply only to the issuance of an order of nondisclosure of crimi-
nal history record information for an offense committed on or
after the effective date of this Act. The issuance of an order of
nondisclosure of criminal history record information for an of-
fense committed before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the offense was committed, and
the former law is continued in effect for that purpose. For pur-

poses of this section, an offense is committed before the effec-
tive date of this Act if any element of the offense occurs before
the effective date.

ART.  42.031.  WORK RELEASE PROGRAM

Sec. 1. (a) The sheriff of each county may attempt to secure
employment for each defendant sentenced to the county jail
work release program under Article 42.034 and each defen-
dant confined in the county jail awaiting transfer to the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice.
(b) The employer of a defendant participating in a program
under this article shall pay the defendant’s salary to the sheriff.
The sheriff shall deposit the salary into a special fund to be
given to the defendant on his release after deducting:

(1) the cost to the county for the defendant’s confinement
during the pay period based on the average daily cost of
confining defendants in the county jail, as determined by
the commissioners court of the county;
(2) support of the defendant’s dependents; and
(3) restitution to the victims of an offense committed by
the defendant.

(c) At the time of sentencing or at a later date, the court sen-
tencing a defendant may direct the sheriff not to deduct the
cost described under Subdivision (1) of Subsection (b) of this
section or to deduct only a specified portion of the cost if the
court determines that the full deduction would cause a signif-
icant financial hardship to the defendant’s dependents.
(d) If the sheriff does not find employment for a defendant
who would otherwise be sentenced to imprisonment in the de-
partment, the sheriff shall:

(1) transfer the defendant to the sheriff of a county who
agrees to accept the defendant as a participant in the county
jail work release program; or
(2) retain the defendant in the county jail for employment
as soon as possible in a jail work release program.

Sec. 2. A defendant participating in a program under this ar-
ticle shall be confined in the county jail or in another facility
designated by the sheriff at all times except for:

(1) time spent at work and traveling to or from work; and
(2) time spent attending or traveling to or from an educa-
tion or rehabilitation program approved by the sheriff.

Sec. 3. (a) The sheriff of each county shall classify each felon
serving a sentence in the county jail work release program for
the purpose of awarding good conduct time credit in the same
manner as inmates of the Texas Department of Criminal Jus-
tice are classified under Chapter 498, Government Code, and
shall award good conduct time in the same manner as the di-
rector of the department does in that chapter.
(b) If the sheriff determines that the defendant is conducting
himself in a manner that is dangerous to inmates in the county
jail or to society as a whole, the sheriff may remove the defen-
dant from participation in the program pending a hearing be-
fore the sentencing court. At the hearing, if the court
determines that the sheriff ’s assessment of the defendant’s con-
duct is correct, the court may terminate the defendant’s par-
ticipation in the program and order the defendant to the term
of imprisonment that the defendant would have received had
he not entered the program. If the court determines that the
sheriff ’s assessment is incorrect, the court shall order the sher-
iff to readmit the defendant to the program. A defendant shall
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receive as credit toward his sentence any time served as a par-
ticipant in the program.

ART.  42.032.  GOOD CONDUCT

Sec. 1. To encourage county jail discipline, a distinction may be
made to give orderly, industrious, and obedient defendants the
comforts and privileges they deserve. The reward for good con-
duct may consist of a relaxation of strict county jail rules and
extension of social privileges consistent with proper discipline.
Sec. 2. The sheriff in charge of each county jail may grant
commutation of time for good conduct, industry, and obedi-
ence. A deduction not to exceed one day for each day of the
original sentence actually served may be made for the term or
terms of sentences if a charge of misconduct has not been sus-
tained against the defendant.
Sec. 3. This article applies whether or not the judgment of
conviction is a fine or jail sentence or both, but the deduction
in time may not exceed one-third of the original sentence as to
fines and court costs assessed in the judgment of conviction.
Sec. 4. A defendant serving two or more cumulative sentences
shall be allowed commutation as if the sentences were one sen-
tence.
Sec. 5. Any part or all of the commutation accrued under this
article may be forfeited and taken away by the sheriff:

(1) for a sustained charge of misconduct in violation of any
rule known to the defendant, including escape or attempt to
escape, if the sheriff has complied with discipline proceed-
ings as approved by the Commission on Jail Standards;
(2) on receipt by the sheriff of a certified copy of a final
order of a state or federal court that dismisses as frivolous or
malicious a lawsuit brought by a defendant while the de-
fendant was in the custody of the sheriff; or
(3) if the defendant, in violation of an order entered under
Article 42.24, contacts the victim of the offense for which
the defendant is serving a sentence or a member of the vic-
tim’s family.

Sec. 6. Repealed
Sec. 7.The sheriff shall keep a conduct record in card or ledger
form and a calendar card on each defendant showing all forfei-
tures of commutation time and the reasons for the forfeitures.

ART.  42.033.  SENTENCE TO SERVE TIME

DURING OFF-WORK HOURS

(a) Where jail time has been awarded to a person sentenced for
a misdemeanor or sentenced to confinement in the county jail
for a felony or when a defendant is serving a period of con-
finement as a condition of community supervision, the trial
judge, at the time of the pronouncement of sentence or at any
time while the defendant is serving the sentence or period of
confinement, when in the judge’s discretion the ends of justice
would best be served, may permit the defendant to serve the
defendant’s sentence or period of confinement intermittently
during his off-work hours or on weekends. The judge may re-
quire bail of the defendant to ensure the faithful performance
of the sentence or period of confinement. The judge may at-
tach conditions regarding the employment, travel, and other
conduct of the defendant during the performance of such a
sentence or period of confinement.
(b) The court may impose as a condition to permitting a de-
fendant to serve the jail time assessed or period of confinement
intermittently an additional requirement that the defendant

make any of the following payments to the court, agencies, or
persons, or that the defendant execute a letter and direct it to
the defendant’s employer directing the employer to deduct
from the defendant’s salary an amount directed by the court,
which is to be sent by the employer to the clerk of the court.
The money received by the court under this section may be
used to pay the following expenses as directed by the court:

(1) the support of the defendant’s dependents, if neces-
sary;
(2) the defendant’s documented personal, business, and
travel expenses;
(3) reimbursement of the general fund of the county for the
maintenance of the defendant in jail; and
(4) installment payments on restitution, fines, and court
costs ordered by the court.

(c) The condition imposed under Subsection (b) of this article
is not binding on an employer, except that income withheld
for child support is governed by Chapter 158, Family Code.
(d) The court may permit the defendant to serve the defen-
dant’s sentence or period of confinement intermittently in
order for the defendant to continue employment if the court
imposes confinement for failure to pay a fine or court costs, as
punishment for criminal nonsupport under Section 25.05,
Penal Code, or for contempt of a court order for periodic pay-
ments for the support of a child.
(e) The court may permit the defendant to seek employment
or obtain medical, psychological, or substance abuse treatment
or counseling or obtain training or needed education under
the same terms and conditions that apply to employment
under this article.

ART.  42.034.  COUNTY JAIL WORK RELEASE

PROGRAM

(a) If jail time has been awarded to a person sentenced for a
misdemeanor or sentenced to confinement in the county jail
for a felony, the trial judge at the time of pronouncement of
sentence or at any time while the defendant is serving the sen-
tence, when in the judge’s discretion the ends of justice would
best be served, may require the defendant to serve an alternate
term for the same period of time in the county jail work release
program of the county in which the offense occurred, if the
person is classified by the sheriff as a low-risk offender under
the classification system developed by the Commission on Jail
Standards under Section 511.009, Government Code.
(b) The sheriff shall provide a classification report for a defen-
dant to a judge as necessary so that the judge can determine
whether to require the defendant to participate in the work re-
lease program under this article.
(c) A defendant sentenced under this article who would other-
wise be sentenced to confinement in jail may earn good con-
duct credit in the same manner as provided by Article 42.032
of this code, but only while actually confined.

ART.  42.035.  ELECTRONIC MONITORING;
HOUSE ARREST

(a) A court may require a defendant to serve all or part of a sen-
tence of confinement in county jail by participating in an elec-
tronic monitoring program rather than being confined in the
county jail, if the program:

(1) is operated by a community supervision and corrections
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department that serves the county in which the court is lo-
cated and has been approved by the community justice as-
sistance division of the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice; or
(2) is operated by the commissioners court of the county, or by
a private vendor under contract with the commissioners court,
under Section 351.904, Local Government Code, if the de-
fendant has not been placed on community supervision.

(b) A judge, at the time of the pronouncement of a sentence of
confinement or at any time while the defendant is serving the
sentence, on the judge’s own motion or on the written motion
of the defendant, may permit the defendant to serve the sen-
tence under house arrest, including electronic monitoring and
any other conditions the court chooses to impose, during the
person’s off-work hours. The judge may require bail of the de-
fendant to ensure the faithful performance of the sentence.
(c) The court may require the defendant to pay to the com-
munity supervision and corrections department or the county
any reasonable cost incurred because of the defendant’s partic-
ipation in the house arrest program, including the cost of elec-
tronic monitoring.
(d) A defendant who submits to electronic monitoring or par-
ticipates in the house arrest program under this article dis-
charges a sentence of confinement in the same manner as if the
defendant were confined in county jail.
(e) A court may revoke a defendant’s participation in an elec-
tronic monitoring program and require the defendant to serve
the remainder of the defendant’s sentence of confinement in
county jail if the defendant violates a condition imposed by a
court under this article, including a condition requiring the
defendant to pay for participating in the program under Sub-
section (c).

ART.  42.036.  COMMUNITY SERVICE

(a) A court may require a defendant, other than a defendant
convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal
Code, to serve all or part of a sentence of confinement or pe-
riod of confinement required as a condition of community su-
pervision in county jail by performing community service
rather than by being confined in county jail unless the sen-
tence of confinement was imposed by the jury in the case.
(b) In its order requiring a defendant to participate in com-
munity service work, the court must specify:

(1) the number of hours the defendant is required to work;
and
(2) the entity or organization for which the defendant is re-
quired to work.

(c) The court may order the defendant to perform community
service work under this article only for a governmental entity
or a nonprofit organization that provides services to the gen-
eral public that enhance social welfare and the general well-
being of the community. A governmental entity or nonprofit
organization that accepts a defendant under this section to per-
form community service must agree to supervise the defendant
in the performance of the defendant’s work and report on the
defendant’s work to the community supervision and correc-
tions department or court-related services office.
(d) The court may require bail of a defendant to ensure the de-
fendant’s faithful performance of community service and may
attach conditions to the bail as it determines are proper.

(e) A court may not order a defendant who is employed to per-
form more than 16 hours per week of community service
under this article unless the court determines that requiring
the defendant to work additional hours does not work a hard-
ship on the defendant or the defendant’s dependents. A court
may not order a defendant who is unemployed to perform
more than 32 hours per week of community service under this
article, but may direct the defendant to use the remaining
hours of the week to seek employment.
(f) A defendant is considered to have served one day in jail for each
eight hours of community service performed under this article.

ART.  42.037.  RESTITUTION

(a) In addition to any fine authorized by law, the court that
sentences a defendant convicted of an offense may order the
defendant to make restitution to any victim of the offense or
to the compensation to victims of crime fund established
under Subchapter B, Chapter 56, to the extent that fund has
paid compensation to or on behalf of the victim. If the court
does not order restitution or orders partial restitution under
this subsection, the court shall state on the record the reasons
for not making the order or for the limited order.
(b)(1) If the offense results in damage to or loss or destruction
of property of a victim of the offense, the court may order the
defendant:

(A) to return the property to the owner of the property
or someone designated by the owner; or
(B) if return of the property is impossible or impractical
or is an inadequate remedy, to pay an amount equal to
the greater of:

(i) the value of the property on the date of the dam-
age, loss, or destruction; or
(ii) the value of the property on the date of sentenc-
ing, less the value of any part of the property that is
returned on the date the property is returned.

(2) If the offense results in personal injury to a victim, the
court may order the defendant to make restitution to:

(A) the victim for any expenses incurred by the victim as
a result of the offense; or
(B) the compensation to victims of crime fund to the ex-
tent that the fund has paid compensation to or on behalf
of the victim.

(3) If the victim or the victim’s estate consents, the court
may, in addition to an order under Subdivision (2),
order the defendant to make restitution by performing
services instead of by paying money or make restitution
to a person or organization, other than the compensa-
tion to victims of crime fund, designated by the victim
or the estate.

(c) The court, in determining whether to order restitution and
the amount of restitution, shall consider:

(1) the amount of the loss sustained by any victim and the
amount paid to or on behalf of the victim by the compensa-
tion to victims of crime fund as a result of the offense; and
(2) other factors the court deems appropriate.

(d) If the court orders restitution under this article and the vic-
tim is deceased the court shall order the defendant to make
restitution to the victim’s estate.
(e) The court shall impose an order of restitution that is as fair
as possible to the victim or to the compensation to victims of
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crime fund, as applicable. The imposition of the order may not
unduly complicate or prolong the sentencing process.
(f )(1) The court may not order restitution for a loss for which
the victim has received or will receive compensation only from a
source other than the compensation to victims of crime fund.
The court may, in the interest of justice, order restitution to any
person who has compensated the victim for the loss to the ex-
tent the person paid compensation. An order of restitution shall
require that all restitution to a victim or to the compensation to
victims of crime fund be made before any restitution to any
other person is made under the order.

(2) Any amount recovered by a victim from a person or-
dered to pay restitution in a federal or state civil proceeding
is reduced by any amount previously paid to the victim by
the person under an order of restitution.

(g)(1) The court may require a defendant to make restitution
under this article within a specified period or in specified in-
stallments. If the court requires the defendant to make restitu-
tion in specified installments, in addition to the installment
payments, the court may require the defendant to pay a one-
time restitution fee of $12, $6 of which the court shall retain
for costs incurred in collecting the specified installments and
$6 of which the court shall order to be paid to the compensa-
tion to victims of crime fund.

(2) The end of the period or the last installment may not be
later than:

(A) the end of the period of probation, if probation is
ordered;
(B) five years after the end of the term of imprisonment
imposed, if the court does not order probation; or
(C) five years after the date of sentencing in any other
case.

(3) If the court does not provide otherwise, the defendant
shall make restitution immediately.
(4) Except as provided by Subsection (n), the order of resti-
tution must require the defendant to:

(i) make restitution directly to the person or agency that
will accept and forward restitution payments to the vic-
tim or other person eligible for restitution under this ar-
ticle, including the compensation to victims of crime
fund;
(ii) make restitution directly to the victim or other person
eligible for restitution under this article, including the
compensation to victims of crime fund; or
(iii) deliver the amount or property due as restitution to
a community supervision and corrections department for
transfer to the victim or person.

(h) If a defendant is placed on community supervision or is
paroled or released on mandatory supervision, the court or the
parole panel shall order the payment of restitution ordered under
this article as a condition of community supervision, parole, or
mandatory supervision. The court may revoke community su-
pervision and the parole panel may revoke parole or mandatory
supervision if the defendant fails to comply with the order. In de-
termining whether to revoke community supervision, parole, or
mandatory supervision, the court or parole panel shall consider:

(1) the defendant’s employment status;
(2) the defendant’s current and future earning ability;
(3) the defendant’s current and future financial resources;
(4) the willfulness of the defendant’s failure to pay; 

(5) any other special circumstances that may affect the de-
fendant’s ability to pay; and
(6) the victim’s financial resources or ability to pay expenses
incurred by the victim as a result of the offense.

(i) In addition to any other terms and conditions of probation
imposed under Article 42.12, the court may require a proba-
tioner to reimburse the compensation to victims of crime fund
created under Subchapter B, Chapter 56, for any amounts
paid from that fund to or on behalf of a victim of the proba-
tioner’s offense. In this subsection, “victim” has the meaning
assigned by Article 56.32.
(j) The court may order a community supervision and correc-
tions department to obtain information pertaining to the fac-
tors listed in Subsection (c) of this article. The probation
officer shall include the information in the report required
under Section 9(a), Article 42.12, of this code or a separate re-
port, as the court directs. The court shall permit the defendant
and the prosecuting attorney to read the report.
(k) The court shall resolve any dispute relating to the proper
amount or type of restitution. The standard of proof is a pre-
ponderance of the evidence. The burden of demonstrating the
amount of the loss sustained by a victim as a result of the of-
fense is on the prosecuting attorney. The burden of demon-
strating the financial resources of the defendant and the
financial needs of the defendant and the defendant’s depen-
dents is on the defendant. The burden of demonstrating other
matters as the court deems appropriate is on the party desig-
nated by the court as justice requires.
(l) Conviction of a defendant for an offense involving the act
giving rise to restitution under this article estops the defendant
from denying the essential allegations of that offense in any
subsequent federal civil proceeding or state civil proceeding
brought by the victim, to the extent consistent with state law.
(m) An order of restitution may be enforced by the state or a
victim named in the order to receive the restitution in the same
manner as a judgment in a civil action.
(n) If a defendant is convicted of or receives deferred adjudica-
tion for an offense under Section 25.05, Penal Code, if the
child support order on which prosecution of the offense was
based required the defendant to pay the support to a local reg-
istry or the Title IV-D agency, and if the court orders restitu-
tion under this article, the order of restitution must require the
defendant to pay the child support in the following manner:

(1) during any period in which the defendant is under the
supervision of a community supervision and corrections de-
partment, to the department for transfer to the local reg-
istry or Title IV-D agency designated as the place of
payment in the child support order; and
(2) during any period in which the defendant is not under
the supervision of a department, directly to the registry or
agency described by Subdivision (1).

(o) The department may waive a supervision fee or an admin-
istrative fee imposed on an inmate under Section 508.182,
Government Code, during any period in which the inmate is
required to pay restitution under this article.
(p)(1) A court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 28.03(f ), Penal Code, involving damage or de-
struction inflicted on a place of human burial or under Section
42.08, Penal Code, to make restitution in the amount de-
scribed by Subsection (b)(1)(B) to a cemetery organization op-
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erating a cemetery affected by the commission of the offense.
(2) If a court orders an unemancipated minor to make resti-
tution under Subsection (a) and the minor is financially un-
able to make the restitution, the court may order:

(A) the minor to perform a specific number of hours of
community service to satisfy the restitution; or
(B) the parents or other person responsible for the
minor’s support to make the restitution in the amount
described by Subsection (b)(1)(B).

(3) In this subsection, “cemetery” and “cemetery organiza-
tion” have the meanings assigned by Section 711.001,
Health and Safety Code.

(q) The court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 22.11, Penal Code, to make restitution to the
victim of the offense or the victim’s employer in an amount
equal to the sum of any expenses incurred by the victim or em-
ployer to:

(1) test the victim for HIV, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, tuber-
culosis, or any other disease designated as a reportable dis-
ease under Section 81.048, Health and Safety Code; or
(2) treat the victim for HIV, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, tuber-
culosis, or any other disease designated as a reportable dis-
ease under Section 81.048, Health and Safety Code, the
victim contracts as a result of the offense.

(r) The court may order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 43.26, Penal Code, to make restitution to an in-
dividual who as a child younger than 18 years of age was de-
picted in the visual material, in an amount equal to the
expenses incurred by the individual as a result of the offense,
including:

(1) medical services relating to physical, psychiatric, or psy-
chological care;
(2) physical and occupational therapy or rehabilitation;
(3) necessary transportation, temporary housing, and child
care expenses;
(4) lost income; and
(5) attorney’s fees.

(s)(1) A court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 28.08, Penal Code, to make restitution by:

(A) reimbursing the owner of the property for the cost
of restoring the property; or
(B) with the consent of the owner of the property, per-
sonally restoring the property by removing or painting
over any markings the defendant made.

(2) A court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 28.08, Penal Code, to make restitution to a
political subdivision that owns public property or erects a
street sign or official traffic-control device on which the de-
fendant makes markings in violation of Section 28.08,
Penal Code, by:

(A) paying an amount equal to the lesser of the cost to the
political subdivision of replacing or restoring the public
property, street sign, or official traffic-control device; or
(B) with the consent of the political subdivision, restoring
the public property, street sign, or official traffic-control
device by removing or painting over any markings made
by the defendant on the property, sign, or device.

(3) If the court orders a defendant to make restitution
under this subsection and the defendant is financially un-
able to make the restitution, the court may order the de-

fendant to perform a specific number of hours of commu-
nity service to satisfy the restitution. 
(4) Notwithstanding Subsection (g)(4), a court shall direct
a defendant ordered to make restitution under this subsec-
tion as a condition of community supervision to deliver the
amount or property due as restitution to the defendant’s su-
pervising officer for transfer to the owner. A parole panel
shall direct a defendant ordered to make restitution under
this subsection as a condition of parole or mandatory su-
pervision to deliver the amount or property due as restitu-
tion to the defendant’s supervising officer. The defendant’s
supervising officer shall notify the court when the defen-
dant has delivered the full amount of restitution ordered.
(5) For purposes of this subsection, “official traffic-control
device” has the meaning assigned by Section 541.304,
Transportation Code.

Addition of (r) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2291, §1). Section 3
of HB 2291 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to an offense committed on or after the effective date
of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date of this
Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the offense was
committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that pur-
pose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

ART. 42.0371.  MANDATORY RESTITUTION FOR

KIDNAPPED OR ABDUCTED CHILDREN

(a) The court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Chapter 20, Penal Code, or Section 25.03, 25.031, or
25.04, Penal Code, to pay restitution in an amount equal to
the cost of necessary rehabilitation, including medical, psychi-
atric, and psychological care and treatment, for the victim of
the offense if the victim is younger than 17 years of age. 
(b) The court shall, after considering the financial circum-
stances of the defendant, specify in a restitution order issued
under Subsection (a) the manner in which the defendant must
pay the restitution. 
(c) A restitution order issued under Subsection (a) may be en-
forced by the state or a victim named in the order to receive the
restitution in the same manner as a judgment in a civil action. 
(d) The court may hold a hearing, make findings of fact, and
amend a restitution order issued under Subsection (a) if the de-
fendant fails to pay the victim named in the order in the man-
ner specified by the court. 

ART.  42.0372.  MANDATORY RESTITUTION FOR

CHILD VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING OF PERSONS

OR COMPELLING PROSTITUTION

(a) The court shall order a defendant convicted of an offense
under Section 20A.02 or 43.05(a)(2), Penal Code, to pay resti-
tution in an amount equal to the cost of necessary rehabilita-
tion, including medical, psychiatric, and psychological care
and treatment, for any victim of the offense who is younger
than 18 years of age.
(b) The court shall, after considering the financial circum-
stances of the defendant, specify in a restitution order issued
under Subsection (a) the manner in which the defendant must
pay the restitution.
(c) A restitution order issued under Subsection (a) may be en-
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forced by the state, or by a victim named in the order to receive
the restitution, in the same manner as a judgment in a civil action.
(d) The court may hold a hearing, make findings of fact, and
amend a restitution order issued under Subsection (a) if the de-
fendant fails to pay the victim named in the order in the man-
ner specified by the court.

ART.  42.0373.  MANDATORY RESTITUTION FOR

CHILD WITNESS  OF FAMILY VIOLENCE

(a) If after a conviction or a grant of deferred adjudication a
court places a defendant on community supervision for an of-
fense involving family violence, as defined by Section 71.004,
Family Code, the court shall determine from the complaint,
information, indictment, or other charging instrument, the
presentence report, or other evidence before the court whether:

(1) the offense was committed in the physical presence of,
or in the same habitation or vehicle occupied by, a person
younger than 15 years of age; and
(2) at the time of the offense, the defendant had knowledge
or reason to know that the person younger than 15 years of
age was physically present or occupied the same habitation
or vehicle.

(b) If the court determines both issues described by Subsection
(a) in the affirmative, the court shall order the defendant to pay
restitution in an amount equal to the cost of necessary rehabili-
tation, including medical, psychiatric, and psychological care
and treatment, for a person described by Subsection (a)(1).
(c) The court shall, after considering the financial circum-
stances of the defendant, specify in a restitution order issued
under Subsection (b) the manner in which the defendant must
pay the restitution. The order must require restitution pay-
ments to be delivered in the manner described by Article
42.037(g)(4)(iii).
(d) A restitution order issued under Subsection (b) may be en-
forced by the state, or by a person or a parent or guardian of
the person named in the order to receive the restitution, in the
same manner as a judgment in a civil action.
(e) The court may hold a hearing, make findings of fact, and
amend a restitution order issued under Subsection (b) if the
defendant fails to pay the person named in the order in the
manner specified by the court.
(f ) A determination under this article may not be entered as an
affirmative finding in the judgment for the offense for which
the defendant was placed on community supervision.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2159, §1). Section 2 of HB
2159 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act apply only
to an offense committed on or after the effective date of this Act.
An offense committed before the effective date of this Act is gov-
erned by the law in effect on the date the offense was commit-
ted, and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.
For purposes of this section, an offense was committed before
the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense oc-
curred before that date.”

ART. 42.038.  REIMBURSEMENT FOR

CONFINEMENT EXPENSES

(a) In addition to any fine, cost, or fee authorized by law, a
court that sentences a defendant convicted of a misdemeanor to
serve a term of confinement in county jail and orders execution
of the sentence may require the defendant to reimburse the

county for the defendant’s confinement at a rate of $25 a day.
(b) A court that requires a defendant convicted of a misde-
meanor or placed on deferred adjudication for a misdemeanor
to submit to a period of confinement in county jail as a con-
dition of community supervision may also require as a condi-
tion of community supervision that the defendant reimburse
the county for the defendant’s confinement, with the amount
of reimbursement determined as if the defendant were serving
an executed sentence.
(c) A judge may not require reimbursement under this article
if the judge determines the defendant is indigent based on the
defendant’s sworn statement or affidavit filed with the court. A
court that requires reimbursement under this article may re-
quire the defendant to reimburse the county only for those
days the defendant is confined after the date of conviction or
on which a plea of guilty or nolo contendere was entered. The
court may not require a defendant to reimburse the county for
those days the defendant was confined after arrest and before
the date of conviction or on which the plea of guilty or nolo
contendere was entered.
(d) The court, in determining whether to order reimbursement
under this article, shall consider:

(1) the defendant’s employment status, earning ability, and
financial resources; and
(2) any other special circumstances that may affect the de-
fendant’s ability to pay, including child support obligations
and including any financial responsibilities owed by the de-
fendant to dependents or restitution payments owed by the
defendant to a victim.

(e) On the day on which a defendant who is required to reim-
burse the county under this article discharges an executed sen-
tence of confinement or completes the period of confinement
required as a condition of community supervision, the sheriff
shall present to the defendant a bill computed by multiplying
the daily rate of $25 times the number of days the defendant
was confined in the county jail, not counting the day on which
the execution of the sentence or the period of confinement
began. For purposes of this subsection, a defendant who is
confined in county jail for only a portion of a day is nonethe-
less considered to have been confined for the whole day.
(f ) The court may require a defendant to reimburse the county
under this article by paying to the sheriff the bill presented by
the sheriff within a specified period or in specified install-
ments. The end of the period or the last installment may not
be later than:

(1) the end of the period of community supervision, if
community supervision is ordered; or
(2) the fifth anniversary of the last day of the term of con-
finement, if the court does not order community supervision.

ART.  42.04.  SENTENCE WHEN APPEAL IS TAKEN

When a defendant is sentenced to death, no date shall be set
for the execution of sentence until after the receipt by the clerk
of the trial court of the mandate of affirmance of the court of
criminal appeals.

ART.  42.045.  ISSUANCE OF MANDATE;
JUDGMENTS FINAL

(a) When a decision of a court of appeals or the Court of
Criminal Appeals becomes final, the clerk of such court shall
issue a mandate in the case to the trial court.
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(b) A decision of a court of appeals shall be final:
(1) at the expiration of 45 days after the final ruling of the
court, unless:

(A) a petition for review has been filed within 30 days
after the final ruling of the court of appeals; or
(B) the Court of Criminal Appeals has filed an order for
review of the decision on its own motion; or

(2) at the expiration of 15 days from the date of refusal of
the Court of Criminal Appeals to grant a petition for re-
view.

(c) A decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals shall be final
at the expiration of 15 days from the ruling on the final mo-
tion for rehearing or from the rendition of the decision if no
motion for rehearing is filed.

ART.  42.05.  IF COURT IS ABOUT TO ADJOURN

The time limit within which any act is to be done within the
meaning of this Code shall not be affected by the expiration of
the term of the court.

ART.  42.06 [REPEALED]

ART.  42.07.  REASONS TO PREVENT SENTENCE

Before pronouncing sentence, the defendant shall be asked
whether he has anything to say why the sentence should not be
pronounced against him. The only reasons which can be shown,
on account of which sentence cannot be pronounced, are:
1. That the defendant has received a pardon from the proper
authority, on the presentation of which, legally authenticated,
he shall be discharged;
2. That the defendant is incompetent to stand trial; and if ev-
idence be shown to support a finding of incompetency to
stand trial, no sentence shall be pronounced, and the court
shall proceed under Chapter 46B of this code; and
3. When a person who has been convicted escapes after con-
viction and before sentence and an individual supposed to be
the same has been arrested he may before sentence is pro-
nounced, deny that he is the person convicted, and an issue be
accordingly tried before a jury, or before the court if a jury is
waived, as to his identity.

ART.  42.08.  CUMULATIVE OR CONCURRENT

SENTENCE

(a) When the same defendant has been convicted in two or more
cases, judgment and sentence shall be pronounced in each case
in the same manner as if there had been but one conviction. Ex-
cept as provided by Sections (b) and (c) of this article, in the dis-
cretion of the court, the judgment in the second and subsequent
convictions may either be that the sentence imposed or sus-
pended shall begin when the judgment and the sentence im-
posed or suspended in the preceding conviction has ceased to
operate, or that the sentence imposed or suspended shall run
concurrently with the other case or cases, and sentence and exe-
cution shall be accordingly; provided, however, that the cumu-
lative total of suspended sentences in felony cases shall not
exceed 10 years, and the cumulative total of suspended sentences
in misdemeanor cases shall not exceed the maximum period of
confinement in jail applicable to the misdemeanor offenses,
though in no event more than three years, including extensions
of periods of community supervision under Section 22, Article
42.12, of this code, if none of the offenses are offenses under

Chapter 49, Penal Code, or four years, including extensions, if
any of the offenses are offenses under Chapter 49, Penal Code.
(b) If a defendant is sentenced for an offense committed while
the defendant was an inmate in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice and serving a sentence for an offense other
than a state jail felony and the defendant has not completed
the sentence he was serving at the time of the offense, the
judge shall order the sentence for the subsequent offense to
commence immediately on completion of the sentence for the
original offense.
(c) If a defendant has been convicted in two or more cases and
the court suspends the imposition of the sentence in one of the
cases, the court may not order a sentence of confinement to com-
mence on the completion of a suspended sentence for an offense.

ART.  42.09.  COMMENCEMENT OF SENTENCE;
STATUS DURING APPEAL;  PEN PACKET

Sec. 1. Except as provided in Sections 2 and 3, a defendant shall
be delivered to a jail or to the Texas Department of Criminal Jus-
tice when his sentence is pronounced, or his sentence to death is
announced, by the court. The defendant’s sentence begins to run
on the day it is pronounced, but with all credits, if any, allowed
by Article 42.03.
Sec. 2. If a defendant appeals his conviction and is released on
bail pending disposition of his appeal, when his conviction is
affirmed, the clerk of the trial court, on receipt of the mandate
from the appellate court, shall issue a commitment against the
defendant. The officer executing the commitment shall en-
dorse thereon the date he takes the defendant into custody and
the defendant’s sentence begins to run from the date endorsed
on the commitment. The Texas Department of Criminal Jus-
tice shall admit the defendant named in the commitment on
the basis of the commitment.
Sec. 3. If a defendant [is] convicted of a felony is [and] sen-
tenced to death or to [,] life [, or a term of more than ten years]
in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or is ineligible for
release on bail pending appeal under Article 44.04(b) and [he]
gives notice of appeal, the defendant [he] shall be transferred
to the department on a commitment pending a mandate from
the court of appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals.
Sec. 4. If a defendant is convicted of a felony, is eligible for re-
lease on bail pending appeal under Article 44.04(b), and gives
notice of appeal, he shall be transferred to the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice on a commitment pending a mandate
from the court of appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals
upon request in open court or upon written request to the sen-
tencing court. Upon a valid transfer to the department under
this section, the defendant may not thereafter be released on
bail pending his appeal.
Sec. 5. If a defendant is transferred to the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice pending appeal under Section 3 or 4, his
sentence shall be computed as if no appeal had been taken if
the appeal is affirmed.
Sec. 6. All defendants who have been transferred to the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice pending the appeal of their
convictions under this article shall be under the control and
authority of the department for all purposes as if no appeal
were pending.
Sec. 7. If a defendant is sentenced to a term of imprisonment
in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice but is not trans-
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ferred to the department under Section 3 or 4, the court, be-
fore the date on which it would lose jurisdiction under Section
6(a), Article 42.12, shall send to the department a document
containing a statement of the date on which the defendant’s
sentence was pronounced and credits earned by the defendant
under Article 42.03 as of the date of the statement.
Sec. 8. (a) A county that transfers a defendant to the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice under this article shall deliver to
an officer designated by the department:

(1) a copy of the judgment entered pursuant to Article
42.01, completed on a standardized felony judgment form
described by Section 4 of that article;
(2) a copy of any order revoking community supervision
and imposing sentence pursuant to Section 23, Article
42.12, including:

(A) any amounts owed for restitution, fines, and court
costs, completed on a standardized felony judgment form
described by Section 4, Article 42.01; and 
(B) a copy of the client supervision plan prepared for the
defendant by the community supervision and correc-
tions department supervising the defendant, if such a
plan was prepared;

(3) a written report that states the nature and the serious-
ness of each offense and that states the citation to the pro-
vision or provisions of the Penal Code or other law under
which the defendant was convicted;
(4) a copy of the victim impact statement, if one has been
prepared in the case under Article 56.03;
(5) a statement as to whether there was a change in venue
in the case and, if so, the names of the county prosecuting
the offense and the county in which the case was tried;
(6) if requested, information regarding the criminal history
of the defendant, including the defendant’s state identifica-
tion number if the number has been issued;
(7) a copy of the indictment or information for each offense;
(8) a checklist sent by the department to the county and
completed by the county in a manner indicating that the
documents required by this subsection and Subsection (c)
accompany the defendant; 
(9) if prepared, a copy of a presentence or postsentence in-
vestigation report prepared under Section 9, Article 42.12;
(10) a copy of any detainer, issued by an agency of the fed-
eral government, that is in the possession of the county and
that has been placed on the defendant;
(11) if prepared, a copy of the defendant’s Texas Uniform
Health Status Update Form; and
(12) a written description of a hold or warrant, issued by
any other jurisdiction, that the county is aware of and that
has been placed on or issued for the defendant.

(b) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall not take a
defendant into custody under this article until the designated
officer receives the documents required by Subsections (a) and
(c) of this section. The designated officer shall certify under the
seal of the department the documents received under Subsec-
tions (a) and (c) of this section. A document certified under
this subsection is self-authenticated for the purposes of Rules
901 and 902, Texas Rules of Evidence.
(c) A county that transfers a defendant to the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice under this article shall also deliver to
the designated officer any presentence or postsentence investi-

gation report, revocation report, psychological or psychiatric
evaluation of the defendant, including an evaluation prepared
for the juvenile court before transferring the defendant to
criminal court and contained in the criminal prosecutor’s file,
and available social or psychological background information
relating to the defendant and may deliver to the designated of-
ficer any additional information upon which the judge or jury
bases the punishment decision. 
(d) The correctional institutions division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice shall make documents received under
Subsections (a) and (c) available to the parole division on the re-
quest of the parole division and shall, on release of a defendant
on parole or to mandatory supervision, immediately provide the
parole division with copies of documents received under Sub-
section (a). The parole division shall provide to the parole offi-
cer appointed to supervise the defendant a comprehensive
summary of the information contained in the documents refer-
enced in this section not later than the 14th day after the date of
the defendant’s release. The summary shall include a current
photograph of the defendant and a complete set of the defen-
dant’s fingerprints. Upon written request from the county sher-
iff, the photograph and fingerprints shall be filed with the sheriff
of the county to which the parolee is assigned if that county is
not the county from which the parolee was sentenced.
(e) A county is not required to deliver separate documents con-
taining information relating to citations to provisions of the
Penal Code or other law and to changes of venue, as otherwise
required by Subsections (a)(3) and (a)(5) of this article, if the
standardized felony judgment form described by Section 4, Ar-
ticle 42.01, of this code is modified to require that information.
(f ) Except as provided by Subsection (g) of this section, the
county sheriff is responsible for ensuring that documents and
information required by this section accompany defendants
sentenced by district courts in the county to the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice.
(g) If the presiding judge of the administrative judicial region in
which the county is located determines that the county sheriff
is unable to perform the duties required by Subsection (f ) of
this section, the presiding judge may impose those duties on:

(1) the district clerk; or
(2) the prosecutor of each district court in the county.

(h) If a parole panel releases on parole a person who is confined
in a jail in this state, a federal correctional institution, or a cor-
rectional institution in another state, the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice shall request the sheriff who would otherwise
be required to transfer the person to the department to for-
ward to the department the information described by Subsec-
tions (a) and (c) of this section. The sheriff shall comply with
the request of the department. The department shall deter-
mine whether the information forwarded by the sheriff under
this subsection contains a thumbprint taken from the person
in the manner provided by Article 38.33 of this code and, if
not, the department shall obtain a thumbprint taken in the
manner provided by that article and shall forward the
thumbprint to the department for inclusion with the informa-
tion sent by the sheriff.
(i) A county may deliver the documents required under Sub-
sections (a) and (c) of this section to the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice by electronic means. For purposes of this sub-
section, “electronic means” means the transmission of data be-
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tween word processors, data processors, or similar automated
information equipment over dedicated cables, commercial
lines, or other similar methods of transmission.
(j) If after a county transfers a defendant or inmate to the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice the charges on which the de-
fendant or inmate was convicted and for which the defendant
or inmate was transferred are dismissed, the county shall im-
mediately notify an officer designated by the department of the
dismissal.
Sec. 9. A county that transfers a defendant to the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice under this article may deliver to
an officer designated by the department a certified copy of a
final order of a state or federal court that dismisses as frivolous
or malicious a lawsuit brought by the inmate while the inmate
was confined in the county jail awaiting transfer to the depart-
ment following conviction of a felony or revocation of com-
munity supervision, parole, or mandatory supervision. The
county may deliver the copy to the department at the time of
the transfer of the inmate or at any time after the transfer of
the inmate. 

Amendments to §3 effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 904, §1).

ART.  42.10.  SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT AS IN

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTIONS

When a person is convicted of a felony, and the punishment
assessed is only a fine or a term in jail, or both, the judgment
may be satisfied in the same manner as a conviction for a mis-
demeanor is by law satisfied.

ART.  42.111.  DEFERRAL OF PROCEEDINGS IN

CASES APPEALED TO COUNTY COURT

If a defendant convicted of a misdemeanor punishable by fine
only appeals the conviction to a county court, on the trial in
county court the defendant may enter a plea of guilty or nolo
contendere to the offense. If the defendant enters a plea of
guilty or nolo contendere, the court may defer further pro-
ceedings without entering an adjudication of guilt in the same
manner as provided for the deferral of proceedings in justice
court or municipal court under Article 45.051 of this code.
This article does not apply to a misdemeanor case disposed of
under Subchapter B, Chapter 543, Transportation Code, or a
serious traffic violation as defined by Section 522.003, Trans-
portation Code.

ART.  42.12.  COMMUNITY SUPERVIS ION

Sec. 1. Purpose
It is the purpose of this article to place wholly within the state
courts the responsibility for determining when the imposition
of sentence in certain cases shall be suspended, the conditions
of community supervision, and the supervision of defendants
placed on community supervision, in consonance with the
powers assigned to the judicial branch of this government by
the Constitution of Texas. It is the purpose of this article to re-
move from existing statutes the limitations, other than ques-
tions of constitutionality, that have acted as barriers to effective
systems of community supervision in the public interest.
Sec. 2. Definitions
In this article:
(1) “Court” means a court of record having original criminal
jurisdiction.

(2) “Community supervision” means the placement of a de-
fendant by a court under a continuum of programs and sanc-
tions, with conditions imposed by the court for a specified
period during which:

(A) criminal proceedings are deferred without an adjudica-
tion of guilt; or
(B) a sentence of imprisonment or confinement, imprison-
ment and fine, or confinement and fine, is probated and
the imposition of sentence is suspended in whole or in part.

(3) “Supervision officer” means a person appointed or em-
ployed under Section 76.004, Government Code, to supervise
defendants placed on community supervision.
(4) “Electronic monitoring” includes voice tracking systems,
position tracking systems, position location systems, biometric
tracking systems, and any other electronic or telecommunica-
tions system that may be used to assist in the supervision of in-
dividuals under this article.
Sec. 3. Judge Ordered Community Supervision
(a) A judge, in the best interest of justice, the public, and the de-
fendant, after conviction or a plea of guilty or nolo contendere,
may suspend the imposition of the sentence and place the defen-
dant on community supervision or impose a fine applicable to
the offense and place the defendant on community supervision.
(b) In a felony case the minimum period of community super-
vision is the same as the minimum term of imprisonment ap-
plicable to the offense and the maximum period of community
supervision is, subject to the extensions provided by Section 22:

(1) 10 years, for a felony other than a third degree felony
described by Subdivision (2); and
(2) five years, for the following third degree felonies:

(A) a third degree felony under Title 7, Penal Code,
other than an offense under Section 33.021(c), Penal
Code; and
(B) a third degree felony under Chapter 481, Health and
Safety Code.

(c) The maximum period of community supervision in a mis-
demeanor case is two years.
(d) A judge may increase the maximum period of community
supervision in the manner provided by Section 22(c) or 22A of
this article.
(e) A defendant is not eligible for community supervision
under this section if the defendant:

(1) is sentenced to a term of imprisonment that exceeds 10
years; or
(2) is sentenced to serve a term of confinement under Sec-
tion 12.35, Penal Code. 

(f ) The minimum period of community supervision for a
felony described by Section 13B(b) is five years and the maxi-
mum period of supervision is 10 years.
(g) A judge shall not deny community supervision to a defen-
dant based solely on the defendant’s inability to speak, read,
write, hear, or understand English.
(h) The minimum period of community supervision under
this section for an offense under Section 30.04, Penal Code,
punishable as a Class A misdemeanor with a minimum term of
confinement of six months is one year.
Sec. 3g. Limitation on Judge Ordered Community Super-
vision
(a) The provisions of Section 3 of this article do not apply:

(1) to a defendant adjudged guilty of an offense under:
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(A) Section 19.02, Penal Code (Murder);
(B) Section 19.03, Penal Code (Capital murder);
(C) Section 21.11(a)(1), Penal Code (Indecency with a
child);
(D) Section 20.04, Penal Code (Aggravated kidnap-
ping);
(E) Section 22.021, Penal Code (Aggravated sexual as-
sault);
(F) Section 29.03, Penal Code (Aggravated robbery);
(G) Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code, for which
punishment is increased under:

(i) Section 481.140, Health and Safety Code; or
(ii) Section 481.134(c), (d), (e), or (f ), Health and
Safety Code, if it is shown that the defendant has
been previously convicted of an offense for which
punishment was increased under any of those subsec-
tions;

(H) Section 22.011, Penal Code (Sexual assault); 
(I) Section 22.04(a)(1), Penal Code (Injury to a child,
elderly individual, or disabled individual), if the offense
is punishable as a felony of the first degree and the vic-
tim of the offense is a child;
(J) Section 43.25, Penal Code (Sexual performance by a
child); 
(K) Section 15.03, Penal Code, if the offense is punish-
able as a felony of the first degree; 
(L) Section 43.05, Penal Code (Compelling prostitu-
tion); 
(M) Section 20A.02, Penal Code (Trafficking of per-
sons); or
(N) Section 30.02, Penal Code (Burglary), if the offense
is punishable under Subsection (d) of that section and
the actor committed the offense with the intent to com-
mit a felony under Section 21.02, 21.11, 22.011,
22.021, or 25.02, Penal Code; or

(2) to a defendant when it is shown that a deadly weapon
as defined in Section 1.07, Penal Code, was used or exhib-
ited during the commission of a felony offense or during
immediate flight therefrom, and that the defendant used or
exhibited the deadly weapon or was a party to the offense
and knew that a deadly weapon would be used or exhibited.
On an affirmative finding under this subdivision, the trial
court shall enter the finding in the judgment of the court.
On an affirmative finding that the deadly weapon was a
firearm, the court shall enter that finding in its judgment.

(b) If there is an affirmative finding under Subsection (a)(2) in
the trial of a felony of the second degree or higher that the
deadly weapon used or exhibited was a firearm and the defen-
dant is granted community supervision, the court may order
the defendant confined in the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice for not less than 60 and not more than 120 days. At any
time after the defendant has served 60 days in the custody of
the department, the sentencing judge, on his own motion or on
motion of the defendant, may order the defendant released to
community supervision. The department shall release the de-
fendant to community supervision after he has served 120 days.
Sec. 4. Jury Recommended Community Supervision
(a) A jury that imposes confinement as punishment for an of-
fense may recommend to the judge that the judge suspend the
imposition of the sentence and place the defendant on com-

munity supervision. A judge shall suspend the imposition of
the sentence and place the defendant on community supervi-
sion if the jury makes that recommendation in the verdict.
(b) If the jury recommends to the judge that the judge place the
defendant on community supervision, the judge shall place the
defendant on community supervision for any period permitted
under Section 3(b) or 3(c) of this article, as appropriate.
(c) A judge may increase the maximum period of community
supervision in the manner provided by Section 22(c) or Sec-
tion 22A of this article.
(d) A defendant is not eligible for community supervision
under this section if the defendant:

(1) is sentenced to a term of imprisonment that exceeds 10
years;
(2) is convicted of a state jail felony for which suspension of
the imposition of the sentence occurs automatically under
Section 15(a);
(3) does not file a sworn motion under Subsection (e) of
this section or for whom the jury does not enter in the ver-
dict a finding that the information contained in the motion
is true;
(4) is convicted of an offense for which punishment is in-
creased under Section 481.134(c), (d), (e), or (f ), Health
and Safety Code, if it is shown that the defendant has been
previously convicted of an offense for which punishment
was increased under any one of those subsections;
(5) is convicted of an offense listed in Section 3g(a)(1)(C),
(E), or (H), if the victim of the offense was younger than 14
years of age at the time the offense was committed;
(6) is convicted of an offense listed in Section 3g(a)(1)(D),
if the victim of the offense was younger than 14 years of age
at the time the offense was committed and the actor com-
mitted the offense with the intent to violate or abuse the
victim sexually;
(7) is convicted of an offense listed in Section 3g(a)(1)(J),
(L), or (M); or
(8) is adjudged guilty of an offense under Section 19.02,
Penal Code.

(e) A defendant is eligible for community supervision under
this section only if before the trial begins the defendant files a
written sworn motion with the judge that the defendant has
not previously been convicted of a felony in this or any other
state, and the jury enters in the verdict a finding that the in-
formation in the defendant’s motion is true.
(f ) The minimum period of community supervision under this
section for an offense under Section 30.04, Penal Code, pun-
ishable as a Class A misdemeanor with a minimum term of
confinement of six months is one year.
Sec. 5. Deferred Adjudication; Community Supervision
(a) Except as provided by Subsection (d) of this section, when
in the judge’s opinion the best interest of society and the de-
fendant will be served, the judge may, after receiving a plea of
guilty or plea of nolo contendere, hearing the evidence, and
finding that it substantiates the defendant’s guilt, defer further
proceedings without entering an adjudication of guilt, and
place the defendant on community supervision. A judge may
place on community supervision under this section a defendant
charged with an offense under Section 21.11, 22.011, or
22.021, Penal Code, regardless of the age of the victim, or a de-
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fendant charged with a felony described by Section 13B(b) of
this article, only if the judge makes a finding in open court that
placing the defendant on community supervision is in the best
interest of the victim. The failure of the judge to find that de-
ferred adjudication is in the best interest of the victim is not
grounds for the defendant to set aside the plea, deferred adju-
dication, or any subsequent conviction or sentence. After plac-
ing the defendant on community supervision under this
section, the judge shall inform the defendant orally or in writ-
ing of the possible consequences under Subsection (b) of this
section of a violation of community supervision. If the infor-
mation is provided orally, the judge must record and maintain
the judge’s statement to the defendant. The failure of a judge to
inform a defendant of possible consequences under Subsection
(b) of this section is not a ground for reversal unless the de-
fendant shows that he was harmed by the failure of the judge
to provide the information. In a felony case, the period of
community supervision may not exceed 10 years. For a defen-
dant charged with a felony under Section 21.11, 22.011, or
22.021, Penal Code, regardless of the age of the victim, and for
a defendant charged with a felony described by Section 13B(b)
of this article, the period of community supervision may not
be less than five years. In a misdemeanor case, the period of
community supervision may not exceed two years. A judge
may increase the maximum period of community supervision
in the manner provided by Section 22(c) or 22A of this article.
The judge may impose a fine applicable to the offense and re-
quire any reasonable conditions of community supervision, in-
cluding mental health treatment under Section 11(d) of this
article, that a judge could impose on a defendant placed on
community supervision for a conviction that was probated and
suspended, including confinement. The provisions of Section
15 of this article specifying whether a defendant convicted of
a state jail felony is to be confined in a county jail or state jail
felony facility and establishing the minimum and maximum
terms of confinement as a condition of community supervi-
sion apply in the same manner to a defendant placed on com-
munity supervision after pleading guilty or nolo contendere to
a state jail felony. However, upon written motion of the de-
fendant requesting final adjudication filed within 30 days after
entering such plea and the deferment of adjudication, the
judge shall proceed to final adjudication as in all other cases.
(a-1) Before placing a defendant on deferred adjudication com-
munity supervision under this section, the court shall inform
the defendant of the defendant’s right to receive or petition the
court for an order of nondisclosure of criminal history record
information under Subchapter E-1, Chapter 411 [Section
411.081], Government Code, as applicable, unless the defen-
dant is ineligible for an order [to pursue that right] because of:

(1) the nature of the offense for which the defendant is
placed on deferred adjudication community supervision; or
(2) the defendant’s criminal history.

(b) On violation of a condition of community supervision im-
posed under Subsection (a), the defendant may be arrested and
detained as provided in Section 21. The defendant is entitled to
a hearing limited to the determination by the court of whether
it proceeds with an adjudication of guilt on the original charge.
The court may not proceed with an adjudication of guilt on the
original charge if the court finds that the only evidence sup-
porting the alleged violation of a condition of community su-

pervision is the uncorroborated results of a polygraph examina-
tion. The determination to proceed with an adjudication of guilt
on the original charge is reviewable in the same manner as a re-
vocation hearing conducted under Section 21 in a case in which
an adjudication of guilt had not been deferred. After an adjudi-
cation of guilt, all proceedings, including assessment of punish-
ment, pronouncement of sentence, granting of community
supervision, and defendant’s appeal continue as if the adjudica-
tion of guilt had not been deferred. A court assessing punish-
ment after an adjudication of guilt of a defendant charged with
a state jail felony may suspend the imposition of the sentence
and place the defendant on community supervision or may
order the sentence to be executed, regardless of whether the de-
fendant has previously been convicted of a felony.
(c) On expiration of a community supervision period imposed
under Subsection (a), if the judge has not proceeded to adju-
dication of guilt, the judge shall dismiss the proceedings
against the defendant and discharge him. The judge may dis-
miss the proceedings and discharge a defendant, other than a
defendant charged with an offense requiring the defendant to
register as a sex offender under Chapter 62, prior to the expi-
ration of the term of community supervision if in the judge’s
opinion the best interest of society and the defendant will be
served. The judge may not dismiss the proceedings and dis-
charge a defendant charged with an offense requiring the de-
fendant to register under Chapter 62. Except as provided by
Section 12.42(g), Penal Code, a dismissal and discharge under
this section may not be deemed a conviction for the purposes
of disqualifications or disabilities imposed by law for convic-
tion of an offense. For any defendant who receives a dismissal
and discharge under this section:

(1) upon conviction of a subsequent offense, the fact that the
defendant had previously received community supervision
with a deferred adjudication of guilt shall be admissible be-
fore the court or jury to be considered on the issue of penalty;
(2) if the defendant is an applicant for a license or is a li-
censee under Chapter 42, Human Resources Code, the De-
partment of Family and Protective Services may consider
the fact that the defendant previously has received commu-
nity supervision with a deferred adjudication of guilt under
this section in issuing, renewing, denying, or revoking a li-
cense under that chapter; and
(3) if the defendant is a person who has applied for regis-
tration to provide mental health or medical services for the
rehabilitation of sex offenders, the Council on Sex Offender
Treatment may consider the fact that the defendant has re-
ceived community supervision under this section in issuing,
renewing, denying, or revoking a license or registration is-
sued by that council. 

(c-1) A judge who dismisses the proceedings against a defen-
dant and discharges the defendant under Subsection (c):

(1) shall[:]
[(1)] provide the defendant with a copy of the order of dis-
missal and discharge; and
(2) if the judge determines that the defendant is or may be-
come eligible for an order of nondisclosure of criminal his-
tory record information under Subchapter E-1, Chapter
411, Government Code, shall, as applicable:

(A) grant an order of nondisclosure of criminal history
record information to the defendant;
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(B) inform the defendant of the defendant’s eligibility to
receive an order of nondisclosure of criminal history
record information without a petition and the earliest
date on which the defendant is eligible to receive the
order; or
(C) [,] inform the defendant of the defendant’s eligibil-
ity to petition the court for an order of nondisclosure of
criminal history record information [under Section
411.081, Government Code,] and the earliest date the
defendant is eligible to file the petition for the order [of
nondisclosure].

(d) In all other cases the judge may grant deferred adjudication
unless:

(1) the defendant is charged with an offense: 
(A) under Sections 49.04–49.08, Penal Code; or
(B) for which punishment may be increased under Sec-
tion 481.134(c), (d), (e), or (f ), Health and Safety Code,
if it is shown that the defendant has been previously
convicted of an offense for which punishment was in-
creased under any one of those subsections; 

(2) the defendant:
(A) is charged with an offense under Section 21.11,
22.011, or 22.021, Penal Code, regardless of the age of
the victim, or a felony described by Section 13B(b) of
this article; and
(B) has previously been placed on community supervi-
sion for any offense under Paragraph (A) of this subdivi-
sion;

(3) the defendant is charged with an offense under:
(A) Section 21.02, Penal Code; or
(B) Section 22.021, Penal Code, that is punishable
under Subsection (f ) of that section or under Section
12.42(c)(3) or (4), Penal Code; or

(4) the defendant is charged with an offense under Section
19.02, Penal Code, except that the judge may grant de-
ferred adjudication on determining that the defendant did
not cause the death of the deceased, did not intend to kill
the deceased or another, and did not anticipate that a
human life would be taken.

(e)(1) If a judge places on community supervision under this
section a defendant charged with an offense under Section
20.02, 20.03, or 20.04, Penal Code, or an attempt, conspiracy,
or solicitation to commit one of those offenses, the judge shall
make an affirmative finding of fact and file a statement of that
affirmative finding with the papers in the case if the judge de-
termines that the victim or intended victim was younger than
17 years of age at the time of the offense. 

(2) If a judge places on community supervision under this
section a defendant charged with a sexually violent offense,
as defined by Article 62.001, the judge shall make an affir-
mative finding of fact and file a statement of that affirmative
finding with the papers in the case if the judge determines
that the victim or intended victim was younger than 14 years
of age at the time of the offense.

(f ) A record in the custody of the court clerk regarding a case
in which a person is granted deferred adjudication is not con-
fidential.
(g) If a judge places on community supervision under this sec-
tion a defendant charged with an offense under Section 21.11 or
22.011, Penal Code, the judge shall make an affirmative finding

of fact and file a statement of that affirmative finding with the
papers in the case if the judge determines that:

(1) at the time of the offense, the defendant was not more
than four years older than the victim or intended victim
and the victim or intended victim was at least 15 years of
age; and
(2) the charge to which the plea is entered under this sec-
tion is based solely on the ages of the defendant and the vic-
tim or intended victim at the time of the offense.

(h) A court retains jurisdiction to hold a hearing under Subsec-
tion (b) and to proceed with an adjudication of guilt, regardless
of whether the period of community supervision imposed on
the defendant has expired, if before the expiration the attorney
representing the state files a motion to proceed with the adjudi-
cation and a capias is issued for the arrest of the defendant.
(i) If a judge places on community supervision under this sec-
tion a defendant charged with an offense, on the motion of the
attorney representing the state the judge shall make an affir-
mative finding of fact and file a statement of that affirmative
finding in the papers in the case if the judge determines that,
regardless of whether the conduct at issue is the subject of the
prosecution or part of the same criminal episode as the con-
duct that is the subject of the prosecution, a victim in the trial:

(1) is or has been a victim of a severe form of trafficking in
persons, as defined by 22 U.S.C. Section 7102(8); or
(2) has suffered substantial physical or mental abuse as a re-
sult of having been a victim of criminal activity described
by 8 U.S.C. Section 1101(a)(15)(U)(iii).

(j) That part of the papers in the case containing an affirmative
finding under Subsection (i):

(1) must include specific information identifying the vic-
tim, as available;
(2) may not include information identifying the victim’s lo-
cation; and
(3) is confidential, unless written consent for the release of
the affirmative finding is obtained from the victim or, if the
victim is younger than 18 years of age, the victim’s parent
or guardian.

(k) If a judge places on deferred adjudication community su-
pervision a defendant charged with a misdemeanor other than
a misdemeanor under Chapter 20, 21, 22, 25, 42, 43, 46, or
71, Penal Code, the judge shall make an affirmative finding of
fact and file a statement of that affirmative finding with the pa-
pers in the case if the judge determines that it is not in the best
interest of justice that the defendant receive an automatic
order of nondisclosure under Section 411.072, Government
Code.

Amendments to (a-1) & (c-1) and addition of (k) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (SB 1902, §16). Section 32 of SB 1902 provides: “The
changes in law made by this Act apply only to the issuance of an
order of nondisclosure of criminal history record information for
an offense committed on or after the effective date of this Act.
The issuance of an order of nondisclosure of criminal history
record information for an offense committed before the effective
date of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the
offense was committed, and the former law is continued in effect
for that purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense is com-
mitted before the effective date of this Act if any element of the
offense occurs before the effective date.”
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Sec. 6. Continuing Court Jurisdiction in Felony Cases
(a) For the purposes of this section, the jurisdiction of a court
imposing a sentence requiring imprisonment in the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice for an offense other than a state
jail felony continues for 180 days from the date the execution
of the sentence actually begins. Before the expiration of 180
days from the date the execution of the sentence actually be-
gins, the judge of the court that imposed such sentence may on
his own motion, on the motion of the attorney representing
the state, or on the written motion of the defendant, suspend
further execution of the sentence and place the defendant on
community supervision under the terms and conditions of this
article, if in the opinion of the judge the defendant would not
benefit from further imprisonment and:

(1) the defendant is otherwise eligible for community su-
pervision under this article; and
(2) the defendant had never before been incarcerated in a
penitentiary serving a sentence for a felony.

(b) When the defendant or the attorney representing the state
files a written motion requesting suspension by the judge of
further execution of the sentence and placement of the defen-
dant on community supervision, and when requested to do so
by the judge, the clerk of the court shall request a copy of the
defendant’s record while imprisoned from the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice or, if the defendant is confined in
county jail, from the sheriff. Upon receipt of such request, the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice or the sheriff shall for-
ward to the judge, as soon as possible, a full and complete copy
of the defendant’s record while imprisoned or confined. When
the defendant files a written motion requesting suspension of
further execution of the sentence and placement on commu-
nity supervision, he shall immediately deliver or cause to be
delivered a true and correct copy of the motion to the office of
the attorney representing the state.
(c) The judge may deny the motion without a hearing but may
not grant the motion without holding a hearing and providing
the attorney representing the state and the defendant the op-
portunity to present evidence on the motion.
Sec. 7. Continuing Court Jurisdiction in Misdemeanor Cases
(a) For the purposes of this section, the jurisdiction of the courts
in this state in which a sentence requiring confinement in a jail is
imposed for conviction of a misdemeanor shall continue for 180
days from the date the execution of the sentence actually begins.
The judge of the court that imposed such sentence may on his
own motion, on the motion of the attorney representing the
state, or on the written motion of the defendant suspend further
execution of the sentence and place the defendant on community
supervision under the terms and conditions of this article, if in
the opinion of the judge the defendant would not benefit from
further confinement.
(b) When the defendant files a written motion with the court
requesting suspension of further execution of the sentence and
placement on community supervision or when requested to do
so by the judge, the clerk of the court shall request a copy of
the defendant’s record while confined from the agency operat-
ing the jail where the defendant is confined. Upon receipt of
such request, the agency operating the jail where the defendant
is confined shall forward to the court as soon as possible a full
and complete copy of the defendant’s record while confined.
(c) The judge may deny the motion without a hearing but may

not grant a motion without holding a hearing and allowing the
attorney representing the state and the defendant to present
evidence in the case.
Sec. 8. State Boot Camp Program — Repealed
Sec. 9. Presentence Investigations
(a) Except as provided by Subsection (g), before the imposition
of sentence by a judge in a felony case, and except as provided
by Subsection (b), before the imposition of sentence by a judge
in a misdemeanor case the judge shall direct a supervision of-
ficer to report to the judge in writing on the circumstances of
the offense with which the defendant is charged, the amount
of restitution necessary to adequately compensate a victim of
the offense, the criminal and social history of the defendant,
and any other information relating to the defendant or the of-
fense requested by the judge. It is not necessary that the report
contain a sentencing recommendation, but the report must
contain a proposed client supervision plan describing pro-
grams and sanctions that the community supervision and cor-
rections department would provide the defendant if the judge
suspended the imposition of the sentence or granted deferred
adjudication. If the defendant is charged with a state jail
felony, the report must contain recommendations for condi-
tions of community supervision that the community supervi-
sion and corrections department considers advisable or
appropriate based on the circumstances of the offense and
other factors addressed in the report.
(b) The judge is not required to direct a supervision officer to
prepare a report in a misdemeanor case if:

(1) the defendant requests that a report not be made and
the judge agrees to the request; or
(2) the judge finds that there is sufficient information in the
record to permit the meaningful exercise of sentencing dis-
cretion and the judge explains this finding on the record.

(c) The judge may not inspect a report and the contents of the
report may not be disclosed to any person unless:

(1) the defendant pleads guilty or nolo contendere or is
convicted of the offense; or
(2) the defendant, in writing, authorizes the judge to in-
spect the report.

(d) Unless waived by the defendant, at least 48 hours before
sentencing a defendant, the judge shall permit the defendant
or his counsel to read the presentence report.
(e) The judge shall allow the defendant or his attorney to com-
ment on a presentence investigation or a postsentence report
and, with the approval of the judge, introduce testimony or
other information alleging a factual inaccuracy in the investi-
gation or report.
(f ) The judge shall allow the attorney representing the state ac-
cess to any information made available to the defendant under
this section.
(g) A judge is not required to direct an officer to prepare a pre-
sentence report in a felony case under this section if:

(1) punishment is to be assessed by a jury;
(2) the defendant is convicted of or enters a plea or guilty
or nolo contendere to capital murder;
(3) the only available punishment is imprisonment; or
(4) the judge is informed that a plea bargain agreement ex-
ists, under which the defendant agrees to a punishment of
imprisonment, and the judge intends to follow the agree-
ment.
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(h) On a determination by the judge that alcohol or drug abuse
may have contributed to the commission of the offense, or in
any case involving a second or subsequent offense under Sec-
tion 49.04, Penal Code, committed within five years of the date
on which the most recent preceding offense was committed, or
a second or subsequent offense under Section 49.07 or 49.08 of
that code that involves the operation of a motor vehicle, com-
mitted within five years of the date on which the most recent
preceding offense was committed, the judge shall direct a su-
pervision officer approved by the community supervision and
corrections department or the judge or a person, program, or
other agency approved by the Texas Commission on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse, to conduct an evaluation to determine the ap-
propriateness of, and a course of conduct necessary for, alcohol
or drug rehabilitation for a defendant and to report that evalu-
ation to the judge. The evaluation shall be made:

(1) after arrest and before conviction, if requested by the
defendant;
(2) after conviction and before sentencing, if the judge as-
sesses punishment in the case;
(3) after sentencing and before the entry of a final judg-
ment, if the jury assesses punishment in the case; or
(4) after community supervision is granted, if the evalua-
tion is required as a condition of community supervision
under Section 13 of this article.

(i) A presentence investigation conducted on any defendant con-
victed of a felony offense who appears to the judge through its
own observation or on suggestion of a party to have a mental im-
pairment shall include a psychological evaluation which deter-
mines, at a minimum, the defendant’s IQ and adaptive behavior
score. The results of the evaluation shall be included in the report
to the judge as required by Subsection (a) of this section.
(j) The judge by order may direct that any information and
records that are not privileged and that are relevant to a report
required by Subsection (a) or Subsection (k) of this section be
released to an officer conducting a presentence investigation
under Subsection (i) of this section or a postsentence report
under Subsection (k) of this section. The judge may also issue
a subpoena to obtain that information. A report and all infor-
mation obtained in connection with a presentence investiga-
tion or postsentence report are confidential and may be
released only:

(1) to those persons and under those circumstances autho-
rized under Subsections (d), (e), (f ), (h), (k), and (l) of this
section;
(2) pursuant to Section 614.017, Health and Safety Code;
or
(3) as directed by the judge for the effective supervision of
the defendant. 

(k) If a presentence report in a felony case is not required
under this section, the judge may direct the officer to prepare
a postsentence report containing the same information that
would have been required for the presentence report, other
than a proposed client supervision plan and any information
that is reflected in the judgment. If the postsentence report is
ordered, the officer shall send the report to the clerk of the
court not later than the 30th day after the date on which sen-
tence is pronounced or deferred adjudication is granted, and
the clerk shall deliver the postsentence report with the papers
in the case to a designated officer of the Texas Department of

Criminal Justice, as described by Section 8(a), Article 42.09.
(l) If a person is a sex offender, a supervision officer may release
information in a presentence or postsentence report concerning
the social and criminal history of the person to a person who:

(1) is licensed or certified in this state to provide mental
health or medical services, including a:

(A) physician;
(B) psychiatrist;
(C) psychologist;
(D) licensed professional counselor;
(E) licensed marriage and family therapist; or
(F) social worker; and

(2) provides mental health or medical services for the reha-
bilitation of the person.

(l) Each presentence investigation shall include information re-
garding whether the defendant is a current or former member
of the state military forces or whether the defendant is cur-
rently serving or has previously served in the armed forces of
the United States in an active-duty status. If the defendant has
served in an active-duty status, the investigation shall addi-
tionally determine whether the defendant was deployed to a
combat zone and whether the defendant may suffer from post-
traumatic stress disorder or a traumatic brain injury. In addi-
tion, if available, a copy of the defendant’s military discharge
papers and military records must be included in the investiga-
tion report provided to the judge under Subsection (a) of this
section.
Sec. 9A. Sex Offenders: Presentence Investigation and Post-
sentence Treatment and Supervision
(a) In this section:

(1) “Council” means the Council on Sex Offender Treat-
ment.
(2) “Sex offender” means a person who has been convicted
or has entered a plea of guilty or nolo contendere for an of-
fense under any one of the following provisions of the Penal
Code:

(A) Section 20.04(a)(4) (Aggravated Kidnapping), if the
person committed the offense with the intent to violate
or abuse the victim sexually;
(B) Section 21.08 (Indecent Exposure);
(C) Section 21.11 (Indecency with a Child);
(D) Section 22.011 (Sexual Assault);
(E) Section 22.021 (Aggravated Sexual Assault);
(F) Section 25.02 (Prohibited Sexual Conduct);
(G) Section 30.02 (Burglary), if:

(i) the offense is punishable under Subsection (d) of
that section; and
(ii) the person committed the offense with the intent
to commit a felony listed in this subsection;

(H) Section 43.25 (Sexual Performance by a Child); or
(I) Section 43.26 (Possession or Promotion of Child
Pornography).

(b) If the defendant is a sex offender, a supervision officer may
release information in a presentence or postsentence report
concerning the social and criminal history of the defendant to
a person who:

(1) is licensed or certified in this state to provide mental
health or medical services, including a:

(A) physician;
(B) psychiatrist;
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(C) psychologist;
(D) licensed professional counselor;
(E) licensed marriage and family therapist; or
(F) certified social worker; and

(2) provides mental health or medical services for the reha-
bilitation of the defendant.

(c) If the defendant is a sex offender, the judge shall direct a su-
pervision officer approved by the community supervision and
corrections department or the judge or a person, program, or
other agency approved by the council to evaluate the appro-
priateness of, and a course of conduct necessary for, treatment,
specialized supervision, or rehabilitation of the defendant and
to report the results of the evaluation to the judge. The judge
may require the evaluation to use offense-specific standards of
practice adopted by the council and may require the report to
reflect those standards. The evaluation shall be made after con-
viction and before the entry of a final judgment or, if requested
by the defendant, after arrest and before conviction.
Sec. 10. Authority to Impose, Modify, or Revoke Commu-
nity Supervision
(a) Only the court in which the defendant was tried may grant
community supervision, impose conditions, revoke the com-
munity supervision, or discharge the defendant, unless the
judge has transferred jurisdiction of the case to another court
with the latter’s consent. Except as provided by Subsection (d)
of this section, only the judge may alter conditions of com-
munity supervision. In a felony case, only the judge who orig-
inally sentenced the defendant may suspend execution thereof
and place the defendant under community supervision pur-
suant to Section 6 of this article. If the judge who originally
sentenced the defendant is deceased or disabled or if the office
is vacant and the judge who originally sentenced the defendant
is deceased or disabled or if the office is vacant and a motion
is filed in accordance with Section 6 of this article, the clerk of
the court shall promptly forward a copy of the motion to the
presiding judge of the administrative judicial district for that
court, who may deny the motion without a hearing or appoint
a judge to hold a hearing on the motion. 
(b) After a defendant has been placed on community supervi-
sion, jurisdiction of the case may be transferred to a court of
the same rank in this state having geographical jurisdiction
where the defendant is residing or where a violation of the con-
ditions of community supervision occurs. Upon transfer, the
clerk of the court of original jurisdiction shall forward a tran-
script of such portions of the record as the transferring judge
shall direct to the court accepting jurisdiction, which latter
court shall thereafter proceed as if the trial and conviction had
occurred in that court.
(c) Any judge of a court having geographical jurisdiction where
the defendant is residing or where a violation of the conditions
of community supervision occurs may issue a warrant for his
arrest, but the determination of action to be taken after arrest
shall be only by the judge of the court having jurisdiction of
the case at the time the action is taken.
(d) A judge that places a defendant on community supervision
may authorize the supervision officer supervising the defen-
dant or a magistrate appointed by the district courts in the
county that give preference to criminal cases to modify the
conditions of community supervision for the limited purpose
of transferring the defendant to different programs within the

community supervision continuum of programs and sanc-
tions.
(e) If a supervision officer or magistrate modifies the condi-
tions of community supervision, the officer or magistrate shall
deliver a copy of the modified conditions to the defendant,
shall file a copy of the modified conditions with the sentenc-
ing court, and shall note the date of delivery of the copy in the
defendant’s file. If the defendant agrees to the modification in
writing, the officer or magistrate shall file a copy of the modi-
fied conditions with the district clerk and the conditions shall
be enforced as modified. If the defendant does not agree to the
modification in writing, the supervision officer or magistrate
shall refer the case to the judge of the court for modification in
the manner provided by Section 22 of this article.
Sec. 11. Basic Conditions of Community Supervision
(a) The judge of the court having jurisdiction of the case shall
determine the conditions of community supervision and may,
at any time during the period of community supervision, alter
or modify the conditions. The judge may impose any reason-
able condition that is designed to protect or restore the com-
munity, protect or restore the victim, or punish, rehabilitate, or
reform the defendant. Conditions of community supervision
may include, but shall not be limited to, the conditions that
the defendant shall:

(1) Commit no offense against the laws of this State or of
any other State or of the United States;
(2) Avoid injurious or vicious habits;
(3) Avoid persons or places of disreputable or harmful char-
acter, including any person, other than a family member of
the defendant, who is an active member of a criminal street
gang;
(4) Report to the supervision officer as directed by the judge
or supervision officer and obey all rules and regulations of the
community supervision and corrections department;
(5) Permit the supervision officer to visit the defendant at
the defendant’s home or elsewhere;
(6) Work faithfully at suitable employment as far as possi-
ble;
(7) Remain within a specified place;
(8) Pay the defendant’s fine, if one is assessed, and all court
costs whether a fine is assessed or not, in one or several
sums;
(9) Support the defendant’s dependents;
(10) Participate, for a time specified by the judge, in any
community-based program, including a community-service
work program under Section 16 of this article;
(11) If the judge determines that the defendant has financial
resources that enable the defendant to offset in part or in
whole the costs of the legal services provided to the defen-
dant in accordance with Article 1.051(c) or (d), including
any expenses and costs, reimburse [Reimburse] the county
in which the prosecution was instituted for the costs of the
legal services in an amount that the judge finds the defen-
dant is able to pay, except that the defendant may not be or-
dered to pay an amount that exceeds:

(A) the actual costs, including any expenses and costs,
paid by the county for the legal services provided by an
appointed attorney; [compensation paid to appointed
counsel for defending the defendant in the case, if coun-
sel was appointed,] or
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(B) if the defendant was represented by a public de-
fender’s office, the actual [in an] amount, including any
expenses and costs, that would have otherwise been paid
to an appointed attorney had the county not had a pub-
lic defender's office;

(12) Remain under custodial supervision in a community
corrections facility, obey all rules and regulations of the fa-
cility, and pay a percentage of the defendant’s income to the
facility for room and board;
(13) Pay a percentage of the defendant’s income to the de-
fendant’s dependents for their support while under custo-
dial supervision in a community corrections facility;
(14) Submit to testing for alcohol or controlled substances;
(15) Attend counseling sessions for substance abusers or
participate in substance abuse treatment services in a pro-
gram or facility approved or licensed by the Department of
State Health Services;
(16) With the consent of the victim of a misdemeanor of-
fense or of any offense under Title 7, Penal Code, partici-
pate in victim-defendant mediation;
(17) Submit to electronic monitoring;
(18) Reimburse the compensation to victims of crime fund
for any amounts paid from that fund to or on behalf of a
victim, as defined by Article 56.32, of the defendant’s of-
fense, or if no reimbursement is required, make one pay-
ment to the compensation to victims of crime fund in an
amount not to exceed $50 if the offense is a misdemeanor
or not to exceed $100 if the offense is a felony;
(19) Reimburse a law enforcement agency for the analysis,
storage, or disposal of raw materials, controlled substances,
chemical precursors, drug paraphernalia, or other materials
seized in connection with the offense;
(20) Pay all or part of the reasonable and necessary costs in-
curred by the victim for psychological counseling made
necessary by the offense or for counseling and education re-
lating to acquired immune deficiency syndrome or human
immunodeficiency virus made necessary by the offense;
(21) Make one payment in an amount not to exceed $50 to
a crime stoppers organization as defined by Section
414.001, Government Code, and as certified by the Texas
Crime Stoppers Council; 
(22) Submit a DNA sample to the Department of Public
Safety under Subchapter G, Chapter 411, Government Code,
for the purpose of creating a DNA record of the defendant;
(23) In any manner required by the judge, provide public
notice of the offense for which the defendant was placed on
community supervision in the county in which the offense
was committed; and
(24) Reimburse the county in which the prosecution was
instituted for compensation paid to any interpreter in the
case.

(b)(1) A judge may not order a defendant to make any pay-
ments as a term or condition of community supervision, ex-
cept for:

(A) fines, court costs, and restitution to the victim;
(B) reimbursement of a county as described by Subsec-
tion (a)(11); [,] and
(C) other conditions related personally to the rehabilita-
tion of the defendant or otherwise expressly authorized
by law.

(2) A judge may not impose a condition of community su-
pervision requiring a defendant to reimburse a county for
the costs of legal services as described by Subsection (a)(11)
if the defendant has already satisfied that obligation under
Article 26.05(g).
(3) The court shall consider the ability of the defendant to
make payments before [in] ordering the defendant to make
payments under this article.

(b-1) A defendant’s obligation to pay a fine or court cost as or-
dered by a judge exists independently of any requirement to
pay the fine or court cost as a condition of the defendant’s
community supervision. A defendant remains obligated to pay
any unpaid fine or court cost after the expiration of the defen-
dant’s period of community supervision.
(c) If the judge or jury places a defendant on community su-
pervision, the judge shall require the defendant to demonstrate
to the court whether the defendant has an educational skill
level that is equal to or greater than the average skill level of
students who have completed the sixth grade in public schools
in this state. If the judge determines that the defendant has not
attained that skill level, the judge shall require as a condition
of community supervision that the defendant attain that level
of educational skill, unless the judge determines that the de-
fendant lacks the intellectual capacity or the learning ability to
ever achieve that level of skill.
(d) If the judge places a defendant on community supervision
and the defendant is determined to have a mental illness or be
a person with mental retardation as provided by Article 16.22
or Chapter 46B or in a psychological evaluation conducted
under Section 9(i) of this article, the judge may require the de-
fendant as a condition of community supervision to submit to
outpatient or inpatient mental health or mental retardation
treatment if the:

(1) defendant’s:
(A) mental impairment is chronic in nature; or
(B) ability to function independently will continue to
deteriorate if the defendant does not receive mental
health or mental retardation services; and

(2) judge determines, in consultation with a local mental
health or mental retardation services provider, that appro-
priate mental health or mental retardation services for the
defendant are available through the Texas Department of
Mental Health and Mental Retardation under Section
534.053, Health and Safety Code, or through another
mental health or mental retardation services provider.

(e) A judge granting community supervision to a defendant re-
quired to register as a sex offender under Chapter 62 shall re-
quire that the defendant, as a condition of community
supervision:

(1) register under that chapter; and
(2) submit a DNA sample to the Department of Public
Safety under Subchapter G, Chapter 411, Government
Code, for the purpose of creating a DNA record of the de-
fendant, unless the defendant has already submitted the re-
quired sample under other state law.

(f ) A judge may not require a defendant to undergo an or-
chiectomy as a condition of community supervision.
(g) A judge who grants community supervision to a person
may require the person to make one payment in an amount
not to exceed $50 to a children’s advocacy center established
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under Subchapter E, Chapter 264, Family Code, if the person
is charged with or convicted of an offense under Section 21.11
or 22.011(a)(2), Penal Code. 
(h) If a judge grants community supervision to a person con-
victed of an offense under Title 5, Penal Code, that the court
determines involves family violence, the judge shall require the
person to pay $100 to a family violence center that receives
state or federal funds and that serves the county in which the
court is located. In this subsection, “family violence” has the
meaning assigned by Section 71.004, Family Code, and “fam-
ily violence center” has the meaning assigned by Section
51.002, Human Resources Code.
(i) A judge who grants community supervision to a sex of-
fender evaluated under Section 9A may require the sex of-
fender as a condition of community supervision to submit to
treatment, specialized supervision, or rehabilitation according
to offense-specific standards of practice adopted by the Coun-
cil on Sex Offender Treatment. On a finding that the defen-
dant is financially able to make payment, the judge shall
require the defendant to pay all or part of the reasonable and
necessary costs of the treatment, supervision, or rehabilitation.
(j) A judge granting community supervision to a defendant
convicted of a felony shall require that the defendant, as a con-
dition of community supervision, provide a DNA sample
under Subchapter G, Chapter 411, Government Code, for the
purpose of creating a DNA record of the defendant, unless the
defendant has already submitted the required sample under
other state law.
(k) A court granting community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense under Section 28.08, Penal Code, shall
require as a condition of community supervision that the de-
fendant perform:

(1) at least 15 hours of community service if the amount of
pecuniary loss resulting from the commission of the offense
is $50 or more but less than $500; or
(2) at least 30 hours of community service if the amount of
pecuniary loss resulting from the commission of the offense
is $500 or more.

(l)(1) If the court grants community supervision to a person
convicted of an offense under Section 42.072, Penal Code, the
court may require as a condition of community supervision
that the person may not:

(A) communicate directly or indirectly with the victim; or
(B) go to or near the residence, place of employment, or
business of the victim or to or near a school, day-care fa-
cility, or similar facility where a dependent child of the
victim is in attendance.

(2) If the court requires the prohibition contained in Sub-
division (1)(B) of this subsection as a condition of commu-
nity supervision, the court shall specifically describe the
prohibited locations and the minimum distances, if any,
that the person must maintain from the locations.

(m) If a judge grants community supervision to a person con-
victed of an offense under Section 42.09, 42.091, 42.092, or
42.10, Penal Code, the judge may require the person to attend
a responsible pet owner course sponsored by a municipal ani-
mal shelter, as defined by Section 823.001, Health and Safety
Code, that:

(1) receives federal, state, county, or municipal funds; and
(2) serves the county in which the court is located.

(n)(1) If a judge grants community supervision to a defendant
younger than 18 years of age convicted of an alcohol-related
offense under Section 106.02, 106.025, 106.04, 106.041,
106.05, or 106.07, Alcoholic Beverage Code, or Section
49.02, Penal Code, or an offense involving possession of a con-
trolled substance or marihuana under Section 481.115,
481.1151, 481.116, 481.1161, 481.117, 481.118, or
481.121, Health and Safety Code, the judge may require the
defendant as a condition of community supervision to attend,
as appropriate, an alcohol awareness program approved under
Section 106.115, Alcoholic Beverage Code, or a drug educa-
tion program that is designed to educate persons on the dan-
gers of drug abuse and is approved by the Department of State
Health Services in accordance with Section 521.374, Trans-
portation Code.

(2) If a judge requires a defendant as a condition of com-
munity supervision to attend an alcohol awareness program
or drug education program described by Subdivision (1),
unless the judge determines that the defendant is indigent
and unable to pay the cost, the judge shall require the de-
fendant to pay the cost of attending the program. The
judge may allow the defendant to pay the cost of attending
the program in installments during the term of community
supervision.

Amendments to (a)(11) & (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 3633,
§2). See effective note following Art. 26.05.

Addition of (n) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 642, §3).

Sec. 12. Confinement as a Condition of Community Su-
pervision
(a) If a judge having jurisdiction of a misdemeanor case re-
quires as a condition of community supervision that the de-
fendant submit to a period of confinement in a county jail, the
period of confinement may not exceed 30 days. If a judge hav-
ing jurisdiction of a felony case requires as a condition of com-
munity supervision that the defendant submit to a period of
confinement in a county jail, the period of confinement may
not exceed 180 days.
(b) A judge that requires as a condition of community super-
vision that the defendant serve a term in a community correc-
tions facility under Section 18 of this article may not impose a
term of confinement under this section that, when added to
the term imposed under Section 18, exceeds 24 months.
(c) A judge may impose confinement as a condition of com-
munity supervision under Subsection (a) of this section on
placing the defendant on supervision or at any time during the
supervision period. The judge may impose periods of confine-
ment as a condition of community supervision in increments
smaller than the maximum periods provided by Subsection (a)
of this section but may not impose periods of confinement
that if added together exceed the maximum periods provided
by Subsection (a).
Sec. 13. DWI Community Supervision
(a) A judge granting community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense under Chapter 49, Penal Code, shall
require as a condition of community supervision that the de-
fendant submit to:

(1) not less than 72 hours of continuous confinement in
county jail if the defendant was punished under Section
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49.09(a); not less than five days of confinement in county
jail if the defendant was punished under Section 49.09(a)
and was subject to Section 49.09(h); not less than 10 days
of confinement in county jail if the defendant was punished
under Section 49.09(b) or (c); or not less than 30 days of
confinement in county jail if the defendant was convicted
under Section 49.07; and
(2) an evaluation by a supervision officer or by a person,
program, or facility approved by the Texas Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse for the purpose of having the fa-
cility prescribe and carry out a course of conduct necessary
for the rehabilitation of the defendant’s drug or alcohol de-
pendence condition.

(b) A judge granting community supervision to a defendant con-
victed of an offense under Section 49.08, Penal Code, shall re-
quire as a condition of community supervision that the defendant
submit to a period of confinement of not less than 120 days.
(c) If the director of a facility to which a defendant is referred
under Subdivision (2) of Subsection (a) of this section deter-
mines that the defendant is not making a good faith effort to
participate in a program of rehabilitation, the director shall no-
tify the judge that referred the defendant of that fact.
(d) If a judge requires as a condition of community supervision
that the defendant participate in a prescribed course of con-
duct necessary for the rehabilitation of the defendant’s drug or
alcohol dependence condition, the judge shall require that the
defendant pay for all or part of the cost of such rehabilitation
based on the defendant’s ability to pay. The judge may, in its
discretion, credit such cost paid by the defendant against the
fine assessed. In making a determination of a defendant’s abil-
ity to pay the cost of rehabilitation under this subsection, the
judge shall consider whether the defendant has insurance cov-
erage that will pay for rehabilitation.
(e) The confinement imposed shall be treated as a condition of
community supervision, and in the event of a sentence of con-
finement upon the revocation of community supervision, the
term of confinement served may not be credited toward service
of such subsequent confinement.
(f ) If a judge grants community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal
Code, and if before receiving community supervision the de-
fendant has not submitted to an evaluation under Section 9 of
this article, the judge shall require the defendant to submit to
the evaluation as a condition of community supervision. If the
evaluation indicates to the judge that the defendant is in need
of treatment for drug or alcohol dependency, the judge shall
require the defendant to submit to that treatment as a condi-
tion of community supervision in a program or facility ap-
proved or licensed by the Texas Commission on Alcohol and
Drug Abuse or in a program or facility that complies with
standards established by the community justice assistance divi-
sion of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, after con-
sultation by the division with the commission.
(g) A jury that recommends community supervision for a per-
son convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal
Code, may recommend that any driver’s license issued to the
defendant under Chapter 521, Transportation Code, not be
suspended. This subsection does not apply to a person pun-
ished under Section 49.09(a) or (b), Penal Code, and subject
to Section 49.09(h) of that code.

Subsection (h) as amended by SB 1070 effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(h) If a person convicted of an offense under Sections
49.04–49.08, Penal Code, is placed on community supervi-
sion, the judge shall require, as a condition of the community
supervision, that the defendant attend and successfully com-
plete before the 181st day after the day community supervi-
sion is granted an educational program jointly approved by the
Department of State Health Services [Texas Commission on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse], the Department of Public Safety,
the Traffic Safety Section of the Texas Department of Trans-
portation, and the community justice assistance division of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice designed to rehabilitate
persons who have driven while intoxicated. The executive
commissioner of the Health and Human Services [Texas]
Commission [on Alcohol and Drug Abuse] shall publish the
jointly approved rules and the Department of State Health
Services shall monitor, coordinate, and provide training to per-
sons providing the educational programs. The Department of
State Health Services [Texas Commission on Alcohol and
Drug Abuse] is responsible for the administration of the certi-
fication of approved educational programs and may charge a
nonrefundable application fee for the initial certification of ap-
proval and for renewal of a certificate. The judge may waive
the educational program requirement or may grant an exten-
sion of time to successfully complete the program that expires
not later than one year after the beginning date of the person’s
community supervision, however, if the defendant by a mo-
tion in writing shows good cause. In determining good cause,
the judge may consider but is not limited to: the defendant’s
school and work schedule, the defendant’s health, the distance
that the defendant must travel to attend an educational pro-
gram, and the fact that the defendant resides out of state, has
no valid driver’s license, or does not have access to transporta-
tion. The judge shall waive the educational program require-
ment if the defendant successfully completes equivalent
education at a residential treatment facility under Subsection
(o). The judge shall set out in the judgment the finding of
good cause for waiver or the finding that the defendant has
successfully completed equivalent education as provided by
Subsection (o), as applicable [in the judgment]. If a defendant
is required, as a condition of community supervision, to attend
an educational program or if the court waives the educational
program requirement or the defendant successfully completes
equivalent education under Subsection (o), the court clerk
shall immediately report that fact to the Department of Public
Safety, on a form prescribed by the department, for inclusion
in the person’s driving record. If the court grants an extension
of time in which the person may complete the program, the
court clerk shall immediately report that fact to the Depart-
ment of Public Safety on a form prescribed by the department.
The report must include the beginning date of the person’s
community supervision. Upon the person’s successful comple-
tion of the educational program, the person’s instructor shall
give notice to the Department of Public Safety for inclusion in
the person’s driving record and to the community supervision
and corrections department. The community supervision and
corrections department shall then forward the notice to the
court clerk for filing. Upon release from a residential treatment
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facility at which the person successfully completed equivalent
education under Subsection (o), at the request of the court
clerk, the director of the residential treatment facility shall give
notice to the Department of Public Safety for inclusion in the
person’s driving record. If the Department of Public Safety
does not receive notice that a defendant required to complete
an educational program has successfully completed the pro-
gram within the period required by this section, as shown on
department records, the department shall revoke the defen-
dant’s driver’s license, permit, or privilege or prohibit the per-
son from obtaining a license or permit, as provided by Sections
521.344(e) and (f ), Transportation Code. The Department of
Public Safety may not reinstate a license suspended under this
subsection unless the person whose license was suspended
makes application to the department for reinstatement of the
person’s license and pays to the department a reinstatement fee
of $100. The Department of Public Safety shall remit all fees
collected under this subsection to the comptroller for deposit
in the general revenue fund. This subsection does not apply to
a defendant if a jury recommends community supervision for
the defendant and also recommends that the defendant’s dri-
ver’s license not be suspended.

Subsection (h) as amended by SB 202, §1.224, effective
Sept. 1, 2017:

(h) If a person convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-
49.08, Penal Code, is placed on community supervision, the
judge shall require, as a condition of the community supervi-
sion, that the defendant attend and successfully complete before
the 181st day after the day community supervision is granted an
educational program jointly approved by the Texas Department
of Licensing and Regulation [Commission on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse], the Department of Public Safety, the Traffic Safety Sec-
tion of the Texas Department of Transportation, and the com-
munity justice assistance division of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice designed to rehabilitate persons who have dri-
ven while intoxicated. The Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation [Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse] shall
publish the jointly approved rules and shall monitor, coordinate,
and provide training to persons providing the educational pro-
grams. The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
[Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse] is responsible for the
administration of the certification of approved educational pro-
grams and may charge a nonrefundable application fee for the
initial certification of approval and for renewal of a certificate.
The judge may waive the educational program requirement or
may grant an extension of time to successfully complete the pro-
gram that expires not later than one year after the beginning date
of the person’s community supervision, however, if the defen-
dant by a motion in writing shows good cause. In determining
good cause, the judge may consider but is not limited to: the de-
fendant’s school and work schedule, the defendant’s health, the
distance that the defendant must travel to attend an educational
program, and the fact that the defendant resides out of state, has
no valid driver’s license, or does not have access to transporta-
tion. The judge shall set out the finding of good cause for waiver
in the judgment. If a defendant is required, as a condition of
community supervision, to attend an educational program or if
the court waives the educational program requirement, the court
clerk shall immediately report that fact to the Department of

Public Safety, on a form prescribed by the department, for in-
clusion in the person's driving record. If the court grants an ex-
tension of time in which the person may complete the program,
the court clerk shall immediately report that fact to the Depart-
ment of Public Safety on a form prescribed by the department.
The report must include the beginning date of the person’s com-
munity supervision. Upon the person’s successful completion of
the educational program, the person’s instructor shall give notice
to the Department of Public Safety for inclusion in the person’s
driving record and to the community supervision and correc-
tions department. The community supervision and corrections
department shall then forward the notice to the court clerk for
filing. If the Department of Public Safety does not receive notice
that a defendant required to complete an educational program
has successfully completed the program within the period re-
quired by this section, as shown on department records, the de-
partment shall revoke the defendant’s driver’s license, permit, or
privilege or prohibit the person from obtaining a license or per-
mit, as provided by Sections 521.344(e) and (f ), Transportation
Code. The Department of Public Safety may not reinstate a li-
cense suspended under this subsection unless the person whose
license was suspended makes application to the department for
reinstatement of the person’s license and pays to the department
a reinstatement fee of $100. The Department of Public Safety
shall remit all fees collected under this subsection to the comp-
troller for deposit in the general revenue fund. This subsection
does not apply to a defendant if a jury recommends community
supervision for the defendant and also recommends that the de-
fendant's driver’s license not be suspended.
(i) If a person convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-
49.08, Penal Code, is placed on community supervision, the
court may require as a condition of community supervision that
the defendant have a device installed, on the motor vehicle
owned by the defendant or on the vehicle most regularly driven
by the defendant, that uses a deep-lung breath analysis mecha-
nism to make impractical the operation of the motor vehicle if
ethyl alcohol is detected in the breath of the operator and that
the defendant not operate any motor vehicle that is not
equipped with that device. If it is shown on the trial of the of-
fense that an analysis of a specimen of the person’s blood, breath,
or urine showed an alcohol concentration level of 0.15 or more
at the time the analysis was performed, or if the person is con-
victed of an offense under Sections 49.04-49.06, Penal Code,
and punished under Section 49.09(a) or (b), Penal Code, or of
a second or subsequent offense under Section 49.07 or 49.08,
Penal Code, and the person after conviction of either offense is
placed on community supervision, the court shall require as a
condition of community supervision that the defendant have
the device installed on the appropriate vehicle and that the de-
fendant not operate any motor vehicle unless the vehicle is
equipped with that device. Before placing on community super-
vision a person convicted of an offense under Sections 49.04-
49.08, Penal Code, the court shall determine from criminal
history record information maintained by the Department of
Public Safety whether the person has one or more previous con-
victions under Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal Code, or has one
previous conviction under Sections 49.04-49.07, Penal Code, or
one previous conviction under Section 49.08, Penal Code. If it
is shown on the trial of the offense that an analysis of a specimen
of the person’s blood, breath, or urine showed an alcohol con-
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centration level of 0.15 or more at the time the analysis was per-
formed, or if the court determines that the person has one or
more such previous convictions, the court shall require as a con-
dition of community supervision that the defendant have that
device installed on the motor vehicle owned by the defendant or
on the vehicle most regularly driven by the defendant and that
the defendant not operate any motor vehicle unless the vehicle
is equipped with the device described in this subsection. The
court shall require the defendant to obtain the device at the de-
fendant’s own cost before the 30th day after the date of convic-
tion unless the court finds that to do so would not be in the best
interest of justice and enters its findings on record. The court
shall require the defendant to provide evidence to the court
within the 30-day period that the device has been installed on
the appropriate vehicle and order the device to remain installed
on that vehicle for a period not less than 50 percent of the su-
pervision period. If the court determines the offender is unable
to pay for the device, the court may impose a reasonable pay-
ment schedule not to exceed twice the period of the court’s
order. The Department of Public Safety shall approve devices for
use under this subsection. Section 521.247, Transportation
Code, applies to the approval of a device under this subsection
and the consequences of that approval. Notwithstanding the
provisions of this section, if a person is required to operate a
motor vehicle in the course and scope of the person’s employ-
ment and if the vehicle is owned by the employer, the person
may operate that vehicle without installation of an approved ig-
nition interlock device if the employer has been notified of that
driving privilege restriction and if proof of that notification is
with the vehicle. This employment exemption does not apply,
however, if the business entity that owns the vehicle is owned or
controlled by the person whose driving privilege has been re-
stricted. A previous conviction may not be used for purposes of
restricting a person to the operation of a motor vehicle equipped
with an interlock ignition device under this subsection if:

(1) the previous conviction was a final conviction under
Section 49.04, 49.045, 49.05, 49.06, 49.07, or 49.08,
Penal Code, and was for an offense committed more than
10 years before the instant offense for which the person was
convicted and placed on community supervision; and
(2) the person has not been convicted of an offense under
Section 49.04, 49.045, 49.05, 49.06, 49.07, or 49.08 of
that code, committed within 10 years before the date on
which the instant offense for which the person was con-
victed and placed on community supervision. 

Subsection (j) as amended by SB 1070 effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(j) The judge shall require a defendant who is punished under
Section 49.09, Penal Code, as a condition of community su-
pervision, to attend and successfully complete an educational
program for repeat offenders approved by the Department of
State Health Services [Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse]. The executive commissioner of the Health and Human
Services [Texas] Commission [on Alcohol and Drug Abuse]
shall adopt rules and the Department of State Health Services
shall monitor, coordinate, and provide training to persons pro-
viding the educational programs. The Department of State
Health Services [Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug

Abuse] is responsible for the administration of the certification
of approved educational programs and may charge a nonre-
fundable application fee for initial certification of approval or
for renewal of the certification. The judge may waive the edu-
cational program requirement [only] if the defendant by a mo-
tion in writing shows good cause. In determining good cause,
the judge may consider the defendant’s school and work sched-
ule, the defendant’s health, the distance that the defendant
must travel to attend an educational program, and whether the
defendant resides out of state or does not have access to trans-
portation. The judge shall waive the educational program re-
quirement if the defendant successfully completes equivalent
education at a residential treatment facility under Subsection
(o). The judge shall set out in the judgment the finding of good
cause for waiver or the finding that the defendant has success-
fully completed equivalent education as provided by Subsection
(o), as applicable [in the judgment]. If a defendant is required,
as a condition of community supervision, to attend an educa-
tional program, the court clerk shall immediately report that
fact to the Department of Public Safety, on a form prescribed
by the department, for inclusion in the defendant’s driving
record. The report must include the beginning date of the de-
fendant’s community supervision. On the defendant’s success-
ful completion of the educational program for repeat offenders,
the defendant’s instructor shall give notice to the Department
of Public Safety for inclusion in the defendant’s driving record
and to the community supervision and corrections department.
The community supervision and corrections department shall
then forward the notice to the court clerk for filing. If the De-
partment of Public Safety does not receive notice that a defen-
dant required to complete an educational program has
successfully completed the program for repeat offenders within
the period required by the judge, as shown on department
records, the department shall revoke the defendant’s driver’s li-
cense, permit, or privilege or prohibit the defendant from ob-
taining a license or permit, as provided by Sections 521.344(e)
and (f ), Transportation Code.

Subsection (j) as amended by SB 202 effective Sept. 1,
2017:

(j) The judge shall require a defendant who is punished under
Section 49.09, Penal Code, as a condition of community super-
vision, to attend and successfully complete an educational pro-
gram for repeat offenders approved by the Texas Department of
Licensing and Regulation [Commission on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse]. The Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation [on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse] shall adopt rules and shall monitor,
coordinate, and provide training to persons providing the edu-
cational programs. The Texas Department of Licensing and Reg-
ulation [Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse] is
responsible for the administration of the certification of ap-
proved educational programs and may charge a nonrefundable
application fee for initial certification of approval or for renewal
of the certification. The judge may waive the educational pro-
gram requirement only if the defendant by a motion in writing
shows good cause. In determining good cause, the judge may
consider the defendant’s school and work schedule, the defen-
dant’s health, the distance that the defendant must travel to at-
tend an educational program, and whether the defendant resides
out of state or does not have access to transportation. The judge
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shall set out the finding of good cause in the judgment. If a de-
fendant is required, as a condition of community supervision, to
attend an educational program, the court clerk shall immedi-
ately report that fact to the Department of Public Safety, on a
form prescribed by the department, for inclusion in the defen-
dant's driving record. The report must include the beginning
date of the defendant’s community supervision. On the defen-
dant’s successful completion of the educational program for re-
peat offenders, the defendant’s instructor shall give notice to the
Department of Public Safety for inclusion in the defendant’s dri-
ving record and to the community supervision and corrections
department. The community supervision and corrections de-
partment shall then forward the notice to the court clerk for fil-
ing. If the Department of Public Safety does not receive notice
that a defendant required to complete an educational program
has successfully completed the program for repeat offenders
within the period required by the judge, as shown on depart-
ment records, the department shall revoke the defendant’s dri-
ver’s license, permit, or privilege or prohibit the defendant from
obtaining a license or permit, as provided by Sections
521.344(e) and (f ), Transportation Code.
(k) Notwithstanding Sections 521.344(d)–(i), Transportation
Code, if the judge, under Subsection (h) or (j) of this section,
permits or requires a defendant punished under Section 49.09,
Penal Code, to attend an educational program as a condition of
community supervision, or waives the required attendance for
such a program, and the defendant has previously been required
to attend such a program, or the required attendance at the pro-
gram had been waived, the judge nonetheless shall order the sus-
pension of the driver’s license, permit, or operating privilege of
that person for a period determined by the judge according to
the following schedule:

(1) not less than 90 days or more than 365 days, if the defen-
dant is convicted under Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal Code;
(2) not less than 180 days or more than two years, if the de-
fendant is punished under Section 49.09(a) or (b), Penal
Code; or
(3) not less than one year or more than two years, if the per-
son is convicted of a second or subsequent offense under
Sections 49.04-49.08, Penal Code, committed within five
years of the date on which the most recent preceding of-
fense was committed.

(l) If the Department of Public Safety receives notice that a de-
fendant has been required or permitted to attend a subsequent ed-
ucational program under Subsection (h), (j), or (k) of this section,
although the previously required attendance had been waived, but
the judge has not ordered a period of suspension, the department
shall suspend the defendant’s driver’s license, permit, or operating
privilege, or shall issue an order prohibiting the defendant from
obtaining a license or permit for a period of 365 days.
(m) If a judge revokes the community supervision of a defendant
for an offense under Section 49.04, Penal Code, or an offense in-
volving the operation of a motor vehicle under Section 49.07,
Penal Code, and the driver’s license or privilege to operate a
motor vehicle has not previously been ordered by the judge to be
suspended, or if the suspension was previously probated, the
judge shall suspend the license or privilege for a period provided
under Subchapter O, Chapter 521, Transportation Code. The
suspension shall be reported to the Department of Public Safety
as provided under Section 521.347, Transportation Code.

(n) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section or
other law, the judge who places on community supervision a
defendant who was younger than 21 years of age at the time of
the offense and was convicted for an offense under Sections
49.04-49.08, Penal Code, shall:

(1) order that the defendant’s driver’s license be suspended
for 90 days beginning on the date that the person is placed
on community supervision; and
(2) require as a condition of community supervision that
the defendant not operate a motor vehicle unless the vehi-
cle is equipped with the device described by Subsection (i)
of this section.

Subsection (o) as enacted by SB 1070, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(o) A judge shall waive the educational requirement under
Subsection (h) or (j) for a defendant who is required to receive
treatment as a resident of a substance abuse treatment facility
as a condition of community supervision if the defendant suc-
cessfully completes equivalent education while the defendant
is confined to the residential treatment facility. The Depart-
ment of State Health Services shall approve equivalent educa-
tion provided at substance abuse treatment facilities and the
executive commissioner of the Health and Human Services
Commission shall adopt rules to implement this subsection.
For purposes of this subsection, a substance abuse treatment
facility includes:

(1) a substance abuse treatment facility or substance abuse
felony punishment facility operated by the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice under Section 493.009, Govern-
ment Code;
(2) a community corrections facility, as defined by Section
509.001, Government Code; or
(3) a chemical dependency treatment facility licensed under
Chapter 464, Health and Safety Code.

Subsection (o) as enacted by HB 2246, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(o) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, a de-
fendant whose license is suspended for an offense under Sec-
tions 49.04-49.08, Penal Code, may operate a motor vehicle
during the period of suspension if the defendant:

(1) obtains and uses an ignition interlock device as provided
by Subsection (i) for the entire period of the suspension;
and
(2) applies for and receives an occupational driver’s license
with an ignition interlock designation under Section
521.2465, Transportation Code.

Amendments to (h) & (j) and addition of (o) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (SB 1070, §1). Section 4(a) of SB 1070 provides: “The
change in law made by this Act to Section 13, Article 42.12,
Code of Criminal Procedure, applies to a defendant placed on
community supervision on or after the effective date of this Act,
regardless of whether the offense for which the defendant was
placed on community supervision occurred before, on, or after
that date.”

Amendments to (h) & (j) substituting “Department of Licensing &
Regulation” for “Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse” effec-
tive Sept. 1, 2017 (SB 202, §1.224).
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Addition of (o) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2246, §1). Section 10
of HB 2246 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to a person whose driver’s license is suspended on or
after the effective date of this Act, regardless of whether the un-
derlying incident giving rise to the suspension occurred before,
on, or after that date.”

Sec. 13A. Community Supervision for Offense Committed
Because of Bias or Prejudice
(a) A court granting community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense for which the court has made an affir-
mative finding under Article 42.014 shall require as a term of
community supervision that the defendant:

(1) serve a term of not more than one year imprisonment
in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice if the offense
is a felony other than an offense under Section 19.02, Penal
Code; or
(2) serve a term of not more than 90 days confinement in
jail if the offense is a misdemeanor.

(b) The court may not grant community supervision on its
own motion or on the recommendation of the jury to a de-
fendant convicted of an offense for which the court has made
an affirmative finding under Article 42.014 of this code if:

(1) the offense is murder under Section 19.02, Penal Code;
or
(2) the defendant has been previously convicted of an of-
fense for which the court made an affirmative finding
under Article 42.014 of this code.

Sec. 13B. Defendants Placed on Community Supervision
for Sexual Offenses Against Children
(a) If a judge grants community supervision to a defendant de-
scribed by Subsection (b) and the judge determines that a child
as defined by Section 22.011(c), Penal Code, was the victim of
the offense, the judge shall establish a child safety zone applic-
able to the defendant by requiring as a condition of commu-
nity supervision that the defendant:

(1) not:
(A) supervise or participate in any program that includes
as participants or recipients persons who are 17 years of
age or younger and that regularly provides athletic, civic,
or cultural activities; or
(B) go in, on, or within 1,000 feet of a premises where
children commonly gather, including a school, day-care
facility, playground, public or private youth center, pub-
lic swimming pool, or video arcade facility; and

(2) attend psychological counseling sessions for sex offend-
ers with an individual or organization which provides sex
offender treatment or counseling as specified by or ap-
proved by the judge or the community supervision and cor-
rections department officer supervising the defendant.

(b) This section applies to a defendant placed on community
supervision for an offense:

(1) under Section 43.05(a)(2), 43.25, or 43.26, Penal
Code;
(2) under Section 21.08, 21.11, 22.011, 22.021, or 25.02,
Penal Code;
(3) under Section 20.04(a)(4), Penal Code, if the defendant
committed the offense with the intent to violate or abuse
the victim sexually;
(4) under Section 30.02, Penal Code, punishable under

Subsection (d) of that section, if the defendant committed
the offense with the intent to commit a felony listed in Sub-
division (2) or (3) of this subsection; or
(5) under Section 20A.02, Penal Code, if the defendant:

(A) trafficked the victim with the intent or knowledge
that the victim would engage in sexual conduct, as de-
fined by Section 43.25, Penal Code; or
(B) benefited from participating in a venture that in-
volved a trafficked victim engaging in sexual conduct, as
defined by Section 43.25, Penal Code.

(c) A community supervision and corrections department offi-
cer who under Subsection (a)(2) specifies a sex offender treat-
ment provider to provide counseling to a defendant shall
contact the provider before the defendant is released, establish
the date, time, and place of the first session between the de-
fendant and the provider, and request the provider to immedi-
ately notify the officer if the defendant fails to attend the first
session or any subsequent scheduled session.
(d) Notwithstanding Subsection (a)(1), a judge is not required
to impose the conditions described by Subsection (a)(1) if the
defendant is a student at a primary or secondary school.
(e) At any time after the imposition of a condition under Sub-
section (a)(1), the defendant may request the court to modify
the child safety zone applicable to the defendant because the
zone as created by the court:

(1) interferes with the ability of the defendant to attend
school or hold a job and consequently constitutes an undue
hardship for the defendant; or 
(2) is broader than is necessary to protect the public, given
the nature and circumstances of the offense.

(f ) A community supervision and corrections department offi-
cer supervising a defendant described by Subsection (b) may
permit the defendant to enter on an event-by-event basis into
the child safety zone from which the defendant is otherwise
prohibited from entering if:

(1) the defendant has served at least two years of the period
of community supervision;
(2) the defendant enters the zone as part of a program to re-
unite with the defendant’s family;
(3) the defendant presents to the officer a written proposal
specifying where the defendant intends to go within the zone,
why and with whom the defendant is going, and how the de-
fendant intends to cope with any stressful situations that occur;
(4) the sex offender treatment provider treating the defen-
dant agrees with the officer that the defendant should be al-
lowed to attend the event; and
(5) the officer and the treatment provider agree on a chap-
eron to accompany the defendant and the chaperon agrees
to perform that duty.

(g) Section 10(a) does not prohibit a community supervision
and corrections department officer from altering a condition
of community supervision by permitting a defendant to enter
a child safety zone under Subsection (f ).
(h) In this section, “playground,” “premises,” “school,” “video
arcade facility,” and “youth center” have the meanings assigned
by Section 481.134, Health and Safety Code.
(i) Notwithstanding Subsection (a)(1)(B), a requirement that a
defendant not go in, on, or within 1,000 feet of certain
premises does not apply to a defendant while the defendant is
in or going immediately to or from a:
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(1) community supervision and corrections department office;
(2) premises at which the defendant is participating in a
program or activity required as a condition of community
supervision;
(3) residential facility in which the defendant is required to
reside as a condition of community supervision, if the fa-
cility was in operation as a residence for defendants on
community supervision on June 1, 2003; or
(4) private residence at which the defendant is required to
reside as a condition of community supervision.

Sec. 13C. Community Supervision for Making a Fire-arm
Accessible to a Child
(a) A court granting community supervision to a defendant con-
victed of an offense under Section 46.13, Penal Code, may require
as a condition of community supervision that the defendant:

(1) provide an appropriate public service activity designated
by the court; or
(2) attend a firearms safety course which meets or exceeds
the requirements set by the National Rifle Association as of
January 1, 1995, for a firearms safety course that requires
not more than 17 hours of instruction.

(b) The court shall require the defendant to pay the cost of at-
tending the firearms safety course under Subsection (a)(2).
Sec. 13D. Defendants Placed on Community Supervision
for Violent Offenses; Protecting Children
(a) If a judge grants community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense listed in Section 3g(a)(1) or for which
the judgment contains an affirmative finding under Section
3g(a)(2), the judge, if the nature of the offense for which the
defendant is convicted warrants the establishment of a child
safety zone, may establish a child safety zone applicable to the
defendant by requiring as a condition of community supervi-
sion that the defendant not:

(1) supervise or participate in any program that includes as
participants or recipients persons who are 17 years of age or
younger and that regularly provides athletic, civic, or cul-
tural activities; or
(2) go in or on, or within a distance specified by the judge
of, a premises where children commonly gather, including a
school, day-care facility, playground, public or private youth
center, public swimming pool, or video arcade facility.

(b) At any time after the imposition of a condition under Sub-
section (a), the defendant may request the judge to modify the
child safety zone applicable to the defendant because the zone
as created by the judge:

(1) interferes with the ability of the defendant to attend
school or hold a job and consequently constitutes an undue
hardship for the defendant; or
(2) is broader than is necessary to protect the public, given
the nature and circumstances of the offense.

(c) This section does not apply to a defendant described by
Section 13B.
(d) In this section, “playground,” “premises,” “school,” “video
arcade facility,” and “youth center” have the meanings assigned
by Section 481.134, Health and Safety Code.
Sec. 13E. Electronic Monitoring of Certain Members of
Criminal Street Gang who are Placed on Community Su-
pervision
(a) This section applies only to a defendant who:

(1) is identified as a member of a criminal street gang in an

intelligence database established under Chapter 61; and
(2) has two or more times been previously convicted of, or
received a grant of deferred adjudication community super-
vision or another functionally equivalent form of commu-
nity supervision or probation for, a felony offense under the
laws of this state, another state, or the United States.

(b) A court granting community supervision to a defendant
described by Subsection (a) may, on the defendant’s conviction
of a felony offense, require as a condition of community su-
pervision that the defendant submit to tracking under an elec-
tronic monitoring service or other appropriate technological
service designed to track a person’s location.
Sec. 13F. Restrictions on Operation of Motor Vehicle for De-
fendants Convicted of Certain Organized Crime Offenses
A court granting community supervision to a defendant con-
victed of an offense under Chapter 71, Penal Code, may impose
as a condition of community supervision restrictions on the de-
fendant’s operation of a motor vehicle, including specifying:
(1) hours during which the defendant may not operate a
motor vehicle; and
(2) locations at or in which the defendant may not operate a
motor vehicle.
Sec. 13G. Prohibitions on Internet Access for Certain Sex
Offenders
(a) This section applies only to a person who is required to reg-
ister as a sex offender under Chapter 62, by court order or oth-
erwise, and:

(1) is convicted of or receives a grant of deferred adjudica-
tion community supervision for a violation of Section
21.11, 22.011(a)(2), 22.021(a)(1)(B), 33.021, or 43.25,
Penal Code;
(2) used the Internet or any other type of electronic device
used for Internet access to commit the offense or engage in
the conduct for which the person is required to register
under Chapter 62; or
(3) is assigned a numeric risk level of two or three based on
an assessment conducted under Article 62.007.

(b) If the court grants community supervision to a defendant
described by Subsection (a), the court as a condition of com-
munity supervision shall:

(1) prohibit the defendant from using the Internet to:
(A) [(1)] access material that is obscene as defined by
Section 43.21, Penal Code;
(B) [(2)] access a commercial social networking site, as
defined by Article 62.0061(f );
(C) [(3)] communicate with any individual concerning
sexual relations with an individual who is younger than
17 years of age; or
(D) [(4)] communicate with another individual the de-
fendant knows is younger than 17 years of age; and

(2) to ensure the defendant’s compliance with Subdivision
(1), require the defendant to submit to regular inspection
or monitoring of each electronic device used by the defen-
dant to access the Internet.

(c) The court may modify at any time the condition described
by Subsection (b)(1)(D) [(b)(4)] if:

(1) the condition interferes with the defendant’s ability to
attend school or become or remain employed and conse-
quently constitutes an undue hardship for the defendant; or
(2) the defendant is the parent or guardian of an individual
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who is younger than 17 years of age and the defendant is
not otherwise prohibited from communicating with that
individual.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 372, §1). 

Sec. 13H. Defendants Placed on Community Supervision
for Electronic Transmission of Certain Visual Material
(a) In this section, “parent” means a natural or adoptive parent,
managing or possessory conservator, or legal guardian. The
term does not include a parent whose parental rights have been
terminated.
(b) If a judge grants community supervision to a defendant
who is convicted of or charged with an offense under Section
43.261, Penal Code, the judge may require as a condition of
community supervision that the defendant attend and success-
fully complete an educational program described by Section
37.218, Education Code, or another equivalent educational
program.
(c) The court shall require the defendant or the defendant’s
parent to pay the cost of attending an educational program
under Subsection (b) if the court determines that the defen-
dant or the defendant’s parent is financially able to make pay-
ment.

Section 14 as amended by Acts 1993, 73rd Leg., ch. 165,
§1, effective September 1, 1993:

Sec. 14. Child Abusers and Family Violence Offenders;
Special Conditions
(a) If the court grants probation to a person convicted of an of-
fense described by Article 17.41(a) of this code, the court may
require as a condition of probation that the defendant not di-
rectly communicate with the victim of the offense or go near a
residence, school, or other location, as specifically described in
the copy of terms and conditions, frequented by the victim. In
imposing the condition, the court may grant the defendant su-
pervised access to the victim. To the extent that a condition
imposed under this subsection conflicts with an existing court
order granting possession of or access to a child, the condition
imposed under this subsection prevails for a period specified
by the court granting probation, not to exceed 90 days.
(b) Blank
(c) If the court grants community supervision to a person con-
victed of an offense involving family violence, as defined by
Section 71.004, Family Code, the court may require the de-
fendant, at the direction of the community supervision and
corrections department officer, to:

(1) attend a battering intervention and prevention program
as defined by Article 42.141;
(2) beginning on September 1, 2008, if the referral option
under Subdivision (1) is not available, attend a program or
counsel with a provider that has begun the accreditation
process described by Subsection (c-1); or
(3) if the referral option under Subdivision (1) or, begin-
ning on September 1, 2008, the referral option under Sub-
division (2) is not available, attend counseling sessions for
the elimination of violent behavior with a licensed coun-
selor, social worker, or other professional who has com-
pleted family violence intervention training that the
community justice assistance division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice has approved, after consultation

with the licensing authorities described by Chapters 152,
501, 502, 503, and 505, Occupations Code, and experts in
the field of family violence.

(c-1) Beginning on September 1, 2009, a program or provider
serving as a referral option for the courts under Subsection (c)(1)
or (2) must be accredited under Section 4A, Article 42.141, as
conforming to program guidelines under that article.
(c-2) If the court requires the defendant to attend counseling
or a program, the court shall require the defendant to begin at-
tendance not later than the 60th day after the date the court
grants community supervision, notify the community supervi-
sion and corrections department officer of the name, address,
and phone number of the counselor or program, and report
the defendant’s attendance to the officer. The court shall re-
quire the defendant to pay all the reasonable costs of the coun-
seling sessions or attendance in the program on a finding that
the defendant is financially able to make payment. If the court
finds the defendant is unable to make payment, the court shall
make the counseling sessions or enrollment in the program
available without cost to the defendant. The court may also re-
quire the defendant to pay all or a part of the reasonable costs
incurred by the victim for counseling made necessary by the
offense, on a finding that the defendant is financially able to
make payment. The court may order the defendant to make
payments under this subsection for a period not to exceed one
year after the date on which the order is entered.

Section 14 as amended by Acts 1993, 73rd R.S., ch. 900,
§4.01, effective Sept. 1, 1993:

Sec. 14. Substance Abuse Felony Program
(a) If a court places a defendant on community supervision
under any provision of this article as an alternative to impris-
onment, the judge may require as a condition of community
supervision that the defendant serve a term of confinement
and treatment in a substance abuse treatment facility operated
by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice under Section
493.009, Government Code. A term of confinement and
treatment imposed under this section must be an indetermi-
nate term of not more than one year or less than 90 days.
(b) A judge may impose the condition of community supervi-
sion created under this section if:

(1) the judge places the defendant on community supervi-
sion under this article;
(2) the defendant is charged with or convicted of a felony
other than:

(A) a felony under Section 21.11, 22.011, or 22.021,
Penal Code; or
(B) criminal attempt of a felony under Section 21.11,
22.011, or 22.021, Penal Code; and 

(3) the judge makes an affirmative finding that:
(A) drug or alcohol abuse significantly contributed to
the commission of the crime or violation of community
supervision; and
(B) the defendant is a suitable candidate for treatment,
as determined by the suitability criteria established by
the Texas Board of Criminal Justice under Section
493.009(b), Government Code.

(c) If a judge requires as a condition of community supervision
that the defendant serve a term of confinement and treatment
in a substance abuse treatment facility under this section, the
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judge shall also require as a condition of community supervi-
sion that on release from the facility the defendant:

(1) participate in a drug or alcohol abuse continuum of care
treatment plan; and
(2) pay a fee in an amount established by the judge for res-
idential aftercare required as part of the treatment plan.

(d) The Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse shall
develop the continuum of care treatment plan.
(e) The clerk of a court that collects a fee imposed under Sub-
section (c)(2) shall deposit the fee to be sent to the comptrol-
ler as provided by Subchapter B, Chapter 133, Local
Government Code not later than the last day of the month fol-
lowing the end of the calendar quarter in which the fee is col-
lected, and the comptroller shall deposit the fee into the
general revenue fund. If the clerk does not collect a fee im-
posed under Subsection (c)(2), the clerk is not required to file
any report required by the comptroller relating to the collec-
tion of the fee. In requiring the payment of a fee under Sub-
section (c)(2), the judge shall consider fines, fees, and other
necessary expenses for which the defendant is obligated in es-
tablishing the amount of the fee. The judge may not:

(1) establish the fee in an amount that is greater than 25
percent of the defendant’s gross income while the defendant
is a participant in residential aftercare; or
(2) require the defendant to pay the fee at any time other
than a time at which the defendant is both employed and a
participant in residential aftercare.

Sec. 15. Procedures Relating to State Jail Felony Commu-
nity Supervision
(a)(1) On conviction of a state jail felony under Section
481.115(b), 481.1151(b)(1), 481.116(b), 481.1161(b)(3),
481.121(b)(3), or 481.129(g)(1), Health and Safety Code, that
is punished under Section 12.35(a), Penal Code, the judge shall
suspend the imposition of the sentence and place the defendant
on community supervision, unless the defendant has previously
been convicted of a felony, other than a felony punished under
Section 12.44(a), Penal Code, or unless the conviction resulted
from an adjudication of the guilt of a defendant previously
placed on deferred adjudication community supervision for the
offense, in which event the judge may suspend the imposition
of the sentence and place the defendant on community super-
vision or may order the sentence to be executed. The provisions
of this subdivision requiring the judge to suspend the imposi-
tion of the sentence and place the defendant on community su-
pervision do not apply to a defendant who:

(A) under Section 481.1151(b)(1), Health and Safety
Code, possessed more than five abuse units of the con-
trolled substance;
(B) under Section 481.1161(b)(3), Health and Safety
Code, possessed more than one pound, by aggregate
weight, including adulterants or dilutants, of the con-
trolled substance; or
(C) under Section 481.121(b)(3), Health and Safety
Code, possessed more than one pound of marihuana.

(2) On conviction of a state jail felony punished under Sec-
tion 12.35(a), Penal Code, other than a state jail felony
listed in Subdivision (1), subject to Subdivision (2-a), the
judge may:

(A) suspend the imposition of the sentence and place the
defendant on community supervision; or 

(B) order the sentence to be executed:
(i) in whole; or
(ii) in part, with a term of community supervision to
commence immediately on release of the defendant
from confinement.

(2-a) In any case in which the jury assesses the punishment,
the judge must follow the recommendations of the jury in
suspending the imposition of a sentence or ordering a sen-
tence to be executed.  If a jury assessing punishment does
not recommend community supervision, the judge must
order the sentence to be executed in whole.
(2-b) A defendant is considered to be finally convicted if
the judge orders the sentence to be executed under Subdi-
vision (2)(B), regardless of whether the judge orders the
sentence to be executed in whole or only in part.
(3) The judge may suspend in whole or in part the imposi-
tion of any fine imposed on conviction.

(b) The minimum period of community supervision a judge
may impose under this section is two years. The maximum pe-
riod of community supervision a judge may impose under this
section is five years, except that the judge may extend the max-
imum period of community supervision under this section to
not more than 10 years. A judge may extend a period of com-
munity supervision under this section at any time during the
period of community supervision, or if a motion for revoca-
tion of community supervision is filed before the period of
community supervision ends, before the first anniversary of
the expiration of the period of community supervision. 
(c)(1) Before imposing a sentence in a state jail felony case in
which the judge assesses the punishment, the judge shall re-
view the presentence investigation report prepared for the de-
fendant under Section 9 and shall determine whether the best
interests of justice require the judge to suspend the imposition
of the sentence and place the defendant on community super-
vision or to order the sentence to be executed in whole or in
part as provided by Subsection (a)(2). A judge may impose any
condition of community supervision on a defendant that the
judge could impose on a defendant placed on supervision for
an offense other than a state jail felony and, if the judge sus-
pends the execution of the sentence or orders the execution of
the sentence only in part, shall impose conditions of commu-
nity supervision consistent with the recommendations con-
tained in the presentence investigation report prepared for the
defendant.

(2) Except as otherwise provided by Subdivision (3), a
judge who places a defendant on community supervision
for an offense listed in Subsection (a)(1) shall require the
defendant to comply with substance abuse treatment con-
ditions that are consistent with standards adopted by the
Texas Board of Criminal Justice under Section 509.015,
Government Code.
(3) A judge is not required to impose conditions described
by Subdivision (2) if the judge makes an affirmative finding
that the defendant does not require imposition of the con-
ditions to successfully complete the period of community
supervision.

(d) A judge may impose as a condition of community supervi-
sion that a defendant submit at the beginning of the period of
community supervision to a term of confinement in a state jail
felony facility for a term of not less than 90 days or more than
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180 days, or a term of not less than 90 days or more than one
year if the defendant is convicted of an offense punishable as a
state jail felony under Section 481.112, 481.1121, 481.113, or
481.120, Health and Safety Code. A judge may not require a
defendant to submit to both the term of confinement autho-
rized by this subsection and a term of confinement under Sec-
tion 5 or 12 of this article. For the purposes of this subsection,
a defendant previously has been convicted of a felony regard-
less of whether the sentence for the previous conviction was ac-
tually imposed or was probated and suspended.
(e) If a defendant violates a condition of community supervi-
sion imposed on the defendant under this article and after a
hearing under Section 21 of this article the judge modifies the
defendant’s community supervision, the judge may impose
any sanction permitted by Section 22 of this article, except
that if the judge requires a defendant to serve a period of con-
finement in a state jail felony facility as a modification of the
defendant’s community supervision, the minimum term of
confinement is 90 days and the maximum term of confine-
ment is 180 days.
(f )(1) If a defendant violates a condition of community super-
vision imposed on the defendant under this article and after a
hearing under Section 21 of this article the judge revokes the
defendant’s community supervision, the judge shall dispose of
the case in the manner provided by Section 23 of this article.

(2) The court retains jurisdiction over the defendant for the
period during which the defendant is confined in a state
jail. At any time after the 75th day after the date the defen-
dant is received into the custody of a state jail, the judge on
the judge’s own motion, on the motion of the attorney rep-
resenting the state, or on the motion of the defendant may
suspend further execution of the sentence and place the de-
fendant on community supervision under the conditions of
this section.
(3) When the defendant or the attorney representing the
state files a written motion requesting suspension by the
judge of further execution of the sentence and placement of
the defendant on community supervision, the clerk of the
court, if requested to do so by the judge, shall request a copy
of the defendant’s record while confined from the facility di-
rector of the state jail felony facility in which the defendant
is confined or, if the defendant is confined in county jail,
from the sheriff. On receipt of the request, the facility direc-
tor or the sheriff shall forward to the judge, as soon as pos-
sible, a full and complete copy of the defendant’s record
while confined. When the defendant files a written motion
requesting suspension of further execution of the sentence
and placement on community supervision, he shall imme-
diately deliver or cause to be delivered a true and correct
copy of the motion to the office of the attorney representing
the state. The judge may deny the motion without a hearing
but may not grant the motion without holding a hearing
and providing the attorney representing the state and the de-
fendant the opportunity to present evidence on the motion.

(g) The facility director of a state jail felony facility shall report
to a judge who orders a defendant confined in the facility as a
condition of community supervision or as sanction imposed as
a modification of community supervision under Subsection (e)
not less than every 90 days on the defendant’s programmatic
progress, conduct, and conformity to the rules of the facility.

(h)(1) A defendant confined in a state jail felony facility does
not earn good conduct time for time served in the facility but
may be awarded diligent participation credit in accordance
with Subdivision (6) or (7).

(2) A judge:
(A) may credit against any time a defendant is required
to serve in a state jail felony facility time served by the
defendant in a county jail from the time of the defen-
dant’s arrest and confinement until sentencing by the
trial court; and
(B) shall credit against any time a defendant is required
to serve in a state jail felony facility time served by the
defendant in a substance abuse treatment facility oper-
ated by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice under
Section 493.009, Government Code, or other court-or-
dered residential program or facility as a condition of de-
ferred adjudication community supervision before
sentencing, but only if the defendant successfully com-
pletes the treatment program in that facility.

(3) A judge shall credit against any time a defendant is sub-
sequently required to serve in a state jail felony facility after
revocation of community supervision any time served after
sentencing by the defendant:

(A) in a state jail felony facility; or
(B) in a substance abuse treatment facility operated by
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice under Section
493.009, Government Code, or another court-ordered
residential program or facility if the defendant success-
fully completes the treatment program in that facility.

(4) For purposes of Subdivisions (5) and (6), “diligent par-
ticipation” includes:

(A) successful completion of an educational, vocational,
or treatment program;
(B) progress toward successful completion of an educa-
tional, vocational, or treatment program that was inter-
rupted by illness, injury, or another circumstance
outside the control of the defendant; and
(C) active involvement in a work program.

(5) For a defendant who has participated in an educational,
vocational, treatment, or work program while confined in a
state jail felony facility, [not later than the 30th day before
the date on which the defendant will have served 80 per-
cent of the defendant’s sentence,] the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice shall record [report to the sentencing
court] the number of days during which the defendant dili-
gently participated in any educational, vocational, treat-
ment, or work program. [The contents of a report
submitted under this subdivision are not subject to chal-
lenge by a defendant.]
(6) For a defendant with a judgment that contains a find-
ing under Article 42.0199 that the defendant is presump-
tively entitled to diligent participation credit and who has
not been the subject of disciplinary action while confined
in the state jail felony facility, the department shall [A
judge, based on the report received under Subdivision (5),
may] credit against any time the [a] defendant is required
to serve in a state jail felony facility additional time for each
day the defendant actually served in the facility while dili-
gently participating in an educational, vocational, treat-
ment, or work program. 
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(7) For a defendant with a judgment that contains a finding
under Article 42.0199 that the defendant is not presump-
tively entitled to diligent participation credit or who has
been the subject of disciplinary action while confined in the
state jail felony facility, the department shall, not later than
the 30th day before the date on which the defendant will
have served 80 percent of the defendant’s sentence, report to
the sentencing court the record of the number of days under
Subdivision (5). The contents of a report submitted under
this subdivision are not subject to challenge by a defendant.
A judge, based on the report, may credit against any time a
defendant is required to serve in a state jail felony facility ad-
ditional time for each day the defendant actually served in
the facility while diligently participating in an educational,
vocational, treatment, or work program.
(8) A time credit under Subdivision (6) or (7) [this subdi-
vision] may not exceed one-fifth of the amount of time the
defendant is originally required to serve in the facility. A de-
fendant may not be awarded a credit under Subdivision (6)
or (7) [this subdivision] for any period during which the
defendant is subject to disciplinary status [action]. A time
credit under Subdivision (6) or (7) [this subdivision] is a
privilege and not a right.

Subsections (i) & (j) as added by HB 431, effective Sept.
1, 2007:

(i) If a defendant is convicted of a state jail felony and the sen-
tence is executed, the judge sentencing the defendant may re-
lease the defendant to a medical care facility or medical
treatment program if the Texas Correctional Office on Of-
fenders with Medical or Mental Impairments:

(1) identifies the defendant as being elderly, physically dis-
abled, mentally ill, terminally ill, or mentally retarded or
having a condition requiring long-term care; and
(2) in cooperation with the community supervision and
corrections department serving the sentencing court, pre-
pares for the defendant a medically recommended intensive
supervision plan that:

(A) ensures appropriate supervision of the defendant; and
(B) requires the defendant to remain under the care of a
physician at the facility or in the program.

(j) If a defendant released to a medical care facility or medical
treatment program under Subsection (i) violates the terms of
that release, the judge may dispose of the matter as provided
by Subsections (e) and (f )(1).

Subsections (i)–(k) as added by SB 909, effective June 15,
2007:

(i) If a defendant is convicted of a state jail felony and the sen-
tence is executed, the judge sentencing the defendant may re-
lease the defendant to a medically suitable placement if the
judge determines that the defendant does not constitute a
threat to public safety and the Texas Correctional Office on
Offenders with Medical or Mental Impairments:

(1) in coordination with the Correctional Managed Health
Care Committee prepares a case summary and medical re-
port that identifies the defendant as being elderly, physically
disabled, mentally ill, terminally ill, or mentally retarded or
having a condition requiring long-term care; and
(2) in cooperation with the community supervision and

corrections department serving the sentencing court, pre-
pares for the defendant a medically recommended intensive
supervision and continuity of care plan that:

(A) ensures appropriate supervision of the defendant by the
community supervision and corrections department; and
(B) requires the defendant to remain under the care of a
physician at and reside in a medically suitable placement.

(j) The Texas Correctional Office on Offenders with Medical
or Mental Impairments shall submit to a judge who releases a
defendant to an appropriate medical care facility under Sub-
section (i) a quarterly status report concerning the defendant’s
medical and treatment status.
(k) If a defendant released to a medically suitable placement
under Subsection (i) violates the terms of that release, the
judge may dispose of the matter as provided by Subsections (e)
and (f )(1).

Amendments to (h) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1546, §2). See
effective note following Art. 42.0199.

Sec. 15A. Enhanced Disorderly Conduct and Public Intox-
ication Offenses
On conviction of an offense for which punishment is en-
hanced under Section 12.43(c), Penal Code, the court may
suspend the imposition of the sentence and place the defen-
dant on community supervision if the court finds that the de-
fendant would benefit from community supervision and enters
its finding on the record. The judge may suspend in whole or
in part the imposition of any fine imposed on conviction. All
provisions of this article applying to a defendant placed on
community supervision for a misdemeanor apply to a defen-
dant placed on community supervision under this section, ex-
cept that the court shall require the defendant as a condition
of community supervision to:

(1) submit to diagnostic testing for addiction to alcohol or
a controlled substance or drug;
(2) submit to a psychological assessment;
(3) if indicated as necessary by testing and assessment, par-
ticipate in an alcohol or drug abuse treatment or education
program; and
(4) pay the costs of testing, assessment, and treatment or
education, either directly or as a court cost.

Sec. 16. Community Service
(a) A judge may require as a condition of community supervi-
sion that the defendant work a specified number of hours at a
community service project or projects for an organization or
organizations approved by the judge and designated by the de-
partment. The judge may not require that a defendant work at
a community service project if the judge determines and notes
on the order placing the defendant on community supervision
that:

(1) the defendant is physically or mentally incapable of par-
ticipating in the project;
(2) participating in the project will work a hardship on the
defendant or the defendant’s dependents;
(3) the defendant is to be confined in a substance abuse pun-
ishment facility as a condition of community supervision; or
(4) there is other good cause shown.

(b) The amount of community service work ordered by the
judge:
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(1) may not exceed 1,000 hours for an offense classified as
a first degree felony;
(2) may not exceed 800 hours for an offense classified as a
second degree felony;
(3) may not exceed 600 hours for an offense classified as a
third degree felony;
(4) may not exceed 400 hours for an offense classified as a
state jail felony;
(5) may not:

(A) exceed 600 hours for an offense under Section 30.04,
Penal Code, classified as a Class A misdemeanor; or
(B) exceed 200 hours for any other offense classified as a
Class A misdemeanor or for any other misdemeanor for
which the maximum permissible confinement, if any,
exceeds six months or the maximum permissible fine, if
any, exceeds $4,000; and

(6) may not exceed 100 hours or an offense classified as a
Class B misdemeanor or for any other misdemeanor for
which the maximum permissible confinement, if any, does
not exceed six months and the maximum permissible fine,
if any, does not exceed $4,000.

(c) A defendant required to perform community service under
this section is not a state employee for the purposes of Article
8309g or 8309h, Revised Statutes.
(d) If the court makes an affirmative finding under Article
42.014 of this code,the judge may order the defendant to per-
form community service under this section at a project desig-
nated by the judge that primarily serves the person or group
who was the target of the defendant. If the judge orders com-
munity service under this subsection the judge shall order the
defendant to perform not less than:

(1) 100 hours of service if the offense is a misdemeanor; or
(2) 300 hours of service if the offense is a felony.

(e) A defendant required to perform community service under
this section after conviction of an offense under Section
352.082, Local Government Code, shall perform 60 hours of
service. The community service must consist of picking up lit-
ter in the county in which the defendant resides or working at
a recycling facility if a program for performing that type of ser-
vice is available in the community in which the court is located.
(f ) In lieu of requiring a defendant to work a specified number
of hours at a community service project or projects under Sub-
section (a), the judge may order a defendant to make a speci-
fied donation to:

(1) a nonprofit food bank or food pantry in the community
in which the defendant resides;
(2) a charitable organization engaged primarily in perform-
ing charitable functions for veterans in the community in
which the defendant resides; or
(3) in a county with a population of less than 50,000, an-
other nonprofit organization that:

(A) is exempt from taxation under Section 501(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 because it is listed in Sec-
tion 501(c)(3) of that code; and
(B) provides services or assistance to needy individuals
and families in the community in which the defendant
resides.

(g) If the judge orders a defendant placed on community su-
pervision for an offense involving possession, manufacture, or
delivery of a controlled substance under Chapter 481, Health

and Safety Code, to perform community service, the judge may
authorize the defendant to perform not more than 30 hours of
community outreach under this subsection in lieu of hours of
community service. Community outreach under this subsec-
tion consists of working in conjunction with a secondary school
at the direction of the judge to educate students on the dangers
and legal consequences of possessing, manufacturing, or deliv-
ering controlled substances. A secondary school is not required
to allow a defendant to perform community outreach at that
school. The judge may not authorize the defendant to perform
hours of community outreach under this subsection in lieu of
hours of community service if:

(1) the defendant is physically or mentally incapable of par-
ticipating in community outreach; or
(2) the defendant is subject to registration as a sex offender
under Chapter 62.

(h) In this section:
(1) “Charitable organization” has the meaning assigned by
Section 2252.906, Government Code.
(2) “Veteran” has the meaning assigned by Section 434.022,
Government Code.

Amendments to (f) and addition of (h) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB
583, §1).

Sec. 17. Change of Residence; Leaving the State
(a) If, for good and sufficient reasons, a defendant desires to
change his residence within the state, the change may be ef-
fected by application to the supervising supervision officer,
which change shall be subject to the judge’s consent and subject
to such regulations as the judge may require in the absence of
an officer in the locality to which the defendant is transferred.
(b) Any defendant who removes himself from the state with-
out permission of the judge having jurisdiction of the case shall
be considered a fugitive from justice and shall be subject to ex-
tradition as provided by law.
Sec. 18. Community Corrections Facilities
(a) In this section, “community corrections facility” has the
meaning assigned by Section 509.001, Government Code.
(b) If a judge requires as a condition of community supervision
or participation in a drug court program established under
Chapter 123, Government Code, or former law that the de-
fendant serve a term in a community corrections facility, the
term may not be more than 24 months.
(c) A defendant granted community supervision under this
section may not earn good conduct credit for time spent in a
community corrections facility or apply time spent in the fa-
cility toward completion of a prison sentence if the commu-
nity supervision is revoked.
(d) As directed by the judge, the community corrections facil-
ity director shall file with the community supervision and cor-
rections department director or administrator of a drug court
program, as applicable, a copy of an evaluation made by the fa-
cility director of the defendant’s behavior and attitude at the
facility. The community supervision and corrections depart-
ment director or program administrator shall examine the eval-
uation, make written comments on the evaluation that the
director or administrator considers relevant, and file the evalu-
ation and comments with the judge who granted community
supervision to the defendant or placed the defendant in a drug
court program. If the evaluation indicates that the defendant
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has made significant progress toward compliance with court-
ordered conditions of community supervision or objectives of
placement in the drug court program, as applicable, the court
may release the defendant from the community corrections fa-
cility. A defendant who served a term in the facility as a con-
dition of community supervision shall serve the remainder of
the defendant’s community supervision under any terms and
conditions the court imposes under this article.
(e) No later than 18 months after the date on which a defendant
is granted community supervision under this section, the com-
munity corrections facility director shall file with the community
supervision and corrections department director a copy of an
evaluation made by the director of the defendant’s behavior and
attitude at the center. The director shall examine the evaluation,
make written comments on the evaluation that he considers rel-
evant, and file the evaluation and comments with the judge who
granted community supervision to the defendant. If the report
indicates that the defendant has made significant progress to-
ward court-ordered conditions of community supervision, the
judge shall modify the judge’s sentence and release the defendant
in the same manner as provided by Subsection (d) of this section.
If the report indicates that the defendant would benefit from
continued participation in the community corrections facility
program, the judge may order the defendant to remain at the
community corrections facility for a period determined by the
judge. If the report indicates that the defendant has not made
significant progress toward rehabilitation, the judge may revoke
community supervision and order the defendant to the term of
confinement specified in the defendant’s sentence.
(f ) If ordered by the judge who placed the defendant on com-
munity supervision, a community corrections facility director
shall attempt to place a defendant as a worker in a community-
service project of a type described by Section 16 of this article.
(g) A defendant participating in a program under this article
shall be confined in the community corrections facility at all
times except for:

(1) time spent attending and traveling to and from an edu-
cation or rehabilitation program as ordered by the court;
(2) time spent attending and traveling to and from a com-
munity-service project;
(3) time spent away from the facility for purposes described
by this section; and
(4) time spent traveling to and from work, if applicable.

(h) A judge that requires as a condition of community super-
vision that the defendant serve a term in a community correc-
tions facility may not impose a subsequent term in a
community corrections facility or jail during the same supervi-
sion period that, when added to the terms previously imposed,
exceeds 36 months.
(i) If a judge who places a defendant on community supervi-
sion under this section does not require the defendant to de-
liver the defendant’s salary to the restitution center director,
the employer of the defendant shall deliver the salary to the di-
rector. The director shall deposit the salary into a fund to be
given to the defendant on release after deducting:

(1) the cost to the center for the defendant’s food, housing,
and supervision;
(2) necessary travel expense to and from work and commu-
nity-service projects and other incidental expenses of the
defendant;

(3) support of the defendant’s dependents; and
(4) restitution to the victims of an offense committed by
the defendant.

Sec. 19. Fees
(a) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, a judge
granting community supervision shall fix a fee of not less than
$25 and not more than $60 per month to be paid during the
period of community supervision by the defendant to the
court of original jurisdiction or, in the case of an intrastate
transfer described by Section 10(b) of this article, to the court
to which jurisdiction of the defendant’s case is transferred. The
judge may make payment of the fee a condition of granting or
continuing the community supervision. The judge may waive
or reduce the fee or suspend a monthly payment of the fee if
the judge determines that payment of the fee would cause the
defendant a significant financial hardship.
(a-1) A judge may not require a defendant to pay the fee under
Subsection (a) for any month after the period of community su-
pervision has been terminated by the judge under Section 20.
(b) A judge shall deposit any fee received under Subsection (a)
of this section in the special fund of the county treasury, to be
used for the same purposes for which state aid may be used
under Chapter 76, Government Code.
(c) A judge receiving a defendant for supervision as authorized
by Article 42.11 of this code may impose on the defendant any
term of community supervision authorized by this article and
may require the defendant to pay the fee authorized by Sub-
section (a) of this section. Fees received under this section shall
be deposited in the same manner as required by Subsection (b)
of this section.
(d) For the purpose of determining when fees due on conviction
are to be paid to any officer or officers, the placing of the defen-
dant on community supervision shall be considered a final dis-
position of the case, without the necessity of waiting for the
termination of the period of community supervision.
(e) If the judge grants community supervision to a defendant
convicted of an offense under Section 21.08, 21.11, 22.011,
22.021, 25.02, 43.25, or 43.26, Penal Code, the judge shall re-
quire as a condition of community supervision that the defen-
dant pay to the community corrections and supervision
department officer supervising the defendant a community su-
pervision fee of $5 each month during the period of commu-
nity supervision. The fee is in addition to court costs or any
other fee imposed on the defendant.
(f ) A community corrections and supervision department shall
deposit the fees collected under Subsection (e) of this section
to be sent to the comptroller as provided by Subchapter B,
Chapter 133, Local Government Code not later than the last
day of the month following the end of the calendar quarter in
which the fee is collected. The comptroller shall deposit the fee
in the sexual assault program fund under Section 420.008,
Government Code. If the department does not collect a fee
imposed under Subsection (e), the department is not required
to file any report required by the comptroller relating to the
collection of the fee.
(g) A court to which jurisdiction of a defendant’s case is trans-
ferred under Section 10(b) of this article shall enter an order
directing the defendant to pay the monthly fee described by
Subsection (a) of this section to that court in lieu of paying the
monthly fee to the court of original jurisdiction. To the extent
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of any conflict between an order issued under this subsection
and an order issued by a court of original jurisdiction, the
order entered under this subsection prevails.
Sec. 20. Reduction or Termination of Community Supervi-
sion
(a) At any time after the defendant has satisfactorily completed
one-third of the original community supervision period or two
years of community supervision, whichever is less, the period of
community supervision may be reduced or terminated by the
judge. On completion of one-half of the original community su-
pervision period or two years of community supervision,
whichever is more, the judge shall review the defendant’s record
and consider whether to reduce or terminate the period of com-
munity supervision, unless the defendant is delinquent in paying
required restitution, fines, costs, or fees that the defendant has the
ability to pay or the defendant has not completed court-ordered
counseling or treatment. Before reducing or terminating a period
of community supervision or conducting a review under this sec-
tion, the judge shall notify the attorney representing the state and
the defendant or, if the defendant has an attorney, the defendant’s
attorney. If the judge determines that the defendant has failed to
satisfactorily fulfill the conditions of community supervision, the
judge shall advise the defendant in writing of the requirements
for satisfactorily fulfilling those conditions. Upon the satisfactory
fulfillment of the conditions of community supervision, and the
expiration of the period of community supervision, the judge, by
order duly entered, shall amend or modify the original sentence
imposed, if necessary, to conform to the community supervision
period and shall discharge the defendant. If the judge discharges
the defendant under this section, the judge may set aside the ver-
dict or permit the defendant to withdraw the defendant’s plea,
and shall dismiss the accusation, complaint, information or in-
dictment against the defendant, who shall thereafter be released
from all penalties and disabilities resulting from the offense or
crime of which the defendant has been convicted or to which the
defendant has pleaded guilty, except that:

(1) proof of the conviction or plea of guilty shall be made
known to the judge should the defendant again be con-
victed of any criminal offense; and
(2) if the defendant is an applicant for a license or is a li-
censee under Chapter 42, Human Resources Code, the
Health and Human Services Commission may consider the
fact that the defendant previously has received community
supervision under this article in issuing, renewing, denying,
or revoking a license under that chapter.

(b) This section does not apply to a defendant convicted of an
offense under Sections 49.04–49.08, Penal Code, a defendant
convicted of an offense for which on conviction registration as
a sex offender is required under Chapter 62, or a defendant
convicted of a felony described by Section 3g. 
Sec. 20A. Time Credits for Completion of Certain Condi-
tions of Community Supervision
(a) This section applies only to a defendant who:

(1) is granted community supervision, including deferred
adjudication community supervision, for an offense pun-
ishable as a state jail felony or a felony of the third degree,
other than an offense:

(A) under Chapter 49, Penal Code;
(B) involving family violence as defined by Section
71.004, Family Code;

(C) included as a “reportable conviction or adjudica-
tion” under Article 62.001(5); or
(D) under Section 20.03 or 28.02, Penal Code;

(2) is not delinquent in paying required fines, costs, or fees;
and
(3) has fully satisfied any order to pay restitution to a vic-
tim.

(b) A defendant described by Subsection (a) is entitled to re-
ceive any combination of time credits toward the completion
of the defendant’s period of community supervision in accor-
dance with this section if the court ordered the defendant as a
condition of community supervision to:

(1) earn a certificate, diploma, or degree described by Sub-
section (c);
(2) make a payment described by Subsection (d); or
(3) complete a treatment or rehabilitation program de-
scribed by Subsection (e).

(c) A defendant is entitled to time credits toward the comple-
tion of the defendant’s period of community supervision for
earning the following certificates, diplomas, or degrees:

(1) a high school diploma or high school equivalency cer-
tificate: 90 days; and
(2) an associate’s degree: 120 days.

(d) A defendant is entitled to time credits toward the comple-
tion of the defendant’s period of community supervision for
the full payment of court costs, fines, attorney’s fees, and resti-
tution as follows:

(1) court costs: 15 days;
(2) fines: 30 days;
(3) attorney’s fees: 30 days; and
(4) restitution: 60 days.

(e) A defendant is entitled to time credits toward the comple-
tion of the defendant’s period of community supervision for
the successful completion of treatment or rehabilitation pro-
grams as follows:

(1) alcohol or substance abuse counseling or treatment: 90
days;
(2) vocational, technical, or career education or training
program: 60 days;
(3) parenting class or parental responsibility program: 30
days;
(4) anger management program: 30 days; and
(5) life skills training program: 30 days.

(f ) A defendant’s supervision officer shall notify the court if
one or more time credits under this section, cumulated with
the amount of the original community supervision period the
defendant has completed, allow or require the court to con-
duct a review of the defendant’s community supervision under
Section 20. On receipt of the notice from the supervision offi-
cer, the court shall conduct the review of the defendant’s com-
munity supervision to determine if the defendant is eligible for
a reduction or termination of community supervision under
Section 20, taking into account any time credits to which the
defendant is entitled under this section when determining if
the defendant has completed, as applicable:

(1) the lesser of one-third of the original community super-
vision period or two years of community supervision; or
(2) the greater of one-half of the original community su-
pervision period or two years of community supervision.

(g) A court may order that some or all of the credit to which a
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defendant is entitled under this section be forfeited if, before
the expiration of the original period or a reduced period of
community supervision, the court:

(1) after a hearing under Section 21, finds that a defendant
violated one or more conditions of community supervision;
and
(2) modifies or continues the defendant’s period of com-
munity supervision under Section 22 or revokes the defen-
dant’s community supervision under Section 23.

Sec. 21. Violation of Community Supervision: Detention
and Hearing
(a) At any time during the period of community supervision
the judge may issue a warrant for violation of any of the con-
ditions of the community supervision and cause a defendant
convicted under Section 43.02, Penal Code, or under Chapter
481, Health and Safety Code, or Sections 485.031 through
485.035, Health and Safety Code, or placed on deferred adju-
dication after being charged with one of those offenses, to be
subject to the control measures of Section 81.083, Health and
Safety Code, and to the court-ordered-management provisions
of Subchapter G, Chapter 81, Health and Safety Code.
(b) At any time during the period of community supervision the
judge may issue a warrant for violation of any of the conditions
of the community supervision and cause the defendant to be ar-
rested. Any supervision officer, police officer or other officer
with power of arrest may arrest such defendant with or without
a warrant upon the order of the judge to be noted on the docket
of the court. Subject to Subsection (b-1), a defendant arrested
under this subsection may be detained in the county jail or other
appropriate place of confinement until he can be taken before
the judge for a determination regarding the alleged violation.
The arresting officer shall immediately report the arrest and de-
tention to the judge. 
(b-1) Without any unnecessary delay, but not later than 48
hours after the person is arrested, the arresting officer or the per-
son with custody of the arrested person shall take the arrested
person before the judge who ordered the arrest for the alleged vi-
olation of a condition of community supervision or, if the judge
is unavailable, before a magistrate of the county in which the
person was arrested. The judge or magistrate shall perform all
appropriate duties and may exercise all appropriate powers as
provided by Article 15.17 with respect to an arrest for a new
criminal offense, except that only the judge who ordered the ar-
rest for the alleged violation may authorize the person’s release
on bail. The arrested person may be taken before the judge or
magistrate under this subsection by means of an electronic
broadcast system as provided by and subject to the requirements
of Article 15.17.
(b-2) If the defendant has not been released on bail as permit-
ted under Subsection (b-1), on motion by the defendant the
judge who ordered the arrest for the alleged violation of a con-
dition of  community supervision shall cause the defendant to
be brought before the judge for a hearing on the alleged viola-
tion within 20 days of filing of the [said] motion, and after a
hearing without a jury, may either continue, extend, modify, or
revoke the community supervision. A judge may revoke the
community supervision of a defendant who is imprisoned in a
penal institution without a hearing if the defendant, in writing
before a court of record or a notary public in the jurisdiction
where imprisoned, waives the defendant’s [his] right to a hear-

ing and to counsel, affirms that the defendant [he] has nothing
to say as to why sentence should not be pronounced against the
defendant [him], and requests the judge to revoke community
supervision and to pronounce sentence. In a felony case, the
state may amend the motion to revoke community supervision
any time up to seven days before the date of the revocation
hearing, after which time the motion may not be amended ex-
cept for good cause shown, and in no event may the state
amend the motion after the commencement of taking evidence
at the hearing. The judge may continue the hearing for good
cause shown by either the defendant or the state.
(c) The court may not revoke the community supervision of a
defendant if, at the community supervision revocation hear-
ing, the court finds that the only evidence supporting the al-
leged violation of a condition of community supervision is the
uncorroborated results of a polygraph examination. In a com-
munity supervision revocation hearing at which it is alleged
only that the defendant violated the conditions of community
supervision by failing to pay [compensation paid to appointed
counsel,] community supervision fees[,] or court costs or by
failing to pay the costs of legal services as described by Section
11(a)(11), the state must prove by a preponderance of the ev-
idence that  the defendant was able to pay and did not pay as
ordered by the judge. The court may order a community su-
pervision and corrections department to obtain information
pertaining to the factors listed under Article 42.037(h) and in-
clude that information in the report required under Section
9(a) or a separate report, as the court directs.
(d) A defendant has a right to counsel at a hearing under this
section. The court shall appoint counsel for an indigent defen-
dant in accordance with the procedures adopted under Article
26.04.
(e) A court retains jurisdiction to hold a hearing under Sub-
section (b-2) and to revoke, continue, or modify community
supervision, regardless of whether the period of community
supervision imposed on the defendant has expired, if before
the expiration the attorney representing the state files a motion
to revoke, continue, or modify community supervision and a
capias is issued for the arrest of the defendant.

Amendments to (b-2) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 518, §1).

Amendments to (c) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 3633, §3). See
effective note following Art. 26.05.

Sec. 22. Continuation or Modification
(a) If after a hearing under Section 21 of this article a judge
continues or modifies community supervision after determin-
ing that the defendant violated a condition of community su-
pervision, the judge may impose any other conditions the
judge determines are appropriate, including:

(1) a requirement that the defendant perform community
service for a number of hours specified by the court under
Section 16 of this article, or an increase in the number of
hours that the defendant has previously been required to
perform under those sections in an amount not to exceed
double the number of hours permitted by Section 16;
(2) an increase in the period of community supervision, in
the manner described by Subsection (c) of this section;
(3) an increase in the defendant’s fine, in the manner de-
scribed by Subsection (d) of this section; or 
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(4) the placement of the defendant in a substance abuse
felony punishment program operated under Section
493.009, Government Code, if:

(A) the defendant is convicted of a felony other than:
(i) a felony under Section 21.11, 22.011, or 22.021,
Penal Code; or
(ii) criminal attempt of a felony under Section 21.11,
22.011, or 22.021, Penal Code; and

(B) the judge makes an affirmative finding that:
(i) drug or alcohol abuse significantly contributed to
the commission of the crime or violation of commu-
nity supervision; and
(ii) the defendant is a suitable candidate for treat-
ment, as determined by the suitability criteria estab-
lished by the Texas Board of Criminal Justice under
Section 493.009(b), Government Code.

(b) If the judge imposes a sanction under Subsection (a)(4) of
this section, the judge shall also impose a condition requiring
the defendant on successful completion of the program to par-
ticipate in a drug or alcohol abuse continuum of care program.
(c) The judge may extend a period of community supervision
on a showing of good cause under this section as often as the
judge determines is necessary, but the period of community
supervision in a first, second, or third degree felony case may
not exceed 10 years and, except as otherwise provided by this
subsection, the period of community supervision in a misde-
meanor case may not exceed three years. The judge may extend
the period of community supervision in a misdemeanor case
for any period the judge determines is necessary, not to exceed
an additional two years beyond the three-year limit, if the de-
fendant fails to pay a previously assessed fine, costs, or restitu-
tion and the judge determines that extending the period of
supervision increases the likelihood that the defendant will
fully pay the fine, costs, or restitution. A court may extend a
period of community supervision under this section at any
time during the period of supervision or, if a motion for revo-
cation of community supervision is filed before the period of
supervision ends, before the first anniversary of the date on
which the period of supervision expires.
(d) A judge may impose a sanction on a defendant described by
Subsection (a)(3) of this section by increasing the fine imposed
on the defendant. The original fine imposed on the defendant
and an increase in the fine imposed under this subsection may
not exceed the maximum fine for the offense for which the de-
fendant was sentenced. The judge shall deposit money received
from an increase in the defendant’s fine under this subsection
in the special fund of the county treasury to be used for the
same purposes for which state aid may be used under Chapter
76, Government Code.
Sec. 22A. Extending Supervision Period for Sex Offenders
(a) If a defendant is placed on community supervision after re-
ceiving a grant of deferred adjudication for or being convicted
of an offense under Section 21.11, 22.011, or 22.021, Penal
Code, at any time during the period of community supervi-
sion, the judge may extend the period of community supervi-
sion as provided by this section.
(b) If at a hearing at which the defendant is provided the same
rights as are provided a defendant at a hearing under Section
21 the judge determines that the defendant has not sufficiently
demonstrated a commitment to avoid future criminal behav-

ior and that the release of the defendant from supervision
would endanger the public, the judge may extend the period
of supervision for a period not to exceed 10 additional years.
(c) A judge may extend a period of community supervision
under this section only once; however, the judge may extend a
period of community supervision for a defendant under both
Section 22(c) and this section, and the prohibition in Section
22(c) against a period of community supervision in a felony
case exceeding 10 years does not apply to a defendant for
whom community supervision is increased under this section
or under both Section 22(c) and this section.
Sec. 23. Revocation
(a) If community supervision is revoked after a hearing under
Section 21 of this article, the judge may proceed to dispose of
the case as if there had been no community supervision, or if
the judge determines that the best interests of society and the
defendant would be served by a shorter term of confinement,
reduce the term of confinement originally assessed to any term
of confinement not less than the minimum prescribed for the
offense of which the defendant was convicted. The judge shall
enter the amount of restitution or reparation owed by the de-
fendant on the date of revocation in the judgment in the case.
(b) No part of the time that the defendant is on community
supervision shall be considered as any part of the time that he
shall be sentenced to serve, except that on revocation, the
judge shall credit to the defendant time served by the defen-
dant as a condition of community supervision in a substance
abuse treatment facility operated by the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice under Section 493.009, Government Code,
or another court-ordered residential program or facility, but
only if the defendant successfully completes the treatment pro-
gram in that facility. The right of the defendant to appeal for a
review of the conviction and punishment, as provided by law,
shall be accorded the defendant at the time he is placed on
community supervision. When he is notified that his commu-
nity supervision is revoked for violation of the conditions of
community supervision and he is called on to serve a sentence
in a jail or in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice, he
may appeal the revocation.
Sec. 24. Due Diligence Defense
For the purposes of a hearing under Section 5(b) or 21(b-2), it
is an affirmative defense to revocation for an alleged failure to
report to a supervision officer as directed or to remain within
a specified place that a supervision officer, peace officer, or
other officer with the power of arrest under a warrant issued by
a judge for that alleged violation failed to contact or attempt
to contact the defendant in person at the defendant’s last
known residence address or last known employment address,
as reflected in the files of the department serving the county in
which the order of community supervision was entered.

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

During the interim preceding the 84th Regular Session, the
House Select Committee on Criminal Procedure Reform recom-
mended the preparation of a nonsubstantive revision of Article
42.12 and tasked the Texas Legislative Council with completing
the project. The process involved reclassifying and rearranging
the statutes in a more logical order, employing a numbering sys-
tem and format that will accommodate later expansion of the
law, eliminating repealed, invalid, duplicative, and other ineffec-
tive provisions, and improving the draftsmanship of the law—all
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aimed at making the statutes more accessible, understandable,
and usable without altering its meaning or effect.

HB 2299 (effective January 1, 2017) is the result of that
process. It recodifies Article 42.12 as a new Chapter 42A as of
that date. The proposed chapter is a nonsubstantive revision
passed for the sole purpose of re-organizing the laws relating to
community supervision in a more logical fashion. The substance
of the law has not been altered in meaning or legal effect. (In
fact, if a particular source statute was ambiguous and the ambi-
guity could not be resolved without a potential substantive ef-
fect, the ambiguity was preserved.) Or at least that was the
goal—whether it was achieved will be up to the lawyers and
judges who use and interpret the new law.

Because the changes made by HB 2299 do not take effect
until January 1, 2017, they will not be further discussed here.
To avoid confusion (and keep down printing costs), those
changes will also not appear in our code books. However, we
have included after Art. 42.12 a source and disposition chart
showing which part of Art. 42.12 is going in new Chapter 42A,
and we will also issue a free PDF version of the new law in the
fall of 2016 for use by practitioners until after the next legisla-
tive session. For further questions on how we will implement
these changes in our publications, contact us at TDCAA.

ART.  42.122.  ADULT PROBATION OFFICER OF

222ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

[Heading supplied by editor]

The adult probation officer of the 222nd Judicial District re-
ceives a salary of not less than $15,000 per annum. Also, the
probation officer receives allowances, not to exceed the amount
allowed by the federal government for traveling the most practi-
cal route to and from the place where the duties are discharged,
for his necessary travel and hotel expenses. Upon the sworn
statement of the officer, approved by the judge, the respective
counties of the judicial district pay the expenses incurred for
their regular or special term of court out of the general county
fund. In lieu of travel allowances the commissioners court of
each county, by agreement, may provide transportation under
the same terms and conditions as provided for sheriffs.

ART.  42.13.  COMMUNITY JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

DIVIS ION OF THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

[See the note about the repeal of this Article at the end of
the statute.]

Sec. 1. Purpose; Definitions
(b) In this article:

(1) “Board” means the Texas Board of Criminal Justice.
(2) “Community corrections facility” means a physical
structure, established by a judicial district after authoriza-
tion of the establishment of the structure has been included
in the local community justice plan, that is operated by a
department or operated for a department by an entity
under contract with the department, for the purpose of
confining persons placed on community supervision and
providing services and programs to modify criminal behav-
ior, deter criminal activity, protect the public, and restore
victims of crime. The term includes:

(A) a restitution center;
(B) a court residential treatment facility;
(C) a substance abuse treatment facility;

(D) a custody facility or boot camp;
(E) a facility for an offender with a mental impairment,
as defined by Section 614.001, Health and Safety Code;
and
(F) an intermediate sanction facility 

(3) “Department” means a community supervision and
corrections department established under Article 42.131 of
this code.
(4) “Division” means the community justice assistance di-
vision of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
(5) “State aid” means funds appropriated by the legislature
to the division to provide financial assistance to:

(A) judicial districts, for:
(i) the administration of departments;
(ii) the development and improvement of commu-
nity supervision services and community-based cor-
rectional programs;
(iii) the establishment and operation of community
corrections facilities; and
(iv) assistance in conforming with standards and
policies of the division and the board; and

(B) state agencies, counties, municipalities, and non-
profit organizations for the implementation and admin-
istration of community-based sanctions and programs.

Sec. 2. Standards and Procedures
(a) The division shall propose and the board shall adopt rea-
sonable rules establishing:

(1) minimum standards for programs, community correc-
tions facilities and other facilities, equipment, and other as-
pects of the operation of departments;
(2) a list and description of core services that should be pro-
vided by each department;
(3) methods for measuring the success of community su-
pervision and corrections programs, including methods for
measuring rates of diversion, program completion, and re-
cidivism; 
(4) a format for community justice plans; and
(5) minimum standards for the operation of substance
abuse facilities and programs funded through the division.

(c) A substance abuse facility or program operating under the
standards is not required to be licensed or otherwise approved
by any other state or local agency.
(d) The division shall develop a screening and assessment pro-
cedure for use in accordance with Section 14, Article 42.131 of
this code. The division shall determine if a single screening and
assessment procedure may be used in each program. If the di-
vision determines that a single procedure is not feasible, the di-
vision shall identify and approve procedures that may be used.
Sec. 3. Records, Reports, and Information Systems
(a) The division shall require each department to:

(1) keep financial and statistical records determined neces-
sary by the division;
(2) submit a community justice plan and all supporting in-
formation requested by the division;
(3) present data requested by the division as necessary to
determine the amount of state aid for which the depart-
ment is eligible; 
(4) submit periodic financial audits and statistical reports to
the division;
(5) submit periodic data to the division on the required use of
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CCP ART. 42.12 DISPOSITION CHART TO CCP CHAPTER 42A

Effective Jan. 1, 2017

42.12 Reference New number
Sec. 1 N/A

Sec. 2 42A.001

Sec. 3
(a) 42A.053(a)
(b) 42A.053(d)
(c) 42A.053(f)
(d) 42A.053(g)
(e) 42A.053(c) 
(f) 42A.053(e) 
(g) 42A.053(b)
(h) 42A.057

Sec. 3g
(a)(1) 42A.054(a)
(a)(2) 42A.054(b)-(d)
(b) S1 42A.204(a)
(b) S2 42A.204(b)
(b) S3 42A.204(c) 

Sec. 4
(a) 42A.055(a)
(b) 42A.055(c)
(c) 42A.055(d)
(d) 42A.056
(e) & (d)(3) 42A.055(b)
(f) 42A.057

Sec. 5
(a) S1 42A.101(a)
(a) S2-3 42A.102(a)
(a) S4-6 42A.101(b)
(a) S7-8 42A.103(a)
(a) S9 42A.103(b)
(a) S10 42A.103(c) 
(a) S11 42A.104(a)
(a) S12 42A.104(b)
(a) S13 42A.107
(a-1) 42A.106(b)
(b) S1 42A.108(a)
(b) S2-4 42A.108(b)
(b) S5 42A.110(a)
(b) S6 42A.110(b)
(c) S1 42A.111(a)
(c) S2-3 42A.111(b)
(c) S4 42A.111(c) 
(c) S5 42A.111(d)
(c-1) 42A.111(e) 
(d) 42A.102(b)
(e)(1) 42A.105(b)
(e)(2) 42A.105(a)
(f) 42A.106(a)
(g) 42A.105(c) 
(h) 42A.108(c) 
(i) 42A.105(d)
(j) 42A.105(e) 

Sec. 6
(a) S1 42A.202(a)
(a) S2 + (1)-(2) 42A.202(b)
(b) S1-2 42A.202(d)
(b) S3 42A.202(c) 
(c) 42A.202(e)

42.12 Reference New number
Sec. 7

(a) S1 42A.201(a)
(a) S2 42A.201(b)
(b) 42A.201(c) 
(c) 42A.201(d)

Sec. 9
(a) S1, C1 42A.252(a)
(a) S1, C2 42A.253
(a) S2-3 42A.253(b)
(b) 42A.252(b)
(c) 42A.254
(d) 42A.255(a)
(e) 42A.255(b)
(f) 42A.255(c) 
(g) 42A.252(c) 
(h) S1 42A.257(a)
(h) S2 + (1)-(4) 42A.257(b)
(i) 42A.253(a)(6)(B)
(j) S1-2 42A.256(a)
(j) S3 + (1)-(3) 42A.256(b)
(k) S1 42A.259(a)
(k) S2 42A.259(b)
(l) (sex offender) 42A.256(c) 
(l) (military) 42A.253(a)(7)-(8)

Sec. 9A
(a) 42A.251
(b) 42A.256(c) 
(c) S1 42A.258(a)
(c) S2 42A.258(b)
(c) S3 42A.258(c) 

Sec. 10
(a) S1, C1 42A.051(a)
(a) S1, C2 + S2 42A.203(a)
(a) S3 42A.754
(a) S4 42A.203(b)
(b) S1 42A.151(a)
(b) S2 42A.151(b)
(c) Cl. 1 42A.152(a)
(c) Cl. 2 42A.152(b)
(d) 42A.052(a)
(e) 42A.052(b)

Sec. 11
(a) S1 42A.051(b)
(a) S1-3 42A.301

+ (1)-(24)
(b) S1 42A.651(a)
(b) S2 42A.655
(b-1) 42A.651(b)
(c) S1 42A.351(a)
(c) S2 42A.351(b)
(d) 42A.506
(e) 42A.451(a)
(f) 42A.307
(g) 42A.455
(h) S1 42A.504(b)
(h) S2 42A.504(a)
(i) 42A.452
(j) 42A.352
(k) 42A.509

42.12 Reference New number
Sec. 11  (l)(1) 42A.505(a)

(l)(2) 42A.505(b)
(m) 42A.511

Sec. 12 (a)-(c) 42A.302(a)-(c)

Sec. 13
(a)(1) 42A.401(a)(1)-(4)
(a)(2) 42A.402(a)
(b) 42A.401(a)(5)
(c) 42A.402(b)
(d) 42A.402(c) 
(e) 42A.401(b)
(f) 42A.402(d)
(g) 42A.407(a)
(h) S1 42A.403(a)
(h) S2 42A.405(b)
(h) S3 42A.405(c) 
(h) S4 42A.403(c) 
(h) S5 42A.403(d)
(h) S6 42A.403(e) 
(h) S7-9 42A.406(a)
(h) S10-11 42A.406(b)
(h) S12 42A.406(c) 
(h) S13-14 42A.406(d)
(h) S15 42A.403(b)
(i) S1, C1 42A.408(b)
(i) S1, C2 42A.408(a)
(i) S2 42A.408(c)(1)-(2)
(i) S3 42A.408(d) S1
(i) S4 42A.408(c)(1)
(i) S5-7 42A.408(f)
(i) S8 42A.408(g)
(i) S9-10 42A.408(h)
(i) S11 + (1)-(2) 42A.408(d) S2
(j) S1 42A.404(a)
(j) S2 42A.405(a)
(j) S3 42A.405(d)
(j) S4-5 42A.404(b)
(j) S6 42A.404(c) 
(j) S7-8 42A.406(a)
(j) S9-10 42A.406(b)
(j) S11 42A.406(c) 
(k) 42A.407(b)
(l) 42A.407(c) 
(m) S1 42A.407(d)
(m) S2 42A.407(e) 
(n) + (n)(1) 42A.407(f)
(n)(2) 42A.408(e) 

Sec. 13A (a)-(b) 42A.501(a)-(b)

Sec. 13B
(a) 42A.453(c) 
(b) 42A.453(b)
(c) 42A.453(i)
(d) 42A.453(d)
(e) 42A.453(e) 
(f) 42A.453(f)
(g) 42A.453(g)
(h) 42A.453(a)
(i) 42A.453(h)

Note: In these charts, “S” = sentence, and “C” = clause.
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42.12 Reference New number

Sec. 13C (a)-(b) 42A.513(a)-(b)

Sec. 13D
(a) 42A.502(b)
(b) 42A.502(c) 
(c) 42A.502(d)
(d) 42A.502(a)

Sec. 13E (a)-(b) 42A.507(a)-(b)

Sec. 13F 42A.508

Sec. 13G(a)-(c) 42A.454(a)-(c)

Sec. 13H(a)-(c) 42A.512(a)-(c)

Sec. 14 (substance abuse)
(a) S1 42A.303(a)
(a) S2 42A.303(b)
(b) 42A.303(c) 
(c) 42A.303(d)
(d) 42A.303(e) 
(e) 42A.303(f)

Sec. 14 (child abuse/FV)
(a) S1 42A.503(a)
(a) S2 42A.503(b)
(a) S3 42A.503(c) 
(c)-(c-1) 42A.504(c) 
(c-2) 42A.504(d)

Sec. 15
(a)(1) S1, C1 42A.551(a)
(a)(1) S1, C2 42A.551(b)
(a)(1) S2  42A.551(c) 

+ (A)-(C)
(a)(2) 42A.551(d)
(a)(2-a) 42A.551(e) 
(a)(2-b) 42A.551(f)
(a)(3) 42A.551(g)
(b) S1 42A.553(a)
(b) S2 42A.553(b)
(c)(1) S1 42A.552
(c)(1) S2, C1 42A.554(a)
(c)(1) S2, C2 42A.554(b)
(c)(2)-(3) 42A.554(c) 
(d) S1 42A.555(a)
(d) S2 42A.552(b)
(d) S3 (none)
(e) 42A.556
(f)(1) 42A.558(a)
(f)(2) 42A.558(b)
(f)(3) S1-2 42A.558(c) 
(f)(3) S3-4 42A.558(d)
(g) 42A.557
(h)(1) 42A.559(b)
(h)(2) 42A.559(c) 
(h)(3) 42A.559(d)

42.12 Reference New number
Sec. 15 (h)(4) 42A.559(a)

(h)(5) 42A.559(e) 
(h)(6) 42A.559(f)
(i) (SB 909) 42A.560(a)
(i) (HB 431) 42A.561(a)
(j) (SB 909) 42A.560(b)
(j) (HB 431) 42A.561(b)
(k) 42A.560(c) 

Sec. 15A
S1-2 (intox) 42A.409(a)
S1-2 (disord. 42A.510(a)

conduct)
S3 + (1)-(4) 42A.409(b)

Sec. 16
(a) 42A.304(a)
(b) 42A.304(b)
(c) 42A.304(c) 
(d) 42A.304(d)
(e) 42A.304(e) 
(f) 42A.304(f)
(g) S1 42A.305(a)
(g) S2 42A.305(b)
(g) S3-4 42A.305(c) 

Sec. 17
(a) C1 42A.153(a)
(a) C2 42A.153(b)
(b) 42A.154

Sec. 18
(a) 42A.601
(b) 42A.602(a)
(c) 42A.603
(d) 42A.604(a)
(e) 42A.604(b)
(f) 42A.605
(g) 42A.606
(h) 42A.602(b)
(i) 42A.607

Sec. 19
(a) S1 42A.652(a)
(a) S2 42A.652(b)
(a-1) 42A.652(e) 
(b) 42A.652(f)
(c) S1 42A.306 & .652(d)
(c) S2 See Gov’t Code

Ch. 411
(d) 42A.654
(e) S1 42A.653(a)
(e) S2 42A.653(b)
(f) S1-2 42A.653(c) 
(f) S3 42A.653(d)
(g) 42A.652(c) 

42.12 Reference New number

Sec. 20
(a) S1 42A.701(a)
(a) S2 42A.701(b)
(a) S3 42A.701(c) 
(a) S4 42A.701(d)
(a) S5 42A.701(e) 
(a) S6 + (1)-(2) 42A.701(f)
(b) 42A.701(g)

Sec. 20A
(a) 42A.702(a)
(b) 42A.702(b)
(c) 42A.702(e) 
(d) 42A.702(c) 
(e) 42A.702(d)
(f) 42A.702(f)
(g) 42A.702(g)

Sec. 21
(a) 42A.751(a)
(b) 42A.751(b)
(b-1) 42A.751(c) 
(b-2) S1 42A.751(d)
(b-2) S2 42A.751(e) 
(b-2) S3 42A.751(f)
(b-2) S4 42A.751(g)
(c) S1 42A.751(h)
(c) S2 42A.751(i)
(c) S3 42A.751(j)
(d) 42A.751(k)
(e) 42A.751(l)

Sec. 22
(a) 42A.752(a)
(b) 42A.752(c) 
(c) S1 42A.753(a)
(c) S2 42A.753(b)
(c) S3 42A.753(c) 
(d) 42A.752(b)

Sec. 22A
(a) 42A.757(a)
(b) 42A.757(b)
(c) C1 42A.757(c) 
(c) C2 42A.757(d)
(c) C3 42A.757(e) 

Sec. 23
(a) S1 42A.755(a)
(a) S2 42A.755(b)
(b) S1, C1 42A.755(c) 
(b) S1, C2 42A.755(d)
(b) S2-3 42A.755(e) 

Sec. 24 42A.109 & 
42A.756

Note: In these charts, “S” = sentence, and “C” = clause.
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New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.001 §2

42A.051 (a) = §10(a) S1
(b) = §11(a) S1

42A.052 (a) = §10(d)
(b) = §10(e) 

42A.053 (a) = §3(a)
(b) = §3(g)
(c) = §3(e)
(d) = §3(b)
(e) = §3(f)
(f) = §3(c)
(g) = §3(d)

42A.054 (a) = §3g(a)(1)
(b) = §3g(a)(2)
(c) = §3g(a)(2)
(d) = §3g(a)(2)

42A.055 (a) = §4(a)
(b) = §4(e)
(c) = §4(b)
(d) = §4(c) 

42A.056 §4(d)(1)-(2) & (4)-(8)
42A.057 §3(h) & §4(f)

42A.101 (a) = §5(a) S1
(b) = §5(a) S4-6

42A.102 (a) = §5(a) S2-3
(b) = §5(d)

42A.103 (a) = §5(a) S7-8
(b) = §5(a) S9
(c) = §5(a) S10

42A.104 (a) = §5(a) S11
(b) = §5(a) S12

42A.105 (a) = §5(e)(2)
(b) = §5(e)(1)
(c) = §5(g)
(d) = §5(i)
(e) = §5(j)

42A.106 (a) = §5(f)
(b) = §5(a-1)

42A.107 §5(a) S13
42A.108 (a) = §5(b) S1

(b) = §5(b) S2-4
(c) = §5(h)

42A.109 §24
42A.110 (a) = §5(b) S5

(b) = §5(b) S6
42A.111 (a) = §5(c) S1

(b) = §5(c) S2-3
(c) = §5(c) S4
(d) = §5(c) S5 + (1)-(3)
(e) = §5(c-1)

42A.151 (a) = §10(b) S1
(b) = §10(b) S2

42A.152 §10(c) 
42A.153 §17(a)
42A.154 §17(b)

42A.201 (a) = §7(a) S1
(b) = §7(a) S2
(c) = §7(b)
(d) = §7(c) 

New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.202 (a) = §6(a) S1
(b) = §6(a) S2 + (1)-(3)
(c) = §6(b) S3
(d) = §6(b) S1-2
(e) = §6(c) 

42A.203 (a) = §10(a) S2
(b) = §10(a) S4

42A.204 (a) = §3g(b) S1
(b) = §3g(b) S2
(c) = §3g(b) S3

42A.251 §9A(a)
42A.252 (a) = §9(a) S1 C1

(b) = §9(b)
(c) = §9(g)

42A.253 (a)(1)-(5) = §9(a) S1, C2, S2-4
(a)(6)(B) = §9(i)
(a)(7)-(8) = §9(l)
(b) = §9(a) S2

42A.254 §9(c) 
42A.255 (a) = §9(d)

(b) = §9(e)
(c) = §9(f) 

42A.256 (a) = §9(j) S1-2
(b) = §9(j) S3 + (1)-(3)
(c) = §9(l) + §9A(b)

42A.257 (a) = §9(h) S1
(b) = §9(h) S2 + (1)-(4)

42A.258 (a) = §9A(c) S1
(b) = §9A(c) S2
(c) = §9A(c) S3

42A.259 (a) = §9(k) S1
(b) = §9(k) S2

42A.301 §11(a) S2 + (1)-(24)
42A.302 (a) = §12(a)

(b) = §12(b)
(c) = §12(c) 

42A.303 (a) = §14(a) S1 (substance 
abuse)

(b) = §14(a) S2
(c) = §14(b)
(d) = §14(c)
(e) = §14(d)
(f) = §14(e) 

42A.304 (a) = §16(a)
(b) = §16(b)
(c) = §16(c)
(d) = §16(d)
(e) = §16(e)
(f) = §16(f)

42A.305 (a) = §16(g) S1 C1
(b) = §16(g) S1 C2
(c) = §16(g) S2
(d) = §16(g) S3
(e) = §16(g) S4

42A.306 §19(c) S1
42A.307 §11(f)

42A.351 (a) = §11(c) S1
(b) = §11(c) S2

42A.352 §11(j)

New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.401 (a) = §13(a)
(a)(1) = §13(a)(1) C1
(a)(2) = §13(a)(1) C2
(a)(3) = §13(a)(1) C3
(a)(4) = §13(a)(1) C4
(a)(5) = §13(b)
(b) = §13(e) 

42A.402 (a) = §13(a)(2)
(b) = §13(c)
(c) = §13(d)
(d) = §13(f)

42A.403 (a) = §13(h) S1
(b) = §13(h) S15
(c) = §13(h) S4
(d) = §13(h) S5
(e) = §13(h) S6

42A.404 (a) = §13(j) S1
(b) = §13(j) S4-5
(c) = §13(j) S6

42A.405 (a) = §13(j) S2
(b) = §13(h) S2
(c) = §13(h) S3
(d) = §13(j) S3

42A.406 (a) = §13(h) S7-9 + §13(j) 
S7-8

(b) = §13(h) S10-11 + §13(j)
S9-10

(c) = §13(h) S12 + §13(j)
S11

(d) = §13(h) S 13-14
42A.407 (a) = §13(g)

(b) = §13(k)
(c) = §13(l)
(d) = §13(m) S1
(e) = §13(m) S2
(f) = §13(n) + (n)(1)

42A.408 (a) = §13(i) S1 C1
(b) = §13(i) S1 C2
(c) = §13(i) S2
(d) = §13(i) S3 & 11 + 

(1)-(2)
(e) = §13(n)(2)
(f) = §13(i) S5
(g) = §13(i) S8
(h) = §13(i) S9-10

42A.409 (a) = §15A S1-2
(b) = §15A S3 + (1)-(4)

42A.451 §11(e) 
42A.452 §11(i)
42A.453 (a) = §13B(h)

(b) = §13B(b)
(c) = §13B(a)
(d) = §13B(d)
(e) = §13B(e)
(f) = §13B(f)
(g) = §13B(g)
(h) = §13B(i)
(i) = §13B(c) 

CCP CHAPTER 42A SOURCE CHART FROM CCP ART. 42.12

Effective Jan. 1, 2017

Note: In these charts, “S” = sentence, and “C” = clause.
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New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.454 (a) = §13G(a)
(b) = §13G(b)
(c) = §13G(c) 

42A.455 §11(g)

42A.501 (a) = §13A(a)
(b) = §13A(b)

42A.502 (a) = §13D(d)
(b) = §13D(a)
(c) = §13D(b)
(d) = §13D(c) 

42A.503 (a) = §14(a) S1 (child 
abuse/FV)

(b) = §14(a) S2
(c) = §14(a) S3

42A.504 (a) = §11(h) S2
(b) = §11(h) S1
(c) = §14(FV) (c)-(c-1)
(d) = §14(FV) (c-2)

42A.505 (a) = §11(l)(1)
(b) = §11(l)(2)

42A.506 §11(d)
42A.507 (a) = §13E(a)

(b) = §13E(b)
42A.508 §13F
42A.509 §11(k)
42A.510 (a) = §15A S1-2

(b) = §15A S3 + (1)-(4)
42A.511 §11(m)
42A.512 (a) = §13H(a)

(b) = §13H(b)
(c) = §13H(c) 

42A.513 (a) = §13C(a)
(b) = §13C(b)

42A.551 (a) = §15(a)(1) S1, C1
(b) = §15(a)(1) S1, C2
(c) = §15(a)(1), S2 + (A)-(C)
(d) = §15(a)(2)
(e) = §15(a)(2-a)
(f) = §15(a)(2-b)
(g) = §15(a)(3)

42A.552 §15(c)(1) S1
42A.553 (a) = §15(b) S1-2

(b) = §15(b) S3

New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.554 (a) = §15(c)(1) S2, C1
(b) = §15(c)(1) S2, C2
(c) = §15(c)(2)-(3)

42A.555 (a) = §15(d) S1
(b) = §15(d) S2

42A.556 §15(e) 
42A.557 §15(g)
42A.558 (a) = §15(f)(1)

(b) = §15(f)(2)
(c) = §15(f)(3) S1-2
(d) = §15(f)(3) S3-4

42A.559 (a) = §15(h)(4)
(b) = §15(h)(1)
(c) = §15(h)(2)
(d) = §15(h)(3)
(e) = §15(h)(5)
(f) = §15(h)(6)

42A.560 (a) = §15(i) (SB 909, 2007)
(b) = §15(j) (SB 909, 2007)
(c) = §15(k) (SB 909, 2007)

42A.561 (a) = §15(i) (HB 431, 2007)
(b) = §15(j) (HB 431, 2007)

42A.601 §18(a)
42A.602 (a) = §18(b)

(b) = §18(h)
42A.603 §18(c) 
42A.604 (a) = §18(d)

(b) = §18(e) 
42A.605 §18(f)
42A.606 §18(g)
42A.607 §18(i)

42A.651 (a) = §11(b) S1
(b) = §11(b-1)

42A.652 (a) = §19(a) S1
(b) = §19(a) S2-3
(c) = §19(g)
(d) = §19(c) S1
(e) = §19(a-1)
(f) = §19(b)

42A.653 (a) = §19(e) S1
(b) = §19(e) S2
(c) = §19(f) S1-2
(d) = §19(f) S3

42A.654 §19(d)

New Art. 42.12 reference

42A.655 §11(b) S2

42A.701 (a) = §20(a) S1
(b) = §20(a) S2
(c) = §20(a) S3
(d) = §20(a) S4
(e) = §20(a) S5
(f) = §20(a) S6 + (1)-(2)
(g) = §20(b)

42A.702 (a) = §20A(a)
(b) = §20A(b)
(c) = §20A(d)
(d) = §20A(e)
(e) = §20A(c)
(f) = §20A(f)
(g) = §20A(g)

42A.751 (a) = §21(a)
(b) = §21(b)
(c) = §21(b-1)
(d) = §21(b-2) S1
(e) = §21(b-2) S2
(f) = §21(b-2) S3
(g) = §21(b-2) S4
(h) = §21(c) S1
(i) = §21(c) S2
(j) = §21(c) S3
(k) = §21(d)
(l) = §21(e) 

42A.752 (a) = §22(a)
(b) = §22(d)
(c) = §22(b)

42A.753 (a) = §22(c) S1
(b) = §22(c) S2
(c) = §22(c) S3

42A.754 §10(a) S3
42A.755 (a) = §23(a) S1

(b) = §23(a) S2
(c) = §23(b) S1 C1
(d) = §23(b) S1 C2
(e) = §23(b) S 2-3

42A.756 §24
42A.757 (a) = §22A(a)

(b) = §22A(b)
(c)  = §22A(c) S1 C1
(d) = §22A(c) S1 C2
(e) = §22A(c) S1 C3

Note: In these charts, “S” = sentence, and “C” = clause.
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deep-lung breath analysis mechanisms to make impractical
the operation of a motor vehicle if ethyl alcohol is detected in
the breath of the operator, including the number of devices in
use, the number of violations detected, malfunctions by the
devices, and attempts to circumvent the devices; and 
(6) submit to the Department of Public Safety the full
name, address, date of birth, social security number, and
driver’s license number of each person restricted to the op-
eration of a motor vehicle equipped with a device that uses
a deep-lung breath analysis mechanism to make impractical
the operation of the motor vehicle if ethyl alcohol is de-
tected in the breath of the restricted operator.

Sec. 4. Inspections; Audits; Evaluations
The division may inspect and evaluate a department or con-
duct audits of case management records, financial records, and
officer certification and training records of a department at any
reasonable time to determine compliance with the division’s
rules and standards.
Sec. 7. Officer Certification
(g) The division may deny, revoke, or suspend a certification
or may reprimand an officer for a violation of a standard
adopted under this article.
Sec. 10. Payment of State Aid
(a) If the division determines that a department complies with
division standards and if the department or judges managing
the department have submitted a community justice plan
under Section 3, Article 42.131 of this code and the support-
ing information required by the division and the division de-
termines the plan and supporting information are acceptable,
the division shall prepare and submit to the comptroller of pub-
lic accounts vouchers for payment to the department as follows:

(1) for per capita funding, a per diem amount for each
felony defendant directly supervised by the department
pursuant to lawful authority;
(2) for per capita funding, a per diem amount for a period
not to exceed 182 days for each defendant supervised by the
department pursuant to lawful authority, other than a
felony defendant; and
(3) for formula funding, an annual amount as computed by
multiplying a percentage determined by the allocation for-
mula established under Subsection (f ), times the total
amount provided in the General Appropriations Act for
payments under this subdivision.

(b) The division may use discretionary grant funds to further
the purposes of this chapter by contracting for services with
state agencies or nonprofit organizations. The division may
also make discretionary grants to departments, municipalities,
or counties for the following purposes:

(1) development and operation of pretrial and presentenc-
ing services;
(2) electronic monitoring services, surveillance supervision
programs, and controlled substances testing services;
(3) research projects to evaluate the effectiveness of com-
munity corrections programs, if the research is conducted
in cooperation with the Criminal Justice Policy Council;
(4) contract services for felony defendants;
(5) residential services for misdemeanor defendants who ex-
hibit levels of risk or needs indicating a need for confinement
and treatment, as described by Section 4(b) of this article;

(6) establishment or operation of county correctional centers
under Subchapter H, Chapter 351, Local Government
Code, or community corrections facilities for which the divi-
sion has established standards under Section 5 of this article; 
(7) development and operation of treatment alternative to
incarceration programs under Section 14 Article 42.131 of
this code; and
(8) other purposes determined appropriate by the division
and approved by the board.

(f ) The division annually shall compute for each department
for community corrections program formula funding a per-
centage determined by assigning equal weights to the percent-
age of the state’s population residing in the counties served by
the department and the department’s percentage of all felony
defendants in the state under direct community supervision.
The division shall use the most recent information available in
making computations under this subsection. The board by
rule may adopt a policy limiting for all departments the per-
centage of benefit or loss that may be realized as a result of the
operation of the formula.
Sec. 11. Refusal or Suspension of State Aid
(b) The board shall provide for notice and a hearing in cases in
which the division proposes to take an action authorized by
this section, other than a refusal by the division to provide dis-
cretionary grant funding or a reduction by the division of dis-
cretionary grant funding during a funding cycle. The division
shall define with specificity the conduct that constitutes sub-
stantial noncompliance with division standards and shall es-
tablish the procedures to be used in imposing or waiving a
sanction authorized by this section, subject to approval of the
definition and the procedures by adoption by the board.

� PARTIAL REPEAL 

To transfer it to the Government Code in 1995, Art. 42.13 was
repealed by SB 959, §7.10. However, Art. 42.13 was also
amended by other bills without reference to its repeal. Under
the terms of SB 959, §1.02, amendments by other bills of the
74th Legislature are preserved and given effect regardless of a re-
peal of the same subsection by SB 959. Therefore, we have in-
cluded only those portions that were amended or added in
1995. The portions of 42.13 that remain in the CCP should be
read in conjunction with Government Code Chapter 509.

ART.  42.131.  COMMUNITY SUPERVIS ION AND

CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENTS

[See note about partial repeal at the end of this statute]

Sec. 3. Community Justice Council
(a) A community justice council must be established by the
district judge or judges in each jurisdiction served by a depart-
ment, unless a board or council exists in the community on
September 1, 1991, that performs duties substantially similar
to those imposed on a community justice council under this
section. The council shall provide continuing policy guidance
and direction for the development of community justice plans
and community corrections facilities and programs. A council
should consist of the following persons or their designees: 

(1) a sheriff of a county to be served by the department,
chosen by the sheriffs of the counties to be served by the de-
partment;
(2) a county commissioner or a county judge from a county
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to be served by the department, chosen by the county com-
missioners and county judges of the counties to be served
by the department;
(3) a city council member of the most populous munici-
pality in a county to be served by the department, chosen
by the members of the city councils of cities to be served by
the department;
(4) not more than two state legislators elected from a
county to be served by the department, or in a county with
a population of one million or more to be served by the de-
partment, not more than one state senator and one state
representative elected from the county, chosen by the state
legislators elected from the county or counties to be served
by the department;
(5) the presiding judge from a judicial district to be served
by the department, chosen by the district judges from the
judicial districts to be served by the department;
(6) a judge of a statutory county court exercising criminal
jurisdiction in a county to be served by the department, to
be chosen by the judges of statutory county courts with
criminal jurisdiction in the counties to be served by the de-
partment;
(7) a county attorney with criminal jurisdiction from a
county to be served by the department, chosen by the
county attorneys with criminal jurisdiction from the coun-
ties to be served by the department;
(8) a district attorney or criminal district attorney from a
judicial district to be served by the department, chosen by
the district attorneys or criminal district attorneys from the
judicial districts to be served by the department; and
(9) an elected member of the board of trustees of an inde-
pendent school district in a county to be served by the de-
partment, chosen by the members of the boards of trustees
of independent school districts located in counties to be
served by the department. 

(b) The community justice council shall appoint a community
justice task force to provide support staff for the development
of a community justice plan. The task force may consist of any
number of members, but should include:

(1) the county or regional director of the Texas Department
of Human Services with responsibility for the area to be
served by the department;
(2) the chief of police of the most populous municipality to
be served by the department;
(3) the chief juvenile probation officer of the juvenile pro-
bation office serving the most populous area to be served by
the department;
(4) the superintendent of the most populous school district
to be served by the department;
(5) the supervisor of the Department of Public Safety re-
gion closest to the department, or the supervisor’s designee;
(6) the county or regional director of the Texas Department
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation with responsibil-
ity for the area to be served by the department;
(7) a substance abuse treatment professional appointed by
the Council of Governments serving the area to be served
by the department;
(8) the department director;
(9) the local or regional representative of the pardons and
paroles division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice

with responsibility for the area to be served by the department;
(10) the representative of the Texas Employment Commis-
sion with responsibility for the area to be served by the de-
partment;
(11) the representative of the Texas Rehabilitation Com-
mission with responsibility for the area to be served by the
department;
(12) a licensed attorney who practices in the area to be
served by the department and whose practice consists pri-
marily of criminal law;
(13) a court administrator, if one serves the area to be
served by the department;
(14) a representative of a community service organization
that provides adult treatment, educational, or vocational
services to the area to be served by the department;
(15) a representative of an organization in the area to be
served by the department that is actively involved in issues
relating to defendants’ rights, chosen by the county com-
missioners and county judges of the counties to be served
by the department; and
(16) an advocate for rights of victims of crime and aware-
ness of issues affecting victims.

Sec. 12. Restitution
(a) If a judge requires a defendant to make restitution to a vic-
tim of the defendant’s offense, and a payment is received under
this article from the defendant for transmittal to a victim of the
offense, the community supervision and corrections depart-
ment that receives the payment for disbursement to the victim
shall immediately deposit the payment in an interest-bearing
account in the county treasury as required by Section
140.003(f ), Local Government Code. The department shall
transmit the payment to the victim as soon as practicable.
(b) If a victim cannot be located for receipt of a payment in
satisfaction of an order of restitution, the department shall at-
tempt to notify the victim of that fact by certified mail, mailed
to the last known address of the victim. If a victim then makes
a claim for payment, the department promptly shall remit the
payment to the victim. A department is obligated to make a
good faith effort to locate and notify a victim that an un-
claimed payment exists. The department satisfies the good
faith requirement under this subsection by sending to the vic-
tim by certified mail on any one occasion during the period
the defendant is required to make payments a notice that the
victim is entitled to an unclaimed payment. Not earlier than
the fifth anniversary of the date on which the department
mails notice under this subsection, if the victim has not made
a claim for payment, the department shall transfer the pay-
ment from the interest-bearing account to the comptroller of
public accounts, after deducting five percent of the payment as
a collection fee and deducting any interest accrued on the pay-
ment. The comptroller shall deposit the payment in the state
treasury to the credit of the compensation to victims of crime
auxiliary fund.
(c) The collection fee under Subsection (b) of this section and
the accrued interest under Subsections (a) and (b) of this section
shall be deposited in the special fund of the county treasury pro-
vided by Section 10, Article 42.13, of this code to be used for
the same purposes for which state aid may be used under that
section. The department has a maximum of 121 days after the
five-year expiration date to transfer the funds to the comptrol-
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ler’s office. Failure to comply with the 121-day deadline will re-
sult in a five percent collection fee penalty calculated from the
total deposit and all interest attributable to the unclaimed funds.
(d) If the victim of the offense claims the payment during the
five-year period in which the payment is held in the interest-
bearing account, the department shall pay the victim the
amount of the original payment, less any interest earned while
holding the payment. After the payment has been transferred to
the comptroller, the department has no liability in regard to the
payment, and any claim for the payment must be made to the
comptroller. If the victim makes a claim to the comptroller, the
comptroller shall pay the victim the amount of the original pay-
ment, less the collection fee, from the compensation to victims
of crime auxiliary fund.
Sec. 13. Program to Assess and Enhance Defendant’s Edu-
cational and Vocational Skills
(a) A department, with the assistance of the Texas Employ-
ment Commission, the Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness, local workforce development boards, and
other appropriate public and private entities, may establish a
developmental program for a defendant under the supervision
of the department on the basis of information obtained in the
presentence investigation report prepared for the defendant.
(c) To decrease expenditures by community supervision and
corrections departments for the educational and vocational
skills assessment and enhancement program established under
this section, the Texas Department of Commerce shall provide
information to departments, the Texas Employment Commis-
sion, the Council on Workforce and Economic Competitive-
ness, local workforce development boards, and other
appropriate public and private entities for obtaining financial
assistance through Chapter 301, Labor Code ( Texas Job-
Training Partnership Act ) and other applicable programs of
public or private entities.
Section 14 as added by HB 2162, effective September 1,

1995:
Sec. 14. Treatment Alternative to Incarceration Program
(a) A department may establish a treatment alternative to in-
carceration program in each county served by the department
according to standards adopted by the division. A department
may enter into an interlocal cooperation agreement with one
or more other departments in order to establish this program
on a regional basis.
(b) The program must:

(1) include automatic screening and assessment of a person
arrested for an offense, other than a Class C misdemeanor,
in which an element of the offense is the use or possession
of alcohol or the use, possession, or sale of a controlled sub-
stance or marijuana;
(2) include automatic screening and assessment of a person
arrested for an offense, other than a Class C misdemeanor,
in which the use of alcohol or drugs is suspected to have sig-
nificantly contributed to the offense for which the individ-
ual has been arrested;
(3) coordinate the screening, assessment, and referral to
treatment services; and
(4) make referrals for the appropriate treatment of a person
determined to be in need of treatment.

(c) A program administered under this section must use a

screening and assessment procedure developed or approved by
the division.
(d) After a person is screened and assessed, a representative of the
department shall meet with the participating criminal justice
and treatment agencies to review the person’s case and to deter-
mine if the person should be referred for treatment. If a person
is considered appropriate for referral, the person may be referred
to community-based treatment in accordance with applicable
law or any other treatment program deemed appropriate. A
magistrate may order a person to participate in a treatment pro-
gram recommended under this section as a condition of bond or
condition of pretrial release.
(e) A department may contract for the provision of treatment
services. The department may pay for services only if other ad-
equate public or private sources of payment are not available.
A person shall be responsible for the payment of any treatment
programs recommended under this section if it is determined
that a person referred for treatment is able to pay for the costs
of treatment or if the person has insurance that will pay for the
treatment. If a person is able to pay for treatment or if the per-
son has insurance that will pay for the treatment, the payment
may be made a condition for receiving treatment.
(f ) An employee of a department or treatment provider either
administering this program or providing services under this
section may exchange or otherwise disclose information re-
garding the assessment, evaluation or treatment of a person
participating in this program to:

(1) another employee of the department;
(2) an officer in the court that has jurisdiction over the per-
son’s case;
(3) a county sheriff or jail administrator;
(4) an employee of the Texas Department of Criminal Jus-
tice; or
(5) any employee in a facility, institution, or half-way house
in which a person may be confined in accordance with a
disposition of the criminal charges in the case.

Section 14 as added by SB 47, effective September 1,
1995:

Sec. 14. Victim Notification
(a) A department, using the name and address provided by the
attorney representing the state under Article 56.08(d) of this
code, shall make a reasonable effort to notify a victim of the
defendant’s crime or, if the victim has a guardian or is de-
ceased, to notify the guardian of the victim or close relative of
the deceased victim of:

(1) the fact that the defendant has been placed on commu-
nity supervision;
(2) the conditions of community supervision imposed on
the defendant by the court; and
(3) the date, time, and location of any hearing or proceed-
ing at which the conditions of the defendant’s community
supervision may be modified or the defendant’s placement
on community supervision may be revoked or terminated.

(b) An attempt by the department to give notice to the victim,
the guardian of the victim, or a close relative of a deceased vic-
tim at the victim’s, the guardian of the victim’s, or a close rela-
tive of a deceased victim’s last known telephone number or
address as shown on the records of the department constitutes
a reasonable attempt to give notice under this section.
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(c) In this section, “close relative of a deceased victim,”
“guardian of a victim,” and “victim” have the meanings as-
signed by Article 56.01 of this code.
Sec. 15. Administrative Fee
(a) A department may collect money from an individual as or-
dered by a court served by the department regardless of
whether the individual is under the department’s supervision.
(b) A department that collects money under this section shall
promptly transfer the money collected to the appropriate
county or state officer.
(c) A department may assess a reasonable administrative fee on
an individual who participates in a department program or re-
ceives department services and who is not paying a monthly
fee under Section 19, Article 42.12.
(d) This section applies only to a county with a population of
2.8 million or more. 

� PARTIAL REPEAL 

To transfer it to the Government Code in 1995, Art. 42.131 was
repealed by SB 959, §7.10. However, Art. 42.131 was also
amended by other bills without reference to its repeal. Under the
terms of SB 959, §1.02, amendments by other bills of the 74th
Legislature are preserved and given effect regardless of a repeal of
the same subsection by SB 959. Therefore, we have included in
Art. 42.13 only those portions that were amended or added in
1995. The portions of 42.13 that remain in the Code of Crimi-
nal Procedure should be read in conjunction with Government
Code Chapter 509.

ART.  42.14.  IN ABSENCE OF DEFENDANT

(a) In a misdemeanor case, the judgment and sentence may be
rendered in the absence of the defendant.
(b) In a felony case, the judgment and sentence may be ren-
dered in the absence of the defendant only if:

(1) the defendant is confined in a penal institution;
(2) the defendant is not charged with a felony offense:

(A) that is listed in Section 3g(a)(1), Article 42.12; or
(B) for which it is alleged that:

(i) a deadly weapon was used or exhibited during the
commission of the offense or during immediate flight
from the commission of the offense; and
(ii) the defendant used or exhibited the deadly
weapon or was a party to the offense and knew that
a deadly weapon would be used or exhibited; 

(3) the defendant in writing before the appropriate court
having jurisdiction in the county in which the penal insti-
tution is located:

(A) waives the right to be present at the rendering of the
judgment and sentence or to have counsel present;
(B) affirms that the defendant does not have anything to
say as to why the sentence should not be pronounced
and that there is no reason to prevent the sentence under
Article 42.07;
(C) states that the defendant has entered into a written
plea agreement with the attorney representing the state
in the prosecution of the case; and
(D) requests the court to pronounce sentence in the case
in accordance with the plea agreement;

(4) the defendant and the attorney representing the state in
the prosecution of the case have entered into a written plea
agreement that is made a part of the record in the case; and

(5) sentence is pronounced in accordance with the plea
agreement.

(c) A judgment and sentence may be rendered under this arti-
cle in the absence of the defendant only after the defendant is
notified by the court of original jurisdiction of the right to
counsel and the defendant requests counsel or waives the right
to counsel in accordance with Article 1.051.
(d) In this article, “deadly weapon” and “penal institution”
have the meanings assigned by Section 1.07, Penal Code.
(e) If a defendant enters a plea of guilty or nolo contendere
under Article 27.19, the attorney representing the state may
request at the time the plea is entered that the defendant sub-
mit a fingerprint of the defendant suitable for attachment to
the judgment. On request for a fingerprint under this subsec-
tion, the county in which the defendant is confined shall ob-
tain a fingerprint of the defendant and use first-class mail or
other means acceptable to the attorney representing the state
and the county to forward the fingerprint to the court accept-
ing the plea.

ART.  42.141.  BATTERING INTERVENTION AND

PREVENTION PROGRAM

Sec. 1. Definitions
In this article:
(1) “Batterer” means a person who commits repeated acts of vio-
lence or who repeatedly threatens violence against another who is:

(A) related to the actor by affinity or consanguinity, as de-
termined under Chapter 573, Government Code;
(B) is a former spouse of the actor; or
(C) resides or has resided in the same household with the
actor.

(2) “Division” means the community justice assistance division
of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
(3) “Family” has the meaning assigned by Section 71.003,
Family Code.
(4) “Family violence” has the meaning assigned by Section
71.004, Family Code.
(5) “Shelter center” has the meaning assigned by Section
51.002, Human Resources Code.
(6) “Household” has the meaning assigned by Section 71.005,
Family Code.
(7) “Program” means a battering intervention and prevention
program that:

(A) meets:
(i) the guidelines adopted by the community justice as-
sistance division of the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice with the assistance of the statewide nonprofit or-
ganization described by Section 3(1); and
(ii) any other eligibility requirements adopted by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice; and

(B) provides, on a local basis to batterers referred by the
courts for intervention, educational services and interven-
tion designed to help the batterers stop their abusive be-
havior.

(8) “Project” means the statewide activities for the funding of
battering intervention and prevention programs, the related
community educational campaign, and education and research
regarding such programs.
(9) “Responsive law enforcement climate” means an area
where, in cases of family violence:
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(A) the local law enforcement agency has a policy or record
of arresting batterers; and
(B) the local criminal justice system:

(i) cooperates with the victim in filing protective orders;
and
(ii) takes appropriate action against a person who vio-
lates protective orders.

Sec. 2. Establishment
The battering intervention and prevention program is estab-
lished in the division.
Sec. 3. Duties of the Division
The division shall:
(1) contract with a nonprofit organization that for the five-year
period before the date on which a contract is to be signed has
been involved in providing to shelter centers, law enforcement
agencies, and the legal community statewide advocacy and
technical assistance relating to family violence, with the con-
tract requiring the nonprofit organization to perform the du-
ties described in Section (4) of this article;
(2) seek the input of the statewide nonprofit organization de-
scribed in Subdivision (1) in the development of standards for
selection of programs for inclusion in the project and the re-
view of proposals submitted by programs;
(3) issue requests for proposals for the programs and an edu-
cational campaign not later than January 1, 1990;
(4) award contracts for programs that are operated by non-
profit organizations and that take into consideration:

(A) a balanced geographical distribution of urban, rural,
and suburban models; and
(B) the presence of a responsive law enforcement climate in
the community;

(5) develop and monitor the project in cooperation with the
nonprofit organization described by Subdivision (1);
(6) monitor the development of a community educational
campaign in cooperation with the nonprofit organization de-
scribed by Subdivision (1);
(7) assist the nonprofit organization described by Subdivision
(1) in designing program evaluations and research activities; 
(8) facilitate training of probation officers and other criminal
justice professionals by the nonprofit organization described
by Subdivision (1) and by programs;
(9) seek the assistance of the nonprofit organization described
by Subdivision (1) in developing program guidelines and in ac-
crediting programs and providers providing battering inter-
vention and prevention services as conforming to those
guidelines; and
(10) before adopting program guidelines under Section 4A:

(A) notify the licensing authorities described by Chapters
152, 501, 502, 503, and 505, Occupations Code, that the
division is considering adopting program guidelines; and
(B) invite the licensing authorities to comment on the pro-
gram guidelines.

Sec. 4. Duties of the Nonprofit Organization
The nonprofit organization with which the division contracts
under Section 3(1) shall:
(1) assist the division in developing and issuing requests for
proposals for the programs and the educational campaign;
(2) assist the division in reviewing the submitted proposals and
making recommendations for proposals to be selected for
funding;

(3) develop and monitor the project in cooperation with the
division;
(4) provide technical assistance to programs to:

(A) develop appropriate services for batterers;
(B) train staff;
(C) improve coordination with shelter centers, the criminal
justice system, the judiciary, law enforcement agencies, pros-
ecutors, and other appropriate officials and support services;
(D) implement the community educational campaign; and
(E) participate in project administered program evaluation
and research activities;

(5) provide technical assistance to the division to:
(A) develop and implement standards for selection of pro-
grams for inclusion in the project; and
(B) develop standards for selection of the community edu-
cational campaign described in Section 6 of this article;

(6) submit an annual written report to the division and to the
legislature with recommendations for continuation, elimina-
tion, or changes in the project; 
(7) evaluate the programs and the community educational
campaign, including an analysis of the effectiveness of the pro-
ject and the level of public awareness relating to family vio-
lence; and
(8) assist the division in developing program guidelines and in
accrediting programs and providers providing battering inter-
vention and prevention services as conforming to those guide-
lines.
Sec. 4A. Adoption of Program Guidelines; Accreditation
Process
With the assistance of the statewide nonprofit organization de-
scribed by Section 3(1) and after notifying the licensing au-
thorities described by Section 3(10), the division shall adopt
guidelines for programs and shall accredit programs and
providers providing battering intervention and prevention ser-
vices as conforming to those guidelines. The division shall col-
lect from each program or provider that applies for
accreditation under this section a one-time application fee in
an amount set by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
Sec. 5. Programs
(a) A program proposal must:

(1) describe the counseling or treatment the program will
offer;
(2) include letters from a local law enforcement agency or
agencies, courts, probation officers, and other community
resources describing the community’s commitment to im-
prove the criminal justice system’s response to victims and
batterers and to cooperate with and interact in the pro-
grams’ activities;
(3) include a letter from the local shelter center describing
the support services available to victims of family violence
in the community and the shelter’s commitment to cooper-
ate and work with the program; and
(4) describe the public education and local community out-
reach activities relating to family violence currently avail-
able in the community and a statement of commitment to
participate on the local level in the public educational cam-
paign described in Section 6 of this article.

(b) A program must:
(1) be situated in a county in which a shelter center is lo-
cated;
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(2) offer counseling or treatment in which the primary ap-
proach is direct intervention with the batterer, on an individ-
ual or group basis, but that does not require the victim of the
family violence to participate in the counseling or treatment;
(3) offer training to law enforcement prosecutors, judges,
probation officers, and others on the dynamics of family vi-
olence, treatment options, and program activities; and
(4) have a system for receiving referrals from the courts and
for reporting to the court regarding batterers’ compliance
with the treatment program.

(c) This section does not preclude a program from serving a
batterer other than one who was ordered by a court to partici-
pate in the program established under this subchapter.
Sec. 6. Community Educational Campaign
(a) The division, with assistance from the nonprofit organiza-
tion, shall select the community educational campaign relating
to family violence after the commission has selected the pro-
grams. The campaign is to be implemented in the areas cov-
ered by the programs.
(b) The campaign shall use a variety of media, including news-
papers, radio, television, and billboards, and shall focus on:

(1) the criminality of acts of violence toward family mem-
bers;
(2) the consequences of family violence crimes to the bat-
terer; and
(3) eradicating public misconceptions of family violence.

Sec. 7. Use of Legislative Appropriation
Of a legislative appropriation for the project established under
this article:
(1) not more than six percent may be used by the division for
management and administration of the project;
(2) not more than 14 percent may be applied to the contract
between the division and the nonprofit organization; and
(3) not more than three percent may be applied to the contract
for the community educational campaign.
Sec. 8. Contract Date
The contract required under Section 3(a) of this article shall be
signed not later than November 1, 1989.

ART.  42.15.  FINES AND COSTS

(a) When the defendant is fined, the judgment shall be that the
defendant pay the amount of the fine and all costs to the state.
(b) Subject to Subsections (c) and (d), when imposing a fine
and costs, a court may direct a defendant:

(1) to pay the entire fine and costs when sentence is pro-
nounced;
(2) to pay the entire fine and costs at some later date; or
(3) to pay a specified portion of the fine and costs at desig-
nated intervals.

(c) When imposing a fine and costs in a misdemeanor case, if the
court determines that the defendant is unable to immediately
pay the fine and costs, the court shall allow the defendant to pay
the fine and costs in specified portions at designated intervals.
(d) A judge may allow a defendant who is a child, as defined
by Article 45.058(h), to elect at the time of conviction, as de-
fined by Section 133.101, Local Government Code, to dis-
charge the fine and costs by:

(1) performing community service or receiving tutoring
under Article 45.0492, as added by Chapter 227 (H.B. 350),
Acts of the 82nd Legislature, Regular Session, 2011; or

(2) paying the fine and costs in a manner described by Sub-
section (b).

(e) The election under Subsection (d) must be made in writ-
ing, signed by the defendant, and, if present, signed by the de-
fendant’s parent, guardian, or managing conservator. The
court shall maintain the written election as a record of the
court and provide a copy to the defendant.
(f ) The requirement under Article 45.0492(a), as added by
Chapter 227 (H.B. 350), Acts of the 82nd Legislature, Regu-
lar Session, 2011, that an offense occur in a building or on the
grounds of the primary or secondary school at which the de-
fendant was enrolled at the time of the offense does not apply
to the performance of community service or the receipt of tu-
toring to discharge a fine or costs under Subsection (d)(1).

ART.  42.151.  FEES FOR ABUSED CHILDREN’S
COUNSELING

If a court orders a defendant to pay a fee under Article 37.072
of this code, the court shall assess the fee against the defendant
in the same manner as other costs of prosecution are assessed
against a defendant. The court may direct a defendant:
(1) to pay the entire fee when sentence is pronounced;
(2) to pay the entire fee at some later date; or
(3) to pay a specified portion of the fee at designated intervals.

ART.  42.152.  REPAYMENT OF REWARD

(a) If a judge orders a defendant to repay a reward or part of a
reward under Article 37.073 of this code, the court shall assess
this cost against the defendant in the same manner as other
costs of prosecution are assessed against a defendant. The court
may order the defendant to:

(1) pay the entire amount required when sentence is pro-
nounced;
(2) pay the entire amount required at a later date specified
by the court; or
(3) pay specified portions of the required amount at desig-
nated intervals.

(b) After receiving a payment from a person ordered to make
the payment under this article, the clerk of the court or fee of-
ficer shall:

(1) make a record of the payment;
(2) deduct a one-time $7 processing fee from the reward re-
payment;
(3) forward the payment to the designated crime stoppers
organization; and
(4) make a record of the forwarding of the payment.

ART.  42.16.  ON OTHER JUDGMENT

If the punishment is any other than a fine, the judgment shall
specify it, and order it enforced by the proper process. It shall
also adjudge the costs against the defendant, and order the col-
lection thereof as in other cases.

ART.  42.17.  TRANSFER UNDER TREATY

When a treaty is in effect between the United States and a for-
eign country providing for the transfer of convicted offenders
who are citizens or nationals of foreign countries to the foreign
countries of which they are citizens or nationals, the governor is
authorized, subject to the terms of such treaty, to act on behalf
of the State of Texas and to consent to the transfer of such con-
victed offenders under the provisions of Article IV, Section 11 of
the Constitution of the State of Texas.
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ART.  42.19.  INTERSTATE CORRECTIONS

COMPACT
ARTICLE I. PURPOSE AND POLICY

The party states, desiring by common action to fully utilize
and improve their institutional facilities and provide adequate
programs for the confinement, treatment, and rehabilitation of
various types of offenders, declare that it is the policy of each
of the party states to provide such facilities and programs on a
basis of cooperation with one another, thereby serving the best
interests of such offenders and of society and effecting
economies in capital expenditures and operational costs. The
purpose of this compact is to provide for the mutual develop-
ment and execution of such programs of cooperation for the
confinement, treatment, and rehabilitation of offenders with
the most economical use of human and material resources.

ARTICLE II. DEFINITIONS
As used in this compact, unless the context clearly requires
otherwise:
(a) “State” means a state of the United States; the United States
of America; a territory or possession of the United States; the
District of Columbia; the commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
(b) “Sending state” means a state party to this compact in
which conviction or court commitment was had.
(c) “Receiving state” means a state party to this compact to
which an inmate is sent for confinement other than a state in
which conviction or court commitment was had.
(d) “Inmate” means a male or female offender who is committed,
under sentence to or confined in a penal or correctional institution.
(e) “Institution” means any penal or correctional facility, in-
cluding but not limited to a facility for the mentally ill or men-
tally defective, in which inmates as defined in (d) above may
lawfully be confined.

ARTICLE III. CONTRACTS
(a) Each party state may make one or more contracts with any
one or more of the other party states for the confinement of in-
mates on behalf of a sending state in institutions situated
within receiving states. Any such contract shall provide for:

1. Its duration.
2. Payments to be made to the receiving state by the send-
ing state for inmate maintenance, extraordinary medical
and dental expenses, and any participation in or receipt by
inmates of rehabilitative or correctional services, facilities,
programs, or treatment not reasonably included as part of
normal maintenance.
3. Participation in programs of inmate employment, if any;
the disposition or crediting of any payments received by in-
mates on account thereof; and the crediting of proceeds
from or disposal of any products resulting therefrom.
4. Delivery and retaking of inmates.
5. Such other matters as may be necessary and appropriate
to fix the obligations, responsibilities, and rights of the
sending and receiving states.

(b) The terms and provisions of this compact shall be a part of
any contract entered into by the authority of or pursuant
thereto, and nothing in any such contract shall be inconsistent
therewith.

ARTICLE IV. PROCEDURES AND RIGHTS

(a) Whenever the duly constituted authorities in a state party
to this compact, and which has entered into a contract pur-
suant to Article III, shall decide that confinement in, or trans-

fer of an inmate to, an institution within the territory of an-
other party state is necessary or desirable in order to provide
adequate quarters and care or an appropriate program of reha-
bilitation or treatment, such official may direct that the con-
finement be within an institution within the territory of such
other party state, the receiving state to act in that regard solely
as agent for the sending state.
(b) The appropriate officials of any state party to this compact
shall have access, at all reasonable times, to any institution in
which it has a contractual right to confine inmates for the pur-
pose of inspecting the facilities thereof and visiting such of its
inmates as may be confined in the institution.
(c) Inmates confined in an institution pursuant to this com-
pact shall at all times be subject to the jurisdiction of the send-
ing state and may at any time be removed therefrom for
transfer to a prison or other institution within the sending
state, for transfer to another institution in which the sending
state may have a contractual or other right to confine inmates,
for release on probation or parole, for discharge, or for any
other purpose permitted by the laws of the sending state.
However, the sending state shall continue to be obligated to
such payments as may be required pursuant to the terms of any
contract entered into under the terms of Article III.
(d) Each receiving state shall provide regular reports to each
sending state on the inmates of that sending state who are in in-
stitutions pursuant to this compact including a conduct record
of each inmate and shall certify such record to the official des-
ignated by the sending state, in order that each inmate may
have official review of his or her record in determining and al-
tering the disposition of the inmate in accordance with the law
which may obtain in the sending state and in order that the
same may be a source of information for the sending state.
(e) All inmates who may be confined in an institution pur-
suant to this compact shall be treated in a reasonable and hu-
mane manner and shall be treated equally with such similar
inmates of the receiving state as may be confined in the same
institution. The fact of confinement in a receiving state shall
not deprive any inmate so confined of any legal rights which
the inmate would have had if confined in an appropriate insti-
tution of the sending state.
(f ) Any hearing or hearings to which an inmate confined pur-
suant to this compact may be entitled by the laws of the send-
ing state may be had before the appropriate authorities of the
sending state, or of the receiving state if authorized by the
sending state. The receiving state shall provide adequate facili-
ties for such hearing as may be conducted by the appropriate
officials of a sending state. In the event such hearing or hear-
ings are had before officials of the receiving state, the govern-
ing law shall be that of the sending state and a record of the
hearing or hearings as prescribed by the sending state shall be
made. The record together with any recommendations of the
hearing officials shall be transmitted forthwith to the official or
officials before whom the hearing would have been had if it
had taken place in the sending state. In any and all proceedings
had pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph (f ), the offi-
cials of the receiving state shall act solely as agents of the send-
ing state and no final determination shall be made in any
matter except by the appropriate officials of the sending state.
(g) Any inmate confined pursuant to this compact shall be re-
leased within the territory of the sending state unless the in-
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mate and the sending and receiving states shall agree upon re-
lease in some other place. The sending state shall bear the cost
of such return to its territory.
(h) Any inmate confined pursuant to this compact shall have
any rights and all rights to participate in and derive any bene-
fits or incur or be relieved of any obligations or have such
obligations modified or his status changed on account of any
action or proceeding in which he could have participated if
confined in any appropriate institution of the sending state lo-
cated within such state.
(i) The parent, guardian, trustee, or other person or persons
entitled under the laws of the sending state to act for, advise,
or otherwise function with respect to any inmate shall not be
deprived of or restricted in his exercise of any power in respect
of any inmate confined pursuant to the terms of this compact.

ARTICLE V. ACT NOT REVIEWABLE IN RECEIVING STATE: 
EXTRADITION

(a) Any decision of the sending state in respect of any matter
over which it retains jurisdiction pursuant to this compact
shall be conclusive upon and not reviewable within the receiv-
ing state, but if at the time the sending state seeks to remove
an inmate from an institution in the receiving state there is
pending against the inmate within such state any criminal
charge or if the inmate is formally accused of having commit-
ted within such state a criminal offense, the inmate shall not
be returned without the consent of the receiving state until dis-
charged from prosecution or other form of proceeding, im-
prisonment, or detention for such offense. The duly accredited
officer of the sending state shall be permitted to transport in-
mates pursuant to this compact through any and all states
party to this compact without interference.
(b) An inmate who escapes from an institution in which he is
confined pursuant to this compact shall be deemed a fugitive
from the sending state and from the state in which the institu-
tion escaped from is situated. In the case of an escape to a ju-
risdiction other than the sending or receiving state, the
responsibility for institution of extradition or rendition pro-
ceedings shall be that of the sending state, but nothing con-
tained herein shall be construed to prevent or affect the
activities of officers and agencies of any jurisdiction directed
toward the apprehension and return of an escapee.

ARTICLE VI. FEDERAL AID

Any state party to this compact may accept federal aid for use
in connection with any institution or program, the use of
which is or may be affected by this compact or any contract
pursuant thereto. Any inmate in a receiving state pursuant to
this compact may participate in any such federally aided pro-
gram or activity for which the sending and receiving states
have made contractual provision. However, if such program or
activity is not part of the customary correctional regimen, the
express consent of the appropriate official of the sending state
shall be required therefor.

ARTICLE VII. ENTRY INTO FORCE

This compact shall enter into force and become effective and
binding upon the states so acting when it has been enacted
into law by any two states. Thereafter, this compact shall enter
into force and become effective and binding as to any other of
such states upon similar action by such state.

ARTICLE VIII. WITHDRAWAL AND TERMINATION

This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon

a party state until it shall have enacted a statute repealing the
compact and providing for the sending of formal written no-
tice of withdrawal from the compact to the appropriate offi-
cials of all other party states. An actual withdrawal shall not
take effect until one year after the notices provided in the
statute have been sent. Such withdrawal shall not relieve the
withdrawing state from its obligations assumed hereunder
prior to the effective date of withdrawal. Before the effective
date of withdrawal, a withdrawal state shall remove to its terri-
tory, at its own expense, such inmates as it may have confined
pursuant to the provisions of this compact.

ARTICLE IX. OTHER ARRANGEMENTS UNAFFECTED

Nothing contained in this compact shall be construed to abro-
gate or impair an agreement or other arrangement which a
party state may have with a nonparty state for the confine-
ment, rehabilitation, or treatment of inmates, nor to repeal any
other laws of a party state authorizing the making of coopera-
tive institutional arrangements.

ARTICLE X. CONSTRUCTION AND SEVERABILITY

(a) The provisions of this compact shall be liberally construed
and shall be severable. If any phrase, clause, sentence, or pro-
vision of this compact is declared to be contrary to the consti-
tution of any participating state or of the United States or the
applicability thereof to any government, agency, person, or cir-
cumstance is held invalid, the validity of the remainder of this
compact and the applicability thereof to any government,
agency, person, or circumstance shall not be affected thereby.
If this compact shall be held contrary to the constitution of
any state participating therein, the compact shall remain in full
force and effect as to the remaining states and in full force and
effect as to the state affected as to all severable matters.
(b) Powers. The director of the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice is authorized and directed to do all things necessary or in-
cidental to the carrying out of the compact in every particular.

ART.  42.20.  IMMUNITIES

(a) An individual listed in Subsection (c) of this article and the
governmental entity that the individual serves as an officer or
employee are not liable for damages arising from an act or fail-
ure to act by the individual or governmental entity in connec-
tion with a community service program or work program
established under this chapter or in connection with an in-
mate, offender, or releasee programmatic or nonprogrammatic
activity, including work, educational, and treatment activities,
if the act or failure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to a court order or was other-
wise performed in an official capacity; and
(2) was not performed with conscious indifference for the
safety of others.

(b) Chapter 101, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, does not
apply to a claim based on an act or a failure to act of an indi-
vidual listed in Subsection (c) of this article or a governmental
entity the officer serves as an officer or employee if the act or
failure to act is in connection with a program described by
Subsection (a) of this article.
(c) This article applies to:

(1) a director or employee of a community supervision and
corrections department or a community corrections facility;
(2) a sheriff or employee of a sheriff ’s department;
(3) a county judge, county attorney, county commissioner,
or county employee;
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(4) a district judge, district attorney, or criminal district at-
torney;
(5) an officer or employee of a state agency; or
(6) an officer or employee of a political subdivision other
than a county.

ART.  42.21.  NOTICE OF RELEASE OF FAMILY

VIOLENCE OFFENDERS

(a) Before releasing a person convicted of a family violence of-
fense, the entity holding the person shall make a reasonable at-
tempt to give personal notice of the imminent release to the
victim of the offense or to another person designated by the
victim to receive the notice. An attempt by an entity to give
notice to the victim or person designated by the victim at the
victim’s or person’s last known telephone number or address, as
shown on the records of the entity, constitutes a reasonable at-
tempt to give notice under this subsection.
(b) An entity or an employee of an entity is not liable for dam-
ages arising from complying or failing to comply with Subsec-
tion (a) of this article.
(c) In this article, “family violence” has the meaning assigned
by Section 71.004, Family Code.

ART.  42.22.  RESTITUTION LIENS

Sec. 1. Definitions
In this article:
(1) “Department” means the Texas Department of Motor Ve-
hicles.
(2) “Motor vehicle” has the meaning assigned by Chapter 501,
Transportation Code.
(3) “State” means the State of Texas and all political subdivi-
sions thereof.
(4) “Victim” means:

(A) a “close relative of a deceased victim,” “guardian of a
victim,” or “victim,” as those terms are defined by Article
56.01 of this code; or
(B) an individual who suffers damages as a result of another
committing an offense under Section 38.04, Penal Code, in
which the defendant used a motor vehicle while the defen-
dant was in flight.

(5) “Personal property” means any property other than real
property including all tangible and intangible types of prop-
erty and including but not limited to copyrights, book rights,
movie rights, patents, and trademarks acquired by the defen-
dant prior to, during, and after conviction.
Sec. 2. Lien Established
(a) The victim of a criminal offense has a restitution lien to se-
cure the amount of restitution to which the victim is entitled
under the order of a court in a criminal case.
(b) The state also has a restitution lien to secure the:

(1) amount of fines or costs entered against a defendant in
the judgment in a felony criminal case;
(2) amount of reimbursement for costs of:

(A) confinement ordered under Article 42.038; or
(B) notice provided under Article 62.056 or 62.201; and

(3) amount of damages incurred by the state as a result of
the commission of an offense under Section 38.04, Penal
Code, in which the defendant used a motor vehicle while
the defendant was in flight.

Sec. 3. Perfection
(a) Except as provided by this section, a restitution lien at-

taches and is perfected when an affidavit to perfect the lien is
filed in accordance with this article.
(b) If a lien established under this article is attached to a motor
vehicle, the lien must be perfected in the manner provided by
Chapter 501, Transportation Code, and the court that entered
the order of restitution giving rise to the lien shall include in the
order a requirement that the defendant surrender to the court
evidence of current legal ownership of the motor vehicle and
the title, if applicable, against which the lien attaches. A lien
against a motor vehicle as provided by this article is not per-
fected until the defendant’s title to the vehicle has been surren-
dered to the court and the department has issued a subsequent
title that discloses on its face the fact that the vehicle is subject
to a restitution lien established as provided by this article.
Sec. 4. Judgment Required
An affidavit to perfect a restitution lien may not be filed under
this article until a court has ordered restitution or entered a
judgment requiring the defendant to pay a fine or costs.
Sec. 5. Persons Who May File
The following persons may file an affidavit to perfect a restitu-
tion lien:
(1) the attorney representing the state in a criminal case in which
a victim is determined by the court to be entitled to restitution
or in which a defendant is ordered to pay fines or costs; or
(2) a victim in a criminal case determined by the court to be
entitled to restitution.
Sec. 6. Affidavit
An affidavit to perfect a restitution lien must be signed by the at-
torney representing the state or a magistrate and must contain:
(1) the name and date of birth of the defendant whose prop-
erty or other interests are subject to the lien;
(2) the residence or principal place of business of the person
named in the lien, if known;
(3) the criminal proceeding giving rise to the lien, including
the name of the court, the name of the case, and the court’s file
number for the case;
(4) the name and address of the attorney representing the state
and the name of the person entitled to restitution;
(5) a statement that the notice is being filed under this article;
(6) the amount of restitution and the amount of fines and
costs the defendant has been ordered to pay by the court;
(7) a statement that the amount of restitution owed at any one
time may be less than the original balance and that the out-
standing balance is reflected in the records of the clerk of the
court hearing the criminal proceeding giving rise to the lien; and
(8) the vehicle description and vehicle identification number.
Sec. 7. Filing
(a) An affidavit to perfect a restitution lien may be filed with:

(1) the secretary of state;
(2) the department in the manner provided by Chapter
501, Transportation Code; or
(3) the county clerk of the county in which:

(A) the crime was committed;
(B) the defendant resides; or
(C) the property is located.

(b) The uniform fee for filing and indexing and for stamping
a copy furnished by the state or victim to show the date and
place of filing is $5.
(c) The secretary of state shall deposit the filing fee in the state
treasury to the credit of the statutory filing fund solely to de-
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fray the costs of administration of this section. The depart-
ment shall deposit the filing fee in the state treasury to the
credit of the state highway fund to be used solely to defray the
costs of administering this section.
(d) The county clerk shall immediately record the restitution
lien in the judgment records of the county. The clerk shall note
in the records the date and hour the lien is received.
(e) The secretary of state shall immediately file the restitution
lien in the security interest and financing statement records of
the secretary of state. The secretary of state shall note in the
records the date and hour the lien is received.
(f ) The department shall immediately file the restitution lien
in the motor vehicle records of the department. The depart-
ment shall note in the records the date and hour the lien is re-
ceived.
(g) When a restitution lien is filed, the county clerk or secre-
tary of state shall enter the restitution lien in an alphabetical
index to the records in which the lien is filed showing:

(1) the name of the person entitled to restitution;
(2) the name of the defendant obligated to pay restitution,
fines, or costs;
(3) the amount of the lien; and
(4) the name of the court that ordered restitution.

(h) A person who files an affidavit to perfect a restitution lien
under this article shall notify in writing the clerk of the court
entering the judgment creating the lien of all officers or enti-
ties with which the affidavit was filed.
Sec. 8. Subject Property
A restitution lien extends to:
(1) any interest of the defendant in real property whether then
owned or after-acquired located in a county in which the lien
is perfected by the filing of an affidavit with the county clerk;
(2) any interest of the defendant in tangible or intangible per-
sonal property whether then owned or after-acquired other
than a motor vehicle if the lien is perfected by the filing of the
affidavit with the secretary of state; or
(3) any interest of the defendant in a motor vehicle whether
then owned or after-acquired if the lien is perfected by the fil-
ing of the affidavit with the department.
Sec. 9. Priority
The perfection of a restitution lien under this article is notice
of the claim to all persons dealing with the defendant or the
property identified in the affidavit perfecting the lien. Without
regard to whether perfected before or after the perfection of a
restitution lien filed and perfected under this article, a per-
fected real estate mortgage lien, a vendor’s lien, a purchase
money security interest, a chattel paper security interest, a lien
on a motor vehicle perfected as provided by Chapter 501,
Transportation Code, or a worker’s lien perfected in the man-
ner provided by law is superior and prior to a restitution lien
filed and perfected under this article. Except as provided by
this article, a perfected lien in favor of a victim is superior and
prior to a lien perfected by the state under this article, and the
perfected lien in favor of the state is superior and prior to the
claim or interest of any other person, other than:
(1) a person who acquires a valid lien or security interest per-
fected before the perfection of the restitution lien;
(2) a bona fide purchaser who acquires an interest in the prop-
erty, if personal property, before the filing of the restitution
lien, to the extent that the purchaser gives value; or

(3) a bona fide purchaser for value who acquires and files for
record an interest in the property, if real property, before the
perfection of the restitution lien.
Sec. 10. Payment
The clerk receiving a payment from a defendant ordered to pay
restitution shall make payments to the person having an inter-
est in the restitution lien on a schedule of not less than quar-
terly payments as determined by the clerk or agency.
Sec. 11. Foreclosure
If a defendant fails to timely make a payment required by the
order of the court entering the judgment creating the restitution
lien, the person having an interest in the lien may file suit in a
court of competent jurisdiction to foreclose the lien. If the de-
fendant cures the default on or before the 20th day after the date
the suit is filed and pays the person who files the suit costs of
court and reasonable attorney’s fees, the court may dismiss the
suit without prejudice to the person. The person may refile the
suit against the defendant if the defendant subsequently defaults.
Sec. 12. Expiration; Records
(a) A restitution lien expires on the 10th anniversary of the date
the lien was filed or on the date the defendant satisfies the judg-
ment creating the lien, whichever occurs first. The person hav-
ing an interest in the lien may refile the lien before the date the
lien expires. A lien that is refiled expires on the 10th anniver-
sary of the date the lien was refiled or the date the defendant
satisfies the judgment creating the lien, whichever occurs first.
(b) Failure to execute or foreclose the restitution lien does not
cause dormancy of the lien.
(c) The clerk of the court entering the judgment creating the
restitution lien shall maintain a record of the outstanding bal-
ance of restitution, fines, or costs owed. If the defendant satisfies
the judgment, the clerk shall immediately execute and file for
record a release of the restitution lien with all officers or entities
with which the affidavit perfecting the lien was filed, as indi-
cated by the notice received by the clerk under Section 7(h) of
this article, unless a release was executed and filed by the person
who filed the affidavit to perfect the lien.
(d) A partial release of a lien as to specific property may be exe-
cuted by the attorney representing the state or a magistrate who
signs an affidavit described by Section 6 of this article on pay-
ment of a sum determined to represent the defendant’s interest
in any property to which the lien may attach.

ART.  42.23.  NOTIFICATION OF COURT OF

FAMILY VIOLENCE CONVICTION

(a) In this article, “family violence” has the meaning assigned
by Section 71.004, Family Code.
(b) If the attorney representing the state in a criminal case in-
volving family violence learns that the defendant is subject to the
jurisdiction of another court relating to an order that provides
for the appointment of a conservator or that sets the terms and
conditions of conservatorship or for possession of or access to a
child, the attorney representing the state shall notify the court in
which the defendant is being tried of the existence of the order
and the identity of the court of continuing jurisdiction.
(c) On the conviction or entry of an order deferring adjudica-
tion of a defendant for an offense involving family violence,
the convicting court or the court entering the order shall no-
tify the court of continuing jurisdiction of the conviction or
deferred adjudication.
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ART.  42.24.  PROHIBITING CONTACT WITH

VICTIM

If a defendant’s sentence includes a term of confinement or im-
prisonment, the convicting court may, as part of the sentence,
prohibit the defendant from contacting, during the term of the
defendant’s confinement or imprisonment, the victim of the
offense of which the defendant is convicted or a member of the
victim’s family.

CHAPTER 43.  EXECUTION OF
JUDGMENT

ART.  43.01.  DISCHARGING JUDGMENT FOR FINE

(a) When the sentence against an individual defendant is for
fine and costs, he shall be discharged from the same:

(1) when the amount thereof has been fully paid;
(2) when remitted by the proper authority;
(3) when he has remained in custody for the time required
by law to satisfy the amount thereof; or
(4) when the defendant has discharged the amount of fines
and costs in any other manner permitted by this code.

(b) When the sentence against a defendant corporation or as-
sociation is for fine and costs, it shall be discharged from same:

(1) when the amount thereof has been fully paid;
(2) when the execution against the corporation or associa-
tion has been fully satisfied; or
(3) when the judgment has been fully satisfied in any other
manner.

ART.  43.015.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Capias” means a writ that is:

(A) issued by a court having jurisdiction of a case after judg-
ment and sentence; and
(B) directed “To any peace officer of the State of Texas” and
commanding the officer to arrest a person convicted of an
offense and bring the arrested person before that court im-
mediately or on a day or at a term stated in the writ.

(2) “Capias pro fine” means a writ that is:
(A) issued by a court having jurisdiction of a case after judg-
ment and sentence for unpaid fines and costs; and
(B) directed “To any peace officer of the State of Texas” and
commanding the officer to arrest a person convicted of an
offense and bring the arrested person before that court im-
mediately.

ART.  43.02.  PAYABLE IN MONEY

All recognizances, bail bonds, and undertakings of any kind,
whereby a party becomes bound to pay money to the State, and
all fines and forfeitures of a pecuniary character, shall be col-
lected in the lawful money of the United States only.

ART.  43.021.  CAPIAS OR CAPIAS PRO FINE IN

ELECTRONIC FORM

A capias or capias pro fine may be issued in electronic form.

ART.  43.03.  PAYMENT OF FINE

(a) If a defendant is sentenced to pay a fine or costs or both and
the defendant defaults in payment, the court after a hearing
under Subsection (d) of this article may order the defendant

confined in jail until discharged as provided by law, may order
the defendant to discharge the fines and costs in any other
manner provided by Article 43.09 of this code, or may waive
payment of the fines and costs as provided by Article 43.091.
A certified copy of the judgment, sentence, and order is suffi-
cient to authorize confinement under this subsection.
(b) A term of confinement for default in payment of fine or
costs or both may not exceed the maximum term of confine-
ment authorized for the offense for which the defendant was
sentenced to pay the fine or costs or both. If a court orders a
term of confinement for default in payment of fines or costs
under this article at a time during which a defendant is serving
another term of confinement for default or is serving a term of
confinement for conviction of an offense, the term of confine-
ment for default runs concurrently with the other term of con-
finement, unless the court orders the terms to run
consecutively under Article 42.08 of this code.
(c) If a defendant is sentenced both to confinement and to pay
a fine or costs or both, and he defaults in payment of either, a
term of confinement for the default, when combined with the
term of confinement already assessed, may not exceed the max-
imum term of confinement authorized for the offense for
which the defendant was sentenced.
(d) A court may not order a defendant confined under Sub-
section (a) of this article unless the court at a hearing makes a
written determination that:

(1) the defendant is not indigent and has failed to make a
good faith effort to discharge the fines and costs; or 
(2) the defendant is indigent and:

(A) has failed to make a good faith effort to discharge
the fines and costs under Article 43.09(f ); and
(B) could have discharged the fines and costs under Ar-
ticle 43.09 without experiencing any undue hardship.

(e) This article does not apply to a court governed by Chapter 45.
(f) For purposes of a hearing described by Subsection (d), a de-
fendant may be brought before the court in person or by means
of an electronic broadcast system through which an image of the
defendant is presented to the court. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, “electronic broadcast system” means a two-way electronic
communication of image and sound between the defendant and
the court and includes secure Internet videoconferencing.

ART.  43.04.  IF DEFENDANT IS ABSENT

When a judgment and sentence have been rendered against a
defendant in the defendant’s absence, the court may order a
capias issued for the defendant’s arrest. The sheriff shall execute
the capias by bringing the defendant before the court or by
placing the defendant in jail until the defendant can be
brought before the court.

ART.  43.05.  CAPIAS PRO FINE SHALL RECITE

(a) A capias pro fine issued for the arrest and commitment of
a defendant convicted of a misdemeanor or felony, or found in
contempt, the penalty for which includes a fine, shall recite
the judgment and sentence and command a peace officer to
immediately bring the defendant before the court.
(b) A capias pro fine authorizes a peace officer to place the de-
fendant in jail until the business day following the date of the
defendant’s arrest if the defendant cannot be brought before
the court immediately.
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Subsection (c) as enacted by SB 873, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(c) If the court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable, the
arresting officer may, in lieu of placing the defendant in jail,
take the defendant to: 

(1) another court in the same county with jurisdiction over
Class A and Class B misdemeanors or a county criminal law
magistrate court in the same county, if the court that issued
the capias pro fine was a county court or a statutory county
court with Class A and Class B misdemeanor jurisdiction; or 
(2) another court in the same county with jurisdiction over
felony cases or a county criminal law magistrate court in the
same county, if the court that issued the capias pro fine was
a district court with felony jurisdiction.

Subsection (c) as enacted by SB 1139, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(c) If the court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable, the
arresting officer may take the defendant to one of the follow-
ing locations in lieu of placing the defendant in jail:

(1) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a county
court or a statutory county court with Class A and Class B
misdemeanor jurisdiction, to another court in the same
county with concurrent jurisdiction over Class A and Class
B misdemeanors or to a county criminal law magistrate in
the same county; or
(2) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a district
court with felony jurisdiction, to another court in the same
county with concurrent jurisdiction over felony cases or to
a county criminal law magistrate in the same county.

Addition of two different versions of (c) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(SB 873, §1 and SB 1139, §9.01).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 873 and SB 1139 create non-jail options for an officer who
has arrested someone on a capias pro fine when the court issu-
ing the capias is unavailable. Both bills allow an officer in that
situation to take the defendant to another court with similar ju-
risdiction for the purpose of discharging any outstanding obliga-
tions. The language authorizing this practice is different in each
bill, but either version should work until the legislative drafters
can fix things. See Art. 45.045 for similar changes in Class C
misdemeanor cases.

ART.  43.06.  CAPIAS OR CAPIAS PRO FINE MAY

ISSUE TO ANY COUNTY

A capias or capias pro fine may be issued to any county in the
State, and shall be executed and returned as in other cases, but
no bail shall be taken in such cases.

ART.  43.07.  EXECUTION FOR FINE AND COSTS

In each case of pecuniary fine, an execution may issue for the
fine and costs, though a capias pro fine was issued for the de-
fendant; and a capias pro fine may issue for the defendant
though an execution was issued against the defendant’s prop-
erty. The execution shall be collected and returned as in civil
actions. When the execution has been collected, the defendant
shall be at once discharged; and whenever the fine and costs
have been legally discharged in any way, the execution shall be
returned satisfied.

ART.  43.08.  FURTHER ENFORCEMENT OF

JUDGMENT

When a defendant has been committed to jail in default of the
fine and costs adjudged against him, the further enforcement
of such judgment and sentence shall be in accordance with the
provisions of this Code.

ART.  43.09.  FINE DISCHARGED

(a) When a defendant is convicted of a misdemeanor and his
punishment is assessed at a pecuniary fine or is confined in a jail
after conviction of a felony for which a fine is imposed, if he is
unable to pay the fine and costs adjudged against him, he may
for such time as will satisfy the judgment be put to work in the
county jail industries program, in the workhouse, or on the
county farm, or public improvements and maintenance pro-
jects of the county or political subdivision located in whole or
in part in the county, as provided in the succeeding article; or if
there be no such county jail industries program, workhouse,
farm, or improvements and maintenance projects, he shall be
confined in jail for a sufficient length of time to discharge the
full amount of fine and costs adjudged against him; rating such
confinement at $50 for each day and rating such labor at $50
for each day; provided, however, that the defendant may pay
the pecuniary fine assessed against him at any time while he is
serving at work in the county jail industries program, in the
workhouse, or on the county farm, or on the public improve-
ments and maintenance projects of the county or a political
subdivision located in whole or in part in the county, or while
he is serving his jail sentence, and in such instances he shall be
entitled to the credit he has earned under this subsection dur-
ing the time that he has served and he shall only be required to
pay his balance of the pecuniary fine assessed against him. A de-
fendant who performs labor under this article during a day in
which he is confined is entitled to both the credit for confine-
ment and the credit for labor provided by this article.
(b) In its discretion, the court may order that for each day’s con-
finement served by a defendant under this article, the defendant
receive credit toward payment of the pecuniary fine and credit
toward payment of costs adjudged against the defendant. Addi-
tionally, the court may order that the defendant receive credit
under this article for each day’s confinement served by the de-
fendant as punishment for the offense.
(c) In its discretion, the court may order that a defendant serving
concurrent, but not consecutive, sentences for two or more mis-
demeanors may, for each day served, receive credit toward the sat-
isfaction of costs and fines imposed for each separate offense.
(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, in its
discretion, the court or the sheriff of the county may grant an
additional two days credit for each day served to any inmate
participating in an approved work program under this article
or a rehabilitation, restitution, or education program.
(e) A court in a county that operates an electronic monitoring
program or contracts with a private vendor to operate an elec-
tronic monitoring program under Section 351.904, Local
Government Code, or that is served by a community supervi-
sion and corrections department that operates an electronic
monitoring program approved by the community justice assis-
tance division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice,
may require a defendant who is unable to pay a fine or costs to
discharge all or part of the fine or costs by participating in the
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program. A defendant who participates in an electronic moni-
toring program under this subsection discharges fines and
costs in the same manner as if the defendant were confined in
county jail.
(f ) A court may require a defendant who is unable to pay a fine
or costs to discharge all or part of the fine or costs by per-
forming community service.
(g) In its order requiring a defendant to participate in com-
munity service work under Subsection (f ) of this article, the
court must specify:

(1) the number of hours the defendant is required to work;
and
(2) whether the community supervision and corrections de-
partment or a court-related services office will perform the
administrative duties required by the placement of the de-
fendant in the community service program.

(h) The court may order the defendant to perform community
service work under Subsection (f ) of this article only for a gov-
ernmental entity or a nonprofit organization that provides ser-
vices to the general public that enhance social welfare and the
general well-being of the community. A governmental entity
or nonprofit organization that accepts a defendant under Sub-
section (f ) of this article to perform community service must
agree to supervise the defendant in the performance of the de-
fendant’s work and report on the defendant’s work to the dis-
trict probation department or court-related services office.
(i) The court may require bail of a defendant to ensure the de-
fendant’s faithful performance of community service under
Subsection (f ) of this article and may attach conditions to the
bail as it determines are proper.
(j) A court may not order a defendant to perform more than 16
hours per week of community service under Subsection (f) of this
article unless the court determines that requiring the defendant
to work additional hours does not work a hardship on the de-
fendant or the defendant’s dependents.
(k) A defendant is considered to have discharged $100 of fines
or costs for each eight hours of community service performed
under Subsection (f ) of this article.
(l) A sheriff, employee of a sheriff ’s department, county com-
missioner, county employee, county judge, an employee of a
community corrections and supervision department, restitu-
tion center, or officer or employee of a political subdivision
other than a county is not liable for damages arising from an
act or failure to act in connection with manual labor per-
formed by an inmate pursuant to this article if the act or fail-
ure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to confinement or other court
order; and
(2) was not intentional, wilfully or wantonly negligent, or
performed with conscious indifference or reckless disregard
for the safety of others.

(m) Repealed
(n) This article does not apply to a court governed by Chapter 45.

ART.  43.091.  WAIVER OF PAYMENT OF FINES

AND COSTS FOR INDIGENT DEFENDANTS AND

CHILDREN

A court may waive payment of a fine or cost imposed on a de-
fendant who defaults in payment if the court determines that:
(1) the defendant is indigent or was, at the time the offense

was committed, a child as defined by Article 45.058(h); and
(2) each alternative method of discharging the fine or cost
under Article 43.09 or 42.15 would impose an undue hardship
on the defendant.

ART.  43.10.  MANUAL LABOR

Where the punishment assessed in a conviction for a misde-
meanor is confinement in jail for more than one day or is only
a pecuniary fine and the defendant is unable to pay the fine
and costs adjudged against the defendant, or where the defen-
dant is sentenced to jail for a felony or is confined in jail after
conviction of a felony, the defendant shall be required to work
in the county jail industries program or shall be required to do
manual labor in accordance with the following rules and regu-
lations:
1. Each commissioners court may provide for the erection of a
workhouse and the establishment of a county farm in connec-
tion therewith for the purpose of utilizing the labor of defen-
dants under this article;
2. Such farms and workhouses shall be under the control and
management of the sheriff, and the sheriff may adopt such
rules and regulations not inconsistent with the rules and regu-
lations of the Commission on Jail Standards and with the laws
as the sheriff deems necessary;
3. Such overseers and guards may be employed by the sheriff
under the authority of the commissioners court as may be neces-
sary to prevent escapes and to enforce such labor, and they shall
be paid out of the county treasury such compensation as the
commissioners court may prescribe;
4. They shall be put to labor upon public works and mainte-
nance projects, including public works and maintenance pro-
jects for a political subdivision located in whole or in part in the
county. They may be put to labor upon maintenance projects
for a cemetery that the commissioners court uses public funds,
county employees, or county equipment to maintain under
Section 713.028, Health and Safety Code. They may also be
put to labor providing maintenance and related services to a
nonprofit organization that qualifies for a tax exemption under
Section 501(a), Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as an organi-
zation described by Section 501(c)(3) of that code, and is orga-
nized as a nonprofit corporation under the Texas Non-Profit
Corporation Act (Article 1396-1.01 et seq., Vernon’s Texas
Civil Statutes), provided that, at the sheriff ’s request, the com-
missioners court determines that the nonprofit organization
provides a public service to the county or to a political subdivi-
sion located in whole or in part in the county;
5. A defendant who from age, disease, or other physical or men-
tal disability is unable to do manual labor shall not be required
to work. The defendant’s inability to do manual labor may be
determined by a physician appointed for that purpose by the
county judge or the commissioners court, who shall be paid for
such service such compensation as said court may allow; and
6. For each day of manual labor, in addition to any other cred-
its allowed by law, a defendant is entitled to have one day de-
ducted from each sentence the defendant is serving. 

ART.  43.101.  VOLUNTARY WORK

(a) A defendant who is confined in county jail before trial,
after conviction of a misdemeanor, or after conviction of a
felony or revocation of community supervision, parole, or
mandatory supervision and awaiting transfer to the Texas De-
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partment of Criminal Justice may volunteer to participate in
any work program operated by the sheriff that uses the labor
of convicted defendants.
(b) The sheriff may accept a defendant as a volunteer under
Subsection (a) if the defendant is not awaiting trial for an of-
fense involving violence or is not awaiting transfer to the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice after conviction of a felony in-
volving violence, and if the sheriff determines that the inmate
has not engaged previously in violent conduct and does not
pose a security risk to the general public if allowed to partici-
pate in the work program.
(c) A defendant participating in a work program under this
section is not an employee for the purposes of Chapter 501 or
504, Labor Code.
(d) For each day of volunteer work, in addition to any other
credits allowed by law, the court or sheriff may deduct one day
from each sentence imposed on the defendant in relation to
the offense or violation of the terms of release for which the de-
fendant was confined in county jail.

ART.  43.11.  AUTHORITY FOR CONFINEMENT

When, by the judgment and sentence of the court, a defendant
is to be confined in jail, a certified copy of such judgment and
sentence shall be sufficient authority for the sheriff to place
such defendant in jail.

ART.  43.13.  DISCHARGE OF DEFENDANT

(a) A defendant who has remained in jail the length of time re-
quired by the judgment and sentence shall be discharged. The
sheriff shall return the copy of the judgment and sentence, or
the capias under which the defendant was imprisoned, to the
proper court, stating how it was executed.
(b) A defendant convicted of a misdemeanor and sentenced to
a term of confinement of more than 30 days discharges the de-
fendant’s sentence at any time between the hours of 6 a.m. and
7 p.m. on the day of discharge.

ART.  43.131.  IMMUNITIES

(a) An individual listed in Subsection (c) of this article and the
governmental entity that the individual serves as an officer or
employee are not liable for damages arising from an act or fail-
ure to act by the individual or governmental entity in connec-
tion with a community service program or work program
established under this chapter if the act or failure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to a court order or was other-
wise performed in an official capacity; and
(2) was not performed with conscious indifference for the
safety of others.

(b) Chapter 101, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, does not
apply to a claim based on an act or a failure to act of an indi-
vidual listed in Subsection (c) of this article or a governmental
entity the officer serves as an officer or employee if the act or
failure to act is in connection with a program described by
Subsection (a) of this article.
(c) This article applies to:

(1) a director or employee of a community supervision and
corrections department or a community corrections facility;
(2) a sheriff or employee of a sheriff ’s department;
(3) a county judge, county commissioner, or county em-
ployee;
(4) an officer or employee of a state agency; or

(5) an officer or employee of a political subdivision other
than a county.

ART.  43.14.  EXECUTION OF CONVICT:
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION [CONVICT]

(a) Whenever the sentence of death is pronounced against a
convict, the sentence shall be executed at any time after the
hour of 6 p.m. on the day set for the execution, by intravenous
injection of a substance or substances in a lethal quantity suf-
ficient to cause death and until such convict is dead, such exe-
cution procedure to be determined and supervised by the
director of the correctional institutions division of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice.
(b) The name, address, and other identifying information of
the following is confidential and excepted from disclosure
under Section 552.021, Government Code:

(1) any person who participates in an execution procedure
described by Subsection (a), including a person who uses,
supplies, or administers a substance during the execution;
and
(2) any person or entity that manufactures, transports, tests,
procures, compounds, prescribes, dispenses, or provides a
substance or supplies used in an execution.

Addition of (b) and amendment of title effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1697, §2). Section 3 of SB 1697 provides: “The changes in law
made by this Act apply only to a request for information that is re-
ceived by a governmental body or an officer for public information
on or after the effective date of this Act. A request for information
that was received before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the request was received, and the
former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  43.141.  SCHEDULING OF EXECUTION

DATE;  WITHDRAWAL;  MODIFICATION

(a) If an initial application under Article 11.071 is timely filed,
the convicting court may not set an execution date before:

(1) the court of criminal appeals denies relief; or
(2) if the case is filed and set for submission, the court of
criminal appeals issues a mandate.

(b) If an original application is not timely filed under Article
11.071 or good cause is not shown for an untimely application
under Article 11.071, the convicting court may set an execu-
tion date.
(b-1) Not later than the second business day after the date on
which the convicting court enters an order setting the execu-
tion date, a copy of the order must be sent by first-class mail,
e-mail, or fax to:

(1) the attorney who represented the condemned person in
the most recently concluded stage of a state or federal post-
conviction proceeding; and
(2) the office of capital writs established under Subchapter
B, Chapter 78, Government Code.

(b-2) The exclusive remedy for a failure to comply with Sub-
section (b-1) is the resetting of the execution date under this
article. 
(c) An [The first] execution date may not be earlier than the
91st day after the date the convicting court enters the order
setting the execution date. [A subsequent execution date may
not be earlier than the 31st day after the date the convicting
court enters the order setting the execution date.]
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(d) The convicting court may modify or withdraw the order of
the court setting a date for execution in a death penalty case if the
court determines that additional proceedings are necessary on:

(1) a subsequent or untimely application for a writ of
habeas corpus filed under Article 11.071; or
(2) a motion for forensic testing of DNA evidence submit-
ted under Chapter 64.

(e) If the convicting court withdraws the order of the court set-
ting the execution date, the court shall recall the warrant of ex-
ecution. If the court modifies the order of the court setting the
execution date, the court shall recall the previous warrant of
execution, and the clerk of the court shall issue a new warrant.

Amendment of (c) and addition of (b-1) & (b-2) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (SB 1071, §1). Section 3(a) of SB 1071 provides: “Article
43.141, Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended by this Act, ap-
plies only to an order entered on or after the effective date of this
Act. An order entered before the effective date of this Act is gov-
erned by the law in effect on the date the order was entered, and
the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  43.15.  WARRANT OF EXECUTION

(a) Whenever any person is sentenced to death, the clerk of the
court in which the sentence is pronounced[,] shall, not later
than the 10th day [within ten days] after the court enters its
order setting the date for execution, issue a warrant under the
seal of the court for the execution of the sentence of death,
which shall recite the fact of conviction, setting forth specifi-
cally the offense, the judgment of the court, and the time fixed
for the [his] execution, and which shall be directed to the di-
rector of the correctional institutions division of the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice [Director of the Department of
Corrections] at Huntsville, Texas, commanding the director
[him] to proceed, at the time and place named in the order of
execution, to carry the same into execution, as provided in [the
preceding] Article 43.14, and shall deliver such warrant to the
sheriff of the county in which such judgment of conviction
was had, to be [by him] delivered by the sheriff to the director
[said Director of the Department of Corrections], together
with the condemned person if the person [he] has not previ-
ously been so delivered.
(b) At the time the warrant is issued under Subsection (a), the
clerk of the court shall send a copy of the warrant to:

(1) the attorney who represented the condemned person in
the most recently concluded stage of a state or federal post-
conviction proceeding;
(2) the attorney representing the state; and
(3) the office of capital writs established under Subchapter
B, Chapter 78, Government Code.

Amendment of (a) and addition of (b) effective Sept 1, 2015 (SB
1071, §2). Section 3(b) of SB 1071 provides: “Article 43.15,
Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended by this Act, applies only
to a warrant issued on or after the effective date of this Act. A
warrant issued before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the warrant was issued, and the
former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  43.16.  TAKEN TO DEPARTMENT OF

CORRECTIONS

Immediately upon the receipt of such warrant, the sheriff shall

transport such condemned person to the Director of the De-
partment of Corrections, if he has not already been so deliv-
ered, and shall deliver him and the warrant aforesaid into the
hands of the Director of the Department of Corrections and
shall take from the Director of the Department of Corrections
his receipt for such person and such warrant, which receipt the
sheriff shall return to the office of the clerk of the court where
the judgment of death was rendered. For his services, the sher-
iff shall be entitled to the same compensation as is now allowed
by law to sheriffs for removing or conveying prisoners under
the provisions of Section 4 of Article 1029 or 1030 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure of 1925, as amended.

ART.  43.17.  VIS ITORS

Upon the receipt of such condemned person by the Director of
the Department of Corrections, the condemned person shall
be confined therein until the time for his or her execution ar-
rives, and while so confined, all persons outside of said prison
shall be denied access to him or her, except his or her physician,
lawyer, and clergyperson, who shall be admitted to see him or
her when necessary for his or her health or for the transaction
of business, and the relatives and friends of the condemned
person, who shall be admitted to see and converse with him or
her at all proper times, under such reasonable rules and regula-
tions as may be made by the Board of Directors of the Depart-
ment of Corrections.

ART.  43.18.  EXECUTIONER

The director of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
shall designate an executioner to carry out the death penalty
provided by law.

ART.  43.19.  PLACE OF EXECUTION

The execution shall take place at a location designated by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice in a room arranged for
that purpose.

ART.  43.20.  PRESENT AT EXECUTION

The following persons may be present at the execution: the ex-
ecutioner, and such persons as may be necessary to assist him in
conducting the execution; the Board of Directors of the De-
partment of Corrections, two physicians, including the prison
physician, the spiritual advisor of the condemned, the chaplains
of the Department of Corrections, the county judge and sher-
iff of the county in which the Department of Corrections is sit-
uated, and any of the relatives or friends of the condemned
person that he may request, not exceeding five in number, shall
be admitted. No convict shall be permitted by the prison au-
thorities to witness the execution.

ART.  43.21.  ESCAPE AFTER SENTENCE

If the condemned escape after sentence and before his delivery
to the Director of the Department of Corrections, and be not
rearrested until after the time fixed for execution, any person
may arrest and commit him to the jail of the county in which
he was sentenced; and thereupon the court by whom the con-
demned was sentenced; either in term-time or vacation, on no-
tice of such arrest being given by the sheriff, shall again appoint
a time for the execution, not less than thirty days from such ap-
pointment, which appointment shall be by the clerk of said
court immediately certified to the Director of the Department
of Corrections and such clerk shall place such certificate in the
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hands of the sheriff, who shall deliver the same, together with
the warrant aforesaid and the condemned person to the Direc-
tor of the Department of Corrections, who shall receipt to the
sheriff for the same and proceed at the appointed time to carry
the sentence of death into execution as hereinabove provided.

ART.  43.22.  ESCAPE FROM DEPARTMENT OF

CORRECTIONS

If the condemned person escapes after his delivery to the Di-
rector of the Department of Corrections, and is not retaken be-
fore the time appointed for his execution, any person may
arrest and commit him to the Director of the Department of
Corrections whereupon the Director of the Department of
Corrections shall certify the fact of his escape and recapture to
the court in which sentence was passed; and the court, either
in term-time or vacation, shall again appoint a time for the ex-
ecution which shall not be less than thirty days from the date
of such appointment; and thereupon the clerk of such court
shall certify such appointment to the Director of the Depart-
ment of Corrections, who shall proceed at the time so ap-
pointed to execute the condemned, as hereinabove provided.
The sheriff or other officer or other person performing any ser-
vice under this and the preceding Article shall receive the same
compensation as is provided for similar services under the pro-
visions of Articles 1029 or 1030 of the Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure of 1925, as amended. If for any reason execution is
delayed beyond the date set, then the court which originally
sentenced the defendant may set a later date for execution.

ART.  43.23.  RETURN OF DIRECTOR

When the execution of sentence is suspended or respited to an-
other date, same shall be noted on the warrant and on the ar-
rival of such date, the Director of the Department of
Corrections shall proceed with such execution; and in case of
death of any condemned person before the time for his execu-
tion arrives, or if he should be pardoned or his sentence com-
muted by the Governor, no execution shall be had; but in such
cases, as well as when the sentence is executed, the Director of
the Department of Corrections shall return the warrant and
certificate with a statement of any such act and his proceedings
endorsed thereon, together with a statement showing what dis-
position was made of the dead body of the convict, to the clerk
of the court in which the sentence was passed, who shall record
the warrant and return in the minutes of the court.

ART.  43.24.  TREATMENT OF CONDEMNED

No torture, or ill treatment, or unnecessary pain, shall be in-
flicted upon a prisoner to be executed under the sentence of
the law.

ART.  43.25.  BODY OF CONVICT

The body of a convict who has been legally executed shall be
embalmed immediately and so directed by the Director of the
Department of Corrections. If the body is not demanded or re-
quested by a relative or bona fide friend within forty-eight
hours after execution then it shall be delivered to the Anatom-
ical Board of the State of Texas, if requested by the Board. If
the body is requested by a relative, bona fide friend, or the
Anatomical Board of the State of Texas, such recipient shall
pay a fee of not to exceed twenty-five dollars to the mortician
for his services in embalming the body for which the mortician

shall issue to the recipient a written receipt. When such receipt
is delivered to the Director of the Department of Corrections,
the body of the deceased shall be delivered to the party named
in the receipt or his authorized agent. If the body is not deliv-
ered to a relative, bona fide friend, or the Anatomical Board of
the State of Texas, the Director of the Department of Correc-
tions shall cause the body to be decently buried, and the fee for
embalming shall be paid by the county in which the indict-
ment which resulted in conviction was found.

ART.  43.26.  PREVENTING RESCUE

The sheriff may, when he supposes there will be a necessity,
order such number of citizens of his county, or request any
military or militia company, to aid in preventing the rescue of
a prisoner.

ART.  43.27.  TIMOTHY COLE EXONERATION

REVIEW COMMISS ION

Sec. 1. Creation. The Timothy Cole Exoneration Review
Commission is created.
Sec. 2. Composition. (a) The commission is composed of the
following 11 members:

(1) a member appointed by the governor;
(2) the chair of the Senate Committee on Criminal Justice;
(3) the chair of the Senate Committee on State Affairs;
(4) the chair of the House Committee on Criminal Ju-
risprudence;
(5) the chair of the House Committee on Judiciary and
Civil Jurisprudence;
(6) a member appointed by the chair of the Texas Judicial
Council;
(7) the presiding officer of the Texas Commission on Law
Enforcement, or a member or employee of the Texas Com-
mission on Law Enforcement appointed by the presiding
officer;
(8) the presiding officer of the Texas Indigent Defense
Commission, or a member or employee of the Texas Indi-
gent Defense Commission appointed by the presiding offi-
cer;
(9) the presiding officer of the Texas Forensic Science Com-
mission, or a member or employee of the Texas Forensic
Science Commission who has significant experience in the
field of forensic science appointed by the presiding officer;
(10) the president of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association, or the president’s designee; and
(11) the chairman of the board of the Texas District and
County Attorneys Association, or the chairman’s designee.

(b) A person appointed under this section may not, while serv-
ing on the commission, be an active judge, as that term is de-
fined by Section 74.041, Government Code.
(c) The following persons serve as advisory members to the
commission:

(1) the director of the Texas Center for Actual Innocence at
The University of Texas School of Law;
(2) the director of the Texas Innocence Network at the Uni-
versity of Houston Law Center;
(3) the executive director of the Innocence Project of Texas;
and
(4) the executive director of the Innocence Project at Thur-
good Marshall School of Law.
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Sec. 3. Terms; Vacancies. (a) A member of the commission
serves until the commission is dissolved.
(b) The presiding officer of the commission shall be elected by
the members of the commission.
(c) A vacancy on the commission is filled in the same manner
as the original appointment.
(d) The presiding officer may appoint committees from the
membership of the commission as needed to organize the
commission or to perform the duties of the commission.
Sec. 4. Administrative Attachment. (a) The commission ex-
ists under the Texas Judicial Council created under Chapter
71, Government Code. The commission operates indepen-
dently of the Texas Judicial Council.
(b) The commission is administratively attached to the Office
of Court Administration of the Texas Judicial System.
(c) Notwithstanding any other law, and subject to available
funding, the Office of Court Administration of the Texas Ju-
dicial System shall:

(1) provide administrative assistance and services to the
commission;
(2) accept, deposit, and disburse money made available to
the commission; and
(3) provide the commission with adequate computer equip-
ment and support.

Sec. 5. Meetings. (a) The commission may hold its hearing
and meetings and other proceedings at a time and in a manner
determined by the commission, but shall meet in Austin at
least annually. The commission shall hold its first meeting on
or before October 31, 2015.
(b) The commission shall conduct one public hearing. Advi-
sory members may participate in the public hearing of the
commission but do not count toward a quorum and are not
entitled to vote on matters before the commission.
(c) Six members of the commission constitute a quorum. The
commission may act only on the concurrence of six or more
members. The commission may issue a report under Section 9
only on the concurrence of seven members.
(d) Subject to the availability of funds, a member of the com-
mission is entitled only to reimbursement for the member’s
travel expenses as provided by Chapter 660, Government
Code, and the General Appropriations Act.
Sec. 6. Qualifications. (a) A member of the commission may
not participate in or vote on any matter before the commission
if the matter directly concerns an individual related to the
member within the second degree by affinity or consanguinity.
(b) An individual may not be a member of the commission if
the individual or individual’s spouse is required to register as a
lobbyist under Chapter 305, Government Code, because of
the individual’s activities for compensation on behalf of a pro-
fession or entity related to the operation of the commission.
Sec. 7. Grounds for Removal. (a) It is a ground for removal
from the commission that a member:

(1) if applicable, does not have at the time of appointment
the qualifications required by this article;
(2) does not maintain during service on the commission the
qualifications required by this article;
(3) violates a prohibition established by this article;
(4) is ineligible for membership under this article;
(5) cannot, because of illness or disability, discharge the
member’s duties for a substantial period; or

(6) is absent from more than half of the regularly scheduled
meetings that the member is eligible to attend during a cal-
endar year, unless the absence is excused by a majority vote
of the commission.

(b) The validity of an action of the commission is not affected
by the fact that it is taken when a ground for removal of a com-
mission member exists.
Sec. 8. Duties. (a) The commission may review and examine
all cases in this state in which an innocent defendant was con-
victed and then, on or after January 1, 2010, was exonerated
to, as applicable:

(1) identify the causes of wrongful convictions and suggest
ways to prevent future wrongful convictions and improve
the reliability and fairness of the criminal justice system;
(2) ascertain errors and defects in the laws, evidence, and
procedures applied or omitted in the defendant’s case;
(3) consider suggestions to correct the identified errors and
defects through legislation or procedural changes;
(4) identify procedures, programs, and educational or train-
ing opportunities designed to eliminate or minimize the
identified causes of wrongful convictions;
(5) collect and evaluate data and information from an ac-
tual innocence exoneration reported to the commission by
a state-funded innocence project, for inclusion in the com-
mission’s report under Section 9;
(6) identify any patterns in errors or defects in the criminal
justice system in this state that impact the pretrial, trial, ap-
pellate, or habeas review process; or
(7) consider and suggest legislative, training, or procedural
changes to correct the patterns, errors, and defects in the
criminal justice system that are identified through the work
of the commission.

(b) The commission shall consider potential implementation
plans, costs, cost savings, and the impact on the criminal jus-
tice system for each potential solution identified through the
work of the commission.
(c) The commission shall review and update the research, re-
ports, and recommendations of the Timothy Cole advisory
panel established in the 81st Regular Session and shall include
in its report under Section 9 the degree to which the panel’s
recommendations were implemented.
(d) The commission may solicit input from innocence pro-
jects, bar associations, judicial entities, law enforcement agen-
cies, prosecutor associations, public defender or criminal
defense associations, public and private universities, and advo-
cacy organizations.
Sec. 9. Report and Records. (a) The commission shall com-
pile and issue a detailed report of its findings and recommen-
dations, including any legislation or policy changes the
commission recommends to implement procedures and pro-
grams to prevent the causes and occurrence of future wrongful
convictions. The report must also describe statutory, proce-
dural, and evidentiary reforms that have already been imple-
mented in this state to prevent the causes and occurrence of
future wrongful convictions.
(b) The report may not include any recommendation regard-
ing the use of the death penalty or related procedures.
(c) The official report issued by the commission must be made
available to the public on request.
(d) Working papers and records, including all documentary or
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other information, collected, received, prepared, or main-
tained by the commission or members of the commission in
performing under this article or other law the commission’s
duties to conduct an evaluation and prepare a report, are con-
fidential and not subject to disclosure under Chapter 552,
Government Code.
(e) The commission may request that an entity of state gov-
ernment or of a political subdivision provide information re-
lated to the commission’s duties under Section 8. On the
request of the commission, an entity may provide information
to the commission unless otherwise prohibited from disclosing
that information.
(f ) Information held by an entity of state government or of a
political subdivision that is confidential and that the commis-
sion receives in connection with the performance of the com-
mission’s functions under this article or other law remains
confidential and is not subject to disclosure under Chapter
552, Government Code.
(g) In carrying out its duties, the commission may examine the
public records of an entity of state government or a political
subdivision that are provided under Subsection (e).
Sec. 10. Assistance of State-Supported Universities. The
commission may request assistance from any state-supported
university in performing the commission’s duties.
Sec. 11. Submission. The commission shall submit the report
described by Section 9 to the governor, the lieutenant governor,
the speaker of the house of representatives, the legislature, and
the Texas Judicial Council not later than December 1, 2016.
Sec. 12. Expiration. (a) This article expires December 1, 2016.
(b) The commission is dissolved on the earlier of:

(1) the date the commission submits its report; or
(2) December 1, 2016.

Enacted effective June 1, 2015 (HB 48, §1).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

HB 48 creates this article establishing the Timothy Cole Exoner-
ation Review Commission—not to be confused with the Timo-
thy Cole Advisory Panel on Wrongful Convictions (2009-10),
but certainly modeled after it. That prior entity was created in
2009 to conduct a study and prepare a report regarding the
causes of previous wrongful convictions, how to prevent future
wrongful convictions, how certain state laws contributed to
wrongful convictions, and whether the creation of a permanent
innocence commission would be appropriate. Five years later, the
Legislature created another entity named Cole (who passed away
while incarcerated in 1999). HB 48 establishes this commission
and tasks it with updating the work of the previous panel by re-
viewing exonerations occurring after Jan. 1, 2010 to identify the
main causes of those wrongful convictions and make recommen-
dations to prevent further ones. The commission must also re-
view the recommendations of the prior panel and report back to
the Legislature on which ones were implemented (short answer:
everything except a recommendation to require certain interroga-
tions to be recorded). The final report is due by Dec. 1, 2016, at
which time the commission will disband.

CHAPTER 44.  APPEAL AND WRIT OF
ERROR

ART.  44.01.  APPEAL BY STATE

(a) The state is entitled to appeal an order of a court in a crim-
inal case if the order:

(1) dismisses an indictment, information, or complaint or
any portion of an indictment, information, or complaint;
(2) arrests or modifies a judgment;
(3) grants a new trial;
(4) sustains a claim of former jeopardy; 
(5) grants a motion to suppress evidence, a confession, or
an admission, if jeopardy has not attached in the case and
if the prosecuting attorney certifies to the trial court that
the appeal is not taken for the purpose of delay and that the
evidence, confession, or admission is of substantial impor-
tance in the case; or
(6) is issued under Chapter 64.

(b) The state is entitled to appeal a sentence in a case on the
ground that the sentence is illegal.
(c) The state is entitled to appeal a ruling on a question of law
if the defendant is convicted in the case and appeals the judg-
ment.
(d) The prosecuting attorney may not make an appeal under
Subsection (a) or (b) of this article later than the 20th day after
the date on which the order, ruling, or sentence to be appealed
is entered by the court.
(e) The state is entitled to a stay in the proceedings pending the
disposition of an appeal under Subsection (a) or (b) of this article.
(f ) The court of appeals shall give precedence in its docket to an
appeal filed under Subsection (a) or (b) of this article. The state
shall pay all costs of appeal under Subsection (a) or (b) of this ar-
ticle, other than the cost of attorney’s fees for the defendant.
(g) If the state appeals pursuant to this article and the defen-
dant is on bail, he shall be permitted to remain at large on the
existing bail. If the defendant is in custody, he is entitled to
reasonable bail, as provided by law, unless the appeal is from
an order which would terminate the prosecution, in which
event the defendant is entitled to release on personal bond.
(h) The Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure apply to a petition
by the state to the Court of Criminal Appeals for review of a
decision of a court of appeals in a criminal case.
(i) In this article, “prosecuting attorney” means the county at-
torney, district attorney, or criminal district attorney who has
the primary responsibility of prosecuting cases in the court
hearing the case and does not include an assistant prosecuting
attorney.
(j) Nothing in this article is to interfere with the defendant’s
right to appeal under the procedures of Article 44.02 of this
code. The defendant’s right to appeal under Article 44.02 may
be prosecuted by the defendant where the punishment assessed
is in accordance with Subsection (a), Section 3d, Article 42.12
of this code, as well as any other punishment assessed in com-
pliance with Article 44.02 of this code.
(k) The state is entitled to appeal an order granting relief to an
applicant for a writ of habeas corpus under Article 11.072.
(l) The state is entitled to appeal an order entered under:

(1) Subchapter G or H, Chapter 62, that exempts a person
from complying with the requirements of Chapter 62; and
(2) Subchapter I, Chapter 62, that terminates a person’s
obligation to register under Chapter 62.

ART.  44.02.  DEFENDANT MAY APPEAL

A defendant in any criminal action has the right of appeal under
the rules hereinafter prescribed, provided, however, before the
defendant who has been convicted upon either his plea of guilty
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or plea of nolo contendere before the court and the court, upon
the election of the defendant, assesses punishment and the pun-
ishment does not exceed the punishment recommended by the
prosecutor and agreed to by the defendant and his attorney may
prosecute his appeal, he must have permission of the trial court,
except on those matters which have been raised by written mo-
tion filed prior to trial. This article in no way affects appeals pur-
suant to Article 44.17 of this chapter.

ART.  44.03 [REPEALED]

ART.  44.04.  BOND PENDING APPEAL

(a) Pending the determination of any motion for new trial or
the appeal from any misdemeanor conviction, the defendant is
entitled to be released on reasonable bail.
(b) The defendant may not be released on bail pending the ap-
peal from any felony conviction where the punishment equals
or exceeds 10 years confinement or where the defendant has
been convicted of an offense listed under Section 3g(a)(1), Ar-
ticle 42.12, but shall immediately be placed in custody and the
bail discharged.
(c) Pending the appeal from any felony conviction other than
a conviction described in Subsection (b) of this section, the
trial court may deny bail and commit the defendant to custody
if there then exists good cause to believe that the defendant
would not appear when his conviction became final or is likely
to commit another offense while on bail, permit the defendant
to remain at large on the existing bail, or, if not then on bail,
admit him to reasonable bail until his conviction becomes
final. The court may impose reasonable conditions on bail
pending the finality of his conviction. On a finding by the
court on a preponderance of the evidence of a violation of a
condition, the court may revoke the bail.
(d) After conviction, either pending determination of any mo-
tion for new trial or pending final determination of the appeal,
the court in which trial was had may increase or decrease the
amount of bail, as it deems proper, either upon its own motion
or the motion of the State or of the defendant.
(e) Any bail entered into after conviction and the sureties on
the bail must be approved by the court where trial was had.
Bail is sufficient if it substantially meets the requirements of
this code and may be entered into and given at any term of
court.
(f ) In no event shall the defendant and the sureties on his bond
be released from their liability on such bond or bonds until the
defendant is placed in the custody of the sheriff.
(g) The right of appeal to the Court of Appeals of this state is
expressly accorded the defendant for a review of any judgment
or order made hereunder, and said appeal shall be given pref-
erence by the appellate court.
(h) If a conviction is reversed by a decision of a Court of Ap-
peals, the defendant, if in custody, is entitled to release on rea-
sonable bail, regardless of the length of term of imprisonment,
pending final determination of an appeal by the state or the
defendant on a motion for discretionary review. If the defen-
dant requests bail before a petition for discretionary review has
been filed, the Court of Appeals shall determine the amount of
bail. If the defendant requests bail after a petition for discre-
tionary review has been filed, the Court of Criminal Appeals
shall determine the amount of bail. The sureties on the bail
must be approved by the court where the trial was had. The de-

fendant’s right to release under this subsection attaches imme-
diately on the issuance of the Court of Appeals’ final ruling as
defined by Tex. Cr. App. R. 209(c).

ART.  44.041.  CONDITIONS IN LIEU OF BOND

(a) If a defendant is confined in county jail pending appeal and
is eligible for release on bond pending appeal but is financially
unable to make bond, the court may release the defendant
without bond pending the conclusion of the appeal only if the
court determines that release under this article is reasonable
given the circumstances of the defendant’s offense and the sen-
tence imposed.
(b) A court that releases a defendant under this article must re-
quire the defendant to participate in a program under Article
42.033, 42.034, 42.035, or 42.036 during the pendency of the
appeal. A defendant required to participate in a program may
receive credit toward completion of the defendant’s sentence
while participating in the program in the same manner and to
the same extent provided by Article 42.033, 42.034, 42.035,
or 42.036, as applicable.

ART.  44.07.  RIGHT OF APPEAL NOT ABRIDGED

The right of appeal, as otherwise provided by law, shall in no
wise be abridged by any provision of this Chapter.

ART.  44.10.  SHERIFF TO REPORT ESCAPE

When any such escape occurs, the sheriff who had the prisoner
in custody shall immediately report the fact under oath to the
district or county attorney of the county in which the conviction
was had, who shall forthwith forward such report to the State
prosecuting attorney. Such report shall be sufficient evidence of
the fact of such escape to authorize the dismissal of the appeal.

ART.  44.12.  PROCEDURE AS TO BAIL PENDING

APPEAL

The amount of any bail given in any felony or misdemeanor
case to perfect an appeal from any court to the Court of Ap-
peals shall be fixed by the court in which the judgment or
order appealed from was rendered. The sufficiency of the se-
curity thereon shall be tested, and the same proceedings had in
case of forfeiture, as in other cases regarding bail.

ART.  44.15.  APPELLATE COURT MAY ALLOW

NEW BOND

When an appeal is taken from any court of this State, by filing
a bond within the time prescribed by law in such cases, and the
court to which appeal is taken determines that such bond is
defective in form or substance, such appellate court may allow
the appellant to amend such bond by filing a new bond, on
such terms as the court may prescribe.

ART.  44.16.  APPEAL BOND GIVEN WITHIN

WHAT TIME

If the defendant is not in custody, a notice of appeal as provided
in Article 44.13 shall have no effect whatever until the required
appeal bond has been given and approved. The appeal bond
shall be given within ten days after the sentence of the court has
been rendered, except as provided in Article 27.14 of this code.

ART.  44.17.  APPEAL TO COUNTY COURT,  HOW

CONDUCTED

In all appeals to a county court from justice courts and mu-
nicipal courts other than municipal courts of record, the trial
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shall be de novo in the trial in the county court, the same as if
the prosecution had been originally commenced in that court.
An appeal to the county court from a municipal court of
record may be based only on errors reflected in the record.

ART.  44.18.  ORIGINAL PAPERS SENT UP

In appeals from justice and corporation courts, all the original
papers in the case, together with the appeal bond, if any, and
together, with a certified transcript of all the proceedings had
in the case before such court shall be delivered without delay
to the clerk of the court to which the appeal was taken, who
shall file the same and docket the case.

ART.  44.181.  DEFECT IN COMPLAINT

(a) A court conducting a trial de novo based on an appeal from
a justice or municipal court may dismiss the case because of a
defect in the complaint only if the defendant objected to the
defect before the trial began in the justice or municipal court.
(b) The attorney representing the state may move to amend a
defective complaint before the trial de novo begins.

ART.  44.19.  WITNESSES NOT AGAIN

SUMMONED

In the cases mentioned in the preceding Article, the witnesses
who have been summoned or attached to appear in the case be-
fore the court below, shall appear before the court to which the
appeal is taken without further process. In case of their failure to
do so, the same proceedings may be had as if they had been orig-
inally summoned or attached to appear before such court.

ART.  44.20.  RULES GOVERNING APPEAL BONDS

The rules governing the taking and forfeiture of bail shall gov-
ern appeal bonds, and the forfeiture and collection of such ap-
peal bonds shall be in the court to which such appeal is taken.

ART.  44.25.  CASES REMANDED

The courts of appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals may
reverse the judgment in a criminal action, as well upon the law
as upon the facts.

ART.  44.251.  REFORMATION OF SENTENCE IN

CAPITAL CASE

(a) The court of criminal appeals shall reform a sentence of
death to a sentence of confinement in the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice for life without parole if the court finds
that there is legally insufficient evidence to support an affir-
mative answer to an issue submitted to the jury under Section
2(b), Article 37.071, or Section 2(b), Article 37.072.
(b) The court of criminal appeals shall reform a sentence of
death to a sentence of confinement in the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice for life without parole if:

(1) the court finds reversible error that affects the punish-
ment stage of the trial other than a finding of insufficient
evidence under Subsection (a); and
(2) within 30 days after the date on which the opinion is
handed down, the date the court disposes of a timely re-
quest for rehearing, or the date that the United States
Supreme Court disposes of a timely filed petition for writ
of certiorari, whichever date is later, the prosecuting attor-
ney files a motion requesting that the sentence be reformed
to confinement for life without parole.

(c) If the court of criminal appeals finds reversible error that af-
fects the punishment stage of the trial only, as described by

Subsection (b) of this article, and the prosecuting attorney
does not file a motion for reformation of sentence in the pe-
riod described by that subsection, the defendant shall receive a
new sentencing trial in the manner required by Article
44.29(c) or (d), as applicable.
(d) The court of criminal appeals shall reform a sentence of death
imposed under Section 12.42(c)(3), Penal Code, to a sentence of
imprisonment in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice for
life without parole if the United States Supreme Court:

(1) finds that the imposition of the death penalty under
Section 12.42(c)(3), Penal Code, violates the United States
Constitution; and
(2) issues an order that is not inconsistent with this article.

ART.  44.2511.  REFORMATION OF SENTENCE IN

CAPITAL CASE FOR OFFENSE COMMITTED

BEFORE SEPTEMBER 1,  1991
(a) This article applies to the reformation of a sentence of
death in a capital case for an offense committed before Sep-
tember 1, 1991. For purposes of this subsection, an offense is
committed before September 1, 1991, if every element of the
offense occurred before that date.
(b) The court of criminal appeals shall reform a sentence of
death to a sentence of confinement in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice for life if the court finds that there is legally in-
sufficient evidence to support an affirmative answer to an issue
submitted to the jury under Section 3(b), Article 37.0711.
(c) The court of criminal appeals shall reform a sentence of
death to a sentence of confinement in the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice for life if:

(1) the court finds reversible error that affects the punish-
ment stage of the trial other than a finding of insufficient
evidence under Subsection (b); and
(2) within 30 days after the date on which the opinion is
handed down, the date the court disposes of a timely re-
quest for rehearing, or the date that the United States
Supreme Court disposes of a timely filed petition for writ
of certiorari, whichever date is later, the prosecuting attor-
ney files a motion requesting that the sentence be reformed
to confinement for life.

(d) If the court of criminal appeals finds reversible error that
affects the punishment stage of the trial only, as described by
Subsection (c), and the prosecuting attorney does not file a
motion for reformation of sentence in the period described by
that subsection, the defendant shall receive a new sentencing
trial in the manner required by Article 44.29(c).

ART.  44.28.  WHEN MISDEMEANOR IS AFFIRMED

In misdemeanor cases where there has been an affirmance, no
proceedings need be had after filing the mandate, except to
forfeit the bond of the defendant, or to issue a capias for the
defendant, or an execution against his property, to enforce the
judgment of the court, as if no appeal had been taken.

ART. 44.281. DISPOSITION OF FINES AND COSTS

WHEN MISDEMEANOR AFFIRMED

In misdemeanor cases affirmed on appeal from a municipal
court, the fine imposed on appeal and the costs imposed on
appeal shall be collected from the defendant, and the fine of
the municipal court when collected shall be paid into the mu-
nicipal treasury.
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Art. 44.2811 as amended by HB 528, effective Jan. 1,
2013:

ART.  44.2811.  RECORDS RELATING TO CERTAIN

FINE-ONLY MISDEMEANORS COMMITTED BY A

CHILD

All records and files and information stored by electronic
means or otherwise, from which a record or file could be gen-
erated, relating to a criminal case for a fine-only misdemeanor,
other than a traffic offense, that is committed by a child and
that is appealed are confidential and may not be disclosed to
the public except as provided under Article 45.0217(b).

Art. 44.2811 as amended by SB 393 & 394, effective
Sept. 1, 2013:

ART.  44.2811.  RECORDS RELATING TO

CHILDREN CONVICTED OF OR RECEIVING

DEFERRED DISPOSITION FOR FINE-ONLY

MISDEMEANORS

(a) This article applies only to a misdemeanor offense punish-
able by fine only, other than a traffic offense.
(b) All records and files and information stored by electronic
means or otherwise, from which a record or file could be gen-
erated, relating to a child who is convicted of and has satisfied
the judgment for or who has received a dismissal after deferral
of disposition for an offense described by Subsection (a) are
confidential and may not be disclosed to the public except as
provided under Article 45.0217(b). 

ART.  44.29.  EFFECT OF REVERSAL

(a) Where the court of appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals
awards a new trial to the defendant on the basis of an error in
the guilt or innocence stage of the trial or on the basis of errors
in both the guilt or innocence stage of the trial and the punish-
ment stage of the trial, the cause shall stand as it would have
stood in case the new trial had been granted by the court below.
(b) If the court of appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals
awards a new trial to a defendant other than a defendant con-
victed of an offense under Section 19.03, Penal Code, only on
the basis of an error or errors made in the punishment stage of
the trial, the cause shall stand as it would have stood in case the
new trial had been granted by the court below, except that the
court shall commence the new trial as if a finding of guilt had
been returned and proceed to the punishment stage of the trial
under Subsection (b), Section 2, Article 37.07, of this code. If
the defendant elects, the court shall empanel a jury for the sen-
tencing stage of the trial in the same manner as a jury is em-
paneled by the court for other trials before the court. At the
new trial, the court shall allow both the state and the defen-
dant to introduce evidence to show the circumstances of the
offense and other evidence as permitted by Section 3 of Arti-
cle 37.07 of this code.
(c) If any court sets aside or invalidates the sentence of a de-
fendant convicted of an offense under Section 19.03, Penal
Code, and sentenced to death on the basis of any error affect-
ing punishment only, the court shall not set the conviction
aside but rather shall commence a new punishment hearing
under Article 37.071 or Article 37.0711 of this code, as ap-
propriate, as if a finding of guilt had been returned. The court
shall empanel a jury for the sentencing stage of the trial in the

same manner as a jury is to be empaneled by the court in other
trials before the court for offenses under Section 19.03, Penal
Code. At the new punishment hearing, the court shall permit
both the state and the defendant to introduce evidence as per-
mitted by Article 37.071 or Article 37.0711 of this code.
(d) If any court sets aside or invalidates the sentence of a defen-
dant convicted of an offense punishable as a capital felony under
Section 12.42(c)(3), Penal Code, and sentenced to death on the
basis of any error affecting punishment only, the court shall not
set the conviction aside but rather shall commence a new pun-
ishment hearing under Article 37.072, as if a finding of guilt had
been returned. The court shall empanel a jury for the sentencing
stage of the trial in the same manner as a jury is to be empan-
eled by the court in other trials before the court for the offense
of which the defendant was convicted. At the new punishment
hearing, the court shall permit both the state and the defendant
to introduce evidence as permitted by Article 37.072.

ARTS.  44.30–44.32 [REPEALED]

ART.  44.33.  HEARING IN APPELLATE COURT

By order of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals adopting
the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, this article was
repealed except for the first sentence and subsection (b).

(a) The Court of Criminal Appeals shall make rules of posttrial
and appellate procedure as to the hearing of criminal actions
not inconsistent with this Code. After the record is filed in the
Court of Appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals the parties
may file such supplemental briefs as they may desire before the
case is submitted to the court. Each party, upon filing any such
supplemental brief, shall promptly cause true copy thereof to
be delivered to the opposing party or to the latter’s counsel. In
every case at least two counsel for the defendant shall be heard
in the Court of Appeals if such be desired by defendant. In
every case heard by the Court of Criminal Appeals at least two
counsel for the defendant shall be permitted oral argument if
desired by the appellant.
(b) Appellant’s failure to file his brief in the time prescribed
shall not authorize a dismissal of the appeal by the Court of
Appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals, nor shall the Court
of Appeals or the Court of Criminal Appeals, for such reason,
refuse to consider appellant’s case on appeal.

ART.  44.34 [REPEALED]

ART.  44.35.  BAIL PENDING HABEAS CORPUS

APPEAL

In any habeas corpus proceeding in any court or before any
judge in this State where the defendant is remanded to the cus-
tody of an officer and an appeal is taken to an appellate court,
the defendant shall be allowed bail by the court or judge so re-
manding the defendant, except in capital cases where the proof
is evident. The fact that such defendant is released on bail shall
not be grounds for a dismissal of the appeal except in capital
cases where the proof is evident.

ARTS.  44.36–44.38 [REPEALED]

ART.  44.39.  APPELLANT DETAINED BY OTHER

THAN OFFICER

If the appellant in a case of habeas corpus be detained by any
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person other than an officer, the sheriff receiving the mandate
of the appellate court, shall immediately cause the person so
held to be discharged; and the mandate shall be sufficient au-
thority therefor.

ART.  44.40 [REPEALED]

ART.  44.41.  WHO SHALL TAKE BAIL BOND

When, by the judgment of the appellate court upon cases of
habeas corpus, the applicant is ordered to give bail, such judg-
ment shall be certified to the officer holding him in custody; and
if such officer be the sheriff, the bail bond may be executed be-
fore him; if any other officer, he shall take the person detained
before some magistrate, who may receive a bail bond, and shall
file the same in the proper court of the proper county; and such
bond may be forfeited and enforced as provided by law.

ART.  44.42.  APPEAL ON FORFEITURES

An appeal may be taken by the defendant from every final
judgment rendered upon a personal bond, bail bond or bond
taken from the prevention or suppression of offenses, where
such judgment is for twenty dollars or more, exclusive of costs,
but not otherwise.

ART.  44.43.  WRIT OF ERROR

The defendant may also have any such judgment as is men-
tioned in the preceding Article, and which may have been ren-
dered in courts other than the justice and corporation courts,
reviewed upon writ of error.

ART.  44.44.  RULES IN FORFEITURES

In the cases provided for in the two preceding Articles, the pro-
ceeding shall be regulated by the same rules that govern civil
actions where an appeal is taken or a writ of error sued out.

ART.  44.45.  REVIEW BY COURT OF CRIMINAL

APPEALS

(a) The Court of Criminal Appeals may review decisions of the
court of appeals on its own motion.
(b) The Court of Criminal Appeals may review decisions of the
court of appeals upon a petition for review.
(c) The Court of Criminal Appeals may promulgate rules pur-
suant to this article.

ART.  44.46.  REVERSAL OF CONVICTION ON THE

BASIS OF SERVICE ON JURY BY A DISQUALIF IED

JUROR

A conviction in a criminal case may be reversed on appeal on
the ground that a juror in the case was absolutely disqualified
from service under Article 35.19 of this code only if:
(1) the defendant raises the disqualification before the verdict
is entered; or
(2) the disqualification was not discovered or brought to the
attention of the trial court until after the verdict was entered
and the defendant makes a showing of significant harm by the
service of the disqualified juror.

[ART.  44.47.  APPEAL OF TRANSFER FROM

JUVENILE COURT]
[(a) A defendant may appeal an order of a juvenile court certi-
fying the defendant to stand trial as an adult and transferring
the defendant to a criminal court under Section 54.02, Family
Code.]

[(b) A defendant may appeal a transfer under Subsection (a)
only in conjunction with the appeal of a conviction of or an
order of deferred adjudication for the offense for which the de-
fendant was transferred to criminal court.]
[(c) An appeal under this section is a criminal matter and is
governed by this code and the Texas Rules of Appellate Proce-
dure that apply to a criminal case.]
[(d) An appeal under this article may include any claims under
the law that existed before January 1, 1996, that could have
been raised on direct appeal of a transfer under Section 54.02,
Family Code.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 888, §4). Section 5 of SB
888 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies only
to an order of a juvenile court waiving jurisdiction and transfer-
ring a child to criminal court that is issued on or after the effec-
tive date of this Act. An order of a juvenile court waiving
jurisdiction and transferring a child to criminal court that is is-
sued before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law
in effect on the date the order was issued, and the former law is
continued in effect for that purpose.”

CHAPTER 45.  JUSTICE AND MUNICIPAL
COURTS

Subchapter A. General Provisions

ART. 45.001.  OBJECTIVES OF CHAPTER

The purpose of this chapter is to establish procedures for pro-
cessing cases that come within the criminal jurisdiction of the
justice courts and municipal courts. This chapter is intended
and shall be construed to achieve the following objectives:
(1) to provide fair notice to a person appearing in a criminal
proceeding before a justice or municipal court and a meaning-
ful opportunity for that person to be heard;
(2) to ensure appropriate dignity in court procedure without
undue formalism;
(3) to promote adherence to rules with sufficient flexibility to
serve the ends of justice; and
(4) to process cases without unnecessary expense or delay.

ART. 45.002.  APPLICATION OF CHAPTER

Criminal proceedings in the justice and municipal courts shall
be conducted in accordance with this chapter, including any
other rules of procedure specifically made applicable to those
proceedings by this chapter. If this chapter does not provide a
rule of procedure governing any aspect of a case, the justice or
judge shall apply the other general provisions of this code to
the extent necessary to achieve the objectives of this chapter.

ART. 45.003.  DEFINITION FOR CERTAIN

PROSECUTIONS

For purposes of dismissing a charge under Section 502.407,
Transportation Code, “day” does not include Saturday, Sun-
day, or a legal holiday.

Subchapter B. Procedures for Justice and
Municipal Courts

ART. 45.011.  RULES OF EVIDENCE

The rules of evidence that govern the trials of criminal actions
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in the district court apply to a criminal proceeding in a justice
or municipal court.

ART. 45.012.  ELECTRONICALLY CREATED

RECORDS

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a document
that is issued or maintained by a justice or municipal court or
a notice or a citation issued by a law enforcement officer may
be created by electronic means, including optical imaging, op-
tical disk, digital imaging or other electronic reproduction
technique that does not permit changes, additions, or deletions
to the originally created document.
(b) The court may use electronic means to:

(1) produce a document required by law to be written; 
(2) record an instrument, paper, or notice that is permitted
or required by law to be recorded or filed; or
(3) maintain a docket.

(c) The court shall maintain original documents as provided by
law.
(d) An electronically recorded judgment has the same force
and effect as a written signed judgment.
(e) A record created by electronic means is an original record
or a certification of the original record.
(f ) A printed copy of an optical image of the original record
printed from an optical disk system is an accurate copy of the
original record.
(g) A justice or municipal court shall have a court seal, the im-
pression of which must be attached to all papers issued out of
the court except subpoenas, and which must be used to au-
thenticate the official acts of the clerk and of the recorder. A
court seal may be created by electronic means, including opti-
cal imaging, optical disk, or other electronic reproduction
technique that does not permit changes, additions, or deletions
to an original document created by the same type of system.
(h) A statutory requirement that a document contain the sig-
nature of any person, including a judge, clerk of the court, or
defendant, is satisfied if the document contains that signature
as captured on an electronic device. 

ART. 45.013.  FIL ING WITH CLERK BY MAIL

(a) Notwithstanding any other law, for the purposes of this
chapter a document is considered timely filed with the clerk of
a court if:

(1) the document is deposited with the United States Postal
Service in a first class postage prepaid envelope properly ad-
dressed to the clerk on or before the date the document is
required to be filed with the clerk; and
(2) the clerk receives the document not later than the 10th
day after the date the document is required to be filed with
the clerk.

(b) A legible postmark affixed by the United States Postal Ser-
vice is prima facie evidence of the date the document is de-
posited with the United States Postal Service.
(c) In this article, “day” does not include Saturday, Sunday, or
a legal holiday.

ART. 45.014.  WARRANT OF ARREST

(a) When a sworn complaint or affidavit based on probable
cause has been filed before the justice or municipal court, the
justice or judge may issue a warrant for the arrest of the ac-
cused and deliver the same to the proper officer to be executed.

(b) The warrant is sufficient if:
(1) it is issued in the name of “The State of Texas”;
(2) it is directed to the proper peace officer or some other
person specifically named in the warrant;
(3) it includes a command that the body of the accused be
taken, and brought before the authority issuing the war-
rant, at the time and place stated in the warrant;
(4) it states the name of the person whose arrest is ordered,
if known, or if not known, it describes the person as in the
complaint;
(5) it states that the person is accused of some offense
against the laws of this state, naming the offense; and
(6) it is signed by the justice or judge, naming the office of
the justice or judge in the body of the warrant or in con-
nection with the signature of the justice or judge.

(c) Chapter 15 applies to a warrant of arrest issued under this
article, except as inconsistent or in conflict with this chapter.
(d) In a county with a population of more than two million
that does not have a county attorney, a justice or judge may
not issue a warrant under this section for an offense under Sec-
tion 32.41, Penal Code, unless the district attorney has ap-
proved the complaint or affidavit on which the warrant is
based.

ART. 45.015.  DEFENDANT PLACED IN JAIL

Whenever, by the provisions of this title, the peace officer is
authorized to retain a defendant in custody, the peace officer
may place the defendant in jail in accordance with this code or
other law.

ART. 45.016.  BAIL

The justice or judge may require the defendant to give bail to
secure the defendant’s appearance in accordance with this
code. If the defendant fails to give bail, the defendant may be
held in custody.

ART. 45.017.  CRIMINAL DOCKET

(a) The justice or judge of each court, or, if directed by the jus-
tice or judge, the clerk of the court, shall keep a docket con-
taining the following information:

(1) the style and file number of each criminal action;
(2) the nature of the offense charged;
(3) the plea offered by the defendant and the date the plea
was entered;
(4) the date the warrant, if any, was issued and the return
made thereon;
(5) the date the examination or trial was held, and if a trial
was held, whether it was by a jury or by the justice or judge;
(6) the verdict of the jury, if any, and the date of the verdict;
(7) the judgment and sentence of the court, and the date
each was given;
(8) the motion for new trial, if any, and the decision
thereon; and
(9) whether an appeal was taken and the date of that action.

(b) The information in the docket may be processed and stored
by the use of electronic data processing equipment, at the dis-
cretion of the justice of the peace or the municipal court judge.

ART. 45.018.  COMPLAINT

(a) For purposes of this chapter, a complaint is a sworn allega-
tion charging the accused with the commission of an offense.
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(b) A defendant is entitled to notice of a complaint against the
defendant not later than the day before the date of any pro-
ceeding in the prosecution of the defendant under the com-
plaint. The defendant may waive the right to notice granted by
this subsection.

ART. 45.019.  REQUIS ITES OF COMPLAINT

(a) A complaint is sufficient, without regard to its form, if it
substantially satisfies the following requisites:

(1) it must be in writing;
(2) it must commence “In the name and by the authority of
the State of Texas”;
(3) it must state the name of the accused, if known, or if
unknown, must include a reasonably definite description of
the accused;
(4) it must show that the accused has committed an offense
against the law of this state, or state that the affiant has
good reason to believe and does believe that the accused has
committed an offense against the law of this state;
(5) it must state the date the offense was committed as def-
initely as the affiant is able to provide;
(6) it must bear the signature or mark of the affiant; and
(7) it must conclude with the words “Against the peace and
dignity of the State” and, if the offense charged is an offense
only under a municipal ordinance, it may also conclude
with the words “Contrary to the said ordinance”.

(b) A complaint filed in justice court must allege that the of-
fense was committed in the county in which the complaint is
made.
(c) A complaint filed in municipal court must allege that the
offense was committed in the territorial limits of the munici-
pality in which the complaint is made.
(d) A complaint may be sworn to before any officer authorized
to administer oaths.
(e) A complaint in municipal court may be sworn to before:

(1) the municipal judge;
(2) the clerk of the court or a deputy clerk;
(3) the city secretary; or
(4) the city attorney or a deputy city attorney.

(f ) If the defendant does not object to a defect, error, or irreg-
ularity of form or substance in a charging instrument before
the date on which the trial on the merits commences, the de-
fendant waives and forfeits the right to object to the defect,
error, or irregularity. Nothing in this article prohibits a trial
court from requiring that an objection to a charging instru-
ment be made at an earlier time.
(g) In a county with a population of more than two million
that does not have a county attorney, a complaint for an of-
fense under Section 32.41, Penal Code, must be approved by
the district attorney, regardless of whether a collection pro-
ceeding is initiated by the district attorney under Section
32.41(e), Penal Code.

ART. 45.020.  APPEARANCE BY COUNSEL

(a) The defendant has a right to appear by counsel as in all
other cases.
(b) [Not more than one counsel shall conduct either the pros-
ecution or defense.] State’s counsel may open and conclude the
argument in the case.

Amendments to (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1386, §1). Sec-
tion 2 of HB 1386 provides: “The change in law made by this Act
applies only to a criminal proceeding that commences on or after
the effective date of this Act. A criminal proceeding that com-
mences before the effective date of this Act is governed by the
law in effect on the date the proceeding commences, and the for-
mer law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART. 45.021.  PLEADINGS

All pleading of the defendant in justice or municipal court may
be oral or in writing as the court may direct. 

ART. 45.0215.  PLEA BY MINOR AND

APPEARANCE OF PARENT

(a) This article applies to a defendant who has not had the dis-
abilities of minority removed and has been:

(1) charged with an offense other than an offense under
Section 43.261, Penal Code, if the defendant is younger
than 17 years of age; or
(2) charged with an offense under Section 43.261, Penal
Code, if the defendant is younger than 18 years of age.

(a-1) The judge or justice:
(1) must take the defendant’s plea in open court; and
(2) shall issue a summons to compel the defendant’s parent,
guardian, or managing conservator to be present during:

(A) the taking of the defendant’s plea; and
(B) all other proceedings relating to the case.

(b) If the court is unable to secure the appearance of the de-
fendant’s parent, guardian, or managing conservator by is-
suance of a summons, the court may, without the defendant’s
parent, guardian, or managing conservator present, take the
defendant’s plea and proceed against the defendant.
(c) If the defendant resides in a county other than the county
in which the alleged offense occurred, the defendant may, with
leave of the judge of the court of original jurisdiction, enter the
plea, including a plea under Article 45.052, before a judge in
the county in which the defendant resides.
(d) A justice or municipal court shall endorse on the summons
issued to a parent an order to appear personally at a hearing
with the child. The summons must include a warning that the
failure of the parent to appear may result in arrest and is a Class
C misdemeanor.

ART.  45.0216.  EXPUNCTION OF CERTAIN

CONVICTION RECORDS

(a) In this article, “child” has the meaning assigned by Section
51.02, Family Code.
(b) A person may apply to the court in which the person was
convicted to have the conviction expunged as provided by this
article on or after the person’s 17th birthday if:

(1) the person was convicted of not more than one offense
described by Section 8.07(a)(4) or (5), Penal Code, while
the person was a child; or
(2) the person was convicted only once of an offense under
Section 43.261, Penal Code.

(c) The person must make a written request to have the records
expunged. The request must be under oath.
(d) The request must contain the person’s statement that the
person was not convicted of any additional offense or found to
have engaged in conduct indicating a need for supervision as
described by Subsection (f )(1) or (2), as applicable.
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(e) The judge shall inform the person and any parent in open
court of the person’s expunction rights and provide them with
a copy of this article.
(f ) The court shall order the conviction, together with all com-
plaints, verdicts, sentences, and prosecutorial and law enforce-
ment records, and any other documents relating to the offense,
expunged from the person’s record if the court finds that:

(1) for a person applying for the expunction of a conviction
for an offense described by Section 8.07(a)(4) or (5), Penal
Code, the person was not convicted of any other offense de-
scribed by Section 8.07(a)(4) or (5), Penal Code, while the
person was a child; and
(2) for a person applying for the expunction of a conviction
for an offense described by Section 43.261, Penal Code, the
person was not found to have engaged in conduct indicat-
ing a need for supervision described by Section 51.03(b)(7)
[51.03(b)(8)], Family Code, while the person was a child.

(f-1) After entry of an order under Subsection (f ), the person
is released from all disabilities resulting from the conviction
and the conviction may not be shown or made known for any
purpose.
(g) This article does not apply to any offense otherwise covered
by:

(1) Chapter 106, Alcoholic Beverage Code; or
(2) Chapter 161, Health and Safety Code[; or]
[(3) Section 25.094, Education Code].

(h) Records of a person under 17 years of age relating to a
complaint [dismissed as provided by Article 45.051 or 45.052]
may be expunged under this article if:

(1) the complaint was dismissed under Article 45.051 or
45.052 or other law; or
(2) the person was acquitted of the offense.

(i) The justice or municipal court shall require a person who
requests expungement under this article to pay a fee in the
amount of $30 to defray the cost of notifying state agencies of
orders of expungement under this article.
(j) The procedures for expunction provided under this article
are separate and distinct from the expunction procedures
under Chapter 55.

Amendment to Family Code reference in (f)(2) and deletion of
(g)(3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §2).

Amendments to (h) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 108, §1). See ef-
fective note following Art. 4.14.

ART.  45.0217.  CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS

RELATED TO CHARGES AGAINST OR THE

CONVICTION OF OR DEFERRAL OF DISPOSITION

FOR A CHILD

Subsection (a) as amended by HB 528, effective Jan. 1,
2014:

(a) Except as provided by Article 15.27 and Subsection (b), all
records and files, including those held by law enforcement, and
information stored by electronic means or otherwise, from
which a record or file could be generated, relating to a child
who is charged with, is convicted of, is found not guilty of, had
a charge dismissed for, or is granted deferred disposition for a
fine-only misdemeanor offense other than a traffic offense are
confidential and may not be disclosed to the public.

Subsections (a) & (a-1) as amended by SB 393 & SB 394,
effective Sept. 1, 2013:

(a) This article applies only to a misdemeanor offense punish-
able by fine only, other than a traffic offense.
(a-1) Except as provided by Article 15.27 and Subsection (b),
all records and files, including those held by law enforcement,
and information stored by electronic means or otherwise, from
which a record or file could be generated, relating to a child
who is convicted of and has satisfied the judgment for or who
has received a dismissal after deferral of disposition for an of-
fense described by Subsection (a) are confidential and may not
be disclosed to the public.
(b) Information subject to Subsection (a-1) may be open to in-
spection only by:

(1) judges or court staff;
(2) a criminal justice agency for a criminal justice purpose,
as those terms are defined by Section 411.082, Government
Code;
(3) the Department of Public Safety;
(4) an attorney for a party to the proceeding;
(5) the child defendant; or
(6) the defendant’s parent, guardian, or managing conser-
vator.

ART. 45.022.  PLEA OF GUILTY OR NOLO

CONTENDERE

Proof as to the offense may be heard upon a plea of guilty or a
plea of nolo contendere and the punishment assessed by the
court.

ART. 45.023.  DEFENDANT ’S PLEA

(a) After the jury is impaneled, or after the defendant has
waived trial by jury, the defendant may:

(1) plead guilty or not guilty;
(2) enter a plea of nolo contendere; or
(3) enter the special plea of double jeopardy as described by
Article 27.05.

(b) If a defendant is detained in jail before trial, the justice or
judge may permit the defendant to enter any of the pleas de-
scribed by Subsection (a).
(c) If a defendant who is detained in jail enters a plea of guilty
or nolo contendere, the justice or judge may, after complying
with Article 15.17 and advising the defendant of the defen-
dant’s right to trial by jury, as appropriate:

(1) accept the defendant’s plea;
(2) assess a fine, determine costs, and accept payment of the
fine and costs;
(3) give the defendant credit for time served;
(4) determine whether the defendant is indigent; or
(5) discharge the defendant.

(d) Notwithstanding Article 45.037, following a plea of guilty
or nolo contendere entered under Subsection (b), a motion for
new trial must be made not later than 10 days after the rendi-
tion of judgment and sentence, and not afterward. The justice
or judge shall grant a motion for new trial made under this
subsection.

ART. 45.024.  DEFENDANT ’S REFUSAL TO PLEAD

The justice or judge shall enter a plea of not guilty if the de-
fendant refuses to plead.
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ART. 45.025.  DEFENDANT MAY WAIVE JURY

The accused may waive a trial by jury in writing. If the defen-
dant waives a trial by jury, the justice or judge shall hear and
determine the cause without a jury.

ART. 45.026.  JURY TRIAL;  FAILURE TO APPEAR

(a) A justice or municipal court may order a party who does
not waive a jury trial in a justice or municipal court and who
fails to appear for the trial to pay the costs incurred for im-
paneling the jury.
(b) The justice or municipal court may release a party from the
obligation to pay costs under this section for good cause.
(c) An order issued by a justice or municipal court under this
section may be enforced by contempt as prescribed by Section
21.002(c), Government Code.

ART. 45.027.  JURY SUMMONED

(a) If the accused does not waive a trial by jury, the justice or
judge shall issue a writ commanding the proper officer to sum-
mon a venire from which six qualified persons shall be selected
to serve as jurors in the case.
(b) The jurors when so summoned shall remain in attendance
as jurors in all cases that may come up for hearing until dis-
charged by the court.
(c) Any person so summoned who fails to attend may be fined
an amount not to exceed $100 for contempt.

ART. 45.028.  OTHER JURORS SUMMONED

If, from challenges or any other cause, a sufficient number of
jurors are not in attendance, the justice or judge shall order the
proper officer to summon a sufficient number of qualified per-
sons to form the jury.

ART. 45.029.  PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES

In all jury trials in a justice or municipal court, the state and
each defendant in the case is entitled to three peremptory chal-
lenges.

ART. 45.030.  FORMATION OF JURY

The justice or judge shall form the jury and administer the ap-
propriate oath in accordance with Chapter 35.

ART. 45.031. COUNSEL FOR STATE NOT PRESENT

If the state is not represented by counsel when the case is called
for trial, the justice or judge may:

(1) postpone the trial to a date certain;
(2) appoint an attorney pro tem as provided by this code to
represent the state; or
(3) proceed to trial.

ART. 45.032.  DIRECTED VERDICT

If, upon the trial of a case in a justice or municipal court, the
state fails to prove a prima facie case of the offense alleged in
the complaint, the defendant is entitled to a directed verdict of
“not guilty.”

ART. 45.033.  JURY CHARGE

The judge shall charge the jury. The charge may be made orally
or in writing, except that the charge shall be made in writing
if required by law.

ART. 45.034.  JURY KEPT TOGETHER

The jury shall retire in charge of an officer when the cause is

submitted to them, and be kept together until they agree to a
verdict, are discharged, or the court recesses.

ART. 45.035.  MISTRIAL

A jury shall be discharged if it fails to agree to a verdict after
being kept together a reasonable time. If a jury is discharged
because it fails to agree to a verdict, the justice or judge may
impanel another jury as soon as practicable to try such cause.

ART. 45.036.  VERDICT

(a) When the jury has agreed on a verdict, the jury shall bring
the verdict into court.
(b) The justice or judge shall see that the verdict is in proper
form and shall render the proper judgment and sentence on
the verdict.

ART. 45.037.  MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL

A motion for a new trial must be made within five days after
the rendition of judgment and sentence, and not afterward.

ART. 45.038.  NEW TRIAL GRANTED

(a) Not later than the 10th day after the date that the judg-
ment is entered, a justice or judge may, for good cause shown,
grant the defendant a new trial, whenever the justice or judge
considers that justice has not been done the defendant in the
trial of the case.
(b) If a motion for a new trial is not granted before the 11th
day after the date that the judgment is entered, the motion
shall be considered denied.

ART. 45.039.  ONLY ONE NEW TRIAL GRANTED

Not more than one new trial shall be granted the defendant in
the same case. When a new trial has been granted, the justice
or judge shall proceed, as soon as practicable, to try the case
again.

ART. 45.040.  STATE NOT ENTITLED TO NEW

TRIAL

In no case shall the state be entitled to a new trial.

ART. 45.041.  JUDGMENT

(a) The judgment and sentence, in case of conviction in a
criminal action before a justice of the peace or municipal court
judge, shall be that the defendant pay the amount of the fine
and costs to the state.
(b) Subject to Subsections (b-2) and (b-3), the justice or judge
may direct the defendant:

(1) to pay:
(A) the entire fine and costs when sentence is pronounced;
(B) the entire fine and costs at some later date; or
(C) a specified portion of the fine and costs at desig-
nated intervals;

(2) if applicable, to make restitution to any victim of the of-
fense; and
(3) to satisfy any other sanction authorized by law.

(b-1) Restitution made under Subsection (b)(2) may not ex-
ceed $5,000 for an offense under Section 32.41, Penal Code.
(b-2) When imposing a fine and costs, if the justice or judge
determines that the defendant is unable to immediately pay
the fine and costs, the justice or judge shall allow the defendant
to pay the fine and costs in specified portions at designated in-
tervals.
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(b-3) A judge may allow a defendant who is a child, as defined
by Article 45.058(h), to elect at the time of conviction, as de-
fined by Section 133.101, Local Government Code, to dis-
charge the fine and costs by:

(1) performing community service or receiving tutoring
under Article 45.0492, as added by Chapter 227 (H.B.
350), Acts of the 82nd Legislature, Regular Session, 2011;
or
(2) paying the fine and costs in a manner described by Sub-
section (b).

(b-4) The election under Subsection (b-3) must be made in
writing, signed by the defendant, and, if present, signed by the
defendant’s parent, guardian, or managing conservator. The
court shall maintain the written election as a record of the
court and provide a copy to the defendant.
(b-5) The requirement under Article 45.0492(a), as added by
Chapter 227 (H.B. 350), Acts of the 82nd Legislature, Regu-
lar Session, 2011, that an offense occur in a building or on the
grounds of the primary or secondary school at which the de-
fendant was enrolled at the time of the offense does not apply
to the performance of community service or the receipt of tu-
toring to discharge a fine or costs under Subsection (b-3)(1).
(c) The justice or judge shall credit the defendant for time
served in jail as provided by Article 42.03. The credit shall be
applied to the amount of the fine and costs at the rate provided
by Article 45.048.
(d) All judgments, sentences, and final orders of the justice or
judge shall be rendered in open court.

ART. 45.042.  APPEAL

(a) Appeals from a justice or municipal court, including ap-
peals from final judgments in bond forfeiture proceedings,
shall be heard by the county court except in cases where the
county court has no jurisdiction, in which counties such ap-
peals shall be heard by the proper court.
(b) Unless the appeal is taken from a municipal court of record
and the appeal is based on error reflected in the record, the trial
shall be de novo.
(c) In an appeal from the judgment and sentence of a justice
or municipal court, if the defendant is in custody, the defen-
dant is to be committed to jail unless the defendant gives bail.

ART. 45.0425.  APPEAL BOND

(a) If the court from whose judgment and sentence the appeal
is taken is in session, the court must approve the bail. The
amount of a bail bond may not be less than two times the
amount of the fine and costs adjudged against the defendant,
payable to the State of Texas. The bail may not in any case be
for a sum less than $50. If the appeal bond otherwise meets the
requirements of this code, the court without requiring a court
appearance by the defendant shall approve the appeal bond in
the amount the court under Article 27.14(b) notified the de-
fendant would be approved.
(b) An appeal bond shall recite that in the cause the defendant
was convicted and has appealed and be conditioned that the
defendant shall make the defendant’s personal appearance be-
fore the court to which the appeal is taken instanter, if the
court is in session, or, if the court is not in session, at its next
regular term, stating the time and place of that session, and
there remain from day to day and term to term, and answer in
the cause in the court.

ART. 45.0426.  FIL ING BOND PERFECTS APPEAL

(a) When the appeal bond has been filed with the justice or
judge who tried the case not later than the 10th day after the
date the judgment was entered, the appeal in such case shall be
held to be perfected.
(b) If an appeal bond is not timely filed, the appellate court does
not have jurisdiction over the case and shall remand the case to
the justice or municipal court for execution of the sentence.
(c) An appeal may not be dismissed because the defendant
failed to give notice of appeal in open court. An appeal by the
defendant or the state may not be dismissed on account of any
defect in the transcript.

ART. 45.043.  EFFECT OF APPEAL

When a defendant files the appeal bond required by law with
the justice or municipal court, all further proceedings in the
case in the justice or municipal court shall cease.

ART. 45.044.  FORFEITURE OF CASH BOND IN

SATISFACTION OF FINE

(a) A justice or judge may enter a judgment of conviction and
forfeit a cash bond posted by the defendant in satisfaction of
the defendant’s fine and cost if the defendant:

(1) has entered a written and signed plea of nolo contendere
and a waiver of jury trial; and
(2) fails to appear according to the terms of the defendant’s
release.

(b) A justice or judge who enters a judgment of conviction and
forfeiture under Subsection (a) of this article shall immediately
notify the defendant in writing, by regular mail addressed to
the defendant at the defendant’s last known address, that:

(1) a judgment of conviction and forfeiture of bond was en-
tered against the defendant on a date certain and the forfei-
ture satisfies the defendant’s fine and costs in the case; and
(2) the defendant has a right to a new trial in the case if the
defendant applies for the new trial not later than the 10th
day after the date of judgment and forfeiture.

(c) Notwithstanding Article 45.037 of this code, the defendant
may file a motion for a new trial within the period provided by
Subsection (b) of this article, and the court shall grant the mo-
tion if the motion is made within that period. On the new trial,
the court shall permit the defendant to withdraw the previously
entered plea of nolo contendere and waiver of jury trial.

ART. 45.045.  CAPIAS PRO FINE

(a) If the defendant is not in custody when the judgment is ren-
dered or if the defendant fails to satisfy the judgment according
to its terms, the court may order a capias pro fine, as defined by
Article 43.015, issued for the defendant’s arrest. The capias pro
fine shall state the amount of the judgment and sentence, and
command the appropriate peace officer to bring the defendant
before the court immediately or place the defendant in jail until
the business day following the date of the defendant’s arrest if
the defendant cannot be brought before the court immediately.

Section (a-1) as enacted by SB 873, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(a-1) If the court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable,
the arresting officer may, in lieu of placing the defendant in jail,
take the defendant to:

(1) a justice of the peace court or county criminal law mag-
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istrate court with jurisdiction over Class C misdemeanors
that is located in the same county, if the court that issued the
capias pro fine was a justice of the peace court; or 
(2) a municipal court that is located in the same municipal-
ity, if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a munic-
ipal court.

Subsection (a-1) as enacted by SB 1139, effective Sept 1,
2015:

(a-1) If the court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable,
the arresting officer may take the defendant to one of the fol-
lowing locations in lieu of placing the defendant in jail:

(1) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a justice
of the peace, to a justice of the peace or county criminal law
magistrate court with jurisdiction over Class C misde-
meanors that is located within the same county; or
(2) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a munic-
ipal court, to a municipal court judge that is located within
the same city.

(b) A capias pro fine may not be issued for an individual con-
victed for an offense committed before the individual’s 17th
birthday unless:

(1) the individual is 17 years of age or older;
(2) the court finds that the issuance of the capias pro fine is
justified after considering:

(A) the sophistication and maturity of the individual;
(B) the criminal record and history of the individual; and
(C) the reasonable likelihood of bringing about the dis-
charge of the judgment through the use of procedures
and services currently available to the court; and

(3) the court has proceeded under Article 45.050 to compel
the individual to discharge the judgment.

(c) This article does not limit the authority of a court to order
a child taken into custody under Article 45.058 or 45.059.

Addition of two different versions of (a-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(SB 873, §2 and SB 1139, §9.02).

ART. 45.046.  COMMITMENT

(a) When a judgment and sentence have been entered against
a defendant and the defendant defaults in the discharge of the
judgment, the judge may order the defendant confined in jail
until discharged by law if the judge at a hearing makes a writ-
ten determination that:

(1) the defendant is not indigent and has failed to make a
good faith effort to discharge the fine and costs; or
(2) the defendant is indigent and:

(A) has failed to make a good faith effort to discharge
the fines and costs under Article 45.049; and
(B) could have discharged the fines and costs under Ar-
ticle 45.049 without experiencing any undue hardship.

(b) A certified copy of the judgment, sentence, and order is
sufficient to authorize such confinement.
(c) For purposes of a hearing described by Subsection (a), a de-
fendant may be brought before the court in person or by means
of an electronic broadcast system through which an image of the
defendant is presented to the court. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, “electronic broadcast system” means a two-way electronic
communication of image and sound between the defendant and
the court and includes secure Internet videoconferencing.

Subsection (d) as enacted by SB 873, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(d) For purposes of a hearing described by Subsection (a), if the
court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable, the following
judicial officers may conduct the hearing: 

(1) a justice of the peace or county criminal law magistrate
with jurisdiction over Class C misdemeanors who is located
in the same county as the issuing court, if the issuing court
was a justice of the peace court; or
(2) a municipal court judge who is located in the same mu-
nicipality as the issuing court, if the issuing court was a mu-
nicipal court.

Subsection (d) as enacted by SB 1139, effective Sept. 1,
2015:

(d) For purposes of a hearing described by Subsection (a), if
the court that issued the capias pro fine is unavailable, the fol-
lowing judicial officers may conduct the hearing:

(1) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a justice
of the peace, a justice of the peace or a county criminal law
magistrate with jurisdiction over Class C misdemeanors
that is located within the same county as the issuing court;
or
(2) if the court that issued the capias pro fine was a munic-
ipal court, a municipal court judge that is located within
the same city as the issuing municipal court.

Addition of two different versions of (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(SB 873, §3 and SB 1139, §9.03).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 873 and SB 1139 add the same concept to each article, but
in grammatically opposite ways. The intent of both bills is to
create non-jail options for an officer who has arrested someone
on a capias pro fine when the court issuing the capias is unavail-
able. Both bills allow an officer to take the defendant to another
court with similar jurisdiction for the purposes of discharging
any outstanding obligations—however, the language authorizing
that is different in each bill based on the order of various clauses
and sentences. Rather than try to unravel this mess, suffice it to
say that no defendant is going to complain about being given an
option other than incarceration, so either version should work
until the legislative drafters can fix things.

ART. 45.047.  CIVIL COLLECTION OF FINES

AFTER JUDGMENT

If after a judgment and sentence is entered the defendant de-
faults in payment of a fine, the justice or judge may order the
fine and costs collected by execution against the defendant’s
property in the same manner as a judgment in a civil suit.

ART. 45.048.  DISCHARGED FROM JAIL

(a) A defendant placed in jail on account of failure to pay the
fine and costs shall be discharged on habeas corpus by show-
ing that the defendant:

(1) is too poor to pay the fine and costs; or
(2) has remained in jail a sufficient length of time to satisfy
the fine and costs, at the rate of not less than $50 for each
period of time served, as specified by the convicting court
in the judgment in the case.

(b) A convicting court may specify a period of time that is not
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less than eight hours or more than 24 hours as the period for
which a defendant who fails to pay the fines and costs in the
case must remain in jail to satisfy $50 of the fine and costs.

ART. 45.049.  COMMUNITY SERVICE IN

SATISFACTION OF FINE OR COSTS

(a) A justice or judge may require a defendant who fails to pay
a previously assessed fine or costs, or who is determined by the
court to have insufficient resources or income to pay a fine or
costs, to discharge all or part of the fine or costs by performing
community service. A defendant may discharge an obligation
to perform community service under this article by paying at
any time the fine and costs assessed.
(b) In the justice’s or judge’s order requiring a defendant to
participate in community service work under this article, the
justice or judge must specify the number of hours the defen-
dant is required to work.
(c) The justice or judge may order the defendant to perform
community service work under this article only for a govern-
mental entity or a nonprofit organization that provides services
to the general public that enhance social welfare and the gen-
eral well-being of the community. A governmental entity or
nonprofit organization that accepts a defendant under this ar-
ticle to perform community service must agree to supervise the
defendant in the performance of the defendant’s work and re-
port on the defendant’s work to the justice or judge who or-
dered the community service.
(d) A justice or judge may not order a defendant to perform
more than 16 hours per week of community service under this
article unless the justice or judge determines that requiring the
defendant to work additional hours does not work a hardship
on the defendant or the defendant’s dependents.
(e) A defendant is considered to have discharged not less than
$50 of fines or costs for each eight hours of community service
performed under this article.
(f) A sheriff, employee of a sheriff ’s department, county commis-
sioner, county employee, county judge, justice of the peace, mu-
nicipal court judge, or officer or employee of a political
subdivision other than a county is not liable for damages arising
from an act or failure to act in connection with manual labor per-
formed by a defendant under this article if the act or failure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to court order; and
(2) was not intentional, wilfully or wantonly negligent, or
performed with conscious indifference or reckless disregard
for the safety of others.

(g) This subsection applies only to a defendant who is charged
with a traffic offense or an offense under Section 106.05, Al-
coholic Beverage Code, and is a resident of this state. If under
Article 45.051(b)(10), Code of Criminal Procedure, the judge
requires the defendant to perform community service as a con-
dition of the deferral, the defendant is entitled to elect whether
to perform the required governmental entity or nonprofit or-
ganization community service in:

(1) the county in which the court is located; or
(2) the county in which the defendant resides, but only if
the entity or organization agrees to:

(A) supervise the defendant in the performance of the
defendant’s community service work; and
(B) report to the court on the defendant’s community
service work.

(h) This subsection applies only to a defendant charged with
an offense under Section 106.05, Alcoholic Beverage Code,
who, under Subsection (g), elects to perform the required
community service in the county in which the defendant re-
sides. The community service must comply with Sections
106.071(d) and (e), Alcoholic Beverage Code, except that if
the educational programs or services described by Section
106.071(e) are not available in the county of the defendant’s
residence, the court may order community service that it con-
siders appropriate for rehabilitative purposes.
(i) A community supervision and corrections department or a
court-related services office may provide the administrative
and other services necessary for supervision of a defendant re-
quired to perform community service under this article.

ART.  45.0491.  WAIVER OF PAYMENT OF FINES

AND COSTS FOR INDIGENT DEFENDANTS AND

CHILDREN

A municipal court, regardless of whether the court is a court of
record, or a justice court may waive payment of a fine or costs
imposed on a defendant who defaults in payment if the court
determines that:
(1) the defendant is indigent or was, at the time the offense
was committed, a child as defined by Article 45.058(h); and
(2) discharging the fine and costs under Article 45.049 or as
otherwise authorized by this chapter would impose an undue
hardship on the defendant.

Art. 45.0492 as enacted by HB 1964, effective Sept. 1,
2011:

ART.  45.0492.  COMMUNITY SERVICE IN

SATISFACTION OF FINE OR COSTS FOR CERTAIN

JUVENILE DEFENDANTS

(a) This article applies only to a defendant younger than 17
years of age who is assessed a fine or costs for a Class C misde-
meanor.
(b) A justice or judge may require a defendant described by
Subsection (a) to discharge all or part of the fine or costs by
performing community service. A defendant may discharge an
obligation to perform community service under this article by
paying at any time the fine and costs assessed.
(c) In the justice’s or judge’s order requiring a defendant to per-
form community service under this article, the justice or judge
shall specify the number of hours of service the defendant is re-
quired to perform and may not order more than 200 hours of
service.
(d) The justice or judge may order the defendant to perform
community service work under this article only for a govern-
mental entity or a nonprofit organization that provides services
to the general public that enhance social welfare and the gen-
eral well-being of the community. A governmental entity or
nonprofit organization that accepts a defendant under this ar-
ticle to perform community service must agree to supervise the
defendant in the performance of the defendant’s work and re-
port on the defendant’s work to the justice or judge who or-
dered the community service.
(e) A justice or judge may not order a defendant to perform
more than 16 hours of community service per week under this
article unless the justice or judge determines that requiring ad-
ditional hours of work does not cause a hardship on the de-
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fendant or the defendant’s family. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, “family” has the meaning assigned by Section 71.003,
Family Code.
(f ) A sheriff, employee of a sheriff ’s department, county com-
missioner, county employee, county judge, justice of the peace,
municipal court judge, or officer or employee of a political
subdivision other than a county is not liable for damages aris-
ing from an act or failure to act in connection with commu-
nity service performed by a defendant under this article if the
act or failure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to court order; and
(2) was not intentional, wilfully or wantonly negligent, or
performed with conscious indifference or reckless disregard
for the safety of others.

(g) A local juvenile probation department or a court-related
services office may provide the administrative and other ser-
vices necessary for supervision of a defendant required to per-
form community service under this article.

Art. 45.0492 as enacted by HB 350, effective Sept. 1,
2011:

ART.  45.0492.  COMMUNITY SERVICE OR

TUTORING IN SATISFACTION OF FINE OR COSTS

FOR CERTAIN JUVENILE DEFENDANTS

(a) This article applies only to a defendant younger than 17
years of age who is assessed a fine or costs for a Class C misde-
meanor occurring in a building or on the grounds of the pri-
mary or secondary school at which the defendant was enrolled
at the time of the offense.
(b) A justice or judge may require a defendant described by
Subsection (a) to discharge all or part of the fine or costs by
performing community service or attending a tutoring pro-
gram that is satisfactory to the court. A defendant may dis-
charge an obligation to perform community service or attend
a tutoring program under this article by paying at any time the
fine and costs assessed.
(c) In the justice’s or judge’s order requiring a defendant to par-
ticipate in community service work or a tutoring program
under this article, the justice or judge must specify the number
of hours the defendant is required to work or attend tutoring.
(d) The justice or judge may order the defendant to perform
community service work under this article only for a govern-
mental entity or a nonprofit organization that provides services
to the general public that enhance social welfare and the gen-
eral well-being of the community. A governmental entity or
nonprofit organization that accepts a defendant under this ar-
ticle to perform community service must agree to supervise the
defendant in the performance of the defendant’s work and re-
port on the defendant’s work to the justice or judge who or-
dered the community service.
(e) A tutoring program that accepts a defendant under this ar-
ticle must agree to supervise the defendant in the attendance
of the tutoring program and report on the defendant’s work to
the justice or judge who ordered the tutoring.
(f ) A justice or judge may not order a defendant to perform
more than 16 hours of community service per week or attend
more than 16 hours of tutoring per week under this article un-
less the justice or judge determines that requiring additional
hours of work or tutoring does not cause a hardship on the de-

fendant or the defendant’s family. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, “family” has the meaning assigned by Section 71.003,
Family Code.
(g) A defendant is considered to have discharged not less than
$50 of fines or costs for each eight hours of community service
performed or tutoring program attended under this article.
(h) A sheriff, employee of a sheriff ’s department, county com-
missioner, county employee, county judge, justice of the peace,
municipal court judge, officer or employee of a political sub-
division other than a county, nonprofit organization, or tutor-
ing program is not liable for damages arising from an act or
failure to act in connection with an activity performed by a de-
fendant under this article if the act or failure to act:

(1) was performed pursuant to court order; and
(2) was not intentional, grossly negligent, or performed
with conscious indifference or reckless disregard for the
safety of others.

(i) A local juvenile probation department or a court-related
services office may provide the administrative and other ser-
vices necessary for supervision of a defendant required to per-
form community service under this article.

ART. 45.050.  FAILURE TO PAY FINE;
CONTEMPT:  JUVENILES

(a) In this article, “child” has the meaning assigned by Article
45.058(h).
(b) A justice or municipal court may not order the confine-
ment of a child for:

(1) the failure to pay all or any part of a fine or costs im-
posed for the conviction of an offense punishable by fine
only; or
(2) contempt of another order of a justice or municipal
court.

(c) If a child fails to obey an order of a justice or municipal
court under circumstances that would constitute contempt of
court, the justice or municipal court, after providing notice
and an opportunity to be heard, may:

(1) refer the child to the appropriate juvenile court for
delinquent conduct for contempt of the justice or munici-
pal court order; or
(2) retain jurisdiction of the case, hold the child in con-
tempt of the justice or municipal court, and order either or
both of the following:

(A) that the contemnor pay a fine not to exceed $500; or
(B) that the Department of Public Safety suspend the
contemnor’s driver’s license or permit or, if the contem-
nor does not have a license or permit, to deny the is-
suance of a license or permit to the contemnor until the
contemnor fully complies with the orders of the court.

(d) A justice or municipal court may hold a person in con-
tempt and impose a remedy authorized by Subsection (c)(2) if:

(1) the person was convicted for an offense committed be-
fore the person’s 17th birthday;
(2) the person failed to obey the order while the person was
17 years of age or older; and
(3) the failure to obey occurred under circumstances that
constitute contempt of court.

(e) A justice or municipal court may hold a person in con-
tempt and impose a remedy authorized by Subsection (c)(2) if
the person, while younger than 17 years of age, engaged in
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conduct in contempt of an order issued by the justice or mu-
nicipal court, but contempt proceedings could not be held be-
fore the person’s 17th birthday.
(f ) A court that orders suspension or denial of a driver’s license
or permit under Subsection (c)(2)(B) shall notify the Depart-
ment of Public Safety on receiving proof of compliance with
the orders of the court.
(g) A justice or municipal court may not refer a child who vi-
olates a court order while 17 years of age or older to a juvenile
court for delinquency proceedings for contempt of court.

ART. 45.051.  SUSPENSION OF SENTENCE AND

DEFERRAL OF FINAL DISPOSITION

(a) On a plea of guilty or nolo contendere by a defendant or on
a finding of guilt in a misdemeanor case punishable by fine only
and payment of all court costs, the judge may defer further pro-
ceedings without entering an adjudication of guilt and place the
defendant on probation for a period not to exceed 180 days. In
issuing the order of deferral, the judge may impose a special ex-
pense fee on the defendant in an amount not to exceed the
amount of the fine that could be imposed on the defendant as
punishment for the offense. The special expense fee may be col-
lected at any time before the date on which the period of proba-
tion ends. The judge may elect not to impose the special expense
fee for good cause shown by the defendant. If the judge orders
the collection of a special expense fee, the judge shall require that
the amount of the special expense fee be credited toward the pay-
ment of the amount of the fine imposed by the judge. An order
of deferral under this subsection terminates any liability under a
bail bond or an appearance bond given for the charge.
(a-1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, as an alter-
native to requiring a defendant charged with one or more of-
fenses to make payment of all court costs as required by
Subsection (a), the judge may:

(1) allow the defendant to enter into an agreement for pay-
ment of those costs in installments during the defendant’s
period of probation;
(2) require an eligible defendant to discharge all or part of
those costs by performing community service or attending
a tutoring program under Article 45.049 or 45.0492; or
(3) take any combination of actions authorized by Subdivi-
sion (1) or (2).

(b) During the deferral period, the judge may require the de-
fendant to:

(1) post a bond in the amount of the fine assessed to secure
payment of the fine;
(2) pay restitution to the victim of the offense in an amount
not to exceed the fine assessed;
(3) submit to professional counseling;
(4) submit to diagnostic testing for alcohol or a controlled
substance or drug;
(5) submit to a psychosocial assessment;
(6) participate in an alcohol or drug abuse treatment or ed-
ucation program, such as:

(A) a drug education program that is designed to educate
persons on the dangers of drug abuse and is approved by
the Department of State Health Services in accordance
with Section 521.374, Transportation Code; or
(B) an alcohol awareness program described by Section
106.115, Alcoholic Beverage Code;

(7) pay the costs of any diagnostic testing, psychosocial as-
sessment, or participation in a treatment or education pro-
gram either directly or through the court as court costs; 
(8) complete a driving safety course approved under Chap-
ter 1001, Education Code, or another course as directed by
the judge;
(9) present to the court satisfactory evidence that the de-
fendant has complied with each requirement imposed by
the judge under this article; and
(10) comply with any other reasonable condition.

(b-1) If the defendant is younger than 25 years of age and the
offense committed by the defendant is a traffic offense classi-
fied as a moving violation:

(1) Subsection (b)(8) does not apply;
(2) during the deferral period, the judge:

(A) shall require the defendant to complete a driving
safety course approved under Chapter 1001, Education
Code; and
(B) may require the defendant to complete an additional
driving safety course designed for drivers younger than
25 years of age and approved under Section 1001.111,
Education Code; and

(3) if the defendant holds a provisional license, during the
deferral period the judge shall require that the defendant be
examined by the Department of Public Safety as required
by Section 521.161(b)(2), Transportation Code; a defen-
dant is not exempt from the examination regardless of
whether the defendant was examined previously.

(b-2) A person examined as required by Subsection 
(b-1)(3) must pay a $10 examination fee.
(b-3) The fee collected under Subsection (b-2) must be de-
posited to the credit of a special account in the general revenue
fund and may be used only by the Department of Public Safety
for the administration of Chapter 521, Transportation Code.
(c) On determining that the defendant has complied with the
requirements imposed by the judge under this article, the judge
shall dismiss the complaint, and it shall be clearly noted in the
docket that the complaint is dismissed and that there is not a
final conviction.
(c-1) If the defendant fails to present within the deferral period
satisfactory evidence of compliance with the requirements im-
posed by the judge under this article, the court shall:

(1) notify the defendant in writing, mailed to the address
on file with the court or appearing on the notice to appear,
of that failure; and
(2) require the defendant to appear at the time and place
stated in the notice to show cause why the order of deferral
should not be revoked.

(c-2) On the defendant’s showing of good cause for failure to
present satisfactory evidence of compliance with the require-
ments imposed by the judge under this article, the court may
allow an additional period during which the defendant may
present evidence of the defendant’s compliance with the re-
quirements.
(d) If on the date of a show cause hearing under Subsection 
(c-1) or, if applicable, by the conclusion of an additional period
provided under Subsection (c-2) the defendant does not present
satisfactory evidence that the defendant complied with the re-
quirements imposed, the judge may impose the fine assessed or
impose a lesser fine. The imposition of the fine or lesser fine con-
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stitutes a final conviction of the defendant. This subsection does
not apply to a defendant required under Subsection (b-1) to
complete a driving safety course approved under Chapter 1001,
Education Code, or an examination under Section
521.161(b)(2), Transportation Code.
(d-1) If the defendant was required to complete a driving safety
course or an examination under Subsection (b-1) and on the date
of a show cause hearing under Subsection (c-1) or, if applicable,
by the conclusion of an additional period provided under Sub-
section (c-2) the defendant does not present satisfactory evidence
that the defendant completed that course or examination, the
judge shall impose the fine assessed. The imposition of the fine
constitutes a final conviction of the defendant.
(e) Records relating to a complaint dismissed as provided by
this article may be expunged under Article 55.01. If a com-
plaint is dismissed under this article, there is not a final con-
viction and the complaint may not be used against the person
for any purpose.
(f ) This article does not apply to:

(1) an offense to which Section 542.404, Transportation
Code, applies; or
(2) a violation of a state law or local ordinance relating to
motor vehicle control, other than a parking violation, com-
mitted by a person who:

(A) holds a commercial driver’s license; or
(B) held a commercial driver’s license when the offense
was committed.

(g) If a judge requires a defendant under Subsection (b) to at-
tend an alcohol awareness program or drug education program
as described by Subdivision (6) of that subsection, unless the
judge determines that the defendant is indigent and unable to
pay the cost, the judge shall require the defendant to pay the
cost of attending the program. The judge may allow the de-
fendant to pay the cost of attending the program in install-
ments during the deferral period.

Addition of (b)(6)(A)–(B) & (g) effective Sept, 1, 2015 (HB 642,
§4).

ART. 45.0511.  DRIVING SAFETY COURSE OR

MOTORCYCLE OPERATOR COURSE DISMISSAL

PROCEDURES

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (a-1), this article applies
only to an alleged offense that: 

(1) is within the jurisdiction of a justice court or a munici-
pal court;
(2) involves the operation of a motor vehicle; and
(3) is defined by:

(A) Section 472.022, Transportation Code;
(B) Subtitle C, Title 7, Transportation Code; or
(C) Section 729.001(a)(3), Transportation Code.

(a-1) If the defendant is younger than 25 years of age, this ar-
ticle applies to any alleged offense that:

(1) is within the jurisdiction of a justice court or a munici-
pal court;
(2) involves the operation of a motor vehicle; and
(3) is classified as a moving violation.

(b) The judge shall require the defendant to successfully com-
plete a driving safety course approved by the Texas Depart-
ment of Licensing and Regulation [Education Agency] or a

course under the motorcycle operator training and safety pro-
gram approved by the designated state agency under Chapter
662, Transportation Code, if:

(1) the defendant elects driving safety course or motorcycle
operator training course dismissal under this article;
(2) the defendant:

(A) has not completed an approved driving safety course or
motorcycle operator training course, as appropriate, within
the 12 months preceding the date of the offense; or
(B) does not have a valid Texas driver’s license or permit,
is a member, or the spouse or dependent child of a mem-
ber, of the United States military forces serving on active
duty, and has not completed a driving safety course or
motorcycle operator training course, as appropriate, in
another state within the 12 months preceding the date
of the offense;

(3) the defendant enters a plea under Article 45.021 in per-
son or in writing of no contest or guilty on or before the an-
swer date on the notice to appear and:

(A) presents in person or by counsel to the court a re-
quest to take a course; or
(B) sends to the court by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, postmarked on or before the answer date on the
notice to appear, a written request to take a course;

(4) the defendant:
(A) has a valid Texas driver’s license or permit; or
(B) is a member, or the spouse or dependent child of a
member, of the United States military forces serving on
active duty;

(5) the defendant is charged with an offense to which this
article applies, other than speeding at a speed of:

(A) 95 miles per hour or more; or
(B) 25 miles per hour or more over the posted speed
limit; and

(6) the defendant provides evidence of financial responsi-
bility as required by Chapter 601, Transportation Code.

(c) The court shall enter judgment on the defendant’s plea of
no contest or guilty at the time the plea is made, defer impo-
sition of the judgment, and allow the defendant 90 days to
successfully complete the approved driving safety course or
motorcycle operator training course and present to the court:

(1) a uniform certificate of completion of the driving safety
course or a verification of completion of the motorcycle op-
erator training course;
(2) unless the judge proceeds under Subsection (c-1), the
defendant’s driving record as maintained by the Depart-
ment of Public Safety, if any, showing that the defendant
had not completed an approved driving safety course or
motorcycle operator training course, as applicable, within
the 12 months preceding the date of the offense; 
(3) an affidavit stating that the defendant was not taking a
driving safety course or motorcycle operator training
course, as applicable, under this article on the date the re-
quest to take the course was made and had not completed
such a course that is not shown on the defendant’s driving
record within the 12 months preceding the date of the of-
fense; and
(4) if the defendant does not have a valid Texas driver’s li-
cense or permit and is a member, or the spouse or depen-
dent child of a member, of the United States military forces
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serving on active duty, an affidavit stating that the defen-
dant was not taking a driving safety course or motorcycle
operator training course, as appropriate, in another state on
the date the request to take the course was made and had
not completed such a course within the 12 months preced-
ing the date of the offense.

(c-1) In this subsection, “state electronic Internet portal” has
the meaning assigned by Section 2054.003, Government
Code. As an alternative to receiving the defendant’s driving
record under Subsection (c)(2), the judge, at the time the de-
fendant requests a driving safety course or motorcycle operator
training course dismissal under this article, may require the de-
fendant to pay a fee in an amount equal to the sum of the
amount of the fee established by Section 521.048, Transporta-
tion Code, and the state electronic Internet portal fee and,
using the state electronic Internet portal, may request the Texas
Department of Public Safety to provide the judge with  a copy
of the defendant’s driving record that shows the information
described by Section 521.047(b), Transportation Code. As
soon as practicable and using the state electronic Internet por-
tal, the Texas Department of Public Safety shall provide the
judge with the requested copy of the defendant’s driving
record. The fee authorized by this subsection is in addition to
any other fee required under this article. If the copy of the de-
fendant’s driving record provided to the judge under this sub-
section shows that the defendant has not completed an
approved driving safety course or motorcycle operator training
course, as appropriate, within the 12 months preceding the
date of the offense, the judge shall allow the defendant to com-
plete the appropriate course as provided by this article. The
custodian of a municipal or county treasury who receives fees
collected under this subsection shall keep a record of the fees
and, without deduction or proration, forward the fees to the
comptroller, with and in the manner required for other fees
and costs received in connection with criminal cases. The
comptroller shall credit fees received under this subsection to the
Texas Department of Public Safety.(d) Notwithstanding Subsec-
tions (b)(2) and (3), before the final disposition of the case, the
court may grant a request to take a driving safety course or a mo-
torcycle operator training course under this article.
(e) A request to take a driving safety course or motorcycle oper-
ator training course made at or before the time and at the place
at which a defendant is required to appear in court is an ap-
pearance in compliance with the defendant’s promise to appear.
(f ) In addition to court costs and fees authorized or imposed by
a law of this state and applicable to the offense, the court may:

(1) require a defendant requesting a course under Subsec-
tion (b) to pay an administrative fee set by the court to
cover the cost of administering this article at an amount of
not more than $10; or
(2) require a defendant requesting a course under Subsec-
tion (d) to pay a fee set by the court at an amount not to
exceed the maximum amount of the fine for the offense
committed by the defendant.

(g) A defendant who requests but does not take a course is not
entitled to a refund of the fee.
(h) Fees collected by a municipal court shall be deposited in
the municipal treasury. Fees collected by another court shall be
deposited in the county treasury of the county in which the
court is located.

(i) If a defendant requesting a course under this article fails to
comply with Subsection (c), the court shall:

(1) notify the defendant in writing, mailed to the address
on file with the court or appearing on the notice to appear,
of that failure; and
(2) require the defendant to appear at the time and place
stated in the notice to show cause why the evidence was not
timely submitted to the court.

(j) If the defendant fails to appear at the time and place stated
in the notice under Subsection (i), or appears at the time and
place stated in the notice but does not show good cause for the
defendant’s failure to comply with Subsection (c), the court
shall enter an adjudication of guilt and impose sentence.
(k) On a defendant’s showing of good cause for failure to fur-
nish evidence to the court, the court may allow an extension of
time during which the defendant may present:

(1) a uniform certificate of course completion as evidence
that the defendant successfully completed the driving safety
course; or
(2) a verification of course completion as evidence that the
defendant successfully completed the motorcycle operator
training course.

(l) When a defendant complies with Subsection (c), the court
shall:

(1) remove the judgment and dismiss the charge;
(2) report the fact that the defendant successfully com-
pleted a driving safety course or a motorcycle operator
training course and the date of completion to the Texas De-
partment of Public Safety for inclusion in the person’s dri-
ving record; and
(3) state in that report whether the course was taken under
this article to provide information necessary to determine
eligibility to take a subsequent course under Subsection (b).

(m) The court may dismiss only one charge for each comple-
tion of a course.
(n) A charge that is dismissed under this article may not be
part of a person’s driving record or used for any purpose.
(o) An insurer delivering or issuing for delivery a motor vehi-
cle insurance policy in this state may not cancel or increase the
premium charged an insured under the policy because the in-
sured completed a driving safety course or a motorcycle train-
ing course or had a charge dismissed under this article.
(p) The court shall advise a defendant charged with a misde-
meanor under Section 472.022, Transportation Code, Subtitle
C, Title 7, Transportation Code, or Section 729.001(a)(3),
Transportation Code, committed while operating a motor ve-
hicle of the defendant’s right under this article to successfully
complete a driving safety course or, if the offense was commit-
ted while operating a motorcycle, a motorcycle operator train-
ing course. The right to complete a course does not apply to a
defendant charged with:

(1) a violation of Section 545.066, 550.022, or 550.023,
Transportation Code;
(2) a serious traffic violation; or
(3) an offense to which Section 542.404, Transportation
Code, applies.

(q) A notice to appear issued for an offense to which this arti-
cle applies must inform a defendant charged with an offense
under Section 472.022, Transportation Code, an offense
under Subtitle C, Title 7, Transportation Code, or an offense
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under Section 729.001(a)(3), Transportation Code, commit-
ted while operating a motor vehicle of the defendant’s right to
complete a driving safety course or, if the offense was commit-
ted while operating a motorcycle, of the defendant’s right to
complete a motorcycle operator training course. The notice re-
quired by this subsection must read substantially as follows:

“You may be able to require that this charge be dismissed by
successfully completing a driving safety course or a motor-
cycle operator training course. You will lose that right if, on
or before your appearance date, you do not provide the
court with notice of your request to take the course.”

(r) If the notice required by Subsection (q) is not provided to
the defendant charged with the offense, the defendant may
continue to exercise the defendant’s right to take a driving
safety course or a motorcycle operator training course until the
notice required by Subsection (q) is provided to the defendant
or there is a final disposition of the case.
(s) This article does not apply to an offense committed by a
person who:

(1) holds a commercial driver’s license; or
(2) held a commercial driver’s license when the offense was
committed.

(t) An order of deferral under Subsection (c) terminates any li-
ability under a bail bond or appearance bond given for the
charge.
(u) The requirement of Subsection (b)(2) does not apply to a
defendant charged with an offense under Section 545.412,
Transportation Code, if the judge requires the defendant to at-
tend and present proof that the defendant has successfully com-
pleted a specialized driving safety course that includes four
hours of instruction that encourages the use of child passenger
safety seat systems, and any driving safety course taken by the
defendant under this section within the 12 months preceding
the date of the offense did not include that training. The per-
son’s driving record under Subsection (c)(2) and the affidavit of
the defendant under Subsection (c)(3) is required to include
only previous or concurrent courses that included that training.

Amendment to (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1786, §54).

ART. 45.052.  DISMISSAL OF MISDEMEANOR

CHARGE ON COMPLETION OF TEEN COURT

PROGRAM

(a) A justice or municipal court may defer proceedings against a
defendant who is under the age of 18 or enrolled full time in an
accredited secondary school in a program leading toward a high
school diploma for not more than 180 days if the defendant:

(1) is charged with an offense that the court has jurisdiction
of under Article 4.11 or 4.14[, Code of Criminal Proce-
dure];
(2) pleads nolo contendere or guilty to the offense in open
court with the defendant’s parent, guardian, or managing
conservator present;
(3) presents to the court an oral or written request to attend
a teen court program or is recommended to attend the pro-
gram by a school employee under Section 37.146, Educa-
tion Code; and
(4) has not successfully completed a teen court program in
the year [two years] preceding the date that the alleged of-
fense occurred.

(b) The teen court program must be approved by the court.

(c) A defendant for whom proceedings are deferred under Sub-
section (a) shall complete the teen court program not later
than the 90th day after the date the teen court hearing to de-
termine punishment is held or the last day of the deferral pe-
riod, whichever date is earlier. The justice or municipal court
shall dismiss the charge at the time the defendant presents sat-
isfactory evidence that the defendant has successfully com-
pleted the teen court program.
(d) A charge dismissed under this article may not be part of the
defendant’s criminal record or driving record or used for any pur-
pose. However, if the charge was for a traffic offense, the court
shall report to the Department of Public Safety that the defen-
dant successfully completed the teen court program and the date
of completion for inclusion in the defendant’s driving record.
(e) The justice or municipal court may require a person who re-
quests a teen court program to pay a fee not to exceed $10 that
is set by the court to cover the costs of administering this article.
Fees collected by a municipal court shall be deposited in the mu-
nicipal treasury. Fees collected by a justice court shall be de-
posited in the county treasury of the county in which the court
is located. A person who requests a teen court program and fails
to complete the program is not entitled to a refund of the fee.
(f ) A court may transfer a case in which proceedings have been
deferred under this section to a court in another county if the
court to which the case is transferred consents. A case may not
be transferred unless it is within the jurisdiction of the court to
which it is transferred. 
(g) In addition to the fee authorized by Subsection (e) of this ar-
ticle, the court may require a child who requests a teen court
program to pay a $10 fee to cover the cost to the teen court for
performing its duties under this article. The court shall pay the
fee to the teen court program, and the teen court program must
account to the court for the receipt and disbursal of the fee. A
child who pays a fee under this subsection is not entitled to a re-
fund of the fee, regardless of whether the child successfully com-
pletes the teen court program.
(h) A justice or municipal court may exempt a defendant for
whom proceedings are deferred under this article from the re-
quirement to pay a court cost or fee that is imposed by another
statute.
(i) Notwithstanding Subsection (e) or (g), a justice or munici-
pal court that is located in the Texas-Louisiana border region,
as defined by Section 2056.002, Government Code, may
charge a fee of $20 under those subsections.

Amendments to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 108, §2). Sec-
tion 7(a) of SB 108 provides: “[T]he changes in law made by this
Act apply only to an offense committed on or after the effective
date of this Act. An offense committed before the effective date
of this Act is governed by the law in effect on the date the offense
was committed, and the former law is continued in effect for that
purpose. For purposes of this section, an offense was committed
before the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense
occurred before that date.”

ART. 45.053.  DISMISSAL OF MISDEMEANOR

CHARGE ON COMMITMENT OF CHEMICALLY

DEPENDENT PERSON

(a) On a plea of guilty or nolo contendere by a defendant or on
a finding of guilt in a misdemeanor case punishable by a fine
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only, a justice or municipal court may defer further proceedings
for 90 days without entering an adjudication of guilt if:

(1) the court finds that the offense resulted from or was re-
lated to the defendant’s chemical dependency; and
(2) an application for court-ordered treatment of the de-
fendant is filed in accordance with Chapter 462, Health
and Safety Code.

(b) At the end of the deferral period, the justice or municipal
court shall dismiss the charge if satisfactory evidence is pre-
sented that the defendant was committed for and completed
court-ordered treatment in accordance with Chapter 462,
Health and Safety Code, and it shall be clearly noted in the
docket that the complaint is dismissed and that there is not a
final conviction.
(c) If at the conclusion of the deferral period satisfactory evi-
dence that the defendant was committed for and completed
court-ordered treatment in accordance with Chapter 462,
Health and Safety Code, is not presented, the justice or mu-
nicipal court may impose the fine assessed or impose a lesser
fine. The imposition of a fine constitutes a final conviction of
the defendant.
(d) Records relating to a complaint dismissed under this arti-
cle may be expunged under Article 55.01 of this code. If a
complaint is dismissed under this article, there is not a final
conviction and the complaint may not be used against the per-
son for any purpose.

ART.  45.0531.  DISMISSAL OF PARENT

CONTRIBUTING TO NONATTENDANCE CHARGE

Notwithstanding any other law, a county, justice, or municipal
court, at the court’s discretion, may dismiss a charge against a
defendant alleging the defendant committed an offense under
Section 25.093, Education Code, if the court finds that a dis-
missal would be in the interest of justice because:
(1) there is a low likelihood of recidivism by the defendant; or
(2) sufficient justification exists for the failure to attend school.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §3). See effective
note following Art. 4.14.

[ART.  45.054.  FAILURE TO ATTEND SCHOOL

PROCEEDINGS]
[(a) On a finding by a county, justice, or municipal court that
an individual has committed an offense under Section 25.094,
Education Code, the court has jurisdiction to enter an order
that includes one or more of the following provisions requir-
ing that:]

[(1) the individual:]
[(A) attend school without unexcused absences;]
[(B) attend a preparatory class for the high school equiv-
alency examination administered under Section 7.111,
Education Code, if the court determines that the indi-
vidual is too old to do well in a formal classroom envi-
ronment; or]
[(C) if the individual is at least 16 years of age, take the
high school equivalency examination administered
under Section 7.111, Education Code;]

[(2) the individual attend a special program that the court
determines to be in the best interest of the individual, in-
cluding:]

[(A) an alcohol and drug abuse program;]

[(B) a rehabilitation program;]
[(C) a counseling program, including self-improvement
counseling;]
[(D) a program that provides training in self-esteem and
leadership;]
[(E) a work and job skills training program;]
[(F) a program that provides training in parenting, in-
cluding parental responsibility;]
[(G) a program that provides training in manners;]
[(H) a program that provides training in violence avoid-
ance;]
[(I) a program that provides sensitivity training; and]
[(J) a program that provides training in advocacy and
mentoring;]

[(3) the individual and the individual’s parent attend a class
for students at risk of dropping out of school designed for
both the individual and the individual’s parent;]
[(4) the individual complete reasonable community service
requirements; or]
[(5) for the total number of hours ordered by the court, the
individual participate in a tutorial program covering the
academic subjects in which the student is enrolled provided
by the school the individual attends.]

[(a-1) On a finding by a juvenile court in a county with a pop-
ulation of less than 100,000 that the individual has engaged in
conduct that violates Section 25.094, Education Code, the
court has jurisdiction to enter an order that includes one or
more of the provisions listed under Subsection (a).]
[(a-2) An order under Subsection (a) may not require a student
to attend a juvenile justice alternative education program.]
[(b) An order under Subsection (a)(3) that requires the parent
of an individual to attend a class for students at risk of drop-
ping out of school is enforceable in the justice, municipal, or
juvenile court by contempt.]
[(c) A court having jurisdiction under this article shall endorse
on the summons issued to the parent of the individual who is
the subject of the hearing an order directing the parent to ap-
pear personally at the hearing and directing the person having
custody of the individual to bring the individual to the hear-
ing.]
[(d) An individual commits an offense if the individual is a
parent who fails to attend a hearing under this article after re-
ceiving notice under Subsection (c) that the individual’s atten-
dance is required. An offense under this subsection is a Class
C misdemeanor.]
[(e) On the commencement of proceedings under this article,
the court shall inform the individual who is the subject of the
hearing and the individual’s parent in open court of the indi-
vidual’s expunction rights and provide the individual and the
individual’s parent with a written copy of Article 45.055.]
[(f ) In addition to any other order authorized by this article,
the court may order the Department of Public Safety to sus-
pend the driver’s license or permit of the individual who is the
subject of the hearing or, if the individual does not have a li-
cense or permit, to deny the issuance of a license or permit to
the individual for a period specified by the court not to exceed
365 days.]
[(g) A dispositional order under this article is effective for the
period specified by the court in the order but may not extend
beyond the 180th day after the date of the order or beyond the
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end of the school year in which the order was entered,
whichever period is longer.]
[(h) In this article, “parent” includes a person standing in
parental relation.]
[(i) A county, justice, or municipal court shall dismiss the com-
plaint against an individual alleging that the individual com-
mitted an offense under Section 25.094, Education Code, if:]

[(1) the court finds that the individual has successfully
complied with the conditions imposed on the individual by
the court under this article; or]
[(2) the individual presents to the court proof that the in-
dividual has obtained a high school diploma or a high
school equivalency certificate.]

[(j) A county, justice, or municipal court may waive or reduce
a fee or court cost imposed under this article if the court finds
that payment of the fee or court cost would cause financial
hardship.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §41(1)).

ART.  45.0541.  EXPUNCTION OF FAILURE TO

ATTEND SCHOOL RECORDS

(a) In this article, “truancy offense” means an offense commit-
ted under the former Section 25.094, Education Code.
(b) An individual who has been convicted of a truancy offense
or has had a complaint for a truancy offense dismissed is enti-
tled to have the conviction or complaint and records relating
to the conviction or complaint expunged.
(c) Regardless of whether the individual has filed a petition for
expunction, the court in which the individual was convicted or
a complaint for a truancy offense was filed shall order the con-
viction, complaints, verdicts, sentences, and other documents
relating to the offense, including any documents in the posses-
sion of a school district or law enforcement agency, to be ex-
punged from the individual’s record. After entry of the order,
the individual is released from all disabilities resulting from the
conviction or complaint, and the conviction or complaint may
not be shown or made known for any purpose.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §3). See effective
note following Art. 4.14.

[ART.  45.055.  EXPUNCTION OF CONVICTION

AND RECORDS IN FAILURE TO ATTEND SCHOOL

CASES]
[(a) Except as provided by Subsection (e), an individual con-
victed of not more than one violation of Section 25.094, Edu-
cation Code, may, on or after the individual’s 18th birthday,
apply to the court in which the individual was convicted to
have the conviction and records relating to the conviction ex-
punged.]
[(b) To apply for an expunction, the applicant must submit a
written request that:]

[(1) is made under oath;]
[(2) states that the applicant has not been convicted of
more than one violation of Section 25.094, Education
Code; and]
[(3) is in the form determined by the applicant.]

[(c) The court may expunge the conviction and records relat-
ing to the conviction without a hearing or, if facts are in doubt,

may order a hearing on the application. If the court finds that
the applicant has not been convicted of more than one viola-
tion of Section 25.094, Education Code, the court shall order
the conviction, together with all complaints, verdicts, sen-
tences, and other documents relating to the offense, including
any documents in the possession of a school district or law en-
forcement agency, to be expunged from the applicant’s record.
After entry of the order, the applicant is released from all dis-
abilities resulting from the conviction, and the conviction may
not be shown or made known for any purpose. The court shall
inform the applicant of the court’s decision on the applica-
tion.]
[(d) The court shall require an individual who files an applica-
tion under this article to pay a fee in the amount of $30 to de-
fray the cost of notifying state agencies of orders of expunction
under this article.]
[(e) A court shall expunge an individual’s conviction under
Section 25.094, Education Code, and records relating to a
conviction, regardless of whether the individual has previously
been convicted of an offense under that section, if:]

[(1) the court finds that the individual has successfully
complied with the conditions imposed on the individual by
the court under Article 45.054; or]
[(2) before the individual’s 21st birthday, the individual
presents to the court proof that the individual has obtained
a high school diploma or a high school equivalency certifi-
cate.]

Repealed effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §41(1)).

ART.  45.056.  JUVENILE CASE MANAGERS

(a) On approval of the commissioners court, city council,
school district board of trustees, juvenile board, or other ap-
propriate authority, a county court, justice court, municipal
court, school district, juvenile probation department, or other
appropriate governmental entity may:

(1) employ a case manager to provide services in cases in-
volving juvenile offenders who are before a court consistent
with the court’s statutory powers or referred to a court by a
school administrator or designee for misconduct that would
otherwise be within the court’s statutory powers prior to a
case being filed, with the consent of the juvenile and the ju-
venile’s parents or guardians;
(2) employ one or more juvenile case managers who:

(A) shall assist the court in administering the court’s ju-
venile docket and in supervising the court’s orders in ju-
venile cases; and
(B) may provide:

(i) prevention services to a child considered at risk of
entering the juvenile justice system; and
(ii) intervention services to juveniles engaged in mis-
conduct before cases are filed, excluding traffic of-
fenses; or

(3) agree in accordance with Chapter 791, Government
Code, with any appropriate governmental entity to
jointly employ a case manager or to jointly contribute to
the costs of a case manager employed by one govern-
mental entity to provide services described by Subdivi-
sions (1) and (2).

(b) A local entity may apply or more than one local entity may
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jointly apply to the criminal justice division of the governor’s
office for reimbursement of all or part of the costs of employ-
ing one or more juvenile case managers from funds appropri-
ated to the governor’s office or otherwise available for that
purpose. To be eligible for reimbursement, the entity applying
must present to the governor’s office a comprehensive plan to
reduce juvenile crimes in the entity’s jurisdiction that addresses
the role of the case manager in that effort.

Subsection (c) as amended by SB 393, effective Sept. 1,
2013:

(c) A county or justice court on approval of the commissioners
court or a municipality or municipal court on approval of the
city council may employ one or more juvenile case managers
who:

(1) shall assist the court in administering the court’s juve-
nile docket and in supervising its court orders in juvenile
cases; and
(2) may provide:

(A) prevention services to a child considered at-risk of
entering the juvenile justice system; and
(B) intervention services to juveniles engaged in mis-
conduct prior to cases being filed, excluding traffic of-
fenses.

Subsection (c) as amended by SB 1419, effective Sept. 1,
2013:

(c) An entity that jointly employs a case manager under Sub-
section (a)(3) employs a juvenile case manager for purposes of
Chapter 102 of this code and Chapter 102, Government
Code.
(d) Pursuant to Article 102.0174, the court or governing body
may pay the salary and benefits of a juvenile case manager and
the costs of training, travel, office supplies, and other necessary
expenses relating to the position of a juvenile case manager
from the juvenile case manager fund.
(e) Repealed.
(f ) The governing body of the employing governmental entity
under Subsection (a) shall adopt reasonable rules for juvenile
case managers that provide:

(1) a code of ethics, and for the enforcement of the code of
ethics;
(2) appropriate educational preservice and in-service train-
ing standards for juvenile case managers; and
(3) training in:

(A) the role of the juvenile case manager;
(B) case planning and management;
(C) applicable procedural and substantive law;
(D) courtroom proceedings and presentation;
(E) services to at-risk youth under Subchapter D, Chap-
ter 264, Family Code;
(F) local programs and services for juveniles and meth-
ods by which juveniles may access those programs and
services; and
(G) detecting and preventing abuse, exploitation, and
neglect of juveniles.

(g) The employing court or governmental entity under this ar-
ticle shall implement the rules adopted under Subsection (f ).
(h) The commissioners court or governing body of the munic-

ipality that administers a juvenile case manager fund under Ar-
ticle 102.0174 shall require periodic review of juvenile case
managers to ensure the implementation of the rules adopted
under Subsection (f ).
(i) The juvenile case manager shall timely report to the judge
who signed the order or judgment and, on request, to the
judge assigned to the case or the presiding judge any informa-
tion or recommendations relevant to assisting the judge in
making decisions that are in the best interest of the child.
(j)  The judge who is assigned to the case shall consult with the
juvenile case manager who is supervising the case regarding:

(1) the child’s home environment;
(2) the child’s developmental, psychological, and educa-
tional status;
(3) the child’s previous interaction with the justice system;
and
(4) any sanctions available to the court that would be in the
best interest of the child.

(k) Subsections (i) and (j) do not apply to:
(1) a part-time judge; or
(2) a county judge of a county court that has one or more
appointed full-time magistrates under Section 54.1172,
Government Code.

Reenactment and amendment of (a) (as previously amended by
Chapters 1213 (SB 1419) and 1407 (SB 393), Acts of the 83rd
Legislature, Regular Session, 2013) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB
2398, §4).

ART.  45.057.  OFFENSES COMMITTED BY

JUVENILES

(a) In this article:
(1) “Child” has the meaning assigned by Article 45.058(h).
(2) “Residence” means any place where the child lives or re-
sides for a period of at least 30 days.
(3) “Parent” includes a person standing in parental relation,
a managing conservator, or a custodian.

(b) On a finding by a justice or municipal court that a child
committed an offense that the court has jurisdiction of under
Article 4.11 or 4.14, the court has jurisdiction to enter an
order:

(1) referring the child or the child’s parent for services
under Section 264.302, Family Code;
(2) requiring that the child attend a special program that
the court determines to be in the best interest of the child
and, if the program involves the expenditure of municipal
or county funds, that is approved by the governing body of
the municipality or county commissioners court, as applic-
able, including a rehabilitation, counseling, self-esteem and
leadership, work and job skills training, job interviewing
and work preparation, self-improvement, parenting, man-
ners, violence avoidance, tutoring, sensitivity training,
parental responsibility, community service, restitution, ad-
vocacy, or mentoring program; or
(3) requiring that the child’s parent do any act or refrain
from doing any act that the court determines will increase
the likelihood that the child will comply with the orders of
the court and that is reasonable and necessary for the wel-
fare of the child, including:

(A) attend a parenting class or parental responsibility
program; and
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(B) attend the child’s school classes or functions.
(c) The justice or municipal court may order the parent, man-
aging conservator, or guardian of a child required to attend a
program under Subsection (b) to pay an amount not greater
than $100 to pay for the costs of the program.
(d) A justice or municipal court may require a child, parent,
managing conservator, or guardian required to attend a pro-
gram, class, or function under this article to submit proof of
attendance to the court.
(e) A justice or municipal court shall endorse on the summons
issued to a parent an order to appear personally at the hearing
with the child. The summons must include a warning that the
failure of the parent to appear may result in arrest and is a Class
C misdemeanor.
(f ) An order under this article involving a child is enforceable
under Article 45.050.
(g) A person commits an offense if the person is a parent, man-
aging conservator, or guardian who fails to attend a hearing
under this article after receiving an order under Subsection (e).
An offense under this subsection is a Class C misdemeanor.
(h) A child and parent required to appear before the court have
an obligation to provide the court in writing with the current
address and residence of the child. The obligation does not end
when the child reaches age 17. On or before the seventh day
after the date the child or parent changes residence, the child
or parent shall notify the court of the current address in the
manner directed by the court. A violation of this subsection
may result in arrest and is a Class C misdemeanor. The oblig-
ation to provide notice terminates on discharge and satisfac-
tion of the judgement or final disposition not requiring a
finding of guilt.
(i) If an appellate court accepts an appeal for a trial de novo,
the child and parent shall provide the notice under Subsec-
tion (h) to the appellate court.
(j) The child and parent are entitled to written notice of their
obligation under Subsections (h) and (i), which may be satis-
fied by being given a copy of those subsections by:

(1) the court during their initial appearance before the
court;
(2) a peace officer arresting and releasing a child under Ar-
ticle 45.058(a) on release; and
(3) a peace officer that issues a citation under Section
543.003, Transportation Code, or Article 14.06(b) of this
code.

(k) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsec-
tion (h) that the child and parent were not informed of their
obligation under this article.
(l) Any order under this article is enforceable by the justice or
municipal court by contempt.

ART.  45.058.  CHILDREN TAKEN INTO CUSTODY

(a) A child may be released to the child’s parent, guardian, cus-
todian, or other responsible adult as provided by Section
52.02(a)(1), Family Code, if the child is taken into custody for
an offense that a justice or municipal court has jurisdiction of
under Article 4.11 or 4.14.
(b) A child described by Subsection (a) must be taken only to
a place previously designated by the head of the law enforce-
ment agency with custody of the child as an appropriate place
of nonsecure custody for children unless the child:

(1) is released under Section 52.02(a)(1), Family Code; or
(2) is taken before a justice or municipal court.

(c) A place of nonsecure custody for children must be an un-
locked, multipurpose area. A lobby, office, or interrogation
room is suitable if the area is not designated, set aside, or used as
a secure detention area and is not part of a secure detention area.
A place of nonsecure custody may be a juvenile processing office
designated under Section 52.025, Family Code, if the area is not
locked when it is used as a place of nonsecure custody.
(d) The following procedures shall be followed in a place of
nonsecure custody for children:

(1) a child may not be secured physically to a cuffing rail,
chair, desk, or other stationary object;
(2) the child may be held in the nonsecure facility only long
enough to accomplish the purpose of identification, inves-
tigation, processing, release to parents, or the arranging of
transportation to the appropriate juvenile court, juvenile
detention facility, secure detention facility, justice court, or
municipal court;
(3) residential use of the area is prohibited; and
(4) the child shall be under continuous visual supervision
by a law enforcement officer or facility staff person during
the time the child is in nonsecure custody.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a child
may not, under any circumstances, be detained in a place of
nonsecure custody for more than six hours.
(f ) A child taken into custody for an offense that a justice or mu-
nicipal court has jurisdiction of under Article 4.11 or 4.14 may
be presented or detained in a detention facility designated by the
juvenile court under Section 52.02(a)(3), Family Code, only if:

(1) the child’s non-traffic case is transferred to the juvenile
court by a justice or municipal court under Section
51.08(b), Family Code; or
(2) the child is referred to the juvenile court by a justice or
municipal court for contempt of court under Article 45.050.

(g) Except as provided by Subsection (g-1) and Section
37.143(a), Education Code, a law enforcement officer may
issue a field release citation as provided by Article 14.06 in
place of taking a child into custody for a traffic offense or an
offense punishable by fine only.
(g-1) A law enforcement officer may issue a field release cita-
tion as provided by Article 14.06 in place of taking a child into
custody for conduct constituting a violation of Section 49.02,
Penal Code, only if the officer releases the child to the child’s
parent, guardian, custodian, or other responsible adult.
(h) In this article, “child” means a person who is:

(1) at least 10 years of age and younger than 17 years of age;
and
(2) charged with or convicted of an offense that a justice or
municipal court has jurisdiction of under Article 4.11 or 4.14.

(i) If a law enforcement officer issues a citation or files a com-
plaint in the manner provided by Article 45.018 for conduct by
a child 12 years of age or older that is alleged to have occurred on
school property or on a vehicle owned or operated by a county or
independent school district, the officer shall submit to the court
the offense report, a statement by a witness to the alleged con-
duct, and a statement by a victim of the alleged conduct, if any.
An attorney representing the state may not proceed in a trial of
an offense unless the law enforcement officer complied with the
requirements of this subsection.
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(j) Notwithstanding Subsection (g) or (g-1), a law enforcement
officer may not issue a citation or file a complaint in the manner
provided by Article 45.018 for conduct by a child younger than
12 years of age that is alleged to have occurred on school prop-
erty or on a vehicle owned or operated by a county or indepen-
dent school district.

Amendment to (g) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 108, §3). See ef-
fective note following Art. 45.052.

ART.  45.059.  CHILDREN TAKEN INTO CUSTODY

FOR VIOLATION OF JUVENILE CURFEW OR

ORDER

(a) A peace officer taking into custody a person younger than
17 years of age for violation of a juvenile curfew ordinance of
a municipality or order of the commissioners court of a county
shall, without unnecessary delay:

(1) release the person to the person’s parent, guardian, or
custodian;
(2) take the person before a justice or municipal court to
answer the charge; or
(3) take the person to a place designated as a juvenile cur-
few processing office by the head of the law enforcement
agency having custody of the person.

(b) A juvenile curfew processing office must observe the fol-
lowing procedures:

(1) the office must be an unlocked, multipurpose area that
is not designated, set aside, or used as a secure detention
area or part of a secure detention area;
(2) the person may not be secured physically to a cuffing
rail, chair, desk, or stationary object;
(3) the person may not be held longer than necessary to ac-
complish the purposes of identification, investigation, pro-
cessing, release to a parent, guardian, or custodian, or
arrangement of transportation to school or court;
(4) a juvenile curfew processing office may not be desig-
nated or intended for residential purposes;
(5) the person must be under continuous visual supervision
by a peace officer or other person during the time the per-
son is in the juvenile curfew processing office; and
(6) a person may not be held in a juvenile curfew process-
ing office for more than six hours.

(c) A place designated under this article as a juvenile curfew
processing office is not subject to the approval of the juvenile
board having jurisdiction where the governmental entity is lo-
cated.

ART.  45.060.  UNADJUDICATED CHILDREN,  NOW

ADULTS;  NOTICE ON REACHING AGE OF

MAJORITY;  OFFENSE

(a) Except as provided by Articles 45.058 and 45.059, an in-
dividual may not be taken into secured custody for offenses al-
leged to have occurred before the individual’s 17th birthday.
(b) On or after an individual’s 17th birthday, if the court has
used all available procedures under this chapter to secure the in-
dividual’s appearance to answer allegations made before the in-
dividual’s 17th birthday, the court may issue a notice of
continuing obligation to appear by personal service or by mail to
the last known address and residence of the individual. The no-
tice must order the individual to appear at a designated time,
place, and date to answer the allegations detailed in the notice.

(c) Failure to appear as ordered by the notice under Subsection
(b) is a Class C misdemeanor independent of Section 38.10,
Penal Code, and Section 543.003, Transportation Code.
(d) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsection
(c) that the individual was not informed of the individual’s
obligation under Articles 45.057(h) and (i) or did not receive
notice as required by Subsection (b).
(e) A notice of continuing obligation to appear issued under
this article must contain the following statement provided in
boldfaced type or capital letters:

“WARNING: COURT RECORDS REVEAL THAT BE-
FORE YOUR 17th BIRTHDAY YOU WERE ACCUSED
OF A CRIMINAL OFFENSE AND HAVE FAILED TO
MAKE AN APPEARANCE OR ENTER A PLEA IN
THIS MATTER. AS AN ADULT, YOU ARE NOTIFIED
THAT YOU HAVE A CONTINUING OBLIGATION
TO APPEAR IN THIS CASE. FAILURE TO APPEAR AS
REQUIRED BY THIS NOTICE MAY BE AN ADDI-
TIONAL CRIMINAL OFFENSE AND RESULT IN A
WARRANT BEING ISSUED FOR YOUR ARREST.”

ART.  45.061.  PROCEEDINGS CONCERNING

ELECTRONIC TRANSMISS ION OF CERTAIN VISUAL

MATERIAL DEPICTING MINOR

(a) In this article, “parent” means a natural or adoptive parent,
managing or possessory conservator, or legal guardian. The
term does not include a parent whose parental rights have been
terminated.
(b) If a justice or municipal court finds that a defendant has
committed an offense under Section 43.261, Penal Code, the
court may enter an order requiring the defendant to attend
and successfully complete an educational program described
by Section 37.218, Education Code, or another equivalent ed-
ucational program.
(c) A court that enters an order under Subsection (b) shall re-
quire the defendant or the defendant’s parent to pay the cost
of attending an educational program under Subsection (b) if
the court determines that the defendant or the defendant’s par-
ent is financially able to make payment.

Subchapter C. Procedures in Justice Court

ART. 45.101.  JUSTICE COURT PROSECUTIONS

(a) All prosecutions in a justice court shall be conducted by the
county or district attorney or a deputy county or district attorney.
(b) Except as otherwise provided by law, appeals from justice
court may be prosecuted by the district attorney or a deputy
district attorney with the consent of the county attorney.

ART. 45.102.  OFFENSES COMMITTED IN

ANOTHER COUNTY

Whenever complaint is made before any justice of the peace
that a felony has been committed in any other than a county
in which the complaint is made, the justice shall issue a war-
rant for the arrest of the accused, directed as in other cases,
commanding that the accused be arrested and taken before any
magistrate of the county where such felony is alleged to have
been committed, forthwith, for examination as in other cases.

ART. 45.103.  WARRANT WITHOUT COMPLAINT

If a criminal offense that a justice of the peace has jurisdiction
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to try is committed within the view of the justice, the justice
may issue a warrant for the arrest of the offender.

Subchapter D. Procedures in Municipal Court

ART. 45.201.  MUNICIPAL PROSECUTIONS

(a) All prosecutions in a municipal court shall be conducted by
the city attorney of the municipality or by a deputy city attorney.
(b) The county attorney of the county in which the munici-
pality is situated may, if the county attorney so desires, also
represent the state in such prosecutions. In such cases, the
county attorney is not entitled to receive any fees or other
compensation for those services.
(c) With the consent of the county attorney, appeals from mu-
nicipal court to a county court, county court at law, or any ap-
pellate court may be prosecuted by the city attorney or a
deputy city attorney.
(d) It is the primary duty of a municipal prosecutor not to con-
vict, but to see that justice is done.

ART. 45.202.  SERVICE OF PROCESS

(a) All process issuing out of a municipal court may be served
and shall be served when directed by the court, by a peace of-
ficer or marshal of the municipality within which it is situated,
under the same rules as are provided by law for the service by
sheriffs and constables of process issuing out of the justice
court, so far as applicable.
(b) The peace officer or marshal may serve all process issuing
out of a municipal court anywhere in the county in which the
municipality is situated. If the municipality is situated in more
than one county, the peace officer or marshal may serve the
process throughout those counties.

ART. 45.203.  COLLECTION OF FINES,  COSTS,
AND SPECIAL EXPENSES

(a) The governing body of each municipality shall by ordinance
prescribe rules, not inconsistent with any law of this state, as
may be proper to enforce the collection of fines imposed by a
municipal court. In addition to any other method of enforce-
ment, the municipality may enforce the collection of fines by:

(1) execution against the property of the defendant; or
(2) imprisonment of the defendant.

(b) The governing body of a municipality may adopt such
rules and regulations, not inconsistent with any law of this
state, concerning the practice and procedure in the municipal
court as the governing body may consider proper.
(c) The governing body of each municipality may prescribe by
ordinance the collection, after due notice, of a special expense,
not to exceed $25 for the issuance and service of a warrant of
arrest for an offense under Section 38.10, Penal Code, or Sec-
tion 543.009, Transportation Code. Money collected from the
special expense shall be paid into the municipal treasury for
the use and benefit of the municipality.
(d) Costs may not be imposed or collected in criminal cases in
municipal court by municipal ordinance.

CHAPTER 46.  INSANITY AS DEFENSE

ART. 46.04. TRANSPORTATION TO A MENTAL

HEALTH FACILITY OR RESIDENTIAL CARE

FACILITY

Sec. 1. Persons Accompanying Transport
(a) A patient transported from a jail or detention facility to a

mental health facility or a residential care facility shall be trans-
ported by a special officer for mental health assignment certi-
fied under Section 1701.404, Occupations Code, or by a
sheriff or constable.
(b) The court ordering the transport shall require appropriate
medical personnel to accompany the person transporting the
patient, at the expense of the county from which the patient is
transported, if there is reasonable cause to believe the patient
will require medical assistance or will require the administra-
tion of medication during the transportation.
(c) A female patient must be accompanied by a female attendant.
Sec. 2. Requirements for Transport
The transportation of a patient from a jail or detention facility
to a mental health facility or residential care facility must meet
the following requirements:
(1) the patient must be transported directly to the facility
within a reasonable amount of time and without undue delay;
(2) a vehicle used to transport the patient must be adequately
heated in cold weather and adequately ventilated in warm
weather;
(3) a special diet or other medical precautions recommended
by the patient’s physician must be followed;
(4) the person transporting the patient shall give the patient
reasonable opportunities to get food and water and to use a
bathroom; and
(5) the patient may not be transported with a state prisoner.

ART. 46.05.  COMPETENCY TO BE EXECUTED

(a) A person who is incompetent to be executed may not be ex-
ecuted. 
(b) The trial court retains jurisdiction over motions filed by or
for a defendant under this article. 
(c) A motion filed under this article must identify the pro-
ceeding in which the defendant was convicted, give the date of
the final judgment, set forth the fact that an execution date has
been set if the date has been set, and clearly set forth alleged
facts in support of the assertion that the defendant is presently
incompetent to be executed. The defendant shall attach affi-
davits, records, or other evidence supporting the defendant’s
allegations or shall state why those items are not attached. The
defendant shall identify any previous proceedings in which the
defendant challenged the defendant’s competency in relation
to the conviction and sentence in question, including any chal-
lenge to the defendant’s competency to be executed, compe-
tency to stand trial, or sanity at the time of the offense. The
motion must be verified by the oath of some person on the de-
fendant’s behalf. 
(d) On receipt of a motion filed under this article, the trial
court shall determine whether the defendant has raised a sub-
stantial doubt of the defendant’s competency to be executed on
the basis of:

(1) the motion, any attached documents, and any respon-
sive pleadings; and
(2) if applicable, the presumption of competency under
Subsection (e). 

(e) If a defendant is determined to have previously filed a mo-
tion under this article, and has previously been determined to
be competent to be executed, the previous adjudication creates
a presumption of competency and the defendant is not enti-
tled to a hearing on the subsequent motion filed under this ar-
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ticle, unless the defendant makes a prima facie showing of a
substantial change in circumstances sufficient to raise a signif-
icant question as to the defendant’s competency to be executed
at the time of filing the subsequent motion under this article. 
(f ) If the trial court determines that the defendant has made a
substantial showing of incompetency, the court shall order at
least two mental health experts to examine the defendant using
the standard described by Subsection (h) to determine whether
the defendant is incompetent to be executed. 
(g) If the trial court does not determine that the defendant has
made a substantial showing of incompetency, the court shall
deny the motion and may set an execution date as otherwise
provided by law. 
(h) A defendant is incompetent to be executed if the defendant
does not understand:

(1) that he or she is to be executed and that the execution
is imminent; and
(2) the reason he or she is being executed. 

(i) Mental health experts who examine a defendant under this
article shall provide within a time ordered by the trial court
copies of their reports to the attorney representing the state,
the attorney representing the defendant, and the court. 
(j) By filing a motion under this article, the defendant waives
any claim of privilege with respect to, and consents to the re-
lease of, all mental health and medical records relevant to
whether the defendant is incompetent to be executed. 
(k) The trial court shall determine whether, on the basis of re-
ports provided under Subsection (i), the motion, any attached
documents, any responsive pleadings, and any evidence intro-
duced in the final competency hearing, the defendant has estab-
lished by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant is
incompetent to be executed. If the court makes a finding that
the defendant is not incompetent to be executed, the court may
set an execution date as otherwise provided by law.
(l) Following the trial court’s determination under Subsection (k)
and on motion of a party, the clerk shall send immediately to the
court of criminal appeals in accordance with Section 8(d), Arti-
cle 11.071, the appropriate documents for that court’s review and
entry of a judgment of whether to adopt the trial court’s order,
findings, or recommendations issued under Subsection (g) or (k).
The court of criminal appeals also shall determine whether any
existing execution date should be withdrawn and a stay of execu-
tion issued while that court is conducting its review or, if a stay is
not issued during the review, after entry of its judgment.
(l-1) Notwithstanding Subsection (l), the court of criminal ap-
peals may not review any finding of the defendant’s compe-
tency made by a trial court as a result of a motion filed under
this article if the motion is filed on or after the 20th day before
the defendant’s scheduled execution date.
(m) If a stay of execution is issued by the court of criminal ap-
peals, the trial court periodically shall order that the defendant
be reexamined by mental health experts to determine whether
the defendant is no longer incompetent to be executed.
(n) If the court of criminal appeals enters a judgment that a de-
fendant is not incompetent to be executed, the court may
withdraw any stay of execution issued under Subsection (l),
and the trial court may set an execution date as otherwise pro-
vided by law.

CHAPTER 46A.  AIDS AND HIV TESTING
IN COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL JAILS

ART.  46A.01.  TESTING;  SEGREGATION;
DISCLOSURE

(a) In this article “AIDS” and “HIV” have the meanings assigned
those terms by Section 81.101, Health and Safety Code.
(b) A county or municipality may test an inmate confined in
the county or municipal jail or in a contract facility authorized
by Article 5115d, Revised Statutes, or Article 5115e, Revised
Statutes, to determine the proper medical treatment of the in-
mate or the proper social management of the inmate or other
inmates in the jail or facility.
(c) If the county or municipality determines that an inmate has
a positive test result for AIDS or HIV, the county or munici-
pality may segregate the inmate from other inmates in the jail
or facility.
(d) This article does not provide a duty to test for AIDS or
HIV, and a cause of action does not arise under this article
from a failure to test for AIDS or HIV.

CHAPTER 46B.  INCOMPETENCY TO
STAND TRIAL

Subchapter A. General Provisions

ART.  46B.001.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) [“Department” means the Department of State Health Ser-
vices.]
[(2)] “Inpatient mental health facility” has the meaning as-
signed by Section 571.003, Health and Safety Code.
(2) “Intellectual disability” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 591.003, Health and Safety Code.
(3) “Local mental health authority” has the meaning assigned
by Section 571.003, Health and Safety Code.
(4) “Local intellectual and developmental disability [mental re-
tardation] authority” has the meaning assigned by Section
531.002, Health and Safety Code.
(5) “Mental health facility” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 571.003, Health and Safety Code.
(6) “Mental illness” has the meaning assigned by Section
571.003, Health and Safety Code.
(7) [“Mental retardation” has the meaning assigned by Section
591.003, Health and Safety Code.]
[(8)] “Residential care facility” has the meaning assigned by
Section 591.003, Health and Safety Code.
(8) [(9)] “Electronic broadcast system” means a two-way elec-
tronic communication of image and sound between the defen-
dant and the court and includes secure Internet
videoconferencing.

Amended effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.006).

ART.  46B.002.  APPLICABIL ITY

This chapter applies to a defendant charged with a felony or
with a misdemeanor punishable by confinement.

ART.  46B.003.  INCOMPETENCY;  PRESUMPTIONS

(a) A person is incompetent to stand trial if the person does
not have:
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(1) sufficient present ability to consult with the person’s
lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding; or
(2) a rational as well as factual understanding of the pro-
ceedings against the person.

(b) A defendant is presumed competent to stand trial and shall
be found competent to stand trial unless proved incompetent
by a preponderance of the evidence.

ART.  46B.004.  RAIS ING ISSUE OF

INCOMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL

(a) Either party may suggest by motion, or the trial court may
suggest on its own motion, that the defendant may be incom-
petent to stand trial. A motion suggesting that the defendant
may be incompetent to stand trial may be supported by affi-
davits setting out the facts on which the suggestion is made.
(b) If evidence suggesting the defendant may be incompetent
to stand trial comes to the attention of the court, the court on
its own motion shall suggest that the defendant may be in-
competent to stand trial.
(c) On suggestion that the defendant may be incompetent to
stand trial, the court shall determine by informal inquiry
whether there is some evidence from any source that would
support a finding that the defendant may be incompetent to
stand trial.
(c-1) A suggestion of incompetency is the threshold require-
ment for an informal inquiry under Subsection (c) and may
consist solely of a representation from any credible source that
the defendant may be incompetent. A further evidentiary
showing is not required to initiate the inquiry, and the court is
not required to have a bona fide doubt about the competency
of the defendant. Evidence suggesting the need for an informal
inquiry may be based on observations made in relation to one
or more of the factors described by Article 46B.024 or on any
other indication that the defendant is incompetent within the
meaning of Article 46B.003.
(d) If the court determines there is evidence to support a find-
ing of incompetency, the court, except as provided by Subsec-
tion (e) and Article 46B.005(d), shall stay all other proceedings
in the case.
(e) At any time during the proceedings under this chapter after
the issue of the defendant’s incompetency to stand trial is first
raised, the court on the motion of the attorney representing
the state may dismiss all charges pending against the defen-
dant, regardless of whether there is any evidence to support a
finding of the defendant’s incompetency under Subsection (d)
or whether the court has made a finding of incompetency
under this chapter. If the court dismisses the charges against
the defendant, the court may not continue the proceedings
under this chapter, except that, if there is evidence to support
a finding of the defendant’s incompetency under Subsection
(d), the court may proceed under Subchapter F. If the court
does not elect to proceed under Subchapter F, the court shall
discharge the defendant.

ART.  46B.005.  DETERMINING INCOMPETENCY

TO STAND TRIAL

(a) If after an informal inquiry the court determines that evi-
dence exists to support a finding of incompetency, the court
shall order an examination under Subchapter B to determine

whether the defendant is incompetent to stand trial in a crim-
inal case.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), the court shall hold
a trial under Subchapter C before determining whether the de-
fendant is incompetent to stand trial on the merits.
(c) A trial under this chapter is not required if:

(1) neither party’s counsel requests a trial on the issue of in-
competency;
(2) neither party’s counsel opposes a finding of incompe-
tency; and
(3) the court does not, on its own motion, determine that
a trial is necessary to determine incompetency.

(d) If the issue of the defendant’s incompetency to stand trial is
raised after the trial on the merits begins, the court may deter-
mine the issue at any time before the sentence is pronounced. If
the determination is delayed until after the return of a verdict,
the court shall make the determination as soon as reasonably
possible after the return. If a verdict of not guilty is returned, the
court may not determine the issue of incompetency.

ART.  46B.006.  APPOINTMENT OF AND

REPRESENTATION BY COUNSEL

(a) A defendant is entitled to representation by counsel before
any court-ordered competency evaluation and during any pro-
ceeding at which it is suggested that the defendant may be in-
competent to stand trial.
(b) If the defendant is indigent and the court has not ap-
pointed counsel to represent the defendant, the court shall ap-
point counsel as necessary to comply with Subsection (a).

ART.  46B.007.  ADMISS IB IL ITY OF STATEMENTS

AND CERTAIN OTHER EVIDENCE

A statement made by a defendant during an examination or
trial on the defendant’s incompetency, the testimony of an ex-
pert based on that statement, and evidence obtained as a result
of that statement may not be admitted in evidence against the
defendant in any criminal proceeding, other than at:
(1) a trial on the defendant’s incompetency; or
(2) any proceeding at which the defendant first introduces into
evidence a statement, testimony, or evidence described by this
article.

ART.  46B.008.  RULES OF EVIDENCE

Notwithstanding Rule 101, Texas Rules of Evidence, the Texas
Rules of Evidence apply to a trial under Subchapter C or other
proceeding under this chapter whether the proceeding is be-
fore a jury or before the court.

ART.  46B.009.  TIME CREDITS

A court sentencing a person convicted of a criminal offense
shall credit to the term of the person’s sentence each of the fol-
lowing periods for which the person may be confined in a men-
tal health facility, residential care facility, or jail:
(1) any period of confinement that occurs pending a determi-
nation under Subchapter C as to the defendant’s competency
to stand trial; and
(2) any period of confinement that occurs between the date of
any initial determination of the defendant’s incompetency
under that subchapter and the date the person is transported
to jail following a final judicial determination that the person
has been restored to competency.
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ART.  46B.0095.  MAXIMUM PERIOD OF

COMMITMENT OR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION DETERMINED BY

MAXIMUM TERM FOR OFFENSE

(a) A defendant may not, under Subchapter D or E or any other
provision of this chapter, be committed to a mental hospital or
other inpatient or residential facility, ordered to participate in an
outpatient treatment program, or subjected to both inpatient
and outpatient treatment for a cumulative period that exceeds
the maximum term provided by law for the offense for which
the defendant was to be tried, except that if the defendant is
charged with a misdemeanor and has been ordered only to par-
ticipate in an outpatient treatment program under Subchapter
D or E, the maximum period of restoration is two years.
(b) On expiration of the maximum restoration period under
Subsection (a), the mental hospital or other inpatient or resi-
dential facility or outpatient treatment program provider iden-
tified in the most recent order of commitment or order of
outpatient treatment program participation under this chapter
shall assess the defendant to determine if civil proceedings
under Subtitle C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety Code, are ap-
propriate. The defendant may be confined for an additional
period in a mental hospital or other inpatient or residential fa-
cility or ordered to participate for an additional period in an
outpatient treatment program, as appropriate, only pursuant
to civil proceedings conducted under Subtitle C or D, Title 7,
Health and Safety Code, by a court with probate jurisdiction.
(c) The cumulative period described by Subsection (a):

(1) begins on the date the initial order of commitment or
initial order for outpatient treatment program participation
is entered under this chapter; and
(2) in addition to any inpatient or outpatient treatment pe-
riods described by Subsection (a), includes any time that,
following the entry of an order described by Subdivision
(1), the defendant is confined in a correctional facility, as
defined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, or is otherwise in the
custody of the sheriff during or while awaiting, as applica-
ble:

(A) the defendant’s transfer to a mental hospital or other
inpatient or residential facility;
(B) the defendant’s release on bail to participate in an
outpatient treatment program; or
(C) a criminal trial following any temporary restoration
of the defendant’s competency to stand trial.

(d) The court shall credit to the cumulative period described
by Subsection (a) any time that a defendant, following arrest
for the offense for which the defendant was to be tried, is con-
fined in a correctional facility, as defined by Section 1.07,
Penal Code, before the initial order of commitment or initial
order for outpatient treatment program participation is en-
tered under this chapter.
[(d) The court may credit to the cumulative period described
by Subsection (a):]

[(1) any time that a defendant, following arrest for the of-
fense for which the defendant was to be tried, is confined
in a correctional facility, as defined by Section 1.07, Penal
Code, before the initial order of commitment or initial
order for outpatient treatment program participation is en-
tered under this chapter; and]

[(2) any good conduct time the defendant has been granted
under Article 42.032 in relation to the defendant’s confine-
ment as described by Subdivision (1).]

(e) In addition to the time credit awarded under Subsection
(d), the court may credit to the cumulative period described by
Subsection (a) any good conduct time the defendant may have
been granted under Article 42.032 in relation to the defen-
dant’s confinement as described by Subsection (d).

Repeal of second version of (d) as amended in 2011 by HB 748
and addition of (e) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1326, §§1 & 3).
Section 4 of SB 1326 provides: “The change in law made by this
Act applies only to a defendant with respect to whom any pro-
ceeding under Chapter 46B, Code of Criminal Procedure, is con-
ducted on or after the effective date of this Act.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 1326 resolves a dispute in subsection (d) created by conflict-
ing laws passed in 2011 (HB 748 and HB 2725, 82nd R.S.) by
repealing one version and adding a new subsection (e). As a re-
sult, a court must give a defendant credit for any time confined
in a correctional facility before commitment, and a court may
(or may not) give a defendant credit for any good conduct time
he accrued while confined in that facility. 

ART.  46B.010.  MANDATORY DISMISSAL OF

MISDEMEANOR CHARGES

If a court orders that a defendant charged with a misdemeanor
punishable by confinement be committed to a mental hospital
or other inpatient or residential facility, participate in an outpa-
tient treatment program, or be subjected to both inpatient and
outpatient treatment, and the defendant is not tried before the
expiration of the maximum period of restoration described by
Article 46B.0095:
(1) on the motion of the attorney representing the state, the
court shall dismiss the charge; or
(2) on the motion of the attorney representing the defendant
and notice to the attorney representing the state, the court
[shall]:

(A) shall set the matter to be heard not later than the 10th
day after the date of filing of the motion; and
(B) may dismiss the charge on a finding that the defendant
was not tried before the expiration of the maximum period
of restoration.

Section (2) re-enacted (as amended in 2011 by HB 748 and HB
2725) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1326, §2). See effective note
following Art. 48B.0095.

ART.  46B.011.  APPEALS

Neither the state nor the defendant is entitled to make an in-
terlocutory appeal relating to a determination or ruling under
Article 46B.005.

ART.  46B.012.  COMPLIANCE WITH CHAPTER

The failure of a person to comply with this chapter does not
provide a defendant with a right to dismissal of charges.

ART.  46B.013.  USE OF ELECTRONIC

BROADCAST SYSTEM IN CERTAIN PROCEEDINGS

UNDER THIS CHAPTER

(a) A hearing may be conducted using an electronic broadcast
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system as permitted by this chapter and in accordance with the
other provisions of this code if:

(1) written consent to the use of an electronic broadcast sys-
tem is filed with the court by:

(A) the defendant or the attorney representing the de-
fendant; and
(B) the attorney representing the state;

(2) the electronic broadcast system provides for a simulta-
neous, compressed full motion video, and interactive com-
munication of image and sound between the judge, the
attorney representing the state, the attorney representing
the defendant, and the defendant; and
(3) on request of the defendant or the attorney representing
the defendant, the defendant and the attorney representing
the defendant are able to communicate privately without
being recorded or heard by the judge or the attorney repre-
senting the state.

(b) On the motion of the defendant, the attorney representing
the defendant, or the attorney representing the state or on the
court’s own motion, the court may terminate an appearance
made through an electronic broadcast system at any time dur-
ing the appearance and require an appearance by the defendant
in open court.
(c) A recording of the communication shall be made and pre-
served until any appellate proceedings have been concluded.
The defendant may obtain a copy of the recording on payment
of a reasonable amount to cover the costs of reproduction or,
if the defendant is indigent, the court shall provide a copy to
the defendant without charging a cost for the copy.

Subchapter B. Examination

ART.  46B.021.  APPOINTMENT OF EXPERTS

(a) On a suggestion that the defendant may be incompetent to
stand trial, the court may appoint one or more disinterested
experts to:

(1) examine the defendant and report to the court on the
competency or incompetency of the defendant; and
(2) testify as to the issue of competency or incompetency of
the defendant at any trial or hearing involving that issue.

(b) On a determination that evidence exists to support a finding
of incompetency to stand trial, the court shall appoint one or
more experts to perform the duties described by Subsection (a).
(c) An expert involved in the treatment of the defendant may
not be appointed to examine the defendant under this article.
(d) The movant or other party as directed by the court shall pro-
vide to experts appointed under this article information relevant
to a determination of the defendant’s competency, including
copies of the indictment or information, any supporting docu-
ments used to establish probable cause in the case, and previous
mental health evaluation and treatment records.
(e) The court may appoint as experts under this chapter qual-
ified psychiatrists or psychologists employed by the local men-
tal health authority or local intellectual and developmental
disability [mental retardation] authority. The local mental
health authority or local intellectual and developmental dis-
ability [mental retardation] authority is entitled to compensa-
tion and reimbursement as provided by Article 46B.027.
(f) If a defendant wishes to be examined by an expert of the de-
fendant’s own choice, the court on timely request shall provide the
expert with reasonable opportunity to examine the defendant.

Amendments to (e) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.007).

ART.  46B.022.  EXPERTS:  QUALIF ICATIONS

(a) To qualify for appointment under this subchapter as an ex-
pert, a psychiatrist or psychologist must:

(1) as appropriate, be a physician licensed in this state or be
a psychologist licensed in this state who has a doctoral de-
gree in psychology; and
(2) have the following certification or training:

(A) as appropriate, certification by:
(i) the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
with added or special qualifications in forensic psy-
chiatry; or
(ii) the American Board of Professional Psychology in
forensic psychology; or

(B) training consisting of:
(i) at least 24 hours of specialized forensic training re-
lating to incompetency or insanity evaluations; and
(ii) at least eight hours of continuing education relat-
ing to forensic evaluations, completed in the 12
months preceding the appointment.

(b) In addition to meeting qualifications required by Subsec-
tion (a), to be appointed as an expert a psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist must have completed six hours of required continuing
education in courses in forensic psychiatry or psychology, as
appropriate, in either of the reporting periods in the 24
months preceding the appointment.
(c) A court may appoint as an expert a psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist who does not meet the requirements of Subsections (a)
and (b) only if exigent circumstances require the court to base
the appointment on professional training or experience of the
expert that directly provides the expert with a specialized ex-
pertise to examine the defendant that would not ordinarily be
possessed by a psychiatrist or psychologist who meets the re-
quirements of Subsections (a) and (b).

ART.  46B.023.  CUSTODY STATUS

During an examination under this subchapter, except as other-
wise ordered by the court, the defendant shall be maintained
under the same custody or status as the defendant was main-
tained under immediately before the examination began.

ART.  46B.024.  FACTORS CONSIDERED IN

EXAMINATION

During an examination under this subchapter and in any re-
port based on that examination, an expert shall consider, in ad-
dition to other issues determined relevant by the expert, the
following:
(1) the capacity of the defendant during criminal proceedings
to:

(A) rationally understand the charges against the defendant
and the potential consequences of the pending criminal
proceedings;
(B) disclose to counsel pertinent facts, events, and states of
mind;
(C) engage in a reasoned choice of legal strategies and op-
tions;
(D) understand the adversarial nature of criminal proceed-
ings;
(E) exhibit appropriate courtroom behavior; and
(F) testify;
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(2) as supported by current indications and the defendant’s
personal history, whether the defendant:

(A) is a person with [has a] mental illness; or
(B) is a person with an intellectual disability [mental retar-
dation];

(3) whether the identified condition has lasted or is expected
to last continuously for at least one year;
(4) the degree of impairment resulting from the mental illness
or intellectual disability [mental retardation], if existent, and
the specific impact on the defendant’s capacity to engage with
counsel in a reasonable and rational manner; and
(5) if the defendant is taking psychoactive or other medication:

(A) whether the medication is necessary to maintain the de-
fendant’s competency; and
(B) the effect, if any, of the medication on the defendant’s
appearance, demeanor, or ability to participate in the pro-
ceedings.

Amendments to (2) & (4) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219,
§6.008).

ART.  46B.025.  EXPERT ’S REPORT

(a) An expert’s report to the court must state an opinion on a
defendant’s competency or incompetency to stand trial or ex-
plain why the expert is unable to state such an opinion and
must also:

(1) identify and address specific issues referred to the expert
for evaluation;
(2) document that the expert explained to the defendant
the purpose of the evaluation, the persons to whom a report
on the evaluation is provided, and the limits on rules of
confidentiality applying to the relationship between the ex-
pert and the defendant;
(3) in specific terms, describe procedures, techniques, and
tests used in the examination, the purpose of each proce-
dure, technique, or test, and the conclusions reached; and
(4) state the expert’s clinical observations, findings, and
opinions on each specific issue referred to the expert by the
court, state the specific criteria supporting the expert’s di-
agnosis, and state specifically any issues on which the expert
could not provide an opinion.

(a-1) The expert’s opinion on the defendant’s competency or
incompetency may not be based solely on the defendant’s re-
fusal to communicate during the examination.
(b) If in the opinion of an expert appointed under Article
46B.021 the defendant is incompetent to proceed, the expert
shall state in the report:

(1) the symptoms, exact nature, severity, and expected dura-
tion of the deficits resulting from the defendant’s mental ill-
ness or intellectual disability [mental retardation], if any,
and the impact of the identified condition on the factors listed
in Article 46B.024;
(2) an estimate of the period needed to restore the defen-
dant’s competency, including whether the defendant is
likely to be restored to competency in the foreseeable fu-
ture; and
(3) prospective treatment options, if any, appropriate for
the defendant.

(c) An expert’s report may not state the expert’s opinion on the
defendant’s sanity at the time of the alleged offense, if in the
opinion of the expert the defendant is incompetent to proceed.

(d) The court shall direct an expert to provide the expert’s re-
port to the court and the appropriate parties in the form ap-
proved by the Texas Correctional Office on Offenders with
Medical or Mental Impairments under Section 614.0032(b),
Health and Safety Code.

Amendment to (b)(1) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.009).

ART.  46B.026.  REPORT DEADLINE

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), an expert examining
the defendant shall provide the report on the defendant’s com-
petency or incompetency to stand trial to the court, the attor-
ney representing the state, and the attorney representing the
defendant not later than the 30th day after the date on which
the expert was ordered to examine the defendant and prepare
the report.
(b) For good cause shown, the court may permit an expert to
complete the examination and report and provide the report to
the court and attorneys at a date later than the date required
by Subsection (a).
(c) As soon as practicable after the court receives a report under
this article, the court shall forward the report to the Texas Cor-
rectional Office on Offenders with Medical or Mental Impair-
ments to enable that office to discharge its duties under
Section 614.0032(b), Health and Safety Code.

ART.  46B.027.  COMPENSATION OF EXPERTS;
REIMBURSEMENT OF FACILITIES

(a) For any appointment under this chapter, the county in
which the indictment was returned or information was filed
shall pay for services described by Articles 46B.021(a)(1) and
(2). If those services are provided by an expert who is an em-
ployee of the local mental health authority or local intellectual
and developmental disability [mental retardation] authority,
the county shall pay the authority for the services.
(b) The county in which the indictment was returned or in-
formation was filed shall reimburse a facility that accepts a de-
fendant for examination under this chapter for expenses
incurred that are [determined by the department to be] rea-
sonably necessary and incidental to the proper examination of
the defendant.

Amendments to (a) & (b) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219,
§6.010).

Subchapter C. Incompetency Trial

ART.  46B.051.  TRIAL BEFORE JUDGE OR JURY

(a) If a court holds a trial to determine whether the defendant
is incompetent to stand trial, on the request of either party or
the motion of the court, a jury shall make the determination.
(b) The court shall make the determination of incompetency if
a jury determination is not required by Subsection (a).
(c) If a jury determination is required by Subsection (a), a jury
that has not been selected to determine the guilt or innocence
of the defendant must determine the issue of incompetency.

ART.  46B.052.  JURY VERDICT

(a) If a jury determination of the issue of incompetency to
stand trial is required by Article 46B.051(a), the court shall re-
quire the jury to state in its verdict whether the defendant is
incompetent to stand trial.
(b) The verdict must be concurred in by each juror.
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ART.  46B.053.  PROCEDURE AFTER FINDING OF

COMPETENCY

If the court or jury determines that the defendant is competent
to stand trial, the court shall continue the trial on the merits.
If a jury determines that the defendant is competent and the
trial on the merits is to be held before a jury, the court shall
continue the trial with another jury selected for that purpose.

ART.  46B.054.  UNCONTESTED INCOMPETENCY

If the court finds that evidence exists to support a finding of
incompetency to stand trial and the court and the counsel for
each party agree that the defendant is incompetent to stand
trial, the court shall proceed in the same manner as if a jury
had been impaneled and had found the defendant incompe-
tent to stand trial.

ART.  46B.055.  PROCEDURE AFTER FINDING OF

INCOMPETENCY

If the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial, the court
shall proceed under Subchapter D.

Subchapter D. Procedures after Determination
of Incompetency

ART.  46B.071.  OPTIONS ON DETERMINATION

OF INCOMPETENCY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), on a determination
that a defendant is incompetent to stand trial, the court shall:

(1) commit the defendant to a facility under Article
46B.073; or
(2) release the defendant on bail under Article 46B.072.

(b) On a determination that a defendant is incompetent to
stand trial and is unlikely to be restored to competency in the
foreseeable future, the court shall:

(1) proceed under Subchapter E or F; or
(2) release the defendant on bail as permitted under Chap-
ter 17.

ART.  46B.072.  RELEASE ON BAIL

(a) This article applies only to a defendant who is subject to an
initial restoration period based on Article 46B.071.
(a-1) Subject to conditions reasonably related to assuring pub-
lic safety and the effectiveness of the defendant’s treatment, if
the court determines that a defendant found incompetent to
stand trial is not a danger to others and may be safely treated
on an outpatient basis with the specific objective of attaining
competency to stand trial and if an appropriate outpatient
treatment program is available for the defendant, the court:

(1) may release on bail a defendant found incompetent to
stand trial with respect to a felony or may continue the de-
fendant’s release on bail; and
(2) shall release on bail a defendant found incompetent to
stand trial with respect to a misdemeanor or shall continue
the defendant’s release on bail.

(b) The court shall order a defendant released on bail under
Subsection (a-1) to participate in an outpatient treatment pro-
gram for a period not to exceed 120 days.
(c) Notwithstanding Subsection (a-1), the court may order a
defendant to participate in an outpatient treatment program
under this article only if:

(1) the court receives and approves a comprehensive plan
that:

(A) provides for the treatment of the defendant for pur-
poses of competency restoration; and
(B) identifies the person who will be responsible for pro-
viding that treatment to the defendant; and

(2) the court finds that the treatment proposed by the plan
will be available to and will be provided to the defendant.

(d) An order issued under this article may require the defen-
dant to participate in:

(1) as appropriate, an outpatient treatment program ad-
ministered by a community center or an outpatient treat-
ment program administered by any other entity that
provides outpatient competency restoration services; and
(2) an appropriate prescribed regimen of medical, psychi-
atric, or psychological care or treatment, including care or
treatment involving the administration of psychoactive med-
ication, including those required under Article 46B.086.

ART.  46B.073.  COMMITMENT FOR

RESTORATION TO COMPETENCY

(a) This article applies only to a defendant not released on bail
who is subject to an initial restoration period based on Article
46B.071.
(b) For further examination and treatment toward the specific
objective of the defendant attaining competency to stand trial,
the court shall commit a defendant described by Subsection (a)
to a mental health facility or residential care facility for the ap-
plicable period as follows:

(1) a period of not more than 60 days, if the defendant is
charged with an offense punishable as a misdemeanor; or
(2) a period of not more than 120 days, if the defendant is
charged with an offense punishable as a felony.

(c) If the defendant is charged with an offense listed in Article
17.032(a), other than an offense listed in Article 17.032(a)(6),
or the indictment alleges an affirmative finding under Section
3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, the court shall enter an order commit-
ting the defendant to the maximum security unit of any facil-
ity designated by the Department of State Health Services
[department], to an agency of the United States operating a
mental hospital, or to a Department of Veterans Affairs hospi-
tal.
(d) If the defendant is not charged with an offense described
by Subsection (c) and the indictment does not allege an affir-
mative finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12, the court
shall enter an order committing the defendant to a mental
health facility or residential care facility determined to be ap-
propriate by the local mental health authority or local intellec-
tual and developmental disability [mental retardation]
authority.
(e) Notwithstanding Subsections (b), (c), and (d) and notwith-
standing the contents of the applicable order of commitment,
in a county in which the Department of State Health Services
[department] operates a jail-based restoration of competency
pilot program under Article 46B.090, a defendant for whom
an order is issued under this article committing the defendant
to a mental health facility or residential care facility shall be
provided competency restoration services at the jail under the
pilot program if the service provider at the jail determines the
defendant will immediately begin to receive services. If the ser-
vice provider at the jail determines the defendant will not im-
mediately begin to receive competency restoration services, the
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defendant shall be transferred to the appropriate mental health
facility or residential care facility as provided by the court
order. This subsection expires September 1, 2019 [2017].

Amended effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.011).

Amending chaging statute expiration date effective Sept. 1, 2015
(SB 277, §1.15(b)).

ART.  46B.074.  COMPETENT TESTIMONY

REQUIRED

(a) A defendant may be committed to a mental health facility
or residential care facility under this subchapter only on com-
petent medical or psychiatric testimony provided by an expert
qualified under Article 46B.022.
(b) The court may allow an expert to substitute the expert’s re-
port under Article 46B.025 for any testimony by the expert
that may be required under this article.

ART. 46B.075. TRANSFER OF DEFENDANT TO

FACILITY OR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM

An order issued under Article 46B.072 or 46B.073 must place
the defendant in the custody of the sheriff for transportation
to the facility or outpatient treatment program, as applicable,
in which the defendant is to receive treatment for purposes of
competency restoration.

ART.  46B.0755.  PROCEDURES ON CREDIBLE

EVIDENCE OF IMMEDIATE RESTORATION

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, if
the court receives credible evidence indicating that the defen-
dant has been restored to competency at any time after the de-
fendant’s incompetency trial under Subchapter C but before
the defendant is transported under Article 46B.075 to a men-
tal health facility, residential care facility, or outpatient treat-
ment program, as applicable, the court may appoint
disinterested experts to reexamine the defendant in accordance
with Subchapter B. The court is not required to appoint the
same expert or experts who performed the initial examination
of the defendant under that subchapter.
(b) If after a reexamination of the defendant the applicable ex-
pert’s report states an opinion that the defendant remains in-
competent, the court’s order under Article 46B.072 or
46B.073 remains in effect, and the defendant shall be trans-
ported to the facility or outpatient treatment program as re-
quired by Article 46B.075. If after a reexamination of the
defendant the applicable expert’s report states an opinion that
the defendant has been restored to competency, the court shall
withdraw its order under Article 46B.072 or 46B.073 and pro-
ceed under Subsection (c) or (d).
(c) The court shall find the defendant competent to stand trial
and proceed in the same manner as if the defendant had been
found restored to competency at a hearing if:

(1) both parties agree that the defendant is competent to
stand trial; and
(2) the court concurs.

(d) The court shall hold a hearing to determine whether the
defendant has been restored to competency if any party fails to
agree or if the court fails to concur that the defendant is com-
petent to stand trial. If a court holds a hearing under this sub-
section, on the request of the counsel for either party or the

motion of the court, a jury shall make the competency deter-
mination. For purposes of the hearing, incompetency is pre-
sumed, and the defendant’s competency must be proved by a
preponderance of the evidence. If after the hearing the defen-
dant is again found to be incompetent to stand trial, the court
shall issue a new order under Article 46B.072 or 46B.073, as
appropriate based on the defendant’s current condition.

ART.  46B.076.  COURT ’S ORDER

(a) If the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial, not
later than the date of the order of commitment or of release on
bail, as applicable, the court shall send a copy of the order to
the facility [of the department] to which the defendant is com-
mitted or the outpatient treatment program to which the de-
fendant is released. The court shall also provide to the facility
or outpatient treatment program copies of the following made
available to the court during the incompetency trial:

(1) reports of each expert;
(2) psychiatric, psychological, or social work reports that re-
late to the mental condition of the defendant;
(3) documents provided by the attorney representing the
state or the attorney representing the defendant that relate
to the defendant’s current or past mental condition;
(4) copies of the indictment or information and any support-
ing documents used to establish probable cause in the case;
(5) the defendant’s criminal history record; and
(6) the addresses of the attorney representing the state and
the attorney representing the defendant.

(b) The court shall order that the transcript of all medical tes-
timony received by the jury or court be promptly prepared by
the court reporter and forwarded to the proper facility or out-
patient treatment program.

Amendment to (a) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.012).

ART.  46B.077.  INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT

PROGRAM

(a) The facility to which the defendant is committed or the
outpatient treatment program to which the defendant is re-
leased on bail shall:

(1) develop an individual program of treatment;
(2) assess and evaluate whether the defendant is likely to be
restored to competency in the foreseeable future; and
(3) report to the court and to the local mental health au-
thority or to the local intellectual and developmental dis-
ability [mental retardation] authority on the defendant’s
progress toward achieving competency.

(b) If the defendant is committed to an inpatient mental
health facility or to a residential care facility, the facility shall
report to the court at least once during the commitment pe-
riod. If the defendant is released to a treatment program not
provided by an inpatient mental health facility or a residential
care facility, the treatment program shall report to the court:

(1) not later than the 14th day after the date on which the
defendant’s treatment begins; and
(2) until the defendant is no longer released to the treat-
ment program, at least once during each 30-day period fol-
lowing the date of the report required by Subdivision (1).

Amendment to (a)(3) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.013).
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ART.  46B.078.  CHARGES SUBSEQUENTLY

DISMISSED

If the charges pending against a defendant are dismissed, the
court that issued the order under Article 46B.072 or 46B.073
shall send a copy of the order of dismissal to the sheriff of the
county in which the court is located and to the head of the fa-
cility or the provider of the outpatient treatment program, as
appropriate. On receipt of the copy of the order, the facility or
outpatient treatment program shall discharge the defendant
into the care of the sheriff for transportation in the manner de-
scribed by Article 46B.082.

ART.  46B.079.  NOTICE AND REPORT TO COURT

(a) The head of the facility or the provider of the outpatient
treatment program, as appropriate, not later than the 15th day
before the date on which the initial restoration period is to ex-
pire according to the terms of the order or under Article
46B.0095 or other applicable provisions of this chapter, shall
notify the applicable court that the period is about to expire.
(b) The head of the facility or outpatient treatment program
provider shall promptly notify the court when the head of the
facility or outpatient treatment program provider believes that:

(1) the defendant has attained competency to stand trial; or
(2) the defendant is not likely to attain competency in the
foreseeable future.

(c) When the head of the facility or outpatient treatment pro-
gram provider gives notice to the court under Subsection (a) or
(b), the head of the facility or outpatient treatment program
provider also shall file a final report with the court stating the
reason for the proposed discharge under this chapter and in-
cluding a list of the types and dosages of medications pre-
scribed for the defendant while the defendant was in the
facility or participating in the outpatient treatment program.
To enable any objection to the findings of the report to be
made in a timely manner under Article 46B.084(a-1)
[46B.084(a)], the court shall provide copies of the report to
the attorney representing the defendant and the attorney rep-
resenting the state.
(d) If the head of the facility or outpatient treatment program
provider notifies the court that the initial restoration period is
about to expire, the notice may contain a request for an exten-
sion of the period for an additional period of 60 days and an
explanation for the basis of the request. An explanation pro-
vided under this subsection must include a description of any
evidence indicating a reduction in the severity of the defen-
dant’s symptoms or impairment.

Amendment to (c) effective June 19, 2015 (HB 211, §1). Section
3 of HB 211 provides: “The change in law made by this Act ap-
plies only to a proceeding under Chapter 46B, Code of Criminal
Procedure, that commences on or after the effective date of this
Act, regardless of when the defendant may have committed the
underlying offense for which the defendant became subject to
the proceeding.”

ART.  46B.080.  EXTENSION OF ORDER

(a) On a request of the head of a facility or a treatment pro-
gram provider that is made under Article 46B.079(d) and
notwithstanding any other provision of this subchapter, the
court may enter an order extending the initial restoration pe-
riod for an additional period of 60 days.

(b) The court may enter an order under Subsection (a) only if
the court determines that:

(1) the defendant has not attained competency; and
(2) an extension of the initial restoration period will likely
enable the facility or program to restore the defendant to
competency within the period of the extension.

(c) The court may grant only one 60-day extension under this
article in connection with the specific offense with which the
defendant is charged.

ART.  46B.081.  RETURN TO COURT

Subject to Article 46B.082(b), a defendant committed or re-
leased on bail under this subchapter shall be returned to the
applicable court as soon as practicable after notice to the court
is provided under Article 46B.079, but not later than the date
of expiration of the period for restoration specified by the
court under Article 46B.072 or 46B.073.

ART.  46B.082.  TRANSPORTATION OF

DEFENDANT

(a) On notification from the court under Article 46B.078, the
sheriff of the county in which the court is located or the sher-
iff ’s designee shall transport the defendant to the court.
(b) If before the 15th day after the date on which the court re-
ceived notification under Article 46B.079 a defendant com-
mitted to a facility [of the department] or ordered to
participate in an outpatient treatment program has not been
transported to the court that issued the order under Article
46B.072 or 46B.073, as applicable, the head of the facility to
which the defendant is committed or the provider of the out-
patient treatment program in which the defendant is partici-
pating shall cause the defendant to be promptly transported to
the court and placed in the custody of the sheriff of the county
in which the court is located. The county in which the court is
located shall reimburse the Department of State Health Ser-
vices or the Department of Aging and Disability Services, as
appropriate, [department] for the mileage and per diem ex-
penses of the personnel required to transport the defendant,
calculated in accordance with rates provided in the General
Appropriations Act for state employees.

Amendment to (b) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.014).

ART.  46B.083.  SUPPORTING COMMITMENT

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY FACILITY HEAD OR

OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM PROVIDER

(a) If the head of the facility or outpatient treatment program
provider believes that the defendant is a person with mental ill-
ness and meets the criteria for court-ordered mental health ser-
vices under Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and Safety Code, the
head of the facility or the outpatient treatment program
provider shall have submitted to the court a certificate of med-
ical examination for mental illness. 
(b) If the head of the facility or the outpatient treatment pro-
gram provider believes that the defendant is a person with an
intellectual disability [mental retardation], the head of the fa-
cility or the outpatient treatment program provider shall have
submitted to the court an affidavit stating the conclusions
reached as a result of the examination.

Amendment to (b) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.015).
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ART.  46B.084.  PROCEEDINGS ON RETURN OF

DEFENDANT TO COURT

(a)(1) Not later than the next business day following the return
of a defendant to the court, the court shall notify the attorney
representing the state and the attorney for the defendant re-
garding the return. Within three business days of the date that
notice is received under this subsection or, on a showing of
good cause, a later date specified by the court, the attorney for
the defendant shall meet and confer with the defendant to eval-
uate whether there is any suggestion that the defendant has not
yet regained competency.

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), in a county with a pop-
ulation of less than one million or in a county with a popu-
lation of four million or more, as soon as practicable
following the date of the defendant’s return to the court, the
court shall provide the notice required by that subdivision to
the attorney representing the state and the attorney for the
defendant, and the attorney for the defendant shall meet and
confer with the defendant as soon as practicable after the date
of receipt of that notice.

(a-1)(1) Following the defendant’s [On the] return [of a defen-
dant] to the court, the court shall make a determination with
regard to the defendant’s competency to stand trial. The court
may make the determination based on the report filed under
Article 46B.079(c) and on other medical information or per-
sonal history information relating to the defendant. A party
may object in writing or in open court to the findings of the re-
port not later than the 15th day after the date on which the
court received notification under Article 46B.079. The court
shall make the determination not later than the 20th day after
the date on which the court received notification under Article
46B.079, or not later than the fifth day after the date of the de-
fendant’s return to court, whichever occurs first, regardless of
whether a party objects to the report as described by this sub-
section and the issue is set for hearing under Subsection (b).

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), in a county with a
population of less than one million or in a county with a
population of four million or more, the court shall make
the determination described by that subdivision not later
than the 20th day after the date on which the court received
notification under Article 46B.079, regardless of whether a
party objects to the report as described by that subdivision
and the issue is set for a hearing under Subsection (b).

(b) If a party objects under Subsection (a-1) [(a)], the issue
shall be set for a hearing. The hearing is before the court, ex-
cept that on motion by the defendant, the defense counsel, the
prosecuting attorney, or the court, the hearing shall be held be-
fore a jury.
(b-1) If the hearing is before the court, the hearing may be con-
ducted by means of an electronic broadcast system as provided
by Article 46B.013. Notwithstanding any other provision of
this chapter, the defendant is not required to be returned to the
court with respect to any hearing that is conducted under this
article in the manner described by this subsection.
(d)(1) If the defendant is found competent to stand trial, on
the court’s own motion criminal proceedings in the case
against the defendant shall [may] be resumed not later than the
14th day after the date of the court’s determination under this
article that the defendant’s competency has been restored.

(2) Notwithstanding Subdivision (1), in a county with a

population of less than one million or in a county with a
population of four million or more, on the court’s own mo-
tion criminal proceedings in the case against the defendant
shall be resumed as soon as practicable after the date of the
court’s determination under this article that the defendant’s
competency has been restored.

(d-1) This article does not require the criminal case to be fi-
nally resolved within any specific period.
(e) If the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial and if
all charges pending against the defendant are not dismissed,
the court shall proceed under Subchapter E.
(f ) If the defendant is found incompetent to stand trial and if
all charges pending against the defendant are dismissed, the
court shall proceed under Subchapter F.

Amendment of (a), (b) & (d) and addition of (a-1) & (d-1) effective
June 19, 2015 (HB 211, §2). See effective note following Art.
46B.079.

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 211 amends this article in an attempt to accelerate the time
frame within which criminal proceedings are resumed after an
incompetent defendant has been restored to competency. How-
ever, the compromises of the legislative process resulted in two
different sets of deadlines “bracketed” for different counties by a
very confusing (and unique) population division. One set of
deadlines under SB 211 is for counties with a population of less
than one million or four million or more, and the other is for
counties with a population between those two figures—which
are only Bexar, Dallas, Tarrant, and Travis Counties. Despite all
of these timelines, nothing in this article requires the criminal
case to be resolved within any specific period.

ART.  46B.085.  SUBSEQUENT RESTORATION

PERIODS AND EXTENSIONS OF THOSE PERIODS

PROHIBITED

(a) The court may order only one initial period of restoration
and one extension under this subchapter in connection with
the same offense.
(b) After an initial restoration period and an extension are or-
dered as described by Subsection (a), any subsequent court or-
ders for treatment must be issued under Subchapter E or F.

ART.  46B.086.  COURT-ORDERED MEDICATIONS

(a) This article applies only to a defendant:
(1) who is determined under this chapter to be incompe-
tent to stand trial; 
(2) who either:

(A) remains confined in a correctional facility, as defined
by Section 1.07, Penal Code, for a period exceeding 72
hours while awaiting transfer to an inpatient mental
health facility, a residential care facility, or an outpatient
treatment program;
(B) is committed to an inpatient mental health facility
or a residential care facility for the purpose of compe-
tency restoration;
(C) is confined in a correctional facility while awaiting
further criminal proceedings following competency
restoration treatment; or
(D) is subject to Article 46B.072, if the court has made
the determinations required by Subsection (a-1) of that
article;
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(3) for whom a correctional facility that employs or con-
tracts with a licensed psychiatrist, an inpatient mental
health facility, a residential care facility, or an outpatient
treatment program provider has prepared a continuity of
care plan that requires the defendant to take psychoactive
medications; and
(4) who, after a hearing held under Section 574.106 or
592.156, Health and Safety Code, if applicable, has been
found to not meet the criteria prescribed by Sections
574.106(a) and (a-1) or 592.156(a) and (b), Health and
Safety Code, for court-ordered administration of psychoac-
tive medications.

(b) If a defendant described by Subsection (a) refuses to take
psychoactive medications as required by the defendant’s conti-
nuity of care plan, the director of the correctional facility or out-
patient treatment program provider, as applicable, shall notify
the court in which the criminal proceedings are pending of that
fact not later than the end of the next business day following the
refusal. The court shall promptly notify the attorney represent-
ing the state and the attorney representing the defendant of the
defendant’s refusal. The attorney representing the state may file
a written motion to compel medication. The motion to compel
medication must be filed not later than the 15th day after the
date a judge issues an order stating that the defendant does not
meet the criteria for court-ordered administration of psychoac-
tive medications under Section 574.106 or 592.156, Health and
Safety Code, except that, for a defendant in an outpatient treat-
ment program, the motion may be filed at any time.
(c) The court, after notice and after a hearing held not later
than the 10th day after the motion to compel medication is
filed, may authorize the director of the correctional facility or
the program provider, as applicable, to have the medication ad-
ministered to the defendant, by reasonable force if necessary. A
hearing under this subsection may be conducted using an elec-
tronic broadcast system as provided by Article 46B.013.
(d) The court may issue an order under this article only if the
order is supported by the testimony of two physicians, one of
whom is the physician at or with the applicable correctional fa-
cility or outpatient treatment program who is prescribing the
medication as a component of the defendant’s continuity of
care plan and another who is not otherwise involved in pro-
ceedings against the defendant. The court may require either
or both physicians to examine the defendant and report on the
examination to the court.
(e) The court may issue an order under this article if the court
finds by clear and convincing evidence that:

(1) the prescribed medication is medically appropriate, is in
the best medical interest of the defendant, and does not
present side effects that cause harm to the defendant that is
greater than the medical benefit to the defendant;
(2) the state has a clear and compelling interest in the defen-
dant obtaining and maintaining competency to stand trial;
(3) no other less invasive means of obtaining and maintain-
ing the defendant’s competency exists; and
(4) the prescribed medication will not unduly prejudice the
defendant’s rights or use of defensive theories at trial.

(f ) A statement made by a defendant to a physician during an
examination under Subsection (d) may not be admitted against
the defendant in any criminal proceeding, other than at:

(1) a hearing on the defendant’s incompetency; or
(2) any proceeding at which the defendant first introduces
into evidence the contents of the statement.

(g) For a defendant described by Subsection (a)(2)(A), an order
issued under this article:

(1) authorizes the initiation of any appropriate mental
health treatment for the defendant awaiting transfer; and
(2) does not constitute authorization to retain the defen-
dant in a correctional facility for competency restoration
treatment.

ART.  46B.090.  JAIL-BASED RESTORATION OF

COMPETENCY PILOT PROGRAM

(a) In this article, “department” means the Department of
State Health Services.
(a-1) If the legislature appropriates to the department the
funding necessary for the department to operate a jail-based
restoration of competency pilot program as described by this
article, the department shall develop and implement the pilot
program in one or two counties in this state that choose to par-
ticipate in the pilot program. In developing the pilot program,
the department shall coordinate and allow for input from each
participating county.
(b) The department shall contract with a provider of jail-based
competency restoration services to provide services under the
pilot program if the department develops a pilot program
under this article.
(c) Not later than November 1, 2013, the commissioner of the
department[, in consultation with a stakeholder workgroup es-
tablished by the department as provided by Subsection (d),]
shall adopt rules as necessary to implement the pilot program.
In adopting rules under this article, the commissioner shall
specify the types of information the department must collect
during the operation of the pilot program for use in evaluating
the outcome of the pilot program.
[(d) The commissioner of the department shall establish a
stakeholder workgroup to participate in developing and estab-
lishing rules for the pilot program. The stakeholder workgroup
must be composed of:]

[(1) one member who is a sheriff;]
[(2) one member who represents a local mental health au-
thority;]
[(3) one member who is a county commissioner, county
judge, or elected county officer;]
[(4) one member who is a district attorney or county attor-
ney with criminal jurisdiction;]
[(5) one member who is a defense attorney;]
[(6) one member who is a judge of a district criminal court
or county criminal court;]
[(7) two members who are mental health advocates; and]
[(8) any other member the department considers appropri-
ate to appoint to the stakeholder workgroup.]

[(e) This subsection and Subsection (d) expire not later than the
30th day after the date rules are adopted under Subsection (c).]
(f ) To contract with the department under Subsection (b), a
provider of jail-based competency restoration services must
demonstrate to the department that:

(1) the provider:
(A) has previously provided jail-based competency
restoration services for one or more years; or
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(B) is a local mental health authority that has previously
provided competency restoration services;

(2) the provider’s jail-based competency restoration pro-
gram:

(A) uses a multidisciplinary treatment team to provide
clinical treatment that is:

(i) directed toward the specific objective of restoring
the defendant’s competency to stand trial; and
(ii) similar to the clinical treatment provided as part
of a competency restoration program at an inpatient
mental health facility;

(B) employs or contracts for the services of at least one
psychiatrist;
(C) assigns staff members to defendants participating in
the program at an average ratio not lower than 3.7 to 1;
and
(D) provides weekly treatment hours commensurate to
the treatment hours provided as part of a competency
restoration program at an inpatient mental health facil-
ity;

(3) the provider is certified by a nationwide nonprofit or-
ganization that accredits health care organizations and pro-
grams, such as the Joint Commission on Health Care
Staffing Services, or the provider is a local mental health au-
thority in good standing with the department; and
(4) the provider has a demonstrated history of successful
jail-based competency restoration outcomes or, if the
provider is a local mental health authority, a demonstrated
history of successful competency restoration outcomes.

(g) A contract under Subsection (b) must require the desig-
nated provider to collect and submit to the department the in-
formation specified by rules adopted under Subsection (c).
(h) The designated provider shall enter into a contract with the
participating county or counties. The contract must require
the participating county or counties to:

(1) ensure the safety of defendants who participate in the
jail-based restoration of competency pilot program;
(2) designate a separate space in the jail for the provider to
conduct the pilot program;
(3) provide the same basic care to the participants as is pro-
vided to other inmates of a jail; and
(4) supply clinically appropriate psychoactive medications
to the mental health service provider for purposes of ad-
ministering court-ordered medication to the participants in
accordance with Article 46B.086 of this code and Section
574.106, Health and Safety Code.

(i) The psychiatrist for the provider shall conduct at least two full
psychiatric evaluations of the defendant during the period the
defendant receives competency restoration services in the jail.
The psychiatrist must conduct one evaluation not later than the
21st day and one evaluation not later than the 55th day after the
date the defendant begins to participate in the pilot program.
The psychiatrist shall submit to the court a report concerning
each evaluation required under this subsection.
(j) If at any time during a defendant’s participation in the jail-
based restoration of competency pilot program the psychiatrist
for the provider determines that the defendant has attained
competency to stand trial:

(1) the psychiatrist for the provider shall promptly issue and
send to the court a report demonstrating that fact; and

(2) the court shall consider that report as the report of an
expert stating an opinion that the defendant has been re-
stored to competency for purposes of Article 46B.0755(a)
or (b).

(k) If at any time during a defendant’s participation in the jail-
based restoration of competency pilot program the psychiatrist
for the provider determines that the defendant’s competency to
stand trial is unlikely to be restored in the foreseeable future:

(1) the psychiatrist for the provider shall promptly issue and
send to the court a report demonstrating that fact; and
(2) the court shall:

(A) proceed under Subchapter E or F and order the
transfer of the defendant, without unnecessary delay, to
the first available facility that is appropriate for that de-
fendant, as provided under Subchapter E or F, as applic-
able; or
(B) release the defendant on bail as permitted under
Chapter 17.

(l) If the psychiatrist for the provider determines that a defen-
dant ordered to participate in the pilot program has not been
restored to competency by the end of the 60th day after the
date the defendant began to participate in the pilot program:

(1) for a defendant charged with a felony, the defendant
shall be transferred, without unnecessary delay and for the
remainder of the period prescribed by Article 46B.073(b),
to the first available facility that is appropriate for that de-
fendant as provided by Article 46B.073(c) or (d); and
(2) for a defendant charged with a misdemeanor, the court
may:

(A) order a single extension under Article 46B.080 and
the transfer of the defendant without unnecessary delay
to the appropriate mental health facility or residential
care facility as provided by Article 46B.073(d) for the re-
mainder of the period under the extension;
(B) proceed under Subchapter E or F;
(C) release the defendant on bail as permitted under
Chapter 17; or
(D) dismiss the charges in accordance with Article
46B.010.

(m) Unless otherwise provided by this article, the provisions of
this chapter, including the maximum periods prescribed by Ar-
ticle 46B.0095, apply to a defendant receiving competency
restoration services under the pilot program in the same man-
ner as those provisions apply to any other defendant who is
subject to proceedings under this chapter.
(n) If the department develops and implements a jail-based
restoration of competency pilot program under this article, not
later than December 1, 2016, the commissioner of the depart-
ment shall submit a report concerning the pilot program to the
presiding officers of the standing committees of the senate and
house of representatives having primary jurisdiction over
health and human services issues and over criminal justice is-
sues. The report must include the information collected by the
department during the pilot program and the commissioner’s
evaluation of the outcome of the program as of the date the re-
port is submitted.
(o) This article expires September 1, 2019 [2017].

Relettering of former (a) to (a-1) and addition of new (a) effective
April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.016).
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Amendments to (c) & (o) and repeal of (d) & (e) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (SB 277, §1.15(c) & (d)).

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

This article creating a pilot program was enacted in 2013 to au-
thorize the Department of State Health Services to develop and
implement a four-year pilot project to provide competency
restoration services in a county jail rather than a psychiatric fa-
cility or a community-based setting. Two bills (and one line-
item veto) changed this law this session. HB 1—the state
appropriations act—included continued funding for this pilot
program, but that funding was cut in half (by $1.743 million)
through a line-item veto by the governor because the program is
behind schedule and still has not been implemented.

Subchapter E. Civil Commitment: Charges
Pending

ART.  46B.101.  APPLICABIL ITY

This subchapter applies to a defendant against whom a court
is required to proceed according to Article 46B.084(e) or ac-
cording to the court’s appropriate determination under Article
46B.071.

ART.  46B.102.  CIVIL COMMITMENT HEARING:
MENTAL ILLNESS

(a) If it appears to the court that the defendant may be a per-
son with mental illness, the court shall hold a hearing to de-
termine whether the defendant should be court-ordered to
mental health services under Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and
Safety Code.
(b) Proceedings for commitment of the defendant to court-or-
dered mental health services are governed by Subtitle C, Title
7, Health and Safety Code, to the extent that Subtitle C ap-
plies and does not conflict with this chapter, except that the
criminal court shall conduct the proceedings whether or not
the criminal court is also the county court.
(c) If the court enters an order committing the defendant to a
mental health facility, the defendant shall be:

(1) treated in conformity with Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and
Safety Code, except as otherwise provided by this chapter; and
(2) released in conformity with Article 46B.107.

(d) In proceedings conducted under this subchapter for a de-
fendant described by Subsection (a):

(1) an application for court-ordered temporary or extended
mental health services may not be required;
(2) the provisions of Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and Safety
Code, relating to notice of hearing do not apply; and
(3) appeals from the criminal court proceedings are to the
court of appeals as in the proceedings for court-ordered in-
patient mental health services under Subtitle C, Title 7,
Health and Safety Code.

ART.  46B.103.  CIVIL COMMITMENT HEARING:
INTELLECTUAL DISABIL ITY [MENTAL

RETARDATION]
(a) If it appears to the court that the defendant may be a per-
son with an intellectual disability [mental retardation], the
court shall hold a hearing to determine whether the defendant
is a person with an intellectual disability [mental retardation].
(b) Proceedings for commitment of the defendant to a resi-
dential care facility are governed by Subtitle D, Title 7, Health
and Safety Code, to the extent that Subtitle D applies and does

not conflict with this chapter, except that the criminal court
shall conduct the proceedings whether or not the criminal
court is also a county court.
(c) If the court enters an order committing the defendant to a
residential care facility, the defendant shall be:

(1) treated and released in accordance with Subtitle D, Title
7, Health and Safety Code, except as otherwise provided by
this chapter; and
(2) released in conformity with Article 46B.107.

(d) In the proceedings conducted under this subchapter for a
defendant described by Subsection (a):

(1) an application to have the defendant declared a person
with an intellectual disability [mental retardation] may not
be required;
(2) the provisions of Subtitle D, Title 7, Health and Safety
Code, relating to notice of hearing do not apply; and
(3) appeals from the criminal court proceedings are to the
court of appeals as in the proceedings for commitment to a
residential care facility under Subtitle D, Title 7, Health
and Safety Code.

Amendment of title, (a), and (d)(1) effective April 2, 2015 (SB
219, §§6.017 & 6.018).

ART.  46B.104.  CIVIL COMMITMENT

PLACEMENT:  FINDING OF VIOLENCE

A defendant committed to a facility as a result of proceedings
initiated under this chapter shall be committed to the maxi-
mum security unit of any facility designated by the Depart-
ment of State Health Services [department] if:

(1) the defendant is charged with an offense listed in Arti-
cle 17.032(a), other than an offense listed in Article
17.032(a)(6); or
(2) the indictment charging the offense alleges an affirma-
tive finding under Section 3g(a)(2), Article 42.12.

Amended effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.019).

ART.  46B.105.  TRANSFER FOLLOWING CIVIL

COMMITMENT PLACEMENT

(a) Unless a defendant is determined to be manifestly danger-
ous by a [department] review board established under Subsec-
tion (b), not later than the 60th day after the date the
defendant arrives at the maximum security unit, the defendant
shall be transferred to:

(1) a unit of an inpatient mental health facility other than
a maximum security unit;
(2) a residential care facility; or
(3) a program designated by a local mental health authority
or a local intellectual and developmental disability [mental
retardation] authority.

(b) The commissioner of state health services [mental health and
mental retardation] shall appoint a review board of five members,
including one psychiatrist licensed to practice medicine in this
state and two persons who work directly with persons with men-
tal illness or an intellectual disability [mental retardation], to
determine whether the defendant is manifestly dangerous and, as
a result of the danger the defendant presents, requires continued
placement in a maximum security unit.
(c) The review board may not make a determination as to the
defendant’s need for treatment.
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(d) A finding that the defendant is not manifestly dangerous is
not a medical determination that the defendant no longer
meets the criteria for involuntary civil commitment under
Subtitle C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety Code.
(e) If the superintendent of the facility at which the maximum
security unit is located disagrees with the determination, the
matter shall be referred to the commissioner of state health ser-
vices [mental health and mental retardation]. The commissioner
shall decide whether the defendant is manifestly dangerous.

Amendments to (a), (b) & (e) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219,
§6.020).

ART.  46B.106.  CIVIL COMMITMENT

PLACEMENT:  NO FINDING OF VIOLENCE

(a) A defendant committed to a facility as a result of the pro-
ceedings initiated under this chapter, other than a defendant
described by Article 46B.104, shall be committed to:

(1) a facility designated by the Department of State Health
Services or the Department of Aging and Disability Ser-
vices, as appropriate [department]; or
(2) an outpatient treatment program.

(b) A facility or outpatient treatment program may not refuse
to accept a placement ordered under this article on the grounds
that criminal charges against the defendant are pending.

Amendment to (a)(1) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.021).

ART.  46B.107.  RELEASE OF DEFENDANT AFTER

CIVIL COMMITMENT

(a) The release of a defendant committed under this chapter
from the Department of State Health Services, the Depart-
ment of Aging and Disability Services [department], an out-
patient treatment program, or another [a] facility [of a
defendant committed under this chapter] is subject to disap-
proval by the committing court if the court or the attorney
representing the state has notified the head of the facility or
outpatient treatment provider, as applicable, to which the de-
fendant has been committed that a criminal charge remains
pending against the defendant.
(b) If the head of the facility or outpatient treatment provider to
which a defendant has been committed under this chapter de-
termines that the defendant should be released from the facility,
the head of the facility or outpatient treatment provider shall no-
tify the committing court and the sheriff of the county from
which the defendant was committed in writing of the release not
later than the 14th day before the date on which the facility or
outpatient treatment provider intends to release the defendant.
(c) The head of the facility or outpatient treatment provider
shall provide with the notice a written statement that states an
opinion as to whether the defendant to be released has attained
competency to stand trial.
(d) The court may, on motion of the attorney representing the
state or on its own motion, hold a hearing to determine
whether release is appropriate under the applicable criteria in
Subtitle C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety Code. The court
may conduct the hearing:

(1) at the facility; or
(2) by means of an electronic broadcast system as provided
by Article 46B.013.

(e) If the court determines that release is not appropriate, the

court shall enter an order directing the head of the facility or
the outpatient treatment provider to not release the defendant.
(f ) If an order is entered under Subsection (e), any subsequent
proceeding to release the defendant is subject to this article.

Amendments to (a) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.022).

ART.  46B.108.  REDETERMINATION OF

COMPETENCY

(a) If criminal charges against a defendant found incompetent
to stand trial have not been dismissed, the trial court at any
time may determine whether the defendant has been restored
to competency.
(b) An inquiry into restoration of competency under this sub-
chapter may be made at the request of the head of the mental
health facility, outpatient treatment provider, or residential
care facility to which the defendant has been committed, the
defendant, the attorney representing the defendant, or the at-
torney representing the state, or may be made on the court’s
own motion.

ART.  46B.109.  REQUEST BY HEAD OF FACILITY

OR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROVIDER

(a) The head of a facility or outpatient treatment provider to
which a defendant has been committed as a result of a finding
of incompetency to stand trial may request the court to deter-
mine that the defendant has been restored to competency.
(b) The head of the facility or outpatient treatment provider
shall provide with the request a written statement that in their
opinion the defendant is competent to stand trial.

ART.  46B.110.  MOTION BY DEFENDANT,
ATTORNEY REPRESENTING DEFENDANT,  OR

ATTORNEY REPRESENTING STATE

(a) The defendant, the attorney representing the defendant, or
the attorney representing the state may move that the court de-
termine that the defendant has been restored to competency.
(b) A motion for a determination of competency may be ac-
companied by affidavits supporting the moving party’s asser-
tion that the defendant is competent.

ART.  46B.111.  APPOINTMENT OF EXAMINERS

On the filing of a request or motion to determine that the de-
fendant has been restored to competency or on the court’s de-
cision on its own motion to inquire into restoration of
competency, the court may appoint disinterested experts to ex-
amine the defendant in accordance with Subchapter B.

ART.  46B.112.  DETERMINATION OF

RESTORATION WITH AGREEMENT

On the filing of a request or motion to determine that the de-
fendant has been restored to competency or on the court’s de-
cision on its own motion to inquire into restoration of
competency, the court shall find the defendant competent to
stand trial and proceed in the same manner as if the defendant
had been found restored to competency at a hearing if:

(1) both parties agree that the defendant is competent to
stand trial; and
(2) the court concurs.

ART.  46B.113.  DETERMINATION OF

RESTORATION WITHOUT AGREEMENT

(a) The court shall hold a hearing on a request by the head of
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a facility or outpatient treatment provider to which a defen-
dant has been committed as a result of a finding of incompe-
tency to stand trial to determine whether the defendant has
been restored to competency.
(b) The court may hold a hearing on a motion to determine
whether the defendant has been restored to competency or on
the court’s decision on its own motion to inquire into restora-
tion of competency, and shall hold a hearing if a motion and
any supporting material establish good reason to believe the
defendant may have been restored to competency.
(c) If a court holds a hearing under this article, on the request
of the counsel for either party or the motion of the court a jury
shall make the competency determination. If the competency
determination will be made by the court rather than a jury, the
court may conduct the hearing:

(1) at the facility; or
(2) by means of an electronic broadcast system as provided
by Article 46B.013.

(d) If the head of a facility or outpatient treatment provider to
which the defendant was committed as a result of a finding of
incompetency to stand trial has provided an opinion that the
defendant has regained competency, competency is presumed
at a hearing under this subchapter and continuing incompe-
tency must be proved by a preponderance of the evidence.
(e) If the head of a facility or outpatient treatment provider has
not provided an opinion described by Subsection (d), incom-
petency is presumed at a hearing under this subchapter and the
defendant’s competency must be proved by a preponderance of
the evidence.

ART.  46B.114.  TRANSPORTATION OF

DEFENDANT TO COURT

If the hearing is not conducted at the facility to which the de-
fendant has been committed under this chapter or conducted
by means of an electronic broadcast system as described by this
subchapter, an order setting a hearing to determine whether
the defendant has been restored to competency shall direct
that, as soon as practicable but not earlier than 72 hours before
the date the hearing is scheduled, the defendant be placed in
the custody of the sheriff of the county in which the commit-
ting court is located or the sheriff ’s designee for transportation
to the court. The sheriff or the sheriff ’s designee may not take
custody of the defendant under this article until 72 hours be-
fore the date the hearing is scheduled.

ART.  46B.115.  SUBSEQUENT

REDETERMINATIONS OF COMPETENCY

(a) If the court has made a determination that a defendant has
not been restored to competency under this subchapter, a sub-
sequent request or motion for a redetermination of compe-
tency filed before the 91st day after the date of that
determination must:

(1) explain why the person making the request or motion
believes another inquiry into restoration is appropriate; and
(2) provide support for the belief.

(b) The court may hold a hearing on a request or motion
under this article only if the court first finds reason to believe
the defendant’s condition has materially changed since the
prior determination that the defendant was not restored to
competency.

(c) If the competency determination will be made by the court,
the court may conduct the hearing at the facility to which the
defendant has been committed under this chapter or may con-
duct the hearing by means of an electronic broadcast system as
provided by Article 46B.013.

ART.  46B.116.  DISPOSITION ON

DETERMINATION OF COMPETENCY

If the defendant is found competent to stand trial, the pro-
ceedings on the criminal charge may proceed.

ART.  46B.117.  DISPOSITION ON

DETERMINATION OF INCOMPETENCY

If a defendant under order of commitment to a facility or out-
patient treatment program is found to not have been restored
to competency to stand trial, the court shall remand the de-
fendant pursuant to that order of commitment, and, if applic-
able, order the defendant placed in the custody of the sheriff
or the sheriff ’s designee for transportation back to the facility
or outpatient treatment program.

Subchapter F. Civil Commitment: Charges
Dismissed

ART.  46B.151.  COURT DETERMINATION

RELATED TO CIVIL COMMITMENT

(a) If a court is required by Article 46B.084(f ) or by its appro-
priate determination under Article 46B.071 to proceed under
this subchapter, or if the court is permitted by Article
46B.004(e) to proceed under this subchapter, the court shall
determine whether there is evidence to support a finding that
the defendant is either a person with mental illness or a person
with an intellectual disability [mental retardation].
(b) If it appears to the court that there is evidence to support
a finding of mental illness or an intellectual disability [mental
retardation], the court shall enter an order transferring the de-
fendant to the appropriate court for civil commitment pro-
ceedings and stating that all charges pending against the
defendant in that court have been dismissed. The court may
order the defendant:

(1) detained in jail or any other suitable place pending the
prompt initiation and prosecution by the attorney for the
state or other person designated by the court of appropriate
civil proceedings to determine whether the defendant will
be committed to a mental health facility or residential care
facility; or
(2) placed in the care of a responsible person on satisfactory
security being given for the defendant’s proper care and
protection.

(c) Notwithstanding Subsection (b), a defendant placed in a fa-
cility of the Department of State Health Services or the Depart-
ment of Aging and Disability Services [department] pending
civil hearing under this article may be detained in that facility
only with the consent of the head of the facility and pursuant to
an order of protective custody issued under Subtitle C, Title 7,
Health and Safety Code.
(d) If the court does not detain or place the defendant under
Subsection (b), the court shall release the defendant.

Amendments to (a)–(c) effective April 2, 2015 (SB 219, §6.023).
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Subchapter G. Provisions Applicable to
Subchapters E and F

ART.  46B.171.  TRANSCRIPTS AND OTHER

RECORDS

(a) The court shall order that:
(1) a transcript of all medical testimony received in both the
criminal proceedings and the civil commitment proceed-
ings under Subchapter E or F be prepared as soon as possi-
ble by the court reporters; and
(2) copies of documents listed in Article 46B.076 accom-
pany the defendant to the mental health facility, outpatient
treatment program, or residential care facility.

(b) On the request of the defendant or the attorney represent-
ing the defendant, a mental health facility, an outpatient treat-
ment program, or a residential care facility shall provide to the
defendant or the attorney copies of the facility’s records re-
garding the defendant.

CHAPTER 46C. INSANITY DEFENSE

Subchapter A. General Provisions

ART.  46C.001.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Commissioner” means the commissioner of state health
services.
(2) “Department” means the Department of State Health Ser-
vices.
(3) “Mental illness” has the meaning assigned by Section
571.003, Health and Safety Code.
(4) “Mental retardation” has the meaning assigned by Section
591.003, Health and Safety Code.
(5) “Residential care facility” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 591.003, Health and Safety Code.

ART.  46C.002.  MAXIMUM PERIOD OF

COMMITMENT DETERMINED BY MAXIMUM

TERM FOR OFFENSE

(a) A person acquitted by reason of insanity may not be com-
mitted to a mental hospital or other inpatient or residential
care facility or ordered to receive outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision under Subchapter F for a cu-
mulative period that exceeds the maximum term provided by
law for the offense for which the acquitted person was tried.
(b) On expiration of that maximum term, the acquitted per-
son may be further confined in a mental hospital or other in-
patient or residential care facility or ordered to receive
outpatient or community-based treatment and supervision
only under civil commitment proceedings.

ART.  46C.003.  VICTIM NOTIFICATION OF

RELEASE

If the court issues an order that requires the release of an ac-
quitted person on discharge or on a regimen of outpatient care,
the clerk of the court issuing the order, using the information
provided on any victim impact statement received by the court
under Article 56.03 or other information made available to the
court, shall notify the victim or the victim’s guardian or close
relative of the release. Notwithstanding Article 56.03(f ), the

clerk of the court may inspect a victim impact statement for the
purpose of notification under this article. On request, a victim
assistance coordinator may provide the clerk of the court with
information or other assistance necessary for the clerk to com-
ply with this article.

Subchapter B. Raising the Insanity Defense

ART.  46C.051.  NOTICE OF INTENT TO RAISE

INSANITY DEFENSE

(a) A defendant planning to offer evidence of the insanity de-
fense must file with the court a notice of the defendant’s in-
tention to offer that evidence.
(b) The notice must:

(1) contain a certification that a copy of the notice has been
served on the attorney representing the state; and
(2) be filed at least 20 days before the date the case is set for
trial, except as described by Subsection (c).

(c) If before the 20-day period the court sets a pretrial hearing,
the defendant shall give notice at the hearing.

ART.  46C.052.  EFFECT OF FAILURE TO GIVE

NOTICE

Unless notice is timely filed under Article 46C.051, evidence
on the insanity defense is not admissible unless the court finds
that good cause exists for failure to give notice.

Subchapter C. Court-Ordered Examination and
Report

ART.  46C.101.  APPOINTMENT OF EXPERTS

(a) If notice of intention to raise the insanity defense is filed
under Article 46C.051, the court may, on its own motion or
motion by the defendant, the defendant’s counsel, or the at-
torney representing the state, appoint one or more disinter-
ested experts to:

(1) examine the defendant with regard to the insanity de-
fense; and
(2) testify as to the issue of insanity at any trial or hearing
involving that issue.

(b) The court shall advise an expert appointed under this arti-
cle of the facts and circumstances of the offense with which the
defendant is charged and the elements of the insanity defense.

ART.  46C.102.  EXPERTS:  QUALIF ICATIONS

(a) The court may appoint qualified psychiatrists or psycholo-
gists as experts under this chapter. To qualify for appointment
under this subchapter as an expert, a psychiatrist or psycholo-
gist must:

(1) as appropriate, be a physician licensed in this state or be
a psychologist licensed in this state who has a doctoral de-
gree in psychology; and
(2) have the following certification or experience or training:

(A) as appropriate, certification by:
(i) the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
with added or special qualifications in forensic psy-
chiatry; or
(ii) the American Board of Professional Psychology in
forensic psychology; or

(B) experience or training consisting of:
(i) at least 24 hours of specialized forensic training re-
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lating to incompetency or insanity evaluations;
(ii) at least five years of experience in performing
criminal forensic evaluations for courts; and
(iii) eight or more hours of continuing education re-
lating to forensic evaluations, completed in the 12
months preceding the appointment and documented
with the court.

(b) In addition to meeting qualifications required by Subsec-
tion (a), to be appointed as an expert a psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist must have completed six hours of required continuing
education in courses in forensic psychiatry or psychology, as
appropriate, in the 24 months preceding the appointment.
(c) A court may appoint as an expert a psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist who does not meet the requirements of Subsections (a)
and (b) only if exigent circumstances require the court to base
the appointment on professional training or experience of the
expert that directly provides the expert with a specialized ex-
pertise to examine the defendant that would not ordinarily be
possessed by a psychiatrist or psychologist who meets the re-
quirements of Subsections (a) and (b).

ART.  46C.103.  COMPETENCY TO STAND TRIAL:
CONCURRENT APPOINTMENT

(a) An expert appointed under this subchapter to examine the
defendant with regard to the insanity defense also may be ap-
pointed by the court to examine the defendant with regard to
the defendant’s competency to stand trial under Chapter 46B,
if the expert files with the court separate written reports con-
cerning the defendant’s competency to stand trial and the in-
sanity defense.
(b) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), an expert may not exam-
ine the defendant for purposes of determining the defendant’s
sanity and may not file a report regarding the defendant’s san-
ity if in the opinion of the expert the defendant is incompetent
to proceed.

ART.  46C.104.  ORDER COMPELLING

DEFENDANT TO SUBMIT TO EXAMINATION

(a) For the purposes described by this chapter, the court may
order any defendant to submit to examination, including a de-
fendant who is free on bail. If the defendant fails or refuses to
submit to examination, the court may order the defendant to
custody for examination for a reasonable period not to exceed
21 days. Custody ordered by the court under this subsection
may include custody at a facility operated by the department.
(b) If a defendant who has been ordered to a facility operated by
the department for examination remains in the facility for a pe-
riod that exceeds 21 days, the head of that facility shall cause the
defendant to be immediately transported to the committing
court and placed in the custody of the sheriff of the county in
which the committing court is located. That county shall reim-
burse the facility for the mileage and per diem expenses of the
personnel required to transport the defendant, calculated in ac-
cordance with the state travel rules in effect at that time.
(c) The court may not order a defendant to a facility operated
by the department for examination without the consent of the
head of that facility.

ART.  46C.105.  REPORTS SUBMITTED BY

EXPERTS

(a) A written report of the examination shall be submitted to

the court not later than the 30th day after the date of the order
of examination. The court shall provide copies of the report to
the defense counsel and the attorney representing the state.
(b) The report must include a description of the procedures
used in the examination and the examiner’s observations and
findings pertaining to the insanity defense.
(c) The examiner shall submit a separate report stating the ex-
aminer’s observations and findings concerning:

(1) whether the defendant is presently a person with a men-
tal illness and requires court-ordered mental health services
under Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and Safety Code; or
(2) whether the defendant is presently a person with men-
tal retardation.

ART.  46C.106.  COMPENSATION OF EXPERTS

(a) The appointed experts shall be paid by the county in which
the indictment was returned or information was filed.
(b) The county in which the indictment was returned or in-
formation was filed shall reimburse a facility operated by the
department that accepts a defendant for examination under
this subchapter for expenses incurred that are determined by
the department to be reasonably necessary and incidental to
the proper examination of the defendant.

ART.  46C.107.  EXAMINATION BY EXPERT OF

DEFENDANT ’S CHOICE

If a defendant wishes to be examined by an expert of the de-
fendant’s own choice, the court on timely request shall provide
the examiner with reasonable opportunity to examine the de-
fendant.

Subchapter D. Determination of Issue of
Defendant’s Sanity

ART.  46C.151.  DETERMINATION OF SANITY

ISSUE BY JURY

(a) In a case tried to a jury, the issue of the defendant’s sanity
shall be submitted to the jury only if the issue is supported by
competent evidence. The jury shall determine the issue.
(b) If the issue of the defendant’s sanity is submitted to the
jury, the jury shall determine and specify in the verdict
whether the defendant is guilty, not guilty, or not guilty by rea-
son of insanity.

ART.  46C.152.  DETERMINATION OF SANITY

ISSUE BY JUDGE

(a) If a jury trial is waived and if the issue is supported by com-
petent evidence, the judge as trier of fact shall determine the
issue of the defendant’s sanity.
(b) The parties may, with the consent of the judge, agree to have
the judge determine the issue of the defendant’s sanity on the
basis of introduced or stipulated competent evidence, or both.
(c) If the judge determines the issue of the defendant’s sanity,
the judge shall enter a finding of guilty, not guilty, or not guilty
by reason of insanity.

ART.  46C.153.  GENERAL PROVIS IONS RELATING

TO DETERMINATION OF SANITY ISSUE BY JUDGE

OR JURY

(a) The judge or jury shall determine that a defendant is not
guilty by reason of insanity if:

(1) the prosecution has established beyond a reasonable
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doubt that the alleged conduct constituting the offense was
committed; and
(2) the defense has established by a preponderance of the
evidence that the defendant was insane at the time of the al-
leged conduct.

(b) The parties may, with the consent of the judge, agree to
both:

(1) dismissal of the indictment or information on the
ground that the defendant was insane; and
(2) entry of a judgment of dismissal due to the defendant’s
insanity.

(c) An entry of judgment under Subsection (b)(2) has the same
effect as a judgment stating that the defendant has been found
not guilty by reason of insanity.

ART.  46C.154.  INFORMING JURY REGARDING

CONSEQUENCES OF ACQUITTAL

The court, the attorney representing the state, or the attorney
for the defendant may not inform a juror or a prospective juror
of the consequences to the defendant if a verdict of not guilty
by reason of insanity is returned.

ART.  46C.155.  FINDING OF NOT GUILTY BY

REASON OF INSANITY CONSIDERED ACQUITTAL

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a defendant who is
found not guilty by reason of insanity stands acquitted of the
offense charged and may not be considered a person charged
with an offense.
(b) A defendant who is found not guilty by reason of insanity
is not considered to be acquitted for purposes of Chapter 55.

ART.  46C.156.  JUDGMENT

(a) In each case in which the insanity defense is raised, the
judgment must reflect whether the defendant was found guilty,
not guilty, or not guilty by reason of insanity.
(b) If the defendant was found not guilty by reason of insan-
ity, the judgment must specify the offense of which the defen-
dant was found not guilty.
(c) If the defendant was found not guilty by reason of insanity,
the judgment must reflect the finding made under Article
46C.157.

ART.  46C.157.  DETERMINATION REGARDING

DANGEROUS CONDUCT OF ACQUITTED PERSON

If a defendant is found not guilty by reason of insanity, the
court immediately shall determine whether the offense of
which the person was acquitted involved conduct that:

(1) caused serious bodily injury to another person;
(2) placed another person in imminent danger of serious
bodily injury; or
(3) consisted of a threat of serious bodily injury to another
person through the use of a deadly weapon.

ART.  46C.158.  CONTINUING JURISDICTION OF

DANGEROUS ACQUITTED PERSON

If the court finds that the offense of which the person was ac-
quitted involved conduct that caused serious bodily injury to
another person, placed another person in imminent danger of
serious bodily injury, or consisted of a threat of serious bodily
injury to another person through the use of a deadly weapon,
the court retains jurisdiction over the acquitted person until ei-
ther:

(1) the court discharges the person and terminates its juris-
diction under Article 46C.268; or
(2) the cumulative total period of institutionalization and
outpatient or community-based treatment and supervision
under the court’s jurisdiction equals the maximum term
provided by law for the offense of which the person was ac-
quitted by reason of insanity and the court’s jurisdiction is
automatically terminated under Article 46C.269.

ART.  46C.159.  PROCEEDINGS REGARDING

NONDANGEROUS ACQUITTED PERSON

If the court finds that the offense of which the person was ac-
quitted did not involve conduct that caused serious bodily in-
jury to another person, placed another person in imminent
danger of serious bodily injury, or consisted of a threat of seri-
ous bodily injury to another person through the use of a deadly
weapon, the court shall proceed under Subchapter E.

ART.  46C.160.  DETENTION PENDING FURTHER

PROCEEDINGS

(a) On a determination by the judge or jury that the defendant
is not guilty by reason of insanity, pending further proceedings
under this chapter, the court may order the defendant detained
in jail or any other suitable place for a period not to exceed 14
days.
(b) The court may order a defendant detained in a facility of
the department or a facility of the Department of Aging and
Disability Services under this article only with the consent of
the head of the facility.

Subchapter E. Disposition Following Acquittal
by Reason of Insanity: No Finding of Dangerous

Conduct

ART.  46C.201.  DISPOSITION;  NONDANGEROUS

CONDUCT

(a) If the court determines that the offense of which the per-
son was acquitted did not involve conduct that caused serious
bodily injury to another person, placed another person in im-
minent danger of serious bodily injury, or consisted of a threat
of serious bodily injury to another person through the use of a
deadly weapon, the court shall determine whether there is ev-
idence to support a finding that the person is a person with a
mental illness or with mental retardation.
(b) If the court determines that there is evidence to support a
finding of mental illness or mental retardation, the court shall
enter an order transferring the person to the appropriate court
for civil commitment proceedings to determine whether the
person should receive court-ordered mental health services
under Subtitle C, Title 7, Health and Safety Code, or be com-
mitted to a residential care facility to receive mental retarda-
tion services under Subtitle D, Title 7, Health and Safety
Code. The court may also order the person:

(1) detained in jail or any other suitable place pending the
prompt initiation and prosecution of appropriate civil pro-
ceedings by the attorney representing the state or other per-
son designated by the court; or
(2) placed in the care of a responsible person on satisfactory
security being given for the acquitted person’s proper care
and protection.
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ART.  46C.202.  DETENTION OR RELEASE

(a) Notwithstanding Article 46C.201(b), a person placed in a
department facility or a facility of the Department of Aging
and Disability Services pending civil hearing as described by
that subsection may be detained only with the consent of the
head of the facility and under an Order of Protective Custody
issued under Subtitle C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety Code.
(b) If the court does not detain or place the person under Ar-
ticle 46C.201(b), the court shall release the person.

Subchapter F. Disposition Following Acquittal
by Reason of Insanity: Finding of Dangerous

Conduct

ART.  46C.251.  COMMITMENT FOR EVALUATION

AND TREATMENT;  REPORT

(a) The court shall order the acquitted person to be committed
for evaluation of the person’s present mental condition and for
treatment to the maximum security unit of any facility desig-
nated by the department. The period of commitment under
this article may not exceed 30 days.
(b) The court shall order that:

(1) a transcript of all medical testimony received in the
criminal proceeding be prepared as soon as possible by the
court reporter and the transcript be forwarded to the facil-
ity to which the acquitted person is committed; and
(2) the following information be forwarded to the facility
and, as applicable, to the department or the Department of
Aging and Disability Services:

(A) the complete name, race, and gender of the person;
(B) any known identifying number of the person, in-
cluding social security number, driver’s license number,
or state identification number;
(C) the person’s date of birth; and
(D) the offense of which the person was found not
guilty by reason of insanity and a statement of the facts
and circumstances surrounding the alleged offense.

(c) The court shall order that a report be filed with the court
under Article 46C.252.
(d) To determine the proper disposition of the acquitted per-
son, the court shall hold a hearing on disposition not later than
the 30th day after the date of acquittal.

ART.  46C.252.  REPORT AFTER EVALUATION

(a) The report ordered under Article 46C.251 must be filed
with the court as soon as practicable before the hearing on dis-
position but not later than the fourth day before that hearing.
(b) The report in general terms must describe and explain the
procedure, techniques, and tests used in the examination of the
person.
(c) The report must address:

(1) whether the acquitted person has a mental illness or
mental retardation and, if so, whether the mental illness or
mental retardation is severe;
(2) whether as a result of any severe mental illness or men-
tal retardation the acquitted person is likely to cause serious
harm to another;
(3) whether as a result of any impairment the acquitted per-
son is subject to commitment under Subtitle C or D, Title
7, Health and Safety Code;

(4) prospective treatment and supervision options, if any,
appropriate for the acquitted person; and
(5) whether any required treatment and supervision can be
safely and effectively provided as outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision.

ART.  46C.253.  HEARING ON DISPOSITION

(a) The hearing on disposition shall be conducted in the same
manner as a hearing on an application for involuntary com-
mitment under Subtitle C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety
Code, except that the use of a jury is governed by Article
46C.255.
(b) At the hearing, the court shall address:

(1) whether the person acquitted by reason of insanity has
a severe mental illness or mental retardation;
(2) whether as a result of any mental illness or mental re-
tardation the person is likely to cause serious harm to an-
other; and
(3) whether appropriate treatment and supervision for any
mental illness or mental retardation rendering the person
dangerous to another can be safely and effectively provided
as outpatient or community-based treatment and supervi-
sion.

(c) The court shall order the acquitted person committed for
inpatient treatment or residential care under Article 46C.256
if the grounds required for that order are established.
(d) The court shall order the acquitted person to receive out-
patient or community-based treatment and supervision under
Article 46C.257 if the grounds required for that order are es-
tablished.
(e) The court shall order the acquitted person transferred to an
appropriate court for proceedings under Subtitle C or D, Title 7,
Health and Safety Code, if the state fails to establish the grounds
required for an order under Article 46C.256 or 46C.257 but the
evidence provides a reasonable basis for believing the acquitted
person is a proper subject for those proceedings.
(f ) The court shall order the acquitted person discharged and
immediately released if the evidence fails to establish that dis-
position under Subsection (c), (d), or (e) is appropriate.

ART.  46C.254.  EFFECT OF STABIL IZATION ON

TREATMENT REGIMEN

If an acquitted person is stabilized on a treatment regimen, in-
cluding medication and other treatment modalities, rendering
the person no longer likely to cause serious harm to another,
inpatient treatment or residential care may be found necessary
to protect the safety of others only if:

(1) the person would become likely to cause serious harm
to another if the person fails to follow the treatment regi-
men on an Order to Receive Outpatient or Community-
Based Treatment and Supervision; and
(2) under an Order to Receive Outpatient or Community-
Based Treatment and Supervision either:

(A) the person is likely to fail to comply with an avail-
able regimen of outpatient or community-based treat-
ment, as determined by the person’s insight into the
need for medication, the number, severity, and control-
lability of side effects, the availability of support and
treatment programs for the person from community
members, and other appropriate considerations; or
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(B) a regimen of outpatient or community-based treat-
ment will not be available to the person.

ART.  46C.255.  TRIAL BY JURY

(a) The following proceedings under this chapter must be before
the court, and the underlying matter determined by the court,
unless the acquitted person or the state requests a jury trial or the
court on its own motion sets the matter for jury trial:

(1) a hearing under Article 46C.253;
(2) a proceeding for renewal of an order under Article
46C.261;
(3) a proceeding on a request for modification or revocation
of an order under Article 46C.266; and
(4) a proceeding seeking discharge of an acquitted person
under Article 46C.268.

(b) The following proceedings may not be held before a jury:
(1) a proceeding to determine outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision under Article 46C.262; or
(2) a proceeding to determine modification or revocation of
outpatient or community-based treatment and supervision
under Article 46C.267.

(c) If a hearing is held before a jury and the jury determines
that the person has a mental illness or mental retardation and
is likely to cause serious harm to another, the court shall de-
termine whether inpatient treatment or residential care is nec-
essary to protect the safety of others.

ART.  46C.256.  ORDER OF COMMITMENT TO

INPATIENT TREATMENT OR RESIDENTIAL CARE

(a) The court shall order the acquitted person committed to a
mental hospital or other appropriate facility for inpatient treat-
ment or residential care if the state establishes by clear and
convincing evidence that:

(1) the person has a severe mental illness or mental retarda-
tion;
(2) the person, as a result of that mental illness or mental
retardation, is likely to cause serious bodily injury to an-
other if the person is not provided with treatment and su-
pervision; and
(3) inpatient treatment or residential care is necessary to
protect the safety of others.

(b) In determining whether inpatient treatment or residential
care has been proved necessary, the court shall consider
whether the evidence shows both that:

(1) an adequate regimen of outpatient or community-based
treatment will be available to the person; and
(2) the person will follow that regimen.

(c) The order of commitment to inpatient treatment or resi-
dential care expires on the 181st day following the date the
order is issued but is subject to renewal as provided by Article
46C.261.

ART.  46C.257.  ORDER TO RECEIVE

OUTPATIENT OR COMMUNITY-BASED

TREATMENT AND SUPERVIS ION

(a) The court shall order the acquitted person to receive out-
patient or community-based treatment and supervision if:

(1) the state establishes by clear and convincing evidence
that the person:

(A) has a severe mental illness or mental retardation; and
(B) as a result of that mental illness or mental retarda-

tion is likely to cause serious bodily injury to another if
the person is not provided with treatment and supervi-
sion; and

(2) the state fails to establish by clear and convincing evi-
dence that inpatient treatment or residential care is neces-
sary to protect the safety of others.

(b) The order of commitment to outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision expires on the first anniver-
sary of the date the order is issued but is subject to renewal as
provided by Article 46C.261.

ART.  46C.258.  RESPONSIBIL ITY OF INPATIENT

OR RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY

(a) The head of the facility to which an acquitted person is
committed has, during the commitment period, a continuing
responsibility to determine:

(1) whether the acquitted person continues to have a severe
mental illness or mental retardation and is likely to cause se-
rious harm to another because of any severe mental illness
or mental retardation; and
(2) if so, whether treatment and supervision cannot be
safely and effectively provided as outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision.

(b) The head of the facility must notify the committing court
and seek modification of the order of commitment if the head
of the facility determines that an acquitted person no longer
has a severe mental illness or mental retardation, is no longer
likely to cause serious harm to another, or that treatment and
supervision can be safely and effectively provided as outpatient
or community-based treatment and supervision.
(c) Not later than the 60th day before the date of expiration of
the order, the head of the facility shall transmit to the com-
mitting court a psychological evaluation of the acquitted per-
son, a certificate of medical examination of the person, and
any recommendation for further treatment of the person. The
committing court shall make the documents available to the
attorneys representing the state and the acquitted person.

ART.  46C.259.  STATUS OF COMMITTED PERSON

If an acquitted person is committed under this subchapter, the
person’s status as a patient or resident is governed by Subtitle
C or D, Title 7, Health and Safety Code, except that:

(1) transfer to a nonsecure unit is governed by Article
46C.260;
(2) modification of the order to direct outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment and supervision is governed by Ar-
ticle 46C.262; and
(3) discharge is governed by Article 46C.268.

ART.  46C.260.  TRANSFER OF COMMITTED

PERSON TO NONSECURE FACILITY

(a) A person committed to a facility under this subchapter shall
be committed to the maximum security unit of any facility
designated by the department.
(b) A person committed under this subchapter shall be trans-
ferred to the maximum security unit immediately on the entry
of the order of commitment.
(c) Unless the person is determined to be manifestly dangerous
by a review board within the department, not later than the
60th day following the date of the person’s arrival at the max-
imum security unit the person shall be transferred to a nonse-
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cure unit of a facility designated by the department or the De-
partment of Aging and Disability Services, as appropriate.
(d) The commissioner shall appoint a review board of five
members, including one psychiatrist licensed to practice med-
icine in this state and two persons who work directly with per-
sons with mental illnesses or with mental retardation, to
determine whether the person is manifestly dangerous and, as
a result of the danger the person presents, requires continued
placement in a maximum security unit.
(e) If the head of the facility at which the maximum security
unit is located disagrees with the determination, then the mat-
ter shall be referred to the commissioner. The commissioner
shall decide whether the person is manifestly dangerous.

ART.  46C.261.  RENEWAL OF ORDERS FOR

INPATIENT COMMITMENT OR OUTPATIENT OR

COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT AND

SUPERVIS ION

(a) A court that orders an acquitted person committed to in-
patient treatment or orders outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision annually shall determine whether to
renew the order.
(b) Not later than the 30th day before the date an order is
scheduled to expire, the institution to which a person is com-
mitted, the person responsible for providing outpatient or
community-based treatment and supervision, or the attorney
representing the state may file a request that the order be re-
newed. The request must explain in detail the reasons why the
person requests renewal under this article. A request to renew
an order committing the person to inpatient treatment must
also explain in detail why outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision is not appropriate.
(c) The request for renewal must be accompanied by a certifi-
cate of medical examination for mental illness signed by a
physician who examined the person during the 30-day period
preceding the date on which the request is filed.
(d) On the filing of a request for renewal under this article, the
court shall:

(1) set the matter for a hearing; and
(2) appoint an attorney to represent the person.

(e) The court shall act on the request for renewal before the
order expires.
(f ) If a hearing is held, the person may be transferred from the
facility to which the acquitted person was committed to a jail
for purposes of participating in the hearing only if necessary
but not earlier than 72 hours before the hearing begins. If the
order is renewed, the person shall be transferred back to the fa-
cility immediately on renewal of the order.
(g) If no objection is made, the court may admit into evidence
the certificate of medical examination for mental illness. Ad-
mitted certificates constitute competent medical or psychiatric
testimony, and the court may make its findings solely from the
certificate and the detailed request for renewal.
(h) A court shall renew the order only if the court finds that the
party who requested the renewal has established by clear and
convincing evidence that continued mandatory supervision and
treatment are appropriate. A renewed order authorizes contin-
ued inpatient commitment or outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision for not more than one year.
(i) The court, on application for renewal of an order for inpa-

tient or residential care services, may modify the order to pro-
vide for outpatient or community-based treatment and super-
vision if the court finds the acquitted person has established by
a preponderance of the evidence that treatment and supervi-
sion can be safely and effectively provided as outpatient or
community-based treatment and supervision.

ART.  46C.262.  COURT-ORDERED OUTPATIENT

OR COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT AND

SUPERVIS ION AFTER INPATIENT COMMITMENT

(a) An acquitted person, the head of the facility to which the
acquitted person is committed, or the attorney representing
the state may request that the court modify an order for inpa-
tient treatment or residential care to order outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment and supervision.
(b) The court shall hold a hearing on a request made by the
head of the facility to which the acquitted person is commit-
ted. A hearing under this subsection must be held not later
than the 14th day after the date of the request.
(c) If a request is made by an acquitted person or the attorney
representing the state, the court must act on the request not
later than the 14th day after the date of the request. A hearing
under this subsection is at the discretion of the court, except
that the court shall hold a hearing if the request and any ac-
companying material provide a basis for believing modifica-
tion of the order may be appropriate.
(d) If a request is made by an acquitted person not later than
the 90th day after the date of a hearing on a previous request,
the court is not required to act on the request except on the ex-
piration of the order or on the expiration of the 90-day period
following the date of the hearing on the previous request.
(e) The court shall rule on the request during or as soon as
practicable after any hearing on the request but not later than
the 14th day after the date of the request.
(f ) The court shall modify the commitment order to direct
outpatient or community-based treatment and supervision if
at the hearing the acquitted person establishes by a preponder-
ance of the evidence that treatment and supervision can be
safely and effectively provided as outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision.

ART.  46C.263.  COURT-ORDERED OUTPATIENT

OR COMMUNITY-BASED TREATMENT AND

SUPERVIS ION

(a) The court may order an acquitted person to participate in
an outpatient or community-based regimen of treatment and
supervision:

(1) as an initial matter under Article 46C.253;
(2) on renewal of an order of commitment under Article
46C.261; or
(3) after a period of inpatient treatment or residential care
under Article 46C.262.

(b) An acquitted person may be ordered to participate in an
outpatient or community-based regimen of treatment and su-
pervision only if:

(1) the court receives and approves an outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment plan that comprehensively pro-
vides for the outpatient or community-based treatment and
supervision; and
(2) the court finds that the outpatient or community-based
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treatment and supervision provided for by the plan will be
available to and provided to the acquitted person.

(c) The order may require the person to participate in a pre-
scribed regimen of medical, psychiatric, or psychological care
or treatment, and the regimen may include treatment with
psychoactive medication.
(d) The court may order that supervision of the acquitted per-
son be provided by the appropriate community supervision
and corrections department or the facility administrator of a
community center that provides mental health or mental re-
tardation services.
(e) The court may order the acquitted person to participate in
a supervision program funded by the Texas Correctional Office
on Offenders with Medical or Mental Impairments.
(f ) An order under this article must identify the person re-
sponsible for administering an ordered regimen of outpatient
or community-based treatment and supervision.
(g) In determining whether an acquitted person should be ordered
to receive outpatient or community-based treatment and supervi-
sion rather than inpatient care or residential treatment, the court
shall have as its primary concern the protection of society.

ART.  46C.264.  LOCATION OF COURT-ORDERED

OUTPATIENT OR COMMUNITY-BASED

TREATMENT AND SUPERVIS ION

(a) The court may order the outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision to be provided in any appropriate
county where the necessary resources are available.
(b) This article does not supersede any requirement under the
other provisions of this subchapter to obtain the consent of a
treatment and supervision provider to administer the court-or-
dered outpatient or community-based treatment and supervision.

ART.  46C.265.  SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBIL ITY

FOR OUTPATIENT OR COMMUNITY-BASED

TREATMENT AND SUPERVIS ION

(a) The person responsible for administering a regimen of out-
patient or community-based treatment and supervision shall:

(1) monitor the condition of the acquitted person; and
(2) determine whether the acquitted person is complying
with the regimen of treatment and supervision.

(b) The person responsible for administering a regimen of out-
patient or community-based treatment and supervision shall
notify the court ordering that treatment and supervision and
the attorney representing the state if the person:

(1) fails to comply with the regimen; and
(2) becomes likely to cause serious harm to another.

ART.  46C.266.  MODIFICATION OR REVOCATION

OF ORDER FOR OUTPATIENT OR COMMUNITY-
BASED TREATMENT AND SUPERVIS ION

(a) The court, on its own motion or the motion of any inter-
ested person and after notice to the acquitted person and a
hearing, may modify or revoke court-ordered outpatient or
community-based treatment and supervision.
(b) At the hearing, the court without a jury shall determine
whether the state has established clear and convincing evidence
that:

(1) the acquitted person failed to comply with the regimen
in a manner or under circumstances indicating the person

will become likely to cause serious harm to another if the
person is provided continued outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision; or
(2) the acquitted person has become likely to cause serious
harm to another if provided continued outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment and supervision.

(c) On a determination under Subsection (b), the court may
take any appropriate action, including:

(1) revoking court-ordered outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision and ordering the person com-
mitted for inpatient or residential care; or
(2) imposing additional or more stringent terms on contin-
ued outpatient or community-based treatment.

(d) An acquitted person who is the subject of a proceeding
under this article is entitled to representation by counsel in the
proceeding.
(e) The court shall set a date for a hearing under this article
that is not later than the seventh day after the applicable mo-
tion was filed. The court may grant one or more continuances
of the hearing on the motion of a party or of the court and for
good cause shown.

ART.  46C.267.  DETENTION PENDING

PROCEEDINGS TO MODIFY OR REVOKE ORDER

FOR OUTPATIENT OR COMMUNITY-BASED

TREATMENT AND SUPERVIS ION

(a) The state or the head of the facility or other person re-
sponsible for administering a regimen of outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment and supervision may file a sworn
application with the court for the detention of an acquitted
person receiving court-ordered outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision. The application must state
that the person meets the criteria of Article 46C.266 and pro-
vide a detailed explanation of that statement.
(b) If the court determines that the application establishes
probable cause to believe the order for outpatient or commu-
nity-based treatment and supervision should be revoked, the
court shall issue an order to an on-duty peace officer authoriz-
ing the acquitted person to be taken into custody and brought
before the court.
(c) An acquitted person taken into custody under an order of
detention shall be brought before the court without unneces-
sary delay.
(d) When an acquitted person is brought before the court, the
court shall determine whether there is probable cause to be-
lieve that the order for outpatient or community-based treat-
ment and supervision should be revoked. On a finding that
probable cause for revocation exists, the court shall order the
person held in protective custody pending a determination of
whether the order should be revoked.
(e) An acquitted person may be detained under an order for
protective custody for a period not to exceed 72 hours, ex-
cluding Saturdays, Sundays, legal holidays, and the period pre-
scribed by Section 574.025(b), Health and Safety Code, for an
extreme emergency.
(f ) This subchapter does not affect the power of a peace officer
to take an acquitted person into custody under Section
573.001, Health and Safety Code.
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ART.  46C.268.  ADVANCE DISCHARGE OF

ACQUITTED PERSON AND TERMINATION OF

JURISDICTION

(a) An acquitted person, the head of the facility to which the
acquitted person is committed, the person responsible for pro-
viding the outpatient or community-based treatment and su-
pervision, or the state may request that the court discharge an
acquitted person from inpatient commitment or outpatient or
community-based treatment and supervision.
(b) Not later than the 14th day after the date of the request,
the court shall hold a hearing on a request made by the head
of the facility to which the acquitted person is committed or
the person responsible for providing the outpatient or com-
munity-based treatment and supervision.
(c) If a request is made by an acquitted person, the court must
act on the request not later than the 14th day after the date of
the request. A hearing under this subsection is at the discretion
of the court, except that the court shall hold a hearing if the re-
quest and any accompanying material indicate that modifica-
tion of the order may be appropriate.
(d) If a request is made by an acquitted person not later than
the 90th day after the date of a hearing on a previous request,
the court is not required to act on the request except on the ex-
piration of the order or on the expiration of the 90-day period
following the date of the hearing on the previous request.
(e) The court shall rule on the request during or shortly after
any hearing that is held and in any case not later than the 14th
day after the date of the request.
(f ) The court shall discharge the acquitted person from all
court-ordered commitment and treatment and supervision
and terminate the court’s jurisdiction over the person if the
court finds that the acquitted person has established by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that:

(1) the acquitted person does not have a severe mental ill-
ness or mental retardation; or
(2) the acquitted person is not likely to cause serious harm
to another because of any severe mental illness or mental re-
tardation.

ART.  46C.269.  TERMINATION OF COURT ’S
JURISDICTION

(a) The jurisdiction of the court over a person covered by this
subchapter automatically terminates on the date when the cu-
mulative total period of institutionalization and outpatient or
community-based treatment and supervision imposed under
this subchapter equals the maximum term of imprisonment
provided by law for the offense of which the person was ac-
quitted by reason of insanity.
(b) On the termination of the court’s jurisdiction under this ar-
ticle, the person must be discharged from any inpatient treat-
ment or residential care or outpatient or community-based
treatment and supervision ordered under this subchapter.
(c) An inpatient or residential care facility to which a person
has been committed under this subchapter or a person respon-
sible for administering a regimen of outpatient or community-
based treatment and supervision under this subchapter must
notify the court not later than the 30th day before the court’s
jurisdiction over the person ends under this article.
(d) This subchapter does not affect whether a person may be

ordered to receive care or treatment under Subtitle C or D,
Title 7, Health and Safety Code.

ART.  46C.270.  APPEALS

(a) An acquitted person may appeal a judgment reflecting an
acquittal by reason of insanity on the basis of the following:

(1) a finding that the acquitted person committed the of-
fense; or
(2) a finding that the offense on which the prosecution was
based involved conduct that:

(A) caused serious bodily injury to another person;
(B) placed another person in imminent danger of serious
bodily injury; or
(C) consisted of a threat of serious bodily injury to an-
other person through the use of a deadly weapon.

(b) Either the acquitted person or the state may appeal from:
(1) an Order of Commitment to Inpatient Treatment or
Residential Care entered under Article 46C.256;
(2) an Order to Receive Outpatient or Community-Based
Treatment and Supervision entered under Article 46C.257
or 46C.262;
(3) an order renewing or refusing to renew an Order for In-
patient Commitment or Outpatient or Community-Based
Treatment and Supervision entered under Article 46C.261;
(4) an order modifying or revoking an Order for Outpa-
tient or Community-Based Treatment and Supervision en-
tered under Article 46C.266 or refusing a request to modify
or revoke that order; or
(5) an order discharging an acquitted person under Article
46C.268 or denying a request for discharge of an acquitted
person.

(c) An appeal under this subchapter may not be considered
moot solely due to the expiration of an order on which the ap-
peal is based.

CHAPTER 47.  DISPOSITION OF STOLEN
PROPERTY

ART.  47.01.  SUBJECT TO ORDER OF COURT

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), an officer who comes
into custody of property alleged to have been stolen shall hold
it subject to the order of the proper court only if the owner-
ship of the property is contested or disputed.
(b) An officer who comes into custody of property governed by
Chapter 371, Finance Code, that is alleged to have been stolen
shall hold the property subject to the order of the proper court
regardless of whether the ownership of the property is con-
tested or disputed.

ART.  47.01A.  RESTORATION WHEN NO TRIAL IS

PENDING

(a) If a criminal action relating to allegedly stolen property is
not pending, a district judge, county court judge, statutory
county court judge, or justice of the peace having jurisdiction
as a magistrate in the county in which the property is held or
a municipal judge having jurisdiction as a magistrate in the
municipality in which the property is being held may hold a
hearing to determine the right to possession of the property,
upon the petition of an interested person, a county, a city, or
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the state. Jurisdiction under this section is based solely on ju-
risdiction as a criminal magistrate under this code and not ju-
risdiction as a civil court. The court shall:

(1) order the property delivered to whoever has the superior
right to possession, without conditions; or
(2) on the filing of a written motion before trial by an at-
torney representing the state, order the property delivered
to whoever has the superior right to possession, subject to
the condition that the property be made available to the
prosecuting authority should it be needed in future prose-
cutions; or
(3) order the property awarded to the custody of the peace
officer, pending resolution of criminal investigations re-
garding the property.

(b) If it is shown in a hearing that probable cause exists to be-
lieve that the property was acquired by theft or by another
manner that makes its acquisition an offense and that the iden-
tity of the actual owner of the property cannot be determined,
the court shall order the peace officer to:

(1) deliver the property to a government agency for official
purposes;
(2) deliver the property to a person authorized by Article 18.17
of this code to receive and dispose of the property; or
(3) destroy the property.

(c) At a hearing under Subsection (a) of this article, any inter-
ested person may present evidence showing that the property
was not acquired by theft or another offense or that the person
is entitled to possess the property. At the hearing, hearsay evi-
dence is admissible.
(d) Venue for a hearing under this article is in any justice,
county, statutory county, or district court in the county in
which the property is seized or in any municipal court in any
municipality in which the property is seized, except that the
court may transfer venue to a court in another county on the
motion of any interested party.

ART.  47.02.  RESTORED ON TRIAL

(a) On the trial of any criminal action for theft or any other of-
fense involving the illegal acquisition of property, the court
trying the case shall order the property to be restored to the
person appearing by the proof to be the owner of the property. 
(b) On written consent of the prosecuting attorney, any mag-
istrate having jurisdiction in the county in which a criminal ac-
tion for theft or any other offense involving the illegal
acquisition of property is pending may hold a hearing to de-
termine the right to possession of the property. If it is proved
to the satisfaction of the magistrate that any person is a true
owner of the property alleged to have been stolen, and the
property is under the control of a peace officer, the magistrate
may, by written order, direct the property to be restored to that
person.

ART.  47.03.  SCHEDULE

When an officer seizes property alleged to have been stolen, he
shall immediately file a schedule of the same, and its value,
with the court having jurisdiction of the case, certifying that
the property has been seized by him, and the reason therefor.
The officer shall notify the court of the names and addresses of
each party known to the officer who has a claim to possession
of the seized property.

ART.  47.04.  RESTORED TO OWNER

Upon an examining trial, if it is proven to the satisfaction of the
court that any person is the true owner of property alleged to
have been stolen, and which is in possession of a peace officer,
the court may upon motion by the state, by written order direct
the property to be restored to such owner subject to the condi-
tions that such property shall be made available to the state or
by order of any court having jurisdiction over the offense to be
used for evidentiary purposes.

ART.  47.05.  BOND REQUIRED

If the court has any doubt as to the ownership of the property,
the court may require a bond of the claimant for its re-delivery
in case it should thereafter be shown not to belong to such
claimant; or the court may, in its discretion, direct the prop-
erty to be retained by the sheriff until further orders as to its
possession. Such bond shall be in a sum equal to the value of
the property, with sufficient security, payable to and approved
by the county judge of the county in which the property is in
custody. Such bond shall be filed in the office of the county
clerk of such county, and in case of a breach thereof may be
sued upon in such county by any claimant of the property; or
by the county treasurer of such county.

ART.  47.06.  PROPERTY SOLD

If the property is not claimed within 30 days from the convic-
tion of the person accused of illegally acquiring it, the same
procedure for its disposition as set out in Article 18.17 of this
Code shall be followed.

ART.  47.07.  OWNER MAY RECOVER

The real owner of the property sold under the provisions of Ar-
ticle 47.06 may recover such property under the same terms as
prescribed in Subsection (e) of Article 18.17 of this Code.

ART.  47.08.  WRITTEN INSTRUMENT

If the property is a written instrument, it shall be deposited
with the county clerk of the county where the proceedings are
had, subject to the claim of any person who may establish his
right thereto. The claimant of any such written instrument
shall file his written sworn claim thereto with the county
judge. If such judge be satisfied that such claimant is the real
owner of the written instrument, the same shall be delivered to
him. The county judge may, in his discretion, require a bond
of such claimant, as in other cases of property claimed under
any provision of this Chapter, and may also before such deliv-
ery require the written instrument to be recorded in the min-
utes of his court.

ART.  47.09.  CLAIMANT TO PAY CHARGES

The claimant of the property, before he shall be entitled to
have the same delivered to him, shall pay all reasonable charges
for the safekeeping of the same while in the custody of the law,
which charges shall be verified by the affidavit of the officer
claiming the same, and determined by the court having juris-
diction thereof. If said charges are not paid, the property shall
be sold as under execution; and the proceeds of sale, after the
payment of said charges and costs of sale, paid to the owner of
such property.

ART.  47.10.  CHARGES OF OFFICER

When property is sold, and the proceeds of sale are ready to be
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paid into the county treasury, the amount of expenses for keep-
ing the same and the costs of sale shall be determined by the
county judge. The account thereof shall be in writing and ver-
ified by the officer claiming the same, with the approval of the
county judge thereto for the amount allowed and shall be filed
in the office of the county treasurer at the time of paying into
his hands the balance of the proceeds of such sale.

ART.  47.11.  SCOPE OF CHAPTER

Each provision of this Chapter relating to stolen property ap-
plies as well to property acquired in any manner which makes
the acquisition a penal offense.

ART.  47.12.  APPEAL

(a) Appeals from a hearing in a district court, county court, or
statutory county court under Article 47.01a of this code shall
be heard by a court of appeals. The appeal is governed by the
applicable rules of procedure for appeals of civil cases to a
court of appeals.
(b) Appeals from a hearing in a municipal court or justice
court under Article 47.01a of this code shall be heard by a
county court or statutory county court. The appeal is governed
by the applicable rules of procedure for appeals for civil cases
in justice courts to a county court or statutory county court.
(c) Only an interested person who appears at a hearing under
this article may appeal, and such person must give an oral no-
tice of appeal at the conclusion of the hearing and must post
an appeal bond by the end of the next business day, exclusive
of Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.
(d) The court may require an appeal bond, in an amount de-
termined appropriate by the court, but not to exceed twice the
value of the property. The bond shall be made payable to the
party who was awarded possession at the hearing, with suffi-
cient sureties approved by the court, and conditioned that ap-
pellant will prosecute his appeal to conclusion.

CHAPTER 48.  PARDON AND PAROLE

ART.  48.01.  GOVERNOR MAY PARDON

(a) In all criminal cases, except treason and impeachment, the
Governor shall have power, after conviction or successful com-
pletion of a term of deferred adjudication community supervi-
sion, on the written signed recommendation and advice of the
Board of Pardons and Paroles, or a majority thereof, to grant
reprieves and commutations of punishments and pardons; and
upon the written recommendation and advice of a majority of
the Board of Pardons and Paroles, he shall have the power to
remit fines and forfeitures. The Governor shall have the power
to grant one reprieve in any capital case for a period not to ex-
ceed 30 days; and he shall have power to revoke conditional
pardons. With the advice and consent of the Legislature, the
Governor may grant reprieves, commutations of punishment
and pardons in cases of treason.
(b) The Board of Pardons and Paroles may recommend that
the Governor grant a pardon to a person who:

(1) is placed on deferred adjudication community supervi-
sion under Section 5, Article 42.12, and subsequently re-
ceives a discharge and dismissal under Section 5(c) of that
article; and
(2) on or after the 10th anniversary of the date of discharge
and dismissal, submits a written request to the board for a
recommendation under this subsection.

ART.  48.02.  SHALL FILE REASONS

When the Governor remits fines or forfeitures, or grants re-
prieves, commutation of punishment or pardons, he shall file
in the office of Secretary of State his reasons therefor.

ART.  48.03.  GOVERNOR’S ACTS UNDER SEAL

All remissions of fines and forfeitures, and all reprieves, com-
mutations of punishment and pardons, shall be signed by the
Governor, and certified by the Secretary of State, under the
state seal, and shall be forthwith obeyed by any officer to
whom the same may be presented.

ART.  48.04.  POWER TO REMIT FINES AND

FORFEITURES

The Governor shall have the power to remit forfeitures of bail
bonds.

ART.  48.05.  RESTORATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS

(a)(1) An individual convicted of an offense described by Sub-
division (2) of this subsection may, except as provided by Sub-
section (b) of this article, submit an application for restoration
of any civil rights forfeited under the laws of this state as a re-
sult of the conviction.

(2) This article applies to:
(A) a federal offense, other than an offense involving:

(i) violence or the threat of violence;
(ii) drugs; or
(iii) firearms; and

(B) an offense under the laws of another country, other
than an offense involving:

(i) violence or the threat of violence;
(ii) drugs; or
(iii) firearms, if the elements of the offense are sub-
stantially similar to elements of an offense under the
laws of this state punishable as a felony.

(b) An individual may not apply for restoration of civil rights
under this article unless:

(1) the individual has completed the sentence for the of-
fense;
(2) the conviction occurred:

(A) three or more years before the date of application, if
the offense is a federal offense; or
(B) two or more years before the date of application, if
the offense is an offense under the laws of another coun-
try; and

(3) the individual has not been convicted at any other time
of an offense under the laws of this state, another state, or
the United States.

(c) An application for restoration of civil rights must contain:
(1) a completed application on a form adopted by the
Board of Pardons and Paroles;
(2) three or more affidavits attesting to the good character
of the applicant; and
(3) proof that the applicant has completed the sentence for
the offense.

(d) The applicant must submit the application to:
(1) the sheriff of the county in which the applicant resides
at the time of application or resided at the time of convic-
tion of the offense, if the individual resided in this state at
that time; or
(2) the Board of Pardons and Paroles.
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(e) If an application is submitted to a sheriff, the sheriff shall
review the application and recommend to the Board of Par-
dons and Paroles whether the individual’s civil rights should be
restored. If the sheriff recommends restoration of the individ-
ual’s civil rights, the board may either:

(1) concur in the recommendation and forward the recom-
mendation to the governor; or
(2) independently review the application to determine
whether to recommend to the governor the restoration of
the individual’s civil rights.

(f ) If the sheriff does not recommend the restoration of the in-
dividual’s civil rights, the individual may apply directly to the
Board of Pardons and Paroles.
(g) If an application is submitted to the Board of Pardons and
Paroles without first being submitted to a sheriff, the board
shall review the application and recommend to the governor as
to whether the individual’s civil rights should be restored.
(h) The Board of Pardons and Paroles may require or obtain
additional information as necessary to perform a review under
Subsection (e)(2) or Subsection (g) of this article.
(i) On receipt from the Board of Pardons and Paroles of a rec-
ommendation to restore the civil rights of an individual, the
governor may either grant or deny the restoration of civil rights
to the individual. If the governor grants the restoration of civil
rights to the individual, the governor shall issue a certificate of
restoration of civil rights.
(j) If an application under this article is denied by the Board of
Pardons and Paroles or the governor, the individual may not
file another application under this article before the first an-
niversary of the date of the denial.
(k) A restoration of civil rights under this article is a form of
pardon that restores all civil rights under the laws of this state
that an individual forfeits as a result of the individual’s convic-
tion of an offense, except as specifically provided in the certifi-
cate of restoration.

ART.  48.06.  EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

CONCERNING PARDONS FOR CERTAIN VICTIMS

OF TRAFFICKING OF PERSONS

(a) The Board of Pardons and Paroles shall develop educational
materials specifically for persons convicted of or placed on de-
ferred adjudication community supervision for an offense the
person committed solely as a victim of trafficking of persons
under Section 20A.02, Penal Code. The board shall include in
the educational materials a detailed description of the process
by which the person may submit a request to the board for a
written signed recommendation advising the governor to grant
the person a pardon.
(b) The Board of Pardons and Paroles shall post educational
materials described by Subsection (a) on the board’s Internet
website.

CHAPTER 49.  INQUESTS UPON DEAD
BODIES

Subchapter A. Duties Performed by Justices of
the Peace

ART.  49.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this article:
(1) “Autopsy” means a postmortem examination of the body of

a person, including X-rays and an examination of the internal
organs and structures after dissection, to determine the cause
of death or the nature of any pathological changes that may
have contributed to the death.
(2) “Inquest” means an investigation into the cause and cir-
cumstances of the death of a person, and a determination,
made with or without a formal court hearing, as to whether
the death was caused by an unlawful act or omission.
(3) “Inquest hearing” means a formal court hearing held to de-
termine whether the death of a person was caused by an un-
lawful act or omission and, if the death was caused by an
unlawful act or omission, to obtain evidence to form the basis
of a criminal prosecution.
(4) “Institution” means any place where health care services are
rendered, including a hospital, clinic, health facility, nursing
home, extended-care facility, out-patient facility, foster-care fa-
cility, and retirement home.
(5) “Physician” means a practicing doctor of medicine or doc-
tor of osteopathic medicine who is licensed by the Texas State
Board of Medical Examiners under Subtitle B, Title 3, Occu-
pations Code.

ART.  49.02.  APPLICABIL ITY

This subchapter applies to the inquest into a death occurring
in a county that does not have a medical examiner’s office or
that is not part of a medical examiner’s district.

ART.  49.03.  POWERS AND DUTIES

The powers granted and duties imposed on a justice of the
peace under this article are independent of the powers and du-
ties of a law enforcement agency investigating a death.

ART.  49.04.  DEATHS REQUIRING AN INQUEST

(a) A justice of the peace shall conduct an inquest into the death
of a person who dies in the county served by the justice if:

(1) the person dies in prison under circumstances other
than those described by Section 501.055(b), Government
Code, or in jail;
(2) the person dies an unnatural death from a cause other
than a legal execution;
(3) the body or a body part of a person is found, the cause
or circumstances of death are unknown, and:

(A) the person is identified; or
(B) the person is unidentified;

(4) the circumstances of the death indicate that the death
may have been caused by unlawful means;
(5) the person commits suicide or the circumstances of the
death indicate that the death may have been caused by sui-
cide;
(6) the person dies without having been attended by a
physician;
(7) the person dies while attended by a physician who is un-
able to certify the cause of death and who requests the jus-
tice of the peace to conduct an inquest; or
(8) the person is a child younger than six years of age and
an inquest is required by Chapter 264, Family Code.

(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c) of this section, a
physician who attends the death of a person and who is unable
to certify the cause of death shall report the death to the jus-
tice of the peace of the precinct where the death occurred and
request that the justice conduct an inquest.
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(c) If a person dies in a hospital or other institution and an at-
tending physician is unable to certify the cause of death, the
superintendent or general manager of the hospital or institu-
tion shall report the death to the justice of the peace of the
precinct where the hospital or institution is located.
(d) A justice of the peace investigating a death described by
Subsection (a)(3)(B) shall report the death to the missing chil-
dren and missing persons information clearinghouse of the
Department of Public Safety and the national crime informa-
tion center not later than the 10th working day after the date
the investigation began.

ART.  49.041.  REOPENING AN INQUEST

A justice of the peace may reopen an inquest if, based on in-
formation provided by a credible person or facts within the
knowledge of the justice of the peace, the justice of the peace
determines that reopening the inquest may reveal a different
cause or different circumstances of death.

ART.  49.05.  TIME AND PLACE OF INQUEST;
REMOVAL OF PROPERTY AND BODY FROM PLACE

OF DEATH

(a) A justice of the peace shall conduct an inquest immediately
or as soon as practicable after the justice receives notification
of the death.
(b) A justice of the peace may conduct an inquest:

(1) at the place where the death occurred;
(2) where the body was found; or
(3) at any other place determined to be reasonable by the
justice.

(c) A justice of the peace may direct the removal of a body
from the scene of death or move any part of the physical sur-
roundings of a body only after a law enforcement agency is no-
tified of the death and a peace officer has conducted an
investigation or, if a law enforcement agency has not begun an
investigation, a reasonable time has elapsed from the time the
law enforcement agency was notified.
(d) A law enforcement agency that is notified of a death re-
quiring an inquest under Article 49.04 of this code shall begin
its investigation immediately or as soon as practicable after the
law enforcement agency receives notification of the death.
(e) Except in emergency circumstances, a peace officer or other
person conducting a death investigation for a law enforcement
agency may not move the body or any part of the physical sur-
roundings of the place of death without authorization from a
justice of the peace.
(f ) A person not authorized by law to move the body of a dece-
dent or any part of the physical surroundings of the body com-
mits an offense if the person tampers with a body that is subject
to an inquest under Article 49.04 of this code or any part of the
physical surroundings of the body. An offense under this section
is punishable by a fine in an amount not to exceed $500.

ART.  49.06.  HINDERING AN INQUEST

(a) A person commits an offense if the person intentionally or
knowingly hinders the entrance of a justice of the peace to a
premises where a death occurred or a body is found.
(b) An offense under this article is a Class B misdemeanor.

ART.  49.07.  NOTIFICATION OF INVESTIGATING

OFFICIAL

(a) A physician or other person who has possession of a body

or body part of a person whose death requires an inquest under
Article 49.04 of this code shall immediately notify the justice
of the peace who serves the precinct in which the body or body
part was found.
(b) A peace officer who has been notified of the death of a per-
son whose death requires an inquest under Article 49.04 of
this code shall immediately notify the justice of the peace who
serves the precinct in which the body or body part was found.
(c)(1) If the justice of the peace who serves the precinct in
which the body or body part was found is not available to con-
duct an inquest, a person required to give notice under this ar-
ticle shall notify the nearest available justice of the peace
serving the county in which the body or body part was found,
and that justice of the peace shall conduct the inquest.

(2) If no justice of the peace serving the county in which
the body or body part was found is available to conduct an
inquest, a person required to give notice under this article
shall notify the county judge, and the county judge shall
initiate the inquest. The county judge may exercise any
power and perform any duty otherwise granted to or im-
posed under this subchapter on the justice of the peace
serving the county in which the body or body part was
found, except that not later than the fifth day after the day
on which the inquest is initiated, the county judge shall
transfer all information obtained by the judge to the justice
of the peace in whose precinct the body or body part was
found for final disposition of the matter.

(d) A person commits an offense if the person is required by
this article to give notice and intentionally or knowingly fails
to give the notice. An offense under this subsection is a Class
C misdemeanor.

ART.  49.08.  INFORMATION LEADING TO AN

INQUEST

A justice of the peace conducting an inquest may act on infor-
mation the justice receives from any credible person or on facts
within his knowledge.

ART.  49.09.  BODY DISINTERRED OR CREMATED

(a) If a body or body part subject to investigation under Arti-
cle 49.04 of this code is interred and an authorized person has
not conducted an inquest required under this subchapter, a
justice of the peace may direct the disinterment of the body or
body part in order to conduct an inquest.
(b) A person may not cremate or direct the cremation of a
body subject to investigation under Article 49.04 unless the
body is identified and the person has received from the justice
of the peace a certificate signed by the justice stating that:

(1) an autopsy was performed on the body under Article
49.10 of this code; or
(2) no autopsy was necessary.

(c) An owner or operator of a crematory shall retain a certifi-
cate received under Subsection (b) of this article for a period of
10 years from the date of cremation of the body named on the
certificate.
(d) A person commits an offense if the person cremates or di-
rects the cremation of a body without obtaining a certificate
from a justice of the peace as required by Subsection (b) of this
article. An offense under this section is a Class B misdemeanor.
(e) If the body of a deceased person is unidentified, a person
may not cremate or direct the cremation of the body under this
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article. If the body is buried, the justice of the peace shall
record and maintain for not less than 10 years all information
pertaining to the body and the location of burial.

ART.  49.10.  AUTOPSIES AND TESTS

(a) At his discretion, a justice of the peace may obtain the
opinion of a county health officer or a physician concerning
the necessity of obtaining an autopsy in order to determine or
confirm the nature and cause of a death.
(b) The commissioners court of the county shall pay a reason-
able fee for a consultation obtained by a justice of the peace
under Subsection (a) of this article.
(c) Except as required by Section 264.514, Family Code, for
each body that is the subject of an inquest by a justice of the
peace, the justice, in the justice’s discretion, shall:

(1) direct a physician to perform an autopsy; or
(2) certify that no autopsy is necessary.

(d) A justice of the peace may not order a person to perform
an autopsy on the body of a deceased person whose death was
caused by Asiatic cholera, bubonic plague, typhus fever, or
smallpox. A justice of the peace may not order a person to per-
form an autopsy on the body of a deceased person whose death
was caused by a communicable disease during a public health
disaster.
(e) A justice of the peace shall order an autopsy performed on
a body if:

(1) the justice determines that an autopsy is necessary to de-
termine or confirm the nature and cause of death;
(2) the deceased was a child younger than six years of age
and the death is determined under Section 264.514, Family
Code, to be unexpected or the result of abuse or neglect; or
(3) directed to do so by the district attorney, criminal dis-
trict attorney, or, if there is no district or criminal district
attorney, the county attorney.

(f ) A justice of the peace shall request a physician to perform
the autopsy.
(g) The commissioners court shall pay a reasonable fee to a
physician performing an autopsy on the order of a justice of
the peace, if a fee is assessed.
(h) The commissioners court shall pay a reasonable fee for the
transportation of a body to a place where an autopsy can be
performed under this article if a justice of the peace orders the
body to be transported to the place.
(i) If a justice of the peace determines that a complete autopsy
is unnecessary to confirm or determine the cause of death, the
justice may order a physician to take or remove from a body a
sample of body fluids, tissues, or organs in order to determine
the nature and cause of death. Except as provided by Subsec-
tion (j) of this article, a justice may not order any person other
than a physician to take samples from the body of a deceased
person.
(j) A justice of the peace may order a physician, qualified tech-
nician, paramedic, chemist, registered professional nurse, or li-
censed vocational nurse to take a specimen of blood from the
body of a person who died as the result of a motor vehicle ac-
cident if the justice determines that circumstances indicate
that the person may have been driving while intoxicated. 
(k) A justice of the peace may order an investigative or labora-
tory test to determine the identity of a deceased person. After
proper removal of a sample from a body, a justice may order

any person specially trained in identification work to complete
any tests necessary to determine the identity of the deceased
person.
(l) A medical examination on an unidentified person shall in-
clude the following information to enable a timely and accu-
rate identification of the person:

(1) all available fingerprints and palm prints;
(2) dental charts and radiographs (X-rays) of the person’s
teeth;
(3) frontal and lateral facial photographs with scale indi-
cated;
(4) notation and photographs, with scale indicated, of a sig-
nificant scar, mark, tattoo, or item of clothing or other per-
sonal effect found with or near the body;
(5) notation of antemortem medical conditions;
(6) notation of observations pertinent to the estimation of
time of death; and
(7) precise documentation of the location of burial of the
remains.

(m) A medical examination on an unidentified person may in-
clude the following information to enable a timely and accu-
rate identification of the person:

(1) full body radiographs (X-rays); and
(2) hair specimens with roots.

(n) On discovering the body or a body part of a deceased per-
son in the circumstances described by Article 49.04(a)(3)(B),
the justice of the peace may request the aid of a forensic an-
thropologist in the examination of the body or body part. The
forensic anthropologist must hold a doctoral degree in anthro-
pology with an emphasis in physical anthropology. The foren-
sic anthropologist shall attempt to establish whether the body
or body part is of a human or animal, whether evidence of
childbirth, injury, or disease exists, and the sex, race, age,
stature, and physical anomalies of the body or body part. The
forensic anthropologist may also attempt to establish the cause,
manner, and time of death.
(o) If a person is injured in one county and dies as a result of
those injuries, with the death occurring in another county, the
attorney representing the state in the prosecution of felonies in
the county in which the injury occurred may request a justice
of the peace in the county in which the death occurred to order
an autopsy be performed on the body of the deceased person.
If the justice of the peace orders that the autopsy be performed,
the county in which the injury occurred shall reimburse the
county in which the death occurred.

ART.  49.11.  CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

(a) A justice of the peace may obtain a chemical analysis of a
sample taken from a body in order to determine whether death
was caused, in whole or in part, by the ingestion, injection, or
introduction into the body of a poison or other chemical sub-
stance. A justice may obtain a chemical analysis under this ar-
ticle from a chemist, toxicologist, pathologist, or other medical
expert.
(b) A justice of the peace shall obtain a chemical analysis under
Subsection (a) of this article if requested to do so by the physi-
cian who performed an autopsy on the body.
(c) The commissioners court shall pay a reasonable fee to a per-
son who conducts a chemical analysis at the request of a justice
of the peace.
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ART.  49.12.  LIABIL ITY OF PERSON PERFORMING

AUTOPSY OR TEST

A person who performs an autopsy or makes a test on a body
on the order of a justice of the peace in the good faith belief
that the order is valid is not liable for damages if the order is
invalid.

ART.  49.14.  INQUEST HEARING

(a) A justice of the peace conducting an inquest may hold an
inquest hearing if the justice determines that the circumstances
warrant the hearing. The justice shall hold an inquest hearing
if requested to do so by a district attorney or a criminal district
attorney who serves the county in which the body was found.
(b) An inquest hearing may be held with or without a jury un-
less the district attorney or criminal district attorney requests
that the hearing be held with a jury.
(c) A jury in an inquest hearing is composed of six persons. Ju-
rors shall be summoned in the same manner as are jurors for
county court. A juror who is properly summoned and fails to
appear, other than a juror exempted by law, commits an of-
fense. An offense under this subsection is punishable by a fine
not to exceed $100.
(d) A justice of the peace may hold a public or a private inquest
hearing. If a person has been arrested and charged with caus-
ing the death of the deceased, the defendant and the defen-
dant’s counsel are entitled to be present at the inquest hearing,
examine witnesses, and introduce evidence.
(e) A justice of the peace may issue a subpoena to enforce the
attendance of a witness at an inquest hearing and may issue an
attachment for a person who is subpoenaed and fails to appear
at the time and place cited on the subpoena.
(f) A justice of the peace may require bail of a witness to secure
the appearance of the witness at an inquest hearing or before a
grand jury, examining court, or other court investigating a death.
(g) The justice of the peace shall swear witnesses appearing at
an inquest hearing. The justice and an attorney representing
the state may examine witnesses at an inquest hearing. The jus-
tice shall direct that all sworn testimony be reduced to writing
and the justice shall subscribe the transcription.
(h) Only the justice of the peace, a person charged in the death
under investigation, the counsel for the person charged, and an
attorney representing the state may question a witness at an in-
quest hearing.
(i) A justice of the peace may hold a person who disrupts the
proceedings of an inquest hearing in contempt of court. A per-
son who is found in contempt of court under this subsection
may be fined in an amount not to exceed $100 and removed
from court by a peace officer.

ART.  49.15.  INQUEST RECORD

(a) A justice of the peace or other person authorized under this
subchapter to conduct an inquest shall make an inquest record
for each inquest he conducts. The inquest record must include
a report of the events, proceedings, findings, and conclusions
of the inquest. The record must also include any autopsy pre-
pared in the case and all other papers of the case. All papers of
the inquest record must be marked with the case number and
be clearly indexed and be maintained in the office of the jus-
tice of the peace and be made available to the appropriate of-
ficials upon request.

(b) As part of the inquest record, the justice of the peace shall
make and keep complete and permanent records of all inquest
hearings. The inquest hearing records must include:

(1) the name of the deceased person or, if the person is
unidentified, a description of the body;
(2) the time, date, and place where the body was found;
(3) the time, date, and place where the inquest was held;
(4) the name of every witness who testified at the inquest;
(5) the name of every person who provided to the justice in-
formation pertinent to the inquest;
(6) the amount of bail set for each witness and person
charged in the death;
(7) a transcript of the testimony given by each witness at
the inquest hearing;
(8) the autopsy report, if an autopsy was performed; and
(9) the name of every person arrested as a suspect in the
death who appeared at the inquest and the details of that
person’s arrest.

(c) The commissioners court shall pay a reasonable fee to a per-
son who records or transcribes sworn testimony during an in-
quest hearing.
(d) The justice of the peace shall certify a copy of the inquest
summary report and deliver the certified copy in a sealed en-
velope to the clerk of the district court. The clerk of the dis-
trict court shall retain the summary report subject to an order
by the district court.

ART.  49.16.  ORDERS AND DEATH CERTIF ICATES

The justice of the peace or other person who conducts an in-
quest under this subchapter shall sign the death certificate and
all orders made as a necessary part of the inquest.

ART.  49.17.  EVIDENCE

A justice of the peace shall preserve all tangible evidence that
the justice accumulates in the course of an inquest that tends
to show the real cause of death or identify the person who
caused the death. The justice shall:
(1) deposit the evidence with the appropriate law enforcement
agency to be stored in the agency’s property room for safe-
keeping; or
(2) deliver the evidence to the district clerk for safekeeping
subject to the order of the court.

ART.  49.18.  DEATH IN CUSTODY

(a) If a person confined in a penal institution dies, the sheriff
or other person in charge of the penal institution shall as soon
as practicable inform the justice of the peace of the precinct
where the penal institution is located of the death.
(b) If a person dies while in the custody of a peace officer or as
a result of a peace officer’s use of force or if a person incarcerated
in a jail, correctional facility, or state juvenile facility dies, the di-
rector of the law enforcement agency of which the officer is a
member or of the facility in which the person was incarcerated
shall investigate the death and file a written report of the cause
of death with the attorney general no later than the 30th day
after the date on which the person in custody or the incarcerated
person died. The director shall make a good faith effort to ob-
tain all facts relevant to the death and include those facts in the
report. The attorney general shall make the report, with the ex-
ception of any portion of the report that the attorney general de-
termines is privileged, available to any interested person.
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(c) Subsection (a) does not apply to a death that occurs in a fa-
cility operated by or under contract with the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice. Subsection (b) does not apply to a
death that occurs in a facility operated by or under contract
with the Texas Department of Criminal Justice if the death oc-
curs under circumstances described by Section 501.055(b)(2),
Government Code.
(d) In this article:

(1) “Correctional facility” means a confinement facility or
halfway house operated by or under contract with any divi-
sion of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
(2) “In the custody of a peace officer” means:

(A) under arrest by a peace officer; or
(B) under the physical control or restraint of a peace of-
ficer.

(3) “State juvenile facility” means any facility or halfway
house:

(A) operated by or under contract with the Texas Juve-
nile Justice Department [Youth Commission]; or
(B) described by Section 51.02(13) or (14), Family Code.

Amendment to (d)(3)(A) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §5).

ART.  49.19.  WARRANT OF ARREST

(a) A justice of the peace who is conducting an inquest of a
death under this subchapter may issue a warrant for the arrest
of a person suspected of causing the death if:

(1) the justice has knowledge that the person caused the
death of the deceased;
(2) the justice receives an affidavit stating that the person
caused the death; or
(3) evidence is adduced at an inquest hearing that shows
probable cause to believe the person caused the death.

(b) A peace officer who receives an arrest warrant issued by a
justice of the peace shall:

(1) execute the warrant without delay; and
(2) detain the person arrested until the person’s discharge is
ordered by the justice of the peace or other proper authority.

(c) A person who is charged in a death and arrested under a
warrant of a justice of the peace shall remain in the custody of
the arresting peace officer and may not be removed from the
peace officer’s custody on the authority of a warrant from an-
other magistrate. A person charged in a death who has not
been arrested under a warrant of a justice of the peace may be
arrested on the order of a magistrate other than the justice of
the peace and examined by that magistrate while an inquest is
pending.

ART.  49.20.  REQUIS ITES OF WARRANT

A warrant of arrest issued under Article 49.19 of this code is
sufficient if it:
(1) is issued in the name of “The State of Texas”;
(2) specifies the name of the person whose arrest is ordered or, if
the person’s name is unknown, reasonably describes the person;
(3) recites in plain language the offense with which the person
is charged; and
(4) is signed and dated by a justice of the peace.

ART.  49.21.  COMMITMENT OF HOMICIDE

SUSPECT

At the conclusion of an inquest, if a justice of the peace finds

that a person who has been arrested in the case caused or con-
tributed to the death of the deceased, the justice may:
(1) commit the person to jail; or
(2) require the person to execute a bail bond with security for
the person’s appearance before the proper court to answer for
the offense.

ART.  49.22.  SEALING PREMISES OF DECEASED

(a) If a body or body part that is subject to an inquest under
Article 49.04 of this code is found on premises that were under
the sole control of the deceased, a justice of the peace or other
person authorized under this subchapter to conduct an inquest
may direct that the premises be locked and sealed to prohibit
entrance by any person other than a peace officer conducting
an investigation of the death.
(b) Rent, utility charges, taxes, and all other reasonable ex-
penses accruing against the property of the deceased during the
time the premises of the deceased are locked and sealed under
this article may be charged against the estate of the deceased.
(c) A person other than a peace officer commits an offense if
the person tampers with or removes a lock or seal placed on
premises under this article.
(d) An offense under this article is a Class B misdemeanor.

ART.  49.23.  OFFICE OF DEATH INVESTIGATOR

(a) The commissioners court of a county may establish an of-
fice of death investigator and employ one or more death in-
vestigators to provide assistance to those persons in the county
who conduct inquests. A death investigator employed under
this article is entitled to receive compensation from the county
in an amount set by the commissioners court. A death investi-
gator serves at the will of the commissioners court and on
terms and conditions set by the commissioners court.
(b) To be eligible for employment as a death investigator, a per-
son must have experience or training in investigative proce-
dures concerning the circumstances, manner, and cause of the
death of a deceased person.
(c) At the request of and under the supervision of a justice of
the peace or other person conducting an inquest, a death in-
vestigator may assist the person conducting the inquest to in-
vestigate the time, place, and manner of death and lock and
seal the premises of the deceased. A death investigator who as-
sists in an inquest under this subsection shall make a complete
report of the death investigator’s activities, findings, and con-
clusions to the justice of the peace or other person conducting
the inquest not later than eight hours after the death investi-
gator completes the investigation.

ART.  49.24 NOTIFICATION AND REPORT OF

DEATH OF RESIDENT OF INSTITUTION

(a) A superintendent or general manager of an institution who
is required by Article 49.04 to report to a justice of the peace
the death of an individual under the care, custody, or control
of or residing in the institution shall:

(1) notify the office of the attorney general of the individ-
ual’s death within 24 hours of the death; and
(2) prepare and submit to the office of the attorney general
a report containing all facts relevant to the individual’s
death within 72 hours of the death.

(b) The superintendent or general manager of the institution
shall make a good faith effort to obtain all facts relevant to an
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individual’s death and to include those facts in the report sub-
mitted under Subsection (a)(2).
(c) The office of the attorney general may investigate each
death reported to the office by an institution that receives pay-
ments through the medical assistance program under Chapter
32, Human Resources Code.
(d) Except as provided by Subsection (e), the office of the at-
torney general shall make a report submitted under Subsection
(a)(2) available to any interested person who submits a written
request for access to the report.
(e) The office of the attorney general may deny a person access
to a report or a portion of a report filed under Subsection
(a)(2) if the office determines that the report or a portion of
the report is:

(1) privileged from discovery; or
(2) exempt from required public disclosure under Chapter
552, Government Code.

(f ) This article does not relieve a superintendent or general
manager of an institution of the duty of making any other no-
tification or report of an individual’s death as required by law.
(g) For the purposes of this article, the definition of “institu-
tion” excludes hospitals.

Subchapter B. Duties Performed by Medical
Examiners

ART.  49.25.  MEDICAL EXAMINERS

Sec. 1. Office Authorized
Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Commissioners Court
of any county having a population of more than one million
and not having a reputable medical school as defined in Articles
4501 and 4503, Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, shall establish
and maintain the office of medical examiner, and the Commis-
sioners Court of any county may establish and provide for the
maintenance of the office of medical examiner. Population shall
be according to the last preceding federal census.
Sec. 1-a. Multi-County District; Joint Office
(a) The commissioners courts of two or more counties may
enter into an agreement to create a medical examiners district
and to jointly operate and maintain the office of medical ex-
aminer of the district. The district must include the entire area
of all counties involved. The counties within the district must,
when taken together, form a continuous area.
(b) There may be only one medical examiner in a medical ex-
aminers district, although he may employ, within the district,
necessary staff personnel. When a county becomes a part of a
medical examiners district, the effect is the same within the
county as if the office of medical examiner had been estab-
lished in that county alone. The district medical examiner has
all the powers and duties within the district that a medical ex-
aminer who serves in a single county has within that county.
(c) The commissioners court of any county which has become
a part of a medical examiners district may withdraw the county
from the district, but twelve months’ notice of withdrawal
must be given to the commissioners courts of all other coun-
ties in the district.
Sec. 2. Appointments and Qualifications
(a) The commissioners court shall appoint the medical exam-
iner, who serves at the pleasure of the commissioners court. A
person appointed as the medical examiner must be:

(1) a physician licensed by the Texas Medical Board; or
(2) a person who:

(A) is licensed and in good standing as a physician in an-
other state;
(B) has applied to the Texas Medical Board for a license
to practice medicine in this state; and
(C) has been granted a provisional license under Section
155.101, Occupations Code.

(b) To the greatest extent possible, the medical examiner shall
be appointed from persons having training and experience in
pathology, toxicology, histology and other medico-legal sci-
ences. 
(c) The medical examiner shall devote the time and energy
necessary to perform the duties conferred by this Article.
Sec. 3. Assistants
The medical examiner may, subject to the approval of the com-
missioners court, employ such deputy examiners, scientific ex-
perts, trained technicians, officers and employees as may be
necessary to the proper performance of the duties imposed by
this Article upon the medical examiner.
Sec. 4. Salaries
The commissioners court shall establish and pay the salaries
and compensations of the medical examiner and his staff.
Sec. 5. Offices
The commissioners court shall provide the medical examiner
and his staff with adequate office space and shall provide labo-
ratory facilities or make arrangements for the use of existing
laboratory facilities in the county, if so requested by the med-
ical examiner.
Sec. 6. Death Investigations
(a) Any medical examiner, or his duly authorized deputy, shall
be authorized, and it shall be his duty, to hold inquests with or
without a jury within his county, in the following cases:

1. When a person shall die within twenty-four hours after
admission to a hospital or institution or in prison or in jail;
2. When any person is killed; or from any cause dies an un-
natural death, except under sentence of the law; or dies in
the absence of one or more good witnesses;
3. When the body or body part of a person is found, the
cause or circumstances of death are unknown, and:

(A) the person is identified; or
(B) the person is unidentified;

4. When the circumstances of the death of any person are
such as to lead to suspicion that he came to his death by un-
lawful means;
5. When any person commits suicide, or the circumstances
of his death are such as to lead to suspicion that he com-
mitted suicide;
6. When a person dies without having been attended by a
duly licensed and practicing physician, and the local health
officer or registrar required to report the cause of death
under Section 193.005, Health and Safety Code, does not
know the cause of death. When the local health officer or
registrar of vital statistics whose duty it is to certify the
cause of death does not know the cause of death, he shall so
notify the medical examiner of the county in which the
death occurred and request an inquest;
7. When the person is a child who is younger than six years
of age and the death is reported under Chapter 264, Fam-
ily Code; and
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8. When a person dies who has been attended immediately
preceding his death by a duly licensed and practicing physi-
cian or physicians, and such physician or physicians are not
certain as to the cause of death and are unable to certify
with certainty the cause of death as required by Section
193.004, Health and Safety Code. In case of such uncer-
tainty the attending physician or physicians, or the super-
intendent or general manager of the hospital or institution
in which the deceased shall have died, shall so report to the
medical examiner of the county in which the death oc-
curred, and request an inquest.

(b) The inquests authorized and required by this Article shall
be held by the medical examiner of the county in which the
death occurred.
(c) In making such investigations and holding such inquests,
the medical examiner or an authorized deputy may administer
oaths and take affidavits. In the absence of next of kin or legal
representatives of the deceased, the medical examiner or au-
thorized deputy shall take charge of the body and all property
found with it.
Sec. 6a. Organ Transplant Donors; Notice; Inquests
(a) When death occurs to an individual designated a prospective
organ donor for transplantation by a licensed physician under
circumstances requiring the medical examiner of the county in
which death occurred, or the medical examiner’s authorized
deputy, to hold an inquest, the medical examiner, or a member
of his staff will be so notified by the administrative head of the
facility in which the transplantation is to be performed.
(b) When notified pursuant to Subsection (a) of this Section,
the medical examiner or the medical examiner’s deputy shall
perform an inquest on the deceased prospective organ donor.
Sec. 7. Reports of Death
(a) Any police officer, superintendent or general manager of an
institution, physician, or private citizen who shall become
aware of a death under any of the circumstances set out in Sec-
tion 6(a) of this Article, shall immediately report such death to
the office of the medical examiner or to the city or county po-
lice departments; any such report to a city or county police de-
partment shall be immediately transmitted to the office of the
medical examiner.
(b) A person investigating a death described by Subdivision
3(B) of Section 6(a) shall report the death to the missing chil-
dren and missing persons information clearinghouse of the
Department of Public Safety and the national crime informa-
tion center not later than the 10th working day after the date
the investigation began.
(c) A superintendent or general manager of an institution who
reports a death under Subsection (a) must comply with the no-
tice and reporting requirements of Article 49.24. The office of
the attorney general has the same powers and duties provided
the office under that article regarding the dissemination and
investigation of the report.
Sec. 8. Removal of Bodies
When any death under circumstances set out in Section 6 shall
have occurred, the body shall not be disturbed or removed
from the position in which it is found by any person without
authorization from the medical examiner or authorized
deputy, except for the purpose of preserving such body from
loss or destruction or maintaining the flow of traffic on a high-
way, railroad or airport.

Sec. 9. Autopsy
(a) If the cause of death shall be determined beyond a reason-
able doubt as a result of the investigation, the medical exam-
iner shall file a report thereof setting forth specifically the cause
of death with the district attorney or criminal district attorney,
or in a county in which there is no district attorney or crimi-
nal district attorney with the county attorney, of the county in
which the death occurred. If in the opinion of the medical ex-
aminer an autopsy is necessary, or if such is requested by the
district attorney or criminal district attorney, or county attor-
ney where there is no district attorney or criminal district at-
torney, the autopsy shall be immediately performed by the
medical examiner or a duly authorized deputy. In those cases
where a complete autopsy is deemed unnecessary by the med-
ical examiner to ascertain the cause of death, the medical ex-
aminer may perform a limited autopsy involving the taking of
blood samples or any other samples of body fluids, tissues or
organs, in order to ascertain the cause of death or whether a
crime has been committed. In the case of a body of a human
being whose identity is unknown, the medical examiner may
authorize such investigative and laboratory tests and processes
as are required to determine its identity as well as the cause of
death. In performing an autopsy the medical examiner or au-
thorized deputy may use the facilities of any city or county
hospital within the county or such other facilities as are made
available. Upon completion of the autopsy, the medical exam-
iner shall file a report setting forth the findings in detail with
the office of the district attorney or criminal district attorney
of the county, or if there is no district attorney or criminal dis-
trict attorney, with the county attorney of the county.
(b) A medical examination on an unidentified person shall in-
clude the following information to enable a timely and accu-
rate identification of the person:

(1) all available fingerprints and palm prints;
(2) dental charts and radiographs (X-rays) of the person’s
teeth;
(3) frontal and lateral facial photographs with scale indi-
cated;
(4) notation and photographs, with scale indicated, of a sig-
nificant scar, mark, tattoo, or item of clothing or other per-
sonal effect found with or near the body;
(5) notation of antemortem medical conditions;
(6) notation of observations pertinent to the estimation of
time of death; and
(7) precise documentation of the location of burial of the
remains.

(c) A medical examination on an unidentified person may in-
clude the following information to enable a timely and accu-
rate identification of the person:

(1) full body radiographs (X-rays); and
(2) hair specimens with roots.

Sec. 10. Disinterments and Cremations
When a body upon which an inquest ought to have been held
has been interred, the medical examiner may cause it to be dis-
interred for the purpose of holding such inquest. Before any
body, upon which an inquest is authorized by the provisions of
this Article, can be lawfully cremated, an autopsy shall be per-
formed thereon as provided in this Article, or a certificate that
no autopsy was necessary shall be furnished by the medical ex-
aminer. Before any dead body can be lawfully cremated, the
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owner or operator of the crematory shall demand and be fur-
nished with a certificate, signed by the medical examiner of the
county in which the death occurred showing that an autopsy
was performed on said body or that no autopsy thereon was
necessary. It shall be the duty of the medical examiner to deter-
mine whether or not, from all the circumstances surrounding
the death, an autopsy is necessary prior to issuing a certificate
under the provisions of this section. No autopsy shall be re-
quired by the medical examiner as a prerequisite to cremation
in case death is caused by the pestilential diseases of Asiatic
cholera, bubonic plague, typhus fever, or smallpox. All certifi-
cates furnished to the owner or operator of a crematory by any
medical examiner, under the terms of this Article, shall be pre-
served by such owner or operator of such crematory for a pe-
riod of two years from the date of the cremation of said body.
A medical examiner is not required to perform an autopsy on
the body of a deceased person whose death was caused by a
communicable disease during a public health disaster.
Sec. 10a. Waiting Period
The body of a deceased person shall not be cremated within 48
hours after the time of death as indicated on the regular death
certificate, unless the death certificate indicates death was
caused by the pestilential diseases of Asiatic cholera, bubonic
plague, typhus fever, or smallpox, or unless the time require-
ment is waived in writing by the county medical examiner or,
in counties not having a county medical examiner, a justice of
the peace. In a public health disaster, the commissioner of pub-
lic health may designate other communicable diseases for which
cremation within 48 hours of the time of death is authorized.
Sec. 10b. Disposal of Unidentified Body
If the body of a deceased person is unidentified, a person may
not cremate or direct the cremation of the body under this arti-
cle. If the body is buried, the investigating agency responsible for
the burial shall record and maintain for not less than 10 years all
information pertaining to the body and the location of burial.
Sec. 11. Records
(a) The medical examiner shall keep full and complete records
properly indexed, giving the name if known of every person
whose death is investigated, the place where the body was
found, the date, the cause and manner of death, and shall issue
a death certificate. The full report and detailed findings of the
autopsy, if any, shall be a part of the record. Copies of all
records shall promptly be delivered to the proper district,
county, or criminal district attorney in any case where further
investigation is advisable. The records may not be withheld,
subject to a discretionary exception under Chapter 552, Gov-
ernment Code, except that a photograph or x-ray of a body
taken during an autopsy is excepted from required public dis-
closure in accordance with Chapter 552, Government Code,
but is subject to disclosure:

(1) under a subpoena or authority of other law; or
(2) if the photograph or x-ray is of the body of a person
who died while in the custody of law enforcement.

(b) Under the exception to public disclosure provided by Sub-
section (a), a governmental body as defined by Section 552.003,
Government Code, may withhold a photograph or x-ray de-
scribed by Subsection (a) without requesting a decision from the
attorney general under Subchapter G, Chapter 552, Govern-
ment Code. This subsection does not affect the required disclo-
sure of a photograph or x-ray under Subsection (a)(1) or (2).

Sec. 12. Transfer of Duties of Justice of Peace
When the commissioners court of any county shall establish
the office of medical examiner, all powers and duties of justices
of the peace in such county relating to the investigation of
deaths and inquests shall vest in the office of the medical ex-
aminer. Any subsequent General Law pertaining to the duties
of justices of the peace in death investigations and inquests
shall apply to the medical examiner in such counties as to the
extent not inconsistent with this Article, and all laws or parts
of laws otherwise in conflict herewith are hereby declared to be
inapplicable to this Article.
Sec. 13. Use of Forensic Anthropologist
On discovering the body or body part of a deceased person in
the circumstances described by Subdivision 3(B) of Section
6(a), the medical examiner may request the aid of a forensic
anthropologist in the examination of the body or body part.
The forensic anthropologist must hold a doctoral degree in an-
thropology with an emphasis in physical anthropology. The
forensic anthropologist shall attempt to establish whether the
body or body part is of a human or animal, whether evidence
of childbirth, injury, or disease exists, and the sex, race, age,
stature, and physical anomalies of the body or body part. The
forensic anthropologist may also attempt to establish the cause,
manner, and time of death.
Sec. 13A. Fees. (a) A medical examiner may charge reasonable
fees for services provided by the office of medical examiner
under this article, including cremation approvals, court testi-
monies, consultations, and depositions.
(b) The commissioners court must approve the amount of the
fee before the fee may be assessed. The fee may not exceed the
amount necessary to provide the services described by Subsec-
tion (a).
(c) The fee may not be assessed against the county’s district at-
torney or a county office.
Sec. 14. Penalty
(a) A person commits an offense if the person knowingly vio-
lates this article.
(b) An offense under this section is a Class B misdemeanor.

Subchapter C. Informed Consent for Postmortem
Examination or Autopsy

ART.  49.31.  APPLICABIL ITY

This subchapter does not apply to an autopsy that:
(1) is ordered by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
an authorized official of the department in accordance with
Section 501.055, Government Code; or
(2) a justice of the peace or medical examiner determines is re-
quired under this chapter or other law.

ART.  49.32.  CONSENT TO POSTMORTEM

EXAMINATION OR AUTOPSY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b) of this article, a physi-
cian may not perform, or assist in the performance of, a post-
mortem examination or autopsy on the body of a deceased
person unless the physician obtains the written informed con-
sent of a person authorized to provide consent under Article
49.33 of this code. The consent must be provided on the form
prescribed under Article 49.34 of this code.
(b) If, after due diligence, a physician is unable to identify or
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contact a person authorized to give consent under Article
49.33 of this code, the physician may, as authorized by a med-
ical examiner, justice of the peace, or county judge, as appro-
priate, perform a postmortem examination or autopsy on the
body of a deceased person not less than 24 hours and not more
than 48 hours from the time of the decedent’s death or the
time the physician or other person took possession of the body.

ART.  49.33.  PERSONS AUTHORIZED TO

CONSENT TO POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION OR

AUTOPSY

(a) Subject to Subsections (b) and (c) of this article, consent for
a postmortem examination or autopsy may be given by any
member of the following classes of persons who is reasonably
available, in the order of priority listed:

(1) the spouse of the decedent;
(2) the person acting as guardian of the person of the dece-
dent at the time of death or the executor or administrator
of the decedent’s estate;
(3) the adult children of the decedent;
(4) the parents of the decedent; and
(5) the adult siblings of the decedent.

(b) If there is more than one member of a class listed in Sub-
section (a)(2), (3), (4), or (5) of this article entitled to give con-
sent to a postmortem examination or autopsy, consent may be
given by a member of the class unless another member of the
class files an objection with the physician, medical examiner,
justice of the peace, or county judge. If an objection is filed,
the consent may be given only by a majority of the members
of the class who are reasonably available.
(c) A person may not give consent under this article if, at the
time of the decedent’s death, a person in a class granted higher
priority under Subsection (a) of this article is reasonably avail-
able to give consent or to file an objection to a postmortem ex-
amination or autopsy.

ART.  49.34.  POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION OR

AUTOPSY CONSENT FORM

The commissioner of state health services, in consultation with
the Texas Medical Board, shall prescribe a standard written
consent form for a postmortem examination or autopsy. The
form must:
(1) include the name of the hospital or other institution and
the department that will perform the examination or autopsy;
(2) include a statement that the removal from the deceased
person’s body and retention by the physician of organs, fluids,
prosthetic devices, or tissue may be required for purposes of
comprehensive evaluation or accurate determination of a cause
of death;
(3) provide the family of the deceased person with an oppor-
tunity to place restrictions or special limitations on the exam-
ination or autopsy;
(4) include a separate section regarding the disposition of or-
gans, fluids, prosthetic devices, or tissue after the examination
or autopsy, including a prioritized list of the persons autho-
rized to control that disposition, as provided by Chapter 692A,
Health and Safety Code;
(5) provide for documented and witnessed consent;
(6) allow authorization for the release of human remains to a
funeral home or individual designated by the person giving
consent for the postmortem examination or autopsy;

(7) include information regarding the rights described by Arti-
cle 49.35 of this code;
(8) list the circumstances under which a medical examiner is
required by law to conduct an investigation, inquest, or au-
topsy under Article 49.25 of this code;
(9) include a statement that the form is required by state law; and
(10) be written in plain language designed to be easily under-
stood by the average person.

ART.  49.35.  RIGHT TO NONAFFIL IATED

PHYSICIAN

(a) A person authorized to consent to a postmortem examina-
tion or autopsy under Article 49.33 of this code may request
that a physician who is not affiliated with the hospital or other
institution where the deceased person died:

(1) perform the postmortem examination or autopsy at an-
other hospital or institution; or
(2) review the postmortem examination or autopsy con-
ducted by a physician affiliated with the hospital or other
institution where the deceased person died.

(b) A representative of the hospital or other institution shall in-
form the person of the person’s right to request the perfor-
mance or review of a postmortem examination or autopsy by
a nonaffiliated physician under Subsection (a) before the per-
son consents to the postmortem examination or autopsy.
(c) A person requesting a nonaffiliated physician to perform or
review a postmortem examination or autopsy shall bear the ad-
ditional costs incurred as a result of the nonaffiliated physi-
cian’s performance or review of the examination or autopsy
under Subsection (a) of this article.

CHAPTER 50.  FIRE INQUESTS

ART.  50.01.  INVESTIGATIONS

When an affidavit is made by a credible person before any jus-
tice of the peace that there is ground to believe that any build-
ing has been unlawfully set or attempted to be set on fire, such
justice shall cause the truth of such complaint to be investi-
gated.

ART.  50.02.  PROCEEDINGS

The proceedings in such case shall be governed by the laws relat-
ing to inquests upon dead bodies. The officer conducting such
investigations shall have the same powers as are conferred upon
justices of the peace in the preceding Articles of this Chapter.

ART.  50.03.  VERDICT IN FIRE INQUEST

The jury after inspecting the place in question and after hear-
ing the testimony, shall deliver to the justice holding such in-
quest its written signed verdict in which it shall find and certify
how and in what manner such fire happened or was attempted,
and all the circumstances attending the same, and who are
guilty thereof, and in what manner. If such a jury is unable to
so ascertain, it shall find and certify accordingly.

ART.  50.04.  WITNESSES BOUND OVER

If the jury finds that any building has been unlawfully set on
fire or has been attempted so to be, the justice holding such in-
quest shall bind over the witnesses to appear and testify before
the next grand jury of the county in which such offense was
committed.
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ART.  50.05.  WARRANT FOR ACCUSED

If the person charged with the offense, if any, be not in cus-
tody, the justice of the peace shall issue a warrant for his arrest,
and when arrested, such person shall be dealt with as in other
like cases.

ART.  50.06.  TESTIMONY WRITTEN DOWN

In all such investigations, the testimony of all witnesses exam-
ined before the jury shall be reduced to writing by or under the
direction of the justice and signed by each witness. Such testi-
mony together with the verdict and all bail bonds taken in the
case shall be certified to and returned by the justice to the next
district or criminal district court of his county.

ART.  50.07.  COMPENSATION

The pay of the officers and jury making such investigation
shall be the same as that allowed for the holding of an inquest
upon a dead body, so far as applicable, and shall be paid in like
manner.

CHAPTER 51.  FUGITIVES FROM JUSTICE

ART.  51.01.  DELIVERED UP

A person in any other State of the United States charged with
treason or any felony who shall flee from justice and be found
in this State, shall on demand of the executive authority of the
State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the
State having jurisdiction of the crime.

ART.  51.02.  TO AID IN ARREST

All peace officers of the State shall give aid in the arrest and de-
tention of a fugitive from any other State that he may be held
subject to a requisition by the Governor of the State from
which he fled.

ART.  51.03.  MAGISTRATE’S WARRANT

When a complaint is made to a magistrate that any person
within his jurisdiction is a fugitive from justice from another
State, he shall issue a warrant of arrest directing a peace officer
to apprehend and bring the accused before him.

ART.  51.04.  COMPLAINT

The complaint shall be sufficient if it recites:
1. The name of the person accused;
2. The State from which he has fled;
3. The offense committed by the accused;
4. That he has fled to this State from the State where the of-
fense was committed; and
5. That the act alleged to have been committed by the accused
is a violation of the penal law of the State from which he fled.

ART.  51.05.  BAIL OR COMMITMENT

When the accused is brought before the magistrate, he shall
hear proof, and if satisfied that the accused is charged in an-
other State with the offense named in the complaint, he shall
require of him bail with sufficient security, in such amount as
the magistrate deems reasonable, to appear before such magis-
trate at a specified time. In default of such bail, he may com-
mit the defendant to jail to await a requisition from the
Governor of the State from which he fled. A properly certified
transcript of an indictment against the accused is sufficient to
show that he is charged with the crime alleged. One arrested

under the provisions of this title shall not be committed or
held to bail for a longer time than ninety days.

ART.  51.06.  NOTICE OF ARREST

The magistrate who held or committed such fugitive shall im-
mediately notify the Secretary of State and the district or
county attorney of his county of such fact and the date thereof,
stating the name of such fugitive, the State from which he fled,
and the crime with which he is charged; and such officers so
notified shall in turn notify the Governor of the proper State.

ART.  51.07.  DISCHARGE

A fugitive not arrested under a warrant from the Governor of
this State before the expiration of ninety days from the day of
his commitment or the date of the bail shall be discharged.

ART.  51.08.  SECOND ARREST

A person who has once been arrested under the provisions of
this title and discharged under the provisions of the preceding
Article or by habeas corpus shall not be again arrested upon a
charge of the same offense, except by a warrant from the Gov-
ernor of this State.

ART. 51.09. GOVERNOR MAY DEMAND FUGITIVE

When the Governor deems it proper to demand a person who
has committed an offense in this State and has fled to another
State, he may commission any suitable person to take such req-
uisition. The accused, if brought back to the State, shall be de-
livered up to the sheriff of the county in which it is alleged he
has committed the offense.

ART.  51.10.  PAY OF AGENT;TRAVELING

EXPENSES

Sec. 1. The officer or person so commissioned shall receive as
compensation the actual and necessary traveling expenses
upon requisition of the Governor to be allowed by such Gov-
ernor and to be paid out of the State Treasury upon a certifi-
cate of the Governor reciting the services rendered and the
allowance therefor.
Sec. 2.The commissioners court of the county where an offense
is committed may in its discretion, on the request of the sheriff
and the recommendation of the district attorney, pay the actual
and necessary traveling expenses of the officer or person so com-
missioned out of any fund or funds not otherwise pledged.

ART.  51.11.  REWARD

The Governor may offer a reward for the apprehension of one
accused of a felony in this State who is evading arrest, by caus-
ing such offer to be published in such manner as he deems
most likely to effect the arrest. The reward shall be paid out of
the State Treasury to the person who becomes entitled to it
upon a certificate of the Governor reciting the facts which en-
title such person to receive it.

ART.  51.12.  SHERIFF TO REPORT

Each sheriff upon the close of any regular term of the district
or criminal district court in his county, or within thirty days
thereafter, shall make out and mail to the Director of the De-
partment of Public Safety a certified list of all persons, who,
after indictment for a felony, have fled from said county. Such
lists shall contain the full name of each such fugitive, the of-
fense with which he is charged, and a description giving his
age, height, weight, color and occupation, the complexion of
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the skin and the color of eyes and hair, and any peculiarity in
person, speech, manner or gait that may serve to identify such
person so far as the sheriff may be able to give them. The Di-
rector of the Department of Public Safety shall prescribe and
forward to all sheriffs the necessary blanks upon which are to
be made the lists herein required.

ART.  51.13.  UNIFORM CRIMINAL EXTRADITION

ACT

Sec. 1. Definitions
Where appearing in this Article, the term “Governor” includes
any person performing the functions of Governor by authority of
the laws of this State. The term “Executive Authority” includes
the Governor, and any person performing the functions of Gov-
ernor in a State other than this State, and the term “State”, refer-
ring to a State other than this State, includes any other State
organized or unorganized of the United States of America.
Sec. 2. Fugitives from Justice; Duty of Governor
Subject to the provisions of this Article, the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States controlling, and any and all
Acts of Congress enacted in pursuance thereof, it is the duty of
the Governor of this State to have arrested and delivered up to
the Executive Authority of any other State of the United States
any person charged in that State with treason, felony, or other
crime, who has fled from justice and is found in this State.
Sec. 3. Form of Demand
No demand for the extradition of a person charged with crime
in another State shall be recognized by the Governor unless in
writing, alleging, except in cases arising under Section 6, that the
accused was present in the demanding State at the time of the
commission of the alleged crime, and that thereafter he fled
from the State, and accompanied by a copy of an indictment
found or by information supported by affidavit in the State hav-
ing jurisdiction of the crime, or by a copy of an affidavit before
a magistrate there, together with a copy of any warrant which is-
sued thereupon; or by a copy of a judgment of conviction or of
a sentence imposed in execution thereof, together with a state-
ment by the Executive Authority of the demanding State that
the person claimed has escaped from confinement or has broken
the terms of his bail, probation or parole. The indictment, in-
formation, or affidavit made before the magistrate must sub-
stantially charge the person demanded with having committed a
crime under the law of that State; and the copy of indictment,
information, affidavit, judgment of conviction or sentence must
be authenticated by the Executive Authority making the de-
mand; provided, however, that all such copies of the aforesaid
instruments shall be in duplicate, one complete set of such in-
struments to be delivered to the defendant or to his attorney.
Sec. 4. Governor May Investigate Case
When a demand shall be made upon the Governor of this
State by the Executive Authority of another State for the sur-
render of a person so charged with crime, the Governor may
call upon the Secretary of State, Attorney General or any pros-
ecuting officer in this State to investigate or assist in investi-
gating the demand, and to report to him the situation and
circumstances of the person so demanded, and whether he
ought to be surrendered.
Sec. 5. Extradition of Persons Imprisoned or Awaiting Trial
in Another State or Who Have Left the Demanding State
Under Compulsion
When it is desired to have returned to this State a person

charged in this State with a crime, and such person is impris-
oned or is held under criminal proceedings then pending
against him in another State, the Governor of this State may
agree with the Executive Authority of such other State for the
extradition of such person before the conclusion of such pro-
ceedings or his term of sentence in such other State, upon con-
dition that such person be returned to such other State at the
expense of this State as soon as the prosecution in this State is
terminated.
The Governor of this State may also surrender on demand of
the Executive Authority of any other State any person in this
State who is charged in the manner provided in Section 23 of
this Act with having violated the laws of the State whose Exec-
utive Authority is making the demand, even though such per-
son left the demanding State involuntarily.
Sec. 6. Extradition of Persons Not Present in Demanding
State at Time of Commission of Crime
The Governor of this State may also surrender, on demand of
the Executive Authority of any other State, any person in this
State charged in such other State in the manner provided in
Section 3 with committing an act in this State, or in a third
State, intentionally resulting in a crime in the State whose Ex-
ecutive Authority is making the demand, and the provisions of
this Article not otherwise inconsistent, shall apply to such
cases, even though the accused was not in that State at the time
of the commission of the crime, and has not fled therefrom.
Sec. 7. Issue of Governor’s Warrant of Arrest; Its Recitals
If the Governor decides that the demand should be complied
with, he shall sign a warrant of arrest, which shall be sealed
with the state seal and be directed to any peace officer or other
person whom he may think fit to entrust with the execution
thereof. The warrant must substantially recite the facts neces-
sary to the validity of its issuance.
Sec. 8. Manner and Place of Execution
Such warrant shall authorize the peace officer or other person
to whom directed to arrest the accused at any time and any
place where he may be found within the State and to com-
mand the aid of all peace officers and other persons in the ex-
ecution of the warrant, and to deliver the accused, subject to
the provisions of this Article to the duly authorized agent of
the demanding State.
Sec. 9. Authority of Arresting Officer
Every such peace officer or other person empowered to make
the arrest, shall have the same authority, in arresting the ac-
cused, to command assistance therein, as peace officers have by
law in the execution of any criminal process directed to them,
with like penalties against those who refuse their assistance.
Sec. 10. Rights of Accused Person; Application for Writ of
Habeas Corpus
(a) No person arrested upon such warrant shall be delivered
over to the agent whom the Executive Authority demanding
him shall have appointed to receive him unless he shall first be
taken forthwith before a judge of a court of record in this State,
or before a justice of the peace serving a precinct that is located
in a county bordering another state, who shall inform him of
the demand made for his surrender and of the crime with
which he is charged, and that he has the right to demand and
procure legal counsel; and if the prisoner or his counsel shall
state that he or they desire to test the legality of his arrest, the
judge of the court of record shall fix a reasonable time to be al-
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lowed the prisoner in which to apply for a writ of habeas cor-
pus, or the justice of the peace shall direct the prisoner to a
court of record for purposes of obtaining such a writ. When the
writ is applied for, notice thereof, and of the time and place of
hearing thereon, shall be given to the prosecuting officer of the
county in which the arrest is made and in which the accused is
in custody, and to the said agent of the demanding State.
(b) Before a justice of the peace who is not an attorney may
perform a duty or function permitted by Subsection (a), the
justice must take, through the Texas Justice Court Training
Center, a training course that focuses on extradition law. The
center shall develop a course to satisfy the requirements of this
subsection.
(c) Each justice of the peace who performs a duty or function
permitted by Subsection (a) shall ensure that the applicable
proceeding is transcribed or videotaped and that the record of
the proceeding is retained in the records of the court for at least
270 days.
Sec. 11. Penalty for Non-compliance With Preceding Sec-
tion
Any officer who shall deliver to the agent for extradition of the
demanding State a person in his custody under the Governor’s
warrant, in wilful disobedience to Section 10 of this Act, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction, shall be fined
not more than one thousand dollars or be imprisoned not
more than six months, or both.
Sec. 12. Confinement in Jail, When Necessary
The officer or persons executing the Governor’s warrant of ar-
rest, or the agent of the demanding State to whom the prisoner
may have been delivered may, when necessary, confine the pris-
oner in the jail of any county or city through which he may
pass; and the keeper of such jail must receive and safely keep the
prisoner until the officer or person having charge of him is
ready to proceed on his route, such officer or person being
chargeable with the expense of keeping.
The officer or agent of a demanding State to whom a prisoner
may have been delivered following extradition proceedings in
another State, or to whom a prisoner may have been delivered
after waiving extradition in such other State, and who is pass-
ing through this State with such a prisoner for the purpose of
immediately returning such prisoner to the demanding State
may, when necessary, confine the prisoner in the jail of any
county or city through which he may pass; and the keeper of
such jail must receive and safely keep the prisoner until the of-
ficer or agent having charge of him is ready to proceed on his
route, such officer or agent, however, being chargeable with
the expense of keeping; provided, however, that such officer or
agent shall produce and show to the keeper of such jail satis-
factory written evidence of the fact that he is actually trans-
porting such prisoner to the demanding State after a
requisition by the Executive Authority of such demanding
State. Such prisoner shall not be entitled to demand a new req-
uisition while in this State.
Sec. 13. Arrest Prior to Requisition
Whenever any person within this State shall be charged on the
oath of any credible person before any judge or magistrate of
this State with the commission of any crime in any other State
and except in cases arising under Section 6, with having fled
from justice, or with having been convicted of a crime in that
State and having escaped from confinement, or having broken

the terms of his bail, probation or parole, or whenever com-
plaint shall have been made before any judge or magistrate in
this State setting forth on the affidavit of any credible person in
another State that a crime has been committed in such other
State and that the accused has been charged in such State with
the commission of the crime, and except in cases arising under
Section 6, has fled from justice, or with having been convicted
of a crime in that State and having escaped from confinement,
or having broken the terms of his bail, probation or parole and
is believed to be in this State, the judge or magistrate shall issue
a warrant directed to any peace officer commanding him to ap-
prehend the person named therein, wherever he may be found
in this State, and to bring him before the same or any other
judge, magistrate or court who or which may be available in or
convenient of access to the place where the arrest may be made,
to answer the charge or complaint and affidavit, and a certified
copy of the sworn charge or complaint and affidavit upon
which the warrant is issued shall be attached to the warrant.
Sec. 14. Arrest Without a Warrant
The arrest of a person may be lawfully made also by any peace
officer or private person, without a warrant upon reasonable
information that the accused stands charged in the courts of a
State with a crime punishable by death or imprisonment for a
term exceeding one year, but when so arrested the accused
must be taken before a judge or magistrate with all practicable
speed and complaint must be made against him under oath
setting forth the ground for the arrest as in the preceding sec-
tion; and thereafter his answer shall be heard as if he had been
arrested on a warrant.
Sec. 15. Commitment to Await Requisition; Bail
If from the examination before the judge or magistrate it ap-
pears that the person held is the person charged with having
committed the crime alleged and except in cases arising under
Section 6, that he has fled from justice, the judge or magistrate
must, by warrant reciting the accusation, commit him to the
county jail for such time not exceeding thirty days and speci-
fied in the warrant, as will enable the arrest of the accused to
be made under a warrant of the Governor on a requisition of
the Executive Authority of the State having jurisdiction of the
offense, unless the accused give bail as provided in the next sec-
tion, or until he shall be legally discharged.
Sec. 16. Bail; In What Cases; Conditions of Bond
Unless the offense with which the prisoner is charged is shown
to be an offense punishable by death or life imprisonment
under the laws of the State in which it was committed, a judge
or magistrate in this State may admit the person arrested to
bail by bond, with sufficient sureties and in such sum as he
deems proper, conditioned for his appearance before him at a
time specified in such bond, and for his surrender, to be ar-
rested upon the warrant of the Governor in this State.
Sec. 17. Extension of Time of Commitment; Adjournment
If the accused is not arrested under warrant of the Governor by
the expiration of the time specified in the warrant or bond, a
judge or magistrate may discharge him or may recommit him for
a further period not to exceed sixty days, or a judge or magistrate
may again take bail for his appearance and surrender, as provided
in Section 16, but within a period not to exceed sixty days after
the date of such new bond.
Sec. 18. Forfeiture of Bail
If the prisoner is admitted to bail and fails to appear and sur-
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render himself according to the conditions of his bond, the
judge, or magistrate by proper order, shall declare the bond for-
feited and order his immediate arrest without warrant if he be
within this State. Recovery may be had on such bond in the
name of the State as in the case of other bonds given by the ac-
cused in criminal proceedings within this State.
Sec. 19. Persons Under Criminal Prosecution in this State
at the Time of Requisition
If a criminal prosecution has been instituted against such per-
son under the laws of this State and is still pending, the Gov-
ernor, in his discretion, either may surrender him on demand
of the Executive Authority of another State or hold him until
he has been tried and discharged or convicted and punished in
this State.
Sec. 20. Guilt or Innocence of Accused, When Inquired
Into
The guilt or innocence of the accused as to the crime of which
he is charged may not be inquired into by the Governor or in any
proceeding after the demand for extradition accompanied by a
charge of crime in legal form as above provided shall have been
presented to the Governor, except as it may be involved in iden-
tifying the person held as the person charged with the crime.
Sec. 21. Governor May Recall Warrant or Issue Alias
The Governor may recall his warrant of the arrest or may issue
another warrant whenever he deems proper. Each warrant is-
sued by the Governor shall expire and be of no force and effect
when not executed within one year from the date thereof.
Sec. 22. Fugitives from this State; Duty of Governor
Whenever the Governor of this State shall demand a person
charged with crime or with escaping from confinement or
breaking the terms of his bail, probation or parole in this State,
from the Executive Authority of any other State, or from the
Chief Justice or an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia authorized to receive such demand
under the laws of the United States, he shall issue a warrant
under the state seal, to some agent, commanding him to re-
ceive the person so charged if delivered to him and convey him
to the proper officer of the county in this State in which the
offense was committed, or in which the prosecution for such
offense is then pending.
Sec. 23. Application for Issuance of Requisition; By Whom
Made; Contents
1. When the return to this State of a person charged with
crime in this State is required, the State’s attorney shall present
to the Governor his written motion for a requisition for the re-
turn of the person charged, in which motion shall be stated the
name of the person so charged, the crime charged against him,
the approximate time, place and circumstances of its commis-
sion, the State in which he is believed to be, including the lo-
cation of the accused therein at the time the motion is made
and certifying that, in the opinion of the said State’s attorney
the ends of justice require the arrest and return of the accused
to this State for trial and that the proceeding is not instituted
to enforce a private claim.
2. When the return to this State is required of a person who
has been convicted of a crime in this State and has escaped
from confinement, or broken the terms of his bail, probation
or parole, the prosecuting attorney of the county in which the
offense was committed, the parole board, or the warden of the
institution or sheriff of the county, from which escape was

made, shall present to the Governor a written application for a
requisition for the return of such person, in which application
shall be stated the name of the person, the crime of which he
was convicted, the circumstances of his escape from confine-
ment, or the circumstances of the breach of the terms of his
bail, probation or parole, the State in which he is believed to
be, including the location of the person therein at the time ap-
plication is made.
3. The application shall be verified by affidavit, shall be exe-
cuted in duplicate and shall be accompanied by two certified
copies of the indictment returned, or information and affidavit
filed, or of the complaint made to the judge or magistrate, stat-
ing the offense with which the accused is charged, or of the
judgment of conviction or of the sentence. The prosecuting of-
ficer, parole board, warden or sheriff may also attach such fur-
ther affidavits and other documents in duplicate as he shall
deem proper to be submitted with such application. One copy
of the application, with the action of the Governor indicated
by endorsement thereon, and one of the certified copies of the
indictment, complaint, information, and affidavits, or of the
judgment of conviction or of the sentence shall be filed in the
office of the Governor. The other copies of all papers shall be
forwarded with the Governor’s requisition.
Sec. 24. Costs and Expenses
In all cases of extradition, the commissioners court of the
county where an offense is alleged to have been committed, or
in which the prosecution is then pending may in its discretion,
on request of the sheriff and the recommendation of the pros-
ecuting attorney, pay the actual and necessary expenses of the
officer or person commissioned to receive the person charged,
out of any county fund or funds not otherwise pledged.
Sec. 25. Immunity from Service of Process in Certain Civil
Cases
A person brought into this State by, or after waiver of, extradi-
tion based on a criminal charge shall not be subject to service
of personal process in civil actions arising out of the same facts
as the criminal proceeding to answer which he is being or has
been returned, until he has been convicted in the criminal pro-
ceeding, or if acquitted, until he has had reasonable opportu-
nity to return to the State from which he was extradited.
Sec. 25a. Written Waiver of Extradition Proceedings
(a) Any person arrested in this State charged with having com-
mitted any crime in another State or alleged to have escaped
from confinement, or broken the terms of his bail, probation,
or parole may waive the issuance and service of the warrant
provided for in Sections 7 and 8 and all other procedure inci-
dental to extradition proceedings, by executing or subscribing
in the presence of a judge or any court of record within this
State, or in the presence of a justice of the peace serving a
precinct that is located in a county bordering another state, a
writing which states that the arrested person consents to return
to the demanding State; provided, however, that before such
waiver shall be executed or subscribed by such person the
judge or justice of the peace shall inform such person of his:

(1) right to the issuance and service of a warrant of extradi-
tion; and
(2) right to obtain a writ of habeas corpus as provided for
in Section 10.

If and when such consent has been duly executed it shall forth-
with be forwarded to the office of the Governor of this State
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and filed therein. The judge or justice of the peace shall direct
the officer having such person in custody to deliver forthwith
such person to the duly accredited agent or agents of the de-
manding State, and shall deliver or cause to be delivered to
such agent or agents a copy of such consent; provided, how-
ever, that nothing in this section shall be deemed to limit the
rights of the accused person to return voluntarily and without
formality to the demanding State, nor shall this waiver proce-
dure be deemed to be an exclusive procedure or to limit the
powers, rights or duties of the officers of the demanding State
or of this State.
(b) Before a justice of the peace who is not an attorney may
perform a duty or function permitted by Subsection (a), the
justice must take, through the Texas Justice Court Training
Center, a training course that focuses on extradition law. The
center shall develop a course to satisfy the requirements of this
subsection.
(c) Each justice of the peace who performs a duty or function
permitted by Subsection (a) shall ensure that the applicable
proceeding is transcribed or videotaped and that the record of
the proceeding is retained in the records of the court for at least
270 days.
Sec. 25b. Non-Waiver by this State
Nothing in this Act contained shall be deemed to constitute a
waiver by this State of its right, power or privilege to try such
demanded person for crime committed within this State, or of
its right, power or privilege to regain custody of such person by
extradition proceedings or otherwise for the purpose of trial,
sentence or punishment for any crime committed within this
State, nor shall any proceedings had under this Article which
result, or fail to result in, extradition to be deemed a waiver by
this State of any of its rights, privileges or jurisdiction in any
way whatsoever.
Sec. 26. No Right of Asylum, No Immunity from Other
Criminal Prosecutions While in this State
After a person has been brought back to this State by, or after
waiver of extradition proceedings, he may be tried in this State
for other crimes which he may be charged with having com-
mitted here as well as that specified in the requisition for his
extradition.
Sec. 27. Interpretation
The provisions of this Article shall be interpreted and con-
strued as to effectuate its general purposes to make uniform
the law of those States which enact it.

ART.  51.14.  INTERSTATE AGREEMENT ON

DETAINERS

This article may be cited as the “Interstate Agreement on De-
tainers Act.” This agreement on detainers is hereby enacted
into law and entered into by this state with all other jurisdic-
tions legally joined therein in the form substantially as follows:
The contracting states solemnly agree that:

ARTICLE I.
The party states find that charges outstanding against a pris-
oner, detainers based on untried indictments, informations, or
complaints, and difficulties in securing speedy trial of persons
already incarcerated in other jurisdictions, produce uncertain-
ties which obstruct programs of prisoner treatment and reha-
bilitation. Accordingly, it is the policy of the party states and
the purpose of this agreement to encourage the expeditious

and orderly disposition of such charges and determination of
the proper status of any and all detainers based on untried in-
dictments, informations, or complaints. The party states also
find that proceedings with reference to such charges and de-
tainers, when emanating from another jurisdiction, cannot
properly be had in the absence of cooperative procedures. It is
the further purpose of this agreement to provide such cooper-
ative procedures.

ARTICLE II.
As used in this agreement:
(a) “State” shall mean a state of the United States; the United
States of America; a territory or possession of the United
States; the District of Columbia; the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.
(b) “Sending state” shall mean a state in which a prisoner is in-
carcerated at the time that he initiates a request for final dis-
position pursuant to Article III hereof or at the time that a
request for custody or availability is initiated pursuant to Arti-
cle IV hereof.

ARTICLE III.
(a) Whenever a person has entered upon a term of imprison-
ment in a penal or correctional institution of a party state, and
whenever during the continuance of the term of imprisonment
there is pending in any other party state any untried indict-
ment, information, or complaint on the basis of which a de-
tainer has been lodged against the prisoner, he shall be brought
to trial within 180 days after he shall have caused to be deliv-
ered to the prosecuting officer and the appropriate court of the
prosecuting officer’s jurisdiction written notice of the place of
his imprisonment and his request for a final disposition to be
made of the indictment, information, or complaint; provided
that for good cause shown in open court, the prisoner or his
counsel being present, the court having jurisdiction of the
matter may grant any necessary or reasonable continuance.
The request of the prisoner shall be accompanied by a certifi-
cate of the appropriate official having custody of the prisoner,
stating the term of commitment under which the prisoner is
being held, the time already served, the time remaining to be
served on the sentence, the amount of good time earned, the
time of parole eligibility of the prisoner, and any decision of
the state parole agency relating to the prisoner.
(b) The written notice and request for final disposition referred
to in Paragraph (a) hereof shall be given or sent by the prisoner
to the warden, commissioner of corrections, or other official
having custody of him, who shall promptly forward it together
with the certificate to the appropriate prosecuting official and
court by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested.
(c) The warden, commissioner of corrections, or other official
having custody of the prisoner shall promptly inform him of
the source and contents of any detainer lodged against him
and shall also inform him of his right to make a request for
final disposition of the indictment, information, or complaint
on which the detainer is based.
(d) Any request for final disposition made by a prisoner pur-
suant to Paragraph (a) hereof shall operate as a request for final
disposition of all untried indictments, informations, or com-
plaints on the basis of which detainers have been lodged against
the prisoner from the state to whose prosecuting official the re-
quest for final disposition is specifically directed. The warden,
commissioner of corrections, or other official having custody of
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the prisoner shall forthwith notify all appropriate prosecuting
officers and courts in the several jurisdictions within the state to
which the prisoner’s request for final disposition is being sent of
the proceeding being initiated by the prisoner. Any notification
sent pursuant to this paragraph shall be accompanied by copies
of the prisoner’s written notice, request, and the certificate. If
trial is not had on any indictment, information, or complaint
contemplated hereby prior to the return of the prisoner to the
original place of imprisonment, such indictment, information,
or complaint shall not be of any further force or effect, and the
court shall enter an order dismissing the same with prejudice.
(e) Any request for final disposition made by a prisoner pur-
suant to Paragraph (a) hereof shall also be deemed to be a
waiver of extradition with respect to any charge or proceeding
contemplated thereby or included therein by reason of Para-
graph (d) hereof, and a waiver of extradition to the receiving
state to serve any sentence there imposed upon him after com-
pletion of his term of imprisonment in the sending state. The
request for final disposition shall also constitute a consent by
the prisoner to the production of his body in any court where
his presence may be required in order to effectuate the purposes
of this agreement and a further consent voluntarily to be re-
turned to the original place of imprisonment in accordance
with the provisions of this agreement. Nothing in this para-
graph shall prevent the imposition of a concurrent sentence if
otherwise permitted by law.
(f ) Escape from custody by the prisoner subsequent to his ex-
ecution of the request for final disposition referred to in Para-
graph (a) hereof shall void the request.

ARTICLE IV.
(a) The appropriate officer of the jurisdiction in which an un-
tried indictment, information, or complaint is pending shall be
entitled to have a prisoner against whom he has lodged a de-
tainer and who is serving a term of imprisonment in any party
state made available in accordance with Paragraph (a) of Article
V hereof upon presentation of a written request for temporary
custody or availability to the appropriate authorities of the state
in which the prisoner is incarcerated; provided that the court
having jurisdiction of such indictment, information, or com-
plaint shall have duly approved, recorded, and transmitted the
request; and provided further that there shall be a period of 30
days after receipt by the appropriate authorities before the re-
quest be honored, within which period the governor of the
sending state may disapprove the request for temporary custody
or availability, either upon his own motion or upon motion of
the prisoner.
(b) Upon receipt of the officer’s written request as provided in
Paragraph (a) hereof, the appropriate authorities having the
prisoner in custody shall furnish the officer with a certificate
stating the term of commitment under which the prisoner is
being held, the time already served, the time remaining to be
served on the sentence, the amount of good time earned, the
time of parole eligibility of the prisoner, and any decisions of
the state parole agency relating to the prisoner. Said authorities
simultaneously shall furnish all other officers and appropriate
courts in the receiving state who have lodged detainers against
the prisoner with similar certificates and with notices inform-
ing them of the request for custody or availability and of the
reasons therefor.
(c) In respect of any proceeding made possible by this article,

trial shall be commenced within 120 days of the arrival of the
prisoner in the receiving state, but for good cause shown in
open court, the prisoner or his counsel being present, the court
having jurisdiction of the matter may grant any necessary or
reasonable continuance.
(d) Nothing contained in this article shall be construed to de-
prive any prisoner of any right which he may have to contest
the legality of his delivery as provided in Paragraph (a) hereof,
but such delivery may not be opposed or denied on the ground
that the executing authority of the sending state has not affir-
matively consented to or ordered such delivery.
(e) If trial is not had on any indictment, information, or com-
plaint contemplated hereby prior to the prisoner’s being re-
turned to the original place of imprisonment pursuant to
Paragraph (e) of Article V hereof, such indictment, informa-
tion, or complaint shall not be of any further force or effect,
and the court shall enter an order dismissing the same with
prejudice.

ARTICLE V.
(a) In response to a request made under Article III or Article
IV hereof, the appropriate authority in a sending state shall
offer to deliver temporary custody of such prisoner to the ap-
propriate authority in the state where such indictment, infor-
mation, or complaint is pending against such person in order
that speedy and efficient prosecution may be had. If the re-
quest for final disposition is made by the prisoner, the offer of
temporary custody shall accompany the written notice pro-
vided for in Article III of this agreement. In the case of a fed-
eral prisoner, the appropriate authority in the receiving state
shall be entitled to temporary custody as provided by this
agreement or to the prisoner’s presence in federal custody at
the place of trial, whichever custodial arrangement may be ap-
proved by the custodian.
(b) The officer or other representative of a state accepting an
offer of temporary custody shall present the following upon
demand:

(1) proper identification and evidence of his authority to
act for the state into whose temporary custody this pris-
oner is to be given;
(2) a duly certified copy of the indictment, information,
or complaint on the basis of which the detainer has been
lodged and on the basis of which the request for tempo-
rary custody of the prisoner has been made.

(c) If the appropriate authority shall refuse or fail to accept
temporary custody of said person, or in the event that an ac-
tion on the indictment, information, or complaint on the basis
of which the detainer has been lodged is not brought to trial
within the period provided in Article III or Article IV hereof,
the appropriate court of the jurisdiction where the indictment,
information, or complaint has been pending shall enter an
order dismissing the same with prejudice, and any detainer
based thereon shall cease to be of any force or effect.
(d) The temporary custody referred to in this agreement shall
be only for the purpose of permitting prosecution on the
charge or charges contained in one or more untried indict-
ments, informations, or complaints which form the basis of
the detainer or detainers or for prosecution on any other
charge or charges arising out of the same transaction. Except
for his attendance at court and while being transported to or
from any place at which his presence may be required, the pris-
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oner shall be held in a suitable jail or other facility regularly
used for persons awaiting prosecution.
(e) At the earliest practicable time consonant with the purposes
of this agreement, the prisoner shall be returned to the sending
state.
(f ) During the continuance of temporary custody or while the
prisoner is otherwise being made available for trial as required
by this agreement, time being served on the sentence shall con-
tinue to run but good time shall be earned by the prisoner only
if, and to the extent that, the law and practice of the jurisdic-
tion which imposed the sentence may allow.
(g) For all purposes other than that for which temporary cus-
tody as provided in this agreement is exercised, the prisoner
shall be deemed to remain in the custody of and subject to the
jurisdiction of the sending state and any escape from tempo-
rary custody may be dealt with in the same manner as an es-
cape from the original place of imprisonment or in any other
manner permitted by law.
(h) From the time that a party state receives custody of a pris-
oner pursuant to this agreement until such prisoner is returned
to the territory and custody of the sending state, the state in
which the one or more untried indictments, informations, or
complaints are pending or in which trial is being had shall be
responsible for the prisoner and shall also pay all costs of trans-
porting, caring for, keeping, and returning the prisoner. The
provisions of this paragraph shall govern unless the states con-
cerned shall have entered into a supplementary agreement pro-
viding for a different allocation of costs and responsibilities as
between or among themselves. Nothing herein contained shall
be construed to alter or affect any internal relationship among
the departments, agencies, and officers of and in the govern-
ment of a party state, or between a party state and its subdivi-
sions, as to the payment of costs, or responsibilities therefor.

ARTICLE VI.
(a) In determining the duration and expiration dates of the
time periods provided in Articles III and IV of this agreement,
the running of said time periods shall be tolled whenever and
for as long as the prisoner is unable to stand trial, as determined
by the court having jurisdiction of the matter.
(b) No provision of this agreement, and no remedy made avail-
able by this agreement shall apply to any person who is ad-
judged to be mentally ill.

ARTICLE VII.
Each state party to this agreement shall designate an officer
who, acting jointly with like officers of other party states, shall
promulgate rules and regulations to carry out more effectively
the terms and provisions of this agreement, and who shall pro-
vide, within and without the state, information necessary to
the effective operation of this agreement.

ARTICLE VIII.
This agreement shall enter into full force and effect as to a party
state when such state has enacted the same into law. A state
party to this agreement may withdraw herefrom by enacting a
statute repealing the same. However, the withdrawal of any
state shall not affect the status of any proceedings already initi-
ated by inmates or by state officers at the time such withdrawal
takes effect, nor shall it affect their rights in respect thereof.

ARTICLE IX.
(a) This agreement shall be liberally construed so as to effectu-
ate its purposes. The provisions of this agreement shall be sev-

erable and if any phrase, clause, sentence, or provision of this
agreement is declared to be contrary to the constitution of any
party state or of the United States or the applicability thereof
to any government, agency, person, or circumstance is held in-
valid, the validity of the remainder of this agreement and the
applicability thereof to any government, agency, person, or cir-
cumstance shall not be affected thereby. If this agreement shall
be held contrary to the constitution of any state party hereto,
the agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to the re-
maining states and in full force and effect as to the state af-
fected as to all severable matters.
(b) As used in this article, “appropriate court” means a court of
record with criminal jurisdiction.
(c) All courts, departments, agencies, officers, and employees
of this state and its political subdivisions are hereby directed to
enforce this article and to cooperate with one another and with
other party states in enforcing the agreement and affectuating
its purpose.
(d) Any prisoner who escapes from lawful custody while in an-
other state as a result of the application of this article shall be
punished as though such escape had occurred within this state.
(e) The governor is empowered to designate the officer who
will serve as central administrator of and information agent for
the agreement on detainers pursuant to the provisions of Arti-
cle VII hereof.
(f ) Copies of this article, upon its enactment, shall be trans-
mitted to the governor of each state, the Attorney General and
the Secretary of State of the United States, and the council of
state governments.

CHAPTER 52.  COURT OF INQUIRY

ART.  52.01.  COURTS OF INQUIRY CONDUCTED

BY DISTRICT JUDGES

(a) When a judge of any district court of this state, acting in
his capacity as magistrate, has probable cause to believe that an
offense has been committed against the laws of this state, he
may request that the presiding judge of the administrative ju-
dicial district appoint a district judge to commence a Court of
Inquiry. The judge, who shall be appointed in accordance with
Subsection (b), may summon and examine any witness in re-
lation to the offense in accordance with the rules hereinafter
provided, which procedure is defined as a “Court of Inquiry”.
(b)(1) Before requesting the presiding judge to appoint a dis-
trict judge to commence a Court of Inquiry, a judge must
enter into the minutes of his court a sworn affidavit stating the
substantial facts establishing probable cause that a specific of-
fense has been committed against the laws of this state. 

(2) After the affidavit has been entered into the minutes of
his court and a copy filed with the district clerk, the judge
shall request the presiding judge of the administrative judi-
cial district in which the affidavit is filed to appoint a judge
to commence the Court of Inquiry. The judge appointed to
commence the Court of Inquiry shall issue a written order
commencing the Court of Inquiry and stating its scope.
The presiding judge shall not name the judge who requests
the Court of Inquiry to preside over the Court of Inquiry.

(c) The district or county attorney of the district or county in
which the Court of Inquiry is held shall assist the district judge
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in conducting the Court of Inquiry. The attorney shall exam-
ine witnesses and evidence admitted before the court to deter-
mine if an offense has been committed and shall render other
assistance to the judge as is necessary in the proceeding.
(d) If the Court of Inquiry pertains to the activities of the dis-
trict or county attorney or to the attorney’s office, deputies, or
employees, or if the attorney is otherwise disqualified in the
proceeding, the judge shall appoint one attorney pro tem to as-
sist in the proceeding. In any other circumstance, the judge
may appoint an attorney pro tem to assist in the proceeding.
(e) If more than one Court of Inquiry is commenced which
pertains to the activities of a state governmental entity or pub-
lic servant thereof, then, upon motion of the state governmen-
tal entity or public servant, made to the presiding judge or
judges of the administrative judicial region or regions where
the Courts of Inquiry have been commenced, the presiding
judge or judges shall transfer the Courts of Inquiry to the pre-
siding administrative judge of Travis County. The presiding
administrative judge of Travis County shall consolidate the
Courts of Inquiry for further proceedings and shall assign a
district judge to preside over the consolidated Courts of In-
quiry.

ART.  52.02.  EVIDENCE;  DEPOSITION;
AFFIDAVITS

At the hearing at a Court of Inquiry, evidence may be taken
orally or by deposition, or, in the discretion of the judge, by af-
fidavit. If affidavits are admitted, any witness against whom
they may bear has the right to propound written interrogato-
ries to the affiants or to file answering affidavits. The judge in
hearing such evidence, at his discretion, may conclude not to
sustain objections to all or to any portion of the evidence taken
nor exclude same; but any of the witnesses or attorneys en-
gaged in taking the testimony may have any objections they
make recorded with the testimony and reserved for the action
of any court in which such evidence is thereafter sought to be
admitted, but such court is not confined to objections made at
the taking of the testimony at the Court of Inquiry. Without
restricting the foregoing, the judge may allow the introduction
of any documentary or real evidence which he deems reliable,
and the testimony adduced before any grand jury.

ART.  52.03.  SUBPOENAS

The judge or his clerk has power to issue subpoenas which may
be served within the same territorial limits as subpoenas issued
in felony prosecutions or to summon witnesses before grand
juries in this state.

ART.  52.04.  RIGHTS OF WITNESSES

(a) All witnesses testifying in any Court of Inquiry have the
same rights as to testifying as do defendants in felony prosecu-
tions in this state. Before any witness is sworn to testify in any
Court of Inquiry, he shall be instructed by the judge that he is
entitled to counsel; that he cannot be forced to testify against
himself; and that such testimony may be taken down and used
against him in a later trial or trials ensuing from the instant
Court of Inquiry. Any witness or his counsel has the right to
fully cross-examine any of the witnesses whose testimony bears
in any manner against him.
(b) If the Court of Inquiry pertains to the activities of a state

governmental entity or its officers or employees, the officers and
employees of that state governmental entity shall be indemnified
for attorney’s fees incurred as a result of exercising the employ-
ees’ or officers’ right to counsel under Subsection (a) if:

(1) the officer or employee is found not guilty after a trial
or appeal or the complaint, information, or indictment is
dismissed without a plea of guilty or nolo contendere being
entered; and 
(2) the judge commencing the Court of Inquiry, or the
judge to whom the Court of Inquiry was transferred pur-
suant to Article 52.01(e), determines that the complaint,
information, or indictment presented against the person
was dismissed because:

(A) the presentment was made on mistake, false infor-
mation, or other similar basis, indicating absence of
probable cause to believe, at the time of dismissal, the
person committed the offense; or
(B) the complaint, information, or indictment was void.

(c) The county in which the affidavit under Article 52.01 was
filed shall be responsible for any attorney’s fees awarded under
Subsection (b).

ART.  52.05.  WITNESS MUST TESTIFY

A person may be compelled to give testimony or produce evi-
dence when legally called upon to do so at any Court of In-
quiry; however, if any person refuses or declines to testify or
produce evidence on the ground that it may incriminate him
under laws of this state, then the judge may, in his discretion,
compel such person to testify or produce evidence but the per-
son shall not be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or for-
feiture for, or on account of, any transaction, matter or thing
concerning which he may be compelled to testify or produce
evidence at such Court of Inquiry.

ART.  52.06.  CONTEMPT

Contempt of court in a Court of Inquiry may be punished by
a fine not exceeding One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) and any
witness refusing to testify may be attached and imprisoned
until he does testify.

ART.  52.07.  STENOGRAPHIC RECORD;  PUBLIC

HEARING

All evidence taken at a Court of Inquiry shall be transcribed by the
court reporter and all proceedings shall be open to the public.

ART.  52.08.  CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS

If it appear from a Court of Inquiry or any testimony adduced
therein, that an offense has been committed, the Judge shall
issue a warrant for the arrest of the offender as if complaint had
been made and filed.

ART.  52.09.  COSTS AND ATTORNEY ’S FEES

(a) All costs incurred in conducting a Court of Inquiry, in-
cluding compensation of an attorney pro tem, shall be borne
by the county in which said Court of Inquiry is conducted;
provided, however, that where the Attorney General of Texas
has submitted a request in writing to the judge for the holding
of such Court of Inquiry, then and in that event the costs shall
be borne by the State of Texas and shall be taxed to the attor-
ney general and paid in the same manner and from the same
funds as other court costs.
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(b) Assistance by a county or district attorney to a Court of In-
quiry is a duty of the attorney’s office, and the attorney may
not receive a fee for the service. A county is not liable for at-
torney’s fees claimed for assistance in a Court of Inquiry by any
attorney other than an attorney pro tem appointed under Ar-
ticle 52.01(d) of this code.
(c) An attorney pro tem appointed under Article 52.01(d) of
this code is entitled to compensation in the same manner as an
attorney pro tem appointed under Article 2.07 of this code.
The district judge shall set the compensation of the attorney
pro tem based on the sworn testimony of the attorney or other
evidence that is given in open court.

CHAPTER 53.  COSTS AND FEES

Chapter 53 was repealed, effective September 1, 1987,
except Art. 53.08, as passed by Acts 1979, 66th Leg., ch.
604, which was renumbered as Art. 53.11 by Acts 1987,
70th Leg., ch. 167, §5.01(a)(10) and set out below:

ART.  53.11.  FEES IN PROCEEDINGS FOR

EXPUNCTION OF CRIMINAL RECORDS

The following fees shall be taxed against the petitioner seeking
expunction of a criminal record:
(1) the fee charged for filing ex parte petitions in other civil ac-
tions in district court;
(2) $1.00 plus postage for each certified mailing of notice of
the hearing date;
(3) $2.00 plus postage for each certified mailing of certified
copies of the order of expunction.

CHAPTER 54.  MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS

ART.  54.01.  SEVERABIL ITY CLAUSE

If any provision, section or clause of this Act or application
thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such in-
validity shall not affect other provisions or applications hereof
which can be given effect without the invalid provision, sec-
tion or clause, and to this end the provisions of this Act are de-
clared to be severable.

ART.  54.02.  REPEALING CLAUSE

Sec. 1. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this Article 54.02,
all laws relating to criminal procedure in this State that are not
embraced, incorporated, or included in this Act and that have
not been enacted during the Regular Session of the 59th Leg-
islature are repealed.
(b) None of the following articles of the Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure of Texas, 1925, in force on the effective date of this Act,
is repealed: 52; 52-1 through 52-161, both inclusive; 367D
through 367K, both inclusive; 781B-1, 781B-2; 944 through
951, both inclusive; 1009 through 1035, both inclusive; 1037
through 1056, both inclusive; 1058 through 1064, both in-
clusive; and 1075 through 1082, both inclusive.
Sec. 2. (a) All laws and parts of laws relating to criminal proce-

dure omitted from this Act have been intentionally omitted, and
all additions to and changes in such procedure have been inten-
tionally made. This Act shall be construed to be an independent
Act of the Legislature, enacted under its caption, and the articles
contained in this Act, as revised, rewritten, changed, combined,
and codified, may not be construed as a continuation of former
laws except as otherwise provided in this Act. The existing
statutes of the Revised Civil Statutes of Texas, 1925, as
amended, and of the Penal Code of Texas, 1925, as amended,
which contain special or specific provisions of criminal proce-
dure covering specific instances are not repealed by this Act.
(b) A person under recognizance or bond on the effective date
of this Act continues under such recognizance or bond pend-
ing final disposition of any action pending against him.

ART.  54.03.  EMERGENCY CLAUSE

The fact that the laws relating to criminal procedure in this
State have not been completely revised and re-codified in more
than a century past and the further fact that the administration
of justice, in the field of criminal law, has undergone changes,
through judicial construction and interpretation of constitu-
tional provisions, which have been, in certain instances, mod-
ified or nullified, as the case may be, necessitates important
changes requiring the revision or modernization of the laws re-
lating to criminal procedure, and the further fact that it is de-
sirous and desirable to strengthen, and to conform, various
provisions in such laws to current interpretation and applica-
tion, emphasizes the importance of this legislation and all of
which, together with the crowded condition of the calendar in
both Houses, create an emergency and an imperative public
necessity that the Constitutional Rule requiring bills to be read
on three several days be suspended, and said Rule is hereby sus-
pended, and that this Act shall take effect and be in force and
effect from and after 12 o’clock Meridian on the 1st day of Jan-
uary, Anno Domini, 1966, and it is so enacted.

CHAPTER 55.  EXPUNCTION OF
CRIMINAL RECORDS

ART.  55.01.  RIGHT TO EXPUNCTION

(a) A person who has been placed under a custodial or non-
custodial arrest for commission of either a felony or misde-
meanor is entitled to have all records and files relating to the
arrest expunged if:

(1) the person is tried for the offense for which the person
was arrested and is:

(A) acquitted by the trial court, except as provided by
Subsection (c); or
(B) convicted and subsequently:

(i) pardoned for a reason other than that described by
Subparagraph (ii); or
(ii) pardoned or otherwise granted relief on the basis
of actual innocence with respect to that offense, if the
applicable pardon or court order clearly indicates on
its face that the pardon or order was granted or ren-
dered on the basis of the person’s actual innocence; or
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(2) the person has been released and the charge, if any, has
not resulted in a final conviction and is no longer pending,
and there was no court-ordered community supervision
under Article 42.12 for the offense, unless the offense is a
Class C misdemeanor, provided that:

(A) regardless of whether any statute of limitations exists
for the offense and whether any limitations period for the
offense has expired, an indictment or information charg-
ing the person with the commission of a misdemeanor of-
fense based on the person’s arrest or charging the person
with the commission of any felony offense arising out of
the same transaction for which the person was arrested:

(i) has not been presented against the person at any
time following the arrest, and:

(a) at least 180 days have elapsed from the date of
arrest if the arrest for which the expunction was
sought was for an offense punishable as a Class C
misdemeanor and if there was no felony charge
arising out of the same transaction for which the
person was arrested;
(b) at least one year has elapsed from the date of
arrest if the arrest for which the expunction was
sought was for an offense punishable as a Class B
or A misdemeanor and if there was no felony
charge arising out of the same transaction for
which the person was arrested;
(c) at least three years have elapsed from the date
of arrest if the arrest for which the expunction was
sought was for an offense punishable as a felony or
if there was a felony charge arising out of the same
transaction for which the person was arrested; or
(d) the attorney representing the state certifies
that the applicable arrest records and files are not
needed for use in any criminal investigation or
prosecution, including an investigation or prose-
cution of another person; or

(ii) if presented at any time following the arrest, was
dismissed or quashed, and the court finds that the in-
dictment or information was dismissed or quashed
because the person completed a pretrial intervention
program authorized under Section 76.011, Govern-
ment Code, because the presentment had been made
because of mistake, false information, or other simi-
lar reason indicating absence of probable cause at the
time of the dismissal to believe the person committed
the offense, or because the indictment or information
was void; or

(B) prosecution of the person for the offense for which
the person was arrested is no longer possible because the
limitations period has expired.

(a-1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a per-
son may not expunge records and files relating to an arrest that
occurs pursuant to a warrant issued under Section 21, Article
42.12.
(a-2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a
person who intentionally or knowingly absconds from the ju-
risdiction after being released under Chapter 17 following an
arrest is not eligible under Subsection (a)(2)(A)(i)(a), (b), or (c)
or Subsection (a)(2)(B) for an expunction of the records and
files relating to that arrest.

(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a district court may ex-
punge all records and files relating to the arrest of a person who
has been arrested for commission of a felony or misdemeanor
under the procedure established under Article 55.02  if:

(1) the person is:
(A) tried for the offense for which the person was ar-
rested;
(B) convicted of the offense; and
(C) acquitted by the court of criminal appeals or, if the
period for granting a petition for discretionary review
has expired, by a court of appeals; or

(2) an office of the attorney representing the state autho-
rized by law to prosecute the offense for which the person
was arrested recommends the expunction to the appropri-
ate district court before the person is tried for the offense,
regardless of whether an indictment or information has
been presented against the person in relation to the offense.

(c) A court may not order the expunction of records and files
relating to an arrest for an offense for which a person is subse-
quently acquitted, whether by the trial court, a court of ap-
peals, or the court of criminal appeals, if the offense for which
the person was acquitted arose out of a criminal episode, as de-
fined by Section 3.01, Penal Code, and the person was con-
victed of or remains subject to prosecution for at least one
other offense occurring during the criminal episode.
(d) A person is entitled to have any information that identifies
the person, including the person’s name, address, date of birth,
driver’s license number, and social security number, contained
in records and files relating to the arrest of another person ex-
punged if:

(1) the information identifying the person asserting the enti-
tlement to expunction was falsely given by the person arrested
as the arrested person’s identifying information without the
consent of the person asserting the entitlement; and
(2) the only reason for the information identifying the per-
son asserting the entitlement being contained in the arrest
records and files of the person arrested is that the informa-
tion was falsely given by the person arrested as the arrested
person’s identifying information.

ART.  55.011.  RIGHT OF CLOSE RELATIVE TO

SEEK EXPUNCTION ON BEHALF OF DECEASED

PERSON

(a) In this article, “close relative of a deceased person” means
the grandparent, parent, spouse, or adult brother, sister, or
child of a deceased person.
(b) A close relative of a deceased person who, if not deceased,
would be entitled to expunction of records and files under Arti-
cle 55.01 may file on behalf of the deceased person an ex parte
petition for expunction under Section 2 or 2a, Article 55.02. If
the court finds that the deceased person would be entitled to ex-
punction of any record or file that is the subject of the petition,
the court shall enter an order directing expunction.

ART.  55.02.  PROCEDURE FOR EXPUNCTION

Sec. 1. At the request of the defendant and after notice to the
state, the trial court presiding over the case in which the de-
fendant was acquitted, if the trial court is a district court, or a
district court in the county in which the trial court is located
shall enter an order of expunction for a person entitled to ex-
punction under Article 55.01(a)(1)(A) not later than the 30th
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day after the date of the acquittal. Upon acquittal, the trial
court shall advise the defendant of the right to expunction.
The defendant shall provide to the district court all of the in-
formation required in a petition for expunction under Section
2(b). The attorney for the defendant in the case in which the
defendant was acquitted, if the defendant was represented by
counsel, or the attorney for the state, if the defendant was not
represented by counsel, shall prepare the order for the court’s
signature.
Sec. 1a. (a) The trial court presiding over a case in which a de-
fendant is convicted and subsequently granted relief or par-
doned on the basis of actual innocence of the offense of which
the defendant was convicted, if the trial court is a district court,
or a district court in the county in which the trial court is lo-
cated shall enter an order of expunction for a person entitled to
expunction under Article 55.01(a)(1)(B)(ii) not later than the
30th day after the date the court receives notice of the pardon
or other grant of relief. The person shall provide to the district
court all of the information required in a petition for expunc-
tion under Section 2(b).
(b) The attorney for the state shall:

(1) prepare an expunction order under this section for the
court’s signature; and
(2) notify the Texas Department of Criminal Justice if the
person is in the custody of the department.

(c) The court shall include in an expunction order under this
section a listing of each official, agency, or other entity of this
state or political subdivision of this state and each private entity
that there is reason to believe has any record or file that is sub-
ject to the order. The court shall also provide in an expunction
order under this section that:

(1) the Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall send to
the court the documents delivered to the department under
Section 8(a), Article 42.09; and
(2) the Department of Public Safety and the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice shall delete or redact, as appropri-
ate, from their public records all index references to the
records and files that are subject to the expunction order.

(d) The court shall retain all documents sent to the court under
Subsection (c)(1) until the statute of limitations has run for any
civil case or proceeding relating to the wrongful imprisonment
of the person subject to the expunction order.
Sec. 2. (a) A person who is entitled to expunction of records
and files under Article 55.01(a)(1)(B)(i) or 55.01(a)(2) or a
person who is eligible for expunction of records and files under
Article 55.01(b) may file an ex parte petition for expunction in
a district court for the county in which:

(1) the petitioner was arrested; or
(2) the offense was alleged to have occurred.

(b) The petition must be verified and must include the follow-
ing or an explanation for why one or more of the following is
not included:

(1) the petitioner’s:
(A) full name;
(B) sex;
(C) race;
(D) date of birth;
(E) driver’s license number;
(F) social security number; and
(G) address at the time of the arrest;

(2) the offense charged against the petitioner;
(3) the date the offense charged against the petitioner was
alleged to have been committed;
(4) the date the petitioner was arrested;
(5) the name of the county where the petitioner was ar-
rested and if the arrest occurred in a municipality, the name
of the municipality;
(6) the name of the agency that arrested the petitioner;
(7) the case number and court of offense; and
(8) together with the applicable physical or e-mail ad-
dresses, a list of all:

(A) law enforcement agencies, jails or other detention fa-
cilities, magistrates, courts, prosecuting attorneys, cor-
rectional facilities, central state depositories of criminal
records, and other officials or agencies or other entities
of this state or of any political subdivision of this state;
(B) central federal depositories of criminal records that
the petitioner has reason to believe have records or files
that are subject to expunction; and
(C) private entities that compile and disseminate for
compensation criminal history record information that
the petitioner has reason to believe have information re-
lated to records or files that are subject to expunction.

(c) The court shall set a hearing on the matter no sooner than
thirty days from the filing of the petition and shall give to each
official or agency or other governmental entity named in the
petition reasonable notice of the hearing by:

(1) certified mail, return receipt requested; or
(2) secure electronic mail, electronic transmission, or facsim-
ile transmission.

(c-1) An entity described by Subsection (c) may be represented
by the attorney responsible for providing the entity with legal
representation in other matters.
(d) If the court finds that the petitioner, or a person for whom
an ex parte petition is filed under Subsection (e), is entitled to
expunction of any records and files that are the subject of the
petition, it shall enter an order directing expunction.
(e) The director of the Department of Public Safety or the di-
rector’s authorized representative may file on behalf of a person
described by Subsection (a) of this section or by Section 2a an
ex parte petition for expunction in a district court for the
county in which:

(1) the person was arrested; or
(2) the offense was alleged to have occurred.

(f ) An ex parte petition filed under Subsection (e) must be ver-
ified and must include the following or an explanation for why
one or more of the following is not included:

(1) the person’s:
(A) full name;
(B) sex;
(C) race;
(D) date of birth;
(E) driver’s license number;
(F) social security number; and
(G) address at the time of the arrest;

(2) the offense charged against the person;
(3) the date the offense charged against the person was al-
leged to have been committed;
(4) the date the person was arrested;
(5) the name of the county where the person was arrested
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and if the arrest occurred in a municipality, the name of the
municipality;
(6) the name of the agency that arrested the person;
(7) the case number and court of offense; and
(8) together with the applicable physical or e-mail ad-
dresses, a list of all:

(A) law enforcement agencies, jails or other detention fa-
cilities, magistrates, courts, prosecuting attorneys, cor-
rectional facilities, central state depositories of criminal
records, and other officials or agencies or other entities
of this state or of any political subdivision of this state;
(B) central federal depositories of criminal records that
the person has reason to believe have records or files that
are subject to expunction; and
(C) private entities that compile and disseminate for
compensation criminal history record information that
the person has reason to believe have information relat-
ing to records or files that are subject to expunction.

Sec. 2a. (a) A person who is entitled to expunction of infor-
mation contained in records and files under Article 55.01(d)
may file an application for expunction with the attorney rep-
resenting the state in the prosecution of felonies in the county
in which the person resides.
(b) The application must be verified, include authenticated
fingerprint records of the applicant, and include the following
or an explanation for why one or more of the following is not
included:

(1) the applicant’s full name, sex, race, date of birth, driver’s
license number, social security number, and address at the
time the person who falsely identified himself or herself as
the applicant was arrested;
(2) the following information regarding the arrest:

(A) the date of arrest;
(B) the offense charged against the person arrested;
(C) the name of the county or municipality in which the
arrest occurred; and
(D) the name of the arresting agency; and

(3) a statement that:
(A) the applicant is not the person arrested and for
whom the arrest records and files were created; and
(B) the applicant did not give the person arrested con-
sent to falsely identify himself or herself as the applicant.

(c) After verifying the allegations in an application received
under Subsection (a), the attorney representing the state shall:

(1) include on the application information regarding the ar-
rest that was requested of the applicant but was unknown
by the applicant;
(2) forward a copy of the application to the district court
for the county;
(3) together with the applicable physical or e-mail ad-
dresses, attach to the copy a list of all:

(A) law enforcement agencies, jails or other detention fa-
cilities, magistrates, courts, prosecuting attorneys, cor-
rectional facilities, central state depositories of criminal
records, and other officials or agencies or other entities
of this state or of any political subdivision of this state;
(B) central federal depositories of criminal records that are
reasonably likely to have records or files containing infor-
mation that is subject to expunction; and
(C) private entities that compile and disseminate for

compensation criminal history record information that
are reasonably likely to have records or files containing
information that is subject to expunction; and

(4) request the court to enter an order directing expunction
based on an entitlement to expunction under Article 55.01(d).

(d) On receipt of a request under Subsection (c), the court
shall, without holding a hearing on the matter, enter a final
order directing expunction.
Sec. 3. (a) In an order of expunction issued under this article,
the court shall require any state agency that sent information
concerning the arrest to a central federal depository to request
the depository to return all records and files subject to the order
of expunction. The person who is the subject of the expunction
order or an agency protesting the expunction may appeal the
court’s decision in the same manner as in other civil cases.
(b) The order of expunction entered by the court shall have at-
tached and incorporate by reference a copy of the judgment of
acquittal and shall include:

(1) the following information on the person who is the sub-
ject of the expunction order:

(A) full name;
(B) sex;
(C) race;
(D) date of birth;
(E) driver’s license number; and
(F) social security number;

(2) the offense charged against the person who is the sub-
ject of the expunction order;
(3) the date the person who is the subject of the expunction
order was arrested;
(4) the case number and court of offense; and
(5) the tracking incident number (TRN) assigned to the in-
dividual incident of arrest under Article 60.07(b)(1) by the
Department of Public Safety.

(c) When the order of expunction is final, the clerk of the court
shall send a certified copy of the order to the Crime Records Ser-
vice of the Department of Public Safety and to each official or
agency or other governmental entity of this state or of any po-
litical subdivision of this state named in the order. The certified
copy of the order must be sent by secure electronic mail, elec-
tronic transmission, or facsimile transmission or otherwise by
certified mail, return receipt requested. In sending the order to
a governmental entity named in the order, the clerk may elect to
substitute hand delivery for certified mail under this subsection,
but the clerk must receive a receipt for that hand-delivered order. 
(c-1) The Department of Public Safety shall notify any central
federal depository of criminal records by any means, including
secure electronic mail, electronic transmission, or facsimile trans-
mission, of the order with an explanation of the effect of the
order and a request that the depository, as appropriate, either:

(1) destroy or return to the court the records in possession
of the depository that are subject to the order, including
any information with respect to the order; or
(2) comply with Section 5(f ) pertaining to information
contained in records and files of a person entitled to ex-
punction under Article 55.01(d).

(c-2) The Department of Public Safety shall also provide, by
secure electronic mail, electronic transmission, or facsimile
transmission, notice of the order to any private entity that is
named in the order or that purchases criminal history record
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information from the department. The notice must include an
explanation of the effect of the order and a request that the en-
tity destroy any information in the possession of the entity that
is subject to the order. The department may charge to a private
entity that purchases criminal history record information from
the department a fee in an amount sufficient to recover costs
incurred by the department in providing notice under this
subsection to the entity.
(d) Any returned receipts received by the clerk from notices of
the hearing and copies of the order shall be maintained in the
file on the proceedings under this chapter.
Sec. 4. (a) If the state establishes that the person who is the
subject of an expunction order is still subject to conviction for
an offense arising out of the transaction for which the person
was arrested because the statute of limitations has not run and
there is reasonable cause to believe that the state may proceed
against the person for the offense, the court may provide in its
expunction order that the law enforcement agency and the
prosecuting attorney responsible for investigating the offense
may retain any records and files that are necessary to the in-
vestigation. 
(a-1) The court shall provide in its expunction order that the
applicable law enforcement agency and prosecuting attorney
may retain the arrest records and files of any person who be-
comes entitled to an expunction of those records and files
based on the expiration of a period described by Article
55.01(a)(2)(A)(i)(a), (b), or (c), but without the certification
of the prosecuting attorney as described by Article
55.01(a)(2)(A)(i)(d).
(a-2) In the case of a person who is the subject of an expunc-
tion order on the basis of an acquittal, the court may provide
in the expunction order that the law enforcement agency and
the prosecuting attorney retain records and files if:

(1) the records and files are necessary to conduct a subse-
quent investigation and prosecution of a person other than
the person who is the subject of the expunction order; or
(2) the state establishes that the records and files are neces-
sary for use in:

(A) another criminal case, including a prosecution, motion
to adjudicate or revoke community supervision, parole re-
vocation hearing, mandatory supervision revocation hear-
ing, punishment hearing, or bond hearing; or
(B) a civil case, including a civil suit or suit for posses-
sion of or access to a child.

(b) Unless the person who is the subject of the expunction
order is again arrested for or charged with an offense arising out
of the transaction for which the person was arrested or unless
the court provides for the retention of records and files under
Subsection (a-1) or (a-2), the provisions of Articles 55.03 and
55.04 apply to files and records retained under this section.
Sec. 5. (a) Except as provided by Subsections (f ) and (g), on
receipt of the order, each official or agency or other govern-
mental entity named in the order shall:

(1) return all records and files that are subject to the expunc-
tion order to the court or in cases other than those described
by Section 1a, if removal is impracticable, obliterate all por-
tions of the record or file that identify the person who is the
subject of the order and notify the court of its action; and
(2) delete from its public records all index references to the
records and files that are subject to the expunction order.

(b) Except in the case of a person who is the subject of an ex-
punction order on the basis of an acquittal or an expunction
order based on an entitlement under Article 55.01(d), the
court may give the person who is the subject of the order all
records and files returned to it pursuant to its order.
(c) Except in the case of a person who is the subject of an ex-
punction order based on an entitlement under Article
55.01(d) and except as provided by Subsection (g), if an order
of expunction is issued under this article, the court records
concerning expunction proceedings are not open for inspec-
tion by anyone except the person who is the subject of the
order unless the order permits retention of a record under Sec-
tion 4 of this article and the person is again arrested for or
charged with an offense arising out of the transaction for
which the person was arrested or unless the court provides for
the retention of records and files under Section 4(a) of this ar-
ticle. The clerk of the court issuing the order shall obliterate all
public references to the proceeding and maintain the files or
other records in an area not open to inspection.
(d) Except in the case of a person who is the subject of an ex-
punction order on the basis of an acquittal or an expunction
order based on an entitlement under Article 55.01(d) and ex-
cept as provided by Subsection (g), the clerk of the court shall
destroy all the files or other records maintained under Subsec-
tion (c) not earlier than the 60th day after the date the order
of expunction is issued or later than the first anniversary of
that date unless the records or files were released under Sub-
section (b).
(d-1) Not later than the 30th day before the date on which the
clerk destroys files or other records under Subsection (d), the
clerk shall provide notice by mail, electronic mail, or facsimile
transmission to the attorney representing the state in the ex-
punction proceeding. If the attorney representing the state in
the expunction proceeding objects to the destruction not later
than the 20th day after receiving notice under this subsection,
the clerk may not destroy the files or other records until the
first anniversary of the date the order of expunction is issued
or the first business day after that date.
(e) The clerk shall certify to the court the destruction of files
or other records under Subsection (d) of this section.
(f ) On receipt of an order granting expunction to a person en-
titled to expunction under Article 55.01(d), each official,
agency, or other governmental entity named in the order:

(1) shall:
(A) obliterate all portions of the record or file that iden-
tify the petitioner; and
(B) substitute for all obliterated portions of the record or
file any available information that identifies the person
arrested; and

(2) may not return the record or file or delete index refer-
ences to the record or file.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision in this section, an of-
ficial, agency, court, or other entity may retain receipts, in-
voices, vouchers, or similar records of financial transactions
that arose from the expunction proceeding or prosecution of
the underlying criminal cause in accordance with internal fi-
nancial control procedures. An official, agency, court, or other
entity that retains records under this subsection shall obliterate
all portions of the record or the file that identify the person
who is the subject of the expunction order.
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ART.  55.03.  EFFECT OF EXPUNCTION

When the order of expunction is final:
(1) the release, maintenance, dissemination, or use of the ex-
punged records and files for any purpose is prohibited;
(2) except as provided in Subdivision (3) of this article, the
person arrested may deny the occurrence of the arrest and the
existence of the expunction order; and
(3) the person arrested or any other person, when questioned
under oath in a criminal proceeding about an arrest for which
the records have been expunged, may state only that the mat-
ter in question has been expunged.

ART.  55.04.  VIOLATION OF EXPUNCTION

ORDER

Sec. 1. A person who acquires knowledge of an arrest while an
officer or employee of the state or of any agency or other en-
tity of the state or any political subdivision of the state and
who knows of an order expunging the records and files relat-
ing to that arrest commits an offense if he knowingly releases,
disseminates, or otherwise uses the records or files.
Sec. 2. A person who knowingly fails to return or to obliterate
identifying portions of a record or file ordered expunged under
this chapter commits an offense.
Sec. 3. An offense under this article is a Class B misdemeanor.

ART.  55.05.  NOTICE OF RIGHT TO

EXPUNCTION

On release or discharge of an arrested person, the person re-
sponsible for the release or discharge shall give him a written
explanation of his rights under this chapter and a copy of the
provisions of this chapter.

ART.  55.06.  LICENSE SUSPENSIONS AND

REVOCATIONS

Records relating to the suspension or revocation of a driver’s li-
cense, permit, or privilege to operate a motor vehicle may not be
expunged under this chapter except as provided in Section
524.015, Transportation Code, or Section 724.048 of that code.

CHAPTER 56.  RIGHTS OF CRIME
VICTIMS

Subchapter A. Crime Victims’ Rights

ART.  56.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Close relative of a deceased victim” means a person who
was the spouse of a deceased victim at the time of the victim’s
death or who is a parent or adult brother, sister, or child of the
deceased victim.
(2) “Guardian of a victim” means a person who is the legal
guardian of the victim, whether or not the legal relationship be-
tween the guardian and victim exists because of the age of the
victim or the physical or mental incompetency of the victim.
(2-a) “Sexual assault” means an offense under Section 21.02,
21.11(a)(1), 22.011, or 22.021, Penal Code.
(3) “Victim” means a person who is the victim of the offense
of sexual assault, kidnapping, aggravated robbery, trafficking
of persons, or injury to a child, elderly individual, or disabled
individual or who has suffered personal injury or death as a re-
sult of the criminal conduct of another.

ART.  56.02.  CRIME VICTIMS’  RIGHTS

(a) A victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de-
ceased victim is entitled to the following rights within the
criminal justice system:

(1) the right to receive from law enforcement agencies ade-
quate protection from harm and threats of harm arising
from cooperation with prosecution efforts;
(2) the right to have the magistrate take the safety of the
victim or his family into consideration as an element in fix-
ing the amount of bail for the accused;
(3) the right, if requested, to be informed:

(A) by the attorney representing the state of relevant
court proceedings, including appellate proceedings, and
to be informed if those proceedings have been canceled
or rescheduled prior to the event; and
(B) by an appellate court of decisions of the court, after
the decisions are entered but before the decisions are
made public;

(4) the right to be informed, when requested, by a peace of-
ficer concerning the defendant’s right to bail and the pro-
cedures in criminal investigations and by the district
attorney’s office concerning the general procedures in the
criminal justice system, including general procedures in
guilty plea negotiations and arrangements, restitution, and
the appeals and parole process;
(5) the right to provide pertinent information to a proba-
tion department conducting a presentencing investigation
concerning the impact of the offense on the victim and his
family by testimony, written statement, or any other man-
ner prior to any sentencing of the offender;
(6) the right to receive information regarding compensation
to victims of crime as provided by Subchapter B, including
information related to the costs that may be compensated
under that subchapter and the amount of compensation, el-
igibility for compensation, and procedures for application
for compensation under that subchapter, the payment for a
medical examination under Article 56.06 for a victim of a
sexual assault, and when requested, to referral to available
social service agencies that may offer additional assistance;
(7) the right to be informed, upon request, of parole proce-
dures, to participate in the parole process, to be notified, if
requested, of parole proceedings concerning a defendant in
the victim’s case, to provide to the Board of Pardons and
Paroles for inclusion in the defendant’s file information to
be considered by the board prior to the parole of any de-
fendant convicted of any crime subject to this subchapter,
and to be notified, if requested, of the defendant’s release;
(8) the right to be provided with a waiting area, separate or
secure from other witnesses, including the offender and rel-
atives of the offender, before testifying in any proceeding
concerning the offender; if a separate waiting area is not
available, other safeguards should be taken to minimize the
victim’s contact with the offender and the offender’s rela-
tives and witnesses, before and during court proceedings;
(9) the right to prompt return of any property of the victim
that is held by a law enforcement agency or the attorney for
the state as evidence when the property is no longer re-
quired for that purpose;
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(10) the right to have the attorney for the state notify the
employer of the victim, if requested, of the necessity of the
victim’s cooperation and testimony in a proceeding that
may necessitate the absence of the victim from work for
good cause;
(11) the right to request victim-offender mediation coordi-
nated by the victim services division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice; 
(12) the right to be informed of the uses of a victim impact
statement and the statement’s purpose in the criminal jus-
tice system, to complete the victim impact statement, and
to have the victim impact statement considered:

(A) by the attorney representing the state and the judge
before sentencing or before a plea bargain agreement is
accepted; and
(B) by the Board of Pardons and Paroles before an in-
mate is released on parole;

(13) for a victim of an assault or sexual assault who is
younger than 17 years of age or whose case involves family
violence, as defined by Section 71.004, Family Code, the
right to have the court consider the impact on the victim of
a continuance requested by the defendant; if requested by
the attorney representing the state or by counsel for the de-
fendant, the court shall state on the record the reason for
granting or denying the continuance; and
(14) [(16)] if the offense is a capital felony, the right to:

(A) receive by mail from the court a written explanation
of defense-initiated victim outreach if the court has au-
thorized expenditures for a defense-initiated victim out-
reach specialist;
(B) not be contacted by the victim outreach specialist un-
less the victim, guardian, or relative has consented to the
contact by providing a written notice to the court; and
(C) designate a victim service provider to receive all
communications from a victim outreach specialist acting
on behalf of any person.

(b) A victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de-
ceased victim is entitled to the right to be present at all public
court proceedings related to the offense, subject to the ap-
proval of the judge in the case. 
(c) The office of the attorney representing the state, and the
sheriff, police, and other law enforcement agencies shall ensure
to the extent practicable that a victim, guardian of a victim, or
close relative of a deceased victim is afforded the rights granted
by this article and Article 56.021 and, on request, an explana-
tion of those rights.
(d) A judge, attorney for the state, peace officer, or law en-
forcement agency is not liable for a failure or inability to pro-
vide a right enumerated in this article or Article 56.021. The
failure or inability of any person to provide a right or service
enumerated in this article or Article 56.021 may not be used
by a defendant in a criminal case as a ground for appeal, a
ground to set aside the conviction or sentence, or a ground in
a habeas corpus petition. A victim, guardian of a victim, or
close relative of a deceased victim does not have standing to
participate as a party in a criminal proceeding or to contest the
disposition of any charge.

Renumbering of former (a)(16) and reenactment of (c) (as previ-
ously amended by ch. 651 (HB 899) & 1345 (SB 1192), Acts of
the 83rd Legislature, R.S., 2013) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB
1296, §§4.002 & 4.003).

ART.  56.021.  RIGHTS OF VICTIM OF SEXUAL

ASSAULT OR ABUSE,  STALKING,  OR TRAFFICKING

(a) In addition to the rights enumerated in Article 56.02, if the
offense is a sexual assault, the victim, guardian of a victim, or
close relative of a deceased victim is entitled to the following
rights within the criminal justice system:

(1) if requested, the right to a disclosure of information re-
garding any evidence that was collected during the investi-
gation of the offense, unless disclosing the information
would interfere with the investigation or prosecution of the
offense, in which event the victim, guardian, or relative
shall be informed of the estimated date on which that in-
formation is expected to be disclosed;
(2) if requested, the right to a disclosure of information re-
garding the status of any analysis being performed of any
evidence that was collected during the investigation of the
offense;
(3) if requested, the right to be notified:

(A) at the time a request is submitted to a crime labora-
tory to process and analyze any evidence that was col-
lected during the investigation of the offense;
(B) at the time of the submission of a request to com-
pare any biological evidence collected during the inves-
tigation of the offense with DNA profiles maintained in
a state or federal DNA database; and
(C) of the results of the comparison described by Para-
graph (B), unless disclosing the results would interfere
with the investigation or prosecution of the offense, in
which event the victim, guardian, or relative shall be in-
formed of the estimated date on which those results are
expected to be disclosed;

(4) if requested, the right to counseling regarding acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and human immun-
odeficiency virus (HIV) infection;
(5) for the victim of the offense, testing for acquired im-
mune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV) infection, antibodies to HIV, or
infection with any other probable causative agent of AIDS;
and
(6) to the extent provided by Articles 56.06 and 56.065, for
the victim of the offense, the right to a forensic medical ex-
amination if, within 96 hours of the offense, the offense is
reported to a law enforcement agency or a forensic medical
examination is otherwise conducted at a health care facility.

(b) A victim, guardian, or relative who requests to be notified
under Subsection (a)(3) must provide a current address and
phone number to the attorney representing the state and the
law enforcement agency that is investigating the offense. The
victim, guardian, or relative must inform the attorney repre-
senting the state and the law enforcement agency of any
change in the address or phone number.
(c) A victim, guardian, or relative may designate a person, in-
cluding an entity that provides services to victims of sexual as-
sault, to receive any notice requested under Subsection (a)(3).
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(d) This subsection applies only to a victim of an offense under
Section 20A.02, 20A.03, 21.02, 21.11, 22.011, 22.021,
42.072, or 43.05, Penal Code. In addition to the rights enu-
merated in Article 56.02 and, if applicable, Subsection (a) of
this article, a victim described by this subsection or a parent or
guardian of the victim is entitled to the following rights within
the criminal justice system:

(1) the right to request that the attorney representing the
state, subject to the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct, file an application for a protective order under
Article 7A.01 on behalf of the victim;
(2) the right to be informed:

(A) that the victim or the victim’s parent or guardian, as
applicable, may file an application for a protective order
under Article 7A.01;
(B) of the court in which the application for a protective
order may be filed; and
(C) that, on request of the victim or of the victim’s par-
ent or guardian, as applicable, and subject to the Texas
Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct, the attorney
representing the state may file the application for a pro-
tective order;

(3) if the victim or the victim’s parent or guardian, as ap-
plicable, is present when the defendant is convicted or
placed on deferred adjudication community supervision, the
right to be given by the court the information described by
Subdivision (2) and, if the court has jurisdiction over appli-
cations for protective orders that are filed under Article
7A.01, the right to file an application for a protective order
immediately following the defendant’s conviction or place-
ment on deferred adjudication community supervision; and
(4) if the victim or the victim’s parent or guardian, as ap-
plicable, is not present when the defendant is convicted or
placed on deferred adjudication community supervision,
the right to be given by the attorney representing the state
the information described by Subdivision (2).

Amendments to title and addition of (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(HB 1447, §§2 & 3 and SB 630, §§2 & 3). See effective note
following Art. 7A.01.

ART.  56.03.  VICTIM IMPACT STATEMENT

(a) The Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse, with the participa-
tion of the community justice assistance division of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice and the Board of Pardons and
Paroles, shall develop a form to be used by law enforcement
agencies, prosecutors, and other participants in the criminal
justice system to record the impact of an offense on a victim of
the offense, guardian of a victim, or a close relative of a deceased
victim and to provide the agencies, prosecutors, and partici-
pants with information needed to contact the victim, guardian,
or relative if needed at any stage of a prosecution of a person
charged with the offense. The Texas Crime Victim Clearing-
house, with the participation of the community justice assis-
tance division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and
the Board of Pardons and Paroles, shall also develop a victims’
information booklet that provides a general explanation of the
criminal justice system to victims of an offense, guardians of
victims, and relatives of deceased victims.
(b) The victim impact statement must be in a form designed

to inform a victim, guardian of a victim, or a close relative of
a deceased victim with a clear statement of rights provided by
Articles 56.02 and 56.021 and to collect the following infor-
mation:

(1) the name of the victim of the offense or, if the victim
has a legal guardian or is deceased, the name of a guardian
or close relative of the victim;
(2) the address and telephone number of the victim, guardian,
or relative through which the victim, guardian of a victim, or
a close relative of a deceased victim, may be contacted;
(3) a statement of economic loss suffered by the victim,
guardian, or relative as a result of the offense;
(4) a statement of any physical or psychological injury suf-
fered by the victim, guardian, or relative as a result of the
offense, as described by the victim, guardian, relative, or by
a physician or counselor;
(5) a statement of any psychological services requested as a
result of the offense;
(6) a statement of any change in the victim’s, guardian’s, or
relative’s personal welfare or familial relationship as a result
of the offense;
(7) a statement as to whether or not the victim, guardian,
or relative wishes to be notified in the future of any parole
hearing for the defendant and an explanation as to the pro-
cedures by which the victim, guardian, or relative may ob-
tain information concerning the release of the defendant
from the Texas Department of Criminal Justice; and
(8) any other information, other than facts related to the
commission of the offense, related to the impact of the of-
fense on the victim, guardian, or relative.

(c) The victim assistance coordinator, designated in Article
56.04(a) of this code, shall send to a victim, guardian of a vic-
tim, or close relative of a deceased victim a victim impact state-
ment, a victims’ information booklet, and an application for
compensation under Subchapter B, Chapter 56, along with an
offer to assist in completing those forms on request. The vic-
tim assistance coordinator, on request, shall explain the possi-
ble use and consideration of the victim impact statement at
sentencing and future parole hearing of the offender.
(d) If a victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de-
ceased victim states on the victim impact statement that he
wishes to be notified of parole proceedings, the victim,
guardian, or relative is responsible for notifying the Board of
Pardons and Paroles of any change of address.
(e) Prior to the imposition of a sentence by the court in a crim-
inal case, the court shall, as applicable in the case, inquire as to
whether a victim impact statement has been returned to the at-
torney representing the state and, if a victim impact statement
has been returned to the attorney representing the state, con-
sider the information provided in the statement. Before sen-
tencing the defendant, the court shall permit the defendant or
the defendant’s counsel a reasonable time to read the statement,
excluding the victim’s name, address, and telephone number,
comment on the statement, and, with the approval of the court,
introduce testimony or other information alleging a factual in-
accuracy in the statement. If the court sentences the defendant
to a term of community supervision, the attorney representing
the state shall forward any victim’s impact statement received in
the case to the community supervision and corrections depart-
ment supervising the defendant.
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(f ) The court may not inspect a victim impact statement until
after a finding of guilt or until deferred adjudication is ordered
and the contents of the statement may not be disclosed to any
person unless:

(1) the defendant pleads guilty or nolo contendere or is
convicted of the offense; or
(2) the defendant in writing authorizes the court to inspect
the statement.

(g) A victim impact statement is subject to discovery under Ar-
ticle 39.14 of this code before the testimony of the victim is
taken only if the court determines that the statement contains
exculpatory material.
(h) Not later than December 1 of each odd-numbered year, the
Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse, with the participation of
the community justice assistance division of the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice and the Board of Pardons and Paroles,
shall update the victim impact statement form and any other
information provided by the commission to victims, guardians
of victims, and relatives of deceased victims, if necessary, to re-
flect changes in law relating to criminal justice and the rights of
victims and guardians and relatives of victims.
(i) In addition to the information described by Subsections
(b)(1)-(8), the victim impact statement must be in a form de-
signed to collect information on whether, if the victim is a
child, there is an existing court order granting to the defendant
possession of or access to the victim. If information collected
under this subsection indicates the defendant is granted access
or possession under court order and the defendant is subse-
quently confined by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
as a result of the commission of the offense, the victim services
office of the department shall contact the court issuing the
order before the defendant is released from the department on
parole or mandatory supervision.

ART.  56.04.  VICTIM ASSISTANCE

COORDINATOR;  CRIME VICTIM LIAISON

(a) The district attorney, criminal district attorney, or county
attorney who prosecutes criminal cases shall designate a person
to serve as victim assistance coordinator in that jurisdiction.
(b) The duty of the victim assistance coordinator is to ensure
that a victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de-
ceased victim is afforded the rights granted victims, guardians,
and relatives by Articles 56.02 and 56.021. The victim assis-
tance coordinator shall work closely with appropriate law en-
forcement agencies, prosecuting attorneys, the Board of
Pardons and Paroles, and the judiciary in carrying out that duty.
(c) Each local law enforcement agency shall designate one per-
son to serve as the agency’s crime victim liaison. Each agency
shall consult with the victim assistance coordinator in the of-
fice of the attorney representing the state to determine the
most effective manner in which the crime victim liaison can
perform the duties imposed on the crime victim liaison under
this article.
(d) The duty of the crime victim liaison is to ensure that a vic-
tim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a deceased victim
is afforded the rights granted victims, guardians, or close rela-
tives of deceased victims by Subdivisions (4), (6), and (9) of
Article 56.02(a) of this code.
(d-1) The victim services division of the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice, in consultation with the Board of Pardons

and Paroles, law enforcement agencies, prosecutors’ offices,
and other participants in the criminal justice system, shall de-
velop recommendations to ensure that completed victim im-
pact statements are submitted to the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice as provided by this chapter.
(e) On inquiry by the court, the attorney representing the state
shall make available a copy of a victim impact statement for
consideration by the court sentencing the defendant. If the
court sentences the defendant to imprisonment in the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice, the court shall attach the copy
of the victim impact statement to the commitment papers.
(f ) The commissioners court may approve a program in which
the crime victim liaison or victim assistance coordinator may
offer not more than 10 hours of posttrial psychological coun-
seling for a person who serves as a juror or an alternate juror in
a criminal trial involving graphic evidence or testimony and
who requests the posttrial psychological counseling not later
than the 180th day after the date on which the jury in the trial
is dismissed. The crime victim liaison or victim assistance co-
ordinator may provide the counseling using a provider that as-
sists local criminal justice agencies in providing similar services
to victims.

ART.  56.045.  PRESENCE OF ADVOCATE OR

REPRESENTATIVE DURING FORENSIC MEDICAL

EXAMINATION

(a) Before conducting a forensic medical examination of a per-
son who consents to such an examination for the collection of
evidence for an alleged sexual assault, the physician or other
medical services personnel conducting the examination shall
offer the person the opportunity to have an advocate from a
sexual assault program as defined by Section 420.003, Gov-
ernment Code, who has completed a sexual assault training
program described by Section 420.011(b), Government Code,
present with the person during the examination, if the advo-
cate is available at the time of the examination.
(b) The advocate may only provide the injured person with:

(1) counseling and other support services; and
(2) information regarding the rights of crime victims under
Articles 56.02 and 56.021.

(c) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), the advocate and the sex-
ual assault program providing the advocate may not delay or
otherwise impede the screening or stabilization of an emer-
gency medical condition.
(d) The sexual assault program providing the advocate shall
pay all costs associated with providing the advocate.
(e) Any individual or entity, including a health care facility,
that provides an advocate with access to a person consenting to
an examination under Subsection (a) is not subject to civil or
criminal liability for providing that access. In this subsection,
“health care facility” includes a hospital licensed under Chap-
ter 241, Health and Safety Code.
(f ) If a person alleging to have sustained injuries as the victim
of a sexual assault was confined in a penal institution, as de-
fined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, at the time of the alleged
assault, the penal institution shall provide, at the person’s re-
quest, a representative to be present with the person at any
forensic medical examination conducted for the purpose of
collecting and preserving evidence related to the investigation
or prosecution of the alleged assault. The representative may
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only provide the injured person with counseling and other
support services and with information regarding the rights of
crime victims under Articles 56.02 and 56.021 and may not
delay or otherwise impede the screening or stabilization of an
emergency medical condition. The representative must be ap-
proved by the penal institution and must be a:

(1) psychologist;
(2) sociologist;
(3) chaplain;
(4) social worker;
(5) case manager; or
(6) volunteer who has completed a sexual assault training
program described by Section 420.011(b), Government
Code.

ART.  56.05.  REPORTS REQUIRED

(a) The Board of Pardons and Paroles, the community justice as-
sistance division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice,
and the Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse, designated as the
planning body for the purposes of this article, shall develop a sur-
vey plan to maintain statistics on the numbers and types of per-
sons to whom state and local agencies provide victim impact
statements during each year.
(b) At intervals specified in the plan, the planning body may re-
quire any state or local agency to submit, in a form prescribed
for the reporting of the information, statistical data on the num-
bers and types of persons to whom the agency provides victim
impact statements and any other information required by the
planning body. The form must be designed to protect the pri-
vacy of persons afforded rights under this chapter and to deter-
mine whether the selected agency or office is making a good
faith effort to protect the rights of the persons served.
(c) The Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse shall develop crime
victim assistance standards and distribute those standards to
law enforcement officers and attorneys representing the state
to aid those officers and prosecutors in performing duties im-
posed by this chapter.

ART.  56.06.  FORENSIC MEDICAL EXAMINATION

FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM WHO HAS

REPORTED ASSAULT;  COSTS

(a) If a sexual assault is reported to a law enforcement agency
within 96 hours of the assault, the law enforcement agency,
with the consent of the victim, a person authorized to act on
behalf of the victim, or an employee of the Department of
Family and Protective Services, shall request a forensic medical
examination of the victim of the alleged assault for use in the
investigation or prosecution of the offense. A law enforcement
agency may decline to request a forensic medical examination
under this subsection only if the person reporting the sexual
assault has made one or more false reports of sexual assault to
any law enforcement agency and if there is no other evidence
to corroborate the current allegations of sexual assault.
(b) If a sexual assault is not reported within the period de-
scribed by Subsection (a), on receiving the consent described
by that subsection the law enforcement agency may request a
forensic medical examination of a victim of an alleged sexual
assault as considered appropriate by the agency.
(c) A law enforcement agency that requests a forensicmedical
examination of a victim of an alleged sexual assault for use in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense shall pay all

costs of the examination. On application to the attorney gen-
eral, the law enforcement agency is entitled to be reimbursed
for the reasonable costs of that examination if the examination
was performed by a physician or by a sexual assault examiner
or sexual assault nurse examiner, as defined by Section
420.003, Government Code. 
(d) A law enforcement agency or prosecuting attorney’s office
may pay all costs related to the testimony of a licensed health care
professional in a criminal proceeding regarding the results of the
forensic medical examination or manner in which it was per-
formed.
(e) This article does not require a law enforcement agency to
pay any costs of treatment for injuries.
(f ) The attorney general may make a payment to or on behalf
of an individual for the reasonable costs incurred for medical
care provided in accordance with Section 323.004, Health and
Safety Code.

Amendments to heading and (a)–(d) and addition of (f) effective
Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1446, §§1 & 2). Section 8 of HB 1446 pro-
vides: “The change in law made by this Act relating to reim-
bursement of certain medical costs applies only to payments
made for medical care provided on or after the effective date of
this Act. Payments made for medical care provided before the ef-
fective date of this Act are governed by the law in effect on the
date the care was provided, and the former law is continued in
effect for that purpose.”

ART.  56.065.  MEDICAL EXAMINATION FOR

SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM WHO HAS NOT

REPORTED ASSAULT;  COSTS

(a) In this article:
(1) “Crime laboratory” has the meaning assigned by Article
38.35.
(2) “Department” means the Department of Public Safety.
(3) “Sexual assault examiner” and “sexual assault nurse ex-
aminer” have the meanings assigned by Section 420.003,
Government Code.

(b) This article applies to the following health care facilities
that provide diagnosis or treatment services to victims of sex-
ual assault:

(1) a general or special hospital licensed under Chapter
241, Health and Safety Code;
(2) a general or special hospital owned by this state;
(3) an outpatient clinic; and
(4) a private physician’s office.

(c) In accordance with Subchapter B, Chapter 420, Govern-
ment Code, and except as provided by Subsection (e), a health
care facility shall conduct a forensic medical examination of
the victim of an alleged sexual assault if:

(1) the victim arrives at the facility within 96 hours after the
assault occurred;
(2) the victim consents to the examination; and
(3) at the time of the examination the victim has not re-
ported the assault to a law enforcement agency.

(d) The department shall pay the appropriate fees, as set by attor-
ney general rule, for the forensic portion of the medical examina-
tion and for the evidence collection kit if a physician, sexual
assault examiner, or sexual assault nurse examiner conducts the
forensic portion of the examination within 96 hours after the al-
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leged sexual assault occurred. The attorney general shall reim-
burse the department for fees paid under this subsection.
(e) If a health care facility does not provide diagnosis or treat-
ment services to victims of sexual assault, the facility shall refer
a victim seeking a forensic medical examination under Subsec-
tion (c) to a health care facility that provides services to those
victims.
(f ) The department, consistent with Chapter 420, Govern-
ment Code, may develop procedures regarding the submission
or collection of additional evidence of the alleged sexual assault
other than through an examination as described by this article.
(g) The department, consistent with Chapter 420, Govern-
ment Code, shall develop procedures for the transfer and
preservation of evidence collected under this article to a crime
laboratory or other suitable location designated by the public
safety director of the department. The receiving entity shall
preserve the evidence until the earlier of:

(1) the second anniversary of the date the evidence was col-
lected; or
(2) the date on which written consent to release the evi-
dence is obtained as provided by Section 420.0735, Gov-
ernment Code.

(h) The victim may not be required to:
(1) participate in the investigation or prosecution of an of-
fense as a condition of receiving a forensic medical exami-
nation under this article; or
(2) pay for the forensic portion of the medical examination
or for the evidence collection kit.

(i) The attorney general and the department each shall adopt
rules as necessary to implement this article.
(j) A communication or record that contains identifying infor-
mation regarding a person who receives a forensic medical ex-
amination under this article and that is created by, provided to,
or in the control or possession of the department is confiden-
tial for purposes of Section 552.101, Government Code. In
this subsection, “identifying information” includes:

(1) information revealing the identity, personal history, or
background of the person; or
(2) information concerning the victimization of the person.

(k) The attorney general may make a payment to or on behalf
of an individual for the reasonable costs incurred for medical
care provided in accordance with Section 323.004, Health and
Safety Code.

Addition of (k) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1446, §2). See ef-
fective note following Art. 56.06.

ART.  56.07.  NOTIFICATION

(a) At the initial contact or at the earliest possible time after the
initial contact between the victim of a reported crime and the
law enforcement agency having the responsibility for investi-
gating that crime, that agency shall provide the victim a writ-
ten notice containing:

(1) information about the availability of emergency and
medical services, if applicable;
(2) notice that the victim has the right to receive informa-
tion regarding compensation to victims of crime as pro-
vided by Subchapter B, Chapter 56, including information
about:

(A) the costs that may be compensated under that Act
and the amount of compensation, eligibility for com-

pensation, and procedures for application for compensa-
tion under that Act;
(B) the payment for a medical examination for a victim
of a sexual assault under Article 56.06 of this code; and
(C) referral to available social service agencies that may
offer additional assistance;

(3) the name, address, and phone number of the law en-
forcement agency’s victim assistance liaison;
(4) the address, phone number, and name of the crime vic-
tim assistance coordinator of the office of the attorney rep-
resenting the state;
(5) the following statement:

“You may call the law enforcement agency’s telephone
number for the status of the case and information about
victims’ rights”; and

(6) the rights of crime victims under Articles 56.02 and
56.021.

(b) At the same time a law enforcement agency provides notice
under Subsection (a), the agency shall provide, if the agency
possesses the relevant information, a referral to a sexual assault
program as defined by Section 420.003, Government Code,
and a written description of the services provided by that pro-
gram. A sexual assault program may provide a written descrip-
tion of its services to a law enforcement agency.

ART.  56.08.  NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS BY

ATTORNEY REPRESENTING THE STATE

(a) Not later than the 10th day after the date that an indict-
ment or information is returned against a defendant for an of-
fense, the attorney representing the state shall give to each
victim of the offense a written notice containing:

(1) a brief general statement of each procedural stage in the
processing of a criminal case, including bail, plea bargain-
ing, parole restitution, and appeal;
(2) notification of the rights and procedures under this
chapter;
(3) suggested steps the victim may take if the victim is sub-
jected to threats or intimidation;
(4) notification of the right to receive information regard-
ing compensation to victims of crime as provided by Sub-
chapter B, including information about:

(A) the costs that may be compensated under Subchap-
ter B, eligibility for compensation, and procedures for
application for compensation under Subchapter B of
this chapter;
(B) the payment for a medical examination for a victim
of a sexual assault under Article 56.06; and
(C) referral to available social service agencies that may
offer additional assistance;

(5) the name, address, and phone number of the local vic-
tim assistance coordinator;
(6) the case number and assigned court for the case;
(7) the right to file a victim impact statement with the of-
fice of the attorney representing the state and the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice; and
(8) notification of the right of a victim, guardian of a vic-
tim, or close relative of a deceased victim, as defined by Sec-
tion 508.117, Government Code, to appear in person
before a member of the Board of Pardons and Paroles as
provided by Section 508.153, Government Code.
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(b) If requested by the victim, the attorney representing the
state, as far as reasonably practical, shall give to the victim no-
tice of any scheduled court proceedings, changes in that sched-
ule, and the filing of a request for continuance of a trial setting.
(b-1) The attorney representing the state, as far as reasonably
practical, shall give to the victim, guardian of a victim, or close
relative of a deceased victim notice of the existence and terms
of any plea bargain agreement to be presented to the court.
(c) A victim who receives a notice under Subsection (a) and
who chooses to receive other notice under law about the same
case must keep the following persons informed of the victim’s
current address and phone number:

(1) the attorney representing the state; and
(2) the Texas Department of Criminal Justice if after sen-
tencing the defendant is confined in the department.

(d) An attorney representing the state who receives informa-
tion concerning a victim’s current address and phone number
shall immediately provide that information to the community
supervision and corrections department supervising the defen-
dant, if the defendant is placed on community supervision.
(e) The brief general statement describing the plea bargaining
stage in a criminal trial required by Subsection (a)(1) shall in-
clude a statement that:

(1) the victim impact statement provided by the victim,
guardian of a victim, or close relative of a deceased victim
will be considered by the attorney representing the state in
entering into the plea bargain agreement; and
(2) the judge before accepting the plea bargain agreement is
required under Article 26.13(e) to ask:

(A) whether a victim impact statement has been re-
turned to the attorney; 
(B) if a victim impact statement has been returned, for a
copy of the statement; and
(C) whether the attorney representing the state has given
the victim, guardian of a victim, or close relative of a de-
ceased victim notice of the existence and terms of the
plea bargain agreement.

ART.  56.09.  VICTIM’S RIGHT TO PRIVACY

As far as reasonably practical, the address of the victim may not
be a part of the court file except as necessary to identify the
place of the crime. The phone number of the victim may not
be a part of the court file.

ART.  56.10.  VICTIM’S DISCOVERY ATTENDANCE

Unless absolutely necessary, victims or witnesses who are not
incarcerated may not be required to attend depositions in a
correctional facility.

ART.  56.11.  NOTIFICATION TO VICTIM OR

WITNESS OF RELEASE OR ESCAPE OF

DEFENDANT

(a) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice or the sheriff,
whichever has custody of the defendant in the case of a felony,
or the sheriff in the case of a misdemeanor, shall notify the vic-
tim of the offense or a witness who testified against the defen-
dant at the trial for the offense, other than a witness who
testified in the course and scope of the witness’s official or pro-
fessional duties, whenever a defendant convicted of an offense
described by Subsection (c):

(1) completes the defendant’s sentence and is released; or

(2) escapes from a correctional facility.
(a-1) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice, in the case of
an inmate released on parole or to mandatory supervision fol-
lowing a term of imprisonment for an offense described by
Subsection (c), or a community supervision and corrections
department supervising a defendant, in the case of a defendant
convicted of an offense described by Subsection (c) and subse-
quently released on community supervision, shall notify a vic-
tim or witness described by Subsection (a) whenever the
inmate or defendant, if subject to electronic monitoring as a
condition of release, ceases to be electronically monitored.
(b) If the Texas Department of Criminal Justice is required by
Subsection (a) to give notice to a victim or witness, the de-
partment shall also give notice to local law enforcement offi-
cials in the county in which the victim or witness resides.
(c) This article applies to a defendant convicted of:

(1) an offense under Title 5, Penal Code, that is punishable
as a felony;
(2) an offense described by Section 508.187(a), Government
Code, other than an offense described by Subdivision (1); or 
(3) an offense involving family violence, stalking, or viola-
tion of a protective order or magistrate’s order.

(d) It is the responsibility of a victim or witness desiring noti-
fication of the defendant’s release to provide the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice, the sheriff, or the community
supervision and corrections department supervising the defen-
dant, as appropriate, with the e-mail address, mailing address,
and telephone number of the victim, witness, or other person
through whom the victim or witness may be contacted and to
notify the appropriate department or the sheriff of any change
of address or telephone number of the victim, witness, or other
person. Information obtained and maintained by the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice, a sheriff, or a community su-
pervision and corrections department under this subsection is
privileged and confidential.
(e) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice, the sheriff, or
the community supervision and corrections department super-
vising the defendant, as appropriate:

(1) shall make a reasonable attempt to give any notice re-
quired by Subsection (a) or (a-1):

(A) not later than the 30th day before the date the de-
fendant completes the sentence and is released or ceases
to be electronically monitored as a condition of release;
or
(B) immediately if the defendant escapes from the cor-
rectional facility; and

(2) may give any notice required by Subsection (a) or (a-1)
by e-mail, if possible.

(f ) An attempt by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice,
the sheriff, or the community supervision and corrections de-
partment supervising the defendant to give notice to a victim
or witness at the victim’s or witness’s last known mailing ad-
dress or, if notice via e-mail is possible, last known e-mail ad-
dress, as shown on the records of the appropriate department
or agency, constitutes a reasonable attempt to give notice
under this article.
(g) Not later than immediately following the conviction of a
defendant described by Subsection (c), the attorney who rep-
resented the state in the prosecution of the case shall notify in
writing a victim or witness described by Subsection (a) of the
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victim’s or witness’s right to receive notice under this article. 
(h) In this article:

(1) “Correctional facility” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 1.07, Penal Code.
(2) “Family violence” has the meaning assigned by Section
71.004, Family Code.

ART.  56.12.  NOTIFICATION OF ESCAPE OR

TRANSFER

(a) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall immedi-
ately notify the victim of an offense, the victim’s guardian, or
the victim’s close relative, if the victim is deceased, if the vic-
tim, victim’s guardian, or victim’s close relative has notified the
department as provided by Subsection (b), whenever the de-
fendant:

(1) escapes from a facility operated by the department for
the imprisonment of individuals convicted of felonies other
than state jail felonies; or
(2) is transferred from the custody of a facility operated by
the department for the imprisonment of individuals con-
victed of felonies other than state jail felonies to the custody
of a peace officer under a writ of attachment or a bench
warrant.

(a-1) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall immedi-
ately notify a witness who testified against a defendant at the
trial for the offense for which the defendant is incarcerated, the
witness’s guardian, or the witness’s close relative, if the witness
is deceased, if the witness, witness’s guardian, or witness’s close
relative has notified the department as provided by Subsection
(b), whenever the defendant:

(1) escapes from a facility operated by the department for
the imprisonment of individuals convicted of felonies other
than state jail felonies; or
(2) is transferred from the custody of a facility operated by the
department for the imprisonment of individuals convicted of
felonies other than state jail felonies to the custody of a peace
officer under a writ of attachment or a bench warrant.

(b) It is the responsibility of the victim, witness, guardian, or
close relative desiring notification of a defendant’s escape or
transfer from custody under a writ of attachment or bench
warrant to notify the Texas Department of Criminal Justice of
the desire for notification and any change of address. 
(c) In providing notice under Subsection (a)(2) or (a-1)(2), the
department shall include the name, address, and telephone num-
ber of the peace officer receiving the defendant into custody. On
returning the defendant to the custody of the department, the
victim services division of the department shall notify the victim,
witness, guardian, or close relative, as applicable, of that fact. 
(d) In this article, “witness’s close relative” means a person who
was the spouse of the deceased witness at the time of the wit-
ness’s death or who is a parent or adult brother, sister, or child of
the deceased witness.

ART.  56.13.  VICTIM-OFFENDER MEDIATION

The victim services division of the Texas Department of Crim-
inal Justice shall:

(1) train volunteers to act as mediators between victims,
guardians of victims, and close relatives of deceased victims
and offenders whose criminal conduct caused bodily injury
or death to victims; and

(2) provide mediation services through referral of a trained
volunteer, if requested by a victim, guardian of a victim, or
close relative of a deceased victim. 

ART.  56.14.  CLEARINGHOUSE ANNUAL

CONFERENCE

(a) The Texas Crime Victim Clearinghouse may conduct an
annual conference to provide to participants in the criminal
justice system training containing information on crime vic-
tims’ rights.
(b) The clearinghouse may charge fees to persons attending the
conference described by Subsection (a).

ART.  56.15.  COMPUTERIZED DATABASE;
DEFENDANT RELEASE INFORMATION

The Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall:
(1) create and maintain a computerized database containing
the release information and release date of a defendant de-
scribed by Article 56.11(c); and
(2) allow a victim or witness entitled to notice under Arti-
cle 56.11 or 56.12 to access via the Internet the computer-
ized database maintained under Subdivision (1).

Subchapter B. Crime Victims’ Compensation

ART.  56.31.  SHORT TITLE

This subchapter may be cited as the Crime Victims’ Compen-
sation Act.

ART.  56.311.  LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS AND

INTENT

The legislature recognizes that many innocent individuals suf-
fer personal injury or death as a result of criminal acts. Crime
victims and persons who intervene to prevent criminal acts
often suffer disabilities, incur financial burdens, or become de-
pendent on public assistance. The legislature finds that there is
a need for the compensation of victims of crime and those who
suffer personal injury or death in the prevention of crime or in
the apprehension of criminals. It is the legislature’s intent that
the compensation of innocent victims of violent crime encour-
age greater public cooperation in the successful apprehension
and prosecution of criminals.

ART.  56.32.  DEFINITIONS

(a) In this subchapter:
(1) “Child” means an individual younger than 18 years of
age who:

(A) is not married; or
(B) has not had the disabilities of minority removed for
general purposes under Chapter 31, Family Code.

(2) “Claimant” means, except as provided by Subsection
(b), any of the following individuals who is entitled to file
or has filed a claim for compensation under this subchap-
ter:

(A) an authorized individual acting on behalf of a vic-
tim;
(B) an individual who legally assumes the obligation or
who voluntarily pays medical or burial expenses of a vic-
tim incurred as a result of the criminally injurious con-
duct of another;
(C) a dependent of a victim who died as a result of crim-
inally injurious conduct;
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(D) an immediate family member or household member
of a victim who:

(i) requires psychiatric care or counseling as a result of
the criminally injurious conduct; or
(ii) as a result of the criminally injurious conduct, in-
curs with respect to a deceased victim expenses for
traveling to and attending the victim’s funeral or suf-
fers wage loss from bereavement leave taken in con-
nection with the death of that victim; or

(E) an authorized individual acting on behalf of an indi-
vidual who is described by Subdivision (C) or (D) and
who is a child.

(3) “Collateral source” means any of the following sources
of benefits or advantages for pecuniary loss that a claimant
or victim has received or that is readily available to the
claimant or victim from:

(A) the offender under an order of restitution to the
claimant or victim imposed by a court as a condition of
community supervision;
(B) the United States, a federal agency, a state or any of
its political subdivisions, or an instrumentality of two or
more states, unless the law providing for the benefits or
advantages makes them in excess of or secondary to ben-
efits under this subchapter;
(C) social security, Medicare, or Medicaid;
(D) another state’s or another country’s crime victims’
compensation program;
(E) workers’ compensation;
(F) an employer’s wage continuation program, not in-
cluding vacation and sick leave benefits;
(G) proceeds of an insurance contract payable to or on
behalf of the claimant or victim for loss that the
claimant or victim sustained because of the criminally
injurious conduct;
(H) a contract or self-funded program providing hospi-
tal and other health care services or benefits; or
(I) proceeds awarded to the claimant or victim as a result
of third-party litigation.

(4) “Criminally injurious conduct” means conduct that:
(A) occurs or is attempted;
(B) poses a substantial threat of personal injury or death;
(C) is punishable by fine, imprisonment, or death, or
would be punishable by fine, imprisonment, or death if
the person engaging in the conduct possessed capacity to
commit the conduct; and
(D) does not arise out of the ownership, maintenance, or
use of a motor vehicle, aircraft, or water vehicle, unless
the conduct is intended to cause personal injury or
death or the conduct is in violation of Section 545.157
or 545.401, Transportation Code, and results in bodily
injury or death, or is in violation of Section 550.021,
Transportation Code, or one or more of the following
sections of the Penal Code:

(i) Section 19.04 (manslaughter);
(ii) Section 19.05 (criminally negligent homicide);
(iii) Section 22.02 (aggravated assault);
(iv) Section 22.05 (deadly conduct);
(v) Section 49.04 (driving while intoxicated);
(vi) Section 49.05 (flying while intoxicated);
(vii) Section 49.06 (boating while intoxicated);

(viii) Section 49.07 (intoxication assault); or
(ix) Section 49.08 (intoxication manslaughter).

(5) “Dependent” means:
(A) a surviving spouse;
(B) a person who is a dependent, within the meaning of
the Internal Revenue Code, of a victim; and
(C) a posthumous child of a deceased victim.

(6) “Household member” means an individual who resided
in the same permanent household as the victim at the time
that the criminally injurious conduct occurred and who is
related by consanguinity or affinity to the victim.
(7) “Immediate family member” means an individual who
is related to a victim within the second degree by affinity or
consanguinity.
(8) “Intervenor” means an individual who goes to the aid of
another and is killed or injured in the good faith effort to
prevent criminally injurious conduct, to apprehend a per-
son reasonably suspected of having engaged in criminally
injurious conduct, or to aid a peace officer.
(9) “Pecuniary loss” means the amount of expense reason-
ably and necessarily incurred as a result of personal injury
or death for:

(A) medical, hospital, nursing, or psychiatric care or
counseling, or physical therapy;
(B) actual loss of past earnings and anticipated loss of fu-
ture earnings and necessary travel expenses because of:

(i) a disability resulting from the personal injury;
(ii) the receipt of medically indicated services related
to the disability resulting from the personal injury; or
(iii) participation in or attendance at investigative,
prosecutorial, or judicial processes related to the
criminally injurious conduct and participation in or
attendance at any postconviction or postadjudication
proceeding relating to criminally injurious conduct;

(C) care of a child or dependent;
(D) funeral and burial expenses, including, for an immedi-
ate family member or household member of the victim, the
necessary expenses of traveling to and attending the funeral;
(E) loss of support to a dependent, consistent with Arti-
cle 56.41(b)(5);
(F) reasonable and necessary costs of cleaning the crime
scene; 
(G) reasonable replacement costs for clothing, bedding,
or property of the victim seized as evidence or rendered
unusable as a result of the criminal investigation;
(H) reasonable and necessary costs for relocation and
housing rental assistance payments [,] as provided by Ar-
ticle 56.42(d)[, incurred by a victim of family violence
or a victim of sexual assault who is assaulted in the vic-
tim’s place of residence for relocation and housing rental
assistance payments];
(I) for an immediate family member or household mem-
ber of a deceased victim, bereavement leave of not more
than 10 work days; and
(J) reasonable and necessary costs of traveling to and
from a place of execution for the purpose of witnessing
the execution, including one night’s lodging near the
place at which the execution is conducted.

(10) “Personal injury” means physical or mental harm.
(11) “Victim” means, except as provided by Subsection (c):
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(A) an individual who:
(i) suffers personal injury or death as a result of crim-
inally injurious conduct or as a result of actions taken
by the individual as an intervenor, if the conduct or
actions occurred in this state; and
(ii) is a resident of this state, another state of the
United States, the District of Columbia, the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, or a possession or terri-
tory of the United States;

(B) an individual who:
(i) suffers personal injury or death as a result of crim-
inally injurious conduct or as a result of actions taken
by the individual as an intervenor, if the conduct or
actions occurred in a state or country that does not
have a crime victims’ compensation program that
meets the requirements of Section 1403(b), Crime
Victims Compensation Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C. Sec-
tion 10602(b));
(ii) is a resident of this state; and
(iii) would be entitled to compensation under this
subchapter if the criminally injurious conduct or ac-
tions had occurred in this state; or

(C) an individual who:
(i) suffers personal injury or death as a result of crim-
inally injurious conduct caused by an act of interna-
tional terrorism as defined by 18 U.S.C. Section
2331 committed outside of the United States; and
(ii) is a resident of this state.

(12) “Family violence” has the meaning assigned by Section
71.004(1), Family Code.
(13) “Victim-related services or assistance” means compen-
sation, services, or assistance provided directly to a victim
or claimant for the purpose of supporting or assisting the
recovery of the victim or claimant from the consequences of
criminally injurious conduct.
(14) “Trafficking of persons” means any offense that results
in a person engaging in forced labor or services, including
sexual conduct, and that may be prosecuted under Section
20A.02, 20A.03, 43.03, 43.04, 43.05, 43.25, 43.251, or
43.26, Penal Code.

(b) In this subchapter “claimant” does not include a service
provider.

Amendment to (a)(9)(H) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1446, §4).
Section 9 of HB 1446 provides: “The change in law made by this
Act relating to compensation for relocation and housing rental ex-
penses applies only to a victim of a criminal offense committed
or a violation that occurs on or after the effective date of this Act.
The victim of a criminal offense committed or a violation that oc-
curs before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law in
effect on the date the offense was committed or the violation oc-
curred, and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.
For purposes of this section, a criminal offense was committed or
a violation occurred before the effective date of this Act if any el-
ement of the offense or violation occurred before that date.”

Amendment to (a)(14) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 10, §2). Sec-
tion 16 of HB 10 provides: “The changes in law made by this Act
to Chapter 56, Code of Criminal Procedure, apply only to a crim-
inal offense committed or a violation that occurs on or after the
effective date of this Act. A criminal offense committed or a vio-

lation that occurs before the effective date of this Act is governed
by the law in effect on the date the offense was committed or the
violation occurred, and the former law is continued in effect for
that purpose. For purposes of this section, a criminal offense
was committed or a violation occurred before the effective date
of this Act if any element of the offense or violation occurred be-
fore that date.”

ART.  56.33.  ADMINISTRATION;  RULES

(a) The attorney general shall adopt rules consistent with this
subchapter governing its administration, including rules relating
to the method of filing claims and the proof of entitlement to
compensation and the review of health care services subject to
compensation under this chapter. Subchapters A and B, Chap-
ter 2001, Government Code, except Sections 2001.004(3) and
2001.005, apply to the attorney general.
(b) The attorney general may delegate a power, duty, or re-
sponsibility given to the attorney general under this subchap-
ter to a person in the attorney general’s office.

ART.  56.34.  COMPENSATION

(a) The attorney general shall award compensation for pecu-
niary loss arising from criminally injurious conduct if the at-
torney general is satisfied by a preponderance of the evidence
that the requirements of this subchapter are met.
(b) The attorney general, shall establish whether, as a direct re-
sult of criminally injurious conduct, a claimant or victim suf-
fered personal injury or death that resulted in a pecuniary loss
for which the claimant or victim is not compensated from a
collateral source.
(c) The attorney general shall award compensation for health
care services according to the medical fee guidelines prescribed
by Subtitle A, Title 5, Labor Code.
(d) The attorney general, a claimant, or a victim is not liable
for health care service charges in excess of the medical fee
guidelines. A health care provider shall accept compensation
from the attorney general as payment in full for the charges
unless an investigation of the charges by the attorney general
determines that there is a reasonable health care justification
for the deviation from the guidelines.
(e) A claimant or victim is not liable for the balance of service
charges left as a result of an adjustment of payment for the
charges under Article 56.58.
(f ) The compensation to victims of crime fund and the com-
pensation to victims of crime auxiliary fund are the payers of
last resort.

ART.  56.35.  TYPES OF ASSISTANCE

If the attorney general approves an application for compensation
under Article 56.41, the attorney general shall determine what
type of state assistance will best aid the claimant or victim. The
attorney general may do one or more of the following:
(1) authorize cash payment or payments to or on behalf of a
claimant or victim for pecuniary loss;
(2) refer a claimant or victim to a state agency for vocational
or other rehabilitative services; or
(3) provide counseling services for a claimant or victim or con-
tract with a private entity to provide counseling services.

ART.  56.36.  APPLICATION

(a) An applicant for compensation under this subchapter must
apply in writing on a form prescribed by the attorney general.
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(b) An application must be verified and must contain: 
(1) the date on which the criminally injurious conduct oc-
curred;
(2) a description of the nature and circumstances of the
criminally injurious conduct;
(3) a complete financial statement, including:

(A) the cost of medical care or burial expenses and the
loss of wages or support the claimant or victim has in-
curred or will incur; and
(B) the extent to which the claimant or victim has been
indemnified for those expenses from a collateral source;

(4) if appropriate, a statement indicating the extent of a dis-
ability resulting from the injury incurred;
(5) an authorization permitting the attorney general to ver-
ify the contents of the application; and
(6) other information the attorney general requires.

ART.  56.37.  TIME FOR FILING

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, a claimant or
victim must file an application not later than three years from
the date of the criminally injurious conduct.
(b) The attorney general may extend the time for filing for
good cause shown by the claimant or victim.
(c) If the victim is a child, the application must be filed within
three years from the date the claimant or victim is made aware
of the crime but not after the child is 21 years of age.
(d) If a claimant or victim presents medically documented ev-
idence of a physical or mental incapacity that was incurred by
the claimant or victim as a result of the criminally injurious
conduct and that reasonably prevented the claimant or victim
from filing the application within the limitations period under
Subsection (a), the period of the incapacity is not included.
(e) For a claim that is based on criminally injurious conduct in
violation of Chapter 19, Penal Code, the claimant must file an
application not later than three years after the date the identity
of the victim is established by a law enforcement agency.

ART.  56.38.  REVIEW;  VERIF ICATION

(a) The attorney general shall appoint a clerk to review each
application for compensation under Article 56.36 to ensure
the application is complete. If an application is not complete,
the clerk shall return it to the claimant or victim and give a
brief statement showing the additional information required.
Not later than the 30th day after receiving a returned applica-
tion, a claimant or victim may:

(1) supply the additional information; or
(2) appeal the action to the attorney general, who shall re-
view the application to determine whether it is complete.

(b) The attorney general may investigate an application. 
(c) Incident to the attorney general’s review, verification, and
hearing duties under this subchapter, the attorney general may:

(1) subpoena witnesses and administer oaths to determine
whether and the extent to which a claimant or victim qual-
ifies for an award; and
(2) order a claimant or victim to submit to a mental or
physical examination by a physician or psychologist or
order an autopsy of a deceased victim as provided by Arti-
cle 56.39, if the mental, physical, or emotional condition of
a claimant or victim is material to a claim.

(d) On request by the attorney general and not later than the
14th business day after the date of the request, a law enforce-

ment agency shall release to the attorney general all reports, in-
cluding witness statements and criminal history record infor-
mation, for the purpose of allowing the attorney general to
determine whether a claimant or victim qualifies for an award
and the extent of the qualification.

ART.  56.385.  REVIEW OF HEALTH CARE

SERVICES

(a) The attorney general may review the actual or proposed
health care services for which a claimant or victim seeks com-
pensation in an application filed under Article 56.36.
(b) The attorney general may not compensate a claimant or
victim for health care services that the attorney general deter-
mines are not medically necessary.
(c) The attorney general, a claimant, or a victim is not liable
for a charge that is not medically necessary.

ART.  56.39.  MENTAL OR PHYSICAL

EXAMINATION;  AUTOPSY

(a) An order for a mental or physical examination or an au-
topsy as provided by Article 56.38(c)(2) may be made for good
cause shown on notice to the individual to be examined and to
all persons who have appeared.
(b) An order shall:

(1) specify the time, place, manner, conditions, and scope
of the examination or autopsy;
(2) specify the person by whom the examination or autopsy
is to be made; and
(3) require the person making the examination or autopsy
to file with the attorney general a detailed written report of
the examination or autopsy.

(c) A report shall set out the findings of the person making the
examination or autopsy, including:

(1) the results of any tests made; and
(2) diagnoses, prognoses, and other conclusions and reports
of earlier examinations of the same conditions.

(d) On request of the individual examined, the attorney gen-
eral shall furnish the individual with a copy of the report. If the
victim is deceased, the attorney general on request shall furnish
the claimant with a copy of the report.
(e) A physician or psychologist making an examination or au-
topsy under this article shall be compensated from funds ap-
propriated for the administration of this subchapter.

ART.  56.40.  HEARINGS

(a) The attorney general shall determine whether a hearing on
an application for compensation under this subchapter is nec-
essary.
(b) If the attorney general determines that a hearing is not nec-
essary, the attorney general may approve the application in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Article 56.41.
(c) If the attorney general determines that a hearing is neces-
sary or if the claimant or victim requests a hearing, the attor-
ney general shall consider the application at a hearing at a time
and place of the attorney general’s choosing. The attorney gen-
eral shall notify all interested persons not less than 10 days be-
fore the date of the hearing.
(d) At the hearing the attorney general shall: 

(1) review the application for assistance and the report pre-
pared under Article 56.39 and any other evidence obtained
as a result of the attorney general’s investigation; and
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(2) receive other evidence that the attorney general finds
necessary or desirable to evaluate the application properly.

(e) The attorney general may appoint hearing officers to con-
duct hearings or prehearing conferences under this subchapter.
(f ) A hearing or prehearing conference is open to the public
unless in a particular case the hearing officer or attorney gen-
eral determines that the hearing or prehearing conference or a
part of it should be held in private because a criminal suspect
has not been apprehended or because it is in the interest of the
claimant or victim.
(g) The attorney general may suspend the proceedings pending
disposition of a criminal prosecution that has been com-
menced or is imminent, but may make an emergency award
under Article 56.50.
(h) Subchapters C through H, Chapter 2001, Government
Code, do not apply to the attorney general or the attorney gen-
eral’s orders and decisions.

ART.  56.41.  APPROVAL OF CLAIM

(a) The attorney general shall approve an application for com-
pensation under this subchapter if the attorney general finds
by a preponderance of the evidence that grounds for compen-
sation under this subchapter exist.
(b) The attorney general shall deny an application for com-
pensation under this subchapter if:

(1) the criminally injurious conduct is not reported as pro-
vided by Article 56.46;
(2) the application is not made in the manner provided by
Articles 56.36 and 56.37;
(3) the claimant or victim knowingly and willingly partici-
pated in the criminally injurious conduct;
(4) the claimant or victim is the offender or an accomplice
of the offender;
(5) an award of compensation to the claimant or victim
would benefit the offender or an accomplice of the of-
fender;
(6) the claimant or victim was incarcerated in a penal insti-
tution, as defined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, at the time
the offense was committed; or
(7) the claimant or victim knowingly or intentionally sub-
mits false or forged information to the attorney general.

(b-1) Subsection (b)(3) does not apply to a claimant or victim
who seeks compensation for criminally injurious conduct that is:

(1) in violation of Section 20A.02(a)(7), Penal Code; or
(2) trafficking of persons, other than an offense described
by Subdivision (1), if the criminally injurious conduct the
claimant or victim participated in was the result of force,
fraud, or coercion.

(c) Except as provided by rules adopted by the attorney general
to prevent the unjust enrichment of an offender, the attorney
general may not deny an award otherwise payable to a
claimant or victim because the claimant or victim:

(1) is an immediate family member of the offender; or
(2) resides in the same household as the offender.

Addition of (b-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 10, §3). See effec-
tive note following Art. 56.32.

ART.  56.42.  LIMITS ON COMPENSATION

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, awards payable

to a victim and all other claimants sustaining pecuniary loss
because of injury or death of that victim may not exceed
$50,000 in the aggregate.
(b) In addition to an award payable under Subsection (a), the
attorney general may award an additional $75,000 for extraor-
dinary pecuniary losses, if the personal injury to a victim is cat-
astrophic and results in a total and permanent disability to the
victim, for lost wages and reasonable and necessary costs of:

(1) making a home or automobile accessible; 
(2) obtaining job training and vocational rehabilitation;
(3) training in the use of special appliances;
(4) receiving home health care;
(5) durable medical equipment;
(6) rehabilitation technology; and
(7) long-term medical expenses incurred as a result of med-
ically indicated treatment for the personal injury.

(c) The attorney general may by rule establish limitations on
any other pecuniary loss compensated for under this subchap-
ter, including limitations on pecuniary loss incurred as a result
of a claimant’s travel to and attendance of a deceased victim’s
funeral.
(d) A victim who is a victim of stalking, family violence, or [a
victim of ] trafficking of persons, or a victim of sexual assault
who is assaulted in the victim’s place of residence, may receive
a onetime-only assistance payment in an amount not to ex-
ceed:

(1) $2,000 to be used for relocation expenses, including ex-
penses for rental deposit, utility connections, expenses re-
lating to the moving of belongings, motor vehicle mileage
expenses, and for out-of-state moves, transportation, lodg-
ing, and meals; and
(2) $1,800 to be used for housing rental expenses. 

(e) An immediate family member or household member of a
deceased victim may not receive more than $1,000 in lost
wages as a result of bereavement leave taken by the family or
household member.

Amendments to (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1446, §5). See
effective note following Art. 56.32.

ART.  56.43.  ATTORNEY FEES

(a) As part of an order, the attorney general shall determine
and award reasonable attorney’s fees, commensurate with legal
services rendered, to be paid by the state to the attorney repre-
senting the claimant or victim. Attorney fees shall not exceed
25 percent of the amount the attorney assisted the claimant or
victim in obtaining. Where there is no dispute of the attorney
general’s determination of the amount of the award due to the
claimant or victim and where no hearing is held, the attorney
fee shall be the lesser of either 25 percent of the amount the at-
torney assisted the claimant or victim in obtaining or $300.
(b) Attorney fees may be denied on a finding that the claim or
appeal is frivolous.
(c) An award of attorney fees is in addition to an award of
compensation.
(d) An attorney may not contract for or receive an amount
larger than that allowed under this article.
(e) Attorney fees may not be paid to an attorney of a claimant
or victim unless an award is made to the claimant or victim.
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ART.  56.44.  PAYMENTS

(a) The attorney general may provide for the payment of an
award in a lump sum or in installments. The attorney general
shall provide that the part of an award equal to the amount of
pecuniary loss accrued to the date of the award be paid in a
lump sum. Except as provided in Subsection (b), the attorney
general shall pay the part of an award for allowable expense that
accrues after the award is made in installments.
(b) At the request of the claimant or victim, the attorney gen-
eral may provide that an award for future pecuniary loss be
paid in a lump sum if the attorney general finds that:

(1) paying the award in a lump sum will promote the in-
terests of the claimant or victim; or
(2) the present value of all future pecuniary loss does not
exceed $1,000.

(c) The attorney general may not provide for an award for fu-
ture pecuniary loss payable in installments for a period for
which the attorney general cannot reasonably determine the
future pecuniary loss.
(d) The attorney general may make payments only to an indi-
vidual who is a claimant or a victim or to a provider on the in-
dividual’s behalf.

ART.  56.45.  DENIAL OR REDUCTION OF AWARD

(a) The attorney general may deny or reduce an award other-
wise payable:

(1) if the claimant or victim has not substantially cooper-
ated with an appropriate law enforcement agency;
(2) if the claimant or victim bears a share of the responsi-
bility for the act or omission giving rise to the claim because
of the claimant’s or victim’s behavior; 
(3) to the extent that pecuniary loss is recouped from a col-
lateral source; or
(4) if the claimant or victim was engaging in an activity that
at the time of the criminally injurious conduct was prohib-
ited by law or a rule made under law.

(b) Subsection (a)(4) does not apply to a claimant or victim who
seeks compensation for criminally injurious conduct that is:

(1) in violation of Section 20A.02(a)(7), Penal Code; or
(2) trafficking of persons, other than an offense described
by Subdivision (1), if the activity the claimant or victim en-
gaged in was the result of force, fraud, or coercion.

Addition of (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 10, §4). See effective
note following Art. 56.32.

ART.  56.46.  REPORTING OF CRIME

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, a claimant or
victim may not file an application unless the victim reports the
criminally injurious conduct to the appropriate state or local
public safety or law enforcement agency within a reasonable
period of time, but not so late as to interfere with or hamper
the investigation and prosecution of the crime after the crimi-
nally injurious conduct is committed.
(b) The attorney general may extend the time for reporting the
criminally injurious conduct if the attorney general determines
that the extension is justified by extraordinary circumstances.
(c) Subsection (a) does not apply if the victim is a child.

ART.  56.47.  RECONSIDERATION

(a) The attorney general, on the attorney general’s own motion

or on request of a claimant or victim, may reconsider:
(1) a decision to make or deny an award; or
(2) the amount of an award.

(b) At least annually, the attorney general shall reconsider each
award being paid in installments.
(c) An order on reconsideration may require a refund of an
award if:

(1) the award was obtained by fraud or mistake; or
(2) newly discovered evidence shows the claimant or victim
to be ineligible for the award under Article 56.41 or 56.45.

ART.  56.48.  JUDICIAL REVIEW

(a) Not later than the 40th day after the attorney general ren-
ders a final decision, a claimant or victim may file with the at-
torney general a notice of dissatisfaction with the decision. Not
later than the 40th day after the claimant or victim gives no-
tice, the claimant or victim shall bring suit in the district court
having jurisdiction in the county in which:

(1) the injury or death occurred; 
(2) the victim resided at the time the injury or death oc-
curred; or
(3) if the victim resided out of state at the time of the in-
jury or death, in the county where the injury or death oc-
curred or in a district court of Travis County.

(b) While judicial review of a decision by the attorney general
is pending, the attorney general:

(1) shall suspend payments to the claimant or victim; and
(2) may not reconsider the award.

(c) The court shall determine the issues by trial de novo. The
burden of proof is on the party who filed the notice of dissat-
isfaction.
(d) A court may award not more than 25 percent of the total
recovery by the claimant or victim for attorney fees in the
event of review.
(e) In computing a period under this article, if the last day is a
legal holiday or Sunday, the last day is not counted, and the
time is extended to include the next business day.

ART.  56.49.  EXEMPTION;  ASSIGNABIL ITY

(a) An award is not subject to execution, attachment, garnish-
ment, or other process, except that an award is not exempt
from a claim of a creditor to the extent that the creditor pro-
vided products, services, or accommodations, the costs of
which are included in the award.
(b) An assignment or agreement to assign a right to benefits for
loss accruing in the future is unenforceable except:

(1) an assignment of a right to benefits for loss of earnings
is enforceable to secure payment of alimony, maintenance,
or child support; and
(2) an assignment of a right to benefits is enforceable to the
extent that the benefits are for the cost of products, services,
or accommodations:

(A) made necessary by the injury or death on which the
claim is based; and
(B) provided or to be provided by the assignee.

ART.  56.50.  EMERGENCY AWARD

(a) The attorney general may make an emergency award if, be-
fore acting on an application for compensation under this sub-
chapter, it appears likely that:
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(1) a final award will be made; and
(2) the claimant or victim will suffer undue hardship if im-
mediate economic relief is not obtained.

(b) An emergency award may not exceed $1,500.
(c) The amount of an emergency award shall be:

(1) deducted from the final award; or
(2) repaid by and recoverable from the claimant or victim
to the extent the emergency award exceeds the final award.

ART.  56.51.  SUBROGATION

If compensation is awarded under this subchapter, the state is
subrogated to all the claimant’s or victim’s rights to receive or
recover benefits for pecuniary loss to the extent compensation
is awarded from a collateral source.

ART.  56.52.  NOTICE OF PRIVATE ACTION

(a) Before a claimant or victim may bring an action to recover
damages related to criminally injurious conduct for which
compensation under this subchapter is claimed or awarded,
the claimant or victim must give the attorney general written
notice of the proposed action. After receiving the notice, the
attorney general shall promptly:

(1) join in the action as a party plaintiff to recover benefits
awarded;
(2) require the claimant or victim to bring the action in the
claimant’s or victim’s name as a trustee on behalf of the state
to recover benefits awarded; or
(3) reserve the attorney general’s rights and do neither in
the proposed action.

(b) If the claimant or victim brings the action as trustee and re-
covers compensation awarded by the attorney general, the
claimant or victim may deduct from the benefits recovered on
behalf of the state the reasonable expenses of the suit, includ-
ing attorney fees, expended in pursuing the recovery for the
state. The claimant or victim must justify this deduction in
writing to the attorney general on a form provided by the at-
torney general.
(c) A claimant or victim shall not settle or resolve any such action
without written authorization to do so from the attorney general.
No third party or agents, insurers, or attorneys for third parties
shall participate in the settlement or resolution of such an action
if they actually know, or should know, that the claimant or vic-
tim has received moneys from the fund and is subject to the sub-
rogation provisions of this article. Any attempt by such third
party, or agents, insurers, or attorneys of third parties to settle an
action is void and shall result in no release from liability to the
fund for any rights subrogated pursuant to this article. All such
agents, insurers, and attorneys are personally liable to the fund for
any moneys paid to a claimant or victim in violation of this sub-
section, up to the full amount of the fund’s right to reimburse-
ment. A claimant, victim, third party, or any agents, attorneys, or
insurers of third parties who knowingly or intentionally fail to
comply with the requirements of this chapter commits a Class B
misdemeanor.
(d) A person adjudged guilty of a Class B misdemeanor shall
be punished by:

(1) a fine not to exceed $500;
(2) confinement in jail for a term not to exceed 180 days;
or
(3) both such fine and imprisonment.

ART.  56.53.  ANNUAL REPORT

Annually, the attorney general shall report to the governor and
the legislature on the attorney general’s activities, including a
statistical summary of claims and awards made and denied.
The reporting period is the state fiscal year. The attorney gen-
eral shall file the report not later than the 100th day after the
end of the fiscal year.

ART.  56.54.  FUNDS

(a) The compensation to victims of crime fund and the com-
pensation to victims of crime auxiliary fund are in the state
treasury.
(b) Except as provided by Subsections (h), (i), (j), and (k) and
Article 56.541, the compensation to victims of crime fund
may be used only by the attorney general for the payment of
compensation to claimants or victims under this subchapter.
For purposes of this subsection, compensation to claimants or
victims includes money allocated from the fund to the Crime
Victims’ Institute created by Section 96.65, Education Code,
for the operation of the institute and for other expenses in ad-
ministering this subchapter. The institute shall use money al-
located from the fund only for the purposes of Sections 96.65,
96.651, and 96.652, Education Code.
(c) Except as provided by Subsections (h), (i), and (l), the com-
pensation to victims of crime auxiliary fund may be used by
the attorney general only for the payment of compensation to
claimants or victims under this subchapter.
(d) The attorney general may not make compensation pay-
ments in excess of the amount of money available from the
combined funds.
(e) General revenues may not be used for payments under this
subchapter.
(f ) The office of the attorney general is authorized to accept
gifts, grants, and donations to be credited to the compensation
to victims of crime fund and compensation to victims of crime
auxiliary fund and shall file annually with the governor and the
presiding officer of each house of the legislature a complete
and detailed written report accounting for all gifts, grants, and
donations received and disbursed, used, or maintained by the
office for the attorney general that are credited to these funds.
(g) Money in the compensation to victims of crime fund or in
the compensation to victims of crime auxiliary fund may be
used only as provided by this subchapter and is not available
for any other purpose. Section 403.095, Government Code,
does not apply to the fund.
(h) An amount of money deposited to the credit of the com-
pensation to victims of crime fund not to exceed one-quarter of
the amount disbursed from that fund in the form of compensa-
tion payments during a fiscal year shall be carried forward into
the next succeeding fiscal year and applied toward the amount
listed in the next succeeding fiscal year’s method of financing.
(i) If the sums available in the compensation to victims of
crime fund are sufficient in a fiscal year to make all compensa-
tion payments, the attorney general may retain any portion of
the fund that was deposited during the fiscal year that was in
excess of compensation payments made during that fiscal year
as an emergency reserve for the next fiscal year. Such emer-
gency reserve may not exceed $10,000,000. The emergency re-
serve fund may be used only to make compensation awards in
claims and for providing emergency relief and assistance, in-
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cluding crisis intervention, emergency housing, travel, food, or
expenses and technical assistance expenses incurred in the im-
plementation of this subsection in incidents resulting from an
act of mass violence or from an act of international terrorism
as defined by 18 U.S.C. Section 2331, occurring in the state
or for Texas residents injured or killed in an act of terrorism
outside of the United States.
(j) The legislature may appropriate money in the compensa-
tion to victims of crime fund to administer the associate judge
program under Subchapter C, Chapter 201, Family Code. 
(k) The attorney general may use the compensation to victims
of crime fund to:

(1) reimburse a law enforcement agency for the reasonable
costs of a forensic medical examination that are incurred by
the agency under Article 56.06 or 56.065; and
(2) make a payment to or on behalf of an individual for the
reasonable costs incurred for medical care provided under
Article 56.06 or 56.065 in accordance with Section
323.004, Health and Safety Code.

(l) The attorney general may use the compensation to victims
of crime auxiliary fund to cover costs incurred by the attorney
general in administering the address confidentiality program
established under Subchapter C.
(m) Not later than September 15 of each year, the attorney gen-
eral, after consulting with the comptroller, shall certify the
amount of money remaining in the compensation to victims of
crime auxiliary fund at the end of the preceding state fiscal year.
If the amount remaining in the fund exceeds $5 million, as
soon as practicable after the date of certification, the attorney
general may transfer from that excess amount in the compensa-
tion to victims of crime auxiliary fund to the compensation to
victims of crime fund an amount that is not more than 50 per-
cent of the excess amount in the auxiliary fund, to be used only
for the purpose of making compensation payments during the
fiscal year in which the amount is transferred.

Amendments to (k) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1446, §6). See
effective note following Art. 56.32.

ART.  56.541.  APPROPRIATION OF EXCESS

MONEY FOR OTHER CRIME VICTIM ASSISTANCE

(a) Not later than December 15 of each even-numbered year,
the attorney general, after consulting with the comptroller,
shall prepare forecasts and certify estimates of:

(1) the amount of money that the attorney general antici-
pates will be received from deposits made to the credit of
the compensation to victims of crime fund during the next
state fiscal biennium, other than deposits of:

(A) gifts, grants, and donations; and
(B) money received from the United States;

(2) the amount of money from the fund that the attorney
general anticipates will be obligated during the next state
fiscal biennium to comply with this chapter; and
(3) the amount of money in the fund that the attorney gen-
eral anticipates will remain unexpended at the end of the
current state fiscal year and that is available for appropria-
tion in the next state fiscal biennium.

(b) At the time the attorney general certifies the estimates
made under Subsection (a), the attorney general shall also cer-
tify for the next state fiscal biennium the amount of excess

money in the compensation to victims of crime fund available
for the purposes of Subsection (c), calculated by multiplying
the amount estimated under Subsection (a)(2) by 105 percent,
and subtracting that product from the sum of the amounts es-
timated under Subsections (a)(1) and (a)(3).
(c) For a state fiscal biennium, the legislature may appropriate
from the compensation to victims of crime fund the amount
of excess money in the fund certified for the biennium under
Subsection (b) to state agencies that deliver or fund victim-re-
lated services or assistance.
(d) The attorney general and the comptroller shall cooperate in
determining the proper allocation of the various sources of rev-
enue deposited to the credit of the compensation to victims of
crime fund for purposes of this article.
(e) The attorney general may use money appropriated from the
compensation to victims of crime fund for grants or contracts
supporting victim-related services or assistance, including sup-
port for private Texas nonprofit corporations that provide vic-
tim-related civil legal services directly to victims, immediate
family members of victims, or claimants. A grant supporting
victim-related services or assistance is governed by Chapter
783, Government Code. 
(f ) The attorney general shall adopt rules necessary to carry out
this article.

ART.  56.542.  PAYMENTS FOR CERTAIN

DISABLED PEACE OFFICERS

(a) In this article, “peace officer”:
(1) means an individual elected, appointed, or employed to
serve as a peace officer for a governmental entity under Ar-
ticle 2.12 or other law; and
(2) includes a former peace officer who because of an injury
suffered while performing duties as a peace officer is enti-
tled to receive payments under this article.

(b) If a peace officer employed by the state or a local govern-
mental entity in this state sustains an injury as a result of crim-
inally injurious conduct on or after September 1, 1989, in the
performance of the officer’s duties as a peace officer and pre-
sents evidence satisfactory to the attorney general that the of-
ficer’s condition is a total disability resulting in permanent
incapacity for work and that the total disability has persisted
for more than 12 months, the officer is entitled to an annual
payment equal to the difference between:

(1) any amounts received by the officer on account of the
injury or disability from other sources of income, including
settlements related to the injury or disability, insurance
benefits, federal disability benefits, workers’ compensation
benefits, and benefits from another governmental entity, if
those amounts do not exceed the amount described by Sub-
division (2); and
(2) an amount equal to the officer’s average annual salary
during the officer’s final three years as a peace officer.

(c) The amount of the payment under Subsection (b) is sub-
ject to an annual cost-of-living adjustment computed by the
attorney general. The attorney general shall compute the
amount of the cost-of-living adjustment by multiplying the
amount of the annual payment received by the peace officer
under this section during the previous year times the percent-
age by which the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con-
sumers published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the
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United States Department of Labor, or its successor index, in-
creased during the previous calendar year.
(d) The attorney general shall compute the amount of an ini-
tial payment based on an injury suffered after September 1,
1989, by:

(1) computing the amount to which the officer is entitled
under Subsection (b); and
(2) adding to that amount the cumulative successive cost-
of-living adjustments for the intervening years computed
from the date of the injury.

(e) To receive a payment under this section, a peace officer
must furnish to the attorney general:

(1) proof that the injury was sustained in the performance
of the applicant’s duties as a peace officer and is a total dis-
ability resulting in permanent incapacity for work; and
(2) other information or evidence the attorney general re-
quires.

(f ) The attorney general may approve the application without
a hearing or may conduct a hearing under Article 56.40. The
decision of the attorney general is subject to judicial review
under Article 56.48.
(g) The attorney general may appoint a panel of physicians to
periodically review each application for assistance under this
article to ensure the validity of the application and the neces-
sity of continued assistance to the peace officer.
(h) The attorney general shall notify the comptroller of the at-
torney general’s determination that a claim under this section
is valid and justifies payment. On receipt of the notice, the
comptroller shall issue a warrant to or in behalf of the claimant
in the proper amount from amounts in the compensation to
victims of crime fund. A payment under this section to or in
behalf of a peace officer is payable as soon as possible after the
attorney general notifies the comptroller.
(i) The attorney general and the comptroller by rule shall
adopt a memorandum of understanding to establish proce-
dures under which annual payments continue to a peace offi-
cer until continued assistance is no longer necessary.
(j) Article 56.37 does not apply to the filing of an application
under this article. Other provisions of this chapter apply to this
article to the extent applicable and consistent with this article.
(k) The limits on compensation imposed by Article 56.42 do
not apply to payments made under this article, but the total
aggregate amount of all annual payments made to an individ-
ual peace officer under this section may not exceed $200,000.
(l) A peace officer who is entitled to an annual payment under
Subsection (b) may elect to receive the payment in:

(1) a single payment paid each year; or
(2) equal monthly installments.

ART.  56.58.  ADJUSTMENT OF AWARDS AND

PAYMENTS

(a) The attorney general shall establish a policy to adjust
awards and payments so that the total amount of awards
granted in each calendar year does not exceed the amount of
money credited to the fund during that year.
(b) If the attorney general establishes a policy to adjust awards
under Subsection (a), the attorney general, the claimant, or the
victim is not liable for the amount of charges incurred in ex-
cess of the adjusted amount for the service on which the ad-
justed payment is determined.

(c) A service provider who accepts a payment that has been ad-
justed by a policy established under Subsection (a) agrees to ac-
cept the adjusted payment as payment in full for the service
and is barred from legal action against the claimant or victim
for collection.

ART.  56.60.  PUBLIC NOTICE

(a) A hospital licensed under the laws of this state shall display
prominently in its emergency room posters giving notification
of the existence and general provisions of this subchapter. The
attorney general shall set standards for the location of the dis-
play and shall provide posters, application forms, and general
information regarding this subchapter to each hospital and
physician licensed to practice in this state.
(b) Each local law enforcement agency shall inform a claimant
or victim of criminally injurious conduct of the provisions of
this subchapter and make application forms available. The at-
torney general shall provide application forms and all other doc-
uments that local law enforcement agencies may require to
comply with this article. The attorney general shall set standards
to be followed by local law enforcement agencies for this pur-
pose and may require them to file with the attorney general a de-
scription of the procedures adopted by each agency to comply.

ART.  56.61.  COMPENSATION FOR CERTAIN

CRIMINALLY INJURIOUS CONDUCT PROHIBITED;
EXCEPTION

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), the attorney general
may not award compensation for pecuniary loss arising from
criminally injurious conduct that occurred before January 1,
1980.
(b) The attorney general may award compensation for pecu-
niary loss arising from criminally injurious conduct that oc-
curred before January 1, 1980, if:

(1) the conduct was in violation of Chapter 19, Penal Code;
(2) the identity of the victim is established by a law en-
forcement agency on or after January 1, 2009; and
(3) the claimant files the application for compensation
within the limitations period provided by Article 56.37(e).

ART.  56.62.  PUBLIC LETTER OF REPRIMAND

(a) The attorney general may issue a letter of reprimand against
a person if the attorney general finds that the person has filed
or has caused to be filed under this subchapter an application
for benefits or claim for pecuniary loss that contains a state-
ment or representation that the person knows to be false.
(b) The attorney general must give the person notice of the
proposed action before issuing the letter.
(c) A proposal to issue a letter of reprimand is a contested case
under Chapter 2001, Government Code (Administrative Pro-
cedure Act).
(d) A letter of reprimand issued under this article is public in-
formation.

ART.  56.63.  CIVIL PENALTY

(a) A person is subject to a civil penalty of not less than $2,500
or more than $25,000 for each application for compensation
that:

(1) is filed under this subchapter by the person or is filed
under this subchapter as a result of conduct of the person; and
(2) contains a material statement or representation that the
person knows to be false.
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(b) The attorney general shall institute and conduct the suit to
collect the civil penalty authorized by this article on behalf of
the state.
(c) A civil penalty recovered under this article shall be deposited
to the credit of the compensation to victims of crime fund.
(d) The civil penalty authorized by this article is in addition to
any other civil, administrative, or criminal penalty provided by
law.
(e) In addition to the civil penalty authorized by this article,
the attorney general may recover expenses incurred by the at-
torney general in the investigation, institution, and prosecu-
tion of the suit, including investigative costs, witness fees,
attorney’s fees, and deposition expenses.

ART.  56.64.  ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY

(a) A person who presents to the attorney general under this
subchapter, or engages in conduct that results in the presenta-
tion to the attorney general under this subchapter of, an ap-
plication for compensation under this subchapter that
contains a statement or representation the person knows to be
false is liable to the attorney general for:

(1) the amount paid in reliance on the application and in-
terest on that amount determined at the rate provided by
law for legal judgments and accruing from the date on
which the payment was made;
(2) payment of an administrative penalty not to exceed
twice the amount paid because of the false application for
benefits or claim for pecuniary loss; and
(3) payment of an administrative penalty of not more than
$10,000 for each item or service for which payment was
claimed.

(b) In determining the amount of the penalty to be assessed
under Subsection (a)(3), the attorney general shall consider:

(1) the seriousness of the violation;
(2) whether the person has previously submitted a false ap-
plication for benefits or a claim for pecuniary loss; and
(3) the amount necessary to deter the person from submit-
ting future false applications for benefits or claims for pe-
cuniary loss.

(c) If the attorney general determines that a violation has oc-
curred, the attorney general may issue a report that states the
facts on which the determination is made and the attorney
general’s recommendation on the imposition of a penalty, in-
cluding a recommendation on the amount of the penalty.
(d) The attorney general shall give written notice of the report
to the person. Notice under this subsection may be given by
certified mail and must:

(1) include a brief summary of the alleged violation;
(2) include a statement of the amount of the recommended
penalty; and
(3) inform the person of the right to a hearing on:

(A) the occurrence of the violation;
(B) the amount of the penalty; or
(C) both the occurrence of the violation and the amount
of the penalty.

(e) Not later than the 20th day after the date the person re-
ceives the notice, the person, in writing, may:

(1) accept the attorney general’s determination and recom-
mended penalty; or
(2) request in writing a hearing on:

(A) the occurrence of the violation;
(B) the amount of the penalty; or
(C) both the occurrence of the violation and the amount
of the penalty.

(f ) If the person accepts the determination and recommended
penalty of the attorney general, the attorney general by order
shall approve the determination and impose the recommended
penalty.
(g) If the person requests a hearing as provided by Subsection (e)
or fails to respond to the notice in a timely manner, the attorney
general shall set a contested case hearing under Chapter 2001,
Government Code (Administrative Procedure Act), and notify
the person of the hearing. The administrative law judge shall
make findings of facts and conclusions of law and promptly
issue to the attorney general a proposal for a decision regarding
the occurrence of the violation and the amount of a proposed
penalty. Based on the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and
proposal for a decision, the attorney general by order may:

(1) find that a violation has occurred and impose a penalty;
or
(2) find that a violation has not occurred.

(h) Notice of the attorney general’s order given to the person
under Chapter 2001, Government Code, must include a state-
ment of the right of the person to judicial review of the order.
(i) Not later than the 30th day after the date that the attorney
general’s order is final under Section 2001.144, Government
Code, the person shall:

(1) pay the amount of the penalty;
(2) pay the amount of the penalty and file a petition for ju-
dicial review contesting:

(A) the occurrence of the violation;
(B) the amount of the penalty; or
(C) the occurrence of the violation and the amount of
the penalty; or

(3) without paying the amount of the penalty, file a petition
for judicial review contesting:

(A) the occurrence of the violation;
(B) the amount of the penalty; or
(C) the occurrence of the violation and the amount of
the penalty.

(j) Within the 30-day period, a person who acts under Subsec-
tion (i)(3) may:

(1) stay enforcement of the penalty by:
(A) paying the amount of the penalty to the court for
placement in an escrow account; or
(B) giving to the court a supersedeas bond that is ap-
proved by the court for the amount of the penalty and
that is effective until all judicial review of the attorney
general’s order is final; or

(2) request the court to stay enforcement of the penalty by:
(A) filing with the court a sworn affidavit of the person
stating that the person is financially unable to pay the
amount of the penalty or to give the supersedeas bond; and
(B) delivering a copy of the affidavit to the attorney gen-
eral by certified mail.

(k) On receipt by the attorney general of a copy of an affidavit
under Subsection (j)(2), the attorney general may file with the
court, not later than the fifth day after the date the copy is re-
ceived, a contest to the affidavit. The court shall hold a hear-
ing on the facts alleged in the affidavit as soon as practicable
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and shall stay the enforcement of the penalty on finding that
the alleged facts are true. A person who files an affidavit under
Subsection (j)(2) has the burden of proving that the person is
financially unable to pay the amount of the penalty or to give
a supersedeas bond.
(l) If the person does not pay the amount of the penalty and
the enforcement of the penalty is not stayed, the attorney gen-
eral may file suit for collection of the amount of the penalty.
(m) Judicial review of the order of the attorney general:

(1) is instituted by filing a petition as provided by Section
2001.176, Government Code; and
(2) is governed by the substantial evidence rule.

(n) If the court upholds the finding that a violation occurred,
the court may order the person to pay the full or reduced
amount of the penalty. If the court does not uphold the find-
ing, the court shall order that no penalty is owed.
(o) If the person paid the amount of the penalty and if that
amount is reduced or is not upheld by the court, the court
shall order that the appropriate amount plus accrued interest
be remitted to the person. The rate of the interest is the rate
charged on loans to depository institutions by the New York
Federal Reserve Bank, and the interest shall be paid for the pe-
riod beginning on the date the penalty was paid and ending on
the date the penalty is remitted. If the person gave a super-
sedeas bond and if the amount of the penalty is not upheld by
the court, the court shall order the release of the bond. If the
person gave a supersedeas bond and if the amount of the
penalty is reduced, the court shall order the release of the bond
after the person pays the amount.
(p) A penalty collected under this article shall be sent to the
comptroller and deposited to the credit of the compensation to
victims of crime fund.
(q) All proceedings under this article are subject to Chapter
2001, Government Code.
(r) In addition to the administrative penalty authorized by this
article, the attorney general may recover all expenses incurred
by the attorney general in the investigation, institution, and
prosecution of the suit, including investigative costs, witness
fees, attorney’s fees, and deposition expenses.

Subchapter C. Address Confidentiality Program
for Victims of Family Violence, Sexual Assault,

or Stalking

ART.  56.81.  DEFINITIONS

In this subchapter:
(1) “Applicant” means a person who applies to participate in
the program.
(2) “Family violence” has the meaning assigned by Section
71.004, Family Code.
(3) “Family violence shelter center” has the meaning assigned
by Section 51.002, Human Resources Code.
(4) “Mail” means first class mail and any mail sent by a gov-
ernment agency. The term does not include a package, regard-
less of size or type of mailing.
(5) “Participant” means an applicant who is certified for par-
ticipation in the program.
(6) “Program” means the address confidentiality program cre-
ated under this subchapter.
(7) “Trafficking of persons” means any offense that may be

prosecuted under Section 20A.02, 20A.03, 43.03, 43.04,
43.05, 43.25, 43.251, or 43.26, Penal Code, and that results
in a person:

(A) engaging in forced labor or services; or
(B) otherwise becoming a victim of the offense.

ART.  56.82.  ADDRESS CONFIDENTIALITY

PROGRAM

(a) The attorney general shall establish an address confiden-
tiality program, as provided by this subchapter, to assist a vic-
tim of family violence, trafficking of persons, or an offense
under Section 22.011, 22.021, 25.02, or 42.072, Penal Code,
in maintaining a confidential address.
(b) The attorney general shall:

(1) designate a substitute post office box address that a par-
ticipant may use in place of the participant’s true residen-
tial, business, or school address;
(2) act as agent to receive service of process and mail on be-
half of the participant; and
(3) forward to the participant mail received by the office of
the attorney general on behalf of the participant.

(c) A summons, writ, notice, demand, or process may be
served on the attorney general on behalf of the participant by
delivery of two copies of the document to the office of the at-
torney general. The attorney general shall retain a copy of the
summons, writ, notice, demand, or process and forward the
original to the participant not later than the third day after the
date of service on the attorney general.
(d) The attorney general shall make and retain a copy of the
envelope in which certified mail is received on behalf of the
participant.

ART.  56.83.  ELIGIBIL ITY TO PARTICIPATE IN

PROGRAM

(a) To be eligible to participate in the program, an applicant
must:

(1) meet with a victim’s assistance counselor from a state or
local agency or other entity, whether for-profit or nonprofit
that is identified by the attorney general as an entity that
provides counseling and shelter services to victims of fam-
ily violence, trafficking of persons, or an offense under Sec-
tion 22.011, 22.021, 25.02, or 42.072, Penal Code;
(2) file an application for participation with the attorney
general or a state or local agency or other entity identified
by the attorney general under Subdivision (1);
(3) designate the attorney general as agent to receive service
of process and mail on behalf of the applicant; and
(4) live at a residential address, or relocate to a residential
address, that is unknown to the person who committed or
is alleged to have committed the family violence, trafficking
of persons, or an offense under Section 22.011, 22.021,
25.02, or 42.072, Penal Code.

(b) An application under Subsection (a)(2) must contain:
(1) a signed, sworn statement by the applicant stating that the
applicant fears for the safety of the applicant, the applicant’s
child, or another person in the applicant’s household because
of a threat of immediate or future harm caused by the person
who committed or is alleged to have committed the family vi-
olence, the trafficking of persons, or an offense under Section
22.011, 22.021, 25.02, or 42.072, Penal Code;
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(2) the applicant’s true residential address and, if applicable,
the applicant’s business and school addresses; and
(3) a statement by the applicant of whether there is an ex-
isting court order or a pending court case for child support
or child custody or visitation that involves the applicant
and, if so, the name and address of:

(A) the legal counsel of record; and
(B) each parent involved in the court order or pending
case.

(c) An application under Subsection (a)(2) must be completed
by the applicant in person at the state or local agency or other
entity with which the application is filed. An applicant who
knowingly or intentionally makes a false statement in an ap-
plication under Subsection (a)(2) is subject to prosecution
under Chapter 37, Penal Code.
(d) A state or local agency or other entity with which an ap-
plication is filed under Subsection (a)(2) shall forward the ap-
plication to the office of the attorney general.
(e) The attorney general by rule may establish additional eligi-
bility requirements for participation in the program that are
consistent with the purpose of the program as stated in Article
56.82(a). The attorney general may establish procedures for re-
quiring an applicant, in appropriate circumstances, to submit
with the application under Subsection (a)(2) independent doc-
umentary evidence of family violence, trafficking of persons,
or an offense under Section 22.011, 22.021, 25.02, or 42.072,
Penal Code, in the form of:

(1) an active or recently issued protective order;
(2) an incident report or other record maintained by a law
enforcement agency or official;
(3) a statement of a physician or other health care provider
regarding the applicant’s medical condition as a result of the
family violence, trafficking of persons, or offense; or
(4) a statement of a mental health professional, a member
of the clergy, an attorney or other legal advocate, a trained
staff member of a family violence center, or another profes-
sional who has assisted the applicant in addressing the ef-
fects of the family violence, trafficking of persons, or
offense.

(f ) Any assistance or counseling provided by the attorney gen-
eral or an employee or agent of the attorney general to an ap-
plicant does not constitute legal advice.

ART.  56.84.  CERTIF ICATION;  EXPIRATION

(a) The attorney general shall certify for participation in the
program an applicant who satisfies the eligibility requirements
under Article 56.83.
(b) A certification under this article expires on the third an-
niversary of the date of certification.

ART.  56.85.  RENEWAL

To renew a certification under Article 56.84, a participant
must satisfy the eligibility requirements under Article 56.83 as
if the participant were originally applying for participation in
the program.

ART.  56.86.  INELIGIBIL ITY AND CANCELLATION

(a) An applicant is ineligible for, and a participant may be ex-
cluded from, participation in the program if the applicant or
participant knowingly makes a false statement on an applica-
tion filed under Article 56.83(a)(2).

(b) A participant may be excluded from participation in the
program if:

(1) mail forwarded to the participant by the attorney gen-
eral is returned undeliverable on at least four occasions;
(2) the participant changes the participant’s true residential
address as provided in the application filed under Article
56.83(a)(2) and does not notify the attorney general of the
change at least 10 days before the date of the change; or
(3) the participant changes the participant’s name.

ART.  56.87.  WITHDRAWAL

A participant may withdraw from the program by notifying
the attorney general in writing of the withdrawal.

ART.  56.88.  CONFIDENTIALITY;  DESTRUCTION

OF INFORMATION

(a) Information relating to a participant:
(1) is confidential, except as provided by Article 56.90; and
(2) may not be disclosed under Chapter 552, Government
Code.

(b) Except as provided by Article 56.82(d), the attorney gen-
eral may not make a copy of any mail received by the office of
the attorney general on behalf of the participant.
(c) The attorney general shall destroy all information relating
to a participant on the third anniversary of the date participa-
tion in the program ends.

ART.  56.89.  ACCEPTANCE OF SUBSTITUTE

ADDRESS ;  EXEMPTIONS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a state or local agency
must accept the substitute post office box address designated
by the attorney general if the substitute address is presented to
the agency by a participant in place of the participant’s true
residential, business, or school address.
(b) The attorney general by rule may permit an agency to re-
quire a participant to provide the participant’s true residential,
business, or school address, if necessary for the agency to per-
form a duty or function that is imposed by law or administra-
tive requirement.

ART.  56.90.  EXCEPTIONS

(a) The attorney general:
(1) shall disclose a participant’s true residential, business, or
school address if:

(A) requested by:
(i) a law enforcement agency;
(ii) the Department of Family and Protective Services
for the purpose of conducting a child protective ser-
vices investigation under Chapter 261, Family Code; or
(iii) the Department of State Health Services or a
local health authority for the purpose of making a
notification described by Article 21.31, Section
54.033, Family Code, or Section 81.051, Health and
Safety Code; or

(B) required by court order; and
(2) may disclose a participant’s true residential, business, or
school address if:

(A) the participant consents to the disclosure; and
(B) the disclosure is necessary to administer the program.

(b) A person to whom a participant’s true residential, business,
or school address is disclosed under this section shall maintain
the requested information in a manner that protects the confi-
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dentiality of the participant’s true residential, business, or
school address.

ART.  56.91.  LIABIL ITY

(a) The attorney general or an agent or employee of the attor-
ney general is immune from liability for any act or omission by
the agent or employee in administering the program if the
agent or employee was acting in good faith and in the course
and scope of assigned responsibilities and duties.
(b) An agent or employee of the attorney general who does not
act in good faith and in the course and scope of assigned re-
sponsibilities and duties in disclosing a participant’s true resi-
dential, business, or school address is subject to prosecution
under Chapter 39, Penal Code.

ART.  56.92.  PROGRAM INFORMATION AND

APPLICATION MATERIALS

The attorney general shall make program information and ap-
plication materials available online.

ART.  56.93.  RULES

The attorney general shall adopt rules to administer the pro-
gram.

CHAPTER 57.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF SEX

OFFENSE VICTIMS

ART.  57.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Name” means the legal name of a person.
(2) “Pseudonym” means a set of initials or a fictitious name
chosen by a victim to designate the victim in all public files
and records concerning the offense, including police summary
reports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings.
(3) “Public servant” has the meaning assigned by Subsection
(a), Section 1.07, Penal Code.
(4) “Victim” means a person who was the subject of: 

(A) an offense the commission of which leads to a re-
portable conviction or adjudication under Chapter 62; or
(B) an offense that is part of the same criminal episode, as
defined by Section 3.01, Penal Code, as an offense de-
scribed by Paragraph (A).

ART.  57.02.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF FILES AND

RECORDS

(a) The Sexual Assault Prevention and Crisis Services Program
of the office of the attorney general shall develop and distrib-
ute to all law enforcement agencies of the state a pseudonym
form to record the name, address, telephone number, and
pseudonym of a victim.
(b) A victim may choose a pseudonym to be used instead of
the victim’s name to designate the victim in all public files and
records concerning the offense, including police summary re-
ports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings. A vic-
tim who elects to use a pseudonym as provided by this article
must complete a pseudonym form developed under this article
and return the form to the law enforcement agency investigat-
ing the offense.
(c) A victim who completes and returns a pseudonym form to
the law enforcement agency investigating the offense may not

be required to disclose the victim’s name, address, and tele-
phone number in connection with the investigation or prose-
cution of the offense.
(d) A completed and returned pseudonym form is confidential
and may not be disclosed to any person other than a defendant
in the case or the defendant’s attorney, except on an order of a
court of competent jurisdiction. The court finding required by
Subsection (g) of this article is not required to disclose the con-
fidential pseudonym form to the defendant in the case or to
the defendant’s attorney.
(e) If a victim completes and returns a pseudonym form to a
law enforcement agency under this article, the law enforce-
ment agency receiving the form shall:

(1) remove the victim’s name and substitute the pseudonym
for the name on all reports, files, and records in the agency’s
possession;
(2) notify the attorney for the state of the pseudonym and
that the victim has elected to be designated by the pseudo-
nym; and
(3) maintain the form in a manner that protects the confi-
dentiality of the information contained on the form.

(f ) An attorney for the state who receives notice that a victim
has elected to be designated by a pseudonym shall ensure that
the victim is designated by the pseudonym in all legal pro-
ceedings concerning the offense.
(g) A court of competent jurisdiction may order the disclosure
of a victim’s name, address, and telephone number only if the
court finds that the information is essential in the trial of the
defendant for the offense or the identity of the victim is in
issue.
(h) Except as required or permitted by other law or by court
order, a public servant or other person who has access to or ob-
tains the name, address, telephone number, or other identify-
ing information of a victim younger than 17 years of age may
not release or disclose the identifying information to any per-
son who is not assisting in the investigation, prosecution, or
defense of the case. This subsection does not apply to the re-
lease or disclosure of a victim’s identifying information by:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
parent, conservator, or guardian is a defendant in the case.

Subsection (i) as added by HB 433, effective Sept. 1,
2007:

(i) This article does not prohibit the inspector general of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice from disclosing a victim’s
identifying information to an employee of the department if the
victim is an inmate or state jail defendant confined in a facility
operated by or under contract with the department.

Subsection (i) as added by HB 1944, effective June 15,
2007:

(i) This article does not prohibit the inspector general of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice from disclosing a victim’s
identifying information to the department’s ombudsperson if
the victim is an inmate or state jail defendant confined in a fa-
cility operated by or under contract with the department.

ART.  57.03.  OFFENSE

(a) A public servant with access to the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim 17 years of age or older who has cho-
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sen a pseudonym under this chapter commits an offense if the
public servant knowingly discloses the name, address, or tele-
phone number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any person
other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney, or the person
specified in the order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) Unless the disclosure is required or permitted by other law, a
public servant or other person commits an offense if the person:

(1) has access to or obtains the name, address, or telephone
number of a victim younger than 17 years of age; and
(2) knowingly discloses the name, address, or telephone
number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any
person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or a person specified in an order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsection
(b) that the actor is:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
actor is a defendant in the case.

Section (c-1) as added by HB 433, effective Sept. 1, 2007:

(c-1) It is an exception to the application of this article that:
(1) the person who discloses the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim is the inspector general of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice;
(2) the victim is an inmate or state jail defendant confined
in a facility operated by or under contract with the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice; and
(3) the person to whom the disclosure is made is an em-
ployee of the department.

Section (c-1) as added by HB 1944, effective June 15,
2007:

(c-1) It is an exception to the application of this article that:
(1) the person who discloses the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim is the inspector general of the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice;
(2) the victim is an inmate or state jail defendant confined
in a facility operated by or under contract with the depart-
ment; and
(3) the person to whom the disclosure is made is the de-
partment’s ombudsperson.

(d) An offense under this article is a Class C misdemeanor.

CHAPTER 57A.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF

VICTIMS OF STALKING

ART.  57A.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Name” means the legal name of a person.
(2) “Pseudonym” means a set of initials or a fictitious name
chosen by a victim to designate the victim in all public files
and records concerning the offense, including police summary
reports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings.
(3) “Public servant” has the meaning assigned by Section
1.07(a), Penal Code.

(4) “Victim” means a person who is the subject of:
(A) an offense that allegedly constitutes stalking under Sec-
tion 42.072, Penal Code; or
(B) an offense that is part of the same criminal episode, as
defined by Section 3.01, Penal Code, as an offense under
Section 42.072, Penal Code.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1293, §1). 

ART.  57A.02.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF FILES  AND

RECORDS

(a) The office of the attorney general shall develop and distrib-
ute to all law enforcement agencies of the state a pseudonym
form to record the name, address, telephone number, and
pseudonym of a victim.
(b) A victim may choose a pseudonym to be used instead of
the victim’s name to designate the victim in all public files and
records concerning the offense, including police summary re-
ports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings. A vic-
tim who elects to use a pseudonym as provided by this article
must complete a pseudonym form developed under this article
and return the form to the law enforcement agency investigat-
ing the offense.
(c) A victim who completes and returns a pseudonym form to
the law enforcement agency investigating the offense may not
be required to disclose the victim’s name, address, and tele-
phone number in connection with the investigation or prose-
cution of the offense.
(d) A completed and returned pseudonym form is confidential
and may not be disclosed to any person other than the victim
identified by the pseudonym form, a defendant in the case, or
the defendant’s attorney, except on an order of a court of com-
petent jurisdiction. The court finding required by Subsection
(g) is not required to disclose the confidential pseudonym
form to the victim identified by the pseudonym form, the de-
fendant in the case, or the defendant’s attorney.
(e) If a victim completes and returns a pseudonym form to a
law enforcement agency under this article, the law enforce-
ment agency receiving the form shall:

(1) remove the victim’s name and substitute the pseudonym
for the name on all reports, files, and records in the agency’s
possession;
(2) notify the attorney for the state of the pseudonym and
that the victim has elected to be designated by the pseudo-
nym;
(3) provide to the victim a copy of the completed pseudo-
nym form showing that the form was returned to the law
enforcement agency; and
(4) maintain the form in a manner that protects the confi-
dentiality of the information contained on the form.

(f ) An attorney for the state who receives notice that a victim
has elected to be designated by a pseudonym shall ensure that
the victim is designated by the pseudonym in all legal pro-
ceedings concerning the offense.
(g) A court of competent jurisdiction may order the disclosure
of a victim’s name, address, and telephone number only if the
court finds that:

(1) the information is essential in the trial of the defendant
for the offense;
(2) the identity of the victim is in issue; or
(3) the disclosure is in the best interest of the victim.
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(h) Except as required or permitted by other law or by court
order, a public servant or other person who has access to or ob-
tains the name, address, telephone number, or other identify-
ing information of a victim younger than 17 years of age may
not release or disclose the identifying information to any per-
son who is not assisting in the investigation, prosecution, or
defense of the case. This subsection does not apply to the re-
lease or disclosure of a victim’s identifying information by:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57A.01(4).

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1293, §1). Section 3 of HB
1293 provides: “Not later than October 1, 2015, the office of the
attorney general shall develop and distribute to all law enforce-
ment agencies of the state a pseudonym form to record the
name, address, telephone number, and pseudonym of a victim as
required by Article 57A.02, Code of Criminal Procedure, as added
by this Act.”

ART.  57A.03.  OFFENSE

(a) A public servant with access to the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim 17 years of age or older who has
chosen a pseudonym under this chapter commits an offense if
the public servant knowingly discloses the name, address, or
telephone number of the victim to any person who is not as-
sisting in the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to
any person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or the person specified in the order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.
(b) Unless the disclosure is required or permitted by other law,
a public servant or other person commits an offense if the per-
son:

(1) has access to or obtains the name, address, or telephone
number of a victim younger than 17 years of age; and
(2) knowingly discloses the name, address, or telephone
number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any
person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or a person specified in an order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsection
(b) that the actor is:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57A.01(4).

(d) An offense under this article is a Class C misdemeanor.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1293, §1). 

ART.  57A.04.  EFFECT ON OTHER LAW

This chapter does not affect:
(1) a victim’s responsibility to provide documentation of stalk-
ing under Section 92.0161, Property Code; or
(2) a person’s power or duty to disclose the documented infor-
mation as provided by Subsection (j) of that section.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1293, §1). 

CHAPTER 57B.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF FAMILY

VIOLENCE VICTIMS

ART.  57B.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Name” means the legal name of a person.
(2) “Pseudonym” means a set of initials or a fictitious name
chosen by a victim to designate the victim in all public files
and records concerning the offense, including police summary
reports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings.
(3) “Public servant” has the meaning assigned by Subsection
(a), Section 1.07, Penal Code.
(4) “Victim” means a person who is the subject of:

(A) an offense that allegedly constitutes family violence, as
defined by Section 71.004, Family Code; or
(B) an offense that is part of the same criminal episode, as
defined by Section 3.01, Penal Code, as an offense de-
scribed by Paragraph (A).

ART.  57B.02.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF FILES AND

RECORDS

(a) The office of the attorney general shall develop and distrib-
ute to all law enforcement agencies of the state a pseudonym
form to record the name, address, telephone number, and
pseudonym of a victim.
(b) A victim may choose a pseudonym to be used instead of
the victim’s name to designate the victim in all public files and
records concerning the offense, including police summary re-
ports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings. A vic-
tim who elects to use a pseudonym as provided by this article
must complete a pseudonym form developed under this article
and return the form to the law enforcement agency investigat-
ing the offense.
(c) A victim who completes and returns a pseudonym form to
the law enforcement agency investigating the offense may not
be required to disclose the victim’s name, address, and tele-
phone number in connection with the investigation or prose-
cution of the offense.
(d) A completed and returned pseudonym form is confidential
and may not be disclosed to any person other than a defendant in
the case or the defendant’s attorney, except on an order of a court
of competent jurisdiction. The court finding required by Subsec-
tion (g) is not required to disclose the confidential pseudonym
form to the defendant in the case or to the defendant’s attorney.
(e) If a victim completes and returns a pseudonym form to a
law enforcement agency under this article, the law enforce-
ment agency receiving the form shall:

(1) remove the victim’s name and substitute the pseudonym
for the name on all reports, files, and records in the agency’s
possession;
(2) notify the attorney for the state of the pseudonym and
that the victim has elected to be designated by the pseudo-
nym; and
(3) maintain the form in a manner that protects the confi-
dentiality of the information contained on the form.

(f ) An attorney for the state who receives notice that a victim
has elected to be designated by a pseudonym shall ensure that
the victim is designated by the pseudonym in all legal pro-
ceedings concerning the offense.
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(g) A court of competent jurisdiction may order the disclosure
of a victim’s name, address, and telephone number only if the
court finds that the information is essential in the trial of the de-
fendant for the offense or the identity of the victim is in issue.
(h) Except as required or permitted by other law or by court
order, a public servant or other person who has access to or ob-
tains the name, address, telephone number, or other identify-
ing information of a victim younger than 17 years of age may
not release or disclose the identifying information to any per-
son who is not assisting in the investigation, prosecution, or
defense of the case. This subsection does not apply to the re-
lease or disclosure of a victim’s identifying information by:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57B.01(4).

ART.  57B.03.  OFFENSE

(a) A public servant with access to the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim 17 years of age or older who has cho-
sen a pseudonym under this chapter commits an offense if the
public servant knowingly discloses the name, address, or tele-
phone number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any person
other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney, or the person
specified in the order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) Unless the disclosure is required or permitted by other law, a
public servant or other person commits an offense if the person:

(1) has access to or obtains the name, address, or telephone
number of a victim younger than 17 years of age; and
(2) knowingly discloses the name, address, or telephone
number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any
person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or a person specified in an order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsection
(b) that the actor is:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57B.01(4).

(d) An offense under this article is a Class C misdemeanor.

ART.  57B.04.  APPLICABIL ITY OF CHAPTER TO

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND PROTECTIVE

SERVICES

Nothing in this chapter requires the Department of Family
and Protective Services to use a pseudonym in a department
report, file, or record relating to the abuse, neglect, or ex-
ploitation of a child or adult who may also be the subject of an
offense described by Article 57B.01(4). To the extent permit-
ted by law, the Department of Family and Protective Services
and a department employee, as necessary in performing de-
partment duties, may disclose the name of a victim who elects
to use a pseudonym under this chapter.

ART.  57B.05.  APPLICABIL ITY OF CHAPTER TO

POLITICAL SUBDIVIS IONS

Nothing in this chapter requires a political subdivision to use
a pseudonym in a report, file, or record that is not:

(1) intended for distribution to the public; or
(2) the subject of an open records request under Chapter 552,
Government Code.

CHAPTER 57C. SEALING OF COURT
RECORDS CONTAINING MEDICAL

INFORMATION FOR CERTAIN CHILD
VICTIMS

ART.  57C.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Child” means a person who is younger than 18 years of
age.
(2) “Medical records” means any information used or generated
by health care providers, including records relating to emer-
gency room treatment, rehabilitation therapy, or counseling.

ART.  57C.02.  SEALING OF RECORDS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), on a motion filed by
a person described by Subsection (b), the court shall seal the
medical records of a child who is a victim of an offense de-
scribed by Section 1, Article 38.071.
(b) A motion under this article may be filed on the court’s own
motion or by:

(1) the attorney representing the state;
(2) the defendant; or
(3) the parent or guardian of the victim or, if the victim is
no longer a child, the victim.

(c) The court is not required to seal the records described by
this article on a finding of good cause after a hearing held
under Subsection (d).
(d) The court shall grant the motion without a hearing unless
the motion is contested not later than the seventh day after the
date the motion is filed.
(e) Medical records sealed under this chapter are not open for
inspection by any person except:

(1) on further order of the court after:
(A) notice to a parent or guardian of the victim whose
information is sealed or, if the victim is no longer a
child, notice to the victim; and
(B) a finding of good cause;

(2) in connection with a criminal or civil proceeding as oth-
erwise provided by law; or
(3) on request of a parent or legal guardian of the victim
whose information is being sealed or, if the victim is no
longer a child, on request of the victim.

(f ) A clerk of court is not liable for any failure to seal medical
records after a motion under this chapter is granted, except on
a showing of bad faith.

CHAPTER 57D. CONFIDENTIALITY OF
IDENTIFYING INFORMATION OF

VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING OF PERSONS

ART.  57D.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Name” means the legal name of a person.
(2) “Pseudonym” means a set of initials or a fictitious name
chosen by a victim to designate the victim in all public files
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and records concerning the offense, including police summary
reports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings.
(3) “Public servant” has the meaning assigned by Section
1.07(a), Penal Code.
(4) “Victim” means a person who is the subject of:

(A) an offense under Section 20A.02, Penal Code; or
(B) an offense that is part of the same criminal episode, as
defined by Section 3.01, Penal Code, as an offense under
Section 20A.02, Penal Code.

ART.  57D.02.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF FILES AND

RECORDS

(a) The office of the attorney general shall develop and distrib-
ute to all law enforcement agencies of the state a pseudonym
form to record the name, address, telephone number, and
pseudonym of a victim.
(b) A victim may choose a pseudonym to be used instead of
the victim’s name to designate the victim in all public files and
records concerning the offense, including police summary re-
ports, press releases, and records of judicial proceedings. A vic-
tim who elects to use a pseudonym as provided by this article
must complete a pseudonym form developed under this article
and return the form to the law enforcement agency investigat-
ing the offense.
(c) A victim who completes and returns a pseudonym form to
the law enforcement agency investigating the offense may not
be required to disclose the victim’s name, address, and tele-
phone number in connection with the investigation or prose-
cution of the offense.
(d) A completed and returned pseudonym form is confidential
and may not be disclosed to any person other than a defendant
in the case or the defendant’s attorney, except on an order of a
court of competent jurisdiction. The court finding required by
Subsection (g) is not required to disclose the confidential pseu-
donym form to the defendant in the case or to the defendant’s at-
torney.
(e) If a victim completes and returns a pseudonym form to a
law enforcement agency under this article, the law enforce-
ment agency receiving the form shall:

(1) remove the victim’s name and substitute the pseudonym
for the name on all reports, files, and records in the agency’s
possession;
(2) notify the attorney for the state of the pseudonym and
that the victim has elected to be designated by the pseudo-
nym; and
(3) maintain the form in a manner that protects the confi-
dentiality of the information contained on the form.

(f ) An attorney for the state who receives notice that a victim
has elected to be designated by a pseudonym shall ensure that
the victim is designated by the pseudonym in all legal pro-
ceedings concerning the offense.
(g) A court of competent jurisdiction may order the disclosure
of a victim’s name, address, and telephone number only if the
court finds that the information is essential in the trial of the
defendant for the offense or the identity of the victim is in issue.
(h) Except as required or permitted by other law or by court
order, a public servant or other person who has access to or ob-
tains the name, address, telephone number, or other identify-
ing information of a victim younger than 18 years of age may
not release or disclose the identifying information to any per-

son who is not assisting in the investigation, prosecution, or
defense of the case. This subsection does not apply to the re-
lease or disclosure of a victim’s identifying information by:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57D.01(4).

ART.  57D.03.  OFFENSE

(a) A public servant with access to the name, address, or tele-
phone number of a victim 18 years of age or older who has
chosen a pseudonym under this chapter commits an offense if
the public servant knowingly discloses the name, address, or
telephone number of the victim to any person who is not as-
sisting in the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to
any person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or the person specified in the order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.
(b) Unless the disclosure is required or permitted by other law, a
public servant or other person commits an offense if the person:

(1) has access to or obtains the name, address, or telephone
number of a victim younger than 18 years of age; and
(2) knowingly discloses the name, address, or telephone
number of the victim to any person who is not assisting in
the investigation or prosecution of the offense or to any
person other than the defendant, the defendant’s attorney,
or a person specified in an order of a court of competent ju-
risdiction.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to prosecution under Subsection
(b) that the actor is:

(1) the victim; or
(2) the victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian, unless the
victim’s parent, conservator, or guardian allegedly commit-
ted the offense described by Article 57D.01(4).

(d) An offense under this article is a Class C misdemeanor.

CHAPTER 59.  FORFEITURE OF
CONTRABAND

ART.  59.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Attorney representing the state” means the prosecutor with
felony jurisdiction in the county in which a forfeiture proceed-
ing is held under this chapter or, in a proceeding for forfeiture
of contraband as defined under Subdivision (2)(B)(v) of this ar-
ticle, the city attorney of a municipality if the property is seized
in that municipality by a peace officer employed by that mu-
nicipality and the governing body of the municipality has ap-
proved procedures for the city attorney acting in a forfeiture
proceeding. In a proceeding for forfeiture of contraband as de-
fined under Subdivision (2)(B)(vi) of this article, the term in-
cludes the attorney general.
(2) “Contraband” means property of any nature, including
real, personal, tangible, or intangible, that is:

(A) used in the commission of:
(i) any first or second degree felony under the Penal
Code;
(ii) any felony under Section 15.031(b), 20.05, 20.06,
21.11, 38.04, or Chapter 43, 20A, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
33A, or 35, Penal Code;
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(iii) any felony under The Securities Act (Article 581-1
et seq., Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes); or
(iv) any offense under Chapter 49, Penal Code, that is
punishable as a felony of the third degree or state jail
felony, if the defendant has been previously convicted
three times of an offense under that chapter;

(B) used or intended to be used in the commission of:
(i) any felony under Chapter 481, Health and Safety
Code (Texas Controlled Substances Act);
(ii) any felony under Chapter 483, Health and Safety
Code;
(iii) a felony under Chapter 151, Finance Code;
(iv) any felony under Chapter 34, Penal Code;
(v) a Class A misdemeanor under Subchapter B, Chap-
ter 365, Health and Safety Code, if the defendant has
been previously convicted twice of an offense under that
subchapter;
(vi) any felony under Chapter 32, Human Resources
Code, or Chapter 31, 32, 35A, or 37, Penal Code, that
involves the state Medicaid program;
(vii) a Class B misdemeanor under Chapter 522, Busi-
ness & Commerce Code;
(viii) a Class A misdemeanor under Section 306.051,
Business & Commerce Code;
(ix) any offense under Section 42.10, Penal Code;
(x) any offense under Section 46.06(a)(1) or 46.14,
Penal Code;
(xi) any offense under Chapter 71, Penal Code;
(xii) any offense under Section 20.05 or 20.06, Penal
Code; or
(xiii) [(xiv)] an offense under Section 326.002, Business
& Commerce Code;

(C) the proceeds gained from the commission of a felony
listed in Paragraph (A) or (B) of this subdivision, a misde-
meanor listed in Paragraph (B)(vii), (ix), (x), or (xi) of this
subdivision, or a crime of violence;
(D) acquired with proceeds gained from the commission of
a felony listed in Paragraph (A) or (B) of this subdivision, a
misdemeanor listed in Paragraph (B)(vii), (ix), (x), or (xi) of
this subdivision, or a crime of violence;
(E) used to facilitate or intended to be used to facilitate the
commission of a felony under Section 15.031 or 43.25,
Penal Code; or
(F) used to facilitate or intended to be used to facilitate the
commission of a felony under Section 20A.02 or Chapter
43, Penal Code.

(3) “Crime of violence” means:
(A) any criminal offense defined in the Penal Code or in a
federal criminal law that results in a personal injury to a vic-
tim; or
(B) an act that is not an offense under the Penal Code in-
volving the operation of a motor vehicle, aircraft, or water
vehicle that results in injury or death sustained in an acci-
dent caused by a driver in violation of Section 550.021,
Transportation Code.

(4) “Interest holder” means the bona fide holder of a perfected
lien or a perfected security interest in property.
(5) “Law enforcement agency” means an agency of the state or
an agency of a political subdivision of the state authorized by
law to employ peace officers.

(6) “Owner” means a person who claims an equitable or legal
ownership interest in property.
(7) “Proceeds” includes income a person accused or convicted
of a crime or the person’s representative or assignee receives
from:

(A) a movie, book, magazine article, tape recording, phono-
graphic record, radio or television presentation, telephone
service, electronic media format, including an Internet
website, or live entertainment in which the crime was reen-
acted; or
(B) the sale of tangible property the value of which is in-
creased by the notoriety gained from the conviction of an
offense by the person accused or convicted of the crime.

(8) “Seizure” means the restraint of property by a peace officer
under Article 59.03(a) or (b) of this code, whether the officer
restrains the property by physical force or by a display of the
officer’s authority, and includes the collection of property or
the act of taking possession of property.
(9) “Depository account” means the obligation of a regulated
financial institution to pay the account owner under a written
agreement, including a checking account, savings account,
money market account, time deposit, NOW account, or cer-
tificate of deposit.
(10) “Primary state or federal financial institution regulator”
means the state or federal regulatory agency that chartered and
comprehensively regulates a regulated financial institution.
(11) “Regulated financial institution” means a depository in-
stitution chartered by a state or federal government, the de-
posits of which are insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation or the National Credit Union Administration.

Reenactment and amendment of (2) as previously amended by
Chapters 427 (SB 529) and 1357 (SB 1451), Acts of the 83rd
Legislature, R.S. 2013, effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 11, §3).

Duplicate renumbering of former (2)(xiv) effective Sept. 1, 2015
(SB 1296, §4.004).

ART.  59.011.  ELECTION OF FORFEITURE

PROCEEDING

If property described by Article 59.01(2)(B)(ix), (x), or (xi) is
subject to forfeiture under this chapter and Article 18.18, the
attorney representing the state may proceed under either this
chapter or that article.

ART.  59.02.  FORFEITURE OF CONTRABAND

(a) Property that is contraband is subject to seizure and forfei-
ture under this chapter.
(b) Any property that is contraband other than property held
as evidence in a criminal investigation or a pending criminal
case, money, a negotiable instrument, or a security that is
seized under this chapter may be replevied by the owner or in-
terest holder of the property, on execution of a good and valid
bond with sufficient surety in a sum equal to the appraised
value of the property replevied. The bond may be approved as
to form and substance by the court after the court gives notice
of the bond to the authority holding the seized property. The
bond must be conditioned:

(1) on return of the property to the custody of the state on
the day of hearing of the forfeiture proceedings; and
(2) that the interest holder or owner of the property will
abide by the decision that may be made in the cause.
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(c) An owner or interest holder’s interest in property may not
be forfeited under this chapter if the owner or interest holder
proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the owner or
interest holder acquired and perfected the interest:

(1) before or during the act or omission giving rise to for-
feiture or, if the property is real property, he acquired an
ownership interest, security interest, or lien interest before
a lis pendens notice was filed under Article 59.04(g) of this
code and did not know or should not reasonably have
known of the act or omission giving rise to the forfeiture or
that it was likely to occur at or before the time of acquiring
and perfecting the interest or, if the property is real prop-
erty, at or before the time of acquiring the ownership inter-
est, security interest, or lien interest; or
(2) after the act or omission giving rise to the forfeiture, but
before the seizure of the property, and only if the owner or
interest holder:

(A) was, at the time that the interest in the property was
acquired, an owner or interest holder for value; and
(B) was without reasonable cause to believe that the
property was contraband and did not purposefully avoid
learning that the property was contraband.

(d) Notwithstanding any other law, if property is seized from
the possession of an owner or interest holder who asserts an
ownership interest, security interest, or lien interest in the
property under applicable law, the owner or interest holder’s
rights remain in effect during the pendency of proceedings
under this chapter as if possession of the property had re-
mained with the owner or interest holder.
(e) On motion by any party or on the motion of the court,
after notice in the manner provided by Article 59.04 of this
code to all known owners and interest holders of property sub-
ject to forfeiture under this chapter, and after a hearing on the
matter, the court may make appropriate orders to preserve and
maintain the value of the property until a final disposition of
the property is made under this chapter, including the sale of
the property if that is the only method by which the value of
the property may be preserved until final disposition.
(f ) Any property that is contraband and has been seized by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall be forfeited to the
department under the same rules and conditions as for other
forfeitures.
(g) An individual, firm, corporation, or other entity insured
under a policy of title insurance may not assert a claim or cause
of action on or because of the policy if the claim or cause of ac-
tion is based on forfeiture under this chapter and, at or before
the time of acquiring the ownership of real property, security in-
terest in real property, or lien interest against real property, the
insured knew or reasonably should have known of the act or
omission giving rise to the forfeiture or that the act or omission
was likely to occur.
(h)(1) An owner or interest holder’s interest in property may
not be forfeited under this chapter if at the forfeiture hearing
the owner or interest holder proves by a preponderance of the
evidence that the owner or interest holder was not a party to the
offense giving rise to the forfeiture and that the contraband:

(A) was stolen from the owner or interest holder before
being used in the commission of the offense giving rise
to the forfeiture;
(B) was purchased with:

(i) money stolen from the owner or interest holder; or
(ii) proceeds from the sale of property stolen from the
owner or interest holder; or

(C) was used or intended to be used without the effec-
tive consent of the owner or interest holder in the com-
mission of the offense giving rise to the forfeiture.

(2) An attorney representing the state who has a reasonable
belief that property subject to forfeiture is described by
Subdivision (1) and who has a reasonable belief as to the
identity of the rightful owner or interest holder of the prop-
erty shall notify the owner or interest holder as provided by
Article 59.04.
(3) An attorney representing the state is not liable in an ac-
tion for damages resulting from an act or omission in the per-
formance of the duties imposed by Subdivision (2).
(4) The exclusive remedy for failure by the attorney repre-
senting the state to provide the notice required under Sub-
division (2) is submission of that failure as a ground for new
trial in a motion for new trial or bill of review.

(i) The forfeiture provisions of this chapter apply to contra-
band as defined by Article 59.01(2)(B)(v) of this code only in
a municipality with a population of 250,000 or more.

ART.  59.021.  FORFEITURE OF SUBSTITUTE

PROPERTY

(a) In this article, “substitute property” means property:
(1) that is not contraband; and
(2) that is owned by a person who is or was the owner of,
or has or had an interest in, contraband with an aggregate
value of $200,000 or more.

(b) Substitute property may be seized under authority of a
search warrant issued under Subsection (c) if property that is
contraband:

(1) can no longer be located after the exercise of reasonable
diligence;
(2) has been transferred, conveyed, sold to, or deposited
with a person other than the owner or interest holder;
(3) is not within the jurisdiction of the court;
(4) has substantially diminished in value;
(5) has been commingled with other property and cannot
be readily distinguished or separated; or
(6) is proceeds described by Article 59.01(2)(C) and was
used to acquire other property that is not within the juris-
diction of the court.

(c) A district court may issue a search warrant authorizing a
peace officer to seize substitute property if the officer submits
an affidavit that states:

(1) probable cause for the commission of an offense giving
rise to forfeiture of contraband;
(2) a description of the contraband involved and the esti-
mated current fair market value of the substitute property
to be seized;
(3) the reasons the contraband is unavailable for forfeiture;
(4) probable cause to believe that the owner of the substi-
tute property owned or had an interest in contraband with
an aggregate value of $200,000 or more in connection with
the commission of an underlying offense giving rise to the
forfeiture; and
(5) that due diligence has been exercised in identifying the
minimum amount of substitute property necessary to approx-
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imate the estimated highest fair market value of the contra-
band during the period in which the owner of the substitute
property owned, or had an interest in, the contraband.

(d) After seizure of the substitute property, the disposition shall
proceed as other cases in this chapter except that the attorney
representing the state must prove by a preponderance of the
evidence:

(1) that the contraband described by Subsection (b) was
subject to seizure and forfeiture under this chapter;
(2) the highest fair market value of that contraband during
the period in which the owner of the substitute property
owned, or had an interest in, the contraband;
(3) the fair market value of the substitute property at the
time it was seized; and
(4) that the owner of the substitute property owned or had
an interest in contraband with an aggregate value of
$200,000 or more in connection with the commission of
an underlying offense giving rise to the forfeiture.

(e) For purposes of determining the aggregate value of contra-
band under Subsection (c) or (d), the owner or interest holder
is not required to have simultaneously owned or had an inter-
est in all of the property constituting contraband.
(f ) If the fair market value of the substitute property seized ex-
ceeds the highest fair market value of the contraband described
by Subsection (b) during the period in which the owner of the
substitute property owned, or had an interest in, the contra-
band, the court shall make appropriate orders to ensure that
property equal in value to the excess is returned to the person
or persons from whom the substitute property was seized.

ART.  59.022.  PROPERTY REMOVED FROM THIS

STATE

(a) This article applies to contraband, other than real property,
that is determined to be located outside of this state.
(b) A peace officer who identifies contraband described by
Subsection (a) shall provide the attorney representing the state
a sworn statement that identifies the contraband and the rea-
sons the contraband is subject to seizure. On receiving the
sworn statement, the attorney representing the state may file,
in the name of the state, a notice of intended forfeiture in a
district court in:

(1) the county in which the contraband, or proceeds used
to acquire the contraband, was known to be situated before
its removal out of this state;
(2) the county in which any owner or possessor of the con-
traband was prosecuted for an underlying offense for which
the property is subject to forfeiture;
(3) the county in which venue existed for prosecution of an
underlying offense for which the property is subject to for-
feiture; or
(4) Travis County.

(c) The attorney representing the state shall request that cita-
tion be served on any person who owns or is in possession or
control of the contraband to which this article applies and, on
service in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure,
may move to have the court order that the contraband be:

(1) returned or brought to the jurisdiction of the court; or
(2) delivered to an agent of this state for transportation to
the jurisdiction of the court.

(d) The attorney representing the state is entitled to all reason-
able discovery in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure to assist in identifying and locating contraband
described by Subsection (a).
(e) If the court orders the return of contraband under this ar-
ticle, the contraband, after return, is subject to seizure and for-
feiture as otherwise provided by this chapter.
(f ) If it is found that any person after being served with a cita-
tion under Subsection (c) has transported, concealed, disposed
of, or otherwise acted to prevent the seizure and forfeiture of
contraband described by Subsection (a), the court may:

(1) order the payment to the attorney representing the state
of costs incurred in investigating and identifying the loca-
tion of the contraband, including discovery costs, reason-
able attorney’s fees, expert fees, other professional fees
incurred by the attorney, and travel expenses;
(2) enter a judgment for civil contempt and impose:

(A) a fine of not more than $10,000 or less than $1,000;
(B) confinement in jail for a term of not more than 30
days or less than 10 days; or
(C) both fine and confinement;

(3) enter a judgment of forfeiture of the person’s interest in
the contraband;
(4) enter a judgment in the amount of the fair market value
of the contraband;
(5) impose a civil penalty of not more than $25,000 or less
than $1,000 for each item of contraband, or each separate
fund, of which the person transported, concealed, disposed,
or otherwise acted to prevent the seizure and forfeiture; or
(6) order any combination of Subdivisions (1) through (5).

ART.  59.023.  SUIT FOR PROCEEDS

(a) A peace officer who identifies proceeds that are gained from
the commission of an offense listed in Article 59.01(2)(A) or
(B) shall provide the attorney representing the state with an af-
fidavit that identifies the amount of the proceeds and that
states probable cause that the proceeds are contraband subject
to forfeiture. On receiving the affidavit, the attorney repre-
senting the state may file for a judgment in the amount of the
proceeds in a district court in:

(1) the county in which the proceeds were gained;
(2) the county in which any owner or possessor of the prop-
erty was prosecuted for an underlying offense for which the
property is subject to forfeiture;
(3) the county in which venue existed for prosecution of an
underlying offense for which the property is subject to for-
feiture;
(4) the county in which the proceeds were seized; or
(5) Travis County.

(b) If the court determines that, based on an examination of
the affidavit described by Subsection (a), probable cause exists
for the suit to proceed, the court shall order that citation be
served on all defendants named in the suit in accordance with
the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
(c) Each person who is shown to have been a party to an un-
derlying offense for which the proceeds are subject to forfeiture
is jointly and severally liable in a suit under this article, re-
gardless of whether the person has been charged for the of-
fense.
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ART.  59.024.  MULTIPLE RECOVERY PROHIBITED

The attorney representing the state may proceed under Article
59.02, 59.021, 59.022, or 59.023, or any combination of
those articles. If property or proceeds are awarded or forfeited
to the state under this chapter for an underlying offense, a
court may not award or forfeit additional property or proceeds
that would exceed the highest fair market value of the contra-
band subject to forfeiture for that offense. For purposes of this
article, the highest fair market value may be calculated at any
time during the period in which the applicable person owned,
possessed, or had an interest in the contraband.

ART.  59.03.  SEIZURE OF CONTRABAND

(a) Property subject to forfeiture under this chapter, other than
property described by Article 59.12, may be seized by any
peace officer under authority of a search warrant.
(b) Seizure of property subject to forfeiture may be made with-
out warrant if:

(1) the owner, operator, or agent in charge of the property
knowingly consents;
(2) the seizure is incident to a search to which the owner,
operator, or agent in charge of the property knowingly con-
sents;
(3) the property subject to seizure has been the subject of a
prior judgment in favor of the state in a forfeiture proceed-
ing under this chapter; or
(4) the seizure was incident to a lawful arrest, lawful search,
or lawful search incident to arrest.

(c) A peace officer who seizes property under this chapter has
custody of the property, subject only to replevy under Article
59.02 of this code or an order of a court. A peace officer who
has custody of property shall provide the attorney representing
the state with a sworn statement that contains a schedule of the
property seized, an acknowledgment that the officer has seized
the property, and a list of the officer’s reasons for the seizure.
Not later than 72 hours after the seizure, the peace officer shall:

(1) place the property under seal;
(2) remove the property to a place ordered by the court; or
(3) require a law enforcement agency of the state or a polit-
ical subdivision to take custody of the property and move it
to a proper location.

(d) A person in the possession of property at the time a peace
officer seizes the property under this chapter may at the time
of seizure assert the person’s interest in or right to the property.
A peace officer, including the peace officer who seizes the
property, may not request, require, or in any manner induce
any person, including a person who asserts an interest in or
right to the property, to execute a document purporting to
waive the person’s interest in or rights to property seized under
this chapter.
(e) At any time before notice is filed under Article 59.04(b), an
attorney representing the state may not request, require, or in
any manner induce any person, including a person who asserts
an interest in or right to property seized under this chapter, to
execute a document purporting to waive the person’s interest
in or rights to the property.

ART.  59.04.  NOTIFICATION OF FORFEITURE

PROCEEDING

(a) If a peace officer seizes property under this chapter, the at-
torney representing the state shall commence proceedings

under this section not later than the 30th day after the date of
the seizure.
(b) A forfeiture proceeding commences under this chapter
when the attorney representing the state files a notice of the
seizure and intended forfeiture in the name of the state with
the clerk of the district court in the county in which the seizure
is made. The attorney representing the state must attach to the
notice the peace officer’s sworn statement under Article 59.03
of this code or, if the property has been seized under Article
59.12(b), the statement of the terms and amount of the de-
pository account or inventory of assets provided by the regu-
lated financial institution to the peace officer executing the
warrant in the manner described by Article 59.12(b). Except as
provided by Subsection (c) of this article, the attorney repre-
senting the state shall cause certified copies of the notice to be
served on the following persons in the same manner as pro-
vided for the service of process by citation in civil cases:

(1) the owner of the property; and
(2) any interest holder in the property.

(c) If the property is a motor vehicle, and if there is reasonable
cause to believe that the vehicle has been registered under the
laws of this state, the attorney representing the state shall ask
the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles to identify from its
records the record owner of the vehicle and any interest holder.
If the addresses of the owner and interest holder are not other-
wise known, the attorney representing the state shall request
citation be served on such persons at the address listed with the
Texas Department of Motor Vehicles. If the citation issued to
such address is returned unserved, the attorney representing
the state shall cause a copy of the notice of the seizure and in-
tended forfeiture to be posted at the courthouse door, to re-
main there for a period of not less than 30 days. If the owner
or interest holder does not answer or appear after the notice
has been so posted, the court shall enter a judgment by default
as to the owner or interest holder, provided that the attorney
representing the state files a written motion supported by affi-
davit setting forth the attempted service. An owner or interest
holder whose interest is forfeited in this manner shall not be li-
able for court costs. If the person in possession of the vehicle
at the time of the seizure is not the owner or the interest holder
of the vehicle, notification shall be provided to the possessor in
the same manner specified for notification to an owner or in-
terest holder.
(d) If the property is a motor vehicle and is not registered in this
state, the attorney representing the state shall attempt to ascer-
tain the name and address of the person in whose name the ve-
hicle is licensed in another state. If the vehicle is licensed in a
state that has a certificate of title law, the attorney representing
the state shall request the appropriate agency of that state to
identify the record owner of the vehicle and any interest holder.
(e) If a financing statement is required by law to be filed to per-
fect a security interest affecting the property, and if there is rea-
sonable cause to believe that a financing statement has been
filed, the attorney representing the state who commences the
proceedings shall ask the appropriate official designated by
Chapter 9, Business & Commerce Code, to identify the record
owner of the property and the person who is an interest holder.
(f ) If the property is an aircraft or a part of an aircraft, and if
there is reasonable cause to believe that a perfected security in-
strument affects the property, the attorney representing the
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state shall request an administrator of the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration to identify from the records of that agency the
record owner of the property and the holder of the perfected
security instrument. The attorney representing the state shall
also notify the Department of Public Safety in writing of the
fact that an aircraft has been seized and shall provide the de-
partment with a description of the aircraft.
(g) If the property is real property, the attorney representing
the state, not later than the third day after the date proceedings
are commenced, shall file a lis pendens notice describing the
property with the county clerk of each county in which the
property is located.
(h) For all other property subject to forfeiture, if there is rea-
sonable cause to believe that a perfected security instrument af-
fects the property, the attorney representing the state shall
make a good faith inquiry to identify the holder of the per-
fected security instrument.
(i) Except as provided by Section (c) of this article, the attor-
ney representing the state who commences the proceedings
shall cause the owner and any interest holder to be named as a
party and to be served with citation as provided by the Texas
Rules of Civil Procedure.
(j) A person who was in possession of the property at the time
it was seized shall be made a party to the proceeding.
(k) If no person was in possession of the property at the time
it was seized, and if the owner of the property is unknown, the
attorney representing the state shall file with the clerk of the
court in which the proceedings are pending an affidavit stating
that no person was in possession of the property at the time it
was seized and that the owner of the property is unknown. The
clerk of the court shall issue a citation for service by publica-
tion addressed to “The Unknown Owner of _______,” filling
in the blank space with a reasonably detailed description of the
property subject to forfeiture. The citation must contain the
other requisites prescribed by and be served as provided by
Rules 114, 115, and 116, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
(l) Proceedings commenced under this chapter may not pro-
ceed to hearing unless the judge who is to conduct the hearing
is satisfied that this article has been complied with and that the
attorney representing the state will introduce into evidence at
the hearing any answer received from an inquiry required by
Subsections (c)-(h) of this article.

ART.  59.05.  FORFEITURE HEARING

(a) All parties must comply with the rules of pleading as re-
quired in civil suits.
(b) All cases under this chapter shall proceed to trial in the
same manner as in other civil cases. The state has the burden
of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that property is
subject to forfeiture.
(c) It is an affirmative defense to forfeiture under this chapter
of property belonging to the spouse of a person whose acts
gave rise to the seizure of community property that, because of
an act of family violence, as defined by Section 71.004, Fam-
ily Code, the spouse was unable to prevent the act giving rise
to the seizure.
(d) A final conviction for an underlying offense is not a re-
quirement for forfeiture under this chapter. An owner or in-
terest holder may present evidence of a dismissal or acquittal of
an underlying offense in a forfeiture proceeding, and evidence

of an acquittal raises a presumption that the property or inter-
est that is the subject of the hearing is nonforfeitable. This pre-
sumption can be rebutted by evidence that the owner or
interest holder knew or should have known that the property
was contraband.
(e) It is the intention of the legislature that asset forfeiture is re-
medial in nature and not a form of punishment. If the court
finds that all or any part of the property is subject to forfeiture,
the judge shall forfeit the property to the state, with the attor-
ney representing the state as the agent for the state, except that
if the court finds that the nonforfeitable interest of an interest
holder in the property is valued in an amount greater than or
substantially equal to the present value of the property, the
court shall order the property released to the interest holder. If
the court finds that the nonforfeitable interest of an interest
holder is valued in an amount substantially less than the present
value of the property and that the property is subject to forfei-
ture, the court shall order the property forfeited to the state
with the attorney representing the state acting as the agent of
the state, and making necessary orders to protect the nonfor-
feitable interest of the interest holder. On final judgment of for-
feiture, the attorney representing the state shall dispose of the
property in the manner required by Article 59.06 of this code.
(f ) On forfeiture to the state of an amount greater than
$2,500, the clerk of the court in which the forfeiture proceed-
ing was held is entitled to court costs in that proceeding as in
other civil proceedings unless the forfeiture violates federal re-
quirements for multijurisdictional task force cases authorized
under Chapter 362, Local Government Code. The procedure
for collecting the costs is the procedure established under Sub-
sections (a) and (c), Article 59.06.
(g) If property is seized at a federal checkpoint, the notice of
seizure and intended forfeiture may be filed in and the pro-
ceeding may be held in:

(1) the county in which the seizure occurred; or
(2) with the consent of the owner, operator, or agent in
charge of the property, a county that is adjacent to the
county in which the seizure occurred, if both counties are
in the same judicial district.

ART.  59.06.  DISPOSITION OF FORFEITED

PROPERTY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (k), all forfeited property
shall be administered by the attorney representing the state,
acting as the agent of the state, in accordance with accepted ac-
counting practices and with the provisions of any local agree-
ment entered into between the attorney representing the state
and law enforcement agencies. If a local agreement has not
been executed, the property shall be sold on the 75th day after
the date of the final judgment of forfeiture at public auction
under the direction of the county sheriff, after notice of pub-
lic auction as provided by law for other sheriff ’s sales. The pro-
ceeds of the sale shall be distributed as follows:

(1) to any interest holder to the extent of the interest
holder’s nonforfeitable interest; 
(2) after any distributions under Subdivision (1), if the Title
IV-D agency has filed a child support lien in the forfeiture
proceeding, to the Title IV-D agency in an amount not to
exceed the amount of child support arrearages identified in
the lien; and
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(3) the balance, if any, after the deduction of court costs to
which a district court clerk is entitled under Article
59.05(f ) and, after that deduction, the deduction of storage
and disposal costs, to be deposited not later than the 30th
day after the date of the sale in the state treasury to the
credit of the general revenue fund.

(b) If a local agreement exists between the attorney representing
the state and law enforcement agencies, the attorney representing
the state may transfer the property to law enforcement agencies
to maintain, repair, use, and operate the property for official pur-
poses if the property is free of any interest of an interest holder.
The agency receiving the forfeited property may purchase the in-
terest of an interest holder so that the property can be released for
use by the agency. The agency receiving the forfeited property
may maintain, repair, use, and operate the property with money
appropriated for current operations. If the property is a motor ve-
hicle subject to registration under the motor vehicle registration
laws of this state, the agency receiving the forfeited vehicle is con-
sidered to be the purchaser and the certificate of title shall issue
to the agency. A law enforcement agency to which property is
transferred under this subsection at any time may transfer or loan
the property to any other municipal or county agency, a ground-
water conservation district governed by Chapter 36, Water Code,
or a school district for the use of that agency or district. A mu-
nicipal or county agency, a groundwater conservation district, or
a school district to which a law enforcement agency loans a
motor vehicle under this subsection shall maintain any automo-
bile insurance coverage for the vehicle that is required by law.
(b-1) If a loan is made by a sheriff ’s office or by a municipal po-
lice department, the commissioners court of the county in
which the sheriff has jurisdiction or the governing body of the
municipality in which the department has jurisdiction, as ap-
plicable, may revoke the loan at any time by notifying the re-
ceiving agency or district, by mail, that the receiving agency or
district must return the loaned vehicle to the loaning agency be-
fore the seventh day after the date the receiving agency or dis-
trict receives the notice.
(b-2) An agency that loans property under this article shall:

(1) keep a record of the loan, including the name of the
agency or district to which the vehicle was loaned, the fair
market value of the vehicle, and where the receiving agency
or district will use the vehicle; and
(2) update the record when the information relating to the
vehicle changes.

(c) If a local agreement exists between the attorney representing
the state and law enforcement agencies, all money, securities,
negotiable instruments, stocks or bonds, or things of value, or
proceeds from the sale of those items, shall be deposited, after
the deduction of court costs to which a district court clerk is en-
titled under Article 59.05(f ), according to the terms of the
agreement into one or more of the following funds:

(1) a special fund in the county treasury for the benefit of
the office of the attorney representing the state, to be used
by the attorney solely for the official purposes of his office;
(2) a special fund in the municipal treasury if distributed to
a municipal law enforcement agency, to be used solely for
law enforcement purposes;
(3) a special fund in the county treasury if distributed to a
county law enforcement agency, to be used solely for law
enforcement purposes; or

(4) a special fund in the state law enforcement agency if dis-
tributed to a state law enforcement agency, to be used solely
for law enforcement purposes.

(c-1) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), the attorney represent-
ing the state and special rangers of the Texas and Southwestern
Cattle Raisers Association who meet the requirements of Arti-
cle 2.125 may enter into a local agreement that allows the at-
torney representing the state to transfer proceeds from the sale
of forfeited property described by Subsection (c), after the de-
duction of court costs as described by that subsection, to a spe-
cial fund established for the special rangers. Proceeds
transferred under this subsection must be used by the special
rangers solely for law enforcement purposes]. Any expenditures
of the proceeds are subject to the audit provisions established
under this article.
(c-2) Any postjudgment interest from money, securities, nego-
tiable instruments, stocks or bonds, or things of value, or pro-
ceeds from the sale of those items, that are deposited in an
interest-bearing bank account under Subsection (c) shall be
used for the same purpose as the principal.
(c-3) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), with respect to forfeited
property seized in connection with a violation of Chapter 481,
Health and Safety Code (Texas Controlled Substances Act), by
a peace officer employed by the Department of Public Safety,
in a proceeding under Article 59.05 in which a default judg-
ment is rendered in favor of the state, the attorney represent-
ing the state shall enter into a local agreement with the
department that allows the attorney representing the state ei-
ther to:

(1) transfer forfeited property to the department to main-
tain, repair, use, and operate for official purposes in the
manner provided by Subsection (b); or
(2) allocate proceeds from the sale of forfeited property de-
scribed by Subsection (c), after the deduction of court costs
as described by that subsection, in the following proportions:

(A) 40 percent to a special fund in the department to be
used solely for law enforcement purposes;
(B) 30 percent to a special fund in the county treasury
for the benefit of the office of the attorney representing
the state, to be used by the attorney solely for the official
purposes of the attorney’s office; and
(C) 30 percent to the general revenue fund.

(c-4) Notwithstanding Subsections (a) and (c-3), with respect
to forfeited property seized in connection with a violation of
Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code (Texas Controlled Sub-
stances Act), by the Department of Public Safety concurrently
with any other law enforcement agency, in a proceeding under
Article 59.05 in which a default judgment is rendered in favor
of the state, the attorney representing the state may allocate
property or proceeds in accordance with a memorandum of
understanding between the law enforcement agencies and the
attorney representing the state.
(d) Proceeds awarded under this chapter to a law enforcement
agency or to the attorney representing the state may be spent
by the agency or the attorney after a budget for the expendi-
ture of the proceeds has been submitted to the commissioners
court or governing body of the municipality. The budget must
be detailed and clearly list and define the categories of expen-
ditures, but may not list details that would endanger the secu-
rity of an investigation or prosecution. Expenditures are
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subject to the audit and enforcement provisions established
under this chapter. A commissioners court or governing body
of a municipality may not use the existence of an award to off-
set or decrease total salaries, expenses, and allowances that the
agency or the attorney receives from the commissioners court
or governing body at or after the time the proceeds are
awarded. 
(d-1) The head of a law enforcement agency or an attorney rep-
resenting the state may not use proceeds or property received
under this chapter to:

(1) contribute to a political campaign;
(2) make a donation to any entity, except as provided by
Subsection (d-2);
(3) pay expenses related to the training or education of any
member of the judiciary;
(4) pay any travel expenses related to attendance at training
or education seminars if the expenses violate generally ap-
plicable restrictions established by the commissioners court
or governing body of the municipality, as applicable;
(5) purchase alcoholic beverages;
(6) make any expenditure not approved by the commis-
sioners court or governing body of the municipality, as ap-
plicable, if the head of a law enforcement agency or attorney
representing the state holds an elective office and:

(A) the deadline for filing an application for a place on
the ballot as a candidate for reelection to that office in
the general primary election has passed and the person
did not file an application for a place on that ballot; or
(B) during the person’s current term of office, the person
was a candidate in a primary, general, or runoff election
for reelection to that office and was not the prevailing
candidate in that election; or

(7) increase a salary, expense, or allowance for an employee
of the law enforcement agency or attorney representing the
state who is budgeted by the commissioners court or gov-
erning body of the municipality unless the commissioners
court or governing body first approves the increase.

(d-2) The head of a law enforcement agency or an attorney rep-
resenting the state may use as an official purpose of the agency
or attorney proceeds or property received under this chapter to
make a donation to an entity that assists in:

(1) the detection, investigation, or prosecution of:
(A) criminal offenses; or
(B) instances of abuse, as defined by Section 261.001,
Family Code;

(2) the provision of:
(A) mental health, drug, or rehabilitation services; or
(B) services for victims or witnesses of criminal offenses
or instances of abuse described by Subdivision (1); or

(3) the provision of training or education related to duties
or services described by Subdivision (1) or (2).

(d-3) Except as otherwise provided by this article, an expendi-
ture of proceeds or property received under this chapter is con-
sidered to be for a law enforcement purpose if the expenditure
is made for an activity of a law enforcement agency that relates
to the criminal and civil enforcement of the laws of this state,
including an expenditure made for:

(1) equipment, including vehicles, computers, firearms,
protective body armor, furniture, software, uniforms, and
maintenance equipment;

(2) supplies, including office supplies, mobile phone and
data account fees for employees, and Internet services;
(3) investigative and training-related travel expenses, in-
cluding payment for hotel rooms, airfare, meals, rental of
and fuel for a motor vehicle, and parking;
(4) conferences and training expenses, including fees and
materials;
(5) investigative costs, including payments to informants
and lab expenses;
(6) crime prevention and treatment programs;
(7) facility costs, including building purchase, lease pay-
ments, remodeling and renovating, maintenance, and utili-
ties;
(8) witness-related costs, including travel and security; and
(9) audit costs and fees, including audit preparation and
professional fees.

(d-4) Except as otherwise provided by this article, an expendi-
ture of proceeds or property received under this chapter is con-
sidered to be for an official purpose of an attorney’s office if the
expenditure is made for an activity of an attorney or office of
an attorney representing the state that relates to the preserva-
tion, enforcement, or administration of the laws of this state,
including an expenditure made for:

(1) equipment, including vehicles, computers, visual aid
equipment for litigation, firearms, body armor, furniture,
software, and uniforms;
(2) supplies, including office supplies, legal library supplies
and access fees, mobile phone and data account fees for em-
ployees, and Internet services;
(3) prosecution and training-related travel expenses, in-
cluding payment for hotel rooms, airfare, meals, rental of
and fuel for a motor vehicle, and parking;
(4) conferences and training expenses, including fees and
materials;
(5) investigative costs, including payments to informants
and lab expenses;
(6) crime prevention and treatment programs;
(7) facility costs, including building purchase, lease pay-
ments, remodeling and renovating, maintenance, and utili-
ties;
(8) legal fees, including court costs, witness fees, and related
costs, including travel and security, audit costs, and profes-
sional fees; and
(9) state bar and legal association dues.

(e) On the sale of contraband under this article, the appropri-
ate state agency shall issue a certificate of title to the recipient
if a certificate of title is required for the property by other law.
(f ) A final judgment of forfeiture under this chapter perfects
the title of the state to the property as of the date that the con-
traband was seized or the date the forfeiture action was filed,
whichever occurred first, except that if the property forfeited is
real property, the title is perfected as of the date a notice of lis
pendens is filed on the property.
(g)(1) All law enforcement agencies and attorneys representing
the state who receive proceeds or property under this chapter
shall account for the seizure, forfeiture, receipt, and specific ex-
penditure of all the proceeds and property in an audit, which
is to be performed annually by the commissioners court or
governing body of a municipality, as appropriate. The annual
period of the audit for a law enforcement agency is the fiscal
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year of the appropriate county or municipality and the annual
period for an attorney representing the state is the state fiscal
year. The audit must be completed on a form provided by the
attorney general and must include a detailed report and expla-
nation of all expenditures, including salaries and overtime pay,
officer training, investigative equipment and supplies, and
other items. Certified copies of the audit shall be delivered by
the law enforcement agency or attorney representing the state
to the attorney general not later than the 60th day after the
date on which the annual period that is the subject of the audit
ends.

(2) If a copy of the audit is not delivered to the attorney
general within the period required by Subdivision (1),
within five days after the end of the period the attorney
general shall notify the law enforcement agency or the at-
torney representing the state of that fact. On a showing of
good cause, the attorney general may grant an extension
permitting the agency or attorney to deliver a copy of the
audit after the period required by Subdivision (1) and be-
fore the 76th day after the date on which the annual period
that is the subject of the audit ends. If the law enforcement
agency or the attorney representing the state fails to estab-
lish good cause for not delivering the copy of the audit
within the period required by Subdivision (1) or fails to de-
liver a copy of an audit within the extension period, the at-
torney general shall notify the comptroller of that fact. 
(3) On notice under Subdivision (2), the comptroller shall
perform the audit otherwise required by Subdivision (1). At
the conclusion of the audit, the comptroller shall forward a
copy of the audit to the attorney general. The law enforce-
ment agency or attorney representing the state is liable to
the comptroller for the costs of the comptroller in per-
forming the audit.

(h) As a specific exception to the requirement of Subdivisions
(1)-(3) of Subsection (c) of this article that the funds described
by those subdivisions be used only for the official purposes of
the attorney representing the state or for law enforcement pur-
poses, on agreement between the attorney representing the
state or the head of a law enforcement agency and the govern-
ing body of a political subdivision, the attorney representing
the state or the head of the law enforcement agency shall com-
ply with the request of the governing body to deposit not more
than a total of 10 percent of the gross amount credited to the
attorney’s or agency’s fund into the treasury of the political
subdivision. The governing body of the political subdivision
shall, by ordinance, order, or resolution, use funds received
under this subsection for:

(1) nonprofit programs for the prevention of drug abuse;
(2) nonprofit chemical dependency treatment facilities li-
censed under Chapter 464, Health and Safety Code;
(3) nonprofit drug and alcohol rehabilitation or prevention
programs administered or staffed by professionals desig-
nated as qualified and credentialed by the Texas Commis-
sion on Alcohol and Drug Abuse; or
(4) financial assistance as described by Subsection (o).

(i) The governing body of a political subdivision may not use
funds received under this subchapter for programs or facilities
listed under Subsections (h)(1)–(3) if an officer of or member
of the Board of Directors of the entity providing the program
or facility is related to a member of the governing body, the at-

torney representing the state, or the head of the law enforce-
ment agency within the third degree by consanguinity or the
second degree by affinity. 
(j) As a specific exception to Subdivision (4) of Subsection
(c) of this article, the director of a state law enforcement
agency may use not more than 10 percent of the amount
credited to the special fund of the agency under that subdi-
vision for the prevention of drug abuse and the treatment of
persons with drug-related problems. 
(k)(1) The attorney for the state shall transfer all forfeited
property that is income from, or acquired with the income
from, a movie, book, magazine article, tape recording, phono-
graphic record, radio or television presentation, telephone ser-
vice, electronic media format, including an Internet website,
or live entertainment in which a crime is reenacted to the at-
torney general.

(2) The attorney for the state shall transfer to the attorney
general all income from the sale of tangible property the
value of which is increased by the notoriety gained from the
conviction of an offense by the person accused or convicted
of the crime, minus the deduction authorized by this sub-
division. The attorney for the state shall determine the fair
market value of property that is substantially similar to the
property that was sold but that has not been increased in
value by notoriety and deduct that amount from the pro-
ceeds of the sale. After transferring income to the attorney
general, the attorney for the state shall transfer the remain-
der of the proceeds of the sale to the owner of the property.
The attorney for the state, the attorney general, or a person
who may be entitled to claim money from the escrow ac-
count described by Subdivision (3) in satisfaction of a claim
may at any time bring an action to enjoin the waste of in-
come described by this subdivision.
(3) The attorney general shall deposit the money or pro-
ceeds from the sale of the property into an escrow account.
The money in the account is available to satisfy a judgment
against the person who committed the crime in favor of a
victim of the crime if the judgment is for damages incurred
by the victim caused by the commission of the crime. The
attorney general shall transfer the money in the account
that has not been ordered paid to a victim in satisfaction of
a judgment to the compensation to victims of crime fund
on the fifth anniversary of the date the account was estab-
lished. In this subsection, “victim” has the meaning as-
signed by Article 56.32.

(l) A law enforcement agency that, or an attorney representing
the state who, does not receive proceeds or property under this
chapter during an annual period as described by Subsection (g)
shall, not later than the 30th day after the date on which the
annual period ends, report to the Criminal Justice Division of
the Governor’s Office that the agency or attorney, as appropri-
ate, did not receive proceeds or property under this chapter
during the annual period. 
(m) As a specific exception to Subdivisions (1)-(3) of Subsec-
tion (c), a law enforcement agency or attorney representing the
state may use proceeds received under this chapter to contract
with a person or entity to prepare an audit as required by Sub-
section (g). 
(n) As a specific exception to Subsection (c)(2) or (3), a local
law enforcement agency may transfer not more than a total of
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10 percent of the gross amount credited to the agency’s fund
to a separate special fund in the treasury of the political subdi-
vision. The agency shall administer the separate special fund,
and expenditures from the fund are at the sole discretion of the
agency and may be used only for financial assistance as de-
scribed by Subsection (o). 
(o) The governing body of a political subdivision or a local law
enforcement agency may provide financial assistance under Sub-
section (h)(4) or (n) only to a person who is a Texas resident,
who plans to enroll or is enrolled at an institution of higher ed-
ucation in an undergraduate degree or certificate program in a
field related to law enforcement, and who plans to return to that
locality to work for the political subdivision or the agency in a
field related to law enforcement. To ensure the promotion of a
law enforcement purpose of the political subdivision or the
agency, the governing body of the political subdivision or the
agency shall impose other reasonable criteria related to the pro-
vision of this financial assistance, including a requirement that a
recipient of the financial assistance work for a certain period of
time for the political subdivision or the agency in a field related
to law enforcement and including a requirement that the recip-
ient sign an agreement to perform that work for that period of
time. In this subsection, “institution of higher education” has
the meaning assigned by Section 61.003, Education Code.
(p) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), and to the extent necessary
to protect the commission’s ability to recover amounts wrong-
fully obtained by the owner of the property and associated dam-
ages and penalties to which the commission may otherwise be
entitled by law, the attorney representing the state shall transfer
to the Health and Human Services Commission all forfeited
property defined as contraband under Article 59.01(2)(B)(vi)].
If the forfeited property consists of property other than money
or negotiable instruments, the attorney representing the state
may, if approved by the commission, sell the property and de-
liver to the commission the proceeds from the sale, minus costs
attributable to the sale. The sale must be conducted in a man-
ner that is reasonably expected to result in receiving the fair
market value for the property.
(q)(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a
multicounty drug task force, or a county or municipality par-
ticipating in the task force, that is not established in accor-
dance with Section 362.004, Local Government Code, or that
fails to comply with the policies and procedures established by
the Department of Public Safety under that section, and that
participates in the seizure of contraband shall forward to the
comptroller all proceeds received by the task force from the
forfeiture of the contraband. The comptroller shall deposit the
proceeds in the state treasury to the credit of the general rev-
enue fund.

(2) The attorney general shall ensure the enforcement of
Subdivision (1) by filing any necessary legal proceedings in
the county in which the contraband is forfeited or in Travis
County.

(r) As a specific exception to Subsection (c)(2), (3), or (4), a law
enforcement agency may transfer not more than 10 percent of
the gross amount credited to the agency’s fund to a separate spe-
cial fund established in the treasury of the political subdivision
or maintained by the state law enforcement agency, as applica-
ble. The law enforcement agency shall administer the separate
special fund. Interest received from the investment of money in

the fund shall be credited to the fund. The agency may use
money in the fund only to provide scholarships to children of
peace officers who were employed by the agency or by another
law enforcement agency with which the agency has overlapping
geographic jurisdiction and who were killed in the line of duty.
Scholarships under this subsection may be used only to pay the
costs of attendance at an institution of higher education or pri-
vate or independent institution of higher education, including
tuition and fees and costs for housing, books, supplies, trans-
portation, and other related personal expenses. In this subsec-
tion, “institution of higher education” and “private or
independent institution of higher education” have the meanings
assigned by Section 61.003, Education Code.
(s) Not later than April 30 of each year, the attorney general
shall develop a report based on information submitted by law
enforcement agencies and attorneys representing the state under
Subsection (g) detailing the total amount of funds forfeited, or
credited after the sale of forfeited property, in this state in the
preceding calendar year. The attorney general shall maintain in
a prominent location on the attorney general’s publicly accessi-
ble Internet website a link to the most recent annual report de-
veloped under this subsection.

Addition of (r) & (s) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 530, §1).

ART.  59.061.  AUDITS AND INVESTIGATIONS

(a) The state auditor may at any time perform an audit or con-
duct an investigation, in accordance with this article and
Chapter 321, Government Code, related to the seizure, forfei-
ture, receipt, and specific expenditure of proceeds and prop-
erty received under this chapter.
(b) The state auditor is entitled at any time to access any book,
account, voucher, confidential or nonconfidential report, or
other record of information, including electronic data, main-
tained under Article 59.06, except that if the release of the ap-
plicable information is restricted under state or federal law, the
state auditor may access the information only with the approval
of a court or federal administrative agency, as appropriate.
(c) If the results of an audit or investigation under this article
indicate that a law enforcement agency or attorney representing
the state has knowingly violated or is knowingly violating a pro-
vision of this chapter relating to the disposition of proceeds or
property received under this chapter, the state auditor shall
promptly notify the attorney general for the purpose of initiat-
ing appropriate enforcement proceedings under Article 59.062.
(d) The law enforcement agency or attorney representing the
state shall reimburse the state auditor for costs incurred by the
state auditor in performing an audit under this article.

ART.  59.062.  ENFORCEMENT

(a) In the name of the state, the attorney general may institute
in a district court in Travis County or in a county served by the
law enforcement agency or attorney representing the state, as
applicable, a suit for injunctive relief, to recover a civil penalty,
or for both injunctive relief and a civil penalty if the results of
an audit or investigation under Article 59.061 indicate that the
law enforcement agency or attorney representing the state has
knowingly violated or is knowingly violating a provision of this
chapter relating to the disposition of proceeds or property re-
ceived under this chapter.
(b) On application for injunctive relief and a finding that the
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law enforcement agency or attorney representing the state is
knowingly violating a provision of this chapter relating to the
disposition of proceeds or property received under this chap-
ter, the district court shall grant the injunctive relief the facts
may warrant, without requirement for bond.
(c) A law enforcement agency or attorney representing the
state who knowingly commits a violation described by Subsec-
tion (a) is liable to the state for a civil penalty in an amount not
to exceed $100,000 as determined by the district court to be
appropriate for the nature and seriousness of the violation. In
determining an appropriate penalty for the violation, the court
shall consider:

(1) any previous violations committed by the agency or at-
torney;
(2) the seriousness of the violation, including the nature,
circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation;
(3) the demonstrated good faith of the agency or attorney;
and
(4) the amount necessary to deter future violations.

(d) If the attorney general brings a suit under this article and
an injunction is granted or a civil penalty is imposed, the at-
torney general may recover reasonable expenses, court costs,
investigative costs, and attorney’s fees.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a law
enforcement agency or attorney representing the state ordered
to pay a civil penalty, expense, cost, or fee under this article
shall make the payment out of money available in any fund es-
tablished by the agency or attorney, as applicable, for the pur-
pose of administering proceeds or property received under this
chapter. If sufficient money is not available to make payment
in full at the time the court enters an order requiring payment,
the agency or attorney shall continue to make payments out of
money available in any fund described by this subsection until
the payment is made in full.
(f ) A civil penalty collected under this article shall be deposited
to the credit of the drug court account in the general revenue
fund to help fund drug court programs established under
Chapter 122, 123, 124, or 125, Government Code, or former
law.
(g) A law enforcement agency or attorney representing the
state is immune from liability under this article if the agency
or attorney reasonably relied on:

(1) the advice, consent, or approval of an entity that conducts
an audit of the agency or attorney under this chapter; or
(2) a written opinion of the attorney general relating to:

(A) the statute or other provision of law the agency or at-
torney is alleged to have knowingly violated; or
(B) a fact situation that is substantially similar to the fact
situation in which the agency or attorney is involved.

ART.  59.07.  IMMUNITY

This chapter does not impose any additional liability on any
authorized state, county, or municipal officer engaged in the
lawful performance of the officer’s duties.

ART.  59.08.  DEPOSIT OF MONEY PENDING

DISPOSITION

(a) If money that is contraband is seized, the attorney represent-
ing the state may deposit the money in an interest-bearing bank
account in the jurisdiction of the attorney representing the state
until a final judgment is rendered concerning the contraband.

(b) If a final judgment is rendered concerning contraband,
money that has been placed in an interest-bearing bank ac-
count under Subsection (a) of this article shall be distributed
in the same manner as proceeds are distributed under Article
59.06 of this code, with any interest being distributed in the
same manner and used for the same purpose as the principal.

ART.  59.09.  RIGHT TO ATTORNEY NOT TO BE

ABRIDGED

This chapter is not intended to abridge an accused person’s
right to counsel in a criminal case.

ART.  59.10.  ELECTION OF LAWS

If property is subject to forfeiture under this chapter and under
any other law of this state, the attorney representing the state
may bring forfeiture proceedings under either law.

ART.  59.11.  REPORT OF SEIZED AND FORFEITED

AIRCRAFT

Not later than the 10th day after the last day of each quarter
of the fiscal year, the Department of Public Safety shall report
to the Texas Department of Transportation:
(1) a description of each aircraft that the Department of Pub-
lic Safety has received by forfeiture under this chapter during
the preceding quarter and the purposes for which the Depart-
ment of Public Safety intends to use the aircraft; and
(2) a description of each aircraft the Department of Public
Safety knows to have been seized under this chapter during the
preceding quarter and the purposes for which the Department
of Public Safety would use the aircraft if it were forfeited to the
Department of Public Safety.

ART.  59.12.  SEIZURE OF ACCOUNTS AND

ASSETS AT REGULATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

(a) This article applies to property consisting of a depository
account or assets in a regulated financial institution.
(b) A regulated financial institution, at the time a seizure war-
rant issued under Chapter 18 is served on the institution, may
either:

(1) pay an account or tender assets held as security for an
obligation owed to the institution at the time of the service
of the seizure warrant; or
(2) transfer the depository account or assets to a segregated
interest-bearing account in the name of the attorney repre-
senting the state as trustee, to remain in the account until
the time has expired for an appeal from a decision of the
court relating to the forfeiture of accounts or assets under
Article 59.05.

(c) Immediately on service of the seizure warrant, the regulated
financial institution shall take action as necessary to segregate
the account or assets and shall provide evidence, certified by an
officer of the institution, of the terms and amount of the ac-
count or a detailed inventory of the assets to the peace officer
serving the warrant. Except as otherwise provided by this arti-
cle, a transaction involving an account or assets, other than the
deposit or reinvestment of interest, dividends, or other nor-
mally recurring payments on the account or assets that do not
involve distribution of proceeds to the owner, is not authorized
unless approved by the court that issued the seizure warrant or,
if a forfeiture action has been instituted, the court in which
that action is pending.
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(d) Any accrual to the value of the account or assets during the
pendency of the forfeiture proceedings is subject to the proce-
dures for the disbursement of interest under Article 59.08.
(e) If the regulated financial institution fails to release the de-
pository account or assets to a peace officer pursuant to a
seizure warrant or transfer the account or assets as required by
Subsection (b), and as a result cannot comply with the court’s
forfeiture order, the court:

(1) shall order the regulated financial institution and its cul-
pable officers, agents, or employees to pay actual damages,
attorney’s fees, and court costs incurred as a result of the in-
stitution’s failure to comply; and
(2) may find the regulated financial institution and its cul-
pable officers, agents, or employees in contempt.

(f ) A regulated financial institution that complies with this ar-
ticle is not liable in damages because of the compliance.
(g) This article does not:

(1) impair the right of the state to obtain possession of
physical evidence or to seize a depository account or other
assets for purposes other than forfeiture under this chapter;
or
(2) waive criminal or civil remedies available under other
law.

ART.  59.13.  DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

RELATING TO ACCOUNTS AND ASSETS AT

REGULATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

(a) The attorney representing the state may disclose informa-
tion to the primary state or federal financial institution regula-
tor, including grand jury information or otherwise
confidential information, relating to any action contemplated
or brought under this chapter that involves property consisting
of a depository account in a regulated financial institution or
assets held by a regulated financial institution as security for an
obligation owed to a regulated financial institution. An attor-
ney representing the state who discloses information as per-
mitted by this subsection is not subject to contempt under
Article 20.02 for that disclosure.
(b) A primary state or federal financial institution regulator
shall keep confidential any information provided by the attor-
ney representing the state under Subsection (a). The sharing of
information under Subsection (a) by a representative of the
state is not considered a waiver by the state of any privilege or
claim of confidentiality.
(c) A regulator described by Subsection (b) commits an offense
if the regulator knowingly discloses information in violation of
this article. An offense under this subsection is punishable by
confinement in jail for a period not to exceed 30 days, a fine
not to exceed $500, or both such confinement and fine.

ART.  59.14.  NOTICE TO PRIMARY STATE AND

FEDERAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTION REGULATORS

(a) Before taking any action under this chapter that implicates
a potentially culpable officer or director of a regulated finan-
cial institution, the attorney representing the state shall notify
the banking commissioner, who shall notify the appropriate
state or federal financial institution regulator.
(b) A state or federal financial institution regulator shall keep
confidential any information provided by the attorney repre-
senting the state under Subsection (a).

(c) A regulator described by Subsection (b) commits an offense
if the regulator knowingly discloses information in violation of
this article. An offense under this subsection is punishable by
confinement in jail for a period not to exceed 30 days, a fine
not to exceed $500, or both such confinement and fine.
(d) The provision of notice under Subsection (a) is not con-
sidered a waiver by the state of any privilege or claim of confi-
dentiality.

CHAPTER 60.  CRIMINAL HISTORY
RECORD SYSTEM

ART.  60.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Administration of criminal justice” means the perfor-
mance of any of the following activities: detection, apprehen-
sion, detention, pretrial release, post-trial release, prosecution,
adjudication, correctional supervision, or rehabilitation of an
offender. The term includes criminal identification activities
and the collection, storage, and dissemination of criminal his-
tory record information.
(2) “Appeal” means the review of a decision of a lower court by
a superior court other than by collateral attack.
(3) “Computerized criminal history system” means the data
base containing arrest, disposition, and other criminal history
maintained by the Department of Public Safety.
(4) “Corrections tracking system” means the data base main-
tained by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice on all of-
fenders under its supervision.
(5) “Council” means the Criminal Justice Policy Council.
(6) “Criminal justice agency” means a federal or state agency
that is engaged in the administration of criminal justice under
a statute or executive order and allocates a substantial part of
its annual budget to the administration of criminal justice.
(7) “Criminal justice information system” means the computer-
ized criminal history system and the corrections tracking system.
(8) “Disposition” means an action that results in the termina-
tion, transfer to another jurisdiction, or indeterminate suspen-
sion of the prosecution of a criminal charge.
(9) “Incident number” means a unique number assigned to a
specific person during a specific arrest.
(10) “Offender” means any person who is assigned an incident
number.
(11) “Offense code” means a numeric code for each offense
category.
(12) “Rejected case” means:

(A) a charge that, after the arrest of the offender, the prose-
cutor declines to include in an information or present to a
grand jury; or
(B) an information or indictment that, after the arrest of
the offender, the prosecutor refuses to prosecute.

(13) “Release” means the termination of jurisdiction over an
individual by the criminal justice system.
(14) “State identification number” means a unique number as-
signed by the Department of Public Safety to each person whose
name appears in the criminal justice information system.
(15) “Uniform incident fingerprint card” means a multiple
part form containing a unique incident number with space for
information relating to the charge or charges for which a per-
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son is being arrested, the person’s fingerprints, and other in-
formation relevant to the arrest.
(16) “Electronic means” means the transmission of data be-
tween word processors, data processors, or similar automated
information equipment over dedicated cables, commercial
lines, or other similar methods of transmission.

ART.  60.02.  INFORMATION SYSTEMS

(a) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice is responsible
for recording data and establishing and maintaining a data
base for a corrections tracking system.
(b) The Department of Public Safety is responsible for record-
ing data and maintaining a data base for a computerized crim-
inal history system that serves as the record creation point for
criminal history information maintained by the state.
(c) The criminal justice information system shall be established
and maintained to supply the state with a system:

(1) that provides law enforcement officers with an accurate
criminal history record depository;
(2) that provides criminal justice agencies with an accurate
criminal history record depository for operational decision
making;
(3) from which accurate criminal justice system modeling
can be conducted;
(4) that improves the quality of data used to conduct im-
pact analyses of proposed legislative changes in the criminal
justice system; and
(5) that improves the ability of interested parties to analyze
the functioning of the criminal justice system.

(d) The data bases must contain the information required by
this chapter.
(e) The Department of Public Safety shall designate the offense
codes and has the sole responsibility for designating the state
identification number for each person whose name appears in
the criminal justice information system.
(f ) The Department of Public Safety and the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice shall implement a system to link the
computerized criminal history system and the corrections
tracking system. Data received by the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice that is required by the Department of Public
Safety for the preparation of a criminal history record shall be
made available to the computerized criminal history system
not later than the seventh day after the date on which the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice receives the request for the
data from the Department of Public Safety.
(g) The Department of Public Safety is responsible for the op-
eration of the computerized criminal history system and shall
develop the necessary interfaces in the system to accommodate
inquiries from a statewide automated fingerprint identification
system, if such a system is implemented by the department.
(h) Whenever possible, the reporting of information relating
to dispositions and subsequent offender processing data shall
be conducted electronically.
(i) The Department of Public Safety and the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice, with advice from the council and the
Department of Information Resources, shall develop biennial
plans to improve the reporting and accuracy of the criminal
justice information system and to develop and maintain mon-
itoring systems capable of identifying missing information.
(j) At least once during each five-year period the council shall co-

ordinate an examination of the records and operations of the
criminal justice information system to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of information in the system and to ensure the
promptness of information reporting. The state auditor, or other
appropriate entity selected by the council, shall conduct the ex-
amination with the cooperation of the council, the Department
of Public Safety, and the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
The Department of Public Safety, the council, and the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice may examine the records of the
agencies required to report information to the Department of
Public Safety or the Texas Department of Criminal Justice. The
examining entity shall submit to the legislature and the council a
report that summarizes the findings of each examination and
contains recommendations for improving the system. Not later
than the first anniversary after the date the examining entity sub-
mits its report, the Department of Public Safety shall report to
the Legislative Budget Board, the governor, and the council on
the department’s progress in implementing the examining entity’s
recommendations, including for each recommendation not im-
plemented the reason for not implementing the recommenda-
tion. The Department of Public Safety shall submit a similar
report each year following the submission of the first report until
each of the examining entity’s recommendations is implemented.
(k) The council, the Department of Public Safety, the criminal
justice division of the governor’s office, and the Department of
Information Resources cooperatively shall develop and adopt a
grant program, to be implemented by the criminal justice di-
vision at a time and in a manner determined by the division,
to aid local law enforcement agencies, prosecutors, and court
personnel in obtaining equipment and training necessary to
operate a telecommunications network capable of:

(1) making inquiries to and receiving responses from the
statewide automated fingerprint identification system and
from the computerized criminal history system; and
(2) transmitting information to those systems.

(m) Notwithstanding Subsection (j), work performed under
this section by the state auditor is subject to approval by the
legislative audit committee for inclusion in the audit plan
under Section 321.013(c), Government Code.

ART.  60.03.  INTERAGENCY COOPERATION;
CONFIDENTIALITY

(a) Criminal justice agencies, the Legislative Budget Board,
and the council are entitled to access to the data bases of the
Department of Public Safety, the Texas Juvenile Justice De-
partment [Probation Commission, the Texas Youth Commis-
sion], and the Texas Department of Criminal Justice in
accordance with applicable state or federal law or regulations.
The access granted by this subsection does not grant an agency,
the Legislative Budget Board, or the council the right to add,
delete, or alter data maintained by another agency.
(b) The council or the Legislative Budget Board may submit to
the Department of Public Safety, the Texas Juvenile Justice De-
partment [Probation Commission, the Texas Youth Commis-
sion], and the Texas Department of Criminal Justice an annual
request for a data file containing data elements from the de-
partments’ systems. The Department of Public Safety, the
Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Probation Commission,
the Texas Youth Commission], and the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice shall provide the council and the Legislative
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Budget Board with that data file for the period requested, in
accordance with state and federal law and regulations. If the
council submits data file requests other than the annual data
file request, the director of the agency maintaining the re-
quested records must approve the request. The Legislative
Budget Board may submit data file requests other than the an-
nual data file request without the approval of the director of
the agency maintaining the requested records.
(c) Neither a criminal justice agency, the council, nor the Leg-
islative Budget Board may disclose to the public information
in an individual’s criminal history record if the record is pro-
tected by state or federal law or regulation.

Amendments to (a) & (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §6).

ART.  60.04.  COMPATIBIL ITY OF DATA

(a) Data supplied to the criminal justice information system
must be compatible with the system and must contain both in-
cident numbers and state identification numbers.
(b) A discrete submission of information under any article of
this chapter must contain, in conjunction with information re-
quired, the defendant’s name and state identification number.

ART.  60.05.  TYPES OF INFORMATION

COLLECTED

The criminal justice information system must contain but is
not limited to the following types of information for each ar-
rest for a felony or a misdemeanor not punishable by fine only:
(1) information relating to offenders;
(2) information relating to arrests;
(3) information relating to prosecutions;
(4) information relating to the disposition of cases by courts;
(5) information relating to sentencing; and
(6) information relating to the handling of offenders received
by a correctional agency, facility, or other institution.

ART.  60.051.  INFORMATION IN COMPUTERIZED

CRIMINAL HISTORY SYSTEM

(a) Information in the computerized criminal history system
relating to an offender must include:

(1) the offender’s name, including other names by which
the offender is known;
(2) the offender’s date of birth;
(3) the offender’s physical description, including sex,
weight, height, race, ethnicity, eye color, hair color, scars,
marks, and tattoos; and
(4) the offender’s state identification number.

(b) Information in the computerized criminal history system
relating to an arrest must include:

(1) the name of the offender;
(2) the offender’s state identification number;
(3) the arresting agency;
(4) the arrest charge by offense code and incident number;
(5) whether the arrest charge is a misdemeanor or felony;
(6) the date of the arrest;
(7) the exact disposition of the case by a law enforcement
agency following the arrest; and
(8) the date of disposition of the case by the law enforce-
ment agency.

(c) Information in the computerized criminal history system
relating to a prosecution must include:

(1) each charged offense by offense code and incident number;
(2) the level of the offense charged or the degree of the of-
fense charged for each offense in Subdivision (1) of this
subsection; and
(3) for a rejected case, the date of rejection, offense code,
and incident number, and whether the rejection is a result
of a successful pretrial diversion program.

(d) Information in the computerized criminal history system
relating to the disposition of a case that was not rejected must
include:

(1) the final pleading to each charged offense and the level
of the offense;
(2) a listing of each charged offense disposed of by the court and:

(A) the date of disposition;
(B) the offense code for the disposed charge and inci-
dent number; and
(C) the type of disposition; and

(3) for a conviction that is appealed the final court decision
and the final disposition of the offender on appeal.

(e) Information in the computerized criminal history system
relating to sentencing must include for each sentence:

(1) the sentencing date;
(2) the sentence for each offense by offense code and inci-
dent number;
(3) if the offender was sentenced to confinement:

(A) the agency that receives custody of the offender;
(B) the length of sentence for each offense; and
(C) if multiple sentences were ordered, whether they
were ordered to be served consecutively or concurrently;

(4) if the offender was sentenced to a fine, the amount of
the fine;
(5) if a sentence to confinement or fine was ordered but was
deferred, probated, suspended, or otherwise not imposed:

(A) the length of sentence or the amount of the fine that
was deferred, probated, suspended, or otherwise not im-
posed; and
(B) the offender’s name, offense code, and incident
number; and

(6) if a sentence other than fine or confinement was or-
dered, a description of the sentence ordered.

(f ) The department shall maintain in the computerized crimi-
nal history system any information the department maintains
in the central database under Article 62.005.
(g) In addition to the information described by Subsections
(a)-(f ), information in the computerized criminal history sys-
tem must include the age of the victim of the offense if the de-
fendant was arrested for or charged with an offense under:

(1) Section 21.02 (Continuous sexual abuse of young child
or children), Penal Code;
(2) Section 21.11 (Indecency with a child), Penal Code;
(3) Section 22.011 (Sexual assault) or 22.021 (Aggravated
sexual assault), Penal Code;
(4) Section 43.25 (Sexual performance by a child), Penal
Code;
(5) Section 20.04(a)(4) (Aggravated kidnapping), Penal
Code, if the defendant committed the offense with intent
to violate or abuse the victim sexually; 
(6) Section 30.02 (Burglary), Penal Code, if the offense is
punishable under Subsection (d) of that section and the de-
fendant committed the offense with intent to commit an
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offense described by Subdivision (2), (3), or (5);
(7) Section 20A.02 (Trafficking of persons), Penal Code, if
the defendant:

(A) trafficked a person with the intent or knowledge that
the person would engage in sexual conduct, as defined
by Section 43.25, Penal Code; or
(B) benefited from participating in a venture that in-
volved a trafficked person engaging in sexual conduct, as
defined by Section 43.25, Penal Code; or

(8) Section 43.05(a)(2) (Compelling prostitution), Penal
Code.

ART.  60.052.  INFORMATION IN CORRECTIONS

TRACKING SYSTEM

(a) Information in the corrections tracking system relating to a
sentence to be served under the jurisdiction of the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice must include:

(1) the offender’s name;
(2) the offender’s state identification number;
(3) the sentencing date;
(4) the sentence for each offense by offense code and inci-
dent number;
(5) if the offender was sentenced to imprisonment:

(A) the unit of imprisonment;
(B) the length of sentence for each offense; and
(C) if multiple sentences were ordered, whether they
were ordered to be served consecutively or concurrently;
and

(6) if a sentence other than a fine or imprisonment was or-
dered, a description of the sentence ordered.

(b) Sentencing information in the corrections tracking system
must also include the following information about each de-
ferred adjudication, probation, or other alternative to impris-
onment ordered:

(1) each conviction for which sentence was ordered but was
deferred, probated, suspended, or otherwise not imposed,
by offense code and incident number; and
(2) if a sentence or portion of a sentence of imprisonment
was deferred, probated, suspended, or otherwise not im-
posed:

(A) the offense, the sentence, and the amount of the sen-
tence deferred, probated, suspended, or otherwise not
imposed;
(B) a statement of whether a return to confinement or
other imprisonment was a condition of probation or an
alternative sentence;
(C) the community supervision and corrections depart-
ment exercising jurisdiction over the offender;
(D) the date the offender was received by a community
supervision and corrections department;
(E) any program in which an offender is placed or has
previously been placed and the level of supervision the
offender is placed on while under the jurisdiction of a
community supervision and corrections department;
(F) the date a program described by Paragraph (E) of
this subdivision begins, the date the program ends, and
whether the program was completed successfully;
(G) the date a level of supervision described by Para-
graph (E) of this subdivision begins and the date the
level of supervision ends;

(H) if the offender’s probation is revoked:
(i) the reason for the revocation and the date of revo-
cation by offense code and incident number; and
(ii) other current sentences of probation or other al-
ternatives to confinement that have not been re-
voked, by offense code and incident number; and

(I) the date of the offender’s release from the community
supervision and corrections department.

(c) Information in the corrections tracking system relating to
the handling of offenders must include the following informa-
tion about each imprisonment, confinement, or execution of
an offender:

(1) the date of the imprisonment or confinement;
(2) if the offender was sentenced to death:

(A) the date of execution; and
(B) if the death sentence was commuted, the sentence to
which the sentence of death was commuted and the date
of commutation;

(3) the date the offender was released from imprisonment
or confinement and whether the release was a discharge or
a release on parole or mandatory supervision;
(4) if the offender is released on parole or mandatory su-
pervision:

(A) the offense for which the offender was convicted by
offense code and incident number;
(B) the date the offender was received by an office of the
parole division;
(C) the county in which the offender resides while under
supervision;
(D) any program in which an offender is placed or has
previously been placed and the level of supervision the
offender is placed on while under the jurisdiction of the
parole division;
(E) the date a program described by Paragraph (D) be-
gins, the date the program ends, and whether the pro-
gram was completed successfully;
(F) the date a level of supervision described by Paragraph
(D) begins and the date the level of supervision ends;
(G) if the offender’s release status is revoked, the reason
for the revocation and the date of revocation;
(H) the expiration date of the sentence; and
(I) the date of the offender’s release from the parole di-
vision or the date on which the offender is granted
clemency; and

(5) if the offender is released under Section 6(a), Article
42.12, the date of the offender’s release.

ART.  60.06.  DUTIES OF AGENCIES

(a) Each criminal justice agency shall:
(1) compile and maintain records needed for reporting data
required by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and
the Department of Public Safety;
(2) transmit to the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
and the Department of Public Safety, when and in the man-
ner the Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the De-
partment of Public Safety direct, all data required by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the Department
of Public Safety;
(3) give the Department of Public Safety and the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice or their accredited agents ac-
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cess to the agency for the purpose of inspection to deter-
mine the completeness and accuracy of data reported;
(4) cooperate with the Department of Public Safety and the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice so that the Depart-
ment of Public Safety and the Texas Department of Crimi-
nal Justice may properly and efficiently perform their duties
under this chapter; and
(5) cooperate with the Department of Public Safety and the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice to identify and elim-
inate redundant reporting of information to the criminal
justice information system.

(b) Information on an individual that consists of an identifi-
able description and notation of an arrest, detention, indict-
ment, information, or other formal criminal charge and a
disposition of the charge, including sentencing, correctional
supervision, and release that is collected and compiled by the
Department of Public Safety and the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice from criminal justice agencies and maintained
in a central location is not subject to public disclosure except
as authorized by federal or state law or regulation.
(c) Subsection (b) of this section does not apply to a document
maintained by a criminal justice agency that is the source of in-
formation collected by the Department of Public Safety or the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice. Each criminal justice
agency shall retain documents described by this subsection.
(d) An optical disk or other technology may be used instead of
microfilm as a medium to store information if allowed by the
applicable state laws or regulations relating to the archiving of
state agency information.
(e) An official of an agency may not intentionally conceal or
destroy any record with intent to violate this section.
(f ) The duties imposed on a criminal justice agency under this
article are also imposed on district court and county court
clerks.

ART.  60.061.  INFORMATION ON PERSONS

LICENSED BY CERTAIN AGENCIES

(a) The Texas State Board of Medical Examiners, the Texas
State Board of Podiatric Medical Examiners, the State Board of
Dental Examiners, the Texas State Board of Pharmacy, the
Texas State Board of Examiners of Psychologists, and the State
Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners shall provide to the
Department of Public Safety through electronic means, mag-
netic tape, or disk, as specified by the department, a list in-
cluding the name, date of birth, and any other personal
descriptive information required by the department for each
person licensed by the respective agency. Each agency shall up-
date this information and submit to the Department of Public
Safety the updated information quarterly.
(b) The Department of Public Safety shall perform at least
quarterly a computer match of the licensing list against the
convictions maintained in the computerized criminal history
system. The Department of Public Safety shall report to the
appropriate licensing agency for verification and administra-
tive action, as considered appropriate by the licensing agency,
the name of any person found to have a record of conviction,
except a defendant whose prosecution is deferred during a pe-
riod of community supervision without an adjudication or
plea of guilt. The Department of Public Safety may charge the
licensing agency a fee not to exceed the actual direct cost in-

curred by the department in performing a computer match
and reporting to the agency.
(c) The transmission of information by electronic means under
Subsection (a) of this article does not affect whether the infor-
mation is subject to disclosure under Chapter 552, Govern-
ment Code.

ART.  60.07.  UNIFORM INCIDENT FINGERPRINT

CARD

(a) The Department of Public Safety, in consultation with the
council, shall design, print, and distribute to each law enforce-
ment agency in the state a uniform incident fingerprint card.
(b) The incident card must:

(1) be serially numbered with an incident number in such
a manner that the individual incident of arrest may be read-
ily ascertained; and
(2) be a multiple part form that can be transmitted with the
offender through the criminal justice process and that allows
each agency to report required data to the Department of
Public Safety or the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

(c) Subject to available telecommunications capacity, the De-
partment of Public Safety shall develop the capability to re-
ceive by electronic means from a law enforcement agency the
information on the uniform incident fingerprint card. The in-
formation must be in a form that is compatible to the form re-
quired of data supplied to the criminal justice information
system.

ART.  60.08.  REPORTING

(a) The Department of Public Safety and the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice shall, by rule, develop reporting pro-
cedures that:

(1) ensure that the offender processing data is reported
from the time an offender is arrested until the time an of-
fender is released; and
(2) provide measures and policies designed to identify and
eliminate redundant reporting of information to the crimi-
nal justice information system.

(b) The arresting agency shall prepare a uniform incident fin-
gerprint card and initiate the reporting process for each of-
fender charged with a felony or a misdemeanor not punishable
by fine only.
(c) The clerk of the court exercising jurisdiction over a case
shall report the disposition of the case to the Department of
Public Safety.
(d) Except as otherwise required by applicable state laws or reg-
ulations, information or data required by this chapter to be re-
ported to the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or the
Department of Public Safety shall be reported promptly but
not later than the 30th day after the date on which the infor-
mation or data is received by the agency responsible for re-
porting it except in the case of an arrest. An offender’s arrest
shall be reported to the Department of Public Safety not later
than the seventh day after the date of the arrest.
(e) A court that orders the release of an offender under Section
6(a), Article 42.12, at a time when the offender is under a
bench warrant and not physically imprisoned in the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice shall report the release to the de-
partment not later than the seventh day after the date of the
release.
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ART.  60.09.  LOCAL DATA ADVISORY BOARDS

(a) The commissioners court of each county may create local
data advisory boards to, among other duties:

(1) analyze the structure of local automated and manual data
systems to identify redundant data entry and data storage;
(2) develop recommendations for the commissioners to im-
prove the local data systems;
(3) develop recommendations, when appropriate, for the
effective electronic transfer of required data from local
agencies to state agencies; and
(4) perform any related duties to be determined by the
commissioners court.

(b) Local officials responsible for collecting, storing, reporting,
and using data may be appointed to the local data advisory
board.
(c) The council and the Department of Public Safety shall, to
the extent that resources allow, provide technical assistance and
advice on the request of the local data advisory board.

ART.  60.10.  DATA REPORTING IMPROVEMENT

PLAN

(a) In this article, “disposition completeness percentage” has
the meaning assigned by Article 60.21(c).
(b) This article applies only to a county that has an average dis-
position completeness percentage, including both juvenile and
adult dispositions, of less than 90 percent, as reflected in the
first report the Department of Public Safety submits under Ar-
ticle 60.21(b)(2) on or after January 1, 2009.
(c) The commissioners court of a county described by Subsec-
tion (b) shall establish a local data advisory board as described
by Article 60.09 not later than November 1, 2009. A local data
advisory board established under this article may include any
person described by Article 60.09(b) and must include:

(1) the sheriff of the county, or the sheriff ’s designee;
(2) an attorney who represents the state in the district
courts of the county;
(3) an attorney who represents the state in the county
courts of the county;
(4) the clerk for the district courts of the county, or the
clerk’s designee;
(5) the clerk for the county courts of the county, or the
clerk’s designee;
(6) the police chief of the municipality with the greatest
population located in the county, or the chief ’s designee;
(7) a representative of the county’s automated data process-
ing services, if the county performs those services; and
(8) a representative of an entity with whom the county con-
tracts for automated data processing services, if the county
contracts for those services.

(d) In addition to the duties described by Article 60.09(a), a
local data advisory board established under this article must
prepare a data reporting improvement plan. The data report-
ing improvement plan must:

(1) describe the manner in which the county intends to im-
prove the county’s disposition completeness percentage;
(2) ensure that the county takes the steps necessary for the
county’s average disposition completeness percentage to be
equal to or greater than 90 percent in the first report the
Department of Public Safety submits under Article
60.21(b)(2) on or after January 1, 2013; and

(3) include a comprehensive strategy by which the county
will permanently maintain the county’s disposition com-
pleteness percentage at or above 90 percent.

(e) Not later than June 1, 2010, a local data advisory board es-
tablished under this article shall submit to the Department of
Public Safety the data reporting improvement plan prepared
for the county. On receipt of a data reporting improvement
plan under this article, the department shall post the plan on
the Internet website maintained by the department.
(f ) The public safety director of the Department of Public
Safety may adopt rules concerning the contents and form of a
data reporting improvement plan prepared under this article.
(g) This article expires September 1, 2013.

ART.  60.12.  FINGERPRINT AND ARREST

INFORMATION IN COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM

(a) The Department of Public Safety shall, when a juris- dic-
tion transmits fingerprints and arrest information by a remote
terminal accessing the statewide automated fingerprint identi-
fication system, use that transmission either to create a perma-
nent record in the criminal justice information system or to
create a temporary arrest record in the criminal justice infor-
mation system to be maintained by the department until the
department receives and processes the physical copy of the ar-
rest information.
(b) The Department of Public Safety shall make available to a
criminal justice agency making a background criminal inquiry
any information contained in a temporary arrest record main-
tained by the department, including a statement that a physi-
cal copy of the arrest information was not available at the time
the information was entered in the system.

ART.  60.14.  ALLOCATION OF GRANT PROGRAM

MONEY FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS

An agency of the state, before allocating money to a county
from any federal or state grant program for the enhancement
of criminal justice programs, shall certify that the county has
taken or will take, using all or part of the allocated funds, all
action necessary to provide the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice and the Department of Public Safety any criminal his-
tory records maintained by the county in the manner specified
for purposes of those departments.

ART.  60.18.  INFORMATION ON SUBSEQUENT

ARREST OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS

The Texas Department of Criminal Justice and the Depart-
ment of Public Safety shall develop the capability to send by
electronic means information about the subsequent arrest of a
person under supervision to, as applicable:

(1) the community supervision and corrections department
serving the court of original jurisdiction; or
(2) the district parole office supervising the person.

ART. 60.19.  INFORMATION RELATED TO

MISUSED IDENTITY

(a) On receipt of information from a local law enforcement
agency under Article 2.28, the department shall:

(1) provide the notice described by Subdivision (1) of that
article to the person whose identity was misused, if the local
law enforcement agency was unable to notify the person
under that subdivision;
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(2) take action to ensure that the information maintained
in the computerized criminal history system reflects the use
of the person’s identity as a stolen alias; and
(3) notify the Texas Department of Criminal Justice that
the person’s identifying information may have been falsely
used by an inmate in the custody of the department.

(b) On receipt of a declaration under Section 411.0421, Gov-
ernment Code, or on receipt of information similar to that
contained in a declaration, the department shall separate in-
formation maintained in the computerized criminal history
system regarding an individual whose identity has been mis-
used from information maintained in that system regarding
the person who misused the identity.

ART.  60.20.  INFORMATION RELATED TO NON-
FINGERPRINT SUPPORTED ACTIONS

On receipt of a report of prosecution or court disposition in-
formation from a jurisdiction for which corresponding arrest
data does not exist in the computerized criminal history sys-
tem, the Department of Public Safety shall enter the report
into a non-fingerprint supported file that is separate from the
computerized criminal history system. The department shall
grant access to records in the non-fingerprint supported file
that include the subject’s name or other identifier in the same
manner as the department is required to grant access to crimi-
nal history record information under Subchapter F, Chapter
411, Government Code. On receipt of a report of arrest infor-
mation that corresponds to a record in the non-fingerprint
supported file, the department shall transfer the record from
the non-fingerprint supported file to the computerized crimi-
nal history system.

ART.  60.21.  MONITORING TRACKING;
INFORMATION SUBMISS ION

(a) The Department of Information Resources shall monitor
the development of the corrections tracking system by the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice to ensure implementa-
tion of the system not later than June 1, 2005.
(b) The Department of Public Safety shall:

(1) monitor the submission of arrest and disposition infor-
mation by local jurisdictions;
(2) annually submit to the Legislative Budget Board, the
governor, the lieutenant governor, the state auditor, and the
standing committees in the senate and house of representa-
tives that have primary jurisdiction over criminal justice
and the Department of Public Safety a report regarding the
level of reporting by local jurisdictions; 
(3) identify local jurisdictions that do not report arrest or
disposition information or that partially report informa-
tion; and
(4) for use in determining the status of outstanding dispo-
sitions, publish monthly on the Department of Public
Safety’s Internet website or on another electronic publica-
tion a report listing each arrest by local jurisdiction for
which there is no corresponding final court disposition.

(c) The report described by Subsection (b)(2) must contain a
disposition completeness percentage for each county in this
state. For purposes of this subsection, “disposition complete-
ness percentage” means the percentage of arrest charges a
county reports to the Department of Public Safety to be en-
tered in the computerized criminal history system under this

chapter that were brought against a person in the county for
which a disposition has been subsequently reported and en-
tered into the computerized criminal history system.

CHAPTER 61.  COMPILATION OF
INFORMATION PERTAINING TO
CRIMINAL COMBINATIONS AND

CRIMINAL STREET GANGS

ART.  61.01.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Combination” and “criminal street gang” have the mean-
ings assigned by Section 71.01, Penal Code.
(2) “Child” has the meaning assigned by Section 51.02, Fam-
ily Code.
(3) “Criminal information” means facts, material, photograph,
or data reasonably related to the investigation or prosecution
of criminal activity.
(4) “Criminal activity” means conduct that is subject to pros-
ecution.
(5) “Criminal justice agency” has the meaning assigned by Ar-
ticle 60.01 and also means a municipal or county agency, or
school district law enforcement agency, that is engaged in the
administration of criminal justice under a statute or executive
order.
(6) “Administration of criminal justice” has the meaning as-
signed by Article 60.01.
(7) “Department” means the Department of Public Safety of
the State of Texas.
(8) “Intelligence database” means a collection or compilation
of data organized for search and retrieval to evaluate, analyze,
disseminate, or use intelligence information relating to a crim-
inal combination or a criminal street gang for the purpose of
investigating or prosecuting criminal offenses.
(9) “Law enforcement agency” does not include the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice, the Texas Juvenile Justice De-
partment [Probation Commission], or a local juvenile
probation department[, or the Texas Youth Commission].
(10) “Juvenile justice agency” has the meaning assigned by Sec-
tion 58.101, Family Code.

Amendments to (9) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §7).

ART.  61.02.  CRIMINAL COMBINATION AND

CRIMINAL STREET GANG INTELLIGENCE

DATABASE;  SUBMISS ION CRITERIA

(a) Subject to Subsection (b), a criminal justice agency or a ju-
venile justice agency shall  compile criminal information into
an intelligence database for the purpose of investigating or
prosecuting the criminal activities of criminal combinations or
criminal street gangs. 
(b) A law enforcement agency in a municipality with a popu-
lation of 50,000 or more or in a county with a population of
100,000 or more shall compile and maintain in a local or re-
gional intelligence database criminal information relating to a
criminal street gang as provided by Subsection (a). The infor-
mation must be compiled and maintained in accordance with
the criminal intelligence systems operating policies established
under 28 C.F.R. Section 23.1 et seq. and the submission crite-
ria established under Subsection (c).
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(b-1) Information described by this article may be compiled
on paper, by computer, or in any other useful manner by a
criminal justice agency, juvenile justice agency, or law enforce-
ment agency.
(c) Criminal information collected under this chapter relating
to a criminal street gang must:

(1) be relevant to the identification of an organization that is
reasonably suspected of involvement in criminal activity; and
(2) consist of:

(A) a judgment under any law that includes, as a finding
or as an element of a criminal offense, participation in a
criminal street gang;
(B) a self-admission by the individual of criminal street
gang membership that is made during a judicial pro-
ceeding; or
(C) except as provided by Subsection (d), any two of the
following:

(i) a self-admission by the individual of criminal
street gang membership that is not made during a ju-
dicial proceeding, including the use of the Internet or
other electronic format or medium to post pho-
tographs or other documentation identifying the in-
dividual as a member of a criminal street gang;
(ii) an identification of the individual as a criminal street
gang member by a reliable informant or other individual;
(iii) a corroborated identification of the individual as
a criminal street gang member by an informant or
other individual of unknown reliability;
(iv) evidence that the individual frequents a docu-
mented area of a criminal street gang and associates
with known criminal street gang members;
(v) evidence that the individual uses, in more than an
incidental manner, criminal street gang dress, hand
signals, tattoos, or symbols, including expressions of
letters, numbers, words, or marks, regardless of how
or the means by which the symbols are displayed,
that are associated with a criminal street gang that
operates in an area frequented by the individual and
described by Subparagraph (iv);
(vi) evidence that the individual has been arrested or
taken into custody with known criminal street gang
members for an offense or conduct consistent with
criminal street gang activity;
(vii) evidence that the individual has visited a known
criminal street gang member, other than a family
member of the individual, while the gang member is
confined in or committed to a penal institution; or
(viii) evidence of the individual’s use of technology,
including the Internet, to recruit new criminal street
gang members.

(d) Evidence described by Subsections (c)(2)(C)(iv) and (vii) is
not sufficient to create the eligibility of a person’s information
to be included in an intelligence database described by this
chapter unless the evidence is combined with information de-
scribed by another subparagraph of Subsection (c)(2)(C).
(e) In this article:

(1) “Family member” means a person related to another per-
son within the third degree by consanguinity or affinity, as
described by Subchapter B, Chapter 573, Government
Code, except that the term does not include a person who is

considered to be related to another person by affinity only as
described by Section 573.024(b), Government Code.
(2) “Penal institution” means a confinement facility operated
by or under a contract with any division of the Texas De-
partment of Criminal Justice, a confinement facility operated
by or under contract with the Texas Juvenile Justice Depart-
ment [Youth Commission], or a juvenile secure pre-adjudi-
cation or post-adjudication facility operated by or under a
local juvenile probation department, or a county jail.

Amendment to (e)(2) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §8).

ART.  61.03.  RELEASE OF INFORMATION

(a) A criminal justice agency may release on request information
maintained under this chapter to:

(1) another criminal justice agency;
(2) a court; or
(3) a defendant in a criminal proceeding who is entitled to
the discovery of the information under Chapter 39.

(b) A criminal justice agency or court may use information re-
ceived under this article only for the administration of crimi-
nal justice. A defendant may use information received under
this article only for a defense in a criminal proceeding.
(c) A local law enforcement agency described by Article
61.02(b) shall send to the department nformation compiled
and maintained under this chapter.
(d) The department shall establish an intelligence database and
shall maintain information received from an agency under
Subsection (c) in the database in accordance with the policies
established under 28 C.F.R. Section 23.1 et seq. and the sub-
mission criteria under Article 61.02(c).
(e) The department shall designate a code to distinguish crim-
inal information contained in the intelligence database relating
to a child from criminal information contained in the database
relating to an adult offender.

ART.  61.04.  CRIMINAL INFORMATION RELATING

TO CHILD

(a) Notwithstanding Chapter 58, Family Code, criminal in-
formation relating to a child associated with a combination or
a criminal street gang may be compiled and released under this
chapter regardless of the age of the child.
(b) A criminal justice agency or a juvenile justice agency may
release information maintained under this chapter to an attor-
ney representing a child who is a party to a proceeding under
Title 3, Family Code, if the juvenile court determines the in-
formation:

(1) is material to the proceeding; and
(2) is not privileged under law.

(c) An attorney may use information received under this arti-
cle only for a child’s defense in a proceeding under Title 3,
Family Code.
(d) The governing body of a county or municipality served by
a law enforcement agency described by Article 61.02(b) may
adopt a policy to notify the parent or guardian of a child of the
agency’s observations relating to the child’s association with a
criminal street gang.

ART.  61.05.  UNAUTHORIZED USE OR RELEASE

OF CRIMINAL INFORMATION

(a) A person commits an offense if the person knowingly:
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(1) uses criminal information obtained under this chapter
for an unauthorized purpose; or
(2) releases the information to a person who is not entitled
to the information.

(b) An offense under this article is a Class A misdemeanor.

ART.  61.06.  REMOVAL OF RECORDS RELATING

TO AN INDIVIDUAL OTHER THAN A CHILD

(a) This article does not apply to information collected under
this chapter by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Youth Commission].
(b) Subject to Subsection (c), information collected under this
chapter relating to a criminal street gang must be removed
from an intelligence database established under Article 61.02
and the intelligence database maintained by the department
under Article 61.03 after five years if:

(1) the information relates to the investigation or prosecu-
tion of criminal activity engaged in by an individual other
than a child; and
(2) the individual who is the subject of the information has
not been arrested for criminal activity reported to the de-
partment under Chapter 60.

(c) In determining whether information is required to be re-
moved from an intelligence database under Subsection (b), the
five-year period does not include any period during which the
individual who is the subject of the information is:

(1) confined in a correctional facility operated by or under
contract with the Texas Department of Criminal Justice;
(2) committed to a secure correctional facility operated by
or under contract with the Texas Juvenile Justice Depart-
ment [Youth Commission], as defined by Section 51.02,
Family Code; or
(3) confined in a county jail or confined in or committed
to a facility operated by a juvenile board in lieu of being
confined in a correctional facility operated by or under con-
tract with the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
being committed to a secure correctional facility operated
by or under contract with the Texas Juvenile Justice De-
partment [Youth Commission].

Amendments to (a), (c)(2) & (c)(3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB
1549, §9).

ART. 61.07.  REMOVAL OF RECORDS RELATING

TO A CHILD

(a) This article does not apply to information collected under
this chapter by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Youth Commission].
(b) Subject to Subsection (c), information collected under this
chapter relating to a criminal street gang must be removed
from an intelligence database established under Article 61.02
and the intelligence database maintained by the department
under Article 61.03 after two years if:

(1) the information relates to the investigation or prosecu-
tion of criminal activity engaged in by a child; and
(2) the child who is the subject of the information has not
been:

(A) arrested for criminal activity reported to the depart-
ment under Chapter 60; or
(B) taken into custody for delinquent conduct reported
to the department under Chapter 58, Family Code.

(c) In determining whether information is required to be re-
moved from an intelligence database under Subsection (b), the
two-year period does not include any period during which the
child who is the subject of the information is:

(1) committed to the Texas Juvenile Justice Department
[Youth Commission] for conduct that violates a penal law
of the grade of felony; or
(2) confined in the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

Amendments to (a) & (c)(1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549,
§10).

ART.  61.075.  RIGHT TO REQUEST EXISTENCE

OF CRIMINAL INFORMATION

(a) A person or the parent or guardian of a child may request
a law enforcement agency to determine whether the agency has
collected or is maintaining, under criteria established under
Article 61.02(c), criminal information relating solely to the
person or child. The law enforcement agency shall respond to
the request not later than the 10th business day after the date
the agency receives the request.
(b) Before responding to a request under Subsection (a), a law
enforcement agency may require reasonable written verifica-
tion of the identity of the person making the request and the
relationship between the parent or guardian and the child, if
applicable, including written verification of an address, date of
birth, driver’s license number, state identification card number,
or social security number.

ART. 61.08.  RIGHT TO REQUEST REVIEW OF

CRIMINAL INFORMATION

(a) On receipt of a written request of a person or the parent or
guardian of a child that includes a showing by the person or
the parent or guardian that a law enforcement agency may
have collected criminal information under this chapter relating
to the person or child that is inaccurate or that does not com-
ply with the submission criteria under Article 61.02(c), the
head of the agency or the designee of the agency head shall re-
view criminal information collected by the agency under this
chapter relating to the person or child to determine if:

(1) reasonable suspicion exists to believe that the informa-
tion is accurate; and
(2) the information complies with the submission criteria
established under Article 61.02(c).

(b) If, after conducting a review of criminal information under
Subsection (a), the agency head or designee determines that:

(1) reasonable suspicion does not exist to believe that the
information is accurate or the information does not comply
with the submission criteria, the agency shall:

(A) destroy all records containing the information; and
(B) notify the department and the person who requested
the review of the agency’s determination and the de-
struction of the records; or

(2) reasonable suspicion does exist to believe that the infor-
mation is accurate and the information complies with the
submission criteria, the agency shall notify the person who
requested the review of the agency’s determination and that
the person is entitled to seek judicial review of the agency’s
determination under Article 61.09.

(c) On receipt of notice under Subsection (b), the department
shall immediately destroy all records containing the informa-
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tion that is the subject of the notice in the intelligence database
maintained by the department under Article 61.03.
(d) A person who is committed to the Texas Juvenile Justice
Department [Youth Commission] or confined in the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice does not while committed or
confined have the right to request review of criminal informa-
tion under this article.

Amendment to (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §11).

ART. 61.09.  JUDICIAL REVIEW

(a) A person who is entitled to seek judicial review of a determi-
nation made under Article 61.08(b)(2) may file a petition for re-
view in district court in the county in which the person resides.
(b) On the filing of a petition for review under Subsection (a), the
district court shall conduct an in camera review of the criminal in-
formation that is the subject of the determination to determine if:

(1) reasonable suspicion exists to believe that the informa-
tion is accurate; and
(2) the information complies with the submission criteria
under Article 61.02(c).

(c) If, after conducting an in camera review of criminal infor-
mation under Subsection (b), the court finds that reasonable
suspicion does not exist to believe that the information is ac-
curate or that the information does not comply with the sub-
mission criteria, the court shall:

(1) order the law enforcement agency that collected the in-
formation to destroy all records containing the information;
and
(2) notify the department of the court’s determination and
the destruction of the records.

(d) A petitioner may appeal a final judgment of a district court
conducting an in camera review under this article.
(e) Information that is the subject of an in camera review
under this article is confidential and may not be disclosed.

ART.  61.10.  TEXAS VIOLENT GANG TASK FORCE

(a) In this article, “task force” means the Texas Violent Gang
Task Force.
(b) The purpose of the task force is to form a strategic part-
nership among local, state, and federal criminal justice, juve-
nile justice, and correctional agencies to better enable those
agencies to take a proactive stance towards tracking gang activ-
ity and the growth and spread of gangs statewide.
(c) The task force shall focus its efforts on:

(1) developing, through regional task force meetings, a
statewide networking system that will provide timely access
to gang information;
(2) establishing communication between different criminal
justice, juvenile justice, and correctional agencies, combin-
ing independent agency resources, and joining agencies to-
gether in a cooperative effort to focus on gang membership,
gang activity, and gang migration trends; and
(3) forming a working group of criminal justice, juvenile jus-
tice, and correctional representatives from throughout the
state to discuss specific cases and investigations involving
gangs and other related gang activities.

(d) The task force may take any other actions as necessary to
accomplish the purposes of this article.
(e) The Department of Public Safety shall support the task
force to assist in coordinating statewide antigang initiatives.

(f ) The task force shall consist of:
(1) a representative of the Department of Public Safety des-
ignated by the director of that agency;
(2) two representatives of the Texas Department of Crimi-
nal Justice, including a representative of the parole division,
designated by the executive director of that agency;
(3) a representative of the office of the inspector general of
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice designated by the
inspector general;
(4) two representatives [a representative] of the Texas Juve-
nile Justice Department [Youth Commission] designated by
the executive director of that agency;
(5) [a representative of the Texas Juvenile Probation Commis-
sion designated by the executive director of that agency;]
[(6)] a representative of the office of the attorney general
designated by the attorney general; 
(6) [(7)] six representatives who are local law enforcement
officers or local community supervision personnel, includ-
ing juvenile probation personnel, designated by the gover-
nor; [and]
(7) [(8)] two representatives who are local prosecutors des-
ignated by the governor; and
(8) a representative of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Com-
mission designated by the executive director of that agency.

(g) If practicable, the task force shall consult with representatives
from one or more United States Attorneys’ Offices in this state
and with representatives from the following federal agencies who
are available and assigned to a duty station in this state:

(1) the Federal Bureau of Investigation;
(2) the Federal Bureau of Prisons;
(3) the United States Drug Enforcement Administration;
(4) United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement;
(5) United States Customs and Border Protection;
(6) the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives;
(7) the United States Marshals Service; and
(8) the United States Probation and Pretrial Services System.

Amendment to (f)(4)–(8) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §12).

Duplicate amendments to (f)(4)–(7) and addition of new (f)(8) ef-
fective June 19, 2015 (SB 2019, §1).

ART. 61.11.  GANG RESOURCE SYSTEM

(a) The office of the attorney general shall establish an elec-
tronic gang resource system to provide criminal justice agen-
cies and juvenile justice agencies with information about
criminal street gangs in the state. The system may include the
following information with regard to any gang:

(1) gang name;
(2) gang identifiers, such as colors used, tattoos, and cloth-
ing preferences;
(3) criminal activities;
(4) migration trends;
(5) recruitment activities; and
(6) a local law enforcement contact.

(b) Upon request by the office of the attorney general, crimi-
nal justice agencies and juvenile justice agencies shall make a
reasonable attempt to provide gang information to the office of
the attorney general for the purpose of maintaining an up-
dated, comprehensive gang resource system.
(c) The office of the attorney general shall cooperate with crim-
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inal justice agencies and juvenile justice agencies in collecting
and maintaining the accuracy of the information included in
the gang resource system.
(d) Information relating to the identity of a specific offender
or alleged offender may not be maintained in the gang re-
source system.
(e) Information in the gang resource system may be used in in-
vestigating gang-related crimes but may be included in affi-
davits or subpoenas or used in connection with any other legal
or judicial proceeding only if the information from the system
is corroborated by information not provided or maintained in
the system.
(f) Access to the gang resource system shall be limited to criminal
justice agency personnel and juvenile justice agency personnel.
(g) Information in the gang resource system shall be accessible
by:

(1) municipality or county; and
(2) gang name.

(h) The office of the attorney general may coordinate with the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice to include information
in the gang resource system regarding groups which have been
identified by the Security Threat Group Management Office of
the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

ART.  61.12.  DATABASE USER TRAINING

(a) The department shall enter into a memorandum of under-
standing with the United States Department of Justice or other
appropriate federal department or agency to provide any per-
son in this state who enters information into or retrieves infor-
mation from an intelligence database described by this chapter
with training regarding the operating principles described by
28 C.F.R. Part 23, as those principles relate to an intelligence
database established or maintained under this chapter.
(b) A person in this state who enters information into or re-
trieves information from an intelligence database described by
this chapter shall complete continuing education training on
the material described by Subsection (a) at least once for each
continuous two-year period the person has primary responsi-
bility for performing a function described by this subsection.
(c) The department shall adopt the rules necessary to imple-
ment this article.

CHAPTER 62.  SEX OFFENDER
REGISTRATION PROGRAM

Subchapter A. General Provisions

ART.  62.001.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
(1) “Department” means the Department of Public Safety.
(2) “Local law enforcement authority” means, as applicable,
the office of the chief of police of a municipality,  the office of
the sheriff of a county in this state, or a centralized registration
authority.
(3) “Penal institution” means a confinement facility operated by
or under a contract with any division of the Texas Department
of Criminal Justice, a confinement facility operated by or under
contract with the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Youth
Commission], or a juvenile secure pre-adjudication or post-ad-
judication facility operated by or under a local juvenile proba-
tion department, or a county jail. 

(4) “Released” means discharged, paroled, placed in a nonse-
cure community program for juvenile offenders, or placed on
juvenile probation, community supervision, or mandatory su-
pervision.
(5) “Reportable conviction or adjudication” means a convic-
tion or adjudication, including an adjudication of delinquent
conduct or a deferred adjudication, that, regardless of the pen-
dency of an appeal, is a conviction for or an adjudication for
or based on:

(A) a violation of Section 21.02 (Continuous sexual abuse
of young child or children), 21.11 (Indecency with a child),
22.011 (Sexual assault), 22.021 (Aggravated sexual assault),
or 25.02 (Prohibited sexual conduct), Penal Code;
(B) a violation of Section 43.05 (Compelling prostitution),
43.25 (Sexual performance by a child), or 43.26 (Possession
or promotion of child pornography), Penal Code;
(B-1) a violation of Section 43.02 (Prostitution), Penal
Code, if the offense is punishable under Subsection (c)(3)
of that section;
(C) a violation of Section 20.04(a)(4) (Aggravated kidnap-
ping), Penal Code, if the actor committed the offense or en-
gaged in the conduct with intent to violate or abuse the
victim sexually;
(D) a violation of Section 30.02 (Burglary), Penal Code, if
the offense or conduct is punishable under Subsection (d)
of that section and the actor committed the offense or en-
gaged in the conduct with intent to commit a felony listed
in Paragraph (A) or (C);
(E) a violation of Section 20.02 (Unlawful restraint), 20.03
(Kidnapping), or 20.04 (Aggravated kidnapping), Penal
Code, if, as applicable:

(i) the judgment in the case contains an affirmative find-
ing under Article 42.015; or
(ii) the order in the hearing or the papers in the case con-
tain an affirmative finding that the victim or intended
victim was younger than 17 years of age;

(F) the second violation of Section 21.08 (Indecent expo-
sure), Penal Code, but not if the second violation results in
a deferred adjudication;
(G) an attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation, as defined by
Chapter 15, Penal Code, to commit an offense or engage in
conduct listed in Paragraph (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), or (K);
(H) a violation of the laws of another state, federal law, the
laws of a foreign country, or the Uniform Code of Military
Justice for or based on the violation of an offense containing
elements that are substantially similar to the elements of an
offense listed under Paragraph (A), (B), (B-1), (C), (D), (E),
(G), (J), or (K), but not if the violation results in a deferred
adjudication; 
(I) the second violation of the laws of another state, federal
law, the laws of a foreign country, or the Uniform Code of
Military Justice for or based on the violation of an offense
containing elements that are substantially similar to the el-
ements of the offense of indecent exposure, but not if the
second violation results in a deferred adjudication; 
(J) a violation of Section 33.021 (Online solicitation of a
minor), Penal Code; or
(K) a violation of Section 20A.02(a)(3), (4), (7), or (8)
(Trafficking of persons), Penal Code.

(6) “Sexually violent offense” means any of the following of-
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fenses committed by a person 17 years of age or older:
(A) an offense under Section 21.02 (Continuous sexual
abuse of young child or children), 21.11(a)(1) (Indecency
with a child), 22.011 (Sexual assault), or 22.021 (Aggra-
vated sexual assault), Penal Code;
(B) an offense under Section 43.25 (Sexual performance by
a child), Penal Code;
(C) an offense under Section 20.04(a)(4) (Aggravated kid-
napping), Penal Code, if the defendant committed the of-
fense with intent to violate or abuse the victim sexually;
(D) an offense under Section 30.02 (Burglary), Penal Code,
if the offense is punishable under Subsection (d) of that sec-
tion and the defendant committed the offense with intent
to commit a felony listed in Paragraph (A) or (C) of Subdi-
vision (5); or
(E) an offense under the laws of another state, federal law,
the laws of a foreign country, or the Uniform Code of Mil-
itary Justice if the offense contains elements that are sub-
stantially similar to the elements of an offense listed under
Paragraph (A), (B), (C), or (D).

(7) “Residence” includes a residence established in this state by
a person described by Article 62.152(e) .
(8) “Public or private institution of higher education” includes
a college, university, community college, or technical or trade
institute.
(9) “Authority for campus security” means the authority with
primary law enforcement jurisdiction over property under the
control of a public or private institution of higher education,
other than a local law enforcement authority.
(10) “Extrajurisdictional registrant” means a person who:

(A) is required to register as a sex offender under:
(i) the laws of another state with which the department
has entered into a reciprocal registration agreement;
(ii) federal law or the Uniform Code of Military Justice;
or
(iii) the laws of a foreign country; and

(B) is not otherwise required to register under this chapter
because:

(i) the person does not have a reportable conviction for
an offense under the laws of the other state, federal law,
the laws of the foreign country, or the Uniform Code of
Military Justice containing elements that are substan-
tially similar to the elements of an offense requiring reg-
istration under this chapter; or
(ii) the person does not have a reportable adjudication of
delinquent conduct based on a violation of an offense
under the laws of the other state, federal law, or the laws
of the foreign country containing elements that are sub-
stantially similar to the elements of an offense requiring
registration under this chapter.

(11) “Centralized registration authority” means a mandatory
countywide registration location designated under Article
62.0045.
(12) “Online identifier” means electronic mail address infor-
mation or a name used by a person when sending or receiving
an instant message, social networking communication, or sim-
ilar Internet communication or when participating in an In-
ternet chat. The term includes an assumed name, nickname,
pseudonym, moniker, or user name established by a person for
use in connection with an electronic mail address, chat or in-

stant chat room platform, commercial social networking site,
or online picture-sharing service.

Amendment to (3) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §13).

Addition of (5)(B-1) and amendment to (5)(H) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (HB 10, §5). Section 17 of HB 10 provides: “The changes
in law made by this Act to Article 62.001(5), Code of Criminal
Procedure, and Sections 20A.03 and 43.02, Penal Code, apply
only to an offense committed on or after the effective date of this
Act. An offense committed before the effective date of this Act is
governed by the law in effect on the date the offense was com-
mitted, and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.
For purposes of this section, an offense was committed before
the effective date of this Act if any element of the offense oc-
curred before that date.”

ART.  62.002.  APPLICABIL ITY OF CHAPTER

(a) This chapter applies only to a reportable conviction or ad-
judication occurring on or after September 1, 1970.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (c), the duties imposed
on a person required to register under this chapter on the basis
of a reportable conviction or adjudication, and the corre-
sponding duties and powers of other entities in relation to the
person required to register on the basis of that conviction or
adjudication, are not affected by:

(1) an appeal of the conviction or adjudication; or
(2) a pardon of the conviction or adjudication.

(c) If a conviction or adjudication that is the basis of a duty to
register under this chapter is set aside on appeal by a court or
if the person required to register under this chapter on the
basis of a conviction or adjudication receives a pardon on the
basis of subsequent proof of innocence, the duties imposed on
the person by this chapter and the corresponding duties and
powers of other entities in relation to the person are termi-
nated.

ART.  62.003.  DETERMINATION REGARDING

SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR ELEMENTS OF OFFENSE

(a) For the purposes of this chapter, the department is respon-
sible for determining whether an offense under the laws of an-
other state, federal law, the laws of a foreign country, or the
Uniform Code of Military Justice contains elements that are
substantially similar to the elements of an offense under the
laws of this state.
(b) The department annually shall provide or make available to
each prosecuting attorney’s office in this state:

(1) the criteria used in making a determination under Sub-
section (a); and
(2) any existing record or compilation of offenses under the
laws of another state, federal law, the laws of a foreign coun-
try, and the Uniform Code of Military Justice that the de-
partment has already determined to contain elements that
are substantially similar to the elements of offenses under
the laws of this state.

(c) An appeal of a determination made under this article shall
be brought in a district court in Travis County.

ART.  62.004.  DETERMINATION REGARDING

PRIMARY REGISTRATION AUTHORITY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (a-1), for each person
subject to registration under this chapter, the department shall
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determine which local law enforcement authority serves as the
person’s primary registration authority based on the munici-
pality or county in which the person resides or, as provided by
Article 62.152, the municipality or county in which the per-
son works or attends school.
(a-1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, if a
person resides or, as described by Article 62.152, works or at-
tends school in a county with a centralized registration author-
ity, the centralized registration authority serves as the person’s
primary registration authority under this chapter, regardless of
whether the person resides, works, or attends school, as applic-
able, in any municipality located in that county.
(b) The department shall notify each person subject to regis-
tration under this chapter of the person’s primary registration
authority in a timely manner.

ART.  62.0045.  CENTRALIZED REGISTRATION

AUTHORITY

(a) The commissioners court of a county may designate the of-
fice of the sheriff of the county or may, through interlocal
agreement, designate the office of a chief of police of a munic-
ipality in that county to serve as a mandatory countywide reg-
istration location for persons subject to this chapter.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, a per-
son subject to this chapter is required to perform the registra-
tion and verification requirements of Articles 62.051 and
62.058 and the change of address requirements of Article
62.055 only with respect to the centralized registration au-
thority for the county, regardless of whether the person resides
in any municipality located in that county. If the person resides
in a municipality, and the local law enforcement authority in
the municipality does not serve as the person’s centralized reg-
istration authority, the centralized registration authority, not
later than the third day after the date the person registers or
verifies registration or changes address with that authority,
shall provide to the local law enforcement authority in that
municipality notice of the person’s registration, verification of
registration, or change of address, as applicable, with the cen-
tralized registration authority.
(c) This section does not affect a person’s duty to register with
secondary sex offender registries under this chapter, such as
those described by Articles 62.059 and 62.153.

ART.  62.005.  CENTRAL DATABASE;  PUBLIC

INFORMATION

(a) The department shall maintain a computerized central
database containing the information required for registration
under this chapter. The department may include in the com-
puterized central database the numeric risk level assigned to a
person under this chapter.
(b) The information contained in the database, including the
numeric risk level assigned to a person under this chapter, is
public information, with the exception of any information:

(1) regarding the person’s social security number or[,] dri-
ver’s license number, or any home, work, or cellular tele-
phone number of the person;
(2) that is described by Article 62.051(c)(7) or required by
the department under Article 62.051(c)(8), including any
information regarding an employer’s name, address, or tele-
phone number; or

(3) that would identify the victim of the offense for which
the person is subject to registration.

(c) Notwithstanding Chapter 730, Transportation Code, the
department shall maintain in the database, and shall post on
any department website related to the database, any photo-
graph of the person that is available through the process for ob-
taining or renewing a personal identification certificate or
driver’s license under Section 521.103 or 521.272, Transporta-
tion Code. The department shall update the photograph in the
database and on the website annually or as the photograph
otherwise becomes available through the renewal process for
the certificate or license.
(d) A local law enforcement authority shall release public in-
formation described under Subsection (b) to any person who
requests the information from the authority. The authority
may charge the person a fee not to exceed the amount reason-
ably necessary to cover the administrative costs associated with
the authority’s release of information to the person under this
subsection.
(e) The department shall provide a licensing authority with no-
tice of any person required to register under this chapter who
holds or seeks a license that is issued by the authority. The de-
partment shall provide the notice required by this subsection
as the applicable licensing information becomes available
through the person’s registration or verification of registration.
(f ) On the written request of a licensing authority that identi-
fies an individual and states that the individual is an applicant
for or a holder of a license issued by the authority, the depart-
ment shall release any information described by Subsection (a)
to the licensing authority.
(g) For the purposes of Subsections (e) and (f ):

(1) “License” means a license, certificate, registration, per-
mit, or other authorization that:

(A) is issued by a licensing authority; and
(B) a person must obtain to practice or engage in a par-
ticular business, occupation, or profession.

(2) “Licensing authority” means a department, commis-
sion, board, office, or other agency of the state or a politi-
cal subdivision of the state that issues a license.

(h) Not later than the third day after the date on which the ap-
plicable information becomes available through the person’s
registration or verification of registration or under Article
62.058, the department shall send notice of any person re-
quired to register under this chapter who is or will be em-
ployed, carrying on a vocation, or a student at a public or
private institution of higher education in this state to:

(1) for an institution in this state:
(A) the authority for campus security for that institu-
tion; or
(B) if an authority for campus security for that institution
does not exist, the local law enforcement authority of:

(i) the municipality in which the institution is lo-
cated; or
(ii) the county in which the institution is located, if
the institution is not located in a municipality; or

(2) for an institution in another state, any existing author-
ity for campus security at that institution.

(i) On the written request of an institution of higher education
described by Subsection (h) that identifies an individual and
states that the individual has applied to work or study at the
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institution, the department shall release any information de-
scribed by Subsection (a) to the institution.
(j) The department, for law enforcement purposes, shall release
all relevant information described by Subsection (a), including
information that is not public information under Subsection
(b), to a peace officer, an employee of a local law enforcement
authority, or the attorney general on the request of the applic-
able person or entity.

ART.  62.006.  INFORMATION PROVIDED TO

PEACE OFFICER ON REQUEST

The department shall establish a procedure by which a peace
officer or employee of a law enforcement agency who provides
the department with a driver’s license number, personal iden-
tification certificate number, or license plate number is auto-
matically provided information as to whether the person to
whom the driver’s license or personal identification certificate
is issued is required to register under this chapter or whether
the license plate number is entered in the computerized central
database under Article 62.005 as assigned to a vehicle owned
or driven by a person required to register under this chapter.

ART.  62.0061.  REQUEST FOR ONLINE

IDENTIF IERS BY SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES

(a) On request by a commercial social networking site, the de-
partment may provide to the commercial social networking
site:

(1) all public information that is contained in the database
maintained under Article 62.005; and
(2) notwithstanding Article 62.005(b)(2), any online iden-
tifier established or used by a person who uses the site, is
seeking to use the site, or is precluded from using the site.

(b) The department by rule shall establish a procedure through
which a commercial social networking site may request informa-
tion under Subsection (a), including rules regarding the eligibil-
ity of commercial social networking sites to request information
under Subsection (a). The department shall consult with the at-
torney general, other appropriate state agencies, and other ap-
propriate entities in adopting rules under this subsection.
(c) A commercial social networking site or the site’s agent:

(1) may use information received under Subsection (a) only to:
(A) prescreen persons seeking to use the site; or
(B) preclude persons registered under this chapter from
using the site; and

(2) may not use any information received under Subsection
(a) that the networking site obtained solely under Subsec-
tion (a) in any manner not described by Subdivision (1).

(d) A commercial social networking site that uses information
received under Subsection (a) in any manner not described by
Subsection (c)(1) or that violates a rule adopted by the depart-
ment under Subsection (b) is subject to a civil penalty of
$1,000 for each misuse of information or rule violation. A
commercial social networking site that is assessed a civil
penalty under this article shall pay, in addition to the civil
penalty, all court costs, investigative costs, and attorney’s fees
associated with the assessment of the penalty. A civil penalty
assessed under this subsection shall be deposited to the com-
pensation to victims of crime fund established under Sub-
chapter B, Chapter 56.
(e) This article does not create a private cause of action against

a commercial social networking site, including a cause of ac-
tion that is based on the site:

(1) identifying, removing, disabling, blocking, or otherwise
affecting the user of a commercial social networking site,
based on a good faith belief that the person is required to
register as a sex offender under this chapter or federal law; or
(2) failing to identify, remove, disable, block, or otherwise
affect the user of a commercial social networking site who
is required to register as a sex offender under this chapter or
federal law.

(f ) In this article, “commercial social networking site”:
(1) means an Internet website that:

(A) allows users, through the creation of Internet web
pages or profiles or other similar means, to provide per-
sonal information to the public or other users of the In-
ternet website;
(B) offers a mechanism for communication with other
users of the Internet website; and
(C) has the primary purpose of facilitating online social
interactions; and

(2) does not include an Internet service provider, unless the
Internet service provider separately operates and directly
derives revenue from an Internet website described by Sub-
division (1).

ART.  62.007.  RISK ASSESSMENT REVIEW

COMMITTEE;  SEX OFFENDER SCREENING TOOL

(a) The Texas Department of Criminal Justice shall establish a
risk assessment review committee composed of at least seven
members, each of whom serves on the review committee in ad-
dition to the member’s other employment-related duties. The
review committee, to the extent feasible, must include at least:

(1) one member having experience in law enforcement;
(2) one member having experience working with juvenile
sex offenders;
(3) one member having experience as a sex offender treat-
ment provider;
(4) one member having experience working with victims of
sex offenses;
(5) the executive director of the Council on Sex Offender
Treatment; and
(6) one sex offender treatment provider registered under
Chapter 110, Occupations Code, and selected by the exec-
utive director of the Council on Sex Offender Treatment to
serve on the review committee.

(b) The risk assessment review committee functions in an over-
sight capacity. The committee shall:

(1) develop or select, from among existing tools or from any
tool recommended by the Council on Sex Offender Treat-
ment, a sex offender screening tool to be used in determin-
ing the level of risk of a person subject to registration under
this chapter;
(2) ensure that staff is trained on the use of the screening
tool;
(3) monitor the use of the screening tool in the state; and
(4) analyze other screening tools as they become available
and revise or replace the existing screening tool if war-
ranted.

(c) The sex offender screening tool must use an objective point
system under which a person is assigned a designated number
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of points for each of various factors. In developing or selecting
the sex offender screening tool, the risk assessment review
committee shall use or shall select a screening tool that may be
adapted to use the following general guidelines:

(1) level one (low): a designated range of points on the sex
offender screening tool indicating that the person poses a
low danger to the community and will not likely engage in
criminal sexual conduct;
(2) level two (moderate): a designated range of points on
the sex offender screening tool indicating that the person
poses a moderate danger to the community and might con-
tinue to engage in criminal sexual conduct; and
(3) level three (high): a designated range of points on the
sex offender screening tool indicating that the person poses
a serious danger to the community and will continue to en-
gage in criminal sexual conduct.

(d) The risk assessment review committee, the Texas Depart-
ment of Criminal Justice, the Texas Juvenile Justice Depart-
ment [Youth Commission], or a court may override a risk level
only if the entity:

(1) believes that the risk level assessed is not an accurate pre-
diction of the risk the offender poses to the community;
and
(2) documents the reason for the override in the offender’s
case file.

(e) Notwithstanding Chapter 58, Family Code, records and
files, including records that have been sealed under Section
58.003 of that code, relating to a person for whom a court, the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice, or the Texas Juvenile
Justice Department [Youth Commission] is required under
this article to determine a level of risk shall be released to the
court, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice [department],
or the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [commission], as ap-
propriate, for the purpose of determining the person’s risk
level.
(f ) Chapter 551, Government Code, does not apply to a meet-
ing of the risk assessment review committee.
(g) The numeric risk level assigned to a person using the sex of-
fender screening tool described by this article is not confiden-
tial and is subject to disclosure under Chapter 552,
Government Code.

Amendments to (d) & (e) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549,
§14).

ART.  62.008.  GENERAL IMMUNITY

The following persons are immune from liability for good faith
conduct under this chapter:
(1) an employee or officer of the Texas Department of Crimi-
nal Justice, [the Texas Youth Commission,] the Texas Juvenile
Justice Department [Probation Commission], the Department
of Public Safety, the Board of Pardons and Paroles, or a local
law enforcement authority;
(2) an employee or officer of a community supervision and
corrections department or a juvenile probation department;
(3) a member of the judiciary; and
(4) a member of the risk assessment review committee estab-
lished under Article 62.007.

Amendments to (1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §15).

ART.  62.009.  IMMUNITY FOR RELEASE OF

PUBLIC INFORMATION

(a) The department, a penal institution, a local law enforce-
ment authority, or an authority for campus security may re-
lease to the public information regarding a person required to
register under this chapter only if the information is public in-
formation under this chapter.
(b) An individual, agency, entity, or authority is not liable
under Chapter 101, Civil Practice and Remedies Code, or any
other law for damages arising from conduct authorized by
Subsection (a).
(c) For purposes of determining liability, the release or with-
holding of information by an appointed or elected officer of an
agency, entity, or authority is a discretionary act.
(d) A private primary or secondary school, public or private in-
stitution of higher education, or administrator of a private pri-
mary or secondary school or public or private institution of
higher education may release to the public information re-
garding a person required to register under this chapter only if
the information is public information under this chapter and
is released to the administrator under Article 62.005, 62.053,
62.054, 62.055, or 62.153. A private primary or secondary
school, public or private institution of higher education, or ad-
ministrator of a private primary or secondary school or public
or private institution of higher education is not liable under
any law for damages arising from conduct authorized by this
subsection.

ART.  62.010.  RULEMAKING AUTHORITY

The Texas Department of Criminal Justice, [the Texas Youth
Commission,] the Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Proba-
tion Commission], and the department may adopt any rule
necessary to implement this chapter.

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §16).

Subchapter B. Registration and Verification
Requirements; Related Notice

ART.  62.051.  REGISTRATION:  GENERAL

(a) A person who has a reportable conviction or adjudication or
who is required to register as a condition of parole, release to
mandatory supervision, or community supervision shall regis-
ter or, if the person is a person for whom registration is com-
pleted under this chapter, verify registration as provided by
Subsection (f ), with the local law enforcement authority in any
municipality where the person resides or intends to reside for
more than seven days. If the person does not reside or intend to
reside in a municipality, the person shall register or verify regis-
tration in any county where the person resides or intends to re-
side for more than seven days. The person shall satisfy the
requirements of this subsection not later than the later of:

(1) the seventh day after the person’s arrival in the munici-
pality or county; or
(2) the first date the local law enforcement authority of the
municipality or county by policy allows the person to reg-
ister or verify registration, as applicable.

(b) The department shall provide the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice, [the Texas Youth Commission,] the Texas Ju-
venile Justice Department [Probation Commission], and each
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local law enforcement authority, authority for campus security,
county jail, and court with a form for registering persons re-
quired by this chapter to register. 
(c) The registration form shall require:

(1) the person’s full name, date of birth, sex, race, height,
weight, eye color, hair color, social security number, driver's
license number, and shoe size;
(1-a) the address at which the person resides or intends to
reside or, if the person does not reside or intend to reside at
a physical address, a detailed description of each geograph-
ical location at which the person resides or intends to re-
side;
(1-b) each alias used by the person and any home, work, or
cellular telephone number of the person;
(2) a recent color photograph or, if possible, an electronic
digital image of the person and a complete set of the per-
son's fingerprints;
(3) the type of offense the person was convicted of, the age
of the victim, the date of conviction, and the punishment
received;
(4) an indication as to whether the person is discharged,
paroled, or released on juvenile probation, community su-
pervision, or mandatory supervision;
(5) an indication of each license, as defined by Article
62.005(g), that is held or sought by the person;
(6) an indication as to whether the person is or will be em-
ployed, carrying on a vocation, or a student at a particular
public or private institution of higher education in this state
or another state, and the name and address of that institu-
tion;
(7) the identification of any online identifier established or
used by the person; and
(8) any other information required by the department.

(d) The registration form must contain a statement and de-
scription of any registration duties the person has or may have
under this chapter.
(e) Not later than the third day after a person’s registering, the
local law enforcement authority with whom the person regis-
tered shall send a copy of the registration form to the depart-
ment and, if the person resides on the campus of a public or
private institution of higher education, to any authority for
campus security for that institution.
(f ) Not later than the seventh day after the date on which the
person is released, a person for whom registration is completed
under this chapter shall report to the applicable local law en-
forcement authority to verify the information in the registration
form received by the authority under this chapter. The author-
ity shall require the person to produce proof of the person’s iden-
tity and residence before the authority gives the registration
form to the person for verification. If the information in the reg-
istration form is complete and accurate, the person shall verify
registration by signing the form. If the information is not com-
plete or not accurate, the person shall make any necessary addi-
tions or corrections before signing the form.
(g) A person who is required to register or verify registration
under this chapter shall ensure that the person’s registration form
is complete and accurate with respect to each item of informa-
tion required by the form in accordance with Subsection (c).
(h) If a person subject to registration under this chapter does
not move to an intended residence by the end of the seventh

day after the date on which the person is released or the date on
which the person leaves a previous residence, the person shall:

(1) report to the juvenile probation officer, community su-
pervision and corrections department officer, or parole offi-
cer supervising the person by not later than the seventh day
after the date on which the person is released or the date on
which the person leaves a previous residence, as applicable,
and provide the officer with the address of the person’s tem-
porary residence; and
(2) continue to report to the person’s supervising officer not
less than weekly during any period of time in which the per-
son has not moved to an intended residence and provide the
officer with the address of the person’s temporary residence.

(i) If the other state has a registration requirement for sex of-
fenders, a person who has a reportable conviction or adjudica-
tion, who resides in this state, and who is employed, carries on
a vocation, or is a student in another state shall, not later than
the 10th day after the date on which the person begins to work
or attend school in the other state, register with the law en-
forcement authority that is identified by the department as the
authority designated by that state to receive registration infor-
mation. If the person is employed, carries on a vocation, or is
a student at a public or private institution of higher education
in the other state and if an authority for campus security exists
at the institution, the person shall also register with that au-
thority not later than the 10th day after the date on which the
person begins to work or attend school.
(j) If a person subject to registration under this chapter is re-
leased from a penal institution without being released to parole
or placed on any other form of supervision and the person does
not move to the address indicated on the registration form as
the person’s intended residence or does not indicate an address
on the registration form, the person shall, not later than the sev-
enth day after the date on which the person is released:

(1) report in person to the local law enforcement authority
for the municipality or county, as applicable, in which  the
person is residing and provide that authority with the address
at which the person is residing or, if the person’s residence
does not have a physical address, a detailed description of the
geographical location of the person’s residence; and
(2) until the person indicates the person’s current address as
the person’s intended residence on the registration form or
otherwise complies with the requirements of Article
62.055, as appropriate, continue to report, in the manner
required by Subdivision (1), to that authority not less than
once in each succeeding 30-day period and provide that au-
thority with the address at which the person is residing or,
if applicable, a detailed description of the geographical lo-
cation of the person’s residence.

(k) A person required to register under this chapter may not
refuse or otherwise fail to provide any information required for
the accurate completion of the registration form.

Amendments to (b) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §17).

ART. 62.052.  REGISTRATION:
EXTRAJURISDICTIONAL REGISTRANTS

(a) An extrajurisdictional registrant is required to comply with
the annual verification requirements of Article 62.058 in the
same manner as a person who is required to verify registration
on the basis of a reportable conviction or adjudication. 
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(b) The duty to register for an extrajurisdictional registrant ex-
pires on the date the person’s duty to register would expire
under the laws of the other state or foreign country had the per-
son remained in that state or foreign country, under federal law,
or under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, as applicable.
(c) The department may negotiate and enter into a reciprocal
registration agreement with any other state to prevent residents
of this state and residents of the other state from frustrating the
public purpose of the registration of sex offenders by moving
from one state to the other. 

ART.  62.053.  PRERELEASE NOTIFICATION

(a) Before a person who will be subject to registration under this
chapter is due to be released from a penal institution, the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice or the Texas Juvenile Justice De-
partment shall determine the person’s level of risk to the com-
munity using the sex offender screening tool developed or
selected under Article 62.007 and assign to the person a numeric
risk level of one, two, or three. Before releasing the person, an
official of the penal institution shall:

(1) inform the person that:
(A) not later than the later of the seventh day after the
date on which the person is released or after the date on
which the person moves from a previous residence to a
new residence in this state or not later than the first date
the applicable local law enforcement authority by policy
allows the person to register or verify registration, the per-
son must register or verify registration with the local law
enforcement authority in the municipality or county in
which the person intends to reside; 
(B) not later than the seventh day after the date on which
the person is released or the date on which the person
moves from a previous residence to a new residence in this
state, the person must, if the person has not moved to an
intended residence, report to the applicable entity or enti-
ties as required by Article 62.051(h) or (j) or 62.055(e);
(C) not later than the seventh day before the date on
which the person moves to a new residence in this state
or another state, the person must report in person to the
local law enforcement authority designated as the per-
son’s primary registration authority by the department
and to the juvenile probation officer, community super-
vision and corrections department officer, or parole offi-
cer supervising the person;
(D) not later than the 10th day after the date on which
the person arrives in another state in which the person
intends to reside, the person must register with the law
enforcement agency that is identified by the department
as the agency designated by that state to receive registra-
tion information, if the other state has a registration re-
quirement for sex offenders;
(E) not later than the 30th day after the date on which
the person is released, the person must apply to the de-
partment in person for the issuance of an original or re-
newal driver’s license or personal identification
certificate and a failure to apply to the department as re-
quired by this paragraph results in the automatic revo-
cation of any driver’s license or personal identification
certificate issued by the department to the person; 
(F) the person must notify appropriate entities of any

change in status as described by Article 62.057; and
(G) certain types of employment are prohibited under
Article 62.063 for a person with a reportable conviction
or adjudication for a sexually violent offense involving a
victim younger than 14 years of age occurring on or after
September 1, 2013;

(2) require the person to sign a written statement that the
person was informed of the person’s duties as described by
Subdivision (1) or Subsection (g) or, if the person refuses to
sign the statement, certify that the person was so informed;
(3) obtain the address or, if applicable, a detailed descrip-
tion of each geographical location where the person expects
to reside on the person’s release and other registration in-
formation, including a photograph and complete set of fin-
gerprints; and
(4) complete the registration form for the person.

(b) On the seventh day before the date on which a person who
will be subject to registration under this chapter is due to be
released from a penal institution, or on receipt of notice by a
penal institution that a person who will be subject to registra-
tion under this chapter is due to be released in less than seven
days, an official of the penal institution shall send the person’s
completed registration form and numeric risk level to the de-
partment and to:

(1) the applicable local law enforcement authority in the
municipality or county in which the person expects to re-
side, if the person expects to reside in this state; or
(2) the law enforcement agency that is identified by the de-
partment as the agency designated by another state to re-
ceive registration information, if the person expects to
reside in that other state and that other state has a registra-
tion requirement for sex offenders.

(c) If a person who is subject to registration under this chapter
receives an order deferring adjudication, placing the person on
community supervision or juvenile probation, or imposing
only a fine, the court pronouncing the order or sentence shall
make a determination of the person’s numeric risk level using
the sex offender screening tool developed or selected under Ar-
ticle 62.007, assign to the person a numeric risk level of one,
two, or three, and ensure that the prerelease notification and
registration requirements specified in this article are conducted
on the day of entering the order or sentencing. If a community
supervision and corrections department representative is avail-
able in court at the time a court pronounces a sentence of de-
ferred adjudication or community supervision, the
representative shall immediately obtain the person’s numeric
risk level from the court and conduct the prerelease notifica-
tion and registration requirements specified in this article. In
any other case in which the court pronounces a sentence under
this subsection, the court shall designate another appropriate
individual to obtain the person’s numeric risk level from the
court and conduct the prerelease notification and registration
requirements specified in this article.
(d) If a person who has a reportable conviction described by Ar-
ticle 62.001(5)(H) or (I) is placed under the supervision of the
parole  division of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or
a community supervision and corrections department under
Section 510.017, Government Code, the division or commu-
nity supervision and corrections department shall conduct the
prerelease notification and registration requirements specified
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in this article on the date the person is placed under the super-
vision of the division or community supervision and correc-
tions department. If a person who has a reportable adjudication
of delinquent conduct described by Article 62.001(5)(H) or (I)
is, as permitted by Section 60.002, Family Code, placed under
the supervision of the Texas Youth Commission, a public or pri-
vate vendor operating under contract with the Texas Youth
Commission, a local juvenile probation department, or a juve-
nile secure pre-adjudication or post-adjudication facility, the
commission, vendor, probation department, or facility shall
conduct the prerelease notification and registration require-
ments specified in this article on the date the person is placed
under the supervision of the commission, vendor, probation
department, or facility. 
(e) Not later than the eighth day after receiving a registration
form under Subsection (b), (c), or (d), the local law enforce-
ment authority shall verify the age of the victim, the basis on
which the person is subject to registration under this chapter,
and the person’s numeric risk level. The local law enforcement
authority shall immediately provide notice to the superinten-
dent of the public school district and to the administrator of
any private primary or secondary school located in the public
school district in which the person subject to registration in-
tends to reside by mail to the office of the superintendent or ad-
ministrator, as appropriate, in accordance with Article 62.054.
On receipt of a notice under this subsection, the superinten-
dent shall release the information contained in the notice to ap-
propriate school district personnel, including peace officers and
security personnel, principals, nurses, and counselors. 
(f ) The local law enforcement authority shall include in the
notice to the superintendent of the public school district and
to the administrator of any private primary or secondary
school located in the public school district any information the
authority determines is necessary to protect the public, except:

(1) the person’s social security number or driver’s license
number, or any home, work, or cellular telephone number
of the person; and
(2) any information that would identify the victim of the
offense for which the person is subject to registration.

(g) Before a person who will be subject to registration under
this chapter is due to be released from a penal institution in
this state, an official of the penal institution shall inform the
person that:

(1) if the person intends to reside in another state and to
work or attend school in this state, the person must, not
later than the later of the seventh day after the date on
which the person begins to work or attend school or the
first date the applicable local law enforcement authority by
policy allows the person to register or verify registration,
register or verify registration with the local law enforcement
authority in the municipality or county in which the per-
son intends to work or attend school;
(2) if the person intends to reside in this state and to work
or attend school in another state and if the other state has a
registration requirement for sex offenders, the person must:

(A) not later than the 10th day after the date on which
the person begins to work or attend school in the other
state, register with the law enforcement authority that is
identified by the department as the authority designated
by that state to receive registration information; and

(B) if the person intends to be employed, carry on a voca-
tion, or be a student at a public or private institution of
higher education in the other state and if an authority for
campus security exists at the institution, register with that
authority not later than the 10th day after the date on
which the person begins to work or attend school; and

(3) regardless of the state in which the person intends to re-
side, if the person intends to be employed, carry on a voca-
tion, or be a student at a public or private institution of
higher education in this state, the person must:

(A) not later than the later of the seventh day after the
date on which the person begins to work or attend
school or the first date the applicable authority by pol-
icy allows the person to register, register with:

(i) the authority for campus security for that institu-
tion; or
(ii) except as provided by Article 62.153(e), if an au-
thority for campus security for that institution does
not exist, the local law enforcement authority of:

(a) the municipality in which the institution is lo-
cated; or
(b) the county in which the institution is located,
if the institution is not located in a municipality;
and

(B) not later than the seventh day after the date the per-
son stops working or attending school, notify the ap-
propriate authority for campus security or local law
enforcement authority of the termination of the person’s
status as a worker or student.

ART.  62.054.  CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRING

NOTICE TO SUPERINTENDENT OR SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATOR

(a) A local law enforcement authority shall provide notice to
the superintendent and each administrator under Article
62.053(e) or 62.055(f ) only if:

(1) the victim was at the time of the offense a child younger
than 17 years of age or a student enrolled in a public or pri-
vate secondary school;
(2) the person subject to registration is a student enrolled in
a public or private secondary school; or
(3) the basis on which the person is subject to registration
is a conviction, a deferred adjudication, or an adjudication
of delinquent conduct for an offense under Section 43.25
or 43.26, Penal Code, or an offense under the laws of an-
other state, federal law, or the Uniform Code of Military
Justice that contains elements substantially similar to the el-
ements of an offense under either of those sections.

(b) A local law enforcement authority may not provide notice
to the superintendent or any administrator under Article
62.053(e) or 62.055(f ) if the basis on which the person is sub-
ject to registration is a conviction, a deferred adjudication, or
an adjudication of delinquent conduct for an offense under
Section 25.02, Penal Code, or an offense under the laws of an-
other state, federal law, or the Uniform Code of Military Jus-
tice that contains elements substantially similar to the elements
of an offense under that section.

ART.  62.055.  CHANGE OF ADDRESS ;  LACK OF

ADDRESS

(a) If a person required to register under this chapter intends
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to change address, regardless of whether the person intends to
move to another state, the person shall, not later than the sev-
enth day before the intended change, report in person to the
local law enforcement authority designated as the person’s pri-
mary registration authority by the department and to the ju-
venile probation officer, community supervision and
corrections department officer, or parole officer supervising
the person and provide the authority and the officer with the
person’s anticipated move date and new address. If a person re-
quired to register changes address, the person shall, not later
than the later of the seventh day after changing the address or
the first date the applicable local law enforcement authority by
policy allows the person to report, report in person to the local
law enforcement authority in the municipality or county in
which the person’s new residence is located and provide the au-
thority with proof of identity and proof of residence. 
(b) Not later than the third day after receipt of notice under
Subsection (a), the person’s juvenile probation officer, com-
munity supervision and corrections department officer, or pa-
role officer shall forward the information provided under
Subsection (a) to the local law enforcement authority desig-
nated as the person’s primary registration authority by the de-
partment and if the person intends to move to another
municipality or county in this state, to the applicable local law
enforcement authority in that municipality or county.
(c) If the person moves to another state that has a registration
requirement for sex offenders, the person shall, not later than
the 10th day after the date on which the person arrives in the
other state, register with the law enforcement agency that is
identified by the department as the agency designated by that
state to receive registration information.
(d) Not later than the third day after receipt of information
under Subsection (a) or (b), whichever is earlier, the local law
enforcement authority shall forward this information to the
department and, if the person intends to move to another mu-
nicipality or county in this state, to the applicable local law en-
forcement authority in that municipality or county.
(e) If a person who reports to a local law enforcement author-
ity under Subsection (a) does not move on or before the antic-
ipated move date or does not move to the new address
provided to the authority, the person shall:

(1) not later than the seventh day after the anticipated move
date, and not less than weekly after that seventh day, report to
the local law enforcement authority designated as the person’s
primary registration authority by the department and provide
an explanation to the authority regarding any changes in the
anticipated move date and intended residence; and
(2) report to the juvenile probation officer, community su-
pervision and corrections department officer, or parole offi-
cer supervising the person not less than weekly during any
period in which the person has not moved to an intended
residence.

(f ) If the person moves to another municipality or county in
this state, the department shall inform the applicable local law
enforcement authority in the new area of the person’s residence
not later than the third day after the date on which the de-
partment receives information under Subsection (a). Not later
than the eighth day after the date on which the local law en-
forcement authority is informed under Subsection (a) or under
this subsection, the authority shall verify the age of the victim,

the basis on which the person is subject to registration under
this chapter, and the person’s numeric risk level. The local law
enforcement authority shall immediately provide notice to the
superintendent of the public school district and to the admin-
istrator of any private primary or secondary school located in
the public school district in which the person subject to regis-
tration intends to reside by mail to the office of the superin-
tendent or administrator, as appropriate, in accordance with
Article 62.054. On receipt of a notice under this subsection,
the superintendent shall release the information contained in
the notice to appropriate school district personnel, including
peace officers and security personnel, principals, nurses, and
counselors.
(g) The local law enforcement authority shall include in the
notice to the superintendent of the public school district and
the administrator of any private primary or secondary school
located in the public school district any information the au-
thority determines is necessary to protect the public, except:

(1) the person’s social security number or driver’s license
number, or any home, work, or cellular telephone number
of the person; and
(2) any information that would identify the victim of the
offense for which the person is subject to registration.

(h) If the person moves to another state, the department shall,
immediately on receiving information under Subsection (d):

(1) inform the agency that is designated by the other state
to receive registration information, if that state has a regis-
tration requirement for sex offenders; and
(2) send to the Federal Bureau of Investigation a copy of the
person’s registration form, including the record of convic-
tion and a complete set of fingerprints.

(i) If a person required to register under this chapter resides for
more than seven days at a location or locations to which a
physical address has not been assigned by a governmental en-
tity, the person, not less than once in each 30-day period, shall
confirm the person’s location or locations by:

(1) reporting to the local law enforcement authority in the
municipality where the person resides or, if the person does
not reside in a municipality, the local law enforcement au-
thority in the county in which the person resides; and
(2) providing a detailed description of the applicable loca-
tion or locations.

ART.  62.0551.  CHANGE IN ONLINE IDENTIF IERS

(a) If a person required to register under this chapter changes
any online identifier included on the person’s registration form
or establishes any new online identifier not already included
on the person’s registration form, the person, not later than the
later of the seventh day after the change or establishment or
the first date the applicable authority by policy allows the per-
son to report, shall report the change or establishment to the
person’s primary registration authority in the manner pre-
scribed by the authority.
(b) A primary registration authority that receives information
under this article shall forward information in the same man-
ner as information received by the authority under Article
62.055.

ART. 62.056.  ADDITIONAL PUBLIC NOTICE FOR

CERTAIN OFFENDERS

(a) On receipt of notice under this chapter that a person sub-
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ject to registration is due to be released from a penal institu-
tion, has been placed on community supervision or juvenile
probation, or intends to move to a new residence in this state,
the department shall verify the person’s numeric risk level as-
signed under this chapter. If the person is assigned a numeric
risk level of three, the department shall, not later than the sev-
enth day after the date on which the person is released or the
10th day after the date on which the person moves, provide
written notice mailed or delivered to at least each address,
other than a post office box, within a one-mile radius, in an
area that has not been subdivided, or a three-block area, in an
area that has been subdivided, of the place where the person
intends to reside. In providing written notice under this sub-
section, the department shall use employees of the department
whose duties in providing the notice are in addition to the em-
ployees’ regular duties.
(b) The department shall provide the notice in English and
Spanish and shall include in the notice any information that is
public information under this chapter. The department may
not include any information that is not public information
under this chapter.
(c) The department shall establish procedures for a person with
respect to whom notice is provided under Subsection (a), other
than a person subject to registration on the basis of an adjudica-
tion of delinquent conduct, to pay to the department all costs in-
curred by the department in providing the notice. The person
shall pay those costs in accordance with the procedures estab-
lished under this subsection.
(d) On receipt of notice under this chapter that a person sub-
ject to registration under this chapter is required to register or
verify registration with a local law enforcement authority and
has been assigned a numeric risk level of three, the local law en-
forcement authority may provide notice to the public in any
manner determined appropriate by the local law enforcement
authority, including publishing notice in a newspaper or other
periodical or circular in circulation in the area where the person
intends to reside, holding a neighborhood meeting, posting no-
tices in the area where the person intends to reside, distributing
printed notices to area residents, or establishing a specialized
local website. The local law enforcement authority may include
in the notice only information that is public information under
this chapter.
(e) An owner, builder, seller, or lessor of a single-family resi-
dential real property or any improvement to residential real
property or that person’s broker, salesperson, or other agent or
representative in a residential real estate transaction does not
have a duty to make a disclosure to a prospective buyer or
lessee about registrants under this chapter. To the extent of any
conflict between this subsection and another law imposing a
duty to disclose information about registered sex offenders,
this subsection controls.

ART.  62.057.  STATUS REPORT BY SUPERVIS ING

OFFICER OR LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT

AUTHORITY

(a) If the juvenile probation officer, community supervision
and corrections department officer, or parole officer supervis-
ing a person subject to registration under this chapter receives
information to the effect that the person’s status has changed
in any manner that affects proper supervision of the person,

including a change in the person’s name, online identifiers,
physical health, job or educational status, including higher ed-
ucational status, incarceration, or terms of release, the super-
vising officer shall promptly notify the appropriate local law
enforcement authority or authorities of that change. If the per-
son required to register intends to change address, the super-
vising officer shall notify the local law enforcement authorities
designated by Article 62.055(b). Not later than the seventh
day after the date the supervising officer receives the relevant
information, the supervising officer shall notify the local law
enforcement authority of any change in the person’s job or ed-
ucational status in which the person:

(1) becomes employed, begins to carry on a vocation, or be-
comes a student at a particular public or private institution
of higher education; or
(2) terminates the person’s status in that capacity.

(b) Not later than the later of the seventh day after the date of
the change or the first date the applicable authority by policy
allows the person to report, a person subject to registration
under this chapter shall report to the local law enforcement au-
thority designated as the person’s primary registration author-
ity by the department any change in the person’s name, online
identifiers, physical health, or job or educational status, in-
cluding higher educational status. 
(c) For purposes of Subsection (b):

(1) a person’s job status changes if the person leaves em-
ployment for any reason, remains employed by an employer
but changes the location at which the person works, or be-
gins employment with a new employer;
(2) a person’s health status changes if the person is hospital-
ized as a result of an illness;
(3) a change in a person’s educational status includes the
person’s transfer from one educational facility to another;
and
(4) regarding a change of name, notice of the proposed
name provided to a local law enforcement authority as de-
scribed by Sections 45.004 and 45.103, Family Code, is
sufficient, except that the person shall promptly notify the
authority of any denial of the person’s petition for a change
of name.

(d) Not later than the seventh day after the date the local law
enforcement authority receives the relevant information, the
local law enforcement authority shall notify the department of
any change in the person’s job or educational status in which
the person:

(1) becomes employed, begins to carry on a vocation, or be-
comes a student at a particular public or private institution
of higher education; or
(2) terminates the person’s status in that capacity.

ART.  62.058.  LAW ENFORCEMENT VERIF ICATION

OF REGISTRATION INFORMATION

(a) A person subject to registration under this chapter who has
for a sexually violent offense been convicted two or more
times, received an order of deferred adjudication two or more
times, or been convicted and received an order of deferred ad-
judication shall report to the local law enforcement authority
designated as the person’s primary registration authority by the
department not less than once in each 90-day period following
the date the person first registered under this chapter to verify
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the information in the registration form maintained by the au-
thority for that person. A person subject to registration under
this chapter who is not subject to the 90-day reporting re-
quirement described by this subsection shall report to the local
law enforcement authority designated as the person’s primary
registration authority by the department once each year not
earlier than the 30th day before and not later than the 30th
day after the anniversary of the person’s date of birth to verify
the information in the registration form maintained by the au-
thority for that person. For purposes of this subsection, a per-
son complies with a requirement that the person register
within a 90-day period following a date if the person registers
at any time on or after the 83rd day following that date but be-
fore the 98th day after that date. 
(b) A local law enforcement authority designated as a person’s
primary registration authority by the department may direct
the person to report to the authority to verify the information
in the registration form maintained by the authority for that
person. The authority may direct the person to report under
this subsection once in each 90-day period following the date
the person first registered under this chapter, if the person is re-
quired to report not less than once in each 90-day period
under Subsection (a) or once in each year not earlier than the
30th day before and not later than the 30th day after the an-
niversary of the person’s date of birth, if the person is required
to report once each year under Subsection (a). A local law en-
forcement authority may not direct a person to report to the
authority under this subsection if the person is required to re-
port under Subsection (a) and is in compliance with the re-
porting requirements of that subsection.
(c) A local law enforcement authority with whom a person re-
ports under this article shall require the person to produce
proof of the person’s identity and residence before the author-
ity gives the registration form to the person for verification. If
the information in the registration form is complete and accu-
rate, the person shall verify registration by signing the form. If
the information is not complete or not accurate, the person
shall make any necessary additions or corrections before sign-
ing the form.
(d) A local law enforcement authority designated as a person’s
primary registration authority by the department may at any
time mail a nonforwardable verification form to the last reported
address of the person. Not later than the 21st day after receipt of
a verification form under this subsection, the person shall:

(1) indicate on the form whether the person still resides at
the last reported address and, if not, provide on the form
the person’s new address;
(2) complete any other information required by the form;
(3) sign the form; and
(4) return the form to the authority.

(e) For purposes of this article, a person receives multiple con-
victions or orders of deferred adjudication regardless of
whether:

(1) the judgments or orders are entered on different dates;
or
(2) the offenses for which the person was convicted or
placed on deferred adjudication arose out of different crim-
inal transactions.

(f ) A local law enforcement authority that provides to a person

subject to the prohibitions described by Article 62.063 a regis-
tration form for verification as required by this chapter shall
include with the form a statement summarizing the types of
employment that are prohibited for that person.

ART. 62.059.  REGISTRATION OF PERSONS

REGULARLY VIS ITING LOCATION

(a) A person subject to this chapter who on at least three occa-
sions during any month spends more than 48 consecutive
hours in a municipality or county in this state, other than the
municipality or county in which the person is registered under
this chapter, before the last day of that month shall report that
fact to:

(1) the local law enforcement authority of the municipality
in which the person is a visitor; or
(2) if the person is a visitor in a location that is not a mu-
nicipality, the local law enforcement authority of the
county in which the person is a visitor. 

(b) A person described by Subsection (a) shall provide the local
law enforcement authority with:

(1) all information the person is required to provide under
Article 62.051(c);
(2) the address of any location in the municipality or
county, as appropriate, at which the person was lodged dur-
ing the month; and
(3) a statement as to whether the person intends to return to
the municipality or county during the succeeding month. 

(c) This article does not impose on a local law enforcement au-
thority requirements of public notification or notification to
schools relating to a person about whom the authority is not
otherwise required by this chapter to make notifications. 

ART. 62.060. REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO

DRIVER’S LICENSE OR PERSONAL

IDENTIF ICATION CERTIF ICATE

(a) A person subject to registration under this chapter shall
apply to the department in person for the issuance of, as ap-
plicable, an original or renewal driver’s license under Section
521.272, Transportation Code, an original or renewal personal
identification certificate under Section 521.103, Transporta-
tion Code, or an original or renewal commercial [driver] li-
cense or commercial driver learner’s permit under Section
522.033, Transportation Code, not later than the 30th day
after the date:

(1) the person is released from a penal institution or is re-
leased by a court on community supervision or juvenile
probation; or
(2) the department sends written notice to the person of the
requirements of this article. 

(b) The person shall annually renew in person each driver’s li-
cense or personal identification certificate issued by the de-
partment to the person, including each renewal, duplicate, or
corrected license or certificate, until the person’s duty to regis-
ter under this chapter expires. 

Amendment to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1888, §42).

ART.  62.061.  DNA SPECIMEN

A person required to register under this chapter shall comply
with a request for a DNA specimen made by a law enforce-
ment agency under Section 411.1473, Government Code.
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ART.  62.062.  LIMITATION ON NEWSPAPER

PUBLICATION

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a local law enforce-
ment authority may not publish notice in a newspaper or other
periodical or circular concerning a person’s registration under
this chapter if the only basis on which the person is subject to
registration is one or more adjudications of delinquent conduct.
(b) This article does not apply to a publication of notice under
Article 62.056.

ART.  62.063.  PROHIBITED EMPLOYMENT

(a) In this article:
(1) “Amusement ride” has the meaning assigned by Section
2151.002, Occupations Code.
(2) “Bus” has the meaning assigned by Section 541.201,
Transportation Code.

(b) A person subject to registration under this chapter because of
a reportable conviction or adjudication for which an affirmative
finding is entered under Article 42.015(b) or Section 5(e)(2), Ar-
ticle 42.12, as appropriate, may not, for compensation:

(1) operate or offer to operate a bus;
(2) provide or offer to provide a passenger taxicab or lim-
ousine transportation service;
(3) provide or offer to provide any type of service in the res-
idence of another person unless the provision of service will
be supervised; or
(4) operate or offer to operate any amusement ride.

Subchapter C. Expiration of Duty to Register;
General Penalties for Noncompliance

ART.  62.101.  EXPIRATION OF DUTY TO

REGISTER

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b) and Subchapter I, the
duty to register for a person ends when the person dies if the
person has a reportable conviction or adjudication, other than
an adjudication of delinquent conduct, for:

(1) a sexually violent offense;
(2) an offense under Section 20A.02(a)(3), (4), (7), or (8),
25.02, 43.05(a)(2), or 43.26, Penal Code;
(3) an offense under Section 21.11(a)(2), Penal Code, if be-
fore or after the person is convicted or adjudicated for the
offense under Section 21.11(a)(2), Penal Code, the person
receives or has received another reportable conviction or ad-
judication, other than an adjudication of delinquent con-
duct, for an offense or conduct that requires registration
under this chapter;
(4) an offense under Section 20.02, 20.03, or 20.04, Penal
Code, if:

(A) the judgment in the case contains an affirmative
finding under Article 42.015 or, for a deferred adjudica-
tion, the papers in the case contain an affirmative find-
ing that the victim or intended victim was younger than
17 years of age; and
(B) before or after the person is convicted or adjudicated
for the offense under Section 20.02, 20.03, or 20.04,
Penal Code, the person receives or has received another
reportable conviction or adjudication, other than an ad-
judication of delinquent conduct, for an offense or con-
duct that requires registration under this chapter; or

(5) an offense under Section 43.23, Penal Code, that is
punishable under Subsection (h) of that section.

(b) Except as provided by Subchapter I, the duty to register for
a person otherwise subject to Subsection (a) ends on the 10th
anniversary of the date on which the person is released from a
penal institution or discharges community supervision or the
court dismisses the criminal proceedings against the person
and discharges the person, whichever date is later, if the per-
son’s duty to register is based on a conviction or an order of de-
ferred adjudication in a cause that was transferred to a district
court or criminal district court under Section 54.02, Family
Code.
(c) Except as provided by Subchapter I, the duty to register for
a person with a reportable conviction or adjudication for an of-
fense other than an offense described by Subsection (a) ends:

(1) if the person’s duty to register is based on an adjudication
of delinquent conduct, on the 10th anniversary of the date
on which the disposition is made or the person completes
the terms of the disposition, whichever date is later; or
(2) if the person’s duty to register is based on a conviction
or on an order of deferred adjudication, on the 10th an-
niversary of the date on which the court dismisses the crim-
inal proceedings against the person and discharges the
person, the person is released from a penal institution, or
the person discharges community supervision, whichever
date is later.

ART.  62.102.  FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

(a) A person commits an offense if the person is required to reg-
ister and fails to comply with any requirement of this chapter.
(b) An offense under this article is:

(1) a state jail felony if the actor is a person whose duty to
register expires under Article 62.101(b) or (c);
(2) a felony of the third degree if the actor is a person whose
duty to register expires under Article 62.101(a) and who is
required to verify registration once each year under Article
62.058; and
(3) a felony of the second degree if the actor is a person
whose duty to register expires under Article 62.101(a) and
who is required to verify registration once each 90-day pe-
riod under Article 62.058. 

(c) If it is shown at the trial of a person for an offense or an at-
tempt to commit an offense under this article that the person
has previously been convicted of an offense or an attempt to
commit an offense under this article, the punishment for the
offense or the attempt to commit the offense is increased to the
punishment for the next highest degree of felony. 
(d) If it is shown at the trial of a person for an offense under this
article or an attempt to commit an offense under this article that
the person fraudulently used identifying information in viola-
tion of Section 32.51, Penal Code, during the commission or at-
tempted commission of the offense, the punishment for the
offense or the attempt to commit the offense is increased to the
punishment for the next highest degree of felony.

Subchapter D. Provisions Applicable to Certain
Workers and Students

ART.  62.151.  DEFINITIONS

For purposes of this subchapter, a person:
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(1) is employed or carries on a vocation if the person works or
volunteers on a full-time or part-time basis for a consecutive
period exceeding 14 days or for an aggregate period exceeding
30 days in a calendar year;
(2) works regardless of whether the person works for compen-
sation or for governmental or educational benefit; and
(3) is a student if the person enrolls on a full-time or part-time
basis in any educational facility, including:

(A) a public or private primary or secondary school, in-
cluding a high school or alternative learning center; or
(B) a public or private institution of higher education.

ART.  62.152.  REGISTRATION OF CERTAIN

WORKERS OR STUDENTS

(a) A person is subject to this subchapter and, except as other-
wise provided by this article, to the other subchapters of this
chapter if the person:

(1) has a reportable conviction or adjudication;
(2) resides in another state; and
(3) is employed, carries on a vocation, or is a student in this
state.

(b) A person described by Subsection (a) is subject to the reg-
istration and verification requirements of Articles 62.051 and
62.058 and to the change of address requirements of Article
62.055, except that the registration and verification and the re-
porting of a change of address are based on the municipality or
county in which the person works or attends school. The per-
son is subject to the school notification requirements of Arti-
cles 62.053-62.055, except that notice provided to the
superintendent and any administrator is based on the public
school district in which the person works or attends school.
(c) A person described by Subsection (a) is not subject to Arti-
cle 62.101.
(d) The duty to register for a person described by Subsection (a)
ends when the person no longer works or studies in this state,
provides notice of that fact to the local law enforcement author-
ity in the municipality or county in which the person works or
attends school, and receives notice of verification of that fact
from the authority. The authority must verify that the person no
longer works or studies in this state and must provide to the per-
son notice of that verification within a reasonable time.
(e) Notwithstanding Subsection (a), this article does not apply
to a person who has a reportable conviction or adjudication,
who resides in another state, and who is employed, carries on a
vocation, or is a student in this state if the person establishes an-
other residence in this state to work or attend school in this
state. However, that person remains subject to the other articles
of this chapter based on that person’s residence in this state.

ART.  62.153.  REGISTRATION OF WORKERS OR

STUDENTS AT INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER

EDUCATION

(a) Not later than the later of the seventh day after the date on
which the person begins to work or attend school or the first
date the applicable authority by policy allows the person to
register, a person required to register under Article 62.152 or
any other provision of this chapter who is employed, carries on
a vocation, or is a student at a public or private institution of
higher education in this state shall report that fact to:

(1) the authority for campus security for that institution; or

(2) if an authority for campus security for that institution
does not exist, the local law enforcement authority of:

(A) the municipality in which the institution is located;
or
(B) the county in which the institution is located, if the
institution is not located in a municipality.

(b) A person described by Subsection (a) shall provide the au-
thority for campus security or the local law enforcement au-
thority with all information the person is required to provide
under Article 62.051(c).
(c) A person described by Subsection (a) shall notify the au-
thority for campus security or the local law enforcement au-
thority not later than the seventh day after the date of
termination of the person’s status as a worker or student at the
institution.
(d) The authority for campus security or the local law enforce-
ment authority shall promptly forward to the administrative
office of the institution any information received from the per-
son under this article and any information received from the
department under Article 62.005.
(e) Subsection (a)(2) does not require a person to register with
a local law enforcement authority if the person is otherwise re-
quired by this chapter to register with that authority.
(f ) This article does not impose the requirements of public no-
tification or notification to public or private primary or sec-
ondary schools on:

(1) an authority for campus security; or
(2) a local law enforcement authority, if those requirements
relate to a person about whom the authority is not other-
wise required by this chapter to make notifications.

(g) Notwithstanding Article 62.059, the requirements of this
article supersede those of Article 62.059 for a person required
to register under both this article and Article 62.059.

Subchapter E. Provisions Applicable to Persons
Subject to Civil Commitment

ART.  62.201.  ADDITIONAL PUBLIC NOTICE FOR

INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT TO CIVIL COMMITMENT

(a) On receipt of notice under this chapter that a person sub-
ject to registration who is civilly committed as a sexually vio-
lent predator is due to be released from a penal institution or
intends to move to a new residence in this state, the depart-
ment shall, not later than the seventh day after the date on
which the person is released or the seventh day after the date
on which the person moves, provide written notice mailed or
delivered to at least each address, other than a post office box,
within a one-mile radius, in an area that has not been subdi-
vided, or a three-block area, in an area that has been subdi-
vided, of the place where the person intends to reside.
(b) The department shall provide the notice in English and
Spanish and shall include in the notice any information that is
public information under this chapter. The department may
not include any information that is not public information
under this chapter.
(c) The department shall establish procedures for a person with
respect to whom notice is provided under this article to pay to
the department all costs incurred by the department in pro-
viding the notice. The person shall pay those costs in accor-
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dance with the procedures established under this subsection.
(d) The department’s duty to provide notice under this article
in regard to a particular person ends on the date on which a
court releases the person from all requirements of the civil
commitment process.

ART.  62.202.  VERIF ICATION OF INDIVIDUALS

SUBJECT TO COMMITMENT

(a) Notwithstanding Article 62.058, if an individual subject to
registration under this chapter is civilly committed as a sexu-
ally violent predator, the person shall report to the local law en-
forcement authority designated as the person’s primary
registration authority by the department not less than once in
each 30-day period following the date the person first regis-
tered under this chapter to verify the information in the regis-
tration form maintained by the authority for that person. For
purposes of this subsection, a person complies with a require-
ment that the person register within a 30-day period following
a date if the person registers at any time on or after the 27th
day following that date but before the 33rd day after that date.
(b) On the date a court releases a person described by Subsec-
tion (a) from all requirements of the civil commitment process:

(1) the person’s duty to verify registration as a sex offender
is no longer imposed by this article; and
(2) the person is required to verify registration as provided
by Article 62.058.

ART. 62.203.  FAILURE TO COMPLY:
INDIVIDUALS SUBJECT TO COMMITMENT

(a) A person commits an offense if the person, after commit-
ment as a sexually violent predator but before the person is re-
leased from all requirements of the civil commitment process,
fails to comply with any requirement of this chapter.
(b) An offense under this article is a felony of the second de-
gree.

Subchapter F. Removal of Registration
Information

ART. 62.251. REMOVING REGISTRATION

INFORMATION WHEN DUTY TO REGISTER EXPIRES

(a) When a person is no longer required to register as a sex of-
fender under this chapter, the department shall remove all in-
formation about the person from the sex offender registry.
(b) The duty to remove information under Subsection (a)
arises if:

(1) the department has received notice from a local law en-
forcement authority under Subsection (c) or (d) that the
person is no longer required to register or will no longer be
required to renew registration and the department verifies
the correctness of that information;
(2) the court having jurisdiction over the case for which
registration is required requests removal and the depart-
ment determines that the duty to register has expired; or
(3) the person or the person’s representative requests re-
moval and the department determines that the duty to reg-
ister has expired.

(c) When a person required to register under this chapter ap-
pears before a local law enforcement authority to renew or
modify registration information, the authority shall determine
whether the duty to register has expired. If the authority de-

termines that the duty to register has expired, the authority
shall remove all information about the person from the sex of-
fender registry and notify the department that the person’s
duty to register has expired.
(d) When a person required to register under this chapter ap-
pears before a local law enforcement authority to renew regis-
tration information, the authority shall determine whether the
renewal is the final annual renewal of registration required by
law. If the authority detemines that the person’s duty to regis-
ter will expire before the next annual renewal is scheduled, the
authority shall automatically remove all information about the
person from the sex offender registry on expiration of the duty
to register and notify the department that the information
about the person has been removed from the registry.
(e) When the department has removed information under
Subsection (a), the department shall notify all local law en-
forcement authorities that have provided registration informa-
tion to the department about the person of the removal. A
local law enforcement authority that receives notice from the
department under this subsection shall remove all registration
information about the person from its registry.
(f ) When the department has removed information under
Subsection (a), the department shall notify all public and pri-
vate agencies or organizations to which it has provided regis-
tration information about the person of the removal. On
receiving notice, the public or private agency or organization
shall remove all registration information about the person
from any registry the agency or organization maintains that is
accessible to the public with or without charge.

Subchapter G. Exemption from Registration for
Certain Young Adult Sex Offenders

ART.  62.301.  EXEMPTION FROM REGISTRATION

FOR CERTAIN YOUNG ADULT SEX OFFENDERS

(a) If eligible under Subsection (b) or (c), a person required to
register under this chapter may petition the court having juris-
diction over the case for an order exempting the person from
registration under this chapter at any time on or after the date
of the person’s sentencing or the date the person is placed on
deferred adjudication community supervision, as applicable.
(b) A person is eligible to petition the court as described by
Subsection (a) if:

(1) the person is required to register only as a result of a sin-
gle reportable conviction or adjudication, other than an ad-
judication of delinquent conduct; and
(2) the court has entered in the appropriate judgment or
has filed with the appropriate papers a statement of an af-
firmative finding described by Article 42.017 or Section
5(g), Article 42.12.

(c) A defendant who before September 1, 2011, is convicted of
or placed on deferred adjudication community supervision for an
offense under Section 21.11 or 22.011, Penal Code, is eligible to
petition the court as described by Subsection (a). The court may
consider the petition only if the petition states and the court finds
that the defendant would have been entitled to the entry of an af-
firmative finding under Article 42.017 or Section 5(g), Article
42.12, as appropriate, had the conviction or placement on de-
ferred adjudication community supervision occurred after Sep-
tember 1, 2011.
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(c-1) At a hearing on the petition described by Subsection (a),
the court may consider:

(1) testimony from the victim or intended victim, or a
member of the victim's or intended victim's family, con-
cerning the requested exemption;
(2) the relationship between the victim or intended victim
and the petitioner at the time of the hearing; and
(3) any other evidence that the court determines is relevant
and admissible.

(d) After a hearing on the petition described by Subsection (a),
the court may issue an order exempting the person from regis-
tration under this chapter if it appears by a preponderance of
the evidence that:

(1) the exemption does not threaten public safety; 
(2) the person’s conduct did not occur without the consent
of the victim or intended victim as described by Section
22.011(b), Penal Code;
(3) the exemption is in the best interest of the victim or in-
tended victim; and
(4) the exemption is in the best interest of justice.

(e) An order exempting the person from registration under this
chapter does not expire, but the court shall withdraw the order
if after the order is issued the person receives a reportable con-
viction or adjudication under this chapter.

Subchapter H. Exemptions from Registration for
Certain Juveniles

ART.  62.351.  MOTION AND HEARING

GENERALLY

(a) During or after disposition of a case under Section 54.04,
Family Code, for adjudication of an offense for which regis-
tration is required under this chapter, the juvenile court on
motion of the respondent shall conduct a hearing to determine
whether the interests of the public require registration under
this chapter. The motion may be filed and the hearing held re-
gardless of whether the respondent is under 18 years of age.
Notice of the motion and hearing shall be provided to the
prosecuting attorney.
(b) The hearing is without a jury and the burden of persuasion
is on the respondent to show by a preponderance of evidence
that the criteria of Article 62.352(a) have been met. The court
at the hearing may make its determination based on:

(1) the receipt of exhibits;
(2) the testimony of witnesses;
(3) representations of counsel for the parties; or
(4) the contents of a social history report prepared by the
juvenile probation department that may include the results
of testing and examination of the respondent by a psychol-
ogist, psychiatrist, or counselor.

(c) All written matter considered by the court shall be disclosed
to all parties as provided by Section 54.04(b), Family Code.
(d) If a respondent, as part of a plea agreement, promises not
to file a motion seeking an order exempting the respondent
from registration under this chapter, the court may not recog-
nize a motion filed by a respondent under this article.

ART.  62.352.  ORDER GENERALLY

(a) The court shall enter an order exempting a respondent
from registration under this chapter if the court determines:

(1) that the protection of the public would not be increased
by registration of the respondent under this chapter; or
(2) that any potential increase in protection of the public
resulting from registration of the respondent is clearly out-
weighed by the anticipated substantial harm to the respon-
dent and the respondent’s family that would result from
registration under this chapter.

(b) After a hearing under Article 62.351 or under a plea agree-
ment described by Article 62.355(b), the juvenile court may
enter an order:

(1) deferring decision on requiring registration under this
chapter until the respondent has completed treatment for
the respondent’s sexual offense as a condition of probation
or while committed to the Texas Juvenile Justice Depart-
ment; or
(2) requiring the respondent to register as a sex offender but
providing that the registration information is not public in-
formation and is restricted to use by law enforcement and
criminal justice agencies, the Council on Sex Offender Treat-
ment, and public or private institutions of higher education.

(c) If the court enters an order described by Subsection (b)(1),
the court retains discretion and jurisdiction to require, or ex-
empt the respondent from, registration under this chapter at
any time during the treatment or on the successful or unsuc-
cessful completion of treatment, except that during the period
of deferral, registration may not be required. Following suc-
cessful completion of treatment, the respondent is exempted
from registration under this chapter unless a hearing under this
subchapter is held on motion of the prosecuting attorney, re-
gardless of whether the respondent is 18 years of age or older,
and the court determines the interests of the public require
registration. Not later than the 10th day after the date of the
respondent’s successful completion of treatment, the treatment
provider shall notify the juvenile court and prosecuting attor-
ney of the completion.
(d) Information that is the subject of an order described by
Subsection (b)(2) may not be posted on the Internet or re-
leased to the public.

ART.  62.353.  MOTION,  HEARING,  AND ORDER

CONCERNING PERSON ALREADY REGISTERED

(a) A person who has registered as a sex offender for an adju-
dication of delinquent conduct, regardless of when the delin-
quent conduct or the adjudication for the conduct occurred,
may file a motion in the adjudicating juvenile court for a hear-
ing seeking:

(1) exemption from registration under this chapter as pro-
vided by Article 62.351; or
(2) an order under Article 62.352(b)(2) that the registration
become nonpublic.

(b) The person may file a motion under Subsection (a) in the
original juvenile case regardless of whether the person, at the
time of filing the motion, is 18 years of age or older. Notice of
the motion shall be provided to the prosecuting attorney. A
hearing on the motion shall be provided as in other cases under
this subchapter.
(c) Only one subsequent motion may be filed under Subsec-
tion (a) if a previous motion under this article has been filed
concerning the case.
(d) To the extent feasible, the motion under Subsection (a)
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shall identify those public and private agencies and organiza-
tions, including public or private institutions of higher educa-
tion, that possess sex offender registration information about
the case.
(e) The juvenile court, after a hearing, may:

(1) deny a motion filed under Subsection (a);
(2) grant a motion described by Subsection (a)(1); or
(3) grant a motion described by Subsection (a)(2).

(f ) If the court grants a motion filed under Subsection (a), the
clerk of the court shall by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested, send a copy of the order to the department, to each
local law enforcement authority that the person has proved to
the juvenile court has registration information about the per-
son, and to each public or private agency or organization that
the person has proved to the juvenile court has information
about the person that is currently available to the public with
or without payment of a fee. The clerk of the court shall by
certified mail, return receipt requested, send a copy of the
order to any other agency or organization designated by the
person. The person shall identify the agency or organization
and its address and pay a fee of $20 to the court for each
agency or organization the person designates.
(g) In addition to disseminating the order under Subsection
(f ), at the request of the person, the clerk of the court shall by
certified mail, return receipt requested, send a copy of the
order to each public or private agency or organization that at
any time following the initial dissemination of the order under
Subsection (f ) gains possession of sex offender registration in-
formation pertaining to that person, if the agency or organiza-
tion did not otherwise receive a copy of the order under
Subsection (f ).
(h) An order under Subsection (f ) must require the recipient
to conform its records to the court’s order either by deleting
the sex offender registration information or changing its status
to nonpublic, as applicable. A public or private institution of
higher education may not be required to delete the sex of-
fender registration information under this subsection.
(i) A private agency or organization that possesses sex offender
registration information the agency or organization obtained
from a state, county, or local governmental entity is required to
conform the agency’s or organization’s records to the court’s
order on or before the 30th day after the date of the entry of
the order. Unless the agency or organization is a public or pri-
vate institution of higher education, failure to comply in that
period automatically bars the agency or organization from ob-
taining sex offender registration information from any state,
county, or local governmental entity in this state in the future.

ART.  62.354.  MOTION,  HEARING,  AND ORDER

CONCERNING PERSON REQUIRED TO REGISTER

BECAUSE OF OUT-OF-STATE ADJUDICATION

(a) A person required to register as a sex offender in this state
because of an out-of-state adjudication of delinquent conduct
may file in the juvenile court of the person’s county of resi-
dence a petition under Article 62.351 for an order exempting
the person from registration under this chapter.
(b) If the person is already registered as a sex offender in this
state because of an out-of-state adjudication of delinquent con-
duct, the person may file in the juvenile court of the person’s
county of residence a petition under Article 62.353 for an order

removing the person from sex offender registries in this state.
(c) On receipt of a petition under this article, the juvenile
court shall conduct a hearing and make rulings as in other
cases under this subchapter.
(d) An order entered under this article requiring removal of
registration information applies only to registration informa-
tion derived from registration in this state.

ART.  62.355.  WAIVER OF HEARING

(a) The prosecuting attorney may waive the state’s right to a
hearing under this subchapter and agree that registration
under this chapter is not required. A waiver under this subsec-
tion must state whether the waiver is entered under a plea
agreement.
(b) If the waiver is entered under a plea agreement, the court,
without a hearing, shall:

(1) enter an order exempting the respondent from registra-
tion under this chapter; or
(2) under Section 54.03(j), Family Code, inform the re-
spondent that the court believes a hearing under this article
is required and give the respondent the opportunity to:

(A) withdraw the respondent’s plea of guilty, nolo con-
tendere, or true; or
(B) affirm the respondent’s plea and participate in the
hearing.

(c) If the waiver is entered other than under a plea agreement,
the court, without a hearing, shall enter an order exempting
the respondent from registration under this chapter.

ART.  62.356.  EFFECT OF CERTAIN ORDERS

(a) A person who has an adjudication of delinquent conduct
that would otherwise be reportable under Article 62.001(5)
does not have a reportable adjudication of delinquent conduct
for purposes of this chapter if the juvenile court enters an order
under this subchapter exempting the person from the registra-
tion requirements of this chapter.
(b) If the juvenile court enters an order exempting a person
from registration under this chapter, the respondent may not
be required to register in this or any other state for the offense
for which registration was exempted.

ART.  62.357.  APPEAL OF CERTAIN ORDERS

(a) Notwithstanding Section 56.01, Family Code, on entry by
a juvenile court of an order under Article 62.352(a) exempting
a respondent from registration under this chapter, the prose-
cuting attorney may appeal that order by giving notice of ap-
peal within the time required under Rule 26.2(b), Texas Rules
of Appellate Procedure. The appeal is civil and the standard of
review in the appellate court is whether the juvenile court
committed procedural error or abused its discretion in ex-
empting the respondent from registration under this chapter.
The appeal is limited to review of the order exempting the re-
spondent from registration under this chapter and may not in-
clude any other issues in the case.
(b) A respondent may under Section 56.01, Family Code, ap-
peal a juvenile court’s order under Article 62.352(a) requiring
registration in the same manner as the appeal of any other legal
issue in the case. The standard of review in the appellate court
is whether the juvenile court committed procedural error or
abused its discretion in requiring registration.
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Subchapter I. Early Termination of Certain
Persons’ Obligation to Register

ART.  62.401.  DEFINITION

In this subchapter, “council” means the Council on Sex Of-
fender Treatment.

ART.  62.402.  DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM

REQUIRED REGISTRATION PERIOD

(a) The department by rule shall determine the minimum re-
quired registration period under federal law for each reportable
conviction or adjudication under this chapter.
(b) After determining the minimum required registration pe-
riod for each reportable conviction or adjudication under Sub-
section (a), the department shall compile and publish a list of
reportable convictions or adjudications for which a person
must register under this chapter for a period that exceeds the
minimum required registration period under federal law.
(c) To the extent possible, the department shall periodically
verify with the United States Department of Justice's Office of
Sex Offender Sentencing, Monitoring, Apprehending, Regis-
tering, and Tracking or another appropriate federal agency or
office the accuracy of the list of reportable convictions or ad-
judications described by Subsection (b).

ART.  62.403.  INDIVIDUAL RISK ASSESSMENT

(a) The council by rule shall establish, develop, or adopt an in-
dividual risk assessment tool or a group of individual risk as-
sessment tools that:

(1) evaluates the criminal history of a person required to
register under this chapter; and
(2) seeks to predict:

(A) the likelihood that the person will engage in criminal
activity that may result in the person receiving a second or
subsequent reportable adjudication or conviction; and 
(B) the continuing danger, if any, that the person poses
to the community.

(b) On the written request of a person with a single reportable
adjudication or conviction that appears on the list published
under Article 62.402(b), the council shall:

(1) evaluate the person using the individual risk assessment
tool or group of individual risk assessment tools established,
developed, or adopted under Subsection (a); and
(2) provide to the person a written report detailing the out-
come of an evaluation conducted under Subdivision (1).

(c) An individual risk assessment provided to a person under
this subchapter is confidential and is not subject to disclosure
under Chapter 552, Government Code.

ART.  62.404.  MOTION FOR EARLY

TERMINATION

(a) A person required to register under this chapter who has re-
quested and received an individual risk assessment under Arti-
cle 62.403 may file with the trial court that sentenced the
person for the reportable conviction or adjudication a motion
for early termination of the person’s obligation to register
under this chapter.
(b) A motion filed under this article must be accompanied by:

(1) a written explanation of how the reportable conviction
or adjudication giving rise to the movant’s registration
under this chapter qualifies as a reportable conviction or ad-

judication that appears on the list published under Article
62.402(b); and
(2) a certified copy of a written report detailing the out-
come of an individual risk assessment evaluation conducted
under Article 62.403(b)(1).

ART.  62.405.  HEARING ON PETITION

(a) After reviewing a motion filed with the court under Article
62.404, the court may:

(1) deny without a hearing the movant’s request for early
termination; or
(2) hold a hearing on the motion to determine whether to
grant or deny the motion.

(b) The court may not grant a motion filed under Article
62.404 if:

(1) the motion is not accompanied by the documents re-
quired under Article 62.404(b); or
(2) the court determines that the reportable conviction or
adjudication for which the movant is required to register
under this chapter is not a reportable conviction or adjudi-
cation for which the movant is required to register for a pe-
riod that exceeds the minimum required registration period
under federal law.

ART.  62.406.  COSTS OF INDIVIDUAL RISK

ASSESSMENT AND OF COURT

A person required to register under this chapter who files a mo-
tion for early termination of the person’s registration obligation
under this chapter is responsible for and shall remit to the coun-
cil and to the court, as applicable, all costs associated with and in-
curred by the council in providing the individual risk assessment
or by the court in holding a hearing under this subchapter.

ART.  62.407.  EFFECT OF ORDER GRANTING

EARLY TERMINATION

(a) If, after notice to the person and to the prosecuting attorney
and a hearing, the court grants a motion filed under Article
62.404 for the early termination of a person’s obligation to regis-
ter under this chapter, notwithstanding Article 62.101, the per-
son’s obligation to register under this chapter ends on the later of:

(1) the date the court enters the order of early termination; or
(2) the date the person has paid each cost described by Sec-
tion 62.406.

(b) If the court grants a motion filed under Article 62.404 for
the early termination of a person’s obligation to register under
this chapter, all conditions of the person’s parole, release to
mandatory supervision, or community supervision shall be
modified in accordance with the court’s order.

ART.  62.408.  NONAPPLICABIL ITY

This subchapter does not apply to a person without a re-
portable conviction or adjudication who is required to register
as a condition of parole, release to mandatory supervision, or
community supervision.

CHAPTER 63.  MISSING CHILDREN AND
MISSING PERSONS

Subchapter A. General Provisions

ART.  63.001.  DEFINITIONS

In this chapter:
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(1) “Abduct” has the meaning assigned by Section 20.01, Penal
Code.
(1-a) “Child” means a person under 18 years of age.
(2) “Missing person” means a person 18 years old or older
whose disappearance is possibly not voluntary.
(3) “Missing child” means a child whose whereabouts are un-
known to the child’s legal custodian, the circumstances of
whose absence indicate that:

(A) the child did not voluntarily leave the care and control
of the custodian, and the taking of the child was not au-
thorized by law;
(B) the child voluntarily left the care and control of the cus-
todian without the custodian’s consent and without intent
to return; 
(C) the child was taken or retained in violation of the terms
of a court order for possession of or access to the child; or
(D) the child was taken or retained without the permission
of the custodian and with the effect of depriving the custo-
dian of possession of or access to the child unless the taking
or retention of the child was prompted by the commission
or attempted commission of family violence, as defined by
Section 71.004, Family Code, against the child or the actor.

(4) “Missing child” or “missing person” also includes a person
of any age who is missing and:

(A) is under proven physical or mental disability or is senile,
and because of one or more of these conditions is subject to
immediate danger or is a danger to others;
(B) is in the company of another person or is in a situation
the circumstances of which indicate that the missing child’s
or missing person’s safety is in doubt; or
(C) is unemancipated as defined by the law of this state.

(5) “Missing child or missing person report” means informa-
tion that is:

(A) given to a law enforcement agency on a form used for
sending information to the national crime information cen-
ter; and
(B) about a child or missing person whose whereabouts are
unknown to the reporter and who is alleged in the form by
the reporter to be missing.

(6) “Legal custodian of a child” means a parent of a child if no
managing conservator or guardian of the person of the child has
been appointed, the managing conservator of a child or a
guardian of a child if a managing conservator or guardian has
been appointed for the child, a possessory conservator of a child
if the child is absent from the possessory conservator of the child
at a time when the possessory conservator is entitled to possession
of the child and the child is not believed to be with the manag-
ing conservator, or any other person who has assumed temporary
care and control of a child if at the time of disappearance the
child was not living with his parent, guardian, managing conser-
vator, or possessory conservator.
(7) “Clearinghouse” means the missing children and missing
persons information clearinghouse.
(8) “Law enforcement agency” means a police department of a
city in this state, a sheriff of a county in this state, or the De-
partment of Public Safety.
(9) “Possible match” occurs if the similarities between an
unidentified body and a missing child or person would lead
one to believe they are the same person.
(10) “City or state agency” means an employment commis-

sion, the Texas Department of Human Services, the Texas De-
partment of Transportation, and any other agency that is
funded or supported by the state or a city government.
(11) “Birth certificate agency” means a municipal or county
official that records and maintains birth certificates and the
bureau of vital statistics.
(12) “Bureau of vital statistics” means the bureau of vital sta-
tistics of the Texas Department of Health.
(13) “School” means a public primary school or private primary
school that charges a fee for tuition and has more than 25 stu-
dents enrolled and attending courses at a single location.

ART. 63.0015.  PRESUMPTION REGARDING

PARENTAGE

For purposes of this chapter, a person named as a child’s
mother or father in the child’s birth certificate is presumed to
be the child’s parent. 

ART.  63.0016.  ATTEMPTED CHILD ABDUCTION

BY RELATIVE

For purposes of this chapter, “attempted child abduction” does
not include an attempted abduction in which the actor was a
relative, as defined by Section 20.01, Penal Code, of the per-
son intended to be abducted.

ART.  63.002.  MISS ING CHILDREN AND MISSING

PERSONS INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE

(a) The missing children and missing persons information
clearinghouse is established within the Department of Public
Safety.
(b) The clearinghouse is under the administrative direction of
the director of the department.
(c) The clearinghouse shall be used by all law enforcement
agencies of the state.

ART.  63.003.  FUNCTION OF CLEARINGHOUSE

(a) The clearinghouse is a central repository of information on
missing children, missing persons, and attempted child abduc-
tions.
(b) The clearinghouse shall:

(1) establish a system of intrastate communication of infor-
mation relating to missing children and missing persons;
(2) provide a centralized file for the exchange of informa-
tion on missing children, missing persons, and unidentified
dead bodies within the state;
(3) communicate with the national crime information cen-
ter for the exchange of information on missing children and
missing persons suspected of interstate travel;
(4) collect, process, maintain, and disseminate accurate and
complete information on missing children and missing per-
sons;
(5) provide a statewide toll-free telephone line for the re-
porting of missing children and missing persons and for re-
ceiving information on missing children and missing
persons;
(6) provide and disseminate to legal custodians, law en-
forcement agencies, and the Texas Education Agency infor-
mation that explains how to prevent child abduction and
what to do if a child becomes missing; and
(7) receive and maintain information on attempted child
abductions in this state.
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ART.  63.004.  REPORT FORMS

(a) The Department of Public Safety shall distribute missing
children and missing person report forms.
(b) A missing child or missing person report may be made to
a law enforcement officer authorized by that department to re-
ceive reports in person or by telephone or other indirect
method of communication and the officer may enter the in-
formation on the form for the reporting person. A report form
may also be completed by the reporting person and delivered
to a law enforcement officer.

ART.  63.0041.  REPORTING OF ATTEMPTED

CHILD ABDUCTION

A law enforcement officer or local law enforcement agency re-
porting an attempted child abduction to the clearinghouse
shall make the report by use of the Texas Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System or a successor system of telecom-
munication used by law enforcement agencies and operated by
the Department of Public Safety.

ART.  63.005.  DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION

(a) The clearinghouse shall print and distribute posters, flyers,
and other forms of information containing descriptions of
missing children.
(b) The clearinghouse shall also provide to the Texas Education
Agency information about missing children who may be lo-
cated in the school systems.
(c) The clearinghouse may also receive information about
missing children from the Public Education Information Man-
agement System of the Texas Education Agency and from
school districts.

ART.  63.006.  RELEASE OF DENTAL RECORDS

(a) At the time a report is made for a missing child, the person
to whom the report is given shall give or mail to the reporter a
dental record release form. The officer receiving the report
shall endorse the form with the notation that a missing child
report has been made in compliance with this chapter. When
the form is properly completed by the reporter, and contains
the endorsement, the form is sufficient to permit any dentist
or physician in this state to release dental records relating to
the child reported missing.
(b) At any time a report is made for a missing person the law
enforcement officer taking the report shall complete a dental
release form that states that the person is missing and that
there is reason to believe that the person has not voluntarily re-
located or removed himself from communications with others
and that authorizes the bearer of the release to obtain dental
information records from any dentist or physician in this state. 
(c) Any person who obtains dental records through the use of
the form authorized by this article shall send the records to the
clearinghouse.
(d) The judge of any court of record of this state may for good
cause shown authorize the release of dental records of a miss-
ing child or missing person.
(e) A dentist or physician who releases dental records to a per-
son presenting a proper release executed or ordered under this
article is immune from civil liability or criminal prosecution
for the release of those records.

ART.  63.007.  RELEASE OF MEDICAL RECORDS

(a) At the time a report is made for a missing child or adult,
the law enforcement officer taking the report shall give a med-
ical record release form to the parent, spouse, adult child, or
legal guardian who is making the report. The officer receiving
the report shall endorse the form with the notation that a miss-
ing child or missing adult report has been made in compliance
with this chapter. When the form is properly completed by the
parent, spouse, adult child, or legal guardian, and contains the
endorsement, the form is sufficient to permit any physician,
health care facility, or other licensed health care provider in
this state to release to the law enforcement officer presenting
the release dental records, blood type, height, weight, X rays,
and information regarding scars, allergies, or any unusual ill-
nesses suffered by the person who is reported missing. Except
as provided by Subsection (d), a medical record of a missing
child may be released only if the medical record release form is
signed by a parent or legal guardian.
(b) At any time a report is made for an adult missing person,
the law enforcement officer taking the report shall complete a
medical release form that states that the person is missing and
that there is reason to believe that the person has not voluntar-
ily relocated or removed himself or herself from communica-
tions with others. A release under this subsection is not valid
unless it is signed by the adult missing person’s:

(1) spouse;
(2) adult child who is reasonably available;
(3) parent; or
(4) legal guardian.

(c) A law enforcement officer who obtains medical records
under this article shall send a copy of the records to the clear-
inghouse. A law enforcement officer who obtains records
under this article, a law enforcement agency using the records,
and the clearinghouse are prohibited from disclosing the in-
formation contained in or obtained through the medical
records unless permitted by law. Information contained in or
obtained through medical records may be used only for pur-
poses directly related to locating the missing person.
(d) The judge of any court of record of this state may for good
cause shown authorize the release of pertinent medical records
of a missing child or missing adult.
(e) A physician, health care facility, or other licensed health
care provider releasing a medical record to a person presenting
a proper release executed or ordered under this article is im-
mune from civil liability or criminal prosecution for the release
of the record.

ART.  63.008.  MISS ING CHILDREN PROGRAM

(a) The Texas Education Agency shall develop and administer
a program for the location of missing children who may be en-
rolled within the Texas school system, including nonpublic
schools, and for the reporting of children who may be missing
or who may be unlawfully removed from schools.
(b) The program shall include the use of information received
from the missing children and missing persons information
clearinghouse and shall be coordinated with the operations of
that information clearinghouse.
(c) The State Board of Education may adopt rules for the op-
eration of the program and shall require the participation of all
school districts and accredited private schools in this state.
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ART.  63.009.  LAW ENFORCEMENT

REQUIREMENTS

(a) Local law enforcement agencies, on receiving a report of a
missing child or a missing person, shall:

(1) if the subject of the report is a child and the [well-being
of the] child is at a high risk of harm or is otherwise in dan-
ger or if the subject of the report is a person who is known
by the agency to have or is reported to have chronic de-
mentia, including Alzheimer’s dementia, whether caused by
illness, brain defect, or brain injury, immediately start an
investigation in order to determine the present location of
the child or person;
(2) if the subject of the report is a child or person other than
a child or person described by Subdivision (1), start an in-
vestigation with due diligence in order to determine the
present location of the child or person;
(3) immediately, but not later than two hours after receiv-
ing the report, enter the name of the child or person into
the clearinghouse, the national crime information center
missing person file if the child or person meets the center’s
criteria, and the Alzheimer’s Association Safe Return crisis
number, if applicable, with all available identifying features
such as dental records, fingerprints, other physical charac-
teristics, and a description of the clothing worn when last
seen, and all available information describing any person
reasonably believed to have taken or retained the missing
child or missing person; and
(4) inform the person who filed the report of the missing
child or missing person that the information will be entered
into the clearinghouse, the national crime information cen-
ter missing person file, and the Alzheimer’s Association Safe
Return crisis number, if applicable. 

(a-1) A local law enforcement agency, on receiving a report of
a child missing under the circumstances described by Article
63.001(3)(D) for a period of not less than 48 hours, shall im-
mediately make a reasonable effort to locate the child and de-
termine the well-being of the child. On determining the
location of the child, if the agency has reason to believe that
the child is a victim of abuse or neglect as defined by Section
261.001, Family Code, the agency:

(1) shall notify the Department of Family and Protective
Services; and
(2) may take possession of the child under Subchapter B,
Chapter 262, Family Code.

(a-2) The Department of Family and Protective Services, on
receiving notice under Subsection (a-1), may initiate an inves-
tigation into the allegation of abuse or neglect under Section
261.301, Family Code, and take possession of the child under
Chapter 262, Family Code.
(a-3) [(a-1)] A local law enforcement agency, on receiving a re-
port of an attempted child abduction, shall immediately, but
not later than eight hours after receiving the report, provide
any relevant information regarding the attempted child abduc-
tion to the clearinghouse.
(b) Information not immediately available shall be obtained by
the agency and entered into the clearinghouse and the national
crime information center file as a supplement to the original
entry as soon as possible.
(c) All Texas law enforcement agencies are required to enter in-
formation about all unidentified bodies into the clearinghouse

and the national crime information center unidentified person
file. A law enforcement agency shall, not later than the 10th
working day after the date the death is reported to the agency,
enter all available identifying features of the unidentified body
(fingerprints, dental records, any unusual physical characteris-
tics, and a description of the clothing found on the body) into
the clearinghouse and the national crime information center
file. If an information entry into the national crime informa-
tion center file results in an automatic entry of the information
into the clearinghouse, the law enforcement agency is not re-
quired to make a direct entry of that information into the
clearinghouse.
(d) If a local law enforcement agency investigating a report of a
missing child or missing person obtains a warrant for the arrest
of a person for taking or retaining the missing child or missing
person, the local law enforcement agency shall immediately
enter the name and other descriptive information of the person
into the national crime information center wanted person file if
the person meets the center’s criteria. The local law enforce-
ment agency shall also enter all available identifying features,
including dental records, fingerprints, and other physical char-
acteristics of the missing child or missing person. The informa-
tion shall be cross-referenced with the information in the
national crime information center missing person file.
(e) A local law enforcement agency that has access to the na-
tional crime information center database shall cooperate with
other law enforcement agencies in entering or retrieving infor-
mation from the national crime information center database.
(f ) Immediately after the return of a missing child or missing
person or the identification of an unidentified body, the local
law enforcement agency having jurisdiction of the investiga-
tion shall cancel the entry in the national crime information
center database.
(g) On determining the location of a child under Subsection
(a)(1) or (2), other than a child who is subject to the continu-
ing jurisdiction of a district court, an officer shall take posses-
sion of the child and shall deliver or arrange for the delivery of
the child to a person entitled to possession of the child. If the
person entitled to possession of the child is not immediately
available, the law enforcement officer shall deliver the child to
the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services.

Amendments to (a)(1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1793, §1).
Section 5 of HB 1793 provides: “Articles 63.009(a) and
63.0091, Code of Criminal Procedure, as amended by this Act,
and Article 63.0092, Code of Criminal Procedure, as added by
this Act, apply only to a missing child report that is received by a
law enforcement agency on or after the effective date of this Act.
A report that is received before the effective date of this Act is
governed by the law in effect on the date the report was received,
and the former law is continued in effect for that purpose.”

Redesignation of former duplicate (a-1) as (a-3) effective Sept. 1,
2015 (SB 1296, §21.001(6)).

ART.  63.0091.  LAW ENFORCEMENT

REQUIREMENTS REGARDING REPORTS OF

CERTAIN MISSING CHILDREN

(a) The public safety director of the Department of Public Safety
shall adopt rules regarding the procedures for a local law en-
forcement agency on receiving a report of a missing child who:
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(1) had been reported missing on four or more occasions in
the 24-month period preceding the date of the current re-
port; [or]
(2) is in foster care or in the conservatorship of the Depart-
ment of Family and Protective Services and had been re-
ported missing on two or more occasions in the 24-month
period preceding the date of the current report; or
(3) is under 14 years of age and otherwise determined by
the local law enforcement agency or the Department of
Public Safety to be at a high risk of human trafficking, sex-
ual assault, exploitation, abuse, or neglectful supervision.

(b) The rules adopted under this article must require that in
entering information regarding the report into the national
crime information center missing person file as required by Ar-
ticle 63.009(a)(3) for a missing child described by Subsection
(a), the local law enforcement agency shall indicate, in the
manner specified in the rules, that the child is at a high risk of
harm [endangered] and include relevant information regarding
any [the] prior occasions on which the child was reported
missing.
(c) If, at the time the initial entry into the national crime in-
formation center missing person file is made, the local law en-
forcement agency has not determined that the requirements of
this article apply to the report of the missing child, the infor-
mation required by Subsection (b) must be added to the entry
promptly after the agency investigating the report or the De-
partment of Public Safety determines that the missing child is
described by Subsection (a).

Amended effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1793, §2). See effective
note following art. 63.009.

ART.  63.0092.  OPTION TO DESIGNATE MISS ING

CHILD AS  HIGH RISK

(a) This article applies to a report of a missing child who is at
least 14 years of age and who a local law enforcement agency
or the Department of Public Safety determines is at a high risk
of human trafficking, sexual assault, exploitation, abuse, or ne-
glectful supervision.
(b) In entering information regarding a report described by
Subsection (a) into the national crime information center
missing person file as required by Article 63.009(a)(3), the
local law enforcement agency may indicate that the child is at
a high risk of harm and may include any other relevant infor-
mation.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1793, §3). See effective
note following art. 63.009.

ART.  63.010.  ATTORNEY GENERAL TO REQUIRE

COMPLIANCE

The attorney general shall require each law enforcement
agency to comply with this chapter and may seek writs of man-
damus or other appropriate remedies to enforce this chapter.

ART.  63.011.  MISS ING CHILDREN

INVESTIGATIONS

On the written request made to a law enforcement agency by
a parent, foster parent, managing or possessory conservator,
guardian of the person or the estate, or other court-appointed
custodian of a child whose whereabouts are unknown, the law
enforcement agency shall request from the missing children

and missing persons information clearinghouse information
concerning the child that may aid the person making the re-
quest in the identification or location of the child.

ART.  63.012.  REPORT OF INQUIRY

A law enforcement agency to which a request has been made
under Article 63.011 of this code shall report to the parent on
the results of its inquiry within 14 days after the day that the
written request is filed with the law enforcement agency.

ART.  63.013.  INFORMATION TO

CLEARINGHOUSE

Each law enforcement agency shall provide to the missing chil-
dren and missing persons information clearinghouse:
(1) any information that would assist in the location or identi-
fication of any missing child who has been reported to the
agency as missing; and
(2) any information regarding an attempted child abduction
that has been reported to the agency or that the agency has re-
ceived from any person or another agency.

ART.  63.014.  CROSS-CHECKING AND MATCHING

(a) The clearinghouse shall cross-check and attempt to match
unidentified bodies with missing children or missing persons.
When the clearinghouse discovers a possible match between an
unidentified body and a missing child or missing person, the
Department of Public Safety shall notify the appropriate law
enforcement agencies.
(b) Those law enforcement agencies that receive notice of a
possible match shall make arrangements for positive identifi-
cation and complete and close out the investigation with noti-
fication to the clearinghouse.

ART.  63.015.  AVAILABIL ITY OF INFORMATION

THROUGH OTHER AGENCIES

(a) On the request of any law enforcement agency, a city or
state agency shall furnish the law enforcement agency with any
information about a missing child or missing person that will
assist in completing the investigation.
(b) The information given under Subsection (a) of this article
is confidential and may not be released to any other person
outside of the law enforcement agency.

ART.  63.016.  DONATIONS

The Department of Public Safety may accept money donated
from any source to assist in financing the activities and pur-
poses of the missing children and missing persons information
clearinghouse.

ART.  63.017.  CONFIDENTIALITY OF CERTAIN

RECORDS

Clearinghouse records that relate to the investigation by a law en-
forcement agency of a missing child, a missing person, or an
unidentified body and records or notations that the clearing-
house maintains for internal use in matters relating to missing
children, missing persons, or unidentified bodies are confidential.

ART.  63.018.  DEATH CERTIF ICATES

A physician who performs a postmortem examination on the
body of an unidentified person shall complete and file a death
certificate in accordance with Chapter 193, Health and Safety
Code. The physician shall note on the certificate the name of
the law enforcement agency that submitted the body for ex-
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amination and shall send a copy of the certificate to the clear-
inghouse not later than the 10th working day after the date the
physician files the certificate.

ART.  63.019.  SCHOOL RECORDS SYSTEM

(a) On enrollment of a child under 11 years of age in a school
for the first time at the school, the school shall:

(1) request from the person enrolling the child the name of
each previous school attended by the child; 
(2) request from each school identified in Subdivision (1),
the school records for the child and, if the person enrolling
the child provides copies of previous school records, request
verification from the school of the child’s name, address,
birth date, and grades and dates attended; and 
(3) notify the person enrolling the student that not later than
the 30th day after enrollment, or the 90th day if the child
was not born in the United States, the person must provide: 

(A) a certified copy of the child’s birth certificate; or 
(B) other reliable proof of the child’s identity and age
and a signed statement explaining the person’s inability
to produce a copy of the child’s birth certificate. 

(b) If a person enrolls a child under 11 years of age in school and
does not provide the valid prior school information or docu-
mentation required by this section, the school shall notify the
appropriate law enforcement agency before the 31st day after
the person fails to comply with this section. On receipt of noti-
fication, the law enforcement agency shall immediately check
the clearinghouse to determine if the child has been reported
missing. If the child has been reported missing, the law enforce-
ment agency shall immediately notify other appropriate law en-
forcement agencies that the missing child has been located.

ART.  63.020.  DUTY OF SCHOOLS AND OTHER

ENTITIES TO FLAG MISSING CHILDREN’S
RECORDS

(a) When a report that a child under 11 years of age is missing
is received by a law enforcement agency, the agency shall im-
mediately notify each school and day care facility that the child
attended or in which the child was enrolled as well as the bu-
reau of vital statistics, if the child was born in the state, that the
child is missing.
(b) On receipt of notice that a child under 11 years of age is miss-
ing, the bureau of vital statistics shall notify the appropriate mu-
nicipal or county birth certificate agency that the child is missing. 
(c) A school, day care facility, or birth certificate agency that re-
ceives notice concerning a child under this section shall flag the
child’s records that are maintained by the school, facility, or agency. 
(d) The law enforcement agency shall notify the clearinghouse
that the notification required under this section has been
made. The clearinghouse shall provide the notice required
under this section if the clearinghouse determines that the no-
tification has not been made by the law enforcement agency. 
(e) If a missing child under 11 years of age, who was the sub-
ject of a missing child report made in this state, was born in or
attended a school or licensed day care facility in another state,
the law enforcement agency shall notify law enforcement or
the missing and exploited children clearinghouse in each ap-
propriate state regarding the missing child and request the law
enforcement agency or clearinghouse to contact the state birth
certificate agency and each school or licensed day care facility
the missing child attended to flag the missing child’s records.

ART.  63.021.  SYSTEM FOR FLAGGING RECORDS

(a) On receipt of notification by a law enforcement agency or
the clearinghouse regarding a missing child under 11 years of
age, the school, day care facility, or birth certificate agency shall
maintain the child’s records in its possession so that on receipt
of a request regarding the child, the school, day care facility, or
agency will be able to notify law enforcement or the clearing-
house that a request for a flagged record has been made. 
(b) When a request concerning a flagged record is made in per-
son, the school, day care facility, or agency may not advise the re-
questing party that the request concerns a missing child and shall: 

(1) require the person requesting the flagged record to com-
plete a form stating the person’s name, address, telephone
number, and relationship to the child for whom a request is
made and the name, address, and birth date of the child; 
(2) obtain a copy of the requesting party’s driver’s license or
other photographic identification, if possible; 
(3) if the request is for a birth certificate, inform the re-
questing party that a copy of a certificate will be sent by
mail; and 
(4) immediately notify the appropriate law enforcement
agency that a request has been made concerning a flagged
record and include a physical description of the requesting
party, the identity and address of the requesting party, and
a copy of the requesting party’s driver’s license or other pho-
tographic identification. 

(c) After providing the notification required under Subsection
(a)(4), the school, day care facility, or agency shall mail a copy
of the requested record to the requesting party on or after the
21st day after the date of the request. 
(d) When a request concerning a flagged record is made in
writing, the school, day care facility, or agency may not advise
the party that the request concerns a missing child and shall
immediately notify the appropriate law enforcement agency
that a request has been made concerning a flagged record and
provide to the law enforcement agency a copy of the written
request. After providing the notification under this subsection,
the school, day care facility, or agency shall mail a copy of the
requested record to the requesting party on or after the 21st
day after the date of the request.

ART.  63.022.  REMOVAL OF FLAG FROM

RECORDS

(a) On the return of a missing child under 11 years of age, the
law enforcement agency shall notify each school or day care fa-
cility that has maintained flagged records for the child and the
bureau of vital statistics that the child is no longer missing. The
law enforcement agency shall notify the clearinghouse that no-
tification under this section has been made. The bureau of vital
statistics shall notify the appropriate municipal or county birth
certificate agency. The clearinghouse shall notify the school, day
care facility, or bureau of vital statistics that the missing child is
no longer missing if the clearinghouse determines that the no-
tification was not provided by the law enforcement agency. 
(b) On notification by the law enforcement agency or the
clearinghouse that a missing child has been recovered, the
school, day care facility, or birth certificate agency that main-
tained flagged records shall remove the flag from the records. 
(c) A school, day care facility, or birth certificate agency that
has reason to believe a missing child has been recovered may
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request confirmation that the missing child has been recovered
from the appropriate law enforcement agency or the clearing-
house. If a response is not received after the 45th day after the
date of the request for confirmation, the school, day care facil-
ity, or birth certificate agency may remove the flag from the
record and shall inform the law enforcement agency or the
clearinghouse that the flag has been removed.

Subchapter B. University of North Texas Health
Science Center at Fort Worth Missing Persons

DNA Database

ART.  63.051.  DEFINITIONS

In this subchapter:
(1) “Board” means the board of regents of the University of
North Texas System.
(2) “Center” means the University of North Texas Health Sci-
ence Center at Fort Worth.
(3) “DNA” means deoxyribonucleic acid.
(4) “DNA database” means the database containing forensic
DNA analysis results, including any known name of the per-
son who is the subject of the forensic DNA analysis, that is
maintained by the center.
(5) “High-risk missing person” means:

(A) a person missing as a result of an abduction by a
stranger;
(B) a person missing under suspicious or unknown circum-
stances; or
(C) a person who has been missing more than 30 days, or
less than 30 days at the discretion of the investigating
agency, if there is reason to believe that the person is in dan-
ger or deceased.

(6) “Law enforcement agency” means the law enforcement
agency primarily responsible for investigating a report of a
high-risk missing person.

ART.  63.0515.  CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCY

For purposes of this subchapter, the center is a criminal justice
agency that performs forensic DNA analyses on evidence, in-
cluding evidence related to a case involving unidentified
human remains or a high-risk missing person. The center shall
comply with 42 U.S.C. Section 14132.

ART.  63.052.  ESTABLISHMENT OF DNA
DATABASE FOR MISSING OR UNIDENTIF IED

PERSONS

(a) The board shall develop at the University of North Texas
Health Science Center at Fort Worth a DNA database for any
case based on the report of unidentified human remains or a
report of a high-risk missing person.
(b) The database may be used to identify unidentified human
remains and high-risk missing persons.

ART.  63.053.  INFORMATION STORED IN

DATABASE

(a) The database required in Article 63.052 may contain only
DNA genetic markers that are commonly recognized as ap-
propriate for human identification. Except to the extent that
those markers are appropriate for human identification, the
database may not contain DNA genetic markers that predict
biological function. The center shall select the DNA genetic

markers for inclusion in the DNA database based on existing
technology for forensic DNA analysis.
(b) The results of the forensic DNA analysis must be compat-
ible with the CODIS DNA database established by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and the center must make the results
available for inclusion in that database.

ART.  63.054.  COMPARISON OF SAMPLES

The center shall compare DNA samples taken from unidenti-
fied human remains with DNA samples taken from personal
articles belonging to high-risk missing persons or from parents
of high-risk missing persons or other appropriate persons.

ART.  63.055.  STANDARDS COLLECTION;
STORAGE

In consultation with the center, the board by rule shall develop
standards and guidelines for the collection of DNA samples
submitted to the center and the center’s storage of DNA sam-
ples.

ART.  63.056.  COLLECTION OF SAMPLES FROM

UNIDENTIF IED HUMAN REMAINS

(a) A physician acting on the request of a justice of the peace
under Subchapter A, Chapter 49, a county coroner, a county
medical examiner, or other law enforcement entity, as appro-
priate, shall collect samples from unidentified human remains.
The justice of the peace, coroner, medical examiner, or other
law enforcement entity shall submit those samples to the cen-
ter for forensic DNA analysis and inclusion of the results in the
DNA database.
(b) After the center has performed the forensic DNA analysis,
the center shall return the remaining sample to the entity that
submitted the sample under Subsection (a).

ART.  63.057.  DUTY OF LAW ENFORCEMENT

AGENCY TO NOTIFY APPROPRIATE PERSONS

REGARDING PROVIS ION OF VOLUNTARY SAMPLE

Not later than the 30th day after the date a report of a high-
risk missing person is filed, the law enforcement agency shall
inform a parent or any other person considered appropriate by
the agency that the person may provide:
(1) a DNA sample for forensic DNA analysis; or
(2) for purposes of DNA sampling, a personal article belong-
ing to the high-risk missing person.

ART.  63.058.  RELEASE FORM

(a) The center shall develop a standard release form that au-
thorizes a parent or other appropriate person to voluntarily
provide under Article 63.057 a DNA sample or a personal ar-
ticle for purposes of DNA sampling. The release must explain
that the DNA sample is to be used only to identify the high-
risk missing person.
(b) A law enforcement agency may not use any form of incen-
tive or coercion to compel the parent or other appropriate per-
son to provide a sample or article under this subchapter.

ART.  63.059.  PROTOCOL FOR OBTAINING

SAMPLES RELATING TO HIGH-RISK MISSING

PERSONS

(a) The law enforcement agency shall take DNA samples from
parents or other appropriate persons under Article 63.057 in
any manner prescribed by the center.
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(b) The center shall develop a model kit to be used by a law en-
forcement agency to take DNA samples from parents or other
appropriate persons.

ART.  63.060.  SUBMISS ION OF SAMPLE TO

CENTER

(a) Before submitting to the center a DNA sample obtained
under Article 63.057, the law enforcement agency shall rever-
ify the status of a high-risk missing person.
(b) As soon as practicable after a DNA sample is obtained, the
law enforcement agency shall submit the DNA sample, a copy
of the missing person’s report, and any supplemental informa-
tion to the center.

ART.  63.061.  DESTRUCTION OF SAMPLES

All DNA samples extracted from a living person shall be de-
stroyed after a positive identification is made and a report is is-
sued.

ART.  63.062.  CONFIDENTIALITY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), the results of a foren-
sic DNA analysis performed by the center are confidential.
(b) The center may disclose the results of a forensic DNA
analysis only to:

(1) personnel of the center;
(2) law enforcement agencies;
(3) justices of the peace, coroners, medical examiners, or
other law enforcement entities submitting a sample to the
center under Article 63.056;
(4) attorneys representing the state; and
(5) a parent or other appropriate person voluntarily provid-
ing a DNA sample or an article under Article 63.057.

ART.  63.063.  CRIMINAL PENALTY

(a) A person who collects, processes, or stores a DNA sample
from a living person for forensic DNA analysis under this sub-
chapter commits an offense if the person intentionally violates
Article 63.061 or 63.062.
(b) An offense under this section is a Class B misdemeanor.

ART.  63.064.  CIVIL PENALTY

A person who collects, processes, or stores a DNA sample from
a living person for forensic DNA analysis under this subchap-
ter and who intentionally violates Article 63.061 or 63.062 is
liable in civil damages to the donor of the DNA in the amount
of $5,000 for each violation, plus reasonable attorney’s fees and
court costs.

ART.  63.065.  MISS ING PERSONS DNA
DATABASE FUND

(a) The missing persons DNA database fund is a separate ac-
count in the general revenue fund.
(b) Notwithstanding Article 56.54(g), the legislature may ap-
propriate money in the compensation to victims of crime fund
and the compensation to victims of crime auxiliary fund to
fund the University of North Texas Health Science Center at
Fort Worth missing persons DNA database. Legislative appro-
priations under this subsection shall be deposited to the credit
of the account created under Subsection (a).
(c) Money in the account may be used only for purposes of de-
veloping and maintaining the DNA database as described by
this section.

(d) The center may use money in the account only to:
(1) establish and maintain center infrastructure;
(2) pay the costs of DNA sample storage, forensic DNA
analysis, and labor costs for cases of high-risk missing per-
sons and unidentified human remains;
(3) reimburse counties for the purposes of pathology and
exhumation as considered necessary by the center;
(4) publicize the DNA database for the purpose of contact-
ing parents and other appropriate persons so that they may
provide a DNA sample or a personal article for DNA sam-
pling;
(5) educate law enforcement officers about the DNA data-
base and DNA sampling; and
(6) provide outreach programs related to the purposes of
this chapter.

(e) Section 403.095(b), Government Code, does not apply to
the account established under Subsection (a).

ART.  63.066.  BACKLOG OF UNIDENTIF IED

HUMAN REMAINS:  ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND

OUTSOURCING

(a) The center shall create an advisory committee, consisting of
medical examiners, law enforcement officials, and other inter-
ested persons as determined appropriate by the center, to im-
pose priorities regarding the identification of the backlog of
high-risk missing person cases and unidentified human re-
mains.
(b) The center shall use any available federal funding to assist
in reducing the backlog of high-risk missing person cases and
unidentified human remains.
(c) The reduction of the backlog may be outsourced to other
appropriate laboratories at the center’s discretion.

ART.  63.067.  INITIAL OPERATIONS

(a) The center shall use funding for the state fiscal year begin-
ning on September 1, 2001, to:

(1) develop the DNA database and center infrastructure; and
(2) establish center protocols and employ center personnel.

(b) The center shall begin case analyses in 2002. The center
shall retain the authority to establish priorities regarding case
analysis, giving priority to those cases involving children.
(c) This article expires January 1, 2006.

CHAPTER 64.  MOTION FOR FORENSIC
DNA TESTING

ART.  64.01.  MOTION

(a) In this section, “biological material”:
(1) means an item that is in possession of the state and that
contains blood, semen, hair, saliva, skin tissue or cells, fin-
gernail scrapings, bone, bodily fluids, or other identifiable
biological evidence that may be suitable for forensic DNA
testing; and
(2) includes the contents of a sexual assault evidence collec-
tion kit.

(a-1) A convicted person may submit to the convicting court a
motion for forensic DNA testing of evidence that has a rea-
sonable likelihood of containing biological material. The mo-
tion must be accompanied by an affidavit, sworn to by the
convicted person, containing statements of fact in support of
the motion.
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(b) The motion may request forensic DNA testing only of ev-
idence described by Subsection (a-1) that was secured in rela-
tion to the offense that is the basis of the challenged conviction
and was in the possession of the state during the trial of the of-
fense, but:

(1) was not previously subjected to DNA testing; or
(2) although previously subjected to DNA testing, can be
subjected to testing with newer testing techniques that pro-
vide a reasonable likelihood of results that are more accu-
rate and probative than the results of the previous test.

(c) A convicted person is entitled to counsel during a proceed-
ing under this chapter. The convicting court shall appoint
counsel for the convicted person if the person informs the
court that the person wishes to submit a motion under this
chapter, the court finds reasonable grounds for a motion to be
filed, and the court determines that the person is indigent.
Counsel must be appointed under this subsection not later
than the 45th day after the date the court finds reasonable
grounds or the date the court determines that the person is in-
digent, whichever is later. Compensation of counsel is pro-
vided in the same manner as is required by:

(1) Article 11.071 for the representation of a petitioner
convicted of a capital felony; and
(2) Chapter 26 for the representation in a habeas corpus
hearing of an indigent defendant convicted of a felony
other than a capital felony.

Amendment to (a-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 487, §1). Sec-
tion 3 of SB 487 provides: “The change in law made by this Act
applies to a motion for forensic DNA testing filed on or after the
effective date of this Act. A motion for forensic DNA testing filed
before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law in ef-
fect on the date the motion was filed, and the former law is con-
tinued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  64.011.  GUARDIANS AND OTHER

REPRESENTATIVES

(a) In this chapter, “guardian of a convicted person” means a
person who is the legal guardian of the convicted person,
whether the legal relationship between the guardian and con-
victed person exists because of the age of the convicted person
or because of the physical or mental incompetency of the con-
victed person.
(b) A guardian of a convicted person may submit motions for
the convicted person under this chapter and is entitled to coun-
sel otherwise provided to a convicted person under this chapter.

ART.  64.02.  NOTICE TO STATE;  RESPONSE

(a) On receipt of the motion, the convicting court shall:
(1) provide the attorney representing the state with a copy
of the motion; and
(2) require the attorney representing the state to take one of
the following actions in response to the motion not later
than the 60th day after the date the motion is served on the
attorney representing the state:

(A) deliver the evidence to the court, along with a de-
scription of the condition of the evidence; or
(B) explain in writing to the court why the state cannot
deliver the evidence to the court.

(b) The convicting court may proceed under Article 64.03
after the response period described by Subsection (a)(2) has ex-

pired, regardless of whether the attorney representing the state
submitted a response under that subsection.

ART.  64.03.  REQUIREMENTS;  TESTING

(a) A convicting court may order forensic DNA testing under
this chapter only if:

(1) the court finds that:
(A) the evidence:

(i) still exists and is in a condition making DNA test-
ing possible; and
(ii) has been subjected to a chain of custody sufficient
to establish that it has not been substituted, tampered
with, replaced, or altered in any material respect;
[and]

(B) there is a reasonable likelihood that the evidence con-
tains biological material suitable for DNA testing; and
(C) identity was or is an issue in the case; and

(2) the convicted person establishes by a preponderance of
the evidence that:

(A) the person would not have been convicted if exculpa-
tory results had been obtained through DNA testing; and
(B) the request for the proposed DNA testing is not
made to unreasonably delay the execution of sentence or
administration of justice.

(b) A convicted person who pleaded guilty or nolo contendere
or, whether before or after conviction, made a confession or
similar admission in the case may submit a motion under this
chapter, and the convicting court is prohibited from finding
that identity was not an issue in the case solely on the basis of
that plea, confession, or admission, as applicable.
(c) If the convicting court finds in the affirmative the issues
listed in Subsection (a)(1) and the convicted person meets the
requirements of Subsection (a)(2), the court shall order that
the requested forensic DNA testing be conducted. The court
may order the test to be conducted by:

(1) the Department of Public Safety;
(2) a laboratory operating under a contract with the de-
partment; or
(3) on the request of the convicted person, another labora-
tory if that laboratory is accredited under Article 38.01
[Section 411.0205, Government Code].

(d) If the convicting court orders that the forensic DNA test-
ing be conducted by a laboratory other than a Department of
Public Safety laboratory or a laboratory under contract with
the department, the State of Texas is not liable for the cost of
testing under this subsection unless good cause for payment of
that cost has been shown. A political subdivision of the state is
not liable for the cost of testing under this subsection, regard-
less of whether good cause for payment of that cost has been
shown. If the court orders that the testing be conducted by a
laboratory described by this subsection, the court shall include
in the order requirements that:

(1) the DNA testing be conducted in a timely and efficient
manner under reasonable conditions designed to protect
the integrity of the evidence and the testing process;
(2) the DNA testing employ a scientific method sufficiently
reliable and relevant to be admissible under Rule 702, Texas
Rules of Evidence; and
(3) on completion of the DNA testing, the results of the
testing and all data related to the testing required for an eval-
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uation of the test results be immediately filed with the court
and copies of the results and data be served on the convicted
person and the attorney representing the state.

(e) The convicting court, not later than the 30th day after the
conclusion of a proceeding under this chapter, shall forward
the results to the Department of Public Safety.

Amendment to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 487, §2). See ef-
fective note following Art. 64.01.

Amendment to (c) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 1287, §11). See
effective note following Art. 38.01.

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 487 amends (a)(1) to require a court ordering post-convic-
tion forensic DNA testing to find, in addition to existing re-
quirements, that there is a reasonable likelihood that the
evidence contains biological material suitable for DNA testing.
This change is a legislative attempt to overrule the holding in
State v. Swearingen, 424 S.W.3d 32 (Tex. Crim. App. 2014),
which rejected an application for DNA testing in part because
the inmate had not conclusively established that biological evi-
dence existed on the items in question.

ART.  64.035.  UNIDENTIF IED DNA PROFILES

If an analyzed sample meets the applicable requirements of state
or federal submission policies, on completion of the testing under
Article 64.03, the convicting court shall order any unidentified
DNA profile to be compared with the DNA profiles in:
(1) the DNA database established by the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation; and
(2) the DNA database maintained by the Department of Pub-
lic Safety under Subchapter G, Chapter 411, Government
Code.

ART.  64.04.  FINDING

After examining the results of testing under Article 64.03 and
any comparison of a DNA profile under Article 64.035, the
convicting court shall hold a hearing and make a finding as to
whether, had the results been available during the trial of the
offense, it is reasonably probable that the person would not
have been convicted.

ART.  64.05.  APPEALS

An appeal under this chapter is to a court of appeals in the
same manner as an appeal of any other criminal matter, except
that if the convicted person was convicted in a capital case and
was sentenced to death, the appeal is a direct appeal to the
court of criminal appeals.

TITLE 2

CHAPTER 101.  GENERAL PROVISIONS

ART.  101.001.  PURPOSE OF TITLE

(a) This title is enacted as a part of the state’s continuing statu-
tory revision program, begun by the Texas Legislative Council
in 1963 as directed by the legislature in Chapter 448, Acts of
the 58th Legislature, Regular Session, 1963 (Article 5429b-1,
Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes). The program contemplates a
topic-by-topic revision of the state’s general and permanent
statute law without substantive change.

(b) Consistent with the objectives of the statutory revision pro-
gram, the purpose of this title is to make the law encompassed
by this title more accessible and understandable by:

(1) rearranging the statutes into a more logical order;
(2) employing a format and numbering system designed to
facilitate citation of the law and to accommodate future ex-
pansion of the law;
(3) eliminating repealed, duplicative, unconstitutional, ex-
pired, executed, and other ineffective provisions; and
(4) restating the law in modern American English to the
greatest extent possible.

ART.  101.002.  CONSTRUCTION OF TITLE

The Code Construction Act (Article 5429b-2, Vernon’s Texas
Civil Statutes) applies to the construction of each provision in
this title, except as otherwise expressly provided by this title.

ART.  101.003.  INTERNAL REFERENCES

In this title:
(1) a reference to a chapter or article without further identifi-
cation is a reference to a chapter or article of this title; and
(2) a reference to a subchapter, article, subsection, subdivision,
paragraph, or other numbered or lettered unit without further
identification is a reference to a unit of the next larger unit of
this title in which the reference appears.

CHAPTER 102.  COSTS PAID BY
DEFENDANTS

Subchapter A. General Costs

ART.  102.001.  FEES FOR SERVICES OF PEACE

OFFICERS

[Art. 102.001 was repealed by Acts 1989, 71st Leg., ch.
826, §2, effective Sept. 1, 1989. However, subsections (b)
and (f) were amended, and subsection (h) was added, by
Acts 1989, 71st Leg., ch. 347, §1, effective Oct. 1, 1989:]

(b) In addition to fees provided by Subsection (a), a defendant
required to pay fees under this article shall also pay 15 cents per
mile for mileage required of an officer to perform a service
listed in this subsection and to return from performing that ser-
vice. If the service provided is the execution of a writ and the
writ is directed to two or more persons or the officer executes
more than one writ in a case, the defendant is required to pay
only mileage actually and necessarily traveled. In calculating
mileage, the officer must use the railroad or the most practical
route by private conveyance. This subsection applies to:

(1) conveying a prisoner after conviction to the county jail;
(2) conveying a prisoner arrested on a warrant or capias is-
sued in another county to the court or jail of the county in
which the warrant or capias was issued; and
(3) traveling to execute criminal process, to summon or at-
tach a witness, and to execute process not otherwise de-
scribed by this article.

(f ) An officer who receives fees imposed under Subsection
(a)(1) of this section in a municipal court shall keep separate
records of the funds collected and shall deposit the funds in the
municipal treasury. The officer collecting the fees under Sub-
section (a)(1) or (a)(2) of this article in a justice, county, or dis-
trict court shall keep separate records of the funds collected
and shall deposit the funds in the county treasury.
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(h) The custodian of a municipal or county treasury who receives
fees under Subsection (a)(1) of this article for services performed
by peace officers employed by the state shall remit all fees to the
comptroller of public accounts in the manner directed by the
comptroller. The custodian of a county treasury who receives fees
under Subsection (a)(2) of this article for services performed by
peace officers employed by the state may retain $2 of the fee for
the county and shall forward the remainder to the comptroller in
the manner directed by the comptroller. All custodians of munic-
ipal and county treasuries who receive fees under Subsection (a)(1)
or (a)(2) of this article shall keep records of the amount of funds
collected that are on deposit with them and, not later than the last
day of the month following each calendar quarter, shall remit to
the comptroller funds collected under Subsection (a)(1) or (a)(2)
of this article during the preceding quarter in a manner directed
by the comptroller. The municipality or county may retain all in-
terest earned on those funds. The comptroller shall credit funds
received under this subsection to the General Revenue Fund.

ART.  102.002.  WITNESS FEES

[Note that SB 577, §11, effective Sept. 1, 1999, without
reference to amendments by SB 1230, provides: “Subsections

(a), (b), and (c), Article 102.002 … are repealed.”]

(a) A person subpoenaed, attached, or recognized as a witness,
other than a witness entitled to receive compensation under
Article 35.27 of this code, is entitled to receive $1.50 for each
day in attendance in court and six cents per mile traveling to
or returning from the trial. In order to receive compensation
under this article, the witness, or another credible person rep-
resenting the witness, must sign an affidavit stating the num-
ber of days the witness attended the court and the number of
miles the witness travelled to and from the place of the trial.
The affidavit must be filed with the papers in the case.
(b) The justices of the peace and municipal courts shall main-
tain a record of and the clerks of district and county courts and
county courts at law shall keep a book and record in the book:

(1) the number and style of each criminal action before the
court;
(2) the name of each witness subpoenaed, attached, or rec-
ognized to testify in the action; and
(3) whether the witness was a witness for the state or for the
defendant.

(c) Except as otherwise provided by this subsection, a defen-
dant is liable on conviction for the fees provided by this article
for witnesses in the defendant’s case. If a defendant convicted
of a misdemeanor does not pay the defendant’s fines and costs,
the county or municipality, as appropriate, is liable for the fees
provided by this article for witnesses in the defendant’s case.
(d) If a person is subpoenaed as a witness in a criminal case and
fails to appear, the person is liable for the costs of an attach-
ment, unless he shows good cause to the court why he did not
appear.

ART.  102.003 [REPEALED]

ART.  102.004.  JURY FEE

(a) A defendant convicted by a jury in a trial before a justice or
municipal court shall pay a jury fee of $3. A defendant in a jus-
tice or municipal court who requests a trial by jury and who
withdraws the request not earlier than 24 hours before the

time of trial shall pay a jury fee of $3, if the defendant is con-
victed of the offense or final disposition of the defendant’s case
is deferred. A defendant convicted by a jury in a county court,
a county court at law, or a district court shall pay a jury fee of
$40 [$20].
(b) If two or more defendants are tried jointly in a justice or
municipal court, only one jury fee of $3 may be imposed
under this article. If the defendants sever and are tried sepa-
rately, each defendant convicted shall pay a jury fee.
(c) In this article, “conviction” has the meaning assigned by
Section 133.101, Local Government Code.

Amendment to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2182, §2). See ef-
fective note following Art. 17.02.

ART.  102.0045.  FEE FOR JURY REIMBURSEMENT

TO COUNTIES

(a) A person convicted of any offense, other than an offense re-
lating to a pedestrian or the parking of a motor vehicle, shall
pay as a court cost, in addition to all other costs, a fee of $4 to
be used to reimburse counties for the cost of juror services as
provided by Section 61.0015, Government Code.
(b) The clerk of the court shall remit the fees collected under
this article to the comptroller in the manner provided by Sub-
chapter B, Chapter 133, Local Government Code. The comp-
troller shall deposit the fees in the jury service fund.
(c) The jury service fund is created in the state treasury. If, at
any time, the unexpended balance of the jury service fund ex-
ceeds $10 million, the comptroller shall transfer the amount in
excess of $10 million to the fair defense account.
(d) Fees deposited in the jury service fund under this article are
exempt from the application of Section 403.095, Government
Code.

ART.  102.005.  FEES TO CLERKS

(a) A defendant convicted of an offense in a county court, a
county court at law, or a district court shall pay for the services
of the clerk of the court a fee of $40.
(b) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person receives community supervision, including
deferred adjudication; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.

(c) Except as provided by Subsection (d), the fee imposed
under Subsection (a) is for all clerical duties performed by the
clerk, including:

(1) filing a complaint or information;
(2) docketing the case;
(3) taxing costs against the defendant;
(4) issuing original writs and subpoenas;
(5) swearing in and impaneling a jury;
(6) receiving and recording the verdict;
(7) filing each paper entered in the case; and
(8) swearing in witnesses in the case.

(d) The fee imposed by law for issuing a certified or noncertified
copy is in addition to the fee imposed by Subsection (a). The
clerk may issue a copy only if a person requests the copy and pays
the appropriate fee as required by Sections 118.011, 118.014,
118.0145, 118.052, 118.060, and 118.0605, Local Government
Code, and Sections 51.318 and 51.319, Government Code.
(e) Repealed
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(f ) A defendant convicted of an offense in a county court, a
county court at law, or a district court shall pay a fee of $25
for records management and preservation services performed
by the county as required by Chapter 203, Local Govern-
ment Code. The fee shall be collected and distributed by the
clerk of the court to the county treasurer, or to an official
who discharges the duties commonly delegated to the county
treasurer, for deposit as follows:

(1) $22.50 to the county records management and preser-
vation fund for records management and preservation, in-
cluding automation, in various county offices; and
(2) $2.50 to the records management and preservation
fund of the clerk of the court for records management and
preservation services performed by the clerk of the court. 

(g) A fee deposited in accordance with Subsection (f ) may be
used only to provide funds for specific records management
and preservation, including for automation purposes, on ap-
proval by the commissioners court of a budget as provided by
Chapter 111, Local Government Code.
(h) An expenditure from a records management and preser-
vation fund must comply with Subchapter C, Chapter 262,
Local Government Code.

ART.  102.006.  FEES IN EXPUNCTION

PROCEEDINGS

(a) In addition to any other fees required by other law and ex-
cept as provided by Subsection (b), a petitioner seeking ex-
punction of a criminal record shall pay the following fees:

(1) the fee charged for filing an ex parte petition in a civil
action in district court;
(2) $1 plus postage for each certified mailing of notice of
the hearing date; and
(3) $2 plus postage for each certified mailing of certified
copies of an order of expunction.

(b) The fees under Subsection (a) shall be waived if:
(1) the petitioner seeks expunction of a criminal record that
relates to an arrest for an offense of which the person was
acquitted, other than an acquittal for an offense described
by Article 55.01(c); and
(2) the petition for expunction is filed not later than the
30th day after the date of the acquittal.

ART.  102.007.  FEE FOR COLLECTING AND

PROCESSING CHECK OR SIMILAR SIGHT ORDER

(a) A county attorney, district attorney, or criminal district at-
torney may collect a fee if the attorney’s office collects and
processes a check or similar sight order, as defined by Section
1.07, Penal Code, if the check or similar sight order:

(1) has been issued or passed in a manner that makes the is-
suance or passing an offense under:

(A) Section 31.03, Penal Code;
(B) Section 31.04, Penal Code; or
(C) Section 32.41, Penal Code; or

(2) has been forged, as defined by Section 32.21, Penal
Code.

(b) The county attorney, district attorney, or criminal district
attorney may collect the fee from any person who is a party to
the offense described in Subsection (a).
(c) The amount of the fee may not exceed:

(1) $10 if the face amount of the check or sight order
does not exceed $10;

(2) $15 if the face amount of the check or sight order is
greater than $10 but does not exceed $100;
(3) $30 if the face amount of the check or sight order is
greater than $100 but does not exceed $300;
(4) $50 if the face amount of the check or sight order is
greater than $300 but does not exceed $500; and
(5) $75 if the face amount of the check or sight order is
greater than $500.

(d) If the person from whom the fee is collected was a party to
the offense of forgery, as defined by Section 32.21, Penal
Code, committed by altering the face amount of the check or
sight order, the face amount as altered governs for the purposes
of determining the amount of the fee.
(e) In addition to the collection fee specified in Subsection (c),
the county attorney, district attorney, or criminal district attor-
ney may collect the fee authorized by Section 3.506, Business &
Commerce Code, for the benefit of the holder of a check or sim-
ilar sight order or the holder’s assignee, agent, representative, or
any other person retained by the holder to seek collection of the
check or order.
(f ) Fees collected under Subsection (c) of this article shall be de-
posited in the county treasury in a special fund to be adminis-
tered by the county attorney, district attorney, or criminal
district attorney. Expenditures from this fund shall be at the
sole discretion of the attorney and may be used only to defray
the salaries and expenses of the prosecutor’s office, but in no
event may the county attorney, district attorney, or criminal dis-
trict attorney supplement his or her own salary from this fund.
(g) In addition to the collection fee specified in Subsections (b)
and (c), the issuer of a check or similar sight order that has
been issued or passed as described by Subsection (a)(1) is liable
for a fee in an amount equal to the costs of delivering notifi-
cation by registered or certified mail with return receipt re-
quested. The fee under this subsection must be collected in all
cases described by Subsection (a)(1), and on receipt of proof of
the actual costs expended, the fee shall be remitted to the
holder of the check or similar sight order.

ART.  102.0071.  JUSTICE COURT DISHONORED

CHECK OR SIMILAR SIGHT ORDER

On conviction in justice court of an offense under Section
32.41, Penal Code, or an offense under Section 31.03 or
31.04, Penal Code, in which it is shown that the defendant
committed the offense by issuing or passing a check or similar
sight order, as defined by Section 1.07, Penal Code, that was
subsequently dishonored, the court may collect from the de-
fendant and pay to the holder of the check or order the fee per-
mitted by by Section 3.506, Business & Commerce Code.

ART.  102.008.  FEES FOR SERVICES OF

PROSECUTORS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (b), a defendant con-
victed of a misdemeanor or a gambling offense shall pay a fee
of $25 for the trying of the case by the district or county at-
torney. If the court appoints an attorney to represent the state
in the absence of the district or county attorney, the appointed
attorney is entitled to the fee otherwise due.
(b) No fee for the trying of a case may be charged against a de-
fendant prosecuted in a justice court for violation of a penal
statute or of the Uniform Act Regulating Traffic on Highways
(Article 6701d, Vernon’s Texas Civil Statutes).
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(c) If two or more defendants are tried jointly, only one fee
may be charged under this article. If the defendants sever and
are tried separately, each defendant shall pay the fee.
(d) A defendant is liable for fees imposed by Subsection (a) if
the defendant is convicted of an offense and:

(1) the defendant does not appeal the conviction; or
(2) the conviction is affirmed on appeal.

[ART.  102.009.  COURT COSTS IN CERTAIN

COUNTIES]
[In counties with a population of 3.3 million or more, the
commissioners court may set court costs for persons convicted
of a Class C misdemeanor in the justice courts. Court costs set
as provided by this article may not exceed $7 for each convic-
tion.]

Repealed effective June 19, 2015 (SB 287, §4(1)).

ART.  102.011.  FEES FOR SERVICES OF PEACE

OFFICERS IN CERTAIN COUNTIES

(a) A defendant convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor shall
pay the following fees for services performed in the case by a
peace officer:

(1) $5 for issuing a written notice to appear in court fol-
lowing the defendant’s violation of a traffic law, municipal
ordinance, or penal law of this state, or for making an arrest
without a warrant;
(2) $50 for executing or processing an issued arrest warrant,
capias, or capias pro fine with the fee imposed for the ser-
vices of:

(A) the law enforcement agency that executed the arrest
warrant or capias, if the agency requests of the court, not
later than the 15th day after the date of the execution of
the arrest warrant or capias, the imposition of the fee on
conviction; or
(B) the law enforcement agency that processed the arrest
warrant or capias, if:

(i) the arrest warrant or capias was not executed; or
(ii) the executing law enforcement agency failed to
request the fee within the period required by Para-
graph (A) of this subdivision;

(3) $5 for summoning a witness;
(4) $35 for serving a writ not otherwise listed in this article;
(5) $10 for taking and approving a bond and, if necessary,
returning the bond to the courthouse;
(6) $5 for commitment or release;
(7) $5 for summoning a jury, if a jury is summoned; and
(8) $8 for each day’s attendance of a prisoner in a habeas
corpus case if the prisoner has been remanded to custody or
held to bail.

(b) In addition to fees provided by Subsection (a) of this arti-
cle, a defendant required to pay fees under this article shall also
pay 29 cents per mile for mileage required of an officer to per-
form a service listed in this subsection and to return from per-
forming that service. If the service provided is the execution of
a writ and the writ is directed to two or more persons or the
officer executes more than one writ in a case, the defendant is
required to pay only mileage actually and necessarily traveled.
In calculating mileage, the officer must use the railroad or the
most practical route by private conveyance. The defendant
shall also pay all necessary and reasonable expenses for meals

and lodging incurred by the officer in the performance of ser-
vices under this subsection, to the extent such expenses meet
the requirements of Section 611.001, Government Code. This
subsection applies to:

(1) conveying a prisoner after conviction to the county jail;
(2) conveying a prisoner arrested on a warrant or capias issued
in another county to the court or jail of the county; and
(3) traveling to execute criminal process, to summon or at-
tach a witness, and to execute process not otherwise de-
scribed by this article.

(c) If an officer attaches a witness on the order of a court out-
side the county, the defendant shall pay $10 per day or part of
a day spent by the officer conveying the witness and actual
necessary expenses for travel by the most practical public con-
veyance. In order to receive expenses under this subsection, the
officer must make a sworn statement of the expenses and the
judge issuing the attachment must approve the statement.
(d) A defendant shall pay for the services of a sheriff or consta-
ble who serves process and attends an examining trial in a felony
or a misdemeanor case the same fees allowed for those services
in the trial of a felony or a misdemeanor, not to exceed $5.
(e) A fee under Subsection (a)(1) or (a)(2) of this article shall
be assessed on conviction, regardless of whether the defendant
was also arrested at the same time for another offense, and shall
be assessed for each arrest made of a defendant arising out of
the offense for which the defendant has been convicted.
(f )–(h) Repealed
(i) In addition to fees provided by Subsections (a) through (g)
of this article, a defendant required to pay fees under this arti-
cle shall also pay the costs of overtime paid to a peace officer
for time spent testifying in the trial of the case or for traveling
to or from testifying in the trial of the case.
(j) In this article, “conviction” has the meaning assigned by
Section 133.101, Local Government Code.

ART.  102.012.  FEES FOR PRETRIAL

INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

(a) A court that authorizes a defendant to participate in a pre-
trial intervention program established under Section 76.011,
Government Code, may order the defendant to pay to the
court a supervision fee in an amount not more than $60 per
month as a condition of participating in the program.
(b) In addition to or in lieu of the supervision fee authorized
by Subsection (a), the court may order the defendant to pay or
reimburse a community supervision and corrections depart-
ment for any other expense that is:

(1) incurred as a result of the defendant’s participation in
the pretrial intervention program, other than an expense
described by Article 102.0121; or 
(2) necessary to the defendant’s successful completion of
the program.

ART.  102.0121.  FEES FOR CERTAIN EXPENSES

RELATED TO PRETRIAL INTERVENTION

PROGRAMS

(a) A district attorney, criminal district attorney, or county at-
torney may collect a fee in an amount not to exceed $500 to
be used to reimburse a county for expenses, including expenses
of the district attorney’s, criminal district attorney’s, or county
attorney’s office, related to a defendant’s participation in a pre-
trial intervention program offered in that county.
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(b) The district attorney, criminal district attorney, or county
attorney may collect the fee from any defendant who partici-
pates in a pretrial intervention program administered in any
part by the attorney’s office.
(c) Fees collected under this article shall be deposited in the
county treasury in a special fund to be used solely to adminis-
ter the pretrial intervention program. An expenditure from the
fund may be made only in accordance with a budget approved
by the commissioners court.

ART.  102.013.  COURT COSTS;  CRIME STOPPERS

ASSISTANCE ACCOUNT

(a) The legislature shall appropriate funds from the crime stop-
pers assistance account to the Criminal Justice Division of the
Governor’s Office. The Criminal Justice Division may use 10
percent of the funds for the operation of the toll-free telephone
service under Section 414.012, Government Code, and shall
distribute the remainder of the funds only to crime stoppers
organizations. The Criminal Justice Division may adopt a bud-
get and rules to implement the distribution of these funds.
(b) All funds distributed by the Criminal Justice Division
under Subsection (a) of this article are subject to audit by the
state auditor. All funds collected or distributed are subject to
audit by the Governor’s Division of Planning Coordination.
(c) In this article, “local crime stoppers organization” has the
meaning assigned by Section 414.001, Government Code.

ART.  102.014.  COURT COSTS FOR CHILD

SAFETY FUND IN MUNICIPALITIES

(a) The governing body of a municipality with a population
greater than 850,000 according to the most recent federal de-
cennial census that has adopted an ordinance, regulation, or
order regulating the stopping, standing, or parking of vehicles
as allowed by Section 542.202, Transportation Code, or Chap-
ter 682, Transportation Code, shall by order assess a court cost
on each parking violation not less than $2 and not to exceed
$5. The court costs under this subsection shall be collected in
the same manner that other fines in the case are collected.
(b) The governing body of a municipality with a population
less than 850,000 according to the most recent federal decen-
nial census that has adopted an ordinance, regulation, or order
regulating the stopping, standing, or parking of vehicles as al-
lowed by Section 542.202, Transportation Code, or Chapter
682, Transportation Code, may by order assess a court cost on
each parking violation not to exceed $5. The additional court
cost under this subsection shall be collected in the same man-
ner that other fines in the case are collected.
(c) A person convicted of an offense under Subtitle C, Title 7,
Transportation Code, when the offense occurs within a school
crossing zone as defined by Section 541.302 of that code, shall
pay as court costs $25 in addition to other taxable court costs.
A person convicted of an offense under Section 545.066,
Transportation Code, shall pay as court costs $25 in addition
to other taxable court costs. The additional court costs under
this subsection shall be collected in the same manner that
other fines and taxable court costs in the case are collected and
shall be assessed only in a municipality.
(d) A person convicted of an offense under Section 25.093 [or
25.094], Education Code, shall pay as taxable court costs $20
in addition to other taxable court costs. The additional court
costs under this subsection shall be collected in the same man-

ner that other fines and taxable court costs in the case are col-
lected.
(e) In this article, a person is considered to have been convicted
in a case if the person would be considered to have been con-
victed under Section 133.101, Local Government Code.
(f ) In a municipality with a population greater than 850,000 ac-
cording to the most recent federal decennial census, the officer
collecting the costs in a municipal court case shall deposit
money collected under this article in the municipal child safety
trust fund established as required by Chapter 106, Local Gov-
ernment Code.
(g) In a municipality with a population less than 850,000 ac-
cording to the most recent federal decennial census, the money
collected under this article in a municipal court case must be
used for a school crossing guard program if the municipality op-
erates one. If the municipality does not operate a school cross-
ing guard program or if the money received from court costs
from municipal court cases exceeds the amount necessary to
fund the school crossing guard program, the municipality may:

(1) deposit the additional money in an interest-bearing ac-
count;
(2) expend the additional money for programs designed to
enhance child safety, health, or nutrition, including child
abuse prevention and intervention and drug and alcohol
abuse prevention; or
(3) expend the additional money for programs designed to
enhance public safety and security.

(h) Money collected under this article in a justice, county, or
district court shall be used to fund school crossing guard pro-
grams in the county where they are collected. If the county does
not operate a school crossing guard program, the county may:

(1) remit fee revenues to school districts in its jurisdiction
for the purpose of providing school crossing guard services;
(2) fund programs the county is authorized by law to pro-
vide which are designed to enhance child safety, health, or
nutrition, including child abuse prevention and interven-
tion and drug and alcohol abuse prevention;
(3) provide funding to the sheriff ’s department for school-
related activities;
(4) provide funding to the county juvenile probation de-
partment; or
(5) deposit the money in the general fund of the county.

(i) Each collecting officer shall keep separate records of money
collected under this article.

Amendment to (d) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 2398, §5). See ef-
fective note following Art. 4.14.

ART.  102.015.  COURT COSTS:  TRUANCY

PREVENTION AND DIVERSION FUND

(a) The truancy prevention and diversion fund is a dedicated
account in the general revenue fund.
(b) A person convicted in municipal or justice court of an of-
fense, other than an offense relating to a pedestrian or the
parking of a motor vehicle, shall pay as a court cost $2 in ad-
dition to other court costs.
(c) For purposes of this article, a person is considered to have
been convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed; or
(2) the defendant receives deferred disposition in the case.

(d) Court costs under this article are collected in the same
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manner as other fines or costs. An officer collecting the costs
shall keep separate records of the funds collected as costs under
this article and shall deposit the funds in the county treasury
or municipal treasury, as applicable.
(e) The custodian of a county treasury or municipal treasury,
as applicable, shall:

(1) keep records of the amount of funds on deposit col-
lected under this article; and
(2) send to the comptroller before the last day of the first
month following each calendar quarter the funds collected
under this article during the preceding quarter, except that
the custodian may retain 50 percent of funds collected
under this article for the purpose of operating or establish-
ing a juvenile case manager program, if the county or mu-
nicipality has established or is attempting to establish a
juvenile case manager program.

(f ) If no funds due as costs under this article are deposited in
a county treasury or municipal treasury in a calendar quarter,
the custodian of the treasury shall file the report required for
the quarter in the regular manner and must state that no funds
were collected.
(g) The comptroller shall deposit the funds received under this
article to the credit of a dedicated account in the general rev-
enue fund to be known as the truancy prevention and diver-
sion fund. The legislature may appropriate money from the
account only to the criminal justice division of the governor’s
office for distribution to local governmental entities for tru-
ancy prevention and intervention services.
(h) A local governmental entity may request funds from the
criminal justice division of the governor’s office for providing
truancy prevention and intervention services. The division
may award the requested funds based on the availability of ap-
propriated funds and subject to the application procedure and
eligibility requirements specified by division rule.
(i) Funds collected under this article are subject to audit by the
comptroller.

ART.  102.016.  COSTS FOR BREATH ALCOHOL

TESTING PROGRAM

(a) The custodians of municipal and county treasuries may de-
posit funds collected under this article in interest-bearing ac-
counts and retain for the municipality or county interest earned
on the funds. The custodians shall keep records of funds re-
ceived and disbursed under this article and shall provide a
yearly report of all funds received and disbursed under this ar-
ticle to the comptroller, the Department of Public Safety, and
to each agency in the county served by the court that partici-
pates in or maintains a certified breath alcohol testing program.
The comptroller shall approve the form of the report.
(b) The custodian of a municipal or county treasury in a county
that maintains a certified breath alcohol testing program but
does not use the services of a certified technical supervisor em-
ployed by the department may, to defray the costs of maintain-
ing and supporting a certified breath alcohol testing program,
retain $22.50 of each court cost collected under Section
133.102, Local Government Code, on conviction of an offense
under Chapter 49, Penal Code, other than an offense that is a
Class C misdemeanor.
(c) The legislature may appropriate money deposited to the
credit of the breath alcohol testing account in the general rev-

enue fund under this subsection to the Department of Public
Safety for use by the department in the implementation, ad-
ministration, and maintenance of the statewide certified
breath alcohol testing program.
(d) The Department of Public Safety shall maintain a list of
counties that do not use the services of a certified technical su-
pervisor employed by the department.

ART.  102.0169.  COURT COSTS;  COUNTY AND

DISTRICT COURT TECHNOLOGY FUND

(a) A defendant convicted of a criminal offense in a county
court, statutory county court, or district court shall pay a $4
county and district court technology fee as a cost of court.
(b) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person receives community supervision, including
deferred adjudication; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.

(c) The clerks of the courts described by Subsection (a) shall
collect the costs and pay them to the county treasurer or to any
other official who discharges the duties commonly delegated
to the county treasurer, as appropriate, for deposit in a fund to
be known as the county and district court technology fund.
(d) A fund designated by this article may be used only to fi-
nance:

(1) the cost of continuing education and training for
county court, statutory county court, or district court
judges and clerks regarding technological enhancements for
those courts; and
(2) the purchase and maintenance of technological en-
hancements for a county court, statutory county court, or
district court, including:

(A) computer systems;
(B) computer networks;
(C) computer hardware;
(D) computer software;
(E) imaging systems;
(F) electronic kiosks; and
(G) docket management systems.

(e) The county and district court technology fund shall be ad-
ministered by or under the direction of the commissioners
court of the county.

ART.  102.017.  COURT COSTS;  COURTHOUSE

SECURITY FUND; MUNICIPAL COURT BUILDING

SECURITY FUND; JUSTICE COURT BUILDING

SECURITY FUND

(a) A defendant convicted of a felony offense in a district court
shall pay a $5 security fee as a cost of court.
(b) A defendant convicted of a misdemeanor offense in a county
court, county court at law, or district court shall pay a $3 secu-
rity fee as a cost of court. A defendant convicted of a misde-
meanor offense in a justice court shall pay a $4 security fee as a
cost of court. The governing body of a municipality by ordi-
nance may create a municipal court building security fund and
may require a defendant convicted of a misdemeanor offense in
a municipal court to pay a $3 security fee as a cost of court.
(c) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person receives community supervision, including
deferred adjudication; or
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(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.
(d) Except as provided by Subsection (d-2), the clerks of the re-
spective courts shall collect the costs and pay them to the
county or municipal treasurer, as appropriate, or to any other
official who discharges the duties commonly delegated to the
county or municipal treasurer, as appropriate, for deposit in a
fund to be known as the courthouse security fund or a fund to
be known as the municipal court building security fund, as ap-
propriate. Money deposited in a courthouse security fund may
be used only for security personnel, services, and items related
to buildings that house the operations of district, county, or
justice courts, and money deposited in a municipal court
building security fund may be used only for security personnel,
services, and items related to buildings that house the opera-
tions of municipal courts. For purposes of this subsection, op-
erations of a district, county, or justice court include the
activities of associate judges, masters, magistrates, referees,
hearing officers, criminal law magistrate court judges, and
masters in chancery appointed under:

(1) Section 61.311, Alcoholic Beverage Code;
(2) Section 51.04(g) or Chapter 201, Family Code;
(3) Section 574.0085, Health and Safety Code;
(4) Section 33.71, Tax Code;
(5) Chapter 54A, Government Code; or
(6) Rule 171, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.

(d-1) For purposes of this article, the term “security personnel,
services, and items” includes:

(1) the purchase or repair of X-ray machines and conveying
systems;
(2) handheld metal detectors;
(3) walkthrough metal detectors;
(4) identification cards and systems;
(5) electronic locking and surveillance equipment;
(6) video teleconferencing systems;
(7) bailiffs, deputy sheriffs, deputy constables, or contract
security personnel during times when they are providing
appropriate security services;
(8) signage;
(9) confiscated weapon inventory and tracking systems;
(10) ocks, chains, alarms, or similar security devices;
(11) the purchase or repair of bullet-proof glass; 
(12) continuing education on security issues for court
personnel and security personnel; and
(13) warrant officers and related equipment.

(d-2)(1) This subsection applies only to a justice court located
in a county in which one or more justice courts are located in
a building that is not the county courthouse.

(2) The county treasurer shall deposit one-fourth of the cost
of court collected under Subsection (b) in a justice court de-
scribed by Subdivision (1) into a fund to be known as the
justice court building security fund. A fund designated by
this subsection may be used only for the purpose of provid-
ing security personnel, services, and items for a justice court
located in a building that is not the county courthouse.

(e) The courthouse security fund and the justice court build-
ing security fund shall be administered by or under the direc-
tion of the commissioners court. The municipal court building
fund shall be administered by or under the direction of the
governing body of the municipality.
(f ) A local administrative judge shall provide to the Office of

Court Administration of the Texas Judicial System a written
report regarding any security incident involving court security
that occurs in or around a building housing a court for which
the judge serves as local administrative judge not later than the
third business day after the date the incident occurred.

ART.  102.0171.  COURT COSTS:  JUVENILE

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION FUNDS

(a) A defendant convicted of an offense under Section 28.08,
Penal Code, in a county court, county court at law, or district
court shall pay a $50 juvenile delinquency prevention and
graffiti eradication fee as a cost of court.
(b) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person receives community supervision, including
deferred adjudication; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.

(c) The clerks of the respective courts shall collect the costs and
pay them to the county treasurer or to any other official who
discharges the duties commonly delegated to the county trea-
surer for deposit in a fund to be known as the county juvenile
delinquency prevention fund. A fund designated by this sub-
section may be used only to:

(1) repair damage caused by the commission of offenses
under Section 28.08, Penal Code;
(2) provide educational and intervention programs and ma-
terials, including printed educational materials for distribu-
tion to primary and secondary school students, designed to
prevent individuals from committing offenses under Sec-
tion 28.08, Penal Code;
(3) provide to the public rewards for identifying and aiding
in the apprehension and prosecution of offenders who com-
mit offenses under Section 28.08, Penal Code;
(4) provide funding for teen recognition and teen recre-
ation programs;
(5) provide funding for local teen court programs;
(6) provide funding for the local juvenile probation depart-
ment; and
(7) provide educational and intervention programs de-
signed to prevent juveniles from engaging in delinquent
conduct.

(d) The county juvenile delinquency prevention fund shall be
administered by or under the direction of the commissioners
court.

ART. 102.0172.  COURT COSTS;  MUNICIPAL

COURT TECHNOLOGY FUND

(a) The governing body of a municipality by ordinance may
create a municipal court technology fund and may require a
defendant convicted of a misdemeanor offense in a municipal
court or municipal court of record to pay a technology fee not
to exceed $4 as a cost of court.
(b) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person is placed on community supervision, includ-
ing deferred adjudication community supervision; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.

(c) The municipal court clerk shall collect the costs and pay the
funds to the municipal treasurer, or to any other official who
discharges the duties commonly delegated to the municipal
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treasurer, for deposit in a fund to be known as the municipal
court technology fund.
(d) A fund designated by this article may be used only to fi-
nance the purchase of or to maintain technological enhance-
ments for a municipal court or municipal court of record,
including:

(1) computer systems;
(2) computer networks;
(3) computer hardware;
(4) computer software;
(5) imaging systems;
(6) electronic kiosks;
(7) electronic ticket writers; and
(8) docket management systems.

(e) The municipal court technology fund shall be administered
by or under the direction of the governing body of the munic-
ipality.

ART.  102.0173.  COURT COSTS;  JUSTICE COURT

TECHNOLOGY FUND

(a) The commissioners court of a county by order shall create
a justice court technology fund. A defendant convicted of a
misdemeanor offense in justice court shall pay a $4 justice
court technology fee as a cost of court for deposit in the fund.
(b) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person; or
(2) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case. 

(c) The justice court clerk shall collect the costs and pay the
funds to the county treasurer, or to any other official who dis-
charges the duties commonly delegated to the county treasurer,
for deposit in a fund to be known as the justice court technol-
ogy fund.
(d) A fund designated by this article may be used only to fi-
nance:

(1) the cost of continuing education and training for justice
court judges and clerks regarding technological enhance-
ments for justice courts; and
(2) the purchase and maintenance of technological en-
hancements for a justice court, including:

(A) computer systems;
(B) computer networks;
(C) computer hardware;
(D) computer software;
(E) imaging systems;
(F) electronic kiosks;
(G) electronic ticket writers; and
(H) docket management systems.

(e) The justice court technology fund shall be administered by
or under the direction of the commissioners court of the county.
(f ) A justice court may, subject to the approval of the commis-
sioners court, use a fund designated by this article to assist a
constable’s office or other county department with a techno-
logical enhancement, or cost related to the enhancement, de-
scribed by Subsection (d)(1) or (2) if the enhancement directly
relates to the operation or efficiency of the justice court. This
subsection applies only to a county that:

(1) has a population of 125,000 or more;
(2) is not adjacent to a county of two million or more;
(3) contains a portion of the Guadalupe River; and
(4) contains a portion of Interstate Highway 10.

ART.  102.0174.  COURT COSTS;  JUVENILE CASE

MANAGER FUND

(a) In this article, “fund” means a juvenile case manager fund.
(b) The governing body of a municipality by ordinance may
create a juvenile case manager fund and may require a defen-
dant convicted of a fine-only misdemeanor offense in a mu-
nicipal court to pay a juvenile case manager fee not to exceed
$5 as a cost of court if the municipality employs a juvenile case
manager. A municipality that does not employ a juvenile case
manager may not collect a fee under this subsection.
(c) The commissioners court of a county by order may create
a juvenile case manager fund and may require a defendant con-
victed of a fine-only misdemeanor offense in a justice court,
county court, or county court at law to pay a juvenile case
manager fee not to exceed $5 as a cost of court if the court em-
ploys a juvenile case manager. A justice court, county court, or
county court at law that does not employ a juvenile case man-
ager may not collect a fee under this subsection.
(d) The ordinance or order must authorize the judge or justice
to waive the fee required by Subsection (b) or (c) in a case of
financial hardship.
(e) In this article, a defendant is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the defendant;
(2) the defendant receives deferred disposition, including
deferred proceedings under Article 45.052 or 45.053; or
(3) the defendant receives deferred adjudication in county
court.

(f) The clerks of the respective courts shall collect the costs and
pay them to the county or municipal treasurer, as applicable, or to
any other official who discharges the duties commonly delegated
to the county or municipal treasurer for deposit in the fund.
(g) A fund created under this section may be used [only] to fi-
nance the salary, benefits, training, travel expenses, office sup-
plies, and other necessary expenses relating to the position of a
juvenile case manager employed under Article 45.056. If there is
money in the fund after those costs are paid, on approval by the
employing court, a juvenile case manager may direct the re-
maining money to be used to implement programs directly re-
lated to the duties of the juvenile case manager, including
juvenile alcohol and substance abuse programs, educational and
leadership programs, and any other projects designed to prevent
or reduce the number of juvenile referrals to the court. The fund
may not be used to supplement the income of an employee
whose primary role is not that of a juvenile case manager.
(h) A fund must be administered by or under the direction of
the commissioners court or under the direction of the govern-
ing body of the municipality.

Amendment to (g) effective June 17, 2015 (HB 2945, §1).

ART.  102.0178.  COSTS ATTENDANT TO

CERTAIN INTOXICATION AND DRUG

CONVICTIONS

(a) In addition to other costs on conviction imposed by this
chapter, a person shall pay $60 as a court cost on conviction of
an offense punishable as a Class B misdemeanor or any higher
category of offense under:

(1) Chapter 49, Penal Code; or
(2) Chapter 481, Health and Safety Code.

(b) For purposes of this article, a person is considered to have
been convicted if:
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(1) a sentence is imposed; or
(2) the defendant receives community supervision or de-
ferred adjudication.

(c) Court costs under this article are collected in the same
manner as other fines or costs. An officer collecting the costs
shall keep separate records of the funds collected as costs under
this article and shall deposit the funds in the county treasury,
as appropriate.
(d) The custodian of a county treasury shall:

(1) keep records of the amount of funds on deposit col-
lected under this article; and
(2) except as provided by Subsection (e), send to the comp-
troller before the last day of the first month following each
calendar quarter the funds collected under this article dur-
ing the preceding quarter.

(e) A county is entitled to:
(1) if the custodian of the county treasury complies with
Subsection (d), retain 10 percent of the funds collected
under this article by an officer of the county during the cal-
endar quarter as a service fee; and
(2) if the county has established a drug court program or es-
tablishes a drug court program before the expiration of the
calendar quarter, retain in addition to the 10 percent au-
thorized by Subdivision (1) another 50 percent of the funds
collected under this article by an officer of the county dur-
ing the calendar quarter to be used exclusively for the de-
velopment and maintenance of drug court programs
operated within the county.

(f ) If no funds due as costs under this article are deposited in
a county treasury in a calendar quarter, the custodian of the
treasury shall file the report required for the quarter in the reg-
ular manner and must state that no funds were collected.
(g) The comptroller shall deposit the funds received under this
article to the credit of the drug court account in the general
revenue fund to help fund drug court programs established
under Chapter 122, 123, 124, or 125, Government Code, or
former law. The legislature shall appropriate money from the
account solely to the criminal justice division of the governor’s
office for distribution to drug court programs that apply for
the money.
(h) Funds collected under this article are subject to audit by
the comptroller.

ART.  102.018.  COSTS ATTENDANT TO

INTOXICATION CONVICTIONS

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (d) of this article, on con-
viction of an offense relating to the driving or operating of a
motor vehicle under Section 49.04, Penal Code, the court shall
impose a cost of $15 on a defendant if, subsequent to the ar-
rest of the defendant, a law enforcement agency visually
recorded the defendant with an electronic device. Costs im-
posed under this subsection are in addition to other court costs
and are due whether or not the defendant is granted probation
in the case. The court shall collect the costs in the same man-
ner as other costs are collected in the case.
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (d) of this article, on con-
viction of an offense relating to the driving or operating of a
motor vehicle punishable under Section 49.04(b), Penal Code,
the court shall impose as a cost of court on the defendant an
amount that is equal to the cost of an evaluation of the defen-

dant performed under Section 13(a), Article 42.12, of this
code. Costs imposed under this subsection are in addition to
other court costs and are due whether or not the defendant is
granted probation in the case, except that if the court deter-
mines that the defendant is indigent and unable to pay the
cost, the court may waive the imposition of the cost.
(c)(1) Except as provided by Subsection (d) of this article, if a
person commits an offense under Chapter 49, Penal Code, and
as a direct result of the offense the person causes an incident
resulting in an accident response by a public agency, the per-
son is liable on conviction for the offense for the reasonable ex-
pense to the agency of the accident response. In this article, a
person is considered to have been convicted in a case if:

(A) sentence is imposed;
(B) the defendant receives probation or deferred adjudi-
cation; or
(C) the court defers final disposition of the case.

(2) The liability authorized by this subsection may be estab-
lished by civil suit; however, if a determination is made during
a criminal trial that a person committed an offense under
Chapter 49, Penal Code, and as a direct result of the offense
the person caused an incident resulting in an accident response
by a public agency, the court may include the obligation for
the liability as part of the judgment. A judgment that includes
such an obligation is enforceable as any other judgment.
(3) The liability is a debt of the person to the public agency,
and the public agency may collect the debt in the same
manner as the public agency collects an express or implied
contractual obligation to the agency.
(4) A person’s liability under this subsection for the reason-
able expense of an accident response may not exceed
$1,000 for a particular incident. For the purposes of this
subdivision, a reasonable expense for an accident response
includes only those costs to the public agency arising di-
rectly from an accident response to a particular incident,
such as the cost of providing police, fire-fighting, rescue,
ambulance, and emergency medical services at the scene of
the incident and the salaries of the personnel of the public
agency responding to the incident.
(5) A bill for the expense of an accident response sent to a
person by a public agency under this subsection must con-
tain an itemized accounting of the components of the total
charge. A bill that complies with this subdivision is prima
facie evidence of the reasonableness of the costs incurred in
the accident response to which the bill applies.
(6) A policy of motor vehicle insurance delivered, issued for
delivery, or renewed in this state may not cover payment of
expenses charged to a person under this subsection.
(7) In this subsection, “public agency” means the state, a
county, a municipality district, or a public authority located
in whole or in part in this state that provides police, fire-
fighting, rescue, ambulance, or emergency medical services.

(d) Subsections (a), (b), and (c) of this article do not apply to
an offense under Section 49.02 or 49.03, Penal Code.

ART.  102.0185.  ADDITIONAL COSTS

ATTENDANT TO INTOXICATION CONVICTIONS:
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES ,  TRAUMA

FACILITIES ,  AND TRAUMA CARE SYSTEMS

(a) In addition to the costs on conviction imposed by Articles
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102.016 and 102.018, a person convicted of an offense under
Chapter 49, Penal Code, except for Sections 49.02 and
49.031, shall pay $100 on conviction of the offense.
(b) Costs imposed under this article are imposed without re-
gard to whether the defendant is placed on community super-
vision after being convicted of the offense or receives deferred
disposition or deferred adjudication for the offense.
(c) Costs imposed under this article are collected in the manner
provided by Subchapter B, Chapter 133, Local Government
Code.
(d) The officer collecting the costs under this article shall keep
separate records of the money collected and shall pay the
money to the custodian of the municipal or county treasury.
(e) The custodian of the municipal or county treasury shall:

(1) keep records of the amount of money collected under
this article that is deposited with the treasury under this ar-
ticle; and
(2) not later than the last day of the first month following
each calendar quarter:

(A) pay the money collected under this article during the
preceding calendar quarter to the comptroller; or
(B) if, in the calendar quarter, the custodian of the mu-
nicipal or county treasury did not receive any money at-
tributable to costs paid under this article, file a report
with the comptroller stating that fact.

(f ) The comptroller shall deposit the funds received under this
article to the credit of the account established under Section
773.006, Health and Safety Code.

ART.  102.0186.  ADDITIONAL COSTS

ATTENDANT TO CERTAIN CHILD SEXUAL

ASSAULT AND RELATED CONVICTIONS

(a) A person convicted of an offense under Section 21.02,
21.11, 22.011(a)(2), 22.021(a)(1)(B), 43.25, 43.251, or 43.26,
Penal Code, shall pay $100 on conviction of the offense.
(b) Costs imposed under this article are imposed without re-
gard to whether the defendant is placed on community super-
vision after being convicted of the offense or receives deferred
adjudication for the offense.
(c) The clerks of the respective courts shall collect the costs and
pay them to the county treasurer or to any other official who
discharges the duties commonly delegated to the county trea-
surer for deposit in a fund to be known as the county child
abuse prevention fund. A fund designated by this subsection
may be used only to fund child abuse prevention programs in
the county where the court is located.
(d) The county child abuse prevention fund shall be adminis-
tered by or under the direction of the commissioners court.

ART.  102.020.  COSTS RELATED TO DNA
TESTING

(a) A person shall pay as a cost of court:
(1) $250 on conviction of an offense listed in Section
411.1471(a)(1), Government Code;
(2) $50 on conviction of an offense described by [listed in]
Section 411.1471(a)(3), Government Code [of that code]; or
(3) $34 on placement of the person on community super-
vision, including deferred adjudication community super-
vision, if the person is required to submit a DNA sample
under Section 11(j), Article 42.12.

(b) The court shall assess and make a reasonable effort to col-

lect the cost due under this article whether or not any other
court cost is assessed or collected.
(c) For purposes of this article, a person is considered to have
been convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed; or
(2) the defendant receives community supervision or de-
ferred adjudication.

(d) Court costs under this article are collected in the same
manner as other fines or costs. An officer collecting the costs
shall keep separate records of the funds collected as costs under
this article and shall deposit the funds in the county treasury.
(e) The custodian of a county treasury shall:

(1) keep records of the amount of funds on deposit col-
lected under this article; and
(2) send to the comptroller before the last day of the first
month following each calendar quarter the funds collected
under this article during the preceding quarter.

(f ) A county may retain 10 percent of the funds collected under
this article by an officer of the county as a collection fee if the
custodian of the county treasury complies with Subsection (e).
(g) If no funds due as costs under this article are deposited in
a county treasury in a calendar quarter, the custodian of the
treasury shall file the report required for the quarter in the reg-
ular manner and must state that no funds were collected.
(h) Except as provided by Subsection (h-1), the comptroller
shall deposit 35 percent of the funds received under this arti-
cle in the state treasury to the credit of the state highway fund
and 65 percent of the funds received under this article to the
credit of the criminal justice planning account in the general
revenue fund.
(h-1) The clerk of the court shall transfer to the comptroller
any funds received under Subsection (a)(2) or (3) [(a)(3)]. The
comptroller shall credit the funds to the Department of Public
Safety to help defray the cost of collecting or analyzing [any
analyses performed on] DNA samples provided by defendants
who are required to pay a court cost under this article.
(i) Funds collected under this article are subject to audit by the
comptroller.
(j) The court may waive the imposition of a court cost under
this article if the court determines that the defendant is indi-
gent and unable to pay the cost.

Amendments to (a) & (h-1) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 941, §1).
Section 6 of HB 941 provides: “The change in law made by this
Act in amending Article 102.020, Code of Criminal Procedure, and
Section 411.1471, Government Code, applies only to an offense
committed on or after the effective date of this Act. An offense
committed before the effective date of this Act is governed by the
law in effect at the time the offense was committed, and the for-
mer law is continued in effect for that purpose. For purposes of
this section, an offense was committed before the effective date
of this Act if any element of the offense occurred before that date.”

ART.  102.022.  COSTS ON CONVICTION TO

FUND STATEWIDE REPOSITORY FOR DATA

RELATED TO CIVIL JUSTICE

(a) In this article, “moving violation” means an offense that:
(1) involves the operation of a motor vehicle; and
(2) is classified as a moving violation by the Department of
Public Safety under Section 708.052, Transportation Code.

(b) A defendant convicted of a moving violation in a justice
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court, county court, county court at law, or municipal court
shall pay a fee of 10 cents as a cost of court.
(c) In this article, a person is considered convicted if:

(1) a sentence is imposed on the person;
(2) the person receives community supervision, including
deferred adjudication; or
(3) the court defers final disposition of the person’s case.

(d) The clerks of the respective courts shall collect the costs de-
scribed by this article. The clerk shall keep separate records of
the funds collected as costs under this article and shall deposit
the funds in the county or municipal treasury, as appropriate.
(e) The custodian of a county or municipal treasury shall:

(1) keep records of the amount of funds on deposit col-
lected under this article; and
(2) send to the comptroller before the last day of the first
month following each calendar quarter the funds collected
under this article during the preceding quarter.

(f ) A county or municipality may retain 10 percent of the
funds collected under this article by an officer of the county or
municipality as a collection fee if the custodian of the county
or municipal treasury complies with Subsection (e).
(g) If no funds due as costs under this article are deposited in
a county or municipal treasury in a calendar quarter, the cus-
todian of the treasury shall file the report required for the quar-
ter in the regular manner and must state that no funds were
collected.
(h) The comptroller shall deposit the funds received under this
article to the credit of the Civil Justice Data Repository fund
in the general revenue fund, to be used only by the Texas Com-
mission on Law Enforcement to implement duties under Sec-
tion 1701.162, Occupations Code.
(i) Funds collected under this article are subject to audit by the
comptroller.

Subchapter B. Criminal Justice Planning Fund

ART.  102.056.  DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS

(a) The legislature shall determine and appropriate the neces-
sary amount from the criminal justice planning fund to the
criminal justice division of the governor’s office for expendi-
ture for state and local criminal justice projects and for costs of
administering the funds for the projects. The criminal justice
division shall allocate not less than 20 percent of these funds
to juvenile justice programs. The distribution of the funds to
local units of government shall be in an amount equal at least
to the same percentage as local expenditures for criminal jus-
tice activities are to total state and local expenditures for crim-
inal justice activities for the preceding state fiscal year. Funds
shall be allocated among combinations of local units of gov-
ernment taking into consideration the population of the com-
bination of local units of government as compared to the
population of the state and the incidence of crime in the juris-
diction of the combination of local units of government as
compared to the incidence of crime in the state. All funds col-
lected are subject to audit by the comptroller of public ac-
counts. All funds expended are subject to audit by the State
Auditor. All funds collected or expended are subject to audit by
the governor’s division of planning coordination.
(b) The legislature may appropriate any unobligated balance of
the criminal justice planning fund for any court-related purpose.

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the
criminal justice division shall allocate to a local unit of gov-
ernment or combination of local units of government located
in an impacted region occurring as the result of the establish-
ment of a significant new naval military facility an amount
that exceeds by 10 percent the amount it would otherwise re-
ceive under this article.
(d) In this article “significant new naval military facility” and
“impacted region” have the meanings assigned by Section 4,
Article 1, National Defense Impacted Region Assistance Act of
1985.
(e) The legislature shall determine and appropriate the neces-
sary amount from the criminal justice planning account to the
criminal justice division of the governor’s office for reimburse-
ment in the form of grants to the Department of Public Safety
of the State of Texas and other law enforcement agencies for
expenses incurred in performing duties imposed on those
agencies under Section 411.1471 or Subchapter B-1, Chapter
420, Government Code, as applicable. On the first day after
the end of a calendar quarter, a law enforcement agency incur-
ring expenses described by this subsection in the previous cal-
endar quarter shall send a certified statement of the costs
incurred to the criminal justice division. The criminal justice
division through a grant shall reimburse the law enforcement
agency for the costs not later than the 30th day after the date
the certified statement is received. If the criminal justice divi-
sion does not reimburse the law enforcement agency before the
90th day after the date the certified statement is received, the
agency is not required to perform duties imposed under Sec-
tion 411.1471 or Subchapter B-1, Chapter 420, Government
Code, as applicable, until the agency has been compensated for
all costs for which the agency has submitted a certified state-
ment under this subsection.

Subchapter C. Court Costs & Fees

ART.  102.071.  COLLECTION,  ALLOCATION,  AND

ADMINISTRATION

The comptroller of public accounts may require state court
costs and fees in criminal cases to be reported in lump-sum
amounts. The comptroller shall allocate the amounts received
to the appropriate fund, with each fund receiving the same
amount of money the fund would have received if the costs
and fees had been reported individually.

ART.  102.072.  ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

An officer listed in Article 103.003 or a community supervi-
sion and corrections department may assess an administrative
fee for each transaction made by the officer or department re-
lating to the collection of fines, fees, restitution, or other costs
imposed by a court. The fee may not exceed $2 for each trans-
action. This article does not apply to a transaction relating to
the collection of child support. 

ART.  102.073.  ASSESSMENT OF COURT COSTS

AND FEES  IN A  SINGLE CRIMINAL ACTION

(a) In a single criminal action in which a defendant is con-
victed of two or more offenses or of multiple counts of the
same offense, the court may assess each court cost or fee only
once against the defendant.
(b) In a criminal action described by Subsection (a), each court
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cost or fee the amount of which is determined according to the
category of offense must be assessed using the highest category
of offense that is possible based on the defendant’s convictions.
(c) This article does not apply to a single criminal action alleg-
ing only the commission of two or more offenses punishable
by fine only.

Enacted effective Sept. 1, 2015 (SB 740, §1). Section 2 of SB
740 provides: “The change in law made by this Act applies to a
court cost or fee imposed on or after the effective date of this
Act, regardless of whether the offense for which the cost or fee
was imposed was committed before, on, or after that date.”

� 2015 LEGISLATIVE NOTE

SB 740 creates this article to limit the collection of costs and
fees from a defendant convicted in a “single criminal action” of
multiple offenses or counts of the same offense (other than fine-
only offenses). In such cases, the court may only assess each
court cost or fee once using the highest category of offense for
which the defendant was convicted. The term “criminal action”
is not defined in statute, but it is used in Penal Code Chapter 3
to mean a criminal proceeding in a court, as opposed to a crimi-
nal episode, which refers to the commission of the offenses
themselves. For an example of the analogous situation of multi-
ple fines, see Crook v. State, 248 S.W.3d 172 (Tex. Crim. App.
2008) (fines must run concurrently for defendant convicted in a
single criminal action of 13 separate counts arising from same
criminal episode). SB 740 was also filed partially in response to
Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. GA-1063 (2014); see that opinion for more
information. Finally, note that this article applies to costs and
fees imposed on or after Sept. 1, 2015, regardless of the date the
underlying offenses were committed.

CHAPTER 103.  PAYMENT, COLLECTION
AND RECORDKEEPING

ART.  103.001.  COSTS PAYABLE

(a) In a justice or municipal court, a [A] cost is not payable by
the person charged with the cost until a written bill is:

(1) produced or [is] ready to be produced, containing the
items of cost; and
(2) [,] signed by the officer who charged the cost or the of-
ficer who is entitled to receive payment for the cost.

(b) In a court other than a justice or municipal court, a cost is
not payable by the person charged with the cost until a written
bill containing the items of cost is:

(1) produced;
(2) signed by the officer who charged the cost or the officer
who is entitled to receive payment for the cost; and
(3) provided to the person charged with the cost.

Amendment of chapter title effective June 15, 2015 (HB 121, §1).

Amendment of (a) and addition of (b) effective June 19, 2015 (SB
287, §1). Section 5 of SB 287 provides: “Article 103.001, Code
of Criminal Procedure, as amended by this Act, applies only to a
cost incurred on or after the effective date of this Act. A cost in-
curred before the effective date of this Act is governed by the law
in effect on the date the cost was incurred, and the former law is
continued in effect for that purpose.”

ART.  103.002.  CERTAIN COSTS BARRED

An officer may not impose a cost for a service not performed or
for a service for which a cost is not expressly provided by law.

ART.  103.0025.  ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT

PROCEDURE FOR CERTAIN PAST DUE FINES AND

COSTS

(a) This article applies to a defendant’s past due payment on a
judgment for a fine and related court costs if a capias pro fine
has been issued in the case.
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the court may
adopt an alternative procedure for collecting a past due payment
described by Subsection (a). Under the procedure, a peace offi-
cer who executes a capias pro fine or who is authorized to arrest
a defendant on other grounds and knows that the defendant
owes a past due payment described by Subsection (a):

(1) shall inform the defendant of:
(A) the possibility of making an immediate payment of
the fine and related court costs by use of a credit or debit
card; and
(B) the defendant’s available alternatives to making an
immediate payment; and

(2) may accept, on behalf of the court, the defendant’s im-
mediate payment of the fine and related court costs by use
of a credit or debit card, after which the peace officer may
release the defendant as appropriate based on the officer’s
authority for the arrest.

(c) A peace officer accepting a payment under Subsection
(b)(2) may also accept payment for fees for the issuance and
execution of the capias pro fine.

Enacted effective June 15, 2015 (HB 121, §2).

ART.  103.003.  COLLECTION

(a) District and county attorneys, clerks of district and county
courts, sheriffs, constables, and justices of the peace may col-
lect money payable under this title.
(b) A community supervision and corrections department and
a county treasurer may collect money payable under this title
with the written approval of the clerk of the court or fee officer,
and may collect money payable as otherwise provided by law.
(b-1) The commissioners court of a county that has imple-
mented a collection improvement program under Article
103.0033 may collect money payable under this title or under
other law.
(c) This article does not limit the authority of a commission-
ers court to contract with a private vendor or private attorney
for the provision of collection services under Article 103.0031.

ART.  103.0031.  COLLECTION CONTRACTS

(a) The commissioners court of a county or the governing
body of a municipality may enter into a contract with a private
attorney or a public or private vendor for the provision of col-
lection services for one or more of the following items:

(1) debts and accounts receivable such as unpaid fines, fees,
court costs, forfeited bonds, and restitution ordered paid by:

(A) a court serving the county or a court serving the mu-
nicipality, as applicable; or
(B) a hearing officer serving the municipality under
Chapter 682, Transportation Code; 

(2) amounts in cases in which the accused has failed to ap-
pear:

(A) as promised under Subchapter A, Chapter 543,
Transportation Code, or other law;
(B) in compliance with a lawful written notice to appear
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issued under Article 14.06(b) or other law;
(C) in compliance with a lawful summons issued under
Article 15.03(b) or other law;
(D) in compliance with a lawful order of a court serving
the county or municipality; or
(E) as specified in a citation, summons, or other notice
authorized by Section 682.002, Transportation Code,
that charges the accused with a parking or stopping of-
fense; and

(3) false alarm penalties or fees imposed by a county under
Chapter 118 or 233, Local Government Code, or by a mu-
nicipality under a municipal ordinance.

(b) A commissioners court or governing body of a municipal-
ity that enters into a contract with a private attorney or private
vendor under this article may authorize the addition of a col-
lection fee in the amount of 30 percent on each item described
in Subsection (a) that is more than 60 days past due and has
been referred to the attorney or vendor for collection. The col-
lection fee does not apply to a case that has been dismissed by
a court of competent jurisdiction or to any amount that has
been satisfied through time-served credit or community ser-
vice. The collection fee may be applied to any balance remain-
ing after a partial credit for time served or community service
if the balance is more than 60 days past due. Unless the con-
tract provides otherwise, the court shall calculate the amount
of any collection fee due to the governmental entity or to the
private attorney or private vendor performing the collection
services and shall receive all fees, including the collection fee.
With respect to cases described by Subsection (a)(2), the
amount to which the 30 percent collection fee applies is:

(1) the amount to be paid that is communicated to the ac-
cused as acceptable to the court under its standard policy
for resolution of the case, if the accused voluntarily agrees
to pay that amount; or
(2) the amount ordered paid by the court after plea or trial.

(c) The governing body of a municipality with a population of
more than 1.9 million may authorize the addition of collection
fees under Subsection (b) for a collection program performed
by employees of the governing body.
(d) A defendant is not liable for the collection fees authorized
under Subsection (b) if the court of original jurisdiction has
determined the defendant is indigent, or has insufficient re-
sources or income, or is otherwise unable to pay all or part of
the underlying fine or costs.
(e) If a county or municipality has entered into a contract under
Subsection (a) and a person pays an amount that is less than the
aggregate total to be collected under Subsections (a) and (b), the
allocation to the comptroller, the county or municipality, and
the private attorney or vendor shall be reduced proportionately.
(f) An item subject to collection services under Subsection (a) and
to the additional collection fee authorized by Subsection (b) is con-
sidered more than 60 days past due under Subsection (b) if it re-
mains unpaid on the 61st day after the following appropriate date:

(1) with respect to an item described by Subsection (a)(1),
the date on which the debt, fine, fee, forfeited bond, or
court cost must be paid in full as determined by the court
or hearing officer; 
(2) with respect to an item described by Subsection (a)(2),
the date by which the accused promised to appear or was
notified, summoned, or ordered to appear; or

(3) with respect to an item described by Subsection (a)(3),
the date on which a penalty or fee is due under a rule or order
adopted under Chapter 233, Local Government Code, or an
ordinance, policy, procedure, or rule of a municipality.

(g) A county or municipality that enters into a contract under
Subsection (a) may not use the additional 30 percent collec-
tion fee authorized by Subsection (b) for any purpose other
than compensating the private attorney or private vendor who
earns the fee.
(h) This section does not apply to the collection of commercial
bail bonds.
(i) The commissioners court of a county or the governing body
of a municipality may enter into a contract as described in this
article to collect a debt incurred as a result of the commission of
a criminal or civil offense committed before the effective date of
this subsection. The collection fee does not apply to a debt col-
lected pursuant to a contract entered into under this subsection.
(j) A communication to the accused person regarding the
amount of payment that is acceptable to the court under the
court’s standard policy for resolution of a case must include a
notice of the person’s right to enter a plea or go to trial on any
offense charged.

ART.  103.0032.  COLLECTION IMPROVEMENT

PLANS

Not later than January 1 of each even-numbered year, the Of-
fice of Court Administration of the Texas Judicial System may
award grants to counties and municipalities to prepare a col-
lection plan. The grants shall reimburse the county or munic-
ipality for the cost of preparing the plan. The plan shall
provide methods to improve the collection of court costs, fees,
and fines imposed in criminal cases. The Office of Court Ad-
ministration of the Texas Judicial System may require that the
county or municipality reimburse the state from the additional
collections as a condition of the grant.

ART.  103.0033.  COLLECTION IMPROVEMENT

PROGRAM

(a) In this article:
(1) “Eligible case” means a criminal case in which the judg-
ment has been entered by a trial court. The term does not
include a criminal case in which a defendant has been
placed on deferred disposition or has elected to take a dri-
ving safety course.
(2) “Office” means the Office of Court Administration of
the Texas Judicial System.
(3) “Program” means the program to improve the collection
of court costs, fees, and fines imposed in criminal cases, as
developed and implemented under this article.

(b) This article applies only to:
(1) a county with a population of 50,000 or greater; and
(2) a municipality with a population of 100,000 or greater.

(c) Unless granted a waiver under Subsection (h)(2) or (h)(1),
each county and municipality shall develop and implement a
program that complies with the prioritized implementation
schedule under Subsection (h)(1). A county program must in-
clude district, county, and justice courts.
(d) The program must consist of:

(1) a component that conforms with a model developed by
the office and designed to improve in-house collections for
eligible cases through the application of best practices; and
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(2) a component designed to improve the collection of bal-
ances for eligible cases more than 60 days past due, which
may be implemented by entering into a contract with a pri-
vate attorney or public or private vendor in accordance with
Article 103.0031.

(e) Not later than June 1 of each year, the office shall identify
those counties and municipalities that:

(1) have not implemented a program; and
(2) are able to implement a program before April 1 of the
following year.

(f ) The office shall develop a methodology for determining the
collection rate of counties and municipalities described by
Subsection (e) before implementation of a program. The office
shall determine the rate for each county and municipality not
later than the first anniversary of the county’s or municipality’s
adoption of a program.
(g) The office shall:

(1) make available on the office’s Internet website require-
ments for a program; and
(2) assist counties and municipalities in implementing a
program by providing training and consultation, except
that the office may not provide employees for implementa-
tion of a program.

(h) The office may:
(1) use case dispositions, population, revenue data, or other
appropriate measures to develop a prioritized implementa-
tion schedule for programs; and
(2) determine whether it is not actually cost-effective to im-
plement a program in a county or municipality and grant a
waiver to the county or municipality.

(h-1) The office shall grant a waiver to a county that:
(1) contains within its borders a correctional facility oper-
ated by or under contract with the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice; and
(2) has a population of 50,000 or more only because the in-
mate population of all correctional facilities described by
Subdivision (1) is included in that population.

(i) Each county and municipality shall at least annually submit
to the office a written report that includes updated informa-
tion regarding the program, as determined by the office. The
report must be in a form approved by the office.
(j) The office shall periodically audit counties and municipali-
ties to verify information reported under Subsection (i) and
confirm that the county or municipality is conforming with
requirements relating to the program.

ART.  103.004.  DISPOSITION OF COLLECTED

MONEY

(a) Except as provided by Subsection (c), an officer who col-
lects recognizances, bail bonds, fines, forfeitures, judgments,
jury fees, and other obligations recovered in the name of the
state under any provision of this title shall deposit the money
in the county treasury not later than the next regular business
day after the date that the money is collected. If it is not pos-
sible for the officer to deposit the money in the county trea-
sury by that date, the officer shall deposit the money in the
county treasury as soon as possible, but not later than the fifth
regular business day after the date that the money is collected. 
(b) Repealed
(c) The commissioners court of a county with a population of

less than 50,000 may authorize an officer who is required to
deposit money under Subsection (a) to deposit the money in
the county treasury not later than the 15th day after the date
that the money is collected. 
(d) The custodian of the county treasury shall deposit money
received from fees imposed under Article 102.012 in the spe-
cial fund of the county treasury for the community supervision
and corrections department serving the county. 

ART.  103.005.  REPORT REQUIRED

(a) An officer listed in Article 103.003 who collects money
other than taxes for a county shall report to the commissioners
court of the county for which the money was collected during
each term of the court.
(b) An officer listed in Article 103.003 who collects money
other than taxes for the state shall report to the district court
having jurisdiction in the county the officer serves on the first
day of each term of the court.
(c) The report must state for the reporting period:

(1) the amount of money collected by the officer;
(2) when and from whom the money was collected;
(3) the process by which the money was collected; and
(4) the disposition of the money.

(d) The report must be in writing and under the oath of the
officer.
(e) If an officer has not collected money since the last report re-
quired to be filed with the court or the commissioners court, the
officer shall report that fact to the court or commissioners court.

ART.  103.006.  TRANSFER OF BILL OF COSTS

If a criminal action or proceeding is transferred from one court
to another or is appealed, an officer of the court shall certify
and sign a bill of costs stating the costs that have accrued and
send the bill of costs to the court to which the action or pro-
ceeding is transferred or appealed.

ART.  103.007.  ADDITIONAL COSTS AFTER

PAYMENT

After a defendant has paid costs, no more costs may be charged
against the defendant unless the court rules on a motion pre-
sented to the court that additional costs are due.

ART.  103.008.  CORRECTION OF COSTS

(a) On the filing of a motion by a defendant not later than one
year after the date of the final disposition of a case in which
costs were imposed, the court in which the case is pending or
was last pending shall correct any error in the costs.
(b) The defendant must notify each person affected by the cor-
rection of costs in the same manner as notice of a similar mo-
tion is given in a civil action.

ART.  103.009.  FEE RECORDS

(a) Each clerk of a court, county judge, justice of the place,
sheriff, constable, and marshal shall keep a fee record. The
record must contain:

(1) a statement of each fee or item of cost charged for a ser-
vice rendered in a criminal action or proceeding;
(2) the number and style of the action or proceeding; and
(3) the name of the officer or person who is entitled to re-
ceive the fee.

(b) Any person may inspect a fee record described by Subsec-
tion (a).
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(c) A statement of an item of cost in a fee record is prima facie
evidence of the correctness of the statement.
(d) The county shall provide to officers required to keep a fee
record by this article equipment and supplies necessary to keep
the record.

ART.  103.010.  RECEIPT BOOK

(a) Each county shall provide a receipt book to each officer col-
lecting fines and fees in criminal cases for the county. The
book must contain duplicate official receipts. Each receipt
must bear a distinct number and a facsimile of the official seal
of the county.
(b) An officer who collects fines or fees in a criminal case shall
give the person paying the money a receipt from the receipt
book. The receipt must show:

(1) the amount of money paid;
(2) the date the money was paid;
(3) the style and number of the case in which the costs were
accrued;
(4) the item of costs;
(5) the name of the person paying the money; and
(6) the official signature of the officer receiving the money.

(c) Instead of a receipt book, each officer collecting fines or
fees in criminal cases for the county may maintain the infor-
mation listed in Subsections (b)(1)–(5) in a computer data-
base. The officer shall provide a receipt to each person paying
a fine or fee.

ART.  103.011.  AUDIT

An officer shall deliver the receipt book or a copy of any receipt
records contained in a computer database to the county audi-
tor at the end of each month’s business or at the end of each
month shall allow the county auditor electronic access to re-
ceipt records contained in the computer database. The county
auditor shall examine the receipt book or computer records
and determine whether the money collected has been properly
disposed of. If each receipt in a receipt book has been used, the
county auditor shall keep the book. If any receipt in the book
has not been used, the auditor shall return the book to the of-
ficer. The county auditor may keep a copy of computer gener-
ated receipt records delivered to the county auditor. Any
person may inspect a receipt book or a computer generated re-
ceipt record kept by the county auditor.

ART.  103.012.  PENALTY

(a) An officer commits an offense if the officer violates a pro-
vision of Article 103.010 or Article 103.011.
(b) An offense under this article is a Class C misdemeanor.
(c) An officer who violates a provision of Article 103.010 or
Article 103.011 or whose deputy violates a provision of those
articles may be removed from office on the petition of the
county or district attorney.

CHAPTER 104.  CERTAIN EXPENSES PAID
BY STATE OR COUNTY

ART.  104.001.  JURY PAY AND EXPENSES FOR

JURORS

(a) The sheriff of a county shall, with the approval of the com-
missioners court, provide food and lodging for jurors impan-
eled in a felony case tried in the county. A juror may pay his
own expenses and draw his script.

(b) A juror in a felony case is entitled to receive as jury pay the
amount authorized by Article 2122, Revised Statutes.
(c) The county treasurer shall pay a juror the amount due the
juror for expenses under this article after receiving a certificate
from a clerk of a court or justice of the peace stating the
amount due the juror.
(d) A draft or certificate issued under this article may be trans-
ferred by delivery and, without further action of any authority
except registration by the county treasurer, may be used at par to
pay county taxes owed by the holder of the draft or certificate.
(e) If a defendant is indicted in one county and tried in an-
other county after a change of venue, the county in which the
defendant was indicted is liable for jury pay and expenses paid
to jurors by the county trying the case.
(f ) At each regular meeting of the commissioners court of a
county, the court shall determine whether, since the last regu-
lar meeting of the court, a defendant described by Subsection
(e) has been tried in the county. The commissioners court shall
prepare an account against another county liable for jury pay
and expenses under this article. The account must show the
number of days the jury was impaneled in the case and the jury
pay and expenses incurred by the county in the case.
(g) The county judge of the county in which the defendant was
tried shall certify the correctness of the account and send the ac-
count to the county judge of the county in which the defendant
was indicted. The county in which the defendant was indicted
shall pay the account in the same manner required for payment
of the expenses of transferred prisoners under Article 104.002.

ART.  104.002.  EXPENSES FOR PRISONERS

(a) Except as otherwise provided by this article, a county is li-
able for all expenses incurred in the safekeeping of prisoners
confined in the county jail or kept under guard by the county.
If a prisoner is transferred to a county from another county on
a change of venue, for safekeeping, or for a habeas corpus hear-
ing, the county transferring the prisoner is liable for the ex-
penses described by this article.
(b) If a county incurs expenses for the safekeeping of a prisoner
from another county, the sheriff shall submit to the county judge
an account of expenses incurred by the county for the prisoner.
The county judge shall approve the amount he determines is a
correct statement of the expenses and sign and date the account.
(c) The county judge shall submit to the commissioners court
of the county for which the prisoner was kept, at a regular term
of the court, his signed statement of the account described by
Subsection (b). If the commissioners court determines that the
account is in accordance with the law, it shall order the county
treasurer to issue to the sheriff of the county submitting the
statement a draft in an amount approved by the court.
(d) A person who is or was a prisoner in a county jail and re-
ceived medical, dental, or health related services from a county
or a hospital district shall be required to pay for such services
when they are rendered. If such prisoner is an eligible county
resident as defined in Section 61.002, Health and Safety Code,
the county or hospital district providing the services has a right
of subrogation to the prisoner’s right of recovery from any
source, limited to the cost of services provided. A prisoner, un-
less the prisoner fully pays for the cost of services received, shall
remain obligated to reimburse the county or hospital district
for any medical, dental, or health services provided, and the
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county or hospital district may apply for reimbursement in the
manner provided by Chapter 61, Health and Safety Code. A
county or hospital district shall have authority to recover the
amount expended in a civil action.

ART.  104.003.  STATE PAYMENT OF CERTAIN

PROSECUTION COSTS

(a) In a prosecution of a criminal offense or delinquent con-
duct committed on property owned or operated by or under
contract with the Texas Department of Criminal Justice or the
Texas Juvenile Justice Department [Youth Commission], or
committed by or against a person in the custody of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice or the Texas Juvenile Justice
Department [department or commission] while the person is
performing a duty away from Texas Department of Criminal
Justice or Texas Juvenile Justice Department [department or
commission] property, the state shall reimburse the county for
expenses incurred by the county, in an amount that the court
determines to be reasonable, for payment of:

(1) salaries and expenses of foreign language interpreters
and interpreters for deaf persons whose services are neces-
sary to the prosecution;
(2) consultation fees of experts whose assistance is directly
related to the prosecution;
(3) travel expenses for witnesses;
(4) expenses for the food, lodging, and compensation of ju-
rors;
(5) compensation of witnesses;
(6) the cost of preparation of a statement of facts and a
transcript of the trial for purposes of appeal;
(7) if the death of a person is an element of the offense, ex-
penses of an inquest relating to the death;
(8) food, lodging, and travel expenses incurred by the pros-
ecutor’s staff during travel essential to the prosecution of
the offense;
(9) court reporter’s fees; and
(10) the cost of special security officers.

(b) If there is a change of venue, the court may, in its discre-
tion, determine that a special prosecutor should be hired for
the prosecution of an offense described in Section (a), and the
state shall reimburse the county for the salary and expenses of
the special prosecutor if the court determines that the hiring of
the special prosecutor was reasonable and necessary for effec-
tive prosecution. The amount of reimbursement may not ex-
ceed an amount that the court determines to be reasonable.
(c) The court shall certify the amount of reimbursement for ex-
penses under Sections (a) and (b) on presentation by the county
of an itemized and verified receipt for those expenses.
(d) The state shall reimburse the county for expenses incurred
by the county for the investigation of an offense described in
Section (a), whether or not the investigation results in the pros-
ecution of an offense, and shall reimburse the county for rea-
sonable operational expenses of the special prison prosecution
unit, including educational activities for the staff and general
expenses relating to its investigative and prosecutorial duties.
(e) The court shall certify the amount of reimbursement for ex-
penses under Sections (a) and (b) to the comptroller. The
comptroller shall issue a warrant in that amount to the com-
missioners court of the county or, if the comptroller determines

that the amount certified by the court is unreasonable, in an
amount that the comptroller determines to be reasonable.
(f ) The commissioners court of the county shall certify the
amount of reimbursement for expenses under Section (d) to
the comptroller. The comptroller shall issue a warrant in that
amount to the commissioners court or, if the comptroller de-
termines that the amount certified by the commissioners court
is unreasonable, in an amount that the comptroller determines
to be reasonable.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, the ex-
penses submitted by the county for reimbursement may not
exceed the amount the county would pay for the same activity
or service, if that activity or service was not reimbursed by the
state. The county judge shall certify compliance with this sec-
tion on request by the comptroller.

Amendments to (a) effective Sept. 1, 2015 (HB 1549, §18).

ART. 104.004.  EXTRAORDINARY COSTS OF

PROSECUTION

(a) The criminal justice division of the governor’s office may
distribute money appropriated by the legislature for the pur-
poses of this article to a county for the reimbursement of ex-
penses incurred by the county during the fiscal year during
which application is made or the fiscal year preceding the year
during which application is made for the investigation or pros-
ecution of an offense under Section 19.03, Penal Code, or an
offense under the Penal Code alleged by the attorney repre-
senting the state to have been committed for a purpose or rea-
son described by Article 42.014.
(b) For each fiscal year, the division shall distribute at least 50
percent of the money distributed under this article during that
year to counties with a population of less than 50,000, except
that if the total distributions applied for by those counties is
less than 50 percent of the money distributed during that year,
the division is only required to distribute to those counties the
amount of money for which applications have been made.
(c) The division may adopt a budget and rules for the distrib-
ution of money under this article.
(d) All money distributed to a county under this article and its
expenditure by the county are subject to audit by the state au-
ditor.
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